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THE

POPULAR EDUCATOR.
LESSONS IN ETHNOLOGY. I.

INTRODUCTION TRANSMISSION OF QUALITIES, KTO.

TH term Ethnology is derived from two Greek words, i6t>ot
1

irth-nos), a body of men, a nation, caste, or race; and \6yoi

(log-os), a word, discourse, etc. It is the science which treats of

the races of mankind. It was formerly called Ethnography,
the second part of this word being taken from ypd<pu (graph-o),

I engrave, I write. Ethnography then was a writing about, or a

description of, the races of the world. As, however, inquiries

on this subject have of late taken a wider range, and assumed

a more scientific aspect it being held needful now not merely
to describe the characteristics of a race, but also to attempt to

discover how those characteristics arose Ethnology, the latter

part of which is derived from the same root as the word logic,

has become the more appropriate term. A cognate science ia

Anthropology, and it is necessary to distinguish between the

two. According to Dr. Latham, anthropology specially investi-

gates the relation in which man stands to the inferior animals ;

but this is too limited a view. For what is the etymological

construction of the word anthropology ? It is made up of

HvBpuwos (an-thro-pos), man, and \6yos, meaning (as already

explained) discourse. Anthropology, then, is a discourse about

man, and its cultivators profess
" to study man in all his leading

aspects, physical, mental, and historical, to investigate the

laws of his origin and progress, to ascertain his place in

nature, and his relation to the inferior forms of life." Such,
at least, is the comprehensive programme of the Anthropo-

logical Society of London, which, founded in 1863, succeeded,
within a short space of time after its foundation, in battling its

way into public notice. Ethnology would, then, be one depart-
ment of the great science of anthropology, and this we deem
the correct view.

Having now traced out the limits of the field, it is needful

next to enter on its exploration. No two members of the same

family come into the world in all respects alike, and the original
i inferences grow more, instead of less manifest, as the young
V eople advance to maturity. When at length they go forth

to push their way in the world, perhaps one enters the Church,
another the army, and a third the navy ; while a fourth goes
out to India, returning home only in the evening of his days.
To the original differences have now been superadded others

resulting from diversity of climate, food, habitation, profession.
and mental and moral habits. The modifications of colour and

general appearance produced by the tropical climate on that

member of the family who spent the best years of his life in

India will be specially apparent. Every one knows that, in all

likelihood, he will be darker than his compeers. As colour is

one of the points on which the various races of men depart

widely from each other, it should be noted how great are the

alterations in this respect which can be effected by ordinary
influences, even within the first generation. A traveller, speak-
ing from observation, says that a European acquires a tawny
skin by residing for some time in Egypt, and a bronzed one

by living in Abyssinia ; he becomes pallid on the Arabian coast,
of an unhealthy white in Syria, cloar brown in the deserts of

Arabia, and ruddy in the Syrian mountains. Nay, more, his

hair becomes darker, acquires a softer textnre, and shows a

tendency to curl. It will be perceived that the changes in the
colour and in the textnre of the hair constitute an approach,
however faint, to a race of mankind more remote than any
other from the European.
A second and important question now arises. Are slight

differences of organisation among members of a family, either

appearing by some occult law at birth, or produced at a sub-

sequent period by various natural causes, transmitted from one

131-N.E.

generation to another? The answer must be that they are no,

though not uniformly, yet at least occasionally. In various

works, among which we would instance one Dr. Theodor
Waitz'a excellent "Introduction to Anthropology," edited in

English by J. F. Collingwood, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the

Anthropological Society much important evidence ia adduced
with regard to the descent of natural or acquired peculiarities
to the second, if not to remoter generations. For instance, an
officer whose little finger had accidentally been cut across, and
had in consequence become crooked, transmitted the same
defect to his offspring. Another officer, wounded at the battle

of Eylau, had his scar reproduced on the foreheads of hi*

children. When the newborn infants of Europeans are com-

pared with those of savage nations, the shape of the toes in

the former is found to have been modified by the fact that

their parents were in the habit of wearing shoes. It has often

been observed that the Hapsburg, or Austrian royal family,
for some generations back, have had a thick upper lip, which
first appeared after an ancestor of theirs had intermarried with

the Polish family of Jagellon. A gentleman communicates the

information that he has himself witnessed a single white lock

of hair in two successive generations of a family, which family
moreover bore a surname that may possibly have been first

suggested by the phenomenon now described. Observations

analogous to those which have just been recorded have been
made also in the case of the lower animals. We have space
for only two. In Carolina, a dog which had accidentally lost

its tail transmitted the defect to its descendant? for three

or four generations. A sheep in Massachusetts, with a long
body and short legs, in 1791 became the progenitor of an

apparently permanent breed, possessing the same charac-

teristics. This now occurs in various parts of North America,
is called the otter sheep, and is prized by farmers, as its short

limbs prevent its being able to leap over the fences. It is

thus abundantly evident that physical peculiarities are trans-

missible both in the case of man and of the lower animals.

So are instincts, temper, etc., in animals, and mental and moral

qualities in man. A vicious horse generally breeds another
of the same kind

;
a docile one similarly repeats itself. Children

among ourselves generally take after their parents. True,
numerous instances have occurred in which a wise man has

begotten a fool, or the son of a poet has been prosaic to the

last degree, or the first-born of an eminent naturalist has cared

nothing for his distinguished father's pursuits. But it is not

by any means always so ; witness, for example, the Hookers,
father and son, both of the highest eminence in botany. The
two sets of facts may be harmonised by remembering that the

sons who departed so widely from their fathers' mental charac-

teristics, may in this respect have closely resembled their

mothers. In many cases the intellect of an able man is in-

herited from his mother, so much so, that, as has been pointed
out, the popular phrase is not father- but mother-wit. There

is, then, nothing in what has now been stated to overthrow

the observation that mental and moral qualities can be trans-

mitted from parents to children. Nay, more ; when mothers
have had to pass through scenes of terror like some of those

which arose in connection with the first French revolution the

fright in which they have been has in some cases told on the in-

tellect of any children to whom they may have shortly afterwards

given birth ; thus new mental types may be created by passing
event'. So, also, training laboriously imparted to dogs, tends

to become to them a second nature, and more or less to modify
the instincts of their offspring; there being in this, as in

similar cases, a certain analogy between man and the inferior

animals. With such a law of variability operating during

thousands of years, it was inevitable that diverse races should
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appear both among
1 mankind and the other members of the

animated creation now inhabiting
1 the world.

But here we are met by the highest question in ethnology.
Can it be established on strictly scientific evidence, that the

several types of mankind have had a common origin ? Or have

they from the first been totally distinct ? Before entering on this

inquiry, some terms, which it will be necessary to employ in

the argument, must be defined. All who have any acquaintance
with natural science have at least a general idea what a species

means, though modern investigations have rendered it for the

present almost impossible correctly to explain it. Till lately,

nearly all naturalists held that each species of animals or of

plants was produced by a separate act of creation, and that

the number could not be increased unless by a fresh exertion

of creative power. Then each species could vary within certain

limits, and even give rise to types which might be mistaken
for new species, but were designated varieties. Nay, more,
there were sometimes crosses, called hybrids, between distinct

species ; but these, it was held, could not perpetuate them-

selves, but speedily died out, unless kept up by new inter-

communion between the parent species. Crosses between mere
varieties were occasionally termed mongrels. These explana-
tions being made, readers will thoroughly understand the nature

of the question Are the several types which we see among
mankind distinct species ? or are they simply permanent
varieties ? In other words, had the European and the negro a

common parent ? or were they from the first totally distinct ?

The ethnologist does not consider it legitimate to go beyond
the limits of his special science, and ask whether or not revela-

tion has decided the point, but confines himself to strictly scien-

tific evidence.

It was formerly held that there was decisive proof derivable

from natural science in favour of the unity of the human
race. This was the nature of the argument employed : Hybrids
between distinct species are unable permanently to propagate
themselves. For instance, the mule, which is a hybrid between
the horse and ass, is incapable of continuing its race. If the

European and the negro were distinct species, the race inter-

mediate between then we mean the mulatto one would be a

hybrid, and, if left to itself, would speedily become extinct.
Yet it does not do so, but holds its own. Therefore it is not
a hybrid between two species, but a mongrel between two
varieties of one species ; and the negro and European differ

from each other only as permanent varieties in other parts of

Nature do. A good deal of weight still attaches to this argu-
ment, but not at all so much as was once believed. The doc-
trine that hybrids are never fertile has of late been impeachod
in two quarters. Darwin has done so with great ability in
his extensively circulated works

; and ethnologists of the
American school some of them, however, possibly influenced

by the disturbing effect exerted by the "irrepressible negro" on
social and political life in the United States have for a con-
siderable number of years maintained the same view. Darwin
believes that the domestic dogs of the world did not come from
one, but from several species ; yet they show none of that
tendency to die out which the law of hybridism was supposed
to require. The origin of dogs is, however, a point on which
differences of opinion may exist. It is therefore important to
observe that there have been fertile hybrids known between
animals so undeniably distinct as the stag and the cow, the
swan and the goose, and various other animals. Singularly
enough, those species which are most closely allied have had
fewer fertile hybrids between them than others which are more
remote. So far as is at present known, some hybrids per-
petuate their race, and others do not. If the law of hybridity
is thus complex, then the argument which is founded on it, with
respect to the close affinity of the European and the negro, is

considerably weakened, though still it is not divested of all its
force.

Another objection has been made to the validity of the
argument. It has been stated that the mulatto race is a feeble
one, which soon dies out ; and that thus it manifests the weak-
ness of hybridity. Dr. Nott of America maintained this, with
respect to the mulattoes of South Carolina, when he resided in
that part of the United States ; but he saw reason to modify
his views when some time afterwards he went to Mobile, New
Orleans, Pensacola, and other places on or near the Gulf of
Mexico. There he found a far stronger and healthier race of

mulattoes than he had seen in South Carolina, which he accounted
for by saying that the fathers of many of them French,
Spaniards, and other members of the Latin race had a nearer

affinity with negroes than the Anglo-Saxons possessed. Bat, on
the hybrid doctrine, was not this likely to produce results just
the opposite of those observed ? As has been said, there are
so many mulattoes in Brazil, that if the race had manifested

tendency to die out, the fact would before now have been

perfectly apparent.
It was once maintained by a careful observer (Flourens) that

the negro must needs be specifically distinct from the European,
since the former possessed, between two layers of his skin, an
organ containing a dark pigment, or colouring matter, thus-

differing
1 not in hue simply, but in structure, from the white-

man. But Flourens afterwards abandoned this view, and took

up the common one namely, that the black pigment in the

negro is deposited in the same layer of skin as it is in the dark
races of India, who, ethnologically viewed, are quite distinct

from the African races ; nay, more, in the same layer which
receives the colouring matter when a native of this country
becomes somewhat bronzed by exposure to a tropical sun.

Besides, the negroes themselves vary greatly in colour, the
extreme type with which we are familiar being indigenous only
on the low, moist parts of Central Africa, while the inhabitants
of the hills are considerably lighter. Both in Sierra Leone,
too, and the States of America the children of negroes in con-

tact with civilisation tend somewhat to advance in intellect,
and improve in personal appearance. Should the process go-

on for a few generations, the result would at last be very
considerable.

We believe that the majority of the ethnologists of Europe
still hold the unity of the human race, whilst others, such as
M. Broca of Paris, whose work on hybridity has been translated

into English, and edited by Dr. Carter Blake, Assistant Secre-

tary of the Anthropological Society, take the contrary view.

Many Americans, as already stated, agree with Broca. The
preponderance of opinion among scientific ethnologists is appa-

rently still, however, in favour of that doctrine long ago enun-
ciated by the Apostle Paul in his address delivered on Mars
hill before the Athenian Areopagus.

" He [God] hath made
of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of
the earth."

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXIII.
lEKEGULAR VEKBS OF THE FIBST CONJUGATION.

THE Irregular Verbs are those which deviate in some tense*

and persons from the regular verb of the same conjugation
which is given for their model.

The first irregular conjugation contains only anddre, ddre,

fare, stdre, and their derivatives.

As all Italian verbs may be generally conjugated with or with-

out personal pronouns, we now think proper to omit them in

the conjugation of the irregular verbs, feeling confident that the

student is thoroughly acquainted with them. For a similar

reason we omit the conjugation of the compound tenses, which
the reader now will bo easily able to form and conjugate for

himself.

1 . The irregular verb anddre, to go, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Andare, to go. Pres. Gerund. Andando,
going. Past Port. Andato, andata, andati, andate, gone. Compound,
Tenses. Past. Essere andato, to have or be gone. Past Gerund. Ess^ndo-

andato, having or being gone.

IND. Pres. Vado or vo, vai, va ; andiamo, andate, vanno. Imp. An-

diva, andavi, andava; andavamo, andavate, andavano. Ind. Prci.

Andai, andasti, andb
; andammo, andaste, andarono. Fut. Andro,

audrai, andra ; andr^mo, andre'te, andranno. Cond. Pres. Andrei,

andresti, andr^bbe ; andrdmmo, andr^ste, andr^bbero.

IMP. Va, vada
; andiamo, andate, vadano.

SUB. Pres. Che vada, che vada or vadi, che vada ; che andiamo,
die andiate, che vadano. Imp. Che andassi, che andassi, che andasse :

che andassimo, che andaste, che audassero.

After this example conjugate rianddre, to go again.

2. The irregular verb ddre, to give, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Dare, to give. Pres. Gerund. Dando, giving:

Past Part. Dato, given. Compound Tenses. Past. Av^re dato, to

have given. Past Gerund. Ave"ndo dito, having given.
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liirao. date, daimo.- Imp. I>ava, divl. diva;
Mn/in... l.vano. In.i 'l.'tti; ddti ; didde.

i.-te; ditklero, di'-ttero, dirroiio, or dirfdono.*

' -i '

MHO, dan'-Mto, dardbbero.
IMP i'

. .!:.<. ,|,.i, ili/niio, date, diano r dleno.

lie dia. Che diamo ; die dliU ;

DO) 'lifiio, ddano. Imp. Che deni, oba ddni, cbe dd*e; che
che dtato, che dtSsaero.

this example conjugate riddfe, to give again ; addwre at

i, to apply one's self.

::. The irregular verb/.uv, to make, is thus conjugated:

INF. Simple Tense*. Pres. Fare, to moke. Pret. Gerund. Facdndo,
uiiil-iug. Pout Part. Fatto, made,-Compound Tenses. Pott. Avdre
: itt.>, (.1 hart made. 1'ant Gerund. Avdndo fatto, having made.

IMD. Pret. Fo or fuccio, fai, fa ; facciatno, fate, fanno. Imp. Facdro.
facda,oi : fucdvaor facea. Fnccvatno; facevate; facdvano or

fucdano. Iiid. Pret. Fdci or fdi ; facdati ; fdce, fe, or fdo. Facdnomo;
fdcero or fdnno. Put. Far.\ furii, fara; turfmo, fardte, faranno.

Cond. Pret. Fardi, fardsti, fardbbo ; fardmmo, fardste, fardbbero.

IMP. Fa, faccia ; facciamo, fate, facciano.

Sin. Pret. Che faccia, che faccia or facci, che faccia ; che facciamo,
cho facciate, che facciano. Imp. Che facessi, che faccssi, che facdsse ;

che faccssinio, che facdste, che fucrssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Assuefare, to accustom.

Confaro, to become.

Contraffare, to mimic.

Disfdro, to ndo.

Liqucfiire, to melt.

Misfire, to do vntng.

Rifare, to make up again.

Sfare, to undo.

Sopraffiire, to ask too much.

Soddisfare, to satisfy.

Strafare, to do too much.

Stupefare, to stupefy.

4. The irregular verb stare, to stand, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Stare, to stand. Pres. Gerund. Stando,
standing. Poet Part. Stato, stood. Comjwund Tenses. Past. Essero

stato, to have stood. Past Gerund. Esseudo stato, /taring stood.

IND. Pre. Sto, stai, sta; stiamo, stdte, stanno. Imp. Stava, stavi,

stiva; stavnmo, stavate, stavano. Ind. Pret. Stdtti, stdsti, stdtte ;

stdmmo, 8ti!ste, sWttero. Fut. Staro, starai, stara ; stareino, star^te,
stanitnio. Cond. Pres. Stiirei, starcsti, starebbe; starcmtuo, stareste,
starrbbero.

IMP. Stn, stia or stie ; stiamo, state, sti'ano or stfeno.

SUB. Pres. Che stia, che stia or stii, che stia; che stiamo, cbe

stiate, che stiano or stieno. Imp. Che stiSssi, che sWssi, che stesse;
che stossimo, cho steste, che stessero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Distare, to be distant. Kisture, to stop.

Instare, to insist. Soprastare, to d/e.-, delay.

IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

Verbs ending in ere are of two sorts. The first have their in-

finitives long, such as Wre, cadere, etc. ; the second short, such
a.-i assurbere, condscere, etc.

I. IRREGULAR VERBS ENDING IN foe LONG.

1. The irregular verb bfre, to drink, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Bre, to drink. Pres. Gerund. Bevendo,
drinfcinj. Post Part. Beiito, drunk. Compound Tenses. Past. Avtfre

beuto, to have drunfe. Past Gerund. Ave'ndo beiito, ?iai>ino drunk.
IND. Pres. B<5o, bdi, We ; beiiimo, beete, Wono. Imp. BeeVa, bedvi,

be 4va j beevamo, beevate, be<Svano. Ind. Pret. Bevvi, bedsti, bcvve
;

lxx;

inino, beeste, Wvvero. Fut. Bero, berai, bera
; bere'mo, berdte,

beranno. Cond. Pres. Berel, berdsti, berdbbe ; bere'mmo, bordete,
berdbbero.

IMP. B<5i, bea; beiamo, bedte, beano.

SUB. Pres. Che bea, che bda, che lx :a
; che beiamo, che beiate,

che beano. Imp. Che beessi, che beessi, che beossu ; che beessimo,
cbe bedste, che bedsscro.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Imb&re, to imbibe ; rib&re, to drink again ; strabere, to drink
hard.

The Italians prefer the regular verb bcvere.

2. The irregular verb cackfre, to fall, is thus conjugated :

Isr. Simple Tenses. Pres. Caddre, to fall. Pres. Gerund. Cudrmlo,
railing. Past Part. Caduto./allen. Compound Tenses. Past. Essere

cadiito, to have fallen. Past Gerund. Esserido cadiito, hacinj/ullen.
INU. Pres. Cado or caggio, cadi, cade; cadiamo or eaggiamo, caddte,

Vttr, difro, denno, ore ued in poetrj.

oidooo or ciffKiono. Imp. Cad^va or mU*, otdlri, c*dev or

cadevimo, caderite, cadrrnno or auMwo. Ind. Prti. CidJi, c.J.-itj.

or code! ; cad^iiti ; cWd, cad^o, caddtt*. or c*di. CvVmrno-. aul^te ;

caddero, cud^ro, ca<Wr, cadttro, or oacWrono. P*t. Cftdtv or eaderu,
cadrii or caderii, cadra or cadera ; oadrtoo or cadtrrmo, cadr^te or

cadcrdte, oadraono or oaderanno. Cond. Pre*. Cadr^i, cador^i, caderJ*,
or cadria; oadrtetl or cmderc%ti ; cadrrbbe, cadr^Lbe, outorta. or

cadrla. Cadrdmoio or cadorc-muio ; cadrdite or cadet^cta j cadrlbbero,
caderebbero, or caderiano.

IMP. Cadi, oada ; cadiamo, caddte, oadaoo.
SUB. Pret. Che cada or cagria, che cad* or caflri*. eba eada or

caggia ; che cadiamo or caggiamo, che cadiato or oaggiato, cb cada&u
or oiffgiano. Imp. Cbe caddwi, ch cadAwi, cbe ead^Me; ob cadfe
simo, cbe codes te, obe codeaaero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :
-

Accaddre, to happen.

Decaddre, to decay.

Dicad4re, to faU attoy.

Bioadlre, to fall again.

Scaddre, to become due.

3. The irregular verb caUre, to matter, ia thus conjugated :

INF. Pres. Caldre, to matter. Past Part. Cnliito, mattered.

IND. Pres. Cale, it mattei's. Imp. Cah'-ra or cnli'-a, it mattered. Ind.

Pret. Calse, it mattered. Fut. Carra, tt u-ilZ matter. Cond. frtt. Oar-

reT)be, it icould matter.

SUB. Pres. Cdglia, it may matter. Imp. Calfeae, it miyht matter.

4>. The irregular verb dolt-re or dolersi, to grieve, is tins con-

jugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Dok'rsi, to jriere. Pres. Gerund. Doien-

dosi, grieving. Post Part. Doliitosi, griered. Compound Tense*. Pa*4.

Essersi doluto, to have grieved. Past Gerund. Esseudosi doliito, hatiny
grieved.

IND. Pres. Mi dolgo or duglio, ti duoli, si duole or dole ; ci dcg'iimo,
vi dolifte, si dulgono or dugliono. Imp. Mi doleva or dok-a, ti doldri, ci

dolera cr dolda ; ci dolevamo, Ti dolevi-te, si dolevano. Ind. Pret. Mi
dolsi, ti dolesti, si dolso ; ci dolemmo, vi doU!st, si dulsero. Fut.

Mi dorri), ti dorrai, si dorra; ci dorre'mo, yi dorrdte, si dorranno.
Cond. Pres. Mi dorrei or dorrfa, ti dorresti, si dorrebbe ; ci dorrdncmo,
vi dorrdste, si dorrdbbero.

IMP. Duoliti, si dolgu ; dogliamoci, doldtevi, si dolgnno.
SUB. Pres. Che mi dulga or doglia, che ti dulga or duglia, cbe si dolga

or doglia ; che ci dogliamo, cbe vi dogliate, cbe si dulfrano or dugliano.

Imp. Che mi dolessi, che ti doldssi, cbe si doldsse; che ci doldssimo,
che vi doldste, che si doldssero.

After this example conjugate

Condoldrsi, to complain. | Ridolere, to lament again.

Observation. Dolere signifies also to ache, and then it is used

impersonally : for example :

V dnule la tdsta, my head aches, or I Iiave the headache.

Mi dulgono i ddnti, my teeth ache, or I hate the toothache.

5. The irregular verb dov&re, to owe, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Dovdre, to ou-e. Pres. Gerund. Dovdndo,
owing. Post Part. Dovuto, cured. Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

doviito, to hare otred. Past Gerund. Avdndo doviito, hairing otred.

IND. Pres. Debbo, devo, or ddggio ; ddbbi, ddvi, or ddi ; ddbbe, ddve,
or dde. Dobbiamo, deggiamo, or debbiamo ; dovdte ; ddbbono, ddvono,

ddnno, deggiono, or ddono. Imp. Dovdva or dovda, dovdri or dordi,
dovdva or dovea ; dovevamo, dovevate, dordrano or dovdano. Ind. Pret.

Dovei or dovdtti, dovdsti, dove or dovdtte ; dovdmmo, dovdirte, dovd-

rono or dovdttero. Fut. Dovro, dovero, or devro ; dovrii ;
dorra.

Dovremo ; dovrdte ; dovranuo. Cond. Pres. Dovrdi, doverdi, doTria,
01- doveria ; dovrdsti or doverdsti ; dovrdbbe, dovria, or doveria. DOT-
rdmmo

; dovrdste ; dovrdbbero, dovriano, or doTerfano.

IMP. Ddbbi or dcvi,* ddbba ; dobbiamo, dovdte, ddbbano.
SUB. Pres. Che ddbba or ddggia ; che ddbba or ddggia; che ddbba

or ddggia. Cbe dobbiamo or deggiamo ; cbe dobbiate or deggiate ; cho

ddbbano, devano, or ddggiano. Imp. Che doYdssi, che dovessi, che
dovdsse ; che dovdssimo, che doveste, che dovessero.

6. The irregular verb giacfre, to lie down, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Giacdre, to lie down. Pres. Gerund. Gia-

cdndo, lying doum. Past Part. Giaciuto, lain down. Compound Tenses.

Past. Avere giaoiuto, to have lain down. Past Gerund. Avdndo giaciuto,

having lain down.
IND. Pres. Giaccio or giacio, giaci, giaoe; giacciamo or giaciamo.

giacdte, giacciono or giaciono. Imp. Giacera or giacea, giacdri, giacdva ,

Some Italians think that there is no imperative ; bat u this

mood is employed by come of the best grammarians, we prefer their

opinion.
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KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXII.

EXEECISE 41.

1. Mr. N. has invited me to dinner; I think you will find there a

large party. 2. Will you go out 011 horseback to-day ? 3. My sisters

will soon arrive. 4. Peter will return to you all that he has taken.

5. Why did you not return my salutation ? 6. Once we shall render

an account of our actions. 7. I will answer your letter on the ninth

of this month. 8. When will you leave off? 9. I should have

finished already if you had not hindered me. 10. Leave off, then.

11. I shall inform your father of your negligence. 12. I would eat a

fig if I did not fear the toothache. 13. I would not sell my meer-

schaum pipe if circumstances did not oblige me. 14. If you really

loved the Italian language, you would study it with more diligence.

15. I (should) wish that you would finish the work which you have

begun. 16. John brings plums, pears, and apples. 17. This watch
does not go well ; send it to the watchmaker that he may repair it.

18. Do not open the windows.

EXERCISE 42.

1. Returning to the house, I have found your brother. 2. Not

speaking Italian, you must feel yourself annoyed here. 3. Not

knowing where to find her, I have returned. 4. I am loved by my
school-fellows ;

thou art praised by the master. 5. Frederick is

punished. 6. Good children are loved fey their parents. 7. The poor
man is forsaken by all the world. 8. Honour thy father and thy

mother, and thou shalt be honoured. 9. This book shall be bound
to-morrow. 10. Be virtuous, and you shall certainly be rewarded for

it. 11. The bad will one day be punished. 12. Harriet would be

praised by her masters if she were more diligent. 13. We were well

treated by our aunt. 14. John has been punished for not having
finished his exercise. 15. Speak loud, that you may be heard. 16.

It is sad to be hated by all. 17. He feels pleasure in being praised.

18. We have gathered many strawberries. 19. The strawberries which
we have gathered are delicious. 20. The figure which my brother

has drawn was very beautiful. 21. Have you sent my books to the

bookbinder ? 22. Yes ; I have sent them to him yesterday.

EXERCISE 43.

1. Our neighbour pretends to understand everything that we say.

2. My uncle will arrive this evening ; we shall amuse ourselves well.

3. Why do you grieve ? 4. I grieve for the death of my cousin. 5.

Rejoice, friends, in the little which you have. 6. Do not rely on him.
7. Remember your promise. 8. Wrap yourself with your cloak. 9.

T shall make use of your books. 10. They make use of mine. 11.

We often make use of this carriage. 12. I dress myself. 13. Dress your-
self also. 14. We shall dress ourselves by-and-by. 15. Francis, will

you not wash yourself yet ? 16. I will wash myself this instant. 17.

At what hour do you usually rise ? 18. I rise every morning at six,

and I go to bed at nine. 19. Charles will rise to-morrow at four ;

he will set out for Cronstadt. 20. We rise later than you. 21.

Formerly we did not rise so late. 22. Rest yourself a little. 23. I

will rest myself a moment ;
I am very tired. 24. What is this

young man's name ? 25. I believe his name is William. 26. These

gentlemen are much amused at the ball. 27. They intend to go there
next week also.

EXERCISE 44.

1. They say that Mrs. Johnson will get married. 2. The bird is

known by its song. 3. One eats and drinks well in this hotel. 4.

People know their friends in misfortunes. 5. One most always seeks
a fortune where it is not. 6. They speak fifty-three languages in

Europe. 7. Have y ou heard what is reported of a boy in New York ?

3- It is no longer spoken of. 9. It was spoken of long since. 10.

What must be done to prevent such a misfortune ? 11. It is necessary
always to labour; it is not necessary to be idle. 12. It will be needful
to have patience. 13. What are you doing ? 14. I must write. 15.

It was necessary that I should write a letter. 16. Will you accom-

pany me ? 17. I am going. 18. Are you going already ? 19. It is

necessary for me to go. 20. Your mother is not going yet. 21.

Excuse me, my mother is already gone, and my brothers will go
directly. 22. Wait a moment longer ; we will go together. 23. Let
us go, gentlemen. 24. If I had come a littta later, I should have
come with your sisters. 25. Were yon in church ? 26. Yes ; I have
this moment come out of it.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. I.

INTRODUCTION-CIRCULAR MEASURE OF ANGLES FUNCTIONS
OF ANGLES RELATIONS OF TRIGONOMETRICAL KATIOS
TO ONE ANOTHER.

TRIGONOMETRY is derived from two Greek words, rpiycavov (tri-

go'-non), a triangle, and fj.erpe<a (met'-re-o), I measure. Its mean-

ing would thus appear to be the science of computing triangles,
and its scope somewhat akin to Geometry. Geometry enables

us, certain sides and angles of a triangle being given, to construct

or draw the visible triangle to which they belong ; while Trigo-

nometry tells us how to calculate the parts or area of a triangle
when the numerical values of certain of its sides or angles, or

even the numerical value of the ratios they bear to one another,
are known to us. Trigonometry is used in the practical arts of

surveying and navigation ; and the power of computing tri-

angles and by that means many other figures, since all figures
bounded by straight lines may be split up into triangles -is

very useful. A moderate study of the science is enough for

these purposes that is to say, will establish a sufficient number
of formulae to enable us, with the aid of a book of tables, to

calculate the elements of any triangle when sufficient data are

given. It will also enable us to solve many mathematical

problems, for the formula} and equations of Trigonometry are

extensively used in calculations not relating to angles or tri-

angles at all.

Trigonometry is divided into Plane and Spherical Trigono-

metry, the latter of which treats of triangles drawn upon
spherical surfaces, and is comparatively special in its applica-
tion. We are at present only concerned with Plane Trigo-

nometry.
It is presumed that the learner is acquainted with the ordi-

nary or sexagesimal method of measuring angles, according to

which the circumference of every circle is considered as divided

into 360 equal parts, called degrees, each degree being divided

into 60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds, the signs for

which are respectively
'

". The fourth part of the circum-

ference, or 90, is called a quadrant, and subtends a right angle
at the centre. A right angle is thus described as 90, and every

angle is measured by the number of degrees, minutes, and
seconds in the arc or portion of the circumference which sub-

tends or lies opposite to it.

I. Circular Measure of Angles. Trigonometry, it has been

before observed, is, in its primary signification, the science

which deals with the relations existing between the sides and

angles of triangles. But to enable us to deal freely with such

utterly dissimilar expressions as lines and angles in combination

with each other, it is necessary to bring them to speak figu-

ratively "to the same denomination;" and a system called

circular measure has been devised, by which any angle may be

described (or, in other words, its size expressed) by a statement

of the ratio existing between two lines, both of which are known,
and both of which may be obtained without difficulty for any
given angle. The unit by which all angles are measured on
this system is that angle whose subtending arc

is equal in length to the radius, aud is called

the circular unit, as the angle A c u in Fig. 1
,

where arc A u = radius A c.

To express any other angle, A C B, in terms

of the circular unit : Let A be the value

sought, a the subtending arc, and r the radius.

By Euclid VI. 33

A C B : A C U : : arc A B : arc A U ;

but A c u is the unit; or 1, and arc A u = radius.

Therefore A : 1 : : a -. r,

Fig. 1.

or 4.*. (1)

That is to say, the size or value of an angle may be ex-

pressed in circular measure by the ratio subsisting between

the arc and the radius, or more specifically by dividing the

arc by the radius. We have thus found means to express the

size of an angle by the relation between the length of two

lines.

By a calculation based upon the more abstruse results of the

science, it has been ascertained approximately that the circum-

ference of a circle = the diameter X 3 - 14159. This number

occurs so frequently, that it is the custom to represent it by a
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symbol the Greek letter w (pronounced pi). As diameter =

radius, we hare
= 2 w r (2)

Whence the arc subtending a right angle -
-, (3)

I

since a right angle is subtended by a quadrant, or one-fourth of

lumference.

Let any angle of A be subtended by an arc, a ; then, by the

last formula, and by Euclid VI. 33, before quoted

A : 90 : : o :

* r
. Whence

A = = a.
2

.

2 90 *_r *r
2

Multiplying by 90, A = J< - .- (4)

From this cither arc, radius, or angle (in common measure)

may be found when the other two are given. Thus : To what
radius is an arc of 10 feet drawn which subtends an angle
of 12?

Whencel2r=
18

X 10, and r = l-l?! = 4774 ft.

3 14159 3-14159 x 12

To express the circular unit in sexagesimal measure :

By (4), since in this case a = r,

Circular unit = X -= 180

3-14159
= 57-29578 (= 206,265").

Substituting -%- [see (3)] for a in (1), we get

Circular measure of right angle = -^.
p

II. "Functions" ofanAngle. Although circular measure gives
us one means of describing or measuring an angle by lines only,
there are other more convenient lines pertaining to every angle
than the arc and radius above referred to. They are found by
constructing (according to directions given hereafter) a certain

simple geometrical figure, the chief parts of which are the angle

(which we will call A) and a circle. The lines so produced bear

varying ratios to each other as the angle A varies in size ; con-

sequently their ratios form measures of the angle. These lines

or, more properly, their ratios to the radius to which the

circle is drawn are called "functions of the angle," and their

ratios to the radius, for any given angle, are always the same,
whatever bo the length of the radius.

The practical utility of this system of lines or "
functions

"

lies in the fact that the figure includes a right-angled triangle,
of which the angle A forms part, and that all the functional

lines before mentioned either are or may be represented by
sides of this triangle. The scale to which the figure is drawn

(dependent on the radius adopted for the circle) does not alter

the shape of the triangle, or, consequently, the angle-measuring
ratios (as we may style them) which exist between its sides.

In short, wo have now the means of describing (or measuring)

every angle which forms part of a right-angled triangle in terms

of the sides, an enormous practical convenience, upon which the

whole science of Trigonometry
.* is based ; for it must be re-

membered that all plane recti-

lineal figures which require to

bo calculated may be split up
into such triangles, and thus
dealt with in detail.

To explain the foregoing :

Let the angle be D A B in

Fig. 2, of less than 90.
Placing one limb, AD, in a
horizontal position, take any
length A D or A B as a radius,
and describe the circle D B o.

From the extremity of one
radius, A B, let fall the perpendicular, B c, upon the other. B c
is called the sine of the angle B A D to the radius chosen (A B
in this case). At the extremity of the radius A D draw the per-
pendicular D B, to meet the other radius (produced), n K is

called the tanyent, and A K the tecant of the angle D A B, to tb
radius chosen.

The difference between an acute angle and a right angle fa

called its complement (i.e., the angle lacking to complete or fill

up the right angle) ; thus, the complement of DAB in .clearly
B A F. A Blight intipection of the figure show* that B a hold*
the same relation to B A F that it c holds to D A B ; BO in there-

fore the sine of B A r, F H ita tangent, and A H ita secant. Now
the function of any angle is Raid to be the co-function of it*

complement ; thus B o is the corine, F H the cotangent, and A H
the cosecant of DAB, just an the three lines described in the
last paragraph are respectively the cosine, cotangent, and co-

secant of B A F. It is not, however, usual to speak of " co

functions;" all six of the lines described above (or, rather,
their ratios to the radius) are called functions of DAB. Two
others, not of much utility, are sometimes introduced viz.,

c D, the versed sine, and the corresponding line o F, the coverted

sine of DAB.
We will now express the above functions of B A c in terms of

the sides of the triangle ACS. The functions are the ratios

borne by certain lines to the radius in the figure just described ;

and as a ratio or proportion may always be expressed in the
form of a fraction, the functions may be obtained by dividing

B C
these lines by the radius.

'

is therefore a correct expression
A B

of the value of the sine of B A c, A B being a radius. A B, A D,
and A F, being all radii, are equal and interchangeable. So are

B o and A c. Moreover, the triangles A F H, EDA, and A c B are

evidently equiangular, and therefore, by Euclid VI. 4, the same
ratios exist between their corresponding sides ; for instance,

F H AC
FH:AF::AC:CB, or = . Bearing these considerations

A F C B
in mind, and putting A for the angle BAG, and using the common
abbreviations, we get the following list :

Fig. 2.

A
BC

sm - A= '

cos. A = = .

A B AB
DE BO

tan. A = =AD AC

FH _ A C

Cot. A = A F
~

B C

A E _ AB
sec. A = A D

~~
A c"

A H _ AB
cosec. A= A F B c

DC _ AD - AC
Moreover, vers. A = - :

AB- AC
AB

= 1 -

And

**

AB AB AB AB
= 1 - COS. A..................................... (5)

. FO AF AQ AB-BC . BC
covers. A =-

AB AB AB AB
= 1 Sin. A........................................... (6)

Fig. 2 having served its purpose of giving a raison d'etre

for this list, and some explanation of the otherwise meaningless
names of the functions, may now be laid

aside. The right-angled triangle, which is

its one claim to notice, reappears in a

permanent form in Fig. 3, with its angles
indicated by the same capitals as before,

and its sides by italics, a being the side

opposite to A, and so on. C being the right angle, c is the

hypothenuse, and 6 is
" the side adjacent to the angle." Tte

angle B is the complement of A, since the two acute angles in a

right-angled triangle must always equal one right angle (for all

the angles of every triangle= two right angles).
To suit the altered lettering, we append a new list of func-

tions :

sin. A =
c

cos. A -

.

c

tan. A = -
.

o

cot. A =

sec. A =

coseo. A = -

a

It is plain that, if we know the numerical value of any one

of these ratios, we can find A. In other words, if the ratio

between any two sides of a right-angled triangle is given, we
can define all the angles. By means which cannot yet be ex-

plained, a table of ratios for all angles (in degrees and minutes)

under 90 has been drawn up, by reference to which the angle

corresponding to any given ratio can be identified at once.

This is called the table of natural tines and cosines, and from
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it all other functions can be readily obtained by means of the

equations in the next section. Tables have also been computed
of the logarithms of these numerical values, including every
function of all the angles just mentioned. By substituting the

logarithmic values for the natural or actual values of the ratios,

the processes of calculation are immensely facilitated, just as

lengthy calculations of natural numbers are often solved with

little trouble by the aid of their logarithms. In the next lesson

we will find the natural sines, etc., of two or three angles which

can be solved geometrically ; but, as stated above, the solution

in most cases rests upon other and more abstruse grounds.

III. Relations of Trigonometrical Ratios to one another.

Since the square of the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle
= the squares of the other two sides (Euclid I. 47), we have, by
Fig. 3

TV -A- i. * a2
/*'

2 cz /a\2 ,/
Dividing by c; .+_=_; i.e., ( )

+
(c2 c2 cz \ c / \

or, sin.2A + cos.2A = 1

Dividing the first equation by 62
,
we get

or, reversing the order, sec.2 A = 1 -f tan.2 A. ... (8)

Dividing the same by a2
, we get 1 + (

)
=

( )

'

or, reversing as before, cosec.2 A = 1 + cot.2 A. ... (9)

Since-- . - = 1, tan. A . cot.A= 1. ... (10)
o a

Again, tan. A = *- = .' tan. A =
/i r *

sin. A
cos.A

... (11)

Again, cot. A = - =_, ... cot. A = l
.. (12)a a tan. A

Again, cot. A = - = -L, .-. cot. A = -
A

.

a a sin. A

Again, sec. A =_=_, .-. sec. A =
cos. A'

Again, cosec. A = _=._, .-. cosec. A =
sin. A

(13)

(14)

(15)

From these equations, (7) to (15), we can find the value of

any function in terms of any other function, as in the following

examples :

It has already been shown, in (5) and (6), that

vers. A = 1 cos. A.
covers. A = 1 sin. A.

To shoiv sin. A in, terms of cos. A, and vice versa:

From (7) we get sin.2A= 1 cos.2 A.

. . sin. A = V 1 cos.2 A.

And similarly, cos. A = VI sin.3 A.

Cot. in terms of sin. By (13) and (17),

cos. A V 1 - sin.2A
cot. A =

sin. A sin. A

(16)

(17)

(18)

Cos. in terms of tan. By (14), cos. A =-

whence, by (8), cos. A

sec. A '

1
. ... (19)

<v/l+:tan.2 A
Cosec. in terms of sec. Using consecutively (15), (16), and (14),

1
"*

cosec. A = = .

sin. A

'^/sec.-A- 1

sec. A
.'. cosec. A = sec. A

. (20)

Sin. in terms of tan. By (11) and then (19),
i

sin. A = tan. A cos. A = tan. A '

7^
</ 1 + tan.2 A'

'. sin. A =
tan. A

V 1+ tan. 2A
Other important results are

From (8), tan. A -/sec.* A - 1.

sec. A = -/I -f- tan.* A.

From (9) cot. A = v'cosec.* A 1. ,

cosec. A =

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)-f- cot.2 A.

The learner should take the trouble to express every function

in terms of every other function, writing down both reasoning
and results in each case, and will thus acquire a great and most
useful familiarity with the ratios existing between the various

functions. Only the plain rules for solving simple equations
are required for this.

EXERCISE 1.

1. If tan. A = 0'8, calculate sin. A (say to four places of decimals).
tan. A '8 '8 '8

By (21) sin. A= -^ = ~== = ^^ =
ffflOB

= AM-

2. If coe. A = 0'45, calculate sin. A.

3. If tan. A = 0'22, calculate cos. A.

4. What is the value of sin. A when cosec. A = 1'25 ?

5. Calculate cot. A on the assumption that tan. A = .

6. If versin. A =
,
calculate all the other functions of A.

7. Show that cosec. A sin. A = cos. A cotan. A.

8. Show that l_+~t* = L__
sin.- A 1 cos. A.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XLII.
STRENGTHENED STEMS (continued).

III. Verbs whose Pure, Stem is in the Present and Imperfect

strengthened by the insertion of av (less often aiv) before
the terminations.

(a) av or a.iv is introduced without any other change.

All verbs of this kind form their tenses from a triple stem-
namely, the present and imperfect from the strengthened stem,
the second aorist from the pure stem, the future and perfect
from a third stem which arises from the pure stem and an added

e, which in the inflection passes into 77. The o in the termination

avca is short.

1. aiffda.vofj.ai, I feel, aor. yad-o/j-riv, atcrBecrdai ; perf. r>ffOrifj.ai, fut.

2. a/uLapravu, I miss the mark, fail, sin, aor. 2 fipapTov, fut.

a/j.apTr]cro/j.a,i, perf. r]fj.apTr]Ka, perf. pass. y/j.apTrjfj.ai, aor. pass.

3. airexOavo/jiai, I am hateful, aor. airnx^o/jL-nv, inf. airtxdfO'Bai,

fut. <r7rex0?7<ro 1uat, perf. aiT7JX^Wat (I am hated).

4. avavca (and au|), I increase, fut. avrj(ra>, aor. 1 rju|rj<ra (perf.

Tjufjjica), perf. pass. 7)u|7jjua, fut. pass. av^-r}crofj.ai, aor. pass.

7ju|rj07jv.

5. ^\affravw, I sprout, aor. 2 ej8\a<TTOf, fut. 0\affTyffw, perf.

eA.a<m7/ca and /8e/8A.aerT7jKa.

6. SapOavca, commonly as a compound KaraSapQavoi, I sleep,

aor. 2 KareSapBov, fut. Kara5apOii(ro/j.ai, perf. /caTa8e5ap07j/ca.

7. o\tffdavw, I slip, I slide, aor. 2 wKurOov, fut. o\iff6r]ff<a, perf.

8. off(jjpaivo/j.ai, I smell, aor. 2 oxr^po/uTji/, fut. oc

9. ofyMffKavw, I am liable, I owe, aor. 2 <a<pKov, fut. o<>/\.rj<reo,

perf. iacp\riKa, perf. mid. or pass. oc(p\ri/j.ai. Mark the

double strengthening in ICTK and av.

(b) a.v is added, together with the insertion of the nasal v, before

the characteristic consonant of the pure stein.

Thus in \ai/6ayca, pure stem \a.6-, between a and 6, v is intro-

duced, forming \av6-, to which av is added, forming \av0av-.

The short vowel in the pure stem passes in the tenses (except
the second aorist) into the corresponding long one : pav8avw is

an exception. The v before a p sound and a fc sound undergoes
the usual changes.

10. Qiyyavu (pure stem 617), I touch, aor. 2 eOtyov, fut. 0i|o/xcu.

11. Kayx -"03) I obtain by lot, aor. 2 \axov, fut. \ijo[j.ai, perf.

perf. mid. or pass. eiATjy/xai, aor. pass.
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12. Xcyt/tavw, I take, aor. 2 *Ad0o<, imperat. Aa/3, fut.

porf. ti\r)<pa, perf. mid. or IIOM.S. flAi^ai, aor. mid.

aor. pUHU. tiATi^tfTjy.

13. Aov/Sovw, I iij coitMo^d, aor. 2 Aa0oy, fut. A7j<ra>, porf. \-
AT/0a (/ am conceufcil) ; mid. firiAayOapo/uai, / forget, aor.

TAa0o,u7jv, fut. *<A7)<To^ai, porf. <iriAAT)0>ia<.

TtuvOavotLai, I ask, t/n/uiVr, ( ur/i, aor. iiri/00/i*?*
1
! Prf- wtuw-

/iai, irtTt/irai, otu., fut. trtvffofULi.

iai'tfat-ui, / Ifcirn, aor. tfj&dov, fut. ^oflTjo-ouai, porf. fj.ifj.aOritea.

Tin- u, contrary to tho rule, remains short.

, o6<ain (with gen.), it hap-

11.

15.

16.

,
aor. 2 TOxof, fut. T*vo^ai, porf.

VOCABULARY.

, -ay, 77, mes-

A-ye, come ! come

EAiro/xat (poet, of

,
I hope

thi'ii ! (imperat. of Eirapt (with dat.),

I lead).

I turn

round (trans, and

iiit.runB.).

AvBtfjioi/, TO, bloom,
flower.

Boi/Afi/jua, -aToy, TO,

a counsel, deter-

mination.

Bpaxfs, -ia,-w, short.

ffvvatos, -a, -ov, of

noble race, noble,
brave.

Atvpo, hither.

fw, I think, I am
of opinion, I seem.

I help.

, -TJJ, 17, a

plot.

EmopKda, I forswear

myself, I swear

falsely (with ace.).

Evfpyeina, -ay, T), a
benefit.

Ea,uapTctcu>, I fail,

sin (here tho e{

strengthens the

meaning).
ISioy, -a, -ov, one's

own.

y, -in/,

77, a camel.

and

(TTXE).

KaraSapOacw, I sleep,
fall asleep.

-a, -ov, sad.

Om(rai, behind.

TIpoffr^Ktav, -ifKovffa,

-rtxov, gen. -I\KOV-

ros, seemly, suit-

able.

rio> (enclitic) ,
in some

way.

2fjU(popa, -as, 77, an

event, especially
misfortune.

X6uv, -ovos, 77, the

Mirth.

Xpvffiov (tlimin. of

Xpvffos), TO, gold.

'Us, as ; us ra.xiffra,

as quickly as pos-

sible, as soon as.

EXEKCISE 125. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Ariffftv 5ia TtAouy
/JLTJ

SoKftrw & -rovr\pos. 2. AiKtua Spoeras

<rvfj.fj.axov Ttv^ri tov. 3. rpa.fj.fji.ara fiaQeiv Set /cat fj.a6ovra vovv

fXtlv - 4. 'O $a<riAuy T77r Trpos eavrov Tri/3ov\rjs OVK TjtrflfTO. 5.

O* rieprrai Toiy 'EAArjirn/ airrjxOovTo. 6. <bi\nnros avros aire^aiveTO
5ia xpvaiov fj.a.\\ov, 77 5io TWI' OTrAait' 77u|7j/c^ai TTJ*' i5<av $a(Ti\siQ.v.

7. O ffTpuTitarat fSpaxvf XPOVOV Karf5apdov. 8. 'Hs axrtppojTO

raxio"Ta TO KO.jJLf]\cav oi Iwiroi, OTrtcrca averrTptfyov. 9. Ococ (irtop-

vcav /urj Sottfi \f\T^9ffai. 10. KaAoj/ /j.ri$tt> tts <pi\ovs apapTetv.
11. Mawapioj oarns trvxf 'ytwcuou <J>iAou.

EXERCISE 126. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Tho king is aware of the plot against him. 2. Who (TS)

has not erred (sinned) ? 3. Wise men do not err (it is not of

wise men to err) twice in the same thing. 4. The wicked man
is hateful to the good. 5. Being wicked you will not lie hidden

at last. 6. My brothers in learning (simply the participle) have

a learning mind. 7. The good will obtain good things. 8. The

men fell asleep. 9. I slept a short time. 10. I have obtained

noble friends. 11. I learn to bear misfortune. 12. He lay hid

doing a wicked deed (that is, he did a wicked, deed, and was not

found out). 13. They hope to lie hid, being wicked (that is,

they are wicked, and hope not to ~be discovered).

IV. Verbs whose Pure Stem is in the Present, and Imperfect

strengthened by tlie addition of Hue, two consonants <TK, or

the syllable uric.

2 are appended when the characteristic of the chem is a

vowel, and tax when it is a consonant. Most of tho verbs

whoso pure stem ends in a vowel form the future, etc., after tho

analogy of pure verbs, as tvptcncta, fut. fvpr}<r<a (ETPE). Some
of these verbs, however, take in the present and imperfect a

reduplication, which consists in the repetition of the first conso-

nant of the stem with the vowel t.

1. aA-icr/c-o/ua (a), I am taken, captured (used of a city), imp.

}J\ICTKOU.TJV ; ('AAO) fut. a\wcrofj.at, aor. 2 TjAui/ and td.Aa.-v

(fjii), I was taken; perf. 7)\<axa and caAaifca, / have been

taken. The active is formed by aiptiv, to take, overcome.

2. apfaKia, I please, fut. apeirca, aor. Tjpecra, perf. mid. or pass.

77p<r,ua;, aor. pass. rtpea-Orjv.

3. yripa<rK<a (or TTjpow), I grow old, fut. TTjpaffo/xai, aor. 1 cyripaffa,

inf. yripdffcu, perf. yryTjpcuca,, I am old.

4.ytyi>uffKw,Ilearn, I know (TNO), fut.7va><ro/ua,aor.

perf. eyvwica, perf. mid. or pass. *yvw<rit.a.i, aor. pass.

5. SitpatTKv, I run away (only in compound*, M awoft-, 8-,

Jiao"-). fut. Spaffonai, perf. 8*8pd*a, aor. 2 ftpdv (ju).

G. tvpiffKw, I find, aor. 2 *i>poc, imjr. t'upt ('ETPE), fut. ipn<ra>,

porf. fupijKa i are, aor. I/PO/ITJX, perf. mid. or

past, fuprtfjicu, aor. pang. tvptQt\v.

7. iiP&ffKu, 1 'jrow to maturity, fut. Jifaffta, *or. 1 JiB^ffu, perf.

ii&rjKa, (liftaia, I am young, but av-n&aw, I become young
again, rejuvonecoo).

8. Ovnaxta, commonly aru6trr)ffK<*, I die (0AN), tu>r. 2 cnrcfemr.

fut. a.Tru8avovfj.<u, perf. rt6irKa (not awoT*8rriKa), fat. 3 rt&-

vr}ta, I thall be dead.

9. OpuffKw, I spring, leap, aor. 2 6opoi>, fut. Oopovfitu, perf.
10. /Aao-Ko/uu, 1 propitiate, fut. i\daofuu, aor. i\atranT)y, aor.

11. nifj.vr)(nca (with gen.), I remember (MNA), fut. ninjau, aor. 1

ffj.vr\ffa, perf. mid. fnfjj.yrifi.ai (Lat. memtnt), subj. fitfufttfuu,

rj, -prai, imper. fupniffo, plup. (fi.tfi.yri^.r)yt opt. n-tfty^fu^f,

*7"l -j?
TO

, Or fJ.ffJ.VWfJ.Tlt>, -<fO, -IfTO, fut. 3, (JLtfAVTIffOfMU, tUOT.

ffj.vr]fft)riv, fut. fj.vrjff6rjffoft.at.

12. iroo-xw, formed from iraOffKu (Lat. pafior), I suffer, aor. 2
trcaQov (I1EN0), fut. refiffOfj.ai, perf. TettrovQa,

13. TriiriffKw, I drink, fut. iri<ro>, aor. 1 friva.

14. irnrpaffKw, I sell, perf. Trt rrpd/ca, perf. mid. or pass, vfvpdfuu,
inf. TTtirpaffOai, aor. frrpa6r)v, fut. 3 ircrpatrofjat.

15. ffrtpiffKca (and ffTtptw), I deprive, rob, fut. ffrtpijffu, aor. 1

(ffrtprjffa ; mid. and pass. o-T*p<TKoaai, ffrtpovfuu, fut. ffrtpri-

<rofj.at, perf. (ffTtprifj.ai, aor. ta-rtpr\Qi\v.

16. rirpuffKta, I wound, fut. rpuffta, aor. 1 frpuffa, perf. mid. o1-

pass. TtTpwfj.ai, aor. fTptaQrtv, fut. rpaOriffofiat and Tpwffofuu.
17. <paffK<a, I am of opinion, I give an opinion, affirm (the in-

dicative and imperative are very rare), impf. t^aanov, fut

(prjffot, aor. 1 f<prj<Ta.

18. xaffKU i
I Pen Me mouth (XAN), aor. 2 ex*""> ^u*- x "00/"")

porf. /cx?' J'et > -^ sfonti open.
Observe that 5t8ao-ai, / teacft., retains the ik sound in fut.,

5i5a|o), aor. 1 e5j5a|o, perf. SeSiSaxa, aor. pass. tSiSax^f.

VOCABULARY.
A\VTCOS, -ov, without

grief, griefless.

A.fj.vr] fj.ov ew (with

gen.), I have not
in mind, I do not

remember, I for-

got.

Ac/cay, -aSoy, rj, the

number ten, a de-

cade, or period of

ten years.

E^fvpiffKu, I find out,
discover.

Eirava<pfpca (Lat. re-

fero), I bring back,
refer to something.

Evytviis, -a, well-

born, noble.

Moipa, -ay, 7^, fate,

lot.

Mopo't/uor, -of, deter-

by fate,mined
fated.

-tv. I fare

well, receive a
favour.

I bewail.

EXERCISE 127. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. OAcyous fvprfffeis avSpas eratpovs irtffrovs (v x*^ 1ro 'y ifpcey-

fj.a(nv. 2. flaffiv av6po>TToiy fj.opffifj.ov fffnv awoBavflf. '3. Tlev6ovfj.ff

?ovs TfOvqKoras. 4. 'HStcos Ttav Tra\ai<av iepattav fjffj.mqi'rat oi

uvOpcoTTOi. 5. OVK av tupois avdpoarrov vavra o\fti<aTaTOv. 6. H
KoAojs yv, 77 KaAois r(8vr)it(vai, 6 tvyfvn* (SouAeTai. 7. E Stiva

Si' vfj.fTtpai' KaKOTTjTa iTfirovBaTf, (J.ri
n Gtois rovruv p.otpav tfa-

va<f>eptre. 8. EJ TIJ yrjpaffas rjv fvxrrai, a|ios tori yrjpaffKftv

TroAAas eiy fTto^ StKaSas.

EXERCISE 128. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. I have found no companion faithful in difficulties. 2. It

is fated for thee to die. 3. I bewail my deceased father. 4
They will bewail the deceased general. 5. I gladly call to mind
the great men of old (TroAai). 6. I found no man very happy
in all respects. 7. I wish to live honourably or to die honourably.
8. Through thy fellow thou wilt suffer much. 9. It is possible
to discover many things, but not all. 10. Even the wise have

not discovered a life devoid of grief.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XLL
EXERCISE 121. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The expedition will sail to-morrow. 2. A north wind blew

against the expedition. 3. In the 8%-fii{ht in the Crisean gulf the

Peloponnesians slew as many of the Athenians as did uot escape by

swimming. 4. When the enemy approach tV.e city, the soldiers will

snatch up their arms and run to the gates. 5. Human affairs have

often been bewailed, even by many wise men who thought that life

was a state of punishment. 6. Who would not weep for a friend In

misfortune ? 7. The citizens hoped that they would escape the enemy.
8. The children will play at ball. 9. Our age has now disturbed

faith. 10. Tho enemy put into confusion the ranks of the Greeks.
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VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. X.

ELECTRIC DECOMPOSITION (continued) INFLUENCE OF WEAK
CURRENTS IN THE FORMATION OF MINERALS ELECTRO-
TYPING ELECTEO-PLATING ETCHING BY ELECTRICITY.

BEYOND those whose lives almost depend upon the amount of

knowledge they are able to store in their minds, there is a

large class of amateur students, if we may call them so, who
adopt such a branch of science as electricity as a hobby or

pastime for their leisure hours. When the art of electrotyping
first became known there were many of these amateurs of

science who took it up, and helped towards bringing it to

perfection. With a battery cell and some sulphate of copper
they were able to reproduce medals, or fac-simile copies of

scarce coins, natural objects, etc. greatly to their own satis-

faction and thus electrotyping became for a time the rage.
But photography, with its beautiful results, and its especial
charm of portraiture, came upon the scene, and electrotyping
was henceforth committed to trade purposes only. The sun

proved to be a far quicker artist than the electric battery ; and

perhaps also the paintings of the former were more generally
attractive than the sculptures of the latter. Experimentally,
however, electrotyping is full of interest.

As a continuous current of small intensity is of great moment
in many of these experiments, a

single cell of Daniell's battery is

frequently employed. A slight
modification of this, as represented
in the annexed figure (Fig. 60),

was recommended by the late Dr.

Golding Bird. B is the battery
cell, which, however, differs from
the ordinary construction, the

sulphate of copper being placed
in the inner vessel, c. This cell is

made of glass tube, closed below

by a disc of plaster, and inside it

is a piece of copper plate usually
coiled round so as to present a

large surface. The outer cell is

filled with a weak solution of salt,

and a plate, or sometimes a spiral
riband of zinc, is placed at the
bottom of it. By means of this

cell a weak but nearly uniform

current, lasting several weeks,
may be obtained.

The decomposing cell, A, is

very similar to that described in

our last lesson ; the tube, D, being filled as before with the
solution to be decomposed. In it is immersed a strip of plati-

num, E, which is connected with the negative pole of the

battery, and serves as the negative electrode, while the plate of

zinc in the outer cell is connected with the copper plate in c.

The metal is precipitated on the surface of E.

By this apparatus, and a careful choice of the salts employed,
nearly all the metals may be deposited, and for the most part
they exhibit a highly crystalline structure ; this, however,
depends to a great extent upon the power of the current gene-
rated, it being found as a general rule that when the current is

weak the deposit is harder and more polished, while a powerful
current causes a more loose and spongy precipitate.
A very interesting series of experiments was conducted some

years ago by Mr. Crosse, with a view of ascertaining the effects

of weak continuous currents on various minerals, and also to
discover how far the formation of many of the rarer minerals
could be explained in this way. This gentleman, whose experi-
ments on aerial electricity have already been referred to, was
one of the most original investigators of electrical phenomena,
and has shown how much may be learnt of the secrets of
Nature by patient inquiry into apparently simple phenomena.
He employed a great number of very weak batteries, water

being in many of them the exciting liquid. The wires leading
from these were then connected with pieces of stone of various

kinds, placed in jars so as almost to touch one another, and
covered with spring water or solutions of different substances.

After the lapse of some months they were carefully examined,
and in most cases crystals of different minerals were formed.

Fig. 60.

Many other remarkable effects were also discovered. In some
instances arragonite and other minerals were closely imitated.

In a similar way, by placing pieces of brick or stone in me-
tallic solutions, crystals and streaks of the metals were formed
in their substance. The results of all the experiments seemed
to indicate that the electric currents which are known to exist

in the crust of the earth have had a great influence in the for-

mation of many minerals, and in the production of metallic

veins.

Several works especially devoted to electricity will furnish the
student with more detailed accounts of these and similar experi-

ments, which will be found extremely interesting, and will serve

as a guide to him in repeating them and trying fresh ones.

The chemical effects of the electric current were at first

looked upon merely as scientific curiosities : now, however, they
are found to be of great practical importance, as the arts of

electrotyping and electro-plating are merely applications of

them. Mr. Spencer was the first in this country to discover the

art of depositing copper on moulds, though a Russian, named
Jacobi, slightly anticipated him. He was, however, quite an

independent discoverer, and this is not the only instance in which
an important scientific discovery has been effected almost simul-

taneously by two independent workers.

His apparatus was of the most simple kind ; a common glass
tumbler (Fig. 61), filled with a
solution of sulphate of copper,

serving for his outer cell, while a

lamp-glass, with its lower end
closed by a disc of plaster of

Paris, was suspended in it to

serve as the inner. This was
filled with a weak solution of

common salt, and had immersed
in it a plate of zinc with a wire

fastened to one end. To the other

end of this wire a medal was
attached, which was placed in the

copper solution immediately under
the porous disc. In a short time
the copper from the solution

began to deposit on the coin, and
after the lapse of a few hours it

was thick enough to be removed,
when it was found to present an
exact copy of the original, every
line and mark being faithfully
and accurately reproduced.
On repeating the experiment

with the same coin, intending
to procure a thicker copy, the deposit was found to adhere so

closely that it could not be removed. To guard against the

recurrence of this, the object to be copied was warmed and
rubbed over with wax, which was then wiped off as cleanly as

possible. Enough, however, remained to prevent the deposited
metal uniting with the coin, and when a sufficiently stout layer
of copper had been thrown down, it was taken from the solution,

and on being held over the flame of a spirit-lamp, the cast at

once separated from the original. Of course the cast was a

reverse, the raised parts in the one being sunk in the other. By
employing it, however, as a fresh mould, and depositing on that,

an exact reproduction of the original was obtained, and any
number of these could be procured from the mould.

The next great step in this art was the discovery that non-

metallic substances might be employed for the construction of

the mould, if some conducting material were applied to their

surface. Considerable difficulty and expense would frequently
be incurred were a metal mould indispensable ;

in fact, but little

practical application could be made of the art. Now, however,
the mould is made of some material easily worked, common white

wax mixed with a little spermaceti being most usually employed.

Gutta-percha and similar substances are, however, frequently

used, and answer well. The surface of these is thoroughly
rubbed over with finely-powdered black lead, and a wire is then

fastened to one side of the mould, by which it is connected with

the zinc plate.
We must refer the student who wishes to become acquainted

with all the practical details of the process, fco one of tbo

many works specially treating of the subject. These will give
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fall particulars as to the beat mode* of proceeding, and tho

causes and remedies of the failures he may meet with. In

U'ssons we can only indicate the principles and general
otitlnu) of the art.

The single-coll system is the simplest, and for ordinary pur-

poses will answer w.-ll. Tho whole may then bo arranged as

bhown in Fig. 02. A porous cell, A, of unglazed earthenware,
similar to those employed in

i iuiii'H's battery, must be pro-
i-ur.'.l, :in I liilr 1 with a weak
solution of Bnlphnrio acid (one

part of acid to from twelve to

twenty parts of water) or of

ln-iiie. A zinc rod or plate, B,

is immersed in this, and sus-

pended by a plug driven

through a hole in it, so that it

may not touch tho sides of the

cell. This is then placed in a

vessel, , filled with a saturated
* jlution of sulphate of copper,
to which a little sulphuric acid

has been added. As this solu-

tionwould decrease in strength

by use, a small bag, E, of muslin or calico, filled with crystals of

the salt, is suspended in the vessel, and serves to maintain tho

strength. The wax cast of the medal having been well covered

with black lead, is now immersed in this solution, care being
taken to guard against air-bubbles remaining on its surface ;

the wire connected to it is then fastened to the binding-screw on
the top of the zinc rod. All is now
complete, and if the arrangements
have been properly carried out, a

deposit of copper will shortly bo
formed on the wire, and then will

spread gradually over the face of

the wax. The length of time re-

quired to form a deposit sufficiently
thick to bo removed with safety

depends upon the strength of tho

exciting solution. It is usually

found, however, that about twenty-
four cr thirty hours is sufficient. It

is better to employ a somewhat weak exciting liquid, as many
moro failures are caused by tho power of the battery being too

great than by its being too small. When the current is powerful
tho metal is deposited moro rapidly, but it has a much coarser

grain, and is as a result much more brittle and uneven in texture.

Sometimes the inner cell is dispensed with, and a partition
of porous wood or earthenware
is made across the cell (Fig.

C3), so that tho acid with the
zinc plate in it may be in one

compartment, and the copper
solution in the other.

Though very good results

may be obtained in this way,
it is considered preferable to

employ a battery and decom-

posing coll separate from one
another. If an ordinary bat-

tery is employed, it should,

however, be as constant as

possible, and bo charged with
a weak exciting liquid. The

object to be copied is then

placed i:i the decomposing
cell and connected with the

negative pole, while at a little distance from it there is suspended
a sheet of copper connected with the positive pole. Fig. 64

will illustrate the arrangcinent, Q being the battery, and tho

square vessel the decomposing trough. Two metallic rods, B
and r>, are laid across this, and connected respectively with the

two poles of the battery. From one of these the sheet of

copper is suspended, while from tho other hang the moulds
on which the copper is to be precipitated : care must be taken
that this one is connected with the zinc of the battery. Several

moulds may bo acted on at tho same time as shown.

Fig. 64.

From what has already been said, it will be at

-t...,.| that the solution of sulphate of copper will be decomposed,
and its copper thrown down on the negative pole, while a similar

amount of copper will be dissolved at the positive electrode.

Thus the copper plate, c, will IOM as much in weight an the

ni..iil-1-i will gain. The addition of crystals of the sulphate i

therefore, in this case, entirely unnecessary.
When thin plan is adopted

it U well to allow rather more
time than with the tingle cell,

aa then a more pliable deposit
is obtained. The temperature,

has, however, a considerable

effect in altering the speed of

the process, the action being
much mere rapid when the

temperature of the solution is

high, while in cold weather

scarcely any deposit can be

obtained without wanning it.

There is one disadvantage in

the use of a vertical trough, and
that is that the solution be-

comes rather stronger at the

lower part, and consequently the deposit of copper is thicker at

the lower side of the mould than at the upper. With a small

mould the difference is too slight to be of much practical im-

portance, but with a large one it would cause inconvenience, and

seriously interfere with the result. To obviate this, the cell is

so constructed that the copper plate may lie flat on the bottom,
and the mould is then suspended
face downwards over it ; and in this

way a uniform thickness is attained.

When several moulds have to be

operated upon, a great saving may
be effected by using a trough divided

by means of partitions into a num-
ber of separate cells, as shown in

Fig. 65. Tho cells, a, b, c, d, e, are

virtually so many distinct cells ;

separate vessels may indeed be

employed if more convenient. At
the ends of the trough binding-

screws, N and p, are placed ;
to one of these is fixed one ef

the moulds, A; to the other a plate of copper, B. The different

moulds are now taken, wires are fixed to them in the usual

way, and to the other ends of these wires plates of copper are

attached. Each wire is then bent so that the copper may be in

one cell and the mould in the next ;
and the whole is arranged

so that the moulds may all

face towards the positive pole,

as shown in the figure.

The negative battery wire

may now be connected with N,

and the positive should be

placed against the copper

plate in cell a, until a deposit

begins to form on the mouH
in that cell ; then it may be

moved to the plate in 6, and
so on till it reaches the last

plate, B, when it may be

fastened to the screw, p. This

will render the action more

regular and certain in all the

cells.

The great advantage attend-

ing the use of this compound
trough is that for every equivalent of zinc consumed in the bat-

tery, an equivalent of copper will be deposited in each cell, and

thus if there are five cells, only about one-fifth the amount of

zinc will be dissolved that would be required if the other plan

were adopted. In the application of the art to business this i&

a matter of great importance.
One of the most interesting, if not important applications of

electrotyping is to the art of pictorial illustration. Although
the pictures and diagrams in the POPULAR EDUCATOR and
other publications are rightly described as woodcuts in that

66.
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they are cut by the engraver upon blocks of box-wood such

blocks are not submitted to the press for printing from. A
certain number of copies might be so produced, but long before

the many thousands required were obtained the wood-block

would be worn out. To obviate this difficulty, the block, after

being engraved, is moulded in soft gutta-percha. This mould

is afterwards given a conducting surface by the means already

explained, and is then fit for metallic deposition by means of

the electric current. The thin shell] of copper so obtained is

afterwards backed up by type-metal, and fixed to a block of

mahogany, so that in dimensions, and in other respects, it is an

exact fac-simile of the original wood-block, with the exception
that its surface is hard enough to withstand the rough usage
of the press.

Electro-plating is an art of no less importance than electro-

typing, and it is carried on in a similar way. The difference

between them is that in the former a layer of some superior

metal, usually gold or silver, is deposited on a foundation of

some baser material in such a way as to be permanently united

with it, while in the latter the layer of metal must be strong

enough to be separated from the mould.
In electco-plating, too, it is the outer surface that has to be

seen ; the deposit must, therefore, be more even and polished ;

the operation is, however, very similar. The decomposing trough

must, of course, contain a solution of the metal to be precipi-

tated, and also a plate of it in order to maintain the strength.

Kg. 66 shows the usual arrangement of the apparatus. The
surface of the metal is nearly always dull wheii it leaves the

trough ; it is, however, scoured with a wire brush and after-

wards burnished, and is susceptible of a very high polish.

With some metals it is found almost impossible to make
a deposit of silver adhere ; they are, therefore, coated with

copper first, and to this the silver adheres without difficulty.

The surface has, however, to be most carefully freed from all

grease or tarnish before being immersed in the decomposing
trough. The solution of silver usua-lly employed is made by
dissolving cyanide of silver in a weak solution of cyanide of

potassium.

Etching may also be done by means of the electric current.

The surface of the copper plate is coated in the usual way with

wax, and the design traced on it so as to remove the wax from
the lines. It is then connected with the positive pole of the

battery, and the copper is eaten away from the exposed places in

a more even and regular way than it would be by an acid.

It may be mentioned hero that some of these chemical
effects may be produced to a limited extent by means of a cur-

rent of frictional electricity. If we take a piece of blotting-

paper, and, having moistened it with a solution of iodide of

potassium and starch, lay on it a piece of wire connected with
the prime conductor, and near to this another connected with
the rubber or the ground, iodine will be evolved at the former,

and its presence shown by a blue stain

on the paper.
Another plan of showing these effects

is to tako two triangular pieces of paper
(Fig. 67) one, A, coloured blue by
litmus, the other B, coloured with tur-

meric and moisten both with a solution of sulphate of soda,
having laid them on a piece of glass. Now hold A to a point, p,
fixed in the conductor ; in a little time it will turn red, thus indi-

cating the presence of free acid, while B will turn brown from
the alkali set free.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXIL
73. AUXILIARIES OF THE SECOND CLASS.

{!.) THE second class of auxiliaries embraces the following :

Fig. 67.

3c(, mag, I am allowed (may).
3d) ttiUI, I will (purpose).

3d; foil, I am obliged (shall).

3d; fanit. I am able (can).

3d; tarf, I am permitted ; I

dare.

3d; mufi, I am obliged (must).

3d; laffe, I let.

(2.) These verbs are, for the most part, very irregular in con-

jugation, and serve simply the purpose of modifying other
verbs with the ideas of liberty, possibility, or necessity, and the
verbs thus modified are required to be in the infinitive mood ;

thus, er mag ladjen, he may (has permission to) laugh ; id; faint

fd;mben, I can (am able to) write ; where Iad;en and fdjmben are
both in the infinitive, governed respectively bj mag and f ann.

(3.) In the perfect and pluperfect tenses, however, the past

participle of those verbs is used only when the principal verb
is not expressed. Its place is supplied, in such cases, by thu

infinitive, the translation, of course, being the same in either

case
; as :

3d; fyabe ifin feficn foiuien (instead of gefonnt), I have been
able to see him.

Sr I;at ttMvtnt miiffcn (instead of gemupt), ho was obliged to

wait.

QJJan ftatte ubct ifin lacfycn mogcn (instead of gemocfyt), one

might have laughed at him.

drr at tcm iSefd)(e nid;t gct)ord;en toofien (instead of gciuuflt)

he has not been willing to obey the command.
Scl, I;abe fcin @cl;eimmji nriffcn tiirfcn (instead of getuvft), I

have been allowed to know his secret.

<te Bitten eS tfyun follcn (instead of gefcllt), they ought to

have done it.

@ie fyii&cit tint gefycn laffen (instead of gelaffen), they have suf-

fered him to go.

For a full display of the forms of the verbs, and for further

remarks on their uses, see the Section on the Mixed Conjugation

( 83).
The verb laffen (to let) does not belong to the Mixed conjuga-

tion. This verb is used either in permitting or commanding ;

as, id; I;abe tf)n gcfyen laffen, I have allowed him to go ; id, fya&e u)n

fommcn laffcn, I have ordered him to come ;
which two meaningr,

are near akin. When used with a reciprocal pronoun, it has it*

equivalent in such phrases as can, is to, ought to, may ; as, bciS

lafit fid; nicfyt tf;un, that cannot be done
; literally, does not allow

itself to be done. The infinitive active after fafjen must often

be translated passively.

74. CONJUGATION OF VERBS.

(1.) There are two conjugations of verbs . the Old and the

New. The difference between them lies mainly in the mode o-

forming the imperfect tense and the perfect participle.

(2.) The verbs of the Old form are commonly denominated

Irregular Verbs. But as nearly all the primitive verbs in thu

language are conjugated in this way, and few, except the deri-

vative verbs (now the larger class), ever assume the other form,
it is the custom of the best German grammarians to adopt the

classification which we have given. This will occasion no con-

fusion or inconvenience to those who prefer the common classi-

fication ; since it is only necessary to remember that the things
are the same, though the names have been changed.

(3.) In order to afford the ready means of comparing the ter-

minational differences between the Old and New forms of con-

jugation, we subjoin the following tabular view of the simplr
tenses and participles, in which alone differences of this kind

can exist.

(4.) In the compound tenses, the auxiliary alone being sub-

jected to terminational variation, the mode of inflecting thes*-

tenses becomes of course perfectly uniform in all classes of

verbs. Hence, to secure a complete acquaintance with the forms

of the compound tenses, little more is necessary than a bare

inspection of the paradigms.

75. TERMINATIONS OF THE SIMPLE TENSES.

Old Conjugation. New Conjugation.

INDICATIVE.
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IXrUATIVK.

1- en

2 et, t

..

1 tn

PARTICIPLES.

PrcwiU.

-enb ge-en

1

2

3-
1

2

t

t

en

et , t

n

nnumvB.

PABTKIPI.K3.

Present.

tnt>

Perfect.

ge-et or t

Remark. Tho sign + in the table above is used as in Arith-

metic, i.e., to indicate that the parts tt -f t are to be united ;

as, ttt.

76. OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRECEDING TABLE.

(i.) Observe, in tho table above, that the terminations in all

places, except tho imperfect of tho New form, are to be added

directly to tho root. In the place exceptod (imperfect of the

New form), there cornea between the root and the personal end-

ing a sort of tense-sign (et or t), which is not necessary to verbs

of tho Old form ; because in them the imperfect is made by
means of a change in the radical vowel.

(2.) It may also be noticed that a characteristic difference in

form between tho indicative and tho subjunctive (third person
sing.), is that the former ends in et or t, the latter always in e ;

and that the personal ending in the first and third person sing.

of the imperfect of tho Old form is wholly omitted.

(8.) It may further bo observed that the e in the terminations

tjt and et of the indicative is retained or omitted just according
to what is demanded by euphony. In the subjunctive, for the

most part, the full termination is preserved.

(4.) For the same reason, also that is, for the sake of

euphony when the root of a verb ends in el or cr, the vowel e of

any termination beginning with that letter is commonly omitted ;

as, tyAmmtrn (not fi,amnurcn), to hammer; fanmictn (not fammclcii),
to collect. Sometimes, however, the e of the root is rejected ;

as, icb fammle (not famine h), I collect.

77. VERBS OP THE OLD CONJUGATION.

(Commonly called Irregular Verbs.)

(1.) In the Old Conjugation, the imperfect tense and tho per-
fect participle are distinguished from the infinitive chiefly by a

change of the i-adical vowels. Thus, in some verbs, a different

radical vowel is found in each of those three parts.

Infinitive. Imperfect. Perfect Participle.
SBitten, beg ; bat, begged ; gebetcn, begged.
J&elfen, help ; Balf, helped ; gcfiolfcn, helped,

inncn, reflect ; faun, reflected
; gtfimntn, reflected.

Srinfcn. drink tvauf, drank ; getritnfcn, drunk.

When in tho course of tho changes noted in the text above, a

long vowel or diphthong becomes short, tho final consonant of

the root is doubled ; as

jRciten, to ride ; vitt, rode ; geritten, ridden.

Seiten, to suffer ; litt, suffered ; gelitten, suffered.

In the case of Ceiten, noto also that b is changed into its

cognate t. When, on tho other hand, a short vowel is thus
made long, tho second of two radical consonants is omitted :

SBttten, to beg ; bat, begged ; gebeten, begged.
Jtommen, to come ; fam, came ; gefommen, come.

(2.) In some, the vowel or diphthong in tho imperfect and
the participle is tho same, but La different from that in the in-

finitive ; as

Infinitive.

limmcn, glimmer;
eben, lift ;

SJttttn, suffer ;

augen, suck ;

>2ci)icbcn, shove ;

cbreiben, write ;

Imperfect.

gfomm, glimmered ;

bob, lifted ;

litt, suffered ;

fog, sucked ;

fcfyob, shoved ;

ftyricb, wrote ;

Perfect Participle.

gegfommen, glimmered,
gtbeben, lifted,

gettttcn, suffered,

gtfogtn, sucked.

gtfcJiebtn, shoved.

gtf<$rifbtn, written.

(3.) In others, the vowel or diphthong of the infinitive i

changed in the imperfect, but resinned in the parti'

ilHufen, blow (sound)
ffltbtn, give ;

$angtn, hang 5

Jtommen, come ;

gauftn, run ;

Scbafftn, create;

Imperfect.

btitl, blew ;

a. .b, (,'ave ;

bino., hung ;

fam, came ;

tiff, run ;

f$uf, created ;

(4.) Besides the vowel changes indicated above, verb* of th*

ancient conjugation have the following characteristic*:

(a.) The perfect participle ends in t n or n, and U thereby dis-

tinguished from that of the New Form ending in tt or t
; tho* :

Perfect Participle

ejeWaffB, blown,

gtgtbfn, given.

gtbangt n, hang.
gefemmtn, come.

gtUuftn, ran.

ftttyafft*, created.

OLD FORM.

eb.otft n, helped ; from J&flftn.

fflefalKn, fallen
;
from 8aUen.

etragen, borne; from Xragtn.
ebi<t c n, bidden ; from kitten.

HEW FORM.

t(obt, praised ; from 8obtn.

tlitbt, loved; from 8itbtn.

(Velabt, quickened; from fcabtn

(Mttaufrb t, exchanged; from Xau.

fcbtn.

(b.) Those having a in iho first person singular of the present

indicative, and in the participle, assume the Umlaut in tho tecond

and third persons ; thus

INDICATIVE. Present.

S.3cbfange. P.

36r fcfclagt.

eit fc^lagtn.

P. 2Bir fangen. &'.3c$ fe^fagt.

3&r fangt. u fchUgfl.

Grfangt. <ie fangen. j 5rfd;ldgt.

(c.) Some verbs having t (long) in the first person singular of

the present indicative, take, in the second and third person, it ;

and some having e (short) take, in the same places, the vowel t

(short) ; and in both instances the imperative (second perton

singular) adopts the vowel-form of the second person of the

indicative ; thus

INDICATIVE. Present.

S. 3$ tt ft, I read.

S5u liefcft.

Gc lieft.

P. 2Bir tcfcn.

3$t left.

<5te lefen.

S. 3$ |c(ft, I help. P. 2Btr Btlfcn.

ub,ilf|t. 31jrbtlft.
ffrb,ilft. it ^tlfen.

IMPERATIVE. Present.

S. ilf tu (for Bi(ft), help thou.

tlfe tr, let him help.

P. tlfn tt.nr, let us help.

fcelfet ifcr, help ye or you.

$dfen fie, let them help.

S. te fcu (for (tefe), read thou.

Sefe tr, let him read.

P. Stftn n>ir, let us read.

Sefct ifyr, read ye or you.

Scfcn fit, let them read.

The verbs that thus adopt the vowel-form of the second

person of the indicative lose also the characteristic t final ;

giving, aa above, litt, for liefe ; f)ilf, for bilft, etc. The unaccented t

final is, in other instances, also sometimes omitted.

(d.) In the imperfect subjunctive the radical vowel, if it be

capable of it, assumes the Umlaut
;
thus

INDICATIVE. Imperfect.
[

SUBJUNCTIVE. Imperfect.

S. 3$ fvrae$. P. SBir fpradfitn. j

8. 3$ frracfct. P. 2Bir frrtd)tn.

>u fvcad>fl. 3b,r fpraeb. t.

(5r fcracty. @ie fpractyen.
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SECOND FUTURE.

I shall
'

Sing. 3d; n>erbe gefcblag.cn Ijabcn, I

shall have struck.

<Du nrirft gefdjlagen fyaben.

Sr mirb gefdjlagcn baben.

Plur. 2Bir tuerben gefdjlagen Ijaben.

3b.t luerbct gefdjlagcn baben.

@ie njcrben gefcblagen fi.aben.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
PRESENT. IMPERFECT.

FIRST FUTURE.

Sing. 3d; toerbe fdjlagen,

strike.

!Du n;irft fd;Iagen.

@r nnrb fdjtagen.

Plur. 2Bir vuerben fdjlagew.

3tjr tocrbet fd;(ngn.

@ie toerben fd;lagen.

Sing. 3d; fdjlage, I may strike.

<Du fd;Iageft.

6r fdjlage.

Plur. 2Btr fd;Iagen.

3I;r fcfjtaget.

@ie fd;tagcn.

PERFECT.

Sing. 3d; Ijnbe gefdfjtagen, I may
have struck.

35u Babeft gefdjtagen.

(r ^abe gefd;(agen.

Plur. 2Bit baben gefcf)tagen.

3^r babet gefcljtagen.

@ie |aben gefdjtagen.

FIRST FUTURE.

Sing. 3d; toerbe fd;kgen,

shall strike.

$>u Joerfccfl fd;lagcn.

@r icerbe fd;tagen.

Plur. 2Bir toerbcn fcbtagen.

3&,r nxtbet fdjlagen.

<Sie iutrten fdjfogen.

(if) I

1. 3d; fd;tuge, I might strike.

5)u fdjtugefl.

(5r fd)tiige.

Plur. 2Btt fdjtugen.

3^r fdjtugct.

@te fdjtugen.

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 3d; ^vitte gefdjtagen, I might
have struck.

2>u tjatteft gefcljtagcn.

r I;attc gcfdjtagen.

Plur. SBir Ijfitten gcfcfjtagen.

3b,r battet gcfcfjtagen.

@ie fatten gcfd;tagcn.

SECOND FUTURE.

Sing. 3d; n>crbe gefdjtagen baben,

(if) I shall have struck.

S)u n>erbefl gefd;tagen tjaben.

6r toerbe gefdjlagcn baben.

Plur. 2Bir n>erbcn gefdjlagen Ijaben.

3l;r )crbet gcfd;lagcn I;aben.

<te toerben gcfdjlagen ^aben.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.
FIRST FUTURE.

Sing. 3d; ftuvbe fdjlagen, I should

strike.

3)u hwrteft fdjtagen.

ST wurte fd;(agcn.

Plur. SGBir wurttn fd;(agn.

36.r luucbet fd)lagen.

@ie ftiirben fdjlagen.

SECOND FUTURE.

Sing. 3d; hnirbc gcfd;lagcn I;abcn, I

should have struck.

!Du toiivbeft gefrf;(agen I;abcn.

@c rourbc gefcfjlagen fyabcn.

Plur. 3Btr tourbcn gcfd;tagcn fyabcn.

3(;r rourbct gefd>lagcn 6,abcn.

@ie tourtcn gcfdjtagen Ijabcn.

IMPEEATIVE MOOD.
PRESENT.

Sing. @d;(nge (bu), strike thou.

d;tage er, let him strike.

Plur. @d)lagcn n>ir, let us strike.

cfytagct (if)r), strike ye.

flc < I6* them strike.

ctylagen, to strike.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

PERFECT.

efdjtngcn tyaben, to

have struck.

FIRST FUTURE.

<Sd;!agcn tocrben, to be
about to strike.

PARTICIPLE.
PRESEKT.

<gd;lagcnb, striking.

PERFECT.

(agcn, struck.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 170 (Vol. III., page 278).

1. Both friends were tired of disputing longer with each other. 2.

The king and the empress, wearied with the long quarrel, at last made
peace. 3. As the wind hlew tolerably hard and without cessation, we
already saw land after fourteen days. 4. A very cold wind is Mowing
to-day, and I am afraid that we shall have snow. 5. The wind has
much ahated since dinner-time ; it does not blow so hard by far as it did
this morning. 6. There was such a cold and cutting air blowing, that
it chilled both his hands within five minutes. 7. Is my father still

alive ? 8. Yes, he is still living, hut our young friend is no more. 9.

It is well for him ; he is gone where there is no more snow. 10. He,
the sustainer of so many poor people, is no more. 11. On what does
this poor family live ? 12. What is talked of ? 13. Of whom do they
speak ? 14. That is something which you do not understand. 15.
What is the conversation about ? 16. Of whom have you heard this ?

17. From whom have you received this fine present ? 18. The poacher
shot at the gamekeeper, but the ball missed its aim

; and before he
could fire another shot, he himself fell, hit by the gamekeeper's shot.

19. The fortress was surrendered without a shot, and without a sword

being drawn. 20. He shot several times in the garden to frighten

away the birds. 21. The young Englishman passed by our door just
now. 22. Ho passed by me without perceiving me. 23. This man has
l^t. the most favourable time of his life pass unemployed. 21. When
Frederick the Great was greatly honouring and publicly praising a

young officer after a battle, he answered,
" Your Majesty embarrasses

me by this honour." 25. Take this letter to the post, John, and get
this gold watch repaired. 26. Have you already been to the minister,
and have you attended punctually to my orders ? 27. Yes, my lord,

I have attended to them. 28. I have not taken a step out of the
house to-day. 29. Although I have taken the first step towards a

reconciliation, yet it is hard for him to take the second. 30. In his

sixteenth year he paid his first visit to foreign countries. 31. This

young scholar tries to keep pace with the elder one.

LESSONS IN LOGIC. Y.
FALLACIES.

A FALLACY is defined by Archbishop Whately as "any un-

sound mode of arguing, which appears to demand our con-

viction, and to bo decisive of the question in hand, when in

fairness it is not." The part of Logic which deals with the

classification and detection of the different kinds of fallacies is

naturally the most popular and interesting, as well because

it seems less dry and barren than the consideration of abstract

rules, as because it exhibits in a more palpable form the

practical use of an art of Logic in teaching men to guard against
some of the mistakes in reasoning into which they might other-

wise fall.

Now it will upon reflection appear plain that an argument
may be incorrect or unsound in either of two ways viz., either

in the manner in which the conclusion is made to result from
the premises, or in the grounds upon which one or both of the

premises are themselves laid down or assumed. We may either

reason wrongly from right premises, or our premises may be false

while our reasoning from them is correct. In either case our sup-

posed argument will be fallacious, the fallacy lying, according
to the language of logicians, in the former case in the form, and
in the latter, in the matter, or, more technically still, in dictione,

i.e., in the words, in the one case, or extra dictionem, i.e., out-

side the words, in the other.

In accordance with what has been previously said of the

province of Logic, it does not profess to teach us to guard
against errors and mistakes in the matter of our reasoning.
This can only be done by a perfect knowledge of the particular
science or branch of knowledge to which the premises of our

argument relate ; but when the premises are laid down, then

the observance of the rules of Logic, as a test, will ensure that

no error shall creep in between them and the conclusion.

The great division of fallacies, then, is into those in the form
and those in the matter; into those in which the conclusion

does not follow from the premises, and those in which it does. It

is not, however, always possible accurately to determine to which

of these two classes a fallacious argument should be referred.

Thus in enthymemes it is often a matter of choice, whether the

premiss left to be supplied should be taken to be one which is

not true, or one which does not prove the conclusion. To take

an example given by Archbishop Whately : if a man argues
from the fact that a particular country is distressed, that it is

under a tyranny, his suppressed premiss may be either
"
every

distressed country is under a tyranny
"

(which is plainly false),

or "
every country under a tyranny is distressed

"
(which does

not prove the conclusion, as the middle term will be undistri-

buted in both premises). Now, if the former premiss be the one

meant to be supplied, the fallacy is to be referred to those in

form ; if the latter, to those in the matter. This illustration

shows how hard it is to attempt any classification of fallacies,

to which some may not except. The outline of the classification

which we shall adopt will be that of Archbishop Whately, and

many of our examples will be taken from the same writer, whose

chapter on Fallacies is probably the most valuable and interest-

ing of his whole work.

We have seen that in every argument which professes to

assume the syllogistic form, the conclusion either does or does

not follow from the premises ; and that, in the latter case,

where the conclusion does not follow from the premises, the

fault lies not in our imperfect knowledge of the subject-matter,

but in the reasoning alone. Hence, as these fallacies are viola-
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tioiiH of the rules which Logic lays down as those to which all

thinker* aro bound to conform, we may call them logical

'I'll- most plain and obvious logical fallacies are, of coarse,

\hirh iiri-m in.m th" violation of some one of the syllo-

: ules already given ; aud upon them it in unnecessary to

dwell here at greater length. It may, however, be remarked,
rent! nnsouml luxunKints, not uncommonly to be met

with, may bo referred to this head. Thus, if a person argued
that a certain proposition is false because it has been success-

fully demonstrated that the grounds or promises upon which it

was supposed by his opponent to rest are false, such a person
would bo using an unsound argument, in which he would bo

guilty of an illicit process of the major term (which we have

already explained) e.g., if the ground adduced to prove the

existence of a God, was that it is universally believed, and an
instance where no such belief prevailed was cited, then, if an

attempt was made to argue that this disproved the existence of

a God (instead of merely overthrowing tho single proof which
had boon advanced), tho fallacy might be represented thus :

" Whatever is universally believed is true ; the existence of a
God is not universally believed; therefore it ia not true." So also

the fallacy of inferring tho truth of tho promises from the truth

of tho conclusion may be stated as follows :

" What is univer-

sally believed is true ; tho existence of a God is true ; therefore

it is universally believed." This ia obviously an instance of

undistributed middle.

Tho middle, however, is often ambiguous, not from being un-

distributed, but from being used in a different sense in each

premiss. This gives rise to a very largo class of fallacies, to

which no one name can be assigned which will comprehend all.

When the middle term is thus ambiguous in sense, as having
in itself, from its own equivocal nature, two significations, we
have what is called the Fallacia equivocationis of logicians :

e.g.,
"
Light is contrary to darkness

;
feathers are light ; there-

fore feathers aro contrary to darkness
"

in which example
there are, strictly speaking, four terms. No one would be

deceived in such a case as this one ; but it must be remembered
that the ambiguity will often be less patent and more likely to

escape observation from the promises being placed at a con-

siderable distance from each other in the course of a long

argument.
In tho fallacy which is mentioned by logicians under the title

of Fallacia amphibolice, the ambiguity arises from an amphi-
bolous sentence, i.e., one which is capable of two meanings, not

from tho double sense of any of the words, but from its admit-

ting of a double construction. "
Pyrrhus the Romans shall, I

say, subdue "
(where the nominative to " subdue "

may be
either "Pyrrhus" or "tho Romans,") is an instance of such a
sentence ; but the English language does not furnish so many
of them as the Latin and others like it, and the fallacy is

therefore not often to bo met with in this shape. Ordinary
language, however, is very elliptical, and thus terms not seldom
become practically ambiguous, being differently applied on dif-

ferent occasions, although there is no real difference in the

sense of tho terms themselves : e.g.,
"
faith," which has in

itself but one meaning, ia employed by tho votary of each

different religion to denote his own peculiar form of belief.

This may load us without caution into arguments somewhat

resembling tho fallacy just mentioned.
An ambiguity arising from tho context also gives rise to the

fallacies of Division and Composition. In the fallacy of com-

position the middle term is used in tho major premiss in a

diati-ibutive, and in the minor in a collective sense : e.g.,
" Two

and throe are odd and even ;
five is two and three ; therefore

five is odd and even," where it is plain that the middle term
"two and three" is ambiguous, denoting, as it doos, in the

major premiss the two numbers taken separately, and in tho

minor, taken together. This fallacy is employed whenever, as is

not unfrequently the case, a person, after establishing some
truth separately concerning each member of a class, then infers

the same to be true of the whole collectively. This is tho same
thing as contending that, because it is not improbable one may
throw a six in any one out of a hundred throws, it is not im-

probable that one may throw a six in each of them, i.e., a hun-
dred times running ; the absurdity of which is plain : but yet,

hardly any fallacy is more common or more likely to deceive

than this. The fallacy of division, on the other hand, occurs

where the middle term is first Uken collectively in the major
premiss, and then dutributiraly in the minor e^.,

" two and
three are fire ; two and three are two numbers ; therefor* fire
is two numbers." Here the middle term u in the major pre-
miss, "two and three" together, and in the minor "two and
three" taken teparately. The ambiguity of the word "all,"
which means sometimes "

every one separately," and sometime*
"all together," not unfrequently gives rise to this fallacy of
division.

There is also another kind of ambiguity occasioned by tho
context viz., where the middle term is used in the major pre-
miss to signify something considered simply in itself and ae to
its essence ; and in the minor for the same thing, with some of
its accidents taken into account along with it. The example
commonly given of this, the Fallacia Accidental, as it is called,
is this :

" What ia bought in the market ia eaten ; raw meat
is bought in the market; therefore raw meat is eaten." Now
in this case the context shows that the middle in the major
merely denotes the substance or essence of the thing bought,
but that in the minor it ia used for the same thing, with the
accident of

"
being dressed

' '

superadded. If the accident is

understood with the middle in the major premiss instead of in

the minor, logicians give the fallacy the somewhat lengthy
Latin name of Fallacia a dicto secundum quid ad dictum rim-

pliciter, i.e., the fallacy of arguing from what ia said with a
certain accidental reference to the same thing said absolutely.
Under the head of ambiguous middle we may also class the

Fallacia Figures Dictionis.
"
This," to quote from Archbishop

Whatoly,
"

ia built on the grammatical structure of language,
from men's usually taking for granted that words belonging
to each other, as the substantive, adjective, verb, etc., of the
same root, have a precisely correspondent meaning, which is

by no means universally the case. Such a fallacy could not
indeed be even exhibited in strict logical form, which wonld

preclude even the attempt at it, since it has two middle terms
in sound as well as in sense e.g.,

"
Projectors are unfit to be

trusted ; this man has formed a project ; therefore he is unfit tc

be trusted :

"
here there is an assumption that he who forms a

project must be a projector ; whereas the bad sense that com-

monly attaches to the latter word ia not at all implied in the

former." There is a similar want of complete correspondence
in the meaning of "presume" and "presuming," "art" and
"
artful,"

"
design

" and "
designing," and many other words.

The lost of the logical fallacies we shall notice separately is

the Fallacia Plurium Interrogationum, or,
"
fallacy of several

questions." This consists in asking two or more questions, really

distinct, which appear to be but one, so as to entrap an oppo-
nent into giving but one answer, which, though only applicable
to one of the questions, may be taken as an answer to the other

or others. The way in which it must be defeated ia by giving a

separate answer to each question. A good instance ia given by
Archbishop Whately of its employment by a Parliamentary
Committee in 1832, before which a witness was asked " how

long the practice had ceased in Ireland of dividing the tithea

into four portions;" two questions being thus combined: 1.

Had this practice ever existed ? 2. If BO, how long had it been

discontinued? Sometimes the ambiguity which gives rise to

this fallacy lies not in the meaning but in the distribution of

a term : e.g.,
" Did this man act from such and such a motive r

' '

which may mean, was it one of his motives ? or, was it his sole

motive. So also the question,
" Has a state a right to enforce

laws?" is ambiguous from the fact that "laws" may mean
either

" some laws," or "
any laws, without exception," i.e., may

be understood as undistributed or not.

We now come to the consideration of material or non-logical

fallacies, as they are sometimes called.

The first of these is termed lynoratio Elenchi, because in

it, instead of proving the contradictory of the proposition ad-

vanced by your opponent (which, in order to refute him suc-

cessfully, you are bound to do, and which Aristotle called

Elenchus), you prove aome other proposition which, by more

or less resembling it, is likely to be mistaken for it. In doing

this, some one or more of the rules given by Logic fer proving
the contradictory of a given proposition will be violated.

This is a fallacy which is very common in argument or con-

troversy ; and the particular manner in which the conclusion is

irrelevant i.e., fails to answer the purpose it is supposed to

answer varies with each particular case. Sometimes a parti-
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cular will be proved when a universal is required ; sometimes one
with terms which are not the same in sense as those in the con-

clusion really given to be established. Suppose we are seeking
to prove that a certain man was virtuous in his life and
character (which makes it necessary to show that on the whole
all his acts and deeds were virtuous), but we claim to have

proved all that is required, when we show satisfactorily that

some of his acts were of this character, leaving out of sight

altogether many others of a very different aspect. This is an
instance of Ignoratio Elenchi. So also if, when we ought to

show a thing is just, instead of that we show that it is inex-

pedient, or vice versa; or, if the right of private judgment in

matters of religion be maintained, we imagine this disproved by
the statement, however true, that it is impossible for every one
to be right in his judgment, which in reality was never denied

by our opponent. An instance of the employment of this

fallacy through the instrumentality of an ambiguous term is

often afforded by those who, in theological controversy, establish

certain conclusions in reference to "faith," used in one sense,
and then use these conclusions to meet arguments in which the

word is used in a different sense.

This is really the fallacy involved in the error of shifting

ground, as well as in that of combating both the premises of an

opponent alternately, instead of dealing
1 with one only at a time,

and having done with it before proceeding to another.

Persons often seem to think that it is quite sufficient to show
that there exist grave objections against the adoption of a par-
ticular plan, in order to force others to reject it. This is in

reality the fallacy of Ignoratio Elenchi ; it is proving that there

are weighty objections against a particular course, when what
is required to be proved is that there are more weighty and

insuperable objections against its adoption than against its

rejection.
It should be borne in mind that those who employ this fallacy

very frequently suppress the conclusion they are really proving,
in order that it may thus escape notice that they are not really

proving the one required ; and, as Archbishop Whately remarks,
this is, "perhaps, the most common form of that confusion of

thought to which thoso are liable who have been irregularly and

unskilfully educated who have collected, perhaps, a consider-

able amount of knowledge, without arrangement, and without
cultivation of logical habits. Most of the erroneous views in

morals, and in other subjects, which prevail among such per-

sons, m(ay be exhibited in the form of fallacies of irrelevant

conclusion: e.g., the question "whether it be allowable for a
Christian to fight in defending himself from oppression and

outrage," and "whether a Christian magistrate may employ
physical coercion, and inflict secular punishment on evil-doers"

these are perpetually confounded with the questions
" whether

Christians are allowed to fight as such; i.e., to fight for their

religion against thoso who corrupt or reject the faith ;

" and
" whether a Christian magistrate may employ coercion on behalf
of Christianity, and inflict punishment on heretics as evil-

doers."

The fallacy called Petitio Principii (begging the question),
is used whenever that is assumed as granted which ought to
have been proved. This is the account ordinarily given,

although Archbishop Whately confines the name to those cases
in which one of the premises is plainly the same as the conclu-

sion, or is proved from it, or is such as the person to whom the

argument is addressed would not know or admit, except as an-

argument from the conclusion : e.g., where one argues in favour
of the authenticity of a history from its recording certain facts

which rest themselves for their reality merely on the evidence
of the same history.
The form in which this fallacy most commonly occurs is in

that which has been called "
arguing in a circle "a species of

argument in which the ultimate conclusion is proved by a train
of reasoning, which has one of its premises the same as this con-
clusion : e.g.,

" Some mathematicians," according to Whately,"
attempt to prove that every particle of matter gravitates

equally.
' Why ?'

' Because those bodies which contain more
particles ever gravitate more strongly, i.e., are heavier.' 'But
(it may be urged) those which are heaviest are not always most
bulky.'

'

No, but 3till they contain more particles, though more
closely condensed.' ' How do you know that ?

" ' Because they
are heavier.'

' How does that prove it ?'
' Because all particles

of matter gravitating equally, that mass which is specifically

the heavier must needs have the more of them in the same
space.'

"

It should be observed that the longer the chain of reasoning
i.e., the wider the circle the more likely it is that the fallacy
will escape observation.

The fallacy of " non causa pro causa" (literally,
"
taking- as the

cause that which is not such ") is divided into two kinds, called

respectively
" a non vera pro vera

" and " a non tali pro tali,"
which in reality are the former, arguing from a false premiss
as if it were true (i.e., having, in logical language, the expressed
premiss false), and the latter arguing from a case not parallel
or similar, as if it were (i.e., having the suppressed premiss
false). In the one case there is no connection at all between
the effect and the cause to which it is attributed ; in the other,
if there is any such connection at all, it is an insufficient one.

Instances of the fallacy of " non causa pro causa "
are very

common, especially amongst the uneducated and vulgar, who
are very liable to suppose, from seeing two events often or even
sometimes conjoined, that there subsists some necessary con-

nection between them, that the one must be the cause of the
other. Most instances of popular superstition may, accordingly,
be referred to this source. In this way it used to be generally
thought that the appearance of a comet portended some great
national calamity, merely because it so happened that on
several occasions when comets were visible great disasters

occurred in some portion of the world. Not that this erroneous
mode of reasoning is one from which the educated and scientific
can be supposed free. Nearly all writers upon political economy
thought until very lately that money, in place of being merely
a sign, was the cause of wealth in a country, and hence tried to
restrict its flowing- out in the natural course of trade

; and
there are some who even now think that labour is the chief
cause of the value of some commodities, instead of being merely
a sign of this. An instance not uncommonly given of " a non

j

tali pro tali
"

is this :

" What intoxicates should be forbidden ;

wine intoxicates ; therefore wine should be forbidden ;

"
where

i the minor premiss only being- true of wine taken in excess, is

in the conclusion treated as if it were true of wine taken in any
quantity. This might also be exhibited as a fallacy

" a dicto
secundum quid ad dictum simpliciter."
We have thus given a brief and incomplete outline of the

kinds of fallacies most usually met with in argument with

others, or most liable to deceive us in solitary reasoning ;
and

1 we shall now illustrate the remarks made by some examples of

|

the most celebrated fallacies on which the ancient logicians
used to exercise their ingenuity.

Perhaps the most celebrated of all is that of
" Achilles and the

!

Tortoise." It runs thus :

"
Suppose Achilles to run ten times

: faster than the tortoise ; and while he remains in his place let the

tortoise start and run through a certain portion (say a tenth)
I

of the entire space to bo traversed. Let Achilles then start to

overtake the tortoise ; he can never overtake it ; for, while he
runs through the tenth part of the course by which the tortoise

had the start of him, the tortoise will have run further through
a tenth of a space equivalent to that i.e., through iJ<jth part
of the whole and when Achilles has got through this, the
tortoise will have got on in advance through ^

Oth part of this,

i.e., through j^th of the whole, and so on for ever, so that

Achilles will never be able to overtake the tortoise, though he
runs ten times as fast." The solution of this fallacy by Diogenes
(Solvitur ambulando) i.e., that it is false is hardly a satis-

factory logical mode of escaping from the difficulty. No one
ever doubted that. Nor is it much more satisfactory to allow,

as Archbishop Whately does, that it cannot possibly be ex-

hibited in a syllogistic form at all, which would virtually be a

surrender of the proposition that the syllogism is a test by
which we can always distinguish between sound and unsound

reasoning. Mansel's is the best solution, which classes the

fallacy as a material one. Let the whole space to be traversed

be represented by A, and then the syllogism representing the

reasoning will be this,
"
Any space equal to ^ + ^3 + TSI e*c<

is infinite (being the sum of an infinite series). The space to be

passed before Achilles overtakes the tortoise is equal to that

sum; therefore it is infinite." In this the major premiss is

simply false. The sum of an infinite series is not necessarily

infinite ; it may be, and in this case is finite. And this solves

the whole mystery.
In our next lesson we shall give other similar examples.
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INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTOKY
ol' COMMERCE.
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THE word " commerce "
ia probably derived from two others,

o tnretwtn," and signifies primarily the exchange of

for commodities. In a general sense it is used

:^iiiitw interchange of property between individuals or
! in the following pages is mostly so employed. The

us of the subject are as various as the interests concerned
are manifold. A German writer saya :

" How shall wo describe

in detail ttio connection of the various relations of commerce ?

1 of a lengthy exposition, lot us give a single proof, taken
from recent f;irts. \\'luli> t

- sun of the momentous
.:! <!' July, 1806, was still shining on the bloody battle-field of

with all its horrors, the telegraph brought new
r8 from London, Paris, and other large places in the west of

'jxs, to the German factories, and in consequence of these,

are dwelt upon only no far a* they militate agabiwt the prin-
oiplM which have led mankind to produce, distribute, consume
replace, and accumulate wealth with a view to happinefn-
the like aim are invow tigated the phenomena of clam legisla-
tion, and the suicidal policy of those sovereign* wbo have
forbidden the diffusion of the rudiments of useful knowledge-
among their people. One consequence of such unenlightened
government has been that "the labour of the world has for
the most part been performed by ignorant men by the bond-
men and bondwomen of the Jews, by the Helots of Sparta,
by the captives that passed under the Roman yoke, by the
villeins, serfs, and skives of mediaeval and modern times."
But it will be found that though the downfall of a people*

may have been accelerated by the ambition or incapacity of

rulers, yet the germs of decay are usually to be traced to the

sloth, self-indulgence, venality, and disregard of economic
virtues, exhibited long before, among all classes of the com-

munity. Where these vices prevail to any great extent, no
fresh remunerative employment was given on the following nation can enjoy continued prosperity. Now, as in the days-

morning to the workmen, after they hod been long out of work. ' of old, nations are impoverished or flourishing, in the ratio of
( \vii^' to the breaking up of the telegraph lines, the destruction their obedience to the groat moral laws,

of the railways, and the suspension of postal communication,
people in Prussia, Saxony, Thuringia, and Bavaria, at a much
.shorter distance from the field of battle, did not learn until

1 days later how great an event history had to record

upon her tablets
;
but that the war had taken a decisive turn,

and how in all probability it had occurred, the manufacturer

perceived on the very evening of the day of battle from the
orders that came to him from far distant places."

There was a time, perhaps, when every man ministered to his

own wants, as there may still be parts of the world where the

CHAPTER H.

FIRST PERIOD : FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE FALL OF
THE WESTERN ROMAN EMPIRE, A.D. 476.

Primitive Land Traffic Eiver Traffic Maritime Coasting Trade.

1 . Primitive Land Traffic. Before gold became a medium
of exchange, production was restricted to those commodities
the exchange of which for others might generally be reckoned

inhabitants have little or no social intercourse. Under such i upon. With the use of the precious metals as a common
conditions commerce could hardly exist. Nor could its range ! measure of value, industry and interchange were greatly facili-

be great when slaves were the agricultural labourers and the
j

tated. Enlarged trade required the whole time and energies
chief artisans, slave-owners the only men of property, and

j

of a class of men to negotiate between the producers of different

slave-traders the principal merchants. With the advent of nations. A class of merchants thus arose, whose business it

freedom and the growth of municipalities commerce first became
general.

Its tendency in our own day, whatever may have been the
case in past ages, is to equalise amongst millions the bless-

ings provided by Nature ; to diffuse as widely as possible an
abundance of the necessaries and comforts of life at the
least cost of human toil or suffering ; and thus, ultimately, to

was to travel from place to place, observing where commodities
were to be spared, and where they were wanted, and devising
means for a transfer of the surplus of one country to supply
the deficiency of another.

In its infancy, trade was carried on overland. Man did not
at first trust to the unknown waters even of rivers, but con-

fined himself to narrow routes between the various states. The
remove that scarcity to which can be traced a large amount of ; dangers which beset a solitary journey led to the practice of
crime and misery. Through its instrumentality additional value

; travelling at fixed seasons and in large companies. Thus was
is given to commodities, by their conveyance from localities of obtained mutual protection, and at the same time the enjoy-
profuse or easy production, to others selected for their con- I ment of social intercourse. The earliest caravan trade had its

sumption ; though until the means of distribution be adequate, centre in Egypt, and dated from a period antecedent to the re-

supplies must continue irregular and costly. cords of history. The geographical position of this country made
Successful commercial transactions require powers of fore- it a convenient meeting-place, or medium of communication,

sight and combination. The merchant has not only to supply between Africa and Asia. All evidence points to a connection
the present wants of a locality, but also to anticipate future between the ancient Egyptians and those Semitic races which
wants. Still further, he must have just conceptions of the ' extended from the Levant to the plain of Shinar, and from the-

functions of credit a gigantic power for good, if well used, j high lands of Armenia to Yemen. The fertile valley of the
but, if abused, entailing the gravest evils panics, waste of Nile was the cradle of the social polity, the arts, and the

wealth, and destitution.

From the foregoing it will be evident that the history of

commerce, with which is interwoven the development of
mercantile associations, guilds, companies, and trade-unions,
the principles and practice of colonial policy, as well as much
of our legislation, is a subject of the highest importance. Yet
the duty of its culture has been hitherto neglected or mis-
understood amongst us ignored, almost without exception, in
our colleges and courses of public instruction. England, the

sciences of Phoenicia and of Europe. Equally obscure as to its

origin and the conditions under which it was carried on was
the caravan trade of Bactria, now Bokhara, the country beyond
the mountainous border of North-west India. This was the
most remote region to which the Western caravans penetrated,
and here, as an emporium, the products of the unknown eastern

regions of Asia were brought to be exchanged for the merchandise
of the West. The district over which overland traffic extended
thus coincided with the geographical range of the camel an

most commercial country in the world, has allowed the neigh- I animal whose association with the caravan trade from the

bouring states of Holland and Germany to outstrip her in
j

earliest times has entitled it to the name of the "
ship of the

attention to commercial literature, and in adequate provision I desert." The route of a caravan westward, heavily laden with
for its study. The consequences have been serious ; for, as the silk-j and precions stones, ivory, pearls, and spices, was by
possession of knowledge always tends to the application of

knowledge, so ignorance entails the loss of opportunities.
Public opinion appears to be at length aroused to a sense of

this neglect, and to the means for its removal ; if so, wo may
hope that in proportion to the spread of information on points
of economic science and experience there will be less of "

wilful
waste and woeful want," and that even decennial commercial
crises may become things of the past.

In a history of commerce, the destructive agencies that have
disturbed society, and the aggrandisement of states by plunder,

way of Herat in Afghanistan, and Ecbatana in Persia, Besides

these cities, the halting-places were valleys and plains fertilised

by water, and by the refreshed and grateful travellers of old

described as paradises upon earth.

In India, elephants were used. The merchants travelled alone,

caravans not being common.
2. Eiver Traffic. Traders in time acquired sufficient con-

fidence to entrust themselves and their wares to the easier

transit of rivers, wherever facilities for such means of com-

munication existed. The Nile must have been thus utilised
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at a very early period. Its course downwards to the sea was
well known ; and Meroe, on the confines of Egypt and Ethiopia,
one of the most renowned cities of the ancient world, owed its

importance to its position on the Nile. The Suez Canal, one of
the greatest engineering works of our own day, restores, and
partly follows, the line of an older canal, the date of the con-
struction of which cannot now be fixed, which connected the
river and the head of the Bed Sea. The river commerce of
the Tigris and Euphrates, furnishing an easier mode of reach-

ing India, was of still greater importance than that of the Nile.

nations, who, as agents or factors, consigned their freights

again, at the end of the voyage, for inland distribution. Ren-
deied fearless by increase of knowledge, merchants discovered

that they could sail upon the Persian Gulf with as much safety
as upon the Tigris and Euphrates, and that, without losing

sight of the land, they could reach the coast of India. Taking
advantage of the monsoons, voyages foreshadowing ocean com-

merce soon became organised into a system of departures and

returns, according to seasons, as perfect as that regulating the

caravans. The Arabian and Indian seaa appear to have been the

EAKLY CAKAVAN TKADE. 1. HALT OF AN EASTERN CAKAVAN.

The Indus and Ganges, as well as the grand river system of

China, were, in all probability, similarly employed, but our
information relative to them is scanty. Better known to us,
from the Roman and Greek historians, is the use made, at a
later period, of the Rhone, the Rhine, the Po, the Danube, the

Don, and the Volga. These winding watercourses were the

pathways of the earliest travellers. River commerce, thus far,
was combined with that carried on by means of the caravans.
It received a great impetus when men learnt to venture along
the coast, and ultimately upon the bosom of the sea. Important,

scenes of the first trade of this character. At a later date the

Mediterranean Sea was the chief seat of the carrying trade, and

the nations possessing it were described as having in their hands

the commerce of the world. One of the first nations to obtain

a universal traffic was the Phoenician, whose mercantile supre-

macy at orre time extended from India to the countries north

and south of the Pillars of Hercules, two rocky masses flanking

what are now called the Straits of Gibraltar. Many of the great
commercial centres on the shores of the Mediterranean grew out

of colonies planted by this enterprising and adventurous people.

EARLY CARAVAN TRADE. 2. EASTERN CARAVAN ENTERING THE GATE OF AN ANCIENT CITY.

however, as river trade was in this first pei-iod of commercial

history, it bears no comparison with that of times like our own.

3. Maritime Coasting Trade. Maritime commerce was the

natural sequence of that along the courses of rivers. The

harbours and months of rivers on the sea-coast presented such

advantages for ships, that cities arose upon their shores, and

the conveyance of goods was carried on partly by water and

partly by land. This division of traffic led to a corresponding

distinction between the persons who were thus engaged. The

interchange of commodities between distant nations was con-

ducted by several sets of hands. The original producers, in

caravans, or as individual dealers, conveyed their wares over-

land to the river depot or seaport, where they exchanged them

for other commodities brought by the traders cf the maritime

Nevertheless, ocean commerce, as we understand it, was un-

known and impossible to the ancients. The Mediterranean

was to them literally the middle of the earth. The limitless

sea beyond was filled by their imagination with vague and

impassable terrors. In Ptolemy's Geography, the earth is said

to be bounded by ice at 63 N. lat. and by fire at the equinoctial

on the south. The commercial zone lay between the Tropic of

Cancer and 40 N. lat., but afterwards expanded to 45 N. and

10 S. lat. Ocean traffic began with the invention of the

mariner's compass, about 1300, but its first fruits were not

reaped by Bartholomew Diaz, Vasco de Gama, and Columbus,

until 1492. With these general facts and principles in our

minds, we are now prepared to trace, in the order of time, the

development of commerce to its present dimensions.
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PAINTING IN WATER-COLOURS. IV.

AFTER our pupils have accustomed thomuclvon in some degree

1o huinlliiii,' tli.> I.rush, and, from the use of sepia, have gained

.riiniiiiitiiig and representing tii

in. in thn inmimtirable and ever-varying effects caused bj
li^'lit ami Mhade, wo now recommend them to apply to colour

rn-iploa we have endeavoured to explain. Here we reach

a point whore many of our difficulties begin. It is not an easy

taak to lay down ruloa by which we are to be guided in conducting
.re through all its stages of progress, and enumerate and

HjMM-ify its colours, tones, and tints, for if it were possible to

give a rocipo for painting one picture, it is more than probable

that it would not be found equally applicable to another. When

the object which the student desire* to acoompluh. Bat oar
difficulties are greatly diminished by baring the colour-box

supplied with modifications of these colours under distinct

names. Independently of the many different reds, bines, and

yellows, from which we derive so much assistance on account
of their diversity as one red in some oases is preferable to

another, and one blue to another we have in addition to tbess
a great variety of browns, which famish numerous tints of the

greatest service, and still farther when we combine them with

one or other of the primitive colours. Let the pupil unite bla

with burnt sienna, or with brown pink, or with sepia, and be

will find that he produces greens much more sombre and deeper
in tone than the composition of blue with any of the yellows.
The latter are more serviceable in the lights, the former in the

Fig. 5. TREATMENT OP FOREGROUND, MIDDLE, AND EXTREME DISTANCE.

we reflect that there is no restriction to the changes which are
[

continually passing over the same object, and add to this, in

many cases, the multiplied varieties of that object, it will be

readily acknowledged that the attempt to write special rules for
all cases, or even for a few, would be a failure ; consequently,
we must again make our starting-point from first principles,
and endeavour to unite them with much that is generally
practical, that our pupils may be led to make their own
deductions, and thus carry their experience beyond the point
where specific rules have little advantage.

Ther,o are but three primitive colours red, blue, and yellow;
all others are but proportionate combinations of these three :

for example, red and blue mixed make purple, blue and yellow
make green, and red and yellow make orange. These, again,
which are called secondary colours, may be respectively united
and further neutralised ; and this art of neutralising and com-
bining in accordance with the colour of the object to be imitated,
and the apparent change of that colour as it yields to the light,
or is acted upon by reflection from another adjacent colour, is

130 N.E.

shadows ; but this will engage our attention again in some

practical application.
We shall very frequently have occasion to use the terms

warm and cool in reference to colour, therefore it is necessary
to explain them, and show how these changes are effected.

The warm tones are obtained by adding a greater proportion
of red or yellow, whilst the cool ones are produced by an
increase of blue ; but even these, the primitive colours, have
their gradations of tone. Light red, which is nothing more
than burnt yellow ochre, is warmer than some of the lakes.

Of the yellows, cadmium yellow is more intense than gam-
boge, and it will be seen that when each of these yellows
is separately mixed with blue to produce green, the latter

will make a much cooler green than the former. All these

combinations, and many more of like character, will from
an important study for the pupil, and it will be his policy to

make himself fully acquainted with them, for, as he proceeds,

experience will teach him that the more he is familiar with

the capabilities of colour, or, in other words, what his colours
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are able to produce, he will the more readily comprehend, and
be better able to imitate, the innumerable degrees of tone and
tint as they appear to him in Nature. Similarly, greys and all

neutral tones may be made warmer or cooler as the occasion

requires. This is one of the most important studies of the

painter. His greatest difficulties with regard to colour -will

arise in the use of greys, and in harmonising neutral tones.

There is no limit to their gradations, and in proportion as they
are understood and applied, so will the ability of the painter
and the merit of his work be estimated. Nobody has yet

painted them all; and when we say one artist is greater than
anovoer in the use of colour, it is principally on account of his

grette..* comprehension of the use of greys, and his power of

adapting them to the colours he uses, so that, by skilful

management, the greys may enhance the purity and brilliancy
of the positive colours according as the character of the subject

upon which he employs them requires it. We will give one

example where the same grey placed by the sides of extreme

warm and cool colours will appear from the connection to be so

widely different that it would scarcely be thought to be the

same tint, and it will show how colours influence one another.

We ask our pupils to try the following experiment : Take
three saucers, and in one mix a rather strong tint of Prussian

blue, in another cadmium yellow and crimson lake, in the third

prepare a grey tint, composed of cobalt and a little light red ;

then take two pieces of paper, and cover the upper part of one

with the Prussian blue, and the upper part of the other with

the cadmium yellow and lake. When dry, continue from the

edge of each colour a wash of the grey; it will be seen that the

latter in juxtaposition with the cool colour will appear to be

warm, and the same in alliance with the warm colour will

appear to be cold, and the two colours respectively will seem
to be made more blue or yellow, that is, more intense than if

painted alone. If Indian ink be used instead of grey, the

contrast is even more striking. Here, then, is the first prin-

ciple upon which is founded the theory of the use of grey in

union with the primary colours in order to increase their

brilliancy by the contrast.

The subject we have chosen for our lesson (Fig. 5), evening
or sunset, is not an elaborate one, nor do we intend to go beyond
the leading principles to be observed in painting it. It will re-

quire very few colours : crimson lake, burnt sienna, yellow ochre,
cadmium yellow, gamboge, brown pink, sepia, cobalt, and indigo.
That is, we will restrict ourselves to these colours, for with them
the theory of light and shade, the contrasts of warm and cold

colours in their arrangement and general effects, can be suf-

ficiently explained, and leave for private study all minor details

in relation to colour that arise from various accidental circum-

stances, which are found to differ in every subject, though
every subject contains them more or less. If our pupils can

accompany us only to the extent we can possibly attempt to

lead them with merely written instructions, we shall have so

far assisted them that they may afterwards pursue their course,

depending upon their own observations from Nature, bearing
in mind that we have endeavoured to impress upon them that

warm colours will appear more so when contrasted by cold

ones, and that light will appear brighter in contrast with dark,

provided that the semi-tones are judiciously managed. Thus

by contrast, not necessarily violent, brilliancy and force are

increased. (See the remarks upon shadows in Vol. I., p. 362,
in " Lessons in Drawing," No. XII.)
We will now proceed with our subject, and commence with

an old caution respecting the outline let it be made percep-

tible, and no more. We must begin with the sky. Turn the

drawing upside down, and let it be inclined so that what is

really the bottom of the picture is now from its position the

most elevated, as the positions of the letter A and B explain.
Mix in a saucer a less than middle tint of cadmium yellow.
This powerful yellow will be the most suitable for our purpose.
Begin with a wash of this tint from the edge A A as far as B B,

to the upper line of the hills, afterwards increase its strength
a little, and then let it become a graduated tint from E E

through the rest of the sky. It is always safe for a beginner
not to make his tints too strong, as they can be repeated if

necessary. When dry, turn the picture back into its proper

position, still preserving the inclination ; and commence from
D D with a wash composed of cobalt blue and a little lake.

This must also be graduated, and cease at about E E. It must

bo observed that the blue tint must be a light one, for although
the previous yellow mixture has been decreasing in depth to the

top of the picture, the blue tint must not be carried down to
the same extent, as it would neutralise or destroy the purity of
the yellow, and again, when passing over the yellow with the
blue it must be done carefully, with one wash, for the oftener
the brush passes across an under colour, the danger of washing
it up is increased. Cover the mountains with the blue tint with
which the upper part of the sky was painted, and when dry
repeat it again, excepting those parts which catch the light on
the summits ; wash off the edge (remember, the edge only) at
the base, clean the brush, and take the cadmium tint of the

sky and paint the water. The whole of the foreground may be

passed over with a light mixture of burnt sienna and yellow
ochre. The shadows in the foreground must be made with
cobalt blue, lake, and a little sepia. Let the blue and lake
be in greater proportion than the sepia, because this purple
grey upon the warm ground previously painted with burnt
sienna and ochre will be sufficiently neutralised with only a
small addition of sepia. The broad shadows of the dark tree

may be passed over with the same grey. If, as thepicturo
proceeds, it is discovered that the sky is too low in tone, mix a

light tint of cadmium yellow and lake, and pass it over the
whole of the sky, from the top to the edges of the hills. Should
it bo found when dry that the last wash has accidentally gone
beyond the edge of the hills so as to produce a heavy margin,
wet the parts with a clean brush, press a piece of blotting-paper

upon them, and rub the parts very gently with a folded silk

handkerchief. If carefully done, the original ground will be
restored without any injury. This last tint may most likely
be required over the water also ; in this case, break it off into

the lights in the foreground. If the last wash upon the sky
has proved satisfactory, add to the same tint a little more lake,
and with a light hand touch in the clouds. As they ascend
into the upper part of the sky, add some of the grey tint to

the last, and paint the darker clouds. Before painting the

trees, do something more to the foreground. Mix a little

indigo with gamboge and yellow ochre, and paint the lights

only of the grass and herbage, etc., close to the edges of the
shadows before painted. Indigo and brown pink will be useful

to define the character of the foreground by giving a little more
decision to the forms of the leaves and weeds, without destroy-

ing the cool shadows that must bo in contrast and give strength
to the warm lights. The dark tree may be painted first with
brown pink only, preserving the openings to the sky ; after-

wards it must be made out with indigo and brown pink. These
two colours combined compose a rich dark green, that can be
made either warmer or cooler according to the proportion of

indigo or brown pink added to it. Keep the ground of the

shadows cool, upon which make out with the dark warm green
all particulars approaching the light. The smaller tree on the

left partakes of the colour of the sky and dark tree united.

We have introduced the white sail of a boat under the hills to

assist the colour of the distance. To do this, draw the form
of the sail with a wet brush, take up the superfluous water with

blotting-paper, and then rub the part with india-rubber. The
hull of the boat must be of the grey distance. The edges of the

shore, and the sides of the stones which are away from the

light, are painted with the grey tint, some parts darker, others

lighter. These general directions may be closely followed whilst

repeating the practice of this lesson a few times. Then the

pupil will begin to see how colours can assist or weaken one

another, so that by degrees he will be induced to apply them
to a much greater extent than can be explained in these pages,
with less fear of any serious failure.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXIX.
98. RESPECTIVE PLACE OF THE PRONOUNS WHEN TWO

OCCUB WITH ONE VERB.

(1.) WHEN two pronouns occur, one direct object, and tha
other indirect object, governed by a understood, the pronoun
indirect object, if not in the third person singular or plural,
must precede the pronoun direct object :

II me le donnera.
II te le pretera.

He will give it to me.

Hi will lend it to thee.
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' i (i.e., tin]/ com-

I recent it to you; you can ob-

eitetm of wtn only by ra(

U'hi'ii the pronoun indirect object is in the third person
Hiiitfiilur or plural, it must then bo
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i joie OKI
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M '!' homines quo
M'l III.

DE MAINTBNON.

On le lul donii'

le lui 1'ivterez.

Nous no le leur i>tvtcroua pas.
Vi.us le leur ; crir.'/.

is sur :i|.pui cle 1'homme
<'<*( Diou, et vous vouloz le lui

rarir. BOISTK.

Tiny will giee it to him.

You will lend it to him.

We will not lend it to them.

You, will write it to lln-in.

The surest support of man is God,
and you with to deprive him of it.

(3.) Remark : The reflective pronoun 86, used as indirect ob-
uii i-xcfption to the above rule, as it takes precedence of

the direct object :

Si les homines peuscnt mill les

uns lies autres, clu inoins ils ue

se le disent pas. ANONYMOUS.

If men think ill of each other, at

lcn>t they do not say it to each other.

(4.) The Rales (1.) and (2.), also the Exception (3.), apply to

the imperative used negatively :

Ne nous le dounez pas [Rule
(1.)].

Ne le leur pri-tez pas [Rule
(2.)].
I>u sang de taut de rois c'est

1'uiiiqne bdritage ;

Ne me 1'enviez pas, laissez-moi

mon partage. VOLTAIRE.

Do not give it to iis.

Do not lend it to them.

Of the blood of so many kings, it

i. in;; only inlteritance; do not envy
it (to me), leave me my portion.

(5.) When the imperative used affirmatively has two pro-
nouns as objects, the pronoun direct object precedes the in-

direct object :

Envoyez-le-moi.
Dounoz-le nous.

Montrez-le-moi, co mortel pri-

V\lfg\6. BALLAtTCHE.

Mets-le-tOi dans 1'csprit ; qui
fait mal, trouve mul.

ANONYMOUS.

Send it to me.

Give it to us.

Show him to me, that privileged
mortal.

Put this into thy mind : he who
does evil, finds evil.

(6.) Remark : The rules given for the place of personal pro-
nouns accompanying a verb in tho imperative do not apply to

its third persons, in regard to which the general rules given
hold good :

Qu'on se le ilisc.

Qu'il ue me 1'envoie pas.

Qu'elle le lul donue.

Let people say it to each other.

Let him not send it to me.

Let her give it to him.

99. RULE ON THE PLACE OF PRONOUNS INDIRECT

OBJECTS REFERRING TO PERSONS.

g 100. BULK ON TMB KEBI-BCTIVB USE or Lui, ELUI,
AMD EH AMI>

(1.) The personal pronouux lul, elle, eux, elles, used M in-

direct object* of verb* and preceded by a preposition, can only
relate to persons, and not to thing*. The expressions of <

it ; of or from them, when relating to things, should b* rendered

by en [40, (17.)]:-

.J'en parlo ; j'en donne. .

J'uiino trop la valcur pour en
utro jaloux. LA H

Celui qui cat dan* la prosplritl
doit cruiudre d'en abuser.

FKMELON.

7 speak of U, of them ; J -jit* torn*,

I prize valour too highly to U
jtalmu of it.

H vhn it in prttptrit-j should

fear to abuse it.

(2.) The relative pronoun y [ 40, (18.), 108], U used in

French in relation to things, sometimes to persons, M indirect

object (dative), and is expressed in English by at or to him, to

her, to it ; or to them ; thereto, therein, etc. :

J'y Hongerai, I will think of it.

C'est lorsque nous sommcs
eloignes de notre pays, que nous
Bentons surtout I'instiuct qui nous

y attache. CHATEAUBRIAND.
Tous nos jours vont a la mort,

le dernier y arrive. MONTAIGNE.

Les choses de la terre ne Talent

pas qu'on s'y attache. NICOLE.

Faitet-y attention. Pay attention

[o it.

It it when we are far from our

country that ve ftel, abort nil, tin

instinct vr/.ic/i nttacht* u to it.

All our days travel toward*

death, the last one arrives at il

(reaches U).
The tU\ngt of the earth art not

worth our attachment to thrm.

NOTE. The pronoun en can only be used with rerbs which

require the preposition de ; and the pronoun y with verbs

which require the preposition a.

101. PLACE OF EN AND Y.

(1.) The place of en and y is the same as that prescribed by
Rule (!.), 97, for the personal pronouns. They are also sub-

ject to Exception (2.) and Remark (3.) of the same . See

examples above.

(2.) En and y are always placed after the other pronouns
objects :

II nous en a parle.

II lul en a dit quelque chose.

Porlez-lul-en.

Ne nous en parlez pas.
Je 1'y ai reuvo.\v.

Kenvoyez-nous-y.
Ne nous y reuvoyez pas.

He has spoken to us of it.

He has told him something of it.

Speak to him of it.

Do not speak to us of it.

I have referred him to it.

Refer, or tend us bac': to it.

Do not rtfer iw to it.

(3.) When en and y are in the same clause, en is always

placed after y :

Envoyez-y-en.
N'y en euvoyez pas.
II y en a portti plusienrs.

Send some there.

Do not nd any there.

He h<w carried several of thtTnthtrt.

102. REPETITION OF THE PRONOUNS USED AS OBJECTS.

These pronouns must, in French, be repeated before every
verb :

Ah ! mon enfant, quo je vou-
"VVhen a verb has for direct object a personal pronoun of tho drais Wen TOUS Toir un pen, vous

first or second person, and for indirect object, governed by a, entendre, vous ernbrasser, vous
a personal pronoun of the first, second, or third, all referring to

|

*oir passer. MME. DE SEVIONK.

persons, the personal pronoun direct object is placed as usual
before the verb, but tho preposition a is expressed and the pro-
noun indirect object is placed after it :

Le roi m'envoie a VOUS.
Ils vous ont coufio a moL
II nous a recoininaiult's a 6UX.
II vous pri'sentera a elle.

The Icing has sent me to you.

They have entrusted you to me.

He lias recommended M.I to them.

He will tii(rodi(C you to her.

veni le Toir, le prior, le

presser, 1'iinportuner, le flVchir.

BESCUERELLB.

Ah ! m-j fhild. \<nr I chmld likt

to set you for a tliort time, to hear

you, embrace you, stt you pas*.

I trill see him, tntrtat him. prts*

htm, imjwrtNii* him, touch hi* heart.

:

103. THE POSSESSIVE .'RONOUN.

(1.) The possessive pronoun, in French, is always preceded

by tin article [ 35, (2.), (3.)], which, as well as the pronoun
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itself, agrees in gender with the noun to which it refers ; but

it may differ from it in number [36, (1.)] :

L'ambition ni la fumde ne tou-

client point un coeur comine le

mien. J. J. BOUSSEAU.

Au lieu de explorer la mort des

autres, je veux appreiidre de vous

a rendre la mienne salute.

BOSSUET.

Ma maison est haute, cependaut
les lours sont encore plus hautes.

NMher ambition nor smoke IMVC

power on such a heart as mine.

Instead of bewailing the death of

others, I wish to leamfrom you, how
to render my own holy.

My house is high, yet theirs are

higher still.

(2.) The pronouns le nfitre, le vdtre [ 35, (3.)], etc., unlike

the adjectives notre, votre, etc., always take the circumflex

accent :

La musique des ancieas Grecs
otait tres differente de la notre.

VOLTAIKB.

The music of the ancient Greeks

was very different from our*.

(3.) When the English possessive pronouns, mine, thine, etc.,

come after the verb to be, they are often rendered into French

by the indirect pronouns a moi, a toi :

Ce livre est a moi.
Ces plumes sont-elles a VOUS ?

That book is mine.

Are these pens yours ?

104. THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN.

(1.) The demonstrative pronouns [ 37] can never be placed
before nouns. They merely represent them :

La meilleure lei, ou est celle des

exeinples. LA HARPE.
N'oublie jamais les bienfaits

que tu ns rec,us ; onblie prompte-
nu-nt C6UX que tu as accordes.

BOISTE.

The best lesson is that of examples.

Never forget the benefits which

than, liaik received; forget quickly
those which thou hast conferred.

^2.) The pronouns celui, celle, ceux, celles, as has been said

[ 38, (2.)], are often used absolutely, not only in the nomina-

tive, but also in the objective and in the oblique eases. They
have then the sense of he who, him whom, of whom ; that which,

of which, etc. :

Celui qui cornpto dix amis, n'eu

a pas un. MALESHERBES.
On ne sanrait forcer celui qui

ne vent pas.
L'harmouie la plus douce est la

voix de celle qu'on ainie.

LA BRUYKRE.

He who reckons ten friends has

not one.

We cannot compel him who will

not.

The sweetest harmony is the voice

of her whom we love.

(3.) The French use celui, celle, ceux, celles, indifferently
for this, that, these, those. When they institute a contrast or a

comparison, they add the adverbs* ci (ici) and la to the pro
nouns [ 38, (3.)]:

Corneille nous assujettit a ses

caracteres et a ses idees ; E-tciue

se conforme aux riotres. Celui-

la peint les homines comme ils

devraient etre, celui-Ci les peiut
tels qu'ils sout. LA BRUYERE.

Corneille subjects us to his cha-

racters and to his ideas ; .Racine

conforms himself to ours. That one

(the former) paints men as they

sliould be, this one (the latter) paints
them as they are.

(4.) Celui-ci, celle-ci, ceux-ci, celles-ci, celui-la, etc., may be

used absolutely in French in the sense of this one, that one,

etc. :

On la vit, toutes les semaiues,

essuyer les larmes de celui-ci,

pourvoir aux besoins de celui-la.

FLECHIER.

Every week, she was seen wiping
the tears of this one, providing for
the wants of that one.

* The same adverbs produce the same difference in meaning with

the demonstrative adjectives C6, CCt, etc. They are not placed im-

mediately after those adjectives, but after the nouns which they deter-

mine : cet homme-Ci, this man ; cet homme-la, that man.

(5.) Ceci and cela are always used absolutely, and have no

plural. They serve to point out things only. They can, of

course, never be placed before a noun [ 37, (5.)] :

Taut que le jour est long, il gronde
entre aes dents,

Fais Ceci, fais cela, va, viens,

monte, descends. REGNARD.
Je suis uu peu atirpris de tout

CCCi. MASSILLON.
Vous n'avez pu ddsavouer cela.

PASCAL.

The livelong day he mutters be-

tween his teetli, do this, do that, go,

come, go up, come down.

I am a little surprised at all this.

You have not been able to disavow

that.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXV.
ADFECTED QUADRATIC EQUATIONS (continued).

WE now furnish our students with a set of problems in

Adfected Quadratic Equations for practice.

EXERCISE 66.

1. To find two numbers whose difference shall be 12, and the
sum of their squares 360.

2. Two persons draw prizes in a lottery, the difference of

which is .120, and the greater is to the less as the less to 10.

What are the prizes ?

3. What two numbers are those whose sum is 6, and the sum
of their cubes 72 ?

4. Divide the number 56 into two such parts, that their pro-
duct shall be 640.

5. A gentleman bought a number of pieces of cloth for 675

crowns, which he sold again at 48 crowns per piece, and gained
by the bargain as much as one piece cost him. What was the
number of pieces ?

6. A and B started together for a place 150 miles distant.

A's hourly progress was 3 miles more than B's, and he arrived

at his journey's end 8 hours and 20 minutes before B. What
was the hourly progress of each ?

7. The difference of two numbers is 6
;
and if 47 be added to

twice the square of the less, it will be equal to the square of the

greater. What are the numbers ?

8. A and B distributed <1,140 each among a certain number
of persons. A relieved 40 persons more than B, and B gave to

each individual 5 more than A. How many were relieved by
A and B ?

9. Find two numbers whose sum is 10, and the sum of their

squares 58.

10. Several gentlemen made a purchase together for .175.
Two of them having withdrawn, the bill was paid by the others,

each furnishing ,10 more than would have been his equal share

if the bill had been paid by the whole company. What was the

number in the company at first ?

11. A merchant bought several yards of cloth for ,60, out of

which he reserved 15 yards, and sold the remainder for ,54,

gaining two shillings a yard. How many yards did he buy, and

at what price ?

12. A person bought two cubical stacks of hay for <15, each

of which cost as many shillings per solid yard as there were

yards in a side of the other, and the greater stood on more

ground than the less by 7 square yards. Find the price of each

stack.

13. A gentleman bought two pieces of cloth, the finer of which

cost four shillings a yard more than the other. The finer pieco

cost <18; but the coarser one, which was two yards longer than

the finer, cost only .16. How many yards were there in each

piece ; and what was the price of a yard of each ?

14. A merchant bought 54 gallons of Madeira wine, and ::

certain quantity of Teneriffe. For the former he gave half as

many shillings by the gallon as there were gallons of Teneriffe,

and for the latter four shillings less by the gallon. He sold the

mixture at ten shillings by the gallon, and lost ,28 16s. by his

bargain. Eequired the price of the Madeira, and the number of

gallons of Teneriffe.

15. A person "being asked his age replied,
" If you add the

square root of it to half of it, and subtract 12, the remainder

will be nothing." What was his age ?

16. Two casks of wine were purchased for 58 crowns, one of

which contained 5 gallons more than the other, and the price by
the gallon was 2 crowns less than one-third of the number of
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tho mnullur cask. Bcquired tho number of gallons in

,
ami tin- price by the gallon.

17. If th M|uaro of a curtain number be taken from 40, and
:iaro root of this (liflVn-niv \- incn-asi-d \>y \(i, and tho

-inn In' multiplied l>.v -', and tho product divided by the number
it -It", Mm imotii-nt will be 4. What is the number P

V portion bought a certain number of oxen for 80 guinea**.

If he had received 4 more oxen for the same money, he would
have paid one guinea less for each. Find tho number of oxen.

I'.'. It is required to divide 24 into two Huch parts that their

product shall bo equal to 35 times their difference.

Ji). Tin- Hum of two numbers is GO, and their product is to the

sum of their squares as 2 to 5. What are the numbers ?

-1. Divide 146 into two such parts, that the difference of

their square roots may be 6.

J'J. What two numbers are those whose difference is 16 and
their product 36 ?

23. Find two fractions whose sum shall be
JJ,
and the sum of

their reciprocals 6 times as much.
'J i. Required to find two numbers whoso difference is 15, and

half of their product is equal to | of the cube of the less

number.
25. A company incurred a bill of JJ8 8s. One of them

absconded before it was paid, and in consequence those who
remained had to pay four shillings apiece more than their just
share. How many were there in the company ?

26. A gentleman bequeathed 7 4a. to his grandchildren ;

but before the money was distributed two more were added to

their number, and consequently the former received one shilling

apiece less than they otherwise would have done. How many
grandchildren did he leave ?

27. The length added to the breadth of a rectangular room
makes 42 feet, and the room contains 432 square feet. Eequired
the length and breadth.

28. A says to B,
" The product of our years is 120 ; and if I

were 3 years younger, and you were 2 years older, the product
of our ages would still be 120." How old was each ?

29. Should the square of a certain number be taken from 89,
and tho square root of their difference be increased by 12, and
the sum multiplied by 4, and the product divided by the number
itself, the quotient will be 8. What is the number ?

30. A mason laid 105 rods of wall, and on reflection found
that if he had laid 2 rods less per day, he would have been 6

days longer in accomplishing the job. How many rods did he
build per day ?

31. Tho length of a gentleman's garden exceeded its breadth

by 5 rods. It cost him 3 crowns per rod to fence it ; and the
whole number of crowns which the fence cost was equal to the
number of square rods in the garden. What were its length
and breadth ?

32. What number is that, which being added to its square
root will make 156 ?

33. The circumference of a grass plot is 48 yards, and its

area is equal to 35 times the difference of its length and breadth.
What are its length and breadth ?

34. A gentleman purchased a building plot, and in tho centre
of it erected a house 54 feet long and 36 feet wide, which
covered just one-half his land. This arrangement left him a
flower-border of uniform width all round his house. What was
the width of his border, what the length and breadth of his plot,
and how much land did he buy ?

35. A general wished to arrange his army, which consisted of

20,886 men, in a solid body, so that each rank should exceed
each file by 59 men. How many must he place in rank and file ?

36. A man has a painting 18 inches long, and 12 inches wide,
which he orders the cabinet-maker to put into a frame of
uniform width, and to have the area of the frame equal to that
of the painting. Of what width will the frame be ?

37. A man having to walk 54 miles, finds that if he increases
his speed half a mile per hour, he will perform his task 1 ^ hours
sooner than if he walked at his usual rate. Find that rate.

38. A merchant sold a quantity of goods for .39, and gained
aa much per cent, as the goods cost him. How much did he
pay for the goods ?

39. Suppose in a garden, 400 feet long and 300 feet broad,
there is a walk 10 feet wide all round the garden, equidistant
from and parallel to the wall, and that it divides the garden
into two equal parts .- that is, the area betwixt the wall and

walk is the name aa the are* within the walk. Required th
breadth of the upaoe between the wall and the walk.

40. A and B started from two cities 247 miles apart, and
travelled the name road till they met. A's progress was 1 mile

per day leu than B's, and the number of days before they met
waa greater by 3 than the number of miles B went per day.
How many miles did each travel ?

41. Two persona, A and B, invest .2,000 in business. A's

money remained in trade 17 months, and he received 1,710 for

his share of the profit and stock ; B's money was in trade 12

months, and he received 1,040 for his share of the profit and
stock. What waa each partner's stock ?

42. A merchant bought a piece of cloth for 162 florins ; the
number of shillings which he paid per yard was J of the number
of yards. Required the length of the cloth, and the price per
yard.

43. There was a cask containing 20 gallons of wine; a

quantity of this was drawn off and put into another cask of

equal size, and then this last was filled with water
; and after-

wards the first cask was filled with the mixture from the second.

It appears that if 6] gallons are now drawn from the first and

put into the second, there will bo equal quantities of wine in

each cask. How much wine was first drawn off ?

44. A man bought 80 Ibs. of pepper and 100 Ibs. of ginger
for .65, at such prices that he obtained 60 Ibs. more of ginger
for .20 than he did of pepper for .10. What did he pay per
pound for each ?

KEY TO EXERCIS1
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genitive, the dative, the accusative, the ablative. Here you see

in the Latin a great divergence from the English, in which the

object is always in the accusative or the objective (so called

from its being the case of the object) case. I subjoin instances

of each of these governments :

VEKBS WITH THEIR GOVERNMENTS.
1. The Object in the Genitive. Miserere mei, pity me.

2. The Object in the Dative. Medetur OCULIS, he cures tha eyes.

3. The Object in the Accusative. Docet PUEKOS, he teaches boys.

4. The Object in the Ablative. Fungitur MUSERE, he performs (his)

duty.

Some verbs have in the same sentence two governments ;

as in this example :

Docet PUEROS MUSICAM, Tie teaches the boys music.

A verb may also have two objects in unlike cases ; as

Dat librum puero, he gives a book to the boy.

Both librum and puero depend on dat, and consequently dat

is said to govern them. The general rule may be given in

these terms
Transitive verbs in the active voice have two governments, the

near and the remote; the near is the accusative, the remote is

the dative.

The same verb may govern two different cases ; as

Sapiens eget nulla RE, the wise man wants nothing.

JEgrotus eget mediciuse, the sick man wants medicine.

The verb eget takes, in one sentence, the ablative ; in another,
the genitive. These diversities of form generally involve some

diversity of signification. Egeo signifies to be without, not to

have ; also to need, to require. In the first sense egeo takes an
ablative : the ancient wise man could be without nothing, for

he possessed all things, inasmuch as he wanted (wished for)

nothing. The sick man, on the contrary, haa occasion for

medicine, inasmuch as he is sick.

The two meanings are so much alike that they are sometimes

exchanged the one for the other
;
thus wo may find medicina in

the ablative, and the genitive employed when the ablative might
have been expected.

Having given a general view of the government of verbs, I

shall take up each case in succession ;
and first,

VERBS WHICH GOVERN THE GENITIVE.

Verbs which denote an active or quiescent state of the feel-

ings require their object to be in the genitive case ; such as

misereor, miseresco ; as

EOEUM MISERERI oportet, it is proper to pity them.

Instead of a verb, you may have an adjective with est ; as

Est PATIENS laboris, he is enduring of (he endures) labour.

Certain impersonal verbs take a genitive together with an
accusative for their object ; as

Piget ME STULTITI.E, I am ashamed of my folly.

This, literally rendered, is, it shames me of my folty, showing
a compound object to the verb piget.
A neuter pronoun, corresponding in relation with the noun

in the genitive, stands in the accusative ; as

ID ne pudet te ? art thou, not ashamed of that ?

Verbs which signify to remember and to forget, also to remind
and to admonish, take their object in the genitive. Such words
are memini, I remember ; reminiscor, I call to mind, ; recorder, I
recollect; obliviscor, I forget ; moneo, I put thee in mind ; ad-

moneo, I admonish; commoneo, J advise; commonefacio, I
warn; as-

Animus JIEMINIT PR.ETERITORUM, the mind remembers past things.

Similar in construction is the phrase
" venit mihi in mentem

alicujus rei," literally, it comes to me into the mind of something,
that is, something occurs to me, is suggested to me. We also
read "

venit ros in mentem," the thing comes to my mind.
With verb=! of remembering and forgetting, the accusative is

found instead of the genitive ; as

CINNAM MEMINI, Syllain vidi, I remember Cinna, I saw Sylla.

This is specially the case if the object is a pronoun in the
neuter gender. Recorder, J call to inind, requires an accusa-

tive. Becordor may also have after it the preposition de, with
its case.

Instead of the simple verb, we may have its equivalent in an

adjective, and the copula est. Thus, instead of he forgets, we
may say, he is forgetful. Consequently, a number of adjectives

denoting states of mind are followed by the genitive ; as,

prudens (for providens), foreseeing, prudent ; gnarus, knowing;
peritus, skilful; conscius (knowing with), conscious, aware of;

rudis, destitute of, untrained; memor, mindful.
Here we may place the phrase certiorem facere, to inform,

which has a genitive object ; as

Certiorem ine fecit tui CONSILII, he informed me of thy plan.

Some adjectives are denominated verbal, inasmuch as they
are derived from verbs, and have a verbal meaning; thus, edax,
from edo, I eat, signifies eating. Verbal adjectives in ax, as,

capax, edax, ferax, rapax, tenax, govern a genitive case ; as,
tenax propositi, firm to (his) purpose. Certain participles, also,
when used as adjectives, take a genitive as, amans patrise ;

appetens glorioe ; diligens veritatis
; metuens futuri ; sitiens

sanguinis. The participle differs from the adjective in this,

that while the participle denotes a single act, the adjective
denotes an habitual state. When, then, these participles are
used as participles, they require the government of the verbs
to which they belong. Sitiens, employed as an adjective, has
a genitive ; but when used as a participle, it governs an accu-
sative like its verb ; as

Tiberius sitiens SANGUINEM, Sejanum interfici jussit.

Tiberius, t)iirsti?ij for blood, commanded Scjanus to be put to death.

Verbs which denote fulness, abundance, or want, take their

object in the genitive case. Adjectives of similar import govern
a genitive case ; as

Adolescentem suoe TEMERITATIS implet.
He fills the youth with his own rashness.

This is an instance of a verb with a double object, an accusa-
tive of the person, and a genitive of the thing.
The verb potiri, to make yourself master of, takes the genitive

in the phrase rerum potiri, to seize the helm of government,
to obtain power over; though generally potiri requires the
ablative.

Adjectives, too, denoting such a state of mind as is implied
in having power, possessing ability, or the reverse, take a

genitive after them. Hence arises combinations which the
student may be glad to see translated as, virtutis compos,
endued with virtue ; mentis impos, weak of (in) mind ; sui

potens, master of himself; exsors culpaa, free from blame ;

rationis particeps, sharing in the possession of reason; rationis

expers (ex and pars), having no part, no share, that is, devoid

of reason.

The adjective proprius, denoting that which belongs or is

peculiar to a person, takes a noun after it in the genitive case ;

as in this example :

VIRI FROPRIA est fortitudo, courage is a property of man.

So proprium in the neuter is employed to designate the

special property of an object ; as

Id est vitium SENECTUTIS PROPRIUM, this is the special fault of old age.

By an ellipsis of proprius you may explain what is commonly
called the genitive of possession or quality ; as

Hie liber FRATRIS mei est, this boofc is my brother's.

VIUORUM FORTIUM est clolorem pati, to bear grief is the part of brave men.
Vir est SUMM.E PIETATIS, he is a man of the greatest piety.

The quality is sometimes put in the ablative ; as

Aristotolos vir erat SUMMO INGENIO.

Aristoteles was a man of the greatest ability.

Allied with the usage of proprium is the phrase nostrum est,

vestrum est, meum est, etc. ; as

NOSTRUM EST parentes aiar.ve.

It is our duty to love our parents.

From the idea of partaking or sharing in anything seems to

have arisen the use of the genitive with the adjectives reus,
accused of; manifestus, proved guilty (Scotch, proven) ; noxius,

criminal, liable to punishment ; compertus, detected; as

Manifestus est KERUM CAPITALIUM.

He was clearly convicted of a capital crime.
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And bunco is explained the genitive used with verbs which

mollify t<> accuse, acquit, condemn. With such verbs, the

ll in tlio I the person accused or acquitted
is in tho accusative ; as-

No quit ante ACTARVX IIKUUX accusarotur.
> one to acciued offonntr deed*.

i CMSI-M it may bo supposed that cauuft, on account of, was

originally employed, and is now understood, aa the gram-
; phrase is ; if so, then this is an example of elliptical

Many peculiarities in all languages have arisen

ilipsis, or the omission of a word or words.
Tho penalty to which a convicted person was condemned

may bo in the genitive or in the ablative ; for example

1. Genitivi. Damnavit cos CAPITIS, he condemned them to death,

2. Ablative. Damuavit hostcm TE&iii PARTS agri, he condemned the

nmy (to lose) (he third part, etc.

As the penalty, so tho price is put in the genitive or the abla-

tive. If the exact sum paid for an object is stated, it must be
in the ablative case. If any indefinite word is employed, that
word is put in the genitive ; as

QUANTI emisti librum ? CENTUM ASSIBUS.
.For how much did you buy the boo/;/ a hundred asses.

In a similar manner tho genitive is used after verba which
denote to value, esteem, or regard ; as

Divitiao a sapient! viro MINIMI putantur.
Riches are little thought of by a wise nan.

This genitive bears tho namo of the genitive of price. In

agreement with it stand several neuter adjectives, used sub-

stantively, in the genitive case : for example, magni, at a
great price, or greatly; pluris, more, for more; maximi, at a

i-eat price, very dear; so plurimi; also parvi, minoris,
minimi; quanti ? how 'much? tanti, so much; tanti quanti, so

much as; tantidem, for the same sum; quantivis, for whatever

you please; nihili, of no value; flocci (floccus, a lock of wool), as
in flocci facere, not to care a straw for; nauci (naucum, a trijle),
as in homo non nauci, a worthless fellow ; pili (pilus, a hair), as
in non facit pili cohortem, he does not value the cohort a bit;

pensi (pensum, a task), as in pensi habere, to care for ; assis

(as, a small Roman coin), as in non assis facere, not to care a
farthing for.

Nearly connected with the genitive of price 13 the use of the

genitive with interest and rcfert ; as

Hoc vehementer INTEREST EEIPUBLICJE.
This greatly concerns the Commonwealth.

Eefert is made up of tho ablative re and fert ; hence arises the
genitive ; for example, illorum re fert, it bears on the concern of
them that is, it concerns them. And so we are enabled to

explain the fact that the possessive pronouns (mea, tua, sua,
nostra) are with refert employed in the ablative case ; thus, re
mea. fort ; re tua fert, etc. These piirases, however, appear with-
out tho re, or rather, the re appears as a part of the verb.

Taking the forms as they actually appear for example, refert

nostra, refort vestra, etc. wo must construe the possessives as
if they were personal pronouns ; accordingly, refert mea must
be rendered it concerns me.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. LI.

EXERCISE 182. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. No evil is more oppressive and troublesome than envy. 2. "What

embossed plate, what coverlets, what paintings do you think there are
in his house ? 3. As the mind is more noble than the body, so
virtue is preferable to strength and external beauty. 4. How pre-
ferable is an honourable death to a base life ! 5. How few philosophers
ire with you ! 6. The tribunes put forward a law (to the effect) that
one of the two consuls should be chosen from the people. 7. Of
their benefits some ore of that kind that they extend to all the citizens,
some that they affect individuals. 8. You have an abundance of
wealth. 9. Terror and fraud abound. 10. You have preserved me
rather from love than honour. 11. He pretended to be in haste on
account of business. 12. All of them received a military honour on
account of their valour. 13. That one day on which I returned to
my native laud was to me as good as an immortality.

EXERCISE 183. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Regis tnulier pulchra est. 2. Regis mulier est pulchrior qnam

ducis mulier. 3. Uter est sapientior ? 4. Sapientissimus mortalium

est SooraUs. 5. Quid panis Mt tlbi ? 6. Eo dementi* est progressus
ut omnes earn predicant itultum. 7. Belli craft* venmnwt miliUc.
8. Ducia bonori premium cuique militum est datum. 9. Librorum
abuudo mihi eat. 10. Hie unua liber librorum omnium mibi est
Instar.

ExKBCiBK 184. LATIN-ENOLIBH.

1. He had one chaplet on hia bead, another round bia neck. 2.

Craaaua smiled once in bia life. 3. Pauaanias took many Persian

noblemen, and among them aome relations of the king's. 4. Among
the good qualitiea of Epaminondaa it ia related that be daaoed
well. 5. He upoko till night, and even during the night, lights being
brought. 6. I put off aerioua things till to-morrow. 7. The number
of the enemy increases every day. 8. The whole of Gaul is divided
into three ports. 9. It ia in my mind. 10. It occurs to me. 11. He
kept the legions in arms. 12. Wisdom ia often under a mean coat.

13. The image of myself, greater than the reality, will go down to
the shades. 14. He enslaved the captives. 15. They went uadet
the walls. 16. He was taught tho art of war under bis instructor,
Hannibal. 17. They quitted the city at the coming of the Romans.
18. At these words they fell at the feet of Harcellus. 19. Cranes

sleep with their bead under their wing. 20. The consul, dashing bis

spurs into his horse, rides up to the coh >rts under the enemy's walls.

21. There shone an image of the sun above the tent of Darius. 22.

They burned the houses and themselves in them. 23. He reposed on
the greensward. 24. The Tiber overflowed its banks. 25. They spoke
of his vileness during supper. 26. No one of those who bad been sent

on such a business returned. 27. I will write to you on that matter.

28. It moves before and behind. 29. Behind me was yEgina ; before,

Megara. 30. He ordered him to enter before, not behind. 31. If

fortune wills it, you who are now a rhetorician, will become a consul.

32. The enemies sent ambassadors to Caesar concerning peace. 33.

Bobbers rise by uight in order to cut throats. 31. He moves the

camp at the fourth watch. 35. Darius led an army from Asia into

Europe. 36. He snatched the colony out of the enemy's hands. 37.

While corn was so scarce and dear, of a sudden there came so great a

cheapness of provisions. 38. I waited from day to day. 39. Man
consists of a mind, and of a perishable and infirm body. 40. Our
ancestors left to us the republic very much enlarged, it being very
small in their time. 41. Bad men estimate friendships and enmities
not from their intrinsic worth, but their advantage. 42. Hercules
drove a herd before him. 43. I cannot see the sun on account of the
multitude of weapons. 44. Caesar led out his forces in front of the

camp. 45. This is not only not for me, but rather against me. 40.

Cato with me stands in the place of many thousands. 47. To him be
manifested gratitude in acknowledgment of bis deserts. 48. The
Helvetii, considering their numbers and their warlike glory, thought
tlieir territories confined. 49. They would have acted more conve-

niently if those things which they lay before you respecting me, they
had rather said before me while I was present. 50. He orders the

others, together with their guards, to go into the temple of Concord.
51. He himself wrote with great care and diligence. 52. He hare
carried on many things without Alcibiades. 53. Pompey obtained the

highest houours without any ancestral advantages. 54. The watei

in the stream had swollen as high as the breast. 55. The ancients,
so far as words are concerned, discoursed concerning the republic.
56. What spot over the whole sea has during these years had so strong
a guard ? 57. Wo know that this man's thefts and crimes have been

very great and very disgraceful, not only in Sicily, but in Achaia, Asia

Cilicia, Painphylia in a word, before the eyes of the whole world.

58. Hero are the remaining legions from Italy. 59. The entire book
on the existence of the gods has been read by me. 60. A bloody
battle was fought at Zama. 61. From the battle a messenger came
to thee. G2. The severities of the nobles against the people, and of

the people against the nobles, were shocking. 63. Examine that

book which treats of the mind. 61. The first oration delivered by
Cicero against Catiline is beautiful and effective.

EXERCISE 185. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Plures horos locutus est Caesar. 2. Totum diem sol lucet. 3.

In Anglia est. 4. In Angliam it. 5. Flagitia tua coram omnibus
sunt populis. 6. Ex Italia venerunt bra legioues. 7. Prceh'um ad
urbem commissum sanguinem erat. 8. Librum de legibus scripsi.

9. De republica librum scripsit Cicero. 10 Apud Aristotelem vera

lego multa. 11. Bus rcdeundi nulla nobis est spe*. 12. Heri ad

decimam horam scripsi. 13. Maximus est incus erga to amor. 14.

Apud Homerum sunt nonnnlla qua) culptB sunt obnoxin (repr*hn-
sion digna aunt). 15. Ad fontem constitit dux. 16. Prope muram
castra ponet Caesar. 17. Penes males est civitas. 18. Inter sta-

bttlum et domum fons est. 19. Canis est extra stabulum. 20. Ad-
versum murum milites impetum facient. 21. Apud to ero circitcr

meridiem. 22. Per me tibi licet ire. 23. In capite habeo coronam.

2-1. Quotidie sapieutior meliorque fis. 25. Sub doctore meo multa
didici. 26. Subter terrain euut aniuiac. 27. In coelum ascendunt

auimtc. 28. De nequitia ejus colloquitur civitas. 29. Literas ad te

mittarn. 30. Ad me misit mater unncium. 31. Inter bos libroa

nullus est tibi destinatns. 32. Pecus pros so agit pastor. 33. HSM
statua est de ere, ilia de argeuto.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XXIII.
THE JURASSIC FORMATION- OOLITE.

To the Oolite is attached a peculiar interest since William

Smith, "the father of English Geology," lent his sagacious
mind to tabulate its subdivisions first.

It runs in a band, varying from thirty to ninety miles in

breadth, from the Yorkshire coast, a little south of the Tees, to

Lyme Regis in Dorsetshire. When we cross this belt, passing
from the south-east to the north-west, we find it consists of

three series of low hills

separated by consider-

able valleys. The three

hills are the three divi-

sions of the system
the Upper, Middle, and
Lower Oolite ; whilst

the clays of the forma-

tion are to be found in

the valleys, a fact which

points to the reason of

the existence of the

hills and dales. The

following is a table of

the members of the

system :

fPurbeck beds.

-j
Portland fa tone.

^Kimmeridge clay.

Kiddle

Oolite.

Lower I

Oolite.
1

Oxford clay.

Kelloway rock.

Cornbrasb. and
Forest marble.

Great oolite.

Stonesfield slate.

Fuller's earth.

Inferior oolite.

THE LOWER OOLITE.

Superincumbent upon
the Lias in the south

and west of England
are certain yellow
sands : these are the

sands of the Inferior
Oolite. They evidently
bear a close connection

with a calcareous free-

stone, for they pass
into this rock, or give

place to it. The sand
and the freestone form
the inferior oolite, and

together have but small

thickness.

The Terebratula,

fimbria, Rhynconella
spinosa, and the Phola-

domya fidicula are its

sharacteristic fossils.

rhere are thirty-nine

species of cephalopoda
known in the inferior

oolite ; but, what is extremely remarkable, only one of the Beletn-

nites, the B. giganteus, survived the period ; and this is the more
strange, for the great oolite is also a calcareous deposit, and
would give us the idea that the same circumstances existed

during its deposition as those under which the inferior oolite

was formed. The thin layer of fuller's earth, which is only of

local occurrence, cannot represent any violent change ; hence it

is difficult to account for the extinction of thirty-eight species
of cephalopoda.

Fuller's earth is a thin argillaceous deposit which occurs near

Bath, but is wanting
1 in the north of England, and separates the

inferior from the great, or Bath oolite. The most plentiful of

its fossils is a small oyster, Ostrea acuminata.
The Stonesfield slate in Oxfordshire is a slightly oolitic,

shelly limestone, but aa it passes northwards into Northamp- crust of the great oolite is covered with quite a forest of crinoids.

tonshire it gives evidence of a more decidedly marine deposit,

assuming more of a sandstone character. In Oxfordshire, as
at Colleyweston near Peterborough, the Stonesfield slate is rich

in organic remains. Several insects have been discovered,
and the wing-covers of beetles, beautifully preserved, indi-

cating a close proximity to the land. But by far the most
celebrated fossils yielded by the Stonesfield slate are the jaws
of certain small mammiferous quadrupeds,' which at least indi-

cate the existence of three distinct genera, the Amphitherium,
Phascolotherium, and Stereoynathus (Fig. 113). The fact that

the jaw-bone is in one

piece indicates that it

did not belong to a fish

or to a reptile. The
number of teeth, their

double fangs, and the

complicated crowns of

the molars, besides tie

peculiar structure of

the hinge of the jaw,
all tend to show that

the creature was a

mammal.
It was noticed that

the lowest process or

projection at the hinge
end of the jaw was
bent inwards. Now
the marsupial quad-

rupeds, which are the

stepping-stone between
creatures who bring
forth their young alive

and those who propa-

gate their species by
eggs, have this pecu-

liarity of the jaw-bone ;

hence the mammals of

the Stonesfield slate

were pronounced to b&

marsupials ; but this

cannot be affirmed, for

the bend of the process
is not great, and there

are certain placental
mammals whose lower

jaw exhibits a certain

inflection of the pro-
cess.

The flora of the era

was extensive, as may
be gathered from tho
fact that at Brora, in

Sunderlandshire, there

is the thickest stratum
of coal found in any
English secondary
rook. It has been mined
for a long period, the

bed being three and
a-half feet thick.

Tho Great or Bath
Oolite, in point of thick-

ness and of utility, is the most important of the series. It

mainly consists of a stratified calcareous mass, which varies in

thickness from 130 to 200 feet. It affords an excellent build-

ing stone. St. Paul's Cathedral is built of stone quarried
from it, from Burford, in Oxfordshire; near Bath, the stone

has a finer grain.
The great oolite contains so many corals, that some parts of

it deserve the name of coralline limestone. The Eunomia
radiata is very plentiful, and appears to have grown like the

brain coral of our time, probably centuries being required by the

polypes to construct the masses, which are found several feet in

diameter.

The crinoids or stone-lilies are also abundant. At Bradford,

near Bath, an interesting section is exposed where the upper
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Wbilo tli" colony was busy in tho labour of ita life, the clear

water of tho Hoa became suddenly turliiil with mud, tho deposit
quickly ontombod tint rrinonK aii<l (.. (!;iy tin- Hrodford clay

preserves many of thorn in itn, others broken off and lying
iitally ombeiMc'l in tlm clay.

ombrask, which is the topmost membor of tho lower
is a looso rubbly limeatono ; in some places, however, it

becomes solid, and is then quarried for building, as at Malmes-
luiry, yet its general character is brashy and disintegrated ;

dwinx' to the fact that it it* particularly favourable to the pro-
(luctii'ii of good corn-growing soil when it comes to the surface,
it has been named " cornbrash." It is by no means a thick

deposit, large areas not being more than HIS inches thick ,

is it very fossiliferous, but it passes downwards into an
-.ir^illaoeous limestone

The Forest Marble, which abounds in marine fossils. The
eandstone slabs of this bed are frequently ripple-marked, and

i caused at the same time, and apparently under the
i instances. Crystals of sulphate of lime are also common.

Many of the ammonites have on each sido of the opening of the
month a long projection, as Ammonitet Jaton (Fir
The Cored rag is the uppermost member of the middle oolite.

AH its name imports, it is generally a loose, rubbly limestone,
often almost entirely composed of aggregations of madrepores.

j

Tho two most common indeed, the prevailing corals are the-

! Theco$milia annularii (Fig. 115) and the Thamnattraa, (Pig.
II'''). With these corals are found, in great quantities, an
oyster, the Ottrea gregarea (Fig. 117). One of the Jura lime-
stones of this period, from its numerous fossils of the Ifcrincea,
has been called the Nerinean limestone. Fig. 118 is the
Nerincea Ooodhallii, which is found on the top of the coral rag.

Besting on the

THE UPPBR OOLITE.

ral ratr is the Kimmerida iy, the lowest

IDEAL FLORA AND FAUNA OF THE OOLITE.

1, Pterodactyle ; 2, Kaidacarpum; 3, Williamsonia ; 4, Pinites; 5, Mantellia.

mixed with the broken debris of shells, pieces of wood, etc.,

plainly indicating that once there tho waters of the sea were met
by the land. This stratum owes its name to the fact that in

Whichwood Forest, in Oxfordshire, it yields a marble.

THE MIDDLE OOLITE.

The lowest member of the middle oolite is the Kclloway rock,
an arenaceous limestone usually classed with the Oxford clay ;

for in the south-west of England, especially near Kelloway, in

Wiltshire, tho clay encloses lenticular masses of the rock, which
are very fossiliferous. But as it pas?e? north its dimen-
sions increase, until at Scarborough it becomes thirty feet
thick.

The Oxford clay is a vast deposit, its greatest depth being
estimated at 700 feet. It is destitute of corals, but ammonites
and belemnites are found in any quantities. The plesiosaurus
and ichthyosaurus also appear, and a species of crocodile, the

Steneosaurus, not unlike those which now bosk upon the mud-
banks of the Ganges.
The fossil wood so frequently found in the clay appears some-

times silicified and sometimes converted into an imperfect jet ;

it is remarkable that these two distinct conditions should have

representative of the upper oolite. It consists of beds of blue-

slaty or greyish and yellow clay, containing selenite (sulphate of

lime). Near Kimmeridge the beds become so highly bituminous
that they produce fuel, which is burnt under the name of Kim
coal.

The Ostrea deltoidea (Fig. 119), the Gryphaea virgula (Fig.

120), and the Cardturn striatulum (Fig. 121), are three charac-

teristic fossils of this deposit.

PORTLAND STONE AND SAND.

To the Kimmeridge clay succeeds, in the south of England,
a bed of sand upon which lie calcareous rocks of various con-

sistencies ; from those in the islands of Purbeck and Portland

some of our best building stone is quarried.
In Wiltshire and Dorsetshire many of the beds contain layers

of septaria, like the flints of the chalk formation. The Solen-

hofen beds in Bavaria belong to the upper oolite, from which the

lithographic stone is procured. The beautifully fine grain of

this limestone renders it perfect for the preservation of fossils.

In 1862 a skeleton of a bird, the Arch&opteryx macritra, was
discovered ; some of the feathers even being exhibited. Several

species of flying lizards, Pterodactylis (Fi<j. 122), were first found
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in these beds ; these curious creatures are restored in our

sketch of a forest of the period.
The Purbeck beds are more or less fresh-water formations.

The upper division, some fifty feet in thickness, is purely fresh-

water, as declared by the fossils Paludina, Limn&a, Planorbis,

Cyclas, Unio.

The middle Purbeck is partly fresh-water and partly marine,
but is noted for a certain thin bed of marl, only a few inches

thick, near its base, in which have been discovered the remains

of many species of mammalia. From an area of not 500 square

yards have been taken the skeletons of some fourteen species.

The Plagiaulax is one of the most prominent, an insectivorous

mammal. This discovery was a decided hint that it is danger-
ous to draw any general conclusion concerning the land life of

the globe, for here we have, in a small space, far more evidence

of mammalian life than all the previous strata put together have

furnished.

FOSSILS WHICH CHARACTERISE THE LOWER OOLITE.

Plants. Bucklandia squamosa ; Halymenites ramulosus ; Splienopteris

cysteoidcs.
Protozoa. Spongia cymosa, etc.

Corals. Isastrsea Conybeari; Millepora pyriformis.

Bracliioyoda. Rhynconella coiicinna ; Terebratula globata, fimbria,
cardiuia ; Discina grauulata.

Conchifera. Lima gibbosa, rigidula, impressa ; Trigonia angulata,

duplicata ; Gervillia laevigata ; Avicula costata ; Gryphsea minuta,

gigantea; luoceramus; Ostrsea rugulosa ; Pecten retiferus, vagans ;

Astarte orbicularis ; Corbula depressa ; Cypricardia ; Modiola

compressa ; Trigonia cuspidata ; Nucula variabilis.

Gasteropoda. Pleurotomaria fasciata ; Nerita costata ; Alaria armata;
Eulima commimis ; Fusus corouatus ; Natica ; Trochus ornatis-

simus.

Cephalopoda. Ammonites corrugatus, Sowerbyi, subcontracts, etc. ;

Belemnites abbreviatus, giganteus, fusiformis ; Nautilus dispansus.
Ecliinodcriimta. Echinus germiuaus; Clypeus Agassizii; Pentacrinus

Milleri.

Annelida. Serpula grandia, etc.

Insecta. Coccinella Wittsii.

Fish. Hybodus crassus j Strophodus magnus ; Acrodus leiodus ;

Lepidotus tuberculatus ; Asteracanthus acutus.

Reptiles. Cetiosaurus longus; Megalosaurus Bucklandi; Ptcrodactylus
Bucklaudi.

Mammalia. Amphitherium Prevostii . Phascolotherium Bucklandi ;

Stereognathus ooliticus.

FOSSILS WHICH CHARACTERISE THE MIDDLE OOLITE.

Plants. Carpolithes couicus.

Sponges. Manon foliaceum ; Spongia floriceps.

Corals. Calamophyllia Sokesii ; Isastreea explanata ; Thamnastnea
rotata.

Brachiopoda. Discina latissima; Lingula ovalis ; Rhynconella lacunosa ;

Terebratula insignia.

Conchifera. Avicula expansa, ovalis ; Gryphcea bilobata, mima; Ostreea

inseqv.alis, deltoidea ; Prima granulata ; Corbis ovalis ; Nucula

elliptica ; Pecten articulatus ; Astarte extensa ; Pholas compressa.
Gasteropoda. Alaria composita; Pleurotomaria depressa ; Bulla elon-

gata ; Natica nodulata ; Turbo funiculatus ; Turritella rnuricata.

Cephalopoda. Ammonites annularis, bifrons, Duucani, Jason, cordatus,
etc. ; Belemnites anomalus, gracilis, abbreviatus; Nautilus hexa-

gouus.
Echinoderma'-a. Auiphiura Prattii ; Astropecten rectus ; Echinus

gyratus, cidaris, corouata, spinosa.
Annelida. Serpula vertebralis.

Crustacea. Glyphsea scabrosa.

Fish. Lepidotus inacrocbeirus ; Strophodus ; Hybodus obtusus. ,

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE UPPER OOLITE.

Plants. Chara Purbeckensis ; Cyadeoidea microphylla ; Zamiostrobus
Fittoni.

Corals. IsastrsBa oblonga.

Brachiopoda. Rhynconella inconstans, varians
; Terebratula impressa.

Conchifera. Ostrasa Iceviuscula ; Pecten distriatus ; Astarte lineata,

cuiieata; Mytilus pectinatus; Modiola pallida; Trigouia incurva;
Cucullsea oblonga.

Gasteropoda. Patella latissima ; Pleurotomaria reticulata, rugata ;

Natica elegans ; Limnea ; Paludina ; Planorbis ; Ostrca.

Cephalapoda. Ammonites anceps, triphiatus, macrocepbabus.
Echinodermata. Cidaris spinosa; Echinus perlatus; Pygurus penta-

gonalis.

Crustacea Glyphoea rostrata.

Fish. Asteracanthus oruatissimus ; Hybodus acutus ; Strophodus
reticularis ; Lepidotus minor.

Reptiles. Ichthyosaurus trigonus ; Plesiosaurus affinis ; Chelone

planiceps ; Nothetes destructor.

Mammalia. Spalacotheriuin Brodiei ; Plagiaulax; Tricodon.

LESSONS IN" SPANISH. XIY.
IRREGULAR VERBS.

THE irregular verbs in Spanish are such as do not conform
exactly in their manner of conjugation to the model verbs

(amar, comer, vivir). The deviations of each irregular verb
are in most cases but slight, yet important to be known, as

: most of the irregular verbs are in general use.

There are thirty-nine of the different irregular verbs : seven

;

of the first conjugation, seventeen of the second, and fifteen

I of the third. Many of these differ but very slightly from each
'

other. All the irregular verbs are conjugated like some one

I

of these thirty-nine forms. Four of these viz., haber, ser,

\ estar, and tener have already been conjugated.
Those verbs which undergo slight changes in the verb-roots

or verb-endings of certain tenses or persons of tenses, are not
on that account deemed irregular, since these changes tako

place solely to preserve regularity and uniformity of sound,
which would be dissimilar in some cases if these changes did
not take place. Both regular and irregular verbs undergo
such changes when required by the rules of pronunciation.
Remark. In the following conjugations of the irregular

verbs, those persons of the moods and tenses only which deviate
from the regular conjugation are given. Thus, in the firs;;

verb, andar, no tense of the indicative mood except tb.3 per-
fect definite is given, because this verb is conjugated regularly
in the other tenses of this mood. The student is therefore to

remember that all moods, tenses, and persons not included in

the conjugation are regular. We have, however; in oJ] cases

given the participle and gerund, whether formed regularly or

not.

IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE FIRST CONJUGATION.
1. The irregular verb andar, to walk, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Audado, Gerund. Audaudo.
IND. Perfect Definite. Anduve, anduviste, anduvo; auduvimos, andu-

visteis ; anduvierou.
SUB. Imperfect. Anduviera or anduviese, ancluvieras or anduvieses,

amluvicra or auduviese; anduvieremos or anduvie'semos, anduvierais

or anduvioseis, audnvieran or anduviesen. First Future. Auduviere,

anduvieres, auduviore ; anduvio'remos, anduviereis, auduvioren.

2. The irregular verb contar, to relate, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Contado. Gerund. Coutaudo.
IND. Present. Cuento, cneutas, cuenta ; , , cuentan.

IMP. Cuente, cueiita, cuente ; , , cueuten.

SUB. Present. Cueute, cuentes, cuente ; , , cuenten.

This verb changes o of the verb-root into ue, in the three per-

sons singular and third person plural of the present indicative,

imperative, and present subjunctive.

3. The irregular verb dar, to give, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Dado. Gerund. Dando.
IND. Present. Doy (no other Perso?is irregular). Perfect Definite. Df,

diste, dio ; dimos, disteis, dieron.

SUB. Imperfect. Diera or diese, dieras or dieses, diera or diese ;

didramos or didseinos, dierais or dieseis, dieran or diesen. First

Future. Diere, dieres, diere ; die'remos, dioreis, dieren.

4. The irregular verb jugar, to play, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Jugado. Gerund. Jugando.
IND. Present. Juego, juegas, juega ; , , juegan.

IMP. Juegue, juega, juegue ; , , jueguen.
SUB. Present. Juegue, juegues, juegue ; , , jueguen.

This verb takes e before g of the verb-root in the three per-

sons singular and third person plural of the present indicative,

the imperative, and present subjunctive.

5. The irregular verb tentar, to try, to tempt, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Tenfcado. Gerund. Tentando.

IND. Present. Tiento, tientas, tienta ; , , tientan.

IMP. Tiente, tienta, tiente; , , tienteu.

SUB. Present. Tiente, tientes, tiente ; , , tienten.

This verb takes i before e of the verb-root in the same per-

sons and tenses as are irregular in the preceding verb.

6. The irregular verb errar, to err, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Errado. Gerund. Errando.

IND. Present. Terro, yerras, yerra ; , , yerrau.

IMP. Yerre, yerra, yerre ; , , yerrcn.

SUB. Present. Yerre, yerres, yerre ; , , yerren.

This verb is irregular in the same persons and tenses as
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tentar, and takes y before of the yerb-root in all the irregular

>I1S.

lUKI.uiI.AE VE&BS OF THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

7. The irregular verb caber, to be contained, to have room, is

thus conjugal' il :

IM. P '. Cabido. Gerund. Cabiendo.

[>o (no other I'enom irregular). Ptrftct Dtfinitt.

ipiste, cupo; cupiuios, cupisteis, cupieron. Firot Future. Cabr4

cabrJH, rul.ni ; cubreinoH, cubr<5iii, cabran.

gurpa. , quepa ; quepauios, , qnepan.
SUB. Present. Quopa, quepas, quepa; quepamos, quepais, quepan.

vet. Cupiera, cabria, or oupiese ; cnpieras, cabrias, or cupleses ;

fii|.i.-ru, cabria, or oupiese. Cuptframos, cabrfamos, or oupi<5semoa ; cupi-

rfrais, cabriais, or cupii'soia ; cupieran, cabrian, or cupieseu. First Future.

re, cupiores, cupk'rei; cupuSremoe, cupidreis, cupieren.

8. The irregular verb caer, to fall, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Coido. Gerund. Cayendo.
:L,-O (no othr Person* irregular).

IMP. Caiga, , caiga ; caiguroos, , caigan.

SUB. Present. Caiga, caigas, caiga ; caigamcs, caigiiis, caigan.

This verb takes iij after the verb-root in the first person

singular of the present indicative, in the first and third persons

singular and plural of the imperative, and in all the persons

of the present subjunctive.

9. The irregular verb IMCCT, to make, to do, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Past Participle. Hecno. Gerund. Hacieudo.

IM>. Present. Hugo (no other Persons irregular). Perfect Definite.

Hice, hiciste, hizo ; hiciuios, hicfsteis, hicieron. first Future. Hare,

haras, hiira
; hareinos, hurcis, htiruii.

IMP. Haga, haz, haga ; bogamos, , hagan.
SUB. Present. Hagn, hagas, haga ; hagamos, hagais, hagan. Imper-

fect. Hiciera, haria, or liiciese ; hicieras, harfas, or hicieses ; hiciera, haria,

or hiciese. Hicieratnos, hariamoa, or hiciesenios ; hicidrais, hariais, or

hicii'seis ; hicieran, harian, or hiciesen. First Future. Hiciere, hicieres,

hiciere ; hicii!rcmos, hicie'reis, hicieren.

Satiffacer, one of the compounds of the verb haccr, has in the

second person singular of the imperative mood both satisfaz and

salisface.

10. The irregular verb mover, to move, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Movido. Gerunl. Moviendo.
IND. Present. Muevo, mueves, mueve ; , , mueven.
IMP. Mueva, tuueve, mueva; , , muevan.
SUB. Present. Mueva, muevas, mueva ; , , muevan.

This verb changes o of the verb-root into ue in the three per-

sons singular and third person plural of the present indicative,

tLe imperative, and present subjunctive.

11. The irregular verb oler, to smell, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Olida. Gerund. Oliendo.

IND. Present. Huelo, hueles, huele ; , , huelen.

IMP. Huela, huele, huela ; , ,
huelan.

SUB. Present. Huela, huelas, huela ; , , hualan.

This verb changes as the preceding, and also takes h at the

beginning of the irregular persons.

12. The irregular verb parecer, to seem, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Prfrecido. Gerund. Pareciendo.

IND. Present. Parezco (no otner Persons irregular) .

IMP. Parezca, , parezca ; parezcamos, , parezcan.
SUB. Present. Parozca, parezcas, parezca; parezcamos, parezcais,

parezcnn.

This verb, and all others ending in acer, ecer, and ocer (except
haccr and cocer, and, of course, their compounds), take z before

c of the verb-root, when the verb-ending begins with a or o.

This can only occur in the first person singular of the present

indicative, the first and third persons singular and plural of the

imperative, and all the persons of the present subjunctive.

13. The irregular verb poder, to be able, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Podido. Gerund. Pudiendo.
IND. Present. Puedo, puedus, puede; , , pueden. Perfect

D/iiile. Pude, pudiste, pudo ; pudimos, pudisteis, pudieron. First

Future. Podrd, podrus, podru ; podromos, podreis, podrun.
SUB. Present. Pueda, puedas, pueda; , , puedau. Imper-

fect. Pudiera, podria, or pudiese ; pudieras, podrias, or pudieses ; purliera,

podrfa, or pudiese. Pudit'r.unos, podriamos, or pudtfsemos ; pudWrois,

poiln'ais, or pudidseis ; pudieran, podrian, or pudiesen. First Future.

Pudiere, pudieres, pudieie j puclu'rcmos, pudidreis, pudieren.

1 k The irregular verb poner, to place, to put, ia thus con-

jugated :

IMF. l'<ul Participle. PuMt. QinmA.
IM. Pr*nt. Fongo (no othfr Ptrion* irnguiar). Ptrfict

PUM, piuiUte, puo ; pusimos, pu*iteis, punioron. ftrtt F<Uu,t.

PoudnS, poudris, poudri ; pondremox, pondnfis, poudrao.
IMP. PuUfe'ii, poii, puB*a ; pontfamos, , pongm,
SUB. Present. Pouga, pongai, pooga ; pongtmo*, potMfiu, pon^an. -

Imjurfecl. Pugiera, poadria, or piuieM ; pu*i0rm, pondrim. or puciMW;
puiiera, pondrfa, or puviese. Puii^ramcM, pondriamoc, or ptuiltemo* ;

puHii'ruin, poudria*, or puitieMU ; pusieran, poudrlan, or puaieceu. Firt

Future. Puniore, punierea, pusiere ; puuieremoii, piui^reu, ptuiurea.

15. The irregular verb querer, to be willing, to wish, is thai

conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Querido. Gerund. Querietido.

INU. Prwent. Quiero, quicrei, quiere ; , , quleren. Per/net

Definite. Quiae, quiniate. quiso ; quisimoc, quis(tei>, quinierou. Firwt

Future. Querr.!, querrda, querra ; querremoi, querreis, querran.

IMP. Quiera, quiere, quiera ; , , quieraii.

SUB. Present. Quiera, quieroa, quiera ; . , quleran. Impr-
fect. Quisiern, querria, or quisicse ; quiaieras, queniaa, or quisiese* ; qoi-

siera, querria, or quisiese. Quitsiorainos, querriamcw, or quUieavmoc ;

quisi(
!
rai8, querriais, or quisiJseia ; quisierao, querrian, or quUieseo.

First Future. Quisiere, quiaieres, qui&iere ; quisicrdmos, quuie'rem, qni-

sieren.

16. The irregular verb saber, u> know, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Sabido. Gerund. Sabiendo.

IND. Present. 86 (no other Persons irregular). Perfect Definite. Supe.

supiste, supo; supimos, supisteis, Bupieroa. Firt Future. Sabn?,

sabras, sabra ; sabremos, nabrdis, sabran.

IMP. Sepa, , sepa ; aepainos, , sepan.

SUB. Present. Sepa, sepas, sepa ; sepauios, sepais, sepao. Imperftet.

Supiera, sabria, or aupiese; supieras, sabrias, or supicses; Biipiera, sabria,

or supiese. Supieramos, sabrfamos, or supiesemoa ; aupidraia, aabriaia,

or aupidseia ; supieraii, sabrian, or supieseu. First Future. Supiarc,

aupieres, aupiere ; aupidreinos, aupidreia, aupieren.

17. The irregular verb tender, to tend, to extend, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Tendido. Gerund. Tendiendo.

IND. Present. Tiendo, tiendes, tiende ; , , tienden.

IMP. Tienda, tieude, tienda ; , , tiendan.

SUB. Present. Tienda, tieudas, tieuda ; , , tiendan.

18. The irregular verb traer, to bring, to carry, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Traido. Gerund. Trayendo.
IND. Present. Traigo (no other Persons irregular). Perfect Definite.

Traje, trajiste, trnjo; trajiuaog, trajisteis, trajerou.

IMP. Traiga, , traiga ; traigamos, , traigan.

SUB. Present. Traiga, traigas, traiga ; traigamos, traigaia, traigan.

Imperfect. Trajera or trajese, trajeraa r trajeses, trajera or trajese ;

trajdramos or trajesemos, trajdmia or trajesuis, trajeran or trajesen.

First Future. Trajere, trajeres, trajere; traj^remos, traj^reis, trajercn.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN SPANISH. XIII.

EXERCISE 32.

1. How do you find yourself ? 2. The lawyers conduct themselves

badly. 3. Ye behave yourselves badly. 4. The carpenter finds him-

self contented. 5. Peter praiaes himself. 6. The general armed

himself. 7. They saved themselves. 8. I hid myself. 9. We hid

ourselves. 10. Oh that I might find myself with her ! 11. Thy friends

will assemble themselves in London. 12. Praise ye yourselves.

13. Let us arm ourselves. 14. Arm yoiirself. 15. I rejoice much.

16. The winter draws near. 17. You jest. 18. Peter complains.

19. Of whom do they complain? 20. I always rise at six o'clock.

21. Would you not retire from the country I 22. They rejoice.

23. Kejoice ye. 24. Let them rejoice. 25. Do not complain. 2t>. Let

us not meddle in the affairs of the judge.

EXERCISE 33.

1. Pedro se porta Men. 2. Te portas bien. 3. Ellas se juntaron en

Madrid. 4. .Te amas. 5. La muger se escondio. 6. Se alabon mis

hormanos. 7. Me alabo. 8. Nos amamos. 9. Se ban porUdo mal

10. jOjala se portnsen bien! 11. Escondete. 12. Salvaos. 13.

Alabese vmd. 14. Te burins. 15. Se acerca la primavera. 16. So

quejan. 17. Te alegras. 18. Se ha levantado. 19. iMe he metido

uuuca en sus asuutos ? 20. Me retirart?.

EXERCISE 34.

1. This woman is called Mary. 2. It is believed. 3. This win* is

sold at three shillings a bottle. 4. You are deceived. 5. What booka

are used iu that school ? 6. The bottles will be filled with water.

7. AH the city will be filled with smoke. 8. Here Freuch is epokeo.

9. The doors will be opened. 10. The houses are burned. 11. Here-

books are sold. 12. The prophecies are fulfilled. 13. This man i

called Peter.
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EXERCISE 35.

1. Aqui ee habla el Frances. 2. Llamad, y se os abura. 3. Se

dobla el clamor. 4. <;
Se usan plumas de oro ? 5. Las botellas se

llenaran de vino. 6. La casa Be llenara de humo. 7. Se abriran las

puertas. 8. Se cumple la profecia. 9. Las casas se quemaron. 10.

Se abrio el libro. 11. Este vino se vende a dos pesos la botella. 12.

Se continuara la carta. 13. Se abrieron todas las puertas.

EXERCISE 36.

1. The father loves his sons. 2. The physician heals the sick.

3. We pardon our debtors. 4. God loves those who are good. 5. She

fears tha American. 6. The judge pardoned the man who robbed

Peter's father. 7. My manservant slew his father. 8. I pardoned all

iny debtors. 9. Peter loves me like a brother. 10. We will visit the

president to-night. 11. I will reward him who honours me.

EXERCISE 37.

1. Honoramos al juez. 2. Este juez no teme a Dios. 3. Yo

perdono a mis deudores. 4. Llamaron a los pintores. 5. El medico

sanara a muchos euferrnos. 6. Robaron a la muger a quien recom-

pensamos. 7. Honrad a vuestros padres. 8. Te amo como a un

padre. 9. Las seuoras recompensaran a sus criadas.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XVI.
THE CIVIL WAR AND THE COMMONWEALTH: POETRY.

THE period of the Civil War and the Commonwealth produced

many poets ; but, excepting always Milton, whom we shall have

to treat of separately, they were neither very great individually,

nor did they, like the second-rate poets and dramatists of the

preceding generation, belong to a great school, writing under

the influence of its principles and following its traditions. The

period at which we have now arrived produced a class of poets

distinguished rather by learning and subtlety than by truth or

poetic feeling. To those poets Johnson gave the name of the

metaphysical poets. The name is not very happily chosen, but

it has been generally adopted by later writers ; and Johnson's

description of the characteristics of this class of writers, though
a little exaggerated, is, if applied to the more extravagant

examples of the class, in the main just :

" The metaphysical

poets were men of learning, and to show their learning was
their whole endeavour ; but, unluckily resolving to show it in

rhyme, instead of writing poetry, they only wrote verses, and

very often such verses as stood the trial of the finger better

than of the ear
;
for the modulation was so imperfect that they

were only to be found verses by counting the syllables. If the

father of criticism has rightly denominated poetry T

uiMT)Ti/c^, an imitative art, those writers will, without great

wrong, lose the name of poets ; for they cannot be said to have

imitated anything. They neither copied nature nor life;

neither painted the forms of matter, nor represented the opera-
tions of intellect. . . . Their thoughts are often new, but
seldom natural ; they are not obvious, but neither are they just ;

and the reader, far from wondering that he missed them,
wonders more frequently by what perverseness of industry

they were ever found. . . . The most heterogeneous ideas

are yoked by violence together ; nature and art are ransacked

for illustrations, comparisons, and allusions ; their learning

instructs, and their subtlety surprises ; but the reader commonly
thinks his improvement dearly bought, and though he some-
times admires, is seldom pleased. . . . From this accounl

of their compositions it will be readily inferred that they were
not successful in representing or moving the affections.

Nor was the sublime more within their reach than the pathetic
. . Those writers who lay on the watch for novelty coulc

have little hope of greatness, for great things cannot have

escaped former observation. Their attempts were always
analytic ; they broke every image into fragments ;

and could no
more represent, by their slender conceits and laboured particu

larities, the prospects of nature or the scenes of life, than h<

who dissects a sunbeam with a prism can exhibit the wid<

effulgence of a summer noon."

The origin of this school of poetry in England is tracec

back by Johnson to Donne, whom we have already mentionec
as a satirist among the poets of the Elizabethan age. The

principal representative of the class in the following age wai

Cowley.
Abraham Cowley was born in London in 1618, his parent

belonging to the tradesman class. He received his education a

Vestminster School and at Cambridge. From a very early

,ge he gave proof of extraordinary intellectual vigour and great

iterary ability, and laid the foundation of the high reputation
vhich he enjoyed among his contemporaries. Throughout the

jivil contests and the Commonwealth, Cowley warmly espoused
he side of the king, and was for many years employed in

esponsible posts at home and abroad by the royal family.
After the Restoration he, like many other faithful adherents of

royalty, failed to obtain the reward of his devotion ; and he
died in retirement and disappointment in 1667. Of poets whose
ame while living has been anything like so great as Cowley' s,

ihere is probably hardly any whose poems posterity has so com-

jletely forgotten as his. He was the author of a great number
of short poems upon the most various subjects, and of very
various degrees of merit, but all tainted more or less by the

vices pointed out by Johnson in the passage we have quoted.
The works of Cowley most admired by his contemporaries were
lis "Pindaric Odes," of which some are free translations of

the odes of Pindar, others original odes composed in a style
which was once thought scarcely inferior to Pindar. But to a
modern reader it is very difficult to detect their merit.

" The
Davideis" is an epic poem, intended to have extended to

;welve books, but of which only four were completed, upon the

ife of David. It is said to have been written by Cowley when a

very young man. There are few poems in the language so

wholly wearisome, so destitute of life and interest, and so per-

petually offending against every principle of good taste. As a

prose writer, Cowley is far more pleasing than as a poet ; his

ssays upon various subjects of taste and criticism fully deserve

;he high reputation they have always enjoyed.

Among the minor poets of that age, there is probably none
whose works have retained their popularity to the same degree
as those of George Herbert. Where Cowley and even Waller

nave one reader, Herbert has hundreds. This lasting popularity
ie owes at least as much to the purity and beauty of his life and

character, as to his genius. Herbert was born in 1593 ; he was
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, and resided for some

years at the University, where he filled the office of public

orator, and was highly distinguished for learning and eloquence.
But it was as a country clergyman, in the rectory of Bemerton,
in Wilts, that he chiefly displayed those virtues which have

secured him to so high a degree the reverence of successive

generations of English churchmen. His poems are short

religious pieces, and the principal series of them is one pub-
lished after his death, under the title of

" The Temple."

They partake strongly of the p-revailing faults of the day,
affected conceits, and misplaced ingenuity. But the spirit of

profound piety, of ardent but chastened religious emotion

which breathes through these poems, has given them a vitality

which all their faults has not been able to destroy. Herbert

died in 1633.

Somewhat similar in character to the poetry of Herbert is

that of Richard Crashaw, a poet born a few years later than

Herbert. Crashaw was educated at Oxford, but he soon

became a Roman Catholic, and died at an early age an eccle-

siastic in the Roman Catholic Church.

Francis Quarles is one of the writers most completely ruined

by the prevailing taste of his day ; his writings are to modern
readers almost unbearable, from their affectation and want of

simplicity. A series of " Divine Emblems "
is the best known

of his works.

A poet of far superior quality to Quarles was George Wither.

He was born towards the close of the reign of Elizabeth, and
lived till several years after the Restoration. In all the con-

tests of the stormy period in which his lot was cast Wither took

an active part, and experienced the alternations of success and

persecution which befell all such men. He was a staunch Puri-

tan, and fought in the parliamentary army. As a poet, Wither

possessed many qualities of a very high order. When he writes

at his best, his language is admirably terse and vigorous, his

verse very melodious, and his observation both of external

nature and of human nature close and delicate. But a great

part of his poems are spoiled by the prevailing faults of his day,

puerile conceits and ingenious extravagances both of thought
and expression. There are some or his poems, however, which

have wholly escaped the taint. What can be more simple
and manly than the well-known song, from which space allows

us to quote only two stanzas :
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" Hi. ill I, waiting in dei.;ur.
Die because a woman'* fair /

i 'i MI.) cheeks make pale with care,
-..i another's rosy are ?

B she fairer than the day,
Or the flowery meads in May

If she be not so to me,
"What care I how fair she be ?

" Groat or good, or kind or fair,

I shall ne'er the more despair.
If she lore me, this believe,

I will die ere she shall grieve.
If she slight me when I woo,
I can scorn and let her go ;

For if she be not for me,
What cara I for whom she be P

'

Robert Herrick was born before the cloao of the sixteenth
,

aentury, and lived till some years after the Restoration. He
*aa by profession a clergyman, and rector of a country pariah;
but in taste and sympathies ho was a wit and man of the world. !

While showing strongly the faults of his age sensuousnesa

even to indecency, subtlety, and want of simplicity Horrick's

poems also show in a peculiar degree the highest excellences of

the period. For refinement of sentiment and grace of expression
his songs are unsurpassed.
The peculiar beauties of the minor poetry of this period,

though by no means wanting in some of those whom we hare

already mentioned, especially in Wither and Herrick, are chiefly
to be found in the cavalier poets. These writers are all poets of

romance rather than of passion. There is an air of lightness,
almost of unreality, about their tenderest expressions ; and they
show a sensuousness of tone by no means in harmony with the
sterner taste either of their Puritan contemporaries, or of more
modern times ; nor are they free from the tendency to morbid

subtlety of thought and expression. But their lyrics have a

grace, refinement, and delicacy of finish which no other school
of English song-writers has ever reached, and which is irre-

sistibly attractive. The principal representatives of this class

are Suckling and Lovelace.

Sir John Suckling, who was born early in the reign of James I.,

and died in the midst of the conflicts of the next reign, was a

cavalier, an ardent and devoted royalist. His poems are all

short, almost all of them on subjects of love and gallantry.

Many of them are marred by an over-sensuous warmth of tone,

occasionally amounting to positive indecency ; but the best of

them exhibit in a very high degree that delicacy of fancy and
neatness of expression which are among the highest graces that
such poetry can possess. The following lines from one of his

best-known poems that in which, under the guise and in the
assumed style of a rustic, he describes a fashionable wedding
are a fair specimen of his style :

" The maid, and hereby hangs a
tale

For such a maid no Whitsun ale

Could ever yet produce :

No grape that's hardly ripe could
be [she,

So round, so plump, so soft as
Nor half so full of juice.

" Her finger was so small, the ring
Would not stay ou which they

did bring,
It was too wide a peck.

And, to say truth (for out it

must),
It looked like the great collar

(just)

About our young colt's neck.

' Her feet, beneath her petticoat.
Like little mice stole in and

out,
As if they feared the light.

But, oh ! she dances such a way !

No sun upon an Easter day
Is half so fine a sight."

Of all the song-writers of this period, perhaps the first place
is due to Sir Richard Lovelace. He lived through the whole of
the stormy period which included the Civil War and the Common-
wealth. He was a soldier and a zealous loyalist, and fought on
the king's side throughout the war

; and in proportion as the

king's cause declined the fortunes of Lovelace suffered with it.

He was reduced to poverty, was frequently imprisoned, and died
at last in extreme distress, just too soon to see the tide of
fortune turn, and the triumph of his party in the Restoration.
Love and loyalty are his favourite themes, and his songs have
an exquisite grace and tenderness. The following poem,

" To
Althea from Prison," is one of the most beautiful lyrics in our
language :

" When Love, with unconfined

wings,
Hovers within my gates,

And my divine Althea brings
To whisper at the grates ;

When I lie tangled in her
hair,

And fettered to her eye,
The birds that wanton in the

air

Know no such liberty.

'When flowing cups run swiftly

round,
With no allaying Thames,

Our careless heads with roses

crowned,
Our hearts with loyal flames ;

When thirsty grief in wine we
steep,

Wheu healths and draughts
go free

Fishes that tipple in the deep
Know no such liberty.

"
When, like committed linnets, 1 1

With shriller throat shall tine
The sweetness, mercy, majesty,
And glories of my king ;

When I shall voice aloud how
good

Ho is, bow great should bo,

Enlarged winds, that curl the

flood,
Know no such liberty.

And not less perfect is his little poem,
" To Lucasta on Going

to the Wars :

"

And with a firmer faith em-
brace

A sword, a horse, a shield.

' Bton<t walls do cot a prUot
make,

Nor iron bars a cafe ;

Minds innocent and qjiet take
That for an hermitage.

If I have freedom in my love,
And in my soul am free.

Angels alone, that soar above,
Enjoy such liberty."

"Tell me not, sweet, I am un-

kind.
That from the nunnery

Of thy chaste breast and quiet

mind,
To war and arms I fly.

" True a new mistress now I chase,
The first foe in the field :

" Tet this inconstancy is such
As you too shall adore ;

I could not love thee, dear, so

much.
Loved I not honour more."

To the same class of cavalier poets belongs Cleveland, a poet
who, in his own day, enjoyed a higher reputation than either

Suckling or Lovelace, though posterity has reversed this judg-
ment. His chief powers were as a satirist.

Two poets in particular, Waller and Denham, are exempted
by Johnson from the catalogue of metaphysical poets. They, he

says,
"
sought another way to fame, by improving the harmony

of our numbers;" and though, in the case of Waller, most
modern critics might hesitate before acquitting him absolutely
of the charge intended to be conveyed by the epithet meta-

physical, there can be no doubt that both the poets named
contributed largely to the improvement of English versification.

Edmund Waller was born in 1603, and lived till 1687.

During this period he filled a prominent place in public
affairs. By birth he was a country gentleman, and at an early

age he inherited an ample fortune. He entered Parliament

early, and his wit and eloquence soon acquired for him a popu-
larity which he never lost ; though, by his selfish and nil-

scrupulous conduct, he forfeited the respect of all parties. AH
a, near relation of Hampden and Cromwell, his family connections
were on the side of the Parliament ; but his sympathies, so far

as he had any, seem to have been rather with the opposite

party. On one occasion he suffered banishment and a pecuniary
fine for being party to a foolish and somewhat discreditable plot
in favour of the king, and might have incurred a heavier

penalty, had he not escaped by a cowardly betrayal of his friends.

He was, in fact, an unprincipled and time-serving politician, a
bad specimen of what in the next generation would have been
called a trimmer ; and he panegyrised with equal zeal Charles I.,

Cromwell, and Charles II. As a poet, a wit, and a man of

letters, he enjoyed an unrivalled fame in his own day ; but his

works are little read now, and deservedly so. His verses never

jar upon the ear, and his ideas but rarely offend the taste ; but
he very seldom rises above the tamest mediocrity. The simplest
and least ambitious among Waller's poems are to a modern
reader the most pleasing. The following very graceful song to

a rose is a very favourable specimen of his manner :

"
Go, lovely rose !

]

" Small is the worth
Tell her that wastes her time Of beauty from the light ro-

und me, tired :

That now she knows. Bid her come forth,

When I resemble her to thee, ' Suffer herself to be desired,

How sweet and fair she seems And not blush so to be od-

to be. mired.

' Tell her that's young.
And shuns to have her graces

spied.
That hadst thou sprung

In deserts where no men
abide,

Thou musthaveuncommended
died.

" Then die ! that she.

The common fate of all things

rare,

May read in thee :

How small a space of time

they share.
That are so wondrous sweet

and fair."

Sir John Denham, whom Johnson, as we have seen, coupled
with Waller as an improver of our numbers, was not a very
voluminous writer. His best as well as most celebrated poem
is

"
Cooper's Hill." It is the earliest of a class of poems which

have since become extremely common poems in honour of

particular localities. The subject,
"
Cooper's Hill," is a spot of

that name close to the Thames. Denham, in a manner varied.
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but always pleasing, describes the beauties of the place, and ex-
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to indicate Oh. Om. Os. when the first point of Ariea is on the

meridian, and has of course passed round the twenty-four
hours when that point returns to the meridian.

Now right ascension is also measured from the first point in

Aries, and hence we shall find that the clock will show us the right
ascension of any star. In one hour the Earth has revolved

through 15, or 5
l

jth of 360, and any star on the meridian then
must have 15, or 1 hour of right ascension; similarly, every
4 minutes of sidereal time indicates 1.
We see, then, that we can by a single

observation with this instrument fix

the place of any star. The graduated
circle will give us its polar distance,
and deducting this from 90 we have
its declination ; while by noting the

time by the clock we at once learn its

right ascension. Thus, if a star crossed

the meridian at 13h. 13m. 80s., and its

distance from the pole was 35, we
should at once know its declination

was 55 N., and its right ascension

13h. 13m. 30s., or 198 22^'. By
observations of this kind the places
of all the stars have been noted, and

catalogues compiled giving their posi-
tions. In the eye-piece of the telescope
there are usually five or seven equi-
distant and parallel wires, and by
noting the time of the star passing
over each, and taking the mean, we
obtain the true time more exactly than

by one observation taken singly.
The only other kind of mounting for

a telescope we can explain now is that

known as the equatorial. With any ordi-

nary stand as, for instance, that for the altazimuth instru-

ment two motions are requisite to keep a star in the field of

view
; both the observer's hands are therefore constantly occu-

pied with the handles intended to impart a slow motion to

the telescope, since, owing to the rapid rotation of the Earth
on its axis, the star would in a very few minutes pass out

of the field of view if these adjustments were neglected.
All the heavenly bodies, how-

over, appear to revolve round
the pole ; hence if we mount
our telescope so that its axis

shall point towards the pole,
one motion will be sufficient to

enable us to follow a star and

keep it in view.

One of the modes in which a

telescope may be thus equa-

torially mounted is shown in

Fig. 41. This is known as the

English equatorial. The axis,
instead of being vertical, is in-

clined to the horizon at such an

angle that it points to the pole ;

the inclination, therefore, has to

vary with the latitude of the

place. An instrument of this

kind is, however, usually made
a fixture, and then the lower

end of the axis turns in a

bearing set in a block of

masonry, A, while a strong sup-

port, B, bent over at the upper part, carries the other end.

The telescope is attached to a pivot which turns in the polar
axis, and is carefully adjusted so as to be at right angles to it.

The telescope thus moves in a plane parallel to the axis, and
sweeps along a meridian. A graduated circle, D, is attached to

it, and read off by means of a microscope or a vernier at E.

The edge of this circle is cut into teeth, which catch in an
endless screw on the rod G, and in this way a slow motion

may be imparted to the telescope. By pressing the handle a
downwards, the screw is removed from the teeth, and the

tolescope then moves freely to allow of a coarse adjustment
or rapid motion.

A similarly divided circle, F, is affixed to the lower end of

the axis c C, and serves to give the right ascension of any
object, the graduations on it reading from I. to xxiv. hours.

A slow-motion handle is usually affixed to this, similar to that

shown at Q.

When the telescope is directed to any celestial object, the

circle D may be clamped, as the star can be kept in the field

by merely turning the circle F. In the best instruments a

driving-clock, regulated to keep sidereal

time, is added, and this causes the circle

F to revolve in exactly 24 hours. All

difficulty in adjusting the telescope is

thus removed, as it constantly remains
directed to the object without any
alteration. It is by an arrangement of

this kind that photographs of tho

heavenly bodies are taken.

The mode of using the equatorial

requires a little explanation. The circle

F is so adjusted as to read when
the telescope is directed to the meridian,
and a sidereal clock is required to note
the time of making the observation.

Now, suppose that we want to note tha

position of any star, we get it exactly in

the centre of the field, for which pur-

pose fine cross-wires are usually placed
in the eye-piece. We then note the

exact time, and read off the two circles.

Suppose, for example, that the time is

lOh. 45m., and tho reading of the

declination circle is 37 P
20', and that

of the other 3h. 40m. ; the star then
had passed the meridian 3 hours and
40 minutes at the moment of making

the observation
;

it was on it, therefore, at 7h. 5m., and this

is its right ascension, while its declination is 37 20', and thus
we know exactly its position.
One great advantage which the equatorial possesses over the

transit instrument arises from the fact that with it observa-

tions may be made in any part of the heavens, while with the

other a star can only be observed when on the meridian.

A different mode of mounting
an equatorial is represented in

Fig. 42. This instrument, which
is called the "

star-finder," is

mounted on the German, or

Fraunhofer's system, which is

that more usually adopted. The

advantages it possesses over the

English form arc that stars near

tho pole may bo observed with

it, which the axis in the other

prevents ;
and further, that only

one support is required, and
thus there is far less difficulty

in fixing it accurately. Tho
instrument shown here is

portable, but in observatories

the larger instruments mounted
on the German plan are usually
fixed to stone pedestals.
To nearly all telescopes of

high power, a small one is usually
affixed to serve as a finder, H
(Fig. 41). The power of this is

but small, but it takes in a large field, the centre of which is

marked by means of cross-wires, and it is so adjusted that when

the star is thus in the centre of its field, it is also in the centre

of the field of the large instrument. In all powerful instru-

ments the extent of sky seen at one time is very small, and

therefore considerable difficulty would be experienced in finding

any required star were it not for tho finder.

There are many other instruments used by the astrono-

mer, as the mural circle, the zenith-sector, etc., but we must

not stay to notice them here. They consist for the most

part of telescopes mounted in a peculiar way for some special

purpose.
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DR. BAI-HAM, tho author from whom we have so frequently

pi. .i-l, MIVS : "For tho single muMhroom that wo eat, how
in-ro !n< Unit retaliate and prey upon us in

To enumerate but a fow, and those of tho microscopic
theMucor

uat spawns upon
our dried preserves ;

the .4ri)/i/iorif M
that makes our bread

mouldy ;
the

that burns
Ceres out of her own
corn-fields ; the Uredo

>, whose rust is

still more destructive ;

mul th'- I'licciniaGra-

minis, whose voracity
sets corn-laws and far-

mers at defiance, are

all funguses." The
main body of those

fungi which make war
on man are microsco-

pic ; yet so strong and
indefeasible are they
in their multitudes

and their pertinacity,
that man has, in most

instances, no power to

withstand their forces.

To the list given
above, we must add

many more. There is

the ergot (Claviceps

purpuren), a species
which infests grasses
and corn. When de-

veloped in the latter,

it produces the most
dreadful disease in

those who unfortu-

nately partake of the

infected grain. It is

chiefly found in rye,
but happily not very

frequently met with
in this country. This
little fungus, though
so dangerous in its

effects when eaten, is

nevertheless valua-

ble for its medicinal

uses. It is a little,

cylindrical, horn-

shaped body ; purple-
black without, and
white or purplish in

side.

Whether the injury
to human life of which

have spoken

311. THE BUNT (UREDO CARIES). 312. WHEAT STRAW, NATURAL SIZE, INFECTED WITH PUC-
CINIA GRAMINIS; a, THE FUNGI MAGNIFIED IN CLUSTER. 313. SEPARATE FUNGI OF
PUCCINIA GRAMINIS, HIGHLY MAGNIFIED. 314. SECTION OF INFECTED STRAW, HIGHLY
MAGNIFIED. 315. PUCCINIA ROS.E ; a, NATURAL SIZE ON LEAF ; b, SAME, MAGNIFIED ;

C, SEPARATF. FUNGI, HIGHLY MAGNIFIED. 316.. PUCCINIA RUBI ; a, NATURAL SIZE;

I), TUFTS, MAGNIFIED ; C, SEPARATE FUNGI, MAGNIFIED. 317. ASPERGILLUS PENICIL-
LATUS. 318. MUCOE MUCEDO. 319. MUCOR STERCOREA. 320. XYLOMA CONCAVTM.
321. NEXASPORA CARPINI. 322. PHACIDIUM CORONATUM ; a, FUNGUS, MAGNIFIED.
323. DOTKIDEA TYPHINA. 324. SPH.EBIA REPTANS. 325. SPE.ERIA TUBERCULOSA.
326. SPHvERIA ROSELLA.

we ave spoen s

caused by the fungus
itself, or by the de-

composed and cor-

rupted state of the
corn to which it be-

longs, is still a matter
of question amongst the learned, and one on which we can
form no judgment.
The fnncri which chiefly affect the cereal produce of our land

are the Uredines and Puccinice. The former genus takes its

name from wro, a Latin word, signifying
"

I burn," or "
scorch,"

the discolorations and spots on the plants infested by those

fungi having been formerly attributed to blasts or injuries
caused by the atmosphere or tho heavenly bodies. There are

133-N.E.

two species of this genus that are almost equally dreaded by
the farmer; one called the Binut (Uredo Keyetum), the other,
the Bant ( Uredo or Urtilago Carie*).

The former of these takes its rUe within the glumes of the

flowers, and grows with such rapidity ae speedily to fill the
interior space and burnt through the epidermis, when it ap-

pears like a profuse black dust, which, if microscopically
examined, is found to

consist of minute, per-

fectly spherical spo-
rulcs. Withering says
of this species :

"
Itcon-

sists of very minute,

egg-shaped, stemless

capsules, at firstwhite,
but the thin white
soon bursting, it pours
oat a quantity of

brown-black powder,
mixed with wool-like

fibres."

The other species,
Uredo Oortes(Fig. 311),
is very common in

wheat, and exceed-

ingly injurious, as it

not only destroys the

ear on which it grows,
but every grain with
which the infected in-

dividuals come in con-

tact. It is included

within the germ of the

wheat, and the spores,
which are exactly sphe-

rical, are longer than
those of the above-

named species (Uredo

Segetum), and quite
black. When crushed

they emit a most fetid

odour, which is com-
municated to the whole

sample of wheat with
which the bunty grains
are associated. Mr.
B2rkelv says of all the

corn-infecting fungi :

" The growth of these

parasites depends so

much on accidental

circumstances, that it

is impossible for the
most experienced cul-

tivators to guard
against it entirely ;

but the evil is greatly
lessened by careful

choice of seed, and by
steeping it

.
in solu-

tions of different sub-

stances, which destroy
the vegetative power
of the sporidia of these

parasites," etc.

The other genus,

Fuccinia, is of as evil

a nature as the Urtv

dines. The disease

termed the mildew in

wheat is produced by one of these (Puceinia Graminis, Figs.
312 314), a fungus so diminutive that a single stoma (or pore
in a stem or leaf), invisible to the eye, will permit the extru-

sion of from twenty to forty ; and each of these exquisitely
minute plants will bring forth at least a hundred spores of

seeds. The seeds are not much heavier than air ; and it may
easily be conceived that even a single stem of wheat or grass,
when beset with these mischievous parasites, will not bo long

316
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in infecting
1 all the corn, not only in the field where the in-

jured wheat grows, but in all those adjacent to it.

The first appearance of this blight is usually in the spring, or

early in the summer, when it arises in the form of orange-
coloured streaks, which afterwards assume a deep chocolate-

brown. The tufts of this fungus are dense and often confluent,

forming long parallel lines (Fig. 314). The spores are con-

tained in a tubercular, double-celled case, and are black ; this

case is supported by a filiform peduncle or stem, as seen in Fig.
313.

But it is not on our corn-fields only that a plague of fungi
rests ; these little Puccinice attack the leaves of plum and
other fruit trees, devour the fluids of our bean plants, and
scatter themselves in destructive armies over our raspberry
bushes and our rose beds (Figs. 315 and 316). There are

some forty or more species which spread themselves in all

directions on the leaves and stems of our plants and flowers,
nor ever cease their ravages until they have destroyed the

vitality of whatever part they touch.

But we must now, in this our concluding lesson on the
science of Botany, turn to another class of fungi those which
beset our dainties under the name of mould. The following
affords an interesting account of this production :

"
If, during

the warm weather, we put aside a bit of bread, or a slice of

apple, pear, melon, or a turnip or potato-peeling, if nothing
better is at hand, we shall find in a few days that all those sub-

stances will have assumed a mouldy appearance. Take a little of

this mould gently off on the point of a penknife, and subject it

to the microscope; you see in the moulded bread a grove of

tall stalks, each with a round head slightly flattened in

short, a mushroom in miniature. This is the ]\Iucor Mucedo
(Fig. 318), the fungus of the bread-mould. While fresh and
young, they are of a beautiful milk-white colour; gradually
they assume a yellowish tinge. The stalks are so transparent
as, under a good magnifying power, to show the cellular

structure inside; the bulb also now exhibits, under a thin
bark or skin, a number of minute, circular bodies, all ar-

ranged in a compact form : these are the spores or seeds.

After a day or two more, the fungi begin to ripen, and as-

sume a brownish tint ; the bulbs blacken, the skin bursts,
and innumerable spores are scattered about, many floating away
in the air. This forest of mould, like larger ones, is liable to
accidents. You may see in one corner, for instance, that the
bit of bread forming the soil has cracked

;
thus a fungus has

been loosened at the root, and it falls down, we may suppose,
with a crash, though we still desiderate instruments to magnify
and make audible the sound. Nevertheless, the effects of the
fall are visible in the breaking down of neighbouring stems,
and in the premature scattering of the seed. You may see, too,
sometimes the scattered seeds collect upon one or two plants,
and, enveloping them, entirely destroy their vitality, and thus
cause old, rotten-looking stumps."
But it must not bo understood that the mouldiness which

we find on our eatables is always a crop of the same species
of fungus, or even of different species of the same genus. It

is not so. The kinds which infest the apple and the pear are

different, and those which "
rot and then fatten on "

our grapes,
plums, and raspberries, are all different from each other. Then
there are other kinds which float in our fermented liquors ;

whilst others, again, are found within the nutshell ; and even
within the innermost cavities of the walnut. Some, "like

leeches, stick to the bulbs of plants, and suck them dry;"
whilst others, not content with a vegetable diet, lay hold of the
hoofs of horses and the horns of cattle ; nay, under certain
diseased conditions, even the lungs and other organs of 'human
beings are beset by these all-destructive little beings. Even in
health it is a rare thing to find a mouth where the interstices
of the teeth are not more or less the habitats of these vege-
tables.

Fungi not only prey on objects which are members of other
families than their own, but they unscrupulously devour each
other.

Many of the Pileati have parasitic fungi, which attach them-
selves solely to them, never attacking any other species. One
sort settles itself on dried Agarics; another only on moist,
decaying ones ; whilst a third devours only the flesh of a par-
ticular Boletus.

Dr. Badham, writing of these, says,
" Few minute objects are

more beautiful than these mucrdinous fungi fungorum. A
common one besets the back of some of the Russulce in

decay, spreading over it, especially if the weather be moist,
like thin flocks of light wool, presenting on the second day a
bluish tint on the surface. Under a powerful magnifier, myriads
of little glass-like stalks are brought into view, which bifurcate

again and again, each ultimate head ending in a semilucent head,
or button, at first blue, and afterwards black

; which, when it

comes to burst, scatters the spores, which are then (iinder the

microscope) seen adhering to the sides of the delicate filamentary

stalks, like so many minute limpets. There is a very beautiful

fungus called the pencilled mould (Aspergillus penicillatus, Fig.

317), which clusters its pretty beaded tassels on the dried plants
in our herbariums. This little plant consists of a stem and a
cluster of sporules at the top, not unlike a brush with a handle.

Aspergillus is the name of the brush with which the holy water
is sprinkled in Roman Catholic churches, and from this resem-

blance the genus takes its name. Nemaspora Carpini (Fig.

321) is another curious species. This infests the dead wood of

the hornbeam, its singular black spores escaping from their flat

cases, and thrusting themselves upwards in the form of tendrils.

Then there are the many species of Sphceria, which raise their

little button-like forms on the branches of trees, and stud them
over with sphere-like gems, some yellow, others scarlet, brown,
black, orange, white, crimson, and a hundred other tints of

richest dye." Sometimes these wonderfully varied little fungi
are sessile on the substance they have selected for their habitat,
as in Figs. 324, 325, and 326 ; in others they are raised on
stalks. Some have smooth visible orifices, through which the

spores escape ; in others these openings are hairy ; and in some

species they are not visible at all.

Besides frequenting living plants, and closely besetting their

leaves and branches, fungi of this genus are found abundantly
on the bark of dead branches, and even on the wood where the

bark has been removed. They frequent, also, the flock of

Agarics ; and one species, the nest-like Sphaaria, is found in the

little hollows of bean-roots ; whilst others cluster on apples that

are lying on the ground, the stems of reeds, or even on the naked
earth. There are some species which take up their abode on,

and obtain their sustenance from dead larvas, pupas, and spiders'

eggs ; whilst one, Cordiceps Robertsii, grows upon living

caterpillars, causing their death. So numerous .are the spe-

cies which rank under this genus, that 201 are catalogued by
Berkeley.

Racodium cellare, the mouse-skin byssus, is the fungus which
festoons and covers the walls of our wine-cellars. For specimens,
Badham refers us to the

" London Docks, passim, where he pays
his unwelcome visits, and is in even worse odour than the

excisemen." L&udon tells us that it takes its name from a word
"used among the Greeks" for a worthless, worn-out, ragged

garment, which has been applied to the present genus in allusion

to the dirty, interwoven, cloth-like substance with which it

clothes whatever it grows on. Racodium cellare is the black

substance which overruns the bottles of the wine-merchant, and
which often hangs in long thick festoons from the sides and roof

of his wine-cellars.

There is a very curious species of fungus which is found over-

spreading the thing on which it grows like froth. Withering,
on the authority of Stackhouse, thus describes it :

"
Its first

appearance is like custard spilt upon the grass or leaves. This

soon becomes frothy, and then contracts around the blades of

grass or leaves in the form of little tubercles united together.

On examining it in ibs different stages under the microscope, it

first appeared like a cluster of bubbles, irregularly shaped, and

melting into one another. In the second stage it appeared im

bricated, or tiled, with open cells, the edges of the cells beauti-

fully waved. A blackish powdery matter, on the surface of the

cells, now gives the plant a greyish cast. In the third stage,

the wavy imbrication disappears, and the plant settles with

minute tubercles united together. Some of these are closed ;

but many of them appear as if torn open, and out of the cavity

emerge little downy strings, with irregular-shaped terminations,

and other similar irregular bodies on the same strings, like the

heads of some of the genus Mucor."
We have seen that some of the fungus tribe are capable of being

turned to important uses as a nutritious and wholesome article

of diet, and that others have medicinal properties which render

them highly valuable. One kind is employed in making ink.
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XLIIL
STRENGTHENED STEMS (continued).

Y. Verbs whose Pure Stem is strengthened by a reduplication
at Hie beginning.

This reduplication consists in tho repetition of the first conso-

nant of tho stem in union with tho connecting vowel i. Only in

..rbs does tho reduplication remain in the formation of

. To this class belong

yiyvo/jiai (instead of yiy(vo/j.ai), I become (TEN), aor. fytvofj.r\v

(FENE-), perf. ytyttnjfj.a.1, I IMVO become, or yfyova with a
M-nt moaning, as I am (but ytyovuis xPavos >

^ine P<*#t),

fut. yfin)crofj.ai.

iriwro) (instead of irnrtr<a), I fall, imper. Trirtre (I1ET-), fut.

Tff(Tov/j.ai, aor. 2 firtffov, perf. irfirriaKa.

Hero also belong several of the fourth class, as yiyvcafficu.

VI. Verbs whose Pure Stem receives an c in the Present and
Imperfect.

1. yap.fia, I marry (used of the man), perf. yeya/j.r)Ka; but fut.

ya.fj.ii>,
aor. 1 tyrjjua, mid. ya.fj.ovfj.ui, I am married (of the

woman in Lat. nubo), aor. fy7jfj.afj.rtv, perf. pass. yfya/j.i)fiai

(Liit. in matrimonium ducor), aor. fyafj.i]8riv, etc.

2. SoKfw, I appear (in Lat. videor), I think, fut. 5o&>, aor. 1

<5o(a, perf. pass. SfSoyfj.ai (Lat. visits sum), aor. p. fSoxOr/v.
3. upfw, I shear, cut tlie hair, mid. upofj.ai, aor. eupafj.riv, but

perf. fvprifj.at.

4. udfca, I push, impf. etaOovv, fut. uffta and taBrjyu, aor. 1 twffa.

and <i><ra, perf. eai/ta, mid. fut. axro/xai, aor. ftaaa.fj.riv, perf.

tiafffiat, aor. pass. fuffOrjv.

VII. Verbs which in the Present and Imperfect have the Pure
Stem, but in the oilier Tenses have a Stem with e as tJie

Characteristic. (The e passes into i\ ; except axOopai and

1. aAtt>, Iward off, fut. aAer7<ra> (the active is unusual in prose),
mid. I ward off from myself, I defend myself, I punish, fut.

a\fr)ffo/j.ai, aor. jjAeayur;;/ (from AAEK).
2. ax9ofj.ai, I am vexed, fut. ax9earofj.ai, aor. rjx^fa-drjv, fut. pass.

ax9rQr\ffop.ai, of the same import as ax6f<ro/j.ai.

3. ftovKto, I feed, pasture (intrans.), fut. /3oo-/oj<ra>, aor. 1 tftoff-

Krja-a ; mid. with pass. aor. (fftoo-KrjOriv), I feed.
4. 0ov\ofj.at, I am willing (2 pers. Pov\ti), fut. f3ov\riffouai, perf.

/3fj3ouAr)/xai, aor. tfiovKriQriv and rjj3ouA.Tj07j<'.

5. Sew, 1 lack, want (commonly as tho impers., 8e?, there is want,
there is a necessity), subj. Sty, part. 5fot>, inf. 5ftv ; imperf.
eSf t, opt. Sfot, fut. SfTjfff t, aor. 1 eSerjirf, perf. SeSerj/ce ; mid.

Sfo/jLai, I need, fut. 8ei;<ro/xaj, aor. tStriBrjv, perf. ScSe^/uat.
6. 0Aa> and 6t\u, I am willing, wis/i, imperl. r]6t\ov and cOcAoy,

fut. (Of\r\ffta and 0(\t]<r<a, aor, 1 7j0fA7j<ra and efoATjcro, perf.

only r)df\i)Ka.

7. eiAw, I press, I drive, enclose, fut. eiATjaw, perf. mid. or pass.
c(A?;/xai, aor. pass. tiATjfhjv.

8. EPOMAI, I osfc, aor. Tjpo/iTjr, J asfced, subj. tpia/jicu, opt. tpoi-

/Luji', imper. epoD, fpfffOai, fpoutvos, fut. eprjoro/ia ; the other
tenses are supplied by tptarav.

9. cpp&>, I go forth, fut. p/nj<rw, aor. 1
rippriffa, perf. rippr)Ka.

10. euSco (commonly Kadci/Sw), J steep, fut. /cudci/STjcrai, aor. 1

e(ca0fu57j(ra, perf. wanting.
11. xw ^ AaWi 7wl(l, imperf. ttxov, aor. 2 TXOV, inf. (TX',

imper. (TXS, irapcurxes (M)> subj. (TX^, -J7J, Trapacrxw, irapa-

ffXJJJ, etc. ; opt. ay_oif\v (jui),but in composition vapatrxotm ;

part. (T^coi/ ; fut. !{<o and ax"n ffla
t porf. terx^/ca, aor. mid.

ftrxofj.rjv ; subj. <rxa>Ma<> opt. ffxotfJ.'nv, imper. ^xoi", irapa-

ffX ^! iRf- c-X"7^ "' 'Topao'xfO'Oai, part, ffxo^vos, fut. c|uuai,
and (rxi?<rojua, perf. mid. or pass. <rxT)Ma< >

aor- pass. to-xfO?;*'.

12. fvfjo, J coofc, fut. ^o/uoi, aor. ^rjcra, aor. pasa. ^I^^TJI', perf.
mid. or pass, r

13. Ka9iioj, J neat, J set, I seat myself, imperf. Ka0<for, old Attic

KaOifai; fut. KaOia, aor. 1 tKoffiva, old Attic KuQlaa., perf.

; mid. J ca< myself, I lit, fut. KaOifaffoptu, aor.

, I seated myself, I sat down; but ttaBt(oiuu, I seat

myself, I sit, imperf. ca0f{o^*/, fut. o9?oi//ia/.

14. ixaxo^ai, I fight, contend, fut. /jax<>(</Mu (iniitead of naxtffofuu),
aor. */iax0'A"?>'> perf. ft.ffutx'nf^u.

15. /tcAAw, / t/urife <o, /am about to, I loiter; imperf. ^AAof and
tj/i AAoi/, fut. /z*AA7j<rw, aor. 1 </iAArj(7o.

10. ^ifA ^oi T/OJ (Lat. curae mihi est aliffuid), I care for (the
first person, /xA, is rare), fut. /xAf)o-, aor. 1 </iAi)<r,

perf. fj,tfnf\riKt, 2 perf. /*</4i}A ; mid. ni\ofuu (commonly
firifj.f\ofjia.i, and very often also T</x<Aot//tai, / care for), fat.

t7r(^<Arj<rojuai, aor. tirtfj.( \riOrjv, perf. firi/jitfit\rtfuu.

17. nvfa, I suck, fut. /jLvfyvw, etc.

18. oo>, 7 smell, fut. O^TJITCO, aor. 1 vfqcra, perf. oScuSa (in Homer
and the later writers) with a present signification.

19. oiofj.cu and oi/iai, J think, 2 pers. OKI, imperf. ifofujy and

tf/j.rjv, fut. otrtffofj.a.1, aor. <fj\8i\v, onjdrivat, perf. wanting.
20. oixo/tcu, / am out (Lat. aim), imperf. ifxoft-ijv, I came forth,

fut. otxnffofiat, I shall go forth, aor. wanting ; perf.

J 7taue come forth (commonly only in combination, as

XW')-
21. o^tjAto, Jam liable, I owe, I must (Lat. debeo), fut.

aor. 1 ox^etArjo-a, perf. a><p jArj/co ; aor. 2 axpcAoy, -j, - (1

and 2 plur. not in use), with the infinitive in expressions of

a wish (Lat. u<inam).
22. TreTo/uoi, / fly, fut. irTTjo'o/ttai, aor. eirrojurji', mtffGa.i (not SO

often firra/j.riv, -/x<), porf. ircirorri/j.a.i.

23. xa'Pa> >
I rejoice, fut. xo/>?0~<, aor. xaf"/*' (/") P61^- KxaP7

J<ta-

With these verbs may be classed several liquid verbs, which,

however, form the future and the aorist regularly : for example,

/iei/oi, I remain,, perf. pfutvriKa, otherwise regular ; pcpw, I divide,

fut. pe/uo), aor. 1 (vtifta, perf. vfvt^Ka., mid. vffj.ufj.ai, fut. vffj.ovu.ai,

aor. fvfi(j.a/j,riv, perf. mid. or pass, vfvffj.rifj.ai, aor. pass.

EXERCISE 129. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Of <rrpaT<a>Tcu TOUS iroAe/uious oA{7jo
-

o/'Taj. 2. MTJ ax^<

uTrep cbv rifiapravfrf f\fyxof-fvoi. 3. 'O ITOI/XTJC

ev rots opetrt fioffitrifffi. 4. Ot ffrpariuiTat firi rovs iroAf/iiovi

ffrparfvfffdai f/3ov\ridria'av. 5. Tots crrpantarais tv rrj iro\(fj.ia yri

riav fmrriSftcav Serjcret. 6. riAouo-ios 0"Tii/ oi/x' ^ iroAAa /CXTTJ-

utvos, aAA" i fiixpuv Sfr}ffOfj.fvos. 7. IloAuSeiKCTjy ou5e floj rjfleATjir*

fiovos, oAAa fj.a\\ov rifj.i9fos ffuv r<f a$f\(f>ci> yfvtffBai. 8. Ol ftap-

apoi WTTO TO>^ 'EAArjj/ai^ SiaJx^e^Tfy, eiy TOV itora.tj.ov fiXTjOriaav.

EXERCISE 130. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. The booty was divided. 2. I will divide the booty. 3. The

city will punish the enemy. 4. My son, do not be vexed when

reproved for thy sins. 5. Good boys are not vexed when reproved
for their sins. 6. I will make an expedition against Athens.

7. They smell of perfume. 8. The soul will fly up to heaven.

9. Good men rejoice at good. 10. Our soldiers have need of

provisions (necessaries). 11. A good man will care for his chil-

dren, and good children will care for their parents.

VIII. Verbs whose Tenses are formed from different Roots,

connected only in signification.

1. alpfca, I take (e.g. a city), fut. aipriffu. perf. jJpTjKo, aor. 2 fl\or,

t\fiv ('EA), aor. pass. rjpfOriv, fut. pass. oupedTjao/iai ; mid. /

choose, fnt. aiprjaojuat, aor. tl\ofiriv, perf. mid. or pass, yprifuu ;

fut. 3 ypijffofiai.

2. epxMa'i I 9i ^ come (the other moods and the participles

are borrowed from Ijui ; accordingly />xojuoi, iw, iOt, ifvcu,

tv) ; imperf. ripxofJ-riv, commonly aor. rjtiv or pa, opt loiju ;

fut. t?ut, I shall go (ft<i>, I shall come), perf. A7jAu0a, aor. 2

rjAfloo, subj. f\8ta, opt. A0o//, imper. A0f, inf. cAfleix, part.

f\6oiv, root EAT8.
3. fffditD, I eat, imperf. i\a6iov, fut. cSo/uu, perf. cSqSoKa ; (+AF)

aor. 2 t<j>ayov, <(>aytiv, perf. mid. or pass. (5q8r/uu, aor. paw.
rtS(ffOt]i>, (EIA) aor. 2 tioov, tow, i5oi,ui, i5c, lOfiv, iouv; pert. 2

o<Sa, I know.
4. 6pa<a, I see, I behold, imperf. tupuv, perf. itapaica ; (IA) aor. 1

tioov, (Oil) fut. oifo/uoj, 2 pers. otyti ; mid. or pass. 6paouai,

upia/j.ai, perf. mid. or pass. tuyduo or w/x^tcu, w\^at, etc., inf.

<a<f>9ai ; aor. mid. ft5o/j.riv, lOfffdai, iSoD, also iSov, behold, lo !

(Lat. ecce !), aor. pass. dxpOrjv, o<t>fiijvai, fut. opOriffoncu.

5. Tpx<> ^ "*i (APAM) fut. Spapovfuu, aor. 2 (Spoftor, pert

perf. pass, in compounds
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6. <f
ePw >

I bear, (OI) fut. OKTU ; (ENEFK), aor. 2 fivtynov (less

often -rjvfyKa), -ts, -f, opt. tvfyKaifj.i, -eie, and -oi/xi, -01, inf.

fveyKftv, part. eveyiccav, imper. fveyice, -eroi, and -area, etc.,

(ENEK-) perf. evrjvoxa, perf. mid. or pass, evyvey/nai (-yai,

-yKTai or fj/r/ce/croi), aor. mid. Tjvfy/cajurjj/, ej/f-y/cai, -ao~6ai,

-a.jj.fvos, aor. pass, r/i/e^flr/v, e^e^^t/ai ; fut. eye^r/a^ai, less

often oiffdritro/j.ai.

7. <pr),iu,
I say, imperf. (pr/c, (En) aor. 2 ejTroj/ (more seldom

ejira), enrai, eiiroif.ii, flirt, -erco and -aroj, -trov and -OTOV,

-ercoj/ and -arcav, -are (comp. irpocrtiirf), tiittiv, fiirwv
;
from

the epic pres. eipco, fut. fpw, perf. eipr/Ka, perf. mid. or pass.

eipTjjuoi, fut. 3 fipT]o~ofj.ai. From PE aor. pass. fppijdr)v, pi)9?i-

vai, prjdeis, fut. pass. p^0r/(ro/tai. Middle (only in compounds),
fut. oTrepoOyUot, and aor. 1 airfiiraffBai, to doubt, to deny, as

EXERCISE 131. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Kai /3pa5vs fv&ov\os e*Ae TO.XVV affipa. Sitamav. 2. OlA.6riva.ioi

e/iKTTOJvAea ffTparriyov tl\ovro evTipTltpaiKip TroAeyUip. 3. OSt/o"-

rai fj.r] ayavaKTti. 5. MTJ iricrrevf ra^icrTa, irpii/ arpeicfoos irepas

oi^ti. G. Mr/ TOUTO /3Ae>J>?7s, t vf&Tfpos \ey<a, aAA' ei (ppovovvrcnv
TOVS \oyous avSpcav epia. 7. ITe^flet /uerpiajs TOUS a-Troflai'oi'Tas

<pi\ovs ov yap TfBvrjKafftv, aAAa TI\V O.VTTJV ofiov, yv iraffiv f\df1v

tffTtv avayKri, irpof\7]\vBao"iv.

EXERCISE 132. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. The Athenians took many soldiers. 2. The city chose Epa-
minondas general. 3. Themistocles was chosen general by the

Athenians. 4. Come, friend. 5. O dear friends, come hither.

6. If thou art hungry, thou wilt eat with pleasure (riSeus). 7.

"^ho boy has eaten all he had.

EY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XLL, XLII.

EXERCISE 122. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'H (TTpaTia ffeTrXei/rreii. 2. 'H o-Tpana exjrXeuireiTai. 3. 'O axe.uor

'Boppar evavTio? T; tTTparto. irvet. 4. 'O ai/e/ior Boppar evavrtot rt] <rrpa.rto.

firvevafv. 5. Ol a-Tpariiarai i\\TU3av BfvffCffOai irpot Tar rri/Xat. 6. Tour

ari/xeif KXaicir. 7. Tow QTI/XET K\avaeit. 8. Oi TroXe^i/oi ^eufoBxrai. 9.

T\ai<rtv oLit\ttJv Tratfci. 10. AyotOot 7raioi>&iv u/ia trirovocL^ovTCy, 11. Ol

froXeufOi Td9 Ttoy ffTpaTiWTtoy Taffic <ry>x e *p(T ot | (7(i'. 12. *H TroXt? L/TTO TCOV

woXe/uiwi/ KaTaKtKauTai. 13. Ol <TTpaT(WTa< jj^ouvTai TOOT ?roX^iioOT rtjv

EXERCISE 123. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Many evil things have befallen the soldiers in the expedition. 2.

By associating, with wise men thou thyself also shale turn out wise.

3. Lycurgus banished costliness from Sparta. 4. Many who have
drunk together once will become friends. 5. The drunkard is the

slave of drink (lit., of having drunk). 6. I will not drink up wine.

7. May the gods punish the evil-doers. 8. The citizens outstripped
the enemy iu their flight to the city. 9. The hare was bitten by
the dog. 10. You will not arrive nt the summit without toil. 11.

The women put on beautiful garments. 12. The wine was drunk up
.by the soldiers. 13. The friend promised to come to me.

EXERCISE 124. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. *H fvvij r)MTeo-xTO KaXa i/aaria. 2. 'H yvvn afj.<pe^erai KaXa [fiarta.

3. Oi 0iXoi UTTctrxoi'TO a$ufec70a<. 4. 'O ffrparr)foy TOOT TroXe/itoir CfpOafftv

fit TtlV KO\tV. 5. Ol 0601 TOOT KaKOUp'yOlT aTTOTlVOVfflV. 6. IIoXXoi 0lXoi

av/j.irii>ov<Ttv. 7. "J'iXoi trvfj-irtvovTet e^Bpot ft-/voinai. 8. FloXXa xaxa Towr

<JUOOT 7rai5af avvtfinatv fv9aoe epxo/ii'OOT. 9. Toy KaKOfpyoi' fKftvov ATroXXui/

EXERCISE 125. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Let not the evil man think that he will escape notice for' ever.

2. If you have done justly, you will have God as your ally. 3. It

is right to learn letters, and to have a learning mind. 4. The king
did not perceive the plot against himself. 5. The Persians were
hateful to the Greeks. 6. Philip himself used to declare that he
had increased his own realm more by the aid of gold than arms.
7. The soldiers slept a short time. 8. Directly the horses smelt
the camels they fled away. 9. Do not think that you have been

forgotten if you hare forsworn yourself to God. 10. It is good not
to err against one's friends. 11. He is happy who has gained a noble

friend.

EXERCISE 126. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'O /Sao-tXeu? Tf|? Trpot tawrov 7ri/3oiXr]C aio-yaverui. 2. Ti? oi>x huaprriKev',

3. OVK <7Ti irocjxav 6tf ev Tip aivTip a/uapTaifiv. 4. 'O woi'iipos TOit a-faDoit

O.Treyda.vTa.t. 5. floi/upo? it>v ov Xijo-eif oia TfXoOT. 6. Ol adc\<j>ot fLavQavovTes

fjidOovTOi vow CXOIXTII/. 7. Oi a^aOoi afaObJif Tei/fovTcu. 8. Oi avopes KUTC-

<5ap$or. 9. Bpaxuv xpovov KaTedapOov. 10. Tevvaiaiv <pi\wv TervxrjKa. 11.

SIui/0ciK0 aTi'x<ai< (pepetv. 12. KO.KOV fp"/ov trparriav e\a6cv. 13. EXn-ifovraj

\fjffeiv Trovnpoi OVT?.

EXERCISE 127. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. You will find few men who are faithful companions in trouble. 2.

It is fated to all men to die. 3. We bewail the dead. 4. lien re-

member with pleasure ancient deeds. 5. You cannot find a man
who is completely happy in every respect. 6. The noble man
wishes to live honourably or die honourably. 7. If you have suf-

fered terrible things through your wickedness, do not at all blame the

gods for what thus befalls you (lit., for your fate of these things). 8.

If any one who is old prays for life, he deserves to live on into many
decades of years.

EXERCISE 128. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ovbeva. t

CITTIV mrofave

rov orpaTiiyow TOV Te$i'ijKOTa.

Ovoeio. travTa. oX/3ia>TaTov evpov

Ktvai. 8. IloXXa ireiaet 6ia

pov iriinov ex xaX7roi? npainaatv euptjKa. 2. Zoi iJ.opaiiJ.ov

3. Tlevtfia TOV e/uoy Trarepa TOK Te#i/rjnoTa. 4. Hevti^iroi'<rtv

5. 'Hoewv TCOK TraXai fevvaiav p.ffjLvnU'i'. 6.

7. BouXo/iai f) KaXur fni/ r) xaXw? TeSvrf

aov iratpov. 9. Aui/aTOi/ <TTI TroXXa

cfevpi(TKiv, aXX' ov Travra. 10. Ovoe oi a-sipot /3iov a\vtro

PNEUMATICS. VII.
COMMON PRESSURE-GAUGESAFETY TUBE ATMOSPHERIC
RAILWAY BLOWING MACHINES VENTILATION OF MINES.

IN our last lesson we found that if a gas be kept under a uni-

form pressure, and heat applied, it will increase in bulk ^ of

its volume at for every degree the temperature is raised.

Suppose, now, that the gas be confined so that it cannot increase

in volume, we shall find that as the temperature increases the

elastic force will increase too, and in the same proportion as its

volume would were it free to expand. The rule may be stated

thus :

If any gas be confined so that it cannot expand, and its

temperature be raised from 32 to 212", the elastic force will

be increased by 0'366 of its original amount.
Sometimes the steam in an engine is exposed to a high tem-

perature after it is first evolved, and is then said to be super-
heated. Its tension is increased by this, and thus it can accom-

plish more work, and at the same time "
priming," or the

condensation of the steam in the cylinders, is to a great extent

prevented.
After what we have now seen respecting the change produced

in the volume of a gas by variations in the temperature or

pressure, we can very easily tell the specific gravity of a gas if

we know the weight of any volume of it, and also its tem-

perature and pressure. We have merely to ascertain the volume

it would occupy at the standard temperature and pressure, and

then compare its weight with that of the same volume of air.

In the same way we can calculate the weight of any volume of

gas, or the volume that a given weight of it would occupy.
We described in our last lesson a manometer for measuring

high pressures like that produced in the boiler of an engine.

This acted by the elastic force of compressed air : a spring is

more commonly used, but it is somewhat liable to lose its elas-

ticity, or to become injured by the moisture of the steam.

These, however, only record high pressures, and not minor

changes like those produced by alterations of temperature.
We want, therefore, some means of measuring these, and for

this purpose we employ a U-shaped tube, open at each end.

The bend is filled with water if very low pressures are to be

measured, and with mercury if to be used for those rather

greater.
If the gas whose tension is to be ascertained is allowed to

press on the liquid in one limb, it will depress it and raise that

in the other, and the difference in level between the two will

indicate the pressure. A sliding scale is usually attached to

show this difference. In this way we shall find that the pressure

of the gas, as usually supplied to our houses, is seldom equal

to two inches of water, a very small amount indeed when we

remember that the pressure of the air will sustain a column of

water over thirty feet high. It is, however, found to be quite

sufficient to overcome the resistance caused by the friction of

the gas against the pipes, and a greater pressure would only

cause a greatly increased loss by leakage from the mains.

This pressure is produced by weights placed upon the gaso-

meter, and can in this way be regulated to a considerable

extent. It is found, however, that considerable variations

occur, it being greater just before the majority of people light

it in their houses, and again in large towns about eleven o'clock,

when many burners are turned off. These variations in pressure

cause a loss in illuminating power, and several regulators have
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Fig. 17.

mgly been devised to obviate thig. The principle on

merely that a conical valve is moved \ty the

pressure BO as to close to a greater or leas extent the pipe along

in a small but useful piece of apparatus, known as the

Fig. 17), which may be explained here, as it acts in

a Minil.ir v ;iy to the pressure-gauge just mentioned. In many
chemical experiments in the laboratory, as well as in the manu-

factory, a large amount of gas is evolved by the

changes taking place within some closed vessel.

If no escape be allowed for this, the pressure may
increase to such an extent as to burst the vessel ;

while, on the other hand, it is desirable not to

allow the gas to be lost. A safety-pipe, similar to

that shown in the annexed figure, is therefore

introduced. This allows a portion of the gas to

escape when the pressure reaches a certain limit.

It is, in fact, a safety-valve of low pressure. A
glass tube has a bulb B blown near the middle,
and each end is then bent back upon itself. The

upper end is also shaped into a funnel, which
should be rather larger than the bulb. Water or

mercury, according to the pressure required, is

now poured into the funnel, so as to fill the bend
and part of the bulb. If the pressure inside the

vessel becomes too great, the liquid will be forced

iuto the part c of the tube, and any excess of gas
will then bubble up through it, the funnel prevent-
the escape of the liquid. If, on the other hand,
the pressure inside becomes less than that without,

owing to the absorption or condensation of the gas, the pressure
of the air will force the liquid into the bulb, and air will then
bubble up through it. In this way the tube prevents the

difference between the pressures from becoming
1

dangerous, and
at the same time, under ordinary pressure, excludes all air.

We have seen that power may be stored up in compressed air ;

hence it is sometimes employed to drive an engine in place of

steam. Of course some power must be first employed to com-

press the air, and therefore in ordinary circumstances no ad-

vantage will be gained by the substitution, but in many special
cases it may be and is employed. If steam has to be conveyed
to any great distance, there is a considerable loss by condensa-
tion in the pipes, and in some places it is inconvenient or

impracticable to have the boiler near the machine. In such

cases, therefore, the steam may be employed in the compression
of air, and by this the power may be transmitted to the place
where it is required.

In mining operations this is especially advantageous. A
narrow seam of coal, in which there is no room for an engine,
has sometimes to be cut out by a machine, and even if the

engine could be placed there, the steam and smoke would pre-
vent a man being by it ; such machines are therefore driven by
compressed air. The same remarks apply to a narrow tunnel,
as, for example, that which was driven through Mont Cenis ;

and here, too, compressed air was used instead of steam.
There is also this further advantage attending the nse of air,

that the machine can be more easily moved, for a portion of the

pipe may be made flexible, which cannot well be done with

steam-piping.
The most important application of the pressure of air to

driving machinery is seen in the atmospheric railway. At
present this has not come into practical use, but it appears
probable that the principle will ultimately be adopted in our

underground railways, as it will effect a saving in working
expenses as well as in construction, to say nothing of the much
greater safety which would be ensured by its use, and the

greater purity of the air in the tunnel.
The original plan proposed, and actually carried out on a

short piece of line near Paris, was somewhat as follows : A
large iron tube, having all along the top an opening which was
closed tightly by a flexible lid, was laid along the middle of the
line. This tube was made uniform in size, and a pair of pistons,
made to fit it, were fixed one to each end of a little carriage
which travelled along in the tube. From the middle of this

carriage rose an arm which projected through the slit, and was
attached to the carriage on the line. A coulter-shaped piece of

metal was placed on each side of the arm, so as to open the slit

for it to pass along, and the aperture closed of itself as soon

as the arm had pawed. The piston* were also attached to short

arms, so that the valve admitted no air in front of them. At
each end of thin tube was fixed a powerful double-acting air-

pump, and whenever it was required to start the train, the

pump at* the end to which it was going was set to work. It

soon produced a vacuum in the tube, and the pressure of the

air behind the piston was sufficient to drive the train. There

were, however, many practical difficulties in the carrying oat of

this plan. The valves could not be got to close well, and hence
there was a considerable leakage of air which greatly diminished
the power. All the strain, too, was transmitted through the

arm, and thus there Was danger of breakage. From these

and many similar causes the design was not carried oat
elsewhere.

More recently, however, an altogether different plan was
tried with much greater success. In this the tube was built of

brickwork, and made of such a diameter as to take in it an

ordinary-sized railway carriage. A trial line, of nearly a mile

in length, was constructed in the grounds of the Crystal Palace

at Sydenham. The line was made with steeper gradients and

sharper curves than any line yet worked, so as to give the

system a full trial. Tho tunnel was carefully constructed, so as

to be of uniform size, and one end of the carriage was made
nearly to fit it, an aperture of a few inches being left all

round. A brush fixed round the carriage nearly filled this,

and was found to exclude the air sufficiently. The ends of the

tunnel were closed by air-tight doors, and in a building near
one end was fixed a large fan, constructed somewhat after the

plan of a centrifugal pump, and so arranged that by causing it-

to rotate in one direction it exhausted the tube, while on re-

versing it the air was condensed. The pipe leading from this

entered the tunnel at a little distance from the end. The car-

riage being now placed just in the mouth of the tunnel at the
further end, the engine was set to work, and, as soon as a slight
amount of exhaustion was produced, the pressure outside forced

it rapidly along. As the whole area of the carriage was exposed'
to the pressure, it was found that only a very small degree of

rarefaction was required, a pressure of a few ounces to the inch

being quite sufficient to impart to it a great velocity. As soon
as the carriage had passed the portion of the tunnel where the-

exhaust pipe entered, it ceased to be carried forward by
the pressure of the air, but it had acquired an amount of

momentum sufficient to propel it with considerable violence

beyond the end of the tunnel. The doors at the end were, how-

ever, closed by powerful springs. The air, therefore, enclosed

between them and the carriage became more and more com-

pressed, until the pressure was sufficient to open the doorsv
and allow the carriage to run slowly out. The air acted, in

fact, as a buffer, and brought the carriage to rest with scarcely

any shock. When the carriage was to be sent back to the other

end, the engine first exhausted the tube until the carriage passed'
the opening, the doors were then closed, the engine reversed, and"

then the air behind was condensed, and drove the carriage to-

the other end on the same principle as a boy drives a pea
through his pea-shooter by the pressure of his breath.

The experiment appeared satisfactory, through no practical
use has yet been made of it. The carriage, with passengers in

it, could be started from one end, driven round the cnives, and

up and down the steep inclines, and yet stop at the other end,

nearly a mile off, in the space of about one minute. The system
appears to possess many advantages. Much greater inclines

can be allowed, and all danper of the carriage running off the

line on sharp curves is avoided. There is also much greater

safety from accidents. Collision is impossible, for two car-

riages can never be travelling in opposite directions at the same

time, nor can one overtake the other. The boiler, too, being

away from the train, cannot injure the passengers if it explodes,
and the only inconvenience then would be that the passengers
would have to walk along the line to the nearest station.

Further, as the trains would travel very rapidly, one line would,
in most cases, be sufficient, and the additional expense incurred

by the careful building of the tunnel would, in many places, be

compensated for by the smaller amount of land required. The

tunnel, too, unlike our present ones, would be well ventilated, as

the air would be entirely changed each time a train passed

through. There are, of course, many practical difficulties which

might occur in the actual working, but the plan seems to

promise well, and to be worthy of a thorough trial.
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Wo must now notice the construction of a few common
pneumatic machines, and perhaps the most important are those

used for blowing. In furnaces for reducing
1 and melting metals

it ia found impossible to cause a sufficient degree of heat to be

produced unless a large additional quantity of air be forced into

the fire, so as to quicken combustion. In mines, too, and under-

ground passages ventilation must be carried on by artificial means,
and for these and other purposes blowing machines are employed.
The most simple of these is the common household bellows,

so familiar to all. In the

lower of the two boards
is a circular aperture,
over which a piece of

board is hinged, so as to

act as a common clack

valve. When the boards

Fig. iS. are separated, the air

opens this valve, and

enters, but as they are again pressed together this valve closes,

and the air is then forced to escape by the nozzle. With
this kind, however, only an intermittent current can be pro-

duced, for while the boards are being separated, air is drawn
in at the nozzle as well as at the valve, though in a less

degree. This was often found to be a serious disadvantage,
and therefore two bellows, working alternately, were used

in many furnaces. Double-acting bellows are, however, used

now in nearly all forges, and these produce a uniform stream.

They consist of two ordinary bellows, placed one above the

other. When the under board E (Fig. 18) is lowered, the

valve c opens and admits the air ; this is forced, by the rising

of the board, through the valve B into the upper bellows. A
weight A, placed on the top, drives the air with a constant

pressure out of the nozzle D. The board F is fixed, and E
is usually worked by a
lever. Though these

bellows are powerful
enough for a black-

smith's forge, when the

metal has only to be
softened sufficiently to

cause it to weld, they
will not answer for a
furnace for melting iron ;

and a fan, driven by
steam, is usually em-

ployed in this case (Fig.

19). The air enters at the axle, and is thrown off by centri-

fugal force from the edges, and conducted along large tubes to

the furnace.

Another purpose for which these machines are employed is

in the winnowing of corn. In former times, and in some places
at the present day, the corn, when threshed, is thrown up in

air, and the wind carries away the chaff. The plan now adopted
is to allow it to fall through a narrow slit, and cause a rapid
current of air, produced by rotating fans, to remove the chaff.

One great advantage of this plan is that the strength of the

blast may be so regulated as not only to remove the chaff, but
to separate also the small and shrivelled grains.
The pneumatic screw is another simple blowing machine, used

for purposes of ventilation. It acts on exactly the same prin-

ciple as the Archimedian screw, an axle with a spiral flange

being made to rotate in a cylinder. This is placed at one end
of the tube or shaft, and produces a powerful current, the
direction of which depends upon the direction in which the
screw revolves.

This machine is sometimes employed for the ventilation of

mines, and is fixed above one of the shafts. A second shaft

allows fresh air to pass down it, and replace that removed by
the fan, and thus a constant current of air is kept up through
the mine. The main galleries below are so arranged, by
means of boarding and doors, that the fresh air must traverse

the greater part of the niine before it can find its way to the
"
upcast

"
shaft, as it is termed. As the air will always find

the most direct road, great care is required in the arrangements
for effecting this.

In most mines in England blowing machines are now dis-

pensed with, and in their stead a large furnace is placed at the

base of one of the shafts. This greatly rarefies the air above it,

Fig. 19.

and thus renders it much lighter than that around. It ascends,
therefore, and a fresh supply rushes down the second shaft to

take its place, and in this way good ventilation may nearly
always be obtained. The plan, too, is more simple than the
use of fans, and less liable to get out of order. Sometimes the
furnace is placed in a recess, part of the way up the shaft ;

sometimes, too, only one shaft is sunk, and divided by bratticing
into three or more divisions, one for the pumps and working
machinery, the other two for the "upcast" and "downcast."
This plan is, however, very dangerous, and many of the fearful

accidents we hear of in mines are to be attributed to its

adoption.
Ventilation in our houses and public buildings is carried on

in a similar way. It is much to be regretted, however, that the

principles on which this should be arranged seem to be so little

understood or carried into practice. If we hold a sheet of

paper near a large fire, we shall soon see by the powerful draught
that there is a strong current of air up the chimney, and cold

air rushes in at the cracks of the doors and windows to supply
its place. A good fire, therefore, adds greatly to the ventilation

of a room. As, however, the heated air rises, it is an important
thing to have some outlet for this, and an opening into the

chimney near the top of the room will usually be effectual.

In public buildings the foul air is usually carried off near the

roof, and arrangements ought to be made by which fresh air

can enter in a number of small streams at different places, in-

stead of flowing in a large body through an open door, and thus

creating a violent draught.
The following examples will give the student good practice in

the application of the rules in Lessons V. and VI. :

EXAMPLES.
1. If the barometer stands at 29'04, what is the pressure of the air

on a surface measuring Sin. x 6^in. ?

2. In Fig. 15, if the length of the graduated portion of the shorter

limb be 10 inches, and the mercury rise in it to a height of 5^ inches,
at what height does the mercury stand in the other limb, the baro-

meter being at 29in. ?

3. A volume of gas measures 249 cubic inches when the barometer
stands at 28'7. How much will it measure at the standard pressure ?

4. Some gas at a temperature of 155 measures 1 cubic foot ; how
much space will it occupy when cooled to 60 ?

5. 140 cubic inches of air at 60 is heated till it occupies 215 cubic

inches ;
what temperature has it attained ?

6. When the barometer was standing at 28'78, and the thermometer

at 71, a quantity of gas was found to measure 158 cubic inches.

How much would it occupy at the standard pressure and tempera-
ture ?

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXX.
105. REMARKS ON THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN CE.

(1.) Ce, when used as a demonstrative pronoun, is construed

with the verb etre, or with a verb followed by 6tre, or with a

relative pronoun :

C'est un poids bien pesant qu'un

grand nom a soutenir.

MONTESQUIETT.
Ce qui me plait c'est sa mo-

destie. LBVIZAC.

Ce doit etre lui.

Ce que vous dites est faux.

Je sais C6 dont il se plaint.

A great name is a very heavyweight
to sustain.

That which pleases me is her mo-

desty.

It must be he.

What (that which) you say is

untrue.

I know that of which (of what) he

complains.

(2.) Ce is used for he, she, they, preceding any part of the

verb to be, when that verb is followed by a noun, or an adjec-

tive used substantively and preceded by the, a, or an, or a pos-

sessive or demonstrative adjective, or any kind of pronoun.

(3.) Observe that the verb etre following the pronoun ce, is

put in the plural when the noun, possessive or demonstrative

pronoun following that verb is plural. The pronoun ce, how-

ever, remains unchanged :

C'est un trompeur.
C'est la fernme que je cherche.

C'etaient mes amis.

Ce seraient paroles exquises,

Si C'etait un grand qui parlat.
MOLIERE.

He is a deceitful man.
She is the woman whom I seek.

They were my friends.

They would le exquisite words, if

a great man were speaking them.
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N'etalent-ce pu IM mme
hotntuesP CHATICAUIIKIANI>.

Oa soiit if u.i.-iiH, ce ue sont

pu lot vutrea.

Ce sont cello* quo j'ai vuon.

Were they not the tame men t

They are mine, they art not your*.

They are those I have teen.

(4.) Tli in in, that it, these are, (hone art, may also bo rendered

by c'eet ici, ce sont ici, or by voici and voila :

C'est id In place.
Ce BOnt la men eufauts.

Thit if the place.

Those are my children.

Voici. voili, an-, however, to bo preferred to c'eat ici, etc. :

Voici la i<i..r, .

Voila mi'H eufonts.

Thin it the place.

Those are my children.

(5.) Ce answers to the English pronoun it, whon the latter

stands as the impersonal subject of the verb to be ; i.e., with-
out reference to an antecedent :

Ce n'est quo par les sens quo
I'nino peut H'iustruire.

FONTANES.
Ce fut d'une retruite de patres

et d'arenturiers, quo sortirent los

couqcraut Ue Vuuiverfl.

EOLLIN.
C'est uu ddfaut capital qu'il faut

5viter daus quelque sujet qua 06
aoit. VOLTAIRE.

It is only through the nouses that

the mind can receive instruction.

It was from a refuge for shepherds
and adventurer*, that emerged the

conquerors of tht world.

Tht'.i is a fatal defect which should

be avoided in whatever subject it

may be.

(6.) When the verb 6tre, however, is used impersonally, and
followed by an adjective [ 85, (4)], the pronoun it is not ren-
dered by ce, but by the pronoun used with all impersonal verbs,
viz., il :

II ost ntfcessairo d'dtudier.

II est plus difficile pour les na-
tions que pour les iudividus, do
recouvrer 1'estime de leurs voisins

quand elles Tout perdue.
BOISTB.

It is necessary to study.
It is more difficult for nations

than for individuals, to recover the

esteem of their neighbours when they
have lost it.

106. THE RELATIVE PRONOUN.

(1.) The relative pronoun que, whom, which, that, can never
be suppressed like the corresponding English pronouns :

*

The praises (which) we give, have

always in some way a relation to

ourselves.

Les louanges que nous don-
nons, se rapporteut tonjours par
quelque chose a nons-memes.

MASSILLON.

(2.) The pronouns quel, que, quoi, lequel, represent the
English pronouns which or what used interrogatively.

1. Quel is used before a noun, in a determinative sense :

Quel livre lirons-nous ?

Quel est done votre mal ?

MOLIKBE.

What or which ooo/c shall we read f

What then is your ailment ?

2. Que is used before a verb :

Que dites-vous ?
|
jphat do you say f

3. Quoi is used as an exclamation, and with a preposition :

Quoi ! est-ce vous ?

De quoi parlez-vous?
Quoi de plus beau que la vertu

'

What / is it you t

Of what are you speaking f

What is more beautiful than virtue /

4. Lequel, used interrogatively, means which one :

Voici deux plumes ; laquelle
voulez-vous ?

Here are two pens ; which (which
one) will you have f

(3.) Qui is used without antecedent, affirmatively and inter-

rogatively as direct and as indirect object. It then means
whom, of whom, to whom, whose, etc. :

Qu'elle Spouse qul elle voudra.
Nous savons de qul elle est fllle.

Qul avez-vous vu ?

De qul tenez-vous cette nouvello ?

A qui est ce livre ?

Let her marry whom she likes.

We know whose daughter she is.

H'hom have you seen T

From, whom have you this newt T

Whose book is this f

* The conjunction that is often omitted in English ; its equivalent,
que, must always be expressed in French :

Je crois qu'il est ici I believe (that) he it here.

107. TH PBOKOUM E.

(1.) We hare already [ 40, (17.), 92, (5.), f 100, Bole (1.)]

made several remarki on thia pronoun.

(2.) En, used u an equivalent for the Englinh tome or

any, expressed or understood, remains, however, an indirect

object :

Avez-voui des pommes ?

J'en ai.

Have you apple* f

I have (I torn* have).

(3.) En sometimes is used to avoid the repetition of the whole
or part of a claufte :

L'on ne luurait voir, sans en
'

tre

pique,
Posse'der par un autrn tin bien

qu'on a manque
1

. MoLiiEK.
N'en diaputous plus ; chacun a

ta peiis<5e. MOLIBKK.

We cannot, without being fiqntd,
tee another person- in JXMMMI'O* of

goods which we hare failed to obtain.

Let us no longer argue about this,

every one hat hit own opinion.

108. THE PEONOUH Y.

Some remarks have already been made on this pronoun
[ 40, (18.), 100, (2.)]. Y means to it, at it, to them, at them.

It is seldom used in relation to persons, but frequently in rela-

tion to things :

Je rec/ois votre lettre, ma chrre

enfant, et j'y fais rdpouse avec

precipitation.
MME. DE SKVIGNK.

Tirer vauiU: de quelque chose,
c'est prouver qu'on n'y est pas
accoutume

1

. BOISTB.

Cluirgez-vous de cette affaire;

donuez-y tons vos soius.

BONIFACE.

I receive your letter, my dear child,

and answer it (make answer thereto)
in haste.

To feel vanity on account of any
thing, it proving that we are not

accustomed to it.

Take this ajfair upon younelf ;

give all your care to it.

109. THE INDEFINITE PRONOUN ON [42, (4.)].

(1.) On, which is very extensively used in the French

language, is said only of persons. This pronoun is of the
masculine gender. [See (2.)] On is used in French for people,

one, some one, we, they, whenever these words have a general
and indefinite meaning, and do not refer to any particular
word :

On pardonne aisdment le mal
involontaire. DE LA BOUTBATE.
On cherche les rieurs, et moi je

les evite. LA FONTAINE.

We (people, they, etc.) easily for-

give involuntary injuries.

People (they, we) seek laughing or

merry people, and I avoid them.

Another translation of the above sentences will show ns that
the pronoun on often enables the French to make use of the
active voice, in cases in which the passive voice would be used
in English, t Thus the two examples last given may be ren-
dered as follows :

Active voice in French.
On pardonne oise'ruent le mal

involontaire.

On cherche les rieurs, mais moi
je les eVite.

Quand On est chre'tien, de quel-

que sexe que 1'on soit, il n'est pas
pennis d'etre lucho. FKNELON.
On peut etre honnete houime,

et faire mal des vers. MOLIKRE.
On aimo peu celui qui n'ose

aimer personue. DKLILLK.
A-t-on jamais pleur^ d'avoir

fait son devoir ? CHAMFORT.
Quand on a meme but, rarement

On s'accorde. LEBRCN.
Artistes, dcrivains, poetes, si

vous vous copiez toujours, on ne
vous copiera jainais.

DE ST. PIERRE.

Passive votes in English.

Involuntary injuries are easily

forgiven.

Iferry or joyful people are gent-

ralli/ sought/ for my part, I avoid

them.
A Christian, of whichever MX h

may be, is not allowed to be cowardly.

One may be a worthy man, and
make bad verse*.

We feel but little lor* /or him who
dares love nobody.
Have we ever grieved on account

of having done our duty T

Those who have the MUM aim,
rarely agree.

Artittt, writers, poets! if you
always copy each other, no one wiU

copy you.

t On dit, it is said; on rapporte, it w related; on craint, it is

feari-d, etc. Cela 86 fait ainsi, literally, that makes itself thus, that u
I made in this manner, etc.
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METEOROLOGY. I.

SCOPE OF THE SCIENCE AERIAL PHENOMENA WINDS
ISOBAROMETRIC LINES STORMS MEAN TEMPERATURE
ISOTHERMAL LINES EFFECTS OF LOCAL CAUSES ON
CLIMATE.

THE earth, we inhabit is, as is well known, completely sur-

rounded by an envelope of gaseous matter called the atmosphere,
which is kept close to its surface by the action of gravitation.
This aerial layer is the seat of many very important and inte-

resting phenomena, which it is the province of the science of

Meteorology to inquire into and explain. The science is, how-

ever, now usually restricted more particularly to those atmo-

spheric phenomena which influence weather and climate.

Owing to the very many causes that are at work, there is

great difficulty in tracing out all the laws by which these

phenomena are governed ; and though many weather prognos-
tics have long passed into current proverbs, it is only recently
that true progress has been made in the study of the science.

In early times, when the occupations of most men kept them
much in the open air, and consequently exposed to all the
vicissitudes of the weather, they would naturally make various

observations, which would enable them to foretell to a limited

extent the probable changes. These observations were handed
down from generation to generation ; but were far too vague and
general to serve in any way as the foundation of a science.

In modern times, however, various instruments have been
devised for ascertaining accurately the pressure, the tempera-
ture, the humidity, and other important matters in connection
with atmospheric changes ; and now, by means of the baro-

meter, thermometer, and similar instruments, constant records
are being kept, in different places, of all these changes.

In a science like Meteorology, it is only by the careful exami-
nation of long-continued records of this kind that true progress
can be made. The first thing required is to observe the pheno-
mena accurately, and we must endeavour to explain and account
for them. To start hypotheses first, and then endeavour to
reconcile observations with them, is a mistake.

So numerous and varied are the phenomena with which we
have to deal, that it is somewhat difficult to classify them. For
the sake of convenience we may divide them into aerial, aqueous,
and optical phenomena. It must not, however, be supposed
that these classes are indicative of fundamental differences.

The chief physical properties of the air have already been
referred to in our lessons on Pneumatics and Chemistry, to

which, accordingly, we must refer the student. In this aerial

ocean we meet with regular tides, but currents produced by
other .causes are far more common and important.

These currents in the air are known as the winds, and they
usually arise either from a change in temperature, or in the
amount of watery vapour it holds in solution. The direction of
the wind is always indicated by the point of the compass, from
which it appears to come ; and as the weather and climate of

any place are greatly affected by the prevailing direction, con-
siderable attention has been directed to the subject, and records
are kept in many places showing the direction and intensity of
the wind at stated times every day. From such registers it

appears that in this country S.W. winds are the most prevalent,
since they blow on the average 225 days out of every 1,000. We
find, too, that westerly winds are more common than easterly, in
the proportion of about 220 to 145.

The prevailing character of any wind depends chiefly upon the
countries over which it passes. With us, a west wind is usually
moist and mild, having swept over the Atlantic Ocean, and thus
become partly charged with vapour and warmed. So, too, in
the south of Europe, especially in places where the Mediter-
ranean is narrow, a south wind is very hot and dry, from having
swept over the arid deserts of Africa. In Italy this is especially

noticeable, and this wind is there distinguished as the "Sirocco."
A similar wind, but more injurious in its effects, is very preva-
lent in the desert regions of Arabia and Syria, and is known as
the " Simoom." This is frequently spoken of as poisonous. It

appears, however, that it is merely a very hot, dry wind, com-

pletely charged with fine dust. Everything exposed to its

influence becomes rapidly dried up; the skin is parched and
dry ; a general languor comes over everything ; and if the
traveller is unable to find a place of shelter, he not unfrequently
perisl es.

The trades, monsoons, and other periodical winds, have

already been explained in treating of Pneumatics. Near the

equator, and running almost parallel to it, is a belt some 4 or

5 in breadth, known as the Region of Calms. The position of

this varies with that of the sun, and the whole region is charac-

terised by very heavy rains and frequent thunderstorms.

As the winds are mainly produced by variations in the baro-

metric pressure, great light is often thrown on their phenomena
by observing the different pressure at neighbouring places.

Maps are now drawn with isoparametric lines marked on them ;

that is, lines passing through those places where the mean
pressure is the same ;

and when these are carefully constructed,
much may be learnt from them.

The climate of most places is greatly influenced by local

peculiarities, as will be more fully explained, and hence these

must be taken into account. In tropical regions, however,
these local influences are almost overpowered by the great and

regular currents which prevail, and therefore they interfere far

less than they do in more temperate climes.

Tha investigation of the laws governing storms and their

movements is one of the most important but most difficult

questions in Meteorology. The great destructive power which

they possess, and the extent to which they may be guarded
against when expected, show the importance of this inquiry.
What is most needed for this purpose is a complete set of simul-

taneous observations made during the prevalence of any storm ;

and, as observers are now stationed in different parts of Europe,
these observations have frequently been obtained.

The best method of examining them is to lay down on a map
isobarometric lines showing the pressure during the storm in

different- places, since this appears to be the most important
item in the inquiry. By charts of this kind it is found that the

centre of the storm is marked by a region of unusually low

pressure, the barometer often standing considerably below 29-

inches. The barometric lines, too, are usually circular or ellip-

tical. Occasionally, these curves are very irregular, but this

often arises from two or three storms which have parted from
the original one, and sometimes re-ixnite with it.

As a storm dies out, the central depression becomes much

less, and occupies a more limited area. The direction in which
storms travel in Europe is usually from S.W. or W.S.W., and
is more or less circular. The rate at which they move varies

considerably, but is usually about eighteen or twenty miles an

hour, though it has been known to be twice as great.

Since the west of Ireland is some 450 miles from the east

coast of England, a storm appearing in the former locality

may at once be announced to eastern seaports, and thus nearly

twenty-four hours' notice of its approach may be gained. In

order, however, to be of much service, these notices must be

transmitted at frequent intervals. If only daily signals are

sent, the storm may outstrip them. In calm weather, one

report would, of course, suffice, but in unsettled weather they
should be much more frequent.
The direction of the wind during a storm is not directly

towards the point of least pressure, but usually to some point a

little to the right of it, so that the wind flows in a spiral

direction round the area of low pressure. The force at any

place is usually proportional to the difference in the pressures
at the places between which it is situated.

In tropical regions storms are much more frequent, and ar&

there preceded by a very sudden and remarkable fall in the

barometer. During a storm which raged at Guadaloupe on the

6th of September, 1865, the mercury fell T693 in. in one hour

and ten minutes. This sudden fall relieves the ocean of a large

portion of its pressure, and hence the water is often raised to a-

considerable height by the greater pressure all around. To this

cause must be attributed those storm-waves which frequently

accompany tropical hurricanes, and often cause a great loss of life

and property. The rotating character of these storms is very

clearly seen, and when the centre is over any place, the clouds

in the zenith are frequently seen to be revolving rapidly.

In the tropics the movements of the barometer are very

regular indeed, the daily variation being most distinctly observed.

Any deviation from this at once indicates a disturbance of the

atmosphere in the locality, and affords a sure method of fore-

telling a storm. An isolated observer may, in fact, easily ascer-

tain their approach, and give warning of it.

In our latitudes the irregular variations of the barometer are
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BO much jrrruUT than tho regular ones, that thU cannot be done

by a ingle observer. By means, however, of a staff of observers

scattered over Western Europe, and able to communicate by

telegraph, most storms can be predicted, and notice be sent

us ports, so as to warn sailors of their approach.
A system of this kind was commenced and carried out by the

late Admiral Fitzroy, and though many errors crept in at first,

tin- majority of the warnings were correct, and the per-centage
-10 steadily increased.
" places on or near the west coast were, of course, un-

favourably situated for receiving the warnings, since the storms

usually commenced in that quarter ; and, in the cose of a few

storms not foretold, the reason usually was that a constant

watch was not kept at Valentia, in the west of Ireland. The

great difficulty in this matter is not the foretelling of tho storm

itself, but the ascertaining in what direction it is travelling, and

thus only sending the warnings to those places where it is likely

to be felt. In more recent years the study of meteorology in

Great Britain, the United States, and foreign countries, has

wonderfully advanced, and storm warnings are now published
iu all the leading newspapers.
A very important point in connection with the climate of any

place is the mean temperature of the air. This is ascertained

by reading the temperature indicated by a thermometer every
hour, and taking the mean of the twenty-four observations thus
made in the day. If we take the mean temperature at any two
hours of the same name, we arrive at a result differing only by
a fraction of a degree. This is most accurate if we take the

mean of 9 a.m. and 9 p.m., or of 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. The two
former are usually chosen as being most convenient ;

when
practicable, four equidistant observations should be made.
Several years' observations must be compared to obtain the

true mean.
Another important thing to notice

is the extreme temperatures registered

during tho day. These are very easily

noted, as thermometers are now made
which register tho maximum and mini-

mum temperature. The maximum ther-

mometerusually employed is a mercurial

one, with a small steel index moving in

the tube above the column. As the

mercury expands, it drives this before it, and leaves it at the

highest point attained, the mercury not attracting the steel

enough to draw it bock again.
In the minimum thermometer (Fig. 1), the tube is usually

filled with spirit, and a similar index is placed in it. As the

spirit contracts, it drags this index with it ; but when the tem-

perature rises again, the spirit passes it, and it is thus left

lying at the point indicating the lowest temperature reached.

Both these thermometers are set by bringing the index to the

top of the column, either by inclining the instrument, or by
means of a small magnet. They are read off and set at a regular
time each day, the highest and lowest temperature being entered
in a book provided for the purpose. If we take the mean of these

two readings, we shall find that it differs very slightly from the
mean daily temperature obtained as already explained.
When daily records of temperature are kept, great care is

required to ensure that the thermometers employed are cor-

rectly graduated and properly placed. Many common thermo-

meters, when compared with a standard one, are found to be

very inaccurate. The instrument employed should therefore bo

carefully verified ; and most good instruments are now sent to a

upon the mean temperature, for the range of temperature that
is the difference between the maximum and minimum readings

exert* a very important influence on it. Tbui, for instance,

Madrid, and Mentone on the Gulf of Genoa, were observed to
have the same mean temperature, viz. 72-8 daring September,
1865. The climates were, however, widely different, for, in the

case of the former, the means of the hottest and the coldest

periods of each day were 86'2, and &9'5 respectively. Those
at the latter place were 77-6 and 68*0 only. The importance
of observing this point is farther shown by the fact that th

rate of mortality is found to vary with the range.
An insular climate usually has this range very limited in

extent. The specific heat of water being very high, it varies

but little in temperature through the year, and the changes that

do occur in it are very gradual. The result is that in localities

close to the sea, the hot winds are cooled and the cold ones

warmed by passing over the water, and thus the temperature is

much more uniform than in situationsfurther inland.

The following list shows the difference between the extreme

temperatures recorded at a few places :

Borne .

Copenhagen

78

90s
Greenwich
I iri.s .

99

110
Petersburg
Moscow

117

126

J5)

I I I I I I I rtct^t^
10 20 80 40 60 60 70 80 90 WO

In some localities the range is even greater than any of these.

By taking a long series of observations at different places, the

mean temperature of each is ascertained, and lines can then bo
drawn on a map, passing through those places which have the

same mean annual temperature. These lines are called isothermal

lines. They were first noticed by Humboldt, and serve to show
the general distribution of temperature. On the sea they are

almost parallel, but on the land they are somewhat irregular, as

elevation above the sea-level greatly influences the temperature.
The line showing the highest mean

temperature, or, as it is usually calledr

the warmth equator, is almost entirely
in the northern hemisphere, attaining
on the eastern side of the African

desert the latitude of 17 N. The
mean temperature of the place is 87
or 88. The fact of this isothermal

Pig. l. being thus situated is owing to the

great preponderance of the land in the

northern hemisphere over that in the southern, the surface oi

the land absorbing the heat more readily than that of the sea.

Besides the general causes which account for temperature,
there are local ones which exert a great influence on that of any
particular place. The most important of these are the alti-

tude above the sea-level, the direction of the prevailing winds,
and the proximity of the sea.

In many places, the climate of which is remarkably salu-

brious, the mean temperature is often found to be scarcely
at all higher than that of the surrounding district, but very
often some local cause, such as a range of hills, affords a

shelter from cold or injurious winds. Ventnor, in the Under-
cliff of the Isle of Wight, is a good illustration of this fact,

and hence it is a favourite winter residence for invalids. Not

only is it sheltered from the cold east winds, but its proximity
to the sea raises its winter temperature several degrees.

Forests likewise exert a considerable influence on climate and
mean temperature. Trees, like all other bodies, become greatly
heated by the sun's rays. They do not, however, acquire
their maximum temperature till a little after sunset, while the

maximum temperature of the air is attained about two or three

Government Observatory for that purpose before they are sold, i o'clock. They also change their temperature much more slowly
To ensure accurate readings, the instrument should be shielded

from the direct or reflected rays of the sun, but at the same
time be exposed to a free current of air. The minimum thermo-
meter should also be placed at a distance of four feet above the

surface of the ground, as the readings are otherwise considerably
affected by radiation from the earth. In a spirit thermometer
there is frequently a tendency for some of the spirit to condense
in the upper part of the tube, and thus to render all the readings
too low by this amount. Many of the very low readings which
are sometimes noticed by newspaper correspondents may be
accounted for in this way. The thermometer should therefore

be occasionally examined and compared with another to guard
against errors of this kind.

The climate of any place, however, does not depend alone

than the air around them. Hence they make the days cooler

and the nights warmer, and thus render the climate more mild,

imparting to it somewhat of the insular character. They also

exert a considerable influence on the evaporation from the earth,

and increase the humidity of the air. In this way they serre

to increase the rainfall of any district.

In some places, where a large expanse of country has been

cleared of most of the forests, the difference in the rainfall has

been shown by the partial drying up of rivers and hikes.

Not only is the influence of the mean temperature upon man

distinctly seen and felt, but it also exerts a great influence

on the distribution of plants, the limits to the cultivation of

various trees and varieties of grain being almost coincident

with some of the isothermal lines already referred to.
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LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXIY.
IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

VEEBS ENDING IN &T6 LONG (continued).

7. The irregular verbpare're, to seem, is thus conjugated:

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Pardre, to seem. Pres. Gerund. Pardndo,
teeming. Past Pact. Parso or pariito,* seemed. Compound Tenses.

Past, fissere pdrso, to have seemed. Past Gerund. Essendo parso, having
seemed.

IND. Pres. Pajo.t piiri, pare or par; pajamo, pardte, pajono. Imp.
Pareva or parda, parevi or pardi, pareva or parda; parevamo, parevate,

pardvano or pareano. Ind. Prct. Parvi or parsi, pardsti, pdrve or parse;

pardmino, pareste, parvero or parsero. Put. Parrd, parrai, parra ;

parremo, parrete, parranno. Cond. Pres. Parrel or parria, parresti,

parrdbbe or parn'a ; parremmo, parrdste, parrdbbero or parriano.
IMP. Pari, paja; pajdino, parete, pajano.
SUB. Pres. Che paja, che paja, che paja; che pajaino, chepajdte, che

pajano. Imp. Che pardssi, che pardssi, che paresse; che pardssimo,
che pareste, che paressero.

8. The irregular verb persuaddre, to persuade, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Persuaddre, to persuade. Pres. Gerund.

Persuadendo, persuading. Past Part. Persuaso, persuaded. Compound
Te?ises. Past. Avdre persudso, to have persuaded. Past Gerund. Avdndo
persuaso, having persuaded.

IND. Pres. Persuado, persuadi, persuade; persuadiamo, persuadete,

persuadono. Imp. Persuadeva, persuaddvi, persuadeva; persuadevamo,
persuadevdte, persuadevano. Ind. Pret. Persuasi, persuaddsti, persuase;
persuaddmmo, persuaddste, persuasero. Fut. Persuadero, persuaderdi,

persuadera; persuaderdmo, persuaderdte, persuaderanno. Cond. Pres.

Persuaderei, persuaderdsti, persuaderdbbe ; persuaderdmmo, persuade-
rdste, persuaderdibero.

IMP. Persuadi, persuada ; persuadiiiino, persuaddte, persuadano.
SUB. Present. Che persuada, che persuada, che persuada ; che per-

auadiamo, che persuadiatc, che persuadano. Imp. Che persuaddssi,
che persuadessi, che persuaddsse ; che persuadcssimo, che persuaddste,
che persuadessero.

After this example, conjugate dissuadere, to dissuade.

9. The irregular verb piacdre, to please, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Piacdre, to please. Pres. Gerund. Piacdudo,
pleasing. Post Part. Piaciiito, pleased. Compound Tenses. Past.
Avdre piaciuto, to have pleased. Past Gerund. Avdndo piaciiito, having
pleased.

IND. Pres. Piaccio or piacio, pidci, pidce ; piacciamo or piaciamo,
piacete, piacciono or pidciono. Imp. Piaceva, piacdvi, piacdva ; piace-

vamo, piacevdte, piacdyano. Ind. Pret. Pidcqui, piacdsti, pidcque;
piacdmmo, piaceste, piacquero. Put. Piacero, piacerdi, piacera ; piace-
remo, piacerdte, piaceranno. Cond. Pres. Piacerdi or piacerla; piacerdsti;

piacerebbeorpiaceria. Piacercmmo; piacerdste; piacerdbbero.piaceriauo,
piacerieno.

IMP. Pidci, piaccia or pidcia ; piacciamo or piaciamo, piacdte or piac-
ciate, pidcciano or pidciano.

SUB. Pres. Che piaccia or pidcia ; che piaccia, piacci or pidci ; che
pidccia or pidcia. Che piacciamo or piacidmo ; che piaccidte or piaciate;
che piacciauo or pidciano. Imp. Che piacdssi, che piacessi, cho piacesse ;

che piacessimo, che piacdste, che piacesscro.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Compiacere, to please.

Dispiacere, to displease.

Ripiacdre, to please again.

Spiacdre, to displease.

10. The irregular verb potdre, to be able, is thus conju-
gated :

INF. Sample Tenses. Pres. Pote"re, to be able. Pres. Gerund. Potendo,
being able. Past Part. Potato, been able. Compound Tenses. Past.
Avdre potiito, to have been able. Past Gerund. Avendo potato, having
been able.

IND. Pres. Pdssa ; puoi or puo' ; puo, puote or pote. Possiamo or

potdmo ; potete ; possono, ponno or pon. Imp. Poteva or potda ;

potdvi ; poteva, potda or potia. Potevamo; potevate; potevauo,
potieno or potdano. Ind. Pret. Potel or pote ; potdsti ; pote or potdo.
Potdmmo ; potdste ; potdrono, potdttero, potdro or potdr. Fut. Potro,
potrdi, potra; potrdmo, potrdte, potranno. Cond. Pres. Potrdi, potri'a
or poria ; potresti ; potrdbbe, potria or poria. Potrdmmo ; potreste ;

potrebbero, potriano, poriano or j>otrieno.

(No Imperative.)
SUB. Pres. Che possa, che possa, che possa ; che possiamo, che pos-

siate, che possano. Imp. Cbe potdssi, che potdssi, che potdsse ; che
potessirno, che potdste, che potessero.

* Pariito is not so often used, and not so good as parso.
t Some Italians have used pdro, parirfmo, and pdrono, instead of pojo,

pajrfmo, and pajano. The learner must take care not to imitate them,
for the former come from pardro, to adorn.

11. The irregular verb riman&re, to remain, is thus conju-
gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Rimandre, to remain. Pres. Gerund.
Rimanendo, remaining. Past Part. Rimdso,* remained. Compound
Tenses. Past. Essere rimdso, to have remained. Past Gerand. Essdndo
rimdso, having remained.

IND. Pres. Rimdngo.t rimdni, rimdne ; rimaniamo, rimanete, riman-
gono. Imp. Rimaiidva, rimandvi, rimandva; rimanevamo, rimauevate,
rimanerano. Ind. Pret. Rimasi, rimandsti, rimase ; rirnandmmo,
rimaneste, rimdsero. Fut. Rimarro, riraai:rii, riinarra

; rimarrdmo,
rimarrete, rimarranno. Cond. Pres. Rimarrdi or rimarria, rimarrdsti,
rimarrdbbe or rimarria

; rimarrdmnio, rimarrdste, rimarrebbero.
IMP. Rimdni, rimanga ; rimaniamo, rirnandte, rimangano.
SUB. Pres. Che rimduga or rimdgna, che rimanga or riinagna, che

rimanga ; che rimaniamo, che rimauiato, che rimangano. Imp. Che
rimandssi, che rimandssi, che rimandsse ; che rimaudssimo, che rima-

neste, che rimandssero.

12. The irregular verb sapfre, to know, is thus conjugated:

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Sapdre, to know. Pres. Gerund. Sapdndo,
knowing. Past Part. Sapiito, fcnoiun. Compound Tenses. Pa,< Avdre
saputo, to have feiotrn. Past Gerund. Avendo saputo, having known.

IND. Pres. So, sai, sa or sdpe ; sappiamo, sapdte, sanno. Imp. Sapdva
or sapea, sapevi, sapeva or sapda; sapevamo, sapevate, sapdvano or

sapeauo. Ind. Pret. Seppi, sapcsti, sdppe ; sapdmmo, sapeste, sdppero.
Fut. Sapro, saprai, sapra; sapremo, saprdte, saprdnno. Cond. Pres.

Saprdi or sapria ; sapresti ; saprebbe or sapria. Saprdmmo ; saprdste ;

saprdbbero, sapn'ano or saprieno.
IMP. Sappi, sappia ; sappiamo, sappiate, sdppiano.
SUB. Pres. Che sappia, che sappia, che sappia; che sappiamo, che

sappiate, che sdppiano. Imp. Che sapdssi, che sapdssi, che sapdsse ;

che sapdssimo, che sapeste, che sapessero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Assapdre, to let one know.

Antisapdre, to foresee.

Risapdre, to know again.

Strasapdre, to be too knowing.

13. The irregular verb sedere, to sit down, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Seddre, to sit dou-n. Pres. Gerund.
Sedendo or seggdndo, sitting doum. Past Part. Seduto, sat down.

Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre seduto, to have sat dotcn. Past Gerund.
Avendo seduto, having sat down.

IND. Pres. Siddo or sdggo, siddi, siede ; sedidmo or seggiaino, seddte,
siedono or seggono. Imp. Seddva or sedda; seddvi ; seddva or sedda.

Sedevamo ; sedevate ; seddvano, secL'eno or seddano. Ind. Pret. Sedei

or sedetti ; seddsti ; sede, seddtte or sedeo. Sedemmo ; sedeste ; sede-

rono, sedettero or sedidro. Fut. Sedero or sedro, sederai, sedera ; sede-

rdmo, sederete, sederanno. Cond. Pres. Sederdi, sedrei or sederia ;

sederesti ; sederebbe. Sederdmmo ; sederdste ; sederdbbero.

IMP. Siddi, sidda or sdgga ; sedidmo or seggiamo, seddte, si^dano or

sdggano.
SUB. Pres. Che sidda, sdgga or sdggia; che sidda, sdgga, seprgia or

seggi ; che sidda or sdgga. Che sedidmo or seggiamo ; che sedidte or

seggiate; che siedano, sdggano or sdggiano. Imp. Che seddssi, che

sedessi, che sedesse ; che seddssimo, che sedeste, che sedessero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Possedere, to possess.

Presedere, to presrde.

Riseddre, to reside.

Soprasseddre, to supersede.

14. The irregular verb soldre, to be accustomed, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Pres. Soldre, to be accustomed. Pres. Gerund. Soldndo, being ac-

customed. (No Past Participle.)

IND. Soglio, su61i, suole or sole ; soglidmo, soldte, sdgliono. Imp.
Soleva or solda ; soleVi ; soldva, solea or solia. Solevamo ; solevate ;

solevano or soldauo.

SUB. Pres. Che soglia, che soglia, che soglia ; che soglidmo, che

sogliate, che sdgliano. Imp. Che soldssi, che soldssi, che soldsse ; che

solessimo, che soldste, ihe solessero.

The deficiency of the tenses wanting is supplied by the verb

dssere solito ; and the word solito may, in some measure, be con-

sidered a participle.

15. The irregular verb tacfre, to be silent, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Tacere, to be silent. Pres. Gerund. Tacendo,

being silent. Post Part. Taciuto, been silent.-Compound Tenses. Past.

Avdre taciuto, to 7iare been silent. Past Gerund. Avdndo taciuto, having
been silent.

* Eimdsfo is used in a familiar style ; hut as rimo'so is more elegant,
we advise the student always to prefer the latter.

f- Uimdgno, mentioned by some Italians, is not good.
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I.NI>. jv. i. T.n-.-i.i or ttcio, taci, tooe ; taoctimo or tooiamo, Uodte,
ticoioiio or taciouo. Imp. Tucd or tacla, taodri, tact1 va or taodaj
taoeraino, taoev*t, tueevano. Ind. I'ret. Taoqui, Uoditi, tioquo ;

UoJmmo, tact'tito. tacquero. Fut. Tacero, tnceral. taceri; taoerdmo,
taoarrfto. taceranuo. C'ond. Pr. Tucordl, taoerdsti, Uocrdbbe j taoe-

renimo, Uoonfuto, taeere~bbero.

IMP. Taci, tiocia or tacia; tacoiimo, tact'te, tiooiano or Uciano.
rr. Che taccia or tiiciu ; chu tacchi, tacia or taci ; die taccia

or tacia. Che taooiamo or taciauio ; cbo taciute ; cho tacciouo or

taciauo. Imp. Che tacdssi, clio tacdssi, cbe tactae; cho tacduimo,
oh* tao&to, che tacdssoro.

After this example conjugate retacere, to be silent again.

16. The irregular verb tenure, to hold, is thus conjugated :

IMF. SimpU Tenset. Pres. Tendre, to hold. Pres. Gerund. Tendndo,
holding. Put Part. Teuuto, hJd. Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

touuto, (o fuit' held. Past Gerund. Avendo touiito, having held.

/'res. Tdngo, tidni, tidne ; tcuiuwo, tendtc, tdngono. Imp.
Tendva or tanda ; tenovi ; tcnovu, tenda or tonfa. Tencvitno ; tcnovato ;

tendvano or teni-ano. Jnd. Pt. Tdnni, tendsti, -tdnno; toui'-iuiuo,

tendste, tdunero. Put. Terra, terrai, terra ; terrdmo, terrdte, terranno.
Coiid. Prts. Terrdi or terria, terrdsti, terrdbbe or terria; trrdmmo,

terrosto, terrdbbero or terriano.

IMP. Tidni, tdngn ; tcniaino, tcniiite, tdngano.
SUB. Pret. Che ton^a, che tdnga, che touga; che teniamo, che

teniato, che tdoguuo. Imp. Che tendssi, che teudssi, che tondssc
; cho

tendssimo, che tendste, cho tcndssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verba :

Appartendre, to belong.

Astcndrsi, to abstain.

Attendre, to attain.

Contendre, to refrain.

Detendre. to detain.

Intertendre, to d(atn.

Mautendre, to maintain.

Ottenere, to obtain.

Pertendre, to belong.

Eattendre, to stop.

Bitendre, to retain.

Soprattendro, to retain.

Sostenere, to support.

Trattendre, to entertain.

17. The irregular verb valdre, to bo worth, is thus conju-
gated :

IHT. Simple Tense*. Pres. Vale're, to b worth. Prw. Gerund.

Valdndo, being tcortJt. Post Part. Valuta, been, worth. Compound
Tenses. Past, Avdre, valiito, to liave been toorth. Past Gerun<. Avdndo
valiito, having been worth.

IND. Pres. Vdglio or valgo, vdli, vale or val ; vagliamo or valiamo,
valdte, vagliono or vulgono. Jmp. Valcva or valda, valdvi, vnldva or

valda; valevaino, valevate, valdvano or valdano. Ind. Pret. Vdlsi,

valdsti, yalse ; yalemmo, valdsto, vulsero. Put. Varro, varriii, varra ;

varrdmo, varrdto, varranno. Cond. Pres. Varrdi, varrdsti, varrdbbe;
Tarrdmmo, varrdsto, varrdbbero.

IMP. Vali, vaglia or vjilga ; vagliamo or valiamo, valdte, vagliano or

valgano.
SUB. Pres. Che vaglia or valga, che vaglia or valga, che vaglia or

viilga ; che vagliamo or valiamo, che vagliate or valiate, che vagliano or
valiano. Imp. Che valessi, che valdssi, che valdsse

; che valdssimo, che
valdste, cho valdasero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verba :

Equivalere, to be equivalent.

Prevaldre, to preroil.

Prevaldrsi, to tafc advantage.

Kivaldrsi, to recover.

VOCABULARY.

^lltro, -a, other.
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6. We add, for the sake of illustration, a table of the powers
of the number 3 :

3 x 1 = 3 l = 3, the 1st power. |

36 x 3 = 3' = 2187, the 7th power.
3 x 3 = 32 = 9,
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the Epicurean tried to account for ambition, by saying that

our lovo for the approbation of others only exist* in to far as it

enables us to gratify our sensual appetites ; and for compassion

by saying, that it merely springs from our knowledge that, if wo
do not assist others, they will not assist us. But although thU

theory has the merit of simplicity to recommend it, it fails to

account for all the appearances presented by men's actions. If

we take the case of ambition, or regard for the esteem of others,

Lucrotia, for instance), in order to preserve the good
ri of their fellows, have even sacrificed their lives, by
they knowingly destroyed all future moans of gratifying

their sensual appetites. Or let us take the pleasure men feel in

doing good to, or relieving the misery of, others ; no doubt men
may and often do act in this way from a love of fame, or a love

of power ; but then it is equally true that they often, perhaps
oftoner, do not act from such motives at all, i.f

, they are in-

fluenced, not by their appetites, but by what ore called their

is. Nor can the Epicurean theory account for such

phenomena as men's pursuing knowledge for its own sake with-

out any consideration of the use it can be put to, but merely
because they like to do so, because it ignores the existence of

res, and recognises no pleasures except those of the body.
Hence, from observation of the differences existing amongst

the various principles of our nature, we may divide them into

three classes : 1, Appetites ; 2, Desires ; 3, Affections.

Our Appetites (at least such of them as are natural and not

acquired) are common to us with the brutes, the chief of them

being hunger and thirst, which wore intended for our preserva-
tion. Besides such natural appetites, there are others which are

acquired, such as that for tobacco or for opium.
The Desires, unlike the appetites, have not their origin in the

body, and they are also more continuous in their operation.
The chief of them are five : 1, The Desire of Power ; 2, The
Desire of Esteem ; 3, The Desire of Knowledge ; 4, The Desire

of Superiority ; and, 5, The Desire of Society.
The Affections include all those principles of our nature whose

object is the communication of enjoyment or suffering to any of

our fellow-creatures. They naturally divide themselves into the

benevolent and the malevolent affections ; the former including

love, patriotism, friendship, benevolence, gratitude, pity, etc. ;

and the latter, hatred, envy, resentment, jealousy, revenge, etc.

The term passion is applied generally to any of these prin-

ciples of our nature, when they pass beyond their proper limit.

Wo may now consider the two questions already stated ; and,

naturally, the first subject of inquiry in reference to the prin-

ciples which actuate men's conduct is, what is meant by virtue

and vice wherein do they really consist ? what is the particular
character of the conduct, or act, or temper of mind to which we
apply the terms virtuous or vicious respectively ? what is it

that we see in one character which excites in us approbation,
esteem, and praise, and in another disapprobation, contempt,
and blame ?

It is possible that, at first sight, to a mind not much accus-
tomed to reflection, it might seem that these questions did not

possess much difficulty ; or, at all events, that all must agree in

the answers to be given. The matter, however, will not appear
so simple or easy when it is remembered that the standard by
which actions ore to be tried has varied at different times in the

history of the world ; that the acts which at one time or in one

country were considered even praiseworthy, have, at another
time or in another country, been visited with the severest blame ;

and that even amongst civilised countries at the present day
there is by no means complete unanimity as to the light in

which various particular actions are to be esteemed. These
considerations have even led some persons to imagine that there
is really no fixed and determinate standard of moral right and
wrong at all ; but merely that that is virtuous or vicious which

happens to be accounted so in a particular nation at a particular
time. But is this really so ? Is there no test except praise or
blame by which it can be surely decided whether an action is

virtuous or not ? To these questions, amongst other things,
the science of Ethics attempts to give a satisfactory reply.

Assuming, however, for the present that there is in reality a
fixed criterion or standard of virtue and vice that there is a
real difference between right and wrong let us see what are
the chief accounts which have been given of the nature of
virtue. Partly adopting as a basis the classification of them
given by Adam Smith, it may be stated generally that the

principal may be reduced to three classes, according M they
resolve virtue into propriety, prudence, or disinterested bene-
volence, which we mart consider separately, though it will not

'

be possible to examine them accurately in detail.

By virtue, consisting in propriety of conduct, is meant that it

consists in the suitableness of. the affection from which a man
acts to the object by which it is excited. This was the foun-
dation of the Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoical system*.
The soul, according to Plato, was composed of three faculties

or parts, called the rational, irascible (including, for example,
ambition, animosity, emulation, and revenge), and concupiicent
(i.e., all passions founded in the love of pleasure, and including
all the bodily and sensual appetites). Justice, the greatest of
all virtues, and which comprehended in it prudence, fortitude,

temperance, and the rest, existed when the three parts or faculties
of the soul were in a state of balance, and confined themselves
each to its proper place, without either interfering with the

province of the other. Hence he represented virtue as the

harmony of the soul, or as a state of perfect health ; and com-

pared it to a well-ordered republic, in which the wise laws of the
ruler were promptly and cheerfully obeyed by the ruled.

Aristotle regarded each of the virtues as a mean lying between
two opposite vices, one of which has too much and the other too
little of some particular quality the quality being the being
duly and properly affected by some particular class of objects.

Thus, courage is the mean between the vices of cowardice on the
one hand, and rashness on the other ; the former of which con-
sists in being too much, and the latter in being too little, affected

by the objects of fear. So frugality lies in a mean between
avarice, an excess, and profusion, a defect, in attending to the

objects of self-interest.

Zeno, the founder of the great Stoical school, taught that
virtue consisted in choosing or rejecting the different objects of

choice presented to us, according as they were by nature consti-

tuted more or less the objects of choice or rejection for us.

Every animal was, at its birth, entrusted to its own care by
nature, and was endowed for this purpose with self-love, that it

might try to preserve, not only its existence, but also all the
different parts of its nature, in their most perfect state. What-
ever, therefore, tended to this preservation, was pointed out by
nature as an object of choice, and whatever had a contrary
tendency was similarly pointed out as an object of rejection.

Some, however, of the objects in each class were more the

objects of choice or rejection, as the case might be, than others:
for example, health was preferable to strength, strength to

agility, and reputation to power ; and so, also, sickness was
more to be rejected than unwieldiness of body, ignominy than

poverty, and poverty than the loss of power. And, accordingly,
it was in choosing those objects which, out of several presented
to us of which we could not obtain all, were most to be chosen ;

and, in like manner, rejecting those which were most to be re-

jected when we could not reject all, that virtue consisted.

Several modern writers on Ethics have also regarded virtue

as ultimately resolvable into propriety of conduct. Clarke
makes it consist in a conduct conformable to the fitness of

things, and Wollaston in a conduct conformable to truth.

The earliest philosopher who made virtue to consist in

prudence was Epicurus. According to him, bodily pleasure and

pain are the sole ultimate objects of desire and aversion ; and

anything else is desired or shunned only from its tendency to

procure us such pleasure or save us from such pain. "All other

virtues," ho said,
"
grow from prudence, which teaches that we

cannot live pleasurably without living justly and virtuously,
nor live justly and virtuously without living pleasurably." And
although he regarded the pleasures and pains of the mind as

infinitely greater than those of the body, yet, according to his

view, the former were always ultimately resolvable into the latter ;

i.e., the pleasures and pains of the mind were derived from the

recollection and anticipation of those of the body. None of the.

virtues were, in this system, to be pursued upon their own
account, but only because they tended to secure the greatest

happiness which man can enjoy. In this respect Epicurus was

wrong, though he was clearly right in his statement that a
virtuous course of conduct is necessary to happiness.

Hutcheson and others (such as Cudworth and More) have
made virtue to consist in benevolence, or love ; which, as it was

according to them the sole principle of action with the Deitv.

so it was the only praiseworthy motive to action with man. " In
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directing
1 all our actions," to quote Adam Smith,

"
to promote

the greatest possible good, in submitting all inferior affections

to the desire of the general happiness of mankind, in regarding
one's-self but as one of the many, whose prosperity was to be

pursued no further than it was consistent with, or conducive to,

that of the whole, consisted the perfection of virtue." But one
circumstance alone (mentioned by Dugald Stewart) is almost
decisive against this theory it fails to account for such virtues

as those of gratitude, veracity, and justice. These virtues all

depend, in a greater or less degree, upon the relations subsisting
between the agent and some one else, which could not be con-

sidered to make any difference in the action if its merit depended
solely upon the amount of good or benefit to some one else

intended by the person who performed it.

But omitting, for the present, any further consideration of

the nature of virtue, there remains, as already stated, the

question, how is it that we come to approve of virtue and dis-

approve of vice ; in other words, the question of the theory of

morals, or the existence and origin of a moral faculty which

approves some actions and disapproves others.

That there is such a faculty in our nature, few schools of

philosophers have been found to deny ; and those who have
done so have failed in the arguments by which they have

attempted to maintain their theory. The assertion that we are

not so constituted as to approve of the class of actions called

virtuous, and to disapprove of the opposite class, and that

habit would, after a while, induce us just as readily to praise
the latter and blame the former, is repugnant to the evidence

which every thinking man finds, upon reflection, in his own
mind. It is quite true that a long course of vice may so harden
a man as that he may find greater pleasure in a vicious than a
virtuous course of conduct ; but yet there is, for all that, a

feeling in his mind which, however he may refuse to listen to

it, condemns him for so doing. We cannot do better than

quote Bishop Butler's summary upon this matter, in his
" Dis-

sertation on the Nature of Virtue." "We have," he says, "a
capacity of reflecting upon actions and characters, and making
them an object to our thought ; and on doing this, we naturally
and unavoidably approve some actions, under the peculiar view
of their being virtuous and of good desert ; and disapprove
others, as vicious and of ill desert. That wo have this moral

approving and disapproving faculty is certain, from our expe-

riencing it in ourselves, and recognising it in each other. It

appears from our exercising it unavoidably in the approbation
and disapprobation even of feigned characters, from the words

right and wrong, odious and amiable, base and worthy, with

many others of like signification in all languages applied to

actions and characters ; from the many written systems of

morals which suppose it ; . . . from our natural sense of

gratitude, which implies a distinction between merely being the

instrument of good, and intending it ;
from the like distinction

every one makes between injury and mere harm, which Hobbes

says is peculiar to mankind, and between injury and just

punishment, a distinction plainly natural, prior to the con-

sideration of human laws."
The existence, however, of such a faculty naturally leads to

another question with which it sometimes is confused, that of its

origin ; and those who are quite agreed that it exists as a con-

stituent element of our present nature, may differ widely as to

how it came to be so. According to some, our perception of

right and wrong is to be referred to a peculiar principle of our

mind, which perceives these qualities in a manner similar to

that in which our senses perceive the qualities of external

things ; and so they have given it the name of the " moral
sense." Others hold that the distinction between right and

wrong is perceived by the same intellectual faculty which dis-

covers truth in the mathematical and kindred sciences, i.e., the
reason ; while others, again, have attempted to resolve our
moral faculty into some other more general or simpler notion
of our nature, such as the "association of ideas."

Let us now suppose that we are witnesses of the doing of a

good or bad action (e.g., of gratitude or cruelty), and let us try
to analyse the feelings to which it gives rise in our minds.

First of all, then, we are conscious that the action is right or

wrong, as the case may be ; i.e., we feel that it conforms to or

violates some rule already existing in our minds by which we
are accustomed, without any effort, to judge actions, and by
reference to which we pronounce them virtuous or vicious. The

mode in which this rule or standard comes to be in our mind
we are not at the moment conscious of ; all we feel is that it is

there ; it requires further reflection to ascertain its origin.

This origin, according to Cudworth, is to be found in the
reason ;

in which he was opposed to Hobbes, who, holding that
all human knowledge consisted in what was perceivable by the

senses, maintained that right and wrong were unreal, as they
could not be so perceived. Cudworth considered that the dis-

tinction between right and wrong, so far from being a mere

chimera, was perceived by the same faculty of the mind which

perceived the distinction between a triangle and a square, or

between truth and falsehood. Hence, to quote Adam Smith,
"

it became the popular doctrine, that the essence of virtue and
vice did not consist in the conformity or disagreement of human
actions with the law of a superior, but in their conformity or

disagreement with reason, which was thus considered as the
source and principle of approbation and disapprobation." And
this system, which made it an absolute contradiction in terms
to state that any power could change the eternal and immutable
distinctions between right and wrong, was considered to have
established morality upon a solid and unchangeable basis. In
this Cudworth was followed by Clarke, one of whose school even,

went the length of asserting that "
morality is the practice of

reason."

Hutcheson, however, referred the distinction between right
and wrong to a peculiar power of perception originally implanted
in our nature, to which he gave the name of the " moral sense,"
which has been continued as a philosophical term ever since.

Understanding by sense a capacity of receiving ideas, together
with pleasures and pains, from a particular class of objects, he
said that "

all the ideas or the materials of our reasoning or

judging are received by some immediate powers of perception,
internal or external, which we may call senses. Reasoning or

intellect seems to raise no new species of ideas, but to discover

or discern the relations of those received." And moral ideas

were nothing more than a distinct class of these.

Now our senses, it is admitted, do not inform us of realities

in the external objects perceived through their means ; but

merely signify a power or capacity in the object to affect us in

a certain manner, to produce a certain effect on our minds.

What is really meant by the expression
" The fire feels hot

"
is

not that our senses inform us of heat as something really

existing in the fire, but only that there are certain effects pro-
duced on our senses by the fire at the particular time, which we
have agreed to call by the name "heat." This is the almost

universally received doctrine in modern times. Once, therefore,

it was laid down that right and wrong are perceived in exactly
the same manner as the heat of the fire (to adopt the common
but unphilosophical mode of expression), it was easy to say,
that one did not signify a reality any more than the other, that

each arose from an arbitrary relation between our constitution

and particular objects of sense, and that right and wrong were

nothing in the acts denominated virtuous or vicious, and con-

sequently could not in any other sense be held eternal or

immutable.
We cannot, therefore, adopt the exact meaning which Hut-

cheson has given to the phrase "moral sense," inasmuch as,

whatever name be given to the faculty by which wo get moral

ideas and perceive the ideas of right and wrong, these ideas

must be held to be simple ideas arising immediately in our

minds upon witnessing or learning the performance of an action,

and the words must be held to denote qualities in the acts

themselves, and not merely feelings produced by them in us.

If this be granted, it is of minor importance what name be

given to the mental faculty which takes cognisance of them.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTEB III. FIRST COMMERCIAL PERIOD PRIMITIVE
LAND TRADE (continued).

PHOENICIA.

PHCENICIA, the most famous of the commercial nations of the

ancient world, took part in overland, river, and maritime

trade. Its position in the Levant gave it the command of

the Mediterranean. This sea was the scene of its earliest enter-

prises, and from the countries on its shores were obtained those
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whicli it interchanged with the great commercial
account of Pluunifia, in its pros

IB to bo fouii'l in i:/.. !.!! xxvii. In the early Hebrew
i iu the (,'unoral designation of Canaan,

.viah nation the history of the

became closely connected.

uoiu was not, properly speaking, a kingdom, bnt a con-

t independent cities, of which Sidon was the head,
i the "daughter of Sidon," situated twenty miles

of that city, outgrew its parent in importance. The
i-i. iii.l of Arvad, known also as Aradus, opposite which stood

/arephath or Sarepta (noted for its wine and glass

iii:uiiit'iu'turos), Byblus, Arka, and Ptolemais, were amongst the

states. Tyre, Sidon, and Aradns, in conjunction,
1 Tripoli*, or tho triple city. Later, Berytus became an

important place, and is still an Oriental emporium under the

n iKimo of Beyrout. Those cities wore bound together by
a r. immunity of interests and a common religion : the common
worship of Mclkarth, tho Tyrian Hercules, called Baal in tho

Scriptures, strengthened still further the union of the three cities.

The Phoenicians wore engaged in manufactures and trade, and

though they defended themselves with skill and courage when
attacked, were on the whole a peaceful people. Their colonies

were established, not for the sake of extended dominion, but to

servo as centres of commerce.
Nebuchadnezzar besieged Sidon, and laid it in ruins, but was

unable to subdue Tyre. New Tyre superseded Old Tyre in

wealth and importance, but it was compelled to submit to

Alexander the Great, after seven months' siege. The villages

occupying the sites of the great cities of Sidon and Tyre, under
tho modern names of Saide and Sur or Tsur, are now petty
fishing hamlets. Small villages also indicate the position of

most of the other places which have been mentioned.

Phoenicia, a prey to Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, and
Macedonian conquest, still retained in its position and natural
resources a vitality which made it an important Roman province,
n nd which lasted until the time of the Crusades. Tyre was one
of the last places held by the Christians against the Saracens,
and dates its final and utter ruin from this epoch. The site of
the ancient city is now mostly covered by the sea. Although the
Phoenicians were essentially sailors, yet their inland trade was
extensive and valuable. With their neighbours, the Jews, their

connection during the reigns of David and Solomon was very
intimate. Hiram supplied David with cedars, and sent skilful

metal-workers to Jerusalem to aid in building the king's palace,
and in the erection of the Temple, during the reign of Solomon.

Jewish hewers of wood joined with those of Sidon in felling
the timber of Lebanon. The resources of the two states
differed greatly. Phoenicia produced scarcely any grain, but
fruits, timber, and metals were abundant. Palestine was in

great part a fertile river-plain, producing fine wheat, barley,
wine, and oil, as well as balm, honey, and gums, which the

Tyrian princes were ready to receive in exchange for timber,
gold, dyed cloths, metal-work, ornaments, and other commodities,
the produce of their foreign traffic, or of their homo industry.
The Jews carried on an extensive inland traffic, as factors

or middlemen for the Phoenicians. The conquests of David
extended tho confines of the Hebrew kingdom to the Syrian
desert, and southwards over the land of Edom to the Bed Sea,
on the shores of which Solomon built the ports of Elath and
Ezion-geber. The latter monarch also built Tadmor in the

wilderness, or the City of Palm-trees, called by the Greeks
Palmyra, as a halting-place for tho caravans between Syria and
Mesopotamia. The name of this city shows that it owed its

foundation to the existence of an oasis. Its ruins still attest
its ancient grandeur.

Baalbek, or Baalath, at the foot of Anti-Libanus, was en-

larged and fortified by the wise merchant-monarch. The Greeks
gave it the name of Heliopolis, the City of the Sun. Its

temples, now in ruins, impress travellers with wonder both on
account of tho massive blocks of stones of which they are
built, seemingly beyond human power to move, and of the
symbolical figures sculptured upon them. The care of Solomon
in founding these ports and cities was not without a purpose.
His subjects had as strong a predilection for inland as the
Phoenicians had for maritime traffic, and each nation left to
the other its special division of labour. Solomon's interest in
Baalbek and Palmyra proves that the direct road between

Phoenicia and Babylon was iu the hand* of tho Jew*. Thu
WM the raont important caravan routo in existence, and it ran

iy through tho doneri. The Hebrew port* on the Bed
Sea were open to the PhuMiiciun, who brought thither the pro-
ducts of India and Arabia, the Jewg conveying them overland to
Phoenicia.

TliD overland trade with Egypt wan conducted in much the
same way. The Jewish people profited aa keenly by the idiosyn-
crasies of the Egyptians, aa by those of the Phoenicians. The
hitter were subjected to BO many restrictions in their intercourse
with Egypt, that they availed themselves to a great extent of the
services of the Hebrews in the conveyance of the flax, fine linen,
and embroidery, for which the kind of the Nile waa celebrated,
Solomon also traded with Egypt on his own account, for we
read of his importing horses and chariots, which he gold again
to the neighbouring princes. Wine and oil, with which Palestine

abounded, were not produced in Egypt. The inundations of
the Nile, though they deposit a soil unequalled for promoting
the growth of grain and gourds, are unfavourable to both the
vine and the olive. These Syrian productions were therefore
the chief means of repayment at Solomon's command. To these
were doubtless added the gems, spices, and balsams brought
from India and Arabia, and through the ports of the Bed Sea.
In the direct trade of the Phoenicians with Egypt, which was
confined at first to a part of the city of Thebes, bnt afterwards
extended to a part of Memphis also, the wine of the district

of Chalybonitis, around tho modern city of Aleppo, was the

staple of exchange, together with copper, of which the Egyptians
made extensive use in their metal-work.
The great increase of Jewish wealth is narrated in Scripture

history. The zenith of Jewish prosperity was reached in the

reign of the merchant-king, who
" made silver to be in Jerusalem

as stones ; and cedars made he to be as sycamore-trees, that are
in the vale for abundance ; and Judah and Israel were many, as
the sand which is by the sea-shore for multitude, eating and
drinking and making merry." That the cities of Phoenicia
were no less wealthy is testified by sacred and profane historians,
who refer to Tyre and Sidon as types of wealth.

From the Syrians and Cappadocians the Phoenicians obtained
various products, which they bartered at a great profit for the
commodities of other countries. The Chalybon wine was of
such repute as to banish almost all other kinds from the tables
of royalty. Its transport overland was difficult, and added to
its costliness. A few jars of it could be exchanged in Egypt
for as many loads of corn. From Syria was obtained the fine

wool which the Phoenicians wove into choice fabrics and dyed
with their famous purple. The celebrated snow-white Nicean

horses, regarded in Persia as alone worthy to draw the chariot

of majesty, were bred in Cappadocia. Other horses were

reared, but none approached this breed in beauty. Mules also

were obtained from the same parts, and Circassia and Georgia
contributed slaves. Engaged in every form of commercial

enterprise, this industrious people trafficked in the productions
alike of maritime and of inland trade. The commodities con-

veyed by caravan consisted of raw materials as well as of

industrial products. The cotton, linen, and woollen fabrics

were so skilfully dyed that they presented the effect of shot
silk. Sidon and Sarepta were noted for the manufacture of

glass, which is supposed to have been first made by accident.

The discovery was put to no greater use for a long time than
that of making beads and trinkets, to be used as cheap objects
of barter. In like manner, ornaments, chains of amber and

gold, carved ivory, and other artistic work, engaged the skill of

the Phoenicians, and appear to have found especial favour in the

eyes of the Hebrew women. Some authors trace to this people
the first use of coined money. It is probable that the arts of

computation and of alphabetic writing spread from Phoenicia to

Greece, and l^ence through the Western world. How Phoenicia

learnt these arts is not clear. The fable of Cadmus satisfied

ancient inquirers, but modern investigators, who have tried to

penetrate further, consider the alphabet of the ancient Phoeni-

cians and Hebrews to have been a simplified development of

the hieroglyphic system of Egypt. Whether the adaptation
was the work of the practical skill of the Phoenicians or of

Moses is a disputed point. More certain is the fact that these

characters form the foundation of all the other alphabets of the

world Sanscrit, Zend, Greek, Roman, Arabic, Ethiopian, Arme-

nian, and Slavonian.
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CHAPTER IV. FIRST COMMERCIAL PERIOD (continued).

BABYLONIA.
THE alluvial plains of the Euphrates and Tigris lie eastward of

Syria. These two rivers unite before they flow into the Persian

Gulf, and form the modern Shat-el-Arab, anciently called the

Pasitigris. Above their confluence they enclose the plain of

Babylonia, of which, strictly speaking, they form the boun-

daries. Higher up, the streams converge again to within a few

miles of each other, at which point the Median Wall was

erected, both as a fortification and defence against the approach
of a hostile army and a line of demarcation between Babylonia
and Mesopotamia.

Babylonia was almost a rainless region. Yet under a perfect

system of irrigation it attained marvellous fertility. It was

nearly destitute of wood, and entirely so of building-stone.

Babylon stood upon both banks of the Euphrates. Whole

pages of ancient historians are filled with descriptions of its

magnitude, and of the opulence of its inhabitants. Huge walls,

pierced with a hundred gates of brass, surrounded the city,

through which the Euphrates rolled between embankments of

masonry. The palace of the great king, with its terraces or

gardens, was accounted one of the world's wonders. The only
towns we know of which existed on these plains besides

Babylon were Forsath, now Bassora, and Borsippa, neither of

much extent ; indeed, the latter seems to have been rather a

district of the capital than a neighbouring town.

The vast mud flat was subject to vernal floods, which by
a network of canals and reservoirs were rendered serviceable

to the country, that they would otherwise have devastated.

Remains of these watercourses are still to be seen. Bricks

burnt and unburnt, and cemented with bitumen of which

springs are still in activity on the plain formed the building
material of Babylon. Travellers are amazed at the mounds of

brick which even now line the rivers for many miles, though the

ruins have formed a quarry whence were taken the bricks used

in the building of the large towns of Ctesiphon, Seleucia, Kufa,
and Almadain. It has been computed that more bricks were
used in the walls and towers of Babylon, than in the Great
Wall of China, which is 1,200 miles long.

Babylon owed its prosperity principally to the fertility of its

floil, which yielded abundant crops of dates and grain. The
latter is said to have been mown twice, and then eaten down by
cattle before it was allowed to come into ear, in order to check
its tendency to run into exuberance of leaf, and even then the

return was more than two hundredfold. These plains claim

to be the centre from which corn spread, and where it was
first used for food. The palm furnished bread, wine, vinegar,

honey, sago, an esculent something like the cabbage, food for

cattle, fuel, and ropes. The power and riches of Babylon were

partly due to other agencies over and above its fertility.

The position of the city, as already stated, placed it in the

highway of the primitive land-trade east and west, and on its

waters were made the first attempts at river-traffic attempts
which opened up other lines of commerce. Food-produce in

abundance, at scarcely any cost of labour, was ready for traders
in exchange for Chinese silks, Indian gems and spices, Bactrian

gold and gold-dust, and Western silver and wine. At home,
textile manufactures of wool, linen, and cotton were carried

to great perfection. Sindones, as some wonderfully fine and
beautifully dyed cotton fabrics were called, were so costly as to

be restricted to royal use. Brilliant tapestries, upon which the

zoology of India was embroidered, were coveted by princes for

the choicest hangings of their palaces and harems, and from
these the West received its first notions of Indian natural

history. Carpets and coverlets from Babylonian looms were
treasures more precious than gold. Borsippa is mentioned as

famous for the finest linen and cotton fabrics, but manufactures

generally were carried on within the precincts of the capital.
The dye-stuffs were the Tyrian purple, obtained from Phoenicia,
Indian lac, the precursor of cochineal, and some other tropical

products. The production of articles of luxury minor in-

dustries compared with the preceding, but still of great value
also employed the Babylonians. Their tropical climate ren-

dered the use of cooling perfumed waters universal. They
were expert in the art of engraving stones for seals, and they
cut the gems of India for signet rings and jewellery. The
curious fashion prevailed of carrying a walking-stick of fine

wood, elaborately carved with a device of fruit or flowers, and

serving, instead of costly jewels, to indicate the rank and means
of its owner.
Both the Tigris and the Euphrates were navigated at a very

early period. The first boats were rude coracles of light wood
covered with skins. Such vessels are sculptured on the

Assyrian monuments, and under the name of keleks continue to

be used on both rivers for the transport of goods. The current

of the Euphrates was too strong to allow such frail rafts to

ascend against the stream ; they were therefore used only in

descending the river, and then broken up, asses being laden
with the skins on the return journey. By such means the wine
and oil of Armenia, and commodities gathered together within
a hundred miles of the Mediterranean, reached Babylon, then
the market both for the freight and the wooden framework of

the vessels. At Thapsacus, a station between Babylon and

Aleppo, on the upper course of the Euphrates, merchandise was

again transferred to caravans. Wind power was eventually
enlisted in the service of trade

;
the use of sails enabled the

traders to enlarge and strengthen their river craft, and to

make them less dependent upon the force of currents, so that

they were able to navigate the rivers both up and down. Like
the Egyptians, they feared the sea, and left it entirely to the

daring and skill of the Phoenicians. The ports in the Persian

Gulf, Gerrha, half-way up the gulf on the Arabian coast, Tylos
and Arados, were all founded by Phoenician colonists. The
natural resources of these cities were few. At Tylos, one of

the Bahrein islands, superior cotton was cultivated, teak oak
was felled, and handsome sticks, streaked and spotted like the
skins of the tiger and the leopard, were cut ; the pearl bank,
not even yet exhausted, produced gems superior to those of

Ceylon in hardness and beauty. Muscat, Djulvar, and Ormuz
shared in this commerce.
The port of Gerrha opened np a caravan trade across the

Arabian desert, and between all these cities and India an active

maritime commerce sprang up. Through Bactria came Indian

produce, amongst which were large dogs trained for hunting,
cotton, silk, and wool, both raw and manufactured. Media
and Hyrcania supplied timber of various kinds ; Scythia, skins ;

Egypt, flax, cattle, horses, and mules ; and the enterprising
Phoenicians sent from the Jewish ports of Elath and Ezion-geber
the valuable commodities procured from the shores of the Bed
Sea

;
and their own storehouses contributed the wealth of the

Western world. The district around the city was called Baby-
lonia ; that extending lower down the river Tigris, as far as its

mouths, bore the name of Chaldea. The Chaldeans were Aryans ;

the Babylonians generally, like the Jews, Semitic. The Chal-

deans were the ruling caste in the state, its astrologers, seers,

and soothsayers, and, for that period of history, their knowledge
had an extensive range. Babylon was at first subject to the

Assyrian monarchy, but afterwards became independent, con-

quered Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, and razed it to the ground.
The Golden City, the "glory of the Chaldees' excellency,"
attained its greatest power during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,
who extended the Babylonian empire from the Tigris to Egypt,
and from Armenia to the Arabian desert. Profuse wealth led

to vicious indulgence on the part of the rulers, and invited

aggression. Cyrus laid siege to Babylon, diverted the course

of the Euphrates, and entered the city by the bed of the river

during a nocturnal feast, B.C. 538. It became the third capital
of the Persian kingdom, Susa and Ecbatana being the other

two. Babylonian commerce declined under the Persians, who
put an end to the maritime traffic, fearing lest an inroad upon
their dominions should be the consequence of tho navigation of

the Persian Gulf.

Babylon (B.C. 324) opened its gates without opposition to

Alexander the Great, who endeavoured to restore its commerce,
and to that end improved the navigation of the Tigris and

Euphrates. His death in the following year frustrated his

intention of making Babylon the capital of his empire.
We have thus briefly sketched the oldest modes of commerce

practised amongst nations. We have seen how land-carriage, in

its nature an expensive means of transport, became combined
with river-traffic, and afterwards with a more extensive mari-

time commerce, a detailed account of which we shall give in

another chapter. The district traversed by caravans extended

from Egypt to Bokhara. Conveyance of merchandise in these parts
is to this day conducted in a similar manner, though railways are

perhaps destined in the end to supersede caravans altogether.



LESSONS IN MINERALOGY.

I

M I XERALOGY. I.

DEFINITION OF A MINKKAL CHARACTERISTIC* AND PtCU-

ulTIKS OF MINERALS COMPARATIVE HABDNK8I
8Pt V ITT CRYSTALLISATION.

ACCOUDINO to Dana, a mineral is
"
any substance in nature not

organised by vitality, whic'u has a homogeneous structure.
"

That is to say, a minoral is not the product of any process
i on by the agent we call lifo

; neither is a minoral a rock,

because a rock is an aggregation of particles, it may bo of very
:;t compositions, and therefore cannot bo said to have a

homogeneous structure. Another definition places a mineral in

another light, which describes it to bo " an inorganic substance

formed in the earth, possessing a definite geometrical shape, and
a definite chemical composition." It is evident from this defi-

nition that if the geometrical shape of the mineral and its

composition be known, the mineral can bo distinguished, and its

name, if it has been before described, determined ; so that the

mineralogist must be skilled in two branches of knowledge
crystallography and chemical analysis before ho can bo master
of his subject. For the processes by which the

chemist determines the composition of minerals,
works on chemical analysis must bo consulted. In
this branch wo only deal with the results, not with
the means by which the results have been obtained.

Before, however, we enter upon an outline of Crys-

tallography, it will be but rational to aid the student to deter-

mine some of the most common and conspicuous minerals by
means of those physical properties which require no other

knowledge than how to observe.

The physical characteristics of minerals are (1) of structure ;

(2) peculiarities depending on

light, hardness, gravity, taste,
and smell.

As to Structure: the way in

which the particles of a mineral
are placed together causes the

mineral to have sundry charac-

ters. It is said to be
1. Brittle, when it easily

breaks, and when parts of the
mineral separate into powder
when an attempt is mode to cut

it, as many of the ores.

2. Sectile, when by means of

a knife thin slices will separate
from the mass, as selenitc.

3. Malleable, when as native

gold will flatten out under the
.hammer. "'g

4. Flexible, when the mineral
will bend and remain in that position, as asbestos, and many of

the fibrous minerals.
5. Elastic, when the mineral returns to its original shape

after having been bent, as mica.
Fracture depends on the state of the aggregation of the

particles, and is described as
1. Conchoidal, when the surface of the fracture is rendered

uneven by concave depressions and convexities. This fracture
id well exhibited if a lump of flint be split.

2. Even, when the surface is flat or nearly so.

3. Uneven, when it is broken.
4. Hackly, when the surface is very rough with sharp edges ;

a broken piece of zinc or of cast-iron illustrates this fracture.

Some minerals sure fibrous, as asbestos. Some are crystalline,
as certain marbles which possoss a glistening surface like loaf

sugar.
Besides these, there are other terms used to express what the

words evidently indicate.

A mineral can only affect tha taste which is soluble in the
saliva.

1. Saline expresses the taste of common salt.

2. Alkaline, that of soda.
3. Astringent, that of alum.
There are but few which are capable of emitting any odour.

Serpentine and some other kindred minerals give off an argil-
laceous odour when breathed upon ; that is, they smell like clay ;

but, generally speaking, minerals are inodorous, except when BO
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heated M to giro off vapour*. Under such treatment many of
the artenic ore* produce a smell of garlic ; telenivm give* off

the fame* of horseradish, and sulphur the distinctive odour of

sulphurous aoid gas.

Dependent upon light are fire characters of mineral*, viz.,

colour, lustre, diaphaneity, refraction, and fluoretcence.
Colour in either metallic or non-metallic. Metallic lustre U

that peculiar lustre which distinguishes the metals ; however,
it does not belong exclusively to the clous ; for graphite, which
is carbon, and scales of iodine, both possess metallic lastre.

Minerals whose colour is non-metallic may be found of every
hue, from the black onyx to the colourless diamond.

Iridescence is when the rainbow hues play within the crystal ;

this is due to cracks which penetrate it, and the rays of light
reflected from the two surfaces "

interfere."

Opalescence is the pearly reflection which is seen with certain

opals, and in the mineral called "
cat's-eyes."

Pearly is that silky and often coloured lustre which renders of

such value the nacre with which many of the mollusks line their

shells. When a grain of sand or some other foreign substance
finds its way within the shell, the animal, to allay the

irritation, coats the intrusive grain with its beautiful

polish. The reason the nacre possesses the pearly
lustre arises from the fact that the creature deposits
the substance in fine layers ; the light reflected from
their edges is in a condition to "

interfere," as in

the case of iridescence. That the play of colours is entirely
due to this, may readily be proved by pressing against the

mother-of-pearl a piece of white wax, and it will be found that
the wax now exhibits the colours. But pearly is generally

applied to minerals having the appearance of nacre without the

colours; talc and ttilbite are

examples.
In addition to metallic and

pearly lustres, there are

Vitreous; a lump of broken

glass possesses this lustre typi-

cally. Many minerals share it ;

as quartz, calc spar, etc.

Resinous, as the name implies,
is the lustre which distinguishes
the yellow resins, and is shared

by zinc-blende, opal, etc.

Silky lustre is the result of a

fibrous structure, and is exhibited

by fibrous carbonate of lime,
fibrous gypsum, and always by
minerals which possess a

pearly lustre when they become
fibrous.

Adamantine is the lustre

exhibited by the diamond, and other highly-refractive gems.
The degrees of lustre are five :

1. Splendent, when the reflection is so good as to give the

images of objects ; as is the case in Elba iron ore, in some

specimens of galena, and pyrites.
2. Shining, when there is an image, but not one well denned ;

as calc spar, celoatino.

3. Glistening, when there is a general reflection from all

points of the surface ; talc, copper pyrites, etc., are examples.
4. Glimmering, when the reflection from the surface is

imperfect, and only takes place from certain points, as is the

case in flint and chalcedony.
5. Dull expresses a total absence of lustre.

The property which all bodies possess in a more or less degree,
of allowing light to pass through them, is termed diaphaneity.
The most opaque bodies, if in sufficiently thin laminae, will

permit light to traverse them, as gold-leaf and silver-leaf.

There are five degrees of diaphaneity :

1. Transparent, when objects can be distinctly seen through
the mineral, as crystals of quartz, carbonate of lime, and selenite.

2. Semi-transparent, when the object is seen, but not clearly.

3. Translucent, when light passes, but not so as to define

objects.
4. Translucent on the edges, when light passes through the

edges of the mineral, while the thicker parts are opaque.
5. Opaque, when no light passes.
In traversing minerals, light does not always obey the
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ordinary laws of refraction, but in some cases the ray is divided
Into two. This phenomenon is termed double refraction, and is

readily exhibited if a piece of clear calc spar be placed over a

line; the line will appear double, as represented in Fig. 1.

Upon turning the crystal in one position, the lines will overlap
each other, and the maximum separation will be found when
the crystal is turned 90 from the position in which they
overlapped.

If the greatest solid angles at opposite corners of the rhomb
of spar were cut off, and the new faces polished, wo should find

that a ray passing through the crystal in that direction was not
divided. This line is called the optic axis, or the axis of double

refraction.
This property belongs to all crystals having unequal axes of

symmetry (this and other terms now necessarily used will be
understood when the next lesson is reached), and as there

is one system in which the axes are all equal, crystals of

that system do not possess the property of double refraction.

There are crystals, however, which have two optic axes, that is,

which have two directions in which the ray is not divided, and
these belong to the three systems which have their lateral axes

unequal ; so that, concisely
1. The Tes*ular (I.) system has no double refraction.

2. The Dimetric (II.) and Hexagonal (VI.) systems have one

optic axis.

3. The Trimctric (III.), the Monoclinic (IV.), and Triclinic

(V.) have two optic axes.

The relative hardness of minerals is most useful in deter-

mining them. Kirwan was the first to arrange the table or

scale of hardness now universally adopted, which is known by
the name of Moh's scale ; for that mineralogist gave the idea
most publicity.

1. = the hardness of talc.

2. rocksalt.

3. calo spar.
4. fluor spar.
5. apatite.

6. = the hardness of felspar.
7. quartz.
8. ,, topaz.
9. sapphire.

10. ,, , diamond.

That mineral which will scratch another is the harder of the

two, so that by trying a mineral with the minerals named on
the list, its relative hardness may at once be determined, and at
least it may be pronounced what it is not. A good way to try
the hardness of two minerals is to draw a file across them, and
the way in which each is affected by the file will at once
indicate their relative hardnesses.

Fluorescence is a property possessed by a few minerals of

retaining the light of the sun for a short time after they have
been in a dark place. Fluor spar possesses this quality.
The specific gravity is another means of discriminating a

mineral specimen. The specific gravity is the relative iveight
which a mineral 'bears to an equal volume of distilled water at
60 Fahr.

It is easily obtained by attaching the mineral to one scale of
a balance by a hair, and then weighing it as it is immersed in a
glass of water beneath the scale. Subtract this weight from
the ordinary weight of the mineral to find the weight of the
:water displaced, that is, of a volume of water equal to that of
the mineral, and the ordinary weight of the mineral divided by
this will be its specific gravity.

There is a second method, which is applicable to porous
minerals and those which can only be obtained in powder.
A light glass bottle, capable of containing 1,000 grs. of water,

is filled up to the mark on its neck with distilled water at
60 Fahr.; a few drops are poured out, and sufficient of the
mineral is now added to make the water again reach the mark.
The bottle is now weighed. The difference between this weight
and 1,000 grs. divided by the weight of the water poured out,
gives the required specific gravity.
Mineral tallow or hatchetine is the lightest of the known

minerals, its specific gravity being 0'C078, whilst the ore of
indium, whose specific gravity is 19'5, is the heaviest.

CRYSTALLISATION.

"When from any cause a mineral has been deprived of its

cohesion and its particles caused to separate, if the particles
are permitted to associate themselves again to form the solid,
in such a way that they can follow their own inclinations, the
solid will give indications of being constructed according to
certain laws. That is, the force of cohesion does not act

equally in every direction, but in the great majority of instances
sets itself to construct regular geometrical solids, called

crystals.
The student can readily assure himself of the fact, by taking

any ordinary salt, common salt, or saltpetre, or alum, and adding
it to boiling water until the water will dissolve no more ; suspend
in the water a bunch of threads, and allow the solution to stand
all night ; in the morning the string will be found covered witn.

crystals. The common salt will be in cubes, the alum in four-

sided pyramids placed base to base. The larger the quantity
of solution and the more slowly it cools, the larger will be
the crystals ; muddy solutions also increase their size. The
presence of a substance which does not crystallise with the salt,

may modify the shape of the crystals ; thus, if in the solution
of common salt urea be present, the crystals will no longer
be cubes, but, like those of alum, octohedra.

Many are the peculiarities of crystallisation. We might
almost say that crystals in their formation exhibited signs of
instinct. If a damaged crystal be suspended in a saturated
solution of the salt which composes it, the salt out of the solu-
tion will begin to repair the damage, so that in a little time the

general contour of the crystal will be restored. If in a solu-
tion there be small and great crystals, and the solution by
an alteration of temperature be made alternately saturated and
non-saturated, it will be found that the small crystals entirely
become dissolved, while the large crystals grow. Crystals may
also be got from a vapour condensing sulphur, arsenic, iodine,
offer examples of this or from a liquid cooling. If, for in-

stance, 8 or lOlbs. of sulphur or bismuth be melted and allowed
to cool, if when a crust has been formed it is removed, and the

yet liquid substance bo poured out, the cavity will be found
lined with crystals ; and often when a metal has been molten,
and in its cooled state exhibits no signs of crystallisation, yet
the existence of the phenomenon may be shown, if a weak solvent
be applied to remove those particles which mask the formation.
If a sheet of tin, while hot, be washed over with a weak solution
of hydrochloric acid, the crystals which make the tin moire'e

mdtallique, and which previously existed, will appear. A bar
of nickel, placed in dilute nitric acid, becomes covered with

tetrahedra, because the acid dissolves the intervening uncrys-
tallised metal. But, perhaps, the tendency of particles to

arrange themselves in some order of polarity is most strikingly
illustrated in solids which are constantly submitted to processes
which move their particles. For example, the axle, or tire of

the wheel of a railway carriage, by constant vibration, gives
the particles of which it is composed the opportunity of taking
positions according to the polarity of their kind. Of this

opportunity they take advantage, and the consequence is that

many axles, when broken after years of service, exhibit through-
out their mass crystals of iron.

A very slight acquaintance with crystals will assure the
observer that those of the same mineral have a close relation-

ship, whenever, that is, the same forms are studied. This
will be illustrated by a glance at the snow crystals represented
in Fig. 2.

Although a great diversity is apparent, yet all the angles are

equal, being those of an equilateral triangle, 60; and it is the

angles which are the constants in Mineralogy they never

vary ; but the faces of the same form are always equally
inclined. To measure the angles an instrument called a gonio*
meter is used.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XV.
IEEEGULAE VEEBS OP THE SECOND CONJUGATION

(continued) .

19. The irregular verb valer, to be worth, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Past Participle. Valido. Gerund. Valiendo.

ISTD. Present. Valgo (no other Persons irregular). .First Future.

, valdras, valdra ; valdremos, valdreis, valdran.

IMP. Valga, , valga; valgamos, , valgan.
SUB. Present. Valga, valgas, valga ; valgamos, valgais, valgan. Im-

perfect. Valdria, valdrias, valdria ; valdriamos, valdriais, valdrfan.

20. Tha irregular verb ver, to see, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Visto. Gerund. Viendo.
IND. Present. Veo (no other Persons irregular). Imperfect. Veia or via,

veias or yias, veia or via ; vfiiamos or viamos, veiais or viais, veian or vian.
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IMF. Vca, , Tea i veamot, , Tean.

BUB. PrMiU. Veo, voms. Tea j reamoi, roAU, Tean.

IKKKiU LAI: VKKUS OP THE THIRD CONJUGATION.

1M Tin- irregular verb adquirir, to acquire, is thus eon-

pit. A.l.iuirido. Gerund. Adquiriendo.
. Jidquiero, adquiertfl, adqoin* j , , adquieren.

.Y.lquieru, uilijuiiTi;, ii'Uiuiera; , , adquicrau.

uit-r.i, ad'iuieraB, adquiera; , , adquieran.

I'lio irregular verb asir, to BOIZO, is thus conjugated :

He. Asido. Gerund. Asiendo.

fre-ient. Aago (no other Persona irregular).

IMP. Asga, , ugn ; aigamoc, , asgau.

SUB. Prttent. Aiga, aegai, aaga; asgamos, osgais, asgan.

Tho verb is but little used in those persons of tenses that are

invirular.

'_'.'!. Tho irregular verb bendecir, to bless, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Bendocido. Genmd. Beudeciendo.

IMD. Present. Bendigo, bendices, bendice; , , bendicen.

Perfect Dfjinite. Bendije, bendijiste, bendijo; beudijiuios, bendijisteis,

beudijerou.
IMP. lieudiga, beudice, bendiga ; beudigainos, , bendigan.
SUB. Present. Beudiga, bendigas, beudiga; bendigauios, bcndigais,

.11. Imperfect. Bondijcra or bendijcse, bendijeras or bendijeses,

bendijera or bendijese ; bendlj(5ramos or bendij^semos, bendijdrais or

bendijYseis, bendljernn or bendijesen. First Future. Bendijere, bendi-

;'ores, beudijere; bendijdremos, bendijerais, bendijeren.

Maldecir, to curse, is iiTegular in the same persons and

tenses as Icndecir.

24. The irregular verb decir, to say, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Dicho. Gerund. Diciendo.

IKD. Present. Digo, dices, dice ; , , dicen. Perfect Definite.

Dye, dijiste, dijo ; dijitnos, dijisteis, dijeron. First Future. Dir<5, diras,

dira ; diremos, dircis, diran.

IMP. Diga, di, diga; digamos, , digan.
SUB. Present. Diga, digas, diga ; digamos, digais, digan. Imperfect.

Dijera, diria, or dijcso; dijeras, dirias, or dijcscs ; dijcra, dirla, or

dijese. Diji5ramoB, diriamos, or dijdsemos; dijdrais, din'ais, or dijeseis ;

dijeran, dirian, or dijcsen. First Future. Dijere, dijeres, dijere ; dg<$-

remos, dijt5reis, dijeren.

Contradecir, dcsdecir, and predecir end their second person

singular of the imperative in ice ; as, contradice, desdice, prcdice.
In other respects they are conjugated like decir

25. The irregular verb dormir, to sleep, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Dormido. Gerund. Durmiendo.
IHD. Present. Duermo, duermcs, duerme; , , duermen.

Perfect Definite. , , durmio ; , , durmie'ron.

IMP. Duenna, duerme, duerma; durmamos, , duerman.
SUB. Present. Duerma, duermas, duenna; dunnamos, durmais,

duerman. Imperfect. Durmiera or durmiese, durmieras or durmieses,
durmiera or durmiese; durmit'ramos or durmiesemos, dunnierais or

durum'sois, durmieran or durmiesen. First Future. Durmiere, dur-

mieres, durmiore ; durmidremos, durmicrcis, durmiereu.

26. The irregular verb erguir, to stand erect, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Erguido. Gerund. Irguiendo.
IND. Present. Hiergo or yergo, birgues, hiergue ; , , hierguen.

Perfect Definite. , , irguiu ; , , irguieron.
IMP. Hicrga or yerga, hiergue, hiercra ; irgamos, , hiergan.
SUB. Present. Hierga or yerga, hiergas, liierga ; irgamos, irgais,

hiergan. Imperfect. Irguiera or irguiese, irguieras or irguiescs, irguiera
or irguiese ; iricuieramos or irguieseinos, irguicrais or irgui<5seis, ir-

guicran or irguiesen. First Future. Irguiere, irguieres, irguiere ; irguio-

remos, irguiereis, irguieren.

27. The irregular verb incluir, to include, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Incluido. Gerund. Incluyendo.
IND. Present. lucluyo, iucluyes, incluye ; , , incluyen.
IMP. lucluya, incluye, incluya ; induyamos, , incluyan.
SUB. Present. Incluya, incluyas, incluya ; iucluyamoa, incluyais,

incluyan. Imperfect. Inciayera or incluyese, incluyeras or incluyeses,

incluyera or incluyese ; incluy^ramcs or incluyt'seinos, iucluy^rais or

incluyoseis, incluyeran or incluyesen. First Future. Incluyere, ia-

cluyercs, incluyere ; inciuycremos, iucluy<-reis, incluyeren.

28. The irregular verb ir, to go, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Ido. Gerund. Yendo.
IND. Present. Voy, vas, va; vamos, vois, van. Imperfect. Iba, ibas,

iba; ibamos, ibais, iban. Perfect Definite. Fuf, fuisto, fud; tuimos,
fuisteis, fueron.

IMP. Vaya, e, Taya; Tamo*", id,

SUB. l'rtent. Vaya, vuyiu, Taya ; Tajaaxw, ToyaiB. Tayao. l

Fuera or fueae, fueraa or fuceti, fuara or tuvnu ; fu^ramoor lotuimo*,
fui;rai or fodaeU, fuerau or fw*vu.

fui'remo*, fiu'-rt-ii, fueren.

29. Tho irregular verb lucir, to nhiiio, i thus conjugated .

IMF. Post Partici]/I. Lucido. Gerund. L.iciendo.

IHD. Pretent. Luzco (no other Perean irregular).

IMF. Luzca,- , luzca ; luzcamoi,- , luzcoo.

SUB. Preent. Luzca, luzcas, luzca; luzcaito*, luzciii, luzcan.

30. Tho irregular verb oir, to bear, in thus conjugated :

IMF. Pot Participle. Oldo. Gerund. Oyeudo.
IHD. Present. Oigo, oyes, oyej-,

-
, oyen.

IMP. Oiga, oye, oiga ; oigarooe, -- , oigan.

SUB. Present. Oiga, oigas, oiga; oigamo*, oigaii, oigan. Imperfect.

Oyen or oyeae, oyeraa or oyesea, oyera or ojree ; oyrframos or oyeBeinoa,

oydrais 01- oydBeis, oyeran or oyesen, First Future. Oyre, oyeres, oyere;

oytfremos, oycreis, oyeren.

31. The irregular verb proditcir, to produce, is thus con-

jugated :

INF. Post Participle. Prodncido. Gerund. Prodaciendo.

IND. Present. Produzco (no other Persotis irregular) .Perfect De/nife.

Produje, produjisto, produjo ; produjimos, produjuteia, produjeron.
IMP. Produzca,-, produzca; produzcamos,- , prodnzcan.
SUB. Present. Produzca, produzcas, produzca; produzcainos, pro-

duzcais, produzcan. Imperfect. Produjera or produjese, produjeraa or

produjeses, produjera or produjese; produjdramos or produj^semos,

produjVrais or produjt'seis, prodnjeran or produjcsen. First Future. Pro-

dnjere, produjeres, prodnjere ; produjdremos, produjdreis, produjeren.

32. The irregular verb sah'r, to go out, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Salido. Gerund. Saliendo.

IND. Present. Salgo (no other Persons irregular).Pint Future. Saldrtf,

saldras, saldra; saldremos, saldrdis, saldran.

IMP. Saiga, sal, saiga ; salgnmos,- , salgan.

SUB. Present. Saiga, saigas, saiga ; salgamos, salgais, salgan. Impcr-

feet. Saldria, saldrias, saldria ; saldriamos, taldnais, saldrian.

33. The irregular verb sentir, to feel, is thus conjugated :

INF. Past Participle. Seutido. Gerund. Sintiendo.

IND. Present. Siento, sientes, siente;- ,
-

, sienten. Perfect

Definite.
--

,
-

, sinti<5 ;
-

,
-

, sintieron.

IMP. Sienta, siente, sienta ; sintamos,- , sientan.

SUB. Present. Sienta, sientas, sienta; sintamos, siutais, eientan.

Imperfect. Sintiera or sintiese, sintiews or sintiescs, siutiera or siiitiese ;

sinteramos or sintiesemcs, sintidrais or siuticseis, siutierau or sintieseu.

Fii-st Future. Sintiere, sinticres, sinticre; sinticremos, fcintioireis,

siuticreu.

34. Tho irregular verb servlr, to serve, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Servido. Gerund. Sirviendo.

IND. Present. Sirvo, sirves, sirvc ;
-

,
-

, sirven. Perfect

Definite.
--

,
-

, sirvio ;
-

,
-

, sirvierou.

IMP. Sirva, sirve, sirva; sirvamos, - , sirvan.

SUB. Present. Sirva, sirvas, sirva; sirvumos. eirvais, sirvan. Itnper-

feet. Sirviera or sirvicse, sirvieras or servieses, sirvicra or sir^-iese ; sir-

yidramos or sirvicsemos, sirvierais or sirvieseia, sirvierau or sirvicsen.

First Future. Sirviere, sirvieres, sirviere ; scrvicremos, eervidreis, sit

vieren.

35. The irregular verb venir, to come, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Participle. Venido. Gerund. Viuieudo.

IND. Present. Vengo, vienes, viene; -- ,
--

, vienen. Perfect

Definite. Vine, viniste, vino ; vinimos, vim'steis, vim'eron. First Future.

Veudro, vendras, vendra ; vendremos, vendrdis, vendrin.

IMP. Venga, ven, venga ; vengamos,- , vengau.

SUB. Pres. Vengo, vengas, venga; vengamos, ycngais, vengan. Im-

pei'/ect. Viniera, vendria, or viniese ; viiiieras, vendrias, of rinicsea :

viniera, vendria, or viniese. Vinieramos, veadrlomos, or viniesemos ;

viuicrais, vendriais, or vinidseis ; vinieran, vendrian, or viniesen. F.st

Future. Viniere, vinieres, viniero ; vinieremos, vinidreis, viuieren.

DEFECTIVE VEEBS.

Defective verbs are those which are not employed in all tho

tenses or persons.
1. Soler, to be accustomed, is irregular, and seldom usecl ex-

cept in tho following tenses :

IND. Present. Snelo, sueles, suelo ; solemos, soleia, snelen. Iniper-

/ect. Solia, solias, solia ; fcoliamos, soliais, solian.

2. Facer, to lie, is not often used in any other persons than

the third persons singular and plural of the present indicative,

chiefly at the beginning of epitaphs :

IND. Present.-,
-

, yace ;
-

,
-

, yacen.

Sometimes rayamos, though this form is now seldom ased.
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3. Podrir, to rot, is seldom used except in the second person

plural of the imperative, podrid; and the third person singular
of the imperfect subjunctive, podriria.
When podrir is figuratively used in any other moods or

tenses, it is to be conjugated irregularly in the same tenses

and persons as servir, by changing the o of the verb-root into

u ; as, pudriendo, rotting.

IMPERSONAL VERBS.

Impersonal verbs (or unipersonal vevbs) are those which are

employed only in the third person singular, and having no

subject, take it or there with them in English ;
as llueve,

it rains ; tronard, it will thunder ; nicve, let it snow ; hay,
there is, or there are ; habrd, there will be.

1. Llover, to rain, is thus conjugated impersonally :

INF. Past Participle. Llovido. Gerund. Lloviendo.

IND. Present. Llueve, it rains. Imperfect. Llovid, it teas raining.

Perfect Definite. Llovio, it rained. First Future. Llovera, it mil rain.

2. Llueva, let it rain, is thus conjugated :

SUB. Present. Llueva, it may rain. Imperfect. Lloviera, it would,

rain ; lloveria, it should rain ; lloviese, it might rain. First Future. Si

lloviere, if it should rain.

All the impersonal verbs are conjugated like some of the

verbs whose conjugation has been already given ; thus, Hover,

it will be seen, is irregular, and is conjugated like mover in the

third person singular of each tense.

Haber and hacer are often used as impersonal verbs, and are,

in such cases, to be rendered in English by the tenses of the

verb to be
; as, hay, there is, or there are ; 7io.ce, it is.

3. Halter, to be, used impersonally, is thus conjugated :

INF. Post Partici2>le. Ilabido. Gerund. Habiendo, there being.

IND. Present. Hay, or ha, there is, or (here are. Imperfect. Habfa, there

was, or there trere. Perfect Definite. Hubo, there icas, or there were. First

Future. Habra, there will be.

4. Haya, let there be, is thus conjugated :

SUB. Present. Haya, there may be. Imperfect. Hubiera, there u'ould be ;

habria, there should be; hubiese, there might be. First Future. Si hubiere,

i/ there should be.

Hay, habia, and hubo are rendered in English sometimes in

the singular and sometimes in the plural, according as a singular
or plural noun follows

; thus, hay una muger que tiene calentura,
there is a woman who has a fever ; hay mugeres que no la tienen,
there are women who have it not.

Hacer, when employed impersonally, is to be rendered in

English by the verb to be ; as, hace, it is ; hacia, it was
; hizo,

it wac, ; hard, it will be ; haga, it may be, etc. ; thus, hace frio,

it is cold ; hace mucho aire, there is much wind ;
hace hm a,

there is a moon ; hace buen tiempo, it is good weather ; hace
diez meses que ella murio, it is ten months since she died.

5. Placer, to please, is used impersonally in the following
tenses only :

IND. Present. Place, it pleases. Imperfect. Flaeia, it uios pleasing.

Perfect Indefinite. Plugo, it pleased.

SUB. Preset^. Plegue, it may please. Imperfect. Plugiera, it would

please; plugiese, it might please. First Future. Si plugiere, if it shonld

please.

The persons of placer in the subjunctive are used only in

these expressions : plegue, plugiere, or plugiese d Dios ; may it,

should it, or might it please God
;

si me plugiere, if it should

please me.
There are some verbs that can be used in all the persons of

the tenses, and also, at times, impersonally ; as, es muy tarde,
it is very late ; es preciso, it is necessary ; cs menester, there is

necessity ; parece, it seems ; conviene, it suits ; basta, it is

sufficient.

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XVI.
THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE, AND CERTAIN MORBID AND HEALTHY

PHENOMENA OF VISION.

Mr. CARTER thus describes Laurence's Eeflecting Ophthalmo-
scope :

" This instrument consists essentially of a piece of plate
glass, interposed between the eye of the patient and the source
of light. The arrangement will be readily understood by refer-
ence to Fig. 1, in which, for our present purpose, B will represent
the eye to be examined, F' the flame, and F the eye of the ob-
server ; and the eyes A, A', and the lens c, may be left wholly

out of account. The rays of light from F' penetrate the plate

glass, s, and enter the eye, B, from which they return, either

divergent, convergent, or parallel, according to the state of

B'S refraction. Of these returning rays, the greater part again
pass through s, and regain their source ; but some portion
will be reflected by s to F, and will then become visible to an
observer. It is quite conceivable that an observer might, under
these circumstances, see an erect virtual image of the depths
of the eyeball, for which purpose he would require the aid of a

concave lens, if the eye under examination were myopic, for

some nearer point than infinite distance. As the apparatus
has been hitherto arranged, however, no details of a virtual

image have been rendered visible, and nothing has been seen

in this way but the red reflex of the interior of the eye-
ball. It is probable that the loss of light by the transparency
of the reflecting surface has been one cause of this imper-
fect success. By interposing a convex lens between the eye,

B, and the plate, s, a much better result may be obtained.

The first effect of such a lens is to concentrate the light it

receives from the flame, and thus increase the illumination

of B'S retina. Its next effect is to render the returning rays

convergent, and to bring them to union in or near the plane
of its principal focus, where they form an inverted image of

the parts of B'S retina from which they proceed. Diverging
from this image, the rays impinge upon the plate, s, and
are reflected by it in sufficient quantity to afford to the spec-
tator at F a very fair view of the optic nerve and vessels.

These are seen partially inverted that is to say, upside

down, but not displaced laterally. It is, of course, essential

that the convex lens and the plate-glass should be sepa-
rated by a greater interval than the principal focal length
of the former

;
and the more this interval is increased, the

larger will be the size of the image and the fainter its illumina-

tion. The surfaces of the glass plate must be perfectly parallel

and perfectly smooth, as otherwise a separate image will bo

reflected from each of them, and the two images will confuse

one another. There will also be an image reflected backwards
from the lens, and visible to a spectator looking over the shoul-

der of the patient. By modifying the inclination of the plate,

s, the position of the point F may be varied, and the reflection

may even be thrown into the other eye of the person under

examination, so as to convert the apparatus into an autophthal-

moscope. By such an arrangement I find it easy to see with

either of my eyes the luminosity of the other, but I have not

succeeded in observing details. The acuteness of the angles of

incidence and reflection is a formidable difficulty in the way of

self-examination by such a method. The experimental instru-

ment employed by Mr. Laurence consists of an horizontal stem

about a foot long, supported by an upright stand. Two small

uprights slide in a groove on the upper surface of the stem,
and carry, one a convex lens of 2 inches focal distance, the other

a small square of plate glass, both so arranged as to turn upon
their vertical axes. The light is furnished by an Argand
burner, surrounded by an opaque chimney with a single small

opening, and the place of examination is otherwise completely
darkened. The patient is placed about 3 feet from the lamp, the

convex lens about 2 inches from the cornea, and the glass plate

about 4 inches from the lens. The eye, the lens, the plate-glass,

and the flame, must all, of course, be perfectly level, and their

centres must be the same straight line. I have described the

apparatus at some length, because it appears likely, if it can

be brought nearer to perfection, to render important aid in the

instruction of students. The reflection is visible to more than
one observer at once, and may, perhaps, hereafter be rendered
visible to a class. At present the matter is entirely in its

infancy, and nothing but the principle can be considered as

established. This idea was suggested to Mr. Laurence by the

celebrated '

Ghost, which is produced in a very similar manner."
It is in the diseased state of the eye that some very curious

effects have been described, of which none are more remarkable
than those due to "

half-vision,"
"
half-blindness," or what is

technically called "
hemiopsia

"
or "hemiopia." Many distin-

guished men have contributed information on this diseased
condition of the eye ; and it would appear from a paper read
before the Eoyal Society by Dr. Hubert Airy, that Wollaston,
Arago, Brewster, and Tyrrell describe one form of the complaint,
while Herschel, Wheatstone, Professor Airy, Dr. Hubert Airy,
and Dufour give the curious and minute details of another and
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Eoeoiul form of the sumo affection. If thoy were not regarded
ir-'.ry of cerebral (Unease, or as im-ipii-iit Hymptoina of

vy, such freaks of Nature might bo thought luniiMtng ; but
: .. eye witnesses snoh alarming

1 and abnormal optical

effects, it is certainly a warning that should not be disregarded.
I : i'..rbr* Wiuslow, in his important work entitled

" Obscure
Diseases of the Brain and Mind," mentions, amongst the aber-

rations of the sense of sight, those of
"

.sv< in i <J>j<-<-la cut in half,
double vision, inversion of objects." Dr. Wollaston relates that
it twice occurred to him not to bo able to see but one side of

the axis of vision. The first time the left side of each eye was
affected he saw but half of a man's face or of any object he
looked at; and in attempting to read the name JOHNSON over
i door, he saw only .... SON, the commencement of the name
being entirely obliterated from his view. The complaint was of

short duration. About nineteen years afterwards, the visual

phenomenon recurred this time the right side of the eye, about
three degrees from the centre of the retina, was affected, and

orders of media (1) gradual outward growth of the whole, (2)
slow rolling of parts, (3) rapid tremor of the margin are

especially characteristic of this affection.

The region of blindnoa* takes a horaoMhoo shape ; the upper
arm point* to the centre of eight, while the lower spreads
downwards and outwards awaj from the centre. The zigzag
pattern is minute near tho centre, and grows larger the farther
it recedes. The gleams of colour most conspicuous at the
margin are red and blue, yellow, green, orange, in order of

ir.-jin-imy. As the blindnoiw spread* outwards, clear vision
returns gradually in the concavity of the horseshoe. The sight of
both eyes is atfnctod at once exactly in the same manner and in
the same degree, though naturally that eye teem* most affected
which corresponds to the obliterated side of the field of view,
because the nasal half of the field of view of either eye is

more limited, and vision there is less distinct than on the tem-

poral side. The climax is reached in about twenty-five minutes
from the first beginning. The whole duration of the attack U

Fig. 1.

its duration was ten minutes. Two analogous casea are also

mentioned by Dr. Wollaston.
Desmoulins states that M. Arago has experienced this affec-

tion of vision three times : on the first two occasions objects
Jtuated to the right of the axis of vision were invisible ; the
third time he saw objects on the right only of this axis.

The same author notices, also, the following remarkable case :

In consequence of a cerebral fever, the external side of the left

retina of M. de M became insensible
; with his eye he saw

objects only situate to the left of the centre of vision, and as
at the same time there was an outward deviation of the axis of
this eye through a paralysis of the nerve of the third pair, when
he employed both eyes he saw objects double ; but, what was
still more singular, the right eye being closed, he saw with the
left eye the objects removed from twenty to twenty-five degrees
to the right of their real position. It may be mentioned that
Dr. Wollaston, like many other hard workers, died of gradual
softening of the brain.

Dr. Hubert Airy's experience of these attacks of "half-
vision

"
dates from 1854. He says the blindness usually comes

on while the eyes are engaged iu toilsome reading some word
or letter on he page near the sight-point (generally below to
the left) is found to be obliterated. This germ of blindness

slowly spreads, with zigzag margin, defined by alternate bright
and dark lines, with gleams of colour, the margin rapidly
trembling and slowly rolling at the same time. These three

just half an hour. This half-blindness is followed by oppressive
headache, lasting many hours.

Among the circumstances that have seemed to favour an
attack may be mentioned sudden change of air and living, over-

exercise, and insufficient sleep.
Of this class of the affection, when a cloud creeps over a part

or whole of the visual area, may be instanced that of a lady
who had complained of being out of health, of slight headache,
and partial deafness, and then found in the early part of the

evening that her sight was disordered. In attempting to read
a book, she remarked that the printed letters and sentences were

running one into the other. Subsequently the page appeared as
if a piece of finely-glazed paper had been placed over it, through
which cloud she was just able to discern the letters. This case,
like the next related by Winslow, ended fatally with an attack
of apoplexy. A sportsman, out shooting, disputed with his

gamekeeper as to the number of dogs they had in the field, and
asked how he came to bring so many as eight dogs with him.

The servant assured him there were but /our, and then the

gentleman became aware of his situation, mounted his horse,
and rode home. He had not been long in the house when he
was attacked with apoplexy, and died.

A knowledge that such spectral fantasies may disturb the

vision ought to be widely spread, as it might induce those who

may at any time be suffering from visual aberration to seek

medical relief, instead of allowing the disagreeable phenomenon
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fo undermine their mental strength.
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tc ja r.tcfjt auS, benn tie Suft tft fctjr fctynetbcnb, unb \<3) furcate, bap @te

ftd> tie -&dnbe erfrieren roerben. 12. @o lange tcr SB tub im Dften ifl,

luirb e fait unb ttocfen fcleiben. 13. >c8 lana.cn abcr entlicty mute,

mactyte tc$ Srieben mit mcincn grcunben.

EXERCISE 172 (Vol. III., page 326).

1. A patriot would rather die than become a traitor. 2. The first

Christians preferred suffering the severest persecutions to forsaking

their belief. 3. One does not suffer such a thing to be told him twice.

4. I have not seen one of my brothers for three years. 5. A friend of

mine was drowned some years ago in the Danube near Vienna. 6. To
travel is good, if one has money ; and to live agreeable, if one has no

cares. 7. It is better to live in a free country than in a despotic one.

8. It is pleasant to travel in the society of lively friends. 9. In pros-

perity man but too easily forgets what he is. 10. Many distinguished

and noble men have been forgotten. 11. It should not satisfy a man to

know what is right, but he ought also to endeavour to do right. 12.

It affords me satisfaction to know that you are all still well. 13. How
little is often sufficient to make a man happy ! 14. He handed him.

the paper after he had read it himself. 15. This was sufficient to

satisfy him. 16. The cook prepares the food. 17. He has produced
this little confusion on purpose. 18. The cook tasted the soup before

she served it up. 19. We must try if we cannot help him yet. 20.

Just taste this wine (to see) if it is sweet enough. 21. He told me to

remember him to you.

HEAT. IV.

CONVERSION OP HEAT INTO FORCE SPECIFIC HEAT MODES
OF ASCERTAINING TRANSMISSION OF HEAT CONDUCTION.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the conversion of heat into motive power, as

described in our last lesson, are frequently met with. One of

the best of these is afforded by the steam-engine. If we enter

any large factory where steam-power is employed, we find

different machines at work. In one place, it may be, heavy
weights are being raised or moved

;
in another, large pieces of

metal are being turned or cut into shape, or other operations

being carried on with apparent ease by the aid of machinery.
For all this a considerable amount of force is evidently required,
and the question arises, Whence does all this force come ? The

machines, we know, cannot create it ; it is evident, therefore,

that the source of it must be sought for in the heat produced
by the combustion of the fuel in the furnace.

If the supply of fuel be diminished, and consequently a

Bmaller quantity of heat be produced, less work will be accom-

plished ; and if we could in any way ascertain exactly the

amount of heat carried away by the hot air up the chimney, and
that lost by radiation and conduction, and dissipated in other

ways, we should find that there was still a portion of that pro-
duced by the combustion of the fuel left unaccounted for ; this

balance would be exactly equivalent to the amount of work that
had been performed. Allowance must, of course, be made in

this calculation for the force required to impart motion to

the machinery itself.

A portion of the force thus produced is often re-converted

into heat. If we stand by a drilling-machine, or lathe, in which
a piece of iron is being shaped, we shall find that the turnings
or borings are frequently too hot to be touched with any degree
of comfort, although the mass of metal and the tool were both

quite cold. The motion of the machinery is here converted into

one of the particles of the iron, which manifests itself in the form
of heat. In this way we learn that heat, like matter, cannot be

destroyed, but only converted into other modes of motion.
In our first lesson we selected as our thermal unit the quan-

tity of heat requisite to raise a pound of water 1 in the Centi-

grade scale. Now we should at first suppose that the same
amount of heat would raise the temperature of a pound of any
other substance to the same extent. Experiment, however, the

philosopher's grand resort, soon shows us that this is not the
case.

Let us provide three sources of heat of equal intensity or,

better still, an oil or water bath, capable of holding three large
beaker glasses. Equal weights of water, oil of turpentine, and
sulphuric acid should now be put in these, and a thermometer
should likewise be placed in each beaker. Now apply a power-
ful source of heat, such as a Bunsen's gas-burner, and watch
the thermometers. The heat applied to each vessel is, of course,
the same, but the thermometer in the sulphuric acid will soon
be seen to be rising more rapidly than the others, that in the

turpentine comes next, while that in the water is lowest of all.

If we now further observe the time taken by each to attain any
given temperature, as, for instance, 200, we shall learn that

the water takes nearly three times as long as the acid, and
more than twice as long as the turpentine.
Now in each minute each must receive the same quantity of

heat ; it is clear, then, that different amounts of heat are

required to raise the same weights of different substances to the
same temperature. This fact, which is a very important one, is

usually accounted for by saying that different bodies have
different capacities for heat, or, as it is more commonly ex-

pressed, different specific heats.

Another experiment, which the student may easily repeat, will

render this much more clear. Take a number of balls composed
of various substances, such as lead, copper, iron, tin, bismuth,
and glass (Fig. 18). Immerse them all for a short time in hot
oil of a known temperature, or in some other way bring them all

to one temperature, and then place them a little distance apart on
a sheet of wax about half an inch thick. The balls will melt the
wax at very different rates. If their temperature was high at

first, the glass will soon melt through the wax, and fall
; the iron

and copper likewise sink rapidly, and in a short time they too will

pass through it, the iron being a little in advance of the copper.
The tin ball comes next, and may just be able to be seen under-

neath, while the lead and bismuth sink but a little way, and
there remain : though they had the same temperature as the

rest, the amount of heat they possessed was only sufficient to
melt a very small portion of the wax.

This experiment suggests to us a mode of ascertaining the

specific heat of different bodies, which is frequently adopted.
It consists in ascertaining the amount of ice which a given

weight of the substance is able to melt after being raised to a

high temperature. We know that when water becomes melted,
142 of heat become latent. The thermal unit is, however,
always reckoned in the Centigrade scale, instead of in Fahren-

heit's, and 142 Fahr. (of heat) is about equal to 79 Cent.

We may say, then, that 79 thermal units are required to melt a

pound of ice. The substance to be tested is therefore carefully

weighed, and raised to a high temperature, which is ascertained

and noted. It is then placed in a dry cavity in a lump of ice,

covered over by a slab of the same material, and left until it is

reduced to the freezing point. The moisture is then carefully
absorbed from it and from the cavity by a previously weighed
cloth, and thus the exact amount melted is at once shown.

From this the specific heat may be calculated, and in this way a
table can be drawn up, showing the specific heats of different

substances.

Water is always taken as the standard, and the specific heat

of other bodies compared with that of an equal weight of this

substance. This is partly done as a matter of convenience ; it

is found, however, that the specific heat of water is greater than
that of any other substance. This fact is an important one in

the welfare of the globe. The sea, as is well known, always
tends to preserve a uniform temperature, so that islands do not

suffer from the same extremes of heat or cold as continents do.

The reason is that, on account of its great specific heat, a large
amount of heat is requisite to produce even a small variation in

the temperature of any mass of water, and hence it is very slow

in manifesting these changes. In this way the sea serves as a

great equaliser of temperature, absorbing a great deal of heat

when the temperature is high, and giving it out again as it

falls.

As it is often difficult to procure a lump of ice large enough to

use in the mode described above, the apparatus represented in,

Fig. 19 was devised and used by Lavoisier and Laplace in their

investigations on specific heat. It consists of three concentric

metal vessels fitted with covers, as may be seen more clearly

by the sectional view (Fig. 20). The substance, M, to be tested is

weighed, and its temperature ascertained ; it is then placed in

the inner vessel, the spaces between that and the next, and also-

between the middle and outer vessels, being filled with pounded
ice. The outer layer prevents any heat from without reaching:

the middle vessel, and the water produced from this issues by
the tap E. A separate tap, D, carries off the water melted by
the heat of M

; this is received in a glass, and measured, and
shows the amount of heat given off by the substance in cooling.

The main drawback to this apparatus arises from the fact that

some of the water remains among the interstices of the ice, and
therefore the amount received in the glass is somewhat less than
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that actually molted. If M weigh exactly a pound, and it bo

rallied to the temperature 142 Fahr., the specific heat ia at once

known by learning what portion of a pound of water is melted.

A quarter of a pound in the vessel would indicate a specific

beat of 0*25, and BO on. When the substance haa a different

weight, or is raised to a different temperature, allowance moat
be made by a sum in proportion.

There ia another way in which the differences in the specific

beats of various substances may bo shown and ascertained ; this

is known as the method of mixtures. If wo take a pound of

water at 100, and another pound at 150, and mix them, the

temperature of the mixture will bo the mean of the two, or 125.
If, however, instead of the pound of water at

150, we take a pound of mercury at the same

temperature, the temperature of the mixture will

only bo about 102, showing how much less heat
was contained in the mercury than in the water.

The mercury has lost 48, while the water has

only gained 2, and yet we know that whatever
amount of heat the one has lost, the other must
have gained. The mode of ascertaining the spe-
cific heat of any substance in this way is compa-
ratively simple. Suppose, for instance, wo have a

piece ofcopper weigh-
ing fifty ounce? ; it is

brought to a tempe-
rature of 200, and
maintained at that

for a short time, so

that every part may
be equally heated. It

is then immersed in

one hundred ounces
of water, at a tempe-
rature of 60, and
after it has had time
to share its heat with

the water, which is

gently stirred to aid

this, the temperature
of the whole is found
to be 66 4. The water
here has gained 100

(664
-

60) = 650,
while the copper has
lost 50 (200- 66 J) =
6675, and hence its

specific heat is $$, or

0-096. The specific
heat of liquids may
also be learnt by
noting the time they
take to cool from a

high temperature, as

those which gain heat
most rapidly lose it

likewise most rapid-

ly. The small speci-
fic heat of mercury,
it being only about

jjth that of water,
renders it specially
suitable for filling

thermometers, since it rapidly acquires the temperature of any
liquid in which it is immersed, and does so, too, without greatly
lowering its temperature. The annexed table gives the specific
heats of a few of the more common substances :

"Water . .

Alcohol

Turpentine
Charcoal

I'OOOO Sulphur
0-6603 Glass

0'4259
]

Iron
0-2411

i Zinc

C'2026

0-1977

0-1138

0-0955

Copper .

Silver .

Mercury
Gold

0-0952

0-0570

0-0333

O'032-l

Now in this table no relation whatever is visible between the
different numbers, but if, instead of taking equal weights, we
take the substances in the proportion of their atomic weights,
wo shall find a simple law. To check this, let us multiply
the numbers placed above against the elementary bodies by the
atomic weights of those bodies. Sulphur wo multiply by 16,

iron by 28, zinc by 324, copper by 32, and so on, and wo shall

then find that the product* ao obtained correspond in most
oaaea very closely. Aa a reanlt of a great number of experi-

ment*, it ia found that the ipecijic heat qf equivalent wcightt
of moat wimple bodiea variea between 3 and 3*3. Thia is

usually accounted for by supposing that the molecule* of all

the elements have the same capacity for heat. In those cases

whore this does not hold true, the proportion is usually s

simple one, as a half, or double. Investigation farther shows
that in chemical compounds having similar formulae, the specific

heats of equivalent weights are likewise similar , so that evi-

dently some hidden link of connection exists between chemical

composition and specific heat.

It now remains for us to inquire into the ways
in which heat may be communicated from one

body to another, and these may be classed under
three different heads conduction, convection,
and radiation. The former of these ia most
common, and must be spoken of first. If we
take a rod of glass, and another of iron, and

place one end of each in the flame of a spirit-

lamp, these ends will soon become red-hot. After

remaining so a few minutes, the iron rod will be

too hot to be touched
within a consider-

able distance of the

hot end, whereas the

glass rod may be han-
dled with impunity
almost up to the

heated part. In the

case of the iron the

motion of the mole-

cules is transferred

from one to another

till, in a little time,
the whole rod be-

comes hot; the glass

rod, on the other

hand, prevents the

passage of these vi-

brations, and hence

is called a bad con-

ductor.

The apparatus
shown in Fig. 21 il-

lustrates the differ-

ence in the conduct-

ing powers of various

bodies. A metallic

trough has a number
of holes made along
one side. These are

closed by corks,

through which rods

of various sub-

stances as wood,

glass, and metal are

passed. Melted wax
or tallow is now
smeared on the rods,

and allowed to cool,

and the trough is

then filled with boiling water. The rate at which the heat ia

conducted along the different rods is at once seen by observ-

ing the distances to which the wax is melted along them.

Fig. 22 shows a more elaborate plan of ascertaining con-

ducting power. A bar of the metal to be tested has cavities

made along it at regular distances of three or four inches.

Mercury is now poured into these, and a delicate thermo-

meter put in each. Heat is then applied at one end, and
the rate at which it travels along is shown by observing the

readings of the different thermometers. Other experimenters
have done away with the cavities, and employed a flat bar, test-

ing the temperature at different parts by means of a thermo-
electric pile. It is found in this way that the conducting power
of different metals varies very greatly, that of silver, which is

the greatest, being expressed by 100, while that of German
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silver is only 6. One important fact which strikes us hero is

that their conducting- power for electricity seems to correspond
closely with that for heat.

We shall now understand the reason why metals and other
bodies feel cold to the touch. They are good conductors, and
therefore carry away rapidly the heat from the part of the body
with which they are in contact ; bad conductors, on the other

hand, only rob us of a small amount. As a general rule, all

organic substances, and those which are loose in texture, are
bad conductors, hence these are selected as the materials for our

clothing. A great mistake is often made in supposing that

clothing actually imparts heat ; the real fact is, that it merely
keeps in the heat which is produced in the system. The human
body is considerably above the surrounding

1 air in temperature,
being kept so by that portion of our food which is burnt in the

system. This heat would be very rapidly dissipated, and im-

parted to the air and surrounding objects, did not our garments
intervene and, by their non-conducting power, prevent its escape.
A further illustration that this is really the case is seen in the
fact that ice-carts are carefully covered over with blankets,

certainly not with the intention of keeping the ice warm, but
for the sake of keeping out the warmth of the air, which would

rapidly melt it.

Air is a bad conductor ; hence loose bodies, such as sawdust,
shavings, or tow, which enclose a largo amount of air in their

interstices, are frequently employed to exclude cold. Water,
likewise, is a very bad conductor. This at first seems unlikely,
when we remember how quickly a quantity of water may be

brought to the boiling point ; but we shall soon S"e that this is

not heated by conduction, but by convection. To prove this,
we may take a large jar of water, and, having placed a deli-

cate thermometer at the bottom, set light to a tin saucer of spirit

floating on the top. A large amount of heat will thus be pro-
duced, and the saucer will soon become intensely hot ; the ther-

mometer at the bottom, however, will remain unaffected for a

long time. A simpler way of proving thia fact is shown in Fig.
23. A test-tube is filled with ice-cold water, some fragments of

ice being kept at the bottom. A spirit-lamp may then be applied
to the upper part, and the water there will boil for a long time
before the ice at the bottom is melted. This would not be the
case if the water could conduct the heat.

That important invention, the safety-lamp, depends for its

action on the conducting power of the metals. The lamp is

entirely surrounded by a shade composed of wire gauze, which

virtually consists of a large number of very short tubes, placed
side by side. As the flame attempts to pass through these, its

heat is conducted away, and it is no longer able to ignite the

explosive gases outside.

The mode in which the metal conducts the heat away will be

easily seen by taking a cylinder, one end of which, A (Fig. 24), is

composed of wood, while the other end is of metal. If now we
wind a piece of paper round this, and hold it in the flame of a

spirit-lamp, the paper over the wooden part will be charred,
while that over the other end will merely be smoked, the metal
underneath having conducted away the heat before it had time
to scorch the paper. This also explains how a bullet may be
melted in a piece of writing-paper. The paper must be wrapped
smoothly round it, and the flame allowed to play only on the

part in contact with the lead. The metal will, of course, burn
through the paper as soon as it is melted, but up to this time
jhe heat is all employed in melting the lead, and is thus kept
away from the paper.

If we take a few flakes of solid carbonic acid, procured as de-

scribed in our last lesson, and place them on the hand, they will

not feel as cold as we should expect. The reason of this is

that they become slowly converted into gas, which keeps them
from absolute contact with the hand. If a little ether be
mixed with them, and the mixture dropped on the heat, intense
cold will be produced, and all the effects of a severe burn will

be experienced. If a lump of frozen mercury be taken up in

the finger, exactly the same result will be produced. We see,

then, that an intensely cold substance burns as an intensely hot
one does. K a quantity of mercury be frozen, with a wire in it

to serve as a handle, it may be lifted like a solid mass. Now
dip it into a vessel of water, and in a short time it will begin to

melt, drops of it falling to the bottom of the vessel. These, as

they fall, will absorb so much heat as to freeze tubes in the

water, down which the mercury will run.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LI.
VERBS EEVIEW VEBB-PABSING.

THE three root-forms of the English verb may pass into a great

variety of forms, as appears from the following combinations of

the verb to teach :

1. With the Infinitive Mood. I do teach, I shall teach, I will teach,
I may teach, I cau teach, I must teach, let me teach.

2. With the Participle Present. I am teaching, I shall be teaching, I
will be teaching, I may be teaching, I can be teaching, I must be

teaching, let me be teaching. I have been teaching, I shall have beec
teaching, I will have been teaching, I may have been teaching, I cau
have been teaching, I must have been teaching, let me have been
teaching.

3. With the Participle Past. I am taught, I shall be taught, I will be

taught, I may be taught, I can be taught, I must be taught, let me
be taught. I have taught, I shall havo taught, I will have taught, I

may have taught, I cau have taught, I must have taught, let me have
taught. I have been taught, I shall have been taught, I may have
been taught, I might have been taught, I can have been taught, I must
have been taught, let me have been taught.

Mark that when two or more of what are called auxiliary
verbs are combined with a participle, usually the first expresses
the manner and the second the time ; the first only admits of
variation in itself (inflection), as, I might have loved, thou mightst
have loved.

The forms just given havo to be multiplied first by the per-
sons three singular, three plural ; secondly, by the tenses

present and past ; thirdly, by if and other conjunctions giving
rise to the dependent and the elliptical constructions. Then
there are the affirmative, the negative, and the interrogative
forms ; as well as the interrogative-negative. Besides this

there is the uncontracted and the contracted form, as well as
the solemn or the scriptural form : for example :

1. Forms multiplied by the Persons. I am teaching, thou art

teaching, he is teaching, we are teaching, you are teaching, they are

teaching.
2. Forms multiplied by the Tenses. I teach, I taught, I was teaching.
3. Forms multiplied by IF, etc. If I teach, if I taught, if I am

teaching, if I was teaching, etc.

4. Affirmative, Negative, Interrogative, and Interrogative-negative Forms,
etc. I teach ; I do not teach ; do I teach ? do I not teach ?

5. Contracted and Uncontracted Forms. They dou't teach, they do
not teach ; I don't teach, I do not teach.

6. Sci-iptu?-ol Forma. He teacheth, he loveth, he instructeth, he

guideth.

A few facts respecting the verb remain to be set forth.

The most general division of verbs is that which exhibits

them as personal and impersonal.
Personal verbs are such as take the ordinary persons J, thou,

he, etc. Impersonal verbs take only the third person of the
neuter gender, namely, it; for example, it rains, it snows, it

hails, it thunders. It has been proposed to call these verbs

unipersonal (having one person), on the ground that impersonal
signifies that which has no person. I do not know that the

proposed change is worth adopting. Strictly speaking, it is

not a person, inasmuch as a thing is not a person. It is more

important to remark that in these impersonal verbs the action

of the verb is represented in the most abstract form of which it

is possible next to the infinitive. Thus the noun snow passes
into an indefinite verbal shape in to snow, and to snow becomes
a little less indefinite in the form of it snows. Impersonal verbs

mostly refer to atmospheric changes, and are used less exten-

sively in English than in most other languages.
Verbs may be divided into primitive and derivative. The

primitive are intransitive, the derivative are transitive. The
change is effected for the most part by operating on the vowel :

for example :

Primitive. Eise, lie, sit, fall, drink.

Derivative. Eaise, lay, set, fell, drench.

I have already given instances of verbs derived from nouns

by a change in the accent or pronunciation. Another class of

verbs is formed from nouns by hardening the final consonant ;

Nouns.
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Somo verbs are tornn- i . thoy arc such as want some

arily ascribed to verbs. Beware ia a defective

verb, being UHod only in tlm imprmtivo or to (five a
; : MVO verb, and ia employed i: : imn the

thinl person hinjjular. Begone may be accounted another

ire vt-rb liki- /.."are. Begone ia a compound, made np of

; .jone, that is, get away ; and beware ia composed of be

nd ti'uir, fuiinil in aware and wary.

THE PARTICIPLE.

Participles can scarcely bo considered a separate form of

speech. A participle (Latin par*, a port, and capio, I take) is

so railed because it partakes of the qualities of a verb and an

adj.'-'tivf. It would l.o more correct to say that participles may
.1 as adjectives, and that sometimes, wholly losing their

M, they become adjectives.
\\ '. have seen that the English verb, when reduced to ita

simplest form, consists of throe parts ; as, talk, talking, talked.

- called a present participle ; it is emphatically

prc-i-nt.
"

I talk" describes a general habit rather than an act

now taking place ; I am talking is evidently a continued act,

and in regard to time may bo spoken of as a continued present.

It is the termination ing that makes talking present.

A transitive participle may bo used intransitively ; as

The house is building.

The present participle has the force of the Latin gerund ; for

example, in this sentence :

In building the house they used stone.

The present participle may stand as an infinitive
;
as

Buying a house is better than building one ; that is, to buy is better

itbau to build.

The other participle namely, that ending in ed (abbreviated
into d and t, as builded, buili) seems to have for its essence

the idea of past time.

A word which denotes what is past, may easily be made to

denote the past effect of an action some time present. We may
*ee this fact illustrated in the verb to think. The result of

thinking is thought, and so thought is at once the past tense,

(the past participle, and a noun : for example
Pres. Past. Past Part. Noun.
I think I thought thought thought.

The past participle is sometimes termed "the passive parti-

ciple."
Hence it appears that this participle may signify either

simply a past act, or a result, and that as denoting a result, it at

least approaches a passive signification. Hence the ambiguity
which exist* in what grammarians term " the passive voice pre-
sent tense ;" as

The house is built. The boy is loved.

When we say
" the boy is loved," wo signify a present fact ;

tut when we say
" the house is built," we mean, that the house

stands there complete.
When a process is meant, it is better to say,

" The house is

building ;" or to employ the active form, as,
"

I am reading the

volume." Some, however, prefer,
" The house is being built."

But this form has no sufficient authority. Besides, there is an
evident absurdity in speaking of a thing as at the same moment
past and present, namely, being built.

ADVERBS.
Adverbs qualify the action of verbs, and so stand in the rela-

tion to verbs which is borne by the adjective towards the noun.
Now an action may bo viewed either as to the place where it

was done, the time when it was done, and the manner in which
it was done ; as

Tho theft was adroitly committed here yesterday.

In this instance the place is indicated by here, the time is

indicated by yesterday, the manner is indicated by adroitly.
But manner is a quality which admits of variation ; one theft

may bo committed more or less adroitly than another ; a theft

may be committed most adroitly.
We thus obtain four classes of adverbs :

1. Adverbs of place. 2. Adverbs of time.
3. Adverbs of manner. 4. Adverbs of degree.

Adverbs may be regarded also in reference to their component
parts, and may so be divided into (1) the primitive; (2) the deriva-
t ivc ; (3) the compound. Of primitive adverbs take as instances

when, then, here, there ; of derivative adverb* take M uutanoe*

justly (from jiuit), yearly, lurprMnyly. Of compound adverb*

take aa instance* lometimei, nowhere, to-morrow.

manner in which compound adverb* re formed from

simpler forma ia very obvious. Sometimes ia made op of the

adjective some and the noun time ; oftentimes conaiaU of tie

adverb often and the noun timei.

Adverbs are ordinarily formed by the addition of the ending

ly to a noun, an adjective, or a participle ; as man, m&n/y, wise,

wisely, loving, lovingly. The termination ly is an adjective aa

well as an adverbial termination, being from the German lieh,

as in mannHc/t (Anglo-Saxon lice), manly ; but in early, dearly,

etc., it has an adverbial force.

When an adjective terminates in ly, the adverbial suffix ly ia

not added ; the second ly being omitted for the sake of sound,
since such forms as godlily, heavenlily, friendlily would be very

unpleasant ; accordingly we say,
" he was received" not friendlily

but amicably, or " in a friendly manner."
If the adjective ends in le, the termination is changed into

ly ; as noble, nobly, for noblely ; BO idle, idly. In whole, the I

is doubled, as whole, whoHy.
Adjectives of more than one syllable ending in y change the y

into i before ly; as easy, easily ; angry, angriZy, hearty, hearttiy.

Monosyllables ending in y either retain the y, or change it

into i; as dry, dryly, day, daily.
If the adjective ends in a double I, y simply is added ; as fall,

fully ; but manful, manfully ; cheerful, cheerfully.
The degree is marked in adverbs of degree by more and

most, less and least ; as wisely, more wisely, most wisely ;

actively, less actively, least actively.

But inflection properly so called belongs to some few adverbs ;

as late, later, latest; near, nearer, nearest; often, oftener,

oftenest ; soon, sooner, soonest. Hence we find in adverbs the

forms er and est used in forming the degrees of comparison in

adjectives.
There also occur adverbs which are irregularly formed ;

aa

ill, worse, worst; well, better, best; much, more, most; lately,

latterly, lastly. Worse and worst are, however, from a root

different to that from which ill comes ; so is it with well, better,

best.

Adverbs of place may be subdivided into those which answer
to the question where ? those which answer to the question
whitJier ? those which answer to the question whence ? and those

which denote order.

1. Adverbs of place (at or in), viz. : where, here, there, yonder,

above, below, abou t, around, somewhere, anyichere, elsewhere, every-

where, nowhere, wherever, wheresoever, within, without, where-

about, hereabout, thereabout. The preference for a long-drnwn
sound at the end of a word has added an s to these three words,

making them hereabouts, thereabouts, whereabouts; the same

regard to sound has converted the preposition tmvard into

towards. The retention of the s is a matter of doubtful pro-

priety.
2. Adverbs which denote motion to a certain place are

whither, hither, thither, up, down, back, forth, aside, ashore,

abroad, aloft, home, liomeward, inward, upicard, downward,
backward, forward. Some of the adverbs ending in ward arc

also used as adjectives ; as, a forward (froward) child, a back-

ward scholar ; when used with an adverbial force they are often

found terminating in s, as backwards, outwards. Up and down*

may have the construction of prepositions ; as

"l> the sido of the house ran the flames.

The bucket went domv the side of the well.

In order to know whether these and other words are adverbs

or prepositions, yon must study their construction. If, as here,
nouns are dependent on them, they are prepositions ; but if they
go in immediate union with verbs, they are adverbs.

3. The third subdivision embraces adverbs which denote

motion from or to a place ; as, thence, whence, hence ; sometimes

pleonastically given, as, from lienr.r, etc. ; the word pleonasti-

cally (from the Greek) is employed to signify that more is said

than is necessary to convey the sense according to the laws of

grammar.
4. Besides, there are adverbs which indicate the order of

place; as, first, secondly, thirdly, fourthly, etc. ; thus secondly

means in the second place in a series of heads or topics consti-

tuting a discourse, a speech, a chapter in a book.

Adverbs of time may be arranged in the following classes :
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1. Adverbs of Time Present. Now, to-day, now-a-days, yet, instantly,

immediately, straightway, directly, forthwith.

It is curious that presently, though from present, has ceased

to refer to the present, and now refers to time shortly to come.

2. Adverbs of Time Past, Already, just now, lately, recently, yester-

day, formerly, anciently, once, heretofore, hitherto, since, till now,
long ago.

3. Adverbs of Time to Come. To-morrow, hereafter, henceforth,

henceforward, by-and-by, soon, ere long, shortly.

4. Adverbs of Time Relative. When, then, first, before, just now,
after, while, meanwhile, seasonably, betimes, early, late, whenever,
afterward.

5. Adverbs of Time Absolute. Always, ever, aye, never, eternally, for

ever, evermore, endlessly, everlastingly.

6. Adverbs of Time Repeated. Oft, often, again, occasionally, fre-

quently, sometimes, seldom, rarely, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly,

annually, once, twice, thrice, three times.

Adverbs of manner may be placed in these categories ;

namely :

1. Manner from Quality. Well, ill, wisely, foolishly, justly, wickedly.
2. Affirmation or Negation. Yea, nay, yes, no, not, nowise, nohow,

verily, truly, indeed, surely, certainly, doubtless, undoubtedly, assuredly,
forsooth (that is, for truth, equal to "indeed!" used ironically),

amen.
3. Doubt or Uncertainty. Haply (by hap, that is, by chance), perhaps,

possibly, perchance, peradventure, maybe.
4. Manner generally taken. Thus, so, how, somehow, nohow, any-

how, however, howsoever, else, otherwise, across, together, apart,

asunder, namely, particularly, necessarily, extempore (offhand, without
the aid of a manuscript), headlong, lengthways.

There are many adverbial plirases, such as not at all, in no

way, by no means, in fine, etc. These may be considered as

forming adverbial compounds. Indeed, compound adverbs might
be termed adverbial phrases. The following may also be con-

veniently ranked among adverbial phrases : not a rush ("I care

not a rush"), not a groat, post (he travels post).
Adverbs are occasionally employed with the force of nouns ;

for example :

" Shall I tell you why ? Aye, sir, and wherefore, for they say every

TcTiy hath a wherefore." Shakespeare.

Adverbs are found where adjectives would be used, if adjec-
tives of the requisite kind existed. Thus we say

" the present

bishop of London," also a former bishop and a future bishop;
but we have no adjective to characterise a bishop as being a

bishop at a particular point of time past, and so we say "the
then bishop ;

"
the licence may be considerable, but it prevents

an awkward circumlocution : for example :

" The then bishop of London, Dr. Laud, attended on his Majesty."
Clarendon.

Adverbs are sometimes superseded by adjectives ; thus wo say,

speak low, look sweet, drink deep, run quick, rise early, go to

bed late, cut short, look clean, deal hard, scarce seven. In some
instances, however, the adjective retains its own power, and

expresses a meaning different from that which would ensue from
the corresponding adverb. Thus :

Adjective. She looks sweet.

Adverb. She looks sweetly.

These two forms vary in meaning ; the first signifies that she is

not only sweet, but looks so ; the second means that whether
she is sweet or not, she throws out a sweet look.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. VII.
CIRCULATION.

HAVING in the last paper traced the products of digestion into

the general circulation of the body, we have now to consider,
under the present heading, the ultimate purpose those products
serve in building up and renewing the various parts of that

structure. To do this, we must try and understand what is

meant by the term circulation ; and, on examining this function,
we find that there are three parts necessary for us to consider ;

first, the circulating fluid (the blood) ; secondly, the circulatory

apparatus (the heart and blood-vessels) ; and, lastly, the act

itself. Taking them in this order, we must first examine into

the nature and composition of the blood. We are told, on the

highest authority, that the blood is the life, and the important
duties it fulfils in the animal economy almost entitle it to that

appellation, for it is the medium by which all the nutriment is

supplied to the body, and from it are built up all the various
and different parts of which that body is composed. From the
blood is made alike the solid bone and the liquid milk, the

hard, horny structure of the nail, and the soft, yielding flesh and
fat; without its presence the heart would cease to beat, the

ey9 to see, the ear to hear, or the brain to think and will. Very
slight alteration in one of its many constituents is sufficient

at once to disturb the balance of health, or even to destroy
life itself. Whenever blood can be examined flowing in the
vessels of a living animal, as in the web of a frog's foot, tha
tails of some fish, or the wing of a bat, which are all sufficiently

transparent to allow the process to be observed, it appears to

be a colourless fluid, in which are floating a quantity of two
kinds of cells, or corpuscles, some of which are white, but a
much larger number red. When, however, the blood is drawn
from the body it presents a very different appearance; if

coming from an artery, it is a thickish fluid, of a bright scarlet

colour ; when from a vein, the colour is purple or nearly black.

As compared with water, the blood is considerably heavier,
its ordinary specific gravity water being taken as 1000 is

1055, but in disease it may rise as high as 1120, or sink as

low as 1026. The ordinary temperature of the blood in health

is about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, and this is pretty uniform

throughout the body, though it is said that the blood in the left

side of the heart is one or two degrees higher than that in the

right. The influence of disease is very strongly manifested in

its power to diminish or increase the normal temperature of the

blood; thus in some fevers it rises to 104 or even 108, and in

some exhausting diseases falls to 86, or even lower. The blood

is always alkaline in its reaction, and when exposed to the air

gives off a watery vapour, which is said to have an odour

strongly resembling the smell of the breath or skin of the

animal, so that it is possible by it to distinguish from what

particular animal it is derived. The milky smell of the cow,
and the strong smell of the cat, are very well denned.

As to the quantity of blood contained in the body, consider-

able disagreement still exists, the most generally receive 1

opinion being that it forms about one-fourteenth of the weight
of the whole body.

It has been said that the blood in the living vessels appears
to be a clear fluid holding in suspension a number of two kinds

of cells. The liquid is known by the name of the liquor san-

guinis, and the cells are called respectively the white and red

corpuscles of the blood ; but when blood is exposed to the

action of the air, certain changes take place which constitute a

rough analysis of it, and reveal the presence of another and
most important constituent. About ten minutes after blood

has been drawn from the body, if left at rest, it changes into a

kind of semi-solid or jelly. This is due to a substance contained

in the liquor sanguinis, which continues fluid so long as the blood

is in contact with the living tissues, but spontaneously coagulates
when removed from their influence ; this substance is called

fibrine, and is a modification of albumen, the chemical composi-
tion of each being almost identical ; some time after this jelly

or clot has been formed, if left exposed to the air and at rest,

it contracts and squeezes out a clear yellowish fluid, in which it

eventually floats. The fluid is the serum of the blood; the clot

is formed of the two kinds of corpuscles, entangled by the

coagulating fibrine. What this process of coagulation signifies

has been much debated, and directly opposite opinions have

been held by eminent physiologists ; for whilst on the one hand
it was considered to be a process of life an upward step

towards a higher organisation on the other, it was believed to

be a sign of death of the structure, the effect of its removal

from the living tissues. The grounds upon which the first

opinion was based were mainly that in the clot formed by the

coagulating fibrine distinct traces of structure were apparent,

very much resembling those seen in the process of reparation
which takes place in the living body when a wounded part is

healing ; whilst in albumen coagulated by heat or chemical

agency, no evidence of such change is ever observed. The latter

opinion is the one most generally held, as it is universally found

that in any case where vital energy is deficient, the blood has a

greater tendency to coagulate ; thus, when blood-letting was

extensively used in medical practice, it was noticed that the

blood last drawn coagulated in a less time than that which was
obtained by the first bleeding. The red corpuscles of the

human blood are by some considered to be circular flattened
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oolla, composed of a delioato colourless membrano enclosing
a. ooloarod substance which appears to be uniform in composition,

!i:ivii!ff no nucleus. Others believe them to bo solid masses
"
lump* of nutriment

"
having no cell-wall. In size they vary

lie xJn to ^K, of an inch in diameter. Their presence
is character MI Vortobrata, aa they do not occur in

the blood of any animals not included in that division. Their

proportion to the white seems to vary according to the degree of

Miiisation of the animal. Thus, in man and the higher
..nun. i!s, they are from 20 to 300 times aa numerous; in tho

fish and reptile they are comparatively few in number, though
even horo they always exceed the white. Those of the class

Mammalia differ from those of the fish and bird in having no

nuclei, and also in shape, the latter being, as a rule, oval or

flliptiral. Tho mammals also differ in some degree in size from
each other ; and upon those differences it has occasionally been

attempted to base a judgment as to the particular animal from
which the blood was derived ; but though by tho aid of the micro-

scope it is possible to say, with some certainty, as to whether
the blood is that of a mammal, or that of a bird or fish, this

appears to be the limit ; tho differences in the size of the

corpuscles are neither sufficiently great nor constant to decide

positively whether they are those of a man, a pig, or a cow.

The white corpuscle is larger than tho red, being about jjg of

an inch in diameter, and is spherical in shape ; they have a

tnbercnlatod surface, and are of a greyish-pearly appearance ;

they are made up of a cell-wall, enclosing a white-looking sub-

stance, which has one or more nuclei. The
serum of the blood, the liquid which remains
after the coagulation of the fibrine, is an

alkaline, slimy, viscid fluid of a yellowish or

greenish colour. It consists of a large number
of substances dissolved in water ; its largest
solid constituent is albumen, which is present
to the extent of about 8 per cent. The pre-
sence of this element may be made manifest

by heating the serum, when the albumen

coagulates into a solid mass. Tho liquid
which remains nncoagulated is called the

serosity. When meat is cooked for eating,
the serum of the blood is converted into solid

ilbumen, and this, when cut, allows the

serosity to escape in the shape of gravy.
Such, then, being the principal parts of

the blood, we must now examine a little its

chemical composition. For this purpose two
tables are given, the first showing in slight
detail the various chemical substances found in the blood, and
the ether the proportion of its ultimate elements.

TABLE I.

SHOWING THE PROPORTIONS OP THE PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENTS IS A
THOUSAND PARTS OF BLOOD.

Water 784
Albumen ....... 70

THE ORGANS OP CIRCTTLATIOH.

and

Bed Corpuscles I Hmato-crystalline
I Haematine . .

Fibrine

123-5

7'3

Fatty Matter
ide of Sodium 3 '6

id Phosphate of Iroa '5

Salts . . . 1-93
Extractive Matters, Biliary Colouring Matters,

Oases, etc.

Salts

f Chloride i

< Oxide anc

I Other Sal

2-2

131

1-3

6-03

5-47

TABLE II.

SHOWING THE ULTIMATE ELEMENTS OF DRIED BLOOD.

Carbon 57D percent.
Hydrogen . . 7'1

Nitrogen 17'4

Oxygen 19'2
Ashes 4-4

In tho serum is contained a great part of the salts, the

albumen, and the water of the blood. The proportion of the
latter element varies, and is influenced by many causes. Thus
all active exercises which produce perspiration diminish the

quantity of the water in the blood ; but as they, at the same time,
create thirst, a larger quantity of liquid is taken, and so the
Valanon is restored. Water is truly one of the most important

elements, because upon its pretence in proper proportion*
depends the maintenance of tho due viscidity of the blood, and
the power to absorb the nutritive element* from the digested
food. The fibrino is a Tory important substance, and in health
is present to the amount of 2 to 3 parts in 1,000 ; but in all

diseases of a low type it i diminished, and in some of the

opposite character it is increased. The red corpuscles consist,
as is indicated in Table I., of two distinct constituents : the one
called crystalline or globuline, which forms the balk of the

whole, is one of the albuminous group of substances ; the other,
called hiematine, is distinguished from all other animal sub-
stances by its peculiar red colour, and the large proportion of
iron which it contains. The fatty matters vary much in quan-
tity, being increased soon after a meal a taken if it contains

fatty, starchy, or saccharine substances.

As has been already stated, the sources from which the blood
is renewed are the chyle and lymph, which are poured into the
circulation by the thoracic duct. The lymph and chyle corpuscles
are probably identical with the white corpuscles of the blood,
and the red is believed to be formed from the white the cell-

wall becoming gradually smooth and the nuclei vanishing,
whilst the whole cell assumes the red colour of the completed
corpuscle. The fibrine makes its appearance in the chyle almost

coincidently with the corpuscles, but does not appear to have its

full power of coagulating till it reaches the completed blood.

Wo pass on now to consider the second division of this function
of circulation, the organs by which it is carried out ; these are

the heart and thj blood-vessels, consisting of

arteries, capillaries, and veins.

The heart is a hollow muscular organ of a
conical form, placed between the two lungs,
and enclosed in the pericardium ; its posi-
tion in the chest is oblique ; its broad end or

base, which is placed highest in the chest, is

directed upwards and backwards to the right,
the point or apex is directed forwards and to
the left side ; the heart is placed between the
lower two-thirds of the sternum, and projects
more to the left than it does to the right,

extending about three inches from the median
line in tho former direction, and only an inch
and a half in the latter. Anteriorly, it is

rounded and convex, whilst its posterior sur-

face is flattened and rests on the diaphragm.
Its ordinary size in the adult is about five

inches in length, three inches and a half in

breadth at its broadest part, and two inches
half in thickness ; its weight is from ten to twelve

ounces in men, and from eight to ten in women ; it con-

tinues to increase in size up to an advanced period in life.

The pericardium in which the heart is enclosed is one of

the serous membranes, and is consequently a closed sac con-

sisting of two layers, between which is a small quantity of

fluid, to enable the surfaces to glide easily over each other ;

the pericardium at its lower surface is firmly attached
to the diaphragm, and serves to support the heart in its

place, and facilitates its various movements. When the heart
is laid open, it is seen that it is composed of four chambers,
divided into a right and left set by a longitudinal muscular

septum which runs the whole length of the organ, so that
the right set is completely cut off from those of the opposite
side. The upper pair of these cavities are called the auricles ;

the lower pair the ventricles. The auricles, which are much
smaller than the ventricles, are the chambers which receive the
blood ; into the right ones open tho large veins which bring the
used blood back to the heart from all parts of the body ; into the

left, the pulmonary veins, which convey the blood after it has

passed through the lungs. The ventricles are the chambers
which by their contraction drive the blood out, the right sending
the blood which it receives from the right auricle into the pul-

monary artery, to be by it conveyed to the lungs, and there

exposed to tho action of the air ; the left pumping the aerated

blood sent into it by its auricle into the great blood-vessel, the

aorta, to be distributed to all parts of the body. The inside of

the heart is, like the outside, covered by a serous membrane in

this instance called the endocardium, which, by its thin smooth

transparency, gives to the inside of the heart its glistening

appearance ; this membrane, at the various apertures in the
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different cavities of the heart, is arranged in folds, which, with

the addition of some muscular fibres and fibrous tissue, compose
tlio valves which protect these openings. From the inner

surface of the walls of the heart jut out irregular masses of

muscular fibre, many of which stand out like columns or pillars,

and are thence called " columnas carneae" (fleshy columns).
From the free extremities of some of these, cords run to the

under-surface of the valves, and act as check-strings, preventing
them being forced too far backwards by the pressure of the

blood. Into the right auricle, as has been said, the used blood is

emptied by two largo veins named respectively the superior and

inferior cava; it is rather larger than the left auricle, and is

situated at the base of the right ventricle, forming a part of the

anterior surface of the heart
;

it communicates with its ventricle

by a large oval aperture, which is protected on the ventricular

side by one of the valves before-mentioned, called, on account of

its being composed of three segments or cusps, the tricuspid
valve. The spot whore the inferior cava enters is also protected

by a valve. The right ventricle is triangular in form, and
forms the greater part of the anterior surface of the heart ; it

has opening into it the pulmonary artery, which is guarded by a

set of valves, called from their shape the semi-lunar. The left

auricle is thicker but rather smaller than the right ; it receives

the pulmonary veins, which are four in number, and communi-

cates, by an opening similar to the one on the right side, with the

left ventricle. The left ventricle is conical in shape, is longer,
and its walls are much thicker tban those of the right ; it forms
the posterior surface, and in consequence of its greater length
the apex of the heart : the opening into it from the auricle is

guarded by the mitral valve, which consists of two segments,
but is larger, thicker, and stronger than the one on the opposite
side ; from the upper and back part of it springs the great main

trunk, the aorta, the large vessel which conveys the blood for

th-3 use of the whole body. The heart, in common with all other

organs that have important duties to fulfil, has special vessels

to supply it with nutritive blood ; these are called the coronary
arteries, and are nearly the first branches given off from the

aorta. It also is abundantly supplied with nerves, which it de-

rives mainly, though not entirely, from the sympathetic system.
Such, then, being the engine by which the blood is put

in motion, we must now consider tha channels through which it

travels. The blood-vessels are divided into three Bets : the

arteries, which are the vessels carrying the blood from the heart;
the veins, which return the blood to the heart ; and an inter-

mediate set, the capillaries, which form the connection between
the arteries and the veins. The arteries are cylindrical tubular

vessels, owing their name to an ancient opinion, which was
based on the fact that they are found empty after death, and
were consequently supposed to contain air (aer, air

; terein, to

contain). They have three coats ; the external, called also the

elastic, is a membrane of great strength and elasticity ; the
middle or muscular coat is thick, composed of several layers of

muscular and clastic tissue, which form a firm, solid, but rather
brittle membrane

; the internal, or serous, is a thin, nearly
transparent membrane, moistened, as its name implies, by a
serous fluid. The effect of these differences in the constitution
of the coats of arteries is manifested when an artery is cut off

by a ligature as in surgical operations, or torn through as in an
injury. In either case the external coat shows the purpose for
which it is made of so great strength and elasticity. In the
case of the ligature, the internal and middle coats are at once
cut through, but the external coat bears the pressure, and thus
enables a permanent healing of the wound and closure of the
vessels to take place before it separates. Also, when a limb is

torn off, the artery, in common with the other structures, is

forcibly lacerated, the inner and middle coats give way at once
and retract, the external coat is pulled out to a fine point before
it divides, and thus shuts off the channel of the vessel, and pre-
vents that profuse bleeding which without this provision would
otherwise take place.

PNEUMATICS. VIII.

TENTILATION WIND ITS PRESSURE AND EFFECTS TRADE
WINDS MONSOONS LAND AND SEA BEEEZES SIMOOMS, ETC.

A. SIMPLE experiment, which may be easily tried, affords a good
illustration of the principles on which ventilation is arranged in

Fig. 20.

mines or buildings. Procure a straight glass chimney (Fig. 20),,
such as is used with a moderator lamp, and place it over a short

piece of lighted candle ; in a few minutes the
flame will flicker and then be extinguished.
The oxygen of the air contained in the

chimney has been consumed, and its place

occupied by the poisonous carbonic acid gas
thereby produced ; and as there is no way
of allowing the foul air to escape and fresh

to enter, the candle goes out. Now cut a

piece of cardboard of the shape represented
at A, such that it will pass down the chim-

ney nearly to the flame, but will be pre-
vented by the enlarged top from falling

lower, and, having relit the candle, place the

chimney over it as before, but with the card
in it. The candle will now continue to burn,
and we shall find that the flame is drawn
a little to one side. The partition has di-

vided the chimney into two compartments,
up one of which the smoke and carbonic
acid pass, while fresh air comes down the
other and maintains a constant supply. The
heat of the flame rarefies the air over it, and
thus creates an upward current in the one compartment, just as-

the furnace does at the bottom of a mine shaft.

If, instead of inserting the piece of card, we raise the chimney
a little from the table by a few small pieces of wood, the candle-

will continue to burn ; an inlet is now provided for the fresh,

air, and the whole of the chimney is occupied by the up-current.
The essential points are to provide an exit for the foul air and
an entry for fresh air.

In a building the air, heated by the lights and by being

breathed, ascends. This will usually suffice to ventilate the

place if a proper way of escape be made for the foul air. and
the importance of doing this cannot well be overrated. Care.,

however, is required in regulating the entry of fresh air so as to-

avoid draughts.

Frequently, however, the gas is not lighted, and the heat of

the breath is insufficient to ventilate the building in this way,
and then other means must bo adopted. One of the simplest

and best of these is to carry a metal shaft from the top of the

room or building, and in the upper part of this to place a num-
ber of gas-burners. These, when lighted, create a powerful
current of air up the shaft, and thus the foul air is removed
from the place.

Gas-burners have also been invented of such a construction as

to remove the impure air by means of a pipe opening over them,

and, at the same time, by the draught thus created to remove
the foul air from the upper part of the room.

The usual defect in ventilation is that this foul air is allowed

to accumulate near the ceiling. If we stand on steps so as to-

have our head near the top of a room with several people and

lighted gas burners in it, we shall be fully convinced of this fact.

As a knowledge of the fact that heated air always ascends is

of great importance to us in understanding the theory of the

wind, we will mention another simple illustration of it. Take a.

circular piece of card, about six or eight inches in diameter, and,

beginning at the exterior, cut it spirally inwards so as to form

a strip about f of an inch wide. Stick a pin through the centre,

and by this suspend it over a lighted gas-burner. The upward
current of heated air will cause it to turn rapidly round, and it

will somewhat resemble a serpent. The old smoke-jack used to-

act in a similar way.
If we open the door of a warm room a very little way, and

hold a candle in the opening so as to observe the direction of

the current by that of the flame, we shall see the mode in which

the air is changed. When the candle is held close to the floor, a

strong inward current of air will be perceived. Being cold, it

sinks to the floor and there enters. As we raise the candle the

current becomes weaker, till, about half-way up, it is quite

imperceptible. Higher still the current is reversed, and we shall

find the flame driven outwards, showing that the heated air is.

escaping near the upper part of the room.

This experiment is a very instructive one, as it explains to us

the principle on which rooms must be warmed, and generally the

way in which gases become heated. If we place one end of a.

bar of iron in the fire, the heat will gradually pass along it until
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the other end becomes worm. The. particles do not change their

to one another, bat the heat passes from

each i. t<> it, and thua is conducted along tho bar.

.M'l pisea, however, beconu- l:< a< <l in a totally
1 of tho heat bnim; conveyed from .M-

to another by contact, onrrouta are aet up in them by
ii-li nil tin'

|
:i rtiolea successively become exposed to the source

These currents may easily be aeon by dropping Eome
nta of litmua into a globe of water, and heating it by

. .f a spirit-lamp placed under the centre. Tho litmuH

will colour the water, and thua it will be Boon that there in an
. nip column of liquid in the centre of the globe. When

the surface it spreads out in all directions, and
!M against the sides, to be raised to a higher temperature

and again ascend. We may easily see how bad a conductor of

<i'iitl in. If wo place a lump of ice at tho bottom of a
ii 10 nearly filled with water, and apply tho flame of a

spirit-lamp to the upper portion, wo shall find that the ice will

rrm iin unmelted long after the water at the top has commenced
to boil. If, however, we apply tho flame to tho bottom of the

lie ico will very quickly melt. In a similar way it might
be shown that air is a bad conductor, and can therefore only be
warmed by convection.

Another important fact in connection with the temperature of

the air is that it is not warmed by the passage of the sun's rays
through it. If it were, the upper part of tho atmosphere would
in tho daytime be warmer than the lower portion, for it is nearer

the sun ; we find, however, that as we ascend the temperature
becomes less and less. An interesting illustration of this is

:i the higher tropical mountains. If we go to some of the

lofty Andes near the equator, wo shall find at their base tropical
forests almost too dense for the light of the sun to penetrate ;

on ascending higher we meet with vegetation less rank, and pass

through regions resembling those of the temperate zone. Higher
still we come across a stunted polar vegetation, and reach the
limit of perpetual frost, or the " snow-line." We have, in fact,
in a small space a representation of all the climates we meet in

travelling from the equator to the poles. The reason of this is

that the rays of the sun pass through the air without warming
it, !iut when they reach the ground they are absorbed and raise

it--* temperature. This increase is shared by tho air resting on

it, and thus tho lower strata become warmed.
As we recede from the equator, the snow-line,
which there attains an elevation of 17,000 or

18,000 feet, descends lower and lower, till in

the frigid zone it comes to the level of the sea,
and we find continual frost and winter.

It remains for us now to see how the princi-

ples we have examined explain the complicated
phenomena of the winds.
Wind is merely air in motion ; but this motion

varies from time to time very greatly, both in

direction and in intensity. There are various
modes of measuring tho speed of the wind. A
rough idea of it may sometimes be formed by
noticing the shadows of clouds passing along
the ground ; but this is vague and uncertain.
Various machines, known as anemometers, have
therefore been contrived for this purpose, and
are in use in most observatories. As the pressure
produced on any surface varies as the square of

the velocity, some of the simplest anemometers
merely show the pressure, and from this the velocity must be
calculated by tables drawn up for the purpose. Fig. 21 repre-
sents one of the most common forms ol this instrument, which
is known as Lind's anemometer. It consists of a glass tube
bent into the shape of the letter U, but drawn out at the bend
so as to diminish the bore. The object of this is to moderate
the fluctuations which are caused by the gusts of wind. One
end is also turned at right angles, and the whole is suspended
on a pivot, so that this open end is always presented to tho
wind. A small shield, placed over the end of the other limb,
shelters it a little from the wind, and it is found that as soon
as the instrument is exposed to the wind, its pressure acts on
the liquid and depresses it in the limb exposed to its force. The
difference in the level of the water in the two limbs indicates
the pressure. If this difference be one inch, the pressure is

about 15 Ibs. per square foot.

Fig. 21.

A metal disc, supported by a apiral apriof. is likewise used
-i to meaauro the pressure. Fana arranged like the

ails of a mill, and giving motion to a registering apparatus,
have also been tried ; but these forma have, for the moat part,

given way to that known aa Robinson'* anemometer.
He found that the vertical vanes moved much more alowly

tlnui the wind, and therefore substituted for them metal oops or

hemispheres. Four of these, with their open aides turned the

same way, are accordingly mounted at the extremities of two
arms crossing at right angles, and the axle to which these are

fixed is connected with a train of wheels so as to register the

revolutions.

When this instrument is placed in an exposed place, the wind
acts on the concave aides presented to it, and thus sets the

whole in rotation, the speed of the cupa being nearly equal to

that of the wind, and always bearing the same proportion to it.

This instrument is often fitted up by the aide of a vane, and
both are made self-registering. The construction of the appa-
ratus for this is very ingenious, but its description would be too

long for insertion here.

The following table gives an idea of the effects produced by
different velocities of the wind :

CtwrscterUtlri.

Hardly perceptible.
Just perceptible.
Oentle breeze.

Brisk wind.

> Very brisk wind.

High wind.

Very high wind.

Storm.
Great storm

. Hurricane.

Great hurricane, carrying

trees, etc., before it.

Mili-d IK.T

1

2

5

10

20
25
35
45
50
60
80

100

I'n s-siire per Kjumre
font in pound*.

0-005

0-020

0-123

0-492

1-968

3-075

6-027
9-963

12-300

17715
31-490

49-200

Winds vary in direction as much as in velocity. In temperate
climates they are often proverbially uncertain, but in the tropics

they are very much more regular ; and we will now notice a few

of them, which are distinguished by special names on account

of their importance.
The most important are the trade-winds. These are perma-

nent, and extend a few degrees north and south of the tropics,

the actual limits varying with the season. Their direction in

the northern hemisphere is from tho north-east, and in the

southern from the south-east. Hence they are called the north-

east and south-east trades. Between them there exists a narrow

region of calms sometimes called the Doldrums. This band is

a little north of the equator, and nearly corresponds with the

line of greatest heat on the earth.

Columbus was the first who noticed these winds ; and when
the sailors found that a constant wind kept on day after day,

taking them further from their home, they almost mutinied.

So regular are these winds that a ship will often sail from the

neighbourhood of the Canaries right across to the north coast of

South America without altering her sails. A little consideration

will render the origin of these winds perfectly clear. In tropical

regions the surface of the earth, being exposed to the almost

vertical rays of the sun, becomes intensely heated, and commu-
nicates this high temperature to the air around. This accordingly

expands and rises, its place being supplied by colder air, which

rushes from temperate and polar regions, Now we should at

first expect that this would cause the wind to blow from both

poles towards the equator that is, a north wind in the northern

hemisphere and a south wind in the southern (for a wind is

named after the point from which it blows) ; and if the earth

were at rest, this would be the case. It is not at rest, however, but

rotating rapidly from west to east ; and it is clear that since the

diameter of the earth is greatest at the equator, and diminishes

as we recede from it, the velocity too must be greatest there.

We find that any place at the equator has a velocity of nearly

1,000 miles per hour, while at 45, north or south latitude, it is

only 660. The air, therefore, as it flows towards the equator,
has at every point a less velocity than that of the portion of

the earth's surface it is moving over, and hence it is left behind,
and appears to be moving in a contrary direction to the earth.

Now the motion of the earth is from west to east ; the wind,

therefore, appears to travel from east to west, and this, com-
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bined with its motion towards the equator, produces the north-

east and south-east trade-winds. These and other regular winds
are best observed in the ocean far away from land, as that always
interferes, more or less, by creating fresh currents. It is said

that a difference is caused in the wind by the proximity even
of a coral reef or small island.

Now it is manifest that there must be some return current
for the air, as otherwise it could not continue to flow constantly
in the same direction, and it is found that this return current
is above the ordinary one, and is in the contrary direction. It is

difficult to afford full proof of this, but several facts show that
such is the case. Eather more than fifty years ago an eruption
took place of the volcano in St. Vincent, and a large quantity
of ashes and scoria3 was thrown out to a considerable elevation.

A portion of this fell and covered the island of Barbadoes.
Now the trade-wind blows directly away from Barbadoes ; and
it seems certain, therefore, that the ashes were thrown up high
enough to reach the upper or return current, and were carried

along with that.

Humboldt states, likewise, that when he ascended the Peak
of Teneriffe he found a very strong west wind, while the ordinary
north-east trade-wind was blowing on the earth below at the

same time. We see, then, that there is a system of convection

being carried on in the air on a gigantic scale, the air, heated

by the tropical sun, ascending and making room for colder air

from temperate regions. As the fact of the sun being vertical

over parts of the torrid zone is thus the cause of these winds,
we should expect to find that when the sun is north of the

equator they extend further north than when the sun is in the

southern hemisphere, and such is really the case. The variations

in their limits thus caused are usually laid down on maps which
show the prevailing winds.

After the current of heated air that ascends from the equator
has travelled some distance, it becomes cooled down by radiation

into space, so that its temperature falls below that of the under-
current. They therefore change places, and the return current

from the equator blows on the surface of the earth, producing
south-west winds in the northern hemisphere, and north-west
in the southern. The west direction of these arises from the

fact that they come from a portion of the earth where the

motion is more rapid, and they therefore travel faster than the

part they blow over.

The latitude at which this current descends is about 30. It

varies, however, considerably in different parts owing to local

causes, and therefore the winds in the temperate zone have not

the same degree of regularity as they have nearer the equator.
We find, however, by records kept at various places, that if we
measure the duration and intensity of the wind in places in the

north temperate zone, the prevailing direction is south-west or

south-south-west. Still further north, this current, which has

become heated by contact with the earth, again ascends and
becomes the upper current.

In the Indian Ocean the effect of the trade-winds is but little

felt, but they are replaced by the monsoons. These are

periodical winds, and extend from a few degrees south of the

equator to the northern shores of the Indian Ocean. Their

direction from April to October is south-west, and from October
to April north-east. At the periods of change violent storms
are experienced, by which great damage is frequently done to

shipping and property. This period usually lasts nearly a
month.

The explanation of these phenomena is found in the fact that

when the sun comes north of the equator, the plains of India

and the surrounding countries become intensely heated by the

almost vertical rays of the sun. The air over them, therefore,
becomes rarefied and ascends, creating a strong current towards
those parts from the southward, for the sea does not become
so heated by the sun's rays as the land does, but preserves an
almost uniform temperature. When the sun crosses the equator

southward, the plains of Australia and the islands near it be-

come similarly heated, and thus a reverse current is produced.
These winds are, however, somewhat modified by the nature of

the country and other causes, which are not yet fully under-

stood. For purposes of commerce they are found almost more
useful than the trade-winds, as a vessel can proceed to a port

during one monsoon, wait there to discharge her cargo, and
re-load in the interval of the change, and return with the con-

trary wind.

The land and sea breezes are the next winds which we must
notice. These are more felt in lower latitudes than in ours ; but
most visitors to the seaside in our own country have doubtless
noticed them. A short time after sunset a gentle breeze sets

off the coast towards the sea, and continues to blow during the

evening and night. After the sun has risen again, this wind
ceases, and a contrary one sets in from the sea, mitigating the
intense heat which would otherwise be felt. This breeze con-

tinues during the day. These phenomena are said to be well

seen in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius, where during the day
the column of smoke blows inland, but at evening it veers round
till it points exactly in the contrary direction.

These winds are easily accounted for. The sea, as we have

already remarked, preserves a nearly uniform temperature,
being little affected by the heat of the sun. The land, on the

contrary, becomes rapidly heated by day, and at night parts
with its heat as rapidly by radiation. The consequence is that,
as soon as the sun has been shining a little time, the land attains

a higher temperature than the sea ; the air over it therefore

rises, and colder air flows in from the sea to fill its place. In

the evening this extra heat soon passes off, and the land becomes
colder than the sea. The contrary effect then ensues : the air

rises over the sea, and a breeze springs up from the land. A
simple experiment will serve well to illustrate these phenomena.
Fill a tub or other large vessel with cold water, and float on it

a saucer filled with warm water. This will represent the island

when heated during the day. If we now hold a smoking taper
or piece of paper near it, we shall see that a current of air is

setting in towards the saucer. Now reverse the experiment,
and fill the large vessel with warm water and the small with

cold, and we shall find that the current of air flows over the

edge of the saucer and drives the smoke away, just as at even-

ing the wind sets off the land.

There are many other periodical winds, but as for the most

part they are confined to small areas and only known by local

names, we need not further allude to them, except to say that

nearly all may be accounted for on the same principles as those

we have been considering.
The winds frequently met with on the borders of desert re-

gions, and known in Arabia as the Simoom, in the neighbour-
hood of the Mediterranean as the Sirocco, and by other names
in other places, owe most of their dangerous character to their

dryness, and to the amount of fine dust they carry with them.

Sweeping over large tracts of arid sand, they become intensely
hot and dry, and often cause the death of those who are unable

to obtain shelter from their influence.

If we thus trace the quarter from which any wind blows, we
shall usually be able to understand the reason of its special

character. Thus, in England, rain usually comes with a south-

west wind, the reason being that this wind, coming from lower

latitudes, is warm, and therefore absorbs much water as it passes

over the sea. When it reaches our shores it becomes cooled,

and a portion of its vapour is at once condensed and falls in

the form of rain.

In mountainous districts a current of air frequently impinges

against the cold tops of a mountain, and becoming in this way
suddenly cooled, rushes violently down the side, often giving
rise to violent and destructive hurricanes. The Pamperos, or

winds which rush from the Andes with great violence across

the plains of South America, owe their origin to this cause ;

and in our own lake districts in Cumberland a somewhat
similar effect, though on a much smaller scale, may at times be

noticed.

The whole subject of the varying phenomena of the atmo-

sphere is one of great importance and interest ; but we cannot

further enlarge upon it here.

ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES IN LESSON VII. (Page 38.)

1. The pressure is 5 x 6 '25 x 29'04 x O'ifll pounds, which, is equal

to 445-5825 pounds.
2. Since the volume occupied by the air is only -^A, i.e., -9^, of its

original volume, the pressure is increased The mercury there!ora

stands ? - x 29 inches, or 64f above the level in the other limb, or

69}| above 0.

3. 238'21 cubic inches.

4. Just over 1461 cubic inches.

5. The temperature to which it is raised is 338.

6. 128-09 cubic inches.
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ELECTRO-MAONETS : MODE OF MAKING, AND PROPERTIES

HORSE-SHOE MAGNETS.

We hare already seen the effects produced by an electric oarront

ou a niagnotined needle plaoud near to it, and have now to notice

the way in which the current is able to produce a magnet.
Tiio properties of an ordinary magnet uru familiar to mont,

and will bo fully explained when treating of Magnetism. We
shall find, however, that any piece of iron may be at once con-

i temporary magnet by causing a current to pass
r..uii.l it. The simplest way of showing this effect is to dip a

thin wire, along which a stream of electricity is passing, into a

heap of iron filings, when it will be observed that many of them
are attracted and cling to the wire as long as the fluid passes,

but fall the moment that contact is broken in any part of the

circuit.

The action of the current is, however, seen much more clearly

by taking a piece of glass tubing, about three-quarters of an inch

in diameter, and

twisting a piece of

copper wire spi-

rally along it, as

seen in Fig. 68.

Now place a small

steel bar or piece
of steel wire inside

the tube, and allow

a current to pass
round the spiral.

The sleel will at

once be converted

into a magnet, the

power of which
will vary according
to the strength of

the current and the

number of coils of

wire. If the charge
of a Leyden jar be
in a similar way
passed round the

copper wire, the
steel will in like

manner be magne-
tised to a slight
extent thus again
showing the close

alliance between
the two kinds of

electricity.

Every magnet
has two poles,
called respectively
the north and the Routh, and we shall see that it depends on the
direction in which the wire is coiled which end of the bar becomes
the north pole. If the wire is made to coil from left to right, so

that the current passes round the tube in thtt same direction as

the hands of a watch travel, it is said to be a right-handed

spiral, the coils of the wire corresponding in position with the

threads of an ordinary screw. In this case the end b, at which
the current enters, will become a south pole. If, however, the

wire bo twisted in the opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 69,

it is called a left-handed spiral. In this case the end a, at

which the current enters, will be the north, and 6 will be the

miuth pole.

This may be easily remembered by means of Ampere's rule,

already given to serve as an aid in remembering in which direc-

tion a magnetic needle becomes deflected by the passage of a
current near to it. Let the observer imagine himself, or the

figure of a man, placed along any portion of the wire, with his

face turned towards the centre of the helix, so that the current

may enter by his foot and leave by his head ; the north pole will

then always be at his loft hand.
That a magnet may bo made in this way is very easily seen

by taking a rod of iron the poker, for instance and twisting
a piece of wire round it several times, as shown in Fig. 70.

The wire should be covered with cotton or some insulating
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material, as otherwise a portion of the electricity will pau
directly along the iron rod, that being the shorter route. When
the current is made to paM along the wire, the poker will b

found to have become a magnet, and pieces of iron, such M
keys or naiU, held near either end will be attracted and remain

suspended. As soon as the circuit in interrupted, and the cnr-

rent ceases to flow, the bar, if made of soft iron, will LOM all

its magnetism, and the pieces of metal will fall from its ends.

If, however, the bar be composed of steel, or even of hard

iron, it will be converted into a permanent magnet, bnt may
be demagnetised by causicg the current to pass round it in tha

reverse direction.

The electro-magnet derives much of its value from the eas*

with which the poles may be reversed, or its magnetism alto-

gether laid aside. The iron bar, technically called the eon,

should, however, be made of the purest and softest iron that

which is known as scrap-iron will be found to answer well

Even with this a small amount of polarity is found to remain
when the keeper is allowed to come into absolute contact with

the poles. This U
sometimes a dis-

advantage, and to

guard against it

thin discs of paper
may be attached
to the poles.
A bundle of thin

iron wires, fastened

together, is some-
times used for the

core instead of a
solid rod, as it be-

comes more power-
fully magnetised.

Either bar mag-
nets or horse-shoe

magnets may be

made by the elec-

tric current, the

former being most
useful when it is

desirable to have

the poles some
little distance

apart, while the

horse-shoe form is

most convenient

for showing the

lifting power of the

magnet, as both

poles are then

brought to act on
the same keeper.
To make a bar

electro-magnet, a piece of iron rod about three-quarters of

an inch in diameter and twelve or eighteen inches long
should bo taken, and copper wire covered with cotton be

wound evenly round it, an inch or two of the rod being left

uncovered at each end. Much care should be token in winding
the wire to guard against the coils overlapping one another, as

much of the power would thus be lost. When one layer of

wire has been wound on, a second may be laid outside it, wind-

ing back again to the end first commenced at, and in this way
four or five layers of wire may be used. It will be found ad-

vantageous to give a coating of sealing-wax varnish between

each layer of wire, as the insulation is thus much improved.
The power of such a magnet will vary in direct proportion to

the strength of the current and the number of coils of wire.

If, however, the wire employed be very thin, the additional

quantity will cause BO much additional resistance, that a limit

to the increase of strength will soon be reached. As a general

rule, when the magnet is wanted to attract the keeper from any
distance, the wire used in winding should be somewhat thin ;

but when it is required to sustain heavy weights, it may be

rather thicker. It must not be too stout, however, as it is

found that the greatest power is obtained when a certain amount
of resistance is offered to the passage of the current, so that it

becomes to a certain extent delayed.
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Fig. 71 represents the general construction of a bar magnet.
The ends of the wire are in this twisted together, and binding-
ecrews attached to them to join the battery wires to.

Sometimes, instead of the wire being wound directly on the

core, a large reel is procured, the tube of which is made of paste-
board or thin wood, and the wire is coiled on this. The core

may then be inserted in the reel, and changed at pleasure ; the

distance to which it projects may also be altered if desired.

Bars of other metals may likewise be inserted in the reel, so as

to observe the effect, if any, produced on them by the passage
of the current. By the employment of a series of such reels,

wound with different lengths and sizes of wire, the various

effects thus produced may be investigated.
Not only does a magnet attract pieces of iron held near its

poles, but it converts them into magnets, so that they in turn
will attract others, and thus a chain of pieces of iron may be

suspended, as shown in Fig. 72. In the figure, however, a

permanent, and not an electro magnet is represented, but the

same result is obtained whichever is employed.
A beautiful illustration of this is seen by throwing a number

of nails on to the ends of the electro-magnet, and then scatter-

ing iron filings over them. Many of the nails will stand on
end like branches of trees, while the filings cluster round them
so as to resemble foliage. As soon as the contact with the

battery ceases, all at once drop, but spring up again on renew-

ing it.

The magnetic power will penetrate many substances. Let a

plate, for instance, be placed over the magnet, and iron filings

sifted on it ; they will at once collect opposite to the poles of

the magnet, and shift their places as the plate is moved about.

The filings, too, will arrange themselves in curves, indicating
the lines of magnetic force.

Advantage is sometimes taken of the attractive power of the

magnet to separate iron and brass filings. The poles are dipped
into the mixture, and the magnet is gently tapped, so as to

remove all particles of brass accidentally entangled with the

iron. It is then moved over a tray to receive the filings, and
contact with the battery broken, when they at once fall.

The horse-shoe form is employed more frequently than the

straight bar. Fig. 73 shows the mode of making a magnet of

this kind. A piece of iron rod is bent in the middle so that the
sides may be parallel, and its ends are then filed true. The
wire is wound along one limb nearly to the bend, and then
carried across to the other. It may be wound round the curve,
but it is usually found more convenient to leave that bare.

The wire must, however, be wound in the same direction on
each limb, as will be seen in the figure, where, after leaving the

upper side of the left-hand limb, it passes to the under side of

the right-hand one. Only one layer is here shown ;
in practice,

however, several are laid one over the other, or else reels are

placed on each limb.

The keeper, A (Fig. 73), is a bar of iron made to fit evenly to

the poles, and a hook is usually fixed to it, that weights may be

suspended from it.

To avoid the resistance caused when the current has to tra-

verse a great length of wire, three or four separate lengths are
sometimes wound on, the ends being united into bundles, and then
connected with the battery. Care must be taken in this case
that the current travels in the same direction round each coil,
as otherwise they will to a great extent neutralise one another.

Magnets of this kind have been constructed of very great
power, capable of lifting from 10 to 20 cwt. when a powerful
battery is employed. For testing the weight that can thus be
sustained, the magnet is usually suspended from a strong stand

(Fig. 74), so arranged that the keeper may rest on two sup-
ports a little lower than the poles. A large pan or board is

then suspended from the hook of the keeper, and to this

weights are added till the attraction of the magnet is overcome.
Sometimes a second magnet is inverted under the first, and
so arranged that the same current may pass round the coils

of both ; the north pole of the one is then placed opposite to
the south pole of the other, and in this way a great increase of

power is gained.

By means of a powerful electro-magnet, it is very easy to
make any number of permanent magnets. Take a bar of steel,
and placing its middle point on one pole, draw it slowly off it

two or three times ; now repeat the same process with the other
end of the bar on the other pole, taking great care always to

draw it from the middle to the ends
;
after repeating this a few

times the bar will be found to be converted into a powerful
permanent magnet.

It is not even necessary for the steel to touch the magnet, as
a faint polarity may be imparted to it by being held near to it.

We had once an unpleasant illustration of this, when, after

trying various experiments with a powerful magnet, we found
that the balance-wheel of our watch had become so magnetised
that it had to be replaced by a new one. Since then, whenever

experimenting with magnets, watches have been carefully laid

aside, and we advise the student always to do the same.
In a similar way, if a magnetic needle be held near a power-

ful magnet, its poles will frequently be reversed, and small steel

objects lying near, or which have happened to touch the poles,
will also become magnetised.
When a current is made to pass round a reel, it will be found

to draw its core further into it. This property of the coil is

taken advantage of in the construction of various pieces of

apparatus. One example of this has already been given in

the construction of the electric light apparatus, explained in

Lesson VI.

Another illustration of the same effect is obtained by taking
a bobbin (Fig. 75) with a large tube, and having connected it

with the battery, hold a bar of iron as, for instance, a poker
with the upper end just inside the bobbin, when, if the cur-

rent is sufficiently powerful, the poker will at once be drawn up
into it, and remain suspended in the middle without touching
the sides, thus realising the tale of Mahomet's coffin being sus-

pended in mid air.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXV.
IRREGULAR VERBS OP THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

I. VERBS ENDING IN ere LONG (continued).

18. The irregular verb vedere, to see, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Veddre, to see. Pres. Gerund. Veddndo or

veggdndo, seeing. Past Part. Veduto or visto, seen. Compound.
Tenses. Past. Avdre veduto, to have seen. Past Gerund. Avdndo veduto,
having seen.

IND. Pres. Vddo, vdggo, or vdggio ; vddi or ve' ; vdde. Vediaino or

veggiamo ; veddte ; vddono, vdggono, or vdggiono. Imp. Ved<5va or

vedda, veddvi, vedeva or vedda
; vedevamo, vedevate, veddvano. Ind.

Pret. Vidi, veddsti, vide ; vedemmo, veddste, videro. Put. Vedro,
vedrai, vedra; vedreino, vedrdte, vedranno. Cond. Pres. Vedrdi or

vedria, vedrdsti, vedrdbbe or vedria ; vedrdinmo, vedrdste, vedrdbbero-

or vedriano.

IMP. Vddi or ve' ; vdda, vdgga, or vdggia. Vediaino or veggiamo;
veddte ; vddano, vdggano, or vdggiano.

SUB. Pres. Che vdda, vdgga, or vdggia; die vdda, vdgga, vdggia, or

vdggi ; che vdda, vdgga, or vdggia. Che vediamo or veggiamo ; che
vediate or veggiate ; che vddano, vdggano, or vdggiano. Imp. Che
veddssi, che veddssi, che veddsse; che vedessimo, che veddste, che
veddssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Antiveddre, to foresee.

Avveddrei, to perceive.

Disveddre, to neglect.

Diveddre, to show.

Malveddre, to h, \
Preveddre, to foresee.

Provveddre, to provide.

Ravveddrsi, to amend.

Riveddre, to see again..

Sopravvedere, to observe

attentively.

Sprovvodere, to leave destitute.

Stravedere, to see much.

Travedere, to see double.

19. The irregular verb volere, to be willing, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Voldre, to be witting. Pres. Gerund. Vol-

dndo, being willing. Post Part. Voluto, been, willing. Compound
Tenses. Past. Avdre voluto, to have lieen willing. Past Gerund. Avdndo

voluto, having been willing.

IND. Pres. Voglio or vo' ; vudi, vuoli, or vuo" ; vuole. Vogliamo

voldte; vogliono. Imp. Voldva or volda ; volevi or voldi ; voldva, volda

or volia. Volevamo; volevate; volevano or voldano. Ind. Pret. Volli

volesti, voile ; voldmmo, voldste, vollero. Put. Vorrb, vorrai, vorra

vorrdnio, vorrdte, vorranno. Cond. Pres. Vorrdi or vorria ; vorresti

vorrdbbe of vorria. Vorrdmmo ; vorreste ; vorrdbbero, vorriano, or

vorrieno.

(This verb, according to good Italian grammarians, has no Imperative.)

SUB. Pres. Che voglia, che voglia, che voglia ; che vogliamo, che

vogliate, che vogliano. Imp. Che voldssi, che voldssi, che voldsse ;

die voldssirno, che voldste, che voldssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Disvoldre, to refuse.

Rivolere, to wish again.

Stravolere, to wish for too much.

Svoldre, to change one's mind.
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II. IBRBOULAB VERBS ENDING IN CTC BHOKT.

1 . I'r6* cmiiiu; t/i CBBB.

(1.) The irregular verb conotccre, to know, is than conju-

gated:
Ivr. Simpb TMM. PrM. Conuioere, to fctioic. Prw. Gerund. Cono-

iig. Po*t Part. Couoifciuto, known.-Compound Tenses.

Avdre cououciiito, to have knoum. Puit Gerund. Avdudo cono-

I'ren. Couosco, conoid, conosce ; cunoaciimo, conoscdto, com'<-

oono. Imp. Couobo'va or conoscea, couoHCevi, conoscdva or conoacda ;

couoHoevamo, oonoscevate, couoscdvauo or conotoeauo. ind. Pr(.

i, conoee&ti, conobbe; oonoace'mmo, oonoiodate, conobbero.

'uoecero, couoecerai, couoacera ; conoecerlmo, conoBcerdto,
oonoecerinuo. Coud. Pr*. Conoaoerdi or conooceriu ; couosoerdati ;

COnoBOerubbo. Couoscerduiuio ; conoscorcste ; conoscerdbbero, cono-

>, or couoscuriouo.

IMP. Conosci, couosca ; conosciamo, couoscdto, conubcano.

SUB. JVM. Che couosca, cbe conoVca or conosci, cho conusca ; che

couosoiimo, che couosciato, che conoscano. imp. Che conoscdssi, che

oonosoeui, cho couoscdsse ; che couoecdsaiiuo, che conoscdste, che

After this example conjugate the following irregulai verbs :

Precoiauscero, to foresee. \ Ricouoscere, to know again.

Sconoscere, to be ungrateful.

(2.) The irregular verb crtscere, to grow, is thua conju-

gated:
INT. Simple Tent**. Prw. Crescere, to grow. Pres. Gerund. Cre-

scendo, growing. Past Part. Cresciuto, grown.-Compound Tenses.

Post. Avdre cresciuto, (o have grown. Past Gerund. Avdndo cresciuto,

having grown.
IHD. Prw. Crdsco, crdsci, crdsce ; cresciamo, crescdte, crdscono.

Imp. Cresce'va or crescea, crescdvi, crescdva or crescda; crescevamo,
crescevate, crescdvano or crescdano. Jnd. Pret. Crdbbi ; crescdsti ;

crdbbe. Crescdmmo ; crescdste ; crdbbero, crescdro, or crescer. Put.

Crescero, cresoerai, crescera; crescerdmo, crescerete, cresceranno.

Cond. Pres. Creseerui or cresceria, creacer^sti, crescer^bbe or cresceria ;

crescordmmo, crescerdste, cresceribbero or cresceriano.

IMP. Cr^sci, cr^sca ; cresciamo, crescdte, crescauo.

SCB. Pre. Che crdsca, che cr^sca, che crdsca ; che cresciamo, che

crcsciate, che crdscano. Imp. Che crescdssi, che crescdssi, che
cresc^sse ; che crescessimo, che crescdste, che crescdssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Accre'scere, to increase.

Decrdscere, to decrease.

Discrdsccre, to decrease.

Incrdscere, to be tired.

Ricrdscere, to groin again.

Biacrescere, (o increase.

Rincrescere, to displease.

Scrdscere, to diminish.

(3.) The irregular verb cuocere, to cook or bake, is thus con-

jugated :

1 N y. Simple Tenses. Pres. Cuocere, to coofc. Pres. Gerund. Coceiido
or cuoccndo, cooking. Post Part. Cutto, cooked. Compound Tenses.

Past. Avdre cotto, to Jiave coofced. Past Gerund. Avdndo cotto, having
cooked.

IND. Pre. Cu<5co, cudci, cnoce; cociamo or cuociamo, cocdte or

cuocdte, cu6cono. Imp. Cocdva, cocda, or cuoceva ; cocdvi or cuocdvi ;

cocdva or cuoceva. Cocevamo or cuocevumo ; cocevdte or cuocevate
;

cocdvaiio or cuocevano. Ind. Pret. Cossi, cocdsti or cuocdsti, cosse;
cocdmmo or cuocdmmo, coceste or cuocdste, cussero. Put. Cuocero or

coccri), cuocerai or cocerai, cuocera or cocera; cuocerdmo or cocerdmo,
cuocerete or cocerdte, cuoceranno or coceranno. Cond. Pres. Cuocerdi,

cocerdi, or coceria ; cuocerdsti or cocerdsti ; cuocerdbbe, cocerdbbe,
or cocerfa. Cuocerdmmo or cocerdnjmo; cuoccrdste or cocerdste;
cnocerdbbero, cocerdbbero, or cocerfano.

IMP. Cu<5ci, cuoca; cuociamo or cociamo, cuocdte or cocdte, cnocano.
SUB. Pre. Che cuuca or cuocia, che cuoca, che cn6ca ; che cociamo,

che cociiite, che cuocano or cuociano. Imp. Che cocdssi or cuocdssi,
che cocdssi or cuocdssi, che cocdsse or cuocdsse ; che cocdssimo or

cuoci'ssimo, che coceste or cuocdste, che cocdssero or cuocdssero.

After this example conjugate the following irregular verbs :

Concuocere, to concoct.
| Ricuucere, to sfcio again.

(4.) The irregular verb ndscere, to bo born, is thus conju-
gated :

INF. SimpU Tenses. Pres. Nascero, to le born. Pres. Geritnd. Na-
Bceudo, being bni. Post Part. Nato, bn bom. Compound Tane.
Past. Efcsere nato, to have been bom. Past Gerund. Essdndo nato,
having ben born.

IND. Pres. Niisco, n&sci, nasce ; nnnci&mo, naacdte, nascono. Imp.
Kascdva, nascdvi, nascdva; nascevamo, nascevate, nascdvano. Ind.
Pret. Nicqui, nascdsti, nacque or nascdo; nascdmmo, nascdste,

uucqnero. Put. Nasrero, uascenii, nascera ; nasceremo, nasoerdte,
naaceranno. Cond. Pros. Nascerdi ; nascerdsti ; nascerebbe or nasceria.

ifascerdmmo ; nasccrdste ; nascerdbbero, nasceriano, or uascoricno.
IMP. Nasci, nasca; rasciamo, nascdte, nascano.

SOB. I'rt*. die tuUoa, che ai*o or nicbi, cbe DMCA ; .

che uancuito, che nicno. Imp. Cbe niici<el, cbe imn%ri. ebe
BMCeue ; cbe naccewiinio, ebe DMoeete, ebe nne^exro.

After this example conjngato the following :

Sopraonaioere, to ipring on or after I Biiuucere, to le born ojain.

tomethimj.

(5.) The irregular verb nuocere, to hurt, u the* ooojo.
gated :

IXF. Simple Tenrei.Pret. Nuocere, to Tiuri. Pret. Gerund. Noc/-ndo
or nuocdndo, hurting. Past Part. Nociuto, hurt. Compound 'Irnte*.

Pct. Avere nociuto, to ?iar Tiurt. Pat Gerund. Avdndo n

having hurt.

IND. Pra. Nu6co, nnoci, nuuoe or n<5ce ; nodimo or nnoclimo,
nocdte or nuocdte, naocono. Imp. Nocdra, noo'-a, or naoce>a ; noc^vi

or nuocdvi ; nocdva or nuocdva. Nocevimo or nuocevimo ; nocevite
or nuoccvate; nocdrano or nuoccvaiio. ind. Pret. Noccjni, noc^tiii

or nuocdsti, nocque ; noct-mmo or nuocdmnio, nocevte, nucquero or

nuocquero. Fut. Nuocero or nocero, cuocerai or n octroi, nuocera or

noccra ; nuocerdmo or uoccrdino, iiuocerdte or uocerdtc, nuoccriu no </r

noceranno. Cond. Pres. Nocerdi or nuoccrdi ; nocerdnti or naocerdxti ;

nocerdbbe, noceria, or nuocerdbbe. Noceremmo or nuooeremuo ;

nocerdste or nuoccrdste ; nocerdbbero, nuocerdbbero, nooerUiio, </f

nocerfeno.

IMP. Nuoci, nuoca ; nnociamo, nnocdte, nuucano.
SUB. Pres. Che uuoca, che nuoca, cbe nnuca; che nnocUmo o;

nociamo, che uuociate or uociate, che nnocano. Imp. Che uocdMi, cb

ncccssi, che nocdsse ; che uocdssimo, che nocdste, che nocdsucro.

(6.) The iiTegular verb rilucert, to shine, is thua conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Bilncere, to shine. Present Gerund. Bilu-

cdndo, shining. (No Past Participle).
IND. Pres. Riluco, riluci, riluce; riluciamo, rilncdte, rilucono. Imp.

Rilucdra or rilucda, rilucdvi, riluce va; riluceramo, rilucevite, rilucd-

vano or rilucdano. Jnd. Pret. Rilussi or rilucci ; rilucesti ; rilusee,

riluce, or rilucdo. Rilucdmmo; rilucdste; rilussero or rilucdrooo. Fvt.

Rilucero, rilucerai, rilucera ; rilucerdmo, rilucerdte, rilnceruuuo.

Cond. Pres. Rilucerdi or riluceria ; rilucerdsti ; rilucerdbbe or riluceruu

Rilucerdmmo ; riluccrdste ; riluccrdbbero, riluceriano, or rilucerieno.

IMP. Riluci, riluca
; riluciamo, rilucete, rilucano.

SUB. Pres. Che riluca, che riluca or riluci, che riluca ; che riluciimo,

che rilnciate, che rilucuno. Imp. Che rilucdesi, che riluccsci, cbe
rilucdsse ; che rilucdssirno, che rilucdste, che rilucdssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Lucere, to shine.
| Preliicere, to precede trilh a ligU.

(7.) The irregular verb torcerc, to twist, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Torcere, to ttctsf. Pres. Gerund. Torccndo,

tu-isting. Post Part. T6rto, tunsfcd. Compound Tenses. Pott. Ardro

torto, to have tu-isted. Past Gerund. Avendo torto, having tuntd.

IND. Pres. Torco, torci, torce ; torciamo, torcdte, torcono. Imp.
Torcdva or torcda, torcevi, torceva or torcca ; torcevimo, torcevate,

torcdvano or torcdano. Ind. Pret. Torsi, torcdsti, t^rse ; torcdmmo,

torcdste, torsero. Put. Torcero, torcerai, torcera ; torcerdmo, torce-

rete, torceranno. Cond. Pres. Torcerdi, torcerdsti, toroerebbe ; torce-

rdmmo, torcerdste, torcerdbbero.

IMP. Torci, torca; torciamo, torcdte, torcano.

SUB. Pres. Che torca, che torca, che torca; che torciamo, cbe

torciate, che td-rcano. Imp. Che torccssi, che torcerai, che torcesse ;

che torcdssimo, che torcdste, che torcdssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Attorcere, to twist.
| Estorcere, to pull triifc violence.

(8.) The irregular verb vtnccre, to conquer, is thus conju-

gated:
INF. SimpU Tenses. Pre. Vfncere, to conquer. Pre*. Gerund. Viu-

cdndo, con<juerin/f. Past Part. Vfnto, conquered. Compound Tt**t*.

Past. Avdro vinto, to have conquered. Past Gerund. Avendo v.uto,

/lacing conquered.
IND. Pres. Vfnco, vfnci, vince- vinciamo, vincete, rincono. Imp.

Vincdva, vince"vi, vincdva; vincfc<rmo, vincevate, vinec;vano. Ind.

Pret. Vinsi, vincesti, vinse ; vincemmo, Tinceste, vinscro. Put.

Vincero, vincerdi, vincera ; vinceremo, vinccrete, vinceninno. Cond,

Pres. Vincerdi, vincerdsti, vincercbbe ; vinceremmo, vincerdste, vin.

cerdbbero.

IMP. Vfnci, vfnca : vinciamo, vincdto, vfncano.

SUB. Pres. Che vinca, che Tfnca or vinci, rhe vinca ; cho vinciamo,

che vincidte, che vincano. Imp. Cho vinccssi, che vincdssi. che

vincesse ; che vincdssimo, che viucdste, che vincdssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Avvincere, (o tie up.

Couvincere, to ccnrinre.

I Bivincere, to conquer again

Sopnm'ncere, to mqur
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2. Verbs ending in DERE.

(1.) The irregular verb drdere, to burn, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Ardere, to burn. Pres. Gerund. Ardeudo, 1

burning. Post Part. Arso, burnt. Compound Tenses. Past. Avere

arso, to hat'e burnt. Past Gerund. Avdndo arso, having burnt.

IND. Pres. Ardo, ardi, arde; ardiamo, ardete, ardono. Imp. ArdeVa
or ardda, ardevi, ardfSva or ard^a ; ardevamo, ardevate, ardeVano or

ardeano. Ind. Pret. Arsi, arde'sti, arse or ardeo ; arde'mmo, trdeste,
Arsero. Put. Arderb, arderai, ardera; arderdmo, arderdte, arderanno.

Cond. Pi-es. ArdertSi or arderia, arder^sti, arder^bbe or arderia ; arde-

ronimo, ardere'ste, ardere'bbero or arderiano.

IMP. Ardi, arda ; ardiamo, arddte, ardano.

SUB. Pres. Che arda, che arda or ardi, che arda ; die ardiamo, che

ardiate, clie ardauo. Imp. Che ardessi, che ardessi, che ardesse j che

arde'ssiino, che arde'ste, che ardessero.

After this example conjugate the following :

ancora 1' anno nono dell' eta sua : un vecchio goffo venne a

dire in presenza di questo principino : "Quando li fanciulli nella

tenera etk, loro hanno tanto ingegno, diventano poi nelT eta,

matura stupidi e goffi." Allora disse Pico,
" Se ci6 che dite e

vero ; bisdgna certo ch' abbiate aviito nella vostra fanciullezza

un' eccellentissimo* ingegno."

EXEECTSE 47.

Dovendo un re a due ore dopo mezzo di entrar in una citta,

gli furono mandati dal senato certi deputati per fargli compli-
mento. Colui al quale toccava di complire, disse,

" Alessandro

Magno, il Grand' Alessandro ;" e siibito s' ammuti senza poter

piu proferir alcuna parola ; il che avendo notato il ro, chi in

quel giorno non aveva ancora mangiato, gli disse : "Si, amico,
Alessandro Magno ha pranzato, o 10 son ancor digiiino :" e cio

detto sen'f and6 verso il palazzo del senato dove gli era stato

Infinitive.
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which he gives of words whose different senses are likely to be

tnded.

ImposMliility" (with its kindred words) ia used with Uin-.-

' itii.l .li-tinot meanings. 1. It is employed to

.,iti<-nl iin|H)ssibility. Anything in so oallod which in-

volves an absurdity or a contradiction, this name being given
in mi i In- t'iu-t that the greater number of instances of it occur

mathematical sciences : e.g., that two straight lines

-ln.ul.l i-ii.'Uwe a space is a mathematical impossibility. It is

:ili>nril, inconceivable, and a contradiction in terms, being at

variance with the very definition of a straight line. It amounts,
n t'.i.-t, to this, that the same line should bo straight and not

straight nt the same time. 2. A physical impossibility ia some-

it variance with the existing lawn of Nature, and which

iMimut take place while those laws remain as they are : e.g., that

a man should be able to live under water, or that a feather and
a stone should fall to the ground in the same space of time.

There is not here, as in a mathematical impossibility, any incon-

'ity implied. We can quite readily conceive the existing
: nature altered so that a man should have the power of

living xinder water, and a feather and a stone have the same

weight (i.e., be attracted with equal power towards the earth).

There is no contradiction involved in imagining this to be so ;

and we, in fact, know that, whenever a miracle has been per-

formed, such a suspension or violation of the laws of Nature
has been brought about by the power of the Supreme Being.
We cannot, however, surmount these laws, and so they impose
re -frictions upon us which it is a physical impossibility for us

to overcome. Persons have been often led into error in reason-

ing through not keeping these two senses of the word distinct.

3. The word "
impossibility

"
is used to denote that strong degree

of certainty which leaves no room for doubt upon the mind.
We may be convinced that a certain event will never occur,
even though it does not involve either a contradiction or a
violation of any of the known laws of Nature. Such an event

is termed a moral impossibility. A good instance occurs in

throwing dice. It is a moral impossibility that we should throw
sixes a hundred times successively. We are certain, from our

experience and reason, that such a contingency will not occur,

although its occurrence is undoubtedly neither a mathematical
nor a physical impossibility. So also it would be said to be

morally impossible for all the inhabitants of England to be per-

fectly free from the commission of crime, although it is within

the power of every individual inhabitant to refrain from any
criminal act. We know, however, that while the world remains
us it is such a state of things will never happen.
The words may and must have also two senses, which are

not unfrequently confounded with one another. They some-
times refer to power. Thus, when I say,

"
I may leave this

room," I moan that I have the power to do so when I please ;

or " a prisoner must remain in his cell," that the physical
restraint he is under deprives him of the power of acting other-

wise. But sometimes these words merely refer to possibility
or contingency.

" A particular individual may die to-morrow,"

merely implies the possibility of such an event as his death ; or,
" we must all die some day," merely expresses the certainty we
feel that we are all mortal.

It frequently escapes notice that the word same is used in two
senses. Its primary sense is, of course, that which denotes
absolute identity. In that sense I say (for example) that the

shilling now before me is the same that I got from a certain

person in change yesterday the two being numerically one. I

use the word, however, in a very different sense when I say that
two persons are afflicted with the same disease, or have hair of the
^amc colour. In this case, all that I moan is that the two illnesses

or the two kinds of hair are simitar, that the very same descrip-
tion would apply to each. Archbishop Whately thinks that

nothing has had such an effect in fostering Realism as the non-
attention to this distinction between the primary and secondary
use of "same" and kindred words. And it will not be out
of place to give a brief account of what is involved in the
famous controversy between the Nominalists and Realists
which waged so furiously in the Middle Ages.
The question which gave birth to so many different schools of

thought might be treated in various ways. Perhaps the shortest

statement that could be given of it is this What is the object of

our thoughts when we make use of general or universal terms ?

There is no difficulty, so long as wo use a singular term, one

wbioh relate* only to a Mingle individual : e.g.,
"
Peter," "Julias

Caesar,"
"
this tree,"

"
this mountain." Here the object of

which we are thinking, and which is present to oar mind, os*> be
nothing elite than the one individual for which the name stands.

When, however, we make use of the corresponding general or
universal terms,

"
man," "conqueror," "tree," "mountain,"

the case is different. Here we caanot accurately specify the

object of our thoughts with the same facility as before. We
have no longer a term which is applicable to one object and one
only ; but one which is applicable to an indefinite number of

objects to as many, in fact, as the generic or universal term
stands for. What, then, is the actual object of thought present
to our minds when we nse such a term '( This was the subject
of controversy; and various were the answers given to the

question.
Those called the Realists maintained that there was a really

existing thing corresponding to the universal terms, "man,"
"
conqueror,"

"
mountain," etc., as truly as there was corre-

sponding to the singular terms,
"
Peter,"

" Julias Caesar,"
"
./Etna," etc. This really existing thing was not the same as

that denoted by the name (for instance) of an individual moun-
tain, e.g., jEtna, or else the term would be not universal but

singular ; but yet since thu universal was applicable to the indi-

vidual, this thing (whatever its nature) must exist in the indi-

vidual, although distinct from it.

The Nominalists held, on the other hand, that it is the mere
term or name of which we think when we employ a general or

universal term. It is the word "mountain" or "tree" which
is present to our thoughts, and not any thing, whether universal

or particular.
Various intermediate views between these two extremes were

advanced by different thinkers from time to time, which it is

very often extremely difficult to distinguish one from another,
and which it is unnecessary to enumerate here. Archbishop
Whately's view, however, may be mentioned. According to

him, the notion expressed by a universal term is merely an

incomplete or inadequate notion of an individual. The com-

plex idea represented by the universal term omits every circum-

stance which makes the individual differ from other individuals

of the same class (whether genus or species), and only embraces
all those common features which are to be found in all the

individuals of the class, i.e., in all those to which the universal

term can be applied : e.g.,
" If I omit the mention and the

consideration of every circumstance which distinguishes JEtna
from any other mountain, I then form a notion (expressed by
the common term 'mountain') which inadequately designates
.(Etna (i.e., which does not imply any of its peculiarities, or its

numerical singleness), and is equally applicable to any one of

several other individuals."

Having now shortly gone through the different rules of Logic,
and seen its practical application, amongst other things, in the

detection of erroneous reasoning ; and having, we hope success-

fully, shown that the study is neither so uninteresting or so

useless as is frequently asserted, it is necessary, to make our

outline complete, to give a brief sketch of the history of Logic
down to the present day, that its progressive development may
be the better seen.

The earliest writer upon any of the subjects embraced by
Logic (which he called Dialectics) was Zeno the Eleatic ; but his

ideas upon the subject were so crude and limited, and his con-

sideration of it so partial, that he hardly merits the name of a

logician, as the term was subsequently understood.

Socrates is stated by Aristotle to have made two important
logical discoveries induction and definition. The Socratic

induction, however, differed very much from that of Aristotle

and subsequent writers, and was not, strictly speaking, a logical

process at all ; and a similar remark is true of his definition.

Nor does Plato, so far as we are able to distinguish his views

and discoveries from those of Socrates, appear to have contri-

buted much additional to the science, except that we find that

he analysed correctly the proposition into its two component
elements the noun and verb.

But Aristotle is to be considered as the first writer who

attempted to treat logical questions distinctly and upon a

systematic plan, although many of the subjects which (at least

as his works have come down to us) he included within its

limits would not be allowed a place in a logical treatise at the
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present day. Still most of tho essential elements of pure Logic
are to be found contained in his work called the "

Organon."
Those who bestowed any attention upon the study in the

period immediately after that of Aristotle need not be noticed.

The Stoics, indeed, are said to have invented the name of Logic,
and also the threefold division of philosophy into logic, physics,
and ethics. Nor is it necessary to dwell upon the writings of

Alexander of Aphrodisias and the other Greek commentators

(on the works of Aristotle) who flourished from the second and
third centuries of the Christian era down to tho end of tho

sixth. One of them, Porphyry, was the author of the fivefold

classification of the predicables into genus, species, difference,

property, and accident, already mentioned.

Boethius, who lived in the sixth century, is the only Latin

commentator upon Aristotle deserving of the name ; and his

works form the connecting link between the Greek writers upon
Logic and the Schoolmen of later times.

The famous scholastic philosophy, including the periods of its

infancy, progress, and decline, extended from the eleventh to

the close of the sixteenth century. No doubt, in Logic, as in

the other arts and sciences of which they pursued the study,
the Schoolmen were too fond of over-subtle and refined inquiries ;

and upon this account they have been frequently treated with a

contempt little merited by the ability or research which they
devoted to almost every branch of learning with which the

world was then acquainted ;
and with which they started sub-

jects which the discoveries of later days have often enabled
their successors successfully to investigate and follow up.

Perhaps their chief service to the study of Logic was in fixing
what may be called its terminology. They determined with a

greater precision than had previously been exhibited the tech-

nical terms of the science, although they often carried to an
extreme and wearisome degree of minuteness their distinctions

between the various uses and significations of words in general.

They also exhibited in many respects a truer and more exact

conception of the nature and office of Logic than Aristotle had
done ; and it was with them that the famous controversy

(already mentioned) between the Nominalists and Realists was
begun and mainly carried on.

From tho time of the Schoolmen down to that of Kant, many
names of more or less note occur ; amongst which may be men-
tioned Bacon, Hobbes, Gassendi, Descartes, Locke, Leibnitz,
and Wolf. The famous German philosopher, Kant, has, how-

ever, done far more for the science of Logic than any other
writer since tho days of Aristotle. He defined it, in his cele-

brated work called the "
Critique of the Pure Reason," as " the

science of the necessary laws of thought," a conception of its

field upon which we shall make one or two remarks afterwards
;

and by clearly pointing out what was and what was not to be

regarded as coming within its province, he rendered the work
of subsequent writers more definite and easy.

Logic has usually been popularly treated in the manner in

which it has been by Aldrich and Archbishop Whately, as con-

versant with reasoning alone, to the exclusion of the other

operations of the mind ; but the more correct and scientific

notion of it would make it embrace the analysis and considera-
tion of the laws of thought in general, and not merely of the
laws of reasoning in particular. This is the view of Sir W.
Hamilton and Mr. Mansel ; and it is one which of course makes
no practical difference in the rules such as have been already
given with reference to syllogistic reasoning, but merely exhibits,
as well as these, laws which are applicable to all thought, no
matter on what employed, and which no sound thinker is at

liberty to transgress, just as no sound reasoner can transgress
the laws stated as applicable to the syllogism.

It will, then, be well, without entering into a deep metaphysical
discussion, for which there is not space, to examine what are
the different processes of thought to which the science of Logic
is, according to these writers, to be applied. These are laid

down as three conception, judgment, and reasoning, of which
the two latter processes have been already explained, and the
first corresponds to simple apprehension.

I'li might, no doubt, seem at first sight as if any laws with
reference to our conceptions must be useless

; as if our appre-
hension obeyed no laws. This is only partly true, even accord-

ing to popular notions ; but, viewing thought and its processes
as they a.re viewed by Logic, it is quite erroneous.

In the product resulting in our mind from any act of thought,

we must always distinguish between what is called the matter
and what is called the form. The former is all that is given to

the mind, from whatever source obtained, previous to the act of

thought, and to enable it to perform it ; while the latter is the

shape given to these materials by the mind itself in the act of

thought which it performs. Thus in conception the mind is

given certain attributes, which it combines by the act of thought
into a whole resembling and representing an object of in-

tuition (i.e., to explain it popularly, some object which we have
learnt by means of sensation, perception, or imagination), to

which a name is subsequently given : e.g., my concept (as it is

called) of " man" is made up by the act of conception of the

given attributes of reason, life, etc.

By the act of judging, similarly, the concepts which are

given are thought as being related in some manner (e.g., as

agreeing or disagreeing with) to an object of thought. Thus,
when given the two concepts

" man" and "
mortal," the mind,

by the act of judging, combines them into the judgment,
" man

is mortal."

So also in reasoning, judgments are what are given to bo
combined by the act of the mind and thought as necessitating
another judgment following from them as their consequence.
Of this, after what has been previously said in treating of the

syllogism, an example is unnecessary.
We thus have, in each of the three operations of thought, to

distinguish carefully between the matter attributes, concepts,

judgments and the form conveyed in and by the act of the
mind.
The .process of thinking, too, may in each case be either

formal or material. It is formal when no further materials are

necessary for completing the act of thought than those originally

given ;
it is material when the contrary is the case, and tho

mind is obliged to have recourse to some other source besides

itself and what it can supply unaided, before it can complete
the process. Suppose, for instance, that when I am given two
attributes A and B I am able to think them as co-existing

together in an object, without having first to appeal to experi-
ence to learn whether any object is actually in existence which

possesses them both, I have performed an act of formal con-

ception. But if I have to wait for the evidence of experience,

my act of conception becomes material. So also it is with

judging and reasoning. Whenever the judgment or conclusion

can be formed by the mind with the data originally given, and
without the necessity of having recourse to the aid of experi-

ence, tho process is formal ; if otherwise, material.

Those, then, who regard Logic as the science of the laws of

formal thinking, regard its province (considering it as a pure
theoretical science, and not as applicable to other sciences) in

each of these cases as being concerned only with what is formal,
and as giving rules by which it can be accurately determined

whether any of the laws of thought (which we cannot here

discuss) have been in the process transgressed or not. That
which is material, whether in the process or product of think-

ing, is in this view entirely outside its province ; and this

notion of Logic seems to be coming more and more widely
current every day.
We cannot better conclude these papers upon Logic than by

quoting some remarks of Archbishop Thomson, in his
" Laws

of Thought :

" " The attempt to apply the rules of Logic will

both raise and lower the opinion which obtains concerning the

worth of the science. Those who condemn it altogether, as

arbitrary and artificial, as a set of rules for arguing, put together
in an age when truth was less the object of desire than argu-

ment, may find to their surprise that it is only a searching and

systematic account of processes which they daily perform,
whether in thought or in argument, in the pursuit of a science

or in the transactions of the street and market. Those, on the

other hand, who expect that Logic will be to them a golden

key to unlock the treasure-house of the knowledge of the

universe, will find that it neither gives them, nor pretends to

give, any new power; that it only refines and strengthens

powers they already possess ; that out of a dunce it never yet

made a philosopher. Whilst its rules apply to every science,

and it may therefore lay some claim to its ancient title the Art

of Arts, the Instrument of Instruments it only assists us in

the study of the sciences, not stands in their stead. We must

fight our own way over every inch of ground in the field ; but

Logic will often prevent our throwing away our blows
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Wo only affirm that when mon think, those are the rales accord-

ing to wliii'ii tii'-ir tii"ir/i.t run; that the knowledge of laws
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ETHNOLOGY. II.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT.

ETHNOLOGY must always have excited a certain measure of

attention. How carefully, for instance, are the features of men
belonging to different nationalities discriminated on the old

Egyptian monuments ! It was not, however, till modern times

that the subject was prosecuted in a thoroughly scientific method.
One of the first to connect his name honourably with it was
u. Dutchman called Peter Camper, a sketch of whose life may
be found in the eleventh volume of Jardine's "Naturalist's

Library." He was born at Leyden in 1722, and died in 1789.

He was the author of many scientific treatises and papers ; but
the special publication which has enrolled his name in the
list of ethnological worthies was one designed to show the
connection between the science of anatomy and the arts of

drawing, painting, and sculpture. It was composed by him as

early as 1768, and added to in 1772 and 1786, but was not

given to the world till after his death, when it appeared under
the editorship of his son in 1791. Camper proposed to trace

an imaginary line, which he called the facial one, down the

forehead to the most prominent portion of the upper jaw
this, again, was to be met by a second one, from the externa

opening of the ear. The two, of course,
between them would form an angle, which

Camper called the facial o,ngle, and which
is sometimes named aftnr himself Cam-
per's angle. According as it varied in

size in different people measured, did

he find the expression of the counte-

nance alter ; while it also afforded him
an index of the intellect, which was held
to increase as the facial angle advanced
in size. He says,

" The two extremities

of the facial angle are 70 or 100, from
the negro to the Grecian antique (Fig.

1). Make it under 70, and you describe

an ourang-outang or an ape ; lessen it

more, and you have the head of a

dog ; increase the minimum, and you
form a fowl a snipe, for example, the
facial angle of which is nearly parallel
to the horizon." There was a good deal

of truth in what Camper said, though
still, as we shall afterwards see, not at
all so much as he thought.
We come next to the great name of

Blumenbach. He was born at Gotha
in 1752, and died in 1840. In 1775
he published his celebrated work,

" De
Generis Humani Varietate Nativa,"
concerning the natural variety of the human race ; in the third

edition of which, given to the world in 1795, he subdivides man-
kind into five varieties, which still hold a place though not all

of them the one he assigned them in books of ethnology.

Ihey are these : the Caucasian, the Mongolian, the Ethiopian,
the American, and the Malay varieties. In the translation of

his work made for the Anthropological Society by one of its

vice-presidents, Mr. Thomas Bendy side, they are thus given :

1. The Caucasian Variety.
" Colour white; cheeks rosy; hair

brown or chestnut-coloured; head sub-globular (almost globular) ;

face oval, straight, its parts moderately defined; forehead
smooth ; nose narrow, slightly hooked ; mouth small ; the

primary teeth placed perpendicularly to each jaw ; the lips

(especially the lower one) moderately open ; the chin full and
rounded : in general, that kind of appearance which, according
to our opinion of symmetry, we consider most handsome and
becoming." To this first variety, Blumenbach assigns most of
the inhabitants of Europe, excepting the Finns, Laplanders,
tc. ; also the inhabitants of western Asia as far as the river

Obi, the Caspian Sea, and the Ganges. To these, finally, he adds
the inhabitants of northern Africa.

2. The Mongolian Variety.
" Colour yellow ; hair black, stiff,

straight, and scanty ; head almost square ; face broad, at the
same time flat and depressed, the parts therefore less distinct,

and, as it were, running into one another ; glabella (meaning the

space between the eyebrows) flat and very broad ; nose small,

apish; cheeks usually globular, prominent outwardly j the

Fig. 1. HEAD OF AN ENGLISHMAN
FACIAL ANGLE, 80.

opening of the eyelids narrow, linear ; chin slightly prominent."
To this variety Blumenbach assigns the Finns, Laplanders, etc.,

in Europe ; all the Asiatics, except those already mentioned, and
the Malays ; and, finally, the Esquimaux in America. (Fig. 2.)

3. The Ethiopian Variety.
" Colour black ; hair dark and

curly ; head narrow, compressed at the sides ; forehead knotty,
uneven ; malar (cheek) bones protruding outwards ; eyes very
prominent ; nose thick, mixed up, as it were, with the wide

jaws ; alveolar ridge (meaning the ridge in which are the
sockets of the teeth) narrow, elongated (lengthened) in front,
the upper primaries (among the teeth) obliquely prominent ; the

lips, especially the upper, very puffy ; chin retreating. Many
are bandy-legged." Under this variety he ranks the inhabitants

of Africa, except those of its northern part.
4. The American Variety. "Copper-coloured; hairblack, stiff,

straight, and scanty ; forehead short ; eyes set very deep ; nose

somewhat apish, but prominent ; the face invariably broad, with

cheeks prominent, but not flat or depressed ; its parts, if seen in

profile, very distinct and, as it were, deeply chiselled ; the shape
of the forehead and head in many artificially distorted." Under
this variety Blumenbach includes all the North American

Indians, with the exception of the Esquimaux.
5. The Malay Variety. "Tawny-coloured; hair black, long,

shining, thick, and plentiful ; head mode-

rately narrowed ; forehead slightly swell-

ing ; nose full, rather wide, as it were

diffuse, and thick ; mouth large ; upper
jaw somewhat prominent, with the parts
of the face, when seen in profile, suffi-

ciently prominent and distinct from each
other." To this last variety belong the

inhabitants of the Malay peninsula,
as also many of the islanders of the.

Pacific Ocean.

The great naturalist, Baron Cuvier,
reduced Blumenbach' s five varieties to

three, believing the red men of America
and the Malays of the Eastern Archipe-
lago to have sprung originally from the

Asiatic Mongolians.
It will be convenient here to depart

from the strict chronological order of

events, and pass at once to Dr. Prichard,
a former president of the Ethnological

Society of London, whose name is re-

garded with high consideration on the-

Continent as well as here. In the third

edition of his " Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind" (London,

1836), he thus divides the human
race: (1) Iranians, and (2) Turanians

(these being the two families designated by Blumenbach Cauca-
sians and Mongolians) ; (3) Native Americans, excluding the Esqui-
maux; (4) the Hottentots and Bushmans; (5) the Negroes; (6)
the Papuas, or woolly-haired nations of Polynesia ; and (7) the-

Alforous and Australians. By Alforous he meant the aborigines
of the Malayan Archipelago. In his " Natural History of

Man," of which the first edition was published in 1842, and the
second in 1845, he modified this arrangement, among other

changes dividing the Iranian race into two, for reasons which
we shall subsequently explain at length. His successor in ethno-

logical reputation, Dr. Latham, in his elaborate publication,
" The Natural History of the Varieties of Man," given to the
world in 1850, introduced new terms, and made his primary
divisions Mongolidce, Atlantidse, and lapetidse. Like Cuvier, he

placed the Malays and the Native Americans under the Mongo-
lidae. The Atlantidse comprised the Negroes and (inaccu-

rately, we think) the Arabs, Jews, etc., who are physically
akin to Europeans, and very remote from African negroes. The
lapetidsB included Europeans and those nations of Asia to

which they are most akin.

We shall now go back chronologically, and direct attention

to a great discovery in quite another branch of inquiry, which
affected the later classification of Prichard, and that of Latham.
It commenced in the East, where Halhed, in 1776, and Sir

William Jones, somewhat later in the century, were struck by
the remarkable fact that Sanscrit, the language of the Brahman
sacred books, and which, though nominally dead, still, in a
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:, lives on in the modorn forms of Bpeeoh ain<

s, waa not, aa onu mi^lit hare conjectured, akin to

v, Arabic, or other lantnragoa of we-' but to

iiml I-ntiii. In L808, a distinguished Gorman, Frederick

Schlogel, piililish say on tho Language and Philo-

sophy < Ho showed that in comparing lan-

guages, while rosfiublanoes in roots wore sought after, it was,

above all, important to traoo similarity of grammatical forms.

Adopting tho latter method, he completed tho great discovery

by our countrymen in the East namely, that Sanscrit,

IVr-Mii, Grook, Latin, and German were closely allied.

Other tongues have since been proved to belong to the same

great assemblage, and quite a flood of light has, in conse-

quence, boon thrown both
nn European and Asiatic

ethnology. An elaborate

work by Professor Bopp,
rendered accessible to Eng-
lish readers by Lieutenant
Eastwick' 8 translation, pub-
lished in London, in two
thick volumes, in 1845, and

entitled,
" A Comparative

Grammar of the Sanscrit,

Zend,* Greek, Latin, Lithu-

anian,f Gothic, German,
and Sclavonic Languages,"
shows, beyond the possi-

bility of future cavil, the

close affinity of these seem-

ingly diverse tongues. We
take from Professor Bopp's
work a few words and inflec-

tions fitted to make this

clear to every reader :

Eng. Saiwcrit. Zend. Greek.

I'jire. dadami dadhami didomi
I am. asini uliuii ennui

He it. asti asbti esti

Lulin. German. Lith. Old Sclav.

do dumi damy.
Bum im esmi ycsmy.
est 1st esti ycsty.

Hero is tho present tense
of the verb to be, as conju-

gated in the Sanscrit, Greek,
Lithuanian, and Sclavonic :

SANSCRIT. GUUKK.

Singular.

1st Person. As-mi em-mi
2nd A-si es-si

3rd As-ti es-ti

LITH. SCLAVONIC.

Singular.
1st Person . es-iui yes-my.
2nd es-si ye-si.

3rd es-ti yes-ty.

SANSCRIT.

Fig. 2. TYPE OF MONGOLIAN VARIETY

i.i I.it}i:i:;:.i:ui, tnu>rn ; and in old Sclavonian, fya.

fustly, the races speaking these different tongues most be eloseljr
Hut limy it not be possible to take a step farther? ITw

< iothio may be oallod the parent of the Germanic tongues.

Similarly, may there not, among the cloiioly-allied language*
whoso names have been given above, be one of great antiquity,
from which all the rest sprang? It was once believed that
there was, and Sanscrit was assigned this honourable place;
but now it is hold that the parent language of all the tongue*
belonging to the family presently under consideration is ex-

tinct, and that Sanscrit is no more than the eldest child. Still,

Sanscrit conducts us a great way towards the parent tongue.
This can bo shown from the remarkable fact that there are

words in the European lan-

guages which now give no
clue to their etymology so

long as we confine oureelve*

to Europe, but of which it

is easy to obtain the pri-

mitive meaning by turning
to Sanscrit. The familiar

word daughter is an instance

in point. Its etymology in

English cannot be pointed
out. Let us, therefore, turn
to other tongues. In old

High German the word is

fohtar; in Gothic, dauhtar ;

in Greek, thvgater ; none of

which, so far as we know,
give us the information we
seek. It is different with
the Sanscrit. In that lan-

guage daughter is duhitri,
which properly signifies

milk-maid, revealing the

interesting fact that in

remotely ancient times, I e-

fore the European and the

Brahman had separated
from each other, the milking-
of the cow was the depart-
ment of household duty
which daughters were ex-

pected to undertake. It ia

highly probable, if not even

certain, that in primeval
times there was a nation in

Central Asia, and apparently
somewhere on the great
Persian table-land, from
which came the ancestors of

the several European races,

and speaking a language
from which Sanscrit, Zend,

Sclavonian, Greek, Latin,

German, and Celtic ulti-

GREEK.
Dual.

LITHUANIAN. SCLAVONIC.

1st Person
2nd
3rd

1st Person
2nd
3rd ,

S-vas

S-tlms

S-tas

S-inas

S-tha
S-anti

es-ton

es-ton

Plural,

es-rnes

es-te

(s)-enti

es-wa
es-ta

lilU the singular.

es-mo
es-te

like the singular.

yes-va.

yes-ta.

yes-ta.

yes-my.
yes-te.

8-xity.

The accusative of the first personal pronoun me is in Sanscrit
mdnt or viA ; in Zond, manm or m& ; in Greek, vne ; in Latin,
me i in Gothic, mik ; in Lithuanian, manen ; and in old Scla-

vonian, mya. Thee is in Sanscrit trdw or tv&; in Zend,
thwanm or thwa ; in Greek, te ; in Latin, tc ; in Gothic, thtik ;

* The Zend language was that of the ancient Zoroastrians.
t Lithuania was the old name of a province, forming tho cast and

north-east part of Poland. With the exception of a fragment belonging
to Prussia, the whole is now under the swr.y of tii

inately sprang. The nations

using these diverse tongues
were ranged by Blumenbach under his comprehensive division,
" Caucasians ;

" but he associated with them others, which

upon the evidence of language have since proved to be totally

distinct. We refer to the Arabs, the Jews, the Syrians,

tho Phoenicians, and sundry allied peoples. It is necessary,

therefore, to give those two great sections of the Cauca-

sian race distinctive names. The first is sometimes called

the Indo-Germanic, but now more commonly the Indo-

European race, the name being designed to express the

fact that nations and tribes of mankind belonging to this

family are spread over all Europe and Asia aa far as India.

A shorter and neater term is now generally applied to

them, Aryans. The word Arya occurs both in the Hindoo and
in tho Persian sacred books. There was an old Median tribe,

called in Greek 'Aptot, which in English would be Arians ; but

that word being used by theologians in quite a different sense.

it is more convenient to spell the ethnological term, Aryans.
The old name of Persia was Iran, which is from the same root

as Arian or Aryan. Hence Prichard as we have seen, calls the
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Aryans, Iranians, an appellation which suggests that Persia

was their original home. Modifications of the word Aryan
have been traced in a multitude of places, and among others

in the name of Ireland Erin, and in the Ire of Ireland

itself.

The second family of mankind that which is characterised by
" Caucasian

"
features, but which has no close affinity in lan-

guage to the Aryans are best termed tho Syro-Arabians, a name
which explains itself. They are also often called Semites, as if

to suggest that they were all descended from Shem, and that no
other races were so. But the Phoenicians, though Canaanites,

sprung from Ham, spoke a " Semitic
"
tongue. There is some

reason, moreover, for believing that the Elamites, or inhabitants

of Elymais in Persia, though descended from Shem, were of

the same race as the ordinary Medes and Persians, in which

case they were Aryans. The term Semitic, then, is not strictly

accurate.

It is almost certain that even the Asiatic part of the Mongo-
lians belong to at least two distinct races. The Chinese lan-

guage, as we shall afterwards see, is quite unique ;
and pro-

bably, therefore, the Chinese should bo separated from the

other Mongols, or, as they are now more frequently called,

Turanians. Other changes will doubtless be required, as inves-

tigations go forward ; meanwhile, it is satisfactory to think that

at least for Europe, and a great part of Asia, the basis of a

natural classification has been securely laid.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXI.

109. THE INDEFINITE PRONOUN ON [42, (4.)] (continued).

(2.) IF the word on denotes definitely a female, the adjective

relating to it takes the feminine termination :

Quand OH est belle, On ne When one (a lady) is handsome,

1'ignore pas. L'ACADEMIE. slie is not ignorant of it.

(3.) The pronoun on must be repeated before every verb :

They raise the anchor, they depart,

they flee far from the land, already

they discovered the shores of England.

On leve 1'ancre, On part, On. fuit

loin de la terre,

On de'couvrait deja les bords de

1'Angleterre. VOLTAIRE.

(4.) Although on invariably governs its verb in the singular,

yet the noun Or adjective referring to it may be used in the

plural :

On est amis aujourd'hui, de-

main on est rivaux.
On n'est pas des esclaves,

L'ACADKMIE.
Ici On est egaUX (speaking of a

cemetery). LITTRE.

(5.) In familiar conversation, even in writing, on is frequently
used instead of any of the personal pronouns :

People are friends to-day ; to-

morrow they will be rivals.

We are not slaves.

Here people are equal.

II y a un siecle qu'on ne vous
a vu.

Soyez tranquille, on s'occupera
de votre affaire.

Enfauts, je vais sortir ; j'espere

qu'on sera sage.

Vous savez bien que 1'on vous
aime. MOLIERE.

I have not seen you for an age.

Be easy, we will attend to your
business.

Children, I am going out; I hope

you will be good.
You know well that she loves you.

110. THE VERB. AGREEMENT or THE VERB WITH ITS

SUBJECT.

(1.) The verb agrees with its subject, whether such subject

precedes or follows :

L'homme est e peur regner
sur tous les animaux. VOLTAIRE.

Les homines sont encore eu-

fants a soixante ans. AUBERT.
Par ces portes SOFtaient les

fieres legions. SAINT VICTOR.

Man is born to reign over all tlie

animals.

Men are still children (even) at

sixty.

Through those gates issued the

proud legions.

(2.) When a verb has two or more subjects connected by the

conjunction et, the verb is put in the plural, whether or not all

the subjects are in the singular :

La colere et la precipitation
Sont deux choses fort opposees a

la prudence. FENELON.
La violence et la vertu ne

peuvent rien 1'une sur Fautre.

PASCAL.

Anger and precipitation are two

things very much opposed to pru-
dence.

Violence and virtue liave no power
over each other.

(3.) When a verb has several subjects in the singular not
connected by et, it is put in the singular or in the plural accord-

ing to circumstances :

1. It is put in the singular, if the subjects are in some way
synonymous :

La douceur, la bonte" du grand
Henri, a 6t6 celdbree de mille

louanges. PELISSON.
D'ou peut venir cet ennui, ce

degout ? COLIN D'HABLEVILLE.

The mildness, the goodness of the

great Henry, lias been celebrated oy
a thousand praises.

Whence can proceed that ennui,
that disgust ?

2. When, in a series of subjects, the last has more force or
interest attached to it, and therefore makes us, as it were, over-
look the others :

Ce sacrifice votre inte'ret,

votre honneur, Dieu vous le

commaude !

This sacrifice your interest, your
honour, GOD commands it /

3. The verb is put in the plural, when the affirmation is in-

tended to be made of all the subjects taken collectively, and
not of each in particular :

La douceur, les soupirs de
cette femine infortune'e ne purent
le flechir. WAILLY.

Savez vous, si demaiu,
Sa llberte, ses jours, seront en

votre main ? RACINE.

The sweetness, the sighs of that

unfortunate woman could not movi
him.

Do 1/ow fcnoic if to-morrow,
his liberty, his life will be in your

povtrt

(4.) When a verb has for subjects several nouns, or nouns
and pronouns of the third person, or only pronouns of that

person, connected by the conjunction ou, the verb agrees only
with the last :

Mon frure OU mon oncle vous
ecdra.

Votre soBur OU lui 1'a dit.

Leur frere OU elles y etaient.
Le roi OU ses generaux 1'ont

ordonne'.

My brother or my uncle will write

to you.
Your sister or he has said it.

Their brother or they were there.

The King or his generals liave

ordered it.

(5.) When a verb has for subjects one or several nouns and

one or several pronouns of different persons, or only several

pronouns of different persons, connected by the conjunction ou,

the verb is put in the first person plural if there is a pronoun
of that person among the subjects ; and in the second person

plural if there is among the subjects one of that person and

none of the first :

Toi ou lui avez tort.

Mon frere, elle OU moi le

ferons.
Son frere, sa sceur OU toi 1'avez

dit.

Thou or lie are wrong.

My brother, she, or I will do it.

His brother, his sister, or thou

liave said it.

(6.) When the several subjects of a verb are connected by
the conjunction ni, the verb may be used in the plural according
to the rules given above (5.), or in the singular ; except, how-

ever, when the action can be performed only by one subject, in

which case the verb must be used in the singular :

Ni 1'un ni 1'autre ne sont hon-

netes.

Ni le general ni 1'ambassadeur

ne vint.

Ni le president ni 1'avocat

n'e'coutaient.

Ni vous ni moi ne le pouvons.
Ni toi ni lui ne le ferez.

Ni le cardinal ni toi n'y reus-

sirez.

Ni le prince M. ni le general B.

ne sera nomm<5 ambassadeur.

Neither are honest.

Neither the general nor the am-
bassador came.

Neither the president nor the

barrister listened.

Neither you nor I can do it.

Neither thou nor he will do it.

Neither the cardinal nor thou will

succeed.

Neither the Prince M. nor General

B. will be appointed ambassador.
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111. NUHBER OF THE VERB AFTER A COLLECTIVE
NOUN.

(1.) Every verb having, as its subject, a general collective

noun [ 3, (0. )], preceded by the definite article, such aa U
totalite, 1'infinite, etc., takes the number of that noun :

L'armee de iufidi-lo fat en-
,.t il.'-truite.

L'ACADiMIB.
lA multitude de bouuea

chose* quo Ton trouve dam un
onvrage, flit prdro de vue la

des mauvuises.
CAMINADE.

The army of the infidelt vat en

tirtly destroyed.

The multitude of the good thing*
which we find in a work, make* us

lost tight of the multiplicity of the

lad one*.

When a partitive collective noun [ 3, (6.)] occurs at

il>joot of a clause, the verb agrees with that noun, ii

it occupies the first rank in the thought of the speaker or
writer.

The verb agrees, on the contrary, with the plural noun fol-

lowing the collective, if the latter acts only a secondary part,
or if it is employed only to add an accessory idea of number :

./inf irit/i the Collective.

Une troupe d'assassius entra
i fliumbre de Coligny.

VOLTAIRE.
A gang of assassins entered Co-

li'jny't chamber.

Une nuee de traits obscurcit
1'air.

A cloud of arrows darkened the

air.

Cette espece de paons parait
avoir eprouvt! les m.'-ines effets par
la nit'-me cause. BTJFFON.

That species of peacocks seems to

have experienced the same effects

through the same cause.

Agreement uith tlic foUo\ring Noun.
Une troupe de nymphes cou-

ronudes de fleurs, nageaient
antour de son char. FKNKLON.
A troupe of young nymphs,

crowned with flowers, were swim mi

around her chariot.

Une nuee do barbares .v

lerent le pays. L'ACADiMlE.
A cloud of barbarians desolated

the country.

Cette espece de chiens qu'ou
appelle cliieus de Laconic, ne
Vivent que dir ans. BOILEAU.

That species of dogs which they
call Laconmn dogs, live only ten

years.

112. DUMBER OF THE VERB &TRE AFTER THE
PRONOUN CE.

(1.) The verb dtre preceded or followed by ce, as the gram-
matical subject, takes the number of the noun placed after the
verb ( 105, (3.)] :

Ce SOnt les mceurs qui font la

bonue compagtiie.
LA CHAUSSKB.

Sont-ce des religieux et des

pn'tresqui parlent ainsi ? sont-ce
des chrdtiens ? PASCAL.

If is morals which form good
company.

Are they monks and priests who
speak so f are they Christians ?

(2.) The verb dtre, with ce as subject, is also put in the
plural when it precedes the pronouns eux and elles :

Ce SOnt eux qui vionnent.
j

It is they who come.

Before nous and vous similarly placed, the verb is always in
the singular : c'est nous

; c'est vons.

(3.) When the verb 6tre having ce for subject is need inter-

rogatively and followed by a personal pronoun, it remains in
the singular even before pronouns of the 3rd person plural :

Est-ce lui ? Is it he ? Est-ce eux ? Est-ce elles ? Is it they ?
Est-ce nous ? Is it we ? Est-ce vous ? Is it you ?

113. THE VERB BELATING TO SEVERAL SUBJECTS OF
DIFFERENT PERSONS.

A verb having several subjects in different persons, is

put in the plural, and assumes the termination of the first

person in preference to that of the second, and that of the
second in preference to that of the third. It may then be
preceded by the plural pronoun of the person preferred, which
sums up in one word all the other subjects and governs the
verb :

Vote* jW-re et mol, nooi avon*
4t4 looftemp* otmemiH 1'nn do
1'autre. FM*U>M.

Allez ; VOUS et roc Mmblablea
n'etes point fait* pour etre trans-

plant^. MOKTEftO.fi KU.

Your ftthtr and 1 UM Iff* far

iumU* to each otker.

Go ; you an-l tueh at you aw not

fit to be

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. II.

COMPLBMKNTAL ANGLES SUPPLEMENTAL ANGLES -TRIOOXOMK-
TKICAL CONCEPTION OK AN ANGLE NEGATIVE ANOLEK.

IV. Complemental Angle*. It was explained in Section IL
that the complement of an angle (i.e., of an acute angle) U the
difference between it and a right angle, or, in other words, it*

defect from a right angle ; and it was elated that the function
of an angle is the co-function of its complement that u,

sin. A = cos. (90 A),
cos. A = sin. (90 - A) ; and BO on.

Or, in circular measure,

sin. A = cos. (
"~ ^

)

..(26)

This is perhaps apparent enough by inspection of Fig. 2, but

Fig. 3 shows it more clearly. The complement of A in that is

B, and it is plain that, just as cos. A is -, so cos. B is , since
c c

a is the adjacent side to B. But = sin. A.

. . sin. A = cos. B
cos. A = sin. B

And so on for other functions.

The above may, however, be thus proved geometrically :

(27)

In Fig. 4, let c A B= A
;
then B A F - A.

a
Make G A F

CAB (whence c A o= B A F). Note that A B= A o = radius.

A G H and BAD are easily shown to be similar triangles, whence,

BD : AB: : AH : AG

and

AD:AB: I G H : A <;

sin. c A B= cos. c A G }
and

cos. c A B = sin. c A o }
But c A B = A,

andc A G = -- A ;

2

whence

t

Fig. 4.

2

V. Numerical Values of cer-

tain Trigonometrical Ratios.

It was stated in the last lessor.

(Section II.) that the ratios of

certain angles could be worked
out geometrically. These angles are 45, 60 (and therefore 30,
its complement), 18 (and therefore 72). We select 45, 60,
and 30 as specimens, and work to five places of decimals :

By (7), sin* 45 + cos.! 45 = 1.

But since complement of 45 = 45 (for 90 - 45 = 45),
sin. 45 = cos. 45, and sin.2 45 = cos.2 45,

.2 sin.1 45" = 1, and 2 cos.1 45 = 1-

.-. sin.5 45 =, and sin. 45 = 0-70710.

Similarly, cos. 45<- = 0'70710.

By (14), see. 45 =

And by (10), cotan. 45 = 1.

1 1

cos. 45 0-70710

Whence, also, cosec. 45 = 1-41421.

= 1-41421.
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The above results can be verified by constructing a right-

angled triangle, as in Fig. 3, with angle A = angle B (.
'

. of 45

each), where side a = side b, and consequently tan. A = tan.

45 H _ &= 1, and so on.

Again, draw A B D, an equilateral triangle

(Fig. 5), with the perpendicular B C.

Then A = 60 and A B C = 30. Also A C =
A D = i A B.

cos. A = =
J, .*. cos. 60= = 0'5.

Fig. 5.

By (16), sin. 60 = VI ~ cos.2 60 = </ 1
-^

= ,/ = = 0-86602.
4 2

-v/3

2
By (11), tan. 60 =

5^-Jjj!
= JL= V3 = T73205.

Similarly, by (12), cot. 60 =
1-73205

= '57735 -

1

By (14), BCC. 60 =~ := 2-

2

By (15), cosec. 60 = =

90c

As we know the ratios of 60, we of course know the ratios

of 30, its complement.

VI. Supplemental Angles. The supplement of an angle (less

than two right angles) is the angle wanting to complete it to

two right angles, or 180. Thus the supplement of 30 = 180
- 30 = 150; supplement of 175 = 180 175 = 5, and so

on. In sexagesimal measure, supplement of A = 180 A. In
circular measure, supplement of A = ir A.

"VTI. Trigonometrical Conception of an Angle Functions of

Angles exceeding 90 Use of the Signs -f- and . The trigono-
metrical idea of an angle being a quantity to bo calculated

rather than, as in Geometry, a shape to be drawn, we find our-

selves quite untrammelled by compass and pencil, and may
therefore deal not only with angles exceeding 180 which a

geometer could only describe as angles turned inside out but
with angles of any number of degrees whatever, even exceeding
360. We shall, however, find that the functions of every
angle exceeding 90 are the functions of some angle below 90,
BO that practically we have no need to calculate ratios for angles
out of the first quadrant. Indeed, it is obvious that Fig. 2

cannot possibly be
constructed for any
angle not less than
a right angle.

It is a conventional

arrangement in this

science that all posi-
tive angles (for de-

finition of negative

angles see Sect. IX.)
are supposed to start

from above a kind of

horizontal base-line,
which forms one side

of the angle, the other

being supposed free to

revolve, in the direc-

tion of the arrows in

Fig. 6, through an arc of any number of degrees, whether greater
than an entire revolution or not. In Fig. 6 let A c be the " base-
line" of the angle c A B (less than 90, or "in the first quadrant").
Produce c A to G. Now let A B, the "

free side," revolve to the

position A D, making D A G = c A B, and A D = A B. Then CAD
is more than 90 and less than 180, or is

"
in the second quad-

rant." Now there is clearly no way of constructing, for the
angle CAD, the right-angled triangle which played so important
a part in Fig. 2, in determining the ratios of the angle then

180
;

Fig. 6.

being examined, but by dropping the perpendicular D a on to

CA produced,

sin. DAG;

Sin. c A D is therefore

.'. sin. c A D = sin. DAG.

But since DAG = CAB, and triangle A D G evidently = tri-

angle ABC, = ?-^-
;AD AB

.'. sin. CAD (an angle in second quadrant) = sin. CAB (an angle
in first quadrant).

But since c A B = D A G, c A B is the supplement of CAD;
therefore, generally,

sin. (TT
- A) = sin. A ;

>

or, sin. (180 - A) = sin. A. j
(M)

From this it appears that the same ratio applies to more than
one angle. A remedy for the confusion which might thus arise

is found in the following arbitrary use of the signs + and .

A perpendicular drawn wpward from a given base is con-
sidered opposite in sign from a perpendicular drawn downward ;

and a line drawn to the rigtit of a given point of opposite sign
to a line drawn towards the left from the same point. Con-

ventionally, lines measured to the right of a given point are

regarded as +, therefore corresponding lines to the left are ,

and lines drawn upward are +, and downward -
.

By this arrangement it appears that, in Fig. 6, B c, D G, and
A c are positive, while c F, G E, and A G are negative quantities.
As no negative quantities enter into the ratios of any angle in

the first quadrant, its functions are all + or positive.

We now return to the angle CAD, in the second quadrant,

and find that its sine also (being, as already shown,
P G

) con-
AD

tains no negative quantity, and is therefore positive. Formula
(28) is therefore correct as regards sign as well as magnitude.

On the other hand, cos. CAD =_.._ . AG being a negative

quantity, we may write cos. c A D = ?. But ^*- = A5 =
AD AD AB

COS. CAB, .'. COS. CAD COS. CAB.

.'. COS. (TT
- A) = COS. A

;

or, cos. (180 A) = - cos. A
;

(29)

And the cosine of an angle in second quadrant is negative.
Let A D now revolve to the position A E, giving us the trigono-

metrical angle CAE, in the third quadrant i.e., of more than

180", and less than 270. (This must not be mistaken for the

geometrical angle lying below the lines c A, A E, but is the

trigonometrical angle subtended by the arc C D E.) Making
E A G = C A B, and noting that the lines A G and E G are both

negative, but equal in magnitude to A c and B c respectively, it

appears that

sin. c A E = E G

A E
= sin. CAB.

COS. C A E = -.-.?-= -
G = - ~J* = COS. CAB.

A E A E A B

.-. sin. (180 + A) = - sin. A ;

cos. (180+ A) =- cos. A;
and the sine and cosine of an angle in the third quadrant are
both negative.

If A E revolve further to A F in the fourth quadrant, making
a (trigonometrical) angle c A F of more than 270, but less than

360, then, making c A F = c A B, and noting that E c is nega>
tive and A c positive, we find by precisely similar reasoning that

sin. (360 A) = sin. A; )

cos. (360 - A) = cos. A.
J

"

Thus the sine of an angle in the fourth quadrant is negative,
and the cosine positive.

Generally, therefore (omitting reference to sign), the function
of an angle in the second quadrant is the function of its defect

from two right angles ; in the third quadrant, the function of

its excess over two right angles ;
in the fourth quadrant, the

function of its defect from two right angles. And since the
further revolution of A F into the fifth or any succeeding quad-
rant will only involve a repetition of the calculations already
gono into, we may still further generalise this statement., and
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ay that a function of any angle is the same function of the

difference between it nnd the nearest even number of right

angles. Thus, taking into account the signa which affect the

different quadrants, sin. 200 = sin. (200 - 180) = - sin. 20;
, sin. (300 - 275) = sin. - 85 ; sin. 420 = sin. (420

- 380) = sin. 60, and BO on.
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XLIY.
THE VERBS IN fJLt.

THE chief peculiarity of the conjugation in fu consists in this,

that the verbs which belong to it, in the present, the imperfect,
and several in the second aorist active and middle also, take

special person-endings different from those of the conjugation
in ca, and in the indicative of the other tenses want the mood-
vowel. The formation of all the other tenses, with a few excep-

tions, coincides with the formation of the verbs in ce.

Several verbs in /xi which have a monosyllabic stem, take in

the present and imperfect a reduplication, which consists in

this, that when the stem begins with a single consonant or a

mute and a liquid, the first consonant of the stem is repeated
with i, or if the stem begins with err, irr, or an aspirated vowel,
an aspirated t precedes the stem ; as -

AO- Si-Sco-jiii, I give. XPA- Kt-xpTj-/*i, I lend.

2TA- i-o-TTj-yiu, I place. 'E- 1-rt-fj.t, I send.

DIVISION OF VERBS IN
/J.I.

The verbs in
fj.t

are divided into two chief classes :

1. Such as append the person-endings immediately to the

stem-vowels. The stem of this class ends

in a, as l-crrrj-/jii, I place; stem 2TA.

e, Tj-flTj-jUi, I set ; E.

,, o, ., Se-Sca-pt, I give ; AO.

,, i, ,, ct-jiu, I am going ; I.

2. Those to whose stem the syllable vvv or vv is appended,
and which receive the person-endings at the end of this syllable.
The stem of the verbs of this class ends

(a) In one of the three vowels a, e, o, and takes vvv ; as

o- ffKeSa-vfv-fji.t, I scatter ; stem 2KEAA.
e- Kope-vvv-fu, I satisfy ; KOPE.
o- ffrpca-vi'v-/j.t, I spread out (strew) ; 2TPO.

(b) In a consonant, and takes vv.

In a mute, as 8etK-vv-/j.t, I show ; stem AEIK.
In a liquid, as ofj.-vv-fn.t, I swear ; OM.

Of this second class only the verb ff&e-vvv-ni (2BE), I extinguish,
forms the second aorist.

1. THE FIRST CLASS OF THE VERBS IN fJil.

In the active, the following are the terminations which mark
the persons :

1. Person-Endings of the Indicative Present.

Sing. 1.
fj.t as I-OTTJ-JUI.

2. s t-ffrfj-s.

3. ffi(y) l-ff-rr)-ffi.

Dual 2. rov l-ffra-rov.

3. rov l-ffra-rov.

Plur. 1. nef l-ffra-/j.ev.

2. re 4-CTTO-T6.

3. [vri, vffi(v)~\ [i-ara.-vri, l-ffra-vffi (v)~\.

The termination of the third person plural, vfft, was changed
into tiff t, and then contracted with the foregoing stem-vowel of

the verb. The Attic dialect, however, admits the contraction

only in the stems which end in a
; thus, while from l-ffra-vffi

was formed l-crrafft

rt-6t-vfft became rt-0etffi ; Attic rt-9e-ao~i.

St-So-vfft St-Sovfft ; Si-So-affi.

BeLK-vv-vffi ,, fietK-vvfft :
,. fietit-vv-afft.

2. Person-endings of the Indicative Imperfect and Second Aorist.

Sing. 1. v.
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:to 01 in tho present, retain the u in all the tenses, an

(TTpw-f^iJ-jui, fxa-vvv-fn, Ita-vvv-pi, xu-vvu-m ; future ffrpu-fftt,

HU-<T:V, iui-cru), \u-aw, and BO on.

mis in :i liqui.l take for tho forma-

:' some tenses a theme ending in a vowel, as o^-v\>-m,

i ii-o-<ra, from the thoino OMOn. Tho second aorist and
: future pasivo an- found in only a few vorba, as t\ry-vv-

K.I, aor. - pass. tfOyitv, fut. 2 pass. Qjyyffonui.

liEMAUKS ON TUB MODELS.

In tl..' 'hul :in<l plural of the indicative, and in the other

and tho participle, for the first aorist active, tho second

active ia used.

Instead of the forma -07j-Ka-/x7jf, <-8<v-Ka-/i7)', first aorist in-

Ullt', tho Attio forms are used.

ii'Lllo optative forms of the imperfect and second aori.st

of tho verbs in , namely, o, as riOot/xTjv, Ooi/trji/, are preferred
to those in i, as nQa^v, dtt^riv.

Tho perfect and pluperfect, iffrijKa, iffTyittw (but not flffri)-

Ktv), form the dual and the plural immediately from the stem,
as perfect, i-arra-Tov, k-a-ra.-ii.fv, i-ffra-rf, t-ffTa-ffi(v) ; pluperfect,

i-ffra-rof, i-<na.-r^v, i-ffTa-nfv, i-ffra-rf, f-rrra-ffav ; instead of

iinriKtvai, i<rrai>a.i is usually employed. The participle runs

lirritt, wffa, us, gen. WTOJ, oxrijs, as well as iffrrjKus, via, oj, gen.

OTOS, mas. With farmov compare rtr\a^ft> (TAA), and rtQvi^fv,

TtQva.Tt t TtOvaffi(t>), inf. Ttdvavau, from Ttfli/rjica, Qvi\ffK<a (0NA).

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XLIII.

EXERCISE 129. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The soldiers will dofond themselves against the enemy. 2. Do
not be vexed when blamed for your faults. 3. The shepherd will feed

the flock of goats on the inouutains. 4. The soldiers wished to march

ngoinst the enemy. 5. The soldiers will be in want of provisions in

the enemy's country. 6. He is not the rich man who has much, but

he who wants little. 7. Pollux did not wish to be even a god by him-

self, but preferred rather to be a demigod with his brother. 8. The

barbarians, being pursued by the Greeks, were caught at the river.

EXERCISE 130. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'H A jia evefjiti^n- 2. Ne/Li> T>IK AeiaK. 3. *H TroXir Tifttapriaei rovt TroXe-

uiiivr. 4. fl JTUI, jut a\9frrHrtn inrep utv T)/iapTai'Cr eXeyxoM"""1

- 5. Afatiot

voider oux ax"o"Tui virep <iv r^iapTakov e\c*/xonfvoi. & 2TpaTeu<ro/^ai cirt

rat \0rivat. 7. Ofoi/tri /ifpaiv. 8. 'H <//uxn eit ovpavov avaimioerat. 9. A"ja9oi

tit' ayaHta \atpouatv. 10. Tout (npaniarait cirtTr)ifi<i>* iet. 11. A^aflor riav

waidaiv em fit\r}atrat, afaOoi <k vatAes -rwv roKfiav eiri/ueXr|<roi'7ai.

EXERCISE 131. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Even a slow man who is well advised can in pursuit catch a swift-

footed man. 2. The Athenians chose Themistocles general in the
Persian war. 3. Ulysses came to the great hall of Hades. 4. What-
ever lot you may have tuken, bear it and chafe not at it. 5. Do not
trust very quickly before you exactly see the end. 6. Do not consider
whether I am somewhat young to speak, but whether I speak the
words of prudent men. 7. Mourn with moderation for friends who
ore dead, for they are not really dead, but they have gone before on
the same road by which all must go.

EXERCISE 132. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ol A0r)va<oi o\Xoit iTTpaTiuiTav eiXoK. 2. 'H iru\tt Eiranttvoviav ei\no

o-rpaTttfov. 3. QtjLUiTTOicXnf vieo TK A#rjt at>* a-rpaTtttot tjpctfr,. 4. E\0e, u>

<pi\e. 5. n afutiot (f>t\ot, c\t>frc itvpo. 6. Eux itfivtit, TOVTO r)dea>y e&fi. 7.

'<) irair uauv e<x

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER V. FIRST COMMERCIAL PERIOD (continued)
PHOENICIA MARITIME OR COASTING TRADE.

TRANSPORT by sea, in lessening the labour, time, and cost of

procuring commodities from distant countries, gave a new life

to commerce, and indefinitely widened its scope. It was chiefly
as carriers that the Phoenicians distinguished themselves. They
were the earliest recorded sailors. They were already a nation
when the Israelites entered the Promised Land. Homer refers
to their seafaring habits, and their daring as traders and pirates,
as facts established at a date of about 1,000 years before the
Christian era. As -we have already seen, they navigated tho
Arabian and Indian Seas, and brought to the ports of the Per-
sian Gulf the products of Ceylon and Malabar, of the Indus and
the Ganges, thus linking the elephant traffic of Hindostan with
the caravan commerce through Babylon and Palmyra, and with

70

the Arab caravan* from Qerrha. Their vesaoU in tho Bed
Sea coasted Arabia Felix and Kthiopia, exchanging tho produce
of both these countries at Klath and Ezion-gnber, in return for

the commodities brought overland through Edom. The rich

countries just referred to were the ancient Ophir, with which tho
Jowa also traded, and whence were obtained gold, nilver, irory,

apes, and peacocks. Meanwhile the Mediterranean waa being
slowly explored. Eventually tho persistence of the Phoenician*
extorted from the rulers of Egypt limited rights to the naviga-
tion of tho Nile, and they wero assigned a part of Memphis for

warehouses and offices.

It is recorded that they were the first who rounded the Capo
of Good Hope about 600 B.C., having started from the Bed
Sea at tho instance of Pharaoh Necho, and in three year*
circumnavigated Africa. This event is involved in considerable

obscurity, though there seems little reason to doubt its occur-

rence ; but, whether true or not, the discovery was turned to no
account for many centuries.

That tho Phoenicians first passed the Pillars of Hercules IB

undisputed. Before Saul, the first King of Israel, had begun to

reign, they hod already ventured out into the Atlantic ; and the

tin mines of Britain, and the amber Linda of the Baltic, were

probably visited by them before the days of Solomon. Long
before this they had begun to frequent, and even to settle upon
the isles of the Levant and the /Egean. Cyprus in particular

(the ancient Chittim) could be seen from their shores, and to

reach it was one of their earliest efforts. Keeping near the

shore, and guided at night by tho stars, they gradually extended
the length of their voyages. In the course of time they improved
their skill in navigation and ship-building. The acquisition of

wealth, whether by just or unjust means, appears to have been
the sole object of their traffic. It was tho universal custom to

sell as slaves prisoners taken in war. The Phoenicians wero
ever ready to purchase any number of captives, and they would,
it is said, when the chance offered, kidnap Greek and Hebrew
children. The Greeks, amongst whom the Phoenicians at the
first had settlements, suffered from their piratical habits, but

they afterwards became powerful rivals to Phoenician commerce.
The Greek ports, and the isles of the .33gean, were closed against
the Phoenicians, and, in alliance with the Etruscans, the Greeks

expelled them from Southern Italy (Magna Grcecia). But the

desire for Oriental luxuries lessened the jealousies of trade, and
Greece could not consistently deny herself Phoenician wares.
In Sicily, Sardinia, and the Balearic Isles, the Phoenicians planted
colonies, and successfully competed with the Etruscans. Colo-

nies were gradually formed along the Mediterranean coasts.

In Asia Minor and the Euxine, as well as Africa and the islands,
tae native tribes were taught husbandry, and thus to produce
commodities valuable to Phoenician commerce. Carthage and

Adramyttium, Great and Little Leptis, with several hundred
smaller stations, arose in Africa.

Spain was literally a mine of wealth ; for gold, lead, and iron

abounded
;
and silver was so p'entiful that tho merchants are

said to have ballasted their vessels with it, and to have made all

their utensils, and even their anchors, of it. The profit was

beyond compute. The natives gladly accepted Tyrian orna-

ments and glass trinkets for that upon which they set no value,
and the Phoenicians disposed of this beautiful metal in the East,
where it was held, comparatively, in higher estimation than gold.
When the supply thus procured failed, the Phoenicians became
the taskmasters of the natives, whom they enslaved and com-

pelled to work in the silver mines. Thus these poor aborigines
were the prototypes of the gentle Indians whom tho Spaniards
in after days forced to labour in the mines of Mexico. Spain
also possessed rich resources in animal and vegetable produce.
Fine wool, wax, and salt fish ; corn, wine, oil, and luscious fruits

were only second in value to the precious metals. A Phoenician

origin can be assigned to nearly 200 Spanish towns. Cadiz,

"on the most remote point of the world," is to this day an

important commercial city. Hispalis (Seville), Carteta, (Car-

taijo), near Gibraltar, and Malaka (Malaga), are other examples.
The Tarshish of Scripture was probably South Spain (Tartestus).
From Spain, the Phoenicians set out for still more distant enter-

prises. It appears hardly possible that their vessels could have

weathered the rough waters of the Bay of Biscay, yet it is certain

that they obtained tin and lead from the Soilly Islea and Corn-

wall, and amber from the shores of the Baltic. They also

visited, sooner or later, the Azores and the Madeira Isles. The
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secret of Phoenician commerce beyond the Pillars of Hercules

was jealously guarded by the merchants, who retained it for

many ages as a close monopoly.
Thus was the commerce of the known world in the possession

of this enterprising people. They were not only merchants on

their own account, but the universal carriers for other nations.

Wealth poured into their cities in profusion. Colonies became

a necessity with such a people, in order that when ships arrived

cargoes might be in readiness at widely distant points, and

.interchange be made without delay. As the necessaries and
comforts of life accumulated, the population also increased, and

colonies were often the outpouring of numbers too cramped in

the small territory of the mother-country. Political discontent,

too, was an incentive to emigration, and to this cause the rise of

Carthage, Tyre's great daughter colony, is said to have been due.

Phcenician colonies continued to be established for a period of

between 500 and 600 years, from 1100 B.C. to 550 B.C.

Although the parent state exercised little coercive authority
over its colonies, yet commerce and religion formed a bond of

union. The temples and deities of Phoenicia were everywhere

revered, and offerings from all quarters were transmitted to the

mother-country.

CHAPTER VI. FIRST PERIOD (continued). ETHIOPIA.

ETHIOPIA is the name given to the region of the Nile, above the

first cataract at Assouan, and comprehends Nubia and Abyssinia.

The name has also been applied to the whole of Africa south of

Egypt, because of the colour of the inhabitants.

The ancient capital of Ethiopia, near Shendy, was Meroe, the

remains of which, in the absence of written records, warrant the

inference that the city was of great antiquity. Meroe was

situated on a triangular island several hundred miles long,

formed by the fork of the Blue and the White Nile. Scattered

in profusion over the surface of this tract, are the ruins of

pyramids, sepulchres, obelisks, and temples. Built of sand-

stone, their appearance shows more of the wear of ages than

the syenite structures of Egypt, and but few of the hierogly-

phics can be deciphered. These remains lend probability to the

opinion held by many that Meroe was the birthplace of the

arts and sciences, and the cradle of civilisation. On the

other hand, some writers trace the civilisation of Meroe to the

emigration of the discontented warrior caste of Egypt in the

reign of Psammetichus. Whether Egypt was peopled from

Nubia, or Nubia from Egypt, is an unsettled point. It is

certain that Ethiopia was a powerful and civilised kingdom in

ages very remote, and that no more than a nominal conquest
of the kingdom was ever made. Many sovereigns of Ethiopian

race, even entire dynasties, ruled over Egypt. While the

terrible barrier of its deserts kept Ethiopia secure from invasion

without, its capital was open to trade from all parts of the

compass. Numerous wells, which might be called artesian,

dug in the Libyan sands, attest the existence of a great cara-

van trade from the centre of Africa. The Meroese also founded

Ammonium in the same desert, and their king was priest of

Ammon. The temple at this place was, like that of the Hall

of Camels at Palmyra, part of a caravanserai, or encampment for

traders. It was in an expedition against this city that the army
of Cambyses was overwhelmed with sand. Napata, now Merawe,
in Dongola, likewise owed its origin to the Meroese.

The eastern trade of this great capital reached as far as India.

There is a tradition of the existence of a canal which connected

the Nile at Meroe with the Red Sea', and formed a great highway
of trade. Certainly, camels traversed the space between the

city and that part of the coast which Phoenician vessels visited.

A caravan route across the Arabian desert connected the Red
Sea with the Persian Gulf, where, as we have already seen, was
a depot of Indian and Asiatic produce. Caravan communication
existed likewise with Carthage by way of Great Leptis, and
with Egypt. The traffic was necessarily great. Meroe was
therefore one of the chief commercial marts of its day. The

kingdom reached its highest prosperity about seven or eight
centuries before Christ.

In Ethiopia the Nile, bordered by high banks which prevent
its overflow, consists of a series of rapids and cataracts

which for 600 miles render it of very little use for navigation.
Mountains approach the river closely on each side, and the

width of the valley does not in parts exceed seven miles. The
southern territory, at the foot of the Abyssinian high lands, is

the most humid and fertile. Irrigation in the arid parts was
effected by rude canals. Meroe was rich in timber and minerals,
and gold mines were worked in the northern hills. The border
tribes lived by ostrich and elephant hunting.

Five different nations have been enumerated as inhabiting

Ethiopia, viz., the Meroese, the Troglodytes, the Macrobii, the

Nubians, and the Egyptian
" Warrior Caste," of whom the first

were in every respect the most civilised. They were the husband-

men, merchants, philosophers, priests, and seers, and worshipped
Tupiter Ammon, to whom was consecrated the city of Ammonium
in the Desert.

CHAPTER VII. ETRURIA.
ETRURIA (the modern Tuscany), a great and civilised nation

before the building of Rome, is an example of a powerful
country whose literature is lost, and whose language is extinct,

and almost undecipherable. Its history can therefore be gleaned

only from occasional references in the writings of its foes ; and
its refinement, from its buried works of art.

By the Romans its people were called Etruscans ; by the

Greeks, Tyrrhenians. Amongst themselves they went by the

name of Rasanae. The accounts of their origin are speculative,
for their language, the surest guide in such inquiries, cannot be

employed to help us. There are a few indications of Asiatic

origin, mingled, however, with evidences of a mixture of races,

in which the Umbrian appears predominant.
In the infancy of Rome the Etruscans had extended their

power from the base of the Alps to the Gulf of Taranto ; and,
when pressed back by hostile neighbours, they were still a

flourishing and powerful people within Etruria proper. After

a long struggle for their independence, they were compelled to

yield to the rising power of Rome. In course of time they were

enfranchised, when they soon dropped their language, and merged
their nationality in the common character of Roman citizens.

Etruria was remarkable for its fertility. The soil yielded
rich harvests of corn, wine, oil, and flax. Its maritime position

gave the people the command of a great sweep of the Mediter-

ranean, called after them the Tyrrhene Sea. The natural

resources of the country provided in abundance materials for

ship-building, the Apennines having their slopes clothed with

timber, and their flax furnishing textures for sails. These advan-

tages made commerce a natural development of Etruscan life.

The inhabitants regarded themselves as exclusive masters of the

Mediterranean, and were hostile to every nation disputing with

them the rights of trade in its waters. The Greek colonists in

Sicily, united under command of Gelo, tyrant or ruler of Syra-

cuse, met the Etruscan fleet in battle, and defeated it 480 B.C.

Enmities thus aroused being not lightly appeased, the Etrus-

cans for a century after repeatedly made war against the

Syracusans and other Sicilian Greeks. The Etruscans enriched

themselves by husbandry and cattle-rearing, as well as by their

piracy and trade. Corn was sent to Rome almost as soon as

that city was founded. The people grew luxurious. They
became fond of high living and sumptuous entertainments,

drank out of silver cups, and wore costly embroidered garments.
The Roman satirists called them corpulent gluttons, and Virgil

charged them with being addicted to all kinds of sensual plea-

sures. Nevertheless, the Romans borrowed some of their insti-

tutions, and sent the young nobility to them for instruction.

Art and science were cultivated, and religion mingled in all

affaire, domestic and national. Their mythology comprised the

two classes of the Shrouded deities, never revealing themselves

to mankind, and the Subject gods of a lower rank. The chief

ports were Pisa, Populonium, Csere, Hadria on the coast south

of the Po, and Spina.
To these ports were brought frankincense for use in sacrifice,

ivory, and the precious metals for manufactures. The Etrus-

cans were noted for all kinds of work in silver, gold, and other

metals. Their pottery was in request in every part of Italy.

The exquisite vases, found in so many of their tombs, appear,

however, to have been the work of Greek colonists. The Etrus-

cans, skilled in painting, sculpture, and architecture, were

employed upon Roman buildings, and taught the Romans the

use of the arch. The still extant figures of the She-Wolf and

of the Orator are renowned as masterpieces of their bronze

statuary in the opinion of some critics, though others refer these

works to Greek artists. Their candelabra, of the same material,

were prized by the Athenians as early as the age of Pericles.
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1 1 KA T I V K >. V TURAL HISTORY.
CADDIS WORMS AND FLIES.

AMONGST tho almost endless nnraber of objeota of interest

whii-h meet tho eye of tho searcher after brook and r-vcr treasure*
1 to reward his investigations more ricniy, or

i.pi-M up a wi.l.T ti. 1.1 fur ntndy and roflootion, than the genus of

torous iiiHoi'trt (1'hryyanea), to which tho so-called caddis-

.>ngs. A vast number of species have been described by
n inhabiting the rivers and brooks of England. Some

. families of insects are comparatively local, whilst others

to bo common wherever suitable conditions for their sus-

tenance and support
are met with. Not

do tho perfect
! or Hi.-* of

tiiflVrent species vary
in colour, tint, etc.,

but tho larvae, who
are accomplished
builders in their way,
sulopt a stylo of archi-

. !-o in accordance
with the customs of

the family to which
the constructor be-

longs. P.fluviacornis,
for example, from the

moment ho quits the

egg dropped by tho

parent fly to the still

deeps of the brook

pool, turns his atten-

tion to the collection

of tiny fresh-water

shells and minute

particles of shell-like

substances. These,

by a process allied to

that by which the

silkworm forms its

cocoon, are, so to

speak, spun together.
The glutinous fila-

ments of web, as

they are given off by
the insect, adapt
themselves to every

inequality of the sub-

stance to bo secured

at the point intended

to bo next the cham-
ber or tube, in which,
when smoothly and

evenly lined, the in-

dustrious and deft

worm will find an

abiding place. Shell

after shell and par-
ticle after particle are

thus added step by
step to the structure, and as the caddis-worm grows so he increases

the bulk of his building materials, turning them with his ready
claws until they are in a position to suit his requirements. But
whilst wo admire his constructive talent and skilful selection,

truth compels us to state that P. fluviacornis is most dishonest

and unscrupulous in his building operations. What should we
say of a powerful potentate who, to build for himself a splendid

mansion, seized on the dwelling-houses of other people, carried

them off bodily, turned them upside down with tho inhabitants

in them, and then cemented one on the other until the tyrant's

stronghold was complete ? Such conduct, although highly repre-
hensive in the potentate, is most interesting and curious in a

caddis-worm, who is perfectly indifferent as to whether tho

freshwater mollusk fixed on for building purposes is in his castle

or not. If he is, he simply has to travel from place to place at

the will of his captor ; if not, the empty shell is taken immediate

possession o2. just as any other stray substance would be.
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Caddis-worms kept in a state of confinement, and deprived of
the materials which their iimtinct teaches them to one, will,

without hesitation, employ such substances a* may be placed
before them. Some curious and interesting result* hare fol-

lowed experiment* tried on the building power* of the caddis-

worm. One specimen was, we are informed, furnished with

particles of clear, transparent glass, and, a* this wa* the only
substance to be obtained, he in a short time constructed hi*

dwelling tube of it. Through the transparent case thus formed

every movement of the worm could be closely observed, and at

length, on tho completion of the tiny coat of crystal armour,
tho wearer was, with other worms differently chid, placed in

an aquarium with a
number of hungry an<*

inquisitive stickle-

backs, who at once
made an attack on
the plump, succulent-

looking morsel just
fallen amongst them.

Like a set of pirates,

they dashed at the

coveted prize, but, to

their confusion, dis-

covered that instead

of an unarmed and

easily subdued victim

they had run their

stems against a for-

midable armour-clad,

bristling with spikes,
and armed at all

points. So the pigmy
fleet backed astern,
and then sheered off

in consternation and

disgust, to seek more

profitable cruising-

gronnds. Coloured

beads, fragments of

stained glass, par-
ticles of pearl shells,

etc., are by the

caddis-worm, when
restricted in the

matter of building

material, worked up
into tubes, or caddis

houses, of the most
curious and pleasing
character in fact,

they become, when
vacated by the worm,
natural history speci-
mens which most

persons desire to

possess. Figs. 1, 2 in

the annexed illustra-

tion represent speci-
mens of P. fluvia-
cornis which have

made use of materials of their own selection for the construc-

tion of their dwellings.
Then we have another noteworthy member of the caddis

family in P. rombira, who may bo viewed in the light of a

carpenter caddis. Sticks, fraarments of bark, and strong

splinters of wood, are his favourite materials. These he cleverly

joins together, parallel to each other, forming a kind of Lili-

putian fagot in which to dwell. Hence it is that the term

fagot-worm has not unfrequently been applied to the whole

caddis family. Fig. 3 represents one of these Liliputian log-

houses. Then, again, we find a most eccentric worker,

whose tribe confine themselves entirely to the use of sharp
thorn-like spines of river-side grass for the construction of

their strongholds. These pointed and needle-like bars they
lay transversely on each other, row after row and tier after

tier, in such a way that, as the cavity in the centre is made even

and comfortable to reside in, all the points are caused to pro-
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trude from the outside. An American log hut is built much
after the manner of this peculiar kind of caddis tube, only
that by the backwoodsman the ends of the logs are notched

together and jointed, whilst by the worm the pointed spines
are united by glutinous silk, and caused to stand roughly out

most truly "like quills on the fretful porcupine;" and, fond
as fish are of the inhabitants of these spiked castles, few care

to risk being choked by interfering with them. Fig. 4 repre-
sents one of these spike-guarded dwellings.

Stratagem, as well as the art of fortification, appears to be

brought to bear by other members of the ingenious family under
consideration. If we search carefully amongst the water-weeds
and lily-roots, we shall find some short thick cuttings of stout

grass blades, joined at the edges, perfectly green, fresh, and
as though snipped from the parent stem. Let us examine
them closely, and we shall find that within these fragments
of longitudinally-arranged grass blades is a tubular cavity, and
in it a worm of retiring habits, who withdraws his head to the

secret recess which he has formed for himself, and which no
fish of ordinary intelligence would look twice at. Fig. 5 repre-
sents one of these grass tubes.

A search amongst the rough pebble stones will not unfre-

quently be rewarded by the discovery of a tiny trumpet-shaped
caddis tube composed entirely of minute particles of river sand.

A rare and beautiful example of this trumpet, or rather tusk-

like form of tube, is to be found in the British Museum ; it is

known as the Dentalium nigrum, from its tooth or tusk-like

form, and almost black colour. Fig. 6 represents one of these,

whilst Fig. 7 shows the more common tusk-shaped tube found
in most English rivulets and streams. We have found that

the period passed in the larvte or case-guarded stage varies

considerably with species, and the conditions to which specimens
are placed. Certain kinds manifest a marked partiality for

vegetable food, whilst others freely consume animal substances,
and will not hesitate to attack and destroy such weak and

helpless water-insects or small mollusks as may come within

their reach.

Those of our readers who live sufficiently near to a river

or stream in which the caddis is found may without difficulty

capture a number of kinds by fastening five or six large

cabbage-stalks in a bundle, fixing a heavy stone at the bottom
to give weight to the mass, and then casting the lure into a

likely-looking pool in such a way that it may lie near enough
to the bank to be, at the end of three or four days, drawn

carefully and quietly out with a nook-ended stick. The worms
within their cases will then be perceived in considerable

numbers feeding on the cabbage-stalks.
Such specimens as are required for either bait for fishing or

experimental purposes can be conveniently carried in a flannel bag
well moistened with clean water. Thin slices of cabbage-stalk
should be placed with the worms, and the bag dipped in water
once per day, and then hung in a cool, shady place to drain.

In this way the caddis may be preserved until it is placed in the

aquarium. Fig. 8 gives a diminished view of a caddis trap

prepared for throwing into the water.

When about to pass from tha larva to the pupa stage, tne

worm proceeds to construct a sort of silk lattice-work or grating
over the mouth of its tube. This, although fine enough to

exclude intruders, admits of the free influx of water. Fig. 9

represents the worm on an enlarged scale after removal from
the tube, and Fig. 10 a cross section of a tube, showing the
form of reticulated work with which the mouth of a fagot-tube
is stopped when the worm is about to undergo the change
from larva to pupa : this view is also enlarged. About a fort-

night or three weeks pass before the silken net-work is broken

through by the pupa, which is represented on an enlarged
scale at Fig. 11. This quaint and curious-looking creature, on

quitting the case, struggles upwards to the surface, and is borne
onwards by the stream, until some friendly branch of river-side

tree, fragment of drift wood, or protruding rock, affords a

resting for the water-borne waif. Here, dried and warmed by
the spring sun, the pupa swells apace, becomes plump, and at

last, like the harlequin in the transformation scene of a panto-
mime, severs the fastenings of this sombre garment, casts it

on one side, and steps forth in all the pride of bright colours

and beauty of form. Fig. 12 represents the perfect insect or

caddis-fly, life size, after its change from the pupa stage ; and

Fig. 13 the insect with ita wings extended in the act of flight.

No food of any kind is taken by the perfect insect during the

short period which passes between its birth, coupling, egg-

depositing, and death.

Some of these flies swarm out abundantly during the day,
whilst others are nocturnal in their habits. Both the Perla

and Nemoura are at times confounded with the Phryganea, but

they differ materially from the insects we have been describing
in many marked respects. The common may-fly and stone-fly

of the river-side are familiar and well-marked examples of the

former families. Their larvaa do not construct cases in which to

dwell, are carnivorous feeders, and either dwell in small com-
munities amongst the hollow crevices of the river banks, or

beneath the ledges of stones and pebbles. From these lurking-

places they are at all times prepared to sally out for the purpose
of attacking any water-insect less powerful than themselves.

In every stage of their growth these insects afford vast quanti-
ties of nutritive and wholesome food for fish, and it is mainly
from the absence of this and similar larvas that many fish-

ponds and streams are found to be unprofitable and uncongenial
to the full development of the fish sought to bo propagated in

theml Other waters, although less promising in appearance, will

be found to contain insects of many kinds, and in these it will

bo found as a rule that fish not only rapidly increase in number,
but grow to a large size, and present to the eye of the angler
that sturdiness of form and brightness of colour which he knows
so well how to appreciate. The perfect insects of the Perla
and Nemoura families are remarkable for the long hair-like

spines or whisks which are attached to their tails. The latter

shortly lose these forked appendages, but the former retain

them during their short lives

The term eplwmera has been applied to the family of may-flies.

Ephemeral, too, are many of the fleeting joys and triumphs of

human life. Hatched in the first rays of an early spring morn-

ing, the may-fly finds a partner and deposits its eggs before

the sun sets, and, ere another sunrise, ceases to exist. It has

been stated, on the authority of Reaumur, that it sometimes

happens in the south of Europe that the bodies of dead ephemera
cover the ground in such countless myriads as to lead to their

being carted away for manure by the farmers of the neighbour-
hood through which the rivers watering the district flowed.

LESSONS IN LATIN. LIII.

GOVERNMENT OP THE CASES.

IF we look at the cases according to their applications, we find

that the nominative (Latin, nomen, a name) is that case in

which the name or noun stands when it is uninflected, and when
it is the subject of the verb. The nominative answers to the

question who ? or rvhich ? as

Naso dixit; quis? Naso.

Naso said, (it) ; who (said it ?) Naso.

The genitive (from gigno, I beget; genus, a kind or race)

denotes the origin of a person or thing ; as

Patris filia est pulchra, the father's AavgUer is fair ;

and hence possession in all its varieties. The genitive answers

to the question whose ? as

Est matris domas ; cujus ? matris.

It is the mother's house ; wliose ? mother's.

The dative (from do, dare, datum, I give) conveys the ideas

implied in our to and for, and so is the case of giving or re-

ceiving. The dative answers to the question to or for whom ?

as in this example :

Datur equus militi ; cui ? militi.

A horse is given to a soldier ; to wlwm ? a soldier.

The accusative (ad and causa) is the case of that which is

caused or affected more strictly, that which is affected that

is, affected by the verb ; that which is the object of the verb's

action. As denoting the objecb, this case is more significantly

called in English the objective case. The accusative or objec-

tive case answers to the question whom ? or what ? as

Misit Robertum ; quern ? Robertuxn.

He sent Robert; whom? Robert.

The vocative (voco, I call) is the case of calling that is, of

invocation or direct address ; as

Veni hue, domine. Sir, come hither 1
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The ablative (a and fero, ferre, tali, latum) is tho CUM-

.'. As tin- Motes giving to, HO the ablative de-

notes taking from. This seems to be the fundamental meaning
Ablative. Other significations, such aa by, with, and in,

. f. The ablative answers to tho question .//
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Pucr :nornus ett a cane ; a quo ? a cane.

A boy fcu tarn 6iifen by doj ; by what .' a dog.

The nominative and vocative are called tho direct cases, and

nil tho r.-.^t ore called the indirect or oblique cases.

'bliquo cases in Latin oro not exactly identical in mean-

in.; v. ith tho corresponding cases in English. The Latin goni-
. >f intii-h wider application than tho English possessive,

and not seldom implies relations which are commonly expressed
to or for. The Latin ablative also embraces the varied

ioations of from, by, through, in, and with.

If you consider what verbs imply the relation indicated by
to or for, you will ascertain the class of verbs which require
their object to bo in the dative. But here you must take

difference of idiom into account. In English we say, they obey

me, but the Latins said, they obey TO me (mihi obediunt). Hence
what is called the rule, that in Latin verbs of obeying and

commanding are followed by a dative. In English we say,
he approached the shore, though the expression is elliptical, and

roached TO the shore was formerly used. In Latin, when

appropinquare denotes motion it takes an accusative with ad

(our to), or the dative without ad; the dative without ad is

used when the verb denotes a position, a being or a lying near ;

as exemplified in the following sentences :

Ad summam. aquam pisccs appropinquant.
Fishes draw near (rise) to the top of the water.

Afunitionibtu appropinquant militos.

The soldiers approach tho fortifications.

Dare alicui aliquid is sometimes equivalent to do something
out of love or regard for; as

Da hoc patrico ut consilio tuo uti possit.
Give this to thj country that it may make use of thy counsel.

After a similar manner are employed the verbs donare, con-

donare, remittere, concedere.
" To marry," in English, has a construction corresponding

with the Latin accusative. Thus we say, she married him, he

married her. But nubo, I marry, in Latin commonly requires
a dative. Nubo is used of tho female, thus, nupsit Chloe

Claudio, Chloe married Claudio. Tho reason why nubere

requires a dative is found in its derivation. Nubo has for its

stem nub, which is the base of nubos, a cloud, also a veil. Now
tho bride came to her husband veiled. Accordingly, she was
said to veil herself to or for that is, to marry her husband.
On his part the male was said, ducere uxorem, to lead or conduct
e wife (that is, domnm) home.

THE DATIVE.

The verb esse, when it signifies possession, being equivalent
to our word have, puts in the dative the noun which denotes
the possessor ; as

st mthi timer, I am afraid (I have fear).

The dative of the possessor is distinguished from tho genitive
of the possessor in this that the former is used when you ask
for what is possessed, and the latter when you ask who is the

possessor; as

1. Kegi est ager.
The field belongs to the Iting.

2. Ager est repris.

The field is the king's.

In No. 1 you ask, "What belongs to the king P" Answer," The field." In No. 2 you ask, "Whose is the field?" Answer," The king's."

Adjectives which involve the idea of to or for take a dative.
Such adjectives are those which signify useful, useless, suitable,

unsuitable, known, friendly, etc. ; namely, utilis, inutilis, salu-

taris, damnosus, gratus, cams, aptus, accomodatus, idoneus,
facilis, difficilis, notus, ignotus, proprius, alienus, ami-cits, cequus,
iniquus, infestus, infensus, iratus, fidus, Jidelis, etc. So with
tho adverbs convenienter, constanter, amice.
Some of these adjectives admit of another construction,

namely, acv with the accusative, as, utilis ad rem ; or erga with

the accusative, as, benevolo* ergs aliqnem ; or again, the geuiMt*
without a proportion, as, alienun alienJUB rti, foreign to a

matter, that u, having nothing to do with it, knowing nothing
of it. Alienus may be aluo constructed thus, alienna aliqpA re,

or ab aliqua re. Propriut may have a genitive, M, proprios

-, peculiar to some one, or some thing. AUUCUH, /rteiutty ;

iniinicus, unfriendly ; familiarU, intimate with ; and raperstes,

":i, are often used aa substantive*, and consequently take

i>ject in the genitive. A,dui and idoneus, U nsed of a

thing, are generally constructed with an accusative, and ad, if of

a person, simply with a dative.

The dative is also used with adjectives signifying like, unlike,

near, related, etc., such as par, impar, dispar, aequalit, inequalit,

similis, diisimilis, contrarius, propinquut, propior, prorimus,

Jinitimus, vicinus, affinit, coynatut, communis, etc.

JEquatis, affinis, vicinus, propinyuus, are employed and con-

structed as nouns.

Propior and proximus may have an accusative, bat only as

referring to place ; thus, propior hostem, but not prapior

clementiam, instead of which you must say propior dementia.

Probably the former construction is to be explained by the

ellipsis or omission of ad.

Similis and dissimilis take a genitive as well as a dative ; a

genitive when the likeness or unlikeness is mental, a dative

when it is physical.
Idem may be constructed with a dative ;

as

Invitum qui scrvat idem facit occidenti, he who M* a person u-
wiUing (to be saved) docs the same as ona who kills (another).

Certain exclamations govern a dative, as, vso tibi ! alas for
thee ! hei misero mihi ! ah, me miserable !

THE ACCUSATIVE.

The simplest form of tho accusative case, as governed by
verbs, is that which is found in connection with transitive verbs

of tho active voice, in which tho action indicated by the verb

passes directly from the subject to the object ; as

Deus CKEAVIT MUXDUM, God created the icorW.

Practice, aided by rule, will teach the student what verbs in

Latin take an accusative case ; but ho has need to be on bis

gward against mere English analogy. To fly from in English
would not give him the idea that the corresponding Latin verb

required its object in the accusative case ; yet so it does, as, for

example
Andromeda aufugiens aspectum mcesta. parcntis,

Sad Andromeda flying from the sight of her father.

Intransitive verbs become in some sort transitive by taking fl

noun of the same meaning as the action which they signify ; as,

ludere ludum, to play a play. This form of construction ia

known as the cognate accusative.

The noun may be similar in meaning instead of the same ;

thus, aleam ludere, to play (at) dice. Hence arise some forma

which require special attention; for example

Bacchanalia viyere, to lire in a bacchanalian manner.

Yincere judicium, to succeed in a law-suit.

Intransitive verbs may liave an accusative of the neuter pro-
noun ; as, hoc laetor, I am glad of t)w.t.

Verbs in themselves intransitive acquire a transitive accepta-
tion by receiving a preposition into combination ; thus, latrare,

to bark, is intransitive, but adlatrare, to bark at, is transitive.

Intransitive verbs in general cannot be used in the passive
voice ; but those intransitive verbs which are made transitive

by prepositions may be used in the passive voice ; as, fossa

transilitur, the ditch is leaped over.

The preposition found in the verb is sometimes repeated with

the noun for the sake of emphasis ; as, ad urbein advolavit, h

flew to tlie city.

Occasionally there is a difference of meaning between the

verb with and the verb without the second preposition ; thus,
" adire ad regem

"
is to go to the king, but "adire regem

"
is to

address, to entreat the king.
Two accusatives are found with transitive verbs. The fir**

instance is where one of the accusatives is an adjective j as

Euphrates efficit Jfesopotamiam fcrtilem,

The Euphrates renders .Mesopotamia fertile.

The verb efficit governs Mesopotamia. It does more its
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force extends to fertilem. Fertilem here is not a mere epithet,

as you may learn by so rendering it in the passive voice the

fertile Mesopotamia is produced by the Euphrates. This is not

the sense ; what is meant is that the Euphrates causes Meso-

potamia to be fertile ; and as in this English sentence the verb

causes has two objects, namely, Mesopotamia and to be, so the

Latin sentence has two objects, namely, Mesopotamiam and

fertilem. The phrase and the construction are different from

what appears in " laudo discipulum diligentem," where dili-

gentem is an epithet simply qualifying discipulum. If, however,

we write
"

efficio discipulum diligentem," diligentem becomes a

second accusative.

Verbs which signify to teach, to learn, to aslc, as doceo, disco,

rogo, take two accusatives, one of the person, the other of the

thing. In the passive voice these verbs have one accusative ;

though this construction is exceptional, and seldom used but

by the poets :

Active. Doceo TE ARTEM, I teach ihee an art.

Passive. Ars te docetur, an art is taught thee.

Passive. Tu doceris ARTEM, thou art taught an art.

Celo, I conceal, hide from, has the same construction.

The accusative is used after verbs of motion to denote the

place whither a person proceeds. The construction may be

without a preposition, or with a preposition ; first, without a

preposition, when the place or object is the name of a city or

a small island, or when the noun is domus or rus ; thus, eo

Athenas, I go to Athens ; eo domum, I go home ; eo rus, I go

into the country; eo Delum, I go to (the island) Delos. In

all other cases a preposition is required to denote the place
whither you go such as ad, in, versus, adversus, contra, ob,

sub, subter, circum and circa, extra, intra, ultra, trans.

A double accusative is found also with verbs compounded
with the prepositions trans and circum :

Capias flumen transduxit Coesar, Caesar led his forces over the river.

Pompeius eos crania sua prsesidia circumduxit, Pompey led all his

forces round them.

From the use of an accusative to signify direction towards
an object comes the use of an accusative to signify breadth, or

the distance through which you pass in making your way to an

object. This is called the accusative of breadth; it answers to

the question how far ? and may be equally used of length or

distance ; as

Milites aggerem latum pedes trecentos exstruxerunt.
The soldiers raised a mound three hundred feet broad.

As length of place, so length of time is expressed by the

accusative ; as

Alexander Magnus tredScim annost regnavit.
Alexander th Great reigned thirteen years.

Tha accusative case is also used in exclamations and dired
addresses ; as

Me ccecum, qui hffic ante non viderim !

Blind that I am not to have seen these things before !

The accusative, perhaps, is produced by the effect of words
now no longer in use, and the construction may be lookec

upon as an ellipsis. Me miscrum ! may originally have been
me miserum dico ! It is more probable that the accusative
is used as being the natural objective case.

The vocative also ia employed in exclamation j as

miser, quod non sentis, quam miser sis/

wretched man, in that thou fc)i west not how wretched thou art I

The nominative, too, may bu employed when it suffices to
mention an object in order to refer to it ; as

O fortunata luors, quse pro patria est reddita.

fortunate death which is undergone for one's native land.

After en and ecce (= ence) the nominative generally stands :

Ecce tuss littera/
j

En dextra fldesque/

More seldom the accusative occurs with en and ecce.
"

i

quatuor aras ! ecce duas tibi, Daphne !

"
are found in Virgil

and "ecce me! eccillum ! eccum ! eccos!" are common in th
comic poets.
The dative may accompany an exclamation when the object i

a personal one to whose advantage or disadvantage anythin
happens; as

VHB tibi t hei misero mifci/ Woe to thee I alas, welched one !

JESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XVII.
MILTON.

'HE one supremely great name in the literature of the period
ow under review, the period of the Civil War and the Common-
ealth, is that of Milton. Milton is as completely the type
nd representative of the literature of his own age as Shakespeare
was in the preceding generation. That intense earnestness of

iurpose, that thoroughness both in thought and in learning,
nd that profoundly religious spirit which characterised the

greatest writers of that day ; and, not less, the delicacy and re-

.nement of taste and feeling, and the keen sense of harmony,
which were the special merits of its lesser poets : all these

Dualities Milton possessed above all other men ; while, in addi-

ion to all this, he was gifted with an intellectual greatness and

commanding genius, which place him among the greatest
poets of all time.

John Milton was born in the year 1608. He was sprung of

,n old family ; but his father, having adopted the tenets of the

i'uritan party, had become separated from his family, and had
maintained himself and his family, and earned a competent
ortune, by pursuing the business of a scrivener, a term which,
n his day, denoted one employed in the responsible office of

negotiating investments for money. Though his great son fol-

owed the Puritan views of his father, the family were not

unanimously upon this side in the contests of the day. The
joet's younger brother, Christopher Milton, was a zealous

loyalist, became eminent as a lawyer, and was for a short time
one of the judges of the Court of Common Pleas under James II.

The future poet was born in London, but his childhood and

early youth were passed for the most part at his father's

country-house at Horton, in Buckinghamshire. His father was
limself a man of education and taste, and an accomplished
musician ; a Puritan in religion, and with, no doubt, those poli-

tical sympathies which distinguished the Puritans as a party
from their religious opponents. From him we may presume
that Milton received his earliest education. He was then at

St. Paul's School, in London; and from thence he passed to

Christ's College, Cambridge. Of the details of Milton's life at

the university we know little. But though the talcs upon
which his earlier biographers delighted to dwell of humiliating

punishments undergone, and expulsion incurred by him at the

hands of the authorities of his college rest upon no satisfactory

evidence, and may probably be rejected, there can be little

doubt that he found the tone of the place uncongenial ; and one

passage in particular, in one of his Latin poems, shows that he

looked back upon his university with but little affection.

Although, however, Milton was all his life a student, and with

him, more than with most men, it would be inaccurate to speak
of any one period as distinctively the period of his education,
ho must have made abundant use of the years he passed at

Cambridge, and must even at that time have acquired an extent

of learning rare in a rarely learned age. For Milton was one of

that small number of men of the highest order of genius, whose

powers have shown themselves at an extremely early age.
Almost from boyhood he was a great poet, as well as a great
scholar ; and almost from boyhood he seems to have been fully

conscious of his own extraordinary powers. After leaving Cam-

bridge, Milton spent some years at his father's house. The
cause of his passing this period of seeming inaction is not far

to seek. Milton had originally been designed for, and himself

contemplated, entering upon holy orders ; but he was deterred

from carrying out this intention by a repugnance for the intel-

lectual restraints which such a course would have imposed upon
him. And we can easily imagine that, to a mind as keenly
alive as Milton's to the responsibilities of life, the choice of

a new course was not the work of a day. Upon some such

ground he himself afterwards explained the seeming loss of

these years. They were not years, however, of idleness, but of

profound study. In 1638 Milton went abroad, and spent more
than a year in the enjoyment of the society, and in cultivating

the friendship, of the most eminent men of letters of the Con-

tinent, and especially of Italy.

This visit to the Continent forms the close of the first period
of Milton's literary history. He was by this time known as a

man of extraordinary learning. Of the ancient languages and

literature he was a consummate master ; nor was he less familiar

with the living tongues. In Italy, the most cultured nation of
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m <, both Latin and Italian, excited general sur-

<1 u.lmit.iti" i. lint it iH OH an Knglitth author that, in

those leaaona, we have specially to do with him.

aro few jtoots whoae works more clearly reflect the life

bar than Milton's. Not that hia works, hi poetical

at any rate, contain many direct references to himself or

such notices aro few. But the spirit and character

<if Ins \VMI-U change with the changes in the spirit and d
of the man. The period of Milton's life which we have

been hitherto describing was one of tranquillity and repose.
Is wore those of the student. He had not yet been

into the vortex of religious and political controversy.
His works of this period are exclusively poetical. They have

all the music which belongs to everything he ever wrote : ho

shows the same learning, and the same mastery over his learn-

ing, "s in later writings ; the same pure and severe morality,
ami the same spirit of reverence. But in these earlier poems
the whole tone is different from that of the later ones. The

prevailing spirit is a keen enjoyment of the beautiful. They
have a light-heartedness which for Milton never returned. He
still had leisure for

" Such sights as youthful poets dream
On summer eves by haunted stream."

He had not yet learned the Puritan horror of the stage. Even
in his pensive mood he would

" Sometime let gorgeous Tragedy
In sceptred pall come sweeping by,

Presenting Thebes or Felops' line,

Or the tale of Troy divine."

Unlike the Milton of later days, who was too rigid, too self-

contained to join in the public services of any religions body,
he could still write

" But let my due feet never fail,

To walk the studious cloisters pair ;

And love the high euibowed roof,
With antique pillars massy proof ;

And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light.

There let the pealing organ blow,
To the full-voiced quire below,
In service high and anthems clear,
As may with sweetness, through mine ear,
Dissolve me into ecstasies,
And bring all heaven before my eyes."

We can only briefly mention Milton's poems of this, his first

period. Passing by a few very early works, in some of which
the influence of Spenser who, of English poets, seems to have
been more than any other Milton's model is very apparent, we
come to the great Ode on the Nativity. This magnificent odo
is said to have been written by Milton at the age of twenty-one.
To the same period belongs the exquisite poem of "

Lycidas."
It was written upon the death of an intimate college friend of

Milton, Edward King, who was drowned in the Irish Channel,
while upon his voyage from Chester to Dublin. The death of
this young man produced a strong impression at the time, and
gave rise to a number of poems, which were published in a col-

lected form, but of which Milton's was the only one of remark-
able merit. This poem has something of the artificial character
and unreality which might be expected in one composed under
such circumstances. It is pastoral in form : the young man
whose death is lamented is a fellow-shepherd of the writer.

"
Together both, ere the high dawn appeared,
Under the opening eyelids of the morn,
We drove a-fleld."

The poet introduces all that incongruous mixture of imagery,
and peoples his stage with that variety of sacred and mytho-
logical personages, Christian and heathen, to which wo are
accustomed in pastoral poetry. The poem has no passion in it,

and little that appeals to the emotions. But for beauty of

imagery and perfect harmony of numbers there are few poems
which can be placed on the same level.

The "
Masque of Comus "

was founded upon a trivial incident
which occurred in the family of the Earl of Bridgewater, who,
as Lord President of the Welsh Marches, had his residence at
Lndlow Castle. His daughter, with her two brothers, lost their

way in a wood ; and this slight circumstance gave rise to the
beautiful poem of " Comus." This graceful poem is framed upon
the model of the Masques of Jonson and Fletcher, of which we

have already bad oooMiou to apeak. It differs from ita prede-
cessors in the peculiar elevation of tore, the mcrwl dignity,
which Milton ban thrown in+o it, tin into everything !<, that
he ever wrote. This piece waa acted at Ludlow Castle by mem
bora of the noble family upon whoae adventure* it was founded.
The music wan oompoaed by the celebrated tnuxician Lawea, who
also acted a part in the i : kuynoto of thia beautiful

poem is the beauty of virtue and purity, iU superiority
cumstanccH, and the divine protection which attends it.

" Virtue could teo to do what Virtue would,
By her own rudiuut light, though mu und moor
Wore in the great *eu sunk."

Upon this subject Milton lavishes the richest and moat varied

eloquence, interspersed with songs of a " Doric delicacy
"
which

is marvellous.

The "
Masque of Arcades "

is somewhat similar in character
to

"
Comus," but it is as inferior to it in merit OH it is shorter

in length.
" Arcades

"
is probably the earlier work of the two.

But of the poems of this, the first period of Milton's career,
the most remarkable, and probably the most universally enjoy-
able, are the companion pieces,

" L' Allegr*
" and "

II Penseroso,"
the one a description of the tastes and pursuits of the cheerful

man, the other of the pensive man. It would be difficult to find

in any language the same amount of poetical beauty compressed
into the same space as in these two short poems. Every word

conveys a picture, and the rhythm of every line conduces to the

impression which is to be produced. The cheerful man's first

pleasure is
" To hear the lark begin his flight,

And singing startle the dull :ii. lit,

From his watch-tower in the skies,
Till the dappled dawn doth rise."

A little later we have him
"
Walking not unseen,

By hedge-row elms on hillocks green,
Bight against the eastern gate,
Where the great sun begins his state."

Then his eye catches
" Russet lawns and fallows grey,

Meadows tiim with daisies pied.

Towers and battlements it sees,
Bosomed high in tufted trees,
Where perhaps some beauty lies,

The Cynosure of neighbouring eyes."

In what contrast with these pictures aro tho nightly pleasures
of the cheerful man :

" Towered cities please us then,
And the busy hum of men,
Where tb.rox.gs of knights and baroua bold
In weeds of peace high triumphs hold,
With store of ladies, whose bright eyes
Bain influence and judge the prize."

There are few things in the whole range cf poetry more beau-

tiful than the description of cheerful music at the close of
" L' Allegro." Milton was an enthusiast in music :

" Soft Lydian airs

Married to immortal verse,
Such as the meeting soul may pierce,
In notes, with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out,
With wanton heed and giddy cunning,
Tin? melting voice through mazes running;

Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony."
Tho pensive man would

" Walk unseen
Oil the dry smooth-shaven green,
To behold the wandering moon
Biding near her highest noon,
Like one that had been led astray

Through the heavens' wide pathless way,
And oft, as though her head she bowed.

Stooping through a fleecy cloud."

He hears The far.off curfew 80und
Over some wide-watered shore

Swinging slow with sullen roar."

The night having been passed in pursuits appropriate to a

pensive and contemplative nature,
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" Thus Night, oft see me in thy pale career,
Till civil-suited Morn appear,
Not tricked and frounced as she was wont,
With the Attic boy to hunt,
But kerchiefed in a comely cloud,
While rocking winds are piping loud,
Or ushered with a shower still,

When the gust hath blown his fill,

Ending on the rustling leaves,
With minute drops from off the eaves."

One is tempted to linger over those exquisite poems ; but we
must leave them, for we have now to regard Milton in a very
different character. When he returned to England, after his

short sojourn abroad, it was no longer to enjoy the peaceful

repose of the scholar and poet. From henceforth we have to do
with him for some years as a prose-writer, one of the most

eager and most bitter combatants in the controversies which
then stirred men so profoundly. Milton's sympathies as a
Puritan would naturally have been on the side of the Parlia-

ment and against the King, on the side of the Nonconformists
and against the bishops. But Milton was no mere partisan
of any of these causes. He was the champion of liberty

liberty of thought, liberty of speech, liberty of worship, liberty
of action. Liberty was the passion of his life.

"
Liberty's de-

fence, my noble task," was his work in life. He resisted the

dogmatism of the "new presbyter" as strongly as of the "old

priest;" and resented the intolerance of popular opinion as

keenly as that of the State.

We cannot examine Milton's prose writings in any detail ;

but the student ought to understand something of their general

character, and we treat of them now a? a class because most
of them belong to this period, though several are of a later

date. The greater part of them relate to three great sub-

jects of controversy, in which Milton took an active part
the controversy as to Church government ; iiiat as to divorce ;

and that as to the right or wrong of putting the king to death.

In the first of these controversies he engaged almost imme-

diately after his return from abroad. Several Presbyterian
ministers had published a treatise bearing upon Church govern-

ment, under the title of Smectymnus, a name formed from the

initial letters of their own names ; and in the controversy which

insued, Milton fought eagerly in their defence and against epis-

copacy, his chief antagonists being Archbishop Usher and Bishop
Bramhall.

Into the divorce controversy Milton was led through the cir-

Dumstances of his own domestic history. His first wife was

Mary Powell : their marriage was an unhappy one ; and at last

the lady left her husband and returned to her father, and only
came back to her home when it was plain that Milton thought of

acting upon those very liberal views as to the liberty of divorce

and re-marriage which he consistently maintained.
In the third main controversy in which Milton engaged he

appeared as the champion of the people of England, to defend

their conduct in putting Charles I. to death ; his chief opponent
being the celebrated scholar La Saumaise, or, in the Latinised

form, Salmasius.

These controversial labours, however, by no means represent
the whole fruits of Milton's labours during this period of his

life. For some years after his return to England he supported
himself by keeping a school for boys in London. In 1649 he

was appointed to the important office of Latin secretary to

Cromwell, and in this capacity conducted the diplomatic corre-

spondence of the Commonwealth.
There still remain a few isolated prose works of Milton, not

relating to any of the great controversies of the clay, which
must not pass unnoticed. The most important of these are, an
unfinished "

History of England," a Tractate or treatise on

Education, aud especially the "
Areopagitica," a speech for the

liberty of unlicensed printing. This last is the greatest of

Milton's prose works, and one which every student of English
literature ought to study, for it exhibits the characteristics of

his style in a peculiar degree. That style is always dignified,

always rhythmical, though sometimes a little unwieldy and
above his subject. But its great peculiarity is the occurrence,

from time to time, of bursts of eloquence which no English writer

has ever equalled. We can only give two examples :

" Truth indeed came once into the world, with her divine Master,
ind was a perfect shape most glorious to look on; but when He
asoen^od, and his apostles after him were laid asleep, then straight

arose a wicked race of deceivers, who, as the story goes of the

Egyptian Typhon with his conspirators, how they dealt with the

good Osiris, took the virgin Truth, hewed her lovely form into a
thousand pieces, and scattered them' to the four winds. From that

time, ever since, the sad friends of Truth, such as durst appear, imi-

tating the careful search that Isis made for the mangled body of Osiris,
went up and down, gathering up limb by limb still as they could find

them. We have not yet found them all, Lords and Commons, nor
ever shall do, till her Master's second coming; He shall bring together
every joint and member, and shall mould them into an immortal
feature of loveliness and perfection."

The other passage we give refers to the national revival of

thought and liberty in which Milton bore so great a part :

" Metliinks I see in my mind a noble and puissant nation, rousing
herself like a strong man after sleep, shaking her invincible locks ;

methinks I see her as an eagle, muing her mighty youth, and kin-

dling her undazzled eyes at the full mid-day beam ; purging and

unsealing her long-abused sight at the fountain itself of heavenly
radiance."

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXII.

114. USE OP THE TENSES. THE PBESENT OP THE
INDICATIVE.

(1.) THIS tense denotes what exists, or is taking place at the

time we speak :

Je lis ; vous parlez. |

I read you speak.

(2.) The French have only one form of the indicative

present :

Je parle means, therefore, J speak, do speak, or am speaking.

(3.) The indicative present is used in French, as well as in

English, for expressing ideas or facts which are and will always
be true :

Dieu est eternel, sa puissance
est sans bornes, et sa cldmence

est grande. GIRAULT DUVIVIEE.

God is eternal, his power is bound-

less, aocl Uis clemency is great.

(4.) It is often used to express a proximate future :

Je SUis de retour dans un mo-
ment. MOLIERE.

Si Titus a parte, s'il 1'epouse,

jo pars. RACINE.

I shall le lack in a moment.

If Titus has spoken, if he marries

her, I go (mil go).

(5.) The present is frequently used for the past, to awaken

attention, and place the event, as it were, before the reader :

I saw, my lord, I saw your unfor-

tunate son dragged by the horses

which his ovm hand has fed ; he

wishes to recall them, but Jits voice

frightens them.

J'ai vu, Seigneur, j'ai vu votre

malheureux fils,

Traine par les chevaux que sa main
a nourris :

II veut les rappeler, mais sa voix

les effraie. RACINE.

115. THE IMPERFECT.

(1.) The imperfect, or simultaneous past, is used to express

something which was in progress while another thing was taking

place. It leaves the beginning, duration, and end of an action

undetermined :

J'e"crivais, quand je recus votre I I was writing, when I received your

lettre.
|
letter.

(2.) The French imperfect, as may be seen in the above

example, represents the English tense formed of the past tense

of the auxiliary to be, and the participle present of a leading

verb.

(3.) The imperfect is also used to express repeated or cus-

tomary action. It is then rendered in English by the infinitive

of the verb preceded by used to :

Lorsque j'etais a Londres,

j'allais me promener le matin,

eusuito je dlnais, et je passais le

reste de la journe'e a lire et a

e"crire.

When I was in London, I walked

(used to walk) in the morning, after-

wards dined (usually dined), and

spent (usually) the remainder of the

\ day in reading and writing.

(4.) The use of this tense will be further explained in the

next paragraph.
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116. Tint PAST DEFINITE.

(1.) Tlio past definite indicates on action performed at a
t :

J'allal & Lomlrei, oil j Via
>') finis me* affaires

i.f, ut revlns aui-

M mi tul 6criVlt liii'r an solr UU
moisi-11.' nun i. -Hi-.

Mori

(_'.) The pant definite can only be used, as wo bare seen

above, when tho time at which an action took place in entirely

elapsed. We cannot, therefore, use it in connection with tho
>-</(( i/, llti.-i iiKirning, this week, thit month, tltis year, etc.

[See 117, Past Indefinite.] We may use it in speaking of

yesterday, last week, lout year, etc. :

1 vint to London, when I ram
>-d my i/iini'iini*

in '...i< city, anil returned /.;/,,,

italy.

Mr. tuch-a-onf wrote latt evening
tix vei'ies to Xi$s mic/i-a-one.

Je vous euvoie, mon chere frere,

une lettre qne j'ecrivls hicr pour
Madame de Laval.

I end you, my dear brother, a

letter which I wrote yesterday for
Madame de Laval.

(3.) Tho imperfect may be rendered in English by the par-
ticiple present of the leading verb and the past tense of the

auxiliary to be ; or by placing "used to" before the present of

the infinitive. Tho preterite definite can never be so rendered.

(4.) The imperfect might be called tho descriptive past tense
of the French.

(5.) The past definite might be called the narrative tense. It

expresses that which took place at some time fully past. We
will endeavour to illustrate this difference between these two
tenses. A traveller has entered a wood and discovered a re-

tired cottage ; he wishes to describe what he saw there, and
makes use of the imperfect or descriptive tense ; he says :

Un vieillard se promenait sous
les arbres ; il tenait uii livre a la

main
; de temps eu temps, il

levait les yeux vers le ciel, ou les

couvrait de la main, et semblalt i

s'abimer dans une profoude reverie.
'

Devant la porte de la cabaue etait
iisgise uue femme qui bercalt uu
enfant sur ses geuouz ; elle etait

pile ; ses cheveux flottaient uu

xre da vent; des larines COUlalent
le long de ses joues, &c.

An old man VMS walking under
the trees he was holding a book in

his hand from time to time he

raised his eyes ioicards heaven, or

concealed them with his hand, and
seemed to sink into a profound re-

verie. Before the door of the hut
was sitting a female, wlio was rocking
a child ui her knees she was pale ;

her hair was waving at the mercy of
the wind; tears were flowing down
lier chetks.

The traveller has here drawn a picture of what presented
itself to his eyes as he approached the cottage. Not content
with representing merely the then present situation of things,
he wishes also to narrate what took place. He has described
the theatre on which the occurrence took place which he is

going to relate ; he now proceeds to the narrative, and uses the
past definite or narrative tense :

Je m'approchai du vieillard;
lorsqu'il m'apercut, il s'avanca
vera moi, me salua et me pria
de ne pas troubler cette paisible
retraite du mallirur. II retOUTHa
a la cabaue, prit 1'eufant des bras
ilo In femine, et rentra ; elle le

SUivit, etc.

I approached the ol<l man ; when
he perceived me he came towards me,
greeted me, and besought me not to

disturb this peaceful retreat of f/io

un/orfuafc. He returned t<> the,

cottage, took the child from the wo-
man's arms, and went in; she fol-
lowed him.

Another example might be taken from La Fontaine's well-
known fable :

LE CORBEAU ET LE RENARD.
Maitre eorboau sur un arbre per-

ch<,
Tenait en son bee un frontage ;

r.'nard, par 1'odeur olk'chd,
Lui tint a peu pros ce langage.

THE RAVEK AND THE FOX.
Master ivifen perched vpon a tree,

was holding in his leak a cheese;
master fox, attracted by the smell,
addressed him nearly in the follow-
ing vords.

Here the poet uses the imperfect of tenir in describing the
situation in which the fox found the raven, but in relating tho
action of the fox, La Fontaine uses tho narrative tense of tho
same verb.

117. THE PAST INDEFINITE.

(1 .) The past indefinite expresses an action entirely completed,
but performed at a time of which some part is not yet elapsed,
as to-day, this month, this year, etc. :

La roi m'a nomm6 aujourd'bui
arcb0rique <l-

i. LOB.

Ce inatlu j'al trouvc 1

glUaaut, quu j'al pcUM quo il je
venal* 4 toiubor *ur lo bnu druit,

jo lentil tout it fuit d/ewpar*.
.-. AicniN in. St. 1'n.uuE.

Je t'ai defendu t (2.) below)
cent fom do . .m'-cliuui

violon ; ooponduut, je t'ai en-
tendu ce matin Co mat in .-

Ne you* ouvicut-il pus quo voua
me lu mites [ 116 (2 )J hier en

i'ALAPKAT.

The king appointed m to-<U

arehitthop of Can,i,ray.

Thit morning / found the ttrett

to l lr ,.f r y, tliat / thought I'M COM f

happened to fall o my right arm, /
hould then bt eompUMy htlpleu.

" I hw/orit&Uft th* hundred
timu to scrape thy \rretchft

nevertheless, I heard thtt this morn-

iii'j." "This morning t Do you
not recollect that you brat* it to

piece* yesterday f
"

(2.) The past indefinite is also used with regard to a time

entirely past, but not specified :

Lea fruits de la torre ont ete
la premiere uourriture <le hom-
I110B. GliiAULT DUVIVIEB.

Les Frauvaib ont gagne la

batoillo de Murengo.

The fruits of the earth were tin

jii.st al.nu.ntt of mankind.

The French gained the bottle of
Mamngo

(3.) When the time is specified and entirely elapsed, the past
indefinite is by many of the best French writers used indiffer-

ently with the past definite :

Past Definite.

Huit jours apres sou depart, il

m'ecrivlt ime lettre.

BEHSAKDIN DE ST. PIERRE.
A week after his departure, he

wrote me a letter.

Je fU8 biou fachp bier, ma chere

cousine, de vous avoir quittee avec
taut de precipitation.

FKNELON.
J was very sorry yesterday, my dear

cousin, for liaving left you in so much
haste.

Past Indefinite.

Je vous al ecrlt, il y a quinze

jours. THE SAME.

I wrote to you a fortniglit ago.

Hier en travaillant a mon qua.
tricme dialogue, j'al eprouve uu
vrai pluisir. HIKABEAU.

Yesterday, while working at my
fourth dialogue, I experienced real

pleasure.

(4.) When the first verb of a sentence is put in the past in-

definite, every other verb of that sentence, and of the sentences

referring to it, should be in the same tense.

118. THE PLUPERFECT.

(1.) The pluperfect marks a past event which was completed
before another event, also past, took place, both events being
independent from one another :

J'avais dejeune, quand vous
vintes me demauder.

GlEAULT DUVIVIER.

I had breakfasted, when you can

to inquire for me.

(2.) The pluperfect, having as its auxiliary the imperfect of

the verbs avoir or 6tre, partakes of the signification of that
tense. It is, therefore, used to denote a customary action,
which used to take place after another customary action, in

which case the latter is expressed by the imperfect:

Des que j 'avals lu quelques

pages, je me promenais.

As soon, as I had read a /eic jv>3,
I used to take a walk.

119. THE PAST ANTERIOE.

The past anterior expresses an event which took place tmnwt-

diately before another event which is also past : the latter

event being the result of, or, as to its beginning, dependent upon,
the former :

Quand j'eus reconnu mon er-

ivnr. j<> fUS houtoux des nmuvuis

procetltis que j'avuis ons pour lui.

GIRAULT DUVIVIER.
TV's que j'eus lu quelques pages,

jo sortis.

U'/in I had perteired my error, I

was axhamed of my bad co<idst

toicaiili him.

As soon as I had read a few pagts,
J u-rnt.

NOTE. The plnporfoot may be used with the imperfect, or

the past definite, or t M %

past indefinite ; whilst the past anterior

can be need only with the past definite.
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PAINTING IN WATER-COLOURS. Y.

TREATMENT OF HIGH LIGHTS, ETC.

WE promised in the first lesson to take up again the method
of producing or picking out high lights ; we resume the sub-

ject in order to show how in sepia drawings brilliant and
harmonious effects may be obtained by tinting the whole paper
first with a moderate tone of sepia, then painting the subject

upon it, and afterwards rubbing out the high lights with india-

rubber. Many artists use Chinese white for the same purpose ;

this pigment is very durable, but must be used with judgment ;

it frequently requires the addition of a light tone, either cool

or warm as the case may be, to make it harmonise with the

ground upon which it is laid ; otherwise it will have a chalky
effect. Being an opaque medium, it is of great advantage
when employed with colours ; sometimes the colouring tint is

mixed with the white before it is used, or else the white is laid

on the picture in its pure state, and then, when dry, a very light

glaze or wash is passed over it, composed of Indian yellow

remarks will sufficiently explain all that is necessary for the nse
of it.

First, the sepia drawing (Fig. 6). Draw the outline fl*st

upon white paper, and determine the extent of the picture
by ruling lines for a boundary. Then with a middle tint of

sepia cover the whole within the boundary lines, commencing at

the top, the picture being placed in an inclined position : tha

outline must not be heavily drawn, it should be faintly but

sufficiently seen through the sepia ; the drawing must be very
correct, as the wash of sepia will set the pencil marks so that it

will be difficult to erase them for alterations. Commence the

arrangement of the foreground with the same colour with which
the paper was covered, that is, make out the grassy slope of

the embankment, with all its broken details, above A A : the
execution must be in short, sharp, careful touches to give
character to the herbage, the brush being held in an upright

position, so as to have a thorough command of the point, and

power of moving it in any direction ; draw the brush across the
darker parts of the water, to represent the reflections of the

Fig. 6. TREATMENT OF HIGH LIGHTS, ETC. OUTLINE SKETCH FOR SEPIA AND COLOURS.

and yellow ochre, or either of these alone, according to the

tone of the surrounding parts near which it is laid. If a

pepia drawing is made upon a grey paper, the white may be used
alone. These remarks refer more especially to the brightest and
most prominent lights ; therefore we wish it to be understood
that we do not intend here to include the broad lights, those

parts which receive the general rays of the sun or any other

luminary, but only those brilliant or sparkling effects which
emanate with greater force from the projecting parts of polished

surfaces, such as metal and glass ; we may also include the
reflection of light upon water and the masses of light clouds.

To use Chinese white properly, and to prevent a flat and heavy
appearance, it must be judiciously disposed, for if too liberally

spread about the picture, the result will be a series of spots
which destroy breadth and repose. Again, when any portion of

the broad lights have become dirty through frequent washing,
Chinese white is useful for preparing a fresh ground to receive

a second painting with purer colour. Sometimes figures and
eattle are painted with white after the picture is finished, the
colours being mixed with the white, or the whole made out with

white, and the colours glazed or washed over it.

We recommend our pupils to try the method of rubbing out
the lights first upon a sepia drawing ; there will be no difficulty
afterwards in applying the same process to a coloured one.

When, with regard to colours, the other method that is, the

use of white as a body .colour is employed, the previous

trees ; paint in the masses of the trees, especially the lights,

being very particular that their forms are carefully preserved ;

observe the same with regard to the wall, that is, go round
it close to its edges, and introduce some of the principal tones

upon its surface ;
all this is to be done with the colour left

after the paper was tinted. Our object in using the same tint

is to give a little more time and attention to the arrangement
of particulars ;

as it is light, no very great injury can be done,
and the forms and drawing generally may be greatly improved ;

it also provides a semi-tone for many of the details, which may
afterwards be left as the work progresses

1

, by introducing the

darker parts about them. Now make the colour a little darker,

and put in the broad masses of shadow, viz., those about the

semi-lights which were left with the last tint, to give them
relief. Make the first tint a little lighter, and paint in the

distance; at the same time break it about on the road and
on some of the lightest parts of the water, leaving the light

side of the post and its reflection. Increase the strength of

the colour, and make out the darker particulars of the trees

at c, also the broad masses of the large tree, and give a few

additional touches to the bank and surface of the water. Care

must be observed that all the lighter forms, not necessary to be

rubbed, are left, and the pupil must be particularly careful to

preserve the character of the drawing, by which we mean a
close and studied attention to form throughout, such as the pro-

jecting branches of the tree at d, portions of the foreground, and
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similar places upon which light falls.
' We will now rub out the

lights in the ky and on the water ; use a well-pointed brush,

perfectly cloan, and not too wet ; commence with the water by
drawing it horizontally over those parts which are to have the

groat*- -y (do a small portion at a time) ; aft -T w.iiiiir/

a inoiaent or two, to allow the w.-t to .-ink a little into the

coloured Around, press it with the blotting-paper, ami rub the
i with a piuco of india-rubber sharply and in the

direction in which thoy are damped ; also in the same way rub
out the forms of the light clouds, and afterwards with a light

tint make out tlioir shadows on the under parts away from the
-mi. Hy this method of treating the high lights, we gain more

transparency and atmosphere than can be obtained by the use

of Chinese white, which is so liable to make the effect heavy
and "painty." Lastly, all the darkest parts may now be

attended to, by commencing with the dark tall true, and bring-

ing down the colour with sharp bright touches on the wall, the

sides of the posts, the lines on the road, and the details of the

foreground. The iron railings on the wall ore to bo left, by

again ; probably the colour left after the sponging will be
sufficiently near the mark : the same observation may be mad*

:>lied whore there in any other similar mutake in the

picture. We advise him then, at first, to begin lightly, M the
same parts can be easily gone over again with another careful
wash ; not to bo in a hurry, and especially attend to the draw-

ing. Thus after a few repeated trials, he will soon begin to
see his way, and discover that the tints be mixe* in hi*

experiments are without difficulty recognised in Nature ; after-

wards he will be prepared to repeat them with greater con-

fidence, and apply them to the several parts of his picture
at once, up to their proper strength, until at length he will

make his picture his palette by uniting the requisite colours,
taken fresh from the box, in their proper places while wet, or

by glazing the pure colours over one another when the under
colours are dry.
We particularly advise the pupil to paint the subject of this

lesson in sepia first, according to the previous instructions : ho
is little aware how much he will gain by it in the execution,

TREATMENT Of HIGH LIGHTS, ETC. EFFECT OF FINISHED DRAWING.

which we mean the tone of tlie tree to be seen between the bars is

to be painted. If at any time the pupil should put on a tone or

colour too dark, or too brilliant for its position, it is easily
taken up with the blotting-paper before it is allowed to become
dry.
We will now endeavour to give an exposition of the process

of painting the same subject in colours. In undertaking this

we acknowledge the difficulty we have to contend with, in

stating the exact gradations and strength of the tints. How-
ever minute we may be in our explanation, there will still bo
much that must be left to the judgment of the pupil. His first

attempts will probably be in many respects exaggerated ; that

is, he may through his inexperience begin the picture with too

powerful tints some may be too hot, some too cold ; but there
will be no cause for discouragement if he should make such

mistakes, so long as he recognises them and sees the side upon
which he has erred in short, he must expect to fail ; but there
is this encouragement accompanying failures, that when they
are understood they will gradually become less frequent ; it is

those who cannot perceive their faults who never improve. As
we can only give principles even whilst expounding the minutest

details, we depend upon our pupil's persevering practice of those

principles which must eventually produce results terminating in

success. Should he, for instance, commence by making his sky
too blue, he can sponge it out (it must be done without much
rubbing, or he will destroy the surface of his paper), and try

and how greatly his judgment will be improved ; he will thus
be better prepared to imitate the depths and tones with the

colours. Place the paper on an inclination, and commence
from A A (Fig. 6) with a moderate tint of cobalt blue, making it

a graduated tint towards the horizon as far as B B ; if it is not

intended to rub out the light clouds, as explained in the sepia

drawing, they must bo left by dragging the blue colour loosely,

having regard to the forms of the clouds, over that part of

the sky where they are situated ; pass the same colour over

the water ; when dry, wash a light tint of yellow ochre over

the road, the wall, the banks on both sides of the river, and
over the lights of the tree the distance must not be touched

with this colour. When the sky is dry, mix a tint of cobalt,

a little lake, and very little sepia for a grey with which to painf

the clouds ; add a little more cobalt and lake to the hist tint,

and make out the principal shadows and darker details of the

toreground, those on the opposite bank, the wall, and the broad

shadows on the trees, principally representing all the deeper
tones which were produced in the sepia drawing and marked c c

in Pig. 6. Prepare a tint of gamboge yellow ochre and a little

indigo, and piss over the lights on the grass, on the aides of

the banks on both sides of the river, and the lights on the trees

at s s ; this nay be horizontally and sparingly repeated on the

surface of tho water at c ., as there would be a reflection of the

bank on the water. The worn path at g, made out with the grey

tint, must be left and pointed with broken touches, where it i
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bare of grass, with the same colour as the road, that is, with a
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TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. V.

LAC. A term used in India, denoting a sum of 100,000. One
"nundred lacs equal one crore, or 10,000,000.
LANDING ACCOUNT. An account taken by the various dock

companies and wharfingers of all goods landed, with their weights
and other particulars requisite to the importers, accompanied by
remarks as to the condition of the packages or merchandise.

LANDING WAITER. A Customs' officer, whose duty it is to

examine and take account of all goods liable to duty, on their

being weighed after landing from the ship.
LAY DAYS. The number of days allowed for unloading or

loading ships, as stipulated between their owners and the char-

terers or freighters.
LAZZARETTO. An establishment in which quarantine is per-

formed, and in which the goods landed from ships in quarantine
are fumigated previous to their introduction to the markets.

LEASE or TACK. A conveyance for a term of years (which
term is always less than that which the lessor holds for) of

houses, land, or any other description, of property. The person

granting the lease is termed a Lessor, and the person to whom
it is granted a Leaseholder or Lessee.

LETTER OF CREDIT. A letter from a banker or mercantile

house, requesting their agent to pay money to a third party
the bearer of the letter.

LETTER OF LICENCE. An agreement signed by the creditors

of an insolvent or embarrassed trader, permitting him to carry
on business for a certain time without satisfying their claims.

LETTER OF MARQUE. Letters granted by a Government to

its subjects, authorising them to fit out ships (called privateers)
to prey upon the commerce of a rival country.
LEVARI FACIAS. A writ of execution, commanding a sum of

money to be levied upon the effects of a defendant.

LIABILITIES. The debts and pecuniary responsibilities of any
person or company.

LIEN. A conditional right of claim upon property, such as

is voluntarily granted by its owners AS a means of affording

security in monetary transactions.

LIGHTERAGE. Tke amount of freight or hire of a lighter or

barge.
LIMITATIONS. The periods fixed by law for the recovery of

debts. Those of an ordinary character become void in law after

a lapse of six years, unless a written acknowledgment and

promise to pay has been made during that period. For bonds,
deeds, and judgment debts, twenty years are assigned.
LIMITED LIABILITY. In Joint-Stock Companies the limi-

tation of the liabilities of each member for the debts of the

company, to the nominal amount of his shares.

LIQUIDATION. A course of settlement or winding-up.
LLOYD'S. Subscription rooms in the Royal Exchange, where

the underwriters (marine insurers) attend for the transaction

of their business.

LLOYD'S BONDS. An acknowledgment of indebtedness by a

railway company, originally given to a contractor for a por-tion
of the line. They are in excess of the amount of debentures
allowed by the Act of Parliament of the company granting
them, and derive their name from the originator, who devised
them as a plan for giving security to the builder of the line.

Having the nature of a mortgage, and being for a portion of

the original plant, they were supposed to be a first charge on the

property of the company, but their legality has been called
into question, and now they cannot be readily negotiated in
the money market.
LOG BOOK. A book containing a minute record of a ship's

progress, and every incident occurring to her or on board of her

during the voyage.
MANDATE. A delivery of goods to a person who is to do

some act in connection with them entirely without reward. He
who delivers the goods is styled the Mandator, and the re-

ceiver the Mandatory.
MANDAMUS. A writ issuing from the Court of Queen's

Bench, requiring the performance of certain specified acts. It
is a writ of a most extensive remedial nature, and issues in all

cases where the plaintiff has a right to have anything done, and
has no other legal means of compelling its performance.
MANIFEST. A statement made out by the master of a vessel

previous to leaving port, specifying the whole of the cargo,
ports of destination, etc.

MASTER. The person entrusted with the care and navigation
of a merchant ship.
MAXIMUM. The greatest quantity or part of anything.

Plural, Maxima.
MEASUREMENT GOODS. Merchandise on which freight is

paid by measurement instead of weight. A ton consists of 40
cubic feet, and the solid contents in measurement of each

package is ascertained by taking its length, breadth, and depth.
MERCHANT. One who trades with foreign countries ; an im-

porter and exporter of goods and produce.
MINIMUM. The least quantity or part of anything. Plural,

Minima.
MONOPOLY. A privileged or other absorption of an entire

trade or branch of industry.
MORTGAGE. A pledge of land or property by deed as

security for money lent or owing. The person pledging is the

Mortgager ; the one in whose favour the deed is executed the

Mortgagee.
MUSTER. An average sample or collection of samples.
NEGOTIABLE DOCUMENT. A document which in its transfer

from one person to another conveys to the possessor a legal

right to the money or property specified.

NET. That which remains after the deduction of all charges,

outlay, or allowances of any description.
NOTARY (PUBLIC). A specially authorised person who at-

tests, copies, or translates certain documents, proves their

validity for the purpose of giving them effect abroad, and
whose province it is to note, and issue protest against, the non-

acceptance or non-payment of bills.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXVI.
KATIO AND PROPORTION.

THE design of mathematical investigations is to arrive at the

knowledge of particular quantities, by comparing them with

other quantities, either equal to, or greater, or less than those

which are the objects of inquiry. This end is most commonly
attained by means of a series of equations and proportions*

When we make use of equations, we determine the quantity

sought, by discovering its equality with some other quantity or

quantities already known.

We have frequent occasion, however, to compare the unknown

quantity with others which are not equal to it, but either greater

or less.

Unequal quantities may be compared with each other in two

ways :

1. We may inquire how much one of the quantities is greater

than the other ; or,

2. We may inquire how many times one quantity contains

the other.

The relation which is found to exist between the two quantities

compared, is called the ratio of the two quantities.

RATIO is of two kinds, arithmetical and geometrical. It is also

sometimes called ratio by subtraction, and ratio by division.

ARITHMETICAL RATIO is the DIFFERENCE between two

quantities or sets of quantities. The quantities themselves are-

called the terms of the ratio, that is, the terms between which

the ratio exists. Thus 2 is the arithmetical ratio of 5 to 3.

This is sometimes expressed by placing two points between the

quantities, thus, 5" 3, which is the same as 5-3. Indeed, the

term arithmetical ratio, and its notation by points, are almost

needless, and are seldom used. For the one is only a substitute

for the word difference, and the other for the sign .

If both the terms of an arithmetical ratio be multiplied or

divided by the same quantity, the ratio will, in effect, be multi-

plied or divided by that quantity.

Thus, if a- b =r,
Then multiply both sides by h (Ax. 3), ha-hb= hr,

And dividing by Ji (Ax. 4),

' - = -.
A A ft/

If the terms of one arithmetical ratio be added to, or sub-

tracted from, the corresponding terms of another, the ratio of

their sum or difference will be equal to the sum or difference of

the two ratios.

If a - b
'

. a iAnd d - h
are the two ratios,
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Then (o -f d)
-

(6 + h)
= (a - b) + (d

-
h) ; for each = o + d

- b- h.

And (a - d) (b
- h) = (a

-
1) (d - n> ; for each = a d

- 6 + k.

Thus the arithmetical ratio of 11 " 4 i* 7,

And the arithmetical ratio of 5 2 is 3.

Tho ratio of tho um of the term* 10 " 6 IB 10, which is also

the sum of tho ratios 7 and 3.

: atio of the difference of the terms 6 " 2 is 4, which is

renoo of tho ratios 7 ttii'l :;.

GEOMETRICAL RATIO w that relation between quantities which

it expressed by the QUOTIENT of tlie one divided by tlie ot)w.

Thus the ratio of 8 to 4 is J or 2 ;
fur thin is the quotient of

S dividoil l>y 4. In other words, it shows how often 4 is con-

: in 8.

Tho two quantities compared are called a couplet. The first

the antecedent, and tho last tho consequent.

Geometrical ratio is expressed in two ways.
1. In the form of a fraction, making the antecedent tho

numerator, and the consequent the denominator; thus the ratio

of a to 6 is -. And
o -

2. By placing a colon between the quantities compared ; thus,

a : b expresses the ratio of a to 6.

Of those three, the antecedent, the consequent, and the ratio,

any two being given, the other may be found.

Let a = the antecedent, c = the consequent, r = tho ratio.

By definition r = a
; that is, the ratio is equal to the

antecedent divided by the consequent.

Multiplying by c, a cr ; that is, the antecedent is equal
to the consequent multiplied into tho ratio.

Dividing by r, c ~ - ; that is, the consequent is equal to the
r

antecedent divided by the ratio.

If two couplets have their antecedents equal, and their con-

sequents equal, their ratios must be equal.
If in two couplets the ratios are equal, and the antecedents

equal, the consequents are equal ; and if the ratios are equal and
the consequents equal, the antecedents are equal.

If tho two quantities compared are equal, the ratio is a unit,

or a ratio of equality. The ratio of 3 X 6 : 18 is a unit, for the

quotient of any quantity divided by itself is 1.

If the antecedent of a couplet is greater than the consequent,
the ratio is greater than a unit. For if a dividend is greater
than its divisor, the quotient is greater than a unit. Thus the

ratio of 18:6 is 3. This is called a ratio of greater inequality.
On the other hand, if the antecedent is less than the con-

sequent, the ratio is less than a unit, and is called a ratio of

Jess inequality. Thus, the ratio of 2 : 3 is less than a unit,

because the dividend is less than the divisor.

INVERSE or RECIPROCAL RATIO is the ratio of the reciprocals

oj two quantities.

Thus, tho reciprocal ratio of 6 to 3 is g to $ ; that is, J-=-J.

The direct ratio of a to b is _
; that is, the antecedent divided

by the consequent. . ,
i i i 7> ;>

The reciprocal ratio is
-

: i ; or, --=--=- X - -
; that is,

a o a b a i a
the consequent b divided by the antecedent a.

Hence a reciprocal ratio is expressed by inverting the fraction
which expresses the direct ratio; or when the notation is by
points, by inverting the order of the terms.

Thus, a is to b inversely, as 6 to a.

COMPOUND RATIO is the ratio of the PRODUCTS of the corre-

sponding terms of two or more simple ratios.

Thus the ratio of 6:3, is 2,

And the ratio of 12 : 4, is 3.

The ratio compounded of these is 72 : 12 = 6.

Here the compound ratio is obtained by multiplying together
the two antecedents, and also the two consequents of the simple
ratios. Hence it is equal to the product of the simple ratios.

Compound ratio is not different in its nature from any other
ratio. The term is used to denote the origin of the ratio in

particular cases.

If in a Horiea of ratio* the consequent of each preceding
coup'et U the antecedent of the following one, the ratio oj lh*

first anteo'il: nt I > '. last consequent it equal to that which \t

if all the intervening ratiot.

Tutu, in the *erie* of ratio*, a : b,

b-.c,
c : d,

d:h,
the ratio of o : h U equal to that which i* compounded of the

ratios of o : 6, of 6 : c, of c . d, and of d : h. For the compound

ratio by the hut article ia
,

* = ", or a : h.
be dh h

A particular class of compound ratios is produced by mnlti.

plying a simple ratio in itself, or into another equal ratio. The**)

are termed duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate, etc., according
to the number of multiplications.
A ratio compounded of two equal ratios, that is, the s'/uare

of the simple ratio, is called a duplicate ratio.

One compounded of three, that is, the cube of the simple

ratio, is called triplicate, etc.

In a similar manner the ratio of the square roots of two

quantities is called a subii uplicate ratio ; that of the cube roott

a subtriplicate ratio, etc.

Thus, the simple ratio of a to b is a : 6.

The duplicate ratio of a to 6 is a2 : b-.

The triplicate ratio of a to b is a* : 6*.

The subduplicate ratio of a to o is v'a : Vb.

The subtriplicate ratio of a to b is \/a . \/b, etc.

N.B. The terms duplicate, triplicate, etc., must not be con-

founded with double, triple, etc.

The ratio of 6 to 2 is 6:2 = 3.

Double this ratio, that is, twice the ratio, is 12 : 2 = 6.

Triple the ratio, i.e., three times the ratio, is 18 : 2 = 9.

The duplicate ratio, i.e., the square of the ratio, is 6l : 2'-= 9.

The triplicate ratio, i.e., the cube of the ratio, is 63
: 2 = 27.

That quantities may have a ratio to each other, it is necea-

sary that they should be so far of the same nature, that one can

properly be said to be either equal to, or greater, or less than

the other. Thus a foot has a ratio to an inch, for one is twelve

times as great as the other.

From the mode of expressing geometrical ratios in the form
of a, fraction, it is obvious that the ratio of two quantities is the

same as the value of a fraction whose numerator and denomi-

nator are equal to the antecedent and consequent of the given

ratio. Hence,
To multiply or divide both the antecedent and consequent by

the same quantity, does not alter the ratio. To multiply or

divide the antecedent alone by any quantity, multiplies or

divides the ratio; to multiply the consequent alone, divides the

ratio ; and to divide the consequent, multiplies the ratio. That

is, multiplying and dividing the antecedent or consequent has

the same effect on the ratio, as a similar operation, performed
on the numerator or denominator, has upon the value of a

fraction.

If to or from the terms of any couplet, two other quantities

having the same ratio be added or subtracted, the sums or

remainders will also have the same ratio. Thus the ratio of

12 : 3 is the same as that of 20 : 5. And the ratio of the sum
of the antecedents 12 + 20, to the sum of the consequents 3 + 5

is the same as the ratio of either couplet. That is,

12 + 20 : 3 + 5: : 12:3 = 20:5, or
12 + 20 12 20 = 4
3 + 5 o o

So also the ratio of the difference of the antecedents to the

difference of the consequents is the same. That is,

20 - 12 : 5 - 3 : : 12 : 3 = 20 : 5, or^^ = >
2 = ^ = 4'

If in several couplets the ratios are equal, the sum of all the

antecedents has the same ratio to the sum of all the consequents,

which any one of the antecedents has to its consequent.

12 : 6 = 2.

Thus the ratio
10: 5 = 2.

8:4 = 2.

6:3 = 2.

Therefore the ratio of (12 + 10+ 8 +6) : (6 + 5+ 4 + 3) = 2
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EXERCISE 67.

1. Which is the greater, the ratio of 11 : 9, or that of 44 : 35 ?

2. Which is the greater, the ratio of a + 3 : Ja, or that of 2o, + 7 : jjd ?

3. If the antecedent of a couplet be 65, and the ratio 13, what is the

consequent ?

4. If the consequent of a couplet be 7, and the ratio 18, what is the

antecedent ?

5. What is the ratio compounded of the ratios of 3 : 7, and 2a : 5b,

and 7x + 1 : 3y
- 2 ?

6. What is the ratio compounded of ai + y : 6, and x y : a + b, and
o+b: h?

7. If the ratios of 5o: + 7 : 2# 3, and se + 2 : ^.t
+ 3 be compounded,

will they produce a ratio of greater inequality, or of less inequality ?

8. What is the ratio compounded of x + y : a, and x y -. b, and
a;
4

y
1

a
9. What is the ratio compounded of 7 : 5, and the duplicate ratio of

4 : 9, and the triplicate ratio of 3 : 2 ?

10. What is the ratio compounded of 3 : 7, and the triplicate ratio

of x : y, and the subduplicate ratio of 49 : 9 ?

PROPORTION.
When four quantities are related to one another in such a

manner that the first divided by the second is equal to the third

divided by the fourth in other words, when the ratio of the

first to the second is equal to the ratio of the third to the fourth,

the four are said to be in direct proportion. From this definition

it will be seen that proportion is simply the equality of ratios.

Though we have only spoken of two equal ratios, there may be

any number, and in all cases the terms of these ratios are said

to be in direct proportion.
Care must be taken not to confound proportion with ratio.

This caution is the more necessary, as in common discourse the

two terms are used indiscriminately, or rather, proportion is

used for both. The expenses of one man are said to bear a

greater proportion to his income than those of another. But

according to the definition which has just been given, one pro-

portion is neither greater nor less than another. For equality
does not admit of degrees. One ratio may be greater or less

than another. The ratio of 12 : 2 is greater than that of 6:2,
and less than that of 20 : 2. But these differences are not ap-

plicable to proportion, when the term is used in its technical

sense. The loose signification which is so frequently attached

to this word, may be proper enough in familiar language ; for

it is sanctioned by general usage. But for scientific purposes,
the distinction between proportion and ratio should be clearly
drawn and cautiously observed.

Proportion may be expressed, either by the common sign of

equality, or by four points between the two couplets.
'

8 " 6 = 4 "
2, or 8 " 6 : : 4 " 2

|
are arithmetical

d, or a " b : : c d ) proportions.

: 4, or 12 : 6 : : 8 : 4 \ are geometrical
: h, or a :b . : d :h) proportions.

The latter is read,
" the ratio of a to b equals the ratio of

d to h ;" or more concisely,
" a is to b as d to h."

The first and last terms are called the extremes, and the

other two the means. Homologous terms are either the two
antecedents or the two consequents. Analogous terms are the

antecedent and consequent of the same couplet.
As the ratios are equal, it is manifestly immaterial which of

the two couplets is placed first.

Thus

. ,

a " b = c
"

( 12 : 6 = 8

(_
a : b = d

If a : b : : c : d, then c -. d -. -. a : b.
T-I .. a c ,-, c a
For if - = -, then - = .

b d d b

The number of terms in a proportion must be at least four.
For the equality is between the ratios of two couplets ; and each

couplet must have an antecedent and a consequent. There

may be a proportion, however, between three quantities; for

one of the quantities may bo repeated, so as to form two terms.

In this case the quantity repeated is called the middle term, or

a mean proportional between the two other quantities, especially
if the proportion is geometrical.
Thus the numbers 8, 4, 2, are proportional. That is, 8 : 4 : :

4 : 2. Here 4 is both the consequent in the first couplet, and
the antecedent in the last. It is therefore a mean proportional
between 8 and 2.

The last term is called a third proportional to the two other

quantities. Thus 2 is a third proportional to 8 and 4.

Inverse or reciprocal proportion is an equality between a
direct ratio and a recijn-ocal ratio.

Thus 4 : 2 : : | :
i

; that is, 4 is to 2 reciprocally, as 3 to 6..

Sometimes, also, the order of the terms in one of the couplets is

inverted, without writing them in the form of a fraction.

Thus 4 : 2 : .- 3 : 6 inversely. In this case, the first term is

TO the second, as the fourth to the third; that is, the first

divided by the second, is equal to the fourth divided by the

third.

When there is a series of quantities, such that the ratios of

the first to the second, of the second to the third, of the third

to the fourth, etc., are all equal, the quantities are said to ba

in continued proportion. The consequent of each preceding
ratio is then the antecedent of the following one.

N.B. Continued proportion is also called progression.
In the preceding articles of this section, the general pro

perties of ratio and proportion have been defined and illustrated.

It now remains to consider the principles which are peculiar to

each kind of proportion, and attend to their practical appli-

cation in the solution of problems.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXV.
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musical tone, bat is called a noise, an, for instance, when wo

pieces of metal in a box, or let a weight fall to the ground,

then, is the difference between the two '( Wli.-n Un-

ions Buooeed one another in a regular and uniform ni.uni.-r,

t lie case first mentioned, a perfect sound or tone is pro-

duced ; but when the vibrations are not isochronous, or when
le explosive disturbance of the air is produced at), for

instance, by a sudden blow or tho report of a pistol or when
several sounds interfere with ono another so aa to produce con-

fused waves in the air, in any such oases a noise is the result.

If we examine a few sounding bodies we can easily satisfy

ourselves that in every case their particles are thrown into a

state of rapid vibration.

In a sounding cord (Fig. 1), or the wire of a piano, theso vibra-

tions are easily seen by the eye, and in cases where a flat surface

ir. made to sound they may be rendered manifest by sprinkling
a little light powder, as, for instance, lycopodium, on it. The
motion will thus be at once rendered visible by the agitation of

the dust.

A much more elegant plan of showing the same effect is by
means of the apparatus represented in Fig. 2. A hemispherical
bowl of thin glass is fixed to a stand, and directly over it is

suspended a small frame of six arms, from which hang as many
threads, each carrying a small ivory ball. This is so arranged
that the balls shall just rest against the rim of the glass.

Now let a violin bow be rubbed with a lump of resin, and
then drawn steadily over the edge of the glass. A clear

musical note will be produced, but the vibrations of the glass
will scarcely be perceived by the eye. The ivory balls will,

however, at once act as tell-tales, for they will be violently

agitated and swing away from the glass, and the louder the

note produced, the greater will be the amount of their oscil-

lation.

We must now see in what way the vibrations which are thus

produced are propagated through the air, so as to reach our

auditory nerves. The particles of air immediately around the

vibrating body are not driven right away so as to strike the tym-
panum of the ear. Each one is moved a slight distance from
its original position, to which, however, it immediately returns,
and then recedes almost as far in the other direction. These

particles, however, impart a similar oscillating movement to

those lying beyond them, which in their turn communicate the

movement, and thus the waves produced are conveyed from

particle to particle, and travel widely and rapidly.
If we fix one end of a long rope or cord to a staple in a wall,

and holding the other end in the hand, shake it, waves will

appear to travel from the hand to the staple and back again.
We know, however, that in reality each portion of the cord

merely moves up and down in an almost straight line, and the
successive movements of the single portions produce the appear-
ance of a wave. This affords a good idea of the mode in which
sound-waves are propagated by the oscillations of different

layers of air.

By standing at the head of a pier, and watching the waves
rise and fall in the sea, we get a further illustration of the same
fact. They appear to be travelling along and coming ashore in

rapid succession ; but if wo drop a piece of wood on the surface
in a part where it is not affected by the breaking of the waves
against the pier, we shall find that it scarcely moves along at

all, but merely rises and falls on their surface.

So, too, if we drop a stone into the middle of a pond of water
whose surface is quite calm, we shall see the waves produced by
it gradually enlarging and spreading in all directions towards
the sides. As, however, they recede and become wider, they
diminish in height, till in a large pond they are quite lost. In

just the same way a bell or any sounding body produces waves
in the air around it, which extend further and further, diminish-

ing in intensity as they travel, till at last they become too faint
to affect the ear, or else are overpowered by the multitudes of
other vibrations which exist in the air.

By taking a shallow rectangular vessel of water, and watching
the waves produced in it when we touch its surface, we shall be
able to understand many things in connection with the diffusion
and reflection of sound that would otherwise appear difficult.

A moment's consideration will easily show us why it is that
a sound diminishes so rapidly in intensity as we recede from the

sounding body. Since the waves are propagated equally in all

directions, it is clear that tho mass of air set in vibration in-

very rapidly ; the original vibration ha* therefore to be
spread over a much larger area, and its intensity is <<imin jfhfd
in tin; Hiuiii) proportion.
From this wo see that it is necessary to have some substance

to convey the vibrations from the vibrating body to the ear. If
the atmosphere were entirely removed, no sound would ever teach
us ; all would bo continual unbroken silenoe. We can easily
obtain an experimental illustration of this fact. An alarum
(Fig. 3), made so as to continue striking for some little time, is

placed under the receiver of an air-pump, a layer of wadding
being placed between it and the pump-plate to prevent the
vibrations being communicated to tho air in that way. It is

now set in action, and the pump rapidly worked; as the air
under the receiver becomes more and more rarefied the sound
becomes feebler and feebler, till at last it almost entirely rfmso,
though we can see by the eye that the hammer still continues
to strike on the bell. A better way of performing the experiment
is to suspend the alarum by means of threads from four supports,
as in this way all the vibrations are kept from the pump-plate.
A rod is then made to pass air-tight through the top of the

receiver, and by pressing this down a detent can be moved, sc

as to stop or start the bell at pleasure. When a nearly perfect
vacuum is attained, no sound whatever will be heard even when
the ear is applied closely.
Now admit hydrogen gas into the receiver in place of common

air, and allow the alarum to strike as before ; the sound will be
heard, but it will be faint and peculiar in tone. If we inhale

hydrogen gas (which for this purpose must be quite pure), and
then attempt to speak, the voice likewise will be found greatly
changed in character, having become hollow and thin, at the
same time being considerably higher than usual, so as to re-

semble a squeak. We see then that the intensity of any sound

depends upon the density of the air in which it is generated
and not of that in which it is heard.

When at great elevations on the sides of mountains, all sounds
are wonderfully diminished in intensity in consequence of the
rarefied state of the air. Saussure says that on the summit of

Mont Blanc the report of a pistol was not louder than that of

an ordinary cracker, and the travellers were obliged to speak in

a louder tone than usual in order to be heard.

The rate at which the sound-wave travels through the air

does not depend at all upon the intensity or the pitch. If it

did, music when heard at a little distance would be quite

changed into disicord, since the louder notes would outstrip the
others.

In the case, however, of extremely loud sounds, such as, for

instance, the report of a heavy piece of ordnance, there seems
to be a slight departure from this law.

Sound is conducted by liquids or solids, as well as by gases.
When two stones ore struck together under water, the sound is

conveyed a considerable distance. Divers, too, can communicate
with those on the surface by striking the sides of the diving-bell
with a hammer or stone. If a watch be laid upon one end of a

plank, and the ear applied to the other end, the ticking will be
heard much further off than it would otherwise be. In a similar

way the earth acts as a conductor of sound, for if the ear be ap-

plied to its surface, the footsteps of men or horses approaching
may be heard at a very great distance. So, too, by laying the
ear upon the metal rails, the sound of a train can be heard
much further off than it con by any person merely standing up
and listening.

Many very interesting experiments can be tried to illustrate

the conduction of sound. One of the simplest is to suspend a
common poker by a piece of string or list. Wind the ends of

this round the forefinger of each hand, and, having put the

fingers in the ears, make the poker swing so as to strike against
the fender or some piece of metal. Instead of the sound usually
heard we shall now hear one almost resembling that of a church

bell. The vibrations are conveyed so much more plentifully

along the string than through the air, that tho sound is very

greatly increased in intensity, and is heard for a longer period.
In a similar way we can easily conduct sound from place to

place. Let a thin wooden rod some twelve or fifteen feet long
be rested on the tips of the fingers of two people, and against one
end of it let there be held a thin sounding-board, or a box of

thin wood, or, better still, a violin. Now strike a tuning-fork,
and place it against the other end of the rod. The sound will

at once fill the room, but will appear to proceed, not from the
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tuning-fork, but from the sounding body at the other end of

the rod Every vibration of the former is conveyed along the

rod, and accurately reproduced at the other end. It is heard
much more distinctly there because it is distributed over the
surface of a large sounding body, and thus the waves of sound

produced are much more distinct. If two forks sounding dif-

ferent notes be struck and placed together at the end, both
Bounds will be conveyed along the rod, the vibrations of the one

appearing not to interfere with those caused by the second.

A very interesting modification of this experiment was intro-

duced by Professor "Wheatstone at the London Polytechnic In-

stitution some years ago, and has been many times repeated
since. It was an arrangement known as the Telephonic Concert.

Long deal rods were made to pass up from the basement of

the building through the different ceilings to the floor of the

lecture hall, above which they
projected a little distance. The
lower ends of these were made
to rest upon various musical

instruments ; the end of one

being pointed and made to

rest upon the sounding-board
of a piano, while another was
in contact with a violin, and
so on. On the upper ends of

these harps were placed, so

that the rods were in contact

with their sounding-boards.

They were, however, so ar-

ranged that they could very

easily be removed from the

Tods when necessary. A gentle

tap conveyed to the performer
below intimation that all was

ready, and every sound ema-

nating from the instruments
was faithfully conveyed along
the rods, and appeared to

issue from the harps resting

upon them. It can easily be
understood what a strange
effect was produced by the

sound of a piano, violin, or

other musical instrument ap-

pearing in this way to issue

from a harp, especially as no

performers could be seen. If

the harp were moved at all,

so as to break the contact

between it and the rod, every
sound at once ceased, though
the performers still continued
to play upon the various in-

struments. On renewing con-

tact, the sound continued as

before. The experiment is a

very remarkable one, all the

different vibrations produced by the various wires of the piano
being conveyed along the one rod without interfering at all with
one another.

This experiment has been carried even further than this.

The attempt was made to convey the music of the human voice

in the same way. The performers were placed with their

mouths very close to a sounding-board connected with the rod,

and, as they sung, the music was conveyed along the rod, and

produced the remarkable phenomenon of a singing harp. The
success of this experiment was even more complete than could
have been anticipated. The performers were obliged to be so

close together, and to remain in such a ludicrous and confined

position, that often they bumped their heads together, and
the music ended in a peal of laughter, which was, of course,

reproduced by the harp, to the no small astonishment of the

audience.

This experiment is rather difficult and costly to repeat in a

private house. A very similar one, showing fully the principle
on which it depends, and creating much astonishment, may,
however, easily be tried with a small musical box. Let a box
be procured laxgo enough to contain the musical box, with

plenty of room all round it. In the top of this make a small
hole through which the rod may pass. If two boxes can be
procured, one of which can go inside the other, the musical-box

being placed in the inner one, the result will be still more satis-

factory. Now line or pack them carefully with wadding or

baize, so as completely to drown the sound of the music, taking
care, however, to leave room for the rod to pass quite down to
the box, and also to arrange for winding it up, when required.
No sound will now be heard, the vibrations being completely
muffled by the non-conducting materials employed. If, however,
we insert the rod, and place on it a thin piece of board, tha
music will become distinctly audible. A spiral spring placed OK
the board, as shown in Fig, 4, will increase the sound consider-

ably. A violin, being specially constructed for the purpose o*

spreading sound, answers the purpose still better, and may be
used in place of the thin wood.

Another point illustrated by
these experiments is the effect

of sounding-boards in increas-

ing the volume of sound pro-
duced by musical instruments.

It is well known that the

sound of a tuning-fork will be

heard much more distinctly if

its end be placed upon a thin

box or piece of wood. In

stringed instruments this is

especially important. If the

cord be merely fixed to firm

supports, and set in vibration,
the note will be faint and indis-

tinct ; but if a thin piece of

board be connected with it, or,

better still, if the cord be
stretched on one side cf a
hollow wooden case, as is done
in a violin, the volume of sound
is immensely Increased. For
this reason a sounding-board
is placed in the harp, the piano,
and most other stringed instru-

m ents.

We may now collect and re-

view the main causes which
influence the intensity of any
sound.

The first, as has already been

explained, is the distance of the

sounding bodyfrom the ear, the

sound being found to diminish

in intensity inversely as the

square of the distance ; that

is, a sound when heard at

double the distance has only
one-fourth the intensity.

Another cause is the density
of the air in which the sound

is produced. This is shown by the bell under the exhausted

receiver. As air is gradually admitted, the sound becomes

more and more distinct ;
and if the receiver be filled with car-

bonic acid gas, the density of which is half as great again as

that of air, the sound will be rendered much more intense.

The intensity of any sound is further dependent upon the

amplitude or extent of the vibrations of the sonorous body.
When a stretched cord is first plucked or struck, its vibrations

are much more extensive than they are when the sound grows
fainter. So, too, if a tuning-fork (Fig. 5) be violently struck

the sound will gradually become feebler as the vibrations cf tlio

limbs become more and more limited.

The next cause to which we must refer is the motion of the

atmosphere and the direction of the wind. On a calm day
sound is always conveyed better than when the air is disturbed.

A gentle wind, too, causes the sound to be more intensely heard

in the direction in which it is blowing.
The proximity of a sonorous body also serves tc increase the

power of sound. Illustrations of this have been given in the

case of musical instruments, and we shall meet with several

others as we proceed.
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VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY.
APPLICATIONS OF THE ELECTROMAGNET THE ELECTRIC BILL

KLKCTKO-MUTOU8 MAONETO-ELBCTBIC MACHINES O THE
OLD TYP.

IN* oar last lesson wo loarnt how a piece of iron can be converted
into a powerful magnet, by making it the core of a coil of wire

through which an electric current oan bo made to flow. The
applications of the eloctro-magnot are endless ; indeed, we may
broadly state that there are no contrivances, be they big or

little, which depend for their efficiency upon the power of elec-

tricity, which do not in some form or other employ electro-

magnots. In the electric organ, for instance, magnets arc om-

immediately flies back to iU original position, to b
attracted as soon as it once more touches the connecting spring.
In this way it is kept moving to and fro, striking the bell at

every advance towards the magnet. In the illustration, a hone-
shoe form of magnet is shown, but it is now usual to make one
like Fig. 77, which is in reality much the same thing, bat is far
more convenient in practice. It takes up less room, and the
bobbins oan be wound separately and with great speed on a
lathe. But beyond those minor uses for the electro magnet, we
find others of far greater importance, which are, perhaps, des-
tined at no distant date to cause a great revolution in many arts
and manufactures.

It is natural to man to be fond of the marvellous. The Philo-

Pig. 78.

ployed to open the valves to admit wind to the pipes, instead of

the usual mechanism ; and although such organs are rarely built,

they are useful in situations where the key-board is placed at

some distance from the body of the instrument. In Clowcs's

type-composing machine, electro-magnets control the ejection
of the metallic letters from their receptacles. But to come to

more ordinary uses of the electro-magnet, wo find in the electric

bell, now so common in large buildings and modern houses of

the better class, a good illustration of its successful employment.
In Fig. 76 is shown a form of electric bell which, perhaps,

better exhibits its mode of working than if wo gave one of more
modern and compact construction : T is the gong, and K the

hammer, which is urged against it by being attracted by the

electro-magnet e. This bell is of the common form known as

a trembler, for instead of giving a single stroke, the hammer is

caused to vibrate to and fro, so that an incessant ringing is

produced so long as the current is in action. This is managed
in the following way : The current is carried to the hammer,
the lower part of which forms an armature to the magnet, by
the spring g. But directly it moves to the magnet, it is drawn
away from the spring, and therefore the circuit is broken. It

137 X.K.

sopher's Stone which was to change the baser metals into gold,
the search for which was the ruin of so many ardent workers,
finds its counterpart in many branches of science. The dis-

covery of that ignis fatuus called
"
perpetual motion

" was
the dream of numbers of mechanics before science taught tho

grand doctrine that energy, whether it take the form of motion,

heat, chemical action, or what not, can neither be created nor

destroyed. We can easily imagine that when the first experi-
ments were made with the electro-magnet when it was shown
that immense weights could, under certain conditions, be sup-

ported by a comparatively small piece of iron when it was found

that the magnetism ceased directly the circuit was broken, and
could be instantly renewed when contact with the batte:

once more made good there were numerous dreamers who saw

before them the means of gaining something very much akin to

perpetual motion. Hence, in looking back to the past history
of mechanical contrivances, we find an important place assign? i

to those machines which their inventors hoped would one day
supplant the steam engine.
The simplest in construction cf these electro-motors is that

of Froment, in which a revolving drum, armed with bars of
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iron (armatures), moves in front of a fixed electro-magnet. The
current supplied to this magnet is cut off just before each
armature approaches the poles, so that the attractive force

of the magnet causes each armature in turn to approach it,

and pass it by. Were the current to remain unbroken, of

course the nearest armature would take up a position close to

the magnet, and would rpmain there. Another means of obtain-

ing rotary motion from a magnet is taken advantage of in the
machine constructed by M. Bourbouze, which, it will be seen

from Fig. 78, has much the appearance of an ordinary beam-

engine. But the cylinders are represented by hollow coils of

wire, which exert an attractive force upon plungers loosely

fitting within them, and a repellent force when the current flow-

ing through the coils is reversed. It is quite within the bounds
of possibility that these machines might have been brought to

great perfection, but it very quickly became evident that they
were far more expensive to work than even a badly constructed

steam motor. No cheaper means of obtaining an electric current

was then available than the consumption of zinc in a battery ;

and as the energy evolved only amounted to about one-tenth of

that obtainable from the same weight of coal, coal at the same
time being a much cheaper material, it was evident that the

cost of maintenance must be quite out of proportion to the work

accomplished. Setting these considerations aside, it is evident

that it is much easier to burn coal in a furnace, and to maintain

its efficiency, than it is to consume zinc in a battery, with all its

attendant troubles and difficulties, which are by no means few.

The idea of superseding steam by electricity has once more
come to the front, but the question now stands upon quite

another footing. The electric battery for such purposes is cast

aside (we leave out of consideration for the present the modern

accumulator, or secondary battery), and the electricity is ob-

tained from quite another source. To understand the significance
of this change in the aspects of the matter, we must devote

some little attention to the labours of that brilliant philosopher,
Michael Faraday.
The marvellous power exerted by the magnet naturally took

a hold of the great mind of Faraday, and he is reported to have

expressed the opinion that the more he pondered over it, the

more mysterious it seemed to him to be. Notwithstanding this

admission, he, of all men in the world, knew most about that

mysterious power. That an electric current could invoke mag-
netism in a piece of iron was known before his day. It was
reserved to him to point out that the converse of this is true,
and that a magnet can arouse a current in a wire placed near to

it. This is one of the greatest achievements of Faraday, and
we shall presently see what an important bearing it has had
upon the advancement of electrical science. In Fig. 79 we
have an illustration of the famous experiment by which this

discovery was demonstrated. A permanent magnet, by which is

meant an ordinary steel magnet, either of the bar or horse-shoe

shape, is plunged into a coil of wire. The two ends of this coil,

seen on the right hand side of the figure, are supposed to be in

connection with a delicate galvanometer. At the moment when
the magnet is thrust towards the coil, the galvanometer needle
is deflected, showing in the most conclusive way that a current
of electricity has traversed the wire. The needle immediately
returns to its normal position, thus showing that the current is

but transient. But upon withdrawing the magnet from the

coil, the needle once more moves, but this timo in the opposite
direction. Another transient current has been induced in the
wire by the magnet, but in the reverse direction to the first

one. So we see that by the simple approach to or recession

from a coil by a magnet, currents can be induced in that coil,

but in opposite directions. Such is the nature of that grand
discovery known as magnetic induction.

We may be quite sure that as soon as it was generally made
known that Faraday had indicated a method of invoking a cur-

rent of electricity by such apparently simple means, there were

plenty of inventors ready to turn it to some practical account.

The first idea which was broached was the natural one of causing
the magnet to move towards and from coils of wire by means of

mechanism. So that we find the pioneer machine to be simply
a couple of coils supported on a frame, with a permanent horse-
shoe magnet held poles upwards, so that they all but touch the

coils above them. This magnet was made to turn rapidly by
cog-wheel attachments- and a handle, and the alternating cur-

rents so induced in the coils followed one another so rapidly,

that a comparatively large amount of electricity was poured
forth. This machine was due to Pixii.

In Clarke's machine (Fig. 80), which followed it, we have a
similar arrangement, but in a far more compact form. Here the

heavy magnet A is wisely a fixture, and the comparatively light
coils of wire, B B, are made to revolve close to its poles. By
means of a belt across the fly-wheel, R, the motion, too, is much
accelerated, and the efficiency of all these machines depends in

a remarkable manner upon the speed at which they are driven.
Another improvement exhibited by Clarke's machine is in the
attachment of a device called a commutator, by which the alter-

nating currents are turned into one direction, so as to resemble
the current from a battery. This commutator consists of a
block, m, from which project three springs, a, b, c, which rub

against a little shaft which turns with the coils. The shaft is

made of some non-conducting material, such as ivory, but has
fixed upon it some pieces of metal which cause currents of one
direction only to be gathered up by the springs a and c, whilst
the spring 6 will only collect those of the reverse direction.

These currents are carried to the handles pp. Exactly the
same arrangement as this, except that the magnet lies on its

side, is exhibited by those little electric machines sold for medi-
cal purposes in the present day.

After the production of this machine by Clarke, others rapidly
followed, some being of vast size, and containing an enormous
number of bobbins of wire and stationary magnets. A large
one was constructed by M. J. Nollet, and has since become well
known as the " Alliance machine." It was used in some of the
French lighthouses to produce an electric light in place of the
oil lamps formerly employed ; and later on, for the same pur-
pose, at our South Foreland lighthouse. Previous to this time
the electric light had been attempted merely for special uses,
and was scarcely ever seen except on a small scale in the
lecture theatre ; but the rapid advance in these magneto-electric
machines gave the hope that the light might be brought into
more extended use.

In 1854 Siemens introduced an improvement in magneto-
electric machines, which marks a point of distinct advance.

Hitherto, as we have seen, the wires were wound in the form of

bobbins, very much as reels of cotton are wound. Siemens
made the important modification known as Siemens' armature,
in which the wire is wound lengthwise, like a weaver's shuttle.

By this alteration he was able to cause the shuttle-like coil to

be rotated close to, and between, the poles of the magnet, where
the force is greatest, and by its adoption he secured much more

powerful effects.

The next notable advance was made by Wilde, of Manchester,
who, for the first time in the history of these machines, em-

ployed an electro-magnet as well as a battery of permanent
magnets. In the jaws of the latter he caused a Siemens' arma-
ture to be rotated by a belt from a steam engine, but the current

so obtained was not immediately utilised, but was carried to the

coils of a large electro-magnet, between the poles of which
another Siemens' armature revolved. It was the greatly aug-
mented current from this second armature which was carried off

for the production of light, or any other purpose required.
The term "

permanent," which, as we have seen, is applied to

all ordinary steel magnets, of which the horse-shoe of the toy shops

may be taken as the type, is rather misleading ; for such magnets,
as a matter of common experience, are not permanent. They
gradually lose a certain proportion of their original power. Thus,
at some of the lighthouses where machines like the "

Alliance
"

are still in use, the light given is found to be very much short

of what it used to be, and this loss of light agrees very nearly
with the loss of power experienced by the magnets, amounting,
in some cases, to 20 per cent. Still the word permanent is of use

as distinguishing that form of magnet from the electro-magnet.
Wilde's machine, which presented such a notable improve-

ment upon those which had before been made, had scarcely been

given to the world when another important link in the history
of these machines was brought forward simultaneously by two

indefatigable workers, Wheatstone and Siemens. They pointed
out that the permanent magnets used in Wilde's machine were
not really required, because iron always has some residual

magnetism in it, which can, by proper precautions, be raised

to any amount of intensity. The core of an electro-magnet
which has once been magnetised is especially rich in this re-

sidual magnetism, and sufficient exists to induce a current in a
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revolving
1

coil, or armature placed iu proper relation to it. The
HO induced oan then bo earned t , lim coils surrounding

tho magnetic core, and in thin way one part of tho macl
react B] u< r until both are saturated with magnetism.

introduced on this now principle was that of

Ladd, an illustration and description of which is given in many
of tho text-books of electricity. The other machines we have

<1 to will ulho be found more fully described there.

Although those old machines have now merely an historical

interest, they afford UB the means of following the steps which
led up to tho modern dynamo-electric machine, a fall consider-

ation of which will form tho subject of our next lesson

LESSONS IN GREEK. XLV.
VERBS IN ut TBEATED IN DETAIL.

HAVING given the general form of the verbs in fit, we will now
pass them in review, dividing them into certain classes, and
thus affording aid to fix them, with their several parts, firmly
in the memory. First of all come

VEEBS in fit WHICH SKT THE PERSON-ENDINGS IMMEDIATELY
TO THE STEM-VOWEL.

Verbs in a, as l-ffrq-pi (2TA).

1. KJ-xpn-M'i -T lend (XPA-), Kixpo-vat, fut. xPr/ff&'i aor. txpyffa ;

mid. 7 bomxie, fut. xP7
7
ff Ma' (aor. fxPT? raW was in this

sense avoided by the Attics). To the- same theme belongs
2. XP*7 ^ is necessary, it behoves (oportet in Lat.), stem XPA

and XPE ; subj. XP??> ^- XP^vat > part. (TO) xp ((a "> imperf.

txpyv or xpVi opt. XPfl17 (from XPE-), fut. xpn fffl -

3. airoxpTj, it is sufficient (Lat. sujficit), else formed regularly
from XPAfl ; aTroxp^ffi" ',

inf. airoxpyv ; part, apoxpwi', -tacra,

->y ; imperf. airexp1? 5 fut. airoxpW" > aor. airtxpilfftiv);

mid. airoxpwMC", 7 consume, I waste. airoxpriffBat follows

4. ovivT}fi.i (with ace.), 7 am useful, I benefit (ONA-), inf. ovivavai

(the imperfect is wanting) ; fut. OVTJO-U ; aor. (avrjo-a ; mid.

oviya/iai, I have an advantage, fut. ovrjo-ofiai ; aor. <avi\unv,

Tjo-o, -TJTO, and so on ; imper. ovrjo-o ; part. ovrifj.evos, opt.

oyatfitjy, -aio, -OJTO, inf. ovao~6at
; aor. pass. o>vri6i]v, less fre-

quently wvTj/tr/y. The other parts are supplied by te<pt\fiv,

to benefit.

5. jri-fi-ir\i]-fjit (I1AA-), 7 fill ; inf. irifiir\avai ; imperf. tirifj.ir\riv ;

fut. irATjo-eo ; perf. ireirATjKo ; aor. fir\ij<ra ; mid. 7 fill for

myself, iri/xirAa/uai, irtfj.ir\aa6ai ; imperf. tirifi.ir\afj.r)y ; fut.

irArj(7o/iat ;
aor. firATjo'a/urjv, perf. mid. or pass. irtirATjo^oi ;

aor. pass. tif\rjo-drjv.

(The M in the reduplication of this and the following verb is

commonly dropped in combination when a n comes before

the reduplication, as tfj.irnr\afj.ai, but fVfTriuir\aft.r)v.)

6. vifiirpij/j.1, I burn (transitive), quite like Tnfj,ir\r)f*i ; irprjffia,

tirpriua., irjirpTjfca, irfjrpT]O'fj.ai, fTrpTjffGrjy, irfirpriffofiai.

7. TAHMI, 7 bear (the present and the imperfect are wanting,
for which are used vvofifvio, avfxo/J-ai), aor. frATjf, T\U,
r\airiv, r\f)6t, rAfjj'ai, rAos ; fut. i \t\d'ofiai, perf. TfTATjxo ;

verb. adj. TATJTOJ. In Attic prose this verb is rarely found.
8. ipy-fii, I say (*A), is formed thus

Active.
PRESENT. IMPERFECT.

Ind. Sing. 1. <prjfit. Ind. Sing. 1. pTjv.

2. <f>7jj. 2. ttprjs, commonly

DuaZ.2. <PO.TOV. Dual.2. fQarov.
O j O i -

Plur. 1. <pau.fv. Plur. 1. t<f>5.fj.fy.

2. <paTf. 2. t(f>art.

SUul. fytol, <pt]S, fpfj , IpTITOV, (frdlJUfV, Opt. fpdltJV, d>OI77S, 00

(f)j)T, ^>axri('). <f)ai7jTo/ and ^>o?i

Imperat. <po.di, j>aTu, <paroi>, <pa- tpaitjvriy and <J>a?i

ra>i', (f>aTc, tparioffav, and <pamjfj.fy and 0a?/

Inf. ^Tjvai. Fut. (^rjo-ai.

Part. (<t>as, (paffa, $av ; G. (pay- Aor. t^ijo-a.

TOJ, (^ao-Tyy, etc., not

Attic.)
Passive.

Po f. Imp. irtQao-Ota, let it be said. Verb. Adj. ^aros,

In compounds we have oxri^tyu, 7 tpeak ayainit ;

epeak with, ayree ; third pern., avrtip-rjcri, avutyyii, and no forti;

trvn<pa6t, ffvuQaruv, etc. ; but curoppii ffunfyt ; rabj. urrt<pv,

avrupys, and BO on ; opt. erufupeu^ty, and BO on. This rerb ha*
a double meaning first, to say, in general, and than to iay yet
to affirm (in Lat. aio, I say ay).
Here belong the following deponents :

1. 070/101, / admire; imperf. Trya/iTji/, aor. iryturfhjr, fut. ayafr^fuu.
2. Si/fa/xot, / am a5{, / can; Bubj. tuvttfuu ; imper. Svrcuro ; inf.

Sui/ajOai ; part. Suva/itcor ; imperf. toWa/ii;*' and TjJi/ya^c,

(Suvctf, etc. ; opt. ^vvai^v, ivvato ; fut. ivvrttrofuu ; aor. tJWTJ-

Oi7>', T)5uf7)0Tj^, and cSuvafrflrjc ; perf. SfSvmrjfiat ; verbal adj.

Suvaros, being able and possible.

3. em<rra/M, I fcnott), I understand, rriffTcurai, etc. ; rob. irre-

/xa< ; imper. ciriarw, etc. ; imperf. ir*urratJiTiv, Tfwiffrw, etc. ;

opt. fTricrTai^Tjv, (Ticrrato, etc. ; fut. titiaTriyofj.au ; aor. TJITKT-

Ti\Qi]v ; verbal adj. w(TT7jToj.

4. (papai, I love (in the pros, and imperf. p(o)o> is used in prose) ;

aor. ripaurdiiv (Lat. amavi), I Tiavc Zovcd ; fut. tpaa9i\ffoiuu

(amabo), I shall love.

5. npi/j.afj.ai, I hang, depend (Lat. pendeo) ; subj. Kptfuoficu, im-

perf. tKpt/j.a,fjir)t>, opt. Kpffj.aifj.rtt>, -aio, -OITO ; aor.

fut. perf. KptpaffOriffo/jMt. I shall be hanged ; fnt. mid.

crouai, J s/taU /tany (Lat. pendebo).
6. irptarrOai, to buy, cirpiapt]v, 2 pers. crpiw, a defective aoriet

middle employed by the Attics instead of the aorist of

uvtofiai, namely, t<avr,aa.ya\v, which they did not use ; subj.

npiuifj.au. ; opt. Trpiai/urji/, -010, -aero ; imperat. irpiu, part, wptn-

ptvos.
VERBS IN *, AS Tl-6lJ-fJ.l (0E).

'I-TJ-^ (H instead of '), I send. Many forms of this verb
occur only in compounds.

Active.

Pres. Ind. ITJ/XJ, tSjs, i7;ffi(v), Icrov, IffJ-tv, itrt, la<n(v).

Subj. lu, ifjs, lp, Irfrov, lwfj.ty, irjre, ittxri ; a<piu>, aepifjs, etc.

Imp. If i, IfTto, etc. ; inf. Ifvat ; part. Itn, Ultra, Itv.

Imperf. Ind. low (from jIEfi), acptovv (less frequently TJ^IOUC),

(rarely ieii/, irpo'ifiv), itis, Id, itrov, Itrijv, tt^ty, Itrt,

ifaav. Opt. Ifirn'.

2 Perf. Act. tt/co, cupfiica ; pluperf. ftKtii/ ; fut. ^rw ; aor. 1 yica,

a(pi]Ka ; the indie, sing, is supplied by the first aorist ;

D. flrov, atpf'i-rov, ITTJJ' ; plnr. (If-fv, KaBf'ifJ.fy, drf ;

avtlre, fiaav, a<pf?ffav ; subj. w, aipu, ^$, a(pfjs, etc.; opt.

(li)v, f iTjy, (IT; ; flrov, atyfiTOV, t\ri)v ; tlfifv, a(p(1ft,(v,

fire, a(f>f7rf, tTty, afytltv ; imperat. is, a<pts, trw troy,

a<pfTOi>, fTtav ; trt, acpfrt, iriaffav and ivruv ; inf. tivai,

atpt'ivai ; part, tls, flffa, tv ; G. ti'ros, eitTTjs ; a<ptis,

aipf'iaa, atytv, atptyros, etc. The augment of 0^07/11

follows the analogy of those verbs in which the two

compounds have coalesced so as to produce one idea.

Middle.

Pres. Ind. U^o(, Jeo-ai, 'KTCU, etc. ; subj. iw/uaj, O^IWJMU, IjJ,

a<f>irj, etc.

Imp. Ifcro or lov; inf. UerOoi ; part. Itptvos, -TJ, -or.

Imperf. itM'?'') tttro, etc. ; opt. ioi/j.i]v (Ittfj.rii'), loto, atpioto.

2 Aor. Ind. *(/irjv ; tfo-o, a^uro ; tiro, a<pf1ro ; subj. Si^ai, cufxa-

pai, Jj, a<prj, ffrai, a^fJTOt ; opt. irpooi/itji', -070, -oiro,

-oififQa, etc. ; imper. o5 (aQov, irpoov), iffBta, etc. ; 2 plnr.

(T0 (a<pf<rOt, wpofffOt) ; flfj.(da, etc. ; inf. to-flat ; part.

ifj.fvo:, -17, -oy.

Perf. T/to, fj.e0elfj.ai ; inf. fo-fla<, /iflt?o-flat ; plup. f<fH7r, tfffo,

o(pt?ffo, etc. ; fut. rjffouai ; aor. 1 7)Ka/x7ji> only in the

indie., and rarely.
Passive.

1 Aor. (le^y, (6-rje, iOrivat, etc.; fut. t flrjo-o/taj ; verbal adj. TOI.

a<f>fTos.

Elfj.t (stem E2-), I am, and 6?/xi (stem I-), 1 90.

Present.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE. rCTURB. Sl'BJCKCTTVX.

Sing. 1. e/fu, 7 am. 5, 7 may be. tlpi, Iicill go. Jv,Imay go.

2. tl yy. 7. 1*1*-

3. l<TTi(v). p. fffi(i'). Jfj7.

Dual. 2. tff-r&v. J\rov. troy. lirrcr.

3. ifr6v %rov. frov. Jirrof.

Plur. 1. ifffitv. tifity. 1ft.tr. tufi( .

2. VW. ^T. frf. fiTre.

3. tlffi(y). 2>fft.
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Observe that parts of these two verbs are distinguished only

by the accentuation.

Imperat. Imperat.

Sing. 2. fffBi. Inf. flvai. idi, -npoviQi. Inf. leVoi.

3. fffTta. Part. &v, ovffa, ijv, trta. Part. Icfiv, iov<ra,

Vital. 2. effTov. G. UVTOS, oij- frov, irpoffi- I6v, G. WVTOS,

3. fffTWV. ff7]S (TTapWV, TOV. loVffTf]! (TTapiWV,

plwr. 2. tffTt. irapovcra, ira- ir<av. iraptovffa, ira-

3. fffTCiiffav pov, G. irapov- fre, TrpoVrre. piov, G.iraptov-

flcss freq. ta-ruv). TOS). jfrcoo-o*' or TOS).

toVTUV.

Imperfect.
IKDICATIVE. OPTATIVE. INDICATIVE. OPTATIVE.

Sing. 1. %v, Iivas. ffyv,Imiyht yetv or 770(7^770), I ftx/u or

2. ?V0a. efys. [be. went. loiyv.

3. %v. fly. rjeis or yeio-Qa. fois.

lot.

rr\ovrov. 4. HeSos \fyovffiv ets Tov'E\\i)0~irovTov naOeivat Eep|'

TtfjuapovfjLfvof f>rj6ei' TOV 'EKX-riairovrov. 5. OUT* tK xetpos /j.f6ev

KapTepov \i&ov f>aov Karao'XE"'! OVT' OTTO yAecTTTjs A.o'yoj'. 6.

'HpoKATjs TOV Epv/j.av6ioy nairpov 8ico|as /xera Kpavyys ets x' c

(TOAATJV TTQ.pt lUfl'OV VflSpOYlO~V. 7. 'O NeiAoS C^lTfO'tJ' T77V 0aAaT-

Tav eTTTa (TTO/j.aatv. 8. 'ATTO eTretr' eVrai, TOUTO 0eois jueA.ei. 9.

Ei floras ei, /SfAriaTe, GVJJTO. /cot Qpovei. 10. Vlefj.vrio-0 vtos wv,

&>s yepiav effy irore. 11. Ai/caioj io"0", jro /cai SiKaicoj/ TI>X?S. 12.

Bias irapuvcrris, ovfitv io"x"' vof*os. 13. EvSai^ieoj' eiTji/ /cat 0eois

EXERCISE 134. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Be thou. 2. Let him go. 3. I may be. 4. I might be.

5 Desiring. 6. Going. 7. Let them be. 8. Let them go.

9. Do you go. 10. Be thou good. 11. Be ye good. 12. Let

them be good. 13. I send out. 14. You let down. 15. They
approached. 16. I will go. 17. They will go. 18. Thou wentest.

19, They two went. 20. The good man will never omit to do

his duty. 21. Many desire the unknown, giving up the known.

22. Xerxes let fetters down into the Hellespont. 23. Not by
the tongue but by deeds may a man become my friend. 24. Be

ye just, that ye may obtain justice. 25. The friend cares for

the friend even when absent. 26. When the enemies came into

the city, the citizens fled. 27. Begone, O beys. 28. The
soldiers must leave the city. 29. Two armies came into our

native land.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXIII.

120. THE Two FUTURES.

(1.) THE future simple is used to signify what will be, or will

take place, at a time not yet come :

Votre frere partira demain.
|

Tour brother will go to-morrow.

(2.) The future is used, in French, after the adverbs of time

quand, des que, aussit&t que, when futurity is implied, in which
case the English use the present of the indicative :

Quand vous viendrez, vous

apporterez mon livre.

(3.) The future anterior is used to express an action which

will be completed, finished at some future period ; it is also

used after the adverbs of time mentioned above, when the

perfect definite is used in English :

When you come, you will bring my
boofc.

inuu.Tt. t\<nov. ttriTov. r;et. ""

3. ija-Trjv. e'ff)T-rjt>. yeiTov, commonly ^TOJ/. toiTov.
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(3.) When the principal clause of the sentence is interrogra-

: n.'j,Mtivi', and expreMoa doubt, the verb of the sub-

ordinate cluiuw is put ill the subjunctive :

Penset-vous quo TOUI reussis-

Biez Jan* eotte affair* ?

.

u- doive <k-rire. BOILEAU.
\ fz-votis qa'il Tlonne ?

Do you think that you trill succeed

in this affair f

I u-nitM not affirm that it hnuld

lie icrt

i>o you bcliere h u-ill c;me t

Most verbs expressing consent, command, doubt, detire,

./, surprise, \cant, duty, exhortation, necettity,fear,

/tension, require the subjunctive :

Jo pormets, jo souhalte, je
doute. jc- veux, j'ordonne, jo
suU surprls, que vou veniez.

It, s ee UK'- me moment, ordon-

uez .|uo je paxte. RACI.NK.

Tu v.-ux qu'en ta faveur uous

croyions Tiinposiible.
CORNEILLE.

Je suis ravl quo nous logions
ensemble. DESTOUCHES.

1 permit, I wish, I doubt, J detire,

I order, I am surprised, that you,

may or should com*.

Order, that I may depart thit very

moment.
Thou icishe t that for thy take w

man believe in impossibilities.

I am delighted that ire happen to

lire together.

(5.) When the first verb expresses fear or apprehension, the

verb in the subjunctive must be preceded by ne :

Je crains, je tremble, j'uppiv-

euJu, j'ai peur. q-.i'ii ne vienne.
GlIiAULT

I fear, I tremble, I apprehend, I

am afraid he may come.

(G.) The pronouns qui, que, lequel, dont, ou, should be fol-

!iy the subjunctive, when that part of the sentence which

precedes them expresses an interrogation, or implies a wish, a

doubt, or a condition. They must also be followed by the verb

in the subjunctive when they are preceded by a superlative
.

,
or such adjectives as have the import of a superlative ;

as, seal, premier, dernier, etc. :

Y a-t-il qnelqu'un qui ne res-

pecte le malheur ?

La meilleure chose que vous

puissiez faire.

Ciioisissez une retraite OU vous

0yez tranqnille.

C'est le seul que je connaisse.

Is there any one \ch does not

respect misfortune 1

The best thing that you can do.

Clioose a retreat in which you may
enjoy repose.

He is the only cne I fcnoic.

(7.) A verb preceded by one of the impersonal verbs falloir,

importer, convenir, suffire, valoir mieux, or by the verb 6tre,

Impersonally in connection with the adjectives facheux,
jnste, injuste, surprenant, possible, or with a propos, temps,
a desirer, a souhaiter, etc., must be put in the subjunctive [see
S,-c. 73, R. 1.] :

ll faut que TOUB venlez.

II est temps que vous paitiez
pour Koine.

II ne me plait pas que vous
allies lii. L'ACADBJCIE.

II u'est pas certain que vous
; mison.

Tou must come, or it is necessary
that you sliould come.

It is time that you should start

for Rom;.
It does not please me that you

should go there.

It ia not certain that you are right.

(3.) After the expressions quelque . . . que, quel que, si
. . . que, quoi que, the verb is always put in the subjunc-
tive :

Quelque effort que fassent les

homilies, leur ndant parait partout.
BOSSUET.

Qui que ce SOlt, parlez et ne
le craignez pas. RACIKE.

81 mince qu'il pulsse ctre, un
cheveu fait do 1'orubre.

VlIiEFBi.

For the conjunctions which require the subjunctive, see
140.

124. THE INFINITIVE.

(1.) The infinitive represents the being or doing in an inde-
finite manner, and without number or person :

VoulOir trompor le ciel, c'est I To vis\ to deceive htaven, is /oily
folie a la terre. LA FOSTAIHE. in men.

Whatcrer effort men may make,
their nothingness appears everywhere.

Whoever he may be, speak, and do
not fear him.

Havener thin it may be, a hair
has a shadow.

L'trdeur d valncre cede * la

peur de mourtr. CoMtBitue.

Hair cut un toiirment.

Slav*. |

(2.) The infinitive is often used substantively -.

The ardour / eo**)*t*i (to O*K-

avir), ytUb to Uu fe+r of

(to&U).
To halt it a tomutit.

Ou plub'it, que ne puU-je an

doux tomber du jour ?

LAMAKTIVE.

Or ratfuir, why can I nt at the

tveet clou of U* day t

(3.) The infinitive present is used in French after certain

verbs, which arc, in English, joined to other verbs by tho con-

junction and :

Allez Chercher inon pi-re. |
Go and fetch my father.

(4.) A verb immediately preceded by another verb (avoir

and etre excepted), is put in the present of the infinitive when
both verbs have the same subject, or when the object of the

first is the subject of tho second. With the exception of en,

propositions require the present or the past of the infinitive :

Tout ce qu'elle B'isnaginait

tenir, lui dchappait tont-a-c -up.

FiHELOM.
Vos ruisons ont tr< p bonnes

d'elles-mciues, sans etre appuydes
de ces secours dtrangers.

RACIHE.

Vous pensez tout savoir.

PIETRE.

Je les vois venir.

J'entends votre ami Chanter.
Us parlent de partir.

Apres avoir dlt cela, il s'assit.

I AU that the fancied that tht htU,
'

escaped her suddenly.

Four reason* are too good in

themselres to neel that fortiyn a*-
'

sistunce.

Tou think that you know

thing.
I fee them coming.
J hear your friend singing.

| 7'hy speak of going aira>/.

, After having said that, fie sat doxn.

(5.) The French language preferring the active to the passive

voice, requires the use of the active verb in the following and .

similar cases wherein tho English use the passive voice :

Cette dame est bien a plaindre.
Cette maisou est a vendre.
La chose est de trop peu de

consdquence pour la traiter sd-
j

queues to It treated teriously.

rieuseuient. VOLTAIKE.

That ladj is much to be pitted.

Thie he use it to be cold.

The matter u of too little const

125. GOVERNMENT OF "VERBS.

Some verbs are in English governed by prepositions different

from those which connect or govern the same verbs in French.

Some, again, which are in English joined by prepositions, re-

quire none between them in French. We give below lists of

verbs with the appropriate prepositions, according to the best

French authorities.

126. VERBS REQUIRING NO PREPOSITION BEFORE ANOTHER.
VERB IN THE INFINITIVE.

Accourir, to run to.

Aimer mieux, to prefer.

Aller, to go.

Apercevoir, to perceive.

Assurer, to assure.

Avouer, to con/ess.

Compter, to intend.

Confesser, to con/ets.

Courir, to run.

Croire, to believe.

Daigiier, to deign.

Declarer, to declare.

Dlairer, to desire.

Devoir, to be obliged,

ficouter, to hear, to listen.

Entendre, to hear.

Envoyer, to send.

Espdrer, to hope.

Faire, to make.

Falloir, to be necessary.

Imaginer (s'), to imagine.

Laisser, to let, to svfir.

Meuer, to take, to lead.

Je pretends vous traiter

comme mou propre fils.

RACINE.

Nior, (o deny.

Observer, (o notice, to obserce.

Oser, to dare.

Faruitre, to seem.

Penser, to think, to fancy.

Fouvoir, to be able.

Frdfe'rer, to prefer.

Frdteudre, to pretend.

Rappeler (EC), to remember.

Rapporter, to report.

Reconnoitre, to acknowledge.

Regarder, to look at.

Retourner, to return.

Revenir, (o come back.

Savoir, to know.

Sembler, to seem.

Sentir, to feel.

Souhaiter, to uih.

Soutenir, to maintain.

Valoir mieux, to be bt'tUr.

Venir, to come.

Voir, to see.

Vouloir, to be willing.

I intend to treat you as my ;in.

son.
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Et le Bhin de ses flots ira gTOS-
sir la Loire,

Avant que tes faveurs sortent de

ma m^moire. BOILEAU.

And tlie Rhine will go and swell

the Loire with its waves, be/ore the

remembrance of thy goodness leaves

my memory.

127-- -VERBS REQUIRING THE PREPOSITION a BEFORE AN
INFINITIVE.

The (s') placed after the verb

Abaisser (a
1

),
to stoop.

Aboutir, to end in.

Accorder (s'), to agree.

Accoutumer, to accustom.

Acbarner (s'),
to strive.

Adinettre, to admit, to permit.

Aguerrir (s'), to become inured.

Aider, to Help.

Aimer, to like.

Appliquer (s'), to endeavour, to

apply.

Apprendre, to learn.

Appreter (s'), to prepare.

Aspirer, to aspire.

Assignor, to summon.

Assujettir (s'), to subject one's self.

Attacher (a'), to apply.

Attendre (s'), to expect.

Autoriser, to authorise.

Avilir (s'), to debase one's self.

Avoir, to have.

Avoir peine, to have difficulty in.

Balancer, to hesitate.

Borner (se), to confine or.e's self.

Cbercher, to endeavour.

Complaire (se), to delight in.

Concourir, to co-operate.

Condamner (se), to condemn one'*

self.

Condescendre, to condescend.

Consentir, to consent.

Consister, to consist.

Conspirer, to conspire.

Consumer, to destroy.

Contribuer, to contribute.
1

Convier, to i7ii>ite.

Couter, to cost.

Determiner, to induce.

Determiner (se), to resolve.

Disposal- (se), to prepare one's self.

Divertir (se), to amuse one's self.

Employer, to employ, to devote.

Encourager, to encourage.

Engager, to induce.

Enhardir, to encourage.

Enseiguer, to teach.

Entendre (s'),
to be ei'pert in.

L'homme n'alme point a s'oc-

cuper de son ndant, et de sa

bassesse. MASSILLON.
Avez-vous jamais pense l offrir

a Dieu toutes ces souffrances ?

THE SAME.

shows it to be reflective.

Etre, to be.

Evertuer (s'),
to strive.

Exceller, to excel.

Exciter, to excite.

Exhorter, to ea;hori.

Exposer (s'), to expose one's self.

Eatiguer (se), to u-eary o?ie's self.

Habituer (s'j, to become used to.

Hasarder (se), to venture.

Hdsiter, to hesitate.

Instruire, to instruct.

Inte'resser, to interest.

Inviter, to invite.

Mettre, to set, to put.
Mettre (se), t commence.

Montrer, to show, to teach.

Obstiner (s'), to persist tn.

Offrir (s'j,
to offer.

Pencher, to incline.

Penser, to think, to intend.

Perse've'rer, to persevere.

Persister, to persist.

Plaire (se), to delight in.

Pousser, to urge.
Preudre plaisir, to take pleasure.

Preparer (se), to prepare.

Porter, V to induce, to excite, to

Provoquer, ) urge.

Eeduire, ti) constrain.

Beduire (se), to tend, to end.

Eeuoucer, to renoimce.

Edpugner, to be repugnant.

Bdsigner (se), to be reconciled.

Eesoudre (se), to resolve.

Eester, t* tarry too long.

Beussir, to succeed.

Eisquer, to iisfc.

Servir, to serve.

Songer, to think, to intend.

Suffire (not imp.), to suffice.

Tarder, to tarry.

Tendre, to tend.

Tenir, to intend, to aim.

Travailler, to labour.

Viser, to aim.

Vouer, to devote.

Man does not like to contemplate
his nothingness and his idleness.

Have you ever thought of offering

all these sufferings to God ?

128. VERBS REQUIRING THE PREPOSITION de BEFORE
AN INFINITIVE.

Absteuir (s'), to abstain.

Accuser (s'), to accuse one's self.

Achever, to finish.

Affecter, to affect.

Affliger (s'), to grieve.

Agir (s'), imp., to be t7ie question.

Applaudir (s'),
to rejoice.

Apprehender, to apprehend.

Avertir, to warn.

Aviser (s'), to bethink one's self.

Avoir besoin, to want.

Avoir coutume, to be acciistomed.

Avoir dessein, to intend.

Avoir envie, to wish.

Avoir garde, to tafce care.

Avoir honte, to be ashamed.

Avoir intention, to intend.

Avoir le courage, to have courage.

Avoir le temps, to have time.

Avoir peur, to be afraid.

Avoir raison, to be right.

Avoir regret, to regret.

Avoir soin, to take care.

Avoir sujet, to 7tave reason.

Avoir tort, to be wrong.

Blamer, to blame.

Bruler, to wish ardently.

Cesser, to cease.

Chagriner (se), to grieve one's self.

Cbarger, to desire, to intrust.

Charger (se), to take on one's self.

Choisir, to choose.

Commander, to command.

Conjurer, to beseech.

Counseiller, to advise.

Contenter (se), to be satisfied.

Convaincre, to convince.

Convenir, to become, suit.

Corriger, to correct.

Craindre, to fear.

Ddcourager, to discourage.

De'daigner, to disdain.

D^fendre, to forbid.
Defeudre (se), to defend one's self.

Ddfier, to challenge, to dare.

Depecher (se), to hasten.

D^saccoutumer (se), ) , , ,,.

Deshabituer (se), *}* ***
Desespe'rer, to despair.

De'soler (se), to grieve.

Detourner, to dissuade.

Differer, to put off.

Dire, to say, tell.

Discontinuer, to discontinue.

Disconvenir, to deny.

Disculper (se), to apologise.

Dispenser, to dispense.

Dispenser (se), to forbear.

Dissuader, to dissuade.

Douter, to doubt.

Efforcer (s') ( to endeavour.

Effrayer (s'j, to be /Tightened.

Empecher, to prevent.

Empresser (s'), to hasten.

Enrager, to be vexed.

Entreprendre, to undertake.

Epouvanter (s'), to be frightened.
Etonnef (s'), to wonder,

fiviter, to a-uoid.

Excuser (s'), to ea-cuse one's self.

Fendre, to feign.

ITe'liciter, to congratulate.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXVI.

79. VEEBS OF THE NEW CONJUGATION.

(Commonly called Regular Verbs.)

(1.) In verbs of the New, or simpler form, the imperfect tense

and the perfect participle are not produced, as in the Old con-

jugation, by a change of the radical vowels ; but by means of

the suffix ct or t, which serves as a tense characteristic : thus,

taking the radical part (lob) of loben, to praise, and affixing

thereto et or t, we get lobet or lobt; to which add the personal

endings, and we have lobete (lob+ ct-j-e) or tobte, I praised; lobetejl

or U'btcft, thou didst praise, etc.

(2.) The verbs of the New form differ again from those of the

Old, the former having in the perfect participle the termination

ct or t, instead of en
; as, gelobet or gelobt, praised. See the table

of terminations 75.

80. PARADIGM OF A VEEB OF THE NEW FOEM,

Soben, to praise, is thus conjugated :

INDICATIVE MOOD.
PRESENT.

Sing. 3d) lobe, I praise.
2>u lob|l.

r tobt.

Plur. 2Bir loben.

36.r lobt.

@te (cbcn.

PERFECT.

Sing. 3d) Ijabe getobt,

praised.
Du f)afl gclobt.

(5r f>at gelebt.

Plur. 2Btr tyaben gelobt.

36.t fyabt gelobt

@ie ^aben gelobt.

Sing.

I have

FIRST FUTURE.

) rocrte loben, I shall

praise.

y>u n?ir(l loben.

@rr roirb (oben.

Plur. SStr toerten (oben.

3I;r wertet foben.

@ie iuerten toben.

IMPERFECT.

Sing. 3fy (obte, I praised.
Su tobteft.

@r lobte.

Plur. JBir (obten.

3^r
lobtet.

8ie Icbten.

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 3c$ f;atte gelobt, I had

praised.
>u ^attefi gefobt.

@r ^atte gelobt.

Plur. 2Bir fatten getobt.

3^r ^attet getobt.

@ie fatten gclobt.

SECOND FUTURE.

Sing. 3d) iuerte gelobt ^aben, I

shall have praised.
!>u >ctr(l gelobt f;aben.

(5r roirfc gelobt ftaben.

Plur. 2Btr tcerten gelott I;abei

3(;r reertet gelobt fyaben.

ie roerten gelcb: Ijafcett,

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Sing. 3d) lobe, I may praise.
u lobefl.

gr lobe.

Plur. iffiir loben.

3f)r tobet.

@ie loben.

PERFECT.

Sing. 3d) fjabe getobt, I may have

praised.
<>n fyabeft gelobt.

@r fiabc gelobt.

Plur. SBir ^aben gelobt.

3^r Babct gelobt.

te ^aben gelobt.

IMPERFECT.

Sing. 3d) lobte, I might praise.

$u lobtefl.

(5r lobte.

Plur. 2Btr (obten.

3^ir tobtet.

@ie lobten.

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 3d) fyatte gelobt, I might
have praised.

!u ^atteft gelobt.

(r Satte getobt.

i
Plur. 2Bir fatten getobt.

3^r ^attet gclobt.

@ie ^attcu gclobt
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nur FUTciJt.

Sing. 3d; nxrtt lebtn, (if) I shall

use.

lu ii>mefl lobtn

Or ii'au lobtn

riur. ISir rofrttn lobtn

3bt imtct lobtn

Cic ivcrtcn lebtn.

CONDITION
FIRST FUTURE.

!> tvurtt lobcn, I should

praise.
u routttfl loben

<5r tourtt lobtn

Plur. iliSir njucttn lobtn.

"urtft lobtn.

@tt rcurttn Icbcn.
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METEOROLOGY. II.

AQUEOUS METEOBS MOISTUR3 OF THE AIR HYGROMETERS
MIST DEW CLOUDS.

IN our present lesson we propose to turn our attention to the

aqueous phenomena of the atmosphere. The air, as has been

explained, consists mainly of two gases, oxygen and hydrogen ;

there is, however, always present in it a greater or less amount
of watery vapour, and this gives rise to the various phenomena
of which we are about to treat.

If we expose a vessel containing water to the air, sheltering
it sufficiently to prevent rain falling into it, we shall find that

in the course of a few days it will be empty, the water having

completely evaporated. By weighing the vessel before, and

again after a few hours' exposure, we shall be able to obtain

proof of the same fact in a much shorter time, and shall also be

[
able to estimate approximately the rate at which evaporation
has been going on. Now try a similar experiment
with snow, and it will be found that, even when the

temperature is below the freezing point, it slowly

evaporates. This explains why it is that snow slowly

disappears, even during the continuance of a frost.

Experiments of this kind the student should try
for himself, as he will thus acquire more practical
information than can well be acquired from books,

and, at the same time, will become proficient in

interrogating Nature, and making trustworthy obser-

vations. The latter point is of the utmost importance,
since many observations, which
would otherwise be very valuable,
are rendered entirely useless by
inaccuracies that have crept into

them through want of care.

It is a difficult matter to a"s-

certain exactly the amount of

evaporation which takes place
from the surface of the earth. It

varies, of course, with distance

from the equator, and various

other causes, but is estimated in

Great Britain to be equal to an

average depth of thirty-two inches

of water. Of this amount, less

than three inches is raised in the

months of November, December,
January, and February ; while in

June, when the maximum is

attained, it amounts to nearly
four inches. In tropical regions,
the quantity is estimated to be
from 90 to 100 inches.

The amount of watery vapour
that can thus be held by the
air is limited. It varies, however, with the temperature, and
to this mainly the various phenomena of clouds and rain are to

be attributed. It may be well to remember that air at 32 can
contain the 160th part of its orm weight of water in the state of

vapour, and that this amount is doubled by every 27 rise in

temperature ; so that at 59 air can contain the 80th part, and
at 86 the 40th part. It is, however, very rarely that the air is

fully saturated, that is, contains as much vapour as it can
take up.

Various instruments have been devised for the purpose of

ascertaining the humidity of the air ; these are known as hygro-
meters. The most common of these is Saussure'a Hair Hygro-
meter, which is represented in Fig. 2.

This instrument consists of a long hair, c, carefully cleaned

from fat by being treated with ether. One end of it is fixed in

a clamp, d, capable of being moved by a small screw, 6, so as to

adjust the index. The other end is fastened to a pulley, o, which
carries the hand. A small weight, p, keeps the hair tight. As
soon as the hair attracts moisture from the air it elongatos ; the
hand is then moved down by the weight, and shows on the
scale the degree of moisture. As the air becomes drier, the hair

contracts again, and raises the index.

Another hygrometer, acting upon a different principle, is re-

presented in Fig. 3. This instrument, which is known as

Daniell's. consists of a bent glass tube, with a bulb blown at

each end. The tube is partly filled with ether, which has been
boiled in it so as to expel the air, and inside A is a deli-

cate thermometer, the bulb of which dips into the ether. B is

wrapped round with some muslin, and ether is dropped on this

when it is required to make an observation. This ether rapidly

evaporates, and thus lowers the temperature of B, and some of

the ether from A at once begins to condense in it. The tem-

perature of A accordingly falls, and this bulb is watched till

the moisture of the air begins to condense on it. As soon as
this occurs, the thermometer in it is read, while that in the
stand gives the temperature of the air at the same time. When
the air is nearly saturated, the difference between the two will ba
but slight, but the drier the air the greater the difference.

The reading of the thermometer in A gives us, in fact, the

dew-point ; that is, the temperature at which the air becomes
saturated, and begins to part with some of its moisture. The
humidity can be easily calculated from this.

Another form of hygrometer consists of two ther-

mometers placed side by side (Fig. 4) ; the bulb of
one is covered with muslin, which is kept wet by
capillary attraction, a small vessel of water being-

placed near it, into which the muslin or some
threads of cotton connected with it dip. The differ-

ence between the readings of the two will give the^

moisture of the air.

True watery vapour is quite invisible ; but when
the air is fully saturated, and it begins to condense,
it becomes visible, and takes the form of fogs, mists,

or clouds. The usual cause of

fogs is the moist soil being at a

higher temperature than the air

above it. Vapours then continue
to arise from the ground, but are

speedily condensed by the cooler

air, and hang over the soil.

Often during a clear night the

surface of the ground becomes
much cooled by radiation ; the air

lying on it therefore falls in tem-

perature, and becomes cooler than
that above it. If the ground be

level, no fog will be caused
; but

if it be sloping, the cold air will

sink by its weight to tho lower

level, and in doing so will con-

dense the moisture of the warmer
air with which it comes in

contact. This will accordingly
assume tho form of mist.

The presence of a lake or river

in the valley causes the air to

be more saturated, and thus in-

creases the amount of mist, which,
in this case, will often seem to lie along the surface of the water.

Elvers which flow from colder into warmer latitudes as, for

example, the Mississippi are colder than the air above them,
and hence condense its moisture into mist. A very similar

effect to this may be observed by placing a largo lump of ioe in

a warm room. Vapour will appear to arise from it, the real

fact being that the cold given off causes the vapour in tho air

around to assume a visible form.

If a stream be warmer than the air around, a simile,:: effect

will be produced, the quantity of vapour given off by it being

greater than can be dissolved in the air above it. The fogs
which prevail along the course of the Gulf Stream illustrate this

fact clearly.

The densest fogs occur during tho winter months in large
towns built near rivers. It is believed that the electrical con-

dition of the air influences them to a considerable extent. The
main cause, however, is that the abundant moisture of the air is

condensed by the cold winds. The amount of this moisturo is,

of course, much augmented by the breath of the many inha-

bitants ;
and in manufacturing places the smoke becomes

entangled with the fog, and adds to its opacity.
The tops of mountains are very frequently observed to be

covered with clouds, which they are supposed to attract. The
real reason of this is that, owing to their elevation, they are

much cooler than the air which passes by them, and therefore
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they condense it* vapour and render it visible. The clouds

appear to be stationary around their summit*; bat the fact

appears to be that, as tho air passes the top of the mountain,

ita Yapour becomes visible ; aa soon as it has passed on, this

iissolved, while another cloud is formed from the fresh

particle* of air which are now in contact with the peak. In this

A remains permanent, though the particles of which

it is composed are continually changing.

Fogs are also very prevalent in places where there is a con-

siderable difference in tho temperature of adjoining regions, or

whore in the open sea a sand-

bank causes the colder currents

from below to rise to tho surface.

The dense fogs which are so com-
mon on the banks of Newfound-
land are illustrations of the latter

fact.

The watery vapour of the air ia

precipitated to tho surface of the

earth in several different forms.

The first we notice is that of (?<.

The common opinion that the dew
falls is a fallacy; the true theory
of it was for a long time unknown,
and was tir-t published by Dr.

Wells in 1814. The simplest
illustration of the phenomenon is Fig. 5. CIRBUS CLOUD

the humidity of the air ia generaDy greater there. In Great
Britain, tho annual amount is estimated at an average depth
of about five inches all over the surface. The freateat amooat
falls in the spring and autumn, as in these season* the difference

of temperature between day and night is at its n^Timnny
When the objects upon which the dew is deposited are at a

lower temperature than 32, the moisture U frozen a* it is de-

posited, and then we have tho hoar-frost, which U in reality

merely frozen dew.

Clouds are masses of visible vapour, somewhat resembling
mists, but suspended in the air

at a greater or less height. They
are produced by the partial con-

densation, in the higher regions of

the atmosphere, of the vapours
that rise from the earth.

During the day evaporation

goes on most rapidly, and warm
currents of moist air are then

constantly ascending from the

surface of the earth, heated by the

solar rays. As these ascend higher
and higher, they lose heat by ex-

pansion and by mingling with the

colder air around, until their

vapour is condensed and assumes
the visible form.

Fig. 6. cum;

seen by bringing a decanter or

gloss, containing ice-cold water,
into a warm room. The surface
of the glass will almost imme-

diately be covered with moisture.

The reason of this is that the

air, by contact with tho cold glass,
is chilled so much that it can no

longer retain all ita vapour in

solution, and accordingly deposits
a portion on the substance that
chills it. A similar process goes
on in Nature. After tho sun has

set, many bodies which have been
warmed by his rays begin to

radiate their heat into space, and
in this way become rapidly cooled,
so as to be several degrees lower in temperature than the sur-

rounding nir, some of tho moisture of which accordingly con-
denses upon them.

This 'deposition of dew is much more plentiful on a clear and
oolm night, ca then radiation goes on much more rapidly, and
consequently the temperature is lowered to a greater extent than
when tho sky is covered with clouds. A brisk wind, however,
considerably interferes with its formation, as it does not allow
the air to remain long enough in contact with the earth to

part with its moisture.

Those bodies which radiate heat most rapidly receive, of

course, tho largest amount of dew
; and, by comparing various

objects in this way, we find that plants receive much more than
bare soil, and that again more than the solid rock ; so that it is

usually most plentifully deposited in those places where it is

most needed. It is most abundant in maritime countries, since

Fig. 8. NIMBUS OR RAIN CLOUD.

Fig. 7. STRATUS CLOUD.

HB^k There is some little difficulty

in understanding clearly why the

clouds remain suspended in the

air, instead of falling to the gar-

face of the earth. It may, how-

ever, be partly accounted for by
these ascending currents of heated
air which bear them up. Where
these cease, the clouds appear to

fall slowly towards the earth's

surface, the lower portion being

slowly dissolved away by the

warmer air below, while fresh

additions are frequently being
mode by the condensation of more

vapour above. Small clouds may
not unfrequently be observed to

fall slowly, and gradually vanish, much in the same way aa

tho stoam from a railway engine melts away in the air.

Tho elevation of the clouds varies very greatly. Many of the

smaller ones are believed to be at an elevation considerably

greater than five miles. A series of observations as to this

point was carried on in the neighbourhood of Skiddaw for a

long period. From these it appeared that on nearly half the

occasions of observation tho clouds were above 1,000 yards in

height. Only ten times in five years were they seen at e less

height than 100 yards.
The varieties of form which the clouds assume are almost

endless ; the causes which produce these are, however, partly

known, and from the earliest times the weather-wise have drawn

many of their signs from the appearance they present. As
this is frequently done, it is necessary to have some general
terms indicative of the forms they more commonly assume. A
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system of nomenclature was accordingly introduced some time

ago, and is almost universally adopted. In this system the

clouds are divided into three main classes, Cirrus, Cumulus, and

Stratus ; there are also several minor and intermediate classes.

Cirrus cloud (Fig. 5) consists of white fleecy filaments, usually

arranged in a somewhat irregular manner. Sometimes, too, it

assumes the appearance of feathers or flocks, scattered over the

surface of the sky. They are usually the most elevated clouds ;

and while on the summit of a mountain the traveller often looks

down on other varieties, these are still far above him. Small

groups of these, scattered evenly, often accompany fine weather ;

but if they be extensively developed, and especially if the ends

of the streamers appear to be blown about, wind and storms

may most probably be expected. Hence the proverb
" Mackerel's scales and mare's tails

Make lofty ships carry low sails."

The term cumulus is applied to those large rounded heaps of

clouds (Fig. 6) which often appear to rest on an horizontal base,

and to be piled up one on another. These clouds are frequently
formed in the morning, and continue to increase till after noon.

Hence this form has been termed the " cloud of the day." It is

very easily distinguished from other forms. When these increase

rapidly and fall, wet is probably at hand; but when they are of

moderate size, and only appear during the heat of the day, they
indicate fine weather.

The stratus (Fig. 7) consists of almost horizontal layers or

bands of clouds, usually near the horizon, and often resting on
the surface of the earth. It is usually formed during the even-

ing and night, by the condensation of vapour in the air lying
on the ground, and hence it is sometimes called the " cloud of

the night."
The nimbus, or rain cloud (Fig. 7), is frequently reckoned as

a separate form ;
it is, however, more strictly a combination of

the various other forms. It usually has its origin in cumulo-

stratus. These increase and spread, at the same time assuming
a bluish-black hue. This gradually changes to a lighter grey,
the clouds then frequently become fringed at the edges, and the

rain descends.

The intermediate varieties of clouds are known as cirro-

cumulus, cirro-stratus, and cumulo-stratus. Their names, how-

ever, will sufficiently describe their appearance.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXYI.
IEEEGULAE VEEBS OF THE SECOND CONJUGATION

(continued).

II. IRREGULAR VERBS ENDING IN ere SHORT.

3. Verbs ending in URRE, contracted from CERE.

The irregular verb addurre, to bring, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Addurre, to bring. Pres. Gerund. Addu-

cendo, bringing. Past Part. Addotto, brought. Compound Tenses.

Past. Avere addotto, to have brought. Past Gerund. Aveudo addotto,
?iauing brought.

IND. Pres. Adduce, addiici, adduce ; adduciamo, adducete, adducono.

Imp. Adduceva or adduce'a, adducevi, adduceva or adducea ; adduce-

vamo, ndduceviite, adduceVano or adduceano. Ind. Pret. Addiissi,

adducesti, addiisse ; adducenimo, adduceste, adclussero. Fut. Addurrb,
dddurrai, addurra ; addurretuo, addurri?te, addurraiino. Cond. Pres.

Addurrei or addurria, addurresti, addurrebbe of addurria; addurremmo,
addurreste, addurrebbero or addurriano.

IMP. Adduci, addiica ; adduciamo, adducete, adducano.
SUB. Pres. Che adduca, cho adduca or adduchi, che addiica; che

adduciamo, che adduciate, che adducano. Imp. Che adducessi, che addu-

cessi, che adducesse ; che adducessimo, che adduceste, che adducessero.

After this example conjugate the following:

Infinitive. Ind. Pret. Future. Past Part. English.

Condurre, coudiissi, coiidurro, condotto, to conduct.

Dedurre, dediissi, dedurro, dedotto, to inter.

Indurre, indussi, indurro, indotto, to induce.

Prodilrre, produssi, produrro, prodotto, to produce

Eidurre, ridussi, ridurro, ridotto, to reduce.

Sedurre, sedussi, sedurrb, sedotto, to seduce.

Tradiirre, tradiissi, tradurrb, tradotto, to translate

4. Verbs ending in GERE.

The irregular verb volgere, to turn, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Volgere, to turn. Pres. Gerund. Volgendo,
turning. Past Part. Volto, turned. Compound Tenses. Past. Avere

volto, to have turned. Past Gerund. Avendo volto, having turned.

IND, Pres. Volga, volgi, volge ; volgiamo, volgete, vdlgono. Imp,
Volge'va or volgea, volgevi or yolgei, volgeva or volgea; volgevaiaoj

volgevate, volgevano. Ind. Prei. Volsi, volge'sti, volse ; volgemmo.
volgeste, volsero. Put. Volgerb, volgerai, volgera; volgeremo, volgerete,

volgerauno. Cond. Pres. Volgerel or volgeria, volgeresti, volgerdbbe;

volgeremmo, volgereste, volgere"bbero.
IMP. Vulgi, volga ; volgiamo, volgeste, volgano.
SUB. Pres. Che volga, che volga, che volga; ehe volgiamo, che

volgiate, che volgano. Imp. Che volgessi, che volge'ssi, che volgesse ;

che volgessirno, che volgeste, che volgessero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Infinitive.

Aggiungere,
Aspergere,

Cingere,,

Dipfngere,

Eme'rgere,

Fingere,

Giuugere,

Indulgere,

Me"rgere,

Piangere,

Piingere,

Eavvolgere,

Sciugere,

L'ngere,

Present,

aggiungo,

aspergo,

cingo,

dipingo,

em^rgo,
fingo,

giiingo,

indulge,

njdrgo,

piango,

piingo,

ravvolgo,

scingo,

lingo,

Ind. Pret.

aggiunsi,

aspersi,

cinsi,

dipinsi,

emersi,

fiusi,

gii'ui.si,

indulsi,

mersi,

piansi,

punsi,

ravvolsi,

scinsi,

uusi,

Past Part,

aggiiinto,

asperso,

cinto,

dipiuto,

emerso,
finto,

giiinto,

indulto,

merso,

planto,

punto,

ravvolto,

scinto,

unto,

English,
to add.

to sprinkle.

to gird.

<o describe,

to emerge.
to feign,

to come to.

to grant,
to pZunge.
to v:eep.

to sting.

to wrap,
to gird.

to anoint.

5. Verbs ending in GGERE.

The irregular verb l^ggere, to read, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Leggere, to read. Pres. Gerund. LeggendoF

reading. Past Part. Letto, read. Compound Tenses. Past Avdreletto,

to Jiai'e read. Past Gerund. Ave'udo l^tto, having read.

IND. Pres. Leggo, leggi, legge ; leggiamo, leggete, l^ggono. Imp.

Leggeva or legg^a, leggevi, legg^va or legge'a; leggevamo, leggevate,

leggi?vano. Ind. Pret. Lessi, leggesti, lesse; leggdmmo, leggdste,

lessero. Fut. Leggero, leggerai, leggera ; leggereino, legger^te, legge-

rauuo. Cond. Pi-es. Leggerei, leggerdsti, leggerdbbe or leggeria ; legge-

rdinmo, leggereste, leggerebbero.
IMP. Leggi, legga ; leggiamo, leggete, le"ggano.

SUB. Pres. Che l?gga, che legga, che Kgga ; che leggiamo, che

leggiate, che leggano. Imp. Che leggessi, che leggessi, che leg^ssej

che leggessimo, che leggdste, che leggessero.

After this example conjugate the following:

In/initive. Present. Ind. Pret. Past Paii.

Affiggere, affiggo, affissi, affisso,

Configgere, configgo, confissi, confitto,

Distruggere, distriiggo, distrussi, distrutto,

elessi,

ffssi,

infissi,

preel^ssi,

protessi,

ril^ssi,

strussi,

trafissi,

ele"ggo,Eleggere,

Figgere,

Infiggere, infiggo,

Preeleggere, preeleggo,

Prot<?ggere, prott5ggo,

Eil(?ggere,

Struegere,

Trafiggere,

rileggo,

struggo,

trafiggo,

English.
to affix.

to nail.

to destroy.

eldtto, to elect.

fitto or -sso, to fix.

infitto or -sso, to nail,

preeletto, to prefer.

protetto, to protect,

riletto, to read again,

striitto, to uear out.

trafisso or -tto, to pierce.

6. Verbs ending in GLIERE.

The irregular verb cogliere or corre, to gather, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Cogliere or corre, to gather. Pres. Gerund.

Cogliendo, gat?tering. Past Part. Colto, gathered. Compound Tenses.

Past. Avere colto, to Jiave gathered. Past Gerund. Avendo colto, having

gathered.
IND. Pres. Coglio or colgo, cogli, coglie ; cogliamo, cogh^te, cogliono

or colgono. Imp. Coglieva or cogliea, coglievi, coglieva or cogliea ;

coglievamo, coglievate, coglievano. Ind. Prc(. Colsi, coglie'sti, colse ;

coghemmo, coglieste, colsero. Ful. Cogliero or corro, coglierai of

corrai, cogliera or corra ; coglieremo or corremo, coglierete or corre'te,

coglieranno or corranuo. Cond. Pres. Coglierei, correi, or corriaj

coglieresti or corresti ; coglierebbe, correbbe, coglieria, or corria.

Coglieremmo or corremmo ; cogliereste or corre'ste ; coglierebbero,

coii-ebbero, coglieriano, or corriauo.

IMP. Cogli, colga or coglia ; cogliamo, cogliete, colgano or cogliano.

SUB. Pres. Che coglia or colga, che coglia or colga, che coglia or colga;

che cogliamo, che cogliate, che cugliano or colgano. Imw. Che coglie'ssi,

che cogliessi, che coglie'sse ; che cogliessimo, che coglie'ste, che

cogliessero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Infinitive.

Accogliere or accorre,

Distdgliere or distorre,

Baccogliere or raccorre, raccolgo,

Sce"gliere or scerre,

Toghere or torre,

Present. Ind. Pret. Past Part. English.

accolgo, acculsi, acculto, to welcome.

distolgo, distdlsi, distolto, to remove.

racculsi, raccolto, to gather,

scelgo, scelsi, scelto, to choose.

iolgo, tdlsi, tolto, to lay hold.
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ibi ending in OUERE.

The irregular verb diati'mjuerc, to note or distinguish, ia thus

conjugated :

Iwr. SimpU XnM. PTM. Distfnmiere, (o dutinguuh. Prtt. Gerund.

Dutius-u. U'l", n./iii.i/iiM'j. Pmt J'urt. Ditttiuto, duttnguuJitd.-
ml TtnM.1'a.it. Avero diatiuto, (0 luivt dutinguiihtd.l'att

Gerund. Avtfndo dJMtmto, having dicliiiyuijifn <l.

I'm. Distingue, distingui, distingue ; distingtiiumo, distingue'te,

dUUnguono. Jmj). Distingu^va, diatingudvi, diatingudva ; distingue-

listiuguevite, diatingudvano. /nil. Prof. Dieting!, distiugutati,

distiuse; distingu^mmo, distiugudate, diiitinaero. J'ltl. Distinguero,

distinguerii, diitiugueri ; distinguertftno, distinguere'te, dUtiutfueninno.

Cond. Prt. Distinguerli, diatinguerdsti, diatinguerdbbe ; diatingue-

reinmo, distinguertate, diatiuguerdbbero.
Ixr. Distingui, distiugua ; diatiuguiamo, distingudte, distinguano.
SUB. Pres. Che distingua, cho diatiiigua, che distiugua ; che dis-

tinguiamo, cbe diatingui&te, che diatfnguano. Imp. Che distinguessi,

che diftiugudssi, che distingudsse ; che diatiugudssiino, che distin-

gutfste, die distingudssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Estiuguere, (o put ou(.
| Stiuguere, (o

8. Verbs ending in LERE.

The irregular verb srtllere, to pluck, is thus conjugated :

IMF. Simple Teams, Pret. Svdllere, to pluck. Pres. Gerund. Svellendo,

plucking. Pott Part. Svdlto, plucked.
-Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

svelte, to ham plucked. Post Gerund. Avdudo svelte, having plucked.
INC. Prtt. Svdllo or svelgo, svdlli, avello ; svelliamo, svelle'te,

svdlgouo. Imp. Svelleva or svollda, svellevi, svelleva or svellea ; svelle-

vamo, svellevite, avellevano or svellcano. I)id. Prat. Svdlsi, svelUfsti,

svdlae ; svellemme, svelldste, svelsdro. Put. Svellero, svellerai,

svellora ; svellerdmo, svellerdte, svelleranno. Cond. Pres. Svellerdi or

erelleria ; svellerdsti ; svellerobbe or svelleria. Svelleremuio ;
svelle-

rdste ; svollerdbbero, svelleriano, or svellerieno.

IMP. Svdlli, svdlla or svdlga ; svelliamo, svell^te, svellauo or svelgaiio.

SUB. Pro. Che svulla or svelga ; che svella, svdlga, or svdlli; che
svella or svelga. Che svelliamo; che svelliate ; che svellauo or svel-

gauo. Imp. Che svellessi, che svellessi, che svellesse ; che svellussimo,
che svelleste, che svellessero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Infinitivt. Present. Ind. Pret. Past Part. English.

Avollere, avello, av.'-lsi, avulao or -Ito, to root up.

Ccilere, c<51o, colsi, colto, to reverence.

DisvtSllere, disvdllo, diav^lai, div^lto, to pull up.

Espellere, espello, eapulsi, espulso, to expel.

9. Verbs ending in MERE.

The irregular verb opprfmere, to oppress, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Opprimere, to oppress. Pres. Gerund.

Opprimdndo, oppressing. Post Part. Oppr^sso, oppressed.
- Compound

Tenses. Pa*t. Avdre oppr^sso, to have oppressed. Past Gerund. Ave'ndo

opprdsso, having oppressed.

INB. Pres. Opprlmo, opprfmi, opprime ; opprimiamo, opprimdte,
opprimono. Imp. Opprimdva, opprinadvi, opprimdva ; opprimevimo,
opprimevate, opprimdvano. Ind. Pret. Opprdssi, opprimdsti, opprdsse;
opprimemmo, opprimdate, opprdasero. Fut. Opprimero, opprimerai,
opprimera; opprimeremo, opprimerete, opprimerauuo. Coud. Pres.

Opprimerdi, opprimerdsti, opprimerdbbej opprinierdmmo, opprimereste,
opprimerdbbero.

IMP. Oppritni, opprima ; opprimiamo, opprimdte, opprimano.
SUB. Pres. Che opprima, che opprima, che opprima; che opprimiamo,

che opprirniate, che opprimano. Imp. Che opprimessi, che opprimdssi,
che opprimesse ; che oppnmdssimo, che opprimeate, che opprimt'ssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Infinitive. Present.

Comprimere, comprluio,
Esprimere, esprimo,

Imprimere, imprimo,
Eeprimere, reprimo,

Assumcre, assume,

Conaiimerc, consume,
Presumere, presume,

Eedimere, redimo,

Ind. Pret.

comprdssi,
espressi,

imprdsai,

reprdssi,

f assunsi,

assuinesti,

J aaaunse,

I
assumemmo,

I assuineste,

t^assunsero,

cousunsi,

presunai,

freddnai,
I rudinu-sti,

I reddnse,

j
redimemmo,

! ri'iliim'-sti',

(_red4uaero,

Post Part,

comprdsao,
espresso,

imprdsso,

rei)resso,

English,
to keep under,

to e.vpress.

to inijiresa.

to restrain.

assuuto, to tafce up.

1

conaunto,

presunto,

to consume.

to presume.

}
veddnto, to rtdetm.

10. Verbt ending in FXBE.

The irregular verb nfoqxre, to break, u thu* eocjognted :

IMF. Simylt Ttnm.Pru. Rumpera, to \*tak.Prtt. Gtrtad, Horn-

p4udo, breaking. Pait Part. EottO, broken. OujWKnd ?M.
1'tut. AT4re rutto, (o hat* broUn. Pat 0rutxi. Avfedo rotto, Jbam^
broken.

IND. PrM. Rumpo, rompi, rumpe ; rompiimo, romplto, rompooo.
Imp. Komp!va, rouipovi, rojup4va romperimo, romperit*,

Tano. Ind. Pret. Ruppi, rooiplsti, rupp; romp^mmo, rornp&te,
nippero. Fut. Romperd, romperai, ronii>era ; romper^mo, roupftrlte,
romperiuno. Cond. I'res. Romi>erdi t romperiteti, rompertbbe ; romp**
rdmmo, rompereate, romperdbbero.

IMP. Rompi, nimpa; rompiimo, romp^te, r6mpoo.
SOB. Pret. Che rumpa, che rump*, che rumpa ; che rompiimo, cLe

roinpiate, che rompano. Imp. Cbe romplm, cbe rompeMi, ch

ptfne ; che romp^aaimo, che romp4ste, cbe rompe*aro.

After this example conjugate the following :

Corrompere, to sijoil.
| Prorouipere, to rush out.

Interrompere, to disturb.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN.
EXERCISE 46.

Whilst certain gentlemen stood admiring the vivacity and rciidliMM

of wit of Pico of Mirandola, who had not yet completed the ninth

year of his age, an old blockhead began to gay in the presence of ibis

young prince :

" When children in their tender yean have BO much
talent, they afterwards become ia mature age dull and stupid."

"Then," said Pico, "if what you say is true, it is certain that you
must have had tu your youth a most excellent genius."

EXERCISE 47.

A king having to enter a city two hours after mid-day, certain

deputies were sent to him from the senate in order to compliment
him. He who had this duty to perform said,

" Alessandro Magno, il

Grand' Alessandro,'' and suddenly became silent, without being able

to utter another word ; which the king, who had not yet eaten that

day, observing, said to him,
"
Yes, friend, Alessandro Magno baa

dined, and I am still fasting ;" and this said, he went towards the

palace of the senate, where a most sumptuous dinner bad been pre-

pared for him.

EXERCISE 48.

A painter showing a bad picture in the presence of many painters of

great repute, vaunted himself of having finished it in a very short

time. Apelles hearing it, said to him humorously,
" It is not needful

that thou shouldst tell us of having finished it in a short time : the

picture itself tells us enough of that."

LESSONS IN MORAL SCIENCE. II.

INDUCTION OE UTILITARIAN MOEALITT.
ALMOST all writers upon morals are agreed upon the fact that

we have in reality the perception or feeling of the difference

between right and wrong, however much they may differ as to

the source from which it springs. But in addition to this it

is also universally admitted that we have, on viewing any
action, an emotion or feeling of pleasure or pain arising
from the contemplation of the act simply as virtuous or

vicious.

It is impossible for us to witness a good or virtuous action

without receiving a certain pleasure or pleasurable emotion
from so doing : and it is almost equally impossible for us to

witness a bad or vicious action without experiencing a feeling
of the opposite kind. This feeling of pleasure may be, and of

course has been, explained in various ways, according to the

different theories which have been propounded as to the nature

of virtue and vice. Some consider it to be simple and incom-

plex in its nature, while others have endeavoured tc resolve it

into several constituent elements. Be it, however, simple or

complex, there is such a feeling manifestly existent in our

nature ; and it ia clearly distinct from our perception of actions

as right or wrong, whether it is prior or subsequent to it in the

order of time. The pleasure arising from the contemplation of

the beauty of virtue in itself has been a subject of remark from
the very earliest times, and, indeed, as has been frequently ob-

served, so intimate did this connection appear to tie ancient

Greeks that they had only one name to denote both " the good"
and " the beautiful." And it was in a great measure this feel-

ing which led Plato to hold his famous theory that vice ia

ignorance : that the beauty of virtue in itself is such, and the
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pleasure to be derived from its very contemplation so great,

that it would be impossible for any one really to know what it

was, and yet not practise it.

It is quite true that there has been from time to time a varia-

tion in the standard of what is pleasant and beautiful in actions,

just as there has been in the standard of beauty and excellence

in painting, sculpture, and the other fine arts; but still the

standard has always been the'same in kind, even where it has

differed greatly in degree. No one has ever tried to set up the

standard of virtue as that of vice, or vice versa. Our very nature

pronounces against such an attempt. And this fact suffices,

when properly developed and reflected on, to answer those who

argue against the immutability of moral distinctions, and who

try to prove that there is no real difference between right and

wrong, on the ground of the difference in the manner in which

actions have been judged in different times and countries. For

the real fact is that the standard will be found, on examination,
never to have varied substantially, although the nearness to

the perfection which it requires has been farther from attain-

ment at certain periods than at others.

The perception of the action as right or wrong, and a conse-

quent feeling of pleasure or pain, does not, however, complete the

analysis : there is also, in the third place, what has been termed
our perception of the merit or demerit of the action.

" The
virtuous actions performed by other men," says Dugald Stewart,
"not only excite in our minds a benevolent affection towards them,
or a disposition to promote their happiness, but impress us with

a sense of the merit of the agents. We perceive them to be the

proper objects of love and esteem, and that it is morally right

that they should receive their reward. . . . On the other hand,
when we are witnesses of an act of selfishness, of cruelty, or

oppression, whether we ourselves are the sufferers or not, we
are not only inspired with aversion and hatred towards the

delinquent, but find it difficult to restrain our indignation from

breaking loose against him." And again,
" In our own case,

when we are conscious of doing well, we feel that we are en-

titled to the esteem and attachment of our fellow-creatures. . . .

The feelings of remorse which accompany the consciousness of

guilt involve, in like manner, a sense of ill desert, and an

anticipation of future punishment."
Thus, whenever we see an action and reflect upon it, we have

these three feelings, in some order or other : (1) a perception of

the act as right or wrong, (2) a perception of it as agreeable or

the reverse, and (3) a perception of merit or demerit in the

agent who performs it. Different schools of modern philosophers

give different accounts of the order in which these arise in the

mind, and endeavour to resolve one or two of the three into the

remaining one.

Having now in some measure touched upon the different

questions with which the Science of Ethics attempts to deal,

or, at any rate, having pointed out the nature of the subjects

upon which it treats, we shall proceed to consider, somewhat in

detail, the two great schools into which moralists have been

divided, almost from the very earliest times, according to the

views which they have taken upon these various topics, and
others of a kindred nature.

One of these systems of Ethics has been termed inductive,

utilitarian, or selfish; and the other intuitive, independent, or

sentimental. We shall consider them separately, taking the

former first.

The great distinctive feature of utilitarianism, as its najne

implies, is that it recognises utility or interest as the great
motive to action, and only regards an action or course of con-

duct as virtuous or vicious according as it does or does not tend

to procure happiness or pleasure, or to secure the interest of the

agent directly or indirectly.
This theory, as was naturally to have been expected, has

been held in different forms and in different degrees ; the lowest

form of all, perhaps, being Epicureanism, in which, as already

explained, the one natural and praiseworthy motive to action

was the gratification of the animal or sensual appetites or

instincts of the individual. Every act of virtue, according to

Epicurus, is done ia order to promote and secure the happiness
of the agent. Friendship, for instance, is to be pursued by the

wise man only for its usefulness
;
and his explanation of justice,

the greatest of all the virtues in the estimation of the ancients,

was similar.
" To abstain from what is another's," to quote

from Adam Smith's account of the system,
" was not desirable

on its own account, and it could not, surely, be better for you
that I should possess what is my own than that you should

possess it. You ought, however, to abstain from whatever

belongs to me, because by doing otherwise you will provoke the
resentment and indignation of mankind. The security and

tranquillity of your mind will be entirely destroyed. . . . That
other species of justice, which consists in doing proper good
offices to different persons, according to the various relations of

neighbours, kinsmen, friends, benefactors, superiors, or equals,
which they may stand in to us, is recommended by the same
reasons. To act properly in all these different relations pro-
cures us the esteem and love of those we live with ; as to do
otherwise excites their contempt and hatred. By the one we
naturally secure, by the other we necessarily endanger, our own
ease and tranquillity the great and ultimate objects of all our

desires."

In modern times a theory of morals, more or less identical

with this, has been put forward, and supported with all the

genius of such men as Paley, Bentham, and J. S. Mill. Paley
defined virtue as " the doing good to mankind, in obedience to

the will of God, and for the sake of everlasting happiness."

According to this definition, no act which is not performed for

the sake of the happiness of the agent in a future life, at any
rate, can be called virtuous. This doctrine is refuted by the

necessary consequence resulting from it that every act, insti-

gated solely by the promptings of generosity or benevolence.,

must be a vice. Nor upon this theory is obedience to the will

of God anything but a vice, when, even though done from
motives of love and gratitude to Him, it is done from any other

motive except a desire to secure the reward which He has

promised to obedience to His will. These and similar considera-

tions are sufficient to show upon reflection the error of this

theory of virtue ; in addition to which, it is quite clear that in

numberless cases acts of virtue are performed, without any con-

sideration whatsoever of future punishment or reward being

present to the mind of the agent. There is, of course, at the

root of such a theory the fact discovered by experience that in

the long run virtue and happiness coincide, and that, however

it may seem to bo the contrary in individual cases, yet a man
will ultimately be rewarded in some way for acting rig-htly.
" The usefulness of actions is the mark set on them by the

Supreme Legislator, by which reasonable beings discover it to

be His will that such actions should be done."

An equally able advocate of the principle of utility was

Jeremy Bentham ; which he maintained should be the chief

motive to human conduct. From the point of view of Bentham
and his followers, the motive which is always to influence us in

our actions is a regard to the consequences which will ensue

either to mankind at large, or, according to the lowest form of

this theory, to ourselves individually. That an act will promote
" the greatest happiness of the greatest number," or oar owa

self-interest, is not only a reason and a sufficient one for per-

forming it, but also for denominating it a virtuous act ; and, in

fact, if from any other consideration we had refrained from it,

we should have acted viciously
Butler sums up well against this resolution of virtue into

benevolence in his Essay on Virtue. " Without inquiring how

far, and in what sense, virtue is resolvable into benevolence,

and vice into the want of it, it may bo proper to observe, that

benevolence, and the want of it, singly considered, are in no

sort the whole of virtue and vice. For if this were the case . .

. . our moral understanding and moral sense would be indifferent

to everything but the degrees in which benevolence prevailed,

and the degrees in which it was wanting. That is, we should

neither approve of benevolence to some persons rather than to

others, nor disapprove injustice and falsehood upon any other

account, than merely as an overbalance of happiness was fore-

seen likely to be produced by the first, and of misery by the

second." That this, however, is not the case, but that other

considerations are taken into account, he proves by several

instances. If, for example, two men are competitors for any-

thing of equal advantage to each, a third person will be ao

counted as exhibiting the virtue of gratitude, if he do3S his best

to obtain it for one of the two, from whom he may have received

some kindness. Or, if one man was by fraud or violence to

take from another his rightful property, and give it to a third,

who would, in his estimation, receive as much pleasure from its

possession as would more than balance the loss of pleasure to
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the first ownjr from being deprived of it, then such an action,

though every one would unhesitatingly pronounce it vicious,

i, on Bontham's theory, be virtuous. "The fact," says
r, "appears to be that we are constituted so as to condemn

falsehood, unprovoked violence, injustice, and to approve of

benevolence to some preferably to others, abstracted from all

:. -ration which conduct is likeliest to produce an over-

balance of happiness or uiiery."
.1 dim Stuart Mill has been the ablest advocate of the utilitarian

theory of recent times, and it will be well to consider some-
what in detail tho account of it, and the arguments in support
of it which he has put forward, chiefly in his "

Essay on
Utilitarianism." Ho states the theory thus :

" The creed

which accepts, as tho foundation of morals, utility, or the

greatest happiness principle, holds that actions are right in

proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they
produce the reverse of happiness. By happiness is in-

tended pleasure, and tho absence of pain ; by unhappiness pain,
and tho privation of pleasure." And he gives as the theory of

Hfe, on which this theory of morality is founded, this
" that plea-

sure, and freedom from pain, are the only things desirable as ends ;

and that all desirable tilings are desirable either for the pleasure
inherent in themselves, or as means to the promotion of pleasure
and prevention of pain." And in accordance with this he defines

the standard of morality as " the rules and precepts for human
conduct, by the observance of which an existence, exempt as far

as possible from pain, and as rich as possible in enjoyments,
both in point of quantity and quality, might be to the greatest
extent possible secured to all mankind ; and not to them only,

but, so for as the nature of things admit, to the whole sentient

creation."

Further on in his Essay, Mill says,
" There is in reality

nothing desired except happiness. Whatever is desired, other-
wise than as a means to some end beyond itself, and ultimately
to happiness, is desired as itself a part of happiness, and is not
desired for itself until it has become so

"
(a statement which to

some may appear somewhat contradictory).
" Those who desire

virtue for its own sake, desire it either because the conscious-
ness of it is a pleasure, or because the consciousness of being
without it is a pain, or for both reasons united." The evidence
which is to be offered in support of this theory, is "self-conscious-
ness and self-observation, assisted by observation of others."

Dr. McCosh, in his " Examination of J, S. Mill's Philosophy,"
has stated several objections against the theory of utilitarianism
as advanced by Mill. (1.) It does not account for the peculiar
idea and conviction which we have in regard to moral good and
evil. (2.) It does not embrace sufficient sanctions (i.e., means
of enforcing its commands) to induce us to approve virtue and
condemn vice. (3.) It does not furnish a sufficient test of
virtuous acts and of virtuous motives, and (4.) it does not
embrace all the virtues. We have not space, however, to
examine these separately and in detail.

Before, however, dismissing the theory of utility altogether,
it will be well to mention the arguments for and against the

adoption of utility as the moral standard, as they are given by
Professor Bain, in hia able work on " Mental and Moral
Science."

The first point urged in favour of utility is that the greater
part of tho morality has, and always has had, reference to the
welfare of society, i.e., the carrying into effect the aims of

morality would be productive of happiness to society at large.
This is even the case in the morality of the Bible, where the
last six of the ten commandments are, as he says, utilitarian,

i.e., aim at preventing misery and securing happiness amongst
mankind.

But, more than this, the welfare of society is considered as a

justification for laying down many rules, and enforcing or at
least expecting obedience to their requirements ; and their very
utility is often urged as the chief, if not the only motive for

yielding obedience to them.
When a new law is to be made, or an old one done away with,

utility is frequently the only standard of action appealed to ;

in which case its supporters are often termed mere advocates of

expediency, which may be a most proper motive of action.

And, lastly, Bain observes that there is an increasing ten-

dency every day to withdraw from the moral code, or at nil

events to withdraw from the sphere of legal restraint, all actiocs
which have no connection directly or indirectly with the welfare

of society, e.g. tha observance of the Sabbath, 01 01 a form of" established
"

religion.

Tho principal objection against the utilitarian theory hat
been already mantioned that utility is not the sole motive tt
human action, and that men frequently act deliberately and in

preference from motives quite different, and with a view to

quite different ends. Nay, more than this, men often act, when
influenced by passion* of one kind or another, in way* which do
not tend in any way to the happiness or benefit of themselves
or any one else. A regard to virtue itself also baa often been a
sufficient motive to induce men to forfeit almost the whole
happiness of their lives, and even their very live* themselves,
when they could not perform the act of virtue without the sacri-
fice. To say, as the utilitarians say, that virtue in thin case u
regarded not as the end, but as the means to the attainment
of some state of happiness either for others or for the agent
himself in another life, seems at variance with the testimony
given by experience.

Another strong objection against the theory of utility is this :

that the effects and bearings of particular acts on human
happiness are very frequently too remote and numerous to be
calculated, and that, evon when it is possible to estimate then
all with anything like accuracy, a man is often called upon to
act so promptly that he has not time to make the necessary
calculation. To this it is hardly a satisfactory reply to be told

that the individual has not himself in each case to make such a
calculation ; that it has already been made for him by the ex-

perience of men who have gone before him, and who have em-
bodied the results of their experience in the form of moral rules
and maxims which will guide him in the general run of case.*

that may arise. For besides the fact that many fresh cases
must arise, to suit which rules do not exist, it is, to say the
least of it, a very unusual nso of terms, to call that the motive
of a man's act which is not present to his mind and consciously
influencing him at the moment he performs it. If the individual
does not act in the particular manner because he knows that an
overbalance of happiness will be tho result, the fact that sucb
a result will ensue cannot truly be said to influence him at all.

In the manner in which utilitarianism is generally stated it

may also be objected, that it does not furnish any incentive to a
man to promote the happiness of others ; that the utility which
is pointed out to him especially to regard is his own self-interest,

and that the theory is at bottom nothing but one of selfishness

or self-love.
"
Utility is a sufficient motive to pursue our own

happiness, and the happiness of others as a means to our own ;

but it does not afford any purely disinterested impulses ; it is a
selfish theory after all." Bearing in mind the fact that Bishop
Butler has shown that self-love is a right and proper motive to

action when kept within proper limits as any other, this is tho

objection which the utilitarian finds it, perhaps, easiest to

answer ; and, indeed, there are some writers of the utilitarian

school whose systems are hardly open to this charge ; but our

object being to give the leading principles of each school, and
the chief objections which have been brought against them, it

would be out of place to discuss them in detail.

As might be imagined from their theory of the nature of

virtue and vice, the utilitarian or inductive school hold that

; morality is not intuitive, but is the result of experience. In

j

other words, they assert that there is no faculty in our minds
which could inform \is d priori what was right and what was

wrong, before the effect of particular actions had been learnt

by experience. Men found, according to this view, that one
course of conduct produced happiness to themselves or others,
and that the contrary course similarly produced unhappiness :

end consequently they handed down from one generation to

another the result of their experience, and all who came after,

knowing that particular acts would produce happiness, and
other particular acts unhappiness, called the former virtuous
and the latter vicious. But prior to this inductive process
there was nothing in men's nature which would l3ad them to

adopt the one course of conduct rather than tha other : there

was no faculty of their mind which would approve of the one
and disapprove of the other, irrespective of consequences and

I before any knowledge of them.
We may, then, fitly consider next this question concerning the

nature of the moral faculty, and the different arguments which
have been brought forward on each side of the controversy.

Those who assert that the moral faculty is intuitive, and pro-
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nounces upon actions before and without any consideration of

their utility or effects, say, first of all, that our judgments of

right and wrong are instantaneous. In most cases, they say,

we pronounce our judgment as to the morality of an action at

once ;
and that if there are certain cases in which we are unable

to do this, this arises from the difficulty of having all the facts

present to our mind, and not from any doubt we have as to the

decision when once the facts are clearly ascertained. An act of

murder or sacrilege we decide to be criminal and vicious the

moment it is mentioned, without waiting to balance any reasons

or arguments against one another ; simply because we know
that nothing could lead us to arrive at a different conclusion.

We have no more doubt or difficulty in such a case than in

judging that it is dark at midnight when once we open our

eyes.
On the other side it is urged, that the fact that a judgment is

instantaneous or immediate is no proof that it is innate in our

minds. Long practice and habit may render the operation so

rapid, that we are unable to perceive the process by which it is

arrived at. The perception of distance by the eye, for instance,
was from its apparent instantaneousness supposed to be per-
ceived directly and immediately by the sight ; though it is now
clearly ascertained that it involves a comparison by the mind
between different objects, and a judgment founded thereon. So
also a person accustomed to any particular science will perform
operations in a moment, which to a learner will cause consider-

able delay and difficulty ; and, it is urged, the judgments of

conscience are not more rapid than some of these. Indeed, it

may be also said, it is only in the simpler moral questions which
arise every day, that there can be fairly said to be any such

rapidity at all.

LESSONS IN LOGARITHMS. II.

NATURE AND USE.

15. Hitherto we have dealt with numbers and their powers,
and have illustrated the use of logarithms by the manipulation
of indices, whether whole or fractional numbers. We proceed
now to a further definition of logarithms.

16. Given a fixed number, called a base. The logarithm of a

number with regard to that base is the index of the power to

which the base must be raised in order to produce the number.
17. If 2 be assumed as a base, then the powers of 2 will be

the natural numbers, and the indices of those powers will be
the logarithms of the natural numbers ; thus

TABLE OF LOGARITHMS TO BASK 2.

Natural Numbers. Logarithms. Natural Numbers. Logarithms.
1 ... 123 ... 7

2 ... 1 256 ... 8

4 ... 2 512 ... 9

8 ... 3 1024 ... 10

16 ... 4 2048 ... 11

32 ... 5 4096 ... 12

64 ... 6

18. By means of this table, logarithmic calculations may be

exemplified on a small scale, in the following manner :

19. (a) To Multiply two or more Numbers together. If the

logarithms of the factors be added together, the sum is the

logarithm of the product. Thus, to multiply 128 by 8, add 7

and 3 together, the logarithms of the factors ;
the sum 10 is

the logarithm of the product 1024. Again, to multiply 4, 8, and
16 continuously together, add 2, 3, and 4 together, the loga-

rithms of the factors ; the sum 9 is the logarithm of the

product 512.

20. (b) To Divide one Number by another. If the logarithm
of the divisor be subtracted from the logarithm of the dividend,
the remainder is the logarithm of the quotient. Thus, to divide

256 by 64, subtract 6, the logarithm of the divisor, from 8,

the logarithm of the dividend ; the remainder 2 is the logarithm
of the quotient 4.

21. (c) To find a fourth Proportional to three given Terms.
If the logarithms of the second and third terms be added

together, and from the sum the logarithm of the first term be

subtracted, the remainder is the logarithm of the fourth term.

For example, to find a fourth proportional to 8, 32, and 64 :

If 8 : 32 : : 64 : the fourth term ; then add 5 and 6 together, the

logarithms of the second and third terms, and from the sum 11

10* = 1 .
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infinitely small, so u to be reckoned equal to nothing, its loga-

rithm : .:i <.tlior words, the logarithm
utivo intinity.

.1 tho square root of the number 10 bo extracted, and
th -n tho square root of this root, and of each successive root,

.*e roots will be the successive powers of ,

i the square root. Thus, by tho common rule for

extracting the square root, wo have, going aa far as five places
of decimals

Square root of 10-00000 = 3-16228, index }.

3-16228 = 1-77828, J.

1-77828 = 1-33352, J.

1-33352 = 1-15478, ,V
1-15478 = 1-07461, 4,*

1-07461 = 1-03663, A 5 etc.

On this principle the following table is constructed :

TABLE OF EVEN ROOTS.

10* =. 3-16228, Square root 10^ = 1-15478, 16th root

10* = 1-77828, 4th root 10^ = 1-07461, 32nd root.

10* = 1-33352, 8th root 10*^ = 1-03663, 64th root ; etc.

31. If the cube root of the number 10 be extracted, and then

the cube root of this root, and of each successive root, the

indices of these roots will be tho successive powers of $, the

index of tho cube root. Thus, by the common rule for extract-

Ing tho cube root, we have

Cube root of lO'OOOOO = 2-15443, index J.

2-15413 = 1-29155,

1-29155 = 1-08902,

1-08902 = 1-02883, ft.

1-02883 = 1-00952, ,},.

1-00952 = 1-00316, ^ ; eta

On this principle the following table is constructed :

TABLE OF ODD ROOTS.

10* = 2-15443, the cube root.

10* = 1-29155, the 9th root.

10^= 1-08902, the 27th root

= 1-02883, the 81st root.

= 1-00952, the 243rd root.

= 1-00316, the 729th root ; eta

32. The roofs or fractional powers of 10, in the two pre-

ceding tables, are natural numbers, and their indices the

logarithms of those numbers. Hence, the construction of the

following skeleton table, composed of two parts, is thus ren-

dered evident ; for Part I. is deduced from the Table of Even
Roots, extended by means of eighteen successive extractions of

the square root, as directed in Art. 30 ; the loft-hand column

containing the roots or numbers thus obtained, and the right-
hand column the decimals approximately equivalent to the frac-

tional indices of those roots or numbers. In like manner, Part
II. is deduced from the Table of Odd Roots, extended by means
of eleven extractions of the cube root, as directed in Art. 31 ;

the left-hand column containing the roots or numbers thus ob-

tained, and tho right-hand column the decimals approximately
equivalent to the fractional indices of those roots or numbers :

THIRD SKELETON TABLE OF LOGARITHMS.
Part I.

Natural Numbers. Logarithms.
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the west they met the Greeks of Sicily and Italy, the Greek

colony of Marseilles, then Massilia, and the Etruscan pirate

merchants, for all of whom the Carthaginians were more than

a match. They obtained oil and wine from Sicily ; honey,

wax, and slaves, from Corsica ; fruits and beasts of burden,

chiefly muiec, from the Balearics ;
and bitumen from the Lipari

Islands. Malta furnished costly tissues for clothing. Elba,

remarkable to this day for the fine iron it produces, supplied
material for their furnaces.

For the commodities thus obtained, the Cartiiaginians gave
the produce ol their own industry and commerce, the work of

their looms, and especially slaves, precious stones, and gold.

As tho state increased in wealth, its system of employing
mercenaries became further developed, and draughts of labourers

from the islands were employed in Spain to work the mines

more vigorously than during the Phoenician period.

Their maritime commerce outside the Mediterranean extended

both north and south, but the extreme limits were kept pro-

foundly secret. It is recorded that the master of a merchant

vessel voyaging north (probably to Britain), rather than permit
a Roman ship, which followed him, to learn his destination, ran

his vessel ashore, and led his pursuer to do the same. The

Carthaginian, then throwing the whole of the cargo overboard,

lightened his vessel and got her off. The merchant, upon his

return to Carthage, was commended for doing the state a

service, and compensated for the loss of his freight.

Cerne, an island on the west coast of Africa, opposite Madeira,
was the chief station for business with the natives of that part
of the continent. According to Herodotus, who learnt more of

this commerce than the Carthaginians would willingly have

allowed, a silent bargaining used to take place between the

natives and merchants. The latter went ashore with their

wares, and kindled a fire of damp wood, the ascending smoke
of which was the signal that brought the natives down as

soon as the sailors retired to their ships. These natives, a tall

and handsome race, of dark complexion, with long but not

woolly hair, and of pastoral habits, were fond of showy trinkets,

which, with harness, pottery, and Egyptian linen, their visitors

deposited on the shore. In exchange, they brought elephants'

tusks, skins of wild beasts, and gold, placing them alongside
the merchants' wares. The Carthaginians again landed ; but,
if dissatisfied with the proposed barter, they once more retired,

leaving the goods untouched till more gold had been added ;

when satisfied, however, they made the exchange and departed.
Herodotus speaks of the good faith which was always observed,
neither side acting unfairly by the other ; but when the shrewd,

calculating Carthaginians met ignorant African tribes, it is not
hard to see who were likely to have the best of the bargain.
There are so many references in history to this mode of silent

barter, in which the contracting parties scarcely saw each other,
that we cannot doubt its existence. It was employed in dealing
with the natives of India ; and modern travellers describe the

practice as continuing in Soudan to the present time. It arose

probably from ignorance of each other's language, and from a

natural fear of approaching visitors whose power appeared so

great. Nevertheless, this mode of conducting traffic could not

have been universally practised, for amongst the commodities

brought from the interior, black slaves appear prominent, and

bulky substances, such as salt from the desert. The whole

history of the negro is associated with kidnapping. Negroes
were the victims of the slave-dealer, as depicted on the earliest

Egyptian monuments ; and the Carthaginians in later times

bought them in droves for export to Italy and Greece. A
trade in which grain produced in Numidia was exchanged
for dates, the produce of less fertile parts, as well as a traffic

in feathers, and in furs, completes the summary of the maritime

commerce of this people. Southwards, across Sahara, the com-
modities brought by caravans were the same as those obtained

on the west coast slaves, salt, dates, and gold. Communi-
cation between Egypt and Ethiopia was constant, and more

particularly with the city of Ammonium, now Siwah. The gems
and other precious commodities of India, the perfumes and

pearls from the coasts of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf,
the costly furniture, wool, and tapestry of Phoenicia, as well as

the scarlet and purple dyes, reached Carthage by this route.

Despite the military genius of Hamilcar and Hannibal,
and the magnanimity and devotion of the latter, Carthage
was worsted in the first and second Punic Wars, forced to

agree to a humiliating peace, and deprived of its foreign
possessions. The third Punic \Var, B.C. 149-146, ended in

the conquest of the city by the Romans, who were resolved

upon its utter destruction. The burning of the temples,
palaces, and monuments lasted for seventeen days, and of

700,000 inhabitants before the siege, only 50,000 remained
alive at its close. Under Augustus a new or Roman Carthage
rose upon the site of the former capital, with which it vied in

splendour, and became one of the second cities of the empire ;

but its Mediterranean trade had departed. Carthage was
captured by Genseric, A.D. 439, and made the capital of the
Vandal kingdom, re-captured a century later by Belisarius, tho

general of Justinian, and finally taken by the Arabs under

Hassan, by whom it was sacked and utterly destroyed, A.D. 69.
One or two Arab villages now stand amid its ruins.

The productive resources of Carthage were extended by
tillage, manufactures, and commerce. These branches of

industry acted and reacted upon each other, fostering tho

growth of all, and leading to a vast accumulation of wealth,
which the development of maritime power and the establish-

ment of trading stations also continually increased.

A municipal oligarchy, composed of a few wealthy families,
whose intelligence in building up their own fortunes by trade
ensured some degree of administrative skill, possessed the
chief power, and carried their business habits into the offices of

government. From them were chosen, to execute the laws, two
suffetes, the same title which in the Old Testament is translated

"judges." Amongst other regulations by which the suffetes

were bound, was one by which they were not permitted to tasto

wine during their term of office. The revenue was derived

from tribute paid by subjugated races ; from taxes upon distant

dependencies, payable in produce or in gold ; from rigorous

import duties, and from the Spanish mines. So great was tho

revenue from this last source, that the whole cost of the second

Punic war was defrayed by it. In the army were to be found

Gauls, Iberians, Ligurians, and Negroes ;
the officers were

native Carthaginians. The most formidable parts of this

heterogeneous army were the Numidian horsemen, and tho

Balearic slingers. The citadel, Byrza, contained barracks for

20,000 troops, with stables for 4,000 horses and 300 elephants.
The inner harbour contained the residence of the admiral,

magazines and quays for the shipment of cargo, and docks for

the building and repairing of 200 merchant vessels and galleys
of war. The fleet was very numerous, numbering, in the great

engagement with Regulus (B.C. 256), 350 galleys.
A gloomy and cruel religion was professed. The tutelary

deity, Melkarth, has been variously identified with Baal, Bel,

Jupiter, and the Sun. The Phoenician Astarte, Ashtaroth, or the

Moon, was also worshipped. They sacrificed infants, even of

noble families, together with captives taken in war, to Moloch
or Saturn, supposed by some to be Melkarth. The cries of the

victims were drowned by the sound of fifes and drums. Their

religion reflected its character upon their criminal code, which

was as severe as that of Draco, crucifixion, for example, being
a common punishment.
We owe to their commercial acuteness the use of bills of

exchange and letters of credit, which have done so much to ex-

tend the domain of commerce. They also introduced the prac-
tice of bottomry, or lending money on mortgage of ships. The
earliest of such documents of which mention is made, were pieces
of leather impressed with the government mark, and passing
current like our bank-notes. Yet they appear not to have had

any money proper, although they must have been acquainted
with the coinage of Greece.

The best we know of Carthage is the excellence of her civil

constitution, which, according to Aristotle, preserved her for

several centuries from anarchy and despotism ; her care for

the national credit, which led to the payment of evosy obliga-

tion incurred during the struggle with the Romans j and hei

filial loyalty to Tyre, when besieged by Nebuchadnezzar and

by Alexander the Great, on which occasions sh& opened her

gates as an asylum for the Tyrian women, children, and aged

people. Literature, that would have at least saved the Cartha-

ginians from oblivion, was probably of less account amongs'j

them than the acquisition and the retention of riches. Cato'n

stern words, Delenda est Carthago, appli-ed to its records, seem

to have been as full of meaning a&w.hea applied to the city

itself.
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MINERALOGY. II.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY (continued).

CI.KAVAOK ia that property which some crystals eminently pos-
sess of splitting in certain directions. If a piece of calc-spar

irk with a hammer, the small fragments will all bear in-

ns of having a tendency to become geometrical solids ;

:i:nl )>y holding a knife-edge along the line of easy fracture,
ami \hon hitting the knife, a perfect six-sided figure may bo

obtained. Galena, the ore of lead, will offer another mineral for

practice. In this case the crystal
is a cube. The crystal does not

always exhibit its pianos of cleav-

age parallel to its faces, and the
solid obtained by cleavage is called

the /uncl<imen/a{ form, and may
appear very different to the one
from which it came, yet it has a
close connection with it, as will

be shown. The plane surfaces

which bound the crystal are its

faces; the line where
two faces intersect is

an edge; and the

angle thus formed is

a plane angle; the

angle of a corner

that is, an angle
formed by three faces

meeting in a point
is a solid angle. In

producing secondary
forms from the pri-

mary or fundamental
form the edges are

replaced that is, a

plane cuts away the

edge and occupies its

place. Fig. 3 shows
a cube whose edges
have been replaced

by the planes rh. The
angles are truncated

when they are cut off

by planes. Fig. 4
shows a cube which
has been so treated.

By these two pro-
cesses an innumerable

variety of forms may
be produced, all, how-

ever, directly refer-

able to the primary
form. There are thir-

teen primary forms,
which are either prisms, octahe-

drons, or dodecahedrons. A prism
is a column having from three to

any number of sides ; its two ends
are its bases. An octahedron is

an eight-sided figure ;
a dodecahe-

dron has twelve sides. Frequent
examples of these will be given.
The law of symmetry is one of

the principles of creation. It is

observable in every organic con-

struction that about a certain plane or planes the body is

similarly built up. For instance, a plane which passes through
the centre of the human frame would divide the body into two
similar halves. So with crystals, they are all arranged sym-
metrically about certain imaginary lines. The position of these
lines was first indicated by Weiss ; and, by the arrangement of
these ares of symmetry, crystals are divided into six classes or

systems :

1. The Monometric, Regular Tessular or Cubic System.
2. The Dirnetrio, Right-square Prismatic or Pyramidal System.
3. The Trimetric, or Prismatic System.
4. The Monoclinic, or the Oblique System.
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5. The Diclinio, or the Doubly Obti<|u Hyttom.
6. The HexAgon*! or Rhombohodral Syitem.

Yet with cryntulH, as in the beat-regulated families there arc
accidents ; and we sometime* find departure* from the ordinary
course. A pieudomorphotu crystal one baring a fata form-
that in, a form not belonging to the snbfltanoa of whi<

composed, may be produced by the cryitalliiing material occu-

pying a cavity, perhaps formed by some other crystal which had
been dissolved away.
Twin crystals and compound crystals exist, as the snow-

crystals figured in the last lesson

give proof. MacUt seem to be
formed as if the crystals were cut
in two, one-half then turned upside
down and stuck on again. Fig. 5
shows this peculiarity, be being the
continuation of a b. These excep-
tions are uncommon.

1. The Monometric, Regular
Tessular or Cubic System has three
axes of symmetry all equal, and all

at right angles to
each other (Fig. 6).

About these lines the

crystal is symmetri-
cally arranged, so that

when heated it ex-

panda equally in all

directions, and trans-

mits light without

breaking the rays.
The primary figures
of the system may
be found by causing
planes to pass per-

pendicularly through
the extremities of the

axis. This will pro-
duce the cube (Fig.

7).

The other promi-
nent figure, the octa-

hedron, is formed by
causing eight planes
to pass through the

three extremities of

the axes. A glance
at Fig. 8 will explain
this. By combining
these two figures in

various proportions,
a series of crystals

may be produced. The
gradations through
which these pass are

represented in Figs. 7, 4, 10, 8.

In Fig. 8, if the axis of the octa-

hedron be produced and made t

coincide with the axes of Fig. 7,

then imagine the octahedron to

contract and to be able to cut away
those parts of the cube which it

touched first, the angles which
would have obtruded themselves

through the faces of the octa-

hedron are truncated (Fig. 4).

This process proceeds until in Fig. 9 the triangular faces meet,

forming the cubo-octahedron. Still further, and in Fig. 10,

these faces have become hexagons; and finally, in Fig. 8,

the whole cube is obliterated, and the octahedron complete. A
similar series of changes causes the cube to pass into the r/ioirt-

bic dodecahedron, a figure whoso faces are twelve rhombs. This

is effected not by the truncation of the angles, but by the re-

placement of the edges. The process is commenced in Fig. 3,

carried on in Fig. 1 1, and completed in Fig. 12. This crystal is of

frequent occurrence in Nature, and is the more remarkable from

being the form selected by the working bee for its cell. There
is another class of modification founded on the cube, octahedt'on.
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and tetrahedron (a four-sided figure of which we shall presently

speak), which are arrived at by placing pyramids of a varying
number of sides upon the faces of the primary forms. These

are the six-faced octahedron or eight-faced cube, and the six-faced

tetrahedron. In Fig. 13 the general contour of the cube will be

recognised, having on each face a pyramid with eight sides ; or,

looking at it as an octahedron, the pyramids on the faces have
six sides. The six-faced tetrahedron is similarly constructed

by placing six-sided pyramids on the faces of the tetrahedron.

Homohedral or Holohedral forms are perfectly symmetrical
Solids. Hemihedral forms are derived from the homohedral by
producing the alternate faces. Take, for example, the octahe-

dron (Fig. 8) ; aa', bb' are alternate faces
;
if these all be produced

every way until they cut each other, a tetrahedron (Fig. 14) would
be the result ; the sides are correspondingly lettered. This same

figure may be made from a cube of chalk or potato by slicing

away the alternate corners until two of the diagonals become

edges. The minerals which crystallise in the first system, and
most commonly met with, are :

Tetrahedron .... Grey Copper Ore.

( Fluor Spar.
J Galena.

)
Rock Salt.

Vlron Pyrites.

fAlum.

{Spinelle.
Cubo-octaliedron . . . Galena.

Khornbic Dodecahedron . Garnet.

Six-faced Tetrahedron . . Diamond.
Six-faced Octahedron . . Garnet.

Cube

Octahedron

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LIT.

THE CONJUNCTION - THE INTEEJECTION.

CONJUNCTIONS (from cum, with, and jungo, I join) are words
whose office is to connect words together. They are closely
allied to adverbs. It is sometimes not easy to determine
whether a word is a conjunction or an adverb. Therefore and

wherefore, for instance, have been called conjunctions ; they have
also been placed among the adverbs. If, however, we adhere to

our definitions, we should declare therefore and wherefore as con-

junctions, since they connect words rather than qualify a verb.

Conjunctions also connect sentences. Those sentences may
be complete or incomplete.

While conjunctions connect words they may disconnect ideas ;

for example :

The man or the woman was drowned.

The or connects together man and woman, but so as to leave

it doubtful of which of the two the assertion in the verb is to be
made. This view removes the apparent absurdity of what are

called disjunctive conjunctions, that is, in plain Saxon, not-

joining joiners. But a word may join in one way and disjoin in

another.

Conjunctions may be divided into the copulative, the disjunc-
tive, and the corresponsive.
The copulative are those which simply join words, as and.
The disjunctive are those which while joining words disjoin

affirmations
;
as or; for example :

The man or the woman died.

The corrcsponsive are such conjunctions as introduce corre-

sponding sentences or members of a sentence, forming in each
case a pair of corresponding or contrasted objects ; .as if

then; whether, or.

1. Copulative Conjunctions. And, as, both, because, even, for, if, that,

then, since, seeing, so, whereas, that.

2. Disjunctive Conjunctions. Or, nor, either, neither, than, though,
although, yet, but, except, whether, less, unless.

3. Corresponsive Conjunctions. Both and ; as as; as so; if then;
either or; neither nor; whether or; though yet.

This division proceeds on the ground of the functions which

conjunctions discharge. If we contemplate conjunctions in

regard to their import also, we may divide them into these
classes :

\. Copulative. And, also, both.
2. Disjunctive. Either, or, neither,

nor.

S. Concessive. Though, although,
albeit.

4. Adversative. But, yet, notwith-

standing, nevertheless.

5. Causal. For, that, because.

6. Inferential. Therefore, where-

fore, seeing, since, forasmuch.

7. Final. That, in order that, to

the end that.

8. Conditional. But, if.

9. Exceptive. Unless, save, except.
10. Diminutive. At least.

11. Laughter or Delight. Hz, ha !

12. Salutation. Welcome ! hail
'

all hail !

13. Calling Attention. Ho ! lo ! ho
there ! behold !

14. .Requiring Silence. Hush ! hist !

whist ! 's*> ! mum !

15. Surprise or Horror. Oh ! ha !

hah ! what !

16. Weariness or languor. Heigh
ho ! oh dear ! oh dear me !

17. Stopping. Hold ! soft ! avast !

woh !

18. Parting. Farewell ! adieu !

19. Delecting. Oho!ah-ah! ay-ay!
20. Interrogating. Eh ? what ?

11. Dubitative. Whether or not.

12. Expletive. Now, truly, indeed.

13. Ordinaiive. Thereafter, finally,

moreover, however.

14. Declarative. Namely, to wit.

The concessive are such as denote a concession or yielding.

The adversative are such as denote opposition or contrast. The
causal are such as denote a cause, occasion, reason, or ground.
The inferential are such as denote an inference or deduction.

The final are such as denote an end, aim, or object. The con-

ditional are such as denote a condition or requirement. The

expletive are such as denote words which fill up a sentence not

being absolutely necessary to the sense. The ordinative are

such as denote the order, rank, or succession of things or acts.

The declarative are such as supply explanations.

Interjections (from inter, between, and jacio, I throiv) are words

which give expression to some sudden feeling or strong emotion

on the part of the speaker, as ! oh ' alas ! pshaw '. Interjec-

tions are in part inarticulate, being simply a breathing, as the

low, deep-sounding, long-drawn Oh ! of great pain.
Some degree of order may be given to the interjections common

in our language.
There are interjections of :

1. Joy. Hey ! ho
2. .Approbation. Good! bravo!

well-done !

3. Sonw. Oh! ah! alas! well-

a-day ! alack !

4. Wonder. Oh ! ha! indeed!

strange ! when !

5. Pain or Fear. Oh ! ah ! oh dear !

6. Contempt. Pooh! pish! tush!

pshaw ! tut ! humph !

7. -Aversion. Faugh ! off ! be-

gone !

8. Disapprobation. Fie ! no !

9. Invocation. Eo ! what ho !

hollo ! hallo ! hoy ! ahoy !

10. Exultation. Ah ! aha ! huzza !

hurrah !

SYNTAX: SIMPLE SENTENCES.
AGREEMENT.

The preceding lessons have had for their object to make the
student thoroughly familiar with the elements which enter into

the composition of the English language. Our business now is

to take them and put them together. And in doing so we must
be guided by fact and by law

;
we must take lessons of wise

master-builders ; we must make their master-pieces our models.

The constructive process which I here contemplate bears in

grammar the name of SYNTAX. The word is composed of two
Greek roots, namely, auv (sune), with, and rao-cro (tas'-so), I

arrange, and so denotes a systematic arrangement of words.

Consequently syntax is to the grammarian what the science of

architecture is to the builder
; it teaches the art of construction.

Take this sentence and study it :

Tlw sick man drinks pure U'afer copiously.

What I now wish you to ascertain is, whether the proposition
is in its simplest form. In order to ascertain this, you must
distinguish between what is essential and what is not essential

in the sentence. Take then word after word, and put the ques-

tion, Is this essential ? If not, strike it out, and strike out

every word until you have reduced the proposition to its simplest

form, that is, the form a deviation from which would involve no
sense.

The. Is this essential ? Yes, because some particular man is

intended.

Sick. Is this essential ? No. Erase the word ; you modify,
but do not destroy the statement.

Man. Is this essential ? Yes, because man is the very sub-

ject of the proposition,
Drinks. Is this essential ? Yes, because drinks declares

what the man does : he drinks, and does not spin.
Pure. Is this essential ? No, for though pure tells what sort

of water the man drinks, yet the proposition is not desti-oyed

by its omission.

Water. Is this essential ? Yes, because water tells us what
the man drinks ; he drinks water, not wine.

Copiously. Is this essential ? No ; copiously does indeed refer
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to the amount of water whioh the man drinlu, but its omiuion
.

' i moans destroys the sentence.

Tims, thi-ii, we hare the proposition reduced to this form :

-088 of a similar kind, the proposition may bo

still i.

Let r >d that you wish to have and contemplate the

idea of wat-.-r bring drunk, in it* moat elementary form, tlu-n

not need the article the ; accordingly the proposition now
assumes this form, Man .'/-.,, /,,v fater.

A third process of simplification brings the sentence to these

two words, Mun drinks, whioh set forth the simplest statement

you can make on the subject. Remove the word man, you have

no sense ; remove the word drinks, you have no statement.

[iiuntly the original proposition, when reduced to man
drinks, is in its simplest form.

Such, then, is tho form to which all propositions or sentences

may be reduced. What does the form involve ? Here are two
Those two words you recognise as a noun and a verb,

the one denoting a being and the other an act. Being and

doing are the great facts witli which all science is concerned,
and the relation of being to doing, so far as the utterance of

that relation is concerned, is the affair of the grammarian. The
simplest proposition consists of a noun and a verb so related

that what the verb declares is declared of the noun which is

the subject of the proposition.

Agreement. This, the simplest form of a proposition, may
undergo modifications. You may change tho subject : for in

stance, you may make the singular man into the plural men ; but
if you moke this change, you must also change the verb, substi-

tuting drink for drinks. Here you see an instance of gramma-
tical agreement. Man drinks, men drink ; these pairs of words

severally agree, but in man drink and men drinks tho pairs do
not agree. Hence yon learn that a singular noun requires a
singular verb, and a plural noun requires a plural verb.

Agreement, then, is the grammatical correspondence of two or
more words one with another ; this kind of agreement, however,
is in English of less prevalence than another, which may bo
called logical. Grammatical agreement is an agreement in

form ; thus, in the above example, the question is whether or

aot, and in which case the s should bo added to the verb drink.

But when I say Hie sick man drinks, and declare that there is

an agreement between side and man, do I mean an agreement
of form f No, for sick remains unchanged whatever noun you
append to it; thus we say sick man, sick men. sick women, sick

toy, sick girls. The agreement, then, is not in form. Yet the
two words "sick man" do agree; in what? In sonso ; there
is a logical agreement.

Observe, also, that the grammatical includes the logical, but
tho logical does not include tho grammatical. The last state-
ment has just been illustrated. The former may be shown to
be true, thus : when I say the man drinte, I make a statement
in whioh tho word man agrees in thought with the word drinks;
that is, the two go together ; the two are combined so as to
make a proposition ; the two agree in sense.

Instances of Agreement. These are afforded in the following
table .

THE SICK ) ,.

(gram, agr.) t MAX \
*dJ' and nouu (lo'J- a r->

noun and verb 1 DRINKS \

COPIOUSLY. \
verb and adv. (log. agr.)

Sentences may be either affirmative, negative, interrogative,
or interrogative negative : for example :

Affirmative. I love my father. Interrog. Do I love my father'
Negative. I do not love uiy father Int. Keg. Do Inot lovemj father?

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXVII.
ARITHMETICAL PROPORTION AND PROGRESSION.

IT four quantities are in arithmetical proportion, the sum of the
extremes is equal to the sum of the means.

Thus, if a b . . h m, then a + m = b + h.

For by supposition, a - b = h - m.
And transposing - 6 and - m, a + m = b + h.

So, in the proportion, 12 -10: :11 -S1

, we have 12+9 = 10+11.

Again, if three quantities aw In arithmetical proportion, IKf
$um of the exlremei it equal to double the mean.

It a -I : :b-c, then, a - b r= I - e.

And transposing 6 and c, a + e = 2fc.

Quantities which im-fease by a common difference, as 2, 4, 6,

8, 10, etc., or decrease by a common difference, as 15, 12, 9, 6, 3,

etc., are in continued arithmetical proportion.
Such a series in also called an arithmetical progression ; and

sometimes progression by difference, or equidi/erent series.

When the quantities increase, they form what is called mo
ascending series, as 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, etc.

When they decrease, they form a descending series, M 11, 9, 7,

5, 3, etc.

The natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., are in arithmetic*:

progression ascending.
From the definition it is evident that, in an ascending series,

each succeeding term is found by adding the common difference
to the preceding term.

If the first term is 3, and the common difference 2,
The series is 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, etc.

If the first term is a, and the common difference d,
Then a + d is the second term, a + d+ d = a+2d the third,
a + 2d + d = a + 3d the fourth, a + 3d + d = a+4dtke
fifth, etc.

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th.

And the series is a, a + d, o + 2d, a + 3d, a + 4d, etc.

If the first term and the common difference are the same, the
series becomes more simple. Thus, if a is the first term, and
also the common difference, and n the number of terms,

Then a + a = 2a is the second term,
2a + a = 3a the third, etc.

And the series is, a, 2a, 3a, 4a na.

In a descending series, each succeeding term is found by sub-

trading the common difference from the preceding term.
If a is the first term, and d the common difference, the

series is 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th.

a, a -
d, a - 2d, a -

3d, a -
4d, etc.

In this manner we may obtain any term, by continued addition
or subtraction. But in a long series this process would become
tedious. There is a method much more expeditions. By attend-

ing to the series,

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th.

a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, a + 4d, etc.,

it will be seen that the number of times d is added to a is one
less than tho number of the term. Thus,

The second term is a + d, i.e., a added to once d ;

The third is a + 2d, ,, a ,, to twice d ;

The/ouv<7i is a + 3d, a to thrice d, etc.

So if the series be continued,

The 50th term will be a + 49d.

The 100th term a + 99d.

If the series bo descending, the 100th torm will be a 99d.

In the last term, the number of times d is added to a is on
less than the number of all the terms.

If, then, d the common difference, a = tho first term, =
the last, n = the number of terms, we shall have in all cases,

z=a+_(n-l)Xd; that is,

1. To find the last term of an ascending series.

Add to ihefrst term the product of the common difference into

the number of tei-ms minus one, and the sum will be the last

tei'm.

2. To find tho last term of a descending series.

F.'om the first term subtract the product of the common differ-

ence into tho number of terms minus one, and the remainder witt

be tlie last term.

N.B. Any other term may be found in the same way. For
the series may be made to stop at any term, and that may be

considered, for the time, as the last.

Tims, the mth term = a 4- (m - 1) X d.

EXAMPLES.
(1.) If the first term of an ascending series is 7, the common

difference 3, and tho number of terms 9, what is tho last term ?

Ans. t = a + (n - 1) u = 7 + (9
- 1) X 3 = 31.

(2.) If the first term of a descending series is 60, the common
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difference 5, and the number of terms 12, what is the last term ?

Ans. 3 = a-(7i-l)d=60-(12-l) X 5 = 5.

(3.) If the first term of an ascending series be 9, and the

common difference 4, what will the 5th term be ? Ans. z = a

+ (m-l) Xd = 9 + (5-l)x4= 25.

There is one other inquiry to be made concerning a series in

arithmetical progression. It is often necessary to find the sum
of all the terms. This is called the summation of the series.

The most obvious mode of obtaining the amount of the terms is

to add them together. But the nature of progression will

furnish us with a more expeditious method.

Let us take, for instance, the series 3, 5, 7, 9, 11.

and also the same inverted, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3.

The sums of the terms will be, 14, 14, 14, 14, 14.

Take also the series a a + cl, a + 2d, a + 3d, a -f- 4cl,

and the same inverted, a + 4d, a + 3d, a + 2d, a + d, a

The sums will be, 2a+4<Z, 2a+4d, 2a+4cZ, 2a+4cZ, 2a+4cZ.

Hence it will be perceived that the sum of all the terms in

the double series is equal to the sum of the extremes repeated
as many times as there are terms. Thus,

The sum of 14, 14, 14, 14, and 14 = 14 X 5.

And the sum of the terms in the other double series is

(2a + 4cl) X 5.

But this is twice the sum of the terms in the single series.

If, then, we put
a = the first term, n = the number of terms,
z = the last, s = the sum of the terms,

we shall have this equation, s = a "*" z
X n. Hence

2

3. To find the sum of all the terms in an arithmetical pro-
gression.

Multiply half the sum of the extremes into the number of
terms, and the product will be the sum of tlie given series.

EXAMPLE. What is the sum of the natural series of numbers
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., up to 1000 ?

1 + 100
Ans. s =

2
x 1000 = 500500.

The two formulae, z = a + (n
-

l)cl, and s = 5 X n, con-

tain five different quantities; viz., a, the first term; d, the
common difference ; n, the number of terms ; z, the last term ;

and s, the sum of all the terms.

From these two formulae others may be deduced, by which, if

any three of the five quantities are given, the remaining two
may easily be found. The most useful of these formulae are the

following :

By the first formula,

1. The last term, z = a + (n- 1) d ;
in which a, n, and cl are

given.

Transposing (n - l)cl,

2. The first term, a = z -f ( l)d ; z, n, and d being given.

Transposing a in the first, and dividing by n 1,

3. The common difference, d = 2 "

Transposing and dividing,

n 1
; a, z, and n being given.

4. TJie number of terms, n = -- + 1
; a, z, and d being given.a

By the second formula,

5. The sum of the terms, s = <~^X n a, z, and n being given.
||

Or, by substituting for z its value,
2a + (n 1)<Z . , . ,

s = X n
; m which a, n, and d are given.

SB

Reducing the preceding equation,

6. Thefirst term, a = 2 -<***+ 'to.
g> d> and n being giyen<

aft

7. The common difference, d = -^
; s, a, and n being

given.
n - n

8. The number of terms, n = J(2a-d)*+8d,-2a + d
.

a> d>
and s being given.

%d

A variety of other formulas may be deduced from the equa-
tions already given, the investigation of which will afford the
student a pleasing and profitable exercise.

By the third formula, for example, may be found any number
of arithmetical means between two given numbers. For the
whole number of terms consists of the two extremes and all the
intermediate terms. If, then, m = number of means, m + 2
= n, the whole number of terms. Substituting m + 2 for n in
the third equation, we have

The common difference, cl = zJH-a
, in which a, z, and m are

given.

EXAMPLE. Find 6 arithmetical means between 1 and 43.

Here n = 8; a = 1 ;
z = 43 ; d=

Z a = 43 ~ l -
6, com-n1 8 1

mon difference; /. the series is 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, and 43.

It is obvious, from the mode in which we obtained an ex-

pression for the sum of an arithmetical series, that the sum of
the extremes is equal to the sum of any other two terms equally
distant from the extremes. Thus, in the series 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, the
sum of the first and last terms, of the first but one and last but

one, etc., is the same in each case, viz., 14. The same is true
of every series.

EXEECISE 68.

1. If the first term of an increasing arithmetical series is 3, the
common difference 2, and the number of terms 20, what is the sum of
the series ?

2. If 100 stones are placed in a straight line, at the distance of a

yard from each other, how far must a person travel to bring them one

by one to a box placed at the distance of a yard from the first stone ?

3. What is the sum of 150 terms of the series

-. -, 1. -,
5

, 2, I, etc.?
3 3 33 3

4. If the sum of an arithmetical series is 1455, the least term 5, and
the number of terms 30, what is the common difference ?

5. If the sum of an arithmetical series is 567, the first term 7, and
the common difference 2, what is the number of terms ?

6. What is the sum of 32 terms of the series

1, 1$, 2, 2, 3, etc. ?

7. A gentleman bought 47 books, and gaye 10 shillings for the first,

30 shillings for the second, 50 shillings for the third, etc. What did

he give for the whole ?

8. A person put into a charity-bor a shilling the first day of tha

year, two shillings the second day, three shillings the third day, etc.,

to the end of the year. What was the whole sum for 365 days ?

9. How many strokes does a common clock strike in 24 hours ?

10. The clocks of Venice go on to 24 o'clock ;
how many strokes do

they strike in a day ?

11. Required the sum of the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc., continued

to 100 terms ;
and also to n terms.

12. Required the 365th term of the series of even numbers 2, 4, 6, S,

10, 12, etc. ; and also the nth term.

13. The first term of a series is 4, the common difference 3, and tho

number of terms 100. What is the last term, and als the nth term ?

14. A man puts 1 out to interest at 6 per ceat. ; what will be the

amount in 40 years at simple interest ?

15. The extremes of an arithmetical series are 2 and 29, and the

number of terms is 10. What is the common difference ?

16. The extremes of an arithmetical series are 3 and S9, and the

common difference 2. What is the number of terms ?

17. Find 5 means between 6 and 48.

18. Find 6 means between 8 and 36.

Problems of various kinds, in arithmetical progression, may
be solved by stating the conditions algebraically, and then

reducing the equations. Thus :

EXAMPLE. Find four numbers in arithmetical progression,

whose sum shall be 56, and the sum of their squares 864.

Let x = the second of the four numbers,
And y = their common difference.

The series will be x -
y, x, x -f y and x -f 2y.

By the conditions, (x y) + x + (x + y) + (x + 2>j]
-s 56.

And (x
-

y)*+ x2 + (x + y)
2 + (x + 2y)

2= 864.

That is, 4s + 2y = 56.

And 4z2 + 4xy + 6y
2 = 864.

Reducing these equations, we have x = 12, and y = .

The numbers required, therefore, are 8, 12, 16 and 20.

EXAMPLE. A certain number consists of three digits, which

are in arithmetical progression, and the number divided by the
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sum of its digits is equal to 26 j but if 198 be added to it, the

digits w tod. What is the number ?

Let th- .U/iN be equal to x- y, x, and x + y, respectively.

Th.-n th- number = 100 (x
-

y) + 10* + (* +y) = 111* - 99y,

oto. This example will give '-he result = 234.

EXERCISE 69.

1. The sum of three numbers in arithmetical progression is 9, and

the sum of their cubes is 153. What are the numbers ?

10 sum of three numbers in arithmetical progression is 15, and

the sum f the squares of the two extremes is 58. What are the

numbers ?

'if sum of the squares of the extremes of four numbers in

arithmetical progression is 200, and the sum of the squares of the

means is 130. What are the numbers ?

4. There are four numbers in arithmetical progression ; the sum of

the squares of the first two is 34, and the sum of the squares of the

last two 130. What are the numbers ?

5. There are four numbers in arithmetical progression whose sum is

28, and their continued product is 585. What are the numbers ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXVI.

EXERCISE 67.

1. The ratio of 44 : 35
|

4. 126.

is the greater ; for 5. 42a* + 6a : 105by
i

=
11'},

and 11 : 9 - 70b.

6. x 1-
y': bh.

7. 10*1 + 3U + 28 : 2r*
2. 2a -r 7 : J-i.

3. 5.
+ 9* - 18 is a

ratio of greater

inequality.
8. Ratio of equality,

or 1.

9. 3024: 3240 or 14:15.

10. 21*': 21y* or **: j/'

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXIV.
128. VBEBS REQUIRING THE PREPOSITION de BBFORB

AN INFINITIVE (continue i).

Futrm (se), to ./latter one's self.

I'retnir, to shudder.

Gurder (se), to take tare.

Gemir, to lament.

Glorifier (se), to pride one's self.

Hasardsr (se), ( venture.

Hater (ee), to hasten.

Impnter, te impute.

Indigner ('), to be indignant.
Ingerer ('), to take into one's head.

luspirer, ( inspire.

Jurer, to swear.

Manquer, to /til.

Mfditer, to think, to intend
Meier (se), to meddle.

Menaeer, to threaten.

Veriter, to deserrd.

Moqtier (se), to laugh at.

Mourir (figu.), to long.

'NfSgliger, to neglect.

Uier, to deny.

Pardonner, to excuse.

Parler, to speak.
Passer (se), to do irithout.

Permettre, to permit.

Persuader, to pcrsua lr.

Piquer (se), to take pride in.

Plnindre, to pity.

Plain. Ire (se), to complain.
Prendre garde, to tofc; care, heed,

Prendre soin, to take care.

Prescrire, to prescribe.

Presser, to urge.

n rant mieux hasarder de
aauvcr tin coupable qe de COn-
damnor uu innocent. VOLTAIRE.
Le monde se vante de faire des

heuroux. MASSILLON.

Presser (se), to hasten.

Pre'sumer, to presume.

Prier, to desire.

Promettre, to promise.'

Proposer, to propose.

Proposer (se), to intend.

Protester, to protest.

Puuir, to punish.
Rebuter (se), to be weary.

Recommander, to recommend.

Refuser, to refuse.

Regretter, to regret.

R^jouir (se), to rejoice.

Remercier, to thank.

Repentir (se), to repent.

Reprendre, to censure.

Reprocher (se), to reproach one's

K.-.soudre, to revolt'-. [wl/.
RessouTenir (se), to remember.

Rire, to I*ujh.

Rougir, to blush.

Scandaliser (se), to take offence.

Seoir (imp.), to become, siut.

Sommer, to summon.

Soupyonner, to suspect.
Souvenir (se), to remember.
Sufflre (imp.), to suffice.

Sugg^rer, to suggest.

Supplier, to beseech.

Tdtnoigner, t shoic.

Tenter, to attempt.

Trembler, to tremble.

Vanter (se), to boost.

It i* better to run the risk of

sparing a guilty person, than to con-
demn an innocent one.

The world boasts thai it can render
men happy.

129- RULE ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF VERBS REQUIRING
DIFFERENT PREPOSITIONS.

(1.) Two or more verbs may govern the same object, pro-
vMed they are all transitive, or require all the same preposi-
tion .-

Nous almoas. nous instrui
sons, et nous iouons nos en-
tants.

We love, we instruct, and we prai
our children.

Je pen** et j'tfcrte souvent ft I I often think of, *nd writ* to my
mes amis.

| frundt.

Those sentences are correct, because aimer, insfcrulre, and
louer, being all transitive verbs, admit of a direct object ; and

penser and ecrire require both the same preposition, viz., 4.

(2.) But when the verbs require different kinds of objects, or
different prepositions, they cannot govern one and the sane
noun ; and therefore another form must be given to the sentence.

We could not say in French, Un grand nombre de vaisseauz
entrent et sortent de ce port tous les xnois, A great number of
vessel* enter and <jo out of thi$ port every month, or J'aime et

j'6cris a mes enfants, I lave and write to my children, because

entrer requires the preposition dans ; sortir, the preposition
de ; aimer, no preposition ; and ecrire, the preposition i. We
should say :

Un grand nombre de vaisseaux

entrent dans ce port et en sortent

tous les raois.

J'aime mes enfants, ct jo leur
e'cris.

A large number of vessels eUr
this port and leave it every month.

I \>ne my children and writ* to

them.

See 89, (1.), (2.), also note, and 136.

130. THE PARTICIPLE PAST.

(1.) We have seen [ 67, (3.)] that the participle past, not

accompanied by an auxiliary, assumes the gender and number
of the noun which it qualifies :

Les inanities sourdes et Quiet and e*nee+ltd enmity it

cachees sout plus a craiudre que more to be /eared than open and
les haines OUVertes et declarers, declared hatred.

NolL.

(2.) The participle past, accompanied by the auxiliary etre,

agrees in gender and number with the subject of the verb,
whether the subject be placed before or after it, and whether
the verb is passive or intransitive. (See 131, (1.)] :

Le fer est emoussg ;
les buchers * The ie#rd ie Htsosed ; the jnUs art

sont e~teints. VOLTAIRH.
j

etrimgvished.

La rertu obscure eat souvent
j

meprisee. MASSILLON.
Ma mere est sortie

Mes tantes sont arriV^OS.
Leurs fils sont devenus grand's.

Hnrofcle rirtne ie tftev. despised.

Ify m*ther ie JIM tut.

My tn( h*w rrived.

Their sns hove beeome tmU.

Hit jrnd/e>thr eUed yesterday.
When he perceived the n in

Son grand-pore est mort bier, i

Quant il vit 1'urue oil ataient
|

renfermees lea cendres d'Hippias,
'

which were enclosed the ashtt of
il versa un torrent de larmes.

', Hippie*, he shed a torrent of tears.

FBNELON. i

(3.) The participle paat, having avoir as its auxiliary, never

agrees with the subject :

Vous rioz P Ecrirez qu'elle ft

ri. RACINX.
Mes amis ont parle ;

leurs

cceurs sont attendris. VOLTAIRB.
Mes cousiues ont lu.

BESCHEBELLK.

(4.) The participle past, having avoir for an auxiliary,

agrees with its direct object, when the latter precedes the

auxiliary :

You laugh r Put dtnen that sht

laughed.

My friends tare sfokm ; their

hearts are moved.

Ify cousins have read.

La lettre quo vous avez 6crite.

Pedro, qu'as-tu fait de nos
monturcs ? Seigneur, je les ai

attaches a la grille. LB SACK.
Les meilleures harangues sout

celles que le coeur a dictees.

MARUONTXL.
Je les ai cherches dans tons

les coins, et je no les ai pas
trouv6s. MME. DK GKXLIS.

The letter which von have written.

Pedro, what haet thoii elone with

our horse* 7 Vy tord, I hare

fastened them to the grf.lt.

The beet addressee are tteei which
the heart has dictated,

7 have sought themM every e*nur,
but have not found them.

(5.) But, if the direct object is placed after the participle,
this participle remains invariable :

J'ai recu votre lettre.

C'est la Yt?rito elle-mdme qni Iui

a dicte" cos belles paroles.
Bossurr.

Les dieux ont attach6 preeque
autant de malheurs a la liberto,

qu'a la servitude.

I hare received your letter.

It is truth itself which has dic-

tated to him thoee JM words.

The gods have att s

many misfortunes to liberty as to

servitude.
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131. REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING RULES.

(1.) Although the compound tenses of the reflective and
reciprocal verbs [ 44, (6.), 47, (2.), 57] take etre as an
auxiliary, the past participle of those verbs comes under the
same rules as those conjugated with avoir, and agrees in

gender and number with their direct object when it precedes
the auxiliary, remaining invariable when it follows the past
participle :

Votre sceur s'est acliete de
belles robes.

Cette feinme s'est rendue mol-
heureuse.
Us se sent injuries.

Tour sister has bought (lierself)

handsome dresses, i.e., for lierself.

That woman has rendered herself

unhappy.

They abused each ot7ier.

Achete in the first example does not vary, because se, placed
before the auxiliary, is indirect object, while the direct object,

robes, is placed after the participle. Rendue in the second

example varies, because the word se, representing femme, is a
direct object, and precedes the auxiliary. Injuries in the third

example agrees with se, the reciprocal pronoun, because it is

direct object and precedes sont, the auxiliary.

(2.) The past participle of naturally pronominal verbs agrees
with the subject:

La maison s'est e"croula"e. The house fell down.

(3.) However, the naturally pronominal verb s'arroger is

an exception ; its reflective pronoun being indirect object, and
this verb admitting of a direct object, its past participle agrees
with the latter according to the rules given above (1.) :

Les privileges QUO la reine

s'etait arrog<S excitaient un
me'contentement ge'ne'ral.

II y avait un an que le Prince
s'etait arrog ces droits.

The privileges that the queen had

arrogated to herself caused general

dissatis/action.

It was a year since the prince had

arrogated tlutst rights to himself.

(4.) When pronominal reflective verbs, of which the second

pronoun is indirect object, are accompanied by another pronoun,
or by a noun used as direct object, the participle agrees with
this pronoun or noun when it precedes the auxiliary, and remains
invariable when the direct object follows it. See Rules (4.), (5.)
of the preceding paragraph :

Fariobla.

L'indiscretion que nous nous
somrnes reprochee.

The indiscretion with which we
have reproac7icd ourselties.

Invariable.

Nous nous sommes reproche
1'lndiscretion.

We have reproached ourselves with
the indiscretion.

(5.) The verb avoir, followed by a past participle placed
before an infinitive, may be preceded by the object of the past
participle or by that of the infinitive : in the former case, the

past participle agrees with the object ; in the latter, it does
not :

Voici la dame que vous avez
entendue chanter.

Voici la chanson que vous avez
enteudu chanter.

Here is t7te lady u-hom you heard

sing.

Here is the song which you heard

sung.

In the first sentence, que, standing for dame, is object of

entendue, which it governs. In the second, que, standing for

chanson, is object of chanter, and does not govern entendu,
which has an object understood, viz. : quelqu'un : Voici la

chanson que vous avez entendu (quelqu'un) chanter, i.e., Here
is the song which you heard (somebody) sing, or which you heard

sung (by somebody).
To ascertain to which verb the object belongs there is only

to change the order of the sentence :

Vous avez entendu une dame
chanter, la voici.

Vous avez entendu Chanter une

chanson, la voici.

Tou have heard a lady sing, here

she is.

You have heard (somebody) sing a

song, here it is.

or else the French sentence should be translated into English,
and if then the French infinitive may be expressed in English
by a past participle, the French past participle cannot agree :

Variable.

Je les ai VUS repousser les en-

nemis.
I saio them repel (repelling) the

enemies.

Invariable.

Je les ai VU repousser par les

ennemis.
I saui them repelled by the enemies.

Variable.

Je les ai VUS preudre la fuite.

I saw them taking flight.

Je les ai VUS frapper.
I saw them striking.
Les personnes que j'ai enten-

dues chanter.
The persons whom I heard singing.

Invariable.

Je les ai VU prendre sur le fait.

I saw them ta/;en in the deed.

Je les ai VU frapper.
J saw them struck.

Les chansons que j'ai entendu.
chanter.

The songs which I heard sung.

Exception to Rule 5 above : When the verb avoir, followed

by a past participle placed before an infinitive, is preceded by
a direct object referring to a thing, and a personal pronoun
referring to a person, the latter is indirect object, and the past
participle does not agree :

Sing the song t?wt we have heard

sung by her (i.e., that we have heard
her sing).

(6.) The past participle fait, when followed by an infinitive,
the past participles du, voulu, pu, when an infinitive is under-
stood after them, do not agree :

Chantez la chanson que nous
lul avons entendu chanter.

La maison qu'il a fait batir est

belle.

II a obtenn toutes les graces
qu'il a VOUlU (obtenir).

II u'a pas fait tous les efforts

qu'il a pu (faire).
Elle n'a pas rempli tous les

devoirs qu'elle aurait du (remplir).

The house he has had built is

beautiful.
He has obtained all the favours

lie wislted (to obtain).
He has not used all the endeavours

he could (-use).

She has not fulfilled all the duties

which s7ie ought (to have fulfilled.)

(7.) When, however, no infinitive is understood after du and
voulu, they agree with their object :

On lui a accord^ toutes les

faveurs qu'il a voulues.
II m'a paye

1

les sommes qu'il
m'a dues si longteinps.

They hare granted to htm all the

favours he wanted.

He lias paid to me the sums he

owed me so long.

(8.) The past participles coute, valu do not agree when
used in their literal sense, but they do agree when used figura-

tively :
,

La somme que ce cheval m'a

COUte, il ne 1'a jamais valu.

Quels avantages cctte charge
vous a-t-elle valus ?

Que de peines elle vous a

coutees !

The sum that this horse has cost

me, he was never worth it (i.e., that

horse was never worth the sum it

cost me).
What advantages has this office

procured to you ?

What troubles it cost you /

(9.) A past participle preceded and followed by que, or

between que and qui, does not agree :

La chimie que vous avez VOUlU

que j'etudie.

Avez-vous recu les estampes
que je vous ai inform^ qui vous
avaient ete' expe'die'es ?

Chemistry which you wished mo
to study.

Have you received the engravings

which, as I informed you, had been

forwarded to you 1

(10.) The participles past of neuter verbs, conjugated with

avoir, and those of impersonal verbs, are always invariable :

Que de bien n'a-t-elle pas fait,

pendant le peu de jours qu'elle a

regne ! FLECHER.
Les chaleurs excessives qu'il a

fait, out causd beaucoup de mala-

dies. CONDILLAC.

How muc7i good has she not done,

during the few days that she reigned !

The excessive heat which we liave

had, has caused nnich sicfcness.

(11.) A past participle having the pronoun en as object does

not agree :

Have you eaten some fruits ? I
have eaten some.

Everybody tendered me services,

and no person rendered me any.

Avez-vous mange
1

des fruits ?

J'en ai mange.
Tout le monde m'a offert des

services, et personne ne m'en a

rendu. MME. DE MAINTENON.

It does not agree either when, en being used with an adverb

of quantity, the latter follows the auxiliary or the past par-

ticiple :

Je n'avais plus d'liamecons, mais

j'en ai beaucoup achets.
II n'avait plus de chevaux, mais

il en a achets plusieurs.

I hod no more fish-hooks, but I

have bought many.
He had no more horses, but he has

bought several.
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(12.) Tho presence of en docs not, however, prevent the past
>na agreeing lit, When it has a direct object pro-

its auxiliary :

Catiiut, naturally proud and im-

j>trio\u, tought in the de<ith of Cottar
Cusiui, naturulloment fler et

HI. ue chorebait dan* la

!o CYar quo la vengeance
! IUM injure* qu'il en avail

replies. VEBTOT.
!* (prices au del qui nous

en a veng6a, COBNIILLI.

only revenge far iom injuriei which,

he had received from him.

Render thank* to Ileavn, which

hoi rtvtnged vtfor it.

Jiully, \Vhon, being joined to an adverb of quantity, the latter

los the auxiliary :

Plus il a eu de livres, plus il en
alUB.

Plus il a on d'amii,mains il en
a consents.

The more bookt h hat had, the

mart he hat read.

The more friendi he has had, the

fewer he hat preserved.

(13.) Le peu has in French two meanings : it signifies a small

quantity, or lack, absence.

When it signifies a small quantity, the participle agrees with
the noun which follows le pea :

The little affection which you hareLe pen d'affection quo vons
lui avez temoigne'e, lui a rendu
le courage.

jhoirn dim, has restored hit courage.

When le peu is used in the sense of lack, absence, the par-
ticiple remains unaltered :

Le peu d'affection quo vous lui

avez temolgne', 1'a docouragd.

The laclt of affection which you
have shown him, hat discouraged
him.

(14.) The past participles suppose", supposed; excepte, except;

passe, past ; compris, including ; joint, inclus, annexed,, in-
closed ; when their auxiliary is understood, agree with the noun
when it precedes them, and remain invariable when it follows
them :

Vous trouverez d-jolnt la copie
de la lettre qne M. . . m'a < /rite.

J. J. ROUSSEAU.
Le dessin de cet oiseau m'a etc

envoy(S d'Angleterre, avec la

description ci-jointe. BUFFON.
Voi-.s trouverez ci-inclus, use

copie de ma lettre. DOMEKGUES.
Je TOUB recommande les cinq

lettres ci-incluses.

BEBKAHDIN DE ST. PIEERE.

You will find annexed the copy of
the letter which Jf. . , has written

to me.

The drawing of that bird came to

me from. England with the descrip-
tion here annexed.

You will find inclosed, a copy of
my letter.

I recommend to you the five letters

inclosed.

132. THE ADVERB. EXILES. PLACE OF THE ADVERB.

(1.) In French the adverb used to modify a verb in a simple
tense is generally placed after the verb :

Quo de gens prennent hard!- How many people atsume boldly
ment le masque de la vertu ! tl\c mask of virtue I

SCVDKRI.

(2.) Adverbs of place, and those used in interrogations, have
the same place in French as in English :

Ou cst votre frere ? II est id. Where it your brother 1 He it

here.

(3.) In compound tenses the adverb is placed between the
auxiliary and the participle :

Vous avez mal fait. I You have done wrong.
II nous a bien refus. He received us well,

(4.) Adverbs of manner ending in ment, may, in compound
tenses, be placed before the participle, or after it when they
are very long, or followed by other modifying words. When,
however, they are followed by such words, it is better to intro-
duce the clause or sentence by the adverb :

Cela cst heureusement es-

Cela est esprimtS heureuse-
ment.
Heureusement il est venu <i

temps.

That is Jiappily txprttsed.

He came fortunately in time.

(5.) The adverbs aujourd'hui, 'to-day; demain, to-morrow;
bier, yesterday, may be placed before or after the verb, but
never between the auxiliary and the participle. The adverb
davantage, more, follows the participle :

Nous (omroM arrive1* AUJOUr-
d'hul.

Votre frere i'et blew*; bier.

Aujourd'hui il fait bean tempi ;

domain il pleuvra.
QlKAULT DUVTTIEB.

Your broth* hurt htmftif y**rv
toy.

To-day it ( /M veathtr s to-

morrow it u ill rain.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XXIV.
THE CRETACEOUS SYSTEM.

THE white cliffs of old England, bounding the coasts of the
south-east corner of our island, give an indication as to the
locality occupied by the cretaceous system. The chalk deposit
being the chief characteristic of the system, gives its name
(creta, chalk) to the whole, although, as may be supposed,
there are many strata which have not the well-known appear-
ance of that material.

The members of the cretaceous system are thus classified :

UPPER CRETACEOUS.
1. Maestricht beds and Faxoe limestones.
2. White chalk with flints.

3. Grey chalk.

4. Upper Greensand.
5. Gault.

LOWER CRETACEOUS OR NEOCOMIAK.
1. Lower Greensand.

Weald clay.

Hastings sand.
2. Wealden beds

THE WEALD.

Although the lowest member of the cretaceous group cannot
boast of occupying a large area, yet it balances the insignifi-
cance of its size by the interest of its associations. The name
by which those portions of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, where
its beds are deposited, are known the WoMs or Wealds has
been adopted by geologists to designate the formation. Pro-

bably its beds pass under the Channel, for we find the opposite
shore of the Straits of Dover exhibiting, in the neighbour-
hood of Boulogne, the same geological conformation. They
also appear in the southern half of the Isle of Wight. The
coast line occupied by the Weald extends from Dover to

Beachy Head. The wealden deposit owes its interest to the

fact that it is of /resft-water origin. We find no ammonites,
no echinites, no corals, not a shell which tells us of the presence
of the sea. But the Paludinae, the Melaniae, the bones of ter-

restrial animals, and the fossils of land plants, all declare that

the weald owes its existence to some great river which brought
down mud from the continent it drained, depositing a delta. A
change took place in the level of the land ; the region of the

weald, and all the south-east corner of England with a portion
of France, became covered with the waters of the cretaceous sea.

Ages then passed away, the elevation of the area returned, the

sea became dry land, the waters gathering themselves together
in other hollows. At this period the chalk beds completely
covered the wealden deposits, and we never should have sus-

pected their existence had not the chalk been removed and
these underlying beds exposed. That our knowledge of the

existence of the weald depends upon the denudation of the chalk
is clearly proved by an examination of the localities where the

weald clay meets the chalk, and there the clay is seen invariably

to pass beneath the chalk, and the chalk does not " thin out,"
but terminates abruptly, forming what evidently was once a

steep escarpment, but which, in the lapse of ages, has had its

angles worn round, and now appears as a steep hill.

The denudation of the Weald has been explained in various

ways. Scrope, Martin, and Hopkins ascribe it to volcanic

agency variously exhibited the debris being washed away by
currents. Professor Jukes and Professor Ramsay expressed

opinions that in the wearing away of the chalk, atmospheric

agency that is, the action of rain and rivers played at least

some part ; whilst Sir Charles Lyell depends on " the marine

theory" for its explanation, believing that the sea broke in,

owing to the depression of the land, and carried away the over-

lying chalk, exposing the wealden beds beneath. This ex-

planation was the one generally received until Messrs. Foster

and Topley produced facts so at variance with it that it must
be abandoned : (1.) If the sea had worn away the chalk, and
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formed the escarpments which bound the weald, it is evident

that the foot of the chalk escarpment, as well as that of the

lower greensand, ought to be of the same level ; this, however,
is not the case. (2.) The escarpments follow the strike of the

beds, always changing their directions as the strike changes.

Now if the sea had beaten against the cliffs, it would not have

worn them away in one direction only, but would have cut

through the formation regardless of the strike. (3.) At the foot

of all sea-formed escarpments there must necessarily be a

beach, an accumulation of rounded pebbles caused by the action

of the waves rolling the detached pieces of the rock against
each other, but nothing of the kind has ever been discovered

at the edge of the weald ; and (4) if the country were at

present submerged so as to allow the sea again to cover the

weald, there would be such an arrangement of channels and

reptiles, chiefly saurians, are not uncommon in this deposit.
The pterodactyl is here found, so also are many remains of
chelonians.

The shells are of fresh-water origin, belonging to the genera
Melanopsis, Melania, Paludina, Cyrena, Cyclas, Unio.
The Weald clay, upon which the Lower Greensand rests,

has the same mineral composition. This may be accounted for

upon the supposition that when the sea covered the delta of the
river which deposited the Wealden beds, the river was still

flowing and still carrying down the mud which formed the clay.
Now the same material from salt water gives rise to the Lower
Greensand. Occasionally bands of a limestone which is called
" Sussex marble

"
occur in the clay. This stone is almost

wholly composed of a species of Paludina. Shells of the crus-

tacean, the Cypris, are plentiful in the clay.

islands as would preclude the possibility of the formation of

escarpments. There is no doubt that the weald has been denuded

by the simple action of rain and rivers
; for in the valley of -the

Medway river gravel is found at all levels. Without hesitation

any one would say that the Ayleaford gravel was the former
bed of the river now forty feet below; but similar gravel,

containing similar fossils, and placed by water flowing in the
same direction, is found here and there on the hill-sides, until

we are constrained to admit that the Medway once flowed 300
feet above its present level, and the river must have excavated
a valley some seven miles wide and 300 feet deep. If this can
be distinctly proved in the case of the basin of the Medway, we
may fairly conclude that the rest of the wealden area has been
denuded by the same means.

The Hastings Sand is the lower division of the weald.

Notwithstanding its name, the division contains more argilla-
ceous strata than arenaceous : the whole attain a thickness of

some 750 feet. The "
High rocks," and the steep cliffs which

give such picturesqueness to the scenery in the neighbourhood
of Tunbridge, belong to the Hastings sand. The remains of

The Lower Greensand takes its name from the fact that

sometimes it contains green grains of the silicate of iron ;

occasionally they are so numerous as to impart a greenish tint

to the rock ; but the term "
green

"
as a description is inap-

plicable. The general colour is dark brown, the sand being
often bound together by an abundance of oxide of iron, so much

so, indeed, that formerly the formation was known as " iron-

sand." The fossils it contains are marine, the most prominent

being Perna Mulleti (Fig. 123), a being part of the upper hinge ;

Ancyloceras gigas (Fig. 124) ;
Nautilus plicatus (Fig. 125) ; Tri-

gonia caudata (Fig. 126); Diceras Lonsdallii (Fig. 127, a, b).

The ancyloceras seems to be an ammonite more or less

uncurled. The Lower Cretaceous is sometimes called Neoco-

mian, because the formation is well developed near Neufchatel,

the Neocomum of the Romans.

THE UPPER CRETACEOUS.

The Gault. Although the Lower Greensand is sometimes

only separated from the upper by a thin bed of clay, yet a plain

line of demarcation runs between them, as may be gathered
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from tho fact that only eighteen per cent, of the fossils of the

one arc to be found In tho other, a fact which indicates a vast

lapse of time between their respective depositions. The Gaolt

la a dark-grey, blue, or brown clay, BO stiff that it is used for

lirii-kiimkiiig, M in the case at Cambridge and Folkestone. The
fossils of the Gault are admirably preserved, and so definite as

to enable tho deposit to be traced in many parts of Europe.
The Upper Greenland bears a strong lithological likeness to

1 ireensand. Beds and concretionary masses occur

and are called in Surrey firestone*. The greeiiHand is

-i;:iily looked upon as the littoral deposit of the cretaceous sea.

hi t)i<> greensand at Cambridge, a bird about the size of a wood-

cock has boon found, which is introduced into our sketch of a

scene of tho period.
'.. We now enter the distinctive deposit of the epoch.
land the chalk deposit reaches a thickness of 1,000 feet.

The upper beds contain flints, then follows a great mass of

bonate of lime have been mechanically suspended in the sea, M
we see it in at the foot of the chalk cliffs ? The answer to this

is, that the sea never has sufficient chalk in it to two op all the

carbonic acid gas in its water. There is always present in the

sea-water such a quantity of gas that all the chalk brought
down by a river, or eroded by the waves washing a chalk-bound

coast, might easily be rendered soluble; and unless we hare

some very convincing evidence that thing* in the cretaoeotu

epoch were not as they are now, we have no right to imagine
that tho constitution of the atmosphere and of the sea was
at all different in those distant times. Moreover, there art

at present agencies at work which are quite capable, time being

granted and Nature never is restricted to time to complete
her works to construct masses of chalk of any size. We
find all the shoH-fiith, and many other of tho inhabitants of the

ocean world, endowed with a power of secreting the lime held in

solution in the sea-water, in order to build for themselves protec-

1. Equisetum.

IDEAL FLORA AND FAUNA OF UPPER CRETACBOUS PERIOD.

2. Ichthyosaurus. 3. Plesiosaurus. 4. Bird from Greendsand. 5. Pterodactyls. 6. Pinus. 7. Cycadec. 8. Turtles.

chalk without flints, and under this is chalk marl, which
id chalk with an admixture of argillaceous matter.

Chalk is pure carbonate of lime, usually white, though it may
be found grey and even red. The area in which it appears
stretches from Ireland to the Crimea, a distance of 1,140 miles,
and extends in breadth from Sweden to Bordeaux, 840 miles ;

and throughout this vast deposit, it retains its homogeneous
composition carbonate of lime and nothing else. Even this

fact alone would make us look at the chalk suspiciously as a

sedimentary deposit ; and when wo consider tho circumstances
under which carbonate of limo is held in solution in water, and
how it may be precipitated, our suspicions are confirmed. Wo
must seek for other causes to account for the existence of chalk
than the ordinary deposition from water which held it mechani-

cally suspended.
Water lias no solvent power on carbonnto of lima, unless it

bo charged with carbonic acid gas. The water of tho sea, as all

water exposed to the atmosphere, contains this gas, and hence
it is capable of holding a little chalk in solution. This chalk
could only be deposited if the gas were driven out of the water,
which might be done either by raising the water to a tempera-
hire approaching its boiling point, or by evaporating tho water,

awny : to neither of these conditions could the water of tho sea
ever have been submitted. It may be asked, could not the car-

tive coverings. In the Southern seas the coral polype has built up
enormous reefs of limestone, some of which edge the Australian

continent for more than 1,000 miles ! Islands innumerable
stud the Pacific Ocean which almost all owe their existence to

the indefatigable little workers, who for ages untold have taken
from the very waves which seemed to threaten them with a
furious destruction the limy material wherewith to build their

habitations. Each generation added to the work of their

fathers, thus raising from the watery depths a wall of rook.

The aggregate efforts of tho nation of the coral polypes has

produced a mass of limestone well deserving of a place in the

geological system were it but embedded in the crust of the

earth. But although from the coral fossils found in the chalk

wo may conclude that those deposits partly owe their existence

to the coral polype, yet other workers shared in the construc-

tion. By carefully pulverising a pioco of chalk, and allowing
tho grains to settle after throwing them into water, upon

i examining them under the microscope it will be discovered that

j

most of the grains are either perfect shells or parts of shells.

i They belong to the family of tha Bhizopods or radiate animals,

j

for they have long filaments issuing- from their shells which
I have tho appearance of root* ; hence their name, radix (a root).

I They are also known as Foramini/era, because the shells, to

1 allow the passage of the roots, ara perforated with holes
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(foramen, a hole). The shells of these minute creatures form

the great bulk of our chalk rocks. To confirm this fact, and

make the organic origin of chalk beyond dispute, by deep-sea

dredging vast areas have been discovered in the Atlantic Ocean

where the ocean floor is covered with calcareous mud. The

microscope reveals that this mud is composed of living fora-

minifera, who are hourly engaged in secreting the lime from

the water and forming their shells. Here then we have the

chalk beds in course of construction ; and in after ages, if the

world should still exist in its present form, and the bottom of

the Atlantic become dry land, there will be a bed of chalk,

unmixed with sand or pebbles or any other debris, and without

fossils of terrestrial plants or animals ; but probably the dis-

covery of ashes thrown overboard by our steamers, and now
and then some article of ship-craft, will be a sore puzzle to

the geologists of that distant day, unless they have the benefit

of our experience.
Flints are generally found arranged in layers, at a distance of

two or three feet from each other. In all probability they owe

their existence to a similar cause as the chalk in which they are

embedded. All the creatures working at the bottom of the

ocean do not secrete lime ; many of them are clad in siliceous

shells. We can well suppose that for some reason or other the

quantity of lime held in solution in the water decreased, and in

its place there was a superabundance of silica. This would

cause the lime-secreting foraminifera to die out, and the animals

requiring a siliceous shell would occupy the area under circum-

stances advantageous to their existence.

The fact that very frequently at the centre of a flint nodule is

found a fossil, is accounted for by Mr. Dana, by supposing that

when the microscopic organisms decomposed, tho alkaline

water of the sea would be able to take up a little of their silica,

and the rest would then have an opportunity of aggregating
round any foreign body, thus forming a concretionary nodule.

There are, however, some facts connected with chalk flints

which yet wait for explanation.

Among the fossils found in the chalk, every one who has

hunted in a lime-pit knows that tho Ecliinoderms are the most

numerous. The spines are cleared off, and the plated shell

remains. The Ananchytes is a genus peculiar to the cretacean

period (Fig. 128, a, I). Other prominent fossils are Scaphites

cequalis (Fig. 129), Turrilites costatus (Fig. 130), Rhynconclla

octoplicata (Fig. 131), Terelratula biplicata (Fig. 132), Lima
spinosa, (Fig. 133), Ostrea carinata (Fig. 134).

FOSSILS OF THE WEALD.

Plants. Chora Valdensis ; Endogeuites erosa ; Equisetites Lyellii ;

Sphenopteris gracilis.

ConcTu/ero.. Corbula alata ; Cyrenaangulata, major ; Mytilus Lyellii ;

Unio aduncus, compressus.
Gasteropoda. Actaeon Popii ;

Bulla Mantelliana ; Cerithiuin car-

bonarium ; Melanopsis attenuata ; Paludina elcmgata, fluviorum.

Crustacea. Cypridea tuberculata, spinigera ; Estheria elliptica.

Fish. Acredus Hirudo ; JEchmodus mastodouteus ; Asteracanthus

granulosus ; Hybodus dubius, subcarinatus ; Pycnodus Mantelli.

Reptiles. Chelone Mantelli; Iguanodon Mantelli; Pterodactylus
Cliftii.

FOSSILS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE LOWER GREENSAND.

Plants. Abietites Benstedi ; Zaniiostrobus Sussexiensis.

Sponges. Corns coutortoplicata.
Corals. Holocystis elegans, Siphodictyuui gracile.

BracJiiopoda. Discina leevigata ; Lingula truncata ; Khynconella
depressa, elegaus ;

Terebratula celtica, oblonga.

Condufera. Avicula depressa; Gervillia anceps ; Lima lingua ; Ostrsea

retusa ;
Astarte obovata ; Cardium imbricatorium ; Cypriua angu-

lata ; Corbula striatula ; Cucullaea costellata ; Cypricardia
vmdulata ; Cyprina augulata ;

Lithodomus oblongus ; Modiola

sequalis; Mytilus cuneatus ; Nucula obtusa; Pholadomya gigantea

Trigoiiia caudata, ornata.

Gasteropoda. ActsBon marginatus ; Cerithium attenuatutn ; Littorina

conica ; Natica leevigata ; Pleurotomaria gigautea ; Turbo
munit.us.

Cephalopoda. Ammonites furcatus, Martini ; Anoyloceras gigas

grande ; Nautilus plicatus.

Eclrinodermata. Cardiaster Beustedi.

Fish. Strophodus sulcatus.

FOSSILS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE GATJLT.

Foraminifera. Cristellaria obsoleta ; Dentalina leguinen.
Corals. Bathycyatlius Sowerbyi.

Brachiopodu- Ebynconella sulcata; Terebratula obtusa.

'onchifera. Inoceramus sulcatus ; Mytilus Galliennei ; Nucula orna.

tissima ; Pholas constricta.

jos'eropoda. Actoeon affinis ; Cerithium trimonile ; Natica gaultina;
Pleurotomaria Gibbsii ; Eostellaria elongata, cariuata.

'ephalopoda. Ammonites biplicatus, circularis, crenatus, etc.; Ancylo-
ceras spiuigeruin ; Belemnites attenuatus ; Hamites compressus;
Turrilites catenatus, etc.

JcJiinodennafa. Cardiaster bisulcatus; Hemiaster asterias.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE UPPER GREENSAND.

'lants. Chondrites fastigatus.

BracJiiopoda. Lingula subovalis ; Rhynconella Grasiana ; Terebratula

ovata.

'onchifera. Avicula grypliteoides ; Gryphcea vesiculosa ; Lima ornata ;

Pecten elongatus, asper ; Cyprina globosa ; Trigouia Archiaci.

'osteropoda. Natica gentii ; Pleurotomaria Rhodani.

IcTimodenuafa. Auanchytes lasvis ; Cardiaster fossarius ; Cidaris

iusignis ; Echinus inflatus, granulosus.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE LOWER CHALK.

'oraminifera. Dentalina Lorneiana; Globigerina cretacea; Texularia

trochus.

Ji-ac/iiopoda. Rhynconella Cuvieri ; Terebratella incerta; Terebratula

albensis, rugulosa, etc.

lonchifera. Inoceramus latus, striatus; Limaaspera; Ostrea virgata;
Area subacuta ; Pholadomya decussata.

:

asteropoda. Actaeon elongatus; Avellana cassis; Natica Dupimii ;

Turbo gemrnatus.

'ephalopoda. Ammonites cinctus, falcatns, navicularis ; Hamites

simplex ; Nautilus elegans ; Scaphites roqualis ; Turrilites

costatus.

.EcTiinodermata. Ananchytus planus; Cidaris dissimilis; Discoidea

cylindrica ; Goniaster latus.

Jeptiles. Chelone Benstedi; Ichthyosaurus campylodon; Plesio-

saurus constrictus ; Pterodactylus giganteus.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE UPPER CHALK.

Plants. Confervites fasciculata.

Amarphozoa. Spongia ramosa ;
Ventriculites alternans, flexuosus.

Polyzoa. Actinopora Brongniarti; Alecto ramea ; Eschara caiicellata j

Plustra tessallata ; Tubulipora; Vincularia.

BracTiiopoda. Crania costata ; Ehynconella octoplicata ; Terebratula

carnea.

Conchifera. Inoceramus annulatus ; Ostrea curvirostris, triangularis ;

Pecten virgatus; Pinna decussata; Modiola quadrata; Teredo

rotundus.

EcTnnodermata Cardiaster excentricus ; Cidaris vesiculosa ; Goniaster

angustatus ; Marsupites Isevigatus ; Ophiura serrata : Oriaster

bulbiferus.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XVII.
THE ARTICLE.

THE definite article is to be used before all common nouns

taken in a general sense, and in the whole extent of their

signification ; as

El odio levauta rencillas,

La caridad es pacieute,
Los hombres son mortales.

Hatred excites stnfe.

Charity is patient.

Men are mortal.

If the noun be not taken in a general sense, the article is not

used; as

Hace buen tiempo, It is good weather.

Tiene envidia, He has envy.

The definite article is used before proper names of countries,

states, and days of the week ; as

La Francia es un hermoso pais,

Juan volvera el Martes,

Trance is a leautiful country.

John will return on Tuesday.

The definite article is to be used before numerals indicating

the day of the month or the hour of the day ; as

El seis de Enero,
A las tres de la tarde,

Tlie sixth (six) of January,
At three o'clock in(oj) the afternoon.

The definite article is used before nouns indicating the rank,

office, profession, or titles of persons when they are spoken of

(but not when they are addressed) ;
as

El General Brown es valiente,

La Senora Tranor no es pru

dente,

General Brown is brave.

Mrs. Tranor is not prudent.

The definite article (and not the indefinite, as in English) is

used before nouns signifying a certain weight, measure, size,

quantity, or number, when preceded by the price, and to specify

time ; as
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A tree duros la libra,

A <io peso* la ram,
A mon do dies duros el IBM,

At thru dollar* a (the) pound.
' TO dollar* a (tht) yard.

.It (i/ie) rate of tn dollar* a (tht)
month.

Instead of the definite article, the preposition por may be
used after the price ; thus we can say, a trea doros la libra, at

lollars the pound; or, a trea duros por libra, at three

lid.

The definite article is not used before a noun which denotes

nship or kindred of another noun, when a verb comes
on thorn ; as

Maria M hermana de Juana, Mary i tin sitttr of Jant.
Pablo es hijo del juez, Paul u tht ion of tht judge.

The definite article is not used before proper names nor before
nouns in apposition, when not employed in a definite or deter-
minative sense ; as

Pablo, apcwtol do los Gentiles, Paul, tht apostle of tht Gentilet.

Ellospecaronal Senor, esperanza They sinned agaitist (he Lord, tht
de sua padres, hop* of their fathers.

The definite article is not used before numerical adjectives
when they denote order or succession ; as

Tomo segundo, pagina 3exto, Volume tl* teoond, poge tht tixth.

Enrique octavo, Henry the Eighth.

The cardinal numbers (and not the ordinal) are generally
used when the number expressing the order or succession ex-
ceeds nine ; thus, Carlos doce, Charles the Twelfth (literally,
Charles Twelve), and not Carlos duodecimo; tomo trece, volume
thirteen, and not tomo decimotercio, volume thirteenth.
The titles of books, essays, chapters, or extracts, and the

names of periodicals, do not generally take the definite article
before them (except when spoken of) ; as

Historia de Espana, The History of Spain.
Gaceta de Londres, Tht London Gazette.

The indefinite article is not generally used when some portion
of a thing only is meant, and when the adverb no is used in the
sense of not a (that is, not any), or no

; as

Tiene calenture, Ht has a fever.
Ella tieno idea de comer, She has an idea of eating (to eat'

Juan haco ruido, John makes a noise.

The indefinite article is not used before two nouna, one of

which, being connected by a verb to the other, shows the
nation, relationship, rank, office, profession, or vocation of the
latter ; as

Juan es Prances, John it a Frenchman.
Carlos cs impresor, Charlet it a printer. [mother.
Hallo en ?1 padre 7 madre, He found in him a father and a

The indefinite article is not used before a noun in apposition
with another; as

EsteTmn, hombre lleno de fJ, Stephen, a man full offaith.

The indefinite article is not used in the title of a book,
chapter, or essay ; as

Coleccion de los mejores Au- A selection of tht beet Spanish
tores Espauoles, authors.

The indefinite article is not used before a noun in an ejacnla- I

tory phrase ; as

i Quo idea !
; Quo desgracia ! IfTiaf an idea .' what a misfortunt !

The indefinite article is not used between an adjective and
its noun ; as

Tan hermosa hya, so beautiful a

daughter.

El murmurnr de las fuente*.
Al ver el Arbol,

Mcdio peso, half a dollar.

En tal tiempo, in such a time.

The indefinite article is not used before the words medio, a
half; cien or ciento, a hundred ; and mil, a thousand; as

Cien hombres, a hundred men.
|

Dia y meMio, a day and a half.

The indefinite article is not used after algo, something, or
nada, nothing, followed by the preposition de; as

Pedro tiene algo de poeta, Peter is tomtthing ofa poet.

The indefinite article can be used before (but not after) tal,
such; as

Tenemos nn tal Pontffice, We havt such a Sigh Priest.

The infinitive mood, being used in Spanish as a noun with a
preposition before it, in the same manner that the present par-
ticiple is in English, can take the masculine definite article
before it ; as

Tht murmuring of the ,'omfafiu,

ONMrinf tht lrtt.

The definite article in used before the adrerbs nuts, more, and
mlnot, leu, to express the superlative dogroe of <omptriton ; u

Maria es la mas hermosa de las Vary it tht wnnf UaxiV/Stl of tk
mngeres, teamen.

The article is generally to be repeated before norms which
immediately follow each other, especially if they do not agree in
gender ; as

La prudoncia j el valor del rejr, The prudence and tht valour of tht

Icing.

The learner will find many exceptions to the above rnle in
the best Spanish writers. The article mart always be repeated
in such coses when each noun in designed to be emphatic.
When the word todo, all, sums up the several noons, tHfr

article is not generally used before any of the nouns ; as

Espnnoles, Franceses, Ingleses, Spaniard*, Frenchmen, Snylith-
y Americanos, todos son mortales, men, and American*, all art mortal

The article is omitted in Spanish, as in English, before nouns
taken in a partitive sense ; as

El carpintero tiene dinero. The carpenter ho* money.

THE NOUN.
AUGMENTATIVES, DIMINUTIVES, AND COMMON TITLES OF

RESPECT.

Augmentative nouns are such as are increased, in the extent
of their signification, by the terminations on, ona, azo, aza, ote ;

thus the words daga, dagger; cuchara, spoon; fraile, /rtar;
gato, cat; manga, sleeve; muger, woman; frente, forehead, can
be rendered augmentative; as dagon, large dagger; cncharon,
large spoon, i.e., a ladle; frailon, fat friar; gatazo, large cat ;

mangote, large sleeve ; mujerona, stout woman ; frentaza, broad
forehead.

Diminutive nouns are such as are decreased, in the significa-
tion of their primitives, by the terminations ico, ten, ejo, eja, ito,

ita, eto, eta, illo, ilia, uelo, uela; thus, fraile, friar ; capilla,

chapel ; cuchara, spoon ; batel, l/oat, can be rendered diminutive ;

as, frailecico, frailecito, fraileznelo, a little friar; capilleja,

capillita, capilleta, small chapel; cucharica, cucharita, cnchareta,
cucharillo, small spoon; batelico, batelejo, batelito, batelillo,
little boat. The terminations uelo generally, and illo also some-
times, express contempt ; as hombre, man ; hombreznelo or
hombrecillo, an insignificant or contemptible little fellow.

Adjectives are also frequently found used in a diminutive

sense; as, poco, little; poquillo, poqnitico, poqnito, very little.

There is also a kind of nouns composed of the name of some
instrument or object and one of the terminations azo, aza, ada,
the compound word including in its meaning both the instrument
and some effect produced by it ; as, dardo, a dart ; dardada, a
blow given with a dart; cuchara, a poon; cucharazo, a How
with a spoon ; pluma, a pen ; plumada, a dash or stroke with a,

pen ; mano, the hand; manotazo or manotado, a How with the

hand; aldaba, a knocker; aldabada, a rap mlh Ihe knocker;
and aldabazo, a violent rap with the knocker.
When a noun with a singular termination denotes several

persons or things, it is called a collective noun, or noun of mul-
titude ; as turba, a crowd ; vacada, a drove of cows.
The ordinary titles of respect, corresponding to Mr. or Esq. in

English, are in Spanish Senor and Don ; and those correspond-
ing to Madam and Mrs. are Seiiora and Dona ; ani
Senonta. Don and Dona never take the article before them,
and can be used before Christian names only. Senor and DOH
are often used together before the Christian name. A few

examples will show the manner in which these words are used :

El Senor Blake es Americano,
Mr. Blake i an American.
Don Diegro Ticknor, me alegro

mucho do verle, Afr. James Ttctnor,
I am rcry glad to set you.

El Senor Ray ; La Senora Ray,
Mr. Ray ; Mrs. Ray.
La Seiiorita Mason, 317*5 Ifoson.

Al Senor Don Diego Harper, to

James Harper, Esq.

Los Seiores Don Juan Millon 7
Don Pablo Surret, Mexrs. Joh*
Millon and Paul Surret.

Da una silla ,-i Dona Sarah Ray,
girt a chair to 3In. Sarah flay.

The article is never used before these titles, except when the

persons ore spoken of ; of course, when persons are addressed,
the proper title only is used ; aa

Buenas tardes tenga vmd., I vith you a good ereHtnj, Mrs.
Sefiorita Wilson, TFibon.
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Senor, senora, senorita, senores, senoras, seuoritas, also are

used for sir, madam, miss, gentlemen, ladies, young ladies

respectively : as

Buenos dias, seuor, good morn- I Buenas noches, seuores, gooa

tng, sir.
| night, gentlemen.

Senor and Senora are used as an additional mark of reaped
before the name of a relative in such cases as the following :

4 Como esta su seuor hermano ?

hov> it your brother ?

i Como esta su seuora madre !

how is your mother ?

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. VIII.

CIRCULATION (continued).

THE arteries are distributed to all parts of the body ; the only

portions which are destitute of them are the hair, the nails, the

outer covering of the skin, and the cartilages. They divide and

subdivide, the branches freely communicating with each other,
till they become diminished to a very small size, and at length

they terminate in a very delicate network of vessels, which,
from their great minuteness, are termed capillaries (or hairs).
The great artery of the body, called the aorta, starts from the

left ventricle of the heart, and first ascends, and makes a kind

of arch ; it then descends, passing downwards through the
thorax and abdomen, at the lower part of which it divides into

two. From the arch of the aorta are given off large branches
the innominate artery, which divides into the right common

carotid, and the right subclavian. The common carotid ascends
the side of the neck, and divides into the external and internal

carotids. From the first of these numerous branches arise,

which are distributed to the external parts of the neck, the

head, and the face ; the internal carotid passes up into the

skull, and is the principal channel for the blood going to the

brain. The subclavian gives off a large branch, the vertebral,
which enters the skull through the occipital foramen, and com-

pletes the blood-supply for the cerebral organs ;
it then gives

off branches to the shoulder and external parta of the chest,
and terminates in a large trunk called the axillary, which

afterwards, taking the name of brachial, passes down the arm
to the bend of the elbow, where it divides into the radial and
ulnar arteries, which supply the fore-arm and hand. The left

common carotid and subclavian arise directly from the aorta,
without the intervention of an innominate artery. From the

descending trunk of the aorta branches spring which supply all

the viscera and the muscular walls of the thorax and abdomen,
and eventually the aorta splits into two halves, called the right
and left common iliacs ; these each again divide into external
and internal iliacs, the latter of which is distributed to the

pelvic organs, whilst the former, taking the name of the femoral,
at its exit from the abdomen, passes down the front of the thigh,

giving off branches to the muscles in that neighbourhood ; two-
thirds down it pierces the muscles, and appears at the back just
above the bend of the knee, there called the popliteal. Soon
after it enters the leg, it divides into two, an anterior and pos-
terior tibial, which supply the leg and foot. This is the general
arterial circulation of the body ; but in addition to this must be
mentioned the pulmonary artery, which springs from the right
ventricle, and immediately divides into a right and left pulmo-
nary artery ; these convey the blood to the corresponding lungs,
in the substance of wiiich they break up into a dense network
of capillaries, which will be more particularly described when
we come to speak of the structure of the lungs.
The capillaries, or intermediate vessels in whieh the finest

branches of the arteries terminate, are extremely minute, their

average diameter being about^ of an inch : they vary some-
what in size ; those of the brain and the intestines are the
smallest. These vessels form a dense network all through the
body, their number and the closeness of the network being
proportionate to the activity of the tissue they have to supply
with blood ; the walls of the capillaries are composed of a fine

transparent membrane, containing cells interspersed at intervals,
and offering little obstruction to the process of absorption.
There is no definite line to mark where vessels cease to be
arteries and become capillaries, or where the veins commence ;

but the intermediate vessels have this peculiarity, that when
once they have attained a certain degree of minuteness, they
retain it, and do not continue to diminish, and the meshes of
the capillary network a?3 more even and uniform than those

formed by the smaller branches of the arteries or the commencing
radicles of the veins. The veins take their rise from the capillary

network, first as very small vessels, and gradually join together,

forming larger and larger trunks, till they are all eventually
merged in two, which have been already mentioned, the superior
and inferior cavae. The veins are larger and more numerous
than the arteries, and convey back to the heart the blood which
has exhausted its nutritive properties. In structure their walls

resemble those of the arteries, but have very little elastic tissue

in them ; in shape they are not so completely cylindrical as the

arteries, and when empty their walls collapse : they also have
another important point of difference from the artery, in that
there are valves placed in all the larger veins that are subject to

much pressure. These valves, which are semi-lunar in shape, and

generally occur in pairs, are so arranged as to allow the blood
to pass onwards towards the heart, but prevent any backward
movement of the current. Veins may be divided into super-
ficial, deep, and sinuses. The superficial lie immediately beneath
the skin, and communicate with the deep ones. The deep veins

accompany the arteries, and are usually inclosed in the same
fibrous sheath

; to the larger arteries, such as the femoral or the

subclavian, there is but one vein to each artery ; but in the
smaller ones, as the radial or ulnar, there are a pair, one lyirg
on each side of the artery. In the brain, and some other parts
of the body, the arteries and veins take different courses, and
do not accompany each other. The venous sinuses only exist in

the interior of the skull ; they are large channels, formed between
the layers of the dura mater, which collect the venous blood
from the substance of the brain and discharge it into the internal

jugular veins.

Having now examined the blood, and the apparatus by which
it is circulated, we pass on to consider the act of circulation

itself, and we may take as a starting-point the left ventricle of

the heart. When this chamber is filled with blood, it contracts
and forces the blood into the aorta ; this conveys it, by means
of its many branches, to all parts of the body. When the blood

has reached the extreme divisions of the arterial system, it

leaves them and enters the capillary network ; from thence it

makes its way to the ultimate radicles of the veins, which carry
it forward and empty it into the superior or inferior cava ; these

at their termination empty it into the right auricle of the heart
;

the auricle, when it is filled, contracts and drives the blood into

the right ventricle, which in its turn pumps it into the pulmonary
artery ; this vessel, dividing into two, conveys it to the lungs ;

here, whilst passing through the capillary network, it is exposed
to the action of the air

; leaving the lung, it is conveyed by the

pulmonary veins and discharged into the left auricle, which con-

tracting, drives it once more into the left ventricle, to commence

again the same unceasing round.

In addition to the general circulation of the body, there is a
minor one of the liver, called the portal circulation. This has
been before alluded to in the article on Digestion. The veins

which collect the blood from the viscera of digestion join together
to form a large trunk, called the portal vein ; this vessel enters

the substance of the liver at its under surface, and divides like

an artery into a capillarj network, thus bringing the blood it con-

veys into intimate relation with the secreting cells of the liver.

This network terminates in a number of moderate-sized veins

called the hepatic veins, which unite into three large branches,

and finally empty themselves into the inferior vena cava.

We must now consider the part which each constituent of the

circulatory apparatus plays in the performance of this function ;

and first in importance is, of course, the heart. In order to

understand the way in which the heart fulfils its duties, we
must constantly bear in mind that the heart is a muscular

organ, split up into four distinct chambers, and richly supplied
with nerve power. The action of the heart is made up of two

sets of motions, the dilatation and contraction alternately of the

auricles and ventricles : the auricles contract together in alter-

nation with the contraction of the ventricles, which is also

simultaneous ; the dilatations follow the same rule, and the

contraction of the auricles takes place at the same moment that

the ventricles are dilating, and vice versti. The interval between

the two sets of movements is, of course, very short, but is easily

made out when the heart is acting quietly. During the contrac-

tion of the ventricles the apex of thi heart is drawn upwards
and tilted forwards, striking the parieties of the chest, thus

riving that sensation which is described as the beat of the
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heart, and which in a hea'.thy state is usually folt between tho

fifth ami sixth i il.H. When the action of tho heart ia examined

by tho ear, two sounds are heard. Tho first is dull and

prolonged ; its commencement coincides with the impulse of the

heart, and just precedes the pulno at tho wrist ; the second is a

, sharper sound, which follows tho pulse. Tho canso of

t of these sounds is still very uncertain ; it coin

f time with the contraction of the ventricles, and is pro-

artly caused by tho noise or bruit produced by tho con-

traction of muscular fibre. Tho second sound is held to be

occasioned by tho sudden tightening of tho valves when they are

pressed across the orifices of the aorta and pulmonary artery.

The contraction of the auricles is a much more rapid and less

complete process than that of the ventricles ; tho auricles are

probably never completely emptied ; but the ventricles contract

BO firmly, that in some cases, whore the heart has been examined
uft<T death, their cavities have been found completely obliterated,

only a Blight fissure marking their existence. The heart, then,

by its contraction propels tho blood, and the amount of force

thus generated is sufficient to carry the blood through the com-

plete circle. This force has been estimated to be equal to a

pressure of six pounds to the square inch ; and taking tho area

of the heart at ten inches, this would give a propelling force of

sixty pounds. The left ventricle, as would be supposed, from
the much greater thickness of its walls, contracts with a force

nearly double that of the right.

The time required for the blood to traverse the circulatory

system is very brief, tho average probably being about a minute,

though in some experiments mode by injecting substances into

the vein of an animal, the circuit was completed in a much
shorter time. By the contraction of tho several cavities of the

heart the blood is forced along its proper course ; but as these

contractions are intermittent, and alternate with each other,
there would be a constant reflux of the blood into the cavity it

had left, but for the interposition of those valves which have
been before described. Those which shut off the communication
between the auricles and ventricles are the most important, and

may be taken as types of the rest. In speaking of them, it was
said that their under-surfacea are connected by strings, the

chordae tendinse, with the summits of tho projecting masses of

muscular fibre, the columnaa carneae. When the ventriclas con-

tract upon their contents, the blood presses up the flaps of the

valves, and so mechanically closes the auricular opening; but
this is not all, for just in proportion to the amount of pressure
made by the blood upon tho under-surface of the valves is tho

action excited in these little muscular columns, which at once
contract and draw the valves tighter and tighter, and close

more perfectly the opening, and so prevent the reflux of the
blood ; this is, therefore, a moat perfect floodgate not simply t.

mechanical contrivance, but a vital organ, developed just suffi-

ciently to perform the necessary work.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.-XVIII.
MILTON.

NOTHINO can be more complete than the change which the
Restoration wrought in the position and prospects of Milton.

Dp to that time, whatever his personal calamities, and they
were heavy, Milton had lived in keen enjoyment of the triumph
of that cause for which he had fought so long and so strenu-

ously. He had himself been honoured and powerful in his own
country, and his fame and influence were known throughout
Europe. But the revulsion of feeling which accompanied, and
which, indeed, effected the Restoration, was something stronger
than it is at all easy for us to realise in the present day. With
the exception of a faithful few, the whole nation, Cavaliers and
Roundheads, Royalists and Republicans, all alike bowed the
knee to Baal. All vied with one another in servile adulation of
the new-found sovereign. All alike hastened to lay their poli-
tical principles, their personal honour, their faith, their liberties,
at the foot of the throne. A blind enthusiam of royalty, real
in some, assumed in others, was the spirit of the hour. No ill-

will and contempt was too strong for those who had been identified
with the establishment or the conduct of the old government.
Milton's position was a singularly trying one. He was growing
old ; he was totally blind ; he had to see tho work of his life

undone ; the republic for which he had struggled overthrown ;

'

tho hated monarchy, and the still more hated prelacy, re-esta- '

blUhed ; the lofty, though austere morality of the Puritan supre-
macy giving place to the unbridled lioentiocne of the new
rtgime. Milton himself narrowly escaped being included in

the list of those sacrificed to the royal vengeance ; a proclama-
tion for his discovery waa even issued ; and more than one of
his works was burned by order of the House of Commons. Bat
Milton's was not the spirit to sink in despondency. The Mine
lofty purpose and proud self-reliance which bo had shown in the
earlier days of conflict did not forsake him in this hoar of defeat.
The tow remaining years of his life were passed in close re-

tirement, for the most part in London ; and daring these yer -s

his greatest works were written.

We know, from Milton's own pen, that from a very early age
ho had entertained the thought of writing a great epic or heroic

poem. We know, too, that, probably under the influence of his

favourite master, Spenser, he had at one time chosen tho story
of King Arthur for his theme, though there is no reason to sup-

pose that he ever actually commenced any poem on this subject.
"
Long choosing, and beginning late," as he himself tells us,

it is probable that many other themes may have passed through
his mind before he finally determined upon the sublime history
which he lias embodied in

" Paradise Lost." Even when his

subject was chosen, the form and character was not at once
determined upon. Wo know that Milton at one time intended
to represent the fall of man in the form of a sacred drama ; and
it is related upon authority which we can scarcely question, that

some of the noblest passages in
" Paradise Lost," and notably

Satan's celebrated "Address to the Sun," at the commence-
ment of the fourth book, were written as part of the intended

play. But in all probability the substance and form of the

great work must have been selected, and probably portions of it

written, before the Restoration, though it was mainly composed
after that event. It was certainly completed, and, there is no
reason to doubt, completed much as we now have it, in 16C5 ;

and it was published in 1667.

No English poet, no poet, indeed, of any nation baa ever

ventured to treat so vast, so awful a theme as that which
Milton has handled in his great epic. He has painted tho calm

serenity of heaven before sin or discord had found entrance;
the war in heaven ; the rebellion and fall of the disobedient

angels ; the horrors of the hell to which they fell , the creation ;

the temptation and the fall of man : the punishment of the guilty

pair, and their penitence lightened by the hope and promise of a
future redemption. He has touched the most awful mysteries
the loftiest counsels of heaven, and the lowest depths of hell

no less than the history of the human race. He has essayed to

" Assert eternal providence,
And justify the ways of God to men."

Nor has he sought in vain to rise
" to the height of this great

argument." For, whatever his faults, Milton has done what no
other poet could ever have done ; he has, throughout the whole
of his long poem, maintained a sublime elevation of thought, of

moral tone, and of style worthy of his subject. Some of the

means by which this effect is attained we can easily perceive.
Milton's genius was essentially not dramatic ; that is to say, he
had little power of conceiving, portraying, and giving life to

individual characters. And this, which for most purposes would
have been a defect, was for this poem an immense advantage.
Hod the awful personages by whom his heaven is peopled the

Eternal Father, the Divine Son, tho great archangels, and all

the hierarchy of heaven been presented to us too vividly,

with too much dramatic life, they would have been too like

ourselves ; the infinite would have been lost in the finite, the

Divine in the human ; .heaven would have become earth. But
one power which Milton did possess, and that in a very rare

degree as he showed in hia early poems,
" L' Allegro," in par-

ticular was the power of minute, delicate, and accurate paint-

ing of scenes and incidents. This power he carefully abstains

from using in "Paradise Lost." In that poem all is vast,

shadowy, indefinite ; and by this vagr.eness cf outline, Milton

adds grandeur to his figures, as mountains are grandest when
half veiled in cloud.

Nothing can surpass the masterly art which Milton shows in

the conduct of hia story, especially the skill with which he

preserves a complete unity of interest throughout the whole,

and, in spite of the inherent difficulties of his subject, maintains

that movement and action which are above all things essential
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in an epic poem ; and this is achieved mainly by making Satan

and his subordinate spirits the central figures of the poem.
After a few lines of introduction, the first book opens with the

,
scene in hell, immediately after the expulsion of the rebel

angels from their heavenly home, and we see how Satan,
" With his horrid crew

Lay vanquished, rolling in the fiery gulf,

Confounded, though immortal;"
where

" A dungeon horrible on all sides round
As one great furnace flamed, yet from those flames

No light, but rather darkness visible,

Served only to discover sights of woe,

Regions o sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And rest can never dwell, hope never comes
That comes to all.

"

Satan, raising himself from the lake of fire, awakes his pros-

trate companions, who, at his words, start up with renewed

energy and hope. The several leaders of the host, all the evil

spirits and false gods whose names are known in history or

legend, sacred or profane, are brought before us in passages of

wonderful power. They set themselves to make the best of

their new and dismal abode. The great city and palace of Pan-

demonium under their hands "rises like an' exhalation;" and
an assembly is summoned to decide upon their future course.

In the second book the infernal council is described, and its pro-

ceedings related. At last it is decided, in accordance with the

advice of Satan, that the new-created world, with its inhabitant

man, of which rumours had been rife in heaven before the fall,

should be the point at which they should seek revenge upon
their Almighty "Victor, by counteracting his beneficent designs,
and marring his creation. In pursuance of this purpose, Satan

himself undertakes the task of searching out this new world,
and he starts upon this errand. Reaching the gates of hell, he

finds them guarded by two awful shapes, Sin and Death. And
here we meet, in the allegorical conception of these two beings,
one of the most sublime passages in all Milton's works. Satan

having passed hell-gates, and made his way through the vast

expanse of chaos, comes at last within view of " the opal
towera and battlements" of heaven :

" And hard by, hanging in a golden chain,
This pendant world, iu bigness as a star

Of smallest magnitude, close by the moon."

And so the second book closes. It must be observed that by
the world, in this and other passages, Milton means, not the

earth, but the globe which he supposed to embrace the whole
solar and stellar systems, for his astronomy was that of Ptolemy,
not of Copernicus. In the third book the scene changes to

heaven. God the Father and the Son, in a marvellous dialogue,
discourse of the state of man and the enterprise of Satan ; the

approaching fall of man, and the Divine purposes of mercy to

be fulfilled in his ultimate redemption, are disclosed to us.

The poet then again returns to Satan, and traces his wander-

ings till he lands at last on this earth upon the top of Mount
Niphates. In the fourth book Satan, wandering over our globe,
comes upon the Garden of Eden, and sees our first parents in

their state of innocence and bliss. And their angelic guardians,
warned of the presence of the evil spirit, discover him in the
bower where'Adam and Eve lie asleep, and he is for the time
driven from Paradise. Of the following four books the scene

is, strictly speaking, on this our earth. Raphael,
" the affable

archangel," sent by God to warn man of his approaching
danger, relates to Adam the great events which had preceded
the point of time at which the action of the poem commenced
in the first book

; the revolt of Satan and his fellows ; the war
in the heaven, with its varying fortunes ; the intervention and

triumph of the Messiah himself, with the rout of his foes, and
their fall from the battlements of heaven to the hell prepared
to receive them ; the creation of the world, and of man as its

inhabitant and ruler ; and Adam in his turn relates the result of

his short experience of life. And the eighth book ends with a
solemn warning of the archangel. In the ninth book is told the

temptation and fall, first of Eve, and then of Adam. In the
tenth book the doom of man is pronounced, but not without an
obscure promise of future redemption. Again we meet with
those two awful shapes, Sin and Death, no longer guardians of

the ciosed gates of hell, but hurrying to this earth, there to find

the prey won for them by Satan, and leaving in their track a

firm and easy road between earth and hell. Satan in the mean-
time returns to relate triumphantly in hell his success on earth :

and he and his associates begin to feel the first-fruits of the

curse by finding themselves transformed into serpents. In the

eleventh book the repentance of Adam and Eve is accepted in

heaven ; but the archangel Michael is sent to expel the guilty

pair from Paradise. In this and the twelfth book the arch-

angel, leading Adam to the summit of a hill, shows him in

vision the history of his posterity, ending in the final redemp-
tion of mankind through Christ. The book and the poem end

with the actual departure of Adam and Eve from Eden.
In a work of such magnitude it is hardly necessary to say

that even Milton has been by no means uniformly successful in

all parts of it. The scenes in heaven are the least satisfac-

tory. In pursuing his purpose "to justify the ways of God
to man," Milton has sometimes placed iir the mouth of the

Almighty arguments and explanations which scarcely tend to

exalt our idea of the Divine character. And the scenes which

present to us our first parents in their state of innocence,

though always full of purity and beauty, have certainly some-

thing of monotony, if not of dulness, about them. Action
there could, of course, from the nature of the case, be none in

such scenes, and the unchanging round of life seems tedious to

fallen humanity. It is in the other world that Milton's success

has been supreme. The true action of this epic is with the

fallen spirits ; the real interest of the poem centres in the

character and achievements of Satan. It is a trite remark that

poets whose genius is not of a dramatic character are apt in

portraying their heroes to show us themselves under various

disguises ; and in the majestic portrait of the rebel Satan it is

not difficult to trace some of the features of the rebel Milton.

For Satan is no devil of the vulgar, no mere spirit of evil, com-

pounded of baseness and malignity. He is an "
archangel

ruined ;

" a form and countenance of celestial beauty, though
marred by sin and deformed by wounds and flame ;

a character

of which the basis is a lofty courage which no adversity can

shake, a "courage never to submit or yield;" a stern deter-

mination and fixity of purpose, though these noble qualities
are perverted by

"
pride and worse ambition." He is still

capable of a magnanimous devotion, and a tender pity for those

whom his example has brought to ruin. Even for his victims,
Adam and Eve, when he first sees them, he is not without com-

punctious visitiugs. He can still
"
feel how awful goodness is,"

and stand silent and abashed in its presence. Upon this stupen-
dous figure, one of the greatest that any poet has ever painted,
and upon his exploits, Milton has exercised all the highest

quality of his genius, and with a result entirely successful.

The metre of
" Paradise Lost" deserves careful attention.

Blank verse, as we have already seen, had been known in

England from the time of Lord Surrey, and had been habitually
used by the great dramatists. But when Milton wrote, this

metre had been long disused for any poetry other than dramatic.

Milton deliberately adopted it, as being more suited to the dignity
of his subject, and because he held that rhyme fettered the free-

dom of the poet, and was "
of itself, to all judicious ears,

trivial, and of no true musical delight ; which consists only in

apt numbers, fit quantity of syllables, and the sense variously
drawn out from one verse into another, not in the jingling sound

of like endings." But Milton's blank verse is distinguished
from all other by its infinite variety in rhythm, and in the mode
of drawing out of the sense from verse to verse.

When Milton wrote "Paradise Lost" he does not seem to

have at all contemplated a companion poem. The idea of
" Paradise Regained" was suggested to him by a friend, to whom
he had shown the finished manuscript of the earlier poem ; but

Milton at once adopted the suggestion, and in four years after

the publication of "Paradise Lost," "Paradise Regained"
appeared. It is a much shorter poem, consisting of only four

books, as against the twelve of
" Paradise Lost." It has always

enjoyed much less popularity than the earlier poem, not from any

poetical inferiority, but from the nature of its subject, which is

didactic rather than epic. It is essentially a companion piece.

As the climax of the action of " Paradise Lost" was the tempta-
tion and the fall of Adam, the subject of

" Paradise Regained
"

is the temptation and victory o2 Christ :

" Recovered Paradise to all mankind,
By one man's firm obedience fully tried

Through all temptation, and the tempter foiled
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In all big arts, defeated and repuld,
An. I K.li-u r.uoJ lu the waste wilduroou."

Another jfr-nt work of tho same period is tbo drama of
" Sam-

son A . i 'l'-l u|>.,n i: uunical model
' iroek tragedies. It is not only very noble And elevated

; uuil c'iiara.-t.-r, hut contains scenes and passages of very
;
-net this work bos an especial and

:e*t and attraction for every reader. In the charac-

all about bis complaint, and we hear no more of the affliction

yes that caused him so much torment ; indeed, he sob.

Hi-'ju'iitly came to England, where he produced works at the

Boyal Mint which have placed his name in the front rank of

engravers of jewels, aud designers and executants of dial for
medals and coins.

To return to the healthy affection of the optic nerve, called

"persistence of vision," no one can fail to remember that at

tho groat Hebrew champion in the hour of his fall, his :

B no time or other they have seen darting suddenly through
1 ins b'in-lnoss, and in the touching lamentations the sky that which appears to be a splendid star with a train

which he utters, it is impossible to doubt that we are reading of fire behind, and then it wholly fades from the vision.

to somo extent the expression of Milton's own sorrow and A meteor, or "
shooting star," may be defined to be some kind

.as of heart, under trials not wholly dissimilar to those of light, combustible matter, which moves with great velocity in

hero. the upper regions of the air, and is changed to the vaporous
still remains a class of Milton's poems, tho consideration or rather dust-like condition before it can reach the Earth, and

of which we have postponed until now, for they belong to no one
'

whilst thus changing its physical condition emits an intense

period of tho poet's life, but are scattered over very many years.
Tbo sonnet is a form of composition which bad already been

cultivate.! with much success in England, as well as in Italy,

und notably by Shakespeare and Spenser. But tbo sonnets ol

Milton differ from those of all his predecessors in the peculiar
concentration of thought and elevation of feeling which they

express, as well as in tbo solemn aud organ-like music of their

language and versification. We can find space for but one

example, Milton's nineteenth sonnet, on his blindness :

" When I consider how my light is spent,
Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide
And that one talent, which 'tis death to hide,

Lodged with me useless, though my soul more bent
To ser/o therewith iny Maker, and present

My true account, lest he returning chide.

Doth God exact day-labour, light denied '.

I family ask
;
but patience, to prevent

That murmur, soon replies, God doth not need
Either man's work, or his own gifts ; who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best. His state
Is kingly ;

thousands at his bidding speed
And post o'er land and ocean without rest ;

They also serve who only stand and wait."

Milton died at his home in London in tbe year 1674.

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XVII.
" THE SHOOTING STAR " AN ILLUSTRATION OF PERSISTENCE

OP VISION IMITATION OP THIS NATURAL EFFECT BY
PILKINOTON'S TOY AND THE ASTROMETROSCOPE.

IN the last chapter it was shown that the eye might be affected
in peculiar ways either in disease or health, and whilst showing
the value of surgical aid in the former case, it is quite as well
to remember that if an unusual effect on the vision is produced
by a known cause, such as too great a straining of the eye and
mind by over-study or special art work, such as engraving steel

plates or gems, the remedy is obvious viz., repose and rest
for the eye, and change of thought for the mind.

Tbe famous Benedetto Pistrucchi, who was one of the most
celebrated engravers of gems and jewels, says, in a most inte-

resting autobiography translated by Dr. Billing :

" At the age
of twenty-four, my great application to such minute objects as
tbe finer parts of tho cameos, and having just worked upon a
stone which hod a stratum of a fiery-red colour, produced a
weakness of the eyes so great, that whenever I worked for half
an hour my sight failed, and whichever way I looked there
appeared two clouds of smoke, which disappeared when I fixed

my eyes on on object steadily, but returned the moment I
moved the pupils. Being tormented in this manner, I applied
to the principal surgeons and physicians of Rome, who dosed me
with riper broth, applied blisters, bled me, and in fine martyrised
me, all to no purpose. I became so melancholy that my rela-

tives, fearing I might commit suicide, never permitted me to be
alone, and did all in their power to entertain me. It happened
that a certain apothecary, of tho name of Eicci, supplied mo
with somo medicines, who, coming to tho house, and seeing me
so depressed by my malady, invited me to accompany him on a
visit to bis native place, where, he said, the air was so pure as to
* seem to have almost the power to restore lift.'

"

Pistrucchi starts on this journey, and having encountered
many adventures both pleasing and dangerous, seems to forget

light.

Such meteors sometimes fall towards the Earth in showers,
emitting a remarkable amount of light ; and when the Earth
passes through tbe orbit of these little bodies in tbe precise

part of it where they are collected, then tbe beautiful "
star

shower
"
becomes apparent.

The November meteors require a period of about 33 J years to

perform their orbit or path around the Sun, and it is found that
the Earth breaks through tbe group once in thirty-three years,
and always in the month of November. A shower of this kind
was seen in November, 1799, again in November, 1831, and
also in November, 1832, when it is related that multitudes of
"
shooting stars

"
fell in the western part of Asia and southern

part of Europe. But, Bouvier says, the most magnificent
shower of meteors which has ever been known was that which fell

during the night of November 12, 1833. This shower com-
menced at nine o'clock in the evening, and continued till tho

morning sun concealed them from view. It extended from
Canada to the northern boundary of South America, and over a
tract of nearly three thousand miles in width, its western limit

extending to longitude 100 west from Greenwich.
The area covered by these groups must be very great, con-

sidering that tbe Earth moves at tbe rate of 1,000 miles per
hour, and met this body of meteors moving at tbe same rate,
which velocity increased to 1,200 miles per minute by the
Earth's attraction ; and yet it took many hours from nine in

the evening until the brilliancy of the Sun's light overpowered
that of the meteors before the Earth bad travelled through
this immense assemblage of meteoric particles, like tbe sand of

the sea-shore in number.
Stars have shone with "-trains of fire

"
in an immense shower

within the memory of the youngest of tbe present generation,

viz., on the 13th and 14th of November, 1866, and have again
completed the cycle of 33 years from tbe last recorded, November
12, 1833. It is supposed that these meteoric particles do not
exceed two grains in weight ; they commence burning at a

height of seventy-four miles above our Earth, and ore all dissi-

pated into vapour by the time they have travelled twenty miles

through the upper and more rarefied parts of the air, and

passed within a distance of fifty-four miles of the Earth.
All motion when arrested generates heat. It is the resistance

of our atmosphere the friction of these particles (moving at the

rate of upwards of 1,000 miles per minute) against the material

substance of tho air surrounding the globe that generates tho

ieat which ultimately converts them to a vaporous condition.

An observer at Cowes, Isle of Wight, thus tersely describes

;he appearance of tho great shower of swift, silent, luminous
'

shooting stars," with their trails of light, that fell in Novem-

>er, 1866, and surpassed anything that tbe present generation
las witnessed :

" Tbe predicted display of shooting stars was observed hero

Cowes) on a magnificent scale during tbe early hours of this

morning, and, as the sky may have possibly been in few places
so clear as here, the notes I mode may perhaps be interesting to

some of your numerous readers.
"
During tbe half-hour preceding midnight about 66 were

observed.
' From midnight to 12.30 about 200 were observed.
'From 12.30 12.50 201
'From 12.50 12.58 190
'From 12.58 1.2 201 in 4 mina.
'From 1.2 1.5 206 in 3 .
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"From 1.5 1.10 214 in 5 mins.

"From 1.10 1.11 100 ., in 1

"From 1.11 1.13 206 in 2
" The falls now became so incessant that it icas impossible to

count numbers fast enough, ten to a dozen falling stars being at

intervals all visible at once.

"This rapid fall continued visible for 16 minutes, when the

sky, which had been clear from midnight, became obscured with

heavy rains, and rain fell sharply for some ten minutes.

"At 1.50 it cleared up a little; stars were still falling, but
not so rapidly.

" From 1.50 to 1.54 over 83 were observed, when the sky
again became overcast, and a little rain again fell, clearing up at

2.20, when stars were still falling.
"From 2.20 to 2.35, 73 fell in 15 minutes; the sky again

became cloudy, clearing up at 3.15, when very few, some two or

three per minute, were falling ; and after 5 o'clock none were
observed.

" About 25 per cent, of the shooting stars were exceedingly

brilliant, burning with an intense orange-yellow colour, the

larger ones marking their track with an intense blue or greenish-
blue streak, which, in some instances, exceeded a length of 60

in space. These streaks were apparently always widest at the

middle point of their observable course.
" With the exception of a very small

number (not 2 per cent.) which appeared
erratic, the radiant point was near the star

, in the constellation Leo, at about 25
north declination, and at about 9 hours 50
minutes right ascension.

" A few of the meteors appeared to burst,

leaving a cloudy haze, and from one espe-

cially, that fell at 1.14, passing westward,

nearly through our zenith, and disappearing
at about 45 above the horizon, the smoke
or vapour was visible for fully three minutes
after it exploded.

" A child, who had been aroused to look at

the display from a window looking west-

ward, remarked that it was like the feathers

in a display of rocket fireworks,
'

only,' he

said,
'

they went the wrong way.'
"

The change of something of a solid nature

into the vaporous condition, or rather per-

haps into the finest dust, is thus dis-

tinctly alluded to, and the production of

what appeared to be smoke or vapour (like

that from an ordinary firework) is recorded

by this observer.

Subsequently, Mr. Alexander Herschel delivered a lecture on
the same shower before the members of the Royal Institution,
and stated that the height of some of those meteors had been

TOY FOR EXHIBITING THE EFFECT
OP METEORS.

seen, called "
detonating meteors," which have exploded with a

loud noise, as well as producing a magnificent emission of light.
Such meteors have been called "fire-balls." Occasionally a small

stony mass remains as the result of the rushing flame and ea-

plosion, which is like the loudest thunder
; and it is satisfactory

to know that out of ten millions of shooting stars seen from the

Earth, barely one case of a fallen substance is recorded. It has
been stated by Mr. Herschel that he observed the sodium line

in the train of a "fire-ball meteor," which he submitted to

spectrum analysis. And it will be noticed in the account given
by the observer at Cowes, that the colour of the light of at least

one quarter of the meteors was " an intense orange-yellow
colour," the larger ones marking their track with an intense
blue or greenish-blue streak. This change of colour of the

track from intense orange-yellow colour to an intense blue or

greenish-blue is probably due to the same cause tha.t produces
the beautiful changes of colour when burning magnesium wire is

moved in a circular form around the face, as described in our

last paper. The meteor, like the magnesium, could not be in

every part of the track at the same time, and the train of light

produced a like change of colour whilst it faded away from
the vision. As this subject is proceeded with, it will be found
that after staring at any brilliant train of coloured light, the

original colour does not remain upon the visual nerve, but

changes, as in the experiment of the mag-
nesium wire; therefore, the meteor itself

might consist of matter yielding a yellow
or orange-yellow light only, and the track

of blue light was probably an optical and

illusory effect.

Thus, then, it is shown that a meteor is a
"
shooting star

' '

or fire-ball, so long as it

moves in the highest regions of the air and
does not fall to the Earth as a solid mass,
but in the state of fine dust. If, however,
the wandering matter from space, like the

famous Kaaba stone at Mecca, is of larger
bulk and weight, and does fall in a solid mass
to the Earth, then it is called a meteorite or

aerolite, of which a fine collection has been

brought together by Mr. Maskelyne, at the

British Museum. They are 237 in number.
Of these " meteorites

" 80 consist of

masses of meteoric iron, called
" aero-

siderites;" 10 have a composition partly
of stone and partly of iron, and are termed
"
siderolites ;

" 147 are stones, and to these

the term "aerolites" is now exclusively

applied.
All these meteorites vary in weight from ounces to tons,

whilst meteors, such as those that formed the shower in Novem-

ber, 1866, are estimated in grains. The difference between a
ascertained to be about fifty miles, and he mentioned the appear- meteor and a meteorite is, therefore, only one of bulk and
ance of others which were as near the Earth as four and five

miles. The periodical meteoric showers, he said, are conceived
to be composed of streams of meteoric bodies moving in sepa-
rate orbits, the width of such a stratum of meteors being equal
to two or three times the diameter of the Earth. The meteors
observed on the 14th of November last were visible at the Cape
of Good Hope a quarter of an hour before they were seen in

this country ; the cause of which he explained to be owing to the
inclination of the globe to the zodiac, and the consequent arrival

of the meteors at the southern portion before they could be

weight, and in all possibility, as suggested by Mr. Sorby (who
has so carefully examined some of the meteorites with the

microscope), may have been produced from metals in a nebulous

or gaseous state, like the vaporous condition of metallic matter

in the photosphere of the Sun.

A very good imitation of the effect of a meteor may be shown

by the simple toy devised by the Rev. Mr. Pilkington, in which

a circular disc of cardboard, perforated with a series of holes

concentric with each other, is moved by a wire attached to a
handle : the wire is not fixed tightly in the centre, but so arranged

visible in the north. He stated that it has been observed that i as to enable the operator to give various motions. The holes are

each periodical stream of meteors is accompanied by a comet,
bhe orbit of which has been calculated and the times of its

return estimated. With reference to the probable course of

luminous meteors in the material substance of the zodiacal light,
the speculations offered were of the vaguest kind. Mr. Herschel
said that attempts to explain the nature of the zodiacal light
have hitherto failed to present a theory that would bear investi-

gation, and the one that he advanced was that the light is

emitted from an immense number of small solid particles sur-

rounding the Sun in the form of an elongated spheroid, or double

cone, and that the meteors are constructed from these particles.
He said this theory had the advantage over others of not having
been hitherto proved to be fallacious.

The November meteors were noiseless, but others have been described in our next paper.

from about a quarter to an eighth of an inch in diameter : the

centre hole is left colourless ; the first ring of holes, green ;

the second, violet ; and the third, crimson ;
and the colours are

obtained by pasting coloured gelatine, such as that used in

crackers and bon-bons, behind the apertures.

By giving the handle various movements in a circular, per-

pendicular, horizontal, or diagonal direction, a, variety of tracks

of coloured light can be obtained. This simple contrivance is

an excellent illustration of persistence of vision, and will enable

our readers to understand a more complicated contrivance

called the astrometroscope, an instrument for producing com-

plicated forms on the disc with the oxy-hydrogen light, by the

various movements of star-like figures, and which will be
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LESSONS IN ETHNOLOGY. III.

1
1 IN OF TICK AKVAX RACE.

THE dominant races of Europe are nearly all Aryan. Those of

tiiem which are so, when arranged according to their languages,
lull naturally under nix Hubdivinionu: (1.) The Teutonic; (2.)

the - M the Slavonic, or \Vindk-; (4.) the Italic ; (5.)

the Illyrio; and (6.) the Hellenic races.

The Teutonic race in one of a very remarkable character. It

has never been properly subdued. While several other Euro-

pean races were so thoroughly brought under the sway of Rome
that they lost their native languages, and now speak tongues
in which Latin words predominate, the Teutons maintained

their political independence, and kept their speech virtually
unmodified by their prox-

imity to the all-con-

quering empire. Next,

ceasing to act simply on

the defensive, they began
to assail the colossal

Rman dominion itself;

nid finally, under the

names of Ostrogoths

<East Goths), Visigoths

<West Goths), Vandals,

etc., they burst in upon
the effete empire and

trampled it under foot.

All decay and death in

this world of God's are

designed to be the pre- OTM
lude to new life, and the p~
overthrow of the old

civilisation though its

immediate result might
be ages of confusion and
intellectual darkness

jet was followed at last

by the birth of a new and
better culture than that

which had perished. How
closely the destroyers of

the Roman empire were
akin to the modern Teu-
tonic nations our own,
for example will be

apparent from a glance
at one or two of the

half-English names ap-

plied to their tribes or

armies : thus, the Romans
spoke of the Marcomanni,
that

is.,
"the men of

mark;" and the Ale-

manni, or "
all men,"

showing the miscellan-

eous nature of the as-

semblage which desire

of plunder had drawn

together. Germany was the great seat of the Teutonic
tribes : their boundaries, when the Romans first came in con-
tact with them, being the Rhine on the west, the Danube on
the south, the Vistula on the east, and on the north a line

running in some unknown latitude across Scandinavia.

The classical authors of antiquity describe the Germanic
tribes as tall in stature and strong in body, with a fair com-

plexion, yellow, or, more frequently, red hair, and blue eyes.

But, remarkably enough, these characteristics are not now
common in Germany; to find them extensively diffused one
must repair to Scandinavia. In Germany the hair and eyes in

a vast number of instances are dark. Unless the Romans mode
some strange mistake which it is hard to think that they can
have done the physical characteristics of the Germans must
have altered considerably within the last two thousand years.
A conjecture has been hazarded as to how this may have taken

place. In all the hotter parts of the world, the hair of the
several indigenous races of mankind is black, and it is accom-

panied bv dark eyes , it is only when one goes some distance
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toward* the north that fair hair and blue eyes become common.
Hence it ha* been thought that the clearing away of the forwte
which once overspread Germany has made the climate of that

country so much more genial, that the southern peculiarities of

black hair and blue eyes are much more frequently met with
now than of old. Latham thai describes the physical con-

formation of the entire Teutonic, or, as he oallu it,
" Gothic

"

family : (a)
" Blue eyes, flaxen hair, ruddy complexion, smooth

akin, fleshy limbs ; (I) Eyes, grey, dark, or hazel ; hair, brown
or black; complexion, sallow or swarthy; bulk, varied."

If the classification of the several Teutonic tribes and snb>
tribes be founded on language, then this great race will be
resolved into three smaller ones the High German, the Low
German, and the Scandinavian sub-races. The locality inhabited

by the first of these in

the south of Germany,
and the language spoken
is the one which is in

general simply desig-
nated " German." To the

second, or Low German
sub-race, belong the Eng-
lish, the Dutch, and the
Frieslanders. The in-

habitants of Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, and
Iceland the Northmen
or Normans of old pira-
tical times constitute

the Scandinavians. Be-
sides these three assem-

blages of Teutons speak-

ing yet living tongues,
should be ranked a
fourth, the Goths, whose

language, is now extinct.

The vast majority of

the Teutons are Protes-

tant in faith, and the

same assertion cannot be
made about any other

race in the world. Of
the many aspects in

which the Reformation
in the sixteenth century

may be viewed, one ia

that it was a religious
revolt of the Teutonic

race against Italian

dominancy. The only
notable section of the

Teutons who have re-

mained Roman Catholic

are the Germans of the

Austrian empire.
In war the Teutons are

remarkable not so much
for romantic courage in

assault, as for stubborn

endurance. The amazing tenacity of life which the Austrian

empire has all along shown, and its great fortitude under

crushing defeats, have in large measure resulted from the pro-
minent place held by the Teutonic element in its political

system. The tenacity of endurance now spoken of is called by
the French "

solidity ;

"
hence either the Emperor Napoleon or

the Moniteur, referring on one occasion, during the Crimean

war, to the British soldiers, used the expression,
" that solidity

which is peculiar to them ;

" and in the French narrative of the

battle of Inkermann, admiration was expressed for "the energetic

solidity with which our allies faced the storm so long."

The Celtic is the second of the great races now inhabiting

Europe. Even before the conquests of Julius Caesar, the

Romans had become well acquainted with one great section

of it, namely, the Gallic tribes, who had oftener than once

burst through the Alps, and rolled an invading torrent like an

avalanche down upon the plains of Italy. These aggressive

Celts, too, had so well held their own in that peninsula, that there

was a Cis-Alpiue as well as a Trans-Alpine Gaul ; that is, a

\
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Saul on the south as well as one on the north of the Alps. Hence

the Latin authors have left behind them in their writings sundry

interesting notices with respect to the physical and mental

qualities of the Celtic tribes. One of these, dashed off with a

free pen, is by Ammianus Marcellinus, who nourished in the

latter part of the fourth century, and whose observations with

respect to Celtic peculiarities possess a special value from the

fact that he was a Roman military officer, who, it is believed,

spent a considerable period in Gaul.
" The Gauls," says Ammianus,

" are almost all tall of stature,

very fair, and red-haired, and horrible from the fierceness of

their eyes; fond of strife, and haughtily insolent. A whole

band of strangers would not endure one of them, aided in his

brawl by his powerful and blue-eyed wife, especially when with

swollen neck and gnashing teeth, poising her huge white arms,
she begins, joining kicks to blows, to put forth her fists, like

stones from the twisted strings of a catapult. Most of their

voices are terrific and threatening, as well when they are quiet
as when they are angry. All ages are thought fit for war, and
an old man is led out to be armed with the same vigour of heart

as the man in his prime, with limbs hardened by cold and con-

tinual labour, and a contempt of many even real dangers. None
of them are known, like those who in Italy are called in joke

Marci, to cut off their thumbs, through fear of serving in war.

They are as a nation very fond of wine, and invent many drinks

resembling it, and some of the poorer sort wander about with

their senses quite blunted with continual intoxication."

Other ancient authors concur with Ammianus in representing
the Gallic Celts as having blue eyes and fair or red hair. The

people of Britain, again, were said to be of a feebler physical

type, and one tribe the Silures was reported to be swarthy in

colour, and to have dark, curly hair. Here, then, we are met by
a difficulty. The Celtic tribes are not to any large extent

characterised at present by blue eyes and fair or red hair. A
good many of them are dark ; and if the observations made by
Ammianus and o'thers were trustworthy as they appear to have
been then some change must have taken place among the Celts,
as among the Germans, within the last two thousand years. Dr.

Latham, following Eetzius, considers the Celtic skull as one of

remarkable length. He further describes the race as having
prominent cheek-bones ; while as to the colour of the hair and
eyes, he institutes two divisions: (1.) The Silurian type:
"
Eyes and hair, black; complexion, dark with a ruddy tinge:

chiefly found in South Wales. (2.) The Hibernian type : eyes,

grey; hair, yellow, red, or sandy; complexion, light." The
race, as proved by a study of the languages peculiar to it,

should be divided into two sub-races : the one speaking dialects
akin to the Welsh, and the other those allied to the Gaelic.

There were at no remote date three dialects, falling under the

former of these divisions : the Welsh proper, the Cornish, and
the Armoric. Within the memory of the present generation, an
old woman was reported to be living in Cornwall who could

speak Cornish ; then it was said that she had died, and the
Cornish language had died with her. The Armoric is spoken
in Brittany, in the north-west of France. The Gaelic is divided
into three dialects : the Gaelic proper, current in the Highlands
of Scotland ; the Erse, in the wilder parts of Ireland ; and the

Manx, in the Isle of Man. The Celtic languages are becoming
rooted in parts of Canada. In England, in France, and in

other places there is much Celtic blood in regions where Armoric
has become extinct. With the exception of the Scottish High-
landers, nearly all the Celts are Eoman Catholics. In war they
are more dashing in assault than the cooler Teutons, but do not
bear up so well against long-continued difficulties and disasters.

Ancient authors charged them with fickleness, and it is re-

markable that the same complaint is made by the Apostle Paul

against the church at Galatia, which, as the name of the town

imports, was a Gallic one, though situated beyond the limits of

Europe, in Asia Minor.

We come next to the Slavonic race. As residents in this

country have less opportunity of becoming acquainted with the
Slavonic race than with Teutons and Celts, we take from Milne-
Edwards of Paris, as quoted in Nott and Gliddon, the following
careful summary of its physical characteristics :

" The con-
tour of the head viewed in front approaches nearly to a square ;

the height surpasses a little the breadth, the summit is sensibly

flattened, and the direction of the jaw is horizontal. The length
of the nose is less than the distance from the base to the chin ;

it is almost straight from the depression at its root, that is tc.

say, without decided curvature, but, if appreciable, it is slightly
concave, so that the end has a tendency to turn up ; the inferior

part is rather large, and the extremity rounded. The eyes,
rather deep set, are perfectly on the same line; and when they
have any particular character, they are smaller than the pro-

portion of the head would seem to indicate. The eyebrows are

thin, and very near the eyes, particularly at the internal angle,
and from this point are often directed obliquely outwards. The
mouth, which is not salient (projecting), has thin lips, and is

much nearer to the nose than to the tip of the chin. Another

singular characteristic may be added, and which is very general,

viz., their small beard, except on the upper lip." This is said to

be the common type among all the subdivisions of the great .

Slavonian family.
To this third division of the Aryan race belong not merely the

Russians and the Poles, but also the Bulgarians or, at least, a

portion of them the Servians, the Bosnians, the Montenegrins,
the Dalmatians, the Croats, the Vends or Slovaks, the Czechs or

Bohemians, the Moravians, the Lettic tribe, the Lithuanians,
and others. So large a portion of the Slavonic race is under
the Russian czar, and so slender is the cohesion of at least one-

of the two empires Turkey, in which many other Slavonic-

tribes reside that there has grown up the doctrine of Pan-
slavism. In TTO.V (pan) may be recognised the neuter of the
Greek adjective, or rather collective pronoun, signifying "all."

Panslavism, then, at the least, contemplates the gathering
together of all the Slavonic tribes under one head the Russian
czar ; and it may, in the wishes of some of its votaries, go
beyond this, and aim at using the hoped-for union for purposes
of domination over other races. The first Napoleon is reported
to have said that in a certain number of years (100 we think it

was), all Europe would be either republican or Cossack. By
Cossack he meant Russian; and Panslavism, in its most ex-

tensive signification, accepts the second side of the alternative,
and says with eagerness,

" Then Cossack let it be." The so-

called Eastern question received no more than a temporary
solution in the arrangements which followed on the Crimean

war, and it remains to be seen whether the changes resulting-
froni the war between Russia and Turkey, and the Berlin

Congress of 1878, will afford any basis for a permanent settle-

ment of the matter in time to come. It is a weak point also in
the Austrian political system that the Bohemians, the Moravians,

1

and many other Austrian subjects, are Slavonians
; at the sama

time, not a few of these are Roman Catholics like their emperor,
and therefore they are less disposed than they otherwise would
be to embrace Panslavism, and regard St. Petersburg as their

\ pole-star. Even in the great Muscovite empire itself, difference

of religious belief between the Russians proper and the Poles
of whom the former mainly belong to the Greek Church, while

the latter are for the most part Roman Catholics has been
one of the most patent causes of alienation between these two
great sections of the Slavonians.

The other Aryan races in Europe live along the shores of the
Mediterranean. According to Dr. Latham, they have long-

heads, high facial angles, dark eyes and complexion, and a

bodily frame more slender than bulky. As stated before, if

classified according to the languages which they speak, they
must be divided, as is done by Professor Max Miiller of Oxford,
into the Italic, the Illyrian, and the Hellenic races.

In the case of the first, the test of language is somewhat
fallacious, since Latin spread among tribes not closely akin to

'

those who spoke it originally. Six more modern forms of speech

i

sprung from it, and are sometimes called the Romance languages.

They are the Portuguese, the Spanish, the French, the Pro-

vencal, the Italian, and the W^Ilachian. Only two of these

require explanation. The Provencal language was that of the
old troubadours, but it has now degenerated into a mere patois

spoken in the Grisons of Switzerland, and on the borders of the

Tyrol. The Wallachian tongue is current in Roumania, in parts
of Hungary, Transylvania, and Bessarabia, and to a certain

extent in districts of old Thrace, Macedonia, and even Thessaly.
The principality first mentioned constituted the major portion
of the province of Dacia, colonised by the Romans as an out-

post to defend the empire on that side from the barbarians ; and
the Latin introduced by those colonists has modified the speech
of the people there to this day.

It has already been mentioned that many of the nations who-
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now apeak Latinised languages have no close affinity to the >

'M Romans. They are very mixed in blood. Moat of tin-

inhabitants of Koumania are probably of Slavonic, and some
'

even of Gothic deacent. The Etrnaoans, though resident in

Italy, are not at all akin to the other inhabitants of that

peninsula, and are very difficult to classify. The north a:.. I

muMlo of France were originally Celtic; its southern portion
was inhuliiti'il l>y the Basques or Iberians, who were not Aryans.
>!>;im was partly Iberian and partly Celtic; Portugal was much
the aum<>.

lllijrian race is now represented by the Albanians, who

speak a language not closely akin to others, but which has at

length been declared Indo-Earopaan.
The Hellenic race comprehends the Greeks, once so renowned

throughout the world, but now so greatly fallen.

Of the three Aryan races of Northern and Central Europe,
the Celts seem to have boon the first to come from the primitive
settlement in Persia. The Teutons, perhaps, followed next, and
then the Slavonians. The Lithuanian language, one belonging
to the Slavonian family, approaches most nearly of all the

European tongues to Sanscrit.

There are other than Aryan peoples in the great continent to

which this paper has been devoted, but of these we shall speak
subsequently, when treating of the Turanian race.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXVII.
IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE SECOND CONJUGATION

(continued).

II. IRREGULAR VERBS ENDING IN 6T6 SHORT.

11. Verbs ending in ORRE.

The irregular verb p6rre, to put, is thus conjugated :

INF. Pres. Porre, to put. Pres. Gerund. Pondndo, putting. Pact Par!.

Posto, put. Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre posto, to have put. Past

Gerund. Avdudo posto, having put.

IND. Pre*. Pongo, poni, pone; poniamo, pondte, pongono. Imp.
Pondva or ponda ; pondvi ; pondva, ponda, or ponia. Ponevamo ; pone-
vate ; pondvano or pondano. Ind. Pret. Posi, pondsti, pose; pondmmo,
pondste, posero. Put. Porro, porrai, porra ; porrdmo, porrdte, porranno.

Cond. Pres. Porrdi or porria, porresti, porrebbe or porria ; porrdmmo,
porrdste, porrdbbero.

IMP. Poni, ponga ; poniamo, pondte, pongano.
SUB. Pres. Che ponga or pogua, che ponga or pogni, che ponga or

pogna ; che poniamo, che poniate, che pongano. Imp. Che pondssi,
che pondssi, che pondsse ; che poudssimo, che pondste, che pondssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Comporre, to compose.

Disporre, to dispose.

Riporre, to replace.

Frapporre, to interpose.

Opporre, to oppose.

Posporre, to delay.

12. Verbs ending in RERE.

The irregular verb correre, to run, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Correre, to run. Pres. Gerund. Corrdndo,
running. Post Port. Corso, run. Compound Tenses. Post. Avdre

corso, to have run. Past Gerund. Avdndo corso, having run.

IND. Pres. Corro, corn, corre; corriamo, corrdte, corrono. Imp.
Corrdva, corrdvi, corrdva; correvamo, correvate, corrdvano. Ind. Pret.

Corsi, corresti, corse ; corremmo, corrdste, corsero. Put. Correro,

correrai, correra; correrdmo, correrdte, correranno. Cond. Pre*.

Correrdi, correrdsti, correrebbe ; corrdremmo, correrdste, correrdbbero.

IMP. Corri, ciSrra; corriamo, corrdte, corrano.

SUB. Pres. Che corra, che corra, che corra ; che corriamo, che

corriate, che corrano. Imp. Che corrdssi, che corrdssi, che corrdsae ;

che corrdssimo, che corrdste, che corrdasero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Accorrere, to run to. I Discorrere, to discourse.

Concorrere, to run together.

13. Verbs ending in TERE.

The irregular verb me'ttere, to put, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Mettere, to put. Pres. Gerund. Mettdndo,
putting. Post Part. Messo, put. Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

messo, to have put. Past Gerund. Avdndo mdsso, having put.

IND. Pres. Mdfrto, mdtti, mdtte ; mettidmo, mettdte, mettono. Imp.
Mettdva or mettea; mettdvi; metteva or mettea. Metteramo; mette-
vate

; mettidvano, mettdano, or mettiouo. Ind. Pret. Misi, mettdsti,
mfse

; mettdmmo, mettdste, mfsero. Put. Mettero, metterai, mettera ;

metterdmo, metterdte, metteranno. Cond. Pres. Metterdi or metteria
;

metterdsti; metterdbbe or metteria. Metterdmmo; metterdste; met-

terdbbero, metteriano, or metterieno.

IMP. Mdtti, mdtta; mUUmo, met>U, nltUao.
Ban. Pret. Che mdtta, che mdtu, che m4tt*

nattUto, che mdttuno.-/mp. Che mtt4.ai. eh* m#tt^ai, oh*
cha metu; imo, che mtt^at,

After this example conjugate the following -.

Infinitive. I'rettnt. Ind. Prtt. Port Part. Enjlitk.

Connmtcre, couito, couitdi, conaiatlto, to onuiat,

Aaaiatere, oaaiato, aaaiiUi, aaautito, to OMut.

Ra(atara, realato. reaiiUi, reaiatito, to rtfitt.

A vt'-rtere, avdrto, ardrai, avdrao, to (urn of.

14. Verbs ending in ABBE.

The irregular verb trdrre, to draw, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Tr4rre, to drav.Prts. Gerund. Trmludo,
dmiring. Post Part. Tritto, drawn.-Compound Tenst.Pait. Avdre

tnitto, to have drairn. Past Gerund. Avdndo tritto, having drawn.
IND. Pres. Traggo, trai or tr&ggi, trie or tragije; trajimo or trag-

giamo, tradte, traggono or trfnno. Imp. Tradva or trada ; tradvi ; tradva

or trada. Traevamo ; traevate ; tradvano, tradno, or tra^aao. Ind.

Pret. Trassi, tradsti, trasae ; tradmmo, tradste, traaaero or triaaeno.

Put. Trarro, trarrai, trarra
; trarrdmo, trarrdte, trarrinno. Cond. Prtt.

Trarrdi or trarria, trarrdati, trarrdbbe or trarria; trarrdmmo, trarrdnte,

trarrdbbero.

IMP. Trai, tragga ;
traiamo or traggiamo, tradte, traggnno.

SUB. Pres. Che tragga, ohe tragga, che tragga ; che traiamo or trag-

giamo, che traiate or traggiate, che traggano. Imp. Che tradaai, cbe

tradssi, che tradsse
; che tradssiino, che tradste, che tradaaero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Attrarre, to attract. Ritrarre, to draie out.

Contrarre, to contract. Sottrarre, to subtract.

Distrarre, to take off.

15. Verbs ending in VERB.

(1.) The irregular verb mdvere or mu6vere, to move, is thus

conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Movere or mnovere, to move. Pre*. Gerund.

Movdndo or muovdndo, moving. Past Part. Mosso, moved.-Com-

pound Tenses. Past. Avdre mosso, to have moved. Past Gerund. Avdndo
mosso, having moved.

IND. Pres. Muuvo or move, muovi, mudve ; moviimo, movdte,
muovono. Imp. Movdva, movdvi, movdva; movevamo, movevate,
movdvano. Ind. Pret. Mossi, movdsti, mosse ; movdmmo, movdste,
mossero. Pitt. Muovero, muoverai, muovera ; muoverdmo, maoverdte,
muoverauuo. Cond. Pres. Muoverei, muoverdsti, muoverdbbe; muove-

rdmmo, muoverdste, muoverebbero.
IMP. Muovi, muova; moviaino, moviate, muuvano.
SUB. Pres. Che muova, che muova, che muova ; che moviamo, che

moviate, che muovano. Imp. Che movdssi, che movdssi, che movdase;
che movdssimo, che movdste, che movessero.

(2.) The irregular verb scrivere, to write, is thus conju-

gated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Scrfvere, to icrite. Pres. Gerund. Scrivdndo,

writing. Post Part. Scritto, written.-Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

scritto, to have written. Past Gerund. Avdndo Bcritto, having im'tfen.

IND. Pres. ScrJvo, scrivi, scrive ; scriviiuio, scrivete, scrivono. Imp.
Scrivdva or scrivda, scrivevi, scrivera orscrivda; acrivevamo, acrireTate,

scrivdvano. Ind. Pret. Scrissi, scrivdsti, scrisse ; scrivdmmo, scrivdste

scrissero. Put. Scrivero, scriverai, scrivera ; scriverdmo, scriverdte,

scriveranno. Cond. Pres. Scriverdi, acriveresti, scriverdbbe ; acrive-

rdmmo, scriverdste, scriverdbbero.

IMP. Scrivi, scriva ; scriviamo, scrivdte, scrivano.

SOB. Pres. Che scriva, che scriva, che scriva ; che scriviamo, che

scriviate, che acrivano. Imp. Che acrivdssi, che acrivdaai, che scrivdaae ;

che scrivdssimo, che scrivdste, che scrivdssero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Riscrtvere, to write again.

Soscrivere, )
to subscrib..

Sottoscrivere, }

Soprascrivere, to put the direction.

Trascrivere, to transcribe.

Circonscrivere, to circumcn'be.

Contrascrivere, to write ogaintt.

Descrivere, to describe.

Inscrivere, to inscribe.

Prescrivere, to prescribe.

Proscrivere, to proscribe.

(3.) The irregular verb stilvere, to untie, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tense*. Pres. Solvere, to untie. Pre*. GrurJ. Solvdmdo,

untying. Past Part. Soluto, untied. Compound T*n*. Pa*t. Avdre

soluto, to have untied. Past Gerund. Arendo soluto, having untied.

IND. Pres. S61vo, 86M, adlve ; solviimo, aolrdte, adlvono. Imp.
Solvdva or solvda, solvdvi, solvdva or aolvda ; aolvevamo, aolvevito, aol-

vdvano or solvdano. Ind. Pret. Solvdi or aolsi, aolrdati, aolve or aolae;

aolvdmmo, aolvdste, aolvdrono or aolaero. Put. Solvero, aolverai,

aolvera ; solverdmo, aolverdte, solreranno. Cond. Prer. Solverdi, aolre-

rdsti, solverobbe ; solverdmmo, solverdate, eolvendbbero.

IMP. Solvi, aolva ; solviamo, solvdte, aolvano.

SUB. Pre*. Che aolva, che aolva, che aolva; che solviamo, che solviate,
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che solvano. Imp. Che solvessi, che solvcssi, che solvesse ; che solvds-

simo, che solveste, che solvessero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Infinitive. Present. I:id. Pret. Past Part. English.

Asciolvere, asciolvo, asciolsi, asciolto, to take lunch.

Assulvere, assolvo, assolsi, assolto or -uto, to absolve.

Dissolvere, dissolve, dissolsi, dissolto or -uto, to dissolve.

Riso'lvere, risolvo, risolvi, risolto o>
-

-uto, to resolve.

(4.) The irregular verb vivere, to live, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Vivere, to live. Pres. Gerund. Vive'ndo,

living. Past Part. Viviito or vissiito, lived. Compound Tenses. Past.

A.ve're vivuto, to have lived. Past Gerund. Avdndo viviito, having lived.

IND. Pres. Vivo, vivi, vive ; viviamo, vive'te, vfvono. Imp. Viveva or

vivda, viveVi, viveva or vive'a ; vivevamo, vivevate, vivevano or vivdano.

Ind. Pret. Vissi, vivdsti, visse; vivemmo, viveste, vi'ssero. Fut.

Vivero or vivrb, viverai, vivera j viveremo, vivere'te, viveranno. Cond.

Pres. Viverdi, vivrel, or viveria ; vivere'sti j viverdbbe or viveria. Vive-

rdmrno, vivereate, viverdbbero.

IMP. Vivi, viva ; viviamo, vive'te, vivano.

SUB. Pres. Che viva, che viva or vivi, che viva ; che viviamo, che

viviate, che vivano. Imp. Che vivdssi, c'.:e vive'ssi, che vive'sse ; che

vlvdssimo, che viveste, che vivdaaero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Convfvere, to live together.

Benevivere, <o live well.

Bivivere, to revive.

Sorvivere, to survive.

Sopravivere, to survive.

IBEEGULAE VEEBS OF THE THIED CONJUGATION.
TABLE OF THE TERMINATIONS OF THE VERBS IN isCO.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present, -fre. Present Gerund, -dndo. Past Participle, -ito.

INDICATIVE HOOD.

Present.
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Oh* Kilgano. salfscano or sAglUno. Imp. Che saliiisi, oh aliisi. cho

aliKto ; one Huliuituo, cbe to) isto, che mUiNwro.

After this example conjugate the following:

Aittliro, U attack. I BMMlire, to attack again.

Uisuiiro, (o go up again. \ Soprualire, lo attack uut

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF ro.M.MKKCE.

CHAPTER IX.-EGYPT BEFORE THE ERA OP ALEXANDER.
THE ancient commercial history of Egypt ia divided by strongly
marked features into two epochs that before and that after the

time of Alexander. How far back the first period extended we
know not. We see through the haze of time a nation apart and

(\<-lii-ive, its civilisation arrested and passive for years, emerging
at length into fellowship with the outer world, chiefly through
the persistence of Phoenician and Greek merchants, and much
in tin- same manner as the peculiar nations of China and Japan
are, in our own day, gradually being opened to Western com-

merce. There ia reason to believe that Egypt was a settled

nation long before the foundation of Nineveh and Babylon, and
that these states derived their civilisation from Egypt ; but

Egypt did not enter into free intercourse with the rest of the

world till after the time of Alexander. Two sea boundaries

gave it an extensive line of coast. It is united to Asia by the

isthmus of Suez, and lies open to the interior of Africa, the

Nile forming a grand channel of communication with the

south. The country, as now, was flooded three months in every

year by the overflow of its river, and was likewise artificially

irrigated by a network of canals, as well as from Lake Moeris,
constructed by the king whose name it bears as a reservoir for

the superabundant waters at the time of inundation. Inland

boats and barges made of boards of papyrus were in general
use on the Nile and on the canals as the common means of

communication between the towns. A sailor caste is spoken
of, and boats occupied a conspicuous place in the religious

festivals.

Later in history Egypt owned a fleet of 400 vessels, used in

the coasting trade, and even venturing as far as India. The
wood, copper, and iron necessary for their construction were ob-

tained from the Phoenicians. The Egyptians reached, perhaps,
the highest development possible to a people excluding them-
selves from association with all others. Their system of castes

confined trades and professions to certain families, and made

productive skill in the various arts and handicrafts descend as

an heirloom from parent to child. Resulting from this practice,
a superior degree of excellence was manifested in their works
of metal and wood. Their harps excelled those of modern
make in beauty of form, and their chairs and couches were
of chaste designs. Even in wicker-work they showed artistic

skill. For many purposes of art and utility they used a com-

pound metal of a green colour, the method of alloying which is

now lost. Their cutlery and weapons of war were also made
of a compound metal, a kind of brass or bronze. Elegance
was specially aimed at in their pottery ;

the examples now
in our museums are made of fine clay, and are very beautiful.

Excellent cotton cloths and muslins, together with woollen
fabrics and embroidered work or tapestry, were among the pro-
ducts of their industry. Buying and selling fell to the lot of

the women. Household duties were attended to by the men.
In accordance with this custom, it was the daughter, not the

son, on whom devolved the duty of supporting a helpless parent.
The laws promoted self-dependence. Securities for loans were

contrived, usury was forbidden, and the rights of creditors

were limited to the property of their debtors. They were a

grave and unsociable people, of quiet, temperate habits, and
submissive under control.

Every patch of the country that water could reach was culti-

vated, and good roads were formed. The Egyptians consumed
more of vegetable than of animal food. The rich brown deposit
of the Nile yielded grain, garlic, the lotus, and gourds in exube-
rance. The crops succeeded each other at intervals of six

or eight weeks, and the whole soil was literally, as well as

metaphorically, the "
gift of the Nile."

Higher up the river valley were quarried the massive syenite
trials used in the erection of the temples, and the obelisks or

needles, which, at a later date, took Cleopatra's name. East-

ward, between the river and the Bed Sea, a mountainous strip

produced marble and the only metals found in Egypt. Camels
were numerous ; and the celebrated horses of the Delta were,
from the flatness of the district, of great utility for chariots and
warlike purposes. Long before Egypt owned Teasels fit to nari-

gate the aea, caravans traversed the country in all directions,

frankincense, spices, and wines were thus obtained from Arabia
an<l Syria. Gold, ivory, feathers, skins, and slaves cam*
through Ethiopia from Central Africa, and fine salt was alsc

impor'
The jealousy of the Egyptians regarding the intrucion of

foreigners by sea was the effect of fear. PoHseHnhiK no timber
for shipbuilding, and having a distaste for navigation, they
were ill prepared to resist invasion ; and as the first sailors

were as much pirates as traders, no vessels, for a long period,
were allowed to anchor in the Nile. Caravan traders only, not

being formidable, were tolerated, with a kind of contempt.
Psammetichus, who ruled over Egypt B.C. 671-617, was the

first king that dared to break in upon ancient prescription.
He not only opened the country to Phoenician and Greek vessels,

but employed Greek mercenaries in his army. These measures

brought wealth to the state, but gave offence to the warrior

caste, the whole of whom, in a body of about a quarter of a
million of men, emigrated into Ethiopia, where they had
district assigned to them as a habitation.

Amasis, the foreigner's friend, the heir of Psammetichus,
allowed the Greeks to erect temples and warehouses, and in

the last year of his reign, 526 B.C., he removed all previous
restrictions upon vessels by declaring the months of the river

free to navigation. Many Greek merchants, therefore, settled

in Egypt, introducing the manners and customs of their own
country. Egyptian youths were placed with these families in

order to learn the Greek language, and thus to facilitate trade.

In this way there gradually arose a class of interpreters whc
became imbued with Greek habits and modes of thought, which

they communicated to their own families. The Persians con-

quered the country, 525 B.C. Camhyses committed unheard-of

atrocities, but the fate of his expedition against Ammonium
and Ethiopia put an end to the commotions of war, and the

gentler government of Darius Hystaspes left the Egyptians
free to do as they pleased, so long as they did not fail in

the payment of their yearly quota of a tribute of 700 talents,

equal to 125,000, which was raised partly in Libya, Barca,
and Cyrene, as well as in Egypt. Besides this, the country
had to provide with corn a Persian garrison of 120,000 men,
stationed at Memphis. The fishing in Lake Moeris was like-

wise monopolised by the conquerors. Under these compara-
tively easy conditions, commerce resumed its prosperous
career. The Persian supremacy lasted from 525 B.C. till 332

B.C., when Alexander the Great conquered the country. During
these two centuries trade and manufactures became much ex-

tended, but it is difficult to distinguish the wealth of the Greeks
and Phoenicians from that of the natives. The paintings and

sculptures in the tombs depict weavers and dyers using orna-

mented distaffs and looms. Linen and cotton fabrics, and silk

from the byssus of the pinna, were worked and dyed of various

tints, unmixed white, red, yellow, blue, green, or black. These
stuffs were renowned for their quality and costliness in every

country which Egyptian produce reached.

At this period the population of Egypt was very much larger
than it is now. Greek writers affirm that 30,000 cities existed,

and many millions of people. This was the era of the erection

of those huge monuments whose ruins astonish the modern
world. Kings fought hard against oblivion. Lifetimes were
devoted to render imperishable the records of great rulers whoso
names are now forgotten, whose conquests are deemed fabulous,

and whose embalmed bodies are indistinguishable amongst
millions of other mummies. Lake Moeris, on the other hand,
and the canals of Sesostris remain, as evidences of wisdom and
skill applied to domestic improvement, and to the development
of natural resources.

CHAPTER X.-EGYPT (continued) AFTER THE ERA OP
ALEXANDER - ALEXANDRIA.

ALEXANDER'S ambition urged him to leave behind him per-
manent monuments of his fame. He destroyed some cities,

but built greater. After the destruction of Tyre, Egypt sub-

mitted to the conqueror without an effort in self-defence. His
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keen eye, seeing the capabilities of the country, and the com-

manding position of the Delta, fixed upon a part of the coast

opposite the island of Pharos as a
.
site for a metropolis.

Democrates, earring out the instructions of his master, con-

nected Pharos with the mainland by a jetty or mole, and thus

divided the channel into two harbours, facing the new city.

Alexandria was built upon a grand plan, having, including the

suburbs, a circuit of fifteen miles ; while two noble roads,
100 feet broad, and adorned with temples, colonnades, and

palaces, crossed it at right angles. These formed at their inter-

section a noble open place or square, whence could be viewed
vessels sailing in from the sea to either harbour. One of the

quarters thus marked out was wholly devoted to the palaces
and gardens of royalty ; and here, a few years afterwards, in

the chief of the royal temples, was deposited the body of the

great founder, in a coffin of gold.
The successors of Alexander in Egypt were the Ptolemies,

who raised the city to the summit of its opulence and great-
ness. Ptolemy Philadelphus reared a lighthouse of white

marble, on the island of Pharos, to the height of 400 feet,

adorned with columns, and described as one of the seven

wonders of the ancient world. Fires on its summit at night

guided vessels safely into port. A modern lighthouse now
stands on the same spot. Lake Mareotis, on the south of the

city, was formed into a third harbour, by a canal communicating
with that on the east. The western harbour was so spacious
and deep, that vessels too large for any other port could there

find anchorage, and load and discharge their freights. Such a

ship, sent by Hiero, King of Sicily, as a present to one of the

Ptolemies, is said to have had on board small gardens, with
water-courses for their irrigation, an apparatus for slinging

stones, and eight lofty towers, and to have taxed the utmost

powers of Archimedes to make it manageable. Caravans un-

loaded at Lake Mareotis, whence their treasures were conveyed
by canal to the adjoining harbour.

Alexandria retained its rank as a great commercial city for a
thousand years. At one period it contained three-quarters of a
million of inhabitants, half of whom probably were slaves.

While Egypt was a Roman province its commerce declined ;

yet Alexandria must still have been a magnificent place when
taken by the Arabs, A.D. 651, for Amrou, the victorious general,
in writing to the Caliph Omar, said it was impossible to describe

its beauty and the variety of its riches.

The convenience of Alexandria as a mart for trade between the
East and the West, attracted merchants from every commercial

country. Its inhabitants thus became quite cosmopolitan, blend-

ing the thoughts and manners of all regions. The Ptolemies,

especially the first four princes of that name, fostered the deve-

lopment of the city. Ptolemy Lagus, or Soter, encouraged
foreigners to reside there, by granting them districts to live in.

As many as 100,000 Jews were at one time inhabitants of the city.

Although this prince was almost constantly at war, he still made
commerce his care. He owned, besides a powerful navy, a fine

fleet of merchant ships, promoted expeditions to establish trade,
and signed treaties of commerce with other states. His son,

Ptolemy Philadelphus, who inherited the same spirit, dug a
canal for ships from the Nile to the Bed Sea, and, to increase
the inland traffic, lined the caravan routes with wells and
caravanserais. Arsinoe, Berenice, and Myos Hormos, arose on
the banks of the new canal, whence commodities transferred
from ship to caravan were conveyed to Coptis and Thebes. It

was a boast in his reign that "no citizen was idle in Alex-
andria." Even the blind and lame were taught to labour.

Glass-blowing, the weaving of linen, paper-making from the

papyrus, and the arts connected with the shipping trade, em-
ployed the people ; while the most fruitful country known to
mankind provided them with abundant food.

Ptolemy Euergebes (Ptolemy III.) succeeding to the rich in-
heritance of his fathers, determined to make his capital the
most learned as well as the most commercial city of the time.
He founded a school for teaching the sciences connected with
commerce, and invited philosophers of every country to make
Alexandria their home. Eratosthenes, who suggested the means
of measuring the earth by methods similar to our own, was
among those who responded to his call. The basis of commer-
cial prosperity thus laid was broad enough to bear, without
serious peril, the devastations of the civil wars caused by the
follies and incapacities of some of the succeeding Ptolemies.

Ptolemy IV. possessed a fleet of more than 400 ships. The
crew of one is said to have consisted of 7,400 sailors and
mariners, and the size, as described, is almost incredible. That
his fleet was numerous we may be sure, for there are proofs that
the Egyptian trade had extended to the Euxine

;
and his influ-

ence must have been great, inasmuch as he sought and obtained
the abolition of the tolls at the Bosphorus. Cleopatra, the last

of this celebrated dynasty, added 400 vessels to the fleet of
Mark Antony ;

and when the great battle of Actium was lost,
she was prevented from retreating to India, by the Arabs having

1

burnt another fleet belonging to her in the Red Sea.

By the destruction of Carthage, B.C. 146, the great trade of

that city was diverted to Alexandria, which thus received a

great impulse to its prosperity. Possessing universal com-
merce, its commodities necessarily comprised almost everything
marketable that could link nations together. Primarily, Alex-
andria drew its stores from Egypt, of which it was for the time

being the capital.

Under the Ptolemies, Coptos, below Thebes, was the starting
point for the caravans of Arabia and India, as Kopt, its modern
representative, is now for the pilgrimages to Mecca.

Asia and India dispatched their treasures to Alexandria for

further distribution ;
and Europe, from its remotest islands,

sent to the same mart her surplus produce. From the south
and west came the merchandise of Soudan. We do not trace to

Alexandria any inventions that have modified commerce. There
are extant coins of the Ptolemies, showing an acquaintance with

money ; but these, though an advance beyond the primitive
silver rings and ingots of Egypt, were merely adopted from the

Greeks, and are inscribed with Greek characters.

The city was long noted for the fostering care it bestowed

upon art and science; and even while its trade languished
under the military rule of the Romans, the library contained, it

is affirmed, a volume for every inhabitant a larger number of

books than were ever collected elsewhere, before the invention
of printing. The whole are, however, lost to us ; the Arabs
having, it is said, destroyed the entire collection when they
captured the city, A.D. 640.

From this period Alexandria gradually declined.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XLVI.
VERBS IN

fit (continued).

VERBS IN
fJ.1 WHICH, AFTER ADDING THE SYLLABLE WV OR VV

TO THE STEM-VOWEL, APPEND THE PERSONAL ENDINGS.

WE give here the formation of the verbs in o, 6, o, and of

those whose stem terminates in a consonant :

(a.) Verbs with a Stem ending in a, f, o (<u).

Active.

Pres. aKtba.-vvv-p.i, I K0pt-vvv-fj.i, I ffTpia-vvu-m, I
scatter. satisfy. spread oik',:.

Imp. t-aK&a-vvv-v. f-Kopt-vvv-v. e-<rrpca-i>vv-v.

Perf. e-<r/ce8d-Ka. Kf-Kopt-Ka.. f-frrpa-KO,.

Plup. e-ffKfSa.-Kiti' f-Kf-Kopf-Ketv. t-arpta-Ktiv.
Fut. (TKfSd-ffia. Kopf-aia. ffrpta-G<a.

Attic, ffKtoia, -as, a. Attic, Kopca, -?s, -?.

Aor. f-ffKeSa-aa. t-Kopt-cra. f-ffrpca-ffa.

Middle.

Pres. (TKiSa-vifv-imai.

Imp. f-<rKt8a-isvv-/iiT)

Perf. e-cTKeSa-ir-uai. Kf-Kopf.-a-p.aL. f-ffTpit>-/j.ai.

Plup. f-ffKtba-ff-fj.r]v. f-Kt-Kopf-ff-/j.rii>. f-crrpw-M.rjv.

Fut. Kope-ffo/j.ai.

Aor. (-Kopf-rrafj.rji'. -.

3 F"*-. Ke-K.opf-ffofj.cu.

Passive.

Aor. f~ffKf8a-a'-6rii>. t-Kopf-a-Qr)v. e-irrpt>>-0r]v.

Fut. ff' KtSa-ff-6ri(To/j.a.i. H.opt-<r-6r]a'o/j.a.i. <np<a-Qri<Top.a.i.

Verbal Adj crKtSaaros, ffKtSao-reos; nopta-ros, Kopfffreos ; ffTpcaros,

ffrpcareos.

Another form of the present and imperfect is, o-KeSa-wvu,
f-(TKtSa-vvvov ; Kopf-vvvou, e-KOpt-vvvov ; ffTpia-vvvta, f-ffrp<a-vvuov ;

the v being always short.

Kopf-vviJ-iJ.a.1. <7Tpa;-/ci)-jUai.
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{&.) Verbi with a Stem terminating in a Consonant, at o\-\u-m

(OA-), I destroy, and un-w-m (OM-), I swear.

Hid. and POM.

Pros. oA-AO./i (Lat. perdo). ofi-vv-fu ; ofj.-fv-fj.ai.

o\-\d-n<u (pereo).

Imp. ta\-Mi-v. un-vi>-v;

1 iVrf. oA-a>A-*a (OAEfl), per- ofi-tffto-Ka. ; O

_' IVrf. oA-wA-a, perii.

1 I'lup. aiA-a>A-K(K <t/n.

, c.A-ttiA-f

Fut. oA-<i,

on-vft.o-y-ti.ijv.

I/A-.M uai, -?7.

a!A-<ra.

ofj.-ovft.ai, -{/.

2 Aor. /uTjc. Uft.o-0a ; uft.o-aaft.riv.

1 A. P. <afj.o-a-6r)v.

1 F. P. ono-ff-Briffopat.

10 present and imperfect there is another form with the

v short, namely, oAAu-oi, wAAu-oc; ofivv-u, u>ft.vv-ov.

The present, the first perfect, and the first pluperfect have a
transitive signification ; thus, pros. / destroy, 1 perf. / have

destroyed, 1 plup. / had destroyed ; and the 2 perf. and 2 plup.
have an intransitive meaning, as 2 perf. / have perished (I am
lost, it is all oven- with me), 2 plup. J perished. The middle of

oAAufu, namely, oAAu/xai, signifies / am. perishing.

(1.) In particular instances belonging to this class of verbs

"the stem ends in a vowel, and takes vvv.

Verbs whose Stem ends in a.

1. Kfpa-vvii-fit, I mix; fut. Kfpaffu, Attic K(pia ; aor. (Ktpaffa; perf.

KtKpa.ua. ; mid., / mix for myself, aor. (K(patraft.nv ; perf. mid.

or pass. KtKpa.ft.ai ; aor. pass, titpadriv (by metathesis), also

2. Kptft.a.-vyv-ft.i, I hang ; fut. Kptn&ffca, Attic Kpt/j.ia ; aor. (Kpt^aaa;
mid. or pass. Kpt/j.a.i'vuiJ.a.i, I hang myself or am hanged, but

Kpffta.ft.ai, I hang ; fut. pass. Kpfft.aff6r)ffo/j.at ; aor. fttptfiaaQriv,

I was hanged or I fciing (intrans.).
3. irfra-vi'ii-fj.i, I spread out, I open; fut. irercuro), Attic ireTw ;

perf. mid. or pass, irtirrdyueu (by syncope), aor. pass.

tKfraff6ijv.

Verbs whose Stem ends in t.

1. f-vvi>-tt.i, I clothe (in prose ajutpicpft/ui) ; imperf. a./j.<pitvvov,

without augment; fut. aiMptttru, Attic au.<pLw ; aor. rnj.<t>it<ra;

perf. aor. wanting ; perf. mid. or pass. r]u.<pi(ffna.i, yfjupiftrat,

i)n<pifffTai, etc. ; inf. 7jju<<e<r(?ai ; fut. mid. a/j.<pitffonai, Attic

afj.ipwvua.i.

.2. t-vvi>-m, I boil (transitive), fut. rw; aor. tt<ra ; perf. mid.
or pass. t^tffjucu ; aor. pass. {{tffBrjv (eo> is commonly in-

transitive).
3. (T&t-wv-fit, I extinguish, fut. v&tata ; aor. tff&fva ; 2 aor.

(ff&rjv, I went out, I was extinguished; perf. fffflrj/ca, I have
been put out ; mid. fffta/vvfiai, I go out ; perf. inid. or pass.
fffBtofiat ;

aor. pass. tff&tffQnv. There is no other vero in

vvvu.1, except this, with a second aorist.

-4. mopt-wu-fu, I spread over, fut. a-ropfaai, Attic <rropS> ; aor.

fffropiaa.

Verbs whose Stem ends in o, lengthened into u.

J. fa-wii-m, I giri.l, fut. faffta ; aor. tfaffa; mid. I gird myself,
aor. tfaffafinv ; perf. mid. or pass, ffaffpat.

Z. pu-vvv-m, I strengthen ; fut. friaau ; aor. tppwaa. ; perf. mid. or

pass. tppu>na.i (fpptaro, vale, farewell) ; inf. fpptaffdai ; aor.

pass. (fpuffOnv.
S. <Trpta-vvO-m, I spread out; fut. ffrpoxru ; aor. tffrpuffa, etc.

(see ffT<.f,twvft.i).

4. xp-*/

"i'-M> I colour; fut. xPwffta '.
aor. txp' '70 ; P^rf. mid. or

pass. Htxpuffftou ; imp. txp<aoQi)v.

(2.) Verbs whoso stem ends in a consonant and takes vv are
the following :

1. vy-vv-m, I break ; fut. o ; aor. a{a ;
inf. aa ; 2 perf. fd-ya,

/ have been broken ; aor. pass. tacYnv.

~2. dpy-vv-m (or tlpyw), I restrain, enclose ; fnt. 'p(w ; aor.

tipla. ; aor. pass. flpxOnf ; perf. mid. or pass, tlpyuai (but
p>u>, *ip(w, *ip|o, / cxc/ud).

-3. C*'O'-'j-*1 '. I J/*' (> . WnJ; fut. Cf? ! ar. fC'u{ : m>d. 1 bind

for myself; aor. ttva/j.T)i' ; perf. mid. or paos. ** iry^ai ;

aor. pass. ^i/x
e7/"' and more commonly tfaiiv.

1. UI^-^O-MI, / mia: ; fut. utfw ; aor. c/ui{o, /uifoi ; perf. M'M'Xa 5

perf. mid. or pans, ntfuyfuu ; aor. p*M. <x* l
) t'. /">* ; fut

pain. uix^JjffOMai, ^tyijirofuu ; 3 fut. (itM'i"^^'-
5. piry-vv-m, / 6reaA:, / (ear; fut. p")( ; aor. ^(a; 2 pert

fppwya, I am broken ; aor. mid. t^p^nnnv ; aor. pau. d
yi\v ; fut. jiiiH

INFLECTIONS OF THE TWO PRB8BNT-PERrBCT FOEM8,
I lie, AND ttnat, I tit,

Perf. Ind. K<^UU, K(?<ra<, Kttrai, j>ea, I<r, Ktlyreu ; ubj.
KWM

: *p, K*nTa<, etc.; imperat r<ro, .<Tft, etc. j

inf. K((r0a<, part, icttfitfut.

Plup. Ind. ttcttnvv, tKfttro, tKtiro, 3 plur. <Kirro ; opt. <co/tijf.

K*oto, Ktotro, etc.

Fut. KCiffOAiai.

'Hjuai, / si<, is thus conjugated :

Perf. Ind. fifuu, fiaai, riyrat, ?i/u*0a, faQt, fimai : imperat. 5ro,
^o-Ow, etc.; inf. ^<r0a< ; part, ^/xtcot.

Plup. ^A"?" ^0"<>i fao, butOa, 1]ff6f, IIVTO.

(As the perfect form has a present meaning, BO in both verb*
the pluperfect is equivalent to the imperfect.)

Perf. K00J7juat, (caflrjuai, KaB-qrai ; snbj. xaOwncu, KaBy, KaBrrrcu ;

imperat. KaOyffo ; inf. KaBf/ffOat ; part. Ka6r)/j.fvos.

Plup. (Ka.Bijft.rii' and KaflTj/xTji/, t/ca07)<ro and KaBnffo, (KaOirro and
KaBijffro ; opt. Ka8oifj.r)v, xadoio, naGono.

VERBS IN O) WHICH IN THE SECOND AORIST ACTIVE AND
MIDDLE FOLLOW THE ANALOGY OF THE VERBS IN /J.I.

Several verbs, having the characteristics a, c, o, v, form a

second aorist active and middle after the analogy of the forma-
tions in /i(, since those tenses want the mood-vowel, and append
the person-endings immediately to the stem. All other parts
of these verbs, however, follow the formations in u

; thus

PCUM (BAfl), I step, has 2nd aor. indie, t&vv, imperat. &rjOi, gab.

&w, opt. 0aii7i>, infin. ftyvcu ; part. /3.
<r/3f/j/u/ui (2BEfl), / put out, 2 aor. ta&nv, imperat. ffflriOi, sub.

<rj8o> ; opt. a&tii)v, inf. (rBnvat, part, a&tts.

ytyvuffKtu (FNOH), I learn, 2 aor. tyviav, imperat. yvuOi, sub.

yv<a, opt. yvoinv, inf. 7^01^01, part, yvovs.

Svu, I cover, 2 aor. eSOc, imperat. 8i/0i, inf. &t,vai, part. 8ui (opt.
and subj. follow the formation of verbs in o>).

The formation of this second aorist active corresponds in all

the moods and the participle to that of the second aorist active

of the verbs in jut. The characteristic vowel is lengthened
throughout, as in tarijv, a. and t being changed into TJ, o into a-,

and into 0, and so remains, as in t<ni\v, through all the in-

dicative, imperative, and infinitive. The imperative termination,

TJ<?, in verbs with a for the characteristic vowel, is abridged into

a, as vpoBa. instead of irpoBrtBi.

In ordinary style the second aorist middle is found in very
few verbs, as irerojuai, I fly ; irpiaffOat, I purchase.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XLV.

EXERCISE 133. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Good men do not omit their duty through sleep. 2. Do not give

up what is known aud follow that whicb is unknown. 3. Many men
desire wealth. 4. Xerxes is said to have let down fetters into the

Hellespont, as if, forsooth, to punish it. 5. It is not easy to hold
back a stone when you have let it go from your hand with force, or a
word from your tongue. 6. Hercules, having

1

pursued the boar of

Eryinauthus into a deep snow-drift with his shouting, ensnared him
as he lay there. 7. The Nile empties itself into the sea by seven

mouths. 8. Whatever shall come after, the gods provide for. 9. If

you are (since you are) mortal, the best of men thiuk also mortal

thoughts. 10. While you ore young, remember that you will once be

old. 11. Be just, that you may obtain justice. 12. When might is

present, law has no power. 13. May I be happy and dear to the gods.

EXERCISE 134. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ifftfi. 2. ITU. a U. 4. l-.ni-. ^ E^CMO""- 6 >" ? tmtr. 8.

lovTUV. 9. It/.. 10. Atd&K .001. 11. A-)H00I TTC. 12. A^uflo. CffTWV. 13.

Ef.r|>". 14. KaC.nt. 15. ripcxrrjfout.. 16. ti>.. 17. laffiv. IS. Hitit. 19.

Huri*. 20. 'O a^afot OMTOTC uttinoa TU Atorra trpaTTCiv. 21. IloAAm a^.vrec
Ta ipavcpa Aiaiiova, ra ufiain. 22. Stofm < TOf 'tXAn<rvoi-roi> utAat naCn-

>. 23. Or 3a rnt ^\*>o<rrtc aAAa A. ?> ai0pwirof fi\<n (po. ar 71 rocro.

24. A<aioi tatt i*a KOI &a<a Ttx^rf. 25. 4'iXat (f>i\ov xai anortot ^>po>-

Tif. 26. 'Ore 01 vuXruiu. fit riif TO\I> tioijtaar r.nt^iv^otr 01 iroA<Tai. 27.

AITITC, w waidcc. 28. -i TOM trTpar.wrat airo rqc vo\M aviffoi. 29. A
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HEAT. V.

CONDUCTION SPHEROIDAL STATE CONVECTION RADIANT
HEAT ABSORBING POWER POWER OF TRANSMITTING
HEAT CONCLUSION.

WHEN a heated body has to be handled, some non-conducting
1

material is usually interposed between it and the hand, so as to

guard against burns. Thus in most teapots an ivory ring is

let into the handle, for the sake of keeping it cool. Many
apparently strange phenomena may be explained iii this way.
A kettle, for instance, that has been used some time, and become
coated with fur outside, may be taken off the fire and placed
with impunity on the naked palm, even though the water be

boiling in it. The fur is a non-

conducting material, and protects
the hand from the heat.

A red-hot poker likewise may
be safely struck with the hand.

This partly arises from the fact

that a quick blow does not allow

time for the metal to burn the

hand, and partly from the fact

that the moisture of the hand is

converted into vapour, and pre-
vents absolute contact with the

heated iron. Some remarkable

phenomena have been observed
which illustrate this fact. If we
take a silver vessel, and having
raised it to a temperature a little

above 212, immerse it in a vessel

of water, it will hiss from the

sudden conversion of the water
into steam, and will speedily be
cooled down. If, however, we
heat the vessel to redness, and

place it on the surface of water,
no effect will at first be produced.
It will quietly float for a time
without any sound being heard.

After a little while, however, a
cloud of steam will be suddenly
produced, and the usual hissing
noise will be heard. A similar

thing occurs if a highly heated
silver weight be dipped into a
vessel of water.

The reason of these apparently
strange phenomena is that as

soon as the heated metal touches
the water, that portion which is

nearest to it becomes suddenly
converted into steam, and this

keeps the silver from contact with
the water. A layer of vapour is,

in fact, interposed, which pre-
vents actual contact. When,
however, the silver is cooled down
nearly to the temperature of boiling water, the separation ceases

to exist, and the water comes in contact with the silver and
cools it.

These effects were first observed by Leidenfrost, but have
since been carefully investigated by others. A simple way of

showing them is to take a platinum or silver dish, and having
placed a spirit-lamp under it so as to heat it to redness, drop
with a pipe a little water into it. The liquid does not spread
itself out and moisten the dish as it would at ordinary tempera-
tures, but at once assumes a globular form, and rotates rapidly.
Its evaporation, too, is very much less rapid than it would be if

it boiled, and its temperature appears only to be about 95 or
100. The liquid is said to have assumed the spheroidal state,
and will remain in this condition if the source of heat is kept
under the dish. If, however, it be removed, the heat will

gradually diminish, till it is no longer sufficient to maintain the

globule in the spheroidal state, and then the liquid will touch
the metal, and be immediately thrown into a state of violent

ebullition, a large amount of steam being given off.

A remarkable experiment may be tried which will illustrate

this fact very clearly. Procure a large melting-pot containing-
several pounds of lead, and place it over a fire until the lead is

not only melted, but quite red-hot. Having washed the hand so

as to free it from grease, dip it into a vessel containing strong

liquor ammonia, and it may then be plunged into the molten

metal, or the lead may be ladled out by it, without any danger.
The only sensation produced is one of cold. This experiment
is one which few have the courage to attempt, but it is per-

fectly safe. The heat of the metal evaporates the liquid and
drives out the amuioriiacal gas from it, and thus the hand is

entirely enveloped in a glove of vapour, which prevents contact,

with the lead. The cold felt arises from the rapid evaporation.
In performing this experiment, it is very important to have tha

lead red-hot, as otherwise it may
come into contact with the hand,
and a severe burn will then be

produced.
After conduction, the next mode

in which heat is transmitted is by
convection, or the setting up of
currents in the liquid or gas to
be heated. By this means each

particle in succession is directly

exposed to the source of heat,

and thus has its temperature-
raised.

There are several ways in which
convection may be illustrated :

one of the best is to take a glass
vessel filled with water (Fig. 25),
and having dropped in a few

fragments of litmus or a little

cochineal, place a spirit-lamp
under it, and watch the liquid.
A stream will begin to rise

directly over the lamp, its course-

being clearly shown by the
coloured particles. This stream
will rise to the top of the vessel,
where it will spread out and form
a down current at the sides, am!
in this way all the liquid will in

turn be exposed to the heat.

Another way in which this cir-

culation may be shown is repre-
sented in Fig. 26. Two glass
tubes are bent as there shown r

the lower one being filled with
coloured water ; the other is filled

with clear water, and is inverted

into the funnel-shaped ends of the

first. A spirit-lamp is now held

to one side so as to warm the

liquid there, and the coloured

part of the liquid in that limb
will at once begin to rise, and to

descend in the other.

On this principle the hot-water

apparatus frequently employed for warming large buildings is

constructed (Fig. 27). A furnace and boiler are placed at the-

lower part of the building. From this a pipe, M, passes to

a cistern, Q, at the top, provided with a safety-valve, n;
and from it pipes lead to the stoves, a, b, c, d, e, f, in the

various rooms. The water traverses these on its way back to

the boiler, and gives up to them much of its heat. The water
heated by the furnace becomes, of course, specifically lighter,

and hence rises, while that which has been cooled by its pas-

sage through the pipes descends, and in this way a constant

circulation is maintained.

Gases as well as liquids are heated by convection. The
trade-winds are grand natural illustrations of this fact : the

air having become heated by contact with the surface of the

earth in tropical regions, expands, and rises, making way for

the currents of colder air from the poles. In the higher regions.

of the atmosphere a current usually sets in the contrary direc-

tion to that on the earth's surface, and thus forms the return

current. Land and sea breezes are further exemplifications of

the same fact.
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The thiid way in which heat U communicated from one body
to another U by moans of / In conduction and con-
vection the particles of matter to be heated wore brought into

close contact with the source of heat : we shall now find,

however, that heat can pass from one body to another without
i.-tu ii . i.nt.iot, and even without altering the temperature of
the medium through which it passes. A striking illustration

of tint l:iit<T f.ict is seen in the experiment of netting light
moos by condonwing the sun's rays on them

through a Ions of ioe. The heat passes through it in sufficient

quantities to inflame the sub-

stances, and yet the ioe is

unlimited.

When we stand a little dis-

tance from a fire we at once ex-

perience a sensation of warmth,
no particles of matter appear to

pass, and yet the influence of

the fire is felt. Rays of heat are

given off by the burning fuel,

which create in us the feeling of

warmth. The presence of the air is evidently not necessary for

their passage, since we experience the heat of the sun, whose

rays must pass through space. We may also prove this fact

experimentally by letting two charcoal points connected with a

powerful battery touch under an exhausted receiver. Bays of

heat will be given off despite the absence of the air, and their

presence will at once be felt.

Now we find that radiant heat obeys the same laws an light

does, the rays being given off in all directions, and, in a uniform

medium, always travelling in a straight line. This may easily
be shown by suspending a heated body in the air, and then

holding a thermo-electric pile at equal distances on each side

of it. If, however, a plate of metal be interposed between the

pile and the source of hoat, the rays will at once be intercepted,
and the needle will return to zero. The power of radiant heat

diminishes, as in the case of light, with the square of the dis-

tanco.

If we take a heated body, such, as a cubical vessel, M, filled

with boiling water (Fig. 28),
and place it in front of a
concave mirror, we shall nnd
that the rays of heat are re-

flected from its surface, in

the same way as those of

light are. Let a differential

thermometer be placed in the

focus of the mirror, a screen,

A, being placed so as to keep
off the direct rays from M.

The indicating bubble will at

once show the increase of

temperature ; if the bulb be
moved at all out of the focus,

the bubble will return to its

place, clearly showing that

the rays have been reflected

and brought to a focus. By
means of a small mirror we
can easily prove that in the

case of reflected heat the

angle of incidence is always

equal to the angle of reflec-

tion. An ordinary sheet of

tin held in front of a fire will illustrate this reflection of heat,

and from it wo shall understand the use of reflectors in roasting.

As the amount of heat reflected depends upon the brightness of

the reflectors, the necessity for keeping them clean and bright
will be apparent. For the same reason, the back and sides of a

stove should be kept as clean as possible, so as to throw out

the heat into the room.

Rays of heat may be refracted as well as reflected. When a

oeam from an electric lamp is caused to fall upon a prism, the

luminous rays are bent out of their course, and resolved into the

prismatic colours ; the heat-rays are likewise diverted ; and if we

place behind the spectrum a metal screen with a narrow slit in

it, so as only to allow the rays from one part of the spectrum to

pass at a time, we may, by a pile, test the heat of different

parti. In doing so we find that at the violet end of (he
i rum there w but little heat; even in the yellow, though
that ia the moat luminous part, there in not much. At the red

| portion the heat a greater, but iU intensity is greatest when
the pile ia moved altogether beyond the visible spectrum, so
that tlin most intent*) portion of the beat is altogether non-

|
luminous. The thermal spectrum, in fact, overlap* (he visible

one.

U'iicn we commence to try experiments on the radiat

heat, we soon find that different surfaces possess different

powers of throwing off rays of

heat. This is easily shown by
means of a "

Leslie
"
cube (fig.

29), which consists simply of a
tin or pewter cube with an

opening on one side, by which
it can be filled with boiling
water. One side may be covered

with a layer of gold-leaf, another

with glass, a third with lamp-
black, while the fourth is left

blank. Each side is now turned in succession towards the

thermo-electric pile, and the exact deflection of the needle

noted. Other substances may then be laid on the sides of the

cube, and in this way a table showing the radiating power of

different bodies may be drawn up.
When the gilded face is towards the pile, little effect will

be produced ; if the pewter be a little tarnished, a greater

deflection will be produced when that side is turned to the pile.

When the glass side is presented, the intensity will be much
more, while with the lamp-black it will be most of all. A*
lamp-black is the best radiator, its power is represented by 100,

and then the power of gold and other brilliant metals will be-

between 12 and 15.

Another way in which we may show these different powers of

radiation is to observe the time which water takes to cool when

placed in different vessels. Take, for example, two similar

i cubes, and let one be covered with lamp-black while the other

ia left bright. Fill both with boiling water, and after some
time test the temperature
of each. That coated with

lamp-black will be found
several degrees cooler than

the other. It has radiated

heat more rapidly, and hence
has lost a larger amount.

If we substitute a lump of

ice or a cube of ice-cold

water for the vessel M (Fig.

28), and place the thermo-

meter as before, it will fall,

and thus indicate an ap-

parent radiation of cold.

This is only apparent, how-
ever ; both the ice and the

thermometer possess a cer-

tain amount of heat, which

they radiate. The thermo-

meter, however, being at a

higher temperature, throws
off more intense rays, and

hence, as it parts with more-

heat than it receives, itt-

temperature falls. The chill

felt when standing near a cold surface may be similarly explained.
When rays of heat fall upon any substance, they are divided

into three parts. One portion is reflected from the surface,

according to the laws already mentioned ; a second part is

irregularly scattered, and is known as diffused heat. This cor-

responds to the light which is irregularly reflected from any
substance, and renders it visible. The third portion is absorbed

by the substance, and raises its temperature. When a number
of surfaces are exposed thus to the rays from a heated body,
their absorbing powers will be found to differ very greatly, in

some cases nearly all the heat being absorbed, while in others

by far the greater portion is reflected. These two amounts

will, as a rule, be inversely proportional, the best reflectors

being the worst absorbers, and vice versd.
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The absorbing power, likewise, is just equal to the radiating

-power ; they appear to be, in fact, almost synonymous terms.

The difference caused in the absorbing power by the nature of

the surface may easily be shown. Let the beam of an electric

lamp fall upon the clean bulb of a differential thermometer ;

the rays, as they have already passed through the glass lenses

and through a stratum of air, will impart no heat to the ther-

mometer, which will remain unaffected. If now we lay a little

lamp-black on the bulb, the heat will at once be absorbed, and

the bubble driven to the other limb.

Many common practices can easily be explained by noticing

the different absorbing and radiating powers of various sub-

stances. A dish-cover or metal teapot is kept as bright as

possible, so as to prevent the escape of the heat by radiation ;

a black earthenware teapot, on the other hand, has a dull and
dark surface, so that it may be placed on the hob and absorb the

heat. So, too, if a kettle is to heat quickly, the part exposed
to the fire should be covered with fur and soot, to absorb the

heat; the other part should be bright, to prevent its radiation.

These things, like many similar ones, were known and put in

practice long before their true causes were known, but science

now shows us how to account for them.

The laws of radiation likewise account for the deposition of

dew at night. The air is then cooler than the surface of the

earth, and the latter accordingly radiates its heat into space.

Those bodies, therefore, which are the best radiators become
cool most rapidly, and therefore condense the vapour which

exists in the air. Plants radiate freely, and hence become
coated with dew, while a smooth road remains almost dry.

Clouds, to a great extent, prevent this radiation, and hence

the dew will be most plentiful en a clear and cloudless night.
A very thin layer of calico or matting is likewise sufficient to

retard radiation, and for this reason gardeners often place a

covering of this kind over delicate plants to protect them from

injury by the cold. When the temperature of the ground is

very low the dew freezes as it is deposited, and constitutes hoar-

frost.

When experimenting with radiant heat, we find, as already
referred to, that substances differ greatly in the amount of heat

they allow to pass through them. This may be easily tested by
the arrangement shown in Fig. 30. A screen, B, is interposed
between the source of heat, A, and the thermo-electric pile, D

;

; all stray rays are thus cut off, and only those which pass in a

straight line through the aperture C can reach the pile. Under
c is a small shelf, on which we can place the bodies to be tested.

\ glass cell filled with bisulphide of carbon and placed there,
will allow about 63 per cent, of the rays to pass, while if filled

with water, it will only allow 11 per cent. ; other liquids may
.also be tried. Among solids, rock-salt is the substance most
transparent to heat, as it allows about 92 per cent, of the rays
to pass. With most substances the amount of heat transmitted
varies with the nature of the source of heat, the heat from a
-'oil of incandescent platinum wire, for instance, having a
greater penetrating power than that from a plate of copper
*tt 750.
We must, however, leave the student to pursue these in-

quiries further, the object of these lessons to give a general
insight into the main facts of the science of Heat having been
.accomplished.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXV.
133. OBSERVATIONS ON THE BEPETITION OF ADVERBS.

1.) THE adverbs of comparison, plus, moins, must be re-

jeated before every adjective which they modify :

et He is less idle and obMnale than
his brother.

II est moins paresseux
moins obstine que sou frere.

(2.) These adverbs, and the adverbs of quantity, need not be

repeated before every noun
;

but the preposition de, which
must always come between peu, trop, beaucoup, tant, plus,
moins, autant, assez, combien, and a noun or an adjective,
used substantively, must be repeated in every case :

II n'y aurait pas tant de peine
et de uiisere dans ce niourle . . .

Ce librairo a beaucoup de bons
ret de mauvais ouvrages dans son

iinagasin.

There would not be so much trouble

and misery in the world . . .

This bookseller Tins many good and
bad books in his e. tablishment.

(3.) The adverbs mieux, better ; pis, worse, must not be con-
founded with the adjectives meilleur and pire. See note

15, (8).

134. ADVERBS OF NEGATION.

(1.) The negation is composed of ne placed before the verb,
and pas or point, jamais, etc., after it in the simple tenses.

The second negative comes between the auxiliary and the verb,
in the compound tenses :

-

Heacen does not regulate things

according to our wishes.

Le ciel sur uos sonhaits ne
regie pas les choses.

CORNEILLE.
Home n'attache point le grade

a la noblesse. CORNEILLE.
L'estime est le vrai principe

de la consideration, qui n'est pas
toujours attache'e aux dignit^s.

FOXTENELLE.
Les rois ne sont point proteges

par les lois. CHENIER.
II n'a jnmais dit cela.

Je ne chante guere.

Rome does not by any means con-

fine offices to the nobility.

Esteem is the true principle of

consideration, which is not always
attached to offices.

Kings are by no -means protected

by laws.

He has never said that.

I do not sing much.

It will be seen in the above examples, that the negative point
is stronger than pas. The meaning of these two words, which
are in fact substantives used adverbially, and express the signi-
fication of the negative ne, will sufficiently explain this :

N'allez pas means n'allez un pas, do not go or move one pace
or step. N'allez point means n'allez un point, do not go or
move a point or dot.

(2.) When the verb is in the present or in the past of the

infinitive, the two negatives may be put together before the

verb, or the verb between them :

In order not to go out.

For never having told a He,

Pour ne pas sortir ; or pour ne
sortir pas.
Pour ne jamais avoir menti

;

or pour n"avoir jamais menti.

The first of these two constructions is the most generally used.

(3.) The second negative may be suppressed after the verbs

pouvoir, oser, savoir, and cesser :

Non, deesse ; je ne puis souffrir

qu'uu de leurs vaisseaux fasse

naufrage. FENELON.
Dans son appartement, elle

n'osait reiitrer. VOLTAIRE.

Qui vit ha'i de tous, ne saurait

longtemps vivre. C' VNEILLE.
La libert^ ne o tee d'etre

aimable. CORNEILLE.

No, goddess; I cannot suffer that

a, single one of their vessels perish.

She durst not re-enter her apart-
ment.

He who I ices hated bj all, cannot

exist long.

Liberty cannot ce^se to be worthy

of love.

(4.) Pas or point is not used when the verb is modified by
another negative word, such as jamais, guere, nul, nullement,

aucun, personne, ni
; by ne followed by que, meaning only ;

and by ne followed by plus, meaning no more :

L'ambition, seigneur, n'aguere
de limites. BOURSAULT.
Nul n'est heureux, s'il ue jouit

de sa propre estime.

J. J. EOUSSEAU.
Personn.9 n'aime a recevoir de

couseils. DE SKGUK.
Un me'chant ne salt jamais

pardouner. NOEL.

Ambition, my lord, has scarcely

any limits.

No one is happy, unless he can
esteem himself.

No one likes to receive advice.

A wicked man never Tenam how to

forgive.

(5.) With two verbs, the adverbs of negation are placed with

the one they are intended to modify :

Je ne puis pas y aller.

je puis ne pas y aller.

II n'OSC pas le dire.

ll ose ne pas le dire.

I cannot go there.

I may not go there.

He does not dare to say si.

He is impudent enough not to

say so

(6.) Ne used idiomatically.

The negative ne is used without any negative sense after the

conjunctions a moins que, unless ; de peur que, de crainte que,

for fear that :

Unless you speak to him.

For /ear, or Zest you might oe

deceived.

A moins que vous ne lui parliez.

De peur qu'on ne vous trompe.
L'ACADEMIE.

(7.) Ne is used in the same manner after autre, different ;

autrement, othenvise ; plus, moins, mieux, forming a compari-
*
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non, and after the verbs craindre, avoir peur, trembler, appre-
bender, empecher :

lit it vtry different from what h

DM.

II oHt tout autre .pi'ii nVtait.

11 iiu

II out plot modMte qu'il ne le

Jo cralns piwque, je craiui,

qu'uu songe ne m'abuae.

RACIWR.
Voii avez iiii-n peur quo j-- ne

change d'avla. MARIVAUX.
iio empecha qu'ou ne BO

promenat dana lea jardius.
RACINE.

Ha tpeakt and act* tery d.f-

ferently.

He it more mod*t than h* ap-

/ am aliiuwt afraid that (lett) a
" it declining m*.

tar IMIICH, !.( I may changt
in -i mind.

The rain prevented thtir taking a
walk in the gnrdeti*.

(8.) Remark : Ne is not used when the verb of the preceding
clause is accompanied by a negative :

He does not speak otherwise than
he actt.

Ht in not more modest than he ap-

pear*.

(9.) After craindre, apprehender, avoir peur, trembler, wo
put pas after ne when we wish for the accomplishment of the
action expressed by the second verb :

I fear that he may not come.

II ne parle pas uutrement qu'il

fit
II n'est pas plus modeste qu'il

le parait.

3rd. The propoaitiona followed by 4 are :

At tenant, j" Par rapport, irith regard.

Jtuqna, a* fir at. Quant, at to.

136. REMARK ow TH OOVERMMKNT or PR>FOTIOVS.
The rules which we have given [ 89, (1.), <t.)noU, and 129]

with regard to the government of verbs and adjective*, apply
also to prepositions. When two prepositions require the tame
complement, it is useless to repeat this complement after each

one, but if they require a different complement, it is ucceMary
to give oaoh the proper one. It would, therefore, be incorrect
to say, Un magistral doit toujours juger suivant et conforme-
ment aux lois, A mayistrate nhould alwayt judge in accordance

with, and conformably to, the laws; because the preposition
suivant does not require another preposition, and the adverb
conformement requires to be followed by the preposition a.

We must, therefore, say :

Je cralns qu'il ne Vienna pas.
J'al peur qua inou frore n'arrive

pas.

Un magistral doit toujours juger
suivant lea lois, et conforme
ment a ce qu'ellea preacrivent.

MAKMOKTKL.

A mnyittrate thould alvayt judge
in accordant* vith the lairs and con-

formably to what they prescribe.

I am afraid that my brother may
not come.

137. REPETITION OF PREPOSITIONS.

(1.) The prepositions a, de, en, and sans, must be repeated
before every complement, be it a noun, a pronoun, or a verb :

Ce inonde-ci u'eat qu'uue loterie
|

This tcorld it but a lottery of goods,
de biena, de raugs, de dignite^, of ranks, of dignities, of right*.

135. THE PREPOSITION. COMPLEMENT OF SIMPLE AND
COMPOUND PREPOSITIONS.

(1.) Prepositions may be divided according to their comple-
ment into three classes :

1st. Prepositions governing nouns without the aid of another
preposition. They are :

Eloquence it a very important art,

de divits. VOLTAIRE.

LVloquence eat un art tres

werieux, destiuL- a iustruire, a '

destined to instruct, to reprett pa*.
niprimer lea passions, a corriger I (tons, to correct manner*, to upjx>rt
les mceurs, k souteuir lea loia, etc. 1 th* lau-s, etc.

F^KEI.ON.
Telle est U multitude, et sans

frein et Bans lois. LA HAKPK.
Such in the multitude, trithout

re.-tmint and irit/iout laic*.

A, at, or to.

Aprea, after.

A travers, through.

Attendu, on account of.

Arant, be/ore.

Avec, with.

Chez, with, at the house of.

Concernaut, touching.

Centre, against.
Da us, in.

De, o/i from.
Depuis, since.

]>erriere, behind.

Dea, from, as soon as.

Devant, be/ore.

Durant, during.

En, in.

Eutre, between.

Envera, (o, towards.

Excepte, except.

Hors i

Hormis, }
""I* (*** Hora belo*} .

2nd. Prepositions requiring

A cause, on account.

A c')t<5, by the side.

A convert, undVr coter.

A flour, even trith.

A force, by dint.

A 1'abri, under shelter.

A la faveur, by mean*.
A la mode, according to the fashion.
A la rdaerve, reserving.
A 1'dgard, urith regard.
A 1'exception, excepting.
A 1'exclusion, excluding.
A I'iuau, unJtitown.

A 1'opposite, contrary.
A minus, unless, for less.

A ruiaou, by reason, at th* rat* 1

,

Au dedans, within.

Au dehora, wit/iou(.

Au dela, that way, beyond.

Au-dessoua, under.

Au-dessua, above.

Au-devant, be/ore, to meet.
Au lieu, tnxUad.

Joignant, joining.

Malgrd, in *pit of.

Moyennaut, by means of.

Nonobstaut, tiotioithjitaiiding.

Outre, besides.

Par, by.

Parmi, among, amongst.
Pendant, ditmig.

Pour, for.

Sans, without.

Sauf, safe, save.

Selon, according to.

Sous, under.

Suivaut, according to.

Sur, upon.

Touchant, touching.

Vere, toward*.

Voici, hr i.

Voila, thr is.

Vu, considering.

(2.) The other prepositions must also be repeated before

every noun, pronoun, or verb, unless the words used as com-
plements have a similarity of meaning ;

in which case the pre-
positions may be placed before the first complement only, or
before all, at the option of the speaker :

Je vous donne ceci pour vous
et pour votre frere.

II perd en jeunesse dans la

mollesse et (dans) la yoluptl.

I give you thit for you and for
your brother.

He va*tes his youth in effeminacy
and voluptuousness.

138. OBSERVATIONS ON SEVERAL PREPOSITIONS

(1.) Avant marks a priority of time and place ; devant means
simply, opposite, in front of :

oJfc

Je marcbe avant vous. -^ earlier than you, or I hate the j-.v-

Je marcbe devant voua.

( I walk before you, i.e., I
< cnr!ir than you, or I hate tht

\ cedence of you in trail-in 9.

the preposition de after them :

Au milieu, in the middle.
Au mov.'ii, b'j meant.
Au uiveau, on a level.

Au pt'ril, at fhe peril.

Auprrs, near.

Au prix, at th price.
Au rez, on n I, !,'!.

Au risque, at the riafc.

Autour, around.
Au travers, through.
Aux dlpeua, at the expense.
Aux environs, in th* neighbourhood.
En deya, thi* -lay.
En dedans, thi* side, inside.

En de'pit, in spite of.

Faute, for want.

Hora, out of.

Le long, along.

Loin, far.

Pr&a, near.

Proche, near.

Via-a-vis,

I icalt in front of you.

(2.) En, a, dans. The sense of en is more indefinite, more
extensive than that of dans. En is generally used before the
name of a division of the earth, a kingdom, etc. ; also before
nouns taken in a general sense, and which do not admit of

being qualified by the definite article ; a b'*ore the name of a
town ; and dans before a word qualified by an article or a
determinative adjective :

En Europe, en France, a Paris,
dans ma cbambre.
En Ame'rique ce sout les bisons

qui ont uue bosse BUT le doa.

BUFPOH.
Dans rAuu'rique me'ridionale le

In .Europe, tit Franc*, in Paris,
in my room.

In America th* bison* hare a
hunch on their bade.

In South America tX* o* was

entire!;/ tuiJrnoirn.boeuf ctait abeolumeut iuconnu.

Bcnov.

(3.) Chez might be rendered in English by at, in, to the house,
of, ivith, among, etc. :

Chez votre pcre ; chez vous.
La condition dea couiediens

i
{ tait iufame Chez lea Bomaios, et
honorable Chez lea Greca.

LA lii;rYFHE.

139. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON PREPOSITIONS.

(1.) Prepositions govern the verb which follows them in the
infinitive mood. With the exception of apres, which requires

At your father's ; at your houte.

Th* condition of comedian* mu
infamous among th* Roman*, and
honourable with th* Greek*.
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the past of the infinitive, of pour which may be followed by
the present or by the past of the same mood, and of en which

requires the present participle, the prepositions, which admit of

being followed by a verb, require the present tense of the

infinitive :

En arrivant, elle se mit a
pleurer.

II riait tout en me parlant.

Apres avoir parle, il sortit.

Elle sortit apres avoir dine".

Sans savoir ce qu'il faisait. . .

Je 1'ai faifc pOUT vous plaire.

On le chassa pour avoir
menti.
Nous venions d'airiver.

Us sont a travailler.

On arriving, she began to weep.

He was laughing while speaking
to me.

After having spoken he went out.

She went out after having dined.

Without knowing what he was

doing. . .

I have done it in order to please

you-

They expelled him for having told

a lie.

We had just arrived.

They are working.

(2 )
In French a preposition must always precede its comple-

ment : What are you speaking of ? Whom is he speaking to ?

cannot be translated into French in this order ; the preposition
must be put in French before what and whom :

De quo! parlez-vous ? Of what are you speaking ?

A qui parlez-vous ? To whom are you speaking 1

(3.) Prepositions are used between verbs having the same

subject ; conjunctions between verbs having different sub-

jects :

Je 1'ai fait pour vous plaire.

Je 1'ai dit pour qu'il le sache.

I have done it in order to please

you, i.e., in order that I might please

you.
I have said it in order that he

should know it.

(4.) When a conjunction is used between two verbs having
the same subject, the preposition de is added to it :

Us s'avancerent afin de mieux
voir.

They advanced in order to see

better.

(5.) When a preposition is used between two verbs having
different subjects que is added to it :

Je 1'ai fait avant qu'ils arri- I have done it before they arrived.

vassent.

140. THE CONJUNCTION. GOVERNMENT OF CONJUNCTIONS.

[See 123.]

(1.) Conjunctions govern the verbs following them in the

indicative, in the conditional, or in the subjunctive mood :

Ilest sur queje 1'ai dit, car
il m'a entendu.

II fut decide qu'il partirait.
Quoique vous le sachiez.

He is sure I have said it, for he

has heard me.
It was decided that he should start.

Although you know it.

(2.) A conjunction cannot govern the infinitive; when,
therefore, a conjunction must be used between two verbs

having the same subject, de is added to it [ 139, (4.)] :

II vint ici de peur d'etre vu.
|

He came here, lest he might be seen.

(3.) The following conjunctions always require the subjunc-
tive after them in French, whatever mood they may take in

English. Those marked with an asterisk require ne before the
verb [ 134, (4.)] :-

Afin que, in order that.

*A moms que, unless.

Au cas que, if.

Avant que, before that.

Bien que, although.
*De crainte que, for fear.
De peur que, lest.

En cas que, in case.

Encore que, although.

Jusqu'a ce que, till, until that.

Loin que, far from, not that.

Quoique a peine a mes maux je
puisse re'sister,

J'aitne mieux les souffrir, que de
les me'riter. RACINE.

Malgre' que.t although, in spite of.

Nonobstant que, notwithstanding.
Non que, not that.

Non pas que, not that.

Pos6 que, supposing that.

Pour que, that, in order that.

Pourvu que, provided that.

Quoique, although, though.
Sans que, without that.

Soit que, whether.

Suppose que, suppose that.

Although I can scarcely bear my
misfortunes, I would rather suffer
under them than deserve them.

f Only used with the verb avoir : malgxe qu'il en ait, in spite of

himself.

En cas que vous persistiez, il

faudra que j'allegue au prince et

au roi meme votre mauvaise saute
1

.

FENELON.

In case you persist, I must men.
tion your bad health to the prince
and even to the king.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. III.

SOLUTION OF RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES, ETC.

X. Solution of Right-angled Triangles. Every triangle con-

sists of six
"
elements," three sides and three angles. Any

three of these being given, including at least one side (this is

necessary, because triangles merely equiangular can be con-

structed in infinite number), Trigonometry enables us to calcu-

late the remaining elements. The formulae evolved as yet only
enable us to do this for right-angled triangles, and as these

involve one known quantity (the right angle), it is sufficient if

any two of the other elements (including one side) be given. We
may have (referring to Fig. 3), besides the right angle

(1.) Given two sides.

(2.) Given one side and one angle.

Either of these cases may be solved by the ratios given in-

Section II., and by a table of natural sines and cosines, tangents
and cotangents, such as that given at the end of Galbraith and

Haughton's "Trigonometry." The following examples may all

be solved by the annexed table of ratios for a few angles only,

purposely restricted to three places of decimals :

I.
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oaae may be treated. It will be found that other ratios might
be taken equally well in several instances.

EXERCISE 2.

1. If a - 30-660 and b - 17, find c, A, and B.

2. If e m dM) and B - 29, flnd a, b, and A.

3. If I m 4-5 and B 54, flnd , o, and A.

4. If A - 61 and b - 22, flnd a, e, and B.

5. If a - 670 feet and b = 833 yards 1 foot, find e, A, and B.

6. If a = 17<U and c = 3000, flnd b', A, and B.

7. If A = 75 and o ^ -005, flnd a, b, and B.

8. If b - -875 and e = 1, find A, B, and a.

9. If o - 120 and a = 77$, find A and B.

10. A house 50 feet high abuts upon a street found to measure 33'7

feet in width. Find the length of ladder required to reach the top
from the opposite side of the street, and the angle the ladder will make
with the wall of the house.

11. Two trains travelling, one at 20 miles an hour, the other faster,

come into collision at a level crossing, where the two lines (both being

free from curves) cross each other at on angle of 36. Some time before

the collision, a passenger in the slower train observes the other exactly

abreast of him on the other line of railway, and judges the trains to be

ft quarter of a mile apart. How far from the crossing were both trains at

that moment, and what was the speed of the faster train ?

12. One of two boys, flying a kite in a level field, observes that he has

let out the whole of bis string 60 yards just as his companion, look-

ing up, cries out that the kite flies perpendicularly over his head. The

boys found afterwards they were standing 30 yards apart. How high
was the kite, and what angle did the string make with the ground ?

13. The rope holding the "captive balloon" at Chelsea against a

strong wind, when 400 yards were paid out, was found to incline 15

from the perpendicular. How high was the balloon, and how far from
the foot of the rope would a piece of iron ballast have fallen, if dropped
from the balloon P

XI. The Fundamental Formulae. We have hitherto examined

only the relations between ratios of the same angle ; we pro-
ceed now to trace the relations between ratios of two or more
different angles. The number of formulae expressing these

relations may be extended almost at will, but they are all de-

rived from the following formulae for the sines and cosines of

the sum and difference of two angles, known, therefore, as the

four fui> iamental formula .

Sin. (A + B) = sin. A cos. B -f cos. A sin. B (33)

Sin. (A - B) = sin. A cos. B cos. A sin. B (34)
Cos. (A + B) = cos. A cos. B sin. A sin. B (35)

Cos. (A - B) = cos. A cos. B + sin. A sin. B (36)

where A and B are any angles whatever.

These formulae may be thus expressed in words :

(33) The sine of the sum of two angles is equal to the sine of
the first into the cosine of the second plus the cosine of the first
into the sine of the second.

(34) The sine of the difference of two angles is equal to the

sine of the first into the cosine of the second minus the cosine of
the first into the sine of the second.

(35) The cosine of the sum of two angles is equal to the pro-
duct of their cosines minus the product of their sines.

(36) Tlie cosine of the difference of two angles is equal to the

product of their cosines plus the product of their sines.

To prove (33). In Fig. 8 let A o B = A, and B o c = B
; then

A o C = A + B. In this case

B the sum of the angles exceeds
one right angle, but the same
construction and lettering hold

good if the sum be taken as

less than 90*, though the

figure will be differently ar-

A ranged.
_ ~O s In o c take any point, P, and

from it draw p Q, p R, perpen-
dicular to A o (produced) and to B o. From R draw R T and R s

perpendicular to p Q and A o.

_PQ_QT + PT

Fig. 8.

/A-LM\ * o,o rm
.'. mn. (A + B) = - . +

OB OP OB OP
= sin. A co. B + con. A sin. B.

To prove (34). Let A o B (Fig. 9) -* A, and B o c = B ; then
A o c = A - B.

In o c take any point P, and draw
the perpendiculars p Q, p B, and B 8,

B T, aa before (B T to p Q produced).

_ QT PT
OP OP

_QT_PT_B8_PT_BB OB
OP OP OP OP OB* OP

_ PT P B

P B
'

OP'

Since the triangles T p B and o B s are equiangular,
' * = "

Sin. (A - B) = ?* =

PB
.{../A T\_ BS OB 8
sin. (A B) = .

OB O P OB
PB
OP

= sin. A eos. B - COB. A Bin. B.

The above proofs evidently hold good only when neither of

the two angles exceeds a right angle. They can, however, be
extended to angles of any size by precisely similar construction,
which will, however, result in figures of very different appear-
ance, according to the quadrants in which the angles are situated.

In the demonstrations the minus sign belonging to sines and
cosines in certain quadrants \ a
(see Section VIII.) must be
borne in mind. \
For instance, prove (33),

in the case where A and B
are both greater than right

angles, but where A -f- B is

less than three right angles.
Let AO B in Fig. 10 = A, and
B o c = B. In o c take any
point P as before, and con-

struct exactly as directed in j
/the proof for (33).

Then, since A and B together form an angle in the third

quadrant, whose sine is a minus quantity

Sin. (A + B) = - Z* =
OP OP

B8
OP
_PT__ /R_8 OB\ _ /PJT

PB\
OP~ \^B OP/ VPB'OP/

Now A and B being both angles in the second quadrant,
their sines are both plus, and their cosines minus quantities.

.'. = sin. A, for A o R = B o <J ;
= -

OR o P

o s = cos. A ; and
p B

sin. B;
P T _
P B O R OP

.'. sin. (A+ B) = -
(sin. A X - cos. B) -

(
- cos. A X sin. B)

= sin. A cos. B + cos. A sin. B.

Again, prove (34), where
A is a trigonometrical angle
in the fourth quadrant, B an

angle in the second quad-
rant, and their difference an

angle in the third quadrant.
Let A o B in Fig. 11 = A,

and B o c = B
; /. A o c

= (A -
B). Construct as

before

Fig. 11.

Sin. (A + B) = !_*

o P

Q T
, PT ^ B S

,
PT _ R8

OP OP OP OP~OB

OP
O B

,
PT PB

'OP P R
'

O P*

PT 08
Since the triangles T p Rand o RS are equiangular, =

P B OR

Thensin.(A-B)=-
P<l = - P - T = 1-?-
OP OP OP OP

= R 8 _ P T _ B 8 OB _ PT F_R
OP OP OB'OP PB'OP*

But" 8 = sin. A, for B o s = A o B ;
-- - cos. B jOPO R

O 8
!_! = " B = cos. A ;

PT
P~R OR

. . sin. (A B) = sin. A cos. B cos. A sin. B.

and
P B = sin. B;o P
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These cases will probably convince the student that (33) and

(34) hold good for all values of A and B, as can, indeed, be

proved separately, in the same way, for every value. As prac-

tice, the student should prove the following cases :

EXEECISE 3.

1. Prove (33), where A is an angle in the third, and B an angle in

the first quadrant, but where A + B reaches to the fourth quadrant.
2. Prove the same where both A and A + B are in the third quad-

rant (which, of course, implies that B is less than a right angle).
3. Prove (.34), when A exceeds 180, but is less than 270, and

when B exceeds 90, but is less than 18U. Construct the figure

on the supposition that A is so near 270, and B so much less than

180, that A B falls in the second quadrant. Also constluct it so

that A - B sh;ill be less than 90.
4. Prove (34), when A is an angle in the fifth quadrant, and when

B = 180. In this exairple AO B must, of course, be drawn as an

angle in the first quadrant, and since BOC = 180, BO and oc ,are in

line with each other. P Q is therefore the only other line in the

construction before given which it is possible to draw. A B = the

(trigonometrical) angle A D c iu the third quadrant.

Then sin. (A B) = P
-Q = sin. A ;

o P

since P OQ = A o B, and sin. A is naturally positive.

This agrees with (34), where, if wa substitute the values of sin. and

cos., 180, as given in Secc. VIII., we get-
Sin. (A B) ==

(sin. A x 1) (cos. A x 0) = sin. A.

5. Prove (34), where A = 180 and B exceeds 90.

(35) and (36) can also be proved geometrically. (35) can,

however, be proved more shortly, thus

Since sin. A = cos. (90
-

A), and vice versd;

Cos. (A + B) = sin.
^90

- (A +
B))

= sin.
((90

- A) - B\

Whence, by (34),

Cos. (A. + B) = sin. (90 A) cos. B - cos. (90 - A) sin. B
= cos. A cos. B. sin. A sin. B.

To prove (36) :

Cos. (A - B) = sin.
(90"

- (A -
B))

= sin.
((90 A) + B)

= sin. (90 - A) cos. B + cos. (90
- A) sin. B

= cos. A cos. B + sin. A sin. B.

(34) can also be derived from (33) by substituting - B for B
in (33). The student should work this out, remembering that

sin. B = - sin. B, but cos. - B = cos. B.

XII. Formulae for the Sum and Difference of the Sines and
Cosines of the Sum and Difference of two Angles. By adding
together (33) and (34), we obtain

Sin. (A + B) + sin. (A - B) = 2 sin. A cos. B ...... (37)

By subtracting (34) from (33)

Sin. (A + B) - sin. (A - B) = 2 cos. A sin. B ...... (38)

By adding (35) and (36)

Cos. (A + B) + cos. (A B) = 2 cos. A cos. B ...... (39)

By subtracting (36) from (35)

Cos. (A + B) - cos. (A - B) = - 2 sin. A sin. B... (40)

XIII. Formulae for the Sum and Difference of the Sines and
Cosines of two Angles :

.-. by (33), sin. A= sin.^+lcos.
2

Similarly, sin. B = sin.

+ cos .

A+B
,in.^_

E A ~ B
2

. A + 3 A-B A + B . A-B= sin. - cos cos. . sm. .22 22
Adding these results together, we get

Sin. A + sin. B = 2 sin.
A +-?

. cos. ^"-J? (41)

Or, subtracting one from the other

Sin. A - sin. B = 2 cos.
A--t?

. sin.
A ~ B

(42)
2 2

Similarly, by adding and subtracting like expressions for

oos. A and cos. B, we get

Cos. A + cos. B = 2 cos.
A .+ ?

.

2

Cos. A - cos. B = - 2 sin.
A + B

. sin.

Aj-_B
2

A-B
(44>

XIV. Relations between Sines, Cosines, and Tangents of tw>t

Angles. Dividing (33) by (35), we have

T ( A _l_ "R\
S*n ' A COS- -^ ~t~ COS< A S*n- -^

lan. (A. + D) .
-

;
- .

cos. A cos. B sin. A sin. B

Dividing both numerator and denominator on the right-hand
side by cos. A cos. B, we have

Tan. (A+B) =

sin. A
,

sin. B
cos. A cos. B

1 - sin. A
cos. A

sin. B
cos. B

/ A , T>\ tan. A + tan. B
.-. tan. (A + B) = - L .

1 tan. A tan. B (45)

Similarly, dividing (34) by (36), and again dividing the nume-
rator and denominator by cos. A cos. B, we obtain -

Tan. (A-B) - tan. A - tan. B
46>

1 + tan. A tan. B
Again, dividing (41) by (42), we obtain

Sin. A + sin. B _ 2 sin. \ (A + B) cos. (A - B)

Sin. AT- sin. B
~~

2
'

cos. (A + B)
'

sin. i (A - B)
= tan. HA + B) cot. * (A - B) ;

.'. since cot. $ (A - B) = ,

tan. (A - B)
sin. A + sin. B _ tan. ^ (A + B) , . _,

sin. A - sin. B tan. ^ (A - B)

Or, the sum of the sines of two angles is to the difference of their

sines as the tangent of half their sum is to the tangent of half
their difference.

Similarly, by dividing (43) by (44)

Cos
J_Ajf_ooa.JB _ cot. i (A + B)

Cos. A - cos. B tan. ^ (A - B)
(4S

XV. Formulae for the Ratios of the Sum of three Angles may
be obtained simply by splitting up the three into two, which

can then be dealt with by formulas already given ; thus

Sin. (A + B + C) = sin.
(A + (B +

C))
= sin. A . cos. (B + C) + cos. A . sin. (B + C)

= sin. A (cos. B cos. C - sin. B sin. C) + cos. A (sin. B cos. C'

+ cos. B sin. C).

Whence, by a slight change in order

Sin. (A+B + C) = sin. A cos. B cos. C+ sin. B cos. A cos. C ") , ,Q,

+ sin. C cos. A cos. B - sin. A sin. B sin. C $
'

By similar reasoning

Cos. (A + B + C) = cos. A cos. B cos. C cos. A sin. B>
,KQV

sin. C - cos. B sin. A sin. C - cos. C sin. A sin. Bj

Dividing (49) by (50), and the numerator and denominator of

the fraction thus obtained by cos. A cos. B cos. C, we obtain

Tan. (A + B + C) = }
tan. A + tan. B + tan. C tan. A tan. B tan. C > ... (51)

1 - tan. A tan. B - tan. A tan. C - tan. B tan. C J

XVI. Formulae for the Ratios of the Multiples of an Angle.

Substituting A for B in (33), we have

Sin. (A + A) = sin. A cos. A + cos. A sin. A ;

.'. sin. 2A = 2 sin. A cos. A (52)

Similarly, by (35), cos. (A+A) = cos. A cos. A - sin. A sin. A ;.

.-. cos. 2A = cos.2 A - sin.2 A (53>

By (7), 1 = sin.2 A + cos. 2 A
; adding this to (53)

Cos. 2A = 2 cos.2 A - 1 (54)

Subtracting (7) from (53)

Cos. 2A = 1 - 2 sin.2 A (55>

Again, substituting A for B in (45), we have

2 tan. A
Tan. 2A =

1 - tan.2 A
(56)
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Assuming A = B = C in i i

Sin. 3A = 3 sin. A cos. A - sin.3 A
= 3 in. A (1

- iu.
;
A) - din." A

= 3 MIII. A - 3 BUI. S A - uiu.3 A ,

.'. ain. 3A = 3 sin. A - 4 sin. J A (57)

Similarly, from (50), OOH. 3A = 4 eos.3 A - 3 co~

an.l from (51), tun. 3A ...(59)
1 -

\\ II. Formula /< tin- Ratios of an Any Ie in terms of the

Ratios qf the Sub-multiples of that Angle. Sul.-tituting A for

2A on tho loft-hand side of (52) to (56), and therefore
-

on tho right-hand side, we have

Sin. A = 2 sin.
A

oos.
A

2 2

Cos. = oos.jA - sin.jA

Cos. A = 2 cos.2 f - 1
a

Cos. A = 1 - 2 sin.2
A

Tan.A= 2tan-* A
.

1 ;: ..A

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

From (57), (58), and (59), like formula may be obtained, by
like means, for sin. A, cos. A, tan. A, in terms of the same ratios

A

of - . Tho student should do this for himself.
3
In this lesson have been given those, formulie most likely to

occur in after-practice. The student should not be content
with reading the demonstrations, but should in every case write

them out as he follows the proof, inserting any intermediate

steps which, from their simple character, may have boon omitted
to save space. He should also arrange new formulae for him-

self, as may be done to any extent by simple substitutions, or by
lidditions, subtractions, and divisions of formulae already given.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS
NOMETRY. I.

1. Sin. A = '6247. 2. Sin. A = "8930.

4. Sin. A = '8. 5. Cot. A = 2.

6. Sin. A = '866 ; cos. A = '5
; tan. A = 1732; cot. A = '5773;

sec. A = 2 ; cosec. A = 11547; covers. A ^ 131.

.
1 _ gin ^ _ 1 - 8in. A = cos.* A . cos. A

sin. A sin. A sin. A
= cos. A . cot. A. -

.
1
J^coe. A _ 1

1 - cos.* A 1 - COB. A'

7.

IN PLANE TRIGO-

3. Cos. A = -9766.

cos. A .

LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. XVIII.
THE FIXED STARS : THEIR MAGNITUDES AND DISTANCES

SHAPE OF OUR CLUSTER DOUBLE STARS COLOURED
STARS VARIABLE STARS.

WE must now turn our attention from the planets to the fixed

stars which so thickly stud the sky. It is very difficult by mere
inspection to form any estimate of the number of these bodies ;

it appears, however, from catalogues which have been compiled,
that the total number visible to the naked "ye is about 6,000.

Only half of the sky, however, can be seen at one time, and the
number visible on a clear night may therefore be set down
roughly at 3,000. These stars vary very greatly in brilliancy
and apparent size, and have accordingly been divided into six

classes, the brightest being said to be of the first maprnitudo,
while the faintest visible to tho naked eye are classed as the

sixth, the rest being divided into tho remaining four magnitudes.
As a general rule, it is computed that stars of the first magni-

tude are about 100 times as brilliant as those of the sixth. The
light of Sirius, the brightest star in the sky, is, however, esti-

mated to be equal to that of 324 of the latter.

Though tho number of stars seen by the naked eye is thus

limited, we must not suppose that these are all that exist. If

we direct a telescope to any part of the sky, we shall at once

perceive that tho field of view U covered with point* of light,
and the number of these telescopic stars i* found to be im-

mennely greater than that of thoM vwible to the naked eje.
Thoo stars are classed into magnitude* down to the fifteenth

roenth, or even lower, according to the power of t )..

telescope required to show them. The total number down to-

the font ti-i-.'it li magnitude a estimated at 20,000,000.
The i|ii'--ti..n now suggest* itself whether thene different

degrees of brightness result from differences in the size of the
stars, or in their distances. To this we cannot give an answer
with absolute certainty, as there are only a few stars whose di*

have been manured. There appears, however, to be little

doubt that the difference is chiefly in their distances. The stars,
instead of being ranged in a cphere around us, as at first sight

they seem to be, are scattered through boundless space, and
placed at varying distances from us and from one anot! tr. They
are all likewise in motion round the centre of gravity of the
whole cluster.

The distances of the stars are ascertained in the same manner
as those of the Sun and planets that is, by parallax. Instead,

however, of taking two stations at different parts of the Earth's

surface, and laying down a base line between them, we take the

diameter of the Earth's orbit, or 183,000,000 miles, as the base,
the observations being taken at intervals of six months.

Even with this immense line, however, the parallax is so
small that it can only be detected by the most careful observa-
tions and accurate instruments. In no case has it been found te

be greater than 1" ; and if this be its value, the distance of the

star must be 206,000 times as great as that of the Sen. The

parallax of about a dozen stars has now been ascertained, and is

found to vary between 0'919'' and 0*046''. The star a Centauri
is the nearest to the Earth, and its distance is estimated at

20,496,000,000,000, or more than 20 billions of miles ; while the

average distance of stars of the first magnitude is probably
three or four times as great as this. These figures, however,
fail to convey to the mind any definite idea as to the real dis-

tance ; perhaps the best mode of expressing it is by stating that

light, with its speed of 184,000 miles a second, takes 3| years to

travel from that star to us ; while the smaller telescopic stars

are so remote that it must require upwards of 5,000 years for

their light to reach us.

The rays by which we now see these stars must have left

them soon after the creation of Adam ; and, for aught we know,
some of them may for ages have ceased to exist. At the

contemplation of these things, however, the mind is altogether
lost in wonder ; we are verging on the infinite, and are led to

feel that this planet is indeed but a minute speck in the im-

mensity of creation.

In studying the stars we need some mode of identifying them,
and in this there is some little difficulty. Special names have

been assigned to many of the more brilliant ones, but these have
a tendency to confuse. At a very early period they were divided

into constellations ; many new ones have since been added, so as

to make in all 109. Several of these, however, are very small

and unimportant, and hence are rejected by some astronomers.

In 1604, a German astronomer, named Bayer, published a

celestial atlas in which he designated the stars in each constella-

tion by the letters of the Greek alphabet, the brightest being
called a, the next )3, and so on. This plan was found to answer

so well that it has been continued to the present time. In some

constellations, however, the number of stars now catalogued is

so great that more letters are required to denote them ; the

English alphabet therefore follows the Greek, and if both prove

insufficient, the remaining stars are denoted by numbers.

In a few instances the stars are not arranged quite in the

ord^r of brightness, either from want of accuracy in Bayer's

observations, or from a change in the light of the star since

his time ; it is considered better, however, not to attempt to

amend this, as it would only produce confusion.

The best plan for the student to become practically familiar

with the different constellations is to study the sky itself, with the

aid of some maps or of a globe. Several of the constellation.*

as, for instance, the Pleiades, the V-shaped cluster of the

Hyades, and Orion (Fig. 43), with the three stars in the belt,

commonly known as the Yard Measure are familiar to almost

every one ; these will serve as a guide in determining others.

The stars are all of them bright, self-luminous bodies like our

Sun, which in all probability ap|>ear8 to other worlds to be one
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of the stars. Delicate observations show us that they have

proper motions, but it ia very difficult to determine these. We
can, however, ascertain the motion of the Sun by observing the

relative distances of the stars. We find that in

one part of the sky the stars seem to be very

gradually opening out, and getting further

apart, while in the opposite quarter they are

as gradually closing up, evidently showing
that we are moving towards the former part,

just as when we are travelling in a wood
the trees in front seem opening out, while those

we have passed appear to be getting closer

together.
Astronomers have naturally been anxious

to ascertain something of the shape of the

whole cluster of stars which constitutes our

system, and have employed the telescope as a sounding-line to

learn the depth in different directions. If the stars are scattered

at all uniformly in space, they will, of course, appear more

sparse in those parts where we
look through the thinnest layer

of them. Now when we observe

bhe sky on a clear night, we at

once notice a pale belt passing

found it, commonly known as the

Milky Way. In one part of its

course it divides into two branches,

which, after separating a little

way, and passing about a third

round the sky, again unite into

one. Powerful telescopes show us

bha,t this consists of a dense mass
of minute stars. The greater por-

tion, indeed, of those visible are

clustered along this line, while in

those parts of the sky removed
from it the number of telescopic

stars is comparatively small ;

hence we may reasonably assume
that this belt indicates to us the

direction in which the greatest
number of the stars lie, and in

which our cluster extends fur-

thest.

From this we may form an idea

of our system, and it seems that

the best representation of it may
be obtained by taking a flat

circular body as, for example, a

cheese and splitting it by passing
a knife about one-third of the way
through, the two parts being made
to diverge a little, as shown at a. b

(Fig. 44). The Sun, (s) is situ-

ated somewhere near the centre,

and the split side causes the
divided appearance of the Milky Way. One of the nebulae,
when seen through a powerful telescope, is found to present a
somewhat similar appearance, and is considered to be a cluster

closely resembling our own.
When we look at the heavens

on a clear night, we observe
here and there two stars in very
close proximity : the telescope
further reveals to us that very
many of these which appear to

the naked eye as single stars,
consist in reality of two or more
so close together that they ap-
pear as one. Sir W. Herschel
was the first to direct special
attention to these objects, of

which he compiled a list. He
hoped that by very accurate

Fig. 43. THE CONSTELLATION ORION.

Fig. 44. SECTION OP THE MILKY WAT.

they happened to lie in a straight line directed almost towards
the Earth ; that they were, in fact, merely optical couples, one

being an immense distance behind the other. After many
observations, Herschel found that their distances
and relative positions did vary, but instead of it

being, as he expected, an annual fluctuation

caused by the Earth's motion, it was a pro-

gressive change. He thus found that in some
cases the two stars were revolving round one
another in elliptical orbits, and that they were

physical couples, the two forming one system.
These he called binary stars or couples, to

distinguish them from optical pairs. Other
observers have followed up these investiga-

tions, and there are now upwards of 600

binary stars known and noted, and in many
cases their times of revolution have been calculated.

One of the best examples of this class is afforded by Lyrae,
which is sometimes called the Double-double Star. To the naked

eye it appears a somewhat faint

star, but a telescope of very little

power will show it to be double.

When, however, a more powerful
instrument is employed, each of

these components is in turn found
to consist of two smaller ones, as

shown in Fig. 45. The lower pair
revolves in about 2,000 years, and
the upper in about half that time,
while the two couples take a very

long period to revolve around their

common centre of gravity.
One remarkable feature in con-

nection with the double stars is

the fact that in some instances

the component stars are of differ-

ent colours. In R Leporis, for

instance, one is white, while the

other is a deep red ; in /8 Cygni
again, the colours are yellow and
blue ; and in 7 Andromedae, they
are orange and green.
When we come to note the

colour of different stars, and com-

pare it with former records, we
find that in a few instances a

change has taken place. Thus

Sirius, which now shines with a

pure white light, is spoken of by
old observers as a ruddy star.

There are also many others which
exhibit changes in brilliancy, and
these changes seem, in most

cases, to be periodical. The star

on which this discovery was
made is o Ceti, called also Mira,

or the Wonderful Star, a name it well deserves. At the

time of its greatest brightness it is usually of the first or

second magnitude, it then decreases for two or three months,
till it becomes invisible, and re-

mains so for about five months,
its minimum brightness being
about equal to that of a twelfth

magnitude star. It then again

appears, and the whole period

occupied by these changes is

about 331 days.

Algol, or fl Persei, is another

variable star, remarkable for its

short period and rapid changes.
It ordinarily appears as a star

of the second magnitude, but in

a period of three and a half hours

it diminishes in brightness to the

measurements of the apparent distances between them, he might
be able in some instances to detect a variation, and thus ascer-

tain their parallax, and by that their distances. The idea then
*vaa that these stars merely appeared close together because

fourth magnitude, and after a few minutes begins again to

increase, attaining its former brilliancy in another period of

three and a half hours. At this it remains two days thirteen

hours, and then the same series of changes recurs.
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HAPPILY the clouds of superstition, which in bygone days oast

a gloom over the hearthti and homos of England, have gradually

passed away before the light of scientific truth and the effects

i

|
>ut lent research amongttt the mysterious yet simple and beuu-

uinifestations of Divine wisdom which we familiarly speak
of an the facts of natural history. Still there are, so to speak,
dark and benighted nooks and corners not yet thoroughly freed

: "in tlio baleful mist which so obstinately clings to the unen-
<-il lurking-places in which ignorance is found to dwell.

The belief that the sound known as the tick of the death-
.\.i:-ii betokened the speedy dissolution of some inhabitant of

the house in which it was heard appears to be of very ancient

origin ; and that it widely, or rather generally, prevailed through-
out the length and breadth of England up to a comparatively
recent date there can be but little doubt. Even now it is by no
means uncommon to find the fears of aged
gossips excited by pigmy tappings of the

tiny insect creature who seeks shelter fti

some crevice of the wainscot or wall. It

would be difficult to find a more noteworthy
proof of the tenacity with which superstition
once indulged in clings to its victims than is

to be found in the remarks on the death-

watch made by Richard Baxter, the well-

known divine ancl author, born in the year
1015, who laboured during the days of the
Nonconformists. Speaking of the tappings
of the much-dreaded insect, he says :

"There are many things that ignorance
causeth multitudes to take for prodigies. I

have had many discreet friends that have
been affrighted with the noise called a death-

watch, whereas I have, since near three years
ago, oft found by trial that it is a noise

made upon paper by a little nimble running
worm just like a louse, but whiter and
quicker ; and it is most usually behind a

paper pasted to a wall, especially to wains-

cot, and it is rarely if ever heard but in the
heat of the summer." We here see that -r

Baxter, having brought his hard-working -L

and resolute mind to bear on the matter at

issue, had managed to render a most clear

and satisfactory account of it ; but now
comes the stumble of the guide over the very
block against which he warns others. Con-

tinuing his subject, he says : "But who can

deny it to be a prodigy which is recorded by
Melchior Adamns of a great and good man
who had a clock-watch that had lain in a
chest many years unused, and when he lay
dying, at eleven o'clock, of itself in that
chest it struck eleven in the hearing of

many." It will be observed that Baxter, in

speaking of the insect by which the ticking
was, in his opinion, made, describes it as a little nimble running
worm, just like a louse, but whiter and quicker.

Now, Sir Thomas Browne, writing on the same subject, says :

" Few ears have escaped the noise of the death-watch that is,

the little clicking sound heard often in many rooms somewhat
resembling that of a watch, and this is conceived to be of evil

omen or prediction of some person's death, wherein notwith-

standing there is nothing of rational presage or just cause of

terror unto melancholy or meticulous heads. For this noise is

made by a little, sheath-winged, grey insect, found often in

wainscot, benches, and woodwork in the summer. We have
taken many thereof, and kept them in thin boxes, wherein we
have heard and seen them work and knock with a little pro-
boscis or trunk against the sides of the box like a picus ,

or woodpecker against a tree. It worketh best in warm weather,
and, for the most part, giveth not over under nine or eleven
strokes at a time. He that could extinguish the terrifying

apprehensions hereof might prevent the passions of the heart
and many cold sweats in grandmothers and nurses who, in the
sickness of children, are so startled with their noises."

140 N.E.

It will be observed that the habit* of the insect jost described
are identical with thoie of the death-watch mentioned by
Baxter ; yet when we come to a description of the insect iUelf,
it becomes clear that the two investigators had selected mem*
bers of distinct species as being the producers of the sinistur

sound. On consulting the writings of Swammerdam, we find

him speaking of an insect which he calls,
" A small beetle which,

having strongly fixed its foremost legs, and bent and put it*

head through the space between them, makes a continued noise
in old pieces of wood, walla, and ceilings, which is sometimes so

loud, that upon hearing it people have been persoaded that
nocturnal hobgoblins, ghosts, and fairies wandered about them."
He then goes on to favour us with his views regarding this odd
creature who raps his head so industriously on the hard board
between his own fore-legs, and says,

"
I think that this may

be properly called Sonicepkalus, or the noisy-headed beetle."

Swammerdam's evidence, therefore, agrees with that given by
Sir Thomas Browne, and clearly points to some member of the

Anobium family as the liliputian spirit*

rapper. In the "History of Northumber-

land," written by Wallis, it will be found
that by him the tickings of the so-called

death-watch are attributed clearly and dis-

tinctly to an anobium. Writing of it, ha

says,
" The small scarab called death-watch

(ScarabcKus galeatus pulsator) is frequent

among dust, and in decayed rottan wood,
lonely and retired. It is one of the smallest
of the vaginopenni, of a dark brown, with ir-

regular light-brown spots, the belly plicated,
and the wings under the cases pellucid like

other beetles ; the helmet turned, as is sup-

posed, for hearing ; the upper lip hard and

shining. By its regular pulsations, like tha

ticking of a watch, it sometimes surprises
those that are strangers to its nature and
properties, who fancy its beating portends a

family change and the shortening of the
thread of life. Put into a box ii may be
heard and seen in the act of pulsation, with
a small proboscis, against the side of it, for

p- 2
food more probably than for hymeneal plea-

sure, as some have fancied." Then there

have been acute observers who have been of

opinion that the insect, in its larva or grub
stage of existence, possessed the power of

emitting ticking sounds. Amongst these we
may class the Dean of St. Patrick's, who
writes as follows on the subject :

"A wood-worm
That lies in old wood, like a bare iu her form ;

With teeth or with claws it will bite or will scratch,
And chambermaids christen this worm a death-

watch,

Because, like a watch, it always cries
'
click ;

'

Then woe be to those in the house who are sick :

For as sure as a gun they will give up the ghost
If the maggot cries

'
click

' when it scratches the

post.
But a kettle of scalding hot water injected,

Infallibly cures the timber affected ;

The omen is broken, the danger is over,

The maggot will die, and the sick will recover."

Mr. Duncan Campbell, whoso memoirs were written between
1730 and 1740, also says, with regard to the tickings of that

which he evidently believes to be a grub or larva,
" How many

people have I seen in the most terrible palpitations for months

together, expecting every hour the approach of some calamity,

only by a little worm which breeds in wainscots, and, en-

deavouring to eat its way out, makes a noise like the move-
ments of a watch." Notwithstanding the statements thus

advanced regarding the ability of the insect in its immature
form to emit or cause ticking sounds, there appears little doubt

that they were made in error. Mr. W. Derham, who forwarded

a communication on the subject of death-watches to the Philo-

sophical Transactions, July 21st, 1701, appears to have been

the first who discovered that the clear, white, and nimble little

creature described by Baxter (.4/ropos pulsatorius) and the little

beetle-like insect (Anobium ttsselatum), stated by both Swam-
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merdam and Wallis as being the true death-watches, were both

capable of producing the tick&ig sound. Writing of his dis-

covery, he says,
" The other death-watch is an insect in appear-

ance quite different from the last (Anobium tesselatum), which I

lately discovered about the beginning of this July ; the other

death-watch (the beetle) beateth only about seven or eight
strokes at a time, and quicker, but this will beat some hours

together without intermission, and his strokes are more leisurely
and like the beats of a watch. I have several years observed

these two sorts of beating, but took it to be made by one and
the same animal. The insoct which makes this long beating is

a small greyish insect, much resembling a louse when looked

on only with the naked eye, for which reason, for want of

another name, I call it Pediculus pulsatorius. It is very nimble
in running to seek shelter when disturbed. It is very common
in all parts of the house in the summer months. They are all

extremely shy of beating when disturbed, but will beat freely

enough before you, and also answer you when you beat, if you
can view them without giving them disturbance or shaking the

place where they lie. I cannot tell whether they beat on any
other thing, but I have heard this noise only in or near paper.

Concerning their noise, I am somewhat in doubt whether it be
made by beating their heads, or rather snouts, against the paper,
or whether it be not made after some such manner as grass-

hoppers and crickets make their noise. I rather incline to the

former opinion. But my reason for doubting is because I have
observed the animal's body to shake or give a sudden jerk at

every stroke, but I could scarce perceive any part of the body
to touch the paper. It is possible it might beat the paper and
I not perceive it, by reason its body is small, and tear the

paper when it beateth, and its motion in beating is sudden and
swift."

Our own observations lead us to the conclusion that both the
insects just described unquestionably possess ticking powers,
but we do not think the sounds emitted are produced by each
insect in the same manner. Mr. Carpenter appears inclined to
the same. He writes as follows regarding the sound :

"
This

singular noise proceeds from two different insects. One of these

(Anobium tesselatum) is coleopterous, of a dark colour, and
about a quarter of an inch in length. It is chiefly in the latter
end of spring that it commences its noise, which may be con-
sidered analogous to the call of birds. This is caused by beating
on hard substances with the shield or fore-part of its head. The
general number of successive distinct strokes is from seven to
nine or eleven. These are given in pretty quick silccession, and
are repeated at uncertain intervals. In old houses, where the
insects are numerous, they may be heard, if the weather be
warm, almost every hour of the day. In beating the insect
raises itself upon its hinder legs, and, with its body somewhat
inclined, beats its head with great force and agility against the

place on which it stands. This insect, which is the real death-
watch of the vulgar, must not be confounded with a minuter
insect not much unlike a louse, which makes a ticking noise
like a watch, but instead of beating at intervals it continues
its noise for a considerable length of time without intermis-
sion. This latter insect, the Termes pulsatorius, Linn., be-

longs to a very different tribe (Neuroptera). It is usually
found in old wood, decayed furniture, museums, and neglected
books.

The female 'lays her eggs, which are exceedingly small, in

dry, dusty places, where they are likely to meet with least
disturbance. They are generally hatched about the beginning
of March, a little sooner or later, according to the weather.
After leaving the egg the insects are so small as scarcely to
oe discerned without the use of a glass. They remain in this
larva state about two months, somewhat resembling in appear-
ance the mites in cheese, after which they undergo their change
into the perfect insect. They feed on dead flies and other
insects, and often, from their numbers and voracity, very much
deface cabinets of natural history. They subsist on various
other substances, and may often be observed carefully hunting
for nutritious particles amongst the dust in which they are
found, turning it over with their heads, and searching about
somewhat in the manner of swine. Many live through the
winter buried deep in the dust to avoid the frost. Here, then,
we have clearly enough the natural history of the clear, white,
nimble insect

; but as he is unprovided with a hard, shell-like
coat of mail, and has no helmet front to protect his delicate

little head from the hammer, or rather battering-ram-like blows
which the ticking beetle appears rather to revel in and enjoy,
we are therefore at a loss to account for the sharp, clear,

metallic, watch-like ticking which it most assuredly produces.
It may be that by rapidly and suddenly raising its body from
the well-chosen substance on which it rests, and then bringing
it sharply down again by muscular effort, that the sound is

given forth. Those of our readers who have had an opportunity
of listening to the incredibly loud sound produced by the
common wasp when in the act of nipping nest-making materials
from the woodwork of a window-sash, will be quite prepared to

believe that Atropos pulsatorius, small as he is, is capable of

following the example of his rap-delivering fellow-alarmist

(Anobium tesselatum), without the aid of either a professed
medium or supernatural agency. Fig. 1 in the illustration in the

preceding page represents the former insect magnified from one
line in length, and Fig. 2 gives an enlarged view of the latter.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XVIII.
THE ADJECTIVE.

AGREEMENT AND POSITION OP ADJECTIVES.

THE adjective must always agree in gender and number with
the noun to which it belongs ; as

hoinbre sabio, theEl

man.
La muger sabia, the wise woman.

Participles used as adjectives agree in gender and number
with the noun to which they belong ; as

Los hombres sabios, the wise men.
Las mugeres sabias, the wise

women.

Las engaiiadas criadas, the de-

luded female servants.

El engaiiado rey, the deluded kiny.

La engaiiada reiua, ihe deluded

queen.

An adjective does not agree with the gender of the title of a

person, but with the gender of the person to whom it is ap-

plied ; as

Su majestad esta enfermo, his

majesty is ill.

Su majestad esta enferuia, her

majesty is ill.

Nada, nothinj, requires a masculine adjective ; as

Nada hay lirnpio, There is nothing jjure.

Two or more nouns in the singular require the adjective'
which belongs to them to be in the plural, and if the nouns are-

of different genders, the adjective must be in the masculine ;.

as

Juaua y Maria estau calladas,

Jane and Mary are silent.

Lucia y Carlos estan cansados,,

Lucy arid Charles are tired.

When an adjective comes before or after two or more plural

nouns of different genders, it must agree in gender with the-

noun nearest to it ; as

Buenos dicciouarios y gramati-

cas, good dictionaries and grammars.

Dicciouarios y gramaticas hue-

uas, good dictionaries and grammars.

The Spanish Academy recommends that in cases in which an

adjective is to be used with two or more nouns differing in

gender and number, it would be better to use a different adjec-
tive of similar meaning for every noun, or an adjective whichi

does not change its ending to form its feminine for the plural.

The material of which a thing is made, as well as the country
in which it is made or produced, are seldom used as adjectives,,

but as a noun preceded by the preposition de ; thus

Paiio de laiia, woollen cloth.

Cueros de Mo.jico, Mexican /ud3.
Hoja de plata, silver leaf.

Cerveza de Loudres, London leer.

The profession or dignity of a person may be qualified by an-

adjective derived from the name of a nation preceded by the-

preposition as above; thus

General de Espana, Spanish General Mejicano, Me.riean.

general (general of Spain). general.

The title of the chief ruler of a country is not qualified by an

adjective expressing the nation, but by the name of the country,

preceded by the preposition ; as-
El rey de Espana, the king of I El presidente de los Estados

Spain.
La reina de Inglaterra, tlie queen

of England,

Unidos, Ihe president of the United

Slates.
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of both numbers and genders are often used aa

in snob cases preceded by the article ; as

Un n "Kin). Los rioos, the rich (mm).
Uu.i iiourn/in). Las ricas, the rtoh (women).

Los doctos, the leuri.*!.

The noutor article (as it is called) lo precedes adjectives in

number, used aa nouns, when taken in a general

sense, without reference to either gender ; as

Lo siguente, (he fottotring, i.e.,

fiat which follow*.

Lo osorito, the written, i.e , that

ohich if wrilttii.

Lo malo, the bad, i.e., that which

A.lj.-otiYes and participial adjectives are much oftener placed
after the noun to which they belong than before it ; aa

H. !!': .-ii'i". -i
- GiuirJm avauzada, advanced

Furor portico, poetical fury. auard.

In many cases it is left entirely to the taste of the writer

to place the adjective before or after the noun to which it

belongs. But cardinal numb3rs, adjectives expressing some
inherent or peculiar property, habit, or practice of the noun
to which they belong, and adjectives employed as particular

epithets with a proper name, are generally placed before the

noun : so likewise adjectives accented on the antepenult ; as in

these examples :

La timida oveja, the timid sheep.

El ambicioso Jefferson, the ambi-

tious Jefferson.

Una dulce (rescura, a pleasant

coolness.

Cristalina agua, erysfa/liiie water.

La blanca nieve, the white SHOW.

The above rule is liable to many exceptions. Indeed, no

certain rules can be given for the position of adjectives. Atten-

tion on the part of the pupil to the practice of the best Castilian

writ T.S will prove the best means of teaching him the most

proper arrangement for adjectives.
Tanto, as much ; cuanto, so much; mucho, much; todo, all;

POOD, little, are always placed before the noun.

In some few cases the same adjective has a different mean-

ing, according as it is placed before or after the noun ; as

Cueuta cierta, a true (certain) Cierta seuorii, a certain lady.

narrative.

COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES, ETC.

There are some irregular comparatives ; as, mayor, greater ;

mejor, better ; menor, smaller ; poor, worse.

As the superlative relative is formed by placing the article

before the comparative, of course "
el mayor

" means the greatest;
el mejor, the best ; el menor, the least ; el poor, the worst.

There are some irregular superlatives ; as, maximo, greatest ;

<5ptimo, beat ; minirao, least ; pesimo, worst
; infimo, lowest.

There are some superlatives in isimo not regularly formed ;

as, bonisimo, very good ; novisimo, very new ; fortisimo, very

strong; fidelisimo, very faithful; sapientisimo, very wise; these

being the superlatives of the adjectives bueno, nuevo, fuerte,

fiel, suMo.

There are a few superlatives otherwise irregular ; as, pauper-
rimo, very poor ; miserrimo, very miserable ; integerrimo, very
honest ; celeborrimo, very celebrated ; saluburiimo, very salu-

brious ; liberrimo, very free.

The superlative of the above adjectives can also be formed
with muy ; as, muy grande, very ijreat ; muy pobre, very poor ;

muy bueno, very good, eiw. And such as do not already end
in isirno or e"rriino can have their regular form in Isimo ; as,

mali-dmo, very bad ; poqnisivno, very small, etc.

With political or other titles of dignity, muy before an

adjective expresses somewhat less than the termination isimo

affixed to it ; thus, muy flnstre, very ill.ustrious, is less than

ilu-itrisirao, most illustrious.

When a superlative relative follows the noun to which it

refers, it is sufficient that the article be used before the noun,
and not repeated before the superlative ; as

Los Catalanes son los pueblos The Catalans are the most Mi-

mas iudustriosos de Espafm, dustrioits people of Spain.

One noun can be compared with another in the same
manner as adjectives ; as

Juan es mas niiio quo su John it more (of a) child than his

nieto, grandson.

In forming a comparison, in affirmative sentences, de is used
instead of </v.e before an adjective of quantity or number, or

before the pronouns what or thit which, cpro*ad or andcr

Mi bijo tiene n,^ <U >

my MM u mare tJ. m .a; year* old.

Juan ttane ma* d lo <jue neoe-

sita, John hat more than what he

needs.

If the sentence be negative, de or </u may either of them be
used before an adjective of quantity or number, or the pro-
nouns what or that wkich ; aa

Mi hijo no tieue mat qua (or d) Ky ton is not more tkam rig yan
uois afio, old.

When the adjective is placed after a proper name an a dis-

tinguishing epithet, such as "Tarquin the Proud," the article

precedes it in Spanish as in English ; as

Alexandro el Mogno, Alexander I Guzman el I:

the Great.
\
Good.

Numeral adjectives of order form an exception t > Vw abov*
rule ; as

Francisco Primero, Francis the I Carlos Dooe, Chn.lt* the Twelfth.

Pint.

The preposition de is generally used after an adjective 01

participle which is followed by a noun expressive or t u cause,

manner, means, or instrument, and also after adjectives denot

ing distance ; as

Agudo de ingdnio, sharp in intel-

lect.

Apurado de medics, eihausted in

means.

Ageno de verdad, foreign to

truth.

Bajo de cuerpo, loto in stature.

Boto de punto, blunt at the point.

Curtido del sol, tanned by the sun.

Sordo de un oido, d^af with o'
ear.

Palido de miedo, />/!< withfeai.
Defectos comnnes de su juren-

tuft, faults common to k t i.outh.

in the monttAudio de boca, wi'

i M'l'.J. -,/.!, '/,. ,/ .

Angosto de manga, narrow f th

sleeve (narroie-sleeved).

The preposition in after a superlative is to be rendered int.

Spanish by de ; as

Los mas sabios hombres del The wisest men in the <~orld.

mundo,

Tanto, and not tan, is used before a noun in comparisons of

equality ; as

Maria tiene tauta prudcncia Mary has as much prudence at

cotno Juana, Jane.

NUMERALS.
The numeral adjectives are divided into cardinal and ordinal.

The cardinal numerals express numbers ; as one, two, three ;

and the ordinal numerals express order or rank ; as /!>/, second,

third.

There are also some numeral nouns, such as the collective

numbers, una docena, a dozen ; una veintena, a *core ; and the

fractional numbers, la mitad, the half; un cuarto, a t'wth.

The following is a list of the cardinal and ordinal numeral

adjectives :

ORDINAL MUHSEB3.

Primero, first.

Segundo, second.

Tercero, third.

Cuarto, fourth.

Quiuto, fifth.

Sexto or sesto, sixth.

S^ptimo, seventh.

Octaro, eighth.

>'oveno or nono, ninth.

Decimo, tenth.

Und^cimo, eleventh.

Duodecimo, tirel/th.

Di!cimo t^roio, thirteenth

Dt'cimo cuarto, /ourt*nUi
Docimo quiuto, fifteenth.

IWcimo sesto, sixteenth

CARDINAL NUMBERS.

Uno, una, one.

Dos, two.

Tres, three.

Cuatro, /our.

Cinco, fiv*

Sets, six.

Siete, seven.

Ooho, eight.

Nueve, nina.

Diez, ten.

Once, eleven.

Doce, twelve.

Trece, thirteen.

Catorce, fourteen.

Quince, fifteen.

Diez y seis, si*teen.

Diez y siete, seventeen

Diez y ocho, eighteen.

Diez y nueve, nineteen.

Veinte, tuv.

Vcinte y uno,* t'reti;-one.

Veinte y dos, <>rent;/-tiro.

Veiute y trea, tirenty-three.

Veinte y cuatro, tirenfi;-)9'jr.

Veinte y cinco, tirentij-yire.

Decimo s^ptimo, sreenttenth,

Decimo octavo, eighteenth.

Di5oimo nono, nineteenth.

Vig^simo. tirentieth.

Vigesimo primo, twenrj-jJrst.

Vigesimo seirundo, hMniy-*eccn4.
Viir^sinio U;rcio, tirenty-'

:

Vigesimo cuarto, tonty-fw^
Vig.'8imo quinto, tienty->/la.

Sometimes found written as one word, aa ucuUiwrno,
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Veinte y seis, twenty-fix.

Veinte y siete, twenty-seven,

Veinte y echo, twenty-eight.

Veinte y nueve, twenty-nine.

Treinta, thirty.

Ouarenta, forty.

Cincuenta, fifty.

Sesenta, sixty.

Setenta, seventy.

Ochenta, eighty.

Noveuta, ninety.

Ciento, a hundred,

Docieutos, tioo hundred.

Trecientos, three hundred.

Cuatrocientos, four hundred.

Quincientos, five hundred.

Seiscientos, six hundred.

Setecientos, seven hundred.

Ochocientos, eight kimdred.

Novecieutos, nine hundred.

Vicr^simo sesto, twcnty-siatfh.

Vigesimo septimo, twenty-seventh.

Vigesimo octavo, twenty-eighth.

Vigesimo nono, twenty-ninth.

Trige^iino, thirtieth.

Cuadrag^simo, fortieth.

Quincuagesimo, fiftieth.

Sexagesirno, sixtieth.

Septuagesimo, seventieth.

Octogesimo, eightieth.

Nonagcsitno, ninetieth.

Centesimo, hundredth.

Docentesimo, two hundredth.

Trecentesituo, three hundredth.

Cuadragentesimo, four hundredth.

Quingentesimo, five hundredth.

Sexentesimo, six hundredth.

Septengent^simo, seven hundredth.

Octogentesirno, eight hundredth.

Nouagentdsinio, nine hundredth.

Mildsimo, thousandth.Mil, a thousand.

The cardinal numbers for eleven hundred, twelve hundred,

two thousand, three thousand, etc., are mil y ciento, mil y

docientos, dos mil, tres mil; for a hundred thousand, two

hundred thousand, etc., cien mil, docientos mil; for a million,

two millions, etc., un millon, dos millones. Millon is not an

adjective, but a noun.

Uno is declinable, changing the final o into a whenever it

refers to a feminine noun. All of the cardinal numbers ending
in ientos form their feminine in as ; as, docientas mugeres, two

hundred ivomen. The rest are indeclinable.

All the ordinal numbers change the last o into a to form their

feminine.

Uno drops the last letter when it comes before a noun.

Ciento drops its last syllable when it comes immediately
before a noun, but not when any other word comes between it

and the noun ; thus, cien soldados, a hundred soldiers ; and

ciento y tres soldados, a hundred and three soldiers.

Primero and tercero, among the ordinals, drop the final o

before a noun.

The cardinal ntimbers (and not the ordinal) are generally used

in Spanish to express order or rank, when the number exceeds

nine ; when under nine, the ordinals are employed ; thus

Enrique Octavo, Henry Eight

(the Eighth).
Carlos Doce, Charles Twelve (the

Tomo diez y echo, volume eighteen

(the eighteenth).

Pagina septima, page seventh (the

seuenth).

In mentioning the days of the month, the Spanish use the

cardinal adjectives and not the ordinal, as in English, except in

the first day, in which primero and not un is used ; thus

El tres de Marzo, the three

(tit ird) of March.

El diez y seis de Mayo, the six-

teen (sixteenth) of May.

El primero de Enero, the first of

January.
El dos de Febrero, the tioo

(second) of February.

In dates where figures are used, the article is omitted, and

except the first day of the month, the cardinal numbers are

used
;
as

Madrid, 1 de Junio de 1845, Madrid, June 1st, 1845.

Paris, 4 de Julio de 1846, Paris, July 4th, 1846.

Londres, 27 de Agosto de 1847, London, August 27th, 1817.

The hour of the day is expressed by the ordinal numbers

preceded by the definite article, which must in such a case agree
with horas, hours, understood (unless the hour be one, when it

agrees with the singular, hora) ; thus

i Que hora es ? it-hat o'clock is it ?

Es la una, it is one o'clock.

Son las dos, it is two o'clock.

Sou las diez, it is ten.

Son las tres menos diez minutos,
it is ten minutes before three.

Son las ocho y veinte minutos,
it is twenty minutes after eiglit.

In speaking of the age of persons or things, the verb tener is

employed in Spanish ; as

Carlos tiene doce anos, Charles

is twelve years old.

El Seiior Tournay no tiene cin-

cuenta anos, Mr. Tournay is not

fifty years of age.

In Spanish it is not said, in expressing measurement, "twenty
feet high," or "ten feet long;" but "twenty feet of height,"
" ten feet of length ;" as

La casa tenia sesenta codos de The house was (had) sin'ty cubits

largo, y veinte codos de ancho, y long, and tu'enty cubits wide, and
treinta codos de altura, thirty cubits in height.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXVI.
140. THE CONJUNCTTON. GOVERNMENT OF CONJUNCTIONS.

[See 123] (continued).

(4.) THE following conjunctions . Ds maniere que, de sorte

que, en sorte que, so that ; tellement que, in such a manner
that ; si ce n'est que, sinon que, unless that, but that ; govern
the following verb in the indicative or conditional mood, when
the preceding verb expresses a positive assertion ; but they
'overn the subjunctive when the preceding verb expresses a

desire or a command :

II se conduisit tres mal, de
SOrte qu'il fut contraint da se

retirer.

Faites en SOrte qu'on SOit con-

tent de TOIIS.

He behaved very ill, so that ha was

obliged to withdraw.

(5.) "When there are in

Behave in such a manner that

people may be pleased with you.

sentence two or more verbs

governed by a conjunction, que must be placed before the

second and the following verbs, or the conjunction itself may
be repeated :

Since we plead, we die, and we
become sicfc, we must have physicians,

Puisqu'on plaide, qu'on meurt,
et qu'on devient malade,

II faut des rnedecins, il faut des

avocats. LA FONTAINE.
Si vous partez et que vous

VOUliez me prendre avec vous.

BESCHERELLE.

(6.) The other conjunctions generally govern the same tense

in French as in English :

we must have lawyers.

If you go and wish to take me with

you.

Do good to-day, s'nce thou yet

livest.

Nothing dazzles great minds, be-

cause nothing is higher than they.

Fais du bien aujourd'hui puis-
e tu vis encore. VILLEFKE.
Eien n'^blouit les grandes ames,

parce que rien n'est plus haut

qu'elles. MASSILLON.

"With regard to the conjunction si, see 121, (3.), (4.).

141. COLLOCATION OF WORDS.

(1.) The place of the different parts of speech has been men-

tioned in the Syntax under their several heads, and in various

other parts of the work. A summary of the principal rules of

construction may. however, not be unacceptable here.

(2.) The collocation of words is the order according to which

the several words which form a sentence should follow one

another. This order is fixed for the several forms of sentences,

affirmative, negative, and interrogative, by the genius of the

language, and the practice of the best writers.

(3.) The construction of the affirmative sentence is as simple

in French as it is in English. The following is the arrange-

ment of the words :

1. The Subject.

Le marchand
The merchant

2. The V
est

Tlie Adverb.

ici.

here.

est ici.

here.

(4.) When the subject is accompanied by an adjective, or

another attribute, the order is as follows :

1. The Subject. 2. Its Attribute. 3. The Verb. 4. The Adverb.

Le marchand anglais
The merchant English

Le flls de votre ami est la,

The son of your friend is there.

La marteau de fer est ici.

The hammer of iron is here.

Le bateau a vapeur est la.

The b->at
'

steam is there.

(5.) When the attribute of the subject is placed in apposition

with the verb, the construction is the same in the two lan-

guages :

1. The Subject.

Le marchand
The merchant

2. The Verb.

est

3. The Attribute.

anglais.

English.

(6.) When the verb is in a compound tense, many adverbs

are placed between the auxiliary and the participle :

1. The Subject. 2. The Auxiliary. 3. The Adverb. 4. The Participle.

Nous avons souvent In.

jye have often read.
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(7.) Long adverbs of manner, ending in ment, other long
. t In- adverbs of time and place, aujourd hui, de-
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Tout a coup au jour vif et bril-

lant de la zone torride, succede
une nuit uuiverselle et profonde;
a la parure d'un priutemps ^ternel,
la nudite des plus tristes hivers.

RAYNAL.

Suddenly to the vivid and brtllvnii

day of the torrid zone, succeeds a

universal and pro bund night ; (o

the attire of an eternal spring, the

nakedness of the saddest winters.

(28.) The article, the demonstrative, and the possessive

adjective are repeated before every word that they determine

[Sect. 86].

(29.) Pronouns, used as subjects of verbs, may be repeated
before every verb [ 96 ; Sect. 87].

(30.) Pronouns, used as objects, must be repeated before

every verb [ 102J.

(31.) Prepositi ms are generally repeated before every word
which they govern [ 137].

142. USE OF CAPITAL LETTERS.

The only important difference existing in the two languages
in the use of capital letters, is that the French do not use a

capital for an adjective, unless it be used substantively, and
in reference to persons, or unless it form an integral part of a

name :

Ce monsieur est-il francais ?

C'est mi Francais.
Est-il francais ?

Cette Uame est-elle anglaise ?

C'est uue Anglaise.
Eile est anglaise.
Apprenez-vous Je francais ?

Je ii'apprends pus 1 'anglais.
J'attends le Francois qui de-

ineure ici.

Le departement des Basses-

Alpes.
Le royaume des Pa3rS-Bas.

Is that gentleman French 1

He is a Frenchman.
Is he French ?

Is that lady English ?

She is an English lady.

She is English.
Do you learn French f

I do not learn English,
lam u-aiting for the Frenchm:i<

who lives here.

Tlie department of the Lower Alp*.

The kingdom of the Netherlands.

143. ELISION.

(1.) Elision is the suppression of the final vowel of a word,

and the substitution of an apostrophe (')
before words com-

mencing with a vowjl or an h mute :

The vowels thus elided are a, e, i :

a is only elided in la, article or pronoun L'ame, the soul ;

instead of In time ; I'humilit^, humility ; instead of la

humilite ; je 1'admire, je 1'honore, / admire her, 1

honour her; instead of je la admire, je la honore.

NOTE. The a of la, pronoun, is elided only when it precedes
its verb.

e is elided in le, article or pronoun, in je, te, me, se, ce

(meaning it, dem. prn.), de, ne, que, parce que,

quoique, puisque, jusque, quelque, 1 ami, the friend;
1 honmie, the man,; also in presque in the compound
noun presqu'ile; also in entre in compound words Buch

as entr'acte, s'entr aider
;
also in graude in feminine

compound nouns : grand'tante, grand'messe.
NOTE. The e of the pronouns je, me, le, and ce is elided

only when they precede their verb.

i is only elided in si coming before il, he ; ils, they.

(2.) Although the words onze, onzieine, oui, ouate, yatagan,

yard, yacht, yoga, yoie, yucca commence with a vowel, the

article is not elided betre them.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXVII.
83. PARADIGMS OF IRREGULAR VERBS.

(1.) In order to a better display of the irregularities of some
of these verbs, we append the following paradigms. They will

be found exceedingly convenient for ready reference. Some of
these verbs. also, have certain peculiar uses which require spe-
cial attention. For this reason we have, immediately after each
verb, added a series of explanatory remarks, with copious
examples illustrating the several ways in which they are em-
ployed .

(2.) JDurfcn, to be permitted, to dare.

IND. Pres. 30) barf, tu barfft, et barf ;
roir burfen, i6,r burft, fie bur.

ft. Imp. 3d> burfte, bu burfteft, er burfte
;

roir fcurften, ib,r burftet, fie

turften. Per/. 3c> Ijabe geburft; it fcaben fleturf:. Plup. 3d; fjatte

geburft ;
nrir fatten gcburft. First Put. 3d; roerbe burfen ;

rotr roerben

burfen. Second Fut. 33) roem geburft fyaben; rott roerbcn gcturft

fyaben.

SUB. Pres. 3d; burfe, bu burfeft, er biirfe
;

roir burfen, tb,r burfet, Tie

burfen. Imp. 3d; burfte, bu burfteft, er burfte ;
rotr burften, tfjr biirftct,

fte burften. Per/. 3d; fyabe geburft; roir f)aben geburft. Plup. 3d? fiattc

geburft ;
roir fatten geburft. First Fut. 3d) roevbe burfen ;

rotr rocrben

fcutfen. Second Fut. 3d) roerbe geburft tyaben; roir roerbcn geburft

fyaben.

COND. First Fut. 3d; rorrbe burfen
;

rotr rofirbcn bfitfen. Second

Fut. 3d; rourbc geburft fiaben ;
roir rotirten geburft fcaben.

INF. Pres. iDurfen, to be permitted. Perf. Oeburft fjabcn, to

have been permitted.
PART. Pres. Durfcnb, being permitted. Perf. eburft, per-

mitted.

REMARKS ON Ditrfen. This verb is generally to be rendered

by to be permitted. The verb is also employed (only in the im-

perfect subjunctive, however) to denote what probably may be,

and may then be translated by such words as might, need, would,
etc. ; thus, &$ burfte jct 511 fr.at fetn, it may or 'might be too late

now; @g burfte \>ieftetd)t roabr fein, it -might perchance be true. It

also signifies, to need, to have occasion, etc.
; as, (Jr barf nur rebcn,

he needs only speak ; @r barf fid; bariiber nirfjt rounbern, he must
not or should not wonder at that. When used without an in-

finitive after it, one must be supplied to complete the construc-

tion ; thus, @r barf nid;t in baS Jpau ffommcn), he is not allowed

(to come) into the house.

(3.) .Rijnnen, to be able.

IND. Pres. 3d; fann, bu fannft, ev fann
;
mil fonnen, tf>r fount, fte

fonncn. Imp. 3d; Fonnte, bu Fonnteft, cr fonnte; n>ir fcnnten, i^r fonntet,

fte fonnten. Perf. 3d; babe gc!cnnt ;
n>tr ^aben gefonnt. Plup. 3d)

Oatte gefonnt ;
unr batten ge!ennt. First Fut. 3d) recrte fiJnnen

;
mtr

luerben fimnen. Second Fut. 3d; iccrbe gefonnt fyaben ;
roir n>erben ge

fonnt ^aben

SUB. Pres. 3d; fonnc, bu fonneft, er tonne
;

n;ir fdnnen, i^r fonnct,

fte tonnen. Imp. 3d) fonnte, bu fonnteft, er fonnte
;

ir fonnten, ib,r

fonntet, fie fonnten. Perf. 3d; Ijabe gefonnt ;
njtr fjabcn gefonnt Plup.

3d; ^.itte gefonnt; rutr ^fitten gefonnt. First Fut. 3d; tucrbe fonnen; >uir

werben fonnen. Second Fut. 3d; ioerbe gefonnt ^aben ;
hjtr toerbcn gc.

fount I)aben.

COND. First Fut. 3d; toiirbe fonnen
;

>vir tunrbcn fonncn. Second

Fut. 3d; luiirbe gefonnt Ijaben ;
wir iuiirtnt gefonnt ft.iben.

INF. Pres. Jtonnen, to be able. Perf. O'efomtt Ijaben, to have

been able.

PART. Pres. Jfonncnb, being able. Perf. efonnt, been able.

REMARKS ON St on it en. The original signification of fonncn

was to know, or to know how; hence the present sense, to be at

liberty to do a thing, to be able ; as, id) fann lefen unb fdjretben, I

can (know how to) read and write. Its chief power now is to

indicate bare possibility, and hence it is often aptly translated

by the English may ; as, Sr fann c3 serftanben Iiabcn, he may
(possibly) have understood it. It differs, therefore, from burfen,

when it (burfen) is used (in the imperfect subjunctive) to express

possibility; for burfen not only signifies that the thing may be,

but that it probably is or will be. J?onnen, like burfen, has some-

times an infinitive understood after it, to complete the construc-

tion.

(4.) SDiocjen, to be allowed, to have liberty.

IND. Pres. 3d; mag, bu magft, er mag ;
roir mogen, tl)r mogt, fte

tnogen. Imp. 3d; niodjte, bu mocJjteft, er modjte ;
wir modjten, tfcr

mod)tet, fie mod;tcn. Perf. 3d; babe gemod;t ;
n>ir l)aben gemodjt.

-

Plup. 3d; b,atte gemod;t ;
mtr fatten gemodjt. First Fut. 3d; rocrbe

mogen; )tr roecben mogen. Second Fut. 3d; roerbe gemoefyt I;abcn:

njtr inerben gemod;t !)aben.

SUB. Pres. 3d; mdge, bu mdgeft, er mo.^e ; ttnr mogen, t^r moget, fte

mogen. Imp. 3d; mddjte, bu modjtcfi, ec modjte
;

fair modjtcn, ifr

mod;tet, fie mddjten. Perf. 3d) ^abe gemodjt ; nnr feaben gemod;t.

Plup. 3d; ^atte gcmodjt ; roir 6v1tt^n gentoijt. First Fut. 3rf> >ucrbe

mogen, >mr rocrben m^gen. Second Fut. 3d; rocrbe gemod;t f)abeit; roir

roerben gcmod;t babcn.

COND. First Fut. 3d; roiirbe mogen ;
roir roiirbcn mogen. Second

Fut. 3d; rourbe gcmodjt Ijaben ;
roir rourben gcmod)t baben.

INF. Pres. 3)Jbgen, to be allowed. Perf. emod;t fyafccn, to have

been allowed.

PART. Pres. 9)Jogenb, being allowed. Perf. (55emod;t. allowed.

REMARKS ON 2JJ6gen- ^Jiogen marks possibility ander allow
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or oonooHMon from another ; an, 8r mag lateen, he may
i ; tiuit i-- !: lins |n<ni)iision to laugh, no one hinders him.

(Sr nia'] cm t< ,iv. r .IV.niii inn, ho may (I grant) be a brave man ;

wli. ..i- being a brave man is a thing con-

ceded. Kimlrod to this are the other significations (chance,
nmtiun, wi.sh, eto.) usually attributed to this verb ; thus, tt

Me teamen, it ,,n ikt rain ; that is, the causes that seem to for-

bid are likely not to operate ; i(t> modjte tt bq>i'tiftln, I am dig-

.
. t, it; that is, 1 might doubt it alto-

it lor certain oironmstanoes seeming to forbid ; im-qe tt

ttr Yimmel .( l\-:i, ,/,<.;/ Heaven grant it; id; mag tt niitjt tbun, I do
not /(A to do it, that is, I am not permitted by my feelings to

h-fiiiilly, eto.

(5.) 1'iuffcn, to be obliged, must.

IND. Pret. 3d; mup, tu miifit, er map ;
roir muffen. ib,t miipt, fie

inriiKii -Imp. 3d; mupte, tu mupttft, et muptt ;
wit mujiten, ityt

miiHti-i. IU- in pten. Per/. 3d; Ijabt gtmupt ;
wir b,aben gemupt Plup.

lutte ijcimipt ;
n>ir fatten gemupt First Put. 3d; werte muffen ;

loir iwrrcn muffen. Second Fut. 3d; wcrte gcmu^t b.abcn ;
wir werten

vjctiuiHt haben.

SUB. Pret. 3d; miiffe, tu miiffeft. er muffe ;
wit mfiffen, ibr mitffet,

fie muffen. Imp. 3d; inflate, tu mfiptefl, tr imtpte
;
wir mitpten, if)t

muptet, fte miipten. Per/. 3$ babe gemupt ;
roir baben gemujit. Plup.

3$ b^tte gemuiit ;
wir batten gemupt First Put. 3d; werte ntuffen ;

wir wtrten miifftn. Second Fat. 3d; werte gemufjt tyaben ;
wit wertcn

gcniupt baben.

COND. First Put. 3d; wiirte mufftn ;
rote >i iirten mufjen. Second

Fut. 3d; wurre gtmujit babtn
,

roir wurten gtmupt tyaben

INF. Pres. >JMuffeii, to be obliged. Per/. (VJemujit b,abcn, to have
been obliged.

PART. Prcs. 2)iiiffent, being obliged. Pec/. cmupt, obliged.

REMARKS ON OWufftn. The German mufftn and the English
must are very nearly equivalents. The predominant power of
the word is everywhere that of obligation or necessity, and this
I '. 'ing kept in mind, it will often be convenient to employ in

translating it such words as be obliged, am to, have need to, and
the like. Often an infinitive is understood with it ; as, id; mup
jiirucf, I must (go) back.

(6.) oflen, to be obliged.

IND. Pres. 3$ foil, bu follf}, cr foil ;
mtr foUen, i(>r fottt, fte fo((en.

Imp. 3$ foUtt, tu foMttft, trfolltt; wit foflttn, i^r folltrt, fit foflten

Per/. 3c^ ^be gtfoKt ;
mir ^iben gtfoHt. Plup. 3cfr ^attt gtfoUt ;

wir

^atttn gtfollt. First Fut. 3c$ mettt fodtn ; wit lottttn fofltn. Second
Fut. 3$ wtrtt gtfoUt ^abtn ;

wit wctK-n gcfoUt babtn.

SUB. Pres. 3$ foflt, tu foKeft, tt fellt, wit foatn, i&t foHet, fie fo((en.

Imp. 3$ follte, tu fodteft, ft fuUte ;
wit fottttn, i^t foltten, fie fottten.

Per/. 3<$ babe gtfollt ;
mtt ^abtn gtfoRt. Plup. 3dj ^Jtte gefollt ;

wit

^Atttn gtfollt. First Fut. 3$ wtrte fofltn; wit wttttn foUtn. Second
Fut. 3$ wette gefollt Ijaben ;

wit wttttn gefoflt ^aben.
COND. First Fut. 3$ tourte foflen ;

wit witrten foflen. Second
Fut. 3$ wurte gefollt f^aben ;

wit wutren gefollt Ijaben.

INF. Pres. cllen, to be obliged. Per/. efoltt l;aben, to have
been obliged.

PART. Pres. Soflent, being obliged. Per/. cfoflt, obliged.

REMARKS ON Sollen. The primary and prevalent use of
-foflen is to indicate obligation or command. What particular
word or phrase shall be employed to translate it, in any given
case, must be determined by circumstances. The following
-axainples will be sufficient to show this :

$>u follft ba tf;un, thou art to (i.e., art commanded to) do
that.

fit foil gefyen, he is to (i.e., is bidden to) go.
Soil

tfty t Ijabtn ? am I to have it.

S)te glotte foil gef^lagen wotben fttn, the fleet is said or reported
to be beaten.

2ie fofltn ibn nufjt beleibigt l;aben, yon are supposed or admired
not to have offended him.

5D.i fofl ttr ut ? what means the hat ?

UBtnn er fommen fotttt, fo will
tcf

tt if;m fagen, if he should come
I will tell him so.

So with an infinitive understood ; Wa foil ic$ ? what am I to

(do) ? wa fol( ba ? what signifies that ? (i.e., supplying
fttn, what is that to be f)

fft wttp ntc^t, wa tr tb,un fpd, he does not know what to
do.

(7.) Oiffm, to know.

IND. Pret. 34 nwij, tu weifi, er meif ; wir wiffm, for tvtfe, fk

ittffen. Imp. 3$ nmfitr. lu wugteft, rr n u*tr . iwt wuittn, i^r en,

fit wujttn Per/. 3<^ ^abt qta-UBt ;
it batxn gnmiit Plup. 3^

batti gtioujt ; wtr b.atltn gnoupt. Fint Put. 3$ went wiffrn, ir mr.
ten nifftn. Second Put. 3$ wettt gtwupt fyibtn ; ir mtntn gtwufi
^abtn.

SUB. Pre. 3<* wifft, tu wnTtft. er aifft . tr wifTtn. ifrr wffrt, fU

wifftn. Imp. 3$ rouBtt, tu wupttft, tr wujtt ;
wit muttn, ibt wufttt.

fit wiittn. Per/. 3^ b,abe gt-tugt ;
wit t>abtn geroust

battt geiout ,
wtr Bitten gcttu&t First Fut. 3^ twrte nnfftn ;

wit
irtrttn wtfftn Second Fut. 3^ went gtwujit f;ab*n ;

wit wmen gt.
wupt b,abtn.

COND. First Fut. 3d> wurtt wifftn ;
wit wurttn wiffen. Second

Put. 3$ wurtt gtwujit baben , wir wiirtcn gtroupt b,aben.

IMP. Pres. 2Biffe (tu), wiffe et ; wiffeit wit, iffet (ib,t), wiffen fit.

INF. Pres. Sffliffen, to know. Per/. ewu|t Ijabtn, to have known.
PART. Prcs. 3Btfftnt, knowing. Per/, twupt, known.

(8.) ffiolltn, to be willing.

IND. Pres. 3<$ will, tu wiflfl, tr will
, wit woflen, ifjr rocllt, fU

woflen Imp. 3d) nolltt, tu woUteft, er wollte
;
wir icoUten, ifjt woUttt,

fte wcllten. Perf. 3* f?abe gewoflt ;
wit ^obtn gtwcllt. Piup. 3^ l>atu

gtwoflt ;
wit b.atttn gtwollt. Firs* Fut. 3$ wme wollen

;
wit werttn

wollen. Second Put. 3c$ wette gewollt b.abeit, wit werttn gewcllt

b,.iben

SUB. Pres. 3d; wolle. tu wolleft, er wofle
;
wit wollen, ib,r wclltt, fu

woflen. Imp. 3d; wollte, tu woflteft, et wollte
;
wit wollten, ifjt wcfltet,

fie woflten. Per/. 3^ ^abe gewoflt, wit fjaben gewollt. Plup. 3d; ^dtt<

gewoflt ,
wir batten gewoflt. First Fut. 3d; wtrte wofltn

;
wtr merit

woflen Second Fut. 3d; werte geweflt ^abtn ;
wir werttn gewolit

Ijabcn.

COND. First Fut. 3d; wutbe woflen
;
wit wurten wolltn. Second

Fut. 3d; wuttt gtwotlt Ijaben ;
wit wutten gewollt b.abtn.

IMP. Pres. 2Bc(le, woflet.

INF. Pres. 2Boflen, to be willing. Per/. twollt ^abtn, to have
been willing.
PART. Pres. SBofltnb, willing. Per. twollt, willed.

REMARKS ON SBofltn. 2Bo(len implies future purpose; thus,

id; wifl gefjtn, I will (to) go, i.e., my purpose is to go. The ex-

pression of mere futurity would be, id; wtrtt gtb,tn. Kindred to

this is another signification of wollen
; as, er will tut gt feben b.iben,

he wills to have seen you, that is, he will have it, or affirm^
that he saw you.

EXAMPLES FURTHER ILLUSTRATING THE USES OF THB
PRECEDING VERBS.

3d; rarf e tb,un. I am allowed to do it.

turfte wob,l gcfd;eb,en. It might easily happen.
X>u tatfft e nut fottern. You need only ask for it.

ffr fann weter lefen nod; fd;rtibtn. He can neither read nor write,

3d; fann mid; irten.
'

I may be mistaken.

3d; fonnte tljn md;t wrfteTjtn. I could not understand him.
flonnen @te b.tutt ju mir fommtit ? Can yon come to me to-day ?

3d; mag ba nid;t. I do not like that.

3d; mod;te getn wiffen, witviel Utyt I should like to know what
tt tft. o'clock it is.

3d; mod;te wo^l etwa bacon fjaben. I should like to have some of it

(J mag fein. It may be.

3d; mod;te liebtt. I had rather ; I would rather.

SHoge er lange leben ! Long may he live !

3d; mup tt tbun. I must do it.

(r miijite fid; feine< 'J?fttagen fd;a- He would be ashamed of hie

men. conduct.

SWupte tt nidjt fo fommen ? Could it happen otherwise ?

fficnn id; fterben mupte, wutte id; tt If I had to die, I would not
itutt tbun. do it.

3d; wodtt gttnt geben. I would willingly (i.e., would
like to) go.

3d; will ju Sufie gefien. I will go on foot.

3d; woflte, tap wtt gebcn foflten. I was for our going.
Sic foflen fd;teiben. Ton are to write.

2Ba< foil ba< Driven ? What does that mean ?

Oft foil fid; jugttragtn babtn. It is said to have happened.
Ter Jlonig foil angtfcmmtn fein. The king is said to have arrived.

2Denn er morgen fterben follte. If he should die to-morrow.
2Benn ta fo fein follte. If that should be so.
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VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XIII.

MODERN DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES THOSE OF GRAMME,
SIEMENS, ETC. TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY

ELECTRICAL RAILWAYS.

UP to the time of Siemens' and Wheatstone's proposition that

there existed naturally in iron sufficient residual magnetism to

initiate a current in a revolving armature placed in proper re-

lation to an electro-magnet, permanent steel magnets had been

almost universally employed in the construction of magneto-
electric machines. "With the exception of one or two machines

which still employ them, permanent magnets have gone out of

use, and are replaced by the far more powerful electro-magnets.

Modern machines employing these latter are now known as

dynamo-electric machines, to distinguish them from those which

employ permanent magnets. But it must be understood that

both classes of machines are urged into action by the dyna-
mical power of a steam-engine, a gas engine, or other kind

of motor.

In Fig, 81 we have a representation of the celebrated Gramme

machine, and although this particular form of it is intended

merely for demonstration, and is worked by hand, the rela-

tion of its various parts can, perhaps, be better under-

stood than if we placed before the

reader one of the larger machines

designed for steam power, which are

now in such extended use for various

purposes. The power of this little

lecture-table machine is equal to

eight ordinary Bunsen cells, and as

it can be put in motion at any time

without the tiresome preliminary of

charging a battery, it is a great boon
to experimenters. The magnet, in-

stead of being one solid piece of steel,

is made up of steel ribbons, as advo-

cated by Jamin, by which greater

power is obtained. But the essential

and most important feature of the

Gramme machine is the armature.

This, instead of being of the bobbin
or shuttle form, is ring-shaped. To
understand its action, let us suppose
that we have before us a straight
bar magnet, and that we slide upon
it a coil of wire from left to right.

Following the passage of this coil as

we slowly drag it along the mag-
net, we can easily understand that
a current will be induced in it as we move it in the vicinity

!

of the foremost pole. As soon as the coil passes the centre of

the bar, which we may look upon as a neutral line, it will

become subject to another induced current, but in the reversed
direction. Continuing the experiment with two bar magnets
placed end to end, in contact by poles of the same name, we
shall find that when the coil traverses the combination it will

have induced in it at first say a positive current, until it is near
the point of junction, when the current will be negative to be

positive once more when the coil approaches the end of its

course. Now, if we imagine two such bars bent into half

circles, so that when their ends are in contact they form a

perfect circle, precisely the same induced currents will traverse
a coil moving upon them.
To still better elucidate the action of the Gramme armature,

let us further suppose that we take a ring formed of soft iron,
and wind upon it an insulated copper helix or coil. This helix

is quite continuous, its extremities being soldered together so

as to form an endless wire. Now let us see how such an

arrangement behaves when revolved between the poles of a

magnet. The soft iron is of course magnetised by induction,
and the side of the ring nearest to the N pole of the magnet
will have developed in it a south pole ; the opposite side, next
to the S of the magnet, being north. As the ring turns, these

poles developed in it maintain the same relation to the magnet
poles, and therefore suffer displacement in the iron itself so

long as the movement of the armature continues. The copper
helix becomes subject to currents having two contrary directions,

one half being traversed by positive currents, and the other

half by negative currents. Now it is obvious that by dividing-
such a helix into sections we shall obtain several currents, and
that it will be possible to gather up these currents much in the
same way as we can obtain the combined effect of several

battery cells.

In the Gramme armature, the interior is formed of a bundle
of iron wires, which can be magnetised and demagnetised more
quickly than if a solid core were employed. And upon it is

wound in sections insulated copper wire, the ends of which are

brought to the axis upon which the ring revolves, but which
still remain insulated from one another. Referring once more
to Fig. 81, we can see how two metallic brushes rub against
this cylinder, one above and the other below. The duty of

these brushes is to collect the induced currents, one taking off

the positive and the other the negative. The current thus
afforded is like that from a battery, for its direction is constant ;

whereas, it will be remembered, that in machines of the old type
the currents were alternate in direction, and required the help
of a commutator.
The introduction of the Gramme machine may be looked upon

as opening a new and very important chapter in the history of

electricity. The older machines had been brought to a certain

pitch of perfection, and progress seemed there to stop. They
were adopted for a few lighthouses,
but their cumbrous nature and the

large amount of power required to

set them in motion, limited their use
almost solely to that purpose. There
was then a lapse of a few years,

during which the magneto machine
seemed to be almost forgotten, when

suddenly the Gramme machine was

brought forward. Being the inven-

tion of a Frenchman, the machine
was naturally adopted in France long
before it was seen in England. We
believe its first appearance here was
in 1873, when it was used for the

purpose of producing an electric

light on the summit of the clock-

tower at Westminster. But in 1878,
at the time of the Great Exhibition

at Paris, all the world was invited

to see how the Gramme machine
could be adapted for lighting streets

and large public buildings. From
that time the science of electricity

has taken a fresh lease of life ; and
we may safely say, that between that

date and the present time more has been added to our know-

ledge of the science than could have been reasonably looked

for in three times the period.
It is right to mention, that the principle of the Gramme ring

was discovered as early as the year 1860, by an Italian named
Pacinotti ; and a rough model of the original machine con-

structed by him attracted a great deal of interest at the late

Paris electrical exhibition. But there is no question that

Gramme re-discovered the same principle quite independently,
and without any knowledge of his Italian forerunner. As we
have seen, the current given by the Gramme machine is con-

tinuous, and this is of great advantage for many purposes, and

indispensable to some, such as the electro deposition of metals.

But the machine is sometimes made to give alternating cur-

rents, which of course can easily be done by tapping the ring at

the right places ; for we have already seen that currents of

contrary direction exist in it at the same time. This modifi-

cation of the Gramme machine has been adopted for the Jab-

lochkoff lights on the Thames Embankment and elsewhere, for

that system of lighting requires alternate currents. Indeed,

when the Jablochkoff plan was first tried in London, an old

Alliance machine was unearthed from somewhere, because no

machine of the modern type could be found that would answer

the purpose. In this modified form, the ring is generally made

stationary, the magnets revolving within it. It is, of course,

merely a matter of convenience whether the coils or the magnets
shall be the movable parts of these machines, and usually the

coils, being the lighter bodies, are the parts which are caused

to rotate.
*

81.
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Our other illustration, Kiif. H'J, represent* a modern Siemen*'

miu-hine, which is largely employed in thia and other con

The detail* which we have given with regard to the Gramme
ring will apply to the armature used in this machine, which,

although not identical with the Siemens' armature, adverted to

in a former lesson, exhibit the same principle in a modified

form. In the old form of armature, the currents given were

subject to alight variations ; but in the multiple armature now
under consideration, this difficulty is obviated. The core upon
which the coils are wound is a hollow iron cylinder, and the

magnetic poles induced in it maintain a constant relation to the

pole* of the magnets, a* in the Gramme ring. There are usually
in this machine four field magnets two pair* with their north

poles near together, and two on the opposite side of the arma-

ture, with their south poles adjacent so that really there is

one north and one south pole to act upon the revolving arma-
ture.

Although there is thus some resemblance between the

Gramme and Siemens' armatures, there is one point of impor-
tant difference. The Gramme ring is wound in and out with

the coils of wire, whilst the Siemens' armature is wound wholly
on the outside. We
have chosen these two
machines for illustra-

tion, because they repre-
sent types which most
other machines follow.

Thus the largely em-

ployed Brush machine
has a ring armature,
which differs only in

points of detail, which
are certainly consider-

able, from the Gramme.
In Jablochkoff's machine
we find a modification of

the alternate current

Gramme described
above. In the Burgin
machine, again, we find

another armature built

on the direct current

model, but with impor-
tant differences ; and so

on with different ma-
chines without end. In

like manner the Siemens'

machine has found ad-

mirers who have been

pleased to regard it as a
model which they could alter, and perhaps improve. In the

enormous dynamo constructed by Edison, and destined to

furnish energy for the illumination of extensive districts, we
find a distinct modification of the Siemens' multiple armature,

only the wires give place to flat bars of copper about half

an inch broad, which are connected together by discs. The
large magnets employed in the Edison dynamo machine weigh
several tons, and the general appearance of the monstrous
contrivance will be familiar to those who visited the late elec-

trical exhibition at the Crystal Palace. The wonderful and

splendid display of lights which owed their power to the

machine in question, at once proved that it was efficient for the

purpose for which it was designed.
In studying the phenomena by which dynamo machines are

governed, we must not so much regard the condition of the

wires and magnets, as the space which surrounds them, for to

that space we must look for the energy represented by the

magnetic attractions. We can in a manner view the condition

of this space, or magnetic field as it is called, and by very
simple means. We need only a magnet and any little toy

magnet will do for the purpose a sheet of cardboard, and a

few iron filings contained in a piece of muslin. Laying the

magnet flat on the table, we place the card above it, and scatter

over the white surface some filings from our little muslin bag.
When the card is pretty equally covered with the dust, we can

gently tap it at one corner with the finger-nail, when we shall

see a strange and beautiful sight. The little particles of iron

marshal themselves into apparently regular figures, forming

curves of beautiful feathery outline, which Mem to spring from
the two magnet poles below, and to bend toward* each other in

symmetrical lines. These cnrree are known M the curve* of

magnetic force, which exist in space. round the pole* of any
magnet. Even a steel knitting needle which ha* been map-
netUed by a few touches of a permanent magnet will exhibit

these curves. We may vary the experiment by placing the mag
net in different positions, or by placing piece* of metal in it*

vicinity, and by such experiment* we can learn much of tbe

mysterious force called magnetism. By dusting the filing* over
a piece of glass which has been previously covered with gum
water and thoroughly dried, instead of using cardboard, and by
afterwards breathing upon the glass so a* to soften the gum
and fix tbe iron filings in the positions they have taken np, we
can obtain a most interesting slide for projection by mean*
of a lantern. In all dynamo machines the armature* are placed
as close as possible to the field magnets, so that a* they tarn

they cut the lines of force. Thus in our two illustration*

of the Gramme and Siemens' machines, we find in the first that

the magnet ban projections or cheek-pieces which closely em-
brace the ring nrmatnro, and that in the other case the magnets

are so bent as to closely
surround the moving
coils.

We have seen in a
former lesson that the

voltaic battery cell is in

a manner reversible

that is to say, it can be
so constructed as to fur-

nish a secondary current

after being charged by
an ordinary cell. Such
arrangements are called

secondary batteries or

accumulators, and a

great deal is expected
from their future deve-

lopment. A still more

important discovery is

represented by the cir-

cumstance that the

Gramme and kindled

machines are reversible.

In other words, any dy-
namo machine giving a
direct current can be
made to act as an electro-

'

motor. Thus, supposing
wetake the little machine

shown at Fig. 81, and connect it with an ordinary Bunsen orGrove

battery. It will immediately begin to turn round on its own ac-

count, but in the reverse direction to that it would have if we were

using it for ordinary experiments. It is clear, therefore, that if

by means of a belt we were to connect the machine with a lath", a

sewing machine, or any contrivance where power is required, we
could easily set such contrivance in motion. But, as we hive

already shown that the Gramme machine acts in all respects like

a battery in its current-affording properties, it is obvious that by
coupling np two such machines together, and by turning one of

them, the other will immediately be set in motion. Thia dis-

covery of the reversibility of the dynamo machine has been re-

garded by many eminent electricians as one of the most important
discoveries of the nineteenth century : but this hi .-h estimate

of its importance will not at once be rendered evident to the

casual reader, but a few considerations will serve to justify it.

We are constantly hearing of new applications of electricity,
and recent years have brought forward electrical railways, tram-

cars, launches, and even tricycles. Now, one and all of these

depend for their existence upon the discovery we are consider-

ing. In other words, they employ a dynamo machine as &
motor, instead of steam or muscular power, as the case may
be. Taking the case of the electrical launch, which was
tried for the first time on the Thames, we find an ordinary
boat such as is usually propelled by steam. But instead

of the best part of the space being occupied by a boiler and

engine, all is clear. There is no visible machinery, for it is all

hidden beneath the boarding. Could we look inside, we should
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find a Siemens' dynamo machine coupled up by gearing with
the boat's propeller. Arranged on either side of it would be
seen rows of boxes containing the secondary batteries, which

j

had received their charge from a stationary dynamo machine I

some hours, or perhaps days, before. These batteries give up
their stored energy to turning the Siemens' motor, and this in

;

turn rotates the screw. So that we have all the advantages of

a steam launch, without the noise, smoke, smell, and dirt, and
with far more available space. At first sight such a system
seems perfection, but we must not forget that the batteries

require charging at intervals of a few hours, and that at present
j

the boat must return to the one station where conveniences
exist for the purpose. The same arrangement of parts is

fallowed on the electrical tramcar, but electrical railways are

worked upon a different method.
In the electrical railway first constructed at Berlin by

Dr. Siemens, the rails were carefully insulated from one

another, and actually formed cables by which the current from a

stationary dynamo machine could be conveyed to and from the

travelling one representing the locomotive. But in more recent

schemes, a separate conductor is placed at the side of the rail-

way, with a sliding attachment from the locomotive, the rails

acting only as conductors for the return current. In the north
j

of Ireland, a railway on this principle which, when completed,
[

will be twelve miles long is now in course of construction, and
j

its progress and working will be watched with great interest.

In one respect it illustrates how power can be economically
transmitted by electricity from one district to another. The

power represented by a natural waterfall is to be utilised in

turning a water-wheel, which will give motion to a stationary

dynamo machine. It is this machine which will be in connec-

tion with the railway, thus utilising a source of energy too often

allowed to run to waste. It is obvious that there are many
such sources of unused power in this and other countries,

which could be brought by means of copper cables and dynamo
machines to industrial centres.

LESSONS IN" LATIN. LIV.
GOVERNMENT OF THE CASES (continued).

THE ABLATIVE.

As the idea conveyed by the accusative case ia that of motion
towards an object, so the ablative denotes motion from an

object, and generally answers to the question whence ? But
the question whence ? may involve the source or cause, so that
the ablative is the case of the cause or instrument. Hence the
relations expressed by our prepositions from, by, with (and
other relations), are contained in the ablative. But to speak in

detail :

As the fundamental idea of the ablative is that which is con-

Teyed by our out of, or from, so the ablative is used in Latin
after verbs of motion in names of cities, small islands, penin-
sulas ; as also in domus, rus, and humus ; as

Dionysius Platonem Athenis aroessivit,
Kioni/siiix invited Plato from Athens.

Observe that no preposition is employed. Had it been said that
Plato was invited to Athens, the accusative would have been
used.

It may be convenient to put together here the rules relating
to names of place. The idea of place implies the relation

where, whither, and whence. A man may be at or in a place,
hence the question where ? where is he? A man may go to a
place whither? A man may come from a place whence?
The following, then, are the rules first without a preposi-
tion :

1. The question where ? requires (1) names of cities in the

singular number of the first and the second declension to be in
the genitive ; as, Romae, at Rome ; Corinthi, at Corinth ; (2) but
all others in the ablative; as, Athenis, at Athens.

2. The question ivhither ? requires the accusative constantly ;

as, Romam, to Rome; Sardes, to Sardis; Lacedaemonem, to

Lacedemon.
3. The question whence ? requires the ablative constantly ;

;as, Roma, from Rome; Corintho, from Corinth; Athenis, from
Athens.

Domus and rus, in the relations implied by all the three

questions, are constructed according to the analogy of names of

cities or towns ; thus, domi is at home ; doinum, home, as he

goes home ; domo, from home. In the same way, ruri is in the

country ; rus, into the country ; rure, from the country. By
the same analogy, humi means on the ground ; belli domique,
in war (abroad) and at home ; or, as we say, at homo and
abroad. Sometimes the phrase stands thus domi bellique ;

also domi militiasque. Belli and militias are separately found
without domi.

Secondly, prepositions are employed with names of places in

these instances :

1. When an appellative or general noun, such as urbs, oppi-

dum, locus, is added ; as, ex oppido Gergoviil, from the town

Gergovia. A noun in apposition to the genitive of place stands

either with or, what is more common, without in.

2. If the direction whence and whither is put in strong con-

trast ; as, usque a Dianio ad Sinopem navigarunt, they sailed

all the way from Dianium to Sinope".

3. When only a part of a city or its suburbs aro meant ; as,
Libo discessit a Brundisio, Libo departed from the port of Brun-
disium.

4. When origin in a place is denoted, in which case ab is

used with the ablative ; as, Volsci obsides dant trecentos prin-

cipum a Cora, atque Pometiu, liberos -that is, natives of Cora,
etc. With domus, prepositions are used when not the home,
but the house, building, or family is meant ; as, in domo furtum
factum est ab eo qui domi fuit, in the house a robbery ivas com
mitted by him who was at home.

As place, or a point in space, so a point of time, or time when
considered as a point, requires the ablative ; as

Time ichen. Color lusciuiarum autumno mutatur,
The colour of nightingales changes in autumn.

From the ablative of place arises the ablative of the cause
out of which anything springs. The ablative of the cause

occurs in connection with verbs and adjectives, pointing out the

source, the means, the instrument, and even the manner in or

by which a thing takes place or an action is done. In general,
this is called

" the ablative of the cause, manner, and instru-

ment ;" by which you are to understand that a noun expressive
of either the cause, the manner, or the instrument is put in the
ablative case ; as

Cause. Darius senectute diem obiit supremum,
Darius came to his end by reason of old age,

Manner. Injuria fit duobus modis, aut i>i aut/raude,
An injury is done in. tico ways, eit/tcr by force or fraud.

Instrument. Ferce domantur fame atque verberibus,

Wild beasts are tamed by hunger and stripes.

An accompanying circumstance is also put in the ablative.

This usage is very similar to the ablative of manner ; as

Id cequo animo non feret civitas, the city will not bear that patiently.

The quality of an object ia, moreover, put in the ablative.

This is called the ablative of quality ; as

Quality. Legiones sunt alacri animo, the legions are of lively spirits.

With the ablative of quality, the genitive of quality is nearly
related ;

but the latter seems to denote what is essential, the

former what is accidental ; the latter internal, the former ex-

ternal qualities. The distinction, however, is not always
traceable.

Especially is the ablative of the means required by these

verbs and adjectives ; namely, to gift with, to supply with, to

present, load, etc. ; as, donare, instruere, ornare, juvare, preditus,

onustus, etc. ; as

Means. Onerare naves commeatu, stipendio, armis,

To load the vessels with provisions, pay, arms.

There is also the ablative of price employed with verbs

denoting to buy or sell, when the exact sum paid is mentioned
,

as
Price. Viginti talentis unam orationem Isocrates veudidit,

Isocrafes sold one oration for twenty talents.

The price, also, when in a figurative sense, is put in the

ablative ; as
Multo sanguine Pcenis victoria stetit,

The victory cost tlie Carthaginians -much bload.

The deponents fruor, fungor, potior, and vescor, together with

their compounds, require their object in the ablative case
;
a

Sapiens ratione optitae utitur,

The wise man employs reason in the best manner.
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Alo, the adjective* dignus and indignut take the ablative ;

Virtus imituf.oiie noil ins ! i ilitfua et,
. u tourthi/ o/ imitation, nut u/ .

The ablative absolute has already been explained Bat
observe, the ablative absolute is an abbreviated sentence lieing
an abbreviated sentence, it has a subject of its own. C'onse-

.
, its subject is different from the subject of the complete

sentence of which it forms a part. There must, then, in thin

tiou be two subjects, that of the ablative absolute and
: tue full sentence. To exemplify these remarks, you

may say, with both sentences complete
1

Sentence. Second Sentence.

Full Construction. ROIUBB reges exacti sunt, et cousules creati aunt.

One Sentence.

Ablative Absolute. Uouue, regibus exactia, consults creati sunt.

Here you see that the ablative absolute holds the place of

Hie first sentence, and is that sentence in an abbreviated form.
Yon alsc see that the ablative absolute construction involves

two subjects ; here, for instance, regibns and consules. Conse-

quently, there cannot be an ablative absolute construction
without two subjects.

VERBS GOVERNED BY VERBS.
Verbs may govern verbs. A verb governs another verb when

the second verb is dependent on the first. The simplest case of

verb-government is that which is expressed in the general form
or rule :

One verb governs another in the infinitive mood ; as

Ctesar maturof ab urbe proficisci, Casar haste-i* to go from the city;

where proficisci in the infinitive mood is governed by matnrat.
The infinitive may be the subject of a verb as well as the

object; as
Humanum eat errare, To err is human.

Errare is the subject to cst ; in sense errare is nearly the same
as the noun error.

A noun may accompany the infinitive, whether it is the sub-

ject or the object ; as

SUBJECT.

Homines errare nou mirum cst,

for men to err is not wonderful.

OBJECT.

Scio ducem ease fortem,
I know that the general is brave.

Should the infinitive be accompanied by an adjective, noun, or

pronoun intended to complete the meaning, the accompanying
word must agree with the subject, if it is to be taken with the

subject ; and with the object, if it is to be taken with the

object; as

SUBJECT. OBJECT.

Coapi tibi melestus ease, I Jubeo fe esse/orfem,
I began to be troublesome to thee.

\
I command thce to be brave.

If the verb governs a dative case, the accompanying word or
words may be in the dative ; as

Mihi negligent* ease non licet, J must not be negligent.

We may exhibit a similar construction with an accusative :

Me negligent*, ease non licet, It is not proper for me to be negligent.

A few verbs govern a subjunctive mood.
This construction must be distinguished from the construc-

tion in which a subjunctive mood is connected with a verb in
the indicative mood together with a conjunction. In the con-
struction now before us there is no conjunction ; at least none
is expressed, though in all probability the construetion is

elliptical ; as

Magnum fac animum habeas, Take care to keep a high mind.

That ut was originally used in such constructions may appear
from its still continuing to be occasionally employed ; as

Cura wt valeas, Take core to keep v, !!.

The verbs with which the construction is found are volo,
malo, nolo, euro, censeo, permitto ; also oro, quseso, rogo,
precor, postulor, peto, hortor, suadeo, moneo, mando, decerno ;

and again the imperatives fac, cura, having the force of our do,
or be sure to do, take care that you, etc. Volo, etc., may stand
in the subjunctive, having the force of a kind of softened com-
mand or wish ; as

Diligens su velim. J should like you to be tndutstrtoui.

Indeed both nonitructions occur ; aa may be eon, for example,
in the following sentences :

Aecutattve. Lieut ThemutoeUm MM ofioium.
It u permilted that Tktmutoeltt i* idU.

Dative. Themi'itocfi lir-uit MM otv,u>,

It wot permitted to T/itmutocU* to It idle.

Instead of the infinitive with the accusative, come verbs tnkft
also the indicative with quod ; as

Gaudeo to vaJere, or

Guuilco quod valet, / am glad that you art vtll.

In this case the quod is the relative pronoun, the object to
the verb gaudeo, thus, I rejoice at this (namely) that yon are
well. Quod in such instances as the present is commonly called
a conjunction, and as a conjunction may it here be regarded ;

not the less is it traceable to the relative force which is its

essential meaning. Of our that and of our because [be (by) and
cause] similar remarks may be made.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXVIII.
GEOMETRICAL PROPORTION AND PROUiiEiSION.

IF four quantities are in geometrical proportion, the product oj
the extremes is equal to the product of the means. Thus,

12 : 8 : : 15 : 10 ; therefore 12 X 10 = 8 X 15. Hence,
Any factor may be transferred from one of the means to the

other, or from one extreme to the other, without affecting the

proportion.

Thus, if a . mb -. : x -. y, then a : b : : mx : y ; for the product of
the means in both cases is the same.

So, if na . b : . x . y, then a : b : : x -. ny.
On the other hand, if the product of two quantities is equa

to the product of two others, the four quantities will form a

proportion, if they are so arranged that those on one side of the

equation shall constitute the means, and those on the other side
the extremes. Thus, since 6x12 = 8x9, then 6 : 8 : : 9 : 12.

Corollary. The same must be true of any factors which form
the two sides of an equation. Thus, if

(a + 6) X c = (d - m) X y, then a + b -. d - m -. -. y : e.

If three quantities are proportional, the product of the
extremes is equal to the square of the mean. For this mean
proportional is, at the same time, the consequent of the first

couplet, and the antecedent of the last. It is, therefore, to be
multiplied into itself; that is, it is to be squared.

Thus, 4 : 6 : : 6 : 9
; therefore, 4x9 = 6x6.

If a : b : : b : c, then multiply extremes and means, ac = 6*.

Hence, a mean proportional between two quantities may be
found by extracting tlie square root of their product.

If a : x : : x -. c, then j? = ac, and x = Vac.
In a proportion, either extreme is equal to the product of the

means, divided by the other extreme ; and either of the means
is equal to the product of the extremes, divided by the other
mean.

1. If a : b : : c : d, then ad = be.

2. Dividing by d, a = be d.

3. Dividing the first by c, b = ad c.

4. Dividing it by b, c = ad 6.

5. Dividing it by a, d = be o.

That is, the fourth term is equal to the product of the second
and third divided by the first.

N.6. On this principle is founded the rale of simple propor-
tion in arithmetic, commonly called the " Rule of Three." Three
numbers are given to find a fourth, which is obtained by multi-

plying together the second and third, and dividing by the first.

The propositions respecting the products of the means and of

the extremes, furnish a very simple and convenient criterion for

determining whether any four quantities are proportional. We
have only to multiply the means together, and also the extremes.
If the products are equal, the quantities are proportional. If

the products are not equal, the quantities are not proportional.
It is evident that the terms of a proportion may undergo any

change which will not destroy the equality of the ratios, or

which will leave the product of the means equal to the product
of the extremes. These changes are numerous, but they may bo
reduced to a few general principles.
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CASE I. CHANGES IN THE ORDER OF THE TERMS.

If four quantities are proportional, the order of the means, or

of the extremes, or of the terms of both couplets, may be inverted

without destroying the proportion.

Thus, if a -. b -. : c : d, and 12 : 8 : : 6 : 4, then,

the 1st is to the 3rd
as the 2nd to the 4th.

the 4th is to the 2nd

1. Inverting the means,*

2. Inverting the extremes,

a : C
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by reason and experience." And, in fairness, it must be alao

..!!. I. that it i.i not simply to the aavagi) and uncivilised

iiiitii that the appeal ia made, when it is desired to an-

.rt.iiii if existence, unity, suooeasion, and other ideas than

moral ideas are natural or acquired, innate or the result of

uxperienoe.
In addition to this it can fairly be said that there can bo

found amongst nations, both in former times and at the present

day, differences upon points which we, and other civilised

nations, now regard as fundamental points of difference in

regard to moral right and wrong. A strange position, perhaps,
in some respects is that of those who assert the true explana-
tion to be this that although men have differed and do differ

greatly in their ideas of what is to be considered right and

ATOM-.,', yet that there has been in all ages, and is universally, an

agreement universally that there is a difference between actions,

according to which they may be denominated right or wrong,
virtuous or vicious. All "

people, nations, and languages,"
have some notion of a difference between right and wrong,

though all may not agree exactly as to what that difference is.

"This is," to adopt Bain's statement, "to surrender the only

position of any real importance. The simple and underived

character of the moral faculty is maintained because of the

superior authority attached to what is natural, as opposed to

-.vhat is merely conventional. But if nothing be natural but

the mere fact of right and wrong, while all the details, which
alone have any value, are settled by convention and custom, we
ore as much at sea on one system as the other." So that it

may be fairly said that thus the only position of any real im-

portance is surrendered.

Another argument brought forward by those who maintain

the moral sentiment to be innate in the human mind is this,

that it is in its nature different from any other "fact or

phenomenon" to be found in the mind. If this faculty be so

simple and uncompounded in its nature that it cannot be
resolved into any other and simpler elements, then it may be

urged with some force that it is natural and not acquired. The

faculty which discriminates right from wrong, and which
" determines itself to be the guide of action and of life, in con-

tradistinction from all other faculties, or natural principles of

action, in the very same manner as speculative reason directly
and naturally judges of speculative truth and falsehood ; and at

the same time is attended with a consciousness, upon reflection,

tliat the natural right to judge of them belongs to it ;

"
this

faculty is not unnaturally considered to differ not only in degree
but in kind from all other faculties of the human mind. We
often act from motives quite other than and different from
those furnished by this moral faculty. We are influenced by
hunger and thirst, love and hatred, and many other motives
besides these ; but the influence of the moral faculty, or con-

science, differs from them all. The former can and do induce

us to act, but the latter, in addition to this power, which it

possesses in common with the former, carries also with it a

feeling of right, or a feeling that it ou^ht to influence us, in

addition to our consciousness that it does, a feeling which forms
no part of what is present to our mind in the former case.

To this it may be answered, that what is generally understood

by a system of morals is a set of general rules to guide us in

action, and which are so extensive and complicated as to require
a maturity of comprehension and intellect to understand them

completely. We are not able to sum up the whole of morals
in one or two simple rules which shall be level with the compre-
hension of a child ; or, if we were to make the attempt, the com-

plications which would result when we came to test these rules

in practice would demonstrate its futility. Our idea of space,
however extended and vast, may, indeed, be reduced to the

simple data of sight and touch, but there are no corresponding

simple elements, to which our ideas of duty or "
oughtness

"
as

to actions can be reduced.

No doubt, at a late period of the world's history men learnt

that almost the whole sum of morals was contained in the

fulfilment of their duty towards their neighbour in the golden
rule of doing to others what they would that they should do to

them ; but we must not forget that it took revelation to teach

them a lesson apparently BO simple ; and in addition that the

application of a rule so wide and comprehensive must unavoid-

ably be inapplicable immediately to many of the particular and

complicated circumstances which occur in daily life. Aiid even

granting the application of the rule to he a rery nmpU niittar
when once we bare clearly ascertained the true drcamaUaoea
to which it is to be applied, the very ascertainment of UMM
circumstances, disentangled from all extraneotu ooaiitomtium,
ia often the moat difficult part of the operation. Aa an illurtra-

tion of this let us take truth. "
If," says Bain, -'any put ot

morals had the simplicity of an inatinct, it would be regard to
truth. The difference between truth and falaehood might almoei
be regarded aa a primitive susceptibility, like the difference
between light and dark, between remittance and non.reeut*nee.
That each person should aay what ia, instead of what ia not,
may well aeem a primitive and natural impulse. In circum-
stances of perfect indifference, thia would be the obvious and
usual course of conduct ; being, like the straight line, the
shortest distance between two points. Let a motive arie,
however, in favour of the lie, and there ia nothing to ensure the
truth. Reference must bo made to other parts of the mind,
from which no counter-motives may be furnished ; and the in-

tuition in favour of truth, not being able to support itself, has
to repose on the general foundation of all virtue, the instituted

recognition of the claims of others."

Besides this, intuition is unable to settle without the aid of

experience many questions of the greatest importance in morals,
and often not without considerable controversy. Such a ques-
tion, for instance, as how far the State has a right to enforce
the profession of certain religions opinions, and to punish
criminally or civilly those who refuse to conform to its com-

mands, is one that we are not conscious, it is said, of any
faculty which can determine in a moment. Many moral prin-

ciples are capable of being invoked on each side, by those who
advocate persecution, and those who condemn it as opposed to all

true notions of morality. Almost all the questions with which
the ancient casuists used to perplex themselves were of the
same nature, i.e., they could not be determined by any appa-
rently instinctive or innate principle or faculty of our nature.
No doubt, in many of such cases the principal difficulty, aa

has been already observed, arises from the difficulty of ascer-

taining all the circumstances, or, in other words, of learning
exactly what it really is upon which we are called on to decide.

No sane man can doubt that it will be highly injurious, if not
fatal to him, to take a large dose of poison ; but he may often

have considerable difficulty, from an imperfect knowledge of

its properties, in determining whether a particular substance ia

or is not a poison. That this line of argument fails to answer
the objection is, of course, maintained by the opponents of the
intuition school.

Nor, upon examination, will it be so evident that the moral

faculty or moral sense, or at any rate our perception of actions

as right and wrong, is so simple and uncompounded as might
at first sight appear. In determining upon the propriety of a

particular act or course of conduct we are, at all events, often

influenced by and inclined to act from various other causes

besides the mere abstract question of right and wrong. Self-

love and sympathy and our various passions often form no con-

siderable part of what makes us act. We do not now speak
of cases in which these motives induce us to act wrongly or

viciously ; but of instances in which they lead us to act

virtuously, and where it is therefore difficult to distinguish the

relative strength in which they operate, and how much of the

particular act is to be attributed to them, and how much to

the simple desire to follow the dictates of the moral faculty, or

do right. Self-love is, as Bishop Butler remarks, a proper and
natural motive of action when kept within proper limits ; and
when it works strongly along with the moral sense it is not

often easy to say that we would not have followed its prompt-
ings alone, even if the course it advocated were not clearly

right. The case is the same with sympathy, from which it

may almost be said that a great portion of human virtue, or

rather of human acts that are virtuous, directly spring. The
various passions and affections, such as fear and love, have a
like influence in many instances too numerous to be mentioned
here.

Naturally, against all this it may be urged that the fact of

various other motives co-existing in a particular act with the

perception of the act as right, and a determination to do it on
that account, fails to prove either that the latter motive doea

not exist separately and is different in kind from the others, or

that it may be ultimately resolved into them. Indeed, accord-
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ing to Butler, if we understand our true happiness, conscience

and self-love do always lead in the same way. and we are con-

scious of violating our nature, in a totally different sense, when
we refuse to obey the dictates of conscience or our moral sense,

and when we refuse to obey any of the other numerous motives

to action, some of which have been already mentioned. In

fact, to use Butler's own words, "this moral discernment

implies in the notion of it a rule of action, and a rule of a very

peculiar kind ; for it carries in it authority and a right of direc-

tion authority in such a sense that we cannot depart from it

without being self-condemned;" and hia theory of conscience

is this: "that principle by which we survey, and either approve
or disapprove our own heart, temper, and actions, is not only

to be considered as what is in its turn to have some influence

which may be said of every passion, of the lowest appetites i

but likewise as being superior ; as, from its very nature, mani-
|

festly claiming superiority over all others, insomuch that you |

cannot form a notion of this faculty, conscience, without taking

in judgment, direction, superintendeney. This is a constituent

part of the idea, that is, of the faculty itself
;
and to preside

and to govern, from the very economy and constitution of man,

belongs to it. Had it strength as it had right, had it power
as it had manifest authority, it would absolutely govern the

world.
"

Having spoken of sympathy as one of the motives to virtuous

action, it is but natural to consider briefly the theory of morals

propounded by Adam Smith. This celebrated writer resolves

virtue into sympathy. According to his theory, to approve of
,

another man's opinions or conduct is the same thing as believing

that we ourselves shoal I, under like circumstances, have acted

in a like manner. " In the suitableness or unsuitableness, in

the proportion or disproportion, which the affection seems to

bear to the cause or object which excites it, consists the pro- |

priety or impropriety, the decency or ungracefulness of the !

consequent action :

" and he tells us, with reference to our
j

measurement of this proportionateness, that " when we judge
of any affection as proportioned or disproportioned to the cause

which excites it, it is scarcely possible that we should make use

of any other rule or canon but the correspondent affection in

ourselves. If, upon bringing the case home to our own heart,

we find that the sentiments which it gives occasion to coincide

and tally with our own, we necessarily approve of them, as pro-

portioned and suitable to their objects ; if otherwise, we neces-

sarily disapprove of them, as extravagant and out of proportion." >

When we examine our own conduct, for the purpose of passing
sentence upon it, the standard, by reference to which we judge ;

our acts, is the sentiment which they would excite in us, if looked
i

at from the point of view of another ; and it is according to this i

standard that we pronounce them right or wrong. Such in
:

substance is Smith's famous theory of sympathy.
To prove the failure and inadequateness of this theory to

account for all the phenomena involved in what is called the

morality of actions, many arguments may be adduced. Chiefly j

three objections may be noticed : (1.) We are not conscious of

placing ourselves in the place of others, when we would j udge of

our own actions, or of placing others in the place of ourselves

when we would judge of theirs. On the contrary, we are con-
j

scious of passing immediately in our mind from the action to its !

morality, without any such substitution, however instantaneous,
as the sympathetic theory supposes ; and it can hardly be sup-

posed that such a forced and elaborate process would take place
without our being conscious of it, at any rate at times. (2.)

This theory also, even assuming the process which it supposes
to take place, affords no real answer to the question, why we
approve of some actions and disapprove of others. If I merely

say that I approve of the act of another man when, having ima-

gined myself, for the moment, in his place, I determine that I

would have acted similarly, I have not advanced really any
further towards the solution of the true difficulty. This proves

nothing as to the Tightness or wrongness, the virtnousness or

viciousness of the particular act itself ; unless, indeed, the true

reason I would approve of such conduct in the other person is

because I believe and judge that such would have been in that

case the right course of conduct for him to adopt. If this, how-

ever, be what is meant, it presupposes an already ascertained

distinction between risrht and wrong, existing in the mind pre-
vious to and independent of any such imaginary substitution.

But (3) this theory, however clearly and satisfactorily it might

account for everything else, could never account for the idea of

obligation which accompanies
'

the idea of right. It fails to
show how it is I feel I ouyht to do what is right and refrain
from what is wrong ;

it. fails to account for what has been
termed " the imperativeness of moral rectitude."

Amongst the different theories which have been put forward
from time to time by writers who are opposed to the notion of
an intuitive moral sentiment, we should notice that which re-

solves our sentiments of virtue and duty into the "
association

of ideas." This explanation of the growth of our ideas of right
and wrong seems to have been first offered by Hume and Smith,
but was afterwards developed by Hartley, and more recently
still by Mackintosh.

By the "
association of ideas

"
is meant the law that ideas

which have been in the mind at the same time have a tendency
afterwards to call up each other, which tendency increases with
the frequency and duration of the period for which they have
been together in the mind. But in using this phrase, in reference
to the formation of the moral sentiment, it is understood in a
wi.lsr sense than that of the simple association of mere ideas.
"Ideas " must be taken generally to include passions, volitions,

and emotions; and "association" to include a union which.,

\vhan once formed, is so close as that we are unable to detect its

component elements ar.d resolve it again into the ideas, passions,
or emotions by which it was formed.

According to Mackintosh's view, the chief elements which go
io make up the moral sentiments are gratitude, pity, resent-
in jnt, and shame. Let us first take gratitude as an example.
When an act of kindness or benevolence is done towards us, we
receive pleasure from it, and associate that pleasure with the
icba of the benefactor, so as to regard him with a feeling of

complacency ; and then, when we afterwards see similar acts of

kindness or benevolence done to others, there is called up in our
minds the pleasure we felt when ourselves the object of similar

acts. Then as to pity. We transfer the pleasure we receive

from this to others, and that even more fully than in the case
of gratitude, for the reason that the outward signs of the emotion
are the same. We feel so strong a sympathy with a person
whom we conceive to suffer, that we cannot help approving of

the actions and dispositions which tend to relieve, and dis-

approving of those which tend to neglect or increase the suffering.
Besides these primary causes which tend to form the moral

sense, there are secondary or auxiliary causes of its growth,
which are education, imitation, general opinion, laws, and

government, upon which we cannot enter into details, but which

naturally lead to the consideration, in conclusion, in as brief a
manner aa possible of the connection of morality with civil laws
and government.
The rules laid down by Ethics, to be observed in human

action, are of two kinds. First, those whose observance is en-

forced by a penalty or punishment of one kind or another ; and

secondly, those whose observance is merely stimulated by the-

I nope of reward. Those coming under the first class are termed
!
the laws of morality proper, or obligatory morality ;.

those

coming under the second, the laws of optional morality.
In the former class of rulos, the laws of morality and the laws

j

of the land, or the sanction of civil government, exactly coincide.

] Morality condemns as a vice what the magistrate visits with

j

punishment as a crime against the state. There are, however,
> many cases in which society is forced to gain its ends, not by
punishing men for failing to fulfil a particular obligation, but

by rewarding them, directly or indirectly, for fulfilling it.

Society does not punish men for not being charitable, or bone-
; volent, or forgiving, but rewards them, by praise or otherwise,
, when they are so which is done almost entirely by individuals,

|
not in a public but in a private capacity. These are the clas*

i of duties inculcated by the second class of moral rules.

This division of morality into obligatory and non-obli'gatorv
, leads us to notice that every rule of morality is obligatory ir.

i one sense ;
i. e., we cannot violate it without being self-condemnedv

I
and without conscience telling us that we are acting wrongly.
But "obligation," as Warburton says, "necessarily implies an

I obliger, who must be different from, and not one and the same
i with the obliged ;" or, to use the language of Paley,

"
obligation

; is nothing more than an inducement of sufficient strength, and

; resulting in some way from the command of another." Hence,

that which obliges us to virtue is the sense we have of being
under the moral law ; and it is our realisine the existence an-J
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rule of God aa a moral governor which give* thin obligation it*

greatest for it cornea that religion ia tho aureat pro-
s' >okor said, "that all true virtuea

are to honour truo religion HH th.-ir pur-nt. ami all well-ordered

commonwealths to have her an their ohiofeat atay."

-ONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XIX.
>AMUEL BUTLLR.

THEKK ia one great poet still to be spoken of, with regard to

whom it may woll bo doubted whether he should be classed
with those of th i--ri <1 now under review, that of the Civil

War and Commonwealth, or with those of the new era which

began with tho Ro.storation. Butler's great work was published
wholly after the Restoration ; indeed, it could hardly have been

safely published before. But it is probable that it hod been in

tfrent part written many years before
; and, at any rate, the

longer and more active portion of his life was passed during the
inflict and under the Commonwealth : the principles, the

sympathies, \ ...1 habits of thought which we find reflected in his

works were formed under the severe discipline of those stern
a very different school from that of the Restoration. And

in subject his great work distinctly belongs to the age of Puritan

supremacy. It seoms to us, therefore, better to treat Butler as
a poet belonging to the earlier era, pointing out at the same
time that no part of his great poem actually saw the light till

after the Restoration.

Of the personal history of Samuel Butler we know very little.

He was born in 1612, in the village of Strensham in Worcester-
shire, his parents being probably of humble rank and in needy
circumstances. He received his early education at the Grammar
behool at Worcester. Whether he afterwards went to either

University, or received any further direct teaching beyond what
he enjoyed at school, has not been determined. In early life he
appears to have acted aa clerk to a Mr. Jeffreys, a magistrate of
the county of Worcester. Subsequently he formed one of the
household of the Countess of Kent, in what capacity is not quite
clear ; and here he engaged the friendship and society of the
great Selden, a man not less eminent for the nobility of his
character than for his learning and ability. At a later period
Butler resided it would seem as tutor in the house of Sir
Samuel Luke, a Cromwellian officer, an ardent republican, and a
strong Presbyterian. Sir Samuel Luke undoubtedly furnished
some features for our author's portrait of Hudibras

; and his
life in Luke's service was not, we may presume, a happy one. In
truth Butler's life was throughout a hard one. He was a royalist
and a devoted churchman. He hated the Puritans : their

austerity repelled him ; their frequent coarseness of thought
and manners offended his taste ; their theological controversies
excited his contempt ; their religion seemed to him hypocrisy ;

their arrogance, narrowmindedness, and pedantry were disgust-
ing to him. Yet it seems to have been his fate to spend most
of hia life among Puritans, poor, dependent, the servant of tho
very men whom he hated. It was not till towards the close of
hia life that he found his revenge. In "

Hudibras," at last, he
poured out all the pent-up bitterness of years. The Restoration
gave victory to the cause which Butler had always espoused,
and, three years afterwards, in 1663, he published the first part
of "

Hudibras." The second part was published in 1064 ; and the
third in 1678. Immediately upon the publication of the first

part of the great satire, its success was established ; it became
the fashion of the day. But Butler himself remained without
any solid reward, and he died in London in 1680, it is said in
extreme poverty.
With what degree of outward assistance we cannot certainly

say, but certainly at some time and by some means Butler suc-
ceeded in acquiring an extraordinary mass of learning, espe-
cially in the more obscure and less-frequented branches of
science and literature. His opportunities, too, of observing the
faults and eccentricities of the class of men whom he was after-
wards to satirise were, as we have pointed out, very abundant.
The circumstances of his career gave energy and concentration
to his satiric powers. And these, added to powers of humour
rare not only in their unfailing strength but in the extraordinary
variety of their character, qualified him to take his place as the
great satirist of the seventeenth century, and one of the greatest
satirists of modern Europe.
The satiro of

" Hudibras
"

is unquestionably the most remark-

able book written on the RoyaUftt and anti- Puritan aide of the
great conflict of it j author'* daya. IU object ia to present the

v in tho ii,o.- 1 lu<lirrou, the moct odiona, and oon-

b-mptible light. This in effected by de*' !>aracterand
adventures of tho two heroea of tne poem, .Sir Hudibraa, the re-

preaentative of the Presbyterian itection of the Puritan*, and hia

squire, Ralph, who represent* the Independent*. It has aome-
timea been auggosted that Butlor wo* largely indebted to

" Don
Quixote" for the conception of his satire ; and no doubt the idea
of choosing a knight and hia nquire a* the heroea of the poem
waa suggested by the great Spanish xatire. Bat beyond thu
there ia nothing in common between the two worka. In fact,
"Pickwick" has much more in common with "Don Quixote" than
" Hudibras

"
haa. Quixote is the picture of " a noble mind o'er-

thrown;
"
a character really brave and chivalrous, but rendered

ludicrous by its illusions ; a career essentially noble, but out of

place. Hudibras is the portrait of a creature utterly bane, mean,
false, and cowardly, a hypocrite and a pedant. Every line in

the description of him and his squire, every ludicrous adventure
through which they are led, is designed to render them not
merely ridiculous, but hateful and contemptible. Every com-
parison which Butler'a fertile imagination could devise, every
allusion which his vast learning could suggest (and in learning
Butler might almost rival Milton), is directed to heighten this

effect.
" Hudibras "

is the bitterest, and by far the most learned,
as well as one of the most humorous of satires. The peculiar

jingling metre m which it is written is admirably suited for the

subject.
The poem opens with a description, occupying between four

and five hundred lines, of Hudibras himself, his gifts and endow-
ments, outward and inward, a description as remarkable as any-
thing in the whole poem. This, and a somewhat similar descrip-
tion of Ralpho, the squire, occupy the greater nart of the first

canto.

The knight himself is introduced as
" Chief of domestic knights and I Mighty he was in both of these,

errant, I And styled of war as well aa
Either for charlet or for warrant ; I peace ;

That could as well bind o'er as

swaddle.*

Great on the bench, great in the

saddle,

In the same strain the poet describes bis talents and hia

learning :

So some rats, of amphibious
nature,

Are either for the land or water."

speak That Latin was no more difficile

Thau to a blackbird 'tia to

whistle."

"
'Tis known he could
Greek

As naturally as pigs squeak ;

Next we hear of his logic and rhetoric, his pedantry and
barbarous language :

" A Babylonish dialoct, Of patched and pye-balled Ian-

pedants
'much guages ; [Latiu,

'Twas English cut on Greek and
Like fu&tiau heretofoie oil satin."

Which learned

affect ;

It was a party-coloured dress

His " school divinity," metaphysical speculations, and all the

vain ingenuity which marred the scholastic system, ore thus

detailed :

" He a rope of sand could twist As if divinity had catched

purpose to beAs tough as learned Sorbonist ;

And weave fine cobwebs fit for

skull

That's empty when the moon is

full;

Such as take lodgings iu a head
That's to be let unfurnished

He could raise scruples durk and

nice,

And often solve 'em in a trice ;

The sketch which follows of the knight's religion caustic

and, of course, in one sense, unfair aa it is is so fine a piece of

satire that we quote it entire :

The itch

scratched ;

Or, like a mountebank, did wound
And stab herself with doubts

profound,

Only to show with how small pain
The wounds of faith are cured

again ;

Altln uuh by woeful proof we find

They alwuys leave a scar behind."

" For his religion, it was fit

To match his learning and bis wit :

'Twns Presbyterian true blua ;

For he was of the stubborn crew

To be the true Church militant ;

Such as do build their faith upon
The holy text of pike and gun ;

Decide all controversies by
Of errant saints, whom all men '

Infallible artillery ;

grant And prove their doctrine orthodox

* To sicaddlt is to fight. The meaning is, be wu equally dUtia

gutahed as a magistrate and aa a warrior.
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By apostolic blows and knocks ;

Call fire and sword and desolation

A godly, thorough reformation,
Which always must be carried on,
And still be doing, never done :

As if religion were intended
Tor nothing else but to be mended.
A sect whose chief devotion lies

In odd perverse antipathies ;

In falling out with that or this,
Ami finding somewhat still amiss ;

More peevish, cross, and splenetic
Thau dog- distract or monkey sick ;

That with more zeal keep holyday
The wrong than others the right

way ;

Compound for sins they are

inclined to

By damning those they have no
mind to

;

Still so perverse and opposite,
As if they worshipped God for

spite.

The selfsame thing they will abhor

One way, and long another for.

Freewill they one way disavow,
Another nothing else allow

All piety consists therein

In them, in other men all sin.

Rather than fail, they will decry
That which they love most

tenderly ;

Quarrel with minced pies, and

disparage
Their best and dearest friend,

plum porridge ;

Fat pig and goose itself oppose,
And blaspheme custard through

the nose.

The apostles of this fierce religion,

Like Mahomet's, were ass and

widgeon ;

To whom our knight by fast

instinct

Of wit and temper was so linked,
As if hypocrisy and nonsense
Had got the advowson of his

conscience."

Not less sarcasm and contempt are displayed in describing
the external appearance and equipments of Hudibras

;
his

tawny beard, which he had vowed not to cut till the monarchy
should fall, and which is accordingly compared, in an in-

tensely humorous passage, to the "
supplemental noses

" which
"
learned Taliacotius

"
cut from the flesh of one person and

affixed to the face of another, and which lived as long as

and died with him from whom they were cut ; his clumsy, un-

wieldy figure ;
his loose breeches crammed with stores of pro-

visions, and so frequently robbed by rats and mice ; his rusty
sword, dagger, and pistols; and hia steed, no less ungainly
than its master

"
Sturdy, large, and tall, with mouth of nieal and eye of wall."

Less elaborate but not less pointed and humorous is the

portrait of Ralph, the squire, and his qualities of mind and

body
" His knowledge was not far

j

Which some call gifts, and some
behind new light ;

The knight's, but of another kind, A liberal art, that costs no pains
And he another way came by it, Of study, industry, or brains."

Ralph is a tailor by trade, whose chief gift is that religions
"new light" already mentioned, and a supposed profound
skill in astrology and other occult sciences. He could

" Feel the pulses of the stars

To find out agues, coughs, catarrhs ;

And tell what crisis does divine

The adventures, base, cowardly, and ridiculous, through
which this pair of worthies are led by the author, are quite in

keeping with their character. Their first attempt is to put
down a bear-baiting at Brentford, and bring the offenders to

justice, the whole being, of course, intended to display in a
ludicrous light the Puritans' aversion to this and all other

public amusements. The leaders of the party opposed to the

knight Crowdero, a wooden-legged fiddler ; Orsin, the bear
leader ; the bear himself ; Talgol, a butcher,

" mortal foe to

cows;" Magnano, a tinker ; Trulla, "a bold virago stout and
tall ;

"
Cerdon, a cobbler ; and Colon, an ostler and the

various incidents of the combat are all described with mock-
heroic dignity. At last the first fight ends in the seeming
triumph of the knight and squire, who carry off the wooden-

legged fiddler to

The rot in sheep and mange in

swine."

" An ancient castle that com-
mands

The adjacent parts. In all the
fabric

STou shall not see one stone, nor a

brick ;

But all of wood, by powerful spell
Of magic made impregnable.
There's neither iron bar nor

grate,

Portcullis, chain, nor bolt, iior gate,
And yet men durance there abide
In dungeon scarce three inches

wide;

AVith roof so low that under it

They never stand, but lie or sit ;

And yet so foul, that whoso is in

Is to the middle fast in prison ;

In circle magical confined,
With walls of subtle air and wind,
Which none are able to break

thorough
Until they're freed by head of

borough.
Thither arrived, the adventurous

knight
And bold squire from their steeds

alight

At the outward wall, near which
there stands

A bastile, built to imprison
hands ;

By strange enchantment made to

fetter

The lesser part, and free the

greater ;

For though the body may pass .

through

The hands in grate are fust enough.

They ope the trap-door gate,
And let Crowdero down thereat;
Crowdero making doleful face,

Like hermit poor in pensive place ;

To dungeon they the wretch

commit,
And the survivor of his feet."

This dungeon is the parish stocks, in which they leave their

vanquished enemy. But their triumph is short. The scattered

foes rally, the fight is renewed, and at last Hudibras, overthrown

by the "
virago stout and tall," and Ralph, his squire, are led

away, and placed in the same stocks in which the fiddler had
lain before. There the conclusion of the first part leaves them

consoling themselves for their bruises and disgrace by a ludicrous

controversy upon points of doctrine.

We have spoken in some detail of the story of the first part
of the poem, in the hope that such an introduction may be found
useful by the student who wishes to make himself acquainted
with "Hudibras." The latter parts of the poem are, perhaps, not

quite on a level with the first, but they fall very little short of it.

The knight's adventures with the lady of whom he is enamoured,
with the conjuror Sidrophel, and the other incidents of the
second and third parts, are supremely humorous, and attain to

the full Butler's object of rendering Hudibras and his squire

contemptible, and give ample scope for the poet's learning and

imagination. We cannot examine these latter parts with any
minuteness. A very few extracts are all for which we can find

space. The passages which we select require no explanation or

introduction to render their meaning clear :

" Our brethren of New England use

Choice malefactors to excuse

And hang the guiltless in their

stead,
Of whom the churches have less

need ;

As lately it happened, in a town
There lived a cobbler, and but one,
That out of doctrine could cut use,

And mend men's lives as weli as

shoes.

This precious brother having slain,

In time of peace, an Indian,
Not out of rcalice, but mere zeal,

Because he was an infidel,

The mighty Tottipottymoy
Sent to our elders an envoy,

Complaining, sorely, of the breach

Of league held forth by brother

Patch

Against the articles in force

Between both churches, his and
ours

;

For which he craved the saints to

render
Into his hands, or hang the

offender.

But they maturely having weighed
They had no more but him o' the

trade

(A man that served them in a

double

Capacity, to teach and cobble),

Resolved to spare him ; yet to do
The Indian, Hoghgan Moghgan,

too,

Impartial justice, in his stead did

Hang an old weaver that was bed-

rid."

" Doubtless the pleasure is as

great
Of being cheated as to cheat ;

As lookers-on feel most delight
That least perceive a juggler's

sleight ;

And still the less they understand
The more they admire his sleight

of hand.

Some with a noise and greasy

light
Are snapped, as men catch larks

by night ;

Ensnared and hampered by the

soul,

As nooses by their legs cntch fowl ;

Some with a medicine and receipt

Are drawn to nibble at the bait ;

And, though it be a two-foot trout,
Are with a single hair pulled out.

Others believe no voice to an

organ
So sweet as lawyer's in his bar-

gown,
Until, with subtle cobweb cheats,

They're catched in knotted law.

like nets
;

In which, when once they are

embrangled,
The more they stir, the more

they're tangled ;

And while their purses can dispute,

There's no end of the immortal
suit."

We have spoken already of the great and immediate popularity
of " Hudibras." There is one result of that popularity which

ought not to pass unnoticed. Pew things are more striking
than the completeness with which, down to a few years ago, one

particular view of the Puritan character maintained undisputed

predominance in English literature, and that view an exaggera-
tion and caricature of one side only of their many-sided character.

The view of which we speak is exactly that of
" Hudibras ;

"

and we believe that Butler, by his great satire, contributed

more than any other man to stamp upon English literature that

impression which only in the present generation lias been com-

pletely removed.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XXV.
THE TEUTIARY 8Y8TK.M.

WE now enter, geologically speaking, modern times. The beds
of the Tertiary, and tlioir fossil contents, offer many a night ut

least not unfamiliar to modern observation. From the similarity
of the forms of life of the Tertiary epoch to those animals which
now people the earth, the period, looking at it from this point
of view, has been termed Cainozoic. The exact scale of the
inclination by which the past rises into the present has been
used by Lyell to separate the Tertiary into three divisions. M.
Deshayes examined some 3,000 Tertiary shells, comparing them
with existing species. In the lower Tertiary, which is found in

the neighbourhoods of London and Paris, 3*5 per cent, of the

144

The npper division is the Pliocene (Aiw, pli'-on, won ; and

teapot, recent), an it contains more recent specie* than any of

the lower beds. It is needless, perhaps, to observe that the

words in brackets following the Greek forms are merely
intended to give the reader who is unacquainted with Greek a
suitable idea of the way in which these words should be pro-
nounced. As in other parts of tbo POPULAR EDUCATOR, the

sounds of the Greek words are represented phonetically.

The Tertiary, as a whole, U not so clearly defined as the

deposits of the preceding periods. However, the following

synopsis will give the student some indication of the localities

and the appearances of the beds. The limits of our space compel
us to treat of the English Tertiaries mainly, although the

deposits do not find in our island a typical development.

137

fossila proved to be of species still in existence. From the
middle Tertiary of the Loire and Gironde 17 per cent, were
found to have representatives now alive ; while the upper Ter-

tiary or sub-Apennine beds yielded from 37 to 50 per cent, of

existing species. Further south, in Sicily, are much newer
Tertiary beds, rising above the sea to a great thickness, and the
fossils in these exhibited, with a very few exceptions only 5

per cent. the same life as is to-day existing in the Mediter-
ranean Sea. This brought the deposition of these beds into
recent times, and consequently geologists have separated them
away from the Tertiary, and classed them with recent deposits,
under the name of post-Tertiary.
The lower, middle, and upper Tertiaries, mentioned above, are

now known by names bestowed upon them by Lyell. The
lowest is termed Eocene, from jja-s (e'-ose, the davm) and KCUVOS

(ki'-nos, recent) the dawn of new or recent times. The central
division is the Miocene (utiov, mi'-on, less, and Koiror, recent) a
term intended to express a tnincw proportion of recent species.

141 N.B.

PLIOCEKI.

MlOCEHI."

EOCENE.

Norwich crag, which entombs the bones of extinct

mammals, and consists of beds of sand, clay, and
gravel.

Rtd cray of Suffolk is a loamy sand, tinted with iron
oxide.

Coralline crag of Suffolk, a concrete of shells and corals,
now loose in calcareous sand, now consolidated into
limestone beds, sometimes sufficiently compact for

building-stone.

Hempstead bed*. Isle of Wipht, are of this period, and
reach some 170 feet in thickness.

The LigniUt of Bovey Trcuxy.
The Leaf bed* of Mull.

Liynite* of Antrim.
FIuvio-mann beds of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight.
Bagshot sands.

London clay.

Bognor beds.

H'oohrt'cfi clay*.

Thanet lands.
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TABLE OF THE EOCENE SERIES (JUKES).

f (Corbula beds.

|

Hempstead J Upper fresh-water and estuary marls,
online

] Middle ditto.

(Lower ditto.

| Bembridge J
Marls and oyster beds.

Kiddle, or

Paris.

,
Lower, or

London.

( Limestones.
( St. Helens' sands.

( Nettlestone grits.

l_
series.

' Osbome
series.

nv. ^ ( Upper fresh-water.Headon I -./-^j, -,,
< Middle Marine.

( Lower fresh-water.

C Upper Bag-shot.

Bagshot
'

Barton clay.

series. \ Bracklesham beds.

l_ V. Lower Bagshot.

fLondon clay.

ic clay and sands.

et sands.

Total thickness, 2,555 feet.

This formation is developed in the neighbourhood of London.
If two lines be drawn from a point some twenty miles west of

Beading, one passing through Norwich and the other through
Canterbury, crossing the channel to the Netherlands, this area

of the Eocene will be embraced by them. The north of the Isle

of Wight and a triangular patch, extending a little to the

north of Salisbury, west to Dorchester, and east to Newhaven,
gives the delineation of the other Eocene area. The deposit is

shown in the Paris basin, and then is traced south as far as the

uppermost bend of the Loire.

The Thanet Sands. In the Hampshire area, the Eocene clay
often rests on the chalk ; but in the Isle of Thanet, between
Herne Bay and the Eeculvers, appears a bed of sand some

seventy or eighty feet thick, which contains Pholadomya,
Cyprina, Gorbula, and Scalaria. The true position of this bed
has been proved by Mr. Prestwich to be between the chalk and
The Woolwich clays, which were evidently deposited by a

great river emptying itself into the Eocene sea near the present
site of Woolwich. From the mixture of marine, brackish, and
fresh-water shells, it appears that now the fresh-water and now
the salt-water occupied the estuary ; and these changes could
not have been slow, for the fresh-water mollusks are frequently
found in their natural positions, indicating that they were
killed where they lived, and have never been since disturbed.

As the Woolwich clays are traced inland, they bear more and
more evidence of the presence of fresh water, while, following
them in the other direction, they show that the waves of the sea
beat upon a shore not far off, and the clays contain the fossils

of a marine fauna.

The London clay, which immediately overlies the last deposit,
is of deep-sea origin. It consists of bluish or brown clay, very
tenacious, and sometimes containing those septaria, of which we
have before said Roman cement is made, though from its fine-

ness, and the thickness of its bed, it must have been deposited
in the quiet depths of the deep sea ; yet land must have been
in the neighbourhood, for the teeth and bones of crocodiles, the

eggs of turtles, and the fruits of palms, have been found in the
London clay. The deposit reaches its greatest thickness about
the Isle of Sheppey ; it gradually thins out to the east, being
scarcely represented in Belgium, and not at all in France. The
fossils are numerous, and, as may be seen from those which are

figured, are nearly approaching to present forms. For instance,
Leda amygdaloides (Fig. 135), Naiitilus ziczac (Fig. 136), Voluta
nodosa (Fig. 137), the Cryptodon angulatum (Fig. 138).
The Bagshot sands occupy extensive districts in the neigh-

bourhood of Bagshot, Aldershot, and in the New Forest in

Hampshire. In the basin of the Thames they are the upper-
most members of the Eocene group, all above them having
suffered denudation ; but in Hampshire, having been tilted up
at an angle, they were protected from being exposed by having
the superincumbent beds swept off. The Bagshot and Brackles-

ham beds are of sand, clay, and limestone, usually soft, though
now and then sufficiently hard for building material.

Though soft beds have not the power of preserving fossils

with great care, yet there are some in these beds of much inte-

rest. It is here we first meet the Nummulite, a foraminiferous

shell, that is, one perforated with holes, from which issued

filaments, or roots, which bestowed upon the class the name of

Ehizopods, or radiate animals. The word mimmulite is coined

from nummus, money, because the shells are small discs, thicker

in the centre than at the edges ; when the interior is laid open
it is found to be spirally chambered (Fig. 139). These creatures

are almost peculiar to the Eocene, very few being found in the

lower Miocene ; and so restricted are their species, that the

lower Eocene may be divided into three sections, according to

the species of nummulites they contain. The Nummulites
variolaria characterises the upper beds ; Nummulites Icevigata,

is found in the middle beds, whilst the lower contain solely the

Nummulites planulata.
The nummulite life was vast and profuse. The limestone

rocks formed by these shells are found stretching in an
almost unbroken chain from the west of Europe to India. To
quote Lyell,

" The nummulitic formation often attains a thick-

ness of many thousand feet, and extends from the Alps to

the Carpathians, and is in full force in the north of Africa,

as, for example, in Algeria and Morocco. It has also been
traced from Egypt, where it was largely quarried of old for the

building of the pyramids, into Asia Minor, and across Persia

by Bagdad to the mouths of the Indus. It occurs not only in

Cutch, but in the mountain-ranges which separate Scinde from

Persia, and it has been followed still farther eastward into

India, as far as Eastern Bengal and the frontiers of China."
This is a remarkable example of uniformity of life, for many of

the same species are common to France and Cutch ;
and the

vast accumulation of organic life exhibited in this Eocene

deposit is perfectly incalculable.

Of the other fossils contained by these beds we figure some.
The Venericardia planicosta (Fig. 140), Pleurotoma attenuata

(Fig. 141), Turritella multisulcata (Fig. 142), Conns deperditus

(Fig. 143). In these beds are found many sharks' teeth; and,
not having given any previous drawings of these fossils, we
here add some specimens (Figs. 144, 145, 146).
The Barton clay and Upper Bagshot sands present a thickness

of some 500 feet. The former deposit has yielded upwards of 250
marine shells. The Chama squamosa is particularly plentiful.
The Headon series, which are the centre of the middle Eocene,

may bo seen at the east and west extremities of the Isle of

Wight. As our table indicates, the upper and lower beds are
of fresh-water origin, while the sea seems to have made the
water brackish during the deposition of the middle strata. The
Planorbis enomphalus (Fig. 147) characterises the fresh-water

deposits, while the Potamomyaplana and Cerithium mutabile are

found in the brackish deposits. There is an interesting shell,

the Helix labyrinthica, found in this deposit, which is now
living on the land in the United States. The Headon series

occupies some 200 feet.

The Osborne series, which are the uppermost members of the

middle Eocene, supply the Nettlestone grit, which is nsed for

building-stone at Ryde. They are also of fresh-water and
brackish origin, but are not more than seventy feet thick. They
contain marked species of Paludina, Melania, and Melanopsis,
and frequently the seeds of the fresh-water plant, the Chara.
The Bembridge series is the lower member of the upper

Eocene. The beds, which are marls, clays, and fresh-water

limestones, reach a thickness of 115 feet. In these beds were
first discovered the fossil remains of the Palceotlierium, the

extinct mammal which Cuvier completed from a partial skeleton

found in the Paris basin. The correctness of the great
naturalist's surmise has been proved by many fossil remains of

the creature which have been since found. It was about four

feet high (Fig. 148). Of the other fossils the beds contain these

were the chief : Planorbis discus (Fig. 149), Bulirnus ellipticus

(Fig. 150), Lymnea longiscata (Fig. 151), Ghara tuberculata

(Fig. 152).
The Hempstead beds are at the top of the Eocene ; they used

to be classed at the bottom of the Miocene. They take their

name from a hill near Yarmouth, Isle of Wight. At their base

is the "black band," so called because of its colour, from the

presence of carbonaceous matter. It is a marl deposited from
a fresh-water estuary. Two other deposits, scarcely so thick,

succeed it, each distinguished by its fossils, and the whole is

surmounted by the Corbula beds, which consist of marine sands

and clays, which are characterised by the abundance of the

Corbula pisum (Fig. 153), which are also found in the Barton

beds.

The Paris basin is a depression in the chalk in which the

Eocene beds have been deposited. The beds mainly correspond
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to the English ueitas, bat two aro peculiarly prominent the

Calcaire grottier, which i rou^h limestone, of whi<-h tho IIOUMOH

of Paris are limit ; and tho <';/, .M'.HI, beds of Montmurir<>, which

are accumu. -ulphato of liino. Thin, wh.'ii i-.il-iin-d,

prodin'iM the well-known plaster of l'a>~u. It wan in these boda
that til-- mammalian remains wore discovered upon whioh Cuvier

.science of Comparative Anatomy. Ho astounded
utiliu world by building up the complete skeleton from

a fow fragments. Subsequent discoveries of other remains

proved conclusively that the deductions of the great naturalist

were correct, and that it was possible to determine the con-

-t MI. tion of an animal from the inspection of part of its

skeleton. Hero was the foundation laid of the science of

rativo Anatomy.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE EOCENE PERIOD.

Plastic Clay.
riant*. Many beautiful leaves and some steins from the clays near

Beading, etc.

Conchi/era. Avicula arcuata; Ostroea pulchra; Area dcpressa; Astarto
tonora ; Cardium Plumsteadieneo ; Corbula Amouldii ; Cyprina
plauata ; Cyreua cordata ; Leda striuta ; Modiola simplex ;

Nucula

cooiprcssa ; I'holudouiya virgulosa.

Gasteropoda. Melania inquinata ; Melanopsis bucciiioidea ; Murex
foliaceus; Flauorbis hemistoma, Itcvigutus.

Crustacea. Cythereea angulatopora, plicata,

JtepttUs. Chelon*, fragments of.

Birds. First phalaugeal bone of a bird's foot.

Mammalia. Hyracothcrium cuniculus ; Lophiodon or Coryphodon,
fragments of.

London Clay.

Plants. Callitrites Comptoiii, crassus ; Cnpanoides corrugatus; Lcgu-
minosites cordatus, gracilis ; Solenostrobus corrugatus.

Foramini/era. Dentalina acuta, adolpbina; Nodosaria affinis ; Textu-
laria carinata.

Polyzoa. Eschara Brongciarti ; Flustra crassa.

Bracfiiopoda. Lingula tenuis ; Terebratulina striatula.

Conchifera. Pecten duplicatus; Pinna affiuis
; Astarto rugate ; Car-

dium nitens ; Corbula globosa ; Modiola dcpressa ; Tellina
subrotunda.

Gasteropoda. Aporrbais Sowerbyi ; Cyprsea oviformis ; Murex coro-
natus ; Katica microstoma ; Pleurotoma acuminata

;
Voluta

denudata.

Cephalopoda. Nautilus centralis, imperialis, regalis.

Echinodermata. Astropecten armatus, crisputus.
Fish. Acestrus oruatus

; Eurygnathus cavifrons ; Gonlognathus
maxillaris ; Loxostomus mancus : Megalops prisons; Myliobatis
actitus, striatus ; Phyllodus irregularis, plauus.

Reptiles. Chelone breviceps, convexa ; Crocodilus cbampsoidcs ;

Trionyx pustulatus.
Birds. Halcyornis Toliapicus ; Lithorois vulturiuus.

Mammalia. Corypbodon eocaenus ; Hyracotherium leporiuum.

Bagshot Series.

The Bracklesham beds coutuiu

Plants. Comptonia dryandrifolia ; Pinites Dixoni.

Foromint/ei-a. Nummulites Isevigatus, scaber.

Conchifera. Ostnca elegans, iuflata
; Pecteu corneus, multistriatas ;

Pinna margaritacea ; Cardium alteruatuin; Chama calcarata,
gigas; Corbula rugosa; Cypricardia cariimta ; Cythersea lucida,
striatula; Leda serrata

; Mactra depressa; Modiola litbophaga;
Nucula ovata ; Telliua lamellosa, reflexa, speciosa.

Gasteropoda. Actteon sulcatus ; Bulla expausa ; Cerithium cornucopia,
cristata, giganteiim, turris ; Conus pyriformip, vclatus ; Fusus
incultus, rugosns; Natica conoidea, obovata; Pleurotoma acumi-
nata, dentata ; Turbo plicatus ; Turritella contracts, marginata,
sulcata ; Voluta augusta.

Reptiles. Cbelone trigoniceps ; Gavialis Dixoni.
Mammalia. Lopluodon minimus.

Barton Beds.

Zoophyta. Tnrbinob'a Bowerbankii, firma.

Brachiopoda. Terebratula bieiuuata.

Conchlfera. Lima obliqua; Pecten cariuatus ; Cardinm discors;
Chama squamosa ; Cyrena obovata ; Cy thersoa pusilla ; Modiola
sulcata; Nucula trigoua, deltoidea; Pbolas couoidea ; Solon

gracilis.

Gasteropoda. Ancylus elegans; Bulla conulus, ovulata; Cerithium
ciuctum; Conus dormitor; Murex contabulatus; Natica muta-
bilis ; Nerita globosa ; Turritella brevis ; Voluta costata.

Eeptiles. Albgator Hantoniensis ; Crocodilus Hastingsise; Trionyx
margiiiatus, planus.

Headon Series.

Plants. Carpolithes ovulum.

Conchi/era. Ostreea flabellula; Corbula cuspidate; Cyrena arenaria;
Mya angustata.

AucillarU mbuUU ; Orithium acutum, duplex; Limcca
, cincta, contellata ; MeUni* minima ; Melmnopcis ralxiUU ;

Murex Mzdutatusi Natioa similU; Ncrita cperU; I'l.

UgllM; .Plonrotoma innxa.
fith. MyliobutU aud bqualus Ux,th.

MammaJia. Dicbodon cupidatm j Paloplotlierium ttftfltff) Spl*
codou.

Osborne Series.

Plant*. Chora Lyelli.

Gasteropoda. Cerithium ; Hydrobtu ; Poludint globaloUes ; Pkoorbis
discos.

Bembridye Series.

Concnt/era. Cyrena obtusa; Mytilus affluU; Nncnl* similU.

Gonteropoda. Helix globosa, tropifera ; Mln<^ Forbesii ; Palodica
orbiculoris ; Pupa perdentata.

Hempstead Series.
Plants. Chara helicteres.

Conchifera. Ostreea callifera ; Corbula Vectensis.

Gasteropoda. Aporrhois; Melania inflata ; Neritina tristis.

Reptiles. Triouyx iiicrassatus.

Mammalia. Hyopotamus bovinus.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XLVII.
VERBS WHICH FOLLOW THE FOEMATION OF VERBS IN ^
BESIDES those already mentioned, there are several other verbs

which form their tenses according to the analogy of the verbs

in m ; such are

1. StSpaffKw, I run away from ; aor. (APA), avcSpdc, ar, a, a^tv,

art, acrew ; subj. airotipw, Spas, Spa, Spu/ifc, Spart, Spuffi(v) ;

opt. Span/iv ; imp. airoSpaflj, area
;

inf. airoSpuvcu ; part. Spas,

Sera, av.

2. vcrofjLai, I fly ; aor. (ITTA) irrrjv ; imp. -rrrivan ; pass. TTOJ,
act. mid. cirra^riv, imp. irraffOai (by syncope).

3. ffKfh\ca or (ncc\f<a, I dry, I dry up (hence our skeleton) ; aor.

(2KAA) (ffn\rii>, I am dried up ; inf. ffK\TJvai ; opt. <rcAaijf.

4. <pBa.-v<a (with ace.), I get before, I anticipate ; aor. t^thjv, <f>6u,

<p6aif}v, <$>Qr\va.t, (p6as.

5. KO.IW, I lurn (transit.) ; aor. (KAE) tfcaTjr, I burnt (intrans.),
but 1 aor. ettavva. (transit.), I set on fire.

6. a\i<TKonat, I am taken, caught ; aor. (*AAO) ^Xwv and (d\<cv.

7. Biota, I live; aor. tftiuv; subj. $iu>, Has, <f, etc.; opt. /3j.:;;-

(not /Siot-riv, as yvoir)v, to distinguish this part from the

opt. imperf. fiion]i>) ; inf. 3wvo ; part. <ou?, ov<ra (the
neuter does not occur) ; the cases, however, aro supplied

by the 1st aor. <wo-as (so, avt&uav, I lived again, from

aca/3iai<7/co/ua(). The present and imperfect are little used

by the Attics, instead of which they employ w ((tut'),

which, on the other hand, borrows the remaining tenses

from @ioca ; thus pres. w, imperf. tfyav, fut. /Sioxro/uu, aor.

tfiiiai>, perf. 0f0tuKa, perf. pass. /3e/3<ecrai, part. 0f/3<w/xc?o?.

8. tt-vca, I briny forth; 2 aor. f>uv, I arose, came into being;

tpvvai, <t>vs, subj. <t>va> (no opt. in Attic), 1 aor. ffvea, 1

brought forth ; fut. Qvtru, I shall bring forth. The perfect

ire<piiKa, I have come into being, I have become, is also in-

transitive. The mid. pres. (pvofjLcu, fnt. if>vffoftau.

Particular attention must be paid to a verb of frequent oc-

currence, namely, olSa (stem EIA ;
vid-eo in Latin), / know.

Ind. Sing. I. otSa.

Dual 2. UTTOV.

3. IffTOir.

Plur. 1. jo-juey.

2. tart.

3 /
. fOuO~((l>

Ind. Sing. 1. ytidv.

PERFECT.

Subj. fiSu. Imperat. Infinit.

HTTU.

KTTOV.

i<rro>v.

IffTt.

la-rtaffav.

Participle.

ttotus, via, or

PLUPERFECT.
Dual. Plur.

Attic jjSrj.

2. ?j5s arid ytififf- yfairov.
Oa or pSTjo-fla.

3. j;8 or 7j8j. TjStjTTjy.

Opt. Sing, (ititw, 17$, TJ. fiSttrrrov, irrrir.

Fut. turofieu, I shall knotv or experience. (Of oiSa there

is this compound, trvyoiSa, I am conscious, inf.

wti5(va.t, imp. avvicQi, snbj. crvvutw,

ctSfiq/ucf, IJT,
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INVARIABLE WORDS.

The words which we have hitherto studied are susceptible of

certain changes. We come next to words which do not undergo
change, or undergo change only to a small extent. Many of

these have occurred in the course of these lessons. Neverthe-

less, invariable or uninflected words must be put together and
spoken of specifically.

PBEPOSITIONS.

The prepositions require careful study, as on them, as well as
on other invariable verbs, the sense very much depends, and
you will be ignorant of some of the most delicate shades of

meaning, and unaware of many an elegance, if you do not
familiarise your mind with the import and the usage of the

) prepositions and the conjunctions particularly.

Prepositions have a relation to place, and denote the direc-

tion of an action in regard to place. Thus, I say
"
you go from

home,"
"
you go to home," "you go round the house," "you go

over the wall." In order, therefore, to your possessing an exact

knowledge of the prepositions, of which there are in Greek
eighteen, you must study them in their relation to place.

The Prepositions arranged in their Relations to Place.

RELATIONS TO PLACE. GREEK. ENGLISH.

1. Place where you are.

2. Place whither you go

3. Place whence yoc come

4. Place through which you
pass.

5. Place at which you stop
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LESSONS IN LOGARITHMS. III.

COMMON SYSTEM OF LOGARITHMS.

34. To find the Logarithm of any Prime Number. Bole 1.

Divide the given prime number by the natural number nearest

to it in the skeleton tables, but leas ; divide the quotient by
the natural number nearest to it, but less ; divide thia quotient

by the natural number nearest to it, but less ; and BO on, till

the last quotient coincide with some natural number in the

tables; then, the lost quotient with all the divisors are the

tabular factors of which the prime number is composed. Con-

sequently, if the logarithms of all those factors, given in the

tables, be added together, their sum will bo the logarithm of

the given prime number. On this principle the following table,

exhibiting the method of calculating the logarithm of the prime
number 2, is constructed :

FIRST CALCULATION OF THE LOGARITHM OF 2.

Ptrtdands

V12468

ram
1-00961

1-00057

Pivinors.
177S-.W

1-07461

1-03663

l'0090i

1-00056

1-00001

Quotients.
112468

1-04660

1-00961

1-00057

1-00001

1-00000

Logs, of Diviners.

250000

031250

015625

003906

000244

000004

Logarithm of 2 = Sum -301029

35. To find the Logarithm of any Prime Number. Rule 2.

Look for the tabular number nearest to the given prime number,
but greater ; divide the former by the latter ; divide the quotient

by the tabular number nearest it, but less ; and so on, as before,
till the last quotient coincide with some tabular number ; then,
the last quotient with all the divisors but the first are the
tabular factors of the first quotient. Consequently, if the sum
of the logarithms of these factors, which is the logarithm of the
first quotient, be subtracted from the logarithm of the first

dividend, the remainder will be the logarithm of the given
prime number. On this principle, the following table, exhibit-

ing another method of calculating the logarithm of 2, is con-
structed :

SECOND CALCULATION OF THE LOGARITHM OF 2.

Dividends.
2-15443

1-07772
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the indices of logarithms are supplied, the following table is
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Noua Mouimos uu fort do J'hivor.

gn'iillmt il i uru daiuioetUj galrre?
C'ett un hointue oomme il fuut.

Ce drap out hora de prix.

II M fit jour a travera lei ennemia.

Ja roll coin daua un autre jour.

Ditea-moi au juste oe qu'il en eat.

11 uo laiaaa pan de dtfpeuaer boau-

C'eat une uutro paire de tnanchus.

C'est uu tour de ion metier.

VOUM 1'avez mix au pied du tntir.

Voila qui vi le niioux du inoude.

EerouuuH ii uos uioutous.

Gala eat d'un bou uutuivl.

Caa arbuatea grandiasent a vue

Je regardo coin <l'uu autre call.

II a veudu wx montru pour un
morooau do pain.

Tons lui avoz doiiiio la mouuoie de

aa piece.

n a tronvtf a qui parler.

Vous t"U-8 uu homine de parole.
Je lui ai (-impi- la parole.

VOUM avez cela BUT le oaeur.

II so creuse la wrvello.

Le jeu u'en vaut pas la chandelle.

Vous avez pria le change.
Chansons que tout cela.

Lea bons comptes font les bons

amis.

II met la charrue devant les boeufs.

Vous batissez des chateaux en

Espagiie.
Je suis au comble de la joie.

Ce n'est pas a vous de lui re-

procher aa. faute.

II est tombe' de Charybde en

Scylla.
Cet homine cherche a vous en

center.

Nous sommes en pays de con-

naissance.

La sentinelle nous couclm en joue.
Ce uialade u'en revieudra pas.
Nous sommes au couraut de tout

cela.

Cela fait dresser les cheveux.
Us chantent sur une autre note.

Ce vers est frappe au bon coin.

Je lui ai donne la clef des champs.
II ne sait oil donuer de la tete.

Vous vous donnez toujours raisou.

II a (lonnJ dans le piege.

Cela lui donne de 1'humeur.

Je n'entre point la dedans.
II entre dans vos intt'n'-ts.

Je rn'embarrasse fort peu de cela.

Sou amitit? est a toute eprenve.
Vos propos luYchuuft'eut lea

oroilles.

Finissez ce badinage.

Eeposez-vous-eu sur moi.

Cette morchandise n'a point de

dibit.

II est toujours sur le qui vive.

Cette maisou est a vendre au pins
offrant et dernier eucherisseur.

De quelle part ce domestique
vient-il ?

Doublous le pas ; il se fait tnrd.

J'y vais de ce pas.
Fosse pour ceci.

II f.mt en passer par la.

Vous m'avez point avec do beaux
traits.

Pour moi, jo m'y pcrds.
Peu s'eu fallut ou'il ne me frapput.
Dites-uioi uu peu ce que vous en

penscz.
n nous jetto de la pondro aux

yeux.
Vous series bien embarrass^, si

on vous prenait au mot.
Ne vous en prenoz pas a moi.

We art in th depth of winter.

What butinett had he there t

He i a gentlman.
th is extravagantly dear.

lit forced hit vay through the enemy.
I tee that in a dijTcwit light.

Tell me txactly how the matter stand*.

He spendt a great deal, nevertheless.

That it quite another thing.

That i* one of hit trick*.

you left him no excuse.

That it going on finely.

Let us retume our sir

Tlmt bespeak* a good disposition.

Those ihruls grow visibly.

I look upon that {n a different light.

II sold hit iratch for a mere song.

You -paid him, in hii own coin.

He met u-ith his match.

You are a man of your word.

/ c;U him short.

You cannot digest that.

Ha racks hii /n-uiii.

The toll is more than the grist.

You started upon the wrong scent.

T/mt is all nonsense.

Short reckonings make long friends.

He puts the cart be/ore the horse.

1 on build castles in the air.

I am, owrjoyed.
It does not become you to reproach

him with his fault.

He fell from the frying-pan into the

Jire.

That man is trying to dceiB you.

We are here amongst acquaintances.

The sentinel levelled his gun at us.

That sicfc man will not recover.

We are perfectly acquainted icith all

that.

That makes one's hair stand on end.

They have changed their tone.

That verse bears th right stamp.
I set hi./

Ho does not know which way to turn.

You pretend to be always in the right.

He fell into the snare.

That puts him out of temper.
That it no business of mine.

He interests himsel//or you.
I care very little about that.

His friendship will stand any test.

1'our expressions provoke my anger.

Put an end to this trifling.

Trust to me about this matter.

This article has 110 naif.

He is always on the icatch.

That hon.se is to be sold to the highest

bidder.

Who sent that servant?

Let us mend our pace ; it it growing
late.

I am foing thither this moment.
Let this pass.

We must submit to those terms.

You hare given a fine account of me.

As for me, I cannot sec into it.

He came very near striking me.

Just tell me what you think of it.

He throws dust into our eyes.

You would be at a great loss, if you
were taken at your word.

Do not blame me about this.

La malado u'en pouv.it plua.
Ja 1'ai envoy*

1

promenar.
Le boa hornmo qua o'aat t

Briaona la-daaaua.

II en fut quitto pour la panr.
Voua en ta quitto a bon marclil.

Cela n'eat poa do reftis.

Je 1'ai entrcvn ce matin.

Je uo in 'en Houcie gui*re.

II a des offairea par daaaus la ttte.

Qu'a oala ne tienno.

A la boiim- !.-

Tout fin qu'il est, il a'eat trorapt'.

Ce n'eat pas la un trait d'ami.
Trevo de compliments.
Je TOUS vois venir, monsieur.
Voila commo vous 6 tea.

Tout cela va le mieux du mondc.
Vous n'y 6tes pas.
Vous voiln bien avancd !

l.im about lit huiMM.
What limpU man JU is I

No mart of this.

He got offfor kit fits.
you come off eKtaply.
That u not to be refuted.
I had a glimpMO/ Mm, thii mtnimf.
I cart but l^tle about U.
He it over ktmA tmA tan te aiuaMH.
That thaU not nuilM tu <itMft.
Well and good.

Cunning at /M it, he made a mutake.
That it not acting like a friend.
No more compliment*.
/ see what you art about, sir.

That i th way with you.
All goes on at veil at pottibU.
That it not t't.

you are much the better for it.

146. FRENCH HOMONYMS AND PARONYMS.

(1.) Homonyms are words which, having a more or leas

similar spoiling, are aoundcd in the same manner, bat have dif-

ferent significations.

(2.) Paronyms are words differing in spelling, bat somewhat
similar in pronunciation, and having different significations.

NOTE. For homonyms of different genders, see 7.

French
Words.
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XVIII.

THE ASTBOMETBOSCOPE THE THAUMATBOPE THE
PEDEMASCOPE.

IN the last paper the principle of the astrometroscope, an in-

strument for producing elaborate patterns by the movement of

star-like figures, was alluded to and illustrated by Pilkington's

simple contrivance. The appa-
ratus called the astrometroscope
was devised and constructed by
Mr. Pichler, and consists of a
metallic plate, in which a number
of perforations in the form of

stars at equal distances from
each other are made, like a wall-

paper with stars on it ; and when
'

fitted into the lantern and ex-

hibited by the oxy-hydrogen
light, white stars are apparent
on a black ground, or that part
of the disc which is not illumi-

nated. The first effect is pro-
duced by quickly moving the

perforated star-plate diagonally,
when each point of light or star-

like figure leaves a track of light,

similar to a meteor, and the effect

on the disc is that of a number
of diagonal lines moving rapidly,

every line or track of light being

perfectly distinguishable the one
from the other. The next change
is effected by imparting a general
circular motion, and if the star

figures were subjected only to

this movement they would merge one into the other, there
would appear so many circles of light and dark bands, and no
other result could be obtained.

In this apparatus the movements are different, and the ope-
rator can at pleasure impart
either a diagonal, circular, per-

pendicular, or horizontal motion,
cr a combination of them all.

Thus a multiplication of well-

known forms can be projected
on the disc, such as straight

lines, then the same lines thrown
into waves, next into parabolic
curves, circles with star-like

figures in the central portions
(shown in Fig. 1), elliptical

figures, or oblate spheroids.
Just as the kaleidoscope, with

constant movement, may pro-
duce by reflection an endless

variety of figures, so the astro-

metroscope, on a different prin-

ciple viz., by the formation of

tracks of light left upon the
vision after a variety of compli-
cated movements of points of

light forms an endless series

of line patterns. The observer
is reminded of those beautiful

geometrical figures obtainable

by the slide-rest and overhead
motion attached to the most
expensive lathes.

A large book might be devoted to the illustration of the
various designs obtainable from the astrometroscope; space
alone must limit the drawings of these figures to one more
example (Fig. 2). This pattern looks like a piece of crochet-

work, the crossed loops in the circles and portions of circles in
the oval figures being very curious, and only equalled by other

effects, in which the lines appear like shelves or thin boards,
one above the other, each shelf having so many circles upon it,

and moving half round horizontally and returning again to its

former position, as if the shelves were on pivots ; or the lines

become perpendicular, and perform the same curious motion at

right angles to the former ones. In fact, it takes a quarter of

an hour to show all the figures obtainable, even when the ope-
rator makes the changes as rapidly as possible, consistent with
the separate exhibition of each pattern. Indeed, we might say
with Pope, in showing how cleverly art, in the astrometroscope,

may imitate Nature's meteors >

.,, ,T ,

All Nature is but art unknown
to thee ;

All chance, direction which thou
canst not see ;

All discord, harmony not undet

stood;
All partial evil, universal good."

A learned physician, Dr. Paris,

appears to have been the first

who specially directed attention

to those more amusing effects in

which we seem to be able to look

through an opaque substance and
see both sides of a piece of board
or card upon which different

designs are painted. He wrote a
little book on "

popular science,"
to which he gave the happy title

of "
Philosophy in Sport made

Science in Earnest." It is

written in the dialogue style, and
is somewhat pedantic, for the

worthy doctor will trot out his

classics, as much as to say,
"Don't think I wish to put the

learning of science before the-

acquisition of Latin and Greek."

Fig. 1. At page 376, he thus introduces

what he calls his new inven-

tion, forgetting that from time immemorial children had twirled

round coins and seen both sides at the same time. But let Dr.

Paris speak for himself. His preface runs thus :

" A new
Optical Toy, invented by the Author, and termed the Thauma-

trope Explanation of its Prin-

ciple Retentive Power of

lietina
"

:

Tom's holidays were now draw-

ing to a close, and the children

were summoned into the library to
receive their last lesson in philo-

sophy.
" You have lately witnessed an

experiment," said Mr. Seymour,
" which must have convinced you
how liable the ear is to be deluded
with respect to the nature and
direction of sound; I shall now
show yon that the eye has also its

sources of fallacy."
" If you proceed in this manner

you will make us Cartesians,"*
exclaimed the Vicar.

" I shall illustrate my subject by
means of a toy which I have lately

invented," said Mr. Seymour ;

"
and, unless I am much mistaken,

it will afford as much amusement
to the elder as to the younger
members of our party, although
the Vicar may perhaps regard it aa

a more hostile instrument than
even that of the wooden horse

which filled unhappy Troy with an.

fig. 2. armed onemy. It is a small

machine," continued Mr. Seymour,
" which is well calculated to furnish us with some capital puns and

well-pointed epigrams."
" With puns !

" exclaimed the horrified Vicar, who no sooner heard
this appalling declaration than, like another Laocoon, he deprecated
the introduction of the donum exitiale (hurtful gift) within the walls

of Overton Lodge. But his hostility was soon disarmed, not by the

* The Cartesians maintained that the senses were the great sources

of deception ; that everything with which they present us ought to

be suspected as false, or at least dubious, until our reason has con-

firmed the report.
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circumvolutions of a make round the body of the enraged orator, but

o.t>rao0* of little BOM, who throw her arms around the neck
(.f tli- \ i. ,r with Hiich supplicating grace that at length he exclaimed,

'

\\Yil. w.-ll
; if it bo the decree of the Fate* I miut submit."

l>umiH' UIIH ult. reuUuu, Mr. Seymour bad procured the "wooden

engine
" from hit study.

'

1 will flrttt," aoid he, "exhibit the toy in its original state, and

then show you the improvements which have been effected m it."

" Let us hear the account of its

operation," said the Major, "which I

perceive is enclosed within the box."

"True," replied Mr. Seymour j

"and I think you will airroe that I

have (riven a very plausible expla-
nation of its effects."

"
Plausible," muttered the Vicar

"
plausible enough, no doubt ;

oh, the Sinon 1

"
(Illusive ia the

synonym of platutblt.)

Mr. Seymour then proceeded :

" This toy is termed the Thauma-

trope."
" Of Grecian origin !

"
observed

the Vicar.
" 'Timeo JMnaos et dona

ftrentet,' as Virgil has it."
" What is the meaning of the

term ?
"

asked Louisa.

The Vicar explained to her that

it was compounded of the Greek
words OaDfia and rptww, the former
of which signified tcondr, aud the

Litter to turn.
"
Exactly," replied Mr. Seymour,

" a wonder-turner, or a toy which

performs wonders by turning round.
But let me proceed in the ex-

planation." He then continued to read as follows : "This philosophic
toy is founded upon the well-known optical principle that an impres-
sion made on the retina of the eye lasts for a short interval after the

object which produced it has been withdrawn. During the rapid
twirling of the cord, the figures on each side are presented with such

quick transition that they both appear at the same instant, and thus
occasion a very striking and magical effect. On each of these cards a
device is introduced, with an ap-

propriate motto or epigram, the

point of which is announced or

explained by the change which
the figure assumes during the

rapid whirling of the cerd."
" It may be very clever," said

the Vicar,
" but I do not under-

stand it."
" But you shortly will. Look

at one end of the cord." Mr.

Seymour then displayed a paste-
board circle, on one side of which
was figured a rat, and on the other
a cage. Two strings were fastened

in its axis, by which the card could

easily be made to revolve by means
of the thumb and finger.

No sooner had Mr. Seymour put
the card in motion than the Vicar,
in the tone of the greatest sur-

prise, exclaimed,
"
Magic ! magic !

I declare the rat is in the cage !

"

Dr. Paris' s description of his

toy ard the effect obtained will

be endorsed by all those who
have tried the experiment, and
it is usually found that plain
black objects on a white ground
show better than any coloured

devices.

The original thaumatrope was subsequently modified and

improved by the inventor, so that not only were two figures
made apparent as if painted on one side of the caid, but motion
was seemingly imparted to them.

The improvements consisted in attaching two strings, one

being elastic, in one or both sides of the circular cardboard,

which, being united at a distance of an inch or two from
the latter, would afford when twirled and pulled a variety of

motions iu consequence of the axis upon which the card turns

being constantly changed. Thus, a card with a jockey on one
Bide and a horse on the other, on spinning round, presented the

Fig. 5.

combined figure; on tightening the elastic tiring in the manner
described, the card changed its axis without the slightest halt

or hesitation in its rotation, and the rider wa* in an instant
I canted orer the head of hi* charger ; in a moment, howerer ,

he appeared remounted; after which, by palling the elastic

string with different degree* of force, be WM mad* to stand on
the saddle, and to exhibit a number of different movement*.

The Her. Richard Pilkington

registered some year* ago a very
excellent and simple modifica-

tion of the thaumatrope, which
he called the Pedemotcope, from
the Greek vrj&nna, (pe-de'-ma), a
gyring or bound, and ffxortui

(ukop'-e-o), I view, which is

capable of seven distinct appli-
cations of figures and device*

viz., engraved, embossed, re-

lievo, stamped out or stencil,

duplicate, swinging, and trans-

parent devices. The stencil or

transparent figures may be used
in the magic lantern, and are so

constructed as to change their

position apparently on being
reversed, and by a semi-rotation

only apparent movements are

obtained.

The little toy consists of a

piece of mahogany, like half a
hair-brush (A B, Fig. 3), in which
two hollow spaces, c, c", are

cut out, and between them a holo is bored to take the brass pin,

p, carrying the upper slip of mahogany, D D, grooved to receive

the various pictures ; and in order to prevent D D from turning

quite round, a bit of iron is inserted, as seen in the hollow

c". In this design the card has the same picture painted in

two different positions (Figs. 3 and 4) on both sides, and when
the brass pin, B, is twirled

with one hand, the handle, A,

being held in the other, the

motions of the cobbler, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, are

very distinctly seen.

In the cut-out or stencil

designs, the pedemascopic or

springing motion is very well

shown, the two boys delineated

in Fig. 5 appearing to jump
up and down and across the

cut-out or open circular aper-
ture with great precision when
the brass pin is twirled half

round.

Besides the contrivances that

have been described and illus-

trated in this page, there are

numerous other optical toys

B
that owe the pleasing illu-

sions they convey to the optio
nerve to the principle of per-

sistence of vision, or the reten-

tion of the image of the object

on the retina after the object
itself has passed beyond or out

of the field of vision. The

Zoetrope, or Wheel of Life, is

one of the toys that can be explained upon this principle.

Its construction may be thus briefly described. A long strip
of paper, on which an object is represented in different posi-

tions, is placed within a cylinder having long narrow slit*

at intervals in the upper part of it. The cylinder is made to

rotate rapidly, and the eye of the beholder is directed to

the interior through the slits. As the cylinder revolves, each

variation of the figure is imprinted on the retina in turn, and
in this way an impression is produced on the mind of the

spectator that all the figures in the cylinder are in active and

rapid motion.

Fig. 3.

II
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LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXVIII.
IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE THIRD CONJUGATION

(continued).

8. The irregular verb seyuire, to follow, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Seguire, to follow. Pres. Gerund. Segudndo,

following. Past Part. Seguito, followed,. Compoiind Tenses. Post.

Avdre seguito, to have followed. Post Gerund. Avendo seguito, having

followed.

IND. Pres. Seguo or sieguo, segui or siegui, sdgue or sidgue;

seguiamo, seguite, sdguono or sidguono. imp. Seguiva or seguia,

seguivi, seguiva or seguia > seguivamo, seguivate, seguivano or seguiano.
fnd. Prct. Seguii ; seguisti; segui or seguio. Seguimmo ; sesruiste;

seguirono, seguiro, or seguir. Fut. Seguiro, seguirai, seguira ;

seguiremo, seguirete, segulranno. Cond. Pres. Seguirai or seguiria ;

seguirdsti ; seguirdbbe or seguiria. Seguiremino ; seguirdste ; segui-

rdbbero, seguiriauo, or seguirieno.

IMP. Segui or sidgui, sdgua or siegua ; seguiiimo, seguite, seguano or

oieguano.
SUB. Pres. Che segua or sidgua ; che segua, siegua, segui, sidgui ;

che segua or siegua. Che seguiamo ; che seguiate ; che seguano or

sieguano. Imp. Che seguissi, che seguissi, che seguisse ; che seguis-

simo, che seguiste, che seguissero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Conseguire, <o obtain. Perseguire, to persecute.

Inseguire, to run after Proseguire, to prosecute.

9. The irregular verb udire, to hear, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Udire, to hear. Pres. Gerund. Uddndo,
?iearing. Past Part. Udito, 7teard. Compound Tenses. Past. Avdre

udito, to have heard. Past Gerund. Avdndo udito, having heard.

IND. Pres. Odo, odi, ode; udiamo, udite, odono. Imp. Udiva or udia,

udivi, udiva or udia ; udivamo, udivate, udivano or udiano. Ind. Pret.

Udii ; udisti ; udi or udio. Udimmo ; udiste ; udirono, udiro, or udir.

Fut. Udiro or udro, udirai or udrai, udira or udra ; udiremo or

udrdmo, udirdte or udrdte, udiranno or udranno. Cond. Pres. Udirdi

or udrei, udirdsti, udirdbbe or udiria ; udiremmo, udirdste, udirdbbero.

IMP. Odi, oda; udiamo, udite, odano.

SUB. Pres. Che oda, che oda, che oda ; che udiamo, che udiate, che

odano. Imp. Che udissi, che udfssi, che udisse; che udissimo, che

udiste, che udissero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Disudire, to feign not to hear.

Fraudire, to overhear.

Riudire, to hear again.

Traudire, to overhear.

10. The irregular verb uscire, to go out, is thus conjugated:
INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Uscire, to go out. Pres. Gerund. Uscendo,

going out. Past Part. Uscito, gone out. Compound Tenses. Past.

Essere uscito, to 7iave gone out. Past Gerund. Essdndo uscito, 7iaving

gone out.

IND. Pres. Esco, dsci, dsce ; usciamo, uscite, dscono. Imp. Uscfva
or uscia; uscivi; usciva or uscia. Uscivamo; uscivate; uscivano,

usciano, or uscieno. Ind. Pret. Uscii or usci; uscisti; usci or uscio.

Usciinmo ; usciste ; uscirouo, usciro, or uscir.

11. The irregular verb venire, to come, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Venire, to come. Pres. Gerund. Vendndo,
coming. Past Part. Veuuto, come. Compound Tenses. Past. Essere

venuto, to have come. Past Gerund. Essdndo veniito, having come.

IND. Pres. Vengo or vdgno, vieni, viene ; veniduio or vegnamo, venite,

vdngouo or vegnono. Imp. Veniva or venia ; veuivi
; veniva or venia.

Venivamo ; venivate; veuivano, venieno, or veniauo. Ind. Pret. Vdnni,

venisti, venne ; venimmo, veniste, vdnnero oi
- veniro. Fut. Verro,

verrai, verra; veri'dmo, verrdte, verranno. Cond. Pres. Verrdi or verria,

verrdsti, verrebbe or verria ; verremmo, verrdste, verrebbero.
IMP. Vieni, veuga ; veniamo, veuite, vdngano.
SUE. Pres. Che venga, che venga, che venga ; che veniamo, che

veniate, che vdugano. Imp. Che venissi or vendssi, che venissi, che
venisse ; che venissimo, che veniste, che venissero.

After this example conjugate the following :

Avvenire, to happen,. Pervenire, to attain.

Convenire, to agree. Rivenire, to return, [pectedly.

Divenire, to become. Sopravveuire, to come unex-

Invenire, to find. I Svenire, to faint away.

IMPERSONAL VERBS.

Impersonal verbs are those which have only the third person
singular, and whose subject is unknown and cannot be supplied
by a noun.
The following

1 are impersonal :

Baldua, it lightens.

Bisogua, it is neces-

sary.

Dighiaccia, it t7iau-s.

Diliivia, it rains very
hard.

Ghiaccia, it freezes.

Grandma, it hails.

Nevica, it snows.

Piove, it rains.

Tuona, it thunders.

Several other verbs become impersonal. They are as follow :

Appartiene, it belongs.

Avvidne, it 7iappens.

Convidne, it becomes.

Basta, it suffices.

Importa, it concerns.,

Lece, it is permitted.

Pare, it seems.

C' 6 or v* e, there is.

CONJUGATION OF THE IMPERSONAL VERBS.

1. The impersonal verb piovere, to rain, is thus conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Piovere, to rain. Pres. Gerund. Piovdndo,

raining. Past Part. Pioviito, rained. Compound Tenses. Past. Avere

pioviito, to have rained. Past Gerund. Avdndo piovuto, 7iai>ing rained.

IND. Pres. Piove. Imp. Pioveva. Ind. Pret. Piove. Fut. Piovera.
Cond. Pres. Pioverdbbe.

SUB. Pres. Che piova. Imp. Che piovdsse.

2. The impersonal verb bisogndre, to be necessary, is thus

conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Bisognare, to be necessary. Pres. Gerund.

Bisognando, it being necessary. Past Part. Bisognato, needed. Com-

pound Tenses. Past. Avdre bisognato, to Juu'e needed. Past Gerund.

Avendo bisognato, 7iaving needed.

IND. Pres. Bisogna. Imp. Bisognava. Ind. Pret. Bisogno. Put.

Bisognera. Cond. Pres. Bisognerdbbe.
SUB. Pres. Che bisogni. Imp. Che bisognasse.

3. The impersonal verb esserci or esservi, to be there, is thus

conjugated :

INF. Simple Tenses. Pres. Esserci or dsservi, to be there. Pres. Gerund.

Essendoci or essdndovi, being there. Compound Tenses. Past. Esserci

or dsservi stato, to 7iai)e been there. Past Gerund. Essdndoci or essdn-

dovi stato, having been there.

IND. Pres. C" e or v'e; ci sono or vi sono. Imp. C' dra or v' dra;
c" drano or v' drano. Ind. Pret. Ci fii or vi fu ; ci fiirono or vi furono.

Fut. Ci sara or vi sara; ci saranno or vi saranno. Cond. Pres. Ci

sardbbe or vi sardbbe ; ci sardbbero or vi sardbbero.

IMP. Ci or vi sia, or siaci or siavi ; ci or vi siano, or sianci or sianvi.

SUB. Pres. Che ci sia or vi sia ; che si siano or vi siano. Imp. Che
ci fosse or vi fosse ; che ci fossero or vi fossero.

THE PARTICIPLE.

The participle is a word which possesses the qualities both of

the verb and the adjective.

Participles are of three kinds : present, past, and future.

1. The present participle terminates in dndo or dndo ; as :

Amando, loving.

Creddndo, believing.

Servdndo, serving.

2. The past participle ends as follows in the regular verbs :

Amato, -a, amati, -e, loved.

Creduto, -a, creduti, -e, believed.

Servito, -a, serviti, -e, served.

3. The participle future is not so often used. It is as

follows :

Avdre ad amare, essere per amare, being about to love.

Avdre a crddere, dssere per crddere, being about to believe.

Avere a servire, essere per servire, bei?ig about to serve.

The Italians are accustomed to syncopate several past parti-

ciples of the first conjugation ; as

Acconcio for acconciato, fitted.

Avvdzzo avvezzato, accus-

tomed.

Carico caricato, laden.

Crdspo crespato, curled.

Dc'sto destato, aicafcen.

Fermo fermato, stopped.

Gonflo gonfiato, swelled.

Lacero lacerato, torn.

Macero
Ndtto

Pago,
Privo
Salvo

Sazio

Tocco
Volto

Vuoto

for macerato,
mettato,

pagato,

private,

salvato,

saziato,

toccato,

voltato,

vuotato,

soafced.

wiped.

paid.

deprived-
saved.

satiated.

tended.

turned.

emptied.

THE ADVERB.
The adverb is a word generally joined to a verb, participle, or

adjective, to express some circumstance, quality, degree, or

manner of its signification.

FORMATION OF ADVERBS.

Italian adverbs are formed from adjectives in three ways,
viz. :

1. By uniting the substantive mente to the feminine of the

adjectives ending in a, ; as

Dotto or dotta, learned ; Dottamdnte, learnedly.

2. By adding the substantive 'mente to the adjectives ending
in e not preceded by I ; as

Diligente, diligent; Diligentemdate, diligently.
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3. By joining the substantive mente to the adjectives ending
in le and re, which lose their ; aa

FAcile, easy ; Facilmeute, easily,

i'articolart', particular; Fartlcolurwdute, parti'cularly.

:
(ion. Male, bad, makoa malaiiu'ulr, badly.

VAKIOUS KINDS OF ADVERBS.

Adverbs are of different kinds, as in the following list :

TIME I'ttESENT.

.i to itistuuto, in questo
I'uuto, in t< ;mpo, this moment.

nidntro, just now.

f)ggi, to-day.

Ora, adesso, al presdnte, at present,
i >r "ra, directly.

Preseutenu'uto, presently.

TIME PAST.

Anticamdnte, prima, anciently. I/ altro idri, th day before yett-er-

day.

Presto, quick.

Qudsta mane, qtidsta mattiua, sta

mane, sta mattina, thit morning.

Quosta niStte, sta notto, to-night.

Quitata sera, sta st'ra, this evening.

Siibito, immediately.

'o, recently.

grand pezzo, o li'mga pdzza, i>

>, 6 un pozzo, it is a long
timt.

Fra piico, iu brdve, thortly.

ler T ultro or avantieri, the day
be/ore yesterday.

lot mattina, yesterday morning,
ler sdrix, yesterday evening.
II mdse passato, last month,

luuuuzi, lie/ore.

TIME TO COME.

L' anno passato or scorso, last

year.

Ndi tempi andati, altre volte,

formerly.
Non 6 guari, non ha guari, it is not

long ago.

Poco fa, a little while ago.

Ultimamdate, da p6co in qua,

lately.

A domani dunque, to-morroio

then.

All' avvenire, in future.
Da qui a diie mdsi, in tu-o months'

Domani a otto, to-morrow week.

Domani a quindici, to-morrow fort-

night.

Domani mattina, domattina, to-

morroic morning.

Doman 1* altro, the day after to-

morrow.
D' 6ra innauzi, henceforward.
II giorno seguente, the next day.
II mdse venturo, next month.
L' liuno prussimo, next year.
La settimaua prossima, ne.vt veel:.

Oggi a ventidue, three weeks hence.

Posdomani, the day after to-morroic.

Quanto prima, as soon, as possible.

TIME INDEFINITE.

Alle volte, sometimes.

Al piu presto, at the soonest.

Di bol nuovo, ujain.
Di bjtto, suddenly.
Di buon' ora, early.

Di continue, continually.
Di di in di, di giurno in giorno,

from, day to day
Di gin, already.

rno, by day.
Di nuavo or ancora, again.
Di quando in quando, di faSmpo in

Wmpo, tritto, trdtto, from time
to time.

Di rado, seldom.

Fin adesso, fin a qudst' ora, fin

ora, hitherto.

Fra poco, in a short time.

Giorualmdnte, daily.

II piii sov^nte, oftener.
In brdve, in br^vo tempo, shortly.
In quel mentre, tii the meantime.
In tempo, seasonably.
In un attirao, all at once.

In un batter d" occhio, all of a
sudden.

Mai, iiet-er.

Mi-utre, whilst.

Non ancora, not yet.

Ogni giorno, ecery day.
Per 8(5mpre, for ever.

Per tdmpo, early.

Qualcho volta, sometime*.

Quando, when.

Sdmpre, always.

Spesso, often.

Tardi, late.

Tosto or presto, soon.

Acciiuto or a canto, by the side.

A. ddstra, on the right.

Al di la, oltre, beyond.

Altrove, somewhere else.

A siuistra, on the left.

Da ogni dove, da ogni parte, on all

sides.

Dappertutto, in ogni parte, ewery

D^ntro, in.

Di clietro, from behind.

Di dove, tchence.

Di li. In, from thence.

D' iutiSruo, all around.
Di qua, on this side.

Di qui, qua, from hence.

Di s6tto, abbasso or giu, under or
below stairs.

Donde, from whence.

Dove, inhere.

Fin a quando, till when.
Fin dove, fill where.

: Fin la, till there.

j

Fin qui, till here.

Fuori, out.

Indidtro, behind.

In dispdrte, a parte, da parte, da
bauda, aside.

In giro, round about.

In giu, down.
Inuanzi or avanti, before.
In fau, above.

Li, la, cola, there.

Lungi or loutano, far.

Qua e la, here and there.

Qui o)
1

qua, here.

Qui vicino, near here.

Rimpdtto, opposite.

Sin dove, hoic far.

Sopra, upon.
Sii in alto, di sopra, above or p-

Vdrso, tourards.

Yicino or apprdsso, near.

A diie a duo, tiro by (ico.
'

t*a, oopra, topsyturvy.
A uno a lino, one by one.

A vic4uda, alUrnaUly.
Dttllo foudami'uto, /Yom the /oun-la-

'/in.

In ft'la, in a rote.

loffM, ilia fin*, at but.

In giro, ilia v.ilu, by tunu.
In s^fnito, di e^uito, a/leneonU.
latUaM, together.

PHna or primUraaUnU,/!*.
Sopratatto, aioM all.

Un d^po 1' iltro, 41U flla, ome a/let
another.

AKD MDMBEk.

Abbastanza, enough.
AbboudauWmontc1

, abundantly.
Alineno, at least.

Circa, about.

Davvautaggio, di vautaggio, di piii,

some more.

Diie volte, twice.

Intieramdnte, ijuite.

Mono, less.

M(51te volte, several time*.

Molto, much.

Nieute, nothing.
NWnte affiitto, not at all.

Non inolto, not much.
Per meta, 6y half.

Piii, more.

Prlsso a p6co, near about*.

Qointe Tilte, hote many tiaut.

Quiuto, how much.

Quasi, almost.

Tinte volte, so many ttnue.

Totalmdute, del tutto, entirely.

Troppo, too much.
Una volta, once.

Un-pochettfno, a little, very little.

Un poco di mtoo, a littl* lew.

Un poco di piii, a little more.
Un po' troppo, a little too muck.
Un tantiuo, a little piece.

QUALITY AND MANNER.

A briglia scidlta, at full speed.
A caso, by chance.

A caso pensato, wilfully.
A cavalciuni, astraddle.

A cavallo, on horseback.

Accortameute, sagacemente, cun-

7iingly.

A dirotte lagrime, bitterly.

Agevolmdnte, easily.

Alia stordita, at random.
All' improvviso, unawares.
All' induStro, backward.
A mente, by heart.

Auaichevolme'nte, amicably.
A piedi, on foot.
A poco a poco, little by little.

A prova, in emulation.

A spron battuto, full speed.
A tentone, groping aloig.
A vista, in sight.

Bel bello, adagio, softly, gently.

Bdne, well.

Carpone, upon all fours.
Colle buone, con tutto il cuore, a

buon grado, per amorc, willingly.
Con arte, artfully.

Con frdtta, hastily.
Con ragione, rightly.

Da parte a parte, da banda a

bands, through.
Da senno, da dovv^ro, daddovvero,

in good earnest.

Di mala voglia, unwilltngly.
Fuor di luogo, unreasonably.

Giustamdnte, justly.

In dubbio, in doubt.

Inginocchioni, upon one's knees.

In sospeso, in suspense.

Male, badly.

Malgrado mio, in spite of me.

Mirabilmente, a maraviglia, admir-

ably.

Per forza, mal volenti^ri, ooTle

cattiva, against one's will.

Per il dritto, the right way.
Per il . ovescio, the wrong side out-

ward.

Slnza la saputa, unknoiringly.

Smisuratamdnte, beyond measure.

Supino, on one's back.

Tacitamente, silently.

Temerariamente, rashly.

AFFIRMATION.

Affe, in faith.

Certamdnte, di ce'rto, per cdrto,

certainly.

Davvdro, verame'nte, truly.
Di sicuro, sicuramcute, surely.
Iu coscienza, ou my conscience.

Iu verita, in truth.

Affatto, assolutamdnte no, by no
means.

Non del tutto, not at all.

Non v* e dubbio, non V ha dubbio,
there is no doubt.

Si, yes.

SI in verita, yes, indeed.

Sdnza dubbio, without doubt.

Sdnza fallo, without fail.

Mai, never.

Nidnte affatto, not at all.

No, no or not.

Forse, perhaps.
Potrebbo dirsi, it rr.igut be.

A guisa, a motlo, lik.

Come, as or like.

Cost, so or thus.

Meno, less.

Piu, more.

Piu tosto, piuttoate, rather.

Ch6, what.

Come, how.

Dove, where.

Perch*, why.

DOUBT.

I Pno diirsi, pub dssere, it may be.

COMPARISON.

, Siccome, as.

I
Via piii, viappiu, vie piu, rieppiu.

assai piu, still more.

i

Via mdno, vie mono, assai mdno,
much less.

INTKnnOGATlON.

! Perch^ no, why not.

Quando, when.

Quanto, how muck.
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INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XI. GREECE.
GREECE presents in its history many contrasts to the other

commercial states of antiquity, owing chiefly to its physical
conditions. We have seen wealth flow along many converging
routes into Babylon and Alexandria, raising those cities to a

height of prosperity beyond the reach of rivalry. Geographical

position favoured them as commercial centres of exchange.
Greece proper, in ancient times, occupied about the same area

as the modern kingdom. Washed on three sides by the Mediter-

ranean, and its coast deeply indented, every part of the country
is within easy reach of the sea, and, though united to the main-

land, its character is insular. Off the western coast there is a

range of large islands, stretching from Corcyra (Corfu) to

Cythera (Cerigo), and on the east lie the Cyclades. The diver-

sity of feature and produce which marked this classic soil was
reflected in the Greek character and institutions. We possess
no authentic record of the founding of Greece. In its natural

characteristics it was eminently original a land to which the

world is indebted for new thoughts, for departure from Oriental

monotony. Just as passive repose was the ruling principle in

Egypt, so restless energy distinguished Greece. It was com-

posed of a number of states, differing in dialect, laws, and in-

dustry ; but all inspired with the love of freedom and enterprise.
Such a people, thus situated, became of necessity colonisers and
merchants. No single city of Greece ever contained in itself

the wealth of Carthage or Tyre ; but the Republic of Athens in

its best days attained a prosperity never reached even by
Babylon.

There are many allusions to the early intimate relations

between the Greeks and Phoenicians ; and monuments have
been found in Athens itself, with Phoenician inscriptions, com-

memorating sojourners from Tyre, Sidon, and Citium, one of

which may be seen in the British Museum. Phoenicians opened
the Greek mines, and worked them. They supplied the Greeks
with tin, which came into extensive use ; from the Greeks they
obtained polished iron, unwrought iron being procured from

Carthage. The Greeks, however, soon assumed the control of

their own commerce, shook off their dependence on the Phosni-

cians, and became their keenest rivals.

Corinth, Elis, Argos, Messenia, and Attica were the leading
commercial states, from which colonists spread over the neigh-

bouring archipelago, and multiplied the marts of trade. Coloni-
sation was a distinctive feature of Greek enterprise and policy,

.ffiolian, Doric, and Ionian settlements were founded in Asia

Minor, where numerous towns arose, of which Miletus, Ephesus,
Smyrna, and Phocea especially, disputed with the Phoenicians
the profit of the eastern and western traffic. The famous royal
caravan track between Sardis and Susa competed with the mari-
time route for the treasures of Persia, and all the above cities

shared in the proceeds. "Smyrna was the lovely crown of

Ionia, the ornament of Asia
; and Ephesus was celebrated for

its riches and splendour. Miletus was scarcely second to Tyro
in luxury and wealth. From it colonists went forth who
settled round the Euxine, opening up the traffic of another

Mediterranean, and who founded the first Greek station in

Egypt. Naucratis on the Nile was established by Milesian
traders ; Cyrene, in Africa, was likewise founded by the Greeks.
Marseilles was a settlement of the Phoceans, the inhabitants
still fancifully designating themselves by the ancient name.

Tarentum, Sybaris, and Croton were the principal towns that

sprang up in Magna Grecia; Syracuse and Agrigentum the
chief in Sicily.

Patriotism caused the Greeks to extend to their colonies the
name of the mother country, and to call the colonists by the
common appellation of Hellenes.

The Greeks, like sea-rovers generally, were first induced to build

ships for the sake of plunder, rather than of commerce. Thucy-
dides graphically pictures the inhabitants of the shores or the
isles as people who, once having risked the journey across from
one coast to another, grew thievish, and wandering abroad in

quest of booty, would fall upon any straggling town, rifle

it of everything worth carrying off, and regard the act as

glorious. Bred a race of hardy sailors, and afterwards better

engaged in colonisation and peaceful commerce, there arose,
distinct from the nobility, a wealthy class, holding property,

not in lands but in portable goods. They congregated in cities,

instituted governments for the protection of life and wealth,
and continued trading and accumulating riches. When the
necessaries of life had been supplied, a taste for comfort and
luxury soon arose. Architecture and sculpture, pottery, and
work in the precious metals, attained a perfection since emulated
in vain. They devoted themselves also to study and contem-

plation ; and Greek philosophers have ever since influenced
human thought.
Athens and Corinth were the chief seats of commerce in

Greece proper. Athens possessed three harbours, of which the
Pirteus was the most important. A wall, sixty feet high, and
wide enough for two chariots to run abreast, encircled the port,
which was also united to the city by another double wall, five

miles long.
Attica did not yield more than half the grain consumed by

the Athenians, and corn was, consequently, the most important

commodity imported. It came from Egypt, Palestine, and

Sicily ; but the great granary of Greece was then, as it is now
for Europe, the Crimea and the Ukraine. Thrace and Mace-
donia sent timber ; from Africa came ivory and gold ; from

Egypt, linen and paper ; while the universal custom of selling
into bondage the prisoners taken in war provided endless con-

signments of black and white slaves from the outlying parts of

Europe and Africa. A trade in furs was carried on with the

Scythians north of the Sea of Azov; and from the same people,

probably, were procured gold, horses, and skins.

Athens monopolised Greek commerce for more than 150

years. The chief export trade consisted of wine, oil, figs, wax,
and honey, the finest in the world, from Mount Hymettus ;

and

representatives from every mart then known were to be found
in the warehouses of the Piraeus. The entire freedom of trade

permitted by the Athenians attracted to their harbour all the

choicest productions of the known world, from the snow-clad

regions of the north to the glowing sands of the south. In

return, the exquisite creations of Athenian looms, forges, and
chisels went forth to ennoble and refine the manners of man-
kind. The Athenians lavished their magnificence chiefly on

temples and public buildings. Their dwellings were compara-

tively small and unornamented. The interiors, however, were

sumptuously furnished and decorated. Babylonian tapestries,

Thracian pictures and chairs, Carthaginian pillows, Corinthian

cushions, and specimens of Athenian art, enriched the apart-
ments. The baths were constructed of marble from Mount

Hymettus ; and the dressing-rooms displayed costly fabrics and

perfumed requisites for the toilet. A levy was laid upon Nature
for every delicacy of food and wines, with which to spread the

table. Chaste jewellery, of the rarest value, adorned the ladies.

The affluence of the state was only subdued in its display by
that artistic or poetic perception of harmony which the Greeks

evinced from their infancy. As many as 10,000 houses and

100,000 citizens, with four times that number of slaves, were
enumerated when Athens was in its pride.

The city of Corinth had the reputation of being the most
luxurious in Greece. Its name has come down to us as in-

dicative of profusion. Its position on the isthmus, uniting
the peninsula now called the Morea to the mainland, gave it

two harbours, and thus enabled it to command the sea, both

towards Italy and Asia Minor. Corinth did not attain its emi-

nence so soon as Athens, but kept it longer. It was a powerful

city, as remarkable for its manufactures as its trade, being

especially celebrated for metal-work and porcelain. The order

of architecture named from the city shows that Corinthian art

had reached great perfection. The Romans described the place
as containing more statues than any city they had ever taken ;

and there is a story that during the conflagration which followed

its capture, streams of silver and other metals became com-

mingled in the streets to such an extent as to originate a new-

commercial product, afterwards called Corinthian metal (brass).

Byzantium, the modern Constantinople, was so matchlessly
situated that from the day of its colonisation it has never ceased

to be an emporium of trade, notwithstanding its many vicissi-

tudes. Salt fish, honey, wax, grain, fat cattle, and slaves,

reached it from the Euxine settlements ; and it sent, in return,
its own produce of oil and wine. Byzantium was important as

the terminus of the grand caravan system, to the chief line of

which, between Sardis and Snsa, we have already adverted.

This traffic placed Byzantium in communication with the Ganges
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and China, and filled its bazaars with Indian ware* and silk

fabrics, as well as with pearls and gems, spices and balaama,

ivory and gold, and goods of cotton and linon. The oomm<Klition

out in exchange oonaiated of rod coral and amber, dredgod from

tho Mediterranean ooaata, glaaa and metal work, and numberleaa

: ;al products valued in tho East. The inland of Crete,

for a considerable period, possessed an extensive commerce, and

is reported to have contained a hundred oitiea ; but it declined,

mid full into decay. The common proverb declared that tho

"Cretans were always liars," a character inconsistent with

sound commercial success.

The island of Rhodes waa more celebrated. Ita climate was

very fine, and its soil produced excellent winea. A statue of

Apollo, called the Colossus of Rhodes, is said to have bestridden

the mouth of tho harbour. Its outstretched hand bore a beacon

light, to guide vessels at night. There were 320 tons of brass

; its construction, which took twelve years to complete;
it stood 70 cubits or 105 feet high. The Colossus was shattered

by an earthquake, B.C. 224, after standing fifty-six years.

Fragments of it remained where it fell for nearly a thousand

years, when they were removed, on 900 camels, by a Jew, who

bought them of one of the generals of Caliph Othman. Rhodes
rose from its ruins, and, till the Romans destroyed its freedom,
continued to be the chief carrier of the Levant. Milotus, queen
of Asiatic Greece, standing near tho mouth of the river Meander,
boasted of eighty colonies. Its mariners, in order to extend its

commerce, ventured beyond the Pillars of Hercules ; but its

chief settlements were in the Block Sea. It possessed immense

flocks, and was noted for its woollen fabrics. It was the em-

porium for Lydia and Phrygia, and from it the products of these

districts were distributed abroad. The city, after offering a vain

resistance, was left in ruins by Alexander the Great.

Colonists from Corinth founded Syracuse, which eventually
became the capital of Sicily. It was one of the most famous
Greek colonies, and its wealth and grandeur were based, as in

the parent state, upon commerce. When most prosperous it

had a circuit of twenty-two miles, and the splendour of its

edifices, built of stone quarried in the neighbourhood, was not

surpassed even by that of Carthage. The Athenians and

Carthaginians in turn besieged the city, but each met with a
disastrous repulse. Syracuse is celebrated as having been the

abode of Archimedes, who for more than two years, by hia

mechanical devices, aided his fellow-citizens in withstanding the

Romans. After its capture by Marcellus, in 212 B.C., Syracuse
became the chief town of the Roman province of Sicily.

We are now in a position to consider the benefits which were
conferred on the world at large by the commerce and refinements

of the Greeks. In this investigation our interest centres in

Athens. Spartan pride and roughness must be passed by. The

contempt for industry, and the want of sound economy, exhibited

in the arbitrary laws of Lycurgus might make a state feared,
but could not make it truly great or lasting.

Baron Liebig says :

" The source of wealth, trade, and power
of the Grecian states, when the latter were in their prime, was a

highly-developed and widely-spread industry. Corinth produced
what would correspond to Birmingham and Sheffield wares ;

Athens was the centre of the manufactures which we now find

divided between Leeds, Staffordshire, and London, such as

woollen cloths, dyes, pottery, gold and silver utensils, and ships.
The citizens were manufacturers on the largest scale ship-
owners and merchants, who had their offices and factories along
the whole coasts of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. The
men of science were the sons of the citizens, and thus became
familiar with trade, manufacture, and commerce. Thales was a
trader in oil, Socrates was a stonemason, Aristotle an apothe-
cary ; Plato and Solon were not strangers to trade. In ancient
Greece the learned man spoke tho same language as the trades-

man. The mind of the hitter had been as highly cultivated as

that of the philosopher, tho difference between them consisting

only in the direction of their knowledge. Democratic institu-

tions frequently brought them into personal intercourse. In

fact, tho thirty-eight chapters of
' Problems

'

appear to be no
other than a series of questions from tradesmen, artists, musi-

cians, architects, and engineers, which Aristotle endeavoured to

solve, as far as his knowledge enabled him to do. Until the

time of Pericles, no other country of the ancient world united

the necessary conditions for the rise of science as they were
found in Greece, owing to its social state and to the intimate

relationship that existed between the productive and :

ohusea. But Greece wot a slave itatt, and in slavery toy the

ban which contracted iti civilisation within Jixcd Ivmitt that

could not be extended."

We owe to Greece the invention of coinage. Iron token*, to
which an artificial value waa affixed, were used in Sparta ; bras*
coins were used in other atatea. Athena from the first ismed

gold and silver coins, the standard of value being ao carefully
maintained that they paaaed current without question in every
state.

Licences to follow certain trades originated in Athena, and
laws were made to discourage usury. Debtors were severely
dealt with. Deliberate fraud waa punished with death, and
bankrupts were sold and kept in bondage, till they had saved

enough to redeem themselves. Plato was in danger of being
thus enslaved for debt, but his friends ransomed him. A public

register of debts was kept. We must not forget, however, that

our own laws not long ago punished forgery and even more
venial crimes with death, and caused debtors to be imprisoned
for life, without giving them the chance of labouring for their

redemption. To Corinth we owe the appointment of consuls at

mercantile ports. The consuls were merchants who knew the

manners and customs of the people with whom their countrymen
had commercial dealings, and who could be relied on to arbitrate

justly when disputes or misunderstandings arose.

Alexander the Great combined with his love of conquest a

desire to make Greek trade universal. He planned the conquest
of the East and Carthage, of Italy and Western Europe, a

group of states of which his native hind would be the centre,

and Babylon the great Asiatic emporium. His career, though
cut short at an early age, nevertheless contributed partially to

bring about this result ; inasmuch as the Greek garrisons

settling in the places where they were stationed, the language of

Greece became widely diffused, and a strong desire arose for

commercial intercourse, While their principles retained their

pristine vigour, the Athenians and the states they represented
remained invincible.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXVIII.
84. PASSIVE VERBS.

(1.) The passive voice is formed by adding to the auxiliary

tutrten, to become, through all its moods and tenses, the perfect

participle of the main verb, thus :

INDIC. ACTIVE. ISDIC. PASSIVK.

Pres. 3cf> kbe, I praise. 3$ totrte gtlobt, I am praised.

Imp. 3$ lobte, I praised. 3$ wurtt getebt, I was praised.

Pei/. 3$ babe gelobt, I have 3$ bin gekbt toerten, I have been

praised. praised.

Plup. 3$ b.atte gelobt, I hod 3$ war gefobt toorten, I had been

praised. praised.
1. Put. 3$ roetke loben, I shall 3$ rente gelobt ttxrten, I shall be

praise. praised.

2. Fut. 3$ roerte gelcbt fuU-cti. I 3* irerte gelobt tccrtcn fein.I shall

shall have praised. have been praised, etc.

(2.) It will be noted, that wherever the perfect participle of

the main verb (as gelobt above) is joined with the participle of

the auxiliary, the latter is written roorten, not geworlen, whereby
an offensive repetition (of the syllable ge) is avoided. Sometimes
uvrteit is altogether omitted in the past tenses.

(3.) The Gorman, by confining nxrtcn with the past participle

to the expression of passivity, and using ft in, when the partici-

ple is to be taken as a mere adjective, has a manifest advantage
over the English passive. Thus, if we wish to say in German, he

is feared, it will be, tr wirt gefurc$tet ;
if the intention, however, be

merely to mark the state or charactOT of the person as one who
is feared, that is, whose character or conduct inspires fear gene-

rally, the German will be, n ifl gefur<$tet, he is (a) feared (man).

The form of expression in English, it will be observed, is the

same for both ideas :
" he is feared."

(4.) The Germans, however, employ the passive form far less

frequently than the English. They prefer other methods ; thus,

man fagt. one says, i.e., it is said ; in <$luffel $at fty gefunten, the

key has been found.

85. PARADIGM OP A PASSIVE VERB.

(Mtlobt rcmen, to be praised.

IND. Pres. 3$ roettc gelobt, tu mint aelobt, n wtrt gelo6: ;
n?tt ntt-
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ttn gelobt, ti)r werbet gelobt, fie werben gelobt. Imp. 3d; wurbe gclobt,

tu wurbeft gelobt, er wurbe gelobt; wir wurben gclobt, t&,r wurbet gelobt, fie

wurben getobt. Per/. 3d) bin gelobt worben, fcu bift gelobt worbcn, cr if*

getobt worben
;

tetr ftnb gelobt Worbcn, tb/r feib getobt worben, fie ftnb gclobt

worben. Plup. 3d; war getobt worben, fcu warft gelobt worben, er war

gelobt worbcn ;
wir waren gelobt worben, tb.r waret gelobt worbcn, ftc warcn

gelobt worben. First Put. 3d; werbe gelobt werben, bu wirft gclobt wcr*

ben, er wirb gelobt werben; Wir werben gelobt werben, t&,r wcrbct gelobt

werben, fie wcrbcn getobt Werben. Second Put. 3d; werbe gclobt worben

fein, bu wirft getobt worben fein, er wirb relobt worben fein ;
wir werbcn

getobt worben fein, tfyr wcrbet getobt worben fein, ftc werben getobt worben

fein.

SUB. Pres. 3d; werbe gefobt, bit h>crbeft gelobt, cr Wcrbe gelobt ;
wir

teerben gclobt, ifyr werbet gelobt, fte werben gelobt. Imp. 3d; wurbc ge<

tobt, bu witrbeft gelobt, cr wurbe gclobt ; wir wurbcn gelobt, il;r wurbct

gelobt, fte wurben gclobt. Per/. 3d; fei gelobt worben, bu feieft gelobt wor*

ben, cr fei gelobt Worben ; Wtr feien gelobt worben, ib,r feiet gclobt worben,

fte feien gelobt worbcn. Plup. 3d; Ware celcbt worben, bu wareft gclobt

Worben, er ware gelobt worbcn ; wir waren getobt worben, tfjr waret gclobt

WC'rben, fte Waren gelobt woiben. First Put. 3d; werbe gelobt tocrbcn,

bu werbcfi gelobt wcrben, er Werbe gelobt werben ; wir werben gelobt wcr=

ben, ifyr werbet gelobt werben, fte werben getobt werben. Second Put. 3d;
Werbe getobt worben fein, bu werbeft getobt worben fcin, er werbe gelobt wor
ben fein ; wir werben gelobt worbcn fein, il;r werbet gelobt worben fein, fte

werben gelobt Worben fein.

COND. First Put. 3d; wurbc gelobt Werben, bu wurbeft gelobt Werben,
r wurbe gelobt Werben ; wir wurben gelobt Werben, ib.t wurbet gclobt wcr

ben, fte wurben gelobt werben. Second Put. 3d; wurbe gelobt worien

fein, bu wurbeft gelobt worben fein, cr wurbe gclobt worben fein ; wir wur*
ben gelobt worben fein, il;r wurbct gclobt worben fein, fte wiirbcn gelobt

Worben fein.

IMP. Pres. SBerbe (bu) getobt, werbe er getobt; werben wir gelobt,

Werbet (ifjr) gelobt, werben fte gelobt.

INF. Pres. elobt werbeu, to bo praised. Per/, elobt worben fein,

to nave been praised. Put. SBcrben gelobt ttcrben, to be about to
be praised.
PART. Per/. Oetcbt, praised.

86. REFLECTIVE VERBS.

(1.) A verb is said to be reflective when it represents the

subject as acting upon itself. We have several such in Eng-
lish ; he deports himself well

; he bethought himself ; they
betook themselves to the woods ; where the subject and the ob-

ject, in each case, being identical, the verb is made reflective.

It is manifest that any active transitive verb may thus become
a reflective verb.

(2.) Strictly speaking, however, those only are accounted re-

flectives that cannot otherwise be used. The number of these,
in German, is much larger than in English. Some" of them
require the reciprocal pronoun to be in the dative, but most of
them govern the accusative ; thus (with the dative), id; bilte mir

nictjt ein, I do not imagine ; (with the accusative), id; fd;ainc mid;,
I am ashamed. Further examples are the following :

WITH THE DATIVE.

@id; anmafien, to presume, usurp.
id; augbebingen, to make a con-

dition.

id; etnbtlben, to imagine.
~u-fy getrauen, to dare.

t id; fd;meid;eln, to flatter one's
self.

fiid) sorneljmen, to propose to
one's self.

Sid; oorftellen, to represent to
one's self. [one's self.

id; wibcrfpred;en, to contradict

WITH THE ACCUSATIVE.

id; anfcfyicfcn, to prepare,

id; aupcrn, to intimate.

id; bcbanfen, to thank.

id; bebenfcn, to pause, to think.

id; begeben, to repair to, to

happen,
id; befyelfen, to put up with, to

make do.

id; freuen, to rejoice.

id; Wtberfefcen, to resist.

(3.) Since the action of these verbs is confined to the agent,
they are rightly regarded as intransitives ; for the verb and the
pronoun under its government are to be taken together as a
single expression for intransitive action

; thus, id; frcue mid;, I

rejoice myselj, that is, I rejoice, or delight in.

(4V
V

In like manner, reflectives often become the equivalents
of passives; as, ber d;lflffel fjat fid; gcfunben, the key has found
itself, that is, the key is found, or has been found, etc.

(5.) In some instances a verb is found to have, both in the

simple and in the reflective form, the same signification ; as,
irten and fid; trren, to err ; to be mistaken.

(6.) It is worthy of remark, also, that some transitives, upon
passing into the reflective form, undergo some change of signi-
fication ; thus, from bcrufen, to call, comes fid; berufen, to appeal
to. It is generally easy, however, in these cases, to account for
such changes. The following are additional examples :

'-Bcbenfeu, to think upon ;

23efd;eiben, to assign ;

Sinben, to find ;

8urd;tcn, to fear
;

J&uten, to guard ;

2Kad;en, to make ;

tellcn, to placo ;

SSerantworten, to answer for ;

SScrgcfycn, to pass away ;

93crlaffcn, to leave ;

ftd; bebenfen, to pause, to think.

fid; befcfteiben, to be contented
with.

fid; ftnben (in ctwctS), to accommo-
date one's self to a thing.

fid; furd;tcn, to be afraid of.

fid; t;iiten, to beware.

ftd; marfjcn (an etwag), to set about
a thing.

ftd; ftcllen, to feign, pretend.

ftd; serantwortcn, to defend one's
self.

ftd; "crgcfjen, to commit a fault.

fid; mlaffcn, to rely upon.

87. PARADIGM OP A REFLECTIVE VERB.

id; freuen, to rejoice.

IND. Pres. 3d; frcue mid;, bu freuft bid;, er freut ftd; ; wir freuen unf,

U)r fretit eudb, fte freuen ftcb Imp. 3d; freute mid;, bu freuteft bid;, cr

frcute fid; ; wir frcutcn un3, tl;r frcutet cud;, fte freutcn ftd;. Per/. 3rf>

fyabe mid; gefreut, bu Jjaft bid; gefreut, er t;at fid; gefreut ; wir Ijab'en un3

gefreut, ttyr l)abt cud; gefreut, fte tyabcn ftd; gefreut. Plup. 3d; fyatte mirf>

gefreut, bu fyattcft bid; gefreut, er I)atte fid; gefreut ; wir fatten unS gefreut.

ifir fyattct eud; gefreut, fte fatten ftd; gefreut. First Put. 3d; werbe mid;
freuen, bu wirft bid; freuen, cr wirb ftd; freuen ; wir Werben un freuen, ifii-

werbet cud; freuen, fte werben fid; freuen. Second Put. 3d; Werbe mirf>

gefreut tjaben, bu wirft bid; gefreut tyaben, cr wirb ftd; gefreut l;abcn ; wir

werben un gefreut f;aben, t^r Werbet eud; gefreut fyaben, fte werben
fid; gc*

freut ^aben.

SUB. Pres. 3d; frcue mid;, bu freucft bid;, er frcue fid; ; wir freuen

un, ifyr freuct cud;, fte freuen ftd;. Imp. 3d; freute mid;, bu freuteft bid;,

er freute ftd; ; wir frcuten un8, i^r frcutet eud;, fte freuten ftd;. Per/. 3d;

Jjabe mid; gefreut, bu ^abeft bid; gefreut, cr l^abe fid; gefreut ; wir ^aben
un8 gefreut, tfjr ^abct cud; gefreut, fte I)aben ftd; gefreut Plup. 3d; fiattc

mid; gefreut, bu I;atteft bid; gefreut, cr I;dttc ftd; gefreut ; wir fatten un

gefreut, i^r l;attct cud; gefreut, fte fatten fid; gefreut. First Fut. 3cb

werbe mid; freuen, bu wcrbcfl bid; freuen, er werbe fid; freuen : wir wcrbei;

un3 freuen, t(jr werbet cud; frcucn, fie Werben fid; freuen. -.Second Put.

3d; Werbe mid; gefreut Ijaben, bu wcrbcft bid; gefreut fyabcn, er Wcrbc fid;

gefreut 6,aben ;
wir werben un gefreut I;aben, i6r werbet eud; gefreut t;aben,

fie werben fid; gcfvcut ^abcn.

COND. First Fut. 3d; wurbe mid; freuen, bu wurbeft bid; frcueu, er

wiirbe fid; freuen ; wir wurben unS freuen, tf;r Wurbet eud; frcucn, fie witr*

bcit fid; freuen. Second Fut. 3d; wurbe mid; gefreut Ijabcn, bu wurbeft

bid; gefreut ^aben, cr wurbe fid; gefreut I;aben ; wir wurben un3 gefreut

f;aben, il;r wurtet cud; gefreut t;abcn, fte wiirbcn
fid; gefreut Ijabcn.

IMP. Pres. Sreue (bu) bid;, freue (er) ftd; ; freuen wir unS, freuct

(il;r) cud;, freuen fte fid;.

INF. Pres. id; freuen, to rejoice. Per/, id; gefreut fiaben, to

have rejoiced.
PAKT. Pres. id; frcuenb, rejoicing.

88. IMPERSONAL VERBS.

(1.) The impersonal verb, properly so called, is one destitute

of the first, and second persons ; being confined to the third

person singular, and having for its grammatical subject the pro-
noun eg, without definite reference to any antecedent

;
as :

regnct, it rains,

fdmeit, it snows,

tyagelt, it hails.

bonncrt, it thun-

ders.

bligt, it lightens.

fricrt, it freezes,

tftaut, it thaws,

tagt, it dawns.

(2.) It must immediately appear, that a verb may be imper-

sonal, and yet belong to any of the classes of verbs described in

preceding sections. Thus some are transitive, some are intran-

sitive, some are passive, some are reflective, etc.

EXAMPLES.

&$ argert mid;, it vexes me, i.e., I am vexed.

(5s fricrt tljn, it chills him, i.e., he is chilled or frozen.

<SS Ijungert mid;, it hungers me, i.e., I am hungry.
@8 reift, there is a hoar frost.

(g IjcijU, it is said.

(56 wivb tel bacon gcrebct. it is much talked about.
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Qt wrfli ller$tandi itmlf, *.., it is understood, etc.

<S fmt mi', it ask ittelj, .i*ked, it is the question.

Qt giebt 1'fni'^fii, it yicnn or yield* men, i.e., there are men.

3lb,

3luf.

flu*,

J 80. COMPOUND VEKUS.

(1.) Various derivative verbs in German are produced by the

union < nls with prefixes. Under the name of pre-

fixes arc- In-f comprehended all thoi words (as adverbs

ami propositions) which are combined with other words to vary
aion. They are, also, ofton called par-

simple words with which they are united are gene-
< iften nouns and adjectives are, by prefixes,

t.> verbs. Most of the prefixes are separable, that

is, may stand apart from the radicals; some, however, are found

to bo inseparable; some are either separable or inseparable,

according to circumstances.

The prefixes are themselves, also, either simple or com-

pound ; as, b e v fommcn, to come here or hither; b.cruberfcmmen,

to come over here, or hither. In most instances the prefixes

may be translated severally as above ; but often they are found

to be merely intensive or euphonic. This is, likewise, often the

case in English ; thus, ex (which, literally, signifies out or out

of) has, in some words, the signification very, exceedingly, or the

like ; as, exasperate, to make very angry ; so o, in the word

ameliorate, is merely euphonic the derivative form (ameliorate)

meaning nothing more than the simple one, meliorate.

90. SIMPLE PREFIXES SEPARABLE.

3lbfefccn, to set or put down ;

to depose.

3Infano.cn, to catch at, i.e., to

begin.
n, to go up ; to rise.

, to take out ; to

except.

!0ciftc^cn, to stand by, assist.

!iiMci&en, to remain there, or

at ; to stay.

Darrcicbcn, to reach there, i.e.,

to offer.

(Sinfaufen. to buy in ; to pur-
chase.

Crmpcrfycbcn, to lift up.

onward, away, forward ; Sortfabren, to drive away ; to

continue.

Cijcnbaltcn, to hold against ;

to compare.
cimfef>rcn, to turn home-
wards ;

to return.

crbringcn, to bring hither, or

along.

$ingeb.cu, to go thither, or

away.
SWitncfymen, to take with, or

along.

Slacbfofgen, to follow after ; to

succeed.

down, downwards, under ; Sftietcrrcipcn, to pull down,

on, over, on account of ; Obliegen, to lie on, i.e., to apply
one's self to; to be incum-

bent on.

for, before ; $cra.eb,en, to go before ;
to

precede.

away, off ; SBeqbleiben, to stay away,

to, towards ; 3ugebcn, to give to ; to grant.

91. COMPOUND PREFIXES SEPARABLE.

(Jin,

Grmprr,

Sort,

egtn,

SDJit,

from, off, down ;

to, at, in, on, towards

on, upon, up ;

out, out of, from ;

by, near, with ;

there, at ;

there, at ;

in, into ;

up, upward, on high ;

towards, against ;

home, at home ;

hither, here ;

thither, there, away

with ;

after ;

Cb,

2Beg,

3u,

flnJjeim (an+b.cim, to-home) ;

JDabtt (ka-f-bri, there-by);

J)ab,in (ta-fbin, there-thither) ;

aran (tar+an, there-to) ;

Darem (tat+cin, tnere-in) ;

I>own ^ba-fvon, there-from) ;

JlnfjrimfltUcn, to put home to,

i.e.. to refer to.

5)abciflcbcn, to stand close by.

Dabtneiltn, to hasten away.

35aranfc&en, to put or lay

thereto, i.e., to risk, to

stake.

Darfinrrttn, to talk there-in,

i.e., to interrupt.

35avonlaufcn. to run off, or

away

X>aju (ta-r-)u, thoro-to) ;

l!anwf4rn(ta-f ^itii'.ten, thcro-be-

ISinbtr (rin-t-b.cr. into-hither) ;

(eiu+a.<jcn, upart-to-

ward*) ;

(cm-f-jioci, apart-two) ;

n, to do (in addition)
thereto ; to add.

, to iipeak there

fccrab (btr-f ab, lather-down) ;

(btr-fau, hither-out) ;

i, hithor-along) ;Ajetbti

trubtr

Return

(^r-t-nirtcr, hither-down) ;

(bcr-r-ubtr, hither-over) ;

((;cr+um, hither-around) ;

fceruntec (fyer+unter, hither-under) ;

Jjercet (Ijcr+cer, hither-forward) ;

Jjinauf (^in-fauf, hither-on or

JjinauS (f>in+au, thither-out) ;

J&incin (bin+ein, thither-into) ;

fcintan (liint(en)-fan, behind-to) ;

Oinuber (bin+ubcr, thither-over) ;

>}inunter (ijin-funter, thither-under) ;

frimueg (bin+toeg, thither-away) ;

Jjinju (l)in-r ju, thither-towards) ;

Ucbercin (uber-f-cin, over-into) ;

hemidftt.

ftinbcriU^n. to draw along.
tint jc-jm-jclxn, to go towards ;

to go to meet.

Gntpvnbn^tn, to break or

bunt arander.

^erabft^n, to pot dom.
lower.

^ttaufa^wn, to drive out.

nrbruftn, to call by or to-

wards.

^frnirttrbliifn, to look down.

$erubcrfcmmen, to come over.

Jfmnncjebfn, to give or hand
around.

^truntfrfabroi, to drive down.

, to step forward.

, to pull np.

(um-f b,er, around-hither);

(um+bin,around-thither)

(loor-f an, before-to) ;

(vcr+au, before-out) ;

SGorbei (or+bei, before-by) ;

Umficr

Um^in

33oran

(oor+Ber, befoi^hither) ;

aSoruber (vcr^ubcr, before-over) ;

3iwct (ju+cor, before-to) ;

3urucf ($u-|-rucf, back-to) ;

3ufatnmcn (ju+fammen, to-gether) ;

&vnau<rcerfcn, to throw out.

$ineingiejien, to pour into.

4intanfc$cn, to put behind ; to

undervalue.

Jpinubertragen, to carry over.

&inunterfprtngen, to leap down.

fcinnjegnebmtn, to take away.

injuei(en, to hasten towards.

Uebercinfoinmen, to come over

into, i.e., to agree.

Ilmiierfcbauen, to gaze around.

Umbinfijnnen, to be able there-

about ; to forbear.

55cranfte(len, to place before.

'-Kcrausfcbcn, to see or spy out

beforehand; to anticipate.

2orbeiretten, to ride along be-

fore ; to ride past.

SScrberfefyen, to foresee.

iBoruberfab,ten. to drive

past in a coach.

3ucrtbun, to do before

excel.

Surucffetyrcn, to return.

3ufammtnfe((n, to put
gether.

to

to-

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 179 (Vol. III., page 378).

1. rfl toevtc icb lefen, tann werte tcb. frbreiben. 2. 3cb fe^rte ton

meincr JReife erfl gcftern jurucf. 3. 3$ rocrte i^n aft nicrgen fcbtn. 4.

3cb ^abt erft tie J&alfte mctnec S9ucbcr crtyalten. 5. ttfl fcUtcn trtr eft-

metten 286fe ju tbun, unb tann ute* tbun. 6. 3cb n?crte njabrfc^cinltcb

nac^tlcn Stuping ctnige Xage auf ta 9anb gebcn. 7. Sint ic bin

, retc^enb mit ten Urfac^en fcincr augcnblicflic^cn Stbtetfe btfannt ? 8. ief-

3luftrag rourte punftltcb sen tiefem aWanne bcfcrgt 9. tefe arme Stau

funf linker ju wrfcrgcn. 10. 3cb wn'e^e ibn juiwilcii mit nnem

11. 9tacbfle iDial nxrte ic^ sorfic^tigtr fcin.

MINERALOGY. III.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY (coitcludtd).

IK our last lesson on this subject we explained to the reader

that crystals are divided into six classes or systems by the

arrangement of their axes of symmetry, and gave some account

of the different forms which are classified under the Monometric,

Regular, Tessular, or Cubic system. We now proceed to a con-

sideration of the various forms of crystals that are included in

one or other of the remaining five systems.

2. The Dimetric, Right Square; Prismatic, or Pyramidal

System has also three axes, all at right angles to each other,

but one axis is longer than the other two. This will be aeen
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in the four principal figures of the system (Figs. 15, 16, 17,

and 18). The two prisms and the two octahedra are formed in

the usual manner. In one case the axia terminates in the centre

of the faces, in the other in the angles. The way in which these

octahedra and right-square prisms blend with each other is shown
in Figs. 19 and 20.

Tinstone, ferrocyanide

of potassium, cyanide

of mercury, rutile, ana-

tase, and idocrase crys-
tallise in thia system.

3. The Trimetric,

Eight Rectangular, or

Prismatic System.
This system has three

axes, all right angles,
but all unequal. The
effect of the lateral

axes being unequal
makes the bases of the

prism and octahedron

rectangles but not

squares (Figs. 21 and

22), and if the axes

terminate in the angles,
then the bases will be

rhombs, that is, paral-

lelograms with equal
aidea. The accompany-
ing figurea will indicate

this. Nitre, aragonite,

topaz, sulphate of

baryta, sulphur, and
stilbite belong to this

system.
4. Tlie Monodinic or

Oblique System. The
axes of this system are

unequal in length, like

the last, but two of

them cut each other

not at right angles.
The effect of this is,

that the base of the

prism or octahedron ia

a parallelogram, but
not having equal aides.

Figs. 23, 24, and 25
will give the idea of

this system. Green

vitriol, sulphate of

soda, phosphate ofsoda,

sulphur crystallised
from its melted state,

and borax crystallises
in this system.

5. The Triclinic,
Doubly Obligue, or

Anorthic System has
also three unequal axes,

but none of them inter-

sect at right angles.
The octahedron and
the prism of the system
are Figs. 26 and 27.

But few minerals ap-

pear in this system ,

the most common are

blue vitriol (sulphate
of copper), labradorite, anorthite, and axinite.

6. The Hexagonal or Rhombohedral System has four axes,

three of them in the same plane and intersecting at angles of

60", and all equal; the fourth perpendicular to these, and vary-

ing in length. By joining the extremities of the three axes a

hexagon is formed, which is the base of the prism (therefore

six-sided) and of the hexagonal dodecahedron. These primary
forms are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. They appear in snow

crystals, beryl, tourmaline, and nitrate of soda; and the very

common crystals of quartz are generally six-sided prisms ter-

minated by six-sided pyramids, aa in Fig. 30. Thia system ia

also called the rhombohedral, from the fact that the rhomb,
BO admirably ahown in calc-spar, is the hemihedral form of the

hexagonal dodecahedron ; that is, if the alternate faces of

Fig. 28 be produced,
there being six of them,

they will form a six-

sided solid, whose re-

lation to the prism ia

best described by Fig.
31. It will be seen

that the edges of the

rhomb intersect the

faces of the prism in

six slanting lines. If

the points where these

lines meet the edges of

the prism be joined to

the extremities of the

longer axis, then the

scalenohedron will be

formed, a crystal which
ia found in a form of

carbonate of lime,
called dog-tooth spar.

This glance at Crys-

tallography will be
sufficient to enable the

student to comprehend
the allusiona to the

subject in the following
lessons in Mineralogy.

It may be useful to

give the reader a brief

explanation of some of

the terms that have

been nsed in this and
the preceding lesson

in the names of the

various systems under

which crystals are clas-

sified.

Monometric means

having one measure-

ment or equal measure-

ment, from the Greek

fj.ovos (mon'-os), one,

and (nfTpeca (met'-re-o),

I measure; the mono-
metric system being

distinguished by equa-

lity of axes. Dimetric

means having two mea.

surements, from the

Greek Sis (dis), twice,

etc.; crystals in this

system having one

longer axis and two
shorter ones, which

are of the same length.

Trimetric means hav-

ing three measure-

ments, from the Greek

rptis (trice), three,

etc. ; the crystals in

this system having
three axes, all of

which differ in length.

MonocUnic means having one sloping axis, from IJLOVOS , one, and
K\iv<e (kli'-no), I incline or bend ; crystals of this system having
one axis which is not rectangular to the other two. The mean-

ing of Triclinic is having three axes at oblique angles to one

another. Its derivation is obvious. Hexagonal means six-sided

or six-angled, from the Greek e (hex), six, and ycavia (go'-ni-a),

an angle ; and Rhombohedral, having its sides in the form of a

rhombus, from pofj.&os (rhom'-bos), a figure whose four sides are

equal, but its angles are not right angles, and e5pa (ed-ra), a side.
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VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XI V.

TH K.ICTBIC LIGHT TH ABC 8Y8TKM THE JABLOCHKOFF
CANDLK THE INCANDESCENT 8Y8TC1C DOMESTIC ILLU-

MINATION BY ELECTCl' 11 >.

HAVING already traced the history and gradual development
of the dynamo-electric machine, wo shall now bo in a position

to consider the general question of electric illumination, which

is jnat now of so ranch interest. The newspapers have for the

last few yean so teemed with advertisements of electric-

lighting companies, and with accounts of new methods of

electric illumination, that the ordinary reader is altogether

puzzled to know how so many different plans of arriving at the

same end can bo possible. But without any difficulty it is

possible to sort all the forms of electric lamps now before

the public into two groat divisions namely, arc lights and

incandescent lights. In outward appearance these two forms

of light differ very considerably. The arc light with its blue-

white painful glare is generally used for our streets, or to

illuminate very large areas, such as the reading-room at the

British Museum, which is lit by four largo hanging lamps
of that nature. The incandescent lamp, on the other hand,

gives a soft, steady, yellow radiance of from five candle to

twenty-five candle power, which is well adapted for the

illumination of private houses. Lot us at once endeavour
to make clear the method by which such different results are

achieved.

The first arc light was produced quite at the beginning
of this century by Sir Humphry Davy. Noticing that the

wires from a powerful electric battery gave sparks, and that the

two extremities of the wires became hot when brought together,
he tried the experiment of furnishing each wire, or electrode,
with a short pencil of charcoal. The result was that the

charcoal points when brought together became red hot, and
if separated from one another by a short distance, a brilliant

Fig. 83.

light played between them, as shown in Fig. 83. The immense

battery used by Davy allowed this distance to amount to four

inches, and the luminous atmosphere between them, owing
probably to the heated air, took the form of an arch, hence the

term arc, or arc-light. Exactly the same effect is of course

produced if instead of a battery current that from a dynamo
machine is employed.

Foucanlt substituted gas retort carbon, or coke sawn into

pencils, for the charcoal which Davy employed. This material
is so hard that it wastes away slowly, and has been used for

electric lamps ever since. But of late years a more homogeneous
carbon has been produced by manufacture, and these are now
almost exclusively employed. The arc-light requires a regulator,
which acts the same part as a candlestick does to a candle.
But there are certain points to be observed which require this

regulator to fulfil particular conditions. In the first place,
the arc is not produced at all unices the carbon points first

touch and are then separated, and if from any cause the light
should be extinguished, the pencils must be again brought into

contact before the arc can be re-established. The general form
of arc-lamp is shown at Fig. 84. The two carbon rods are

placed vertically one above the other, and held in sockets.

Their points touch until the connection is made with the source
of electricity. Directly this occurs, and the current flows from
one pencil to the other, they are seen to grow white hot, and
by the action of an electro-magnet they are separated, and the
arc is established between them. As they gradually waste
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Fig. 84.

away they are caused to approach one another by suitable

mechanism until they are consumed. Regulators have been
devised by Foucault, Dobosoq, Benin and, more lately, by
Siemens, Bruith, and others -all conttiuing nelf-adjosting
mechanism to fulfil the conditions

stated.

Although, as wo have seen, the

carbon rods of the arc form of

electric light are generally placed

vertically one above the other, OH

shown in Fig. 84, many other

positions for them have been

adopted by different inventors ;

indeed, it would be somewhat
difficult to devise a new one for

them. In Werderman's electric

regulator one carbon takes a ban-
like shape, the other being a

very thin carbon rod which, by
means of a counterweight, is kept
constantly pressed against it. In

the Wallace-Farmer regulator, the

carbons are in the form of two

plates, about seven inches long
and three broad. The distance

between these plates is regulated

by an electro-magnet, and the arc

plays between them. In another form of light recently in-

troduced, the points of the carbon rods are inserted in holes in

a marble block, which block becomes white hot when the
current is applied. This form of arc-lamp is perfectly steady,
which is a groat deal more than can be said of many others. In
the Rapieff electric lamp four carbon rods are employed, which
converge to one point where the arc is established. The ad-

vantage claimed for this arrangement is that a spent rod can
be replaced by a fresh one without extinguishing the light.
The Eapieff form of lamp has been in use for some time in

the composing rooms of the Times newspaper, where it usefully

supplies artificial daylight for work which must obviously be
done during the dark hours.

Many of the older forms of regulators were so intricate

in construction, and therefore so expensive, that attempts
were made to produce an arc-light in a more simple manner.
This was achieved a few years ago by the Russian engineer
Jablochkoff, and the introduction of the so-called "

Electric-

Candle
"

invented by him had more to do with the revival of

electric illumination as a near possibility than anything else.

not excepting even the Gramme machine. The Jablochkoff
candle is entirely free from mechanism, for the provision for

the maintenance of the carbons in their respective position-*

is contained in the carbons themselves. These, instead of

being one above the other as in the old lamps, are placed side

by side, but separated by a thin layer of plaster of Paris.

Each "candle" is bridged over at the top by a conducting
link of graphite, so that when the current is applied to the

base of the twin carbon rods, this graphite is quickly fused,

and the arc is established between the carbons. As they waste

away, the plaster partition is fused with them, and the com-

pound rod burns down just as a candle would.
Under ordinary circumstances the consumption of the

positive carbon is in a given time double that of the negative

carbon, and in the older forms of regulator this was provided
for by the one rod being fed towards the arc at double the rate

of the other. But this only holds good where a battery current

or that from a direct current machine is employed. It is

obvious that if a Jablochkoff candle were dependent upon such

a machine or battery it would soon be extinguished, for one
bide would waste at double the rate of the other. This has

been obviated by making the positive rod twice the substance

of the other, but the general plan is to employ an alternate

current machine. When the Jablochkoff candle was first

publicly shown in this country, an old-fashioned alliance

machine was put to work for the purpose, bu- latterly Gramme
and others have produced modified machines which give alternate

currents. Such machines are now in use on the Thames
Embankment, and in other situations where the Jablochkoff

candle is regularly used. A formidable objection to this

system of lighting is the circumstance that if one candle from
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any inequality of manufacture or momentary interruption of

the current becomes extinguished, all the lights on the same

circuit will go out, until once more the carbons are bridged

over with a connecting link. Mr. Wilde, of Manchester, has

remedied this in his form of candle. He dispenses altogether

with the plaster partition, the carbons being merely separated

by a film of air. Normally, they fall towards one another,

so that their points touch, but the same current which causes

them to glow passes through an electro-magnet, which draws

them apart. Should they fail for an instant, they once more

fall together, and the light is renewed.

In the incandescent system of electric lighting we have

quite a different thing to deal with. Supposing that we have at

hand a few cells of Grove or Bunsen, and fasten wires to their

terminals in the usual way. If we bridge over the ends of

these electrodes with a few inches of fine iron wire, the resist-

ance which that wire exerts towards the current is shown by
its getting white hot and melting into globules. A fine platinum
wire will hold out longer, and will continue to give a brilliant

light for some time. If such a wire be arranged in a glass

globe exhausted of air, its lasting power will be much increased,

but the danger remains of its fusing if the current be stronger
than it can bear.

Edison, Swan, Maxim, whose lamps are shown at Fig. 85,

and many others, have remedied this by employing very fine

Edison. Maxim.

Fig. 8-3.

Swan.

filaments of carbon. The first named uses bamboo fibre for

the purpose, but Swan employs carbonised thread. In the
form of a horse- shoe loop this carbon filament is placed in a

glass bulb, which is then carefully exhausted of air, and a

lamp so prepared will last for many months. Supposing
that we passed the current through such a conductor
without exhausting the globe, the carbon would unite with
the oxygen of the air, and ordinary combustion would ensue.

Several years ago this method of electric illumination was
tried, but it failed, not because of anything intrinsically wrong
in the method of procedure, but because at that time no

thoroughly efficient air-pump existed. The Sprengel and
other forms of modern air-pumps have enabled Edison and
others to succeed where the pioneers of the system failed.

There are in the patent office numerous old specifications

giving details of lamps which do not differ materially from
the modern incandescent arrangements, except that the carbon
or platinum employed is very much more substantial than a
mere thread, such as is used now.

Although, as must be apparent, the incandescent method of

electric lighting is more especially suitable for domestic pur-
poses, it has also been employed for the illumination of large
buildings. At the Fisheries Exhibition immense halls have been
lighted by this means, many hundred lamps being employed for
each. In New York, where Mr. Edison has adopted this system,
a whole colony of houses are fed with the electric current from
a central source. Again, in London we have the same system
shown in certain thoroughfares, not only in the adjacent shops,
but also in the street lamps. In one of the London theatres,
too, the plan has been tried of lighting both auditorium and
stage with these electric globes, and with marked success.

In order to show the adaptability of the light for domestic

use, we will give an account of the means employed at Mr.
Swan's house at Bromley, which is wholly illuminated from
cellars to attics by incandescent lamps. From a recently
published description we condense the following remarks :

The lamps in each room are controlled by little switches

placed outside the door, so that a person entering or leaving
has merely to touch the switch in order to lighten or darken
the apartment, as may be required. A light at a reading-desk,
a toilet table, or even above the pillow of a bed can instantly
be had by the touch of a button. The lamps are placed in

ornamental chandeliers and brackets, except in the lower part
of the house, where they are naked. On the dining table
stand lamps which are connected when required by wires

passing through the table-cloth into the table. By a simple
form of electro-motor, the current can be directed to a sewing-
machine, a coffee mill, or anything requiring motion. Alto-

gether there are about 70 lights employed in and about the
house. They are fed by two small Siemens' dynamo machines,
each driven by an Otto gas engine of half-horse power nominal,
but capable of developing two-horse power. These engines
consume 75 cubic feet of gas per hour, which amount, if ex-

pended in gas lighting, would feed 30 gas jets, each of 15
candle power. The incandescent lamps give more light than
this, besides which the light given is of far purer quality
there are no unhealthy fumes given off, and no consequent
injury to goods and chattels.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LIII.
SYNTAX: DEPENDENCE.

Dependence or Government. There is another relation which
it is necessary to understand. I mean the relation of indepen-
dence. When I say, The man drinks WATEE, I state a proposi-
tion in which a noun, or object, appears in a state of dependence ;

the noun water is dependent on the verb drinks.

This dependence is a logical dependence, a dependence in

thought and not in form. This you may see if, changing the
form of the sentence, you make water the subject of the propo-
sition ; thus, THE WATER is drunk.

Water, then, remains the same, whether it is a subject or an
object. Consequently the agreement is not in form, as there is

no change of form to meet a change in sense.

In sense, however, water in the former sentence is dependent
on drinks. It is, in fact, that on which the action of the verb
falls.

Hence it is the thought you must consult to know whether a
noun is or is not an object. This remark is necessary, because,
for want of inflections, ambiguity may arise, as in cases when the

subject may become the object, and the object the subject ; for

instance,

Subject.

The man strikes
Object.

the boy.

Subject.

The boy strikes
Object,

the man.

These two statements are the reverse of each other, and ob-
serve that the reversal is made by a mere change of position ;

man, which in the first sentence is the subject, becomes in the
second sentence the object, by being put after the verb. You
thus learn how important a part position plays in English
grammar.

In the instances here considered, the dependence is that of a
noun on a verb. There is another kind of dependence ; that of
a noun on a preposition, as seen in the following sentence, The
water is drunk BY THE MAN. Here tlie man is in sense depen-
dent on the preposition by.

Not only nouns but verbs also are dependent on prepositions ;

thus, The physician ORDERS the man TO drink water; where in

sense, or logically, drink depends on to.

The sentence presents a third case of dependence, for you see

that the verb drink is in sense dependent on the verb orders.

Position here, too, is of consequence, for the dependent verb
drink comes after orders, and after to ; in no way could drink

precede to, and scarcely could orders follow drink. Instances of

dependence may also be considered as instances of government.
One word is said to be governed ly another when the former

is dependent on the latter; as, Tlie man DRINKS the water,
where ivater is governed by drinks, because water is dependent
on drinks.
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Under the heads of AORBEMENT and DEPBNDENCB (or

fOTornment) may all the facts and laws of grammar be arranged.

You soo the two set forth as they appear in this wntenoe :

Agreement. Agreement, fitptndmce.

The in.in drinks water.

Bat here is an instance of agreement of which I have not

:

, namely, that between the article and the noon the man ;

,
roferring to the same object, agree in sense. I

subjoin then

Instance* of Agreement. Instances of Government.

The article and the nouu. The object and its vorb.

The adjective and the noun. Tho nouu and the preposition.

The vorb and the nouu. A verb and a preposition.
A vorb and a verb.

Verbs of different kinds. The government of a noun by a vorb

takes place only when the verb is transitive. A transitive verb

is a verb tho action of which passes from the subject to the

object; thus, in the sentence, The man drinks water, the act

denoted by the word drinking passes directly from man to

Verbs that have an object directly dependent on them
are called transitive, that is, passing over (from Lat. trans,
"
over," and eo,

"
I go ").

Transitive verbs have for their opposite verbs intransitive,

that is, verbs tho action denoted by which does not extend to an

object, but remains confined to the subject, Sleeps, in the sen-

tence, The man sleeps, is an intransitive verb.

Intransitive verbs may appear either with a personal subject,

as in the last sentence, or without a personal subject, as in It

rains.

Transitive verbs may exist in two forms as 1. ACTIVE. The
inan drinks water; 2. PASSIVE. The water is drunk by the man.

These two forms are commonly called voices. In the first the

verb is said to be in the active voice ; in the second the verb is

said to be in the passive voice. A transitive verb is in the

active voice when it has a subject and an object. A transitive

vorb is in the passive voice when it has only a subject. In the

passive voice the object of the active verb has become the subject.

Only transitive verbs can exist in tho passive form.
I have endeavoured to show you that the form " man drinks

"

is the simplest sentence that can be constructed. A sentence

equally simple can, however, exist in another shape; as, The
.nan is good.

In the analysis of this sentence, I have to introduce and

explain a new term or two.

You already know that the man is the subject of tho verb is,

but what is good ? The word good is an adjective, or it may bo
called an attributive, because it assigns the attribute or quality
of the noun man. This attribute is connected with the subject
wan by means of the verb is. A verb so connecting an attribute
with a subject is called a copula, or link ; and that copula in

union with the attribute is termed tho predicate. This name is

given to the united copula and attribute, because when so united
the predicate and copula predicate or declare something of the

subject. These facts may be exhibited thus :

PREDICATE.

Copula. Attribute.

1. The man is good.

Verb. Object,.

2. The man drinks watr.

In tho second sentence you see drinks water, that is, a verb
and its object is the predicate, for it is they which there predi-
cate or declare something of the subject.

In the case of intransitive verbs, the predicate has no attri-

bute, as exhibited in this sentence :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.
The boy runs.

A yet more abstract form of a simple sentence is found in

example :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.
The man is,

where is is the predicate to the subject the man. Here, how-
ever, observe that the word is is employed in tho sense of

exists, and 30 is seen to belong to the general class of intran-

sitive verbs.

It may be added that the verb to be is sometimes called a sub-

stantive verb, because it denotes existence in its most abstract
form.

Before going further, I may remark here that intransitive
verb* are also denominated neuter (neither) twrii, beoaiuw th*j
are properly neither active nor passive.

SYNTAX OP THE SUBJECT.
I now proceed to the grammatical analyst* of simple sentence*

considered in their several element*, taking, as the thread of

my discourse, the oft-repeated model in its fullest form
The sick man copiously drinks pure water at UM wtll.

I shall consider what modifications the several parts may
undergo, and what instances of agreement or government tb(f
involve.

I shall first take the subject, the sick man, and then the pre-

dicate, copiously drinks pure water at the weU.

THE ARTICLE.

The subject consists simply of three words. Of these wordr.
tho first, the, may become a, as a sicfc man. As the sentence
stood originally, some particular sick man was designated. Now
this determinativeness is lost, and instead we have the state-

ment that a sick man, whoever ho may be, drinks, etc.

This want of determinativeness may be increased by substi-

tuting the indefinite pronoun some for the definite article the.

Or it may be wholly removed, and an exact determination may
be substituted, by putting this into the place of a or the, a<

this (or that) sick man drinks.

A gives an intimation of unity, but one declares unity ex-

plicitly. One, then, is also a determinative.
Of these determinatives some are singular, others plural, ai.U

they may be arranged thus :

DETERMINATIVES.

Singular. A, one, some, this, that.

Plural. some, these, thoee.

These determinatives are adjectival, that is, they qualify

nouns, as a man. Of these adjectival determinatives on and
some may be used with a substantival force, as

SCBSTANTTVAL DETERMINATIVES.
" I love boys."

" All boys ?
" "

No, good ones."

Here are many books, some in Greek, some in Latin.

These determinatives all agree with their nouns. Thus <i

agrees with man ; some also agrees with books, for some and
books are symbols of the same objects.
The definite article is prefixed to adjectives and adverbs to

assist in the expression of comparisons ; as

Adjectives. The longer the noviciate the greater the progress.
Adverb. I choose the book the rather because, etc.

The definite article is also prefixed to adjectives in the super-
lative degree, in order to denote the highest possible amount,

being thus used intensively ; as

The most strenuous exertions will be made.

The indefinite article gives to plurals the force of totality or

unity; as
" Let the damsel abide a few days." ((Jen. xxiv. 55.)

When a few is the subject of a proposition, it has a plural

verb ; as
" When a few years are come, then I shall go." (Job xri. 22.)

The repetition of the article with adjectives of dissimilar

import requires the verb to be in the plural ; as

The metaphorical and the literal meaning are improperly mixed.

Here two meanings are intended. But in this example,

Th original and present signification is retained,

only one signification is meant. We may also say
The north and south poles are wide asunder.

THE ADJECTIVE.

The next word in the subject is the adjective sict, which

qualifies the noun man. As qualification is the attribute of the

adjective, it may bo called the qualifier, and whatever word

qualifies a noun performs the part of an adjective.

Adjectives may pass into adverbs ; that is, adjectives may
qualify verbs instead of nouns. When I say "the house is

near," near is an adjective. But when I say "he stood near,"

I use near in an adverbial sense.

Near has also the appearance of a preposition, as "
they live

near each other ;

" but here it is really an adverb, the preposi-

tion to being understood.
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Participles frequently stand as adjectives, as the broken wheel,

the mourning city.

Adjectives sometimes appear as nouns. The word square is,

according to its application, either a noun or an adjective ; as

appears in these examples -.

Noun. The general ordered the troops to form a square.

Adjective. A square room fails in due proportion.

Adjectives may be made into nouns by means of the definite

article, as the cowardly : for example
The cowardly flee when there is no danger.

It is only when an adjective has acquired a fixed substantival

force that it can be preceded by the indefinite article ; as

An imbecile should be restricted from doing evil.

It also deserves remark that an adjective converted into a

noun by the definite article is used in the plural ;
thus we say

The sick are well tended j

but if we want to employ the singular, we must say, not " the

sick drinks," but " the sick man drinks pure water."

Adjectives are generally placed before the nouns which they

qualify; as

"Miserable comforters are ye all." (Job xvi. 2.)

But when an adjective is an attribute, and so forms part of the

predicate, it stands after its noun ; as
" No hand is wholly innocent in war."

The qualified noun is sometimes understood that is, it has

to be supplied from either the sense or the context ; as
" To whom they all gave heed, from the least to the greatest." (Acts

Yiii. 10.)

In every case the adjective agrees with the particular noun
with which it stands connected. When, then, the noun is of

the singular number, the adjective is to be accounted of the

singular number ; when the noun is of the plural number, the

adjective is to be accounted of the plural number. Also the

gender of the noun determines the gender of the adjective.
There are pronouns which possess an adjectival force, as this

and that. This and that have plural forms ; consequently
this and that undergo a change when they come before plural
nouns ; for example :

This horse, these horses ; that book, those books.

The word whole, denoting one object, a unit, cannot, like all,

be used distributively, and consequently ought not to stand

before a plural noun.

As a singular noun requires a singular adjective, so, vice versa,

a singular adjective requires a singular noun. Hence we must
condemn as ungrammatical the union of adjectives of number

(except one) with nouns in the singular ; as

INCORRECT.

Twenty foot long.
Six pound ten shilling.

CORRECT.

Twenty feet long.
Six pounds ten shillings.

Adjectives in the comparative degree take than after them ;

aa in the following example :

He is wiser than you.

The sentence is obviously elliptical ; if you fill it up, it will

stand thus
He is wiser than you are.

Here you bears to are the same relation that he bears to is I

mean they are severally subjects to the verbs. Hence arises

the ordinary rule that conjunctions (than is a conjunction) have
the same case after as before them. In the following

I believe him to be wiser than you,

you may be either the subject or the object, according to the
construction intended. I will fill up the ellipsis in two ways,
and you will see the difference :

Subject. I believe him to be wiser than you (are).

Object. I believe him to be wiser than (I believe) you (to be).

The proper way, then, to ascertain the relation which a noun
or pronoun holds after a comparative, is to fill up the ellipsis or

supply the words necessary to complete the sense.

Some adjectives, from the nature of their import, do not
admit of comparison. If a thing is universal, it cannot be more
than universal, consequently universal has no comparative and
no superlative. Equally is perfect incapable of comparison.
The same may be said of absolute, infinite, interminable, bound-
less. Accordingly, it is incorrect to say

He is mora yer/sct than you.

Instead of which you may say
He is less imperfect than you ; or,
He is nearer perfection than you.

Double comparisons are to be avoided ; for example
INCORRECT.

Less nobler plunder-
The most straitest sect.

CORRECT.

Less noble plunder.
The straitest sect.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. IX.
CIRCULATION (concluded) EXCRETORY ORGANS.

WHEN speaking of the structure of the arteries, it was said

that they had three coats, one of which was elastic, another

muscular, and the third mucous. The purpose of the first coat

is to enable the vessel to expand when the blood is forced into

it by the ventricle, and so save the artery from giving way
under the sudden pressure to which it is subjected; this elastic

property also serves another purpose, by reducing what without
it would be an intermittent and jerking flow of the blood to a
continuous stream ;

it is also of great importance in enabling
the vessels to enlarge when from any cause a sudden increase in

the supply of blood to any part of the body takes place. The
muscular property of arteries, though it does not probably

directly aid in propelling the blood, is important, as regulating
the quantity of blood sent to any particular tissue, according to

its requirements at any special moment; it is also essential

when an artery is wounded, enabling the vessel to contract,

closing the orifice, and so preventing bleeding. The jerking
motion of the blood, which it is the purpose of the elastic pro-

perties of the arteries to control, but which is not entirely sub-

dued until the blood reaches the capillaries, causes that pulsation
which is felt at the wrist or at any other spot where the artery
is sufficiently superficial, and which is commonly known as the

pulse. The pulse is, of course, a measure of the frequency of

the heart's action, as its beats correspond with the contraction

of the ventricles ; the pulse varies according to age, and is

affected by many circumstances the average in an adult is

from 70 to 75 per minute ; in an infant at birth, 140 ; whilst in

old age it gradually declines from the adult standard ; in persons
of an excitable or sanguine temperament it is quicker than in

the phlegmatic, and it is also more rapid in women than in men.

After a meal the pulse is quicker than while fasting, and any
exertion not carried sufficiently far to produce exhaustion in-

creases its rapidity in proportion to the severity of the exercise

taken. In the morning it is more rapid than at night, when
the body is fatigued. Position also influences it ; it is slowest

in the recumbent posture ; sitting or standing increases it,

the latter more so, as requiring more muscular action.

When the blood reaches the capillary network, it begins to

move at a much slower rate ; and when it is examined by a

microscope, as can bo easily done in the web of a frog's foot, it

is seen that the red corpuscles occupy the centre of the stream,

and move most rapidly, whilst the white creep along the walls

of the vessel at a very sluggish pace, and even sometimes seem

to adhere to them for a time. The greater slowness of the cir-

culation in the capillaries is caused partly by the much larger

area in the aggregate of these vessels, and also, as a consequence
of this, the large increase of the friction caused by the walls of

the vessels. The purpose of this retardation will be seen when
we come to speak, as we shall do directly, of the process of

nutrition. In the veins the blood moves as in the capillaries,

without any jerking motion, but at a greater pace, though not

so fast as in the arteries : here the valves which are placed in

most of the larger veins play an important part, in preventing a

backward flow of the blood, and thus compensating in a measure

for the diminished influence of the heart's action.

Such, then, is the circulation of the blood ; and we must now

shortly inquire how it fulfils its purpose of maintaining and

nourishing the body. When the blood is circulating slowly

through the capillaries, it is brought into most intimate relations

with the various tissues which it has to supply ; whilst the walls

of these vessels are of such a degree of fineness as to offer the

least possible resistance to the process of absorption that is con-

stantly going on through them. Each tissue has the power of

appropriating that element which is suitable to itself from the

common current, and letting the unsuitable elements pass on.

This selective power of the tissues is not confined to the nutrient

materials which are necessary for their building up and mainte-
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nance, but in found alm> to exist with regard to foreign nubntanoea

introduced into the blood, whether accidentally aa poisons or in-

;illy aa curative agents ; aa, for inatanoe, the presence of

arsenic in the blood ia followed by an irritation of the moooua
membranes throughout the body, whilst lead ia taken up in aome

way ao that the extensor muscloa of the fore-arm aro affected,

ami that peculiar kind of paralysis known aa lead palsy ia pro-
duced. In the aamo way, certain organa or tissues have the

t appropriating medicinal substances introduced into

the general circulation. This process of absorption, which is

-t step of the more complex one of nutrition, may some-

timea be observed : particles are soon to pass from the circulation

into the tissues, and, in return, other particles pass back from
the tissues into the circulation. But hero we are aimply upon
the threshold of the subject ; our knowledge extends no further ;

we know not, nor can wo observe how it is, that from the samo
blood such a variety of textures aro formed, nor the many
modifications the crude elements of the blood must pass through

they are converted into bone, flesh, or skin.

Performing, as is supposed, some office in connection with
the manufacture of the blood or its circulation, aro two glandular

bodies, the spleen and the thyroid body ; these are known as

ductless glands, as no duct has hitherto been discovered in con-

nection with them. The spleen, which is a bluish-red-looking

mass, of a brittle consistence, in the adult weighs about seven

ounces, but is sometimes enormously increased in size by disease,

especially after intermittent fever, when it receives the common
name of ague cake. It is situated in the abdomen, on the left

side, embracing the larger end of the stomach, ani in contact
with the tail of the pancreas. The thyroid body ia a gland
composed of three lobes, of a brownish-red colour, weighing
from two to throe ounces ; it is situated in the lower part of the

throat, resting upon the windpipe ; when diseased, it becomes

enormously enlarged, and constitutes the disease known as

goitre or Derbyshire neck. As to the function of either of these

bodies, little is certainly known, though the subject has received
the attention of many of the most eminent of physiologists.
With regard to the spleen, it has been observed that towards
the end of the digestive process it is considerably enlarged ; and,

consequently, it has been thought that in some way it influenced

the albuminous elements of the food, elaborating them so as to

fit them for reception into the blood. Another opinion is, that
the spleen is a destructive organ, that in it the worn-out cor-

puscles of the blood are disintegrated and broken up. Still less

is known of the function of the thyroid body ; but the purposes
either of them serve are apparently not absolutely essential to
life ; as the spleen has been removed entire from dogs, and in

some cases from men, without any apparent ill results following ;

and the structure of the thyroid gland is also occasionally de-

stroyed by disease, without any great disturbance of the health
of the individual.

The blood, in addition to supplying the nutritive material
from which all the structures of the body are formed, acts as a
vehicle to carry out of the body the decaying matter from the
worn-out tissues, the retention of which in the system would be
prejudicial to the health, or even destructive of life.

There are three chief agencies by which this process of purifi-
cation is effected the lungs, the skin, and the kidneys. Of the
first two we shall speak when we come to the subject of respira-
tion. The kidneys are probably the most purely excretory
organs of the body. They do not form any substance for future
use in the system ;

their office is simply to separate from the
blood certain matters \vhich would be injurious to the health if

not removed. Some traces of these organs are found in even
very low types of animal life, and the higher the animal is

placed in the scale of creation the greater development and im-

portance do these organs assume. In the human subject they
are two in number, and are placed deeply in the abdomen, one
on each side of the vertebral column, extending from the eleventh
rib to the superior margin of the os innominatum ; their shape
ia well known, somewhat resembling the bean which has been
named after them ; they are usually inclosed in the centre of a
mass of fat, and are held in their position by the vessels which

pass to and from them. Each is about four inches in length,
two inches in breadth, and about one inch in thickness ; their

weight varies from four and a half to six ounces each. They are

glandular bodies, composed of an immense number of minute
tubes, which aro lined with secreting cells; those tubes converge

and empty themselves into one canal or duet, called the ureter.

Ramifying amongst these tubes are the ultimata branches ~)
capillary network of the renal artery, which brings to the kidney
the blood loaded with effete material. This artery breaks np
and submit* the blood to the action of the secreting cells of the
kidney, much in the same way as the portal circulation is sub-
mitted to the bile-secreting cells of the liver. The tabes, the
branches of the artery, and veins are bound together by con-
nective tisane, and the whole organ is inclosed in a capsule of
the same material. At the centra of the kidney, whore there is

a kind of notch, the artery enters, and the vein and the duct
leave the kidney. The ducts called the ureters an membranous
tubes, of the size of a goose-quill, about sixteen or eighteen
inches long, which convey the secreted nri.ie into the bladder.

Owing to the huge size of the renal arteries and veins, the
transit of the blood through the kidneys is so rapid, that it is

probable that the whole of the blood in its torn is purified by
them. Some of the elements found in the urine exist aa such in

the blood, but other elements are formed by the chemical

agency of the secreting cells of the kidneys.

Healthy urine is a clear limpid fluid, of a pale-yellow colour,

generally acid in reaction in man and all carnivorous Mim^l^
but alkaline and turbid in the herbivorous ; its average specific

gravity is from 1015 to 1025 ; the average quantity accreted

during the twenty-four hours is from thirty to forty ounces ;

but this, as well as the specific gravity, depends very much
upon the quantity of fluid taken, and also upon the activity of

the skin.

Chemically, the urine consists of water holding in solution

certain animal and saline matters ; it contains about 33 per cent,

of solid matter ; but its constitution is best shown by the fol-

lowing table, which exhibits the quantities contained in 1,000

parts of urine :

Water 967
Urea 14'2

Uric Acid -468

Colouring Matter )

Mucous and Animal Extractive Matter . )

rSoda

Sulphates -< Potash

(Iiime
fSoda

Phosphates < Magnesia
(_Ammouia

rn-i 'a f Sodium
Chlorides \ ~

( Potassium

Hippurate of Soda
Fluoride of Potassium

Salts

10-167

8-135

Silica traces.

1000-000

The quantity of water varies according to the amount of fluid

drunk and exercise taken, and is strongly influenced by some
mental emotions; in some diseases it is diminished, and in

others enormously increased.

The largest and most important solid constituent of the urine

is urea ; this forms nearly half of the whole solid matter, and is

the most important, as it is the chief substance by which the

nitrogen of the used-up tissues and unutilised food is removed
from the body ; and also because the failure to remove it, from

whatever cause it may arise, is followed by the most disastrous

consequences to the health of the sufferer; every function of

the body suffering, but the nervous eystem chiefly. Some of the

most common results of the presence of urea in the blood of

ursemic poisoning, as it ia called are convulsions, loss of con-

sciousness, and eventually paralysis of all nerve power, and

death, resulting from the stoppage of the respiratory move-

ments. In any disease, such as scarlet fever, in which the

excretory function of the skin is for a time in abeyance, a

greater amount of work is required to be done by the kidney ;

and it is this fact which renders any chill under such circum-

stances so dangerous; as in that case the work ia increased

still more, and ia often greater than the kidney ia able to per-

form ; so the waste products and superfluous fluid accumulate

in the circulation, and dropsy often supervene*.

Uric acid ia another nitrogenous compound, and is derived

from the same sources as the urea, and serves, in a minor

degree, the same purpose. The salts of the urine form a iourth

of the solid ingredients : the sulphates are probably derived

from the decompoahg nitrogenous tissues ; the phosphates aio
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partly derived from bone destruction, but principally from the

wear and tear of nerve substance, as they are always increased

after any undne mental exertion, or any other circumstance

producing nervous exhaustion. The chlorides are probably
derived directly from the food taken. All these elements vary
much in amount, but are all of subordinate importance to the

excretion of urea.

Having now traced the blood from its origin, in the products
of digestion, through the various tissues of the body, and having
described one of the methods by which the worn-out materials

are removed from it, we shall in the next article consider the

subject of respiration, which relieves the blood of the remaining
impurities, and refits it to continue its unceasing work of re-

building and maintaining the different tissues of the body.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXXXVIII.
146. PEENCH HOMONYMS AND PARONYMS (continued).

French
Words.
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METEOROLOGY. HI.
ENOW SLEET HAIL WHIRLWINDS WATERSPOUTS LIGHT-

NING AND .THUNDER.

WHENEVER the temperature of the air is so much diminished
that the vapour can no longer be suspended in it, it falls in the
form of rain. Various causes may lead to this, but the most
common one is the ascent of warm moist air into higher and
cooler regions. Sometimes, too, a cold wind suddenly coming
on will produce a condensation of vapour. On a few occasions
rain has been known to fall with a cloudless sky ;

this

is, however, rare.

The climate of any place is a good deal affected by the
amount of rain that falls there. Instruments for mea-
suring this are called pluviometers, or rain-gauges, and
many different forms of them have been constructed.
The simplest and best consist essentially of a tin fun-

nel, the aperture of whose mouth is accurately known.
The water is collected by this, and allowed to flow into .

a graduated measure, by which its exact amount is

ascertained. The object of the funnel is to prevent
evaporation.

Fig. 9 represents a good form of instrument. The
area of the funnel is exactly known, and as the gra-
duated measure is smaller than this, an inch of rain
will fill several inches in it, and thus the readings are
rendered more accurate. The rain is often collected in

a metal vessel, and then poured into the measure, as the

glass is liable to be broken by a frost.

One remarkable fact in the use of these instruments, is

that the height above the ground at which they are placed
makes a very great difference in the reading. When on
an elevated position, as, for instance, the top of a house,
the reading will be found to be much less than when it

is on the ground. In one instance, the amount
shown by a gauge at an elevation of forty-four feet
was 19'85 inches, while a precisely similar gauge on
the surface of the ground recorded 25'71 inches. On
this account great care is necessary in comparing
measures of the rain-fall made by different observers. The best

plan is to let the top of tiia funnel be just twelve inches above
the ground ; if all are placed thus, results can easily be compared.
The reason of the discrepancy is by no means clear. Many ex-

planations have been proposed, but none of them appear altogether
satisfactory. It is, probably, to be attributed mainly to eddies or
currents in the air, whica play round the instrument when it is

ut an elevation, and thus blow away some of the finer drops.
There is a very great difference in the amount of rain-fall at

different places on the earth's surface. In two or
three districts it is hardly ever known to fall ; these
lire known as the rainless districts of the world. In
the Old World, they are the Sahara, part of Arabia,
and the Desert of Gobi ; and in the New, the Coast
01 Peru and a portion of Mexico. On the other

hand, there are isolated stations where the rain-fall

is very great. In the Khasia Hills, north-west of

Calcutta, 600 inches fall in the year, and as much as
30 inches has been known to fall on each of five

successive days. This is the largest rain-fall known.
Such heavy showers as these are never known in

more northern latitudes ; but in places in Cumber-
land and Scotland as much as six or seven inches
has been recorded in the day on more than one occa-
sion.

The rain-fall, as a general rule, diminishes in
amount as we recede from the tropics to the equator; the
number of rainy days, however, increases. The reason of this

apparently strange fact is that in the tropics the showers are

usually much more heavy and continuous, but are almost con-
6ned to the wet season. During the dry season, months often

pass during which scarcely a single drop of rain falls. In the
northern hemisphere, from 12 to 43 latitude, the average num-
ber o{ rainy days is 78 ; from 43 to 46 it is 103

; from 46 to
i>0 it is 134 ; and thence to 60, 161. In this statement a fall

ot i5o f an i*10*1 is taken to constitute a rainy day, this standard
being now very generally adopted.
At London the mean rain-fall is about 23 inches ; the average

for Great Britain is a little above this ; while in some of the

10.

hilly districts it ranges as high as from 80 to 150 inches. The
proximity of hills, however, always greatly increases the amount
of rain, by condensing the vapour of the air in the manner
already explained. Other local causes likewise exert a powerful
influence.

When the temperature of the air is down to the freezing point,
the minute vesicles of vapour, as they condense, are frozen into

particles of ice, which unite together, and fall to the earth in

the form of snow. When collected on a cool black surface,
and viewed through a microscope or a powerful lens, the

snow-flakes are found to consist of a great number of
beautiful crystals. The shapes which they assume are

very varied indeed, but nearly all have somewhat the
form of six-rayed stars. Fig. 2 in "Mineralogy," page
49, represents a few of the more common forms, but
more than a thousand varieties have been observed,,

many of which have been sketched. The exquisite

symmetry and beauty of some of them cannot be de-

scribed ; they must be observed, and will repay the
trouble taken in the examination.

The flakes fall but slowly, owing to the broad sur-

face they present as compared with their weight.
When the temperature is a little above 32 they often

unite, and form larger ones, which sometimes attain
the diameter of an inch. During any one fall of snow
there will be found to be a strong general similarity
in the forms of the crystals ; they vary, however,
greatly in different storms, though the hexagonal
structure is found to prevail almost universally.
Snow but rarely falls in Europe at a lower latitude

than 30 N. ; over the sea this limit is considerably
higher, and on the west coast of America it attains the
latitude of 45 N. The line indicating this limit very
nearly coincides with the winter isothermal of 52.

In the polar regions the surface of the ground is.

constantly covered with snow, and in all latitudes

the snow lies permanently on the tops of the highest
mountains. The line marking the limit above which
the snow lies on the ground all the year round is

called the snow-line. The elevation of this under the equator
is about 16,000 feet above the sea-level; from thia it declines,

till, about latitude 78, it is level with the ground. Its eleva-

tion does not, however, decrease very regularly, being consider-

ably affected by local causes, the principal of which are the
situation of the mountain with respect to the rain-bringing
winds, the slope of its sides, and the general humidity of

the locality. On that side of a range from which the moist
winds usually blow the amount of snow which falls will be much

greater, and therefore it will lie at a lower level

during the summer, as there is not time for it to

melt.

The most remarkable irregularity of this kind
occurs in the Himalayas, where the snow-line is

nearly 4,000 feet higher on the north than it is on
the south side. This is principally to be accounted for

by the greater dryness of Thibet, which affects it in

several ways. It diminishes greatly the amount of

enow which falls on that side, as compared with the

southern slope; it causes that which does fall to

evaporate much more rapidly, since the air is not

nearly saturated with moisture ; and, further, the

dryness of the air allows more of the solar heat to

pass and warm the earth, since air when charged
with vapour acts as a screen, and keeps off the heat.

The white colour of snow arises from the combi-

nation of the various rays which are given off by the crystals

of which it is composed ; when viewed separately, they reflect

all the various primatic colours, but seen collectively, these

blend and form the pure white.

Red snow and green snow are occasionally met with in Arctic

regions ;
it is also met with during the winter in parts of the

Alps. These appearances are caused by the presence of very
minute plants which flourish in the snow, and impart to it their

own tinge.
As the snow falls very loosely, it entangles a large amount of

air between its particles, and thus becomes a very bad con-

ductor of heat. It serves in this way a very important purpose
in the economy of Nature, by protecting the surface of the

9.
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ground from the extrtnuo cold of winter. In very eold MMOM
the temperature of the ground under the anow in often many
degree* higher than that of tho air around ; tint iinportanoe of

thU to tho young plants oan easily be underatood.

seema to be caused by miow-nakos becoming partially
melted in their fall. The snow is sometimes produced in tho

in^ii.-r regions of the atmosphere, being caused by a current of

air ut a very low temperature. Tho air below ia, however,
.1 dogreea wanner, and hence tho flukoH are partially

melted in fulling, and as they oome in oontact with one an-

i tli.-r, unite, and thus produce tho larger Hakes so frequently
noticed.

Sometimes tho moisture of tin air fall.i to tho ground in the

shape of small pieces of ioe, known as hail. There ia some

.iitli.'ulty in accounting fully for this, especially as it is most
common in tropical regions and during the heat of summer.
It usually falls, too, at the hottest part of the day.

Its formation is probably to be explained by a very cold

current of air suddenly rushing into one at a much higher tem-

perature, and nearly saturated. Tho rain thus formed is at once

veaael down into the anow till it tonchee the ground,
take it up with the anow in it, and, aetting it in a warm
let it Htand till the anow ia melted. Tho depth of water can
then be meaaured, and thia amount ahoold be added to the rain.

fall of the day, aa ahown by the gauge.
Waterspouts and whirlwind* oonatitate another very remark-

able olaaa of meteoric phenomena, which we will notice here,

though they aeem to belong partly to aerial and partly to

aqueous meteors.
When two currents of air are impelled obliquely againat one

another, a whirlwind or eddy ia produced. Theae may eon*

stantly be seen on a small scale during summer, when the gnata
of wind will catch up email particles of straw, dust, or looae

materials, and whirl them round in a spiral, sometimes carrying
them a little way up in the air.

In sandy deserts this is witnessed on a much grander scale.

Tho sand is caught up by the wind, and formed into tall, stout

columns, which rotate on their axes, and move about, sometime*
with a slow, stately motion, at other times travelling very

rapidly, and in irregular directions. The appearance presented

11. DISCHARGES OF ELECTRICITY DURING A VOLCANIC ERUPTION.

congealed into small lumps of ice. Thia theory is supported by
tho greater frequency of hail-storms in mountainous regions,
where these cold blasts are produced by the proximity of fields

of snow and ice.

Hailstones are usually of a globular form, and regular in

shape. If they be cut through, their internal structure is likewise

found to be regular, as if composed of crystals radiating from a
centre. They vary in size from about a tenth of an inch upwards
to several inches in diameter. Many well-authenticated instances

are on record in which they have attained the size of pigeons'

eggs, and they have been known much larger.
In many places much damage is done to the crops by hail-

storms, tho tender plants being beaten down and destroyed. In

the south of France the annual damage to tho vines from this

cause is very great and serious. Sometimes birds, and even

larger animals, have been killed by the hail, and great injury
has been caused to windows and roofs of houses.

The fall of snow or hail is not indicated by a rain-gauge, and
hence the reading of this does not represent the full amount of

water that falls upon the ground. Usually snow is found to

occupy some ten or twelve times the bulk of an equal weight of

water ; but when the temperature is high it lies closer than this.

Some observers merely measure the depth of the snow in a place
where it is not affected by drifts, and then take one-tenth of

this to represent the equivalent rain-fall. This is not, however,
a very accurate plan ; the better way is to plunge an open tin

by a large number of these sand-columns has been described by
various travellers, and is, indeed, very remarkable.

The dust whirlwinds of India are similar phenomena. Their

presence is first indicated by a dark cloud seen in the horizon ;

this rapidly spreads, and bursts upon the observer. The air is

quite thick with the dust which is carried up by the wind, and
sometimes the storm may be seen advancing, and presenting
the appearance of a number of spiral clouds hurrying rapidly
onwards. The air is highly electrical, this being probably pro-

duced by friction of the particles of dust in the air.

Sometimes the agitation of the air becomes even more violent,

and then we have the tropical whirlwinds, which uproot trees,

overturn buildings, and seem to carry everything before them.

When those whirlwinds occur over large bodies of water, they
often give rise to waterspouts. A dark cloud appears, and is

whirled round by the wind so as to produce a conical mass of

vapour, reaching nearly to the surface of the water, which is

likewise so violently agitated that frequently it appears to be

connected with the lower end of the vapoury column. Many
have supposed that the water is actually sucked up from the sea

by the spiral motion, but this is now known to be a fallacy, aa

water that falls from the spout on the surface of vessels is

found to be fresh, and not salt, aa it would be were tliis theory

true.

A great quantity of rain is often produced as those waterspouts
break. Sometimes they travel on to the land, and the mass of
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water suddenly liberated from them has often power enough to

hollow out a large excavation. Their origin ia not fully

understood. There is no doubt but that they are in many
respects closely allied to whirlwinds, but the electrical condition

of the air seems likewise to have much to do with their forma-

tion, as they are frequently accompanied by flashes of lightning.

The chief danger to ships in the neighbourhood of them arises

from the violence of the gusts of wind, and the sudden way in

which they shift about to different points of the compass.

We will now turn our attention to the remaining meteors,

most of which may be classed as bhe luminous or optical pheno-

mena of the atmosphere. The most important of these are the

electrical, such as the lightning and the aurora borealis.

The identity of lightning and electricity was conclusively

proved more than a century ago, by the celebrated kite experi-

ment of Franklin, in which he succeeded in drawing sparks from

a key attached to the string of his kite. The string became

moistened by the rain, and thus was converted into a conductor,

down which the electric fluid passed in a continuous stream.

This experiment was performed just before a thunder-storm ;

the air is, however, always charged more or less with electricity,

the presence of which may be made manifest by a delicate elec-

troscope. In the instrument commonly employed, and repre-

sented in Fig. 10, the disc of the ordinary gold-leaf electroscope

is replaced by a slender rod, terminating in a metal point or

ball.

The metal screen, A, serves to protect the glass bottle from

the rain, and thus improves the insulation. Two strips of gold

leaf are fastened to the inner end of the rod, and by their

divergence they show the quantity of electricity present in the

air. The apparatus should be placed in a somewhat elevated

position.
Sometimes insulated conducting wires are fixed to lofty poles,

and the electricity of the air examined in this way. When this

is done, a large metal ball connected with the earth should bo

placed at a few inches from the wire, in case the lightning

should pass along it, and produce disastrous effects. Fatal

accidents have, indeed, arisen from want of due precaution, and

experiments of this kind should only be repeated with great
care.

From long-continued series of observations, it is found that

the air is almost always charged with positive electricity, the

intensity of which increases with the elevation. The few occa-

sions on which negative electricity has been observed were for

the most part during heavy rain.

The amount of electricity present in the air is at its maximum
in mid-winter ; it is subject also to a daily fluctuation, attaining
a maximum twice each day the first time in the morning, and
then again a little after sunset.

There has been much inquiry as to the origin of this elec-

tricity. The following appear to be its principal sources :

When pure water is evaporated, no electricity is evolved ; but if

any salt or impurity be present in the water, electricity at once

appears. Now sea, river, and lake water all contain impurities,

and as the amount of evaporation that goes on is, as we have

seen, very great indeed, much of the atmospheric electricity may
probably be set down to this cause.

Friction is another cause of electricity. The wind strikes

against terrestrial objects ; it is also frequently charged with

dust and particles of watery vapour, which rub against each

ether, and thus add to the friction, and in this way electricity

is set free.

Vegetation and combustion seem also to increase the amount
of free electricity. To the latter of these causes must be attri-

buted the brilliant flashes of lightning which accompany vol-

canic eruptions (Fig. 11).

TEEMS USED IN COMMERCE. VI.

NOTING OF A BILL. A note taken of its presentation for ac-

ceptance or payment, customarily effected on a second presenta-
tion by a notary, as proof of the claim having been duly made.

NULL AND VOID. Of no effect.

ON DIT (People say). Placed at the beginning of a sentence

to denote that what fellows is a flying rumour.

OPEN ACCOUNT. An account in Dr. and Cr. form, exhibiting

all open transactions between two parties, setting down the

amounts of those transactions that are determined but not

matured, and estimating the out-turn of those still pending, so

that the balance shows a close estimate of the respective

position of the parties concerned in the account.

OPEN POLICY. In marine insurance, where a certain sum is

insured, leaving the declaration of the gooda and their values to

be subsequently made.
OPTIONS. Speculative transactions on the Stock Exchange,

where persons give so much per cent, for the option of buying
or selling so much stock at a fixed price on a certain fixed day.
OVERCHARGE. An excessive charge or price.

PANIC. A sudden fright, especially when without cause.

Used commercially to denote a general distrust with regard to

money matters.

PAR. -r- Exact corresponding value, neither enhanced by
premium nor depreciated by discount.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XIX.
THE PRONOUN.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.
THE personal pronouns of the nominative case, when used,

may come either before or after the verb, except the latter be in

the imperative mood, or the sentence be interrogative, in which

cases the nominative generally follows the verb ; as, viva ella,

may .she live ; <j ha hablado el ? has he spoken ?

As the verb-ending generally indicates of itself the person
and number that its nominative must be, the nominative

personal pronouns are seldom expressed in Spanish, unless when

necessary to distinguish the persons or genders, or to be em-

phatic, or when a relative pronoun is to follow ; as

Nosotros serainos castigados, y
no yosotros, we shall be punished,
and 7iot you.

El qae tiene dinero, tiene cuida-

dos, Tie who Tias money has cares.

El y ella son prudentes, Tie a?id

sTie are prudent.

The pronoun se, oneself, is sometimes used with a reflective

or reciprocal verb, and then it is, to be rendered in English by
himself, herself, itselj, themselves, or one another, as the sense

may require ;
as in the following example :

Ellas se amau, They love themselves (or, tTiey love

one another).

The first objective case of all the personal pronouns is also

employed with reflective or reciprocal verbs ; as

Yo no quero alabarme, I wish not

to praise myself.

Nosotros nos aman, we love our>

selves (or each other).

To me alabo, I praise myself.

The pronoun se is also frequently used with the verb in the

active voice, of the third person singular or plural, to express

the passive voice ;
as in this example :

La casa se quemo, The house was burned (the liouse

burnt itself).

The first objective case of all the personal pronouns is some-

times used with a reflective verb in a passive sense ; as

Yo me admiro, I am surprised (I

surprise myself).

Vosotros os alegrais, you are re-

joiced (you rejoice yourselves).

Strictly speaking, se cannot be used in the nominative case,

and should therefore always be considered as governed by a

verb. Thus, in such sentences as se dice, se cree, se piensa, the

literal rendering is, it says itself, it believes itself, it thinlcs

itself, or it is said, it is believed, it is thought. Still, in trans-

lating, it is often more convenient to imagine se as an indefinite

pronoun of the nominative case, used in the sense of they ; as,

se dice, they say, that is, people say ; se piensa, they think.

Se and other pronouns of the first objective case are often

used in Spanish with neuter and active intransitive verbs reflec-

tively, and in such cases seem redundant in English ; as

De alH se paso a la ciudad, thence I Yome arrepiento, I repent (myself),

he passed (himself) to the city. \

Se arrepiente, Tie repents (himself) .

Se is sometimes used in the sense of to Mm, to Tier, to them,

to you (i.e., to your worship). This use of se takes place only

when another personal pronoun of the objective case and of the

third person immediately follows it ; as

Tengo una cuehara ; se la dare,* J have a spoon ; I will give it to him.

* We cannot say, le la dare, I will give it to him, but se la, dart.
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When, in casea coming under the above rule, the pronoun te

does not denote with clearness the number or guilder .f tin-

noun fur which it it employed, the seoond objective U aUo
uaed ; as

8e lo dartf A ella, n ellos, & rind., I So la mandtt dr i elloa, he com-

/ trtU ./ay it (o /ir, to them, to you. \
tiiandrd it to be iricen (o them.

The first objective case of the Spanish personal pronouns is

very often to be rendered in English by the preposition to, and
thr pronoun ; as, to me, to you, to him, to her, to them, etc., and
it is then equivalent to the second objective, d m{, d votolrot,

d 41, & ella, d ellos, etc. ; and in some cases some other pre-

position than to is used in rendering the first objective into

English ; aa

Se lo agradezco, I thank himfor it.

NOB lo suplicu, he beseeches us for

Juan UK- ilijo, John said to me.

To lo pido, I oak it of tine (or,

from thee). it.

The second objective with the preposition d is not used,

except when the same verb governs two or more pronouns in tho

objective case, or when it is designed to be distinct or particu-

larly emphatic ; as

Juan diiS dinero a &, a ella, y &.

ti, John gave money to him, to her,

and to thee.

Juan viva, dijoron ellos a ella,

John lives, said they to her.

To v! a vosotros y ii ellos, I saw

you and them.

To add more clearness or strength to a sentence, both objec-
tive cases of pronouns are often employed ; the second objective
case then being placed either before tho first objective or else

after the verb, except the first objective case comas after the

verb (as in the case of infinitives, gerunds, and imperatives),
when the second objective must come after the first ; as

Diciendole a ella, telling her.

Dime ii mi, tell me.

A. mi me dijeron, or me dijerou u

mi, they told me.
Decirme ii uii, to tell me.

When the sentence may contain a noun in the objective case

governed by the preposition d, a pronoun of the second objective
case is often used in Spanish, and is not to be translated in

English ;
as

Dios nadie le vio jamas, God no man saw (him) ever; i.e.,

no on ever saw God.

Mismo, meaning same or self, is often used with the nomina-
tive personal pronouns ; thus, yo mismo, I myself; nosotros

mismos, we ourselves, etc. ; and also with the second objective ;

and must always agree in gender and number with the noun to

which the pronoun refers ; as

i Que dices de ti mismo P what La muger hablara por se misma,
sayest thou of thyself? the woman will speak for herself.

Mismo is often used with nouns also ; as, la misma Maria,
Mary herself; los mismos soldados, the very soldiers or the

soldiers themselves.

When by the pronoun it is meant anything to which we
cannot apply a gender, ello is used. Its first objective lo is em-

ployed by the same rule. Thus if it be said,
" he has been told

to love his enemies, and he does it," the pronoun it refers to

tho clause of the sentence,
" to love his enemies," and of course

has no gender. In such a case, lo (not le nor la) would be used.

Lo is used in Spanish for so in English, when the latter means
it ; as

Si lo es, if it be so.

Diego lo hace, James does so.

Vind. piensa que ella es rica,

pero no lo es, you think that the is

rich, but she is not so.

Lo is often used for le when the latter refers to a masculine
noun and is immediately governed by a verb (though this use of
lo is not grammatically correct) ; as

Espero que lo veo en perfecta I hope that I see him in perfect
salud, health.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

The demonstrative pronouns estc and aqiiel are often used
without any noun, and in such a case they have the sense of
this one and that one, or the one ; as

Bate ca aquel de quien yo dije, This one is the one of whom I said ;

or, this is he o/trhom I said.

Todo aqucl que is used in the sense of every one who ; as

Todo aquel que bebe de esta agita, Eeerj one who drinks of this water.

Quien often mean* ht who, tit* u /., oc I^/M; ; and </UMM to

used for thy who ; MI

Quien call* otorga, he tho u
I

i. .-i.
silent, oansmts.

Maria futf quien lo dijo, Mary
vas the who eotd it.

k
tin*

luuyht them e* <m

rtt.

Mtoridad. far Jw

Such cxprosHions u it it I, it it thou, it ii tit, it it the, it If

u'e, etc., are rendered in Spanish by I am, thou art, he it, ike if,

we are, etc. ; at*

Yo toy, <t it I.

Ella CB, it it the.

EUos on. ti it they.

i Ea vmd. t it it yov f

THE VERB.

AGREEMENT OF THE VERB WITH ITS SUBJECT.

The verb agrees, in number and in person, with i tu subject or

nominative, expressed or understood ;

Soy general, I am a. general. LOB Americano*
Ella ama la verdad, the loves the riquez**, 0* American* lev*

truth. riches.

When a verb has two or more subjects, each in the singular,

it is put in the plural ; as

Mi padre y mi madre me aman, I Pedro 6 Diego Tendna,* Piter

my father and my mother love me. \
or James will come.

When a verb has two or more subjects of different person*,

it is put in the plural, and agrees with the first person in pre-

ference to the other two ;

Tu y yo estainos boenot, than

and I (i.e., tee) are well.

Mi hermano y yo estamos malos,

my brother and / (i.e., we) are ill.

If the second person should be used with the third, without

any first person, the verb must be in the second person plural :

Tu y ella cstais buenas, Thou and she (i.e., you) are %cB.

When a relative pronoun is the subject of the verb, the latter

must agree, in person and number, with the noun or pronoun to

which the relative relates ; as

Yo soy qu liable contigo, it is I I Vosotros que sois sabios, ye h*

who speak with u.-e.
|

are wist.

A collective noun, taken in a general sense, that is, a noon

representing the whole of the persons or things mentioned,

requires the verb to be of the singular number ; as

El ejercito de los Calueos per- The army of the Chaldeans p*r-

siguio al rey, sued the king.

A subject which is a collective noun, taken in a partitive

sense, that is, representing a part of the whole of the collective

noun, and conveying plurality of idea, requires the verb to be in

the plural ; as

Forte creian lo que les decia, y Part believed ichal he -(old tktm,

parto no lo creian, and part believed it not.

This last rule is not always followed, even by the beet

Spanish authors.

In cases in which a verb appears to have two subjects, it

must agree with that noun to which it seems more particularly

to belong ; as

Los gages del pecado son muerte, The irages of sin are (is) death.

USE OP THE MOODS AND TENSES OF VERBS.

THE INFINITIVE, GERUND, AND PARTICIPLE.

The present tense of the infinitive expresses affirmation in an

indefinite manner, without reference to number or person ; as,

decir, to say ; dar, to give.

The infinitive is used in Spanish when in English the present

participle, preceded by a preposition, is used ; as

En derramar torrentea de aan- I Vengo de comer, I come from

gre, in spilling (fo spill) torroifa o/J dining (to dine), i.e.,/rom dinner,

blood.

The infinitive is frequently used as a verbal nonn or present

participle, by placing the masculine definite article before it;

as in these examples :

Al caer del dia, at the /all (at the

to fall) of the day.
El leer me gusta, readinj (the to

read) ]>leaxes me.

The infinitive is often rendered in English by the present

El luurmuror dc !aa fuentea, the

murmuring (fhe to mrmw) of tke

fountains.

* This U different, aa will be perceived, from the role in Eagliah

yntax, which requires two singular nouns connected by a disjunctive

conjunction, to have the verb agree with them in the singular form.
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participle, when in Spanish it is governed by another verb
;

as

La oimos cantar, tee heard her
|

Le vi correr, I saw him run, or

singing (to sing). | running (to run).

In Spanish the gerund is employed in the sense of the

present participle in English ; as

Queriendo seguir dispensando-

)os, planto arboles frutales, desiring

to continue dispensing them, heplanted

fruit-bearing trees. [speaking.

Maria esta hablando, Mary is

Estando enfermo el presidents,
the president being sicfc.

Habiendo conspirado unos cabal-

leros, some cavaliers having con-

spired.

In sentences such as Charity is increased by cultivating it,

it is allowed in Spanish to use either the gerund without the

preposition, or the infinitive mood preceded by the preposition

con; as

Nuestros deberes se hacen agra- Our duties are rendered agreeable

dables cumpliendolos; or, Nuestros by performing them,

deberes se hacen agradables cou

cnmplirlos,

Instead of the gerund of the past, the gerund of the present

is sometimes employed, preceded by the preposition en ; as

En oyendo esto, salio para Bos- On hearing this, he set out for Bos-

ton ; or, Habiendo <5ido esto, salio ton / having heard this, he set out

para Boston, for Boston.

The gerund in Spanish is often employed in a manner that

requires the adverb while to be used in translating it into

English ;
as

El quo vive en deleites, viviendo He tcho lines in pleasures, while

esta muerte, living is dead.

The past participle is indeclinable when used to form the

compound tenses with the auxiliary verb haber ; as

Las mugeres han hablado, the 1 Ella ha hablado, she has spoken,

women have spofcen.

When the past participle is used with any other verb than

haber, it is declinable ; as

Ella ha sido oeducida, she has

been deceived.

Mis caballos estan lastimados,

m>/ 7iorses are injured.

Mis bijas se ballan molestadas,

my daughters find themselves mo-

lested.

Mis hermanas quedan satis-

fechas, my sisters remain satis/ted.

Ellas van satisfechas, they go

satisfied.

Ella anda pasmada de mis pala-

bras, she walks enraptured with my
words.

Tiene escritas tres cartas, Tie has

three letters written.

Lleva escritas tres cartas, he

carries written three letters.

These last examples, it will be perceived, require the partici-

ple to agree with the noun governed (cartas). Tener and llevar

are, as above, sometimes used as a kind of auxiliary verbs, and
can always be rendered by have ; thus each of these examples

may be translated, he has written three letters.

The past participle is in Spanish used with a noun or pronoun
in the case absolute; thus, liallado means found, and absolutely,

being found; enviado means sent, and absolutely, being sent;

recibido means received and being received. In general, the

participle is placed before the noun of the case absolute, with

which it agrees (though the rules of Spanish construction admit
of its being placed after the noun) ; as

Tormada Yera-Cruz, el General Fera Cruz being tafcen, General

Scott salio para Jalapa, Scott set out for Jalapa.

TENSES OF THE INDICATIVE MOOD.

The present tense expresses an existing state or an action

occurring at the time in which we are speaking ; as

Mi hermano escribe, my brother I Estas doncellas son amadas,
'.writes.

|

these maidens are beloved.

The verb estar can be used with the gerund in Spanish, as in

English the verb to be with the present participle ; as

Joan esta leyendo, John is read-

ing.

Ellos estan cantando, they are

singing.

The verbs ir (to go) and venir (to come) do not admit of the

verb estar coming before their gerund as in the above rule.

Thus we cannot say in Spanish, yo estoy yendo and yo estoy

viniendo, but yo voy and yo vengo (I go and I come), I am going
and I am coming.
The imperfect tense is used to express what is past, and, at

the same time, present, with regard to something else which is

past : that is. it is a past tense which was still present at the

time spoken of. It may always be employed in Spanish when
in English the word was can be used with the present participle,

or used to can be employed with the verb, or when we speak of
habitual actions ; as

Cervantes era un escritor ele- ' Ella ascribia entonces, she was

gante, Cervantes was an elegant

writer.

Neron era un tirauo, Nero was
a tyrant.

writing then.

Seneca razonaba bien, Seneca
reasoned well.

Ellos marchaban por las calles

Cuando fui niiio, hablaba como ' cuaudo los vimos, they were march-

nino, when I was a child, I spoke as

a child.

ing through the streets when we saw
them.

It is evident that Seneca reasoned well means Seneca used to

reason (or ivas accustomed to reason) ^vell.

The perfect definite tense shows the action or being affirmed

by the verb to be completed, at a time of which nothing more
remains, often specified by an adverb or some other circum-

stance expressed or understood ; as

El presidente no le perdono, the

president pardoned him not.

Diego vrvia cuando le vi, James
was living when I saw him.

Escribio una carta ayer, he wrote

a letter yesterday.

Recibio dos cartas la semana
he received (wo letters last

u-eck.

Luego que Juan se lo dijo, llora-

ron, as soon as John told it to them,
they wept.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. IV.

XVIII. Application of the foregoing Formulas. It will be

readily seen how the power to work out numerical values for

functions of different angles is extended by the results of the

last few sections. We may now obtain values for the half or

third, or for twice or three times any of the angles whose values

were computed geometrically in Section V., and for any com-
binations arising by addition or subtraction of angles so

calculated. In this way, by steps which cannot be followed

here, the entire table of natural sines and cosines has been con-

structed, and by means altogether foreign to this treatise the

corresponding logarithms have been worked out for every degree
and minute from to 90 (see, amongst other works, Galbraith

and Haughton's Mathematical Tables). Moreover, the nume-
rous formulae derived from the "four fundamental formulae"

are of great use in helping us to simplify trigonometrical

expressions, and to change them into forms more suitable for

logarithmic calculation, or otherwise more convenient to deal

with. The following cases, given as examples, show how

apparently formidable expressions can be turned into simple

ones, easily solved, by mere knowledge how to make use of the

formulae :

1. Reduce ^ -' to a single trigonometrical function,
sin. A

By (63) and (60)

1 - cos. A _ 2 sin.2 j A __ sin. i A
sin. A 2 sin. A cos. A A cos. A

i A= tan. 4 A.

2. Simplify
1-+ c t

\
A

. By (25) and (52)
2 cot. A

1 + cot.2A _ cosec.2 A _ _
2 cot. A 2 cot. A sin.2 A 2 cos. A 2 sin. A cos. A

1

sin. 2 A
= cosec. 2 A.

3. Reduce cosec. A + cot. A to a single function. By (62)

and (60)
1 . cos. A 1 + cos. A 2 cos.2 A

Cosec. A+ cot.A= - . + - - = '-
s

=
sin. A sin. A sin. A 2 sin. f A cos. i^.

sin. 2 A
4. Express tan. A + cot. A by a single function.

, . sin. A ,cos.A sin.2A+ cos.2A. 1
Tan. A + cot. A = r+ i

~~7 i
cos.A sin. A sin. A cos. A sm.Acos.A

5. Reduce

2 sin. A cos. A
sin. A

= 2 cosec. 2 A.
sin. 2 A

to a single function. This is similar to
1 + cos. A

Sin. A _ 2 sin. A cos. i A _ sin, j A _
-j- cos. A 2 cos.2

-|
A cos. A
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6. Express
*

similar. 1+ n.

COT. A _ sin. (90 -A) _ 2 Bin. (45
- j A) OOB. (45 - A)

I -r COB. (90 -A)
'

2 ooa.* (45
-
} A)

by a single function. This IB

7. Bring cos.
4 A - sin.4 A to a single function.

Cos. 4 A - sin.* A = (cos.
1 A + sin.* A) (ooa.

1 A - sin.2 A)
= 1 X cos. 2 A = cos. 12 A.

8. Bring sec. A + tan. A to a single function (remember that

90 + A = complement of A, and bear in mind signs of angle*

in second quadrant).

1
i

sin - A= ! + in. A^ I-OOB. (90^-KA)
"oosTA cos^A cos. A

"*

sin. (90+ A)

2.in.* J (901+ A) = ton (45
.+ 4 A)

2 sin. * (90+ A) oos. i (90+ A)

9. Reduce sin. A tan. i A.

Sin. A tan. 1 A = 2 sin. i A cos. } A
8m " * A = 2 sin.2 4 A
cos. $ A

= I cos. A = vorsin. A.

10. Simplify
t. A + tan. A

cot. A - tan. A

cos.2 A -fain.* A
Cot. A -f tan. A _ sin. A 003. A _ cos.* A -f sis-1 A
Cot. A tan. A cos.' A - sin.* A oos-* A - sin.* A

sin. A cos. A

= s~r = sec. 2 A.
cos. 2 A

11. Express
ain - A + sin- 3A

by a single function. By (41)

and (43)
cos. A + cos. 3 A

Sin. A-f sin. 3 A _
COB. A -f~oos. 3 A

*
2sin.

A + 3A co8
2

A-3A

A + 3A A-3A.-~ -- cos. _
= tan. 2 A.

12. Reduce
Bm.A + sin. 3 A + sin. 5 A

Apply (41)and(43)
cos. A -|- cos. 3 A + cos. 5 A

as before, but only to first and last terms of numerator and
denominator ; then

sin. A + sin. 3 A -f sin. 5 A_sin. 3 A(l +2 cos. 2 A) _
cos. A~+ oos. 3 A~4-~cos. 5 A cos. 3 A (1 + 2 cos. 2 A)

13. Show that sin. (A + B) sin. (A- B) = sin.* A - sin.* B.

By (33) and (34)

Sin. (A + B) sin. (A - B) = sin.2 A cos.2 B - cos.2 A sin. B
= sin.2 A (1

- sin.2 B) - sin.* B (1
- sin.* A)

= sin.* A - sin.* A sin.2 B sin.* B + sin.2 A sin.1 B
= sin.2 A - sin.2 B.

14. Show that cos. (A -f B) cos. (A - B) = cos.* A - sin.* B.

Proceed as in last case, by (35) and (36).

15. Solve the equation, a tan. x b cos. x. Multiply both
aides by cos. x ; then

a sin. x = I cos.2 x = b (1
- sin.2 x) ;

.'. sin.2 x -f-
... sin. x - 1 = ;

o

.. . _--
16. Show that tan.* A - tan.2 B = i. (A + B) sin. (A- B)

cos.* A cos/ B

Tan.2 A tan.2 B = (tan. A + tan. B) (tan. A tan. B)

_ /sin. A
,

sin. B\ /sin. A _ sin. B\

\cos.A cos. B/ Voos. A .oos. B/

(sin.

A cos. B -f cos. A sin. B\ /sin. A cos. B - oos. A sin. B\
coa. A cos. I : / \ cos. A oos. B /

= "iB-JAjfJ) sin. (A - B) _ sin. (A + B) sin. (A B)
COB. A cos. B cos. A cos. B oos.2 A oos.3 B

17. Solve the aimultaneoux equation*, Bin. g + sin. y = .

cot. c -f COB. y fr.

By (41) and (43)

2 Bin. 4 ( + y ) OOB. I ( y) m .

2ooB.K + V)co.*<-y) = &.

Dividing the first equation by the second, we obtain

tan.

Again, squaring both equations, and adding together, w
obtain

4 co..' V.2V 2

But the last factor of left-hand side = 1,

.-. cos.!(*- y) = *(< + 6).

From these two results the unknown quantities x and y may
be found by addition and subtraction.

XIX. Subsidiary Angles. Trigonometrical calculations may
often be simplified in form by introducing a subsidiary or imagi-

nary angle, by which the sum or difference of two or more

magnitudes may be expressed by a product or quotient often

a matter of importance in calculating with logarithm*. An
example or two will best explain our meaning :

Solve the equation, * = a sin. A + b cos. A.

Now assume a subsidiary angle 8, such that = tan. 9, and
substitute this value in above equation.

Then z = a (sin. A + cos. A)

= a (sin. A + tan. 8 cos. A)

_ sin. A oos. 8 + sic. 8 coa. A
ooa. 9

_ sin. (A + 0)

cos.

This is a much more manageable expression to deal with,

being already known by the assumption. As tan. may be

anything from to ce, the relative values of a and 6 are im-

material ; but had it been desired to introduce sin. 0, it would
have been necessary to see that the ratio assumed to represent.
it did not exceed unity, as sin. cannot exceed 1.

Solve the equation a sin. z b cos. x = c.

a sin. x - c= b cos. x.

(a sin. z c)* = fc* cos.** = 6* (1
-- ain.2 *).

Reducing this equation, we obtain the following quadratio
for sin. x :

(a
2 + b2) sin.2* 2ac sin. * - (b* c1) = 0.

The solution of which is

Sin. * = -

Now assume that = tan. 0, or b = a tan. 9, and substi-

tute this in the above equation ; then we obtain

a (sin. x+ cos. * tan. 0) = e.

Multiply each side by cos. 8, and

a (sin. x + cos. 8 + cos. x sin. 9) = c cos. 9 ;

or, a sin. (* + 0) = c oos. 9.

From which we obtain the value of * + 9, and ultimately of

x, 8 being already known from tan. 8 = -.
a

XX. Eatios between Sides and Angles of Plane Triangles in

general. The solution of right-angled triangles was explained
in Section X., and offered little difficulty. But for the solution

of oblique-angled triangles more complex ratios have to be

established between the sides and angles, which aie contained

in the following propositions and formulae :

1. Any two sides of a plane triangle are in the same ratio as

the sines of the opposite angles.

For example, in anv triangle IBC, -= .
'- -... (65)

b sin. B
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Let A B c be the triangle (Pigs. 12 and 13). From c drop c p

perpendicular to A B, or, as in Fig. 13, to A B, produced either

way;
C

C
Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

then sin. A= C
,
and sin. B= ;

AC CB

sin. A
sin. B

CP
AC
c P

c B

aCT . ., ,

Similarly,
- =

c B _ a
AC

~
fr

'

sin. A b sin. B
sin. C c sin. C

If A or B be a right angle, there is no need to drop the

perpendicular above referred to. The sine of the right angle
will of course be unity, but the above reasoning will hold good,
and the result be the same.

This statement of ratios between sides and sines of opposite

angles is called the rule of sines, and may be thus written :

sin. A sin. B sin. C__ ______ _____
(66)

2. The sum of any two sides is to their difference as the

tangent of half the sum of ^the opposite angles is to the tangent
f half their difference.

By the last proposition, -" = 8in " A
.

b sin. B
Then, componendo et dividendo

a + b _sin. A + sin. B
a b sin. A - sin. B'

Whence, by (47),
i

Oi

This may be written differently; for (A + B) (180 C) ;

.-. tan. g (A + B) = tan. (90 -
_r C) = cot. J C ;

. a+ b _ cot. J C
**

a - 6

= _ ...... (67)

tan.

Whence,

(A-B)
a b

= cot. i (A B) cot. i C

= tan. |(A - B) tan.

(68)

a+b
3. The sum of any two sides is to the third side as the cosine

ef half the difference of the opposite angles is to the cosine of half
their sum.

Since A + B = 180 - C,

.
a sin. A

sin. (A -f B) = sin. C ;

sin. B
'

sin. (A + B)'

and =
c sin. (A + B)

Adding these equations, and using (41) and (60), we get

a + b __ sin. A + sin. B_ 2 sin. ^ (A + B) cos. % (A - B) .

c
'

sin. (A + B) 2~dnT (A + B) cos. ~(AT+ B)
;

L+j! = cos. 4 (A - B) ....

c cos. 4 (A + B)

Similarly (by subtracting the second from the first equation
above, instead of adding them together), we find that

The difference of any two sides is to the third side as the sine

of half the difference of the opposite angles is to the sine of half
their sum ;

or
a-^ = sin, k (A - B)

(?0
c sin. t (A + B)

4. The square of any one side = the sum of the squares of the

other sides less twice the rectangle contained by them multiplied
into the cosine of the opposite angle (i.e., the angle included
between the sides last mentioned).

If the opposite angle be a right angle, the "contained
rectangle," being multiplied by cos. 90, i.e., by 0, disappears,
and leaves only that part of the statement which concerns the

squares of the sides, which is proved in Euclid I. 47.

If the opposite angle be acute (Fig. 12), by Euclid 11. 13,

BC2 = AC2 + AB2 2 AB AP.

But since cos. A = , AP = AC cos. A -

AC

.'. BC2 = AC2 + AB2 2AB AC COS. A ;

or writing a, b, and c for BC, AC, and AB,

a* = 62 + c" - 2bc cos. A.

If the opposite angle be obtuse (Fig. 13), by Euc. II. 12,

BC* = AC2 + AB2
-f 2AB . AP ;

but AP = AC cos. A = AC cos. (180 A) = AC cos. A
(A being in 2nd quadrant) ;

therefore, as before, a2 = 62 + c2 - 2bc cos. A")
Similarly, b'

2 - a? + c2 - 2ac cos. B ...(71)

and, c2 = a2 + b- 2ab cos. C j

5. Sines and cosines of angles in terms of sides.

by transposition,

Cos. A =

From (71),

2bc

Cos. B = v
I
2ac

Cos. C =

(72)

2ab

Since sin.2 A= 1 cos.2 A,

Sin.2 A = (1 + cos. A) (1
- cos. A)

_ -~
2bc

.. _

2&c

2bc

2bc )

a2 - (b
2 - 2bc + c")\

2bc /

_ /

\ 2&c \ 2bc

(b + c-a) (a + b-c) (a + c-b)
4&2c2

This expression for sin.2 A (and therefore sin. A by extracting
the root) is in better form for calculation than (72), as it con-

sists entirely of factors. It can, however, ba further simplified

by taking
s = semiperimeter of triangle ;

then 2s = a + b -f- c,

and 2(s a.)
= b -j- c - a,

2(sb) = a + cb,
2(sc) = a + b-c;

therefore, extracting the root, and simplifying,

2Vs(s a) (s-b)(s-c)
_

> ?_\ ' ^

be
(73)

The expressions for sin. B and sin. C are similar, but the deno-

minator is ac in the one case and ah in the other.

6. Sines, cosines, and tangents of the semi-angles.

By (62), 1 + cos. A = 2 cos. 2 \ A.

4s (s - cttb

But by the preceding calculations, 1 -f- cos. A=
; -&-J.
8v0

, , . 2s (s
-
a)

.: 2 cos.2 ^ A = ';
be

Similarly,

and

/ s (s
-

b)

s (s- c)

ab

(74)

Deducing in a similar manner from other values of 1 - cos. A,

etc., we get expressions for the sines of the semi-angles, and by
dividing the latter by the corresponding expressions for the

cosines (74), we get the tangents, as under
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Sin. i A = J (-*)(-

Sin. i B =

Sin. 4 C

Tan.
.j
A -

Tan. k B =

(-a) (-')
ae

ab

(7-0

(-) (- t:)

; ,
(76)

8(S-C)

If one of each set bo remembered, the other two formula} can

be brought to mind at once in all those cases, owing to the

symmetry and obviousness of the system on which the formulas

are constructed.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XX.
THE RESTORATION PERIOD: DRYDEN AND THE POETS.

FROM what we have said in earlier lessons, our readers will be

able to realise to some extent the strength of the reaction which
followed upon the downfall of the Puritan influence and the

victory of the Court party at the Restoration, and the effect

which this change produced upon the literature of the age.

Nothing can better show this contrast than a comparison of the

character and career of Milton with that of Dryden ; Milton the

very type of a Puritan poet, Dryden by far the greatest, and pro-

bably the best, among the literary offspring of the Restoration.

John Dryden was born in 1631, of an ancient and honourable

family, in the county of Northampton. After commencing his

education at a school in the neighbourhood of his home, he was
removed to Westminster School, then under the government of

the celebrated Dr. Busby. From Westminster he was elected

to a scholarship at Trinity College, Cambridge, where ho took
his bachelor's degree in 1654, though he continued to reside at

the University for several years after this time. Dryden then
removed to London, having in the meantime become possessed
of a small fortune by the death of his father. His relatives

were all of the Puritan party, and Sir Gilbert Pickering, a near

kinsman, under whose immediate auspices Dryden entered

public life, was a trusted friend and follower of Cromwell.

Naturally, therefore, Dryden's first public efforts were upon the
same side. The earliest of his poems of any great pretension is

his "Heroic Stanzas on the Death of Oliver Cromwell." But
Cromwell was dead, and the Restoration soon followed ; and

Drydon, like many another, abandoned the fallen creed to

worship the rising sun. This event, however, brought Dryden
no immediate improvement in fortune or circumstances, but the
reverse ; for the friends upon whose influence and protection he
had formerly relied remained faithful to the fallen cause, and

Dryden, separated from them, was left to rely upon his own re-

sources. The first fruits of Dryden's political conversion were
two poems

" Astraea Redux," a poem in honour of the king's
return, and " A Panegyric on the King on the occasion of the
Coronation." But Dryden had to live by his pen, and he there-

fore applied himself to that form of literature for which, in the
reaction from the spirit of Puritanism, the demand was greatest
and the reward surest the drama. For many years, beginning
very soon after the Restoration, he produced, in pursuance of an
agreement into which he had entered, three pieces for the stage
every year ; and his plays show an inexhaustible variety in

subject and character, though they are all alike in the dramatic
defects which we shall have to refer to hereafter. Nor was his

diligence in other departments less remarkable, in poetry and in

prose alike. In 1670 he was appointed to the office of poet
laureate, and, unlike the modern holders of the office, became
court poet in reality as well as in name, zealously devoting his

great powers to the most servile and indiscriminate flattery of

the king and his favourites, and the most violent attacks on
all who opposed the party in power. Dryden had been edu-

cated among Puritans, but at the Restoration became a rigid

Anglican, and wrote one of his greatest poems in defence of the

Anglican position. But soon after the accession of James II. he

abandoned hi- old faith, and proved himMlf a
Catholic. Of count the honerty of a change of creed so i

and ao opportune haa ben much impugned; and though we
may not bo called upon to suspect Dryden of OOBMIOM in-

y in thin change any more than in any other of hi*

tranaitiona, religious or political, they at leant show the abeeaoe
of that earnestness of pnrpoea and strength of conviction which
characterised the preceding generation, and the want of whkh
marked the age of the Restoration beyond all other periods in

oar history.

Dryden married, in 1663, Lady Elizabeth Howard, ^furgMff
of the Earl of Berkshire, bat the marriage wan not a happy one.

His literary labours were carried on with nnceawng diligence
down to the time of his death. He died of dropsy in the year 1700.

Before speaking in any detail of Dryden'a works individually,
it may be well to point out what were the leading features of

his genius, what qualities as a poet he had, and what be
wanted. The power of pathos is wholly absent in him ; he
neither arouses our sympathies nor touches oar pity. He ad-

dresses himself to the reason and judgment, not to the pas-
sions or emotions of his readers. The dramatic faculty, again,
is very defective in Dryden. He can describe characters with

unequalled power and felicity, the satirist's art ; bat he cannot

place them before our eyes living and in action, the dramatic

art. But Dryden was a man of immense intellectual ability,

capable of being applied with success to almost any task,

equally strong in argument and in satire. His observation of

the salient points of character was keen, and his judgment
in handling every subject with which he dealt admirable.

But his greatest gift that in which he specially excels alone

among poets is his power of expression, style, and ver-

sification. His language is everywhere a perfect model of

English style, clear, simple, nervous, full of variety and of

dignity. In every line there is a force and elevation rarely

attained by any other poet, the unmistakable presence of the

vis divinior of the Latin poet. His verse has been the ad-

miration of each succeeding generation.
From what we have said, it will easily be believed that

Dryden's plays are not the works on which his fame should

be rested. They are brilliant frequently, with plenty of variety

of incident, and the versification (for his plays are, for the

most part, in regular rhymed verse) admirable. When they
were produced they enjoyed an unbounded popularity. But
that was an age in which Shakespeare was despised, and the

Elizabethan drama held barbarous. And to a sounder taste

Dryden's plays are wearisome, wanting in every dramatic ele-

ment. But their number is an extraordinary evidence of the

unwearied diligence of their author.

The second class of Dryden's works consists of poems in

honour of public persons or public events. Some of this

class, those addressed to Cromwell and to Charles II., we
have already mentioned ; but the most remarkable of such

poems is the " Annus Mirabilis," the first in point of date

of his more ambitious poems. Its subjects are the Great

Fire of London, and certain successes gained by the English
fleet in the Dutch war, both happening in the year 1666;

hence named by the poet
" Annns Mirabilis." The poem con-

sists of more than three hundred stanzas of four lines each,

the lines being ten-syllabled lines rhyming alternately. This

was a favourite metre in Dryden's day, but it is one that

wearies the ear, and is peculiarly ill suited for the purposes of

narrative. Indeed, the " Annus Mirabilis
"

is, on the whole,

one of the least pleasing of its author's works ; and it is de-

formed by occasional examples of ingenious extravagance,

showing that Dryden had not yet fully escaped the influence of

the metaphysical style prevalent in his younger days.

The next class of Dryden's works which we have to consider

are his satires ; and in them we find his genius displayed in its

highest excellence. The most important of these are of the

nature of political satires, written in the interest of the king,

and in favour of the Duke of York's succession to the throne,

in opposition to the party which called itself the Protestant

party, led by the ambitious and unscrupulous Earl of Shaftes-

bury, and whose nominal rallying point was the unfortunate

Duke of Monmouth, natural son of the king. The first and

most successful of these satires is the first part of " Absalom
'

and Achitophel." This work was published in 1681, and pub-

:

lished with the view of producing a specific effect upon the
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public mind. The anti-Popish feeling of the country was very

strong. It had shown itself especially in the horrible cruelties,

the murders of innocent men in the name of justice, which

arose out of the so-called Popish Plot a plot which was mainly,
at all events, the creation of popular alarm and excitement

deliberately stimulated by the party of Shaftesbury for their

own selfish end. And the friends of genuine liberty, alarmed at

the violence of the king, were to a great extent driven to support

Shaftesbury. But the tide had somewhat begun to turn ;
and

Shaftesbury himself was in the Tower under a charge of treason.

At this juncture Dryden produced his satire in the hope of

exciting popular ill will against him, and so securing his ruin.

Under the guise of the Scriptural story of David and his rebel-

lious son, Absalom, he presents to us the history of the moment.
The too indulgent David is the king himself. Absalom stands

for the beautiful, weak, and ungrateful Monmouth ; Achitophel,
the crafty and faithless counsellor, for Shaftesbury ; while the

minor characters of the Scripture story have all their counter-

parts in the modern history. The satire is one of the finest in

the language ; its peculiar merit consists in the extraordinarily

powerful portraits it contains of the chief characters. The

picture of Shaftesbury himself is an admirable example :

" The false Achitophel was first,

A name to all succeeding ages cursed ;

For close designs and crooked counsels fit ;

Sagacious, bold, and turbulent of wit ;

Restless, unfixed in principles and place ;

In power unpleased, impatient of disgrace ;

A fiery soul which, working out its way,
Fretted his piginy body to decay,
And o'er-inftrmed the tenement of clay.

A daring pilot in extremity ;

Pleased with the danger when the waves went high,
He sought the storm ; but, for a calm unfit,

Would steer too near the sands to show his wit.

Great wits are sure to madness near allied,

And thin partitions do their bounds divide ;

Else why should he, with wealth and honours blest,

Refuse his age the needful hours of rest ?

Punish a body which he could not please ;

Bankrupt of life, yet prodigal of ease ?

And all to leave what with his toil he won
To that unfeathered two-legged thing, a son."

Finer still is the portrait of the Duke of Buckingham, so

celebrated for his varied and brilliant abilities, his vice and

extravagance, and his miserable end :

" In the first rank of these did Ziuiri stand ;

A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one but all mankind's epitome.
Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong,
Was everything by starts, aud nothing long ;

But in the course of one revolving moon
Was chemist, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon ;

Then all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking,
Besides ten thousand freaks that died in thiuking.
Blest madman, who could every hour employ
With something new to wish or to enjoy !

Railing and praising were his usual themes ;

And both, to show his judgment, in extremes ;

So over-violent, or over-civil,

That every man with him was god or devil.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art ;

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Beggared by fools, whom still he found too late,

He had his jest, and they had his estate.

He laughed himself from court, then sought relief

By forming parties, but could ne'er be chief ;

For, spite of him, the weight of business fell

On Absalom and wise Achitophel.
Thus wicked but in will, of means bereft,
He left no faction, but of that was left."

In the following lines Dryden gives us a life-like picture of

the notorious Titus Gates, the professional false-witness who,
alter a long course of perjury, first on one side and then on
the other, at last ended his career of infamy in imprisonment
and the pillory :

" Sunk were his eyes, his voice was harsh and loud,
Sure signs he neither choleric was nor proud ;

His long chin proved his wit ; his saint-like grace
A church vermilion and a Moses' face."

This satire was a great success, and its fame immediate.

But Shaftesbury, nevertheless, escaped, for the grand jury of
London rejected the indictment against him ; and his admirers
struck and distributed a medal in honour of the event. This
gave occasion to another satire from the pen of the Court poet.
"The Medal" is scarcely less powerful than its predecessor, but
it is very different in tone and manner. The cool dissection of
character which we find in "Absalom and Achitophel" is rs-

placed by violent, even savage attack. It is an onslaught upon
Shaftesbury alone. The following is a specimen of its spirit :

"A martial hero first, with early care

Blown, like a pigmy by the winds, to war.
A beardless chief, a rebel ere a man ;

So young his hatred to his prince began.
Next this how wildly will ambition steer
A vermin wriggling in the usurper's ear ;

Bartering his venal wit for sums of gold,
He cast himself into the saintlike mould ;

Groaned, sighed, and prayed while godliness was gain,
The loudest bagpipe of the squeaking train.

But, as 'tis hard to cheat a juggler's eyes,
His open lewdness he could ne'er disguise.
There split the saint, for hypocritic zeal

Allows no sins but those it can conceal."

A second part of
" Absalom and Achitophel

" was published
the next year ; it is not, however, for the most part the work of

Dryden but of a very inferior hand, and has little of the power
of the first part.

" McFlecknoe "
is a satire of a very different class. Dryden,

like most of the wits of his day, as well as of the periods which

preceded and immediately followed hia time, was always in the
heat of controversy, and always at war with rival writers and

literary men. In "McFlecknoe" he intended to inflict summary
vengeance upon Shadwell, a second-rate poet, with whom Dry-
den was constantly at war. The satire is very brilliant, very
severe, and very unjust.
The next class of Dryden's writings of which we have to

speak consists of his poems on controversial subjects. Of these
the most important two are the "

Eeligio Laici,"written by Dry-
den while still a Protestant, in defence of the Anglican Church ;

and the " Hind and the Panther," written after his conversion
to the Roman Catholic religion," in defence of the Church of

Rome. The first of these poems, in the form of an epistle, con-

tains an elaborate argument in favour of the author's then

position. In point of expression, and the admirable adaptation
of style and versification to the subject-matter, it is almost
without a rival among poems of its class. The effect of the
" Hind and the Panther "

is rather spoiled, notwithstanding its

many beauties, by its half-allegorical form.
A very high place among Dryden's poems must be awarded

to his odes. Of all the lyrics in our language of the more
ambitious, the heroic or Pindaric kind, Dryden's great ode on
" Alexander's Feast

"
is the finest. It was written in the year

1697, and, like his ode for St. Cecilia's Day and some other

well-known ode? by other authors, was written for the musical
festival then annually held on St. Cecilia's Day. Dryden's
extraordinary energy and vigour of style was precisely suited

for such poetry, while his deficiency in pathos was not felt, for

in the Pindaric ode there is little space for pathos.

Dryden's "Fables," many of which are from Chaucer, are

either adaptations in modern language of some of the " Canter-

bury Tales," or original tales in imitation of Chaucer. As
poems they are pleasing ; but they are cot Chaucer either in

spirit or in style.

Dryden's translations consist of the whole of Virgil, several

of the Satires of Juvenal, and some of Ovid's Epistles. His

prose works are entirely critical ; the most important being an
"
Essay on Dramatic Poetry." They are distinguished, for the

most part, by admirable good sense and judgment in their

criticism, and always by a style manly and vigorous, the couu

terpart in prose of Dryden's manner iu verse.

Of poets other than dramatic, there is none but Dryden, in

the age of the Restoration, worthy of any prolonged notice.

Poetry was the fashion ; and dilettanti noblemen in numbers
wrote poetry, to which their rank gave a momentary prominence.
To this class belonged Roscommon, Rochester, Buckingham,
and also Dorset. Some, like Sir Charles Sedley, wrote graceful
and lively songs. Perhaps the poem best worthy of mention is

the "
Splendid Shilling," by John Phillips, a mock-heroic poem

not destitute of humour.
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. X I X .

TUX COLOUR-TOP, INVENTED AFTER MR. HOSE'S OPTICAL
CONTRIVANCE CALLED TUB KALOTROPB.

i NO about tho streets of the Hague one day, the writer

mot with a moat excellent and cheap toy, combining tho ordi-

:Toota of persistence with the various changes of colour
!.- by u^ing a disc upon which red, yellow, and blue are

p.i:::ti-.l in unequal proportions, and exposed to view through an

[..snug in an opaque disc working upon but independently of

the coloured one. Thin top, under various denominations, has
been sold throughout England, and has, in fact, become quite a

delight the inquiring mind* of a certain morbidly-inclined olaM
of philosophers, as w shown in Fig. 5 ; a TOM (Fig. 6), rational/
shaped bottle* (Figs. 7 and 8), a goblet (Fig. 9), a tea-cup
and saucer (Fig. 10), and a champagne glaai (Fig.
Thus by ingeniously modifying the old expedient* of moving

in a circle tho lighted stick, or the more brilliant effect* obtain,
able from certain fireworks, such u squib* or fire-wheel* in
which a revolving point of light produces toe effect of a wheel
of fire emitting sparks are these very entertaiuing and (Cor
children) harmless illustrations of persistence of vision produced.
Tho idea of making colour topi, called kaleidoscope topt,

chameleon tops, cinephantic tops, trocheidoscopes, etc. all of

"household toy. In Fig. 1 is shown the mode of winding tho

top, and in Fig. 2 the spinning is easily managed by holding
the wire inserted in tho hollow central axis and pulling away
the string with the other hand. Tho colours of the painted
disc are made to change rapidly by touching the top opaque
disc, and whatever colours then predominate give the prevailing
tints to tho revolving disc, in a manner that will be explained
more carefully when Mr. King's revolving coloured disc for tho

oxyhydrogen light is described.

The toy is made still more amusing by the insertion into the
hollow and central axis of tho top, wires bont into various forms.

Thus tho wire (a) and disc (b) of Fig. 3 will produce Fig. 4. Another

wire, bent into the form of the profile of tho face, when spinning
round appears like some of those horrible casts of celebrated

homicides whose physiognomic and phrenological developments

143 N.E.

which owe their effects to open-work or perforated discs running
over coloured ones may be traced back to the first beautiful

contrivance invented by Mr. Thomas Rose, of Glasgow, called

the Kalotrope, or beauty-turner, which was exhibited by the

writer for the first time in London at tho Royal Polytechnic in

the early part of the year 1856, its leading features (to use the

words of the inventor) being the multiplication, combination,
and involution of simple figures into compound devices of singu-
lar beauty, both as regards form and variety of tint.

The instrument consists of two concentric wheels, two feet

in diameter, working nearly in contact, and in contrary direc-

tions, and with equal or varying velocities. The movement is a
combination of wheels, by which a velocity of at least 1,000
revolutions per minute can bo obtained. Discs of devices are

provided for tho hinder wheel (corresponding to the disc of a
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coloured top), and a number of perforated black discs for the

front wheel, similar to the opaque disc of a coloured top, with a

slice cut out to show the changing effects. The instrument

could be used to show simple persistence of vision by merely
removing the front perforated black disc ; as, for instance, the

re-composition of the colours forming white light by the rapid
rotation of a disc bearing the prismatic colours, when each

colour is presented to the eye so nearly at the same instant that

proximate whiteness is produced. By rotation of a disc having
alternate sections of two colours a third was produced, as

imitated in the colour-top ; thus red and blue, by rapid alter-

nate presentation to the eye, produced a purple spectrum.

Again, a disc charged with black balls nearly in contact pre-

sents under rotation a shaded solid ring, dark in the centre,

where the balls are close together, and light at the edges, where
the white interstices increase in breadth.

For the true kalotrope effects the two wheels are used ;
and in

1855 the inventor was kind enough to give the writer the follow-

ing valuable information with regard to the discs to be used

and devices best adapted to the kalotrope.
The Kalotrope Discs. Mr. Rose claims the merit of suggest-

ing variety in the perforated discs, which, combined with diffe-

rent velocities, produces those illusions which make the kalotrope
an optical arrangement different from any other that preceded
it. But he prepared at first only three discs, the first having
twelve slots, the second having twenty-four slots, and the third

divided as in Fig. 12. This last consists of three concentric

circles ; the first has forty-eight slots, the second thirty-six

slots, and the third twenty-four slots. Thus in every inch the

multiplications, combinations, involutions, etc., vary.
The Range of Effects by the Kalotrope. Every disc of devices

will not with advantage bear all the varieties of action of which
the apparatus is capable. But it may servo to indicate the wide

range of effect producible by the apparatus to mention all the
varieties to which any one disc might be subjected.

It may be shown (1) under simple persistence ; (2) with the

second wheel playing over it, without any perforated disc ; (3)

with disc of twelve slots ; (4) with disc of twenty-four slots ;

(5) with disc of three circles of slots. Under these five con-

ditions it may be combined with variations of velocity, and also

variations of relative velocity of one wheel to the other.

Now although some of these variations would not be appre-
ciated by a sight-seeing audience, there is scarcely one that is

not fraught with instruction for the student in optical science.

The Series of Discs of Devices. The series of discs prepared
by the inventor were simple and unartistic, and are not in every
case the best devices for the intended purposes. His views

expanded as he proceeded in the arrangement of the apparatus,
and hence, as the idea was not at the first present to him in all

its unity, there is necessarily some want of coherence of plan
and adaptation in the details. Indeed, the main object ho had
in view was to analyse disc action, ascertain its capabilities,
and give examples of action just sufficient to indicate a highly
useful and interesting apparatus. The kalotrope may be per-
fected by artistic ingenuity in the construction both of the

devices and the perforated discs. The inventor merely claims

to have laid down a principle in an intelligible and workable

form, and to have produced a working model quite sufficient as

a guide to any one who would take up the kalotrope and produce
it under the best auspices.

The discs are two feet diameter. The first (Fig. 13) contains

twelve circles, about three inches diameter, round its margin,
painted with intense black. The effect of this disc has been

already described as a ring a ring divided into twenty-four
sections, twenty-four ovals, forty-eight involuted figures a com-

pound involuted figure.

The second disc (Fig. 14) is a bold and simple thaumatrope
device of rings and interim balls, with ~ther moving details. It

changes to forty-eight involved rings, xall of motion, and again to
a compound involu-

tion of much beauty.
The third disc (Fig.

15) is a black ball

withintwo black con-

centric circles : re-

volving twenty times

per second, it is lost.

The apparatus gives
mathematical data
in regard to the phe-
nomenon ; the ball

changes its place

every 600th of a se-

cond, and returns

upon the eye in the
same point every
20th of a second. -

Thus far it is shown

by the single wheel
under simple persistence. Next, screw on the second wheel and
the twelve-slot disc, and turn at twenty per second, when
twenty-four black balls will be visible. In this case the ball

changes its place every 1,200th of a second, and returns to any
given point every 20th of a second. This experiment shows how
powerfully the eye is affected by rapid alternations of apparition
and disappearance.

It is a fact worth naming that if a person can get the habit
of winking very rapidly, ho can impress the eye with a light of

great intensity by looking at an ordinary gas bat's-wing burner.

The fourth disc is a white ball in an intensely black circle (Fig,

16). With a speed of twenty per second this ball cannot be lost,

but will be a visible white circle over the black one hence the

greater impression made on the eye by whiteness. Taking the
second wheel and twelve-slot disc, twenty-four strong white balls

are seen ; then take the twenty-four slot disc, and forty-eight
white balls will be visible ; thus showing that a white ball may
change its place every 2,400th of a second, and return again to-

the same point every 20th of a second, and be visible by inter-

rupted vision.

In both these experiments all the balls appear and disappear

alternately at the same instant ; but in the first experiment the

interval of passage from slot to slot is 480th of a second,
and in the second experiment 960th of a second intervals, of

course, too brief to be appreciated by the eye.
The fifth disc is a circular arrangement of spectrum for

composing white light,

merely introduced as

the simplest effect of

persistence, and as a

starting-point in the

illustrations.

Qth Disc. Nine
parti - coloured stars,-

with falling aerolites,

simply to show the

first elements of cir-

cumferential revolu-

tion, when the twelve-

slot disc revolves in

front of them.
1th Disc. Four cir-

cles of balls, number
different in each circle-

to show the principle
on which circumferential motion is accelerated fewest balls

move the swiftest. This disc may be used with different per-
forated discs, and the wheels moved with different velocities, by
which means figures are multiplied by persistence and singular
varieties of motion are observed.

8th Disc. Nine bold rings with interim action, to be sub-

mitted to all the perforated discs in succession, when remarkable
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<ms and disturbances of motion will be seen, according
the wheel*.

'Jtk Disc, arranged for ecoentrio motion, show* pleasingly

impli' per- n' spoken of second wheel play over

-a of light radiate from centre to circumference. Re-

.!o effects of motion, etc., are produced by the three

ilisc.s in succession.

-Throe circles of balls, arranged for contrary

. show by simple persistence ; with spokes of second

become striped circles revolving; with the perforated

present a succession of truly beautiful changes.
1 1 //i />!.->. Three circles heavily charged with coloured and

all the balls disappear under simple persistence

and twenty revolutions per second. With twelve-slot disc, the

halls reappear; with twenty-four slot disc, they are resolved

into a surface of uniform colour.

l'2th Disc. A rich mosaic device for composition of colour by
simple persistence. Demonstrates the power of the brighter

colours on the eye.
13th Disc. Another rich mosaic for composition of colours;

but shows a succession of pleasing effects with spokes of second

wlu'i'l and the three perforated discs.

14th Disc. Two balls and two arrow-heads, 90 distant, be-

come, with twelve-slot disc, twenty-four regular figures.

15th Disc. An elaborately irregular figure, by rapid revolu-

tion and with twelve and twenty-four slot discs multiplied,

combined, and mode regular, and denominated the principle of

the anorthoscope, or instrument for changing to symmetrical

figures others without form or symmetry.
\Cith Disc. Six balls, two rings in three pieces, and six half

handles, disposed round disc, become, with twelve-slot disc,

twenty-four egg-shaped bodies, with perfect ring and handle to

each (thaumatropc).
17th Disc. Disc charged with six largo circular figures, to

exhibit and explain different stages of involution and combina-

tion.

18th Disc. Black star of six points, etc., with spokes of

second wheel playing over it. The black star and the general
device come up white and light-coloured. Shows various effects

of multiplication and combination with perforated discs.

19th Disc. A bold device for involution and variety of motion,

according to perforated discs and velocity of wheels.

20th Disc. Circle of wheels and centre. Show first by simple

persistence. With twelve-slot disc shows thaunmtrope action ;

with twenty-four slots, beautifully involuted ;
with compound

slots, the effect enhanced.

21st Disc. A bold device of black and coloured circles for

general effects.

22n<Z Disc. Three circles of bold lines arranged for contrary
motion. With spokes of second wheel the lines become white ;

lines multiplied by perforated discs of twenty-four and various

slots.

Mr. Rose's pulley of equal motion has a mathematical differ-

ence in its grooves, and when the velocity is highest the figures

are not quite stationary, although the number of slots and

figures be the same. This slight imperfection has suggested in

connection with disc 22 the practicability of a travelling vernier

for reading off the velocity of a wheel even if it were moving at

3,000 revolutions per minute.

23rd Disc. Three circles of wheels, with contrary motions,

exhibiting a pleasing variety of effects under different treatment.

The discs, when arranged, form a consecutive series for show-

ing all the usual effects of the thaumatrope, thaumascope,

anorthoscope, etc., and the capabilities of the kalotrope for

exhibiting a variety of beautiful changes.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XLYIII.

INVARIABLE WORDS (continued) ADVERBS.
4. Quantity.

THE adverbs of qnantity are susceptible of the same termina-

tions as those of manner. Here are some of them : ayav, too

much; \tav, extremely; aoijv, abundantly; aAis, sufficiently.

Those which particularly mark number end in OKIS :

(from iroffos, hoio many ?) Iww often ? how many times?

(from woXvi, numerous), many timei.

rtrpattit (from rtrraptt, four), four times.

KtvraKit (from mint , five), five timei.

The rest of the adverbs formed from the cardinal nnmben
follow this analogy, except Airo{, once (emel) ; tit, twite (bis) ;

rptt, three times (ter).

5. Interroyation.

It asks a question simply : Do you say thitf ij Arym rovro ;

apa asks a question mostly with an expresiirc then s Do you,
then, say this ? iya \tytts rovro ;

v.wv (u.i\ ouv) expects a negation, num. : UMV A-yu rovro; you
do not say this, do you ? It is also used in simple interroga-
tions.

6. Affirmation.

ij, ij u.nv, yes, certainly, in truth.

apa, pa, rot, 8rj (in the poets), then, certainly, assuredly.
u.tv denotes a contrast, and strengthens, = indeed (quidem).

yt asserts something in addition, and gives emphasis to its

word, = at least.

vat (Latin nee, English nay), yes, truly.

". Negation,

ov (OVK before a vowel), ov\i, Attic $
no, with direct negations and

ou5auo>r, by no means indicative mood.

fir;, ov pi), /j.ij oux* j
that not, with indirect nega-

fUj&gftut, by no means
(

tions and imperative mood.

8. Doubt.

taut, rax<t, itov (without accent), perhaps, probably.

orjKov, OTj8ft>, apparently.

There are some words which, without being adverbs, are

employed adverbially. We have seen adverbs which have the

form of the genitives, datives, and accusatives. We are now
to see those cases themselves perform the office of adverbs.

Their cases are said to be owing to certain prepositions which

have been dropped in conversation :

Gon. vvKros (8m), by night, at night.

Dat. (o (trvv), by force, forcibly.

KVK\(O (v), in a circular, circularly.

Ace. oiK-nv (Kara), in the form or manner of.

X&pw (irps)) in favour of.

npolxa (Kara), gratuitously.

Sometimes the preposition is expressed and united to the

noun ;
as

iropaxp^Ma ('"'apa, at ; xp*)Ma the thing), at the moment.

irpovpyov (irpo, for ; tpyov, the deed), usefully, beforehand.

(KiroSuv (tK,from; irovs, the foot), at a distance, farfrom,

Adverbs formed from adjectives imply a substantive :

Dat. jSia (fit jSia xp)j *i particular; wefp (tv xtfi &$<?), on foot.

Ace. ftaxpav (tts /xaxpav 6Sov), a long way, at a distance.

The neuter of the adjective is often employed as an adverb ;

as the dative iroAA^, much, by much ; 7)81;, agreeably ; Stivov and

Sttva, terribly ; irortpa, whether? firiTTjSej, on, purpose.

CONJUNCTIONS.

The following is a list of the chief conjunctions :

KOI, rt, and.
| i, av, tav, if.

|
nrt, because, since.

TJ, or.
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again, several words in a separate state, as ou pnv aAAa, how-

ever; irArjv (i jurj. if only.
One or two others deserve notice, as are, seeiny that, as being

for example, ore ayaQos, as being gwd (Latin, utpote bonus) ;

rrtp, although for example, 07060$ irep, although good.
There are certain words employed as adverbs, in the composi-

tion of which there is a conjunction for example, drj^ovon,

evidently (that is, STJXOP ttrnv o-n, it is evident that) ; eviore,

sometimes made up of tvi, for earn/, and ore (in Latin, est

qv.ando).
INTERJECTIONS.

Interjections, as expressing almost inarticulately the passions
and emotions of the mind, are also numerous in the language of

the Greeks, who were a people of strong feelings. The principal

interjections are these :

2>, O! (sign of the teO, eheu ! ho! at, ot, ita, alas! (Lat.

vocative, &, 0! </>ev, ah ! [papce!)\ hei!)

expressing pain j3oat, ah ! oh ! (Lat. ,
eta, come ! (Lat. eia .')

or surprise), ovat, woe !

|

tvyt, well done!

iou, ah ! alas ! a, ah! (Latin, euge!)

Some imperatives are used as interjections ;
for example, aye,

<pffie, i0i, come ! (Latin, age !), airayt, begone ! (Latin, apage .')

FORMATION OP WORDS.
NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES.

Simple words may be divided into tvro classes, the primitive
and the derivative. Primitive words are those which are formed
from a stem by the affixing of a nominal or a verbal termination.

Thus Ao7oj is a primitive, it being formed by the addition of oy

to \oy. Also Ae-yw is a primitive, inasmuch as you form it by
adding u to \ty.

Derivative words are such as are derived or formed from

primitive words. Thus, from apx in apx~n, beginning, and opx&>,
/ begin, comes opxotos, an adjective formed by suffixing otos to

the stem ; apxaios accordingly signifies that which goes back to

the beginning, ancient.

Nouns are generally formed from either verbal or nominal
stems by means of a termination. This termination may bo
termed a suffix or a formative. Thus, by means of the suffix o

is \oyos formed from the verbal stem \fy, and apxotos is

formed from apx (nominative apxy) by the addition of the

.suffix to.

Suffixes serve the end of showing the different relations under
which the fundamental idea appears. Letu- take as an example
Troteci) (iroioi), I make. By cutting off the person-ending I obtain
as the stem iroit. From irote, with the lengthening of the e

into ij, and the introduction of the suffix or formative, I make
-these words

Troteco (iroioi), Trote-, irotr]-.

TTOITJTTJS, a poet ; TTotTjo-ts, poetry ; ironj/j.a(r), a poem.

Having taken a verbal stem, let us now take a nominal stem

jSao-iAeu (/3o<rtAeur, a king).

fiacriXevs, a ki'iig ; /3a<rl\fia, a queen; /3ocri\id, a kingdom}
/3a<nAtKOS, kingly.

Substantives are formed by various suffixes, of which the fol-

lowing are the most important :

The doer, or the person concerned with some act, ia denoted

by one of these terminations :

1. fvs; as ypa<f>tvs, a writer, from ypapta ; yovevs, a parent,
from yiyvofna.i.

2. rrjp, TO>P, TTjy (masculine), retpa, Tpto, rpu, ns (feminine) ; as

<7o>TT)p, deliverer (ffu-rtipa, fern.), from (rcafa ; pnTwp, a

speaker (pf as in tpta) ; /cptrijs, a judge (*pt as in icpivca) ;

rTrotjjTTjs, a poet (iroit as in Troteco) ; iroi^rpia, a poetess ;

afATjTTjy, a flute-player (ot>Ae as in ovAeci>) ; avXijTpts, a

female flute-player (ouAe as in ouAew).

The doing is indicated by the following terminations :

1. -m, <m, tria (from TIS). The nouns hereto belonging are all

feminine
; as TTKTTIS, confiding, trust, faith (from iri6, as

in irtiGouai) ; /j.i/j.r)ffis, imitation (from /ut,ue, as in /utjueowoi) ;

ffKcfyis, consideration (from VKfir, as in <r/ceirTOjuot) ; irpats,

handling, action (from trpay, as in irpao-o-w) ; yevtais, beget-

ting (from ytv, as in yiyvo/j.ai) ; SoKt/xairia, proving (from
as in

2. juos ; as cnrao-/j.os, cramp, spasm (from <nro, as in <rrrao>) ;

$efffj.os, chain (from Se, as in Seu) ; oovp/j.os, wailing (from
oSvp, as in o5i)po>).

The result of action is denoted by
1.

fjio. (neuter) ;
as irpay/j.u, a thing done (from 117)07, as in

irpaffffta) ; ^Jj/uo, a thing spoken (from pe, as in fp<a) ; T^ij^a,
a cut (from rep, as in rtfivw).

2. os (neuter) ; as Aaxoi, a Lot (from Aox, as in A^xovco ; aor.

t\axof) ; eQos, custom (from efl, as in to>0a) ; re/cox, a child

(from Ttc, as in TIKTIO).

The same suffix in derived words denotes the peculiar quality;
as

ffapos, weight, adjective stem &apv, nominative /3apur.

$0.605, depth, /8a0u, ftaQvs.

(J.TJKOS, length, /ia/cpo, ,, ^ojcpos.

The instrument or means of an action is denoted by rpo,
nominative rpov, neuter (the Latin trum) .

aporpof, a plough, from opo, as in apota (Latin aratmm).
\\irpov, a ransom, from \v, as in \vw.

SiSaKrpov, a teacher's fee, StSax, as in StSoff/cco.

Less definite is the meaning of the related feminine suffix,

rpo ; as uo"Tpa (ua>, I shave), a curry-comb ; opx^yrpa. (opx-
onai, I dance), a, dancing-place, our orchestra ; ira\aio-rpa

(jraAotw, I wrestle), a wrestling-place.

Place is signified by
1. TTjpioi/, neuter (the Latin torium) ; as oKpodTTjptof, a place

for hearing (Lat. auditorium), from axpoa, as in aKpoa.ofj.at ;

SiKaffTTjpiov, a judgment-hall, from 5t/ca5, as in SIKO^CU.

2. tlov (neuter) ; as Air/elo^, a speaking-place, from Ao7o, as
in Ao7o$ ; Kovpitlov, a barber's shop, from Kovptv, as in

Kovpevs ; Viovatlov, a museum, from Mowro, as in Movcra.

Substantives denoting quality are derived from adjective
stems by means of the following suffixes :

NOMINATIVE. ADJ. STEM. NOMINATIVE.
1. Tjj (fern.), Lat. tas, TOXVTTJS, quickness, Ta^y, raxvs.

tus. vforns, youth. vto, veos.

ivory?, equality, HTO, ttroj.

2. avvi] (fem.). 5iKatoo-vvrj, justice, SLKUIO, 8tco:oj.

aiacppoffwri, sense, acafypov, <rui<pp<av.

3. ta (fem.). o-o(piu, wisdom, cro<po, (ro<pos.

tuSaiuovia, happiness, ev8atfj.ov, tvSaifjuav.

The suffix to with the vowel of the adjective stem becomes
eta and ota :

ADJECTIVE STEM. NOMINATIVE.

oArjSeto (oA?j0eia), truth, a\r]9e(s), a\ij8rjf.

fuvoia (ewoia), benevolence, evvoo, tvvovs.

Diminutives, or words denoting the quality in a less degree,
are formed from nouns1 as stems by means of these suffixes :

1. lav (neuter) ;
as iraio'iov, a little child, stem iraio, nom. TTOIS;

Kyirtov, a little garden, stem K-TJ-ITO, norn. KrjTros. Besides
the form to there are these namely, ibiov, aptov, uSpto

(vtipiov) ; as OLKiStov, a little house (ot/cos) ; TratSopto^, alittle

child (irais) ; pthvopiov, a ditty (,ueAoj, a song, our melodij).

2. tffKos, iffKfi ; as vtaviffKos, a youth, stem vtavia., nom. vtavtas ;

, a little maiden, stem irotS, nom. Troty.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XV.
INDUCED CURRENTS RHUMKORFF'S COIL EXPERIMENTS

WITH THE COIL GEISSLEfi's TUBES.

IF we connect the poles of a battery-cell by a naked copper
wire of sufficient length to bend down towards some iron filings,
we shall find that the tiny metallic particles attach themselves
to the wire. In other words, the wire conveying a current is

magnetic. Faraday found that such a wire, if placed near
another wire or coil quite unconnected with any electrical

battery, induced a current in that wire or coil. The current so

induced is not permanent, but transient. When contact with
the battery is made with what we may call the primary circuit,
a momentary secondary current is induced in the other wire.

When the contact is broken, the current again makes itself evi-

dent, but in the reverse direction. Such currents are of a very
feeble nature, but the principle has been taken advantage of in
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an instrument called the indnctorium, or induction coil, where
the effects are magnified to a surprising degree, and give results

nost brilliant and startling character.

nplc form of induction coil is shown at Fig. 86. It con-

sists mainly of two separate coils of insulated wire, one within

tin- . .t lu-r. The innermost consists of two layers of thick copper
wire, which, l>y proper attachments, can be joined up with a

.o secondary coil lies outside the primary, and is

f several layers of very fine silk-covered copper wire,

measuring, in large coils, many miles in total length. These coils

are tirmly wound upon a hollow core, within which lies a bundle

of in.n wires, forming an electro-magnet whenever the current

flows through the coil. In front of one end of this core is a vi-

: armature, the to and fro movements of which cause the

cm-rent to be made and broken several times in every second.

The object of this is to gather np the transient currents in the

secondary coil caused by induction, so as to make them behave

somewhat like a continuous current. If this arrangement were

not adopted, there would only be a current at the moment of

joining the battery to the apparatus, and another current when
it was detached. The vibrating armature causes these joins

and breaks to occur

several times (many
hundred if required) in

every second, so that

we have a constant

X

stream of electricity,
bat which we know
really to be intermit-

tent, from the circum-

stances under which it

is produced. This con-

tact-breaker, as it is

called, acts in precisely
the same manner as

the hammer of a
1 ' trembler

' '

electric

bell ; it is shown in

detail at Fig. 87.

Here B represents the

magnetic core of the

coil, c the armature set

npon a springing piece
of metal A. E and D
are adjustable screws,
the former causing the

current to be broken directly A touches it, and the latter

restoring the current, so that A is once more attracted towards
the core B.

The phenomena connected with induced electricity can be

very well studied by simple apparatus. A battery cell is indis-

pensable, and perhaps the best for the purpose is that form
known as the Bichromate battery. It is simple and clean in

use, requires but one fluid, and gives off no unpleasant fumes.
It is generally sold in the form of a bottle containing two plates
of carbon and a central plate of zinc. These plates all hang by
rods from the ebonite cover of the bottle or jar, but the central

one, the zinc, is so arranged that it can be drawn completely np
into the neck of the bottle, and out of the exciting solution.

Owing to this arrangement, the bottle battery can be kept
ready charged for months at a time, the zinc being depressed
into the fluid only when the battery is required for use. The
charging fluid is made thus : An ounce of bichromate of potash
is dissolved in half a pint of boiling water. When the solution
has become cold, one ounce of commercial sulphuric acid (oil of

vitriol) is added to it. This addition will cause the liquid once
more to become hot. When cold it is ready for use.

Fig. 88 shows an induction coil complete, with a condenser

arrangement c, by which the induced or secondary current
is increased materially. With such a battery, a galvanometer,
and a few pieces of copper wire, some experiments may be per-
formed showing clearly how a current circulating in one wire will

induce a secondary current in another wire wholly detached from
it. First, let one pole of the battery be connected with a wire
stretched across two wooden uprights ; let us call this wire A.

A second wire, B, is stretched between the same uprights, half
an inch below A. This second wire is placed in circuit with a
galvanometer. On completing the battery circuit so that the

current traverses A, the galvanometer needle if deflected for an
instant It again more*, but in the reverse direction, when the
<-in:uit in broken. Thin experiment proves two important fact* :

first, that a current is induced in a wire by the uear presence of

a wire through which a current is flowing ; and, secondly, that

the current so induced is but transient, and only ocean at the
moment when the circuit of the A wire U completed or broken.

By fastening a file to one wire loading from the battery (bat in

other respects maintaining the condition of affairs jmt described)
and making contact by drawing the connecting wire slowly

along the roughened surface, we shall have a ready mean* of

making and breaking the current alternately, for as the wire i

dragged over the projections and depressions of sach a car-

face, the current is caused to be intermittent. Under such

circumstances, the galvanometer needle will be kept oscillating
so long as the wire is dragged over the file. The vibrating
contact-breaker attached to the induction coil, or Rhumkorff

coil, as it is sometimes called, after its inventor, accomplishesx
in a far neater manner the same work.

Referring once more to Fig. 86, we mast notice that the wires

from the battery (not shown in the sketch) are connected with

the coil on the right-

Fig- 86. \~ lf*F hftnd 8iJe - Bat the

wires from the second-

ary coil are carried to

the little glass pillars

shown on the left-hand

side. These pillars are

furnished with binding

screws, so that any

piece of apparatus can

be readily joined np to

them.
A very important

part of the induction

coil is the condenser,
which is usually con-

tained in the base of

the instrument. This
consists of fifty or sixty
sheets of tinfoil, nearly
as large as the base ,-

between each sheet of

this there is placed
a sheet of varnished

paper so as to insulate

them. The pieces of tinfoil are so arranged that one end of the
lowest sheet is left out at one end of the pile, the next projects at

the other end,and so on : thus they alternatelyoverlap at each end.
The free ends are then connected at each end of the coil, and

thus the alternate sheets are connected together, half being
joined at one end and half at the other. These ends are then
connected with the sides of the break, and in some war, which
has not yet been clearly explained, the power of the coil ie-

greatly augmented thereby. If an arrangement be made by
which the condenser can be thrown out of connection when the
machine is at work, instead of bright flashes several inches in-

length, we shall only obtain thin and faint spark*.
If, when the coil is in action, wires attached to the terminal?

of the secondary coil be brought within a short distance of one

another, a stream of sparks passes between them with a loud

crackling noise. An induction coil is usually distinguished by
the distance which these sparks will leap across, commonly
called the length of the spark. Thus a small coil may give a
half-'nch spark, and a much larger one a four or six-inch

spark. A few years ago, Mr. Spottiswoode, the late President

of the Royal Society, had constructed a giant coil, which gave
astonishing effects. Supported on two massive pillars of wood,
the weight of the mass necessitated a third support midway
between them. There are two primary coils which are readily

interchangeable. One differs somewhat from the other, and is

intended for a special class of experiments. The primary coil,

more generally used, contains 660 yards of copper wire. It is

44 inches long, and weighs 67 Ibs. The secondary coil contains

280 miles of fine wire. Under favourable conditions this giant
coil will give a spark 42 inches in length. The contact-breaker
is of special construction, and can be made to give 2,500 break*

per second.
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But even with a small coil which gives a spark only a fraction

of an inch in length, many interesting experiments can be per-
formed. A piece of phosphorus placed so that the spark may
pass through it is instantly inflamed. The same thing occurs

if, instead of the phosphorus, a little cotton-wool moistened
with ether is placed in the same position. A gas jet can be

lighted if we carry the wires over it, so that the spark can

jump across the space where the gas issues. Or if a candle

be blown out and placed in the stream of sparks, it will be

relighted.
But by far the most beautiful experiments with the coil arc

those where the electric discharge is caused to pass through
rarified media. A glass globe with a stop-cock attached so

that it can be partly exhausted of air is generally used for

showing some of these experiments. Inside the globe are two
knobbed wires, connected with terminal screws outside. When
this apparatus is partly exhausted of air, and attached to the

coil, a beautiful stream of light is seen playing between the

terminals inside. And although the experiment may be per-
formed with a coil giving only a half-inch spark, this stream

of light will be several inches in length. If a little vapour of

alcohol or naphtha be introduced within the exhausted globe,
the luminous discharge assumes a curious stratified appearance.
A metal wire, or other conductor, held to the side of the globe
will cause the stream of light to seek that side. By admitting
to the globe different gases, such as hydrogen, nitrogen, etc.,

the colour of the discharge can be made to vary with each.

Geissler, of Bonn, was the first to construct glass tubes

blown into all kinds of fanciful patterns, and charged with

minute traces of different gases. These tubes give the most
beautiful effects, particularly if they be mounted on small

magnetic engines, and be caused to revolve. They are known
as Geissler'a vacuum tubes.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XXXIX.
THE PREPOSITION.

THE preposition is a word placed before the nouns and pro-
nouns which it governs, and before some verbs, to connect
words one with another, and to show the relation between them.

DENOTING THE CAUSE AND MEANS.
|
DietrO, Itehitld.

Atteso, per cagioue, considering, on Fra, between.

account of, oirtng to. DENOTING PLACE.
Per mezzo, mediante, by, by means A, at.

of, for, on condition.

Da, dal, per via, per, by, through.

DENOTING THE OBJECT.

Verso, to, towards.

Per, for.

Circa, about, concerning, touching.

DENOTING OPPOSITION.

Contro ,01- contra, against.

Malgrado, in spite of.

Nouostante, notwithstanding.

DENOTING ORDER.

Aviinti or prima, before.

Dopo, after.

lu, in or into.

Da, from.

Sotto, tinder.

Sopra, on or upon.

Verso, towards.

DENOTING SEPARATION.

Ecce'tto, fuorche, salvo, triinne,

truttono, except.

Senza, without.

DENOTING UNION.
Cou or col, with.

Durante, in tempo, during.

Oltre, besides.

Secondo, conforme, according to.

EXAMPLES.
Atteso il cattivo te'mpo, or per i Caritatevole verso i poveri, charit-

cagioue del cattivo tempo, on
j

able to the poor.
account of the bad weather.

Per me'zzo della vostra grazia, or

mediiiute la vostra grazia, by
means of your favour.

E stata ferita da una saetta d' oro,
she has been wounded by a golden
arroir.

Tutto fu creato dalla parola di Dio,
everything has been created by the

u-ord of God.
Andare a Napoli per Roma, or per

via di Roma, to go to Naples
through Koine.

Parlo per voi, I speak for you.

Circa a quest' affire, concerning
this affair.

Chi pub andar contro, or contra la,

or della fortuna? who can go

against fortune ?

Malgrado mia, in spite of me.

partito uouostante il pericolo,
he is gone, notwithstanding the

danger.

figli arrivb avauti di me, he arrived

before me.
Prima della gue'rra, before the war.

figli eutrb dopo me, he came in

after me.

* Black here can-uot take either the Bishop or the Knight, as
Wliite would give mate with his Queen.

Dietro all' uscio, behind the door.

Fra due montague, between tico

mountains.

Andare a Parigi, to 30 to Paris.

Andro iu campagna fra due set-

timane, f will go into the country
in a fortnight.

Allontauarsi da Roma, to ?
-einove

from Rome.
Sotto il letto, under the bed.

Sopra la tavola, on the table.

Egli corre ve'rso me, he runs to-

wards me.

Tutto e perdiito ecce"tto 1" onore,
all is lost except honour.

Sunza diibbio, u'ithout doubt.

Venite con me, come with me.

Duraute la guerra, or iu tempo di

gue'rra, during the war.

Oltre di cib, besides that.

Mi regolo secondo le circostanze,
I act according to circumstances.

THE CONJUNCTION.

The conjunction is a word used to connect one word with

another, and sentences with sentences.

COMPARATIVE.

Come, as.

Nel modo che, just.

Siinilmeute, likewise.

In. oltre, besides.

ADVERSATIVE.

Ancorclie, beuche, corneche",

(hough.

Tuttavia, pure, per altro, yet.

Ma, but.

Se iiou, unless.

Non di ineno, nondimeno, neverthe-

less.

Percib, per questo, there/ore.

Non per tanto, not however.

DISJUNCTIVE.

O o, sia che, either, or.

Oppure, ossia, ovv^ro, or, or else,

either.

CASUAL.

A fine, affine, in order.

A fine che, affinche, accib che,

acciocche, in order (hat.

A cagione, on condition.

Perche, percib che, because.

Posoia che, since.

Per, for.

Perocche, percio che, therefore.

CONCLUSIVE.

Cost, thus.

Laonde, therefore.
Di mauiera che, so that.

In somina, in short. [then.

Onde, diinque, adunque, whence,
Per cio, for this.

E cosi, and so.

Per la qual cosa, where/ore.
Per tanto, in the meantime.

CONDITIONAL.
A condizione che, con patto che,

on condition that.

Ben inteso che, provided.
Dato che, posto che, supposing that.

Iu cuso che, in case that.

Quando, when.

Se, if.

Da che, poiche, poscia che, since.

Ogni volta che, whenever.

Altrimeute, otherwise.

TRANSITIVE.

Ancora, di piii, yet, further.

Altresi, but.

Eziaudio, also.

In oltre, besides.

Appresso, after.

Oltraccio, oltre che, besides that.

THE INTERJECTION.

The interjection is a word which serves to express the

different affections of our mind. They may be divided aa

follows :

Buono ! good/
Ah! ah! ah! ah!
Ah! ah!
Viva, viva ! eh viva ! evviva ! long

live /

O che allegrezza ! allegrezza, alle-

ADMIRATION.
Oh ! oh ! oh .' oh .'

Ah! IM!
Pub essere ! possibilo! is it pos-

sible I

Che! te/iotr

Come ! how !

AVERSION, CONTEMPT, AND DISGUST. I

Oh vergogna ! fie, for shame .'

Oibb ! fie!

Eh via ! puh ! /oh .' pish .'

Audate, andate ! go, go .'

Deh! eh.'

AFFLICTION OR GKIEF.

Aimo ! oime ! ohime ! lasso ! lasso

me ! alas .'

O Dio ! God .'

Ah Siguore ! ah Lord /

Ah ! ahi ! oi ! ohi ! oh ! ah .'

Misero me ! meschiuo me ! doltSnte

me ! un/ortu?iate that I am !

DERISION.

Oibb ! ciancie ! fiddlesticTc !

Via via ! pshaw !

FEAR.
Dio mi benedica ! Dio mi sulvi !

misericordia ! God bless me !

Dio buouo ! oh che giorno ! lacfc-

a-daij /

Gran Dio ! good Heaven I

Oh Dio ! oh Heaven J

Oime ! alas /

Sta! stop.'

JOY AND DESIRE.

Oh ! ah ! ! oh !

Beiie! well.'

grezza ! oh, what joy /

APPROBATION OR APPLAUSE.
Be"ne ! well I

Va bene ! very well !

Cost ! so /

Si ! yes I

Mi piace ! uery tcell.

Viva ! eh. viva ! huzjah /

Bravo ! bravissimo ! bravo /

Buono ! good /

ENCOURAGING.
Su presto! via! su via ! via su !

orsu ! auimo ! coma on / com
then /

Su, su ! now then /

Auiino su ! cheer up !

Coraggio ! courage !

SURPRISE.

Capperi ! cappita ! cappiterfna !

canchero ! canchitra ! heyday !

Come ! how so !

Oh! oh/
Ah! ah!
Per bacco ! upon my word /

CALLING.

fiia ! oh, oh ! halioo /

fihi! ola! here!

Al fiioco ! /ire /

Ajtito ! help, helj) /

All' arini ! to arnw /
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Bmdite! guir.ia ! largo, largo!

(She, ohe '

fioco! .-. ! lol

alt/ stay/

MALUTATIOV.

8*lre! alr.'to! hail/

Sta. sta!

there/

ILEMCB.

xitto! peace

chcto! il<mc/

SYNTAX.
Italian Syntax is tlio art of uniting together tlio words

and I'hrases of an Italian sentence.

T1IE AET1CLES.

THK DEFINITE ARTICLE.

1. The definite article il, lo, la, the, must agree with

noun* in ^ouiU-r and number ; as

La zuppa era fruddu, tht soup teas

cold.

Porta i tondi, lie carries the plates.

Seguito il seutioro, /olloie the j;ulh.

Passate il ruscollo, cross the brook.

Lo studio e I'iuoovolc, study is

int.

Rule 2. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is used before sub-

m taken in a general sense; as

L' iudustria ci arricchisce, industry
enriches us.

U iiero e il rosso sou piu stimati

del giallo e del grigio, Hack and
red are more etieemed titan tjdloic

and 'jrey.

Gli Inglese sono generosi, the

'mil are generous.

Gli uoiiiiui sono mortali, men ar

mortal.

..i.i o assai rara, justice it

rare.

Rule 3. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is used before sub-

stantives taken in a particular sense ; as

La carita 6 iicl cuoro delle donne,

charity is in tin lieart of women.
Seuto Ie campane delta chiesa, I

hfir tJw bells of the church.

Ho smnrrita la chiavo dell' uscio,

I have mislaid tho /.vy of the door.

Rule 4. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is generally used
before names of countries, kingdoms, mountains, provinces,

rivers, seasons, and winds :

I piaceri sono I fiori della vita,

pleasures are the flowers of life.

Souo stato in tutte le citta dell'

Italia, I have leen in all the cities

of Italy.

Le quattro parti del mondo sono
1* Europa, 1' Asia, 1' Africa, e 1'

America, the four parts of the

icorlil are Europe, Asia, Africa,
and America.

II Rodauo e un praudissimo name
il quale esce di quellauiedesima
montagna, della quale cscouo il

Danubio e '1 Reno, the Rhone,
which spring* from the same
mountain trhich produces the

Danube and the Rhine, is a very

large river.

La Francia e piu popolata dell'

Inghilterra, Franc* is more popu-
lous than England.

L' oruzioni del Vesuvio hanno piu
volto coperto di sue ceneri le

contrade vicine, the eruptions of
Vesuvius have several times

covered the neighbouring places
icith its cinders.

II norte, il sud, 1' orieute, e 1* oc-

cidente, souo i venti principali,

north, south, east, and tcest arc

tlie principal Kind*.

Rule 5. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is used before the
names of dignities, offices, professions, and qualities, and also

before siynore, siynora, and siynorina* ;

II signer Pietro e perduto, Master
Petr is lost.

Parlo della signora Francesca, I

speak of Mistress Frances.

II generate Buonaparte, General

Buonaparte. [lolte.

La Rejfiun Carlotta, Queen Char-

II niaresciallo Soult, Marshal Soult.

Rule G. The definite article il, lo, the, is used before infini-

tives and adverbs, taken substantively :

II ballare mi socca, dancing tires

me.

Noa mi ricordo ne il dove, ne il

qnando, ne il come, I recollect

II leggere 6 utile, rending is useful.
Sto tra '1 si e '1 no, / am iu an un-

certainty.

Dite il perche, say the why.
neither where, nor when, tier hoir.

Rule 7. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is suppressed
before nouns taken in a general, proverbial, or usual sense :

Amlacia, fortuna, e virtii gli det-

tero trono e poteuza, audacitij,

good luck, and merit gave him the

sceptre and poicer.

lo nou bo tempo, I have not time.

Consiglio, e ragioae conducono la

vittoria, counsel and reason lead

(he victory. [has no lair.

Necessity non ha legge, necessity
Aiidate a casa, yo home.

Rule 8. The definite article il, lo, la, the, is suppressed
before the number of a chapter, or of a page, and before the
title of any literary performance :

* The titles of 2llons ignore, ifodama, and Madamigella, take no article ;

as, Monsijnore urcu'escovo, etc.

Libro quarto, capitolo quinto,
;

Art* d' aiaarv da Ovldio, the Art /
parte prims, book (he fourth,

chapter th* fifth, part the /int.

Storia d' Italia scritU da Carlo

ilotU, JJ tstory of Italy, written by

-'
.

' '

Lettarc nlT ladte OrieaUU.
Letter, on I J. Ka*t IndUt.

Ditoono sopra b UafOft luliana,
Discount UM /(! tMfM.

Rule 9. The definite article il, the, in suppressed before

numbers denoting tho aaeoeuion of orexetgns :

Ho lotto il secolo di Luigi Jecimo-
;

Carlo dedmo con re di Fraud*.
quarto, I have read tin aye of ! Charie* the Tenth it iwt ki*j /
Louie Jf/K. France.

Guglielmo terzo fn un gran con-
! Enrico quarto fn un boon priAcipe,

quistatore, U'illiam the Third Henry the fourth %ra* a good
was a great conqueror.

THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE.

Rule 10. The indefinite article uno, ana, un, a or an, mast

agree with nouns in gender ; as

Troverete un villaggio, you trill Una vespa m* ha punto, a warp hat

stung me.

Arremo una state molto calda, ice

shall have a very hot suminer.

find a village.

Tuo nepote e uno scioccherello,

your nepheio is a heedless lay.

Portate una sedia, bring a chair.

Rule 11. The indefinite article uno, una, un, o or on, u re-

peated before every Italian noun :

Ho veduto un' uomo, una donna, e

uu bambino, I have seen a man,
woman, and a child.

Aveva la siguoria di una cittA e d'

uu popolo, he had the principality

of a city and a people.

Mettete un toragliolo, ed una bet-

tikflio sopra la tarola, put on Uu
table a uapl'tn and a bottle.

Ho comprato una tarola, ed uno

spccchio, / have bought a table

and a looking-glau.

THE PARTITIVE ARTICLE.

Rule 12. The partitive article di, del, dello, della, some, ia

used to express a portion or a part of anything :

Datemi del pane, give me some
bread.

Comprate delle pernici, buy some

partridges.

Ecco della salsa, here is some sauce.

Rule 13. The Italians use

express the quality or species
sense :

Bevete vin nero o rin bianco?
do you drill/: red or irhite

urine?

Buone pane, e buon' acqua bas-

tano per la uutrizione del corpo
umano, good bread and irater are

sufficient for the food of the human
body.

Portategli dell* arrosto, briuj to

him- some roast meat.

Prendcte della cioccokta, tain

some chocolate.

no partitive article when they
of a noun taken in a general

Sono donne leggiadre, these are

pretty tcomen.

Mangiano come lupi, (hey eat likt

valves.

Grandi avvcuinicuti, c grandi re-

voluzioni seguirouo la morte di

Cesare, great events and revolu-

tions /ollou-ed the death of Ccuar.

NOUNS.
Rule 14. When two nouns in English are united by the

preposition of, di ia used before the latter, if it requires no
article ; but if it does, it is preceded by del, dello, deUo, ; as for

example :

II valore dei Frances*, the valour of

the French,

n dente di giudizio spnnta tardi,

the tooth of visdom springs lute.

L' ainore di Dio, the love of God.
La c.ittcdrale di Firenze, the

Cathedral of Florence.

I flutti del mare, t/ tcavee of the

sea.

Rule 15. If in English a noun is in the possessive case, and
followed by another noun, in Italian the former is placed after

the latter, preceded by di, del, dello, della, or dei, etc. ; aa in

these examples :

La chiesa di S. Paolo, Saint Paul's

church.

II palazzo di S. Giacomo, Saint

James's Palace.

Le leggi del Grau-Duca diToscana,
the Great Duke of Tuscany's laic*. 1

Rule 16. When two nouns are joined together in English,

forming a compound noun, and showing the matter of which a

thing is made, the preposition di is put between the two
nouns :

La figlia del re, (he ting's daughter.

I guanti della moglie del maestro

di casa del fratello del re, (JU

king's brother'* steward's %ci/c's

gloves.

Vedo una casa di mattoui, I see a

brick house.

Ecco la statua di marmo, behold

the marble status.

nn dio di legno, it is a wooden

god.
Datemi un orologio d' oro, gite BM

a gold vrotch.
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PAINTING IN WATER-COLOURS. VI.

FOBEGKOUND, MIDDLE, AND EXTREME DISTANCE.

OUR remarks in this lesson will be in a great measure directed

to tones, and their gradations, as they recede from the fore-

ground to the remotest part of the picture. The subject has
been introduced before, but only in reference to other matters,

merely stating that colours as well as forms become more
generalised and melted together as they recede : in other words,
colours as they retire are more subdued by and intermingled
with grey tones, and the details of forms are lost in the united
combination of masses. But yet there must be one and the

same principle carried throughout ; whilst objects in the fore-

ground should be crisply rendered and well defined, there must
still be one harmonious union of the whole ; no one part must

appeal prominently at the expense of another, and the masses

in representing, is but daubing. At the same time, we decidedly
object to microscopic manipulation : in other words, whilst
there must be a truthful embodiment of all that is indispensable
for the preservation of character, regard must be paid to the
masses as they stand related to each other, some more promi-
nent and defined as they approach the light, others subdued and
generalised as they recede into half-tint and shadow. It will

not be difficult, then, to understand why we lay so much stress

upon drawing, and the power of drawing to enable us to accom-

plish all that we desire
; not, perhaps, that we are able to see all

at first, as this is an increasing faculty, perfecting itself by expe-
rience ;

but a mind habitually directed towards the attainment
of this power of discriminating the most delicate tones and the
most minute characteristic differences of form, however insig-
nificant each may seem to be when taken by itself, will quickly
discover them, and fully understand that it is the combination
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Fig. 8. FOREGROUND, MIDDLE, AND EXTREME DISTANCE. SKETCH OP WINDSOR CASTLE.

of light and shade must be so managed that the recognised
features of the landscape may present themselves with sufficient

force and identity to give individuality to the scene. We may
make the same observations respecting the middle distance, but
with this exception, that particulars should be less defined, and
still less as the subject recedes in the distance. If these
characteristic distinctions are observed throughout, with a due

regard to the requisite amount of labour each respectively
demands, we shall in the end attain our object in giving ex-

pression to form, and of combining harmony of colour with

unity of tone.

First, with regard to foregrounds. As the drawing, or de-

scription of particulars, is so very essential towards making
EI successful picture, we advise our pupils to attempt the pre-
sent illustration (Fig. 8) first in sepia, solely with a view of im-

proving their power of giving expression to all the various
details throughout. Those who have earnestly taken up the

subject of painting, and have accompanied us from the com-
mencement of these lessons, will have found out by this time how
much depends upon a conscientious and scrupulous observance
of drawing details faithfully ; for mere washing in colour, without

any regard to the form of the object which it is intended to assist

of all these as a whole that makes the difference we acknowledge-
to exist between one object and another of the same class. This

enviable power, then, is to be acquired by close observation and

study ; it is one that gains additional strength from every effort,

and he who possesses it will become more and more convinced

of the fact, that without a strict attention to all characteristic

details, whether they refer only to parts of objects, with respect
to their individual forms, or the same under some special in-

fluence of light, or subjugation by shade, no satisfactory result

can possibly reward his efforts.

After the whole of the drawing has been very carefully made

out, commence by putting in the dark broad shadows on the

trees, and paint them in such a way that the high lights and
middle tone may be left. When this part of the work is dry,

tone down some of the more subdued parts with a middle tint,

preserving those branches which are to receive the greatest pro-

portion of light ; this will enable the pupil to understand the

tone necessary for the sky afterwards, which must be painted
with a flat light tint, leaving the clouds to be broken off at those

edges which are away from the light ; when this is dry a some-

what darker tint must be used for the cloud shadows, and their

edges towards the light broken off as before. By breaking off t1i
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cdyet we do not mean entirely washing them off, bat onlj par-

tially BO, a Home portions of the edge* muni bo loft sharp and
:, whiUt others as they round off into shade may bo

aoftened a little, in proportion to the force of light cast upon
the parts respectively. Wo shall have bat few additional re-

marks to make upon the process of painting thin subject in

-I'M. as the ftubatance of much that has been already given in

us lessons applies equally to this case ; generally spunking,
1ft the trees bo somewhat advanced that is, to nse an artistic

phrase, "blocked in," then the principal masses of light and
xbade may be attended to in the middle distance. This diatri-

<>f labour will assist the judgment of tho pupil to do-
t.-rmino tho strength of tone to be applied to the several parts,

nig to their positions in the landscape.
We will now open the colour-box : Commence with the blue

(cobalt) of the sky at A (Fig. 8) and pass it over the paper

they may be increased afterwards, when dry, if necessary.)
The foreground may receive the same colour in those part*
where the light is strongest. If we were painting from Nature,

[

we might probably see some warmer tints, on branches, or
where fallen leaves may lie in the foreground. la this case, a
little burnt sienna might be added. After this, the foreground
and trees may be carried on for the sake of other parts of fht
picture, as we explained in the sepia painting. When the lights of
the trees are dry, mix a little brown pink with indigo and lake in
the proportion oC&2< and 1, for the shadows and depths of the
trees (thi* tint we trill call No. 1) ; also have in another sanoet
the same tint witfi tho axldition of more indigo (this cooler tint
we will call No. 2) ; then with two brushes, one for each tint,

proceed as follows : Paint in with No. 2 the lower depths of
the trees that are more remote from the light, as at e, and with
No. 1 paint in tho outer branches nearer the light; these two

Fig. 9. SKETCH OF WINDSOR CASTLE. EFFECT OF FINISHED DRAWING.

where the trees are to bo painted to about B. As a rule, we may
generally go over a dark tint with a light one, or, which amounts
to tho same, where a dark tint is afterwards to be painted ;

therefore, as the trees are darker than the sky, and besides, as
there is blue in the green, no particular damage can be done to
the trees with the blue of the sky ; but should portions of tho
trees upon the sky be prominently exposed to the light, making
the branches of a warmer or lighter tone, the blue of the sky
may be spared, as this colour neutralises or subdues every light
or warm colour over which it passes. The lights of tho clouds
are all marked a these aro to bo left, and the blue passed over
tho portions marked 6; the edges of the blue over which the
shadows of the clouds are to be made out must be softened

down, and the rest must be treated as we have explained in the

sepia drawing. Add a little sepia and very little lake to the
cobalt that remains in tho saucer for the shadows of tho
i-louds marked c. As those shadows approach the light they
mnst be broken ; on the sides away from the light they may
bo left a little more decisive that is, they must be very little

softened. Whilst the sky is drying, cover the high lights of the
trees at tl with a light tint of yellow ochre. (Our pupils must
recollect a former caution of not using too powerful tints, as

tints being laid side by side whilst wet, as described, win
harmonise well, and produce an atmospheric effect amongst
the branches. The bright lights on the ground and on the

most prominent branches may receive a little gamboge at t.

At the lower parts of the middle distance, where the town is

soon above the trees at o, the same atmospheric effect may be

preserved with a tint of cobalt and a little lake. The shadows
and darker parts of the houses may be made out with this last

tirt, when the foreground and trees are somewhat advanced, but
not finished ; the dark parts and details of the castle may be
made out with the grey of the clouds, the light sides with a
little yellow ochre, and we might add, but it must be done

judiciously, a very small portion of raw umber ;
too much of

this hitter colour would probably dirty the tint*, bnt when

moderately used the yellow ochre will be a little subdued. Paint
the red bricks of the houses with a tint of Indian red, observing
the gradations of tone, some stronger than others. This colour
works well with the cobalt and lake of the shadows. The hills

and the distance must be carefully picked out with cobalt and
lake. Amongst the shadows of this part of the picture, a grey
composed of terre-verte and very little lake will be useful ;

even yellow ochre, sparingly employed as a glazing colour over
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some of the brighter lights, will give value by contrast to the

pearly greys and blue tones. Return to the trees and fore-

ground, and break over the masses with brown pink and terre-

yerte, dipping the brush into a little gamboge for the brighter

parts : this will flatten them a little, but they can afterwards

be relieved and the details assisted with touches of brown,

pink, and indigo ; all the previous greyer tones painted with

the indigo tint will still keep their places, if the terre-verte and

brown-pink tint is not too freely spread over them.

The above instructions may be observed for the general
treatment of the subject, but our pupils must bear in mind
that there are many minor and additional particulars which

relate to accidental effects that could scarcely be introduced

here. As we have before remarked, close and continual obser-

vation on their part will make them acquainted with many
facts relating to colours and tints. A great deal of what we
have written can hardly be considered as more than a founda-

tion for an art which must eventually be perfected by unwearied

application and perseverance.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXIX.
92. PARADIGM: OP A COMPOUND VERB SEPARABLE.

Slnfangen, to begin.

IND. Pres. 3d; fange an, bit fangft an, cr fang an
;

hrir fangen an,

vjr fangt an, fte fangen an. Imp. 3d; ftng an, bit ftugfl an, cv ftng ait;

ttnt ftngen an, i6r fingt an, fie ftngen an. Per/. 3d; f;abe angefangcn ;
tuir

faben angcfangcn. Plup. 3d; !;atte angcfangen ; loir fatten angcfangcu.

First Put. 3d; merbc anfangen ;
wit merten anfangcn. Second Fut.

3d; rcctbc angefangen fyaben ;
imc nxrten angcfangen tyaben.

SUB. Pres. 3d; fange an, bit fangcft an, cr fange an
;

njir fangen an,

iljr fanget an, fie fangen an. Imp. 3d; finge an, bu fingeft an, cr fingc

an
;

ir ftngen an, U;v finget *UT, fte pngcn an. Perf. 3d; tyabe angefan>

gen; roir fyabcn angefangen. Plup. 3d; I;atte angcfangen; n>ir fatten

angcfangcn. First Put. 3d; lucrre anfangen ; unt lucrtcn anfangen.

Second Fut. 3d; nxibe angefangen 6abcn
;

>uir roerbcn angefangen Imbcn.

COND. First Fut. 3d; njtttte anfangen; mir imirbcn anfangen

Second Fut. 3d; nnttbe angcfangen I;abcn ;
u>ir njurbcn angcfangen fyabcn.

IMP. Pres. Sangc (bu) an, fange er an
; fangen unr an, fange: (if;t) an,

fangen fte an.

INF. Pres. Slnfangen or an$ufangen, to begin. Perf. Angcfangcn

fyaben, to have begun. First Fut. Slnfangcu mcrten, to be about to

begin.
PART. Pres. Slnfangenb, beginning. Perf. Angefangen, begun.

93. OBSERVATIONS ON THE PARADIGM.

(1.) An inspection of the above paradigm will show that the

separation of the prefix from the radical part of the verb takes

place in the indicative, subjunctive, imperative, infinitive (when
preceded by 311), and the perfect participle. In the indicative

and subjunctive, however, the separation is not made when, in

dependent sentences, the verb is placed at the end of a clause

or period; thus, al3 tie unne biefen -DJorgen aufgtng, fo wfdjroanb ber

9}ebel, when the sun rose (aufgtng) this morning, the fog dis-

appeared.

(2.) In regard to the position of the particle, when separated,
it must be noted that in the indicative, subjunctive, and impe-

rative, it stands after the radical ; often, also, after the several

words dependent upon it; thus, id; fange bag SSurf; an (where an,

belonging to fange, comes after the object). I begin the book.

(3.) In the infinitive and the perfect participle, on the con-

trary, the particle comes before the radical
; being separated

from it, in the infinitive, by ju (when that preposition is em-

ployed), and, in the participle, by the augment ge, which is pecu-
liar to that part of the verb ; thus, anjnfangcn (an+$u-}-fangcn), to

begin, to commence ; scrgcfteUt (m'+ge-f-jMt), placed before one,

represented.

(4.) It remains to be added, that particles, when separated
from the radicals, receive the full or principal accent ;

and that

the radicals (if verbs) have the same form of conjugation, old or

new, regular or irregular, as when employed without prefixes.

94-INSEPARABLE PREFIXES.
The prefixes of this class, as the name implies, are always

found in close union with their radicals. They allow not even
the augment syllable g c, in the perfect participle, to intervene,
but reject it altogether ;

from this, however, must be excepted
the case of the prefix rntfi, which, in a few instances, allows the

augment ge to be prefixed; thus (from mijibeuten, to misinterpret)
we have, in the perfect participle, gcmtjibeutet ; as, bebccft (not be>

gececft), covered, from bebcrfen, to cover. Neither is 511 (when used)
allowed to come between the prefix and the infinitive, but stands

before the two combined into one word
; as, jit empfangen (not

empjttfangen), to receive
; except in case of compound prefixes,

wherein the first component is a separable and the second an

inseparable particle, ju being then inserted between the two

particles, as, anjuerfennen (from anerfenncn). The inseparable

prefixes are always unaccented, except Sifter and 2)itp.

95. SIMPLE PREFIXES INSEPARABLE.

2tfterrcben, to talk behind (one's

back) ; to slander.

33efommcn, to come by, i.e., to

get ;
to obtain.

(Jmpftnben, to find or feel

within ; to perceive,

apart, away, to deprive of ; ittge&cn, to go away or off;

to escape,

forth, for, on behalf of ; Grtlaven, to make clear for

(one) ; to explain,
or ebenfcn (same as bent en), to

think of.

Dhpreuten, to misinterpret.

3?erfd;lafcn, to sleep away, i.e.,

lose by sleeping.

2Btberflef;en, to stand against ;

to resist.

3crfd;ncircn, to cut apart, or

in pieces.

96. VERBS WITH INSEPARABLE PREFIXES DERIVED
FROM COMPOUND NOUNS.

2lftet,

tit,

ft,

@e,

SBiber,

3er,

after, behind ;

near, by, over, to make.

in, within ;

(mainly, intensive

euphonic);

wrong, erroneously;

away, at a loss ;

against ;

apart, asunder

lay !l]crabfd;cuen, to abhor, detest.

!}3crabfd;ieben, to send away,
dismiss.

aSetottloffen, to occasion,
cause.

5Scvau3gaben, to spend, pay
away.

!3canfprud;cn, to claim,
claim to anything.

JSeaufficftttgcn, to inspect, con-

trol.

i^eaiiftragcn, to commission.

^erabrclen, to concert, agree

upon.

97. OBSERVATIONS.

(1.) 23e has in German the same power which it has in Eng-
lish. It is, therefore, in most cases, better transferred than

translated. Its uses will be easily learned from examples.

Thus, from

JJlagen, to moan. 93cflagen, to bemoan.

<3treiten, to strev/. 33eftrencn, to feestrew.

!'ad;en, to laugh. 23ctad;en, to laugh at.

Slugel, a wing. SScflftgedt, to furnish with wings,
hasten.

liicf, happiness. S3eg(urfen, to make happy.

Sret, free. SSefceien, to set free.

In some instances it is merely euphonic.

(2.) @mp and ent. nt is, probably, only another form of

ettt
; occurring, however, only in three verbs (empftnben, to feel ;

empfangcn, to receive ; empfcfijen, to recommend), and bearing a

sense but remotely related to its original. The prime and pre-

dominant power of ent is that of indicating separation, de-

parture, privation.
In some instances it has the kindred sense of approach or

transition from one point or condition towards another. For

example :

e^eit, to go. ntgetyen, to get off, escape.

3te(;cn, to draw. ntjtef;cn, to withdraw.

^aupt, the head. Sntfyaupten, to deprive of the

head, to behead.

JJraft, power. ntfraften, to deprive of power,
weaken.

aSlcbe, dim-eyed, dull, bash- Gntbloben, to divest of shame,

ful. be bold.

ptecben. to speak. ntfprccbcn, to answer, or corre-

spond to.

<5nt is sometimes, also, merely intensive or euphonic; as, ent.

teeren (from leer, empty), to empty out.

(3.) c and <:. r, as a general rule, conveys the idea of
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/or some one, by moans of that vrhioh U ex-

pressed by tbo w-.
'

<l wild it ; a, erbitmt, to got, or

.rot, by botftfintf. H tinds its oxaot opposite in er, which
from some ono'n int.

; as, o;rbiitcii, to bog off, to decline. The force aii'l u > -

of these particles are bo.st illustrated by example* :

mitten, to find. (Srnntcn. to find out for one's

self, invent.

2M<cn. to stand. (Srrtcb.cn, to ariao, originate.
-.I'.uicii. to build. (Srb.-.ucii, to erect, to produce.

ptelcn, to play. SBtrfvitlen, to play away, to lose

by gambling.
Butyrcn, to carry, or lead. SJcrfiiljrtn, to load away, to so-

duco.

i.il;cn, to salt. 33faljen, to ovorsa.lt, spoil in

salting.

(4.) Or and ccr arc also both employed in converting nouns
i'-etives into verbs expressive of transition from ono state

or condition into another ; thus

Grfalteii, (fait, cold) to got cold. ! 35crebe(n, (ctef, noble) to ennoble,

(irfubnen, (fiifyn, bold) to become
'

SStraottetn, (ott, God) to deify.

bold, dare.

Gfrlabmeii. (labm, lame) to be-

come lame.
QJrralten, (alt. old) to grow old

or obsolete.

In some instances, moreover, ec and vet are only euphonic or

intensive.

93.-PREFIXES SEPARABLE AND INSEPARABLE.

(1.) The prefixes of this class, when separable, are always
under the full accent ; whon inseparable, the accent falls upon
the radical.

(2.) Their effect, to/ten separable, is, in union with radicals, to

produce certain intransitive compounds, in which each of the

parts (prefix and radical) has its own peculiar and natural signi-
fication.

There are, however, some compounds of turcty and urn in

which, though these particles are separable, the verbs are, never-

theless, transitive. Still, it will be found that in such cases the

signification of the compound is figurative ; as, umbcingen, to

bring about (one's death), i.e., to kill.

(3.) Their effect, when inseparable, is, in connection with the

radicals, to form certain transitive componnds ; which, for the

most part, are used in a figurative or metaphorical sense.

(4.) Wo subjoin a list of the prefixes of this class, illustrating
each by a couple of examples ; the first being one in which the

prefix is separable, the second one in which it is inseparable :

urc$, through ;

inter, behind ;

Utber, over;

Urn, around ;

SBicter, again ; back ;

iJurc^'ttingen, to press or force through.

S)UH$trin'a.en, to penetrate.

&inter
/

get)en, to go behind.

ijtnterge'^en, to deceive.

lU'berfefcen, to set or put over.

Ueberff&'en, to translate.

llm'geljen, to go around.

Umgeb/cn, to evade.

SBie'ter&olen, to fetch or bring back.

2Bi;lcr&i/len, to repeat.

99. VERBS COMPOUNDED WITH NOUNS AND
ADJECTIVES.

(1.) A variety of compounds is produced by the union of verbs
with nouns and adjectives. These follow the same general laws
which govern those produced by means of prefixes. Some of

them, accordingly, are separable ; as

3ef)lfcblagen, to miscarry ; from feb,l and fc$lagen.

8retfpre$en, to acquit ; fret foremen,

(eictytominen, to equal ; a.lei<$ lommen.

8creten, to tear away ;
lo reiiien.

istattftntcn, to take place; fiatt finten.

(2.) Some are inseparable ; as

'jautb.abcn, to handle ; from bant and babcn.

Siebaugeln, to ogle ; ,, lieb augcln.

aJiiitbmapen, to suspect; mutb mapcn.
v

iU'll^cftcn, to perform ;
coll jieljcn.

2Billfab,ren, to gratify ;
null fabren.

SBeiffajen, to foretell ; \ot\t fagcn.

(3.) Those verb* Uko the augment syllable a < in the perfect
participle ; except wUutbnt. which ha* cU|ogcn. In some c*ses,
however, verbs compounded with cell, also, take tilt aogmmt ;

as, ooUgtgoffcn, from voUajeftn, to poor full.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS I2T GERMAN.
EXERCISE 180 (Vol. III., page 370).

1. I wish you a good morning. 2. I have the honour to wish 700
a good morning. 3. I remember my frieud* with wuoero affoctiou.

4. In times of prosperity he did not think of him. but la th boon of

auxiety and distress ho remembered him. 5. I intend to go on a

journey. 6. I intend to return soon. 7. We intend to go on a journey.
8. You intended to do me mischief. 9. The father intends to agree to
it. 10. I did not intend to go there. 11. I am packing my trunk.
because I intend in a few days to go on a journey. 12. I am on the

point of departing. 13. I am on the point of going oat. 14. They
conduct the criminal to the place of execution. 15. The duke's son
led the troops to the assault himself. 18. He led them to the attack.

17. Russia waged war with Poland. 18. The merchant brings goods to
the market. 19. A little child was leading the blind man. 30. Alaric

was buried by the Goths iu the Busento, after they had first turned off

the current. 21. He guides every one according to his counsel. 22.

He who does not submit to be guided by reason, runs the risk of being
led by his passions to r lin. 23. The diligent scholar overtook his

comrades in learning the English language, although they bad begun
to learn it about four weeks sooner. 24. We overtook the friends on
their journey, although they weut away half an hour earner. 25.

Mon do not attain to so great an age now-a-days as in former times.
26. At the present day one hears of nothing else than war. 27. At
the present day one hears much complaining of bod times.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXXIX.
GEOMETRICAL PROPORTION AND PROGRESSION (continued).

CASE IV. ADDITION AND SUBTBACTION OF EQUAL RATIOS.

If to or from two analogous or two homologous terms of a pro-

portion, two otJier quantities having the same ratio be added or

subtracted, the proportion will be preserved. (Euclid V. 2.)

For a ratio is not altered by adding to it, or subtracting from

it, the terms of another equal ratio.

If a : b : : c : d, and a : b : : m : n,

Then, by adding to, or subtracting from, a and b, the terms
of the equal ratio m : n, we have,

a + m : 6 + 11 : : c . d, and a-m-.b-n: : c : d.

And by adding and subtracting m and n to and from c and d,

we have,
a:6::c + m:d + n, and a . b : c - m : d - n.

Here the addition and subtraction are to and from analogous
terms. But by alternation these terms will become homologous,
and we shall have,

a + m: c : : b + n : cl, and a m-.c : : 6 n: d.

Cor. 1. This addition may evidently be extended to any
number of equal ratios. (Euclid V. 2, Cor.)

c:d)
7i : I f then a:6::c + h + m + z:d + J

m: n f + n + y.

x:y )

a : b : : C : d \ then O+W:6::C-l-n:d.
(Euclid V. 24.)

( a + m : c + n : : 6 -. d.

And ro : n::&:dj
ut ce

j
or a +m : 6 : : c + ti : d.

Hence, if two analogous or homologous terms be added to or

subtracted from Hie two others, the proportion will be preserved.

Thus, if a : 6 : : c : d, and 12 : 4 : : 6 : 2, then,

1. Adding the last two terms to thejirsi two,

+ C:0 + d::a:6 12 + 6: 4 + 2:: 12:4

or a + c:a::6 + d:6 12 + 6:12::4+2:4
anda + c:c::6+d:d 12+6: 6::4-r 2:2

2. Adding the two antecedents to the two consequents.

a + b:b::c + d:d 12 + 4: 4::6 + 2:2
a + 6 : a : : c + d : c, etc. 12 + 4 : 12 : : 6 + 2 : 6,

This is called composition. (Euclid V. 18.)

3. Subtracting the first two terms from the last two,

C -a : a : :d-b:b,OT C a : C : :d-fc:d, etc.

Thus, if a :b : :

Cor. 2. If

And m : b : : n : d )

For by alternation a : c : : b . d
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4. Subtracting the last two terms from the first two,

a -c :b - d: . a :b, or a- c :b d . : c . d, etc.

5. Subtracting the consequents from the antecedents,

a b:b::Cd:d,OTa-.a b::C:Cd, etc.

The alteration expressed by the last of these forms is called

conversion.

6. Subtracting the antecedents from the consequents,

b a:a::dc-.c, or b :b a . . d : d c, etc.

7. Adding and subtracting, a + b : a b -. -. c + d -. c d
;

that is, the sum of the first two terms is to their difference as

the sum of the last two to their difference.

Co>\ If any compound quantities, arranged as in the pre-

ceding examples, are proportional, the simple quantities of

which they are compounded are proportional also.

Thus, if a -}- b :b -. . c + d : d, then a : b -. : c -. d. This is called

dii-ision. (Euclid V. 17.)

CASE V. COMPOUNDING PROPORTIONS.

If the corresponding terms of two or more ranks of propor-
tional quantities be multiplied together, the products will be

proportional.

This process is called compounding proportions. It is the

same as compounding ratios. It should be distinguished from
what is called composition, which is an addition of the terms of

a ratio.

If a-.b::c:d 12:4::6:2
And h-.l::m-.n 10 : 5 : : 8 : 4

Then ah : bl : : cm -. dn. 120 : 20 : :48 :8.

For, from the nature of proportion, the two ratios in the first

rank are equal, and also the ratios in the second rank. And
multiplying the corresponding terms is multiplying the ratios

that is, multiplying equals by equals, so that the ratios will still

be equal, and therefore the four products must be proportional.
The same proof is applicable to any number of proportions.

(a: b : : C : d}
If < h : I : :m -. n > then ahp :blq:: cmx : dny.

(p:q::x:y)
From this it is evident that if the terms of a proportion be

multiplied each into itself, that is, if they be raised to any power,
they will still be proportional.

If a-.b::C:d 2:4:6:12
a : b : : c : d 2:4:6:12

Then a- : b- : -. <? : d-. 4 : 16 : : 36 : 144.

Proportionals will also be obtained by reversing this process,
that is, by extracting the roots of the terms.

If a : b : : c : d, then Va :/&:: v/c : \'d.

For taking the products of the extremes and means, ad = be.

And extracting the root of both sides, Vad = Vbc.

That is, Va :</&:: Vc -. Vd.

CASE VI. INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION OF THE TERMS.
If several quantities are proportional, their like powers or

like roots are proportional.

If a : b : : C : d,

Then a : b -. -. c" : d", and
" Va -."Vb: :

" Vc :
* Vd.

And "
A/O. :

m Vb" : : A/C :

mVd ; that is, aT : b
m

: : c
m

: d.
'

It must not be inferred from this, that quantities have the
same ratio as their like powers or like roots.

If the terms in one rank of proportionals be divided by the

corresponding terms in another rank, the quotients will be pro-
portional.

This is sometimes called the resolution of ratios.

If a : b : : C : d 12 : 6 : : 18 : 9
And h : I : : m : n 6 : 2 : : 9 : 3

rp, a b c d 12 6 18 9
Ihen :-::-:- -

: - : : : -

h I m n 6293
This is merely reversing the process in Case V., and may be

demonstrated in a similar manner.
N.B. This should be distinguished from what geometricians

call division, which is a subtraction of the terms of a ratio.

When proportions are compounded by multiplication, it wil

often be the case that the same factor will be found in two

analogous or two homologous terms.

Thus, if a . b . : c : d
And m : a : : n : c

am : ab : : en : cd

Here a is in the first two terms, and c in the last two.

Dividing by these, the proportion becomes

m . b : : n : d. Hence,
In compounding proportions, equal factors or divisors in two

analogous or homologous terms may be rejected.

a : b : : c: d 12:4::9:3
b :h : : d : I 4:8::3:6
h :m: : I :n 8 : 20 : : 6 : 15

If

Then a : m : -. c : n 12 : 20 : : 9 : 15

This rule may be applied to the cases to which the terms
"ex cequo" and "ex cequo perturbata" refer. One of the methods,

may serve to verify the other.

When four quantities are proportional, if the first be greater
than the second, the third will be greater than tho fourth ; if

equal , equal ;
if less, less.

( a = b, c = d.

Suppose a : b : : c : d, then if < a > b, c > d.

( a<b, c< d.

If four quantities are proportional, their reciprocals are pro-

portional, and vice versa.

Ifa:b::c:d, then
l

: - : : I : -.
a b c d

For in each of these proportions, we have, by reduction,
ad = be.

PROBLEMS IN GEOMETRICAL PROPORTION.
EXAMPLE. Divide the number 49 into two such parts, that-

the greater increased by 6 may be to the less diminished by 1 1

as 9 to 2.

Let x = the greater, and 49 - x = the less.

By the conditions proposed, x + G : 38 - x -. . 9 : 2.

Adding terms, tc+6:44::9:ll.
Dividing the consequents, x + 6 : 4 : : 9 : 1.

Multiplying the extremes and means, x + 6 = 36 ;
and x= 30r

the greater part, and 49 - x = 49 30 = 19, the lesser part.

EXERCISE 70.

1. What number is that, to which if 3, 8, and 17 be severally added,
the first sum shall be to the second as the second to the third ?

2. Find two numbers, the greater of which shall be to the less as

their sum to 42, and as their difference to 6.

3. Divide the number 13 into two such parts, that the squares of

those parts may be in the ratio of 25 to 16.

4. Divide the number 14 into two such parts, that the quotient
of the greater divided by the less shall be to the quotient of the less-

divided by the greater as 16 to 9.

5. If the number 20 be divided into two parts, which are to eacb
other in the duplicate ratio of 3 to 1, what number is a mean propor-
tional between those parts ?

6. There are two numbers whose product is 24, and the difference

of their cubes is to the cube of their difference as 19 to 1. What are

the numbers ?

7. There are two numbers in the proportion of 5 : 6 ; the first being-

increased by 4 and the last by 6, the proportion will be as 4 : 5. What
are the numbers ?

8. A farmer has a quantity of corn in his granary, and sells a certain

number of bushels, which is to the number of bushels remaining as

4 : 5. He then feeds out 10 bushels, which is to the number sold as

1 : 2. How many bushels had he at first, and how many did he sell ?

9. There are two numbers whose product is 135, and the difference-

of their squares is to the square of their difference as 4 to 1. What
are the numbers ?

10. What two numbers are those, whose difference, sum, and pro-
duct are as the numbers 2_ 3, and 5 respectively ?

11. Divide the number 24 into two such parts, that their product
shall be to the sum of their squares as 3 to 10.

12. In a mixture of rum and brandy, the difference between the

quantities of each is to the quantity of brandy as 100 is to the number
of gallons of rum ; and the same difference is to the quantity of rum
as 4 to the number of gallons of brandy. How many gallons are there

of each ?

13. There are two numbers which are to each other as 3 to 2
;

if

6 be added to the greater and subtracted from the less, the sum and
remainder will be to each other as 3 to 1. What are the numbers ?

14. There are two numbers whose product is 320 ;
and the difference
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of their cubes ia to the cube of their difference M 61 to 1. What are

the number* ?

: here are two numbon, which are to each other in the duplicate
TIM- i>f i to i, and 34 i a mean proportional between them. What
Are the numbers P

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCK

CHAPTER XII. -ROME.
y.-i: a thousand years tho Romans made conquest their policy.

They wore essentially a martial people. Warfare, however, is

destructive) of tho moans of subsistence. While, therefore, we

inquire into the industry and commerce of the Romans, with tho

view of ascertaining how much of our prosont prosperity is due
to them, there is alao, on the other aide, the question of how
much has been lost by tho repression or destruction of the

i>nius ami individuality of nations of which they were guilty.
The patriotic spirit which leads men to die for their country
lost its force in a common subjection to Rome. The sentiment

of devotion could not be strong, when tho only tie uniting the

provinces to the capital was that of subjugation and tribute.

Tho fall of Rome left Europe denationalised ; a spurious civilisa-

tion was followed by centuries of barbarism.

Distaste for labour grew with tho empire. While the Roman
territories were small as late, indeed, as the time of Alex-

ander agriculture was honoured, and the rulers of the state

tilled their own lands. When the wealth of Rome increased

by conquet, the cultivation of the land, and the manufactures
in connection with it, wore made servile occupations, so that

the poor citizens who would have been skilled labourers, had
there been no slaves, became state-fed paupers, ready for every

political commotion. In the works of Roman writers there are

allusions which prove that the Roman citizens did not despise
the profits of commerce, and that where even a senator could

engage, though illegally and under a feigned name, in the slave

or corn traffic, or turn the skill of his slaves to account, .his

aversion to the occupation was overcome. Crassus and Cato
in this manner gained much of their wealth. Rome, as the

capital of the world, the centre of tribute flowing through a
thousand channels, disposed of this revenue in a profuse and

sumptuous luxury, without parallel either before or since.

Denied natural resources fit for interchange, there poured in

continuous streams of commodities both by land and sea, for

which the tribute from the provinces and the plunder accruing
from conquest afforded oxhaustless means of payment. While
the Roman citizens thus consumed the material wealth brought
to their city, foreign merchants made it a cosmopolitan mart
or clearing-house for a fresh dispersion of the products of the

Alexandrian trade, tho traffic with China and India, the Scythian
fur trade, and the trade with Africa, Spain, and Gaul. The
productions of every climo were thus brought to the imperial
centre, and the merchants enjoyed the advantages of universal

commerce, without the coat and time of extensive travel.

Amongst the middle classes, in the early age of simple wants,
a merchant's guild was instituted, which enlarged its operations
as time went on, but was not held in honour. The fruit and
corn dealers took a prominent place in the home trade. Tanners
and cordwainers were the most thriving handicraftsmen. Weav-
ing and dyeing were subsequently added to the limited list of

manufacturing industries.

The facilities afforded at Rome for interchange were purely
political. The revenue that poured into its treasury was pro-
digious. The private fortunes of some of its citizens exceeded
the whole wealth of many modern kingdoms. The capital was
never anything else than a depot, importing everything, and
exporting no produce of its own.
Thus corn arrived from Sicily, Sardinia, and Egypt ; amber

from the Baltic
; fine cloths from Malta and Mauritania ; silks,

apices, and gems by caravan from the Indies. The produce of
the soil, the mines and the industry of every province, as well
as costly works of taste or genius, were at the command of a

prodigal aristocracy and wealthy citizens, of victorious gene-
rals and of provincial governors, who returned to squander at
Rome the treasures they had amassed by official avarice and
extortion. This profusion was copied in other cities. The
disinterment of Pompeii and Herculaneum from their graves
of Yesuvian ashes and lava has disclosed the splendid decora-

tion common in the apartment* of the wealthy. The exterior* of

the houHo were plain, but the interior* aatoniah us with their

adornment*. In one houM a mosaic ha* been found oonsutinjf
of nearly a million and a half of separate piece* in 198 *qaare*,

upon which are depicted, of the ize and colour* of life, twenty-
nix horsemen and warrior*, representing the battle between
Alexander and Dario*. Two edifice* are of special interest a*

having belonged to the illustrious Cain* Ballast and Marcus
Aria* Diomede*. The dwelling* corresponded in their fashion
and appointment* to those of Borne, but did not equal toe
latter in their sumptuous embellishment*, a* we may justly
infer from the difference which ia known to have existed between
the Pompeian baths, temples, and public buildings, and the
more magnificent structures of Rome. It was a saying of

Crassus that
" no one was rich who could not support an army

"

he himself was worth a million and a half sterling in landed

property alone.

Scaurus, the step-son of Sylla, built an amphitheatre capable
of accommodating 80,000 spectators. It was supported by 360

costly marble, glass, and gilt pillars, and beautified with 3,000
statues ; even by such profuse expenditures as thin, he waa
unable to dissipate the enormous fortune bequeathed to him by
his father. Though tho Roman houses were comparatively
small, yet the sums lavished upon their construction and furni-

ture altogether transcend modern notions of costline**. A
single table, according to Pliny, was often valued at a price

exceeding that of the spoils of a city. Caesar states that the

house of Clodius the tribune cost 120,000. The suburban
and country villas likewise afford examples of Roman luxury.
Baths covered immense areas. Ponds for fish and eels of which
the Romans were very fond aviaries for birds, extensive parks
for game, and gardens for the choicest fruits, were regarded as

necessaries. Within doors were rooms for every division of

the day and every season of the year.

Voluptuousness culminated during the time of the emperor*.
To the taste for profusion was added that for the rare delicacies

of the table. Pyramids of fowl and game, Trojan hone* (i.e.,

wild boars filled with a variety cf small game), peacocks,
cranes, and nightingales, appeared at the dinners of the great.
"

If a man will eat daintily," a writer of the period observes,
" he must indulge in Samian peacocks, Phrygian fowls, Melian

cranes, 2iolia.n kids, Chalcedonian porpoises, Tarentine oysters,
Chian mussels, Egyptian dates, Spanish acorns, murenae or sea-

eels from Tarshish, pikes from Pessinus, sea-fish from Rhodes."
Mark Antony served up eight whole boars to twelve guests.

Caligula wantonly dissolved priceless pearls in vinegar as part
of the fare at his feasts. Thousands of peacocks and night-

ingales were destroyed for their brains alone. Vitellius and

Heliogabalus are to this day held up as the types of gluttony.

Lucullus, a more refined epicure, dedicated his saloons to

certain gods, and affixed a scale of entertainment to each apart-
ment. When acting as the host of his friends, Pompey and

Caesar, he directed his servants to furnish an extemporaneous

supper in the room Apollo, and explained to his guests, when

they were astonished at its magnificence, that it was the rule

of his house to spend J-i 1,250 upon every banquet in that

apartment. The extravagance in dress corresponded with that

in eating. Lucullus lent a hundred purple robes, and offered

two hundred to one who wanted them for the actors in some

public games.
It is related of the Roman Apicius, that when, by senseless

extravagance at table, he had reduced his patrimony to the last

hundred thousand pounds, he put an end to his life, as the only
means of escaping destitution. Csesar, when starting to ad-

minister the government of Spain, was arrested by his creditors

for a debt of a million and a half sterling ; nor would they allow

him to set out till Crassns became his surety. A short tenure

of office, however, enabled Caesar not only to pay his debts, but

to use a still larger sum in purchasing popularity at Rome.

Mark Antony out-distanced all these examples. In a few years

of his administration of tho states of Asia Minor it ia said that

he appropriated about forty millions sterling of taxes, and then

made the people pay the same amount as before twice a year
instead of once.

Courage could co-exist with commerce, for Tyre withstood

Nebuchadnezzar for thirteen years, and New Tyre Alexander

for seven months, while Rome was a century in subduing Car-

thage. Roman domination was unfavourable to commerce:
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the productive resources of the earth declined as it became
Romanised.
The Romans were, however, too sagacious to rest satisfied

with barren conquests. Though unwilling to labour, they
stimulated industry to a certain degree in every country that

came under their sway. They removed the sense of subjuga-
tion by enrolling the conquered people as part and parcel of the

empire. They made roads and bridges, they built cities and

aqueducts, and brought the soil into cultivation. They en-

couraged the arts and sciences of the Greeks, and extended their

own civilisation to many other countries. The Romans, like-

wise, in obtaining the supremacy of the world, put an end to

the incessant petty warfare between rival states, and established

an unrestricted trade and a community of interests in all their

provinces. Their chief service to commerce was that of render-

ing intercommunication everywhere easy and safe. Their great
works in road-making spread over every province, from Britain

to the Euphrates. So broad and solid were many of these roads

that parts still remain entire. Watling Street in our own

country is an example. This road led from the Kentish coast

through London to Carnarvon, and is still one of the best English
roads.

After good roads followed the system of posts or stages, by
which couriers in the service of the emperors could change
horses a plan said to have been first used by Cyrus. The

posts only conveyed public despatches. Post-offices, as we
understand them, are quite of modern origin, Louis XI. having
introduced them into France, and Charles II. into England.

Our monetary and banking systems have both been founded

on Roman practices. The s. d. of accounts are the initials of

libra, solidi, and denarii Latin terms applied to the metals

used as media of exchange, whether by weight or coinage.
There were in Rome government banks, private banks, and

loan banks. A prevalent prejudice against receiving interest

for money lent caused the private bankers to be but little

esteemed ; but the government banks were managed by men
of high position. Loan banks lent money on land and other

property, for a certain term, without interest. The Romans
also (some say the Rhodians) introduced underwriting or marine
insurance.

The downfall of the Western Empire marks an epoch in

political and commercial history. The relation between the

different nations entirely changed at this period. It is the

historian's line of demarcation between ancient history and that

of the Middle Ages.

CHAPTER XIII. THE NATIONS OF THE MIDDLE AGES,
FROM B.C. 476 TO A.D. 1453.

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS OF THE BYZANTINE OR EASTERN
ROMAN EMPIRE.

SEATED upon two continents, on each side of the narrow strait

between the Euxine and the Mediterranean, Constantinople has
an unrivalled position. Its site was selected by the Greek
colonisers with a sagacity to which, as Hallam observes, the
course of events has given the appearance of prescience. Under
the name of Byzantium, the city flourished for a thousand years
(B.C. 658 to A.D. 330). It was alternately held during the

Peloponnesian wars by the Athenians and Lacedaemonians,
and after the expulsion of the latter (B.C. 390) by Thrasybulus,
it remained for some time independent. The Macedonians were
afterwards masters of the city. Severus (A.D. 196) took it after

a three years' siege, and razed a large part of it to the ground.
Constantino (A.D. 330) rebuilt it, called it after his own name,
and removed thither the seat of empire from Rome. But the
Eternal City could not be thus easily stripped of its metro-

politan rank. The removal of the capital led ere long to the
division of the Roman world into Eastern and Western Empires.
Constantinople became the centre of a power Greek in cha-

racter, Roman in name.
We have seen how, after the conquest of Greece, Egypt, and

the East, Rome was flooded with ill-gotten wealth. The citizens

made display the chief aim of existence
; wealth became mere

tinsel, and outward prosperity a hollow mask. At length,
Western and Southern Europe were overrun by tribes of bar-

barians, who trampled in the dust the glitter of Rome, and with
it destroyed the previous geographical knowledge arising out of

the world's commerce.
The feudal system had its origin in the period of anarchy

following the irruptions of the Goths and Huns, by whom
industry and trade were regarded as effeminate. For centuries
distinction amongst the great was measured by landed pos-
sessions and the number of vassals. War was the only means
of increasing property, and bands of idle retainers were kept, ever

ready to obey the behests of their chief.

The Byzantine empire at this epoch bridged over the interval

between the past and the future. Constantinople, free from the

Scythian hordes, which had darkened Europe, retained many of

the traditions of Rome, and kept up a commercial intercourse
with the countries of the East. It was mainly by its instru-

mentality that the restoration of art and science was effected.

Italy was the first to exhibit the growth of new tastes, which,
as they spread through Europe, changed the aspect of social

life. The nobles, diverted from fighting, displayed their wealth
in dress and equipage. Their retainers gradually became peace-
able labourers and handicraftsmen, and their descendants have

placed within the reach of the poor of modern times many things
either unobtainable, or obtainable only with great cost and diffi-

culty even by the Emperors of Rome.
There were not wanting rulers who viewed the revival of

commerce with alarm, and who enacted sumptuary laws, copied
from those of Rome, concerning the number of guests, the

variety of viands, and the cost of entertainments. Even in our
own country, for instance (1377), only two courses, and two
kinds of food at each course, were permitted by law, except at

festivals. Furs and silks were prohibited to any one with an
income of less than .100 a-year. Foreign cloth was -to be worn

only by members of the royal family. Henry IV. restricted the

breadth of the toes of shoes to six inches. Edward IV. com-

manded that only lords should wear a short mantle. An edict

against gilt spurs and bridles was issued in Ireland (1447) ; and

any one was empowered to seize and keep for his own use horses

caparisoned contrary to law. Such measures are always im-

politic and radically bad. Where people are inclined to

extravagance, sumptuary laws are powerless to check it, and

they are met by bad habits and evasion they cannot alter

dispositions.
It was in the reign of Justinian (527-565) that industry and

commerce received from a foreign source an impulse, the influ-

ence of which has spread more and more in succeeding ages.

This was the introduction of the silkworm. For many centuries

silk was thought to be a vegetable down, like cotton, its truo

origin having been jealously concealed from merchants. Two
missionaries returning from China concealed in a cane somo
silkworms' eggs, which they brought to Constantinople. Worms
from these eggs were distributed throughout the Byzantine

empire. Cyprus and Sicily soon produced great numbers, and-

the Peloponnesus became known as the Morea, from the

white mulberry trees, which began to be abundantly cultivated

there.

The early Byzantine trade with India was carried on through

Egypt, the Persians at that time intercepting the direct over-

land traffic. Soon after, the Euphrates valley was once more

opened to caravans. Syria and Mesopotamia were subdued by
the Caliph Omar, who built the town of Bassora ; yet few goods
reached Constantinople, for the empire was nearly always at

war with the Arabs. When Alexandria fell into the hands of

the latter, the communication by way of Egypt was cut off, as

the Christian states would enter into no dealings with the

infidels. Such, however, was the desire for Indian commodities,
that a route was opened by way of the Greek settlements on

the Black Sea and Independent Tartary ; and for 200 years the

products of India and China reached Constantinople almost ex-

clusively by this circuitous course.

Each generation improved the commerce of the Mediterranean

coasts, and an active trade arose between the Greek empire and

Spain, Africa, and the Republics of Italy.

Amongst the commodities from the East and the West, which

passed through Constantinople, and showed the extent of Byzan-
tine commerce daring Justinian's reign, were Egyptian silks

and half silks, raw silks, linen, and flax ;
sweet wines and

fruits especially dates and figs sugar, cassia, and drugs ;

Indian spices, cloves, nutmegs, mace, cinnamon, galanga root,

and large quantities of pepper. Precious stones, perfumes, and

horses also came from India. Silver was imported by the

Genoese, probably from Spain ;
while the Pisanesc introduced

.woollen stuffs, scarlet, and fustian. Few of the exports were
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native produce, for Constantinople was an emporium rather
than a manufacturing city. Grecian velvets, other silk utii

I'liithn, liiM-M, and wool; nut*, saffron, oil, timber, pitch,

honey; K<<\>\, M!V. r, morcory, copper, iron, tin, load, weapon*,
Liven are enumerated. Restrictive lawn led to an illicit

trade in some varieties of goods, of which pnrple state robes
were an example, their export being prohibited. The commercial

vigour of the ancient Greeks never distinguished their Byzantine
posterity. The land trade of Constantinople was carried on
with no great activity. A military people called the Avars,
inhabiting the provinces of the Danube lying between the Greek

empire and Germany, had, up to the ninth century, the manage-
ment of the Western land traffic. They were the carriers of

goods, some of which eventually reached the most northern
ins of Europe. The wealth accruing from this trade

Ltod these Avars. It made them "refined barbarians,"
l>tit could not save them from the inroads of a hardier tribe, like

themselves of Slavonian origin, and known as Bulgarians.
For two centuries the Bulgarians carried on the trade between

Constantinople and Germany, till disputes arose between them
and tho Greeks, who were at first defeated in the fierce encounters
that ensued ; but the Bulgarians were at length subdued by tho

Emperor Basil in 1018. The Bulgarians had probably been driven

to invade the Greek territory by the advance of the Ungrians
and Magyars, who in the tenth century took possession of the

plain of the Danube, and established there a kingdom, which
still preserves in its name (Hungary) and that of its people

(Magyars) the memory of its founders. The Ungrians made
Semlin in Hungary the depot of the international transport
trade. They took upon themselves the conduct of the traffic

throughout, built factories, and established agencies in the

capital, whore Stephen I., who died in 1038, erected for

their encouragement a splendid place of worship. Hungary
flourished in every town because of the rich profits of their exten-
sive business as carriers and brokers. The Western land traffic

waned, and in the end disappeared, before the rising maritime
commerce of Venice, Genoa, and other Italian republics. The
commodities which specially distinguished the Western trade
consisted of raw produce, manufactures, and works of art

; Greek
artistic work ; olives, saffron, and hazel nuts ; oil, liquorice,
raw silk, silk and mixed stuffs ; purple and priestly robes

;

gold dust and Eastern spices ; pepper, ginger, cloves, nut-

megs, galanga root, and anise-seed. Sword belts bound with
brass and copper were sent by sea to the West, and in tho
land traffic Constantinople received overland from Germany
Wendish slaves or serfs ; from Bohemia and Moravia, weapons
of ancient Gorman manufacture ; wooden tools and saddles from
tho Low Countries ; woollen and linen, principally of Friesland

make, and metals, from Transylvania and Hungary.
During a part only of this period could Byzantine commerce

take tho old Chaldean road to India. Obstructed by Persia
and by continual contentions with the Arabs from employing it,

the route through Independent Tartary was made use of. By-
zantine commerce both by land and sea at length lost all its im-

portance, and fell almost entirely into the hands of the Italians.

ACOUSTICS. II.
SAVART'S TOOTHED WHEEL RANGE OF THE HUMAN EAR

THE SYREN NUMBER OF VIBRATIONS REQUIRED TO PRO-
DUCE ANT GIVEN NOTE.

IN our last lesson we learnt that sound was produced when tho
air was set in vibration by a sonorous body. If in any way we
can cause a succession of gentle taps to succeed one another
with sufficient rapidity, we shall find that they lose their indi-

viduality, and merge into a continuous note.

An easy way of obtaining experimental illustration of this
consists in holding a piece of card against the teeth of a rapidly
revolving wheel. The separate taps produced as each cog
strikes it will not be distinguishable, but will coalesce to form
a clear and distinct note, the pitch of which becomes higher and
higher as tho wheel rotates more rapidly. In this manner we
may measure the number of vibrations per second required to

produce any given note, a number which will always be found
uniform.

Savart's toothed wheel (Fig. 6) is an apparatus devised for
this purpose. It consists of two wheels, A and B, mounted in a

strong wooden frame-work. The larger of thaw. A, is fitted
with a handle by which to torn it, and a strap passing ore* its

own circumference and also over a pulley on tb axle of the
toothed wheel, B, Cannes the Utter to rotate with oonsidenble
Telocity. A piece of card u fixed to the plate B in och a way
that the teeth of the wheel may catch against it and art it in

i>ration, the rapidity of the pulsations being determined
by the rate at which the teeth strike against it To the axis of
this wheel there is fixed an indicator, H, which nbowt the num-
ber of revolutions it makes, and, multiplying thin by the number
of teeth, we learn the number of vibrations. The bet way of

using the instrument is, when a steady not* is being produced,
to allow it to continue for several seconds, and then divide the
number of vibrations made by the card by the number of
seconds. We thus ascertain the number of vibrations per
second required to produce the sound. To produce the note
an octave higher, we must just double this number.

It is important for us to remember that when we speak here
of a vibration, we mean the oscillation of the vibrating particle*
to and fro, that is, its complete donble motion. In France,
each single oscillation to or fro is counted, and hence twice
tho number of vibrations are said to be required to produce any
note. If this distinction be clearly borne in mind, little incon-
venience will be caused by the different modes of speaking of
the same thing.
The question now suggests itself, how many vibrations per

second are requisite in order to produce a distinct musical
sound. To this wo cannot givo a decided answer, since different
ears are found to vary considerably in their power of appre-
ciating sounds. To ascertain the limit, Savart slightly modified
his apparatus, removing the toothed wheel, and substituting for
it an iron bar, which passed between two thin wooden plates, so
placed as almost to touch it. When the bar passed between them,
a grave sound was produced by the displacement of the air, and
he imagined that a distinct but very deep sound could be per-
ceived when the number of these pulsations was about 12 or 14
per second. Other observers have placed the number as high
as 32, while some place it as low as 8.

The upper limit to the number of vibrations that can be
heard also varies very considerably. It depends partly upon
the intensity of the vibrations and their amplitude. Some place
the limit at from 20,000 to 24,000 vibrations per second ; there

seems, however, little doubt that a sound corresponding to

38,000 vibrations is audible in most ears. By experimenting
with very acute sounds, Dr. Wollaston found that the limits of

hearing in different people varied greatly. He sounded a series

of small pipes in succession, before a number of people, and
found that frequently the ascent of a single note produced to
some the change from sound to complete silence ; and while
some experienced a sound of penetrating shrillness, others were

quite unconscious of any sound whatever.

There are in Nature sounds so shrill that they are beyond
the hearing of many people ; thus, for instance, the needle-like

cries of the bat are unheard by many ; some, too, fail to hear
the chirp of the cricket.

We may say, then, that sounds which the oar can distinguish

range between 14 and 40,000 vibrations per second. The
practical range of musical sounds is, however, much more
imited. The deepest sound produced by any musical instru-

ment appears to require about 28 vibrations, and the highest

note, which is probably the upper D of the piccolo flute, requires

4,752 vibrations. For ordinary purposes, however, the range is

rom 40 to 4,000 vibrations, that is, a compass of about seven

octaves.

There are several other ways in which we may cause a regular
series of pulsations to produce a musical note. If we can

nterrupt a stream of air sufficiently often, we shall produce
a series of puffs, which will combine into a tone. This can be

easily effected by taking a circular sheet of tin, or millboard,

and puncturing a series of holes in a circle round its centre

Fig. 7). Fix the disc to a whirling table, or cause it, by
means of a multiplying wheel, to revolve rapidly. Then take a

)lowpipe or a piece of india-rubber tubing with a jet at the end.

and holding the jet opposite to the line of the openings blow

ihrough it ; the current will be interrupted when the card is

against the jet, but will pass whenever an aperture comes

opposite it. In this way the current will be frequently inter-

rupted, and a musical note will be produced, the pitch of which
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becomes higher and higher as the disc is made to rotate more

rapidly.
If we construct a disc with several concentric rings, having

varying numbers of apertures, we shall be able to produce dif-

ferent sounds according to which part we hold the jet against.
It is somewhat difficult to ascertain by this arrangement the

exact number of interruptions per second ; an apparatus was,

however, devised by an eminent French natural philosopher,

Cagniard de la Tour, which serves to register them very
accurately. This curious acoustic instrument, which was
called by him the Sirene, or Siren, because of its power of

emitting sounds under water, is represented in Figs. 8 and 9 in

the annexed illustration, the former showing the instrument

complete, and the latter a view of a vertical section of it. The
wheel-work at the upper part of the siren is for the purpose of

recording the revolutions

of the disc, but we will

turn our attention to the

other part first, o is a
brass cylinder into which
air is driven from the

acoustic bellows, E, ar-

rangements being made

by which the power of

the blast can be modified

at pleasure. The upper
end of o is closed by a

plate, B, of brass or

copper, perforated with

twenty holes, arranged
in a circle as shown in

Fig. 10; through these

apertures the air escapes.
We want now some means
of interrupting the cur-

rent from these so as to

produce a series of puffs
instead of a continuous

stream.

This is accomplished

by another disc, A, similar

to that which closes O ;

this disc is mounted on a

spindle, T, the ends of

which are pointed so as

to turn with as little

friction as possible. A
small depression is made
in the centre of B to

carry the lower end of

this, and the upper end
turns in a cavity in the

end of the screw on the

top of the instrument.

The whole is very care-

fully constructed, so that

friction is reduced to a
minimum. The number
of apertures in each disc

is precisely the same,
and they correspond in position, so that all the openings are

opened or closed simultaneously. Only one puff is, therefore,

produced by the twenty holes ; the sound is, however, much
more powerful than if there were only one aperture. Now it

will be seen that for every revolution A makes, 20 distinct

pulsations will be produced in the air, and we therefore only
need some means of causing this disc to revolve rapidly, and of

recording its revolutions.

The former of these is easily accomplished. The openings in

B, instead of being at right angles to the plane of the disc, are

slightly inclined, as at m (Fig. 10), so that the air issues in cur-

rents directed to one side. The rotating disc, A, has its apertures
inclined slightly in the other direction, as at n, and thus it will be
seen that the air as it issues strikes against the sides of these

apertures, and seta the disc in rotation. The force produced in

this way is but small, but as the disc turns very easily, it is quite

sufficient, and by merely increasing the pressure of the air from
the bellows, we can raise the pitch of the note as high as we desire.

Now let us look at the recording portion of the apparatus.
On the upper end of the spindle T there is cut a screw, which
works in the teeth of the wheels that carry the hands. As the

spindle turns, these wheels are moved by it, each revolution

causing the wheel P to advance one tooth. The second wheel
makes one revolution for every 100 made by the other. By
pressing the stud, D, on the right-hand side of the instrument,
the wheels are removed from the screw, on the upper part of

the spindle, T, and thus cease to record ; on pressing c, on the

left-hand side of the instrument, contact is again renewed, and
thus we can let the wheels remain in action aa long as we like.

An illustration of the manner of using the apparatus will

make this quite clear to the reader (Fig. 11). We will suppose
that we have a tuning-fork, and want to ascertain the number of

vibrations it produces in the course of a second. We place
the siren in the. wind-

chest of the bellows, and
cause it to sound, having

1

first thrown the wheel-

work out of gear ; we
then excite the tuning-
fork by striking it or

by drawing a violin-bow

across it. The occur-

rence of beats in the
sound will show us that

the two notes are not in

unison
; we therefore

adjust the force of the

bellows till the beats

gradually become slower

and slower, and at last

vanish, showing that

now the siren and the

fork are producing the

same note. Keeping the

pressure uniform, so that

the same note continues

to be uttered, we press

c, and holding a watch
in the hand, allow the

wheels to record the re-

volutions for a given

period, say, exactly one

minute. At the expira-
tion of this time we press
the stud D, and having
thus stopped the wheel-

work, read off the number
of revolutions indicated.

Suppose we find the

revolutions recorded to

be 768, then, since at

every revolution the cur-

rent of air is interrupted
20 times, we must clearly

have produced 768 x 20,

or 15,360 vibrations in

the 60 seconds. Dividing
this by 60, we obtain

the quotient 256, which is the number of vibrations per second

produced by the fork. The note is that generally known aa

middle C.

It haa been noticed of late years that the pitch of the tuning-
fork has been gradually getting higher, and, which is of more

importance, that it differs considerably in different cities and
countries. This is productive of some inconvenience, and in

France a commission was appointed some ten or twelve years

ago to inquire into the subject. After comparing the different

standards, they recommended the adoption in France of a

normal diapason. A standard tuning-fork was prepared in

accordance with their recommendation. The fork, which gives

the sound of the first A in the treble, produces 435 complete
vibrations in the second. On this scale middle C requires 261,

and the pitch is therefore slightly higher than the English.

There being, however, no fixed standard in England, different

makers vary slightly, and hence there is a want of that unifor-

mity which is desirable.
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IN the foHHJln yiolilod by tho deposits of thin period, more than

on.'-hjilf urc found t" !" ivr.-nt or r\i-ting species. The
:ueagroly represented in England. In tho

Suffolk and Essex are found beds of soft marly
> .in. Is l>.-li.ii:.:ini: t<> tliis age, containing large numbers of sheila,

<_ i In- thickness of some fifty or sixty feet. They have

. |i;--r,| tint ].roviin-i:il name of "crag," and are used by the

to fertilise those heavy soils which are deficient in cal-

. > matter. On the Continent tho Pliocene deposits attain

magnitude. The Subapennino hills of Italy are accumu-
of these beds, reaching a thickness of 2,000 feet ; and in

t of Europe, to tho north of the Black Sea, and stretching
1 tho Caspian and Sea of

Aral, i< a widely-extended Plio-

:irea.

In Knijlaml the Pliocene beds

are divided into two

1. The White or Coralline Crag.
H. The Bed Crag.

The Coralline crag was tho

first formed. It only extends
in a narrow belt for about

twenty miles between the rivers

Aide and Stonr. It consists of

a mass of broken shells and

corals, which occasionally agglo-
merates into a soft building
stone. Although called coral-

lino crag, corals (as they are

now defined) are not frequently
found in it. Tho great mass of

the fossils are bryozoa, or rather

bryozoaria that is, structures

built up by colonies ot bryozoa.
The term bryozoa (animal

moss) was first used by Ehren-

berg to denote those zoophytes
of which the Flustra and
Eschara are examples. These
differ from the coral zoophytes
in having two openings to the

digestive sac instead of one.

In Fig. 154 wo give a speci-
men of a bryozoaria, the Fasci~

cularia aurantium. Each of

the little punctures over the

surface was the home or cell of

a bryozoum. Probably by means
of tentacles tho animal caused
a current of water to pass into

its sac, and here not only was
all tho organic matter upon
which it existed abstracted

from the water, but also tho lime

which the water held in solution by virtue of the presence of car-

bonic acid gas, and with the lime the zoophyte added something
t^ the structure which was tho common work of the colony.
Tho section we give shows how the work increased from a point

one generation building upon the cells in which their fathers

lived and died. Tho same process is in operation to-day on tho
coral-reefs. The prolific growth of the echini, the presence of

bryozoa, and tho evidences we have of the existence of a multi-

tude of testacea, prove that the Coralline crag must have been

deposited in tho tranquil waters of a deep sea. The tempera-
ture did not reach extremes, and was not tropical, for we find

one of the most characteristic of the Coralline crag shells is the

Astarte Omalii, which is a Northern form (Fig. 155).
The Red crag was probably formed when the sea was more

shallow, and when the climate began to change prior to tho

sotting in of tho Glacial period, when an Arctic cold extended
pver Europe. Remains of the mastodon have been yielded by
tho crag, and some of the more prominent of its fossils are

Temnechinus excavatus (Fig. 156), Terebratula grandis (Fig.

157), Cardita senilis (Fig. 158), Valuta Lamberti (Fig. 159).

144 N.E.

Tho Norwich crag, which u ometimM called the JfammoK.
ferotu crag, because of the number of m%mmfJ remain* which
it contain*, u found in the neighbourhood of Norwich. It*

hell* are much more recent than the Coralline crag*, and moro
northern than those of tho Hod crag. Near Bridlington, on the
coast of Yorkshire, u another deposit of a umilar age. Tbeee
and tho Forout-bod are sometime* ola*od under the Port-pliocene.
The Parent bed occupies near Cromer the position of the

Norwich crag. It in an ancient forest which wa labmerged
beneath the sea-level, and then Hands and clay* were deposited
upon it. The forest ha* been traced forty mile*. The *tnmp*
of the trees are still in their upright position* : they are Scotch

firs, yew, sloe, alder, and oak. These bed* contain the remain*
of the elephant, mammoth, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, bearer,
bear, deer, and other mammals.

THE PLEISTOCENE PEBIOD,

or, as it in now generally called,
tho Pott-pliocene, i* the upper-
most, and one of the most inter-

esting of the stratified deposit*
The Northern Drift. In

those countries which lie north

of latitude 50 i* found a most

peculiar deposit. It ha* re-

ceived various names Northern

drift, Diluvium, Boulder day,
Glacial deposits and it is

known in Scotland as Till. It

is a heap of debris of sand
and clay, sometimes stratified

more often not mixed with an-

gular fragments of the rock of

the neighbourhood. Sometime*
these fragments are actually

polished on one side, and the

flat surface exhibits parallel
scratches.

Whenever the drift rest* di-

rectly on hard rock, such aa

granite, the face of the rock is

found smoothed and striated

similarly to the fragments.

Moreover, in many parts of the

British Isles the rocks of a

valley are found smoothed and
scratched. Take for example
tho neighbourhood of Snowdon.
Six valleys radiate from the

apex of the mountain, and in

each of these valleys the rocks

are all smoothed, and those

which protrude above the sur-

face of the ground near the bot-

tom of the valleys are rounded.

The scratching^ are always
parallel to the direction of tho

valley, and have evidently been
made by some hard substance

which filled the valley being dragged forcibly through it, a

process which must have frequently been repeated, for one set

of scratches may often be seen covering another older set, which

have another inclination, or are not quite parallel to the new
ones. These appearances were attempted to be explained by
those who called the drift Diluvium, upon the supposition that

they were the effects of the Flood ; that when the
" fountains

of the great deep were broken up," surges of water rushed

over the surface of the land, leaving heaps of gravel, and

hurrying masses of rock through the valleys, scratching their

sides.

But this explanation is evidently unsatisfactory ; moreoyer,

it is quite incapable of accounting for erratic blocks. Scattered

over the country are blocks of rock they are of all sizes, all

shapes, and are found in all positions. They are generally not

of the same kind as tho rock of the country, but have, by some

means or other, been transported many miles. Blocks of granite

and gneiss from the Highlands are found fifty or sixty miles

south. The "boulders," as they are called, which strew

Lancashire, Cheshire, Shropshire, and Staffordshire, evidently
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are fragments of the rocks of Cumberland and Westmoreland.

Perhaps the largest transported block is above the Devil's Glen,

in County Wicklow, Ireland. It is of granite, twenty-seven feet

long, fifteen feet broad, and eleven feet high. It is perched 650

feet above the sea, and is ten miles from the nearest granite.

Now, how could any deluge place that boulder there ? A rushing

current might have rolled it along its bed, but never could have

lifted it up a hill-side. Numerous instances of a similar kind

might be cited, but our space forbids it. There is still one fact

to add to the three above alluded to, before we draw to a con-

clusion. The true fossils of the boulder clay are all Arctic

species ; among them are Astarte borealis (Fig. 160), Saxicava

rugosa (Fig. 161), Pecten islandicus (Fig. 162), Natica clausa

(Fig. 163), Trophon clathratum (Fig. 164), Leda oblonga

(Fig. 165).

Finding these species now existing on the ice-bound shores

of northern latitudes, we naturally conclude that during the

depositions of the drift, during the scratchings of the rocks, and

during the transportation of the erratic blocks or boulders, the

Arctic climate must have extended further south than it now

does, even to a latitude of fifty degrees. We ought to say that

the above phenomena are observed at the south pole, reaching
to the same latitude. We turn to the agency of ice to explain

what we have observed. We know that glaciers are always
found on snow-clad mountains, because if there were no outlet

for the frozen vapour which caps the heights with their eternal

snows, the frozen water would accumulate continually until

the mountains reached a stupendous height, and_ at last would

overbalance and cause tremendoxis catastrophes. But as it is,

when ice accumulates in large quantities it acquires the power
of

"
flowing

"
precisely like water, only much slower. This

motion is termed "viscous motion." The ice forming con-

tinually above the snow-line, descends down the mountain valleys

in an ice-river or glacier, filling the valley exactly as if it were a

river of water, contracting as it passes a gorge, and expand-

ing again as it enters the open valley. None save those who
have crossed a glacier can form any idea of the vast mass of ice

of which it is composed, or of the enormous pressure it exercises

against the sides of the valley. Its motion is about 400 feet a

year ; and the end of the glacier is that point where the ice is

melted by the sun in the warm valley. As it scrapes along the

sides of the hills, it not only scratches and polishes the rocks,

producing precisely the same appearances as those which are

found on our rocks, but also it gathers on its edges earth, stones,

and rock, which fall upon it as it grates the valley-sides. This

accumulation of debris is termed moraine. This the glacier

carries down to the place where the sun melts it, and there it

deposits its load, forming exactly the same accumulation as is

found in the drift. In the Arctic regions the glacier continues

its motion until it reaches the sea ; for the snow-line is there at

the level of the sea. Huge blocks of ice fall over the sea-cliffs

into the water beneath, and become icebergs ;
and attached to

them are huge stones, as well as portions of the moraine. The
ocean currents bear them southwards, and in warmer latitudes

they gradually melt, dropping the stones and gravel upon the

ocean floor. This must have been the way in which the erratic

blocks were placed in their present positions. Professor Ramsay,
who has carefully studied the Welsh territory, has come to the

conclusion that the land previous to the Post-pliocene, or at its

commencement, was more elevated than it is now, and the

climate intensely cold. All the highlands would then give rise

to glaciers. A submergence then commenced, and all passed
down below the sea-level ; then a re-elevation set in, and brought
the land above the water, and new glaciers formed. He esti-

mates the probable maximum submergence at about 2,300 feet.

There is a deposit of drift near the summit of Moel Tryfaen,
a mountain in North Wales, 1,360 feet above the sea. This

puts beyond a doubt that there was a submergence to that

extent at least.

It is difficult to imagine such a state of things so totally

different to that which exists at the present day ; but we must
remember that the years which measured the Glacial epoch must
have been untold, and the motion so slow and gradual as not

to disturb the underlying strata. As to the cold, there are

astronomical considerations, into which we cannot enter here,

which, if they do not as yet account for such a change of

climate, at least point the direction in which an explanation

may be found.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE CORALLINE CRAG.

Foraminifera. Biloculiua bulloides ; Globulina gibba ; Orbitolites com-

planatus ;
Textularia aciculata ; Triloculina oblonga.

Zoophyta. Cryptangia Woodii ; Flabellum Woodii.

Polyzoa. Cellaria flstulosa ; Cellepora cellulosa ; Eschara foliacea ;

Flustra coriacea, membranacea ; Membranipora dentata
; Tubu-

lipora agaricia, arborea.

BracTiiopoda. Discina (Orbicula) lamellosa; Lingula Dumortieri;
Terebratulina caput-serpentis.

Conchifera. Avicula Tarentina ; Lima hians ; Pecten princeps j

Astarte gracilis, incerta, parvula, Omalii ; Cardium decorticatum j

Cryptodon ferruginosum ; Cytherea chione ; Leda pygmsea ;

Luciiia crenulata ;
Modiola phaseolina; Mytilus Hesperianusj

Nucula trigonula; Pholadomya hesterna; Telliiia balaustinaj
Teredo navalis.

Gasteropoda. Acteeon levidensis ; Bulk acuminata, truncata ; Ceri-

thium adversum ; Cyprsea affinis ; Fusus gracilior; Helix nemo-
ralis ; Pleurotoma brachystoma, concinnata ; Scalaria cancellata,

fimbriosa ; Terebra canalis, inversa ; Turritella planispira ; Velu-

tina virgata.

Echinodermata. Echinocyamus hispidulus ; Echinus Lyellii, Wood-
wardi ; Spatangus purpureus ; Temnechimia globosus ; TJraster

rubens.

Cirripedia. Balanus bisulcatus.

Crustacea. Cancer pagurus ; Pagurus Bernhardus.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE RED CRAG.

Foraminifera. Cristellaria rotulata; Globigerina cretacea; Polymer-

phina coznmuuis.

Zoophyta. Balanophyllia calyculus.

Polyzoa. Flustra distans; Lepralia abstersa.

Conchifera. Pecten gracilis; Astarte crebrilirata, obliquata ; Cardium

arigustatum, venustum ; Ccrbula complanata ; Modiola barbata ;

Solen cultellatus ;
Tellina Benedenii.

Gasteropoda. Conovulus myosotis; Cyprsea Anglise; Fusus altus;

Hydrobia pendula ;
Natica hemiclausa ; Patella vulgata ; Pleuro-

toma Bootliii, intorta ; Purpura tetragona ; Trochus cinerarius,

multigranus.
c7iinodermata. Echiuocyamus pusillus; Echinus Henslovii; Temne-

chinus turbinatus.

Annelida. Vermicularia triquetra.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE MAMMALIFEROUS CRAG.

Conchifera. Astarte borealis, elliptica; Cardita niialis ; Cyrena conso-

brina ; Donax anatinus ;
Leda pernula ;

Modiola discors ; Mytilua

antiquorum ; Psammobia solidula ; Tellina fabula.

Gasteropoda. Helix arbustorum; Hydrobia subuinbilicata ; Limnsea

palustris ; Margarita elegantissima ;
Natica occlusa ; Paludina

lenta ; Planorbis corneus.

Mammalia. Elephas primigenius; Lutra vulgaris ;
Mastodon angusti-

dens ; Asinus; Sus.

The following species have been found in caverns only :

Birds. Alauda arvensis ; Anas sponsor; Columba species; Corvns

corax ; Perdix cinerea.

Mammals. Asinus fossilis ; Bison minor ; Canis familiaris, lupus ;

Cervus Bucklandi ; Equus plicidens ; Lepus cuuiculus ; Mus
musculus ; Ursus priscus j Vulpes vulgaris.

The following fossils have been found in Pleistocene deposits,

and not in caverns :

Mammalia. Bison priscus ; Bos longifrons, primigenius ; Cervus

elaphus; Elephas autiquus, primigenius (Mammoth) ; Felis catus,

leo ; Megaceros Hibernicus ;
Rhinoceros leptorhinus ; Sores

fodiens ; Sus scrofa ; Trogontherium Cuvieri ; Ursus arctus.

The following species have been found both in caverns and in

Pleistocene deposits elsewhere :

Mammalia. Arvicola agrestis, amphibia ;
Cervus capreolus ; Equus

fossilis ; Felis spelsea ; Hippopotamus mnjor ; Hyoena spelsea ;

Khinoceros tichorhinus ; Talpa vulgaris ;
Ursus spelseus.

CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE GLACIAL DEPOSITS.

Polyzoa. Tubulipora verrucaria.

Brachiopoda. Terebratula psittacea.

Conchifera. Anomia ephippium ; Ostrffia edulis; Pecten islniidicas,

sinuosus; Astarte Damnoniensis ; Cardium edule
;
Leda minuta,

rostrata ;
Mactra truncata ; Mytilus vulgaris ;

Nucula proxima ;

Saxicava sulcata; Tellina baltica, /Jreenlandica ;
Venus decus-

sata.

Gasteropoda. Buccinum ciliatum ;
Fusus Bamfius, despectus ;

Lit-

torina littorea, palliata ; Margarita undulata ;
Nassa pliocena ;

Natica Alderi ; Patella Iffivis ; Pleurotoma discrepans ; Turritella

terebra.

.4rmelida. Serpula vermicularis ; Vermilia triquetra.

Cirripedia. Balanus communie.
Mammalia. Balsena mysticetus ; Monodon monoceras; Phocxna

crassidens.
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LESSONS IN SPANISH. XX.
Tin: vi;i:i:.

'i: TENSES or THE INDICATIVE MOOD (continued).

As both the imperfect and pcrfuct definite in Spanish are
1 in Kntflish in what is caLod the imperfect tense, it is

iuiliortiint thut tho learner should be able to distinguish the
in Spanish. When an action or event in entirely

I finished, the perfect definite is used; but when it is

meant to say that the action or event was taking place at a
time, ami that it is or may bo still continued, the im-
must be used. Thus, "los soldados marchaban por la

ciudad
"
moans the soldiers were marching through the city, and

o f:ir as the word marchaban is concerned, they may be march-
.1

; but "los soldados morcharou por la ciudad
" moans

marched through the city, and from tho tense em-
I are marching no longer.

The perfect indefinite is used to express an action or event,
which, though entirely past, has taken place during a period of
time (expressed or understood) of which the present forms a
port, or at a time designated in an indeterminate manner ; as

THE TEHSM OF THE IMPE&ATITB MOOD.
The imperative is that mood which command*, exhorts, or

entreats ; OH in these examples :

Haoldlo, do it.
| Vwtooslos, Itt tu ttt lJUm.

The imperative mood is not used in the first person fogqhtr ;

nor is it used in Spanish for forbidding, that U, it i* not em-
ployed with a negative adverb, bat tho persons of the inesmit
subjunctive are used when a negative command or a prohibition
is expressed ; as

No temai, fear not (i.e., mayut I No tn*i,/ar not (I*., BMU w
thou not fear).

\
not ftar).

The s of the first person plural and the d of the second are
suppressed before no* and os ;

Congratulc'inonos, let ui congra-
latt ourselves.

CongratuUos, conyratulaU your.
Minn.

He hablado a Rodrigo esta J have

\ceek.

tptken to Roderick thit

The past actions of persons or things still in existence, if no
particular time be mentioned, are expressed in this tense ; as

El general ha toinodo varias The general has taken several

ciudades, cities.

The only cases in which the English perfect tense and the
Spanish perfect indefinite do not correspond are such as the
following :

"
It has been snowing these three hours ;

" " he has
been in Mexico for these ten years ;

"
which in Spanish would

be,
" hoco tres horas quo nieva ; hace diez anos que estoy en

Mejico ;

"
which mean literally, it is three hours that (since) it

snows ; it is ten years that (since) I am in Mexico. If tho sen-
tence bo negative, the perfect indefinite is employed ; as, hace
ocho dias que no la hemos visto, it is eight days that we have
not seen her, that is, we have not seen herfor eight days. If the
action or event be completed, tho perfect definite must be used ;

as, hace diez anos que el rey le perdond, it is ten years that
(since) the king pardoned him.

Hay (or Tia) is sometimes used instead of hace in cases like
the examples in the last paragraph ; as, hay pocos dias que cntre
en el cuarto de mi amigo, it has few days that (since) I entered
into the room of my friend, that is, a few days ago I entered my
friend's room. Hay is used at the beginning and ha at the end
of a phrase ; as, hay pocos dias, or pocos dias ha.
The first pluperfect is used to express an affirmation of what

is past and took place before some other past action or event or
time, expressed or understood ; as

Juan ya habia comido cuando Jo7m already had dined vhen
llego Ricardo, Richard arrived.

Whenever the former action or event is mentioned as still

continuing when the latter occurred, the imperfect tense is

employed in Spanish to denote the former ; as
Habfa tres horas que ella estaba II teas three hours that the tcaa

pintando cuando llego Pedro, painting when Peter arrived.

This last example means in English, she had been painting
three hours when Peter arrived.
The second pluperfect is used to express a past action or

event that took place immediately before another action or
event also past. It is never used except after some of the
adverbs of time

; cuando, when ; asi qne, as soon, as ; no bien,
no sooner, but just ; apenas, scarcely ; luego que, immediately
after ; despues que, soon after ; as

Apdnas hubo aalido cuando se Scarcely had he gone out, \ehen
cayo la casa, the house fell.

The first future tense affirms what is yet to be or to take
place at a future time (mentioned or not) ; as

Sere president*, I 'shall be presi-
dent.

The s of the first person plural of the tenses of the indicative
mood is suppressed when the reflective pronoun comes after it ;

as in this example :

Amamonos, We love ourselves.

Lucia vendra maiiana, Lucy iciU

come to-morrow.

The second future tense affirms something future that will
have taken place before or at the time of some other future
action or event, or determinate time ; as
Habrd escrito esta carta antes I Habra acabado A las tres, 7i will

que Juan llegue, I shall have written have finished at three o'clock.
AW letter before John may arrive. }

When the imperative is negative in English, as the subjunc-
tive is employed in Spanish, the pronouns of the first objective
case are not joined to it, but come before it ; as
No lo hagas, do (<7iou) it not.

|
No lo haga ella, let lier not do tt.

Que is sometimes used before the persons of tho imperative
mood ; as

Que uno de nosotros vaya. Let one of us go (that one of ut

may go).

The persons of the imperative, except the second persons
singular and plural, are to be rendered into English by may or
let ; as, bendiganos el Senor, may the Lord bless us ; vaya Juan,
let John go. But vmd., with its objective cases, although of the
third person, is to be rendered as the second person ; as, venga
vmd. conmigo, come with me (let your worship come with me) ;

alabeso vmd., praise yourself (let your worship praise himself).*

THE TENSES OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
The tenses of the subjunctive mood differ in signification from

those of the indicative only in expressing what they affirm in a con-
ditional or doubtful manner, while the tenses of the indicative

express certainty. Whenever, therefore, there is no doubt about
what we affirm, we must use the tenses of the indicative.
The present tense of the subjunctive affirms some doubtful

action or event that may take place, and is generally preceded
by some conjunction or conjunctive phrase ; as

Hac<5d esto para que vean vues- Do this in order that the<j may ste

tras buenas obras, your good \corks.

As futurity is implied in the present tense of the subjunctive,
the first future of the subjunctive may be used in its place; thus
we may say, aunque lloremos, though u-e may weep ; or aunque
lloraremos, though we should weep. The present may therefore
be used instead of the future, and the future instead of the

present, unless the conjunction st (if) be employed, in which
case the present subjunctive cannot be used.

The relative pronouns are generally followed by tho present
or some other tense of the subjunctive, when the sentence is

interrogative or negative, or expresses a doubt, wish, or condi-
tion ; as

No conozco nna sola muger, J tnotc tof a single woman trhoM

cuya alma sea mas sensible que la soul (is) may be mono suuible than
de la Seiiora Loader, that of Mrs. Loader.

Words which in English are compounds of ever such as quien-
quiora, whoever; cualquiera, whosoever, whichsoever; siempre
que, r-henever ; por mas que, however ; por mucho que, what'
ever in Spanish generally require the present or some of the
tenses of the subjunctive ; as

Por grande que sea tu mdrito, Hoicerer great that thy merit maybe.
The imperfect tense of the subjunctive affirms an action or

event of a doubtful or contingent kind as having to be, or to be
done, or as conceived by the mind as having taken place at some
time under certain conditions ; as

Juan leeria, si turiera libro, or

Juan leeria, si tuviese libros,

John would rtad, if he should

hate (if ke had) booU.

In both Spanish and English the future is sometimes used as s
command ; as, no mataras, thou shall not kill, i.e., do not lift, or do not
commit murder.
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There are in Spanish three forms of the imperfect subjunctive,

one ending with ra (in the first person singular), another with

ria, and the third with se. Each of these forms is generally to

be rendered in English by some one of the auxiliaries, should,

would, might, or could, as the sense may require. These forms

of the imperfect are thus used :

The form ending with se is employed only when a conditional

conjunction, or an ejaculatory expression of desire, or a verb of

command or permission, comes before it ; as

Le dije que tomase esos libros,

I told Jam that he might take those

books.

Era precise que espusiese mis

razones, it teas necessary that I

hould e.rplatn my reasons.

Sometimes the conjunction que is not expressed, but under-

stood ; as

Encargo le enviasen mayor can- He ordered (that) they should send

tidad, him a greater quantity.

The form ending with se can be employed after the relative

pronouns, and after cuanto, as much as, cuantos, as many as,

when they are preceded by a verb expressive of an action which

the other part of the sentence shows to depend on choice or

mere contingency ; as

Prometio que me daria todo lo He -promised me that he would give

que le pidiese, me everything which I might ask of

him.

The form ending with ria is employed (generally to express
a wish or condition, or what ivould be or might be done) when no
conditional conjunction comes immediately before the imperfect

tense ; as

I Cual de los dos preferiria vmd. ?

which of the two would you prefer 1

Si ella viuiese, irian, if she

should come, tltey u-ould go.

This form can likewise be used when the imperfect is preceded

by a verb that expresses belief, trust, or promise ; and also when
the conjunction si (if) is used in the sense of whether ; as

Prometio que me daria dos

libros, he promised that he would

give me two books.

Le pregunto si su hijo iria allii,

he as7;ed Jinn if (whether) his sou

tcould go there.

The form of the imperfect ending with ra may in general be

used for either the form in se or that in ria ; and is especially

to be preferred to the form in ria, when interrogative pronouns
come before the imperfect ; as

; Ojala me hallara con ella I Oh
that I could ,/ind myself with her !

Yo quisiera que viniesen, I

should like tliat they u-ould come.

It will be seen from the foregoing rules that the form in ra

can generally be used instead of the forms in se and rta, for we
can say, si yo amara, or si yo amase, if I should love ; and we
can say, el amara, or el amaria, he would love. But we cannot

use the form in r(a and that in se, the one for the other.

Sometimes the English auxiliaries, could, might, should, and

would, are expressed in Spanish by a separate verb, followed by
the infinitive ; as

No queria eiitrar, he u'ould not

enter (was not willing to enter).

No podia ver, he could not see

(was not aH to see) .

The perfect indefinite tense of the subjunctive mentions a

doubtful or contingent action or event as being completed, or

that it would have been done in past time under certain con-

ditions ; as

Poco me importa que lo Laya It concerns me little whether he

oido decir 6 no, may have heard it spoken or, not.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XVI.
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

IT is seldom that any great discovery or invention can, with
fairness to others, be assigned to a single individual. Sugges-
tions and observations by thoughtful men often lie dormant for

many years, and no immediate result flows from them until

some master-mind gathers them up, pieces them together, and
presents them to the world as a startling novelty. These
remarks may well be applied to the electric telegraph, an in-

vention which has caused more changes in the conduct of the
world's affairs than any other contrivance conceived by the
mind of men. Its history presents us with a succession of step-

ping-stones upon which inventors trod, until the present perfect
results were achieved.

But long before electricity became a power in the world, the

necessity of some means of conveying intelligence was recog-

nised, and various modes were contrived for furthering that end.

The signal-fires blazing out the one idea of approaching danger
were soon replaced by the more efficient watch-towers placed
at intervals for conveying signals, by means of semaphores,

quickly across country. These semaphores consisted of an

arrangement of shutters, by which several distinct signals could

be forwarded, and they were in use in this country up to the

year 1837. Long before this year had dawned, many experi-
menters in different countries had turned their attention to tho

mysteries of electricity. In Geneva, Lesage had invented a

system of signalling by causing two pith balls to diverge by
the action of a current sent through a wire at the end of which
those balls were hung. Lomond, in Paris, carried out the same
idea a few years later. The system was again brought forward
in this country, in the year 1816, by Mr. Ronalds, who urged
Government to take the matter up. But the Government of

the day refused to have anything to do with it, asserting that

the semaphore system was quite sufficient for every requirement.
In the meantime other inventors had contrived systems in which
the current was made to decompose chemical substances, as in

the electro-chemical telegraph of Bain. But the most notable

suggestion came from Ampere, of Paris, in 1821, who pointed
out that a galvanometer needle, by its deflections to the right
or the left, according to the direction of the current, could be

made to give signals of a reliable character. Eventually, Cooke
and Wheatstone, in the year 1837, carried this idea into prac-
tical use, and the first needle telegraph was produced.

In all the first forms of telegraph at least two line- wires were

necessary, one to carry the electric current to the distant

station, and the other to carry back again, so as to complete
the circuit. But a most valuable discovery was made by
Steinheil, of Munich, in 1837, who showed that a return wire

was not necessary, and that the earth might be used in its stead.

From that time, therefore, it became customary only to use onu

wire, the necessary connection with the earth being established

by burying metallic plates in the ground.
Modern telegraphic instruments may conveniently be grouped

into two classes. Firstly, those which transmit signals repre-

senting the letters of the alphabet by conventional signs, such
as movements of a needle, or dots and dashes on paper ; and,

secondly, those which transmit signals and record them in

ordinary printed type. In the first place we have simple appa-
ratus, but tho necessity for the employment of skilled operators
to translate the signals into readable language ; and in the

second case we have complex mechanism, but the advantage of

results which are decipherable by any one who has learnt to

read. The latter plan has the further advantage of less risk of

error than if the communication has to go through the process
ol: translation before being available for use. The first method
is adapted for the general work of the country, where a skilled

staff is organised to work it ; but the second has, up to recent

times, been mainly used for private lines. We say, up to recent

times, because the rapid introduction of the telephone has

almost superseded the use of the telegraph for private uses,

such as communication between offices and factories, and the

like.

As representatives of the first class of instruments, we may
select two well-known types : (1) the single needle telegraph
and (2) the Morse key. Any student can easily contrive one
of the first-named instruments with very little trouble, and at

very small outlay ; and a description of the means by which he

may attain this end will be the best way to point out the phe-
nomena upon which the working of this form of telegraph

depends. A little toy compass, such as can be purchased for

a shilling, must be wound round with several turns of silk-

covered copper wire. It thus forms a galvanometer, the mag-
netised needle of which will place itself at right angles to the

coil of wire across it, whenever an electric current is sent

through that coil. The battery may consist of an ordinary
Leclanche cell, such as is commonly used for ringing bells.

When the current is cut off, the needle will instantly resume its

normal position (i.<?., north and south). By reversing the

direction of the current, by changing over the wires which touch
the two poles of the battery, the needle is deflected in the oppo-
site direction. By placing two little stops, one on either side

of the needle, to confine its movements within narrow limits,
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wo can stop its tendency to oscillate, and make its deflections

-i^'ht or left of a more marked and cert tor. It

is obvi lose movements, by being repeated and alter-

. can bo made to represent a variety of distinct signals,
i number can bo chosen to represent the letters

alphabet, the numerals, and other necessary nigns, so

that words and sentences can be transmitted. Such, in brief,

is the single needle instrument, although, in its working form,
"f course, more conveniently arranged, the change of

>ii in the current being, for instance, managed by the

depression of two keys, which give the right or left-hand deflec-

tion of the needle as required.
Morse key, which we select as the other representative

of Class I., works in a different manner altogether. In this case
we have no change in the direction of the current sent, but only
in it< duration. The key is simply a knob, the depression of
n lii.-H by the finger will cause contact to be made with tho

y, and so send a current along the line-wire. According
to the time for which the knob is depressed, so is the duration
of the current, and the signals therefore resolve themselves into

short and long impulses, technically called dots and dashes.

By making the dot to represent a left-hand movement of the

galvanometer needle, and a dash, or long impulse, a right-hand
movement, an alphabet used for the needle instrument is

readily adapted to the Morse key. At the receiving end of tho
line these dots and dashes can be read off in two different

ways. In the one case the message is recorded automatically
upon paper, in the other case the operator trusts to his ear

alone, although as a check there is generally a needle attached,
whose movements he can watch at the same time. The Morse
ink-writer in its simplest form consists of a little wheel at the
end of a lever, which is covered with printing ink. The lever

forms the armature of an electro-magnet, and is attracted to

that magnet whenever a current is sent through its coils. The
same movement causes the little ink-wheel to touch a band of

paper kept moving by means of clock-work. If the current be

ehcrt, the mark impressed upon tho paper is a dot, but if the
current be long, the wheel is of course kept for a longer time

against the paper, and a dash is the result.

In what is known as the Morse sounder, the printing attach-

ment is dispensed with, and a spring armature, which gives a
click every time it is attracted towards the magnet, takes its

place. The experienced operator can read off the meaning of

these sound signals as easily as an ordinary person can com-

prehend speech ; but, as already stated, a galvanometer needle
is sometimes attached as a check on the correctness of his work.

According to Mr. Preece, sound-reading is steadily gaining
ground in this country. "There are," he says, "now 2,000
sounders ; in 1869 there were none. In America scarcely any
other instrument is used, but on the continent of Europe there
is scarcely one." We learn from the same authority with re-

gard to tho needle instrument that 3,791 are employed by the
Post Office, and that the different railway companies have in

use no fewer than 15,702. Although, as we have seen, the

needle instrument must be in skilled hands, its cheapness and

general efficiency render it peculiarly suitable for railway work.
We will now select two instruments as representative of

Class II., where the signals are received, and in many cases also

printed, as ordinary letters of the alphabet. As our first ex-

ample, we may point to Sir Charles Wheatstone's ABC
instrument, which was so commonly used for private lines

before the advent of the telephone. This form of telegraph was

particularly well adapted for private use, not only because the

signals given were expressed by ordinary letters of the alphabet,
but also because it required no battery. The current was
afforded by a small magneto-electric machine, which formed

part and parcel of the instrument, and the mere act of keeping
a handle turning with one hand, while the other was employed
in signalling, caused a current to flow through the line-wire

whenever required. The action of the magneto-electric machine
will receive attention later on, and it is necessary here only to

refer to its existence in the ABC instrument now under dis-

cussion. Outwardly, the instrument has the appearance of a

mahogany box with a dial and pointer. Arranged round the

dial are the letters of the alphabet. The pointer moves as

required to tho different letters, and the same movements are

repeated on a similar dial at the other end of the line. As
already indicated, this instrument has been mostly used for

short circuit*, but it hat been tried on a line 100 miles locf
wi-li SJMOsm
The other instrument which we ecloct to illustrate tboe

contained under Chum II. in Hughe*' printing telegraph. In
thin itiHtrunient a little wheel having letters on iU edge revolve*
at an equal speed at either end of the line-wire. These wheels
are so arranged that the same letter on each if always in the
same position that in to say, supposing there is a fixed mark
at the lowermost part of each wheel, the tame letter will pa*
that mark at the name time as each revolves. By the action
of an electro-magnet, a little roller bearing a travelling strip
of paper is brought against the type wheel when required, and
a letter is printed without stopping the revolution of the wheel.
A scries of keys, like the keys of a pianoforte, each bearing a
letter of the alphabet, are so arranged that their depression
causes the particular letter which each represents to be printed
on the paper. Each wheel is driven by clockwork, and special
precautions are taken by mechanism we need not describe to
ensure that the action of both is synchronous.
We therefore see that in all forms of electric telegraph the

signals are produced by two well-known effects of the elec-

tric current, the one being tho tendency of a magnetised
needle to place itself at right angles to a wire conveying
a current, and the other the circumstance that a piece of iron
becomes magnetic when a current flows through a coil of wire

surrounding it, the needle telegraph being an example of

one, and the Morse sounder and printer, and the Hughes
printing telegraph, being examples of the other.

In the British postal telegraph system we find that there
are three forms of batteries in use namely, the Daniel!, the

Leclanche, and the Bichromate. The currents can be conveyed
overground, underground, or beneath the sea. Overground
wires are commonly seen by the side of our railways, our canals,
and many of onr country roads. The poles to support them
are in this country mostly of wood, but in onr colonies iron

supports are more commonly used. Iron wire is the material
in general use for conductors, but in the neighbourhood of large
towns, where smoke and corrosive vapours are prevalent, iron
is often replaced by copper. Another metal called phosphor
bronze, which possesses the conductivity of copper and the

strength of iron, is also coming into extensive use. Those
little porcelain knobs or cups, which are such familiar objects
on our telegraph poles, are to insulate the wires, so as to pre-
vent the current leaking to earth, as it certainly would do if

placed in contact with anything acting as a conductor of elec-

tricity.

The underground lines, of which there are several thousands
of miles in the United Kingdom, we occasionally get a glimpse
of when under repair in our streets. The wires are of copper,
encased in gutta-percha, and bundles of them are hud side by
side in iron pipes, generally just below the curbstone of the

pavement. Underground lines are far more expensive than

overground lines, and it is estimated that if the whole of the

telegraphs if this country were so laid, it would involve an ex-

pense of twenty millions sterling. There is occasionally, when
wind and snow has broken down communication for a time, a
loud outcry that all wires should be laid below ground, but, aa
we have stated, the expense is almost prohibitory, besides
which there are technical reasons against such a course being
pursued.
The art of laying submarine cables is now so well under-

stood, that there is seldom any failure in that operation. The
story of tho laying of the first cable across the bed of the At-
lantic is familiar to all ; we know how it parted and was picked
up again from the depths of the ocean, and how, finally, the

great work was completed. There are now more than 80,000
miles of such cables at work, and no fewer than nine different

lines span the Atlantic floor. The first enterprises of the kind,
with their difficulties and failures, have been studied and im-

proved upon with splendid results, and, although the cables as

now constructed are of much the same pattern as formerly, the

materials, from the inner metallic core to the outer protecting
skin, have been brought to such perfection in their manufacture
that the whole can be made to bear a breaking strain of little

less than one hundred tons to the square inch. The inner core

or conducting wire of the cable is usually made of the purest

copper that can be obtained, and for greater strength is con-

structed of seven wires twisted together. Next to this core
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comes a coating of gutta-percha, followed by a covering of jute.
Outside this last layer is the protecting sheath of the cable,
made of thick iron wires, each of which is covered with hemp,
and is otherwise protected from rust. The necessity of most

thorough insulation will be appreciated when it is remembered
that the water in which such a cable has to remain is itself a

good conductor of electricity. The smallest flaw in the pro-

tecting covering would most probably cause a leakage which
would ruin the cable.

There are many forms of telegraph to which we have not
referred simply because they have not come to any practical

importance. Like all great discoveries, where a heap of con-

trivances are quickly evolved from inventive brains, there

is a process of natural selection through which such inventions
must pass. The survival of the fittest is the consequence of

such selection, and to those we have preferred to confine our
readers' attention. But there is one aspect of the modern

telegraph system which is so important that we must not pass
it over, and that is the possibility of sending more than one

message over the same wire at the same time. Let us once
more quote the words of Mr. Preece which bear upon this

subject :
" In ordinary working only one message can be sent

in one direction at one time, but by a simple and ingenious con-

trivance, by which the neutrality of opposite currents is

utilised to convey signals, duplex telegraphy is rendered

possible, so that two messages can be sent on the same wire

at the same time ; and by a still further improvement, where
currents of different strength are utilised, four messages are

sent on ouo wire, two simultaneously in opposite directions

at the same time. There are in England 319 duplex and
13 quadruples circuits at work.

" The acme of efficiency in telegraphy is attained in the

automatic system, in which manual labour is supplanted by
mechanism in transmitting the messages. There are 71 circuits

worked by these instruments, and 224 instruments in use, and
a speed of working of 200 words per minute is easily maintained

upon them. With the hand alone from 30 to 40 words per
minute is the maximum rate attained, but by automatic means
the limit is scarcely known. Since this system can be duplexed,
and in many cases is so, 400 words per minute on one wire

are easily sent. By the use of high-speed repeaters, the

length of circuit for automatic working is scarcely limited. It

would be easy to send 100 words per minute to India."

LESSONS IN LATIN. LV.
VERBS GOVERNED BY VERBS CONSECUTIO TEMPORUM.
NOT only in moods but in tenses has one verb an influence on

another, in which case the latter may be said to be governed by
the former. The facts connected with the influence which the
tense of one verb has on the tense of another verb, combine to
form the doctrine of what, in grammatical language, is called
the consecutio temporum, or the sequence of the tenses. In the
nature of things, a certain tense comes properly after another,
and a certain other tense does not come properly after another :

for instance, it is sense to declare I hear what you say, but not
sense to declare I hear what you said, it being supposed that
in both cases the time remains present. Instead of I hear what
you said, the sense requires I hear what you say ; or, if a past
act is intended, then we may declare J heard what you said.

You thus see that the tense of the latter verb is governed or
determined by the tense of the former verb. The former verb
is independent of the latter, and the latter verb is dependent on
the former ; so that it may be laid down as a general fact or
law that the tense of the dependent verb is determined by the
tense of the independent verb.

These general grammatical truths are recognised in Latin, but
recognised under some qualifications. A few particulars are all

that can here be given. A present then follows a present tense.
A present also follows a future tense, when the dependent verb
is in the subjunctive mood, for the Latins have no future sub-

junctive. If the independent verb is a preterite, the dependent
verb must be a preterite subjunctive. But in Latin the preterite,
for instance docui, has two significations, for docui means either
I taught or I have taught. In the first an act is spoken of as

merely and absolutely past; this is called an aorist, that is, an
undefined past tense, or a past tense unlimited as to particulars,

whether past in relation to another past act, or in relation to a

present act. But docui in the sense I have taught has a relation

to the present time, I have recently taught, indicating an act
which in itself or its consequences comes down to or near to the

present time. Now, when you wish to know what tense to put
after docui a preterite, you must learn whether or not the verb is

used in the aorist or indefinite sense, or in the sense of a perfect

present. If the preterite or perfect is a perfect present, then the

dependent verb will be a preterite subjunctive ; if the preterite is

employed as an aorist, then the dependent verb or verbs must
be in the imperfect or the pluperfect. The preterite used as an
aorist is called the historic preterite, or the preterite of narration,
because it is employed in historical narrative, whose general office

it is to speak of the past indefinitely, that is, simply as past. The
following table will exhibit the chief facts of the

CONSECUTIO TEHPORUM.

Imp. Videbam") quidageres.Pres. Video "S

Perf.Pres. Vidi I quid agas, or

1st Put. Videbo
(

quid egeris.

2nd Put. VideroJ
Pres. Rogo
Perf.Pres. Rogavi
1st Flit. Rogabo
2nd Flit. Rogavero
Pres

Per

ut scribas.

res. Hoc ideo facio "\

trf.Pres. Hoc ideo feci
(^ut

intel-

2ncl Fut. Hoc ideo fecero

Aorist. Vidi

Plup. Videram J quid agisses.

Imp. Rogabam
^j

Aorist. Rogavi vut scriberes.

Plup. Rogaveram J

Imp. Hoc ideo faciebaml ,

<._ * tr_- -i r I utintol-
(" ligas. Aorist. Hoc ideo feci >V

~

J Plup. Hoc ideo feceramj
llsere

After the imperative stands the present or the future ; as

Scribi milri quid agaa, or quid egeris ; cura ut'valeas.

VERBS AND RELATIVES.
In compound sentences one of the members may be intro-

duced by a relative. This is called a relative member or clause :

for example
Is, qui omnia tenet, favet ingeniia,
He K/IO possesses all things patronises talent ;

where qui omnia tenet is a relative member, so called because it

is introduced by qui. The sentence is obviously made up of

two sentences, as may be thus seen in these examples :

Chief Sentence. Is favet ingeniis.
Relative Sentence. Qui omiiia tenet.

CHIEF SENTENCE. RELATIVE SENTENCE.
Cuesar in fines Ainbianorum pervenit, qui se ei dedidoruut.
Casar came into the tomtoms of the Ambiani, who surrendered to him.

Virtuti opera danda esfc, sine qua virtutem assequi non possumus,
To virtue w must pay attention, without which all are unable to attain virtue.

In these cases the relative merely qualifies tho meaning.
These, therefore, are illustrations of qualification, and not of

government. But besides qualifying, a relative in union with a

verb, or what is called a dependent relative, may govern tho
verb which is in a state of dependence. The dependent verb
must be in the dependent, or what is commonly called the sub-

junctive (subjoined) mood. The general rule may be stated in

these words : A relative dependent clause takes its verb in the

subjunctive mood. Observe that the construction implies two
things, namely, that the clause is a dependent, and that the
clause is a relative clause ; merely a relative clause does not

require a subjunctive mood ; and a dependent verb, wo have

already seen, may be in the infinitive mood ;
as

Scio quid hoc sit,

I know what this is.

Here sit is in the subjunctive mood by tho force of scio quid.
The sentence consists of two members or two sentences thus,
hoc est tale, and scio hoc esse tale ; the two put together make
scio quid hoc sit. Note that the Latin sit is represented by the

English is; consequently, in relative dependent clauses you
must turn the Latin subjunctive into an English indicative, and
the English indicative into a Latin subjunctive. Tho phrase
nescio quid hoc scit may be regarded as an indirect question ;

thus, quid est hoc ? what is that ? nescio, I know not ; or, in

full, nescio quid hoc sit. Indirect questions have the second
verb in the subjunctive mood.

The usages of the subjunctive mood in Latin, which aro

numerous, and which require study and practice to be clearly
and fully understood, may in general be traced to the fact that

the subjunctive is, in its essence, the mood which denotes

dependence. Hence, when dependence is to be expressed other-
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. iitiuiUvo mood, the subjunctive muni be em-
ployed. Th . lit' I'lnplnyin^ another mood than the
infinitive arisen from lli>< fact that for the expression of the

sense, you hare to use tho relative pronoun, or some relative

partiolo, such as quod, quin, quwn.
.-.ill. .1 tin' obliqua oratio, tho relative clause takes

:l> in tin- subjunctive mood. Tho obliqua oratio, or in>

of speech, takes place when a fact, instead of

l>i'intf simply related as a fact, is given as set forth or con-
> speaker. The obliqua oratio supposes or implies

the recta, the straightforward or simple statement ; as

The Ricta Oratio. Reverai stint qui venerunt.

They who tame returned.

Tht Obliqua Oratio. Reversoe ease qui venerint indignabatur Cssar.
C<xar u-as angry that they who came returned.

Here qui venerunt in tho direct form is changed into qui vene-
;:i tho indirect form.

If the relative clause expresses aa object or aim, the sub-

junctive is required ; as

Delecti Dolphos missi aunt qui consiikrcnt Apollinem,
Chosen persona were sent to Delphi to consult Apollo.

Hero there is a latent reference to tho understood or avowed
design in the minds of those who chose tho deputies. Had the
word stood qui consuluerunt, tho sonso would havo boon that

persons were sent, and that those persons did consult tho
oracle, whether chosen for that purpose or not.
A relative clause is put in the subjunctive when tho relative

has a causal force, that is, assigns the reason of tho act, or the
nature, tho consequence, or tho result of the thing ; as

Incidunt causco qua conturbent animos,
Events happen of such a nature aa to disturb our minds ;

a different statement from

Incidunt causco quas conturbant aaiinos,
Events happen, and these events disturb the mind,

whether or not they aro of a nature to do so.

The relative followed by a subjunctive is often preceded by
dignus, indiynus, idoneus, aptus, tantus, talis, is, ejusmodi, etc.:
for example

Tabula non satis digna Bunt qua iterum Zegantur,
The plays are not tcorth bei?ij read a second time.

There is a causal force in the phrases, is sum qui, I am the

person (to do so and so), est qui, sunt qui, reperiuntur qui, there
are such persons, persons are found who, etc. : for example

Ego is sum qui CoBsari concedi putom, utile ease,
I am the person to think it useful to concede to Casar.

Somewhat similar aro the negative phrases nemo est quin,
nihil est quin; as

Xejo in Sicilia tota ullam picturam fuisse quin Verres comjuisterit.
1 deny that there was in all Sicily a picture but Verres made it his oicn.

Here the particle quin is equivalent to quam non.
As tho relative quin, so the relative particles quod and quum,

when they assign a reason, require a subjunctive mood ; but
these will bo treated as conjunctions.

Sometimes tho causal force of the relative must be given in

English by a circumlocution ; as

Tarquinio quid impudentius, qui bellnm /jereret cum iis qui non tulorunt
ejus superbiam?

JFJiat it more impudent than Tarjui>i, who made war against those who did
not brook his arrogance J

In this translation the force of the qui with the subjunctive
is hardly seen. It would be better to say FOB he made war or
INASMUCH os he made war, or to paraphrase tbe words thus,
whose impudence was seen in that he made war.

Occasionally the particles utpote and quippe are prefixed to
the relative in order to increase its causal force ; for example

Antonius non procul aberat, utpote qni expeditus sequeretur,
Antony was not far distant, since he followed unencumbered.

CONJUNCTIONS AND VERBS.
Conjunctions aro words which unite other words together.

This is the meaning of the term con/unction (con and junyo), if

we are guided by its etymology. A wider signification is re-

quired by the service which conjunctions render. Led by their

application, we may define conjunctions as words which mark
the relations in which sentences and clauses of sentences (or
abbreviated sentences) stand to each other. How numerous
those relations are may be learnt from these

CLAMM or covjuvcTioyi.
1. Copulative, or inch a* are tuod in combination! : et, and ,

quo, and (<[ue in called an enclitic, that i*. it U subjoined
to the word it qualifies, and throws iU accent on the word ;

for example, hominom doorunv/m?, of men and god*) ; etUm,
alto : quoquo (enclitic), alto ; neqae, nee, neither, and not ;
ot et, both; noquo neque, neither nor.

2. Adversative, or such as denote opposition: at, but (wt,
poetical) ; tamen, yet ; verum, truly ; TOTO, in reality ;

attSmen (at and tamen), verumtamen, but yet ; enimrero.
verum cnimvero, but indeed; Bed, but; autem, but ; atqui,
but yet.

3. Disjunctive, or such as denote separation : ant, Tel, re (en-
clitic), or; aut ant, either, or; vel rel, ve ve, either or.

4. Causal, or such as assign a reason : nam, namquo, enim,
ctcnim (ct and enim), for; quum (from qui), tince ; quod
(from qui), because; quoniam (quum and jam), tince;
quandoquidem, seeing that; tanquam ((am and quam), at,
as if.

5. Conclusive, or such as indicate a conclusion or inference : eo,
ideo (id and eo), idcirco (id and circa), propterea (propter
and ca), on that acciunt ; ergo (Greek tpyov, er'-gon, work,
deed), igitur, therefore; proinde, accordingly; quocirca,
quamobrem, wherefore.

6. Local, or such as indicate place : nbi, where ; unde, whence ;

quo, whither ; qua, by what road ; quatenus, how far.
7. Temporal, or such as signify time : dum, whilst ; donee, until;

quoad (quod and ad), up to the time when; quum, when,
since ; quum primnm, as soon as ; quando, since ; pring-
quam, antcquam, anteaquam, before; postquam, poeteaquam,
after; simulac (simul and oc), simulatque, simul, as soon

as; ut, as; utprimum.as soon as; nbi, where, since ; quoties,
as often as.

8. Comparative, or such as imply a comparison : nt (uti), aicnt,

velut, ceu, like, just as ; quomodo, quemadmodum, in which
manner, that, as ; quippe, for, since.

9. Conditional, or such as express a condition or stipulation :

si, if; nisi (ne and si), unless; sin (si and ne), but if; si

m5do, if only ; dummMo, modo, provided that ; dummodo
ne, modo ne, if only not; sive (sen), or if; give sive,
whether that or.

10. Concessive, or such as denote a concession or admission :

etsi (et and si), although; etiamsi, even if; tametsi (but
if), quanquam, although; quamvis, quamlibet, quantumvis,

however; licet, if indeed ; nt, suppose that.

11. Final, or such as assign the end, object, or result : nt, ir.

order that; ne, in order that not; neve (neu), and in order
that not, nor ; quin, that not, but ; quo, wherewith ; quo-
minus, wherewith not.

It is not possible to assign to these and other particles mean-
ings which shall be applicable in all cases. Tbe meanings
actually given must be modified by experience. The subject u,

one of special difficulty, and can be mastered only by long and
careful study.
Some of these classes of conjunctions qualify rather than

govern verbs ; such aro tho copulative, the adversative, the

disjunctive, the conclusive, etc. It is chiefly the causal, the

conditional, the concessive, and the final that exert on verbs
the peculiar influence which wo have termed government they
havo, that is to say, a direct action, and as a direct action, BO a
direct influence on verbs, producing in them a change of mood.
The following sentence presents an instance of a qualifying
conjunction and an instance of a governing conjunction :

Legum idcirco omnes send sumus, nt liberi ease possimns,
We are all slaves to (he Jaw*, on (hat account that ice may be frte.

Idcirco qualifies the first member of the sentence, and ut

(that or in order that) governs the verb of the second, putting
it into the subjunctive mood.
The subjunctive is for the most part the mood which govern-

ing conjunctions require ; but quod, for instance, may stand
with the indicative : for example

Quauta est beniguitoa nature quod tarn multo ad rescendom gignit,
ifoir jrat is tlie kindness of Nature that she produces to many things to eat.

The indicative is employed generally when the second member
is explanatory of the first, and the quod is little more than a

connecting particle.
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LESSONS IN POLITICAL ECONOMY. I.

BY J. E. THOROLD ROGERS, M.A.,

Professor of Political Economy in the University of Oxford
from 1862 to 1867.

POLITICAL Economy is the latest of the sciences. It is also

one of the hardest. But it is certainly one of the most im-

portant, for there is none whose aims are more beneficent. In

so far as society understands and obeys its laws, it makes

progress in opulence and civilisation ; in so far as it neglects or

disobeys them, it stands still, or goes back. Furthermore, it

is what is called an inductive science. It is not like Geometry
or Arithmetic a series of long reasonings gathered from a few

simple axioms and definitions but it has to be carefully

collected from facts, and what it lays down as a principle has

to be measured by experience. In this first lesson I shall try

to show what I mean by all these statements.

As soon as ever men began to reason about government, law,

morals, and other subjects in which civilised society is interested,

and by which it exists, they could not but take some note of

the circumstances on which the wealth and prosperity of a

nation depend. Thus, in the early days of ancient civilisation,

the philosophers of Greece and Rome wrote on government and

general politics, and sketched what in their minds was the ideal

of a perfect state. But though they propounded a variety of

ingenious theories, which are studied with advantage and in-

terest in our own day, they made but little progress in the

science whose aim it is to expound the manner in which wealth
is obtained and distributed among the several classes of which

society is composed of the means, in brief, by which the

largest number of persons can subsist in the greatest possible
affluence by the least possible labour.

There is, I believe, a sufficient explanation of the fact that

this topic did not occupy the minds of those acute thinkers, in

the circumstance that every ancient community allowed or

encouraged slavery. The moral evils which ensue from such a
social state as that in which men hold their fellow-men in

bondage need not be referred to here ; they are so manifest

that the whole civilised world is agreed in condemning the

practice. But the peculiar economical mischief that ensues

from slavery is, that as slavery degrades labour, so it prevents

persons from seeing that labour is the cause of wealth, and
that as labour is economised, wealth progressively increases.

Besides, freedom is as essential to exchange as it is to morality.
From the point of view which an economist takes, men are

engaged in producing objects of desire or demand with as little

labour as they can, and with a view to exchanging them as

freely as possible. Now it is plain that when labour is enslaved

the motive to make labour as effectual as possible is annulled,
and that the full power of exchange is taken away. It cannot
be by accident that the first promulgation of a system of

political economy was made at the time in which slavery was
condemned in principle, and only permitted in practice under

protest. It must not indeed be supposed because freedom to

labour at one's own discretion is accorded to all members of a
civilised community, that perfect freedom of exchange is also

allowed. But this at least is admitted : that whenever personal
liberty is controlled by law or custom, the control is always on
its defence, is always liable to be challenged, and must be ap-

proved before it can be allowed or continued. In short, the
discretion of an individual is limited only on the plea that the

public good requires such a limitation. Supposing two com-
munities are at war with each other, it is plain that either may
and should prevent any one of its subjects from supplying the
hostile government with the means of continuing the war.

Similarly, it has been alleged, and is still alleged, that a

community is justified in forcing its members to deal with their

fellow-countrymen only in particular articles, in order that the
manufacture of such articles should be planted or established
at home. We shall hereafter examine the grounds on which
this plea is defended. It is sufficient to repeat here that any
interference with the freedom of exchange on the part of govern-
ment is, and hereafter will be, on its trial.

It has been said above that Political Economy is one of the
hardest of the sciences. It is true that when any one of its

laws is substantiated it becomes as plain as any law of Nature ;

but the difficulty first lies in proving it, and next in inducing

people to accept the proof, and act upon it. Mr. Mill has said,
with equal truth and clearness, that fallacies in which the
wisest of our forefathers believed are now so utterly exploded,
that the belief in such fallacies reminds one of those opinions
of children, which are corrected by a word from grown-up
persons. But he also observes that the acutest among us

should not think, had he lived in the age when such an error

was prevalent, that he would have escaped the delusion which

occupied men's minds. People do not like to be disabused of a

habit, especially of an habitual opinion with which they have
been made familiar, and to which they have accommodated
themselves. It is easy to illustrate this disposition by appealing
to a fact in the history of Political Economy.
For many a century men believed that money i.e., pieces of

the precious metals coined and circulated was wealth ; that a
man was rich according to the number of these pieces which he

possessed ; and that similarly a state or government was rich

proportionately to the treasure which it had accumulated. All

the common phrases of language favoured this notion, as they
had been derived from it. Persons were said to be worth so

much money ; objects of value were said to be worth so many
pieces of such metals. A man with money in his pocket was
seen to be able to command the industry of others at his dis-

cretion ; poverty and riches, therefore, were identified with the

absence or presence of these bits of gold and silver. Philosophers
used the same language with ordinary people. Bacon saw

poverty in a diminished stock of the precious metals ; and Locke,

commenting on the perishable nature of most possessions, observes

that "
money is a steady friend."

Now it very seldom happens that any statement, mischievous

or erroneous though it be, is wholly destitute of truth. Mistakes,

fallacies, delusions, are generally facts exaggerated, distorted,
or misinterpreted. The popular notions about money rested on a

single truth. There can be no doubt that, under ordinary circum-

stances, there is nothing so saleable as money nothing which
can be so easily available for supplying one's wants. In order

that people may buy and sell, especially in small or retail trade,

they must have some article of value with which to measure
other objects, and which they will take when they sell

;
because

they are under the impression that the possession of this

article will give them very much the same command over such

other objects at some future time, which it gives them at the

moment of their taking it. Certain qualities possessed by the

metals gold and silver have pointed out these objects as the

most convenient measure of value, have made all men willing
to take them, and have rendered them, from this point of view,

peculiarly saleable, and therefore peculiarly convenient to those

who wish to gain possession of whatever they may require or

wish for.

Here, however, their utility, in the sense of wealth, stops.

They are very useful because they are very saleable, but only
because they are very saleable. Their possessor may anticipate
their future utility in this direction, and therefore store or

accumulate them. Circumstances may lead him to be very

eager in accumulating them, and very loth to part from them ;

but the eagerness with which he gathers and treasures them,

only shows how thoroughly he contemplates spending them, or

selling them. No reasonable person would hoard money without

the remotest purpose of using it. He knows that money is

power, and he may defer the exercise of the power. But he
never determines that he will not, under any circumstances, use

the power which he possesses. A man who will not use his

money is as ill off as a man who cannot use it. A man who
has buried a hoard in the earth, who has imparted the secret

of its place to no one, and who never uses nor will use what
he has hoarded, is no better off than if he had made no hoard at

all. For money to be of any use to its possessor, it must be

used or got rid of.

What is true of an individual is ^till more clear in the case

of a community. Here money is plainly a mere article of

merchandise. In little acts of exchange those, namely, of retail

trade money is necessary in order to bring buyers and sellers

togother ; but in large transactions goods are really exchanged

against goods. Though, for manifest reasons, the value of goods
is expressed in money, little or no money actually passes between

dealers. The trade of this country is represented by many
millions of pounds in value ; but by far the largest part of

this trade is carried on without the intervention of a single
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piece of gold or silver. A community, therefore, never keep*
liny more money than it tiinU nooeasary ; or, in other word*, it

always finds it expedient to get ri<l of nil the money which it

--.-". hut which is in excess of its wants. It sells it,

jnst as it sells cotton and woollen manufactures, hardware, or

.-r l.ni'l of |.n> lin-i- ; ami it always has sold it, however
iiiix-h it has been hin<li-n><l from doing so by government.

< >ur I'l.n-fiitlitT.-, h'.uvviT, wore possessed of the idea that no
: ,i!:,.n could be rich which suffered money to go out of its

custody. Hence the English monarchs appointed a great officer,

railed the King's Exchanger, who superintended, either in person
or by deputy, all foreign commerce, in order to prevent money
from leaving the kingdom, or to assist the entrance of money
into it. In course of time, when it was found that certain kinds

of trade could not be carried on unless permission to export

money was given, precautions wore taken that the goods which
were bought with this money should bo sold for more money,
and that the country should thus be indirectly enriched. With
the same object of underselling other countries, and thus of

obtaining more of this coveted wealth, laws were enacted in

order to keep down wages. To prevent any portion of the money
which was held at homo from leaving the country, Englishmen
were not allowed to buy foreign goods, however cheap they
niipht be. Laws were passed, giving, under the name of a

bounty, premiums on those who could succeed in underselling
their neighbours abroad ; and other laws forbad the importation
of food, lest a portion of the precious store of gold and silver

should fall into the hands of foreigners. Trade was restricted,

curtailed, hampered ; a thousand jealousies were engendered, and
made bitter, in order to effect that which could never be done,
even if it were ever so much wished, and never should have been

done, even if it had been possible. The worst parts of the
commercial system which fifty years ago prevailed in this

country, sprang entirely from the notion that money was wealth ;

and though we have slowly and with difficulty got rid of the

delusion, with its consequences, other nations have so familiarised

themselves with the restrictions which such a policy imposed,
that they think their prosperity is held together by the chains
in which they have fettered their trade.

Apart, however, from the difficulty which there is in com-

bating and demolishing a prejudice, there are two causes which
render the true solutions of social questions a hard task. In
the first place, these questions are very complicated. Any
common object of use and value contains collected in it a
myriad of different agencies, each of which contributes some-

thing to the result. For example, a yard of calico represents
an infinite number of industries, on each of which some influence

may operate temporarily or permanently, but the force of which
is very liable to miscalculation or misconception. The cir-

cumstances which set in motion, control, limit these several

industries, relate to what economists call the production of
wealth. The product, when it comes into the market, is worth
something. This is called its value, or, interpreted in money, its

price. Another set of causes or circumstances determines what
share each of those agents who have contributed to its produc-
tion shall have in the value of the article. A third set of facts,

bearing on the means by which the market is opened to the sale
of the article, have to be investigated. The second and third
are concerned with the distribution of wealth and its exchange ;

and there are parts in the theory of all these operations which
are still debated, and which never will be solved except by a care-
ful induction from facts. In the course of these lessons I shall

try to throw some light on the several subjects.
Another circumstance which makes the solution of these

j

social questions difficult, is the power of compensation which
|

industry exhibits. Labour may be hindered and weakened by
bad laws, by a sterile soil, by an unfavourable climate, by a
number of artificial and natural obstacles, and yet surmount
the hindrances which are put in its way. Two things only it

cannot overcome want of freedom, by which I mean the power
of making its own contract for its service, reaping its own
reward for its toil, and want of security in that which it has
gained. To take these away is to destroy every motive for the
exertion by which labour gains its ends, and every motive for
the accumulation of that by which labour is rendered continuous
and effective. But if these two conditions of industry are

granted, it has marvellous powers of overcoming other impedi-
ments. There can bo no verdure where there is perpetual

drought or perpetual frwt ; bat if water can reach the coil,
xnfflcient warmth if imparted to it, few natural obstacles

will be powerful enough to hinder vegetation and growth. And
m tlii* way the labour of man has often tamed sandy waste*
into fruitful cornfield* ; has conquered an ungenial climate, an
ungrateful soil ; and has even changed those advert* exranm-
stances, which seemed to form a barrier to it* activity, into
means by which that activity may be developed. Nor is indnitry
always checked by avarice or arbitrary legislation. It is, no
doubt, crippled by injudicious laws, but it constantly evades
their worst effects, and finds, as I said above, some com-
pensation for them. Taxation, for example, may be excessive,
or oppressive, or unfair ; but if industry is only stont-bearted
it will continually exert itself, and with success, to greater toil
and new economies, wherewith to make up the loss which has
been imposed on it.

Now this power of overcoming obstacles induces an obscurity
over many social questions. Labour which thrives in spite of
hindrances is frequently thought to thrive in consequence of
such hindrances. Thus, for instance, no worse or more vicious

system of finance could have been devised for any country than
that which was imposed on this country up to the close of
the great Continental war. During this epoch, however, of
unwise taxation, the country made great progress ; and one of
the greatest difficulties which they had, who argued in favour
of a more generous and freer system, was the fact that the

progress of the people was notable. How, persons argued, can
the mischief which you denounce and condemn be so great, if

the phenomena of increasing prosperity are visible about ns ?

We do well; why imperil our well-doing at the bidding of

theorists, who cannot know that we shall do better ?

If, however, the conclusions of Political Economy are arrived
at with difficulty, and accepted generally only after a vigorous
resistance, they are uniformly beneficent. There is, it may be
confidently said, no science which has ever bestowed such great
benefits on mankind. The reason is not far to seek. There is

not a single economical law, which is capable of distinct

demonstration, which is not fully in accordance with the laws
of morality, which is at variance for the clearest and moet
intelligible justice. Men live together in order to confer mutual
benefits, to prevent or redress wrongs, to further each other's

happiness. Now it is true that Political Economy takes note of

those services or labours only which are capable of being valued
and paid for, and does not profess to discuss right and wrong,
but only gain and loss. But these two notions differ only in

form ; they agree in fact. What the moralist denounce! as a
sin or a crime, the economist proves to be a weakness to society,
a hindrance or a waste ; and it is all the better for those who
seek to inculcate what is jnst and right, that their conclusions
should be strengthened by independent but corroborative
evidence. Besides, though there are certain qualities and acts
which are of so exalted and noble a nature, that they cannot be
rewarded by any material recompense, just as they cannot be

sufficiently praised and honoured, it is no loss, but rather a
gain to those who bid men look beyond mere human judgments
and human motives, when they find the economist allowing that
certain services which man renders to man are of infinite benefit

to society, are so important that society could hardly exist

without them, but yet cannot be appraised by any material

standard, and must be left to conscience, to benevolence, to

charity, to an anxious love of well-doing, to some reward which
man cannot give.
One of the best services which Political Economy tenders, is

that of its teaching the inevitable consequence of breaking a
natural law. The physician tells us that if people live in dirt, on
unwholesome food, on impure water, if they lead intemperate or

vicious lives, they must expect sickness, or at least an ill habit
of body. Similarly, the economist teaches that if labour allows

itself, by its own recklessness, to be perpetually without any
resources except those which it gets from hand to mouth, it

must accept the terms which hard employers can exact from
the needy. Men who must sell in order to live, who cannot
wait a day for the market to better itself, must acquiesce in the

price which the market offers. So, again, a community which
lives on the cheapest possible food, however thrifty and pains-

taking it is, is always within danger of famine, since, if its

ordinary supply fails, it has no other resource to fall back on.

The Belgian peasant is the thriftiest labourer in the world;
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the Irish, before the famine of 1845, was the most reckless,

according to common reports. Both lived on the cheapest kind

of food, and both suffered the same extremities from the same
cause. But we shall often have occasion to illustrate the position
that Political Economy teaches the tendency of certain natural

laws, and that serious inconvenience and loss follow the breach

of these laws.

When people, then, speak of this science as harsh and stern

and dismal, they are unwittingly, no doubt, but surely pre-

ferring ignorance to knowledge. All law is the will of God, and
the will of God is never harsh, stern, or dismal, except to those

who wilfully defy it. As well call the art of the physician stern

or harsh, because it warns men that the laws of health cannot
be broken with impunity, but must be obeyed, except to the

manifest danger of those who violate them, and their probable
detriment.

It was stated at the beginning of this paper that Political

Economy is an inductive science, and that by this is meant that

its conclusions are gathered from the observation of facts that

it is a science of experience, not of demonstration. This state-

ment requires a little expansion and illustration.

Out of a few definitions and axioms, the geometrician builds

up a series of proofs. So, again, a mathematician lays down a
few simple rules in arithmetic, algebra, and the like, and from
these educes a series of processes by which the most elaborate

calculations can bo developed. Similarly, the logician proposes
a few laws of thought, and from them constructs or analyses

complicated reasonings. It is not necessary in a paper like this

to raise the question as to what is the origin of those principles
from which sciences like the above-named have their commence-
ment. It is sufficient to point to the fact that they deal with
certain forms as laws of thought, which are apparently the

constituents or conditions of the mind.
In the physical universe there are a vast mass of phenomena.

In some of these phenomena man is able to lay down an hypo-
thesis, and then proceed to verify or reject the hypothesis by
experiment. For example, a chemist tells us that water is com-

posed of two gases ; and he can prove this incontestably, for

he can exhibit the production of water, by employing certain

agencies which operate on these two gases when they are

brought together. In the same way, the electrician has been
able not only to account for the phenomena of thunder and
lightning, but to exhibit the spark and sound on a small scale.

He is able to verify his hypothesis, and to establish a physical
law.

There is another set of phenomena, the proof of which is due
to the verification of hypothesis by observation. This is the way
in which the laws of astronomical science have been generally
discovered. The orbit of comets was, for example, first stated

as an hypothesis. The discoverer then tried whether the actual

course of the comet accorded with the place in which the hypo-
thesis anticipated the body would be. In time the anticipation
was satisfied. It is in this way that most astronomical dis-

coveries have been made, though it must be allowed that the
most brilliant and suggestive of all, the spectrum analysis, was
indebted to the method of experiment for its verification.

Now Political Economy is an inductive science of observation.

We can make no experiments on society ; we cannot construct
a state in which we can wholly control all the constituents
which contribute to an economical problem. All we can do is

to anticipate, watch, and verify our anticipation ; or if we find

the facts at variance with our theory, to account for the dis-

crepancy, or discard our theory. Nothing has done, and nothing
can do, more harm to this science than to lay down a few hard

rules, and then to account for the facts by the rules. The
proper thing to do is to search for the rule in the facts. For

example, some very ingenious writers have laid down certain

positions about rent, population, profit, capital, which are found
to be at variance with the facts of society, with things as they
really are. We shall have occasion to illustrate the errors
which such unyielding and unverified hypotheses engender.

In concluding this prefatory lesson, I may observe that the

study of Political Economy constitutes the key to much which
is otherwise unintelligible in history. History proposes to deal
with the events which have occurred in the social progress and
decay of human societies. Part of its inquiries are the wars by
which empires have been founded and lost

; and, indeed, it is

too often the case, that those who have busied themselves with

the rise, growth, and downfall of communities, have laid too
much stress on these continual and superficial occurrences, and
have given little or no attention to the social condition of the

nations whose history they profess to teach. But we may be
certain of this, that the vicissitudes to which such nations have
been subjected are all susceptible of an economical interpretation.
An economist finds no great difficulty in explaining the brief

duration of Oriental empires, in accounting for the short-lived

brilliancy of ancient Greece, for the growth of the Roman power,
for its utter downfall, and for the long duration of social

barbarism which followed it. Nor does he find himself unable
to anticipate the greater durability of modern societies, and the

causes which give our civilisation its strength and coherence,
while he is conscious of the hindrances which oppose its fuller

development, and the difficulties which menace it.

In my next lesson I shall treat of the progress of modern

society, and show how its economy has been constructed.

LESSONS IN" GERMAK-
100. THE ADVERBS.

-LXX.

(1.) Adverbs in German, as in other languages, serve to

modify the signification of verbs, participles, adjectives, and

often, also, that of one another ; denoting, for the most part,
certain limitations of time, place, degree, and manner. Hence

they are usually classified according to their meaning.

(2.) They are indeclinable ; and formed, either by derivation

or composition, from almost every other part of speech : of

some, however, the origin is wholly unknown.

Arranged according to derivation, adverbs are divisible into

the following classes :

101. ADVERBS FORMED FROM NOUNS.

Adverbs are formed from nouns by affixing the letter 9. This

termination 8 is nothing more than the sign of the genitive sin-

gular ; which case, not only of nouns, but also of adjectives,

participles, etc., is often made to perform the office of an ad-

verb. Examples :

from ber SDJorgcn, morning.
ber Sag, day.

S, in part, or partly ; ber Sl;et, part.

Slugs, swiftly ;
ber Slug, flight.

3)urc()gef)enbg. generally ; burcfygefyenb, passing through.

3ufcl)enb, visibly ; jufefyenb, looking at.

102. ADVERBS FORMED FROM ADJECTIVES.

(1.) Adverbs are formed from adjectives by the addition of

the suffixes licfy, fiaft, and ItngS; which, except the last, are

also regular adjective terminations. These endings are chiefly

expressive of manner ; and may be translated sometimes by a

corresponding suffix (as the English ly or ishly), and sometimes

by some equivalent phrase. Examples :

S, in the mornin

S!ag3, in the day ;

2Baf)t(tcf>, truly, verily ;

Coifaft; maliciously ;

2Beigltcf>, wisely ;

ffrctltcfy, sure, to be sure

S3lmbling, blindly ;

(2.) The letter , also, as above stated, added to adjectives,

gives rise to a class of adverbs ; thus,

from ttntfir, true.

,, bofe, evil, wicked.

ftcife, wise.

,, fret, free, sure.

. fctinb, blind.

StecfytS, on the right ;

2tnf3, on the left ;

Sinter?, otherwise ;

aSeretM, already;
SSefonberS, particularly :

StetS, continually ;

from recfyt, right.

linf, left,

anber, other,

berett, ready,

fcefonber, particular,

(let, continual.

The letter 8 is, also, sometimes affixed to adverbs ending in

mat ; as, normals, formerly ; bamals, at that time ; sietmalS, many
times. For numeral adverbs ending in maf, let, etc., see the sec-

tion on Numerals.

(3.) Here note, also, that almost all German adjectives, in

the absolute form that is, in the simple form without the ter-

minations of declension are employed as adverbs; thus, cr reitnt

fcfmeff, he runs rapidly ;
cr tyanbelt clirltcfj, he acts honestly.

103. ADVERBS FORMED FROM PRONOUNS.

(1.) These are, chiefly, tit, there (from bet, tie. ta8, this or that);
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rd (from iwr, roa. u7u>, what); far, MJwjr, and bin, tkitfmr

.some corresponding demonstrative pronoun no longer

found).
fj.) The pronominal adverbs, in combination with other words,

it to a number of compounds. Thus ta and no, united

with
i

: . MLTVO often instead of the dative and OCCUHO-

vivo (ifittfi-) of the pronouns ttr. ntt, and mtldjft respectively.

lioeil, that when the other word begins with a vowel

<>r with t!> ! ti T u, ta and mo are written tar and not
,
that is,

Tt.-il f..r tho sake of euphony. Tho following are

iiml* of ta and no :

i hereby, i.e., by this or 2Bobei, whereby, i.e., by which.

that.

r. therefore, i.e., for this or 2Bofur, wherefore, i.e., for which.

thai
flBomit, wherewith, i.e., with

which.

SBi'rin, wherein, i.e., in which.

i.e., under which.

SBeruin, whereabout, i.e., about
or for which, wherefore ; why.

lit. therewith, i.e., with this

or that.

Tann, therein, i.e., in this or

that.

!Tanintcr, thereunder or among, SBeruntfr, wherounder, among,
i.e., under this or that.

t.r:u::i, thereabout or therefore,

i.e., for this or that; therefore.

ITaran, thereon, i.e., on this or SBoran, whereto, i.e., to which.

that.

Sarauf, thereupon, i.e., upon SBcrouf, whereupon, i.e., upon
this or that. which.

therefrom, i.e., from 2J3orau wherefrom, i.e., from
this or that. which.

thereof, i.e., of this or 2Bocon, whereof, i.e., of which.

that.

2>a$u, thereto, i.e., to this or 2BojU, whereto, i.e., to which.

that.

iEaturd;, there-through or there- SBrturd;, whereby, i.e., by or

by, i.e., through or by this through which.

or that.

(3.) In like manner b/t and bin appear, also combined with
other words. Between these two particles a distinction exists,

wherever they are used, whether alone or in composition with

other words, which should be well understood and always
Toinemberod. They are, in signification, exact opposites : b^t in-

dicating motion or direction towards the speaker ; l;tn implying
motion or direction away from the speaker. Tho following are

examples :

Jperab, down hither, i.e., where $ina(, down thither, i.e., away
the speaker is.

-Vcrauf, up hither.

-VcrauS, out hither.

Vertin, in hither ; into this place.

-Vicrfttr, or b,icb,er, hither here ;

this way.
-*?crubtt, over hither.
-(}crunttr, under hither.

.abcr, from there hither, i.e.,

thence.

from the speaker.
5tnauf, up thither.

'Jiiuuj, out thither.

$incin, into that place.

$icrb. in, thither ; this way for-

ward.

Simibcr, over thither.

$inuntrr, under there.

3)ab,tn, from thither (to) there,

i.e., thither.

2Bcb.tr, from which place hither, 2Bpbtn,from which place thither,

i.e., whence. i.e., whither.

(4.) Wo have no words in English corresponding exactly in

use and force with b,cr and b,in ; and therefore, though every-
where in German their force may be felt, it cannot always bo

expressed by single words, in translation. Hence they are often

treated as expletives.

104. ADVERBS FORMED FROM VERBS.

(1.) Adverbs are formed from verbs by suffixing to the radical

part the termination ltd;. All adverbs so formed, however, are

ly employed as adjectives ; thus,

OH.iublid; (from g(aub-)-tn, to believe), credibly.

Stcrblid; (from fterb-f-en, to die), mortally.

.ftUglid? (from Hag + en, to lament), lamentably.

SWtrflid; (from merf + n, to note, perceive), perceptibly.

105.-ADVERBS FORMED BY COMPOSITION.

(1.) Besides the classes given above, a numerous list of ad-

verbs in German is produced by the union of various parts of

speech. Thus, the word SBtife (mode, manner), combined with

nouns, forms a class of adverbs employed chiefly in specifying

things individually or separately; tha, tyrurnxtft. step by step ;

tb.nla)f ifc, part by part ; trcpfrnn*ii>, drop by drop. fflnfe U alo
added to adjectives ; as, tufetyrrmtft. thisvihly ; glfeflu*mn<c.

Sometime* an adverb and a prepocitior are united ; ex-

amples of which may be found under the beadof adverb* formed
from pronouns ( 103).

(3.) Sometimes adverbs are formed by the onion or the repe-
>f prepositions ; as, t urAaul, throughout, thoroughly ;

turd? unt turd), through and through.

(4.) Sometime* a noun and a pronoun joined together a*rr

as an adverb ; as, mtintrfcitl, on my side ; twlfntf. on this aide;
aUertim]*, by all means.

(5.) Sometimes one adverb is formed from another by the ad-

dition of a suffix ; as, gtnugfam. sufficiently ; sometimes by the

union of another adverb ; as, mmnurmtfc nevermore.

(6.) Sometimes the several words composing a phrase are, by
being brought into union, mode to perform the office of an ad-

verb ; thus, furn>ab.r (for fur )t>ab.r), verily ; fanfl (for the obsolete

fo ne ifl, if it is not), otherwise, else.

106. COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.

(1.) Many adverbs, -hiefly, however, those expressive of

manner, are susceptible of the degrees of comparison. The
forma for these are the same in adverbs as in adjectives.

(2.) It must be observed, however, that when a comparison,

strictly speaking, is intended, the form of the superlative pro-

duced by prefixing am (see Obs. 38) should always be em-

ployed ; as, tr fd;ibt am frf;cnflcn, he writes the most beautiful

(of all).

(3.) If, on the other hand, we purpose, not to compare indivi-

duals one with another, but merely to denote extreme excellence

or eminence, there are three ways in which it may properly be

done : First, by using the simple or absolute form of the super-

lative ; as, tr gruit frcuntlid;ft. he greets or salutes in a manner

very friendly, very cordially. Secondly, by employing auf* (auf+

taS) with the accusative, or jum (jti+ttm) with the dative, of the

superlative ; as, auf freuntlid;iU, in a manner very friendly ; jum

fd;enflen, in a manner very beautiful. Lastly, by adding to the

simple form of the superlative the termination cn; as, btften*.

the best or in the best manner ; bod>fhn, at the highest or at

the most.
107. THE PREPOSITION.

(1.) The prepositions in German that is, the words employed

merely to denote the relations of things are commonly classified

according to the cases with which they are construed. Some of

them are construed with the genitive only ; some with the

dative only ; some with the accusative only ; and some either

with the dative or accusative, according to circumstances.

(2.) They may also, on a different principle, be divided into

two general classes : the primifire and the derivative. The

primitive prepositions always govern either the dative or the

accusative ; the derivative prepositions are found, for the most

part, in connection with the genitive only.

108. TABLE OF THE PREPOSITIONS.
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KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 181 (Vol. III., page 379).

1. 3d) nranfcije 3f)nen eincn gnten 2lbenb, 2. 3$ 6,abe baS SSergnugen,

Sfyncn einen guten 3)lorgcn ;u tounfcfyen. 3. 3n ber grembe gebenfen totr

eft nut Stebe unfcrcr grcunbe in ber etmatf). 4. 3cf> gcbcnfe nacbflen

Q)imtat nacb, bent gefllar.be ju geljen. 5. cbenfen <2ie lange bort ju Met-

ben ? 6. Sleis, tcb. gcbcn!e nich. t tange bcvt gu bhiben, icty
tocrbe bait

juructfefyrcn. 7. @r ticrfuctjte feinm greunb bet ber rlcrnimg ber beut.

f.ten tirade cinju^olcn, abet er fornte eS nictyt,
benn fein greunb h>ar ju

ro'cif sorgeruch. 8. cbenfen ic, 3I;ren Sruber auf feiner Sleife etnju.

Ijokn? 9. 3cf> fyolte meinen S3rubcr nad) ciner breitagigen JJfeife tin. 10.

23or fect> aiionaten tear i$ tm Scgtiffe, nod; Slmcrifa 311 ge|en; nun aber

bin i$ fe|r frofc,, bap icfy
in ber eimat&, geblicben bin.

EXERCISE 182 (Vol. III., page 379).

1. When Rudolph of Hapsburg had become emperor of Germany,
the internal dissensions and the so-called club-law ceased in this

empire. 2. After they had killed a few stags, they desisted from
hunting. 3. It ceases raining, and we now can continue our journey.
4. My brother is at home ; he has already been a week in bed. 5. In

Germany there are other manners and customs than in America. 6.

The imperial diets were held at Ratisbon in later years. 7. The high-
school at Breslau is among the best in Germany. 8. They were just

dining as we arrived there. 9. They were not accustomed to take

their supper until they had done all their day's work. 10. They took
their dinner in summer during fine weather under a linden-tree, which
stood in the yard. 11. When the cholera raged in Paris, thousands

upon thousands died of it. 12. The soldiers take the field. 13. In
the last storm several ships sank. 14. The beggar goes from door to

door, and from village to village. 15. This redounds to iny honour,
to his disgrace. 16. You might do it for my gratification. 17. The
enemy steers with all sails towards the east. 18. That is too good for

him. 19. I am only too certain that it will happen so. 20. That

may be done too when we have first regulated our own affairs. 21.

Friend, life is an earnest business ; suffer its hardships : thus only
will the voyage be easy to you. 22. Finally, thou landest, after all,

safely on shore in thy harbour ; it is called the grave. 23. He has
ruined his own and his friends' fortune. 24. He has ruined his health

by these labours. 25. Nelson destroyed the French fleet. 26. If he
is not careful, his whole business may be ruined in a short time.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. V.

SOLUTION OF OBLIQUE-ANGLED PLANE TRIANGLES.

XXI. Solution of Oblique-angled Plane Triangles. It lias

been already explained (Section X.) that any plane triangle can
be computed when three out of its six

" elements
"

are given,

provided that at least one side be given. By aid of the formulae

developed in the last section, we proceed to show this in the

three following cases, which include all that can be presented ;

viz. :

1. Where three sides are given.
2. Where two sides and one angle are given.
3. Where one side and two angles are given.

1. Given the three sides a, b, c. Find A, B, and C.

simplest way to effect this is by (76),

The

s (s a)

whence, by the table of logarithmic sines, tangents, etc., in

Galbraith and Haughton's mathematical tables, 4 A, and there-

fore A, can be found. Similarly, by (76),

A and B being now known, C of course is known also.

Familiarity with the use of logarithms is necessarily assumed
in the student, who will remember that, as 10 is added to all

logarithms of trigonometrical ratios (to avoid the necessity of

entering negative indices in the tables, which would otherwise
arise from the fact that many of the ratios are less than unity),
it is also necessary to deduct 1 from them before using them
in calculations, or (what is the same thing) to add 10 to the
other side of any equation in which they may appear. This
has been done above. The use of logarithms is fully explained
in our " Lessons in Logarithms

"
in the POPULAR EDUCATOR.

EXERCISK 4.

1. Given a = 26, b = 31, c = 43. Find the angles.

2. Given a = 16'22, b = 15'33, c = 21'56. Find the angles.

3. Given a = 1110, b = 13i2, c = 1500. Find the angles.

4. Given a = T32, b = 1, c = 075. Find the angles.

2. This case appears in two forms

First, given two sides, a and b, and tlie included angle C.

Find A, B, and c.

i (A + B) =

Again, from (67), tan. % (A

(180- C) = 90- i-C.

_-B)
_tan1 i (A + B) X (a

-
a + b

.-. log. tan. (A - B) = log. tan. (90 - i C) -f log. (a
-

I)
-

log. (a + b).

There being a logarithmic ratio on each side of this equation ,

of like sign, there is no occasion to allow for the added tens,
which balance each other.

We have now obtained (A -f- B) and J (A B), the sum
and difference of which, by the well-known rule, give the values

of A and B respectively.

T> /r*r\ i tt . sin. C
By (G5), we have c= ;

sin. A
.'. log. c = log. a + log. sin. C -

log. sin. A.

Here again, owing to difference of sign, the " added tens
"

balance each other.

Secondly, given two sides, a and b, and an angle, A, not
included between them: (This is called " the ambiguous case.")

Find B, C, and c.

We find B readily from (65) ; viz.,
S!~B = -;
sin. A a

whence log. sin. B = log. sin. A -f- log. b log. a ;

and C = 180 - (A + B),

c is found from (65), as in the last example.

Now since sin. B is also sin. (180 B), the above equation
for log. sin. B always admits of two values of B (except when
B = 90), one greater and the other less than a right angle ;

and other data have to be considered in determining which is

the correct one ; thus

(a) If the given angle A is a right angle, or greater than a

right angle, B must be less than 90, and no doubt arises.

(/3) Again, if A, though less than a right angle, together with
the greater value of B, be not less than 180, it is clear the Zess

value of B must be adopted. For instance, if A = 80 and B
= 70 or 110 (i.e., 180- 70), it is plain that 110 is an
inadmissible value for B ; consequently, B = 70 and C = 30.

(7) But if A, together with the greater of the two values of

B, be less than 180, it is plain that the data given apply to

two triangles. Thus, if A = 80 and B = 85 or 95, we may
have either

A = 80; B = 85; C = 15
;

or A = 80 ; B = 95 ; C = 5
;

these alternative values being quite consistent with the fact

that a and b are fixed values, as appears by Fig. 14, where both
the triangles ABC and A B' c corre-

spond with the data given.
It appears, however, by inspection

of Fig. 14, that the ambiguity can

never arise when a is greater than b,

since then one of the two equal lines

which may still be drawn from c to

A B (or A B produced) will fall to the

left of A, an impossible position for

a side of a triangle in which A is an angle. This is a re-state-

ment of (/3) in a more convenient form.

We may thus sum up : The ambiguity can only occur when
the given angle is acute, and when the side opposite to it is less

than tlie other given side.

When these conditions are fulfilled, both values of B must be
worked out, causing two values of C and two of c.

EXERCISE 5.

1. Given a = 218, b = 156, and C = 38 21' 20". Find A, B, and c.

2. Given a = 53 '24, b = 31'27, and C = 126 36' 6". Find A, B, and c.

3. Given b = 173, c'= 123, and A = 22 13' 30". Find B, C, and a.

4. Given b = 156, a = 130, A = 42 25'. Find B, C, and a (give both

solutions).

'B'

Fig. 14.
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, on a = 53, c 47, C 30* 42* 0". Find A, B, and b (uraiM A

= 199. and B <B 21' 20". Find A (obtuse), C.

von a 100, o 62, and C - 33 19'. Fin 1 L, B, ana b.

r/i o;if MI!-', K, anJ two a>iglea, A and B. Find C, I,

180-(A+B)=C.

By (65), i-!".
a sin. A

.. log. 6 = log. o + log. ain. B log. sin. A.

Similarly, log. c = log. a + log. sin. C log. sin. A.

EXERCISE G.

1. Given a ^ 217. B = 50 21' 33". C = 02 41' 20". Find A, b, and c.

.von a = 1000, B = 123* 15' 15", C = 36' 5^. Find A, t, and c.

\\ll. To find the Area of a Triangle. There are two useful

.u for finding the area one in terms of any two eidos

included angle, the other in terms of the throe side.-s.

1. Area = J be sin. A.

If A is a right angle, area evidently = hv1f the rectangle

Fig. 17.

under the adjacent sides, which agrees with the statement, since

sin. 90 = 1.

If A is acute, as in Fig. 15, drop c P perpendicular to A B, or

A B produced (Fig. 1C). Then, by Euclid II. 1,

Area = J A B X c P.

C P
But A B = c, and since = sin. A, c P = b sin. A ;

o

therefore area = $ be sin. A.

If A be obtuse (Fig. 17), drop c P as before, on B A produced ;

then area = A B X c P,

But A B = c and c P = c A sin. CAP, and sin. c A P = sup-

plement of A.
.-. Area be sin. A........................ (77)

Or, log. 2 area = log. b + log. c X log. sin. A - 10.

2. Substituting in (77) the value of sin. A given in (73), we
ct Area= Vs (s

-
a) (s

-
b) (s

-
c) ............ (78)

^ log' s + loS" (g
" a) + lpg- (8

-
*>) + log- (s

-
c) .

bat it is often easier to work out (77) arithmetically than to

employ logarithms.
EXERCISE 7.

1. Given b = 35 feet, c = 117 feet, and A = 27. Find the area.

2. Given a = 1000 yards, b = 2'5 miles, and C = 42. Find the area.

3. Given 6 = 2'3U, c = 1'5:J7, and A = 49* 6' 20". Find the area.

4. Given a = 287'1, e = 310 25, and B = 114 23* 32". Find the area.

5. Given a = 49, b = 98, c = 53. Find the area without employing
logarithms.

C. Given a = 603, b = 507, c = 721. Find the area.

7. Given a = 0'45, b = 0'3t, c = 0'23. Find the area.

8. Given o = 2'05, 6 = 1'67, c = 27. Find the area.

We have now concluded our investigation of theoretic Trigo-
nometry, or rather of such parts of the theory as will enable us
to apply our knowledge largely in practice. There are formula;
for other ratios or values, such as for the radius of the circle in-

scribed in, or circumscribed about, a given triangle, the area of
the circumscribed circle in terms of the sides, the area of any
polygon inscribed in a circle (whence the area of the circle

itself may be obtained approximately), and the like ; but those,

although useful, are not needed to enable us merely to solve
'

heights and distances," upon which the practical art of sur-

voying mainly depends. A complete survey of a coast or

country may bo made, and heights and distances accurately
calculated, without a single actual measurement being taken,
except one at starting called the late-line. (It U usual,
however, to check a rcimlt here and there by actual measure-
ment.) By choosing or marking spot* or object* at convenient
distances apart, the whole district is divided into triangles,
and it U obvious that a knowledge of one side of the first tri-

angle calculated (the base-lino before mentioned), an instrument
for measuring angles, and a level, are all that are required to
enable it to be completely surveyed.
A few cases will bo given in the next lesson as illustrations

of the commonest practical uses of Trigonometry, and the Key
to Exercises 2 to 7 inclusive.

TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. VII.

PAR OF EXCHANGE. The comparative intrinsic value of the

specie of different countries according to their fixed standards
of weight and purity.
PARTNERSHIP. The combination of two or more individuals

for the purposes of business in common, each deriving a share
of the profits, or bearing a corresponding share of the losses

arising from it.

PASS BOOK. A book passing between bankers and their

customers, which records all payments and receipts.
PASSPORT. A document granted by a consul, giving a de-

scription of the owner, and entitling him to pass through or to

reside for a time in the country for which it is given. In mari-

time law, a document carried in time of war by a vessel to prove
her nationality.
PATENT LETTERS PATENT. A privilege granted under the

Crown seal, conveying to the persons specified the sole right to

make use of some new invention or discovery therein stated.

PENALTY. A sum to be forfeited for the non-completion of

a contract or for a part of it.

PER CENT. "By the Hundred." Thus 5 per cent, would be
five out of every hundred.
PERMIT. A licence from the Excise authorities permitting

the removal of goods upon which duty has been paid.
PILOT. A person duly qualified and authorised to conduct

ships through rivers, into or out of port, or through certain

channels or roads.

PLANT. A trade term comprehending fixed machinery, imple-

ments, or other requisites for carrying on a business.

POLICY OF INSURANCE. A document by which insurance

companies and underwriters secure to the parties contracting
with them for life, fire, marine, or accident insurance, an in-

demnity against loss from the risk incurred. It is a document
of considerable importance ; stating the names of the insurers

and of the insured, the amount and exact nature of the in-

demnity, and of tha risk incurred.

POST, To (Book-keeping). To transfer an entry from one

book to another.

POSTDATE. To date a letter or document of any description
later than the day on which it is written.

POST OBIT BOND. A bond, the main condition of which is

that it only becomes payable after the death of some person
whose name is therein specified.

PRECIS-WRITING. Writing the contents of a document in as

short and condensed a style as possible.

PREMIUM. An additional sum beyond a standard or fixed

price.

PREMIUM (INSURANCE). The per-centage or sum paid by
the insured for the indemnification granted by the insurer.

PRESENTMENT OF A BILL. The act of demanding, or pre-

senting for, acceptance or payment.
PRICE CURRENT. A list or enumeration of various articles

of commerce, with the market price of each.

PRIMAGE, OR HAT MONEY. A customary per-oentage paid

by shippers, in addition to the freight of goods, and considered

to be for the master of the vessel, for his care and trouble in

taking charge of such goods while on board.

PRIME COST. The first cost, before charges begin to accrue.

PRINCIPAL signifies the responsible person. It also applies

to the partners in any establishment, who are spoken of as

the principals. In Banking, the sum on which the interest

arises.
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PRIVATEEK. A private ship fitted out for warlike purposes
under a license from the Government. (See Letters of Marque.)
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LESSONS IN ETHNOLOGY.

LKSSONS IN KTII NOMH! Y I V me honour.. The shepherds o UM Punj*ub (MOM* UM
v -vnr I'oiTioN OF TIM- vitviv PA, -I-

BmhiMuw of India, while the criouttaricte who hd emifratedAM A ' [ '' A1U AN BACE< to Centra! Asia were the progenitor, of UM old Peniian*. The
:ulirig tribes comprehended under thin Mention of the great gulf between the two faction* widened with the kp*e of jean.

)if HrahumnR and tho Iranians or Persiaii ilaencod Heeruingly by the Turanian*, among
Moth tvo had thoir curly history wonderfully irhan tln-y h:id *<-ttli!<l, f.-ll ii.to idolatry, while the Iranian* in

vuxtigations into the Vedas, or oldest of tho Bactria abstained from thin form of mi.. and, finally,

I
1

'!;,'. \. PARSEE LADY.

Hruliiimtiio sacred writings, and into tho

'/.ii(l:tvi-t.i. in- Paraee scriptures. In con-

li tho Vodio inquiries, tho niiiuo

i if Pi >. Mullor of Oxford deserves

lii>ii"iir:il>li' iii--:iti..ii ; whilst a ninal!

and unpretending volume, published at

Unmliay in 1862, by Dr. Martin Haug, of

;-it College at Poona, and entitled

ii the Sacred Language, Writings,
and Religion of tho Parseos," has quite
revolutionised oar ideas of early Persian

history.
The old Aryan triho from which sprang

ancestors of tho leading European
nations, as well as those of the Brahtnana
and Parsces, seems to have had its place
somewhere north of tho Hindoo Koosh.

range of mountains, in the region which
used to be called in maps of Asia "

Inde-

pendent Tartary," but which ia now more

accurately termed
' '

Independent Turkestan.
' '

When those Aryans who were destined

ultimately to people Europe left their

primitive abode in Central Asia, tho rest

of the tribe lingered for some time in the old settlement ;

and when at length they did move, they journeyed not westward
but southward, wont through or around, first, tho Hindoo Koosh,
and next the stupendous Himalaya Mountains ; and ended by
leading a wandering shepherd
life in the Punjaub. At that

time their worship was a simple

one, being, in the main, the

adoration of the elements in

Nature. They found the north

of India, as is believed, in-

habited by Turanians, against
whom, however, they managed
to hold their own. The date of

their immigration into India

was a very remote one, being

possibly as far back as 1700
B.C. After many years, a por-
tion of the shepherds becoming
tired of the pastoral life, began,
to cultivate patches of land,
and probably became what we
should now call wealthier than
the rest of the tribe. The
shepherds felt no scruple in

helping themselves to a share
of tho farm produce, raised and
stored up through the industry
of their agricultural brethren ;

and a quarrel, which deepened
into a feud between the two,
was the result. The agricul-
turists ultimately left the Pun-

jaul) in disgust, and returned
to the region beyond tho Hindoo
Koosh, where for a long period
they resided in Bactria, a province of which the capital
in subsequent times was at the place now called Balkh.

The oddest thing about this political separation was the

religions schism which accompanied it. The agriculturists
who hud hitherto been of the same faith as the shepherds,
took up the notion that the gods they had been accustomed to

worship, or some of them at least, instead of protecting them,
had helped their plundering co-religionists ; and they cast off

allegiance to the spiritual authority which had been exercised
eo unfairly. They considered those beings demons instead of

gods, while the other party, of course, continued to pay them

145 N.E.

Moore makes las

about the time ]>crhap of MOM, 1500 B.C.,

there arose in tho Bactrian settlement a
very remarkable man Zarathuntra Spitama
by name, tho same whom the Greeks call

Zoroaster who remodelled and fixed the
faith of his people, preached the doctrine*
embodied in the older i>artx of the Zeuda-

veato, and made the Parsee religion very
much what it is to-day. He believed in the

unity of God. In accounting for the preva-
lence of evil in tho world, he assumed the
existence of two principles one good, and
the other bad, ultimately elevated by his

followers into two great supernatural beings
in perj etual antagonism. The old elemental

worship still remains in the adoration of

the sun and fire. Cyrus, Darius Hystaspes,
and Xerxes were of the Parsee race and
faith. Yet more interesting, some of the
most enterprising natives of Bombay are
Parsees. Sir Jamsetjee Jeejheebhoy was
one. Some may be seen in the streets of

London, having come here to establish
mercantile houses. It is the Parsees whom
heroes in the well-known poem,

"
Lalla

Fig. 5. BEDOUIN OF SINAI.

Kookh." In Fig. 4 an excellent representation is afforded of

the physical appearance presented by this interesting race.

The evidence of language shows the Affghans (who speak the

Pushtoo tongue), the Koordu,
the Ossetians of the Caucasus,
and the Armenians to belong to

the Iranian race.

We must now follow the

fortunes of the Punjaub shep-
herds. They became, as already

mentioned, the Indian Brah-

mans. Time was when it was

supposed that all the Hindoos

belonged to a single family of

mankind, and that the Brah-

manic one ; but this notion has

been quite abandoned during
receut years. The languages
of Southern India as we shall

afterwards have occasion more

particularly to remark though
modified by Sanscrit, the Brah-

manic language, are still essen-

tially distinct from it, and are,

in fact, Turanian. Even the

tongues spoken in Central and
Northern India, which were
once regarded as offshoots of

Sanscrit, are now held to be

of a Turanian origin, though

changed by a great infusion of

Sanscrit words. All that is

known of early Indian history

goes to confirm the conclusions

to which an examination of the

languages naturally leads. Though, as before mentioned, the

Brahmans entered India at a remote period of antiquity, yet
for a long time they never passed beyond the Punjaub, and
centuries elapsed before they reached the Vindhyan mountains
in the middle of India. Either that elevated range, or the
Nerbudda river just south of it, for a long time constituted

their southern boundary; so much so that Hindostan, which

etymologically means "
the place of the Hindoos," properly

signifies not the whole of India, but only that portion of it

which is north of the Nerbudda.
The Indian Brahmans are, as a rule, fairer than the Turanur
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inhabitants of India, though there are dark individuals amongst
them too. Having for 3,000 years been the pre-eminently-
educated Hindoo caste, intellect has become so nearly universal

among them, that the Brahman boys are the best scholars in

every Indian school. The Brahmanic religion is now totally
different from what it was at first, having largely borrowed from
the Turanian faith, which it has failed to displace. Booddhism
is of Indian origin, though it is now all but extinct in that

country ; its great seat being China. Thus of the leading

religions now in the world, Brahmanism, Zoroastrianism, and
Booddhism originated with the Aryans.

THE SYRO-ARABIAN RACE.

As before mentioned, instead of the appellation Syro-Arabian,
some use the term Shemitic, or Semitic, in speaking of this

family of mankind. Its exact limits have not yet been settled

beyond dispute. Using language as our guide, and omitting
for the present tongues doubtfully Semitic, the forms of speech
now under consideration fall naturally under three divisions

the Northern, or Aramaic ; the Middle, or Hebraic ; and the

Southern, or Arabic.

Much light has been thrown on the first-mentioned of these

divisions, the North Semitic one, by the examination of the

cuneiform inscriptions found in the territories successively ruled

by the old Asiatic empires. Cuneiform means wedge-shaped,
the first part of the word being derived from the Latin cuneus,
a wedge. The characters called cuneiform are also often de-

scribed as arrow-headed. London readers, at least, will at once

recognise them as those singular lines, thick at one end, covering
men, lions, bulls, etc., in the Ninevite sculptures in the British

Museum, and the copies of them at the Crystal Palace. It

required a great deal of ingenuity and perseverance before the
arrow-headed writing was deciphered, and when the feat was
at least, to a certain limited extent, accomplished, it was found
that the Persian writing on the rock of Behistun, at Persepolis,
and other places ruled by the Zoroastrians, was, as might
have been anticipated, in a language allied to Zend ; that of

Nineveh, and Babylon, on the contrary, is held to be in the
main Semitic. The other ancient dialects belonging to this

division of tongues are the Chaldee and the Syriac ; tiie former

spoken of old in the eastern, and the latter in the western part
of the Aramaean area. The term Chaldee is not a good one, for

it is supposed that the Chaldees of Scripture were Aryans. The
so-called Chaldee and Syriac are believed to be so closely allied,

that some deny their separate existence as dialects. The Jews,
in a measure, lost their Hebrew, and acquired East Aramaean

during their residence in Babylon ; and parts of the books of

Ezra and Daniel are written in it. Words and phrases belonging
to it occur in various parts of our English version of the Bible,
as in Gen. xxxi. 47 ; Mark v. 41

; vii. 34 ; xv. 34. In the first

of these passages, Jegar-sahadutha is Arama3an, and Galeed is

Hebrew. Both signify "the heap of witness ;" or, more accu-

rately, the Aramaean phrase means the "heap of witness," and
the Hebrew equivalent, the "

witness-heap." One finding the
two so different would naturally suppose that Hebrew and
Aramaean had no close affinity, but the inference would be
rroneous. The words in the passage in Genesis happen to be

exceptionally unlike ; the comparison of a multitude of others
would conduct to a conclusion just the opposite of that sug-
gested by this single case. The Arabic has long extinguished
the Aramasan or Syriac itself, but it still lingers among the
Nestorians of the Upper Tigris near Lakes Ooroomiah and
Van.

Th3 second division of the Syro-Arabian race is that speaking
the Hebraic branch of the Semitic tongues. With the very
limited space at our command, we can do no more than mention
the Jews, in some respects the most interesting of all nations ;

but, happily, their history is so well known that it is unnecessary
to enter on it here. Latham thus describes the physical charac-

teristics which distinguish the Jews from the Arabs, to whom
they are closely allied :

"
Physical conformation, differing

from that of the Arab in (a) greater massiveness of frame ; (b)

thicker lips ; (c) nose more frequently aquiline ; (d) cranium

(skull) of greater capacity."
Samaritan is a mixture of Hebrew and Aramaean. The evi-

dence of language proves the remarkably interesting fact that
the Phoenician tongue, the on spoken first in Tyre and Sidon,
and subsequently in Carthage, in connection with which it

obtained the name of Punic, was almost identical with Hebrew.
A recent writer, Farrar, thus neatly sums up the evidence on
the subject in his

" Families of Speech," a work well worth
the reader's attention :

" We know that Carthage itself means
in Hebrew,

' Newtown ;

'

that Byrsa, its citadel, is the Hebrew
bozra (a fortress) ; that bal in such names as Hasdrubal and
Hannibal is simply Baal; that Barca, the family name of

Hannibal, is the same as barak (lightning) ; that suffetes, which

Livy tells us was the name of the Carthaginian magistrates, is

the Hebrew shophetim, or 'judges;' that Lilybaeum, the name
they gave to the western angle of Sicily, means

' towards Libya
'

U being simply the Hebrew preposition. Finally, not to

dwell on other proofs, Plautus wrote a play called
' Pcenulus

'

(the little Carthaginian) ; and in that play a Punic scene is

introduced, which, so far as it has been yet deciphered, is most

distinctly Hebraic in its character. St. Augustine, who was
himself a Carthaginian, says that Hebrew and Carthaginian
differed but little."

The Arabic, or southern division of the Syro-Arabian race, is

the last to which we shall turn our attention. The French
Baron Larrey thought the Arabs, physically and mentally con-

sidered, the most perfect of mankind ; maintaining that they
had more convolutions in the brain, and a finer organisation of

the physical parts ministering to intellect, than other people.
This opinion has not been perfectly confirmed. Latham thus
describes the physical characteristics of the Arab race :

"Face, oval; forehead, vaulted; nose, straight, or aquiline;

lips, thin, even when thick, not projecting ; hair, wavy, or

curled ; complexion, various shades of brown ; limbs, spare."
The Bedouins constitute but a limited part of the Arab race.

A very large section of the Arabs live like other people in towns,
of which there are many in the Arabian peninsula itself. The
Arabs are formidable in war, especially when they fight from
behind stone walls. It was among them, as is well known,
that the Mohammedan faith arose. During the brief period
that they gave their attention to science, they achieved some
intellectual reputation, and have left their memorial behind them,

in such words as zenith, nadir, or the star Aldcbaran. Fig. 5
affords a characteristic representation of a Bedouin of Sinai.

The Arabic division of the Semitic tongues is again separated
into two the Northern, or proper Arabic ; and the Southern, or

Himyaritic. With the last is conjoined at least one, and pro-

bably two, of the Abyssinian tongues. The old Gheez, now
extinct, was Semitic ; so was the language of Tigre. The
modern Amharic, that of Theodore's court, is more mixed.

Apparently the old Himyaritic Arabs must have overflowed into-

Abyssinia.
It is believed that the Berber or Amazirgh language, that

spread here and there through the Barbary States, is also

Semitic.

The Coptic language was once ranked as undoubtedly Semitic,

but further researches into the subject have thrown considerable

doubt on the correctness of this classification. We shall return

to the subject of the Abyssinian, the Egyptian, and the Berber

tongues in a subsequent paper.

Throughout a great portion of the world's history the rela-

tions between the Aryans and the Syro-Arabians have been the

reverse of friendly. Of the great empires of antiquity, the

Assyrian and the Babylonian monarchies were Semitic. When
Cyrus took Babylon, the sceptre of the world passed into Aryan
hands, which have retained it ever since. The death-struggle

between the Romans and the Carthaginians was a contest

between the Aryans and the Syro-Arabians ; so also was the

decisive battle at Poictiers between Charles Martel and the

Arab Moslem Abderrahman. The Aryans are now much
more numerous than the Syro-Arabians, if, indeed, they have

not been so from the earliest times, so that the issue of any
future struggle of the same nature cannot be doubtful.

The faith now professed by the most civilised nations of the

world came to them by means of the Jews, a Semitic race. In the

same Syro-Arabian family of mankind arose Mohammedanism,
which is a development in some respects of Judaism, in others

of Christianity. Thus the Syro-Arabians have played a great

part in the drama of human history. If they have, as a rule,

failed in achieving empire by the sword, they have become the

religious teachers of the leading nations in the world, thus

gaining a great moral triumph with which the victories of the

soldier are not for a moment to be compared.
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vict, or nonn> -it from a father (warrjp),

an ancestor, are formed montly by tho suffix 8tj for the

I rnorely i for tho t'eininino. This suffix is added

immediately to, the stem in a ; as

IT Ml MM:. jrOMINATIVE.

Bopt&t, Boptdt, the north wind.

Atvttdt, jKneaa.

To consonantal stems the suffix is appended by means of the

vowel i ; as, Kcpoiri8rji (masc.), Ktxpowa (fern.), from K*potJ/,

in (u and o of tho third declension also take tho con-
' vowel , before which the v or i disappears :

n7>Ai5jr, from FI;A<ui. ArjToiSrjj, from ATJTOI.

The o of tho second declension is replaced by i ; as

MASCULINE. FEMINIST. NOMINATIVE.

TatraAiSTjs, TajraAir, from original, TafraAoj.

KpovtSrjs, Kpovos.

Only ty (nom. os) is changed into ta ; as

MASCULINE. FEMININE. NOMINATIVE.

to-TiaSrjj, Qtartas, from original, Qtanos.

MefoirjaS^j, ,,
Wltvotrtos.

A less frequent suffix for patronymics is ui>; as Kpoviuv, son

of Kpoi/or.

.'ia, or nouns denoting the gens or race, tho conntry or

the tribe, whence a person is sprung, have the suffixes

1. tv (nom. *us) ; as Meyaptvs, from tho noun-stem Mfyapo,
nom. ra Mtyapa, Megara ; EpTpios, from the noun-stem

Eptrpjo, nom. Eptrpia. Feminine gentilia end in 8 (nom. s);

as MtyapiS, nom. Meyapts, a woman of Megara ; 2/ceAia>-

Ti8, nom. 2iK(Aiarm, a woman of Sicily.

2. ra (nom. rijt) ; as Ttyfarijs (Ttyia), Aiyivi)rr)s (Aiytvrj),

The most important suffixes for the formation of adjectives
are these :

1. 10 (nom. IDS) expresses in the most general way the idea

involved in the noun from which the adjective comes ; as

ovpavtos. heavenly (from the nonn ovpavos, heaven). By
appending to you also form adjectives from adjectives as

stems, as f\ev6eptos, liberal, from t\tv6tp (eAeufopos, free) ;

also gentile adjectives from names of places thus, from

MiA?7Toj comes MATJO-OJ, and from AQnvat comes AOijvatos.

2. HO (nom. KOS), which is generally appended to the stem by
means of i, and in words derived from verbal stems signifies

fitness ; as from apx (pxw ) comes apxmos, Jit for governing.
From nouns as stems are formed adjectives which denote

tho peculiar quality of the noun ; as /SaffiAj/cos, kingly

(/3a<riAftis, a king).

3. ivoi, 4. tos, ovt, indicate the stuff or substance of which a

thing is made ; as \t6tvos, stony, from \t6os, a stone ;

Xpvfftos, xPvaovs i golden, from xPvao ^i gold.

5. tts (fern, (orffa, neut. tv) denotes fulness ; as xaP''y > fu^ f
grace or beauty (from xaP' s > grace, beauty) ; v\ri(ts, full of

wood (from v\ri, a wood or forest).

VERBS.

Verbs are in various ways formed from nouns as stems. In

the ensuing list the verbs are arranged according to their ter-

minations, as they appear in the present tense :

1. 001 ; as ftiffBoa, I hire (from juifffloj, wages, reward); xPvffow >

I gild (xpvffos, gold).

2. au ; as TJ/IOW, I honour (TI^UTJ, honour) ; oiriaojuaj, I accuse

(atria, cause, blame).
3. (ta ; as apiQutta, I number (apifyxor, number) ; tvruxttn, I am

fortunate (tvTvxns, fortunate).
4. tvia ; as Ba<rt\fv<a, I am a king (0a<nAeus, a king) ; &ov\tuw,

I counsel (Bov\ri, counsel).
5. i^a- ; as (Airifw, / hope (f\irts, hope) ; 'EAArjyifa, I speak Greek

('EAATji/, a Greek).
6. afc ; as Si/co^w, I judge (Si/c??, justice) ; tpya&nat, I labour

\tpyov, labour).
7. aivo> ; as atinatvu, I signify (<nj/*o, o sign) ; \fvKatvv, I whiten

(,\f\,Kos, white}.

8. wu; an Jitufu, I iweeten (^81/1, tweet)-, \anwpwv, I adorn

(\anvpoi, brilliant).

Vrom the Mima noun M a Btcm may be derived ercral verb*,

having ditFercnt terminutiona and different meaning*; than,

Jot/Ao-, SouAot, a slave ; 8oi/Aoa>, / enclave ; SovXttw, I am a
lave ; iroAc^u-, oA/*oi, war ; woA>iw and wo\t^i(v, J carry
on war i woA*/to, to .- liet.

Verbs may also be formed from verb*. There are three

ehim of verbs which set forth the idea conveyed by tho

primitive verb under certain modifications; these are called

frequent native, and Jetideratirc. The frequentative
are those verbs which denote a repetition of the act ; the in.

choativo those which denote the commencement of the act ; and
the desiderativo are those which express a desire towards thai

which the primitive declares.

1. Frequentatives. Frequentatives are formed partly from
the unchanged stem by means of the terminations a(a>, i(u>,

vu>, partly by the conversion of the stem-vowel into o with the

termination * ta, or by the lengthening of o into u, the termina-

tion uu> being added: for example, aftvafa, I groan frequently

(from artvtiv, to groan) ; atnfa, I ask often, I beg (from curfov
to ask).

2. Inchoatives. Inchoatives are formed by the addition of

the termination OKU ; as, ptdvffKu, I am addicted to drunken-

ness (from nfOuav, to use strong drink) ; rt&aon<a, I become an
adult (from r]&av, to be an adult).

3. Desideratives. Desideratives are generally formed from

the first future of the primitive verb by the addition of the ter-

mination of ttoa ; as, ytKaatiu, I desire to laugh (from yt \a.i>t to

laugh) ; iroA(U7)(Tio>, / u-ish to be in war (from ToAf/ufiv, to make

war). Desideratives are formed also from verbal substar.tivcB

by means of the terminations ioo> and ana ; as, xAat/triaw, I with

to weep (from Aat/<m, weeping) ; errpartrytau, I wish to be a

general (from (rrparriyos, a general) ; 8a.va.ra.ui, I desire death

(from Qa.va.ro3, death).

COMBINATION.

Besides primitive and derivative words, the Greek language
has compound words. Compound words are such as are made

up of two words or more, and are designed to express complex.
ideas. To the multitude of compounds which the Greek pos-
sesses that language at once owes its richness and its exactitude,

so that by means of a compound possessing two or three com-

ponents it expresses that for the full utterance of which several

words would be required in English : for example,. irrtiuptvyie

(\nro,from, (K, out of, and <ptuy<a, I flee) signifies / flee home out

of a place away from some one; and TpoKOToAaju^cww (p,
before, Kara, down, and Ao/*/3ai<a>, I take) signifies / take some-

thing before some one else. The subject is very pregnant, and
here can be only looked at superficially.

A noun which in combination takes the first place appears in

its stem-form ; as

<ra*(s-iraAor,

city-neighbour, choir-teacher, shield-maker,

neighbouring city, teacher of dancing, warrior,

where avrv, xP (xP*)> an(^ ffaxtt (ffeutoy, a shield) are in the

stem-form.
Consonantal stems are in general united with the second com-

pound by the connecting vowel o ; as, av6ptarr-o-*oios, image-

maker; TtarpoKTovos, father-slayer.
This connecting o is found, also, after short vowels ; as ^iwno-

Atryoj, nature-investigator; ixOvoQayos, fish-eater; and is the

regular representative of an a in tho stem, as ^fipo5pofioi, day-
runner ; xwPyp<l<Pos > place-describe); where the first components
are tintpa, a day, and xwPa^ a P^ace r country.
The o disappears before a vowel-; as, xp(o)l7<>*> a choir-leader;

iraTpa5A$oj, father's brother. Yet it remains in words which

originally began with the aspirate which is called the digamma,

equivalent to our v, as op (in Latin ver), spring ; also in tutoci

(Doric Futon, Latin viginti), thus, Sijuiocpyoj (Homeric),

Sr/fiioi/p-yos (Attic), hand-worker.

The termination of a word is often in combination somewhat

changed, especially if the compound is an adjective ; thus r:/in

becomes n^tos, and irpa-ia, Trpayfuw: for example, $AO-TIUO,

honour-loving ; ToAu-Tpa7/xa'i', much-doing (a busy-body).
Tho termination ijj (masculine and feminine) and the termina-

tion j (neuter) deserve attention : they are appended
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(1) To many adjectives formed immediately from verbal stems ;

as, oj3Aoj37js, uninjured ; avrapKrjs, self-sufficient.

(2) To adjectives whose second component has arisen from a

substantive in es (nominative oj); as, Sf/coerT/s, ten-year-
old ; KaKorjOris, bad-mannered.

Without changing its nature a verb cannot be combined with

any word except a preposition. If another word is united with

a verbal stem, the two unite to form a noun ; thus, out of \idos,

a stone, and /3aAAo>, I throw, is formed Ai0o/3oAoj, a stone-

throv'cr. Hence a verb may be formed, as \idof3oKfu, I throw

stones. So from vavs and fj.axo/J.ai we have vav/j.axos, a sea-

fighter, and thence cau^axe&i, I fight by sea; also from fv and

fpy come fvfpyerrjs, a benefactor, and tvepytreu, I act as a bene-

factor.
A substantive with an abstract signification may unite with a

preposition only by retaining its own termination ; thus /SovAij,

a determination, becomes irpo$ov\r\, a pre-ordination ; in every
other combination an abstract noun must assume a derivation-

ending ; thus \i6os and /3oA?7 (/3oAAco) give rise to Ai0o/3oAio,

stone-throwing ; vavs and /J.ax?l give rise to vav/j.axia, a sea-

fiyht ; and e and irpats give rise to tuirpafya, a good condition

(well-being, weal).
In regard to signification, compounds may be divided into

three classes, determinatives, attributives, and objectives. The
determinatives are those compounds in which the secondary
component determines the exact meaning of the primary, and

in these the second word is the primary or chief word. These

compounds are the least numerous; as 6fio5ov\os, a fellow-slave ;

cLKpoiroKis, the lofty city (acropolis).

Attributive Compounds.
The attributives are those in which also the second word is

determined by the first, but the idea formed by the two is

attributed as a quality to another word ; thus 6/j.orpottos signifies
not the same kind (rpoiros), but being of the same kind, having
the same disposition ; and p.axP3X flP *s n t a 1W}9 hand, but

having a long hand or being long-handed.

Objective Compounds.
The objectives are those in which one element is governed by

the other, the latter being the object to the former ; thus 5en-
Sei/xcov, superstitious, god-fearing, where, as in god-fearing, 8ai/juav

is governed by Seui, and the word is equivalent to rovs Saifnovas

SaSi&js, fearing the divinities. So rjvioxos, rein-holding, is the

same as ra -Sjvia exwv - ^n the same manner consider \oyoypa<t>o*,

speech-writer (historian or fabulist) ; a|ioAoyor, worthy of record;
and x 6

'/*
01 "?! hand-made that is, made by the hand, x fPffl

-iroinros. Sometimes the first component is the object, some-
times the second. Especially common are compounds with the

prefix av (avev, Latin sine, without), which before consonants

becomes a, and which, on account of its negative or privative

force, is termed alpha privative ; as, aypa<pos, unwritten; a/xTjroip,

motlicrless (or in form more exactly, unmotherly).
The prefix i>, ivell, and the prefix Svs, hardly, with difficulty,

form many compounds : for example, tvroKos, easily-bearing ;

8it<rapTTos, displeased.

VERBAL ADJECTIVES.

Verbal adjectives have two endings, one in -rot, the other in

reos. Those in ros resemble in signification the Latin participle
in. -tus, as TroiTjros (foetus), that is, made ; so ypairros (scriptus),

written. Many, and perhaps the greater number of them, more

nearly approach the Latin adjectives in -bilis, as flau^acrTos

(mirabilis), admirable ; or they express a simple possibility, as

oparos, visible, a,n object that may be seen ; UKOVCTTOS, audible.

Verbal adjectives in TEOJ have the same force as the Latin

participles in -dus. and denote duty or necessity, as

(dandus), must be given. The adjectives in reos, like the parti-

ciple in -dus, has three genders, so as to agree with any noun
that may be joined with it ; they may also be used in the neuter
in a general way, as signifying necessity ; thus, avi)p Aureos eaTi

(Lat. vir solvendus est), the man must be set free ; Tifj.rjrea ffnt/

TJ aptrrj (Lat. virtus Jionoranda est), virtue must be honoured ;

ypxirreov TTIV (Lat. scribendum est), it is necessary to write.

Both these adjectives 'are formed from the verbal stem. An
easy practical way to form them is to change the termination oi

the first aorist passive, Deis, into TOJ or reos ; as

Ayo>, \vOfis. AUTOS,

TJ/A7/TOJ,

LESSONS IN LOGARITHMS. IV.
TABLES OP LOGARITHMS.

THE following tables will be found very useful, not only to

students who are endeavouring to make themselves acquainted
with logarithms, but also to persons who are desirous of abridg-

ing calculations of any description, especially those connected
with the mathematical and philosophical sciences. The first

table, called Table of Logarithms, contains the mantissce of the

logarithms of all numbers from 1 to 10,000, according to the
common system, of which the base is 10. The decimal part of a

logarithm is called its mantissa, and the integral part is called

its index or characteristic. Thus in the logarithms 0'477121,
1-041393, and 3'005609, the decimal parts "477121, -041393, and
005609 are the mantissae ;

and the integral parts, 0, 1, and 3,

are the indices or characteristics.

The mantissao of the logarithms in the first table extend only
to four decimal places ; but these are reckoned sufficient for

ordinary purposes. If, however, a greater degree of accuracy
be required than can be obtained from this table, recourse must
be had to more extensive tables. Let us now proceed to explain
our own tables contained in this and the following lesson.

In the first vertical column of the table are contained the first

two figures of any given number, whose logarithm is required,
within the range above mentioned. In the next ten vertical

columns is contained the third figure of any such number ;

these ten columns are headed Third Figure. In the next nine

vertical columns is contained the fourth figure of any such

number ; and these nine columns are headed Fourth Figure.
If the logarithm of a number be required which consists of

one figure only, as of the nine digits, seek for that figure with a

cipher annexed to it in the first column of the table
;
and when

it is found, then you will find the mantissa of its logarithm in

the same horizontal line in the adjoining column on the right,

under the figure marked at the top. To this mantissa prefix
the index in the manner described in the preceding lessons, and

you will have the required logarithm. Example : Required the

logarithm of the number 4. Here, looking for 40 in the first

column of the table, you find in the same horizontal line, in the

adjoining column on the right, and under at the top, the

mantisap. -6021 ; to this mantissa prefix 0, which is the index

for units, and you have 0'6021 for the logarithm of the number
4. If the logarithm of the number 40 were required, the man-
tissa would be the same, but the index would be 1 and the

logarithm 1*6021. If the logarithm of 400 were required, the

mantissa would still be the same ; but the index would be 2, and
the logarithm 2'6021 ; and so on.

If the logarithm of a number be required which consists of

two figures only, as of all numbers between 10 and 99, seek for

that number in the first column of the table ;
and when you

have found it, the mantissa of its logarithm you will find in the

same horizontal line in the adjoining column on the right, under

the figure marked at the top. To this mantissa prefix the

index as before, and you will have the complete logarithm.
Thus : Required the logarithm of the number 78. Here, looking
for 78 in the first column of the table, you find in the same hori-

zontal line, in the adjoining column on the right, and under

at the top, the mantissa -8921 ; to this mantissa prefix 1, which

is the index for tens, or for a number consisting of two integer

figures, and you have T8921 for the logarithm of the number 78.

If the logarithm of the number 7 '8 were required, the mantissa

would be the same, but the index would be 0, and the logarithm
0-S921. If the logarithm of the number '78 were required, the

mantissa would still be the same; but the index would be 1, and

the logarithm 1-8921; and so on.

If the logarithm of a number be required which consists of

three figures, as of all numbers between 100 and 999, seek for

the first two figures of the number as in the preceding case,

that is, in the first column of the table ;
and when these are

found, you will then find the mantissa of its logarithm in the

same horizontal line in one of the ten adjoining columns on

the right, under the third figure of the number at the top. To

this prefix the proper index, and you will have the logarithm

required. Thus let the logarithm of 476 be required. Here,

looking for 47 in the first column of the table, you find in one

of the ten adjoining columns on the right, and under 6 at the

top, the mantissa *6776 ; to this prefix 2, which is the index for

hundreds, or for a number consisting of three integer figures,
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i have 2-G776 for tho loffiiritlim of the number 476. If

iritlmiB of the numborH 47'G, 4'76, '470, or -0470 were

iv.|iiiivil, tin 1

njiiTution fur tindin^ tlm uiantiHHa of each would

be the same, ami they would be, on the principles now fully

students, 1-6776, 0-0770, T'6776, and 2-0770
\ cly.

logarithm of a niimbor bo required which consist* of

ill numbers between 1000 and 9999, Book for

lintf to tho find three figures, aa in tho
. c>, iii'<l in the saino horizontal lino in one of the

mans li-;uli-l Fourth Figure, you will find, under tho

fourth litfiin.' at the top, a number which is to be added to the
T'1'T to make it the complete mantissa required;

to this [prefix tho index as before, and you will have the

logarithm ^ uu'lit. Fur example, lot it be required to find the

logarithm of tho number 5768. Hero, leaking for the mantissa
i.f the fir>t three figures, 576, as in the preceding case, you
lind Ti'.'il; and in the same horizontal line with it, under the

, 8, you find tho number 6, which is to be added to

TiU'l- ; tins being done, you have '7610 for the complete man-
tissa ; prefixing tho index 3, according to previous directions,

you have 3-7010 for the complete logarithm required. If the

logarithms of 57G80, -570-8, 5-768, or -005768 were required, the

operation for finding tho mantissas would still be the same ; but
the indices, according to the previous rules, would be different,

the logarithms being respectively 47610, 2'7610, 0'7610, and

3-7610.

TABLE OF LOGARITHMS.
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French
Words.

Taille, nf.

Taille, nf.

Taille, nf.

Ter, adv.

Terre, nf.

Tain, nm.

Teiut, nm.

Thym, nm.

Tan, nm.

Taut, adv.

Taou, nm.

Temps, nm.

Tante, nf.

Tente, nf.

Tard, adv.

Tare, nf.

Tare", adj.

Taux, mil.

Tot, adv.

Tendre, adj.

Tendre, v.

Tdnu, adj.

Tenu, pp.

Tenue, nm.

Terme, nm.

Terme, nm.

Thermes, nm,

pl,

Thon, nm.
Ton, adj.

Ton, nm.

Tic, nm.

Tique, nf.

Tirant, nm.

Tyran, nm.

Tirer, v.

Tiret, nm.

Toi, pron.

Toit, nm.

Tore, nm.

Tort, nm.

Tournoi, nm.

Tournois, adj

Toue, nf.

Tout, adj.

Toux, nf.

Meaning in English.

cutting, cut, edge of
a sword ; pruning;

(surg.) cystotome.

size, stature, waist,

j

figure,

tally-stick ; (feudal

law) villain tax; (at

cards) deal; (mus.)
tenor,

third house of the

same number,
earth ; the earth ; land,
estate,

foil, tinfoil.

complexion,

(bot.) thyme

tan ; tanner's barfc.

so much, so many.
(ent. ) ox-fly,

time.

aunt.

tent, pavilion.

late.

(com. ) tare, leasts ;

defect, blemish; fault;

(vet.) curb.

(com.) spoiled, dam-

aged; of a bad cha-

racter.

rate, price ; assessment

soon.

tender.

to stretch, to bend, to

strain, to set; to tend,

jtenuous.
icld, kept, bound.

lession, holding (of

assemblies); attitude,

dress,carriage,deport

ment.bearing, address

(of persons) ; appear-
ance (of troops).

;erm, end, termina-

tion, time, word, ex-

pression.

quarter's rent, quarter-

day.

hermalbaths; (antiq.)
thermae.

unny-jish.

lone, voice, accent,

manner,

fcnacfc, habit; (med.)
tic.

[ent.) ticfc.

tring (of purses) ;

boot-strap ; cramp-

iron; ship's draught;

sea-gauge,

tyrant.

to draw, to pull,

dash, hyphen ; slip of

parchment,
thee, thou.

roof.

(arch.) torus, tor*,

wrong, injury, harm.

tournament.

of Tours ; livre tour-

nois, one-/ranc piece
coined at Tours.

ferry-boat.

all, every, whole.

cough.

ish.
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Then comes a remarkable statement, page 270: "It is

obvious that if, instead of a mirror, another person whirls

round in an opposite direction, and with the same velocity,

a similar disc, the effect will be the same."

No motive effeats can be more dissimilar ; the second disc

multiplies the fig-area, and makes anamorphoses (shapeless

forms) of them. The last sentence convinces one that neither

Sir D. Brewster nor Dr. Lardner have devoted much thought
to the subject, otherwise they would have seen that, merely for

the purpose of dispensing with the mirror, there is a much
more satisfastory way of using the second disc.

an inch ; whilst that of the larger pulley which, of course,
moves slower, and carries the perforated disc, having, say,
four slots or openings is one inch and three quarters. When,
the wheel is turned, the bands, one of which is crossed, cause
the two pulleys, one bearing the device and the other the

perforated disc, to go round in opposite directions ; and, on
looking through the slots, the operator sees the curious changes
that occur : for instance, a piece of cartridge paper, six inches

square, is painted with diagonal lines, as shown in Fig. 3, so as

to have alternately green, white, red, white, green, white, red,

and so on. When this is attached to the asle of the small

Connect the disc of devices to the perforated disc by means
of a brass rod (Fig. 1) ; let this rod pass through the disc, so
that its ends may rest on a crutch support. Set the discs

revolving in the same direction, and, looking through the slots,

yon will see the figures in motion precisely the same as in the
mirror. How this very obvious contrivance did not occur to

them, it is difficult to say.
The apparatus so clearly described by Mr. Rose has been

constructed in a very cheap form by the Rev. Mr. Pilkington
(Fig. 2).

' Oa a turned wooden pillar and stand is fixed an elbow-

shaped iron, carrying the axles, one of which work inside the
other. Each axle carries a pulley, round which the two bands
or strings are placed ; the strings pass round the grooved wheel
and handle for giving motion to the two discs, which move in

opposite directions, and at unequal velocities, by crossing one of

the pulley bands. The diameter of the small pulley attached
to the device, the axle of which works inside the other, is half

pulley, and the disc with four apertures to the larger one, and
the wheel turned in opposite directions, the diagonal lines change
in the most curious manner, and produce the symmetrical

pattern shown in Fig. 4, the letters of which, corresponding
with the first letter of each colour, show the manner in which
the pattern is tinted with them.
The supporting pillar of this cheap form of the kalotrope

stands twelve inches high, and screws or drops into a turned

wooden foot, four inches in diameter, and an inch thick, which
should be loaded with lead to make it stand quite steady. The

turning wheel works on a screw, which attaches it to the pillar,

and is three inches in diameter, having two grooves sunk three-

eighths of an inch, in which the two bands elastic letter bands
work. The elbow piece of brass is screwed in above the driving-

i wheel, and projects horizontally one inch and a quarter, and is

the same in height, with a crutch at the top to carry the two

axles, working one within the other, of which one end rests on
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the end of the c-r : other on tho top of the wooden

jiilhir, .'ii! "lit in :i fork to rocoivo it.

IM a nui'^li brass pallor, one inch and throe-

quart. T.S in diaui.
' 'ir exactly equal m"t.

i.|.|iu-it.- ilnv.-tii.n- in:. iin.-jii.u .-, by using
attached to tho axlo carrying tin; device.

It may bo iut together fur a fow shillings, and will not only
show tin- pretty effects of Mr.

. u kalotrope, but also those of

hi.s UK 're elaborate contrivance,
tlu photodrome, or liyht-

. in which a device, moving
round very fast, actually appears to

ttiU.

This curious effect is well shown

hy attaching tho blackened card-

dcvii:<s out out with two
circles and ten radii (Fig. 5) to one
of tho axles; and the perforated
disc (Fig. 0), with ten slots, to the
other axlo of tho eamo sized pulley
with the crossed band; on turning
tho handle the device appears to

stand still, although it is moving
round at least 100 times in a minute.

With the ordinary colour top it

tring is again wound, to be once
* long M may be deeired. The
1 for half-a-crown, and will afford

person* who can paint a great

and by the momentum

whole affair oan be oonsti
inn- i. amusement to yo
variety ! <li-<--

AH a contrast to thin inexpensive arrangement, is the
refined colour top, constructed by Mr. Pichler, which oosU one

guinea, and u most beantifnlly
made. It consist* of a circular
brass plate, through wfu
panned or fixed a steel axle, M
shown in Fig. 8. The spindle
assumes the appearance of an in-

verted cup at the lower part of the

upper face, and it is turned by roll-

ing the spindle between the palm*
of tho hands. With practice it in

surprising what a velocity may be

imparted ; and as the brass circle

is heavy, and the power accumu-
lates in it like a fly-wheel, it will

continue rotating for a very con-
siderable period. The designs are

all most carefully drawn and
painted ; thus, by placing Fig. 9,

which is painted in squares of green,

is, of course, necessary to wind
on tho string each time before

spinning it, and thus the effects

cannot be made continuous. In
order to surmount this objection,
Mr. Pilkington has arranged a

very cheap and effective top,
which may be kept spinning as

long as the operator wishes to

observe any particular coloured
disc ; it can also be used with
bent wires, or slips of cardboard,
in order to create those figures
of vases, tumblers, bottles or goblets, already alluded to in our
last paper.
The top (Fig. 7) is made of a circular piece of boxwood, four

inches in diameter and half an inch thick ; through the centre
of which is passed a hollow brass tube, having a bore of an
eighth of an inch ; on the upper face is arranged the coloured

disc, painted according to the taste of the operator ; and if

variety of effect is desired, a loop of cardboard, also coloured,
is fixed in a serai-circular form, as shown in Fig. 7. In order to

give it a rotatory motion, the lower part of the tube is placed
on a spindle lot into an ebony handle ; the tube drops into the
hollow of the brass ring, and is thereby kept in its place when
the string, which is tied to and wound round it, is pulled out.

Every time the string is pulled out, the boxwood circle rotates,

Fig. 9.

yellow, blue, violet, red, orange,
on the brass circle, and rotating
the top with the palms of the

hands, the whole changes to cir-

cular figures showing red, green,

yellow, or blue in the outer circle,

then four sections of yellow, red,

green, or blue, crossed by a nar-

row circular band, presenting the

same colours in varied compart-
ments (Fig. 10), and by merely

touching or raising the edge of

the painted disc, the arrangement
of colour changes immediately ; the movement of a corner

causing a wave of changing colour to pass over the disc. It is

very amusing to observe the change of the squares to circles

concentric with each other.

By placing the perforated black card (Fig. 11) on tho first

flange, or inverted cnp-likg figure at tho bottom of the top
spindle, and looking through it at various coloured discs, while

the top is rotating, the shadows cast by the upper and per-
forated disc on the lower coloured one produce a remarkable

appearance, and make it appear as if a number of rings were

standing up above the lower disc, some of which are bine, others

red or yellow, according to the manner in which they are

painted. Perhaps tho most complete and handsomest appara-
tus for showing coloured circles, with or without perforated
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discs above them, is that made by Elliott, in which a small

fly-wheel is connected by an elastic band with a pulley working
on a nicely poised axle. The velocity can be changed at

pleasure, the whole being worked on a mahogany stand in the

horizontal position ; and as the coloured discs are very beautifully

lithographed and painted, this apparatus rises above the mere

toy, and becomes a most interesting addition to the apparatus
required to illustrate the laws of colour.

The effects of the colour top had not been displayed on the
screen by the oxy-hydrogen light, until Mr. King contrived a very
simple apparatus which could be placed in the oxy-hydrogen
lantern.

It consists (Fig. 12) of a rotating circular piece of glass,
which is painted like the discs of the colour top, with the

columns in concentric rings, but in unequal proportions. An
opaque disc, with the usual section left open, is made constantly
to shift its position at the will of the operator, so that some-
times an excess of red and yellow with white and colourless

rings are disclosed, forming orange and white rings, then blue

or yellow, producing green or white, or other coloured rings,
and so on, according to the particular colour painted on the

revolving glass disc. The opaque one revolves with the former,
and is made to change its position by a simple lever arrangement.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XL.
ADJECTIVES.

Rule 17. The adjective, in Italian, agrees in gender and
number with the substantive to which it refers ; as

II chirurgo del Signer Anna e

stato un bravo uoino, Mr. Anna's

surgeon has been an excellent man.
Tutti i giorui nou possono essere

fecondi di brillauti avveniraenti,

every day cannot produce brilliant

events.

lo non fcci parola di quella mia
ridicola avventura, I did not

speak of m\i ridiculous adventure.

Dio ti benedica amorosa fauciulla !

God bless you, loving child I

Oh che belle parabole! oh, what

fine parables /

Rule 18. Two or more substantives of different genders re-

quire the adjective in the plural masculine :

Un uomo, e una donna piccoli,
a little man and woman.

Uii ragazzo, e una ragazza cattivi,
a naughty boy and girl.

II padre, e la madre souo caritate-

voli, the father and mother are

charitable.

Rule 19. When two or more adjectives refer to the same
substantive, they may either precede or follow it :

Le mie case, ed i luoghi pubblichi
di Roma sou pieui d' imtieho

immagini de' miei maggiori,
niy houses and the public places

of Rome are fiUed with ancient

statues of my ancestors.

Avendo seco Tancredi varie e
diverse novita peusate, Tailored

hawing revolved in his mind dif-

ferent thoughts.
Ed al nostro atnore daremo piace-

vole, ed interno compiuiento,
and we shall give to our affection

agreeable and internal satis/action.

Una donna dotta e religiosa, a
learned end religious woman.

Uu uomo sobrio, ouesto, ed indus-

trioso, a sober, honest, and indus-

trious man.
una damigella saggia, leggiadra,
e graziosa, she is a wise, pretty,
and graceful young lady.

Rule 20. When an adjective refers to several nouns of inani-

mate objects, without being separated by a verb, it agrees with
the noun next to it :

Egli ave"a la mano e il cappello

onori, e gloria uuova, they refuse
an opportunity of gaining new
honours and glory.

rosso, he had a red hand and liat.

Ecco F affetto e la pieta materna,
behold the maternal tenderness and

piety.

Rule 21. Italian adjectives are generally placed either before

or after their substantives :

Riftutano 1' occasione d' acquistare

Un nobile aspetto, or un aspetto
nobile, a noble face.

Un buan amieo, or un amico buono,
a good friend.

La nuova sposa, or la sposa nuova

(the new spouse), the bride.

figli avesse la barba grande, he

had a (great) long beard.

Rule 22. Italian adjectives are placed after the nouns, when
they express

1. NATIONALITY.
Un principe Italiano, an Italian

prince.

Una dama Francese, a French lady.

La lingua Spagnuola, the Spanish
language. [politics.

2. THE SHAPE OR FORM.
Una tavola quadrata, a square

table.

Una forma ovale, an oval form.
Un teatro largo, a wide theatre.

Una chiesa lunga, a long church.

La politico. Bornaua, the Roman I Un siyillo rotoado, a round seal.

3. THE STAID OP THE ELEMENTS.
Un tempo freddo, cold weather.

Una terra arida, dry ground.
Un vento caldo, a warm wind.
Un aria salubre, a wholesome air.

Un fuoco intenso, an intense fire.

4. COLOURS.
Un abito turchino, a blue coat.

Una sedia indorata, a gilt chair.

Un vino bianco, a white vine.

Uu fior giallo, a yellow flower.

5. TASTE.
Un frutto dolce, a sweet fruit.
Un' erba amara, a bitter herb.

Un sidro agro, sour cider.

Un vino cotto, burnt wine.

The following adjectives have different meanings, according
as they are placed before or after the substantive ; as

Una certa notizia, a certain piece of ;

Uu gentiluomo, a nobleman.

neios. I Un uomo gentile, a genteel man.
Una notizia certa, a certain report,

j

II pover uomo, a man without

Un galant' uomo, a braue a7id
j

genius.
honest man. un uomo povero, he is a poor

Uu uomo galante, a gallant man.
|

man.

Rule 23. The adjectives hello, buono, santo lose their last

syllable before masculine nouns beginning with a consonant;
but grande loses it before masculine and feminine nouns :

SINGULAR.

Bel giardino, fine garden.
Buon libro, good boofc.

San Pietro, Saint Peter.

Bel ragazzo, fine boy.

Gran birboue, great rascal.

Gran regina, great queen.

PLURAL.

Belli, bei, be' giardini, fine garden*.
Buoni libri, good books.

Santi Pietri, the Saint Peters'.

Belli ragazzi, fine boys.

Gran birboni, great rascals.

Gran regiue, great gueens.

Rule 24. The same adjectives, bello, buono, grande, santo, do
not lose their last syllable before nouns beginning with an s

followed by a consonant :

SINGULAR.

Bcllo sposo, fine husband.

Buono stato, good state.

Grando strepito, great noise.

Grande spada, a long sword.

Santo Steflfano, Saint Stephen.

PLURAL.

Begli sposi, fino husbands.

Buoni stati, good states.

Grandi strepiti, great noises.

Grandi spade, long suiords.

Santi Steffani, the Saint Stephens'.

Rule 25. The adjectives hello, buono, grande, santo, lose their

final vowel before words beginning with a vowel, and take an

apostrophe in its place :

Bell' occllio, fine eye.

Buou' aspetto, good face.

Grand' impero, great empire.

Sant' Antonio, or San' Antonio,
Saint Anthony.

Gran' ingegno, great genius.

Rule 26. Adjectives of dimension alto, high ; largo, ivide ;

lungo, long ; grosso, thick; profondo, deep do not require the

preposition di before the numerals :

Un tappeto lungo sei iardi e largo

due, a carpet six yards long and
two wide.

Questa fossa era profonda nove

piedi, this ditch was nine feet

Uu muro grosso due piedi, a wall

two feet thick.

Questa camera e alta sei piedi,
this room is six feet high.

Quell* albero e alto dieci piedi,
this tree is ten feet high.

COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES.

COMPARATIVES.

Rule 27. When, in a comparison, than is followed by an

article, or a possessive pronoun, it is expressed by the definite

articles del, dello, della, deyli, delle ; as

La rosa e piii bella della viola, the
i
La Germania e piu grande, e piu.

rose is more beautiful than the

violet.

II maestro e ineno dotto dello sco-

lare, the master is less learned

than the scholar.

Questo libro e migliore del vostro,
this boo': is better than yours.

poteute dell' Italia, Germany is

larger and more powerful than

Italy.

Questa camera e piu bella della

mia, this room is prettier than

mine.

Rule 28. When than is followed by an article, or a posses-
sive pronoun, it is translated only by di :

Cesare e stato piii felice di Porn-

peo, Caisar was more fortunate
than Pompey.

Giorgio e piii astuto di Pietro,

George is more cunning tlian

Peter.

Vostro padre o piu dotto di me,
your father is more learned than 1.

Egli e piii sciocco di voi, he is

more silly tlian you.
Souo meno esperto di lui, I am

less experienced than he.

Rule 29. When a comparison is made between two adjec-

tives, substantives, or adverbs, following one another, than is

expressed by che ; and if there is a verb after than, this con-

junction is rendered by che non :
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I
rudente che dotto, h i*

. .it than bar,

Vostro zin ha pm talento che

gruzia, your aunt has mor* talent

than arucfl.

I

,
so at, are employed in a com-

Eravumo afflitti qnatito esto, ice

were .< in id-h <yrieved at he,

Ella ha spirito quanto ua madro,
she has as much wit a* her

mother.

E meglio Urdi che nmi, it is better

/KIM never.

Ifuadagna, he

<j'ciul.< in",f tii'di he aiu'n*.

lo sorivo piii che non parlo, I

mull il in I speak.

:10. When a much as

, tli.'y niii-t In- n-n.liTV'l

Ho quauto danaro di'i<l'-r .
/

/ us 1 desire.

riooo quanto uo fratello,

he i* as rich a* his brother.

Siuiiio iuganuati quauto voi, we ore

deceived as much a* you.

SUPERLATIVES.

Rule 31. The relative or absolute superlatives are placed
cither before or after their substantives :

1 1 piu bella donna d' In-

gliilterra, she is the finest woman
in >.'n ;tuml.

Vostro umilissimo servitore, your
most humble servant.

leri era uu tempo fruddissimo,

yesterday was very cold weather.

Ebenchi, potessino far lo guerre

piii luughe, and though they could

carry on the longest war*.

Egli .' 11 piu dotto precettore di

Cambrigge, he it the most (earned

instructor in Cambridge.

Nol detto anno 1328, si commen-
cio, e fu due uuni seguenti

gtundo caro di grano, in Fi-

renze, che di soldi 17 lo stnjo, il

detto anno raise soldi 38, in (he

same year, 1328, and the tiro fol-

lowing years, there teas such a

scarcity of com, that a bushel, U'hich

before was sold for 17 pence, was

the same year sold for 38.

NUMERALS.

THE CARDINAL NUMBERS.

Eule 32. The cardinal numbers are placed either before or

after their substantives ; as illustrated in the accompanying

examples :

U prauzo ci e costato cinque
frauchi per uno, our dinner has

cost us five francs each.

Eifli tfiuugera in Parigi fra quin-

dici giorni, he will arrive in Paris

in aforlni'jht.

E questo castello posto propinquo
a Firouze ad otto miglia, and

this castle stands eight miles from
Florence.

Cappelli ventuno, calzo trentuna,

twenty-one hats, thirty-one stocfc-

ings.

THE ORDINAL NUMBERS.

Rule 33. The ordinal numbers are placed before their nouns,
and agree with them in gender and number, and take an
article :

II quarto volume, th fourth
' II yentesimo sospiro, the twentieth

volume. sigh.

L' ottavo meraviglia del mondo, II decimoquarto secolo, the four-

th* eighth wonder of the world. tecnth century.

II settiuio augelo, the seventh anyel, \

Rule 34. The ordinal numbers employed for quotations are

generally put after their nouns, without an article, as in these

examples :

Storia d' Italia, libro settimo, the

History of Italy, book the seventh.

Giomata nona, novella ottava, the

Xiiit/t Day, novel the eighth.

Storia d' America, epoca quinta,
the History of America, fifth

epoch.

Rule 35. The ordinal numbers are used without an article in

speaking of emperors, kings, popes, and other dignitaries ;
as in

the following examples :

L' iinparador Carlo quiuto era

sovrano delle Spagne, the em-

peror Charles the Fifth was sove-

reign of Spain.
FerdiuanJo quarto, re di Napoli,

Nuova gratnroatica Italiana, capo
decimo, a .NY T Italian Grammar,
chapter the tenth.

II nano di una principessa, lettera

seconda, the Dicarf of a Princess,
letter the second.

.Ferdinand the fourth, feinj of

Naples.

Vita di Carlo duodecimo, Lift of
Charles the Tvelflh.

La cattivita del pontefice Pio

sesto, the captivity of the pmitijT,

Piu* the Sixth.

II secolo di Luigi decimoquarto,
the age of Louis the Fourteenth.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Rule 3G. When the personal pronouns to, tu, noi, voi, are

the subjects of a discourse, they may be left out ; but egli, ella,

egliiio, elleno, csso, essa, cssi, esse, must be expressed, in order

to distinguish the gender ; as

Maogio ana perclce, / cm ea.'.-jj e. Non raglooereto aaai, you win

partridge. untr reason.

Parlidaciooco,fhou*pak<*tlt^a F.gli aOetto troppa indiffmasa,

fool. he affieted too iw* iiuli/ertnc..

BpendeTamo awai, eij>nd>d
;

Elleno oonpicroao U voto, OK*

much. performed the M>.

EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE THE POSITION OF PEE8OSAL
PBONOUN8.

Pcnaato a me, think of me.

1'ciua per to, think for thysel/.

E uialcontcnto di c, he i* not

satisfied with himself.
Andate con lui, go with him.

Parlate a lei or ad eua, sjeok to

her.

Rgli parla di noi, he tpeakt of us.

Cii> dipende da voi, that depends

upon you.

Voi insetftiato loro, you teach them,

lo lo redo, I see it.

Tu la couosci, thou fcnoirest her.

Voi 1' amate, you love her.

lo le aspetto, I axpect them.

Voi ne rideretc, you will lotiyh at

if.

lo glielo diro, I will tell it to him.

Voi gliela daroto, you will give it to

her.

lo glieli mandero, I shall send them

to him.

Voi glicne comprerete, you shall

buy some for him.

ITALIAN FORMS OF ADDRESSING PERSONS.

The Italians, in speaking or writing to persons of both sexea,

whom they wish to treat with great respect, make use of the

title Vossignoria,* or Vostra Signoria, your lordship or ladyship.
As this flattering title is in the third person of the feminine

gender, it requires the vero in the third person, and agrees with

the adjective or past participle.
To avoid the repetition, or better to avoid the word vottig-

noria, the Italians make use of ella, as it is seen in the

following illustration :

Singular (for both Genders).

Nom. Vossignoria, V. S., or ella, you (Sir or Jfodam).
Gen. Di vossi^noria, V. S., or di lei, of you.

Daf. A vossiguoria, V. S., or a lei or le, to you.

Ace. Vossignoria, V. S., or lei or la, you.

Abl. Da vossignoria, V. S., or da lei, from you.

Tu me lo dai, Oiou girett U to nu.

lo te la do, / y>t it to tint.

EgU M 11 fara dara, ht wOl JUMM
them giren to Mm.

Dommdagli, <uk him.

Divertiamoci, let us amM ottr-

teltMt.

Domandmteglielo. ask it o/ MM.
Non glielo domandate, do not ask

it of him.

Non me ne date, do not jite me
some.

Non lo facciamo, Ut us not do it/

Cio mi piace, that pUases me.

Dio ti rede, God see* you.

Egli si lusinga, he /otters himself.

lo Ti amo, / love you.

Respondetemi, answer nu.

Prometto loro, I promise them.

Ne parlero loro, I will speak to

tfcem about it.

Dateue loro, give them tome.

Eccomi, her* I am.

Plural.

Nom.
Gen.

Dat.

Ace.

Abl.

MASCULINE.
Lor signori ;

Di lor signori ;

A lor signori ;

Lor signori ;

Da lor siguori ;

FEMIXIXE.
Lor signore, you.
Di lor signore, of you.
A lor signore, to you.
Lor signore, you,
Da lor signore, from you.

MASCULINE AND FEMININE.

Nom. Le signorie loro, or elleno, you.
Gen. Delle signorie loro, or di loro, of you.

Dat. Alle siguorie loro, or a loro, to you.
.dec. Le signorie loro, or loro, le, you.
.rtbl. Dalle signorie loro, or da loro, from you.

EXAMPLES.

Ella mi disse che era soddisfat.ta,

you told me that you were satis-

fied.

Come sta V. S. or ella ? how do

you do, Sir, or Madam f

lo riugrazio V. S. or lei, or io la

riugrazio, I thank you, Sir, or

Madam.
Come stanno le V. S., 01- lor sig-

nori, or elleuo ? how do you do,

gentlemen, or ladies .'

Sono lor signori stat
: in cam-

pagna P hure you been in the

country, gentlemen/
Dove e il suo fratello, or dore e il

fratello di V. S. T when* is your

brother, Sir, or Madam .'

Ho veduto le sue servile, I *aw

your sisters, Sir, or Madam.
Hanno le voetro siftnorie rioerato

il loro deuuro? hare yowro*MMd
your money, ocnUemen, or Iadi*f

Masters speaking to their servants, or other persons of the

lower orders ; parents to their children ; husbands to their

wives ; brothers, sisters, cousins, intimate friends, to each

other all make use of the second person singular. Poets, and

people in a passion, do not fail to employ it.

Thu word is seldom used in polite society.
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CHAPTER XIV. BYZANTINE COMMERCE (continued).

LATER MARITIME TRADE.

THE decay of the Byzantine trade is to be traced in part to the

struggle for empire between the Mohammedans and the Greeks.
The government of Constantinople could not safely spare vessels

of war to convey merchandise across the sea. The neutral
states shrewdly took advantage of this condition of things, and
the Mediterranean tracb quickly passo 1 over to Italy. Tho vessols
of the empire were confined exclusively to the waters of the
Black Sea.

Tho policy pursued by the Greeks in commercial affairs aided

very much in driving traffic out of their own hands. Justinian
increased his revenues by tho short-sightod policy of granting
monopolies, and by ressrving to tho state the sale of important
articles. As a government can nsver be so good a trader as an
individual, whose fortune depend.? upon hia enterprise, thrift,
and skill, Justinian's policy led to tho decline both of manu-
factures and commerce, which yearly went further westwards.

Venice stood at the head of the Italian cities. Its merchantmen
visited the Levant as early as the ninth century. At first they
sought permission from the Byzantine court; but in the time of
the first crusade their sarvices wore of so mush importance that

they were welcomed to Constantinople, obtained after a tinn
the control of the entiro Greok navy, entered into alliancss with
noble families, and became possessors of great property.

Such prosperity was not lasting, for it involved the Venetians
in the wars of tho Greeks. In 1172 tho Emperor Manuel
Comnenus required them to assist in attacking the King of

the Two Sicilies, and upon their hesitating, ho treacherously
pretended to continue on friendly terms with them till an
opportunity occurred of seizing their vessels and cargoes, and
imprisoning the owners. Although he afterwards set tho mer-
chants at liberty, they never regained their property. Comnenus
delayed tho restitution L-om time to time, and his successors
refused it altogether.
As soon as th.3 Venetians lost influence at the Byzantino

court, the merchants of Genoa, Pisa, and Amalfi sought thoir

own profit in intercourse with Constantinople, and tho emperor
assigned to these traders a portion of tho city, in which to erect
their dwellings, stores, and churches. States which at sea
treated each other's vessels as pirates, and were envious of each
other's prosperity, could, however, no more agree at Constanti-

nople than in Italy. The Genoese and Pisans fought, whenever
they met, as fiercely as they did at home.

During the time cf the fifth crusade (11931204), domestic
contentions in Constantinople placed a usurper on the throne.
The rightful heir applied for help to tho crusaders, who, in

conjunction with the Venetians, took Constantinople in 1203,
and made the heir to tho throne their creature. Another re-

volution took place in three months ; the usual scenes of

pillage and murder ensued, the city was partly destroyed, and
Baldwin of Flanders was made emperor. The Venetians re-

established themselves in the capital, took possession of the

sea-coast, and monopolised the commerce, till they were in turn
driven from their vantage-ground by the Genoese and Greeks,
about. 1261. The Indian trade was carried on by the Venetians,
while they held Constantinople, and by tho Genoese who suc-

ceeded them. Moro than ones, however, a papal interdict

aenounced all interconrso with the Arabs 3xcopt that of war
and prohibited supplying them with weapons, iron, and timber.
This interference on the part of the Church obstructed tho direct

trade through Egypt, and made it necessary to seek some other
route. Taria (Azof) and Feodosia (Kaffa) were founded as start-

ing-points for a caravan route through Bokhara, and Samarcand,
and Balkh. Bokhara and Samarcand are parts of the province
sometimes known as Western Turkestan, to distinguish it from
the eastern or Chinese province of the same name. Great

Bucharia, lagatai, Turan, and Mawar-al-Nahr, are also names
which have been given to it at various times. It corresponds
to the Sogdiana and Bactria of the ancients. The only varia-

tion from the route that had onoe before existed, was in the

region between the Crimea and the Caspian. The caravans
reached the Volga, and the merchandise was sent up the river

to Astrakhan, carried overland to the Tanais or Don, and thence

down the latter river to Azof. The Pisans also shared in this

trade, having their dep6ts at Kaffa.

The revolution that terminatoJ tho Venetian hold upon Con-
stantinople also brought tho Graco-Latin empire to an end.
Michaol Palaeologus, the now ruler, had been assistod by tho
Genoese in ascending tho throne, and he rewarded them with

privileges which gradually enabled them to drivo out their rivals,
the Venetians and Pisans, and to dispossess them of tho trade
both in the city and tho Black Sea.

Tho Genoese, now in tho ascendant, signed a commorcial
treaty with the Khan of Tauris, or the Crimea. The Venetians,
regardless of their religious scruples, or of tho papal interdict,
made a successful effort to enter into a similar treaty with th^
Arabs in order to obtain the produce of India through Syria
and Egypt. The interdict was not removed till 1345; but from
this tims, till the Portuguese doubled tho Cape of Good Hope,
the wares of India found thoir way unimpeded through Egypt to

Venice, their chief emporium.
Daring tho hostile rivalry of tho Venetians and Gonoeso for

Byzantino trade, many of tho Gorman towns formerly sunpliod
through tho Italian marts, found it moro advantageous to op3ii
direct communication with Constantinople, in order to obtain
Indian produco. The Danube, as far as Servia, booams tho
means of transport, and thus in tho twelfth contury a chain of
commercial stations linked tho Bosphorus with tho Gorman
Ocean. Vienna, Ratisbon, Ulm, Augsburg, and Nurombsrg
were the leading towns in South or High Germany engaged in
this through trade.

The Gresks highly valued tho trade with Russia, whenco
wore obtained furs, and slaves, grain, drieJ. and salt fish,

hides, iron, timber and pitch, honey and wax. Slavonic mer-
chants took tho most active part in this commerca, as inter-

mediate agonts between the boyards, or Russian nobles, and
tho Greek governmatit. Travelling did not suit the indolent
Grooks. They found it easier to apportion a suburb of tlioir

city to theso traclora, and to bribo them into taking up resi-

dence, by furnishing them monthly with supplies of bread, fish,

meat, wine, and oil, than to tako an active part in the trado
themselves. By a selfish policy, however, which defeated and
ruined tho trado, they levied imposts upon goods arriving in

Constantinople, and drove away ths Russian merchants during
tho winter, in ordor that Constantinople mig'it always remain
an emporium, and t'-iat tho Venetians, Genoeso, and Pisancse

living in tho city should not bsaomo diracb customers of
the northern traders. The Russians from Novgorod and
Tschornigov used to meet at Kiev and repair to Constantinople
together ; bat from tho obstacles put in the way of their

residence, thoy arranged to meet the Venetians at the mouth of

the Dnieper, wh3ro Russian interchange was from this time
effectod without passing through Constantinople. Fish and

grain W3ra tho sole Russian commodities which then reached
that city. Of tho magnitude of the fish trado wo may gain
an idea from the fact that in tho thirteenth century not fewer
than 1,600 vessels were employed in it.

Dospito tho false economy of tho Byzantino government,
trado hai wonderfully enriched Constantinople. When taken

by the Crusaders and Venetians, it was, in tho words of Hallam,
" decked with, tho accumulated wealth of ages, and resplendent;
with tho monuments of Roman empire and of Grecian art."

The severity of ancient taste, which had existed through nino

centuries, was seen sliding into the more various and brilliant

combinations of Eastsrn fancy. In the libraries wore gathered
the remains of Grecian learning, which the chiefs of tiie cru-

saders were no more able than their soldiery to appreciate.
" Four horses, that breathe in the brass of Lysippus, were re-

moved to the square of St. Mark at Venice, and wa have to de-

plore the fate of many pieces of sculpturo wantonly destroyed
or coined into brass money." Thus the Greeks threw awav

their noble commerce. Timid and self-indulgent, they declined

the labour and risk of national enterprise, and over-reached

themselves by endeavouring to wring their profits out of more

adventurous races. From the time of the crusades Byzantine
commerce ceased to bo worthy of mention.

CHAPTER XV. COMMERCE OP THE ARABS.

THE conqnost of "Western Asia by the Arabs crsates in com-

mercial history an epoch better defined even than that which
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followed tho destruction of the Roman empire. Those remarkable

:.-, wlu>*<> . unitry bad been the highway of traffic from time

i inn. . scarcely be said to hare had a national exist-

ence till, a * M hatnmadans, they burst forth from their desert*

with ti. "The Koran; Tribute, or the Sword!"
and Bub.l . itions from tho Indus to the Pyrenees.

:>ts of their religion, they encouraged trade

and thu a. :
.<, as works pleasing to God.

nt w.-;t.in','.< are full of reference to Arab trade. A
company of Miilianito merchant* going down into Egypt
bought Joseph of his brethren. When the Jews despoiled the

Midiauitcs, thoy took golden collars off the camels, as well

aa ornaments of gold from the merchants ; whence wo may
inf'T tho lucrative character of the trade that was carried on.

Fn>m tho prophet Kzekiul wo learn that Edom had tho control

of i\: th Phoenicia, giving emeralds, purple, broidored

work, bezoar, and precious stones, for Phoenician wares. Proda-

tjry Arabs appoar to have infested Egypt, and to have kept

possession of Thebes for several centuries before tho time of

Sosoatri.s. Qorrha, on tho Persian Gulf, was for ages a commercial

link between Babylon and India. Some modern historians

think that Ophir, whence Solomon obtained gold, silver, gems,
and sandal-wood, was in Arabia. The early intercourse of the

Phoenicians with India was carried on by caravans across the

desert. Herodotus says of Arabia that it was tho only place where
frankincense and myrrh wore to be found. Arab commerce in

tho middle ages attained groat magnitude. The possession of

Persia gave tho Arab i tho command of the Indian market, and

thoy hold indirect iutaroourse with China. Along the African

coast they planted trading stations communicating with Egypt.

Thoy possessed also, for a time, tho entire maritime commerce
of tho Mediterranean. Before the conversion of the Arabs to

Mohammedanism, they had regarded Mecca as thoir capital. It

afterwards assumed additional importance as a eacred shrine

for pilgrimages. The ancient caravan routes wore revived.

Medina, Kufa, Borsippa, Bassorah, Damascus, Bagdad, Mosul,
and Madain, the last-named situated opposite the ancient city

of Seieucia, on tho Tigris, were also caravan stations, and

acquired thereby fame and opulence.
The capital of the caliphate, and the centre of the routes

traversed by the caravans, was Bagdad, which in commercial

activity eclipsed its splendid predecessor, Babylon. Pilgrims
visited it from Arabia, Turkey, Egypt, Persia, and the west
coast of Africa. Most of them combined profit with devotion ;

some were hired as guards ; some came as proxies for true be-

lievers, who, in lieu of pilgrimage in person, preferred to employ
tho services of professional pilgrims. Commerce was attracted

to every spot whoro tho Arabs settled. When they conquered
a state, they appointed a governor and a cadi or judge, and
established mosques and schools. Highways were constructed,
and kept in good condition. Wells were opened along every
route which led to the Holy City. Caravanserais, or halting-

places for the night, were placed at convenient intervals, land-

marks were set up to indicate distances, and posts were esta-

blished where fresh horses and camels could be obtained.

Those matters became a part of the state administration.

Great advantages arose from the magnitude of the Arab empire,
and the policy pursued by its government. A common lan-

guage was spoken throughout their possessions in Europe, Asia,
and Africa, and thus social intercourse was promoted. Princes

and the wealthy sent their sons to Bagdad for mental culture.

Traders could journey throughout the whole extent of tho Arab

empire, secure of a caravanserai, and of being not only under-
stood but welcomed in every town. Trade was not impeded by
restrictions imposed by rival states.

The social life of the Arabs offered a marked contrast to that
of tho European nations. While civilisation was barely kept
alive in Germany, Gaul, and Britain by the monks, and while
the inhabitants of these countries generally were in a state of

rude poverty, treasures of gold and silver, works of art, and

splendid palaces abounded in the cities of the Arabs, thus

realising in a great degree the marvels of Arabian fiction. The
caliphs patronised letters. The writings of the Greek philo-

sophers were translated, and eagerly read. Astronomy and

chemistry wero studied, and, above all, it is to the Arabs we owe
our numerical system and the science of algebra. Spain was
never so flourishing under the Romans as under the Moors.

Everywhere arose peopled towns and magnificent palaces; and,

by skilful irrigation, the land was mado to bloasom like a garden.
Geographical knowledge WM greatly increased by the enterprise
of Arab traders. Caravans penetrated through Tartary into
Siberia. Arabs settled in India, where various native princes
embraced the Mohammedan faith. Trade extended still further

east, and merchants soon reached the Indian Archipelago and
China. Westward, caravans reached the Niger, and the trade
of the east coast of Africa extended as far as Madagascar
With the increase of wealth the caliphs sank into voluptuous

indulgence, and their empire fell into decay.
The commorcia prosperity of the Arab empire surpassed that

of tho ancients, both in its extent and in its diffusion, bat
declined as rapidly as it had grown. The policy of the Arab*
was to multiply trade-marts, while that pursued by the com-
mercial nations of earlier times had been to concentrate the

wealth of the world in a few great cities. The wide-spread

prosperity arising from trade gave an impulse to agriculture and
to other branches of industry, which in their turn multiplied
commodities for exchange. The wealthy prided themselves

upon tho cultivation of beautiful gardens, and even the lower

classes exhibited taste in producing the refinements of life.

Silk stuffs wero among the choicest articles of manufacture.

A thousand silk tapestries, embroidered with needlework of gold

thread, are described as belonging to the Caliph Mostansir.

These tapestries represented the kings and heroes of tho cali-

phate, whose names and deeds, together with the name of the

dynasty to which they belonged, were embroidered by the side

of their respective portraits. Besides historical incidents, figures

of towns, roads, rivers, and seas wero worked upon carpets, in

gold, silver, and silk thread of many colours, upon a ground of

blue silk. These carpets were very costly ; one alone is said to

have been worth 22,000 deniers.

Another result of Arabian commerce was a love of travel.

Merchants sent their sons in company with the caravans, as a

necessary part of education, and made them visit distant cities,

in order to obtain instruction from teachers eminent in science

and art. A higher degree of civilisation was thus attained than

ever before existed. The glories of Bagdad, the capital, especially

attracted foreigners and strangers from all parts of the empire ;

its visitors equalled in number tho pilgrims to Mecca. Agricul-

ture and manufactures supplied commodities for internal trade,

as distinguished from the carrying trade. Yemen, in Arabia,

excelled in weaving ; and Sana, tho chief town of that district,

produced dates and flour. The balsams of Mecca were exchanged
for the textiles of Persia and India. Coffee was a product of

Arabia, and called caJwch (pronounced by the Turks cahveh), a

name derived from its original use, as a stimulant to induce

wakefulness.*

Wo proceed to notice tho most important trading districts of

the Arab empire. The ancient prosperity of the district of Baby-
lonia was revived, as we have seen, in that of Bagdad and its

neighbourhood. Damascus, tho chief town of the province of

Syria, and one of the oldest cities in the world, was situated on

tho line of route taken by tho pilgrims, and consequently shared

in tho profits of tho traffic with them. Damascus was always
celebrated for its cutlery, and particularly for its sword-blades.

The beautiful traceries wrought upon them gave rise to the term
"
damascening," as applied to steel; while "damasks," as applied

to textile fabrics, indicate a raised pattern, peculiar and greatly

prized. The district of Armenia, and especially Trebizond, on

tho Black Sea, were famous for the purple tapestry.

In the bazaars of Teheran, through which city a caravan

route led into Tartary, were elegant household furniture, linen,

cotton, and camels' hair fabrics, combs, and miscellaneous goods.

During the period of Saracenic supremacy, the internal trade

of Persia had its chief seat at Ispahan, the capital. Textile

manufactures of remarkable softness, both in linen and wool,

were produced in this city, the linen being as fine as silk, and

tho wool the produce of a superior breed of sheep, peculiar to the

fertile region in which they were bred.

It is interesting to trace the growth of thi beverage in pnblio

favour. Coffee-houses, the first opened, were established at Constan-

tinople in 1552, at Marseilles in 1671 ; Paris, 1673 ; Hamburg and

Nuremberg, 1696; London, 1653, in St. Michael's Alley, Cornhill, by

Pasqua Rosee, at the ngn named after bis own bead. The coffee plant

was introduced into Batavia, 1690 ; Amsterdam, 1710 ; Surinam. 1713 j

Hindostan, 1719; Cayenne and Martinique, 1782; and Jamaica, 1732.
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Part of the Aral-Caspian depression was peopled with traders,

who acted as the intermediate merchants between the Russians

and the Arabs, the latter supplying linen, silk, and cotton

manufactures, in exchange for fura, honey, and wax from the

north. The route taken by tho traders extended from Khorassan

to the mouth of the Volga, diverging thence northward to Kazan,
and westward to tho Don.

Gold and slaves were obtained from the region of the Niger,

as also were wild beasts, upon the taming of which tho Arabs

exercised all their skill.

Political relations were formed between the Arabs and the

Chinese. Three caravan routes connected Bagdad with Canton.

Two of these routes were by way of Mongolia, the towns of Inde-

pendent Tartary being the principal dep6ts ; the third passed

through Bactria, by way of Balkh and Khoten, both important

trading towns. Khoten also received the name of Kin-sa-tan-na,
or " Bosom of the Earth." Its manufactures were numerous, tho

sciences and arts were assiduously cultivated, and the neighbour-
hood was strikingly beautiful.

A caravan trade extended fromKhorassan, through Affghanistan
and Bactria, to India, passing four large towns in its route,

Nisapur, Meru, Herat, and Balkh. JVTeru produced textile fabrics,

and was the centre of the silk trade. Herat manufactured car-

pets and sword-blades, and saffron and asafoetida were exten-

sively cultivated. In the midst was a magnificent mosque, while

at the foot and at the summit of a hill respectively stood a

Christian church, and a temple to the sun for the use of the

fire-worshippers. Balkh, from its antiquity, was called the

mother of cities. Precious stones were found abundantly in

its vicinity. One of its caravan routes led to Moultan.

CHAPTER XVI. COMMERCE OP THE ARABS (continued).

THE AEABS IN EUROPE AND AFRICA. MARITIME
COMMERCE.

SPAIN fell under the Saracen yoke, A.D. 712, at a period when
the conquerors were quite as barbarous as the Visigoths whom
they supplanted, and much fiercer. The mandates of religion,

and tho natural aptitude of the Arab for civilisation, brought
about a rapid advancement. Part of the peninsula was con-

quered by arms, and other parts were acquired by treaty. The
Saracens, as lords of the soil, claimed the sole ownership of every
conquered district ; but where treaties were entered into, they
allowed the original inhabitants to retain the rights of property.

Natives, however, were jealously excluded from military service.

An Eastern army was distributed over the principal Iberian

provinces. Cordova maintained tho legion of the caliphs ;

Seville was occupied by the troops of Emissa; Algesiras and
Medina-Sidonia by soldiers from Palestine ; Granada by a

thousand horsemen chosen from the highest Arab families. The
Moors invaded France, and advanced as far as Tours, near

which they were defeated, with terrible slaughter, by Charles

Martel, A.D. 720. Yet the Pyrenees proved an obstacle which tho

Arabs could never permanently surmount. The hardy mountain
races would not submit to foreign rule, but, during the four

centuries of Moorish domination, waged an offensive as well as

defensive warfare against the Saracens, and at length, as will

be seen hereafter, completely turned the balance against them.

During the fifteenth century, the Moors were finally driven

from Spain. The history of these centuries is the counterpart
of that of the great Eastern monarchies. Wisdom and bravery

produced in one age fruit which folly and effeminacy forfeited

in the next. Under the hand of industry, tho land became
one large garden ; even the most sterile parts were fertilised by
means of canals and aqueducts, and commerce aided the growth
of wealth. In less than half a century, the ruthless invaders

had become a polished people. The Emirs of Spain at first

owed allegiance to the Caliph of Damascus. When the Damas-
cene dynasty was changed, Abderrahman, a fugitive from the

ancient royal house, arrived in Spain, where he became the

sovereign of an independent Moorish kingdom. The wealth
which had been paid as tribute to Damascus now remained
in Spain, and contributed a further impulse to progress.
Writers give the annual revenues of Abderrahman at 10,000
ounces of gold, 10,000 Ibs. of silver, 10.000 mules, 1,000 suits of

armour, 1,000 helmets, and 1,000 lances. Abderrahman III.

enjoyed still greater revenues. His reign was the zenith of

Moorish prosperity. Without bearing heavily upon his subjects,

he collected the annual amount of five and a half millions

sterling. His grand vizier on one occasion made him an
offering which shows the profusion of Moorish wealth. It

consisted of 400 Ibs. of pure gold, 420,000 deniers in silver bars,
400 Ibs. of aloe-wood, 500 ozs. of amber, 300 ozs. of camphor, 30

pieces of embroidered cloth of gold, 10 marten skin mantles, 100
fur mantles of other kinds, 4 dozen horse cloths of gold and

silk, 4,000 Ibs. of wrought Spanish silk, 30 Persian carpets,
800 sets of steel harness, 1,000 shields, 100,000 arrows, 115
Arab steeds, and 20 mules with costly coverings.

Genius and learning followed in the train of prosperity, and
set their seal upon the manners and customs of the age. Oriental

fancy revelled in the harmony of gold and colour, as seen in tho
fretwork tracery of the courts of the Alhambra. Mosques and

palaces were numerous in every province ; their grandeur and

beauty, as exhibited even in their ruins, are objects of wonder to

the modern traveller. At Cordova the mosque built by the first

king Abderrahman was 600 feet long by 250 feet wide. Tho
roof was supported by marble columns, 1,093 in number, dividing
the central space into twenty-nine compartments. Between 7,000
and 8,000 lamps, consuming daily 20,000 pounds of oil, illumi-

nated this splendid edifice. The Palace of Zehra was even a still

greater triumph of architecture. It occupied twenty-five years in

building, and cost three and a quarter millions sterling. A whole
town was afterwards built out of its remains. Cordova, the

Moorish capital, was celebrated for its silversmiths' and filigree

work, as well as for Cordovan leather. There were in this city
600 mosques and nearly 1,000 baths ; and its industry employed
200,000 families, each occupying a separate dwolling-house. There
were 16,000 looms for silk-weaving, and 130,000 weavers in Seville

alone. 400,000 inhabitants are reported to have quitted the city
when the Moors surrendered it. The villages along tho course

of the Guadalquivir were scarcely a quarter of a league apart.

Industry in every form was vigorously pursued. No degradation
was felt to attach to labour. It was not considered servile,

as with the Greeks and Eomans. The Arabs, as conquerors,
were far more lenient towards those whom they subdued than
were the victors of older times, and they have the credit of

always maintaining treaties inviolate. Old silver mines, thought
to be exhausted, were made to yield afresh by skilful working ;

and the Spanish mines from this time furnished tho chief

supplies of precious metals till tho discovery of America. Rubies
were sought in Beja and Malaga, and coral and pearl fisheries

were prosecuted on the coast. In the weaving and dyeing of

silk and wool, and in metal-work especially, the Moors attained

great eminence. Other produce of their labour and skill was

exported to Constantinople, in the form of raw silk, oil, sugar,

quicksilver, bar-iron, dye-stuffs, amber, loadstone, antimony,
rock-crystal, sulphur, and myrrh.
The productions of the country were so abundant and various

that the exports exceeded the imports, and the exchange or

balance of trade was always in favour of the Moors. But long
continued success inspired them with false confidence ; they

grew vain, and lost the fervour of religious zeal. Absorbed in

pleasure, or covetous of power, they disregarded the intrepid
mountaineers who had never been subdued, and who were destined

at last to win back the peninsula from its enervated invaders.

TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. VIII.

PROCURATION. The representative power derived under the

authority of another, either by letter or power of attorney.

PRODUCE. The raw productions of a country ; a term more

frequently applied to those of foreign growth, such as tea,

cotton, sugar, spices, drugs, and dyes.
PRO FORMA. Two Latin words, signifying for the sake of

form. It is customary for merchants and others to make up

pro /ormd invoices and account sales previous to entering into

an adventure, in order that they may form correct opinions as

to its probable result. These accounts are made up in the exact

form that they would assume if the transaction were carried

out, so that no item of charge on purchase or sale may be

lost sight of the selling prices being, of course, estimated

according to the expectations of the parties.

PROMISSORY NOTE. A written promise by one person to

pay another a specified sum of money at a stated period. It is

subject to the same laws, and may be transferred by indorse-

ment in the same way aa a bill of exchange.
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PROMPT. The term of credit or period filed upon by con-

tract for payment of the purohane money for produce.
PROOF IN UANKKUPTCY. The requisite proof, by affidavit

or oath, of the correctness of any claim made upon a bank-

rupt's eiitate.

PRO UATA. A Latin term signifying proportionally.
PROTEST or A BILL. A declaration made by a notary or

T.M< in of the proHentation of a bill (either for acceptance
or for payment), of the reply received, and of the refusal to

accept or pay.
i'ltoTK.sr (Snip's). A declaration, made by the master and

crew upon oath, of the particular circumstances under which

any injury to a ship or cauae of damage to her cargo has arisen.

PROXY. Authority placed in the hands of a deputy, as a
substitute for its personal exercise.

QUARANTINE. A regulation in force at certain ports, cutting
off and interdicting for definite periods all communication
between ships and the shore, on their arrival from places com-

monly affected with contagions diseases.

QUID PRO Quo. A Latin phrase, signifying one thing for
another. The mutual consideration in contracts.

QUOTATIONS. Stated prices. It is usual to quote the prices of

certain articles, inclusive of the charges incurred in their delivery
on board ship, which are termed quotation* f. o. b, (free on board).
RATR OK EXCHANQE. The actual price at which bills on a

foreign country can be bought.
REAL, PROPERTY. Property that cannot be moved, such as

land, houses, etc.

REBATE. A return of discount by bankers and others upon
bills taken up by the discounter previous to their arriving at

maturity.

LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. XIX.
TEMPORARY STARS CLUSTERS AND NEBULA THE NEBULAR

HYPOTHESIS CONCLUSION.

CLOSELY allied to the variable stars are the now or temporary
stars, which have at times attracted so much attention. Several

such appearances have been recorded ; one of the most remark-

able, however, is that observed by Tycho Brahe, in November,
1572. This star seems to have burst forth very suddenly, as it

is said that the constellation Cassiopeia, in which it appeared,
had been carefully observed by an astronomer only two evenings
before the star was seen, and that then no trace of it was
observed. The star continued visible for about sixteen months,
gradually becoming fainter till it disappeared. Its brilliancy at
first was so great that it cast a sensible shadow, and it is said

to have been visible by day. In 945 and 1204 stars had ap-
peared in the same constellation in a somewhat similar manner,
and as the intervals between the three dates are almost

equal, it has been conjectured that they might bo three appear-
ances of the same object. If this be the case, we may in the
course of a few years gaze again upon this star, which in former
times attracted so much attention.

Another temporary star of considerable brilliancy appeared
in the year 1004, and was also carefully observed by Brahe.
Modern times have, however, furnished us with several instances
of this kind. In 1848 Mr. Hind observed a new star in

Ophiuchus. It increased in brilliancy to the fourth magnitude,
but subsequently decreased to the eleventh or twelfth, at which
it now remains.

In 1806 a new star also appeared in the Northern Crown, and
was very minutely examined. It had been previously noted as
of the ninth magnitude, but in May it suddenly shone out as a
second magnitude star ; its light, however, diminished very
rapidly indeed for some time. Attention was immediately
directed to it, the spectroscope being now available for its

observation. This instrument showed, in addition to the ordi-

nary spectrum of the star, a second spectrum of bright lines,

prominent among which were those indicative of burning hydro-
gen, so that it appears that, in this instance, a sudden blaze
was produced by incandescent hydrogen and other substances.

If wo compare old star catalogues with those of the present
day, wo find, in addition to many changes of magnitude, that
several stars whoso places are there recorded are now no longer
to be found ; and, on the other hand, we find that some of those
now known are not recorded in the old lists, although their

brilliancy ie considerable, and would probably have ensured their

insertion ha/1 they been vuiblo. Doubtless, in many of

cases, the discrepancy may urine from error* of observation ; bat
there a no doubt that many stars have altogether disappeared,
ami it is not improbable that some of these may be variable*,
which after a more or less prolonged absence may again become
visible.

us explanations have been offered to account for these

phenomena. Some imagine the star to rotate, and one por-
tion of ita Rurfaoe to bo more luminous than another ; other*

suppose that a planet may revolve around the star, and thna

eclipse its light. Nono of the theories stated, however, appear
satisfactory, and we can only wait in the hope that future

research, aided by the spectroscope and by more refined instru-

ments, may throw froHU light on the whole subject. All the;

variables arc being closely watched with this object.
< -3 the stars and planets, we easily distinguish in the sky

various groups called clusters or nebulae. These are usually
divided into

Irregular Groups, more or less visible to the naked eye ;

solved by a good telescope ; and
Nob nice, many of which are irresolvable with the most

powerful telescopes yet made.
There aro many examples of the first class, among which may

bo mentioned Pracsepe, or the Beehive, and the Sword Handle
in Perseus, both of which are very beautiful objects for the

telescope. Very many objects of the second class have also

been noted. lu ordinary telescopes they appear for the most
part as faint cloudy masses ; but as more powerful instruments
arc directed to them they begin to resolve into stars placed very
close together. Every increase yet made in the power of the

telescope has had the effect of resolving more of these clusters.

In shape and appearance they vary greatly, some being globu-
lar or elliptical masses, while others present very strange forms.
The Great Nebula in Orion (Fig. 46), and the Dumb Bell Nebula
in Vulpecula (see

" Recreative Science," XIV., Vol. V., p. 313,
for illustration of this nebula), are examples of this. Many,
however, can only be partially resolved, films of misty matter,

I gradually fading away, being distinguishable apart from the
stars. No defined lino can indeed be drawn to divide between
clusters and nebulae.

So great is the number of these objects that a catalogue of

them, compiled by Sir John Herschel, contains no less than 5,079.
Of their distances we can form no conception. If we attempt-

to determine it by the space-penetrating power of the telescoj>es

required to resolve them, we find it to be such that light would
take many thousand years to travel from them to us.

Some idea of the extreme faintness of these objects may be
formed from the estimate which has been made that their light
varies from l a to 5^ of that of a sperm canal 3 a quarter of a.

mile distant.

Some of these nebulae have a spiral form. The best known
of these is in the constellation Canes Venatici. In Sir John
Herschel's telescope it presented the appearance shown at

Fig. 47, a bright globular cluster, partially resolvable, occupying
the centre, while surrounding it is a ring divided for nearly half

tho circumference into two bands. Just outside this is a second
cluster. When, however, Lord Rosse's magnificent reflector

was turned to this nebula, it presented quite a different

appearance (Fig. 48), and seemed to consist of spiral coils of

nebulous matter, with which tho outer portion was connected.

Several other spiral nobulao are known.
Besides those masses, nebulous stars may bo observed in dif-

ferent parts of the sky. These are usually of a circular form,
and consist of a star surrounded with a faint cloudy mass,
which is quite irresolvable.

The nebulae are not distributed by any means uniformly over

tho surface of the sky, the majority being situated in a zone

crossing the Milky Way at right angles. In the constellation

Virgo there is the greatest aggregation of them, one portion of

it being known as tho nebulous region of Virgo ; and in the

southern hemisphere, not far removed from the pole, are two
brilliant cloud-like patches called the Magellanio Clouds or

Nubeculos. These, when examined by the telescope, are found to

consist of large numbers of stars, clusters, and nebulas collected

together. In appearance they somewhat resemble a portion of

the Milky Way, but they ore quite distinct from it.

Some of the nebulae, like some of the stars already referred

to, are found to be variable. In October, 1852, Mr. Hind dia-
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covered a very small one with a tenth magnitude star near to it.

This was afterwards observed and its position noted by other

astronomers, but in 1861 it had entirely disappeared. Another

nebula, which had frequently been observed as a well-defined,

compact cluster, was found, in May,
1860, to be replaced by a star of the

seventh magnitude. After a few weeks
the stellar appearance had ceased, and
the cluster seemed to be resuming its

nsual form.

The question as to tha real constitu-

tion of the nebulas r'.s one that has

given rise to much inquiry and contro-

versy. There seems now to be little

or no doubt that many of them are
universes somewhat resembling our

own, immensely removed from us.

This theory rapidly gained ground
as one after another of the nebulae
was resolved, by the construction
of more powerful telescope?, and it

was very generally believed that all

the nebulae would ultimately be thus resolved. The hypo-
thesis previously received was that they consist merely of
masses of cloud-like matter, and modern researches seem now
to indicate that in some few eases this may be correct. When
the spectroscope was
first directed to one
of these objects, nc

spectrum could be ob-

tained, but merely a
short luminous band.

A second and third

much fainter bands
were afterwards made
out, and these lines

were found to corre-

spond with those in-

dicative of nitrogen,

hydrogen,and barium.
These facts seem to

point strongly to the
conclusion that the
nebulas did not con-

sist of solid matter,
but merely of an in-

candescent gas.
The Nebular Hypo-

thesis, as it is termed,
not only accounts for

the nebulae, but also

for the formation of

entireour entire system.
According to it, the sun and all the planets originally existed in

the form of a globular mass of nebulous matter, filling a space

greatly exceeding the orbit of Neptune. This mass was set in

rotation, and, as it gradually cooled, became more and more

condensed, until at length some part
assumed the liquid form, and would
then form a ring surrounding the cen-

tral mass. This ring was, of course, in

rotation, and as it could scarcely be of

uniform thickness throughout, would
soon break up ; the matter composing
it was then collected into a ball still

rotating around the centre, and at the

same time turning on its own axis.

In this way all the planets were in

turn formed, and they, by centrifugal

force, threw off their satellites and

rings, till at length the system was
complete, and the planets cooled down
into solid masses. The comets and

nebulas, then, consist of uncondensed portions of this matter
etill existing in space.
The theory is a most plausible and ingenious one, and ac-

counts fully for the most remarkable features in the planetary
motions, namely, the motion of the planets in the same direc-

tion, and nearly the same plane ; the motion of the secondaries
in the same direction as their primaries ; and the coincidence
in direction of the motion of the planets on their own axes with
their motion round the sun. The flattening of the planets at

the poles further tends to uphold this

theory, \7hich thus seems to have the

balance of probabilities greatly in its

favour.

We have now completed our hasty
survey of this, the most wondrous and
sublime of all the sciences. Passing
from the early and rude observations
of shepherd astronomers, down to the

grand discoveries of modern times, wtf

have seen how step after step has been
taken in solving the mysteries of the
heavens ; and how, by the united and

persevering eiforts of a long series of

astronomers, our knowledge of the

heavenly bodies has steadily increased.

Instead of the apparent disorder and
confusion which the earliestastronomers

imagined to exist, we find the most perfect order and harmony,
and behold all those stupendous orbs rolling on in their courses

and sustained by the action of a few grand yet simple laws.

We have, as it were, just opened the door to the student of

Nature, and having
pointed outthe bound-
less fields of investi-

gation which stretch

before him, we leave
him at the threshold
to pursue his onward
course. A series of

papers like the pre-
sent cannot intro-

duce him to all the

depths of the science.

If, however, he has
followed us, he will

have acquired such

an acquaintance with
its first principles as

will enable him to pro-
coed further and fur-

ther in his inquiries,

and though he will

often meet with diffi-

culties, patient obser-

vation and thought
will enable him to

overcome most, if not

all of them.
Let us, however, remember that, as has been said,

"The undevout astronomer is mad."

As we gaze on the endless range of suns and systems which
crowd the sky, and by the aid of our

powerful instruments discover nume-
rous other systems infinitely more
distant from us, let us learn some-

thing of His Glory who made them all.

As we form some faint idea of the

immensity of these systems, and be-

hold in them all constant motion, and

yet the utmost stability, let us learn

His Power, and remember that " His

single arm guides the millions of

sweeping suns, and around His throne

circles the great constellation of un-

numbered universes ;

"
and, as we

behold the wondrous adjustments by
which each globe is poised in the

system, and made to move on in its own appointed path, let us

admire His matchless Wisdom, and learn His Omniscience.

Truly all these things should make us exclaim with the inspired

writer,
" The heavens declare

^

the glory of God ; and the firma-

ment sheweth His handiwork."
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not (dmfc that hi hoe (may

par.
Tetno que no teogan dinero, I

ff.ir (/..<( fhi-y u-tU nut have (may not

have) money.

.s expressing will, derire, command, permission, promt**,

/oar, doubt, probability, fitness, or necessity, followed by the

conjunction </its (or any other conditional conjunction), generally

the verb which follows the conjunction to bo in tho sub-

. o mood (and not in tho indicative-, aa in English) ; aa

.['!. tungni aciete, I doubt No creo que tonga pent, 1 to

vhrtlier thou hast (mayett have) oil.

*ibl quo toucan UTH, it u
fouMt that, they Jiuvo (may have)

yropee).
En procUo quo mo vuyn, it it

MOeeeary that I yo (may go).

There are some conjunctive phrases which, aa they imply a

condition or doubt in themselves, are always followed by the

subjunctive mood ; these are, para que, in order that ; dado qne,

granted that; no sea que, lest; a menoa que, unless; a fin do

que, to the end that; con tal que, provided that; antes qne,

'/MI/ ; supnesto que, suppose that; en caso deque, in case

that ; bien que, although; sin qne, -without or unless that; como

quiera que, notwithstanding that; por mas que, however; siem-

pro que, whenever that ; ojala, would that, or would to God

that; as, hablo para que puedas juzcar, I speak in order that

thou mayest be able to judge,
Tho conjunction ought always to be expressed in Spanish ; as,

"he promised us [that] he would come," nos prometid que
vfiidrfa.

THE PASSIVE VERB.

The passive verb is generally rendered in Spanish by ser, and

always when the subject of the verb is acted upon by an agent ;

that is, when in English it would be accompanied with the

preposition by ; as

Este discurso fud escrito por This discourse was written by

Diego, JawiM.

The passive verb must be rendered in Spanish by cstar when
the past participle is used adjectively; that is, when the subject
of the verb does not seem so nmch to bo acted upon by an agent
as to have its state or condition described ; as

El discurso estuvo bien escrito,

the discourse u-os well written.

El libro esta correjido, the book

is corrected.

The passive verb formed by ser is used in Spanish in the

present and imperfect of the indicative mood, only when it is

designed to express a mental act or a state of the emotions ;

as in this example :

Maria cs amada do Carlos, Hart; is beloved I'j diaries.

When a mental act or a state of the emotions is not ex-

pressed, tho passive verb, if it be used, must not be in the

present or imperfect of tho indicative mood ; thus wo cannot

say, el libro ea escrito por nn Espanol, the book is vn-itten by a

Spaniard, bnt, el libro ha sido escrito por un Espauol, the book

has been written by a Spaniard.
When a mental act or state of tho emotions is expressed, the

prepositions de or por may be used after the passive verb before

the agent ; but when a mental act or state of the emotions is

not expressed, por only can be used ; as

Maria es amada de (or por)

Carlos, .Mary is beloved, by Charles.

Todas las cosas fueron hechns

por Dios, all things were mad by
God.

Tho reflective pronoun se is often used with verbs of the

active voice, which are required to be rendered in English by
the passive.

THE REGIMEN OF VERBS.

The object or regimen of the verb is either direct or indirect.

The direct regimen is that on which the action immediately falls

without the aid of any preposition ; as

Doy una pluma, I (five a pen.

Tho indirect regimen is that on which the action of the verb

cannot fall without the aid of a preposition ; as

Dijo ii la muger, He said to the woman.

Sometimes both regimens are required after tho verb ; aa

Dio una pluma a la muger, He gave a pen to the woman.

When tho object of an active verb is a person or inanimate

thing personified, it must be preceded by the preposition d;*
aa in these examples :

* This is a very important rule of Spanish syntax.

La innger 4 quieu vlmos ao w DisfO via ft la

rtca, the woman whom we saw it not Jam* Mtt t*e mother e/ Jefet.

rich.

Sometimes tho harmony of the sentence requires the d to be

supproHHcd, especially after the persons of the verb toner, to

have or to possets ; as

Tengo un uijo y tret bijiu, I have one eon and ttree sssfS'
ten.

One verb governs another in the infinitive mood ; M
(juiereu iuiitarle, They want to imitate him.

Some verbs, aa a general rule, require the preposition 4
before the infinitive which they govern ; such as those which
mean to attempt, to come, to go, to begin, to devote, to offer, to

dare, to serve, to invite, to learn, to teach, to urge, to assist,

to call, to advise, to submit, to prepare, to compel, to decide, to

remain, and to accustom one's self ; as

FrolxS & levantarse, h attempted I Voy a verla, I am going to *ee

to raise himself. \
her.

Some verbs generally require the preposition de before the

infinitive which they govern ; such aa those which mean to

cease, to be glad, to be ashamed, to resolve, to deprive, to fail, to

finish, to abstain, lo pity ; as

Dejo de estudiar, he ceased to I No faltarfc de haoerlo, / iciB not

study. I /ail to do it.

When the preposition to in English is used before the infini-

tive in tho sense in order to (aa he labours to acquire fa***,

meaning he labours in order to acquire fame), the preposition

para is used in Spanish before the infinitive ; aa

El hombre fu<< criado para as- Man wa* created in order to aspirt

pirar a la felicidad, to felicity.

Sometimes que precedes the infinitive instead of por or para ;

aa for example :

Tiene algo que decirte, He fcoe something (which) to 1<H the*

The infinitive is often used without any preposition before it,

especially when it is governed by verbs which mean to be obit,

to permit, to wish, to endeavour, to make, to feign, to owe, to

seem, to be wont, to know, to avail, to se,e, to hear, to succeed,

to hope, to be necessary, to think, to believe, to promise, to deign,

to be the duty, to pretend, to judge, to prescribe, to require, to

suffice; as

No puede hacerlo, he is not able Deseo aprender, I wish to lean*,

to do it.

The infinitive in Spanish, when used as a present partkapk-

in English, may take any preposition before it ; aa

Sintio la necesidad de ponerle He felt the necessity of placing it

en manos de la juveutud, in the hands of the youth.

Es constaute eu amarla, He is constant in loving her.

The verbs to see and to hear never govern the gerund i^

Spanish, but always the infinitive; thus we cannot say, le viq

viendo, I saw him coming, but, le vio venir, I saw him come,

To know how is expressed in Spanish by to know ; aa
/

To no s^ uadar, I know not (how) to stcim.

The infinitive, when governed by another verb in Spanish.

is sometimes required to be rendered by another mood in

English ; as

Fiensa inoiir de alegria,

Dioe

He think* (o die (that he will dw)
ofjoy.
He know* to otce his merit (thai

hie merit is owing) to God alone.

I believe to tee (that J ut) my
/other.

When in English a reflective verb, or a verb implying com-

mand, governs an infinitive in the passive voice, in Spanish

this infinitive must be in the active voice ;

Sabo deber su mdrito a

solo,

Creo ver a mi padre,

No ta dejes yencer de lo malo, El rey se lo mando dor, the king

su/er not thyself to be overcome of ordered it to be given to him.

evil.

When a verb ia governed by another in English, and can be

rendered in another mood by using the conjunction that, this

latter mood should bo employed in Spanish ; aa

Espero que tendrc el gusto de I hope to hate (that I shall have)

verle en breve, the pleaur of seeing him eo.

VERBS FOLLOWED BY CERTAIN PREPOSITIONa

Verbs which signify to compare, to give, to yield, to resist, to

concern, to belong, to refuse, to ask, to promise, to owe, etc*
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generally require the preposition d before the noun to which the
action of the verb passes over ; aa

Ella se parece a su madre, She resembles her mother.

Demanda sabiduria al Seaor, He asks wisdom from (to) the

Lord.

Sometimes verbs having the sense to remove or to take away,
require the preposition d before the noun to which the action of
the verb passes over ; as-

Cain quito la vida a su hermano Cain look away the life of (to) his

Abel, brother Abel.

Cortaron la cabeza a Saul, They cut off the head of (to) Saul.

Verbs denoting to be abundant, to lack, to be astonished, to

blame, to repent, to pity, to make use, to absolve, to make sport,
to remember, to forget, indirectly govern a noun by means of the

preposition de; as

Los valles abundau de trigo, The valleys abound with (of)

wheat.

The disciples were astonished at

(of) the words.

They fitted the house with (of) dogs.

Los discipulos se asombrarou de
BUS palabras,

Llenarou la casa de perros,

Olvidar, to forget, is followed by de only when it is used as a
reflective verb ; as

Olvidarse de lo pasado,* To forget the past.
Olvidar su nombre, To forget his name.

The verb ser, when used to imply property or possession,
requires the noun denoting the possessor to be preceded by the

preposition de ; as

El libro es de mi padre, The book belongs to (is of) my
father.

De generally precedes nouns which denote the causes of
which the verb explains the effect ; as

Tieinbla de miedo, He tremble* with (from) fear.
Tirita de frio, H shivers with (of) cold.

Sua ojos se banaron de lagrimas, His eyes were wet with (of) tears.

The preposition d (to) should not be used in Spanish when
we speak of motion merely directed towards a place, but hdcia
and para ; as

Esta caininando hacia Tolosa, He is journeying towards Tolosa.
Mi padre salio para Madrid, My father set out for Madrid.

Gerunds require the same prepositions as the verbs from
which they are derived ; as

Acordandose de sus obras, Remembering his works.

USE OF THE VERBS SER AND ESTAR.
The right manner of using the verbs ser and estar being of

great importance, and yet attended with some difficulty to

students, we will give a few explicit rules.

Ser is used to affirm the existence of essential, natural, per-
manent, or characteristic states or qualities of the mind, persons
or things, and to affirm what, or of what a person or thing is,

was, or will be ; as

El yelo es frio, ice is cold.

Soy soberbio, I am proud.
Londres no es pequena, London

is not small.

Perdoiiar las injurias es obrar
coino Cristianos, to forgive injuries
is to act like Christians.

The natural beauties of the body, and its defects when
regarded as permanent, are affirmed with ser ; as

La miel es dulce, honey is sweet.

Es tarde, it is late.

Pedro era capitan, ahora es

mayor, y sera coronel, Peter teas

captain, now is major, and viitt be

colonel.

Lucia es hermosa, Lucy is beau-

tiful.

Ella es corcobada y ciega.t she

is hump-backed and blind.

The materials of which anything is made are affirmed by
ser ; also the possession or destination of anything ; as

La taza es de oro, the cup isof\ Es de dia, it is day.
Sold. Este vino es de Espafia, this

La corona es de la reiua, the
\

wine is from Spain,
crown is the queen's. Esta flor es para Maria, ihis

Cervantes es de Alcala, Cer- flower is for Mary,
vantes is from Cicala.

Estar is used to affirm the temporary, non-natural, accidental,
or contingent condition or location of persons or things,
transient emotions of the mind ; that is. to affirm how or
where a thing exists, existed, or will exist, at any period of
time ; as

*
Literally, to forget oneself of the past.

f That is, permanently blind.

Estoy alegre, I am merry.
Esta enfadado, he is angry.
Yo estaba ciego,* I was blind.

El tiempo estara nublado, the

weather will be cloudy.
El mar esta airado, the sea is

raging.

The physical changes, and state of the health of the animal
body, as also the chemical and mechanical changes of sub-
stances, are affirmed by estar ; as

Vmd. esta despierto, yo-a are
awake.

Estoy buenOj I am well.

Yo estaba cojo, I was lame.
La leche esta agria, the milfc is

sour.
La carne estaba asada, the meat

u'as roasted.

In affirming any manner, situation, position, or location of

persons or things, estar is used
Juan esta de moda, John is in

the fashion.
Esta de rodillas, he is on (his)

fences.

Estoy de prisa, I am in haste.

as

La comida esta en la mesa, the

dinner is on the table.

^ Donde esta mi padre? whera
is my father ?

Esta en la cama, fee is in bed.

Ellos estan leyendo, they are

ing.

Estoy escribiendo, / am writing.

Estar (and not ser) is always employed before the gerund,
since this serves to show the manner of being occupied ; as

Jorge esta silbando, George is

whistling.
Ella estara reganando, she will

be scolding.

Estar is sometimes used with a preposition to form a par-
ticular idiomatic phrase ; thus estar sin means to be destitute of;
estar a, to understand; estar en, to be resolved on, to know.
The manner of using ser and estar, in forming the passive

voice, has already been explained.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. X.
RESPIRATION.

THE parts concerned in the function of respiration are the
windpipe, or trachea, and the lungs, included in their serous
sacs the pleurae. The trachea, or windpipe, is a cylindrical
tube, partly membranous and partly cartilaginous, about four
and a half inches in length and three-quarters of an inch in

diameter, which latter is always greater in man than woman.
It extends from the lower extremity of the larynx (the organ of

voice), the upper opening of which was described as lying in
front of the oesophagus, protected by the epiglottis, to opposite
the third dorsal vertebra, where it divides into two bronchi,
one for each lung. The right bronchus, wider but shorter than
the left, is about an inch in length, and continues more in a

straight line with the canal of the trachea than the left ; from
which cause, and on account of its greater width, any foreign
substance introduced into the windpipe almost universally
falls into the right, and not into the left bronchus.
The left bronchus is nearly two inches in length, and enters

the left lung on a lower level by nearly an inch than the right
bronchus does the right lung. In structure the trachea and
bronchi coincide ; they are made up of cartilaginous rings or
rather half rings, the hinder portion of the rings being absent
and membrane, which latter completes the circle, and joins the
various rings together. In the trachea there are from sixteen
to twenty of these incomplete rings, in the right bronchus from
six to eight, and in the left from nine to twelve. The interior

of the canal is lined with mucous membrane, continuous above
with that of the larynx, and below with that of the lung ; over-

lying the cartilaginous and membranous walls are some elastic

tissue and muscular fibres of the organic type.
Each lung is enclosed in a membrane called the pleura. This

is one of the serous membranes, and is consequently a shut sac,

having a double wall : the inner one, which covers the surface
of the lung, is called the visceral ; the outer, lining the walls of

the thorax, the parietal portion. The space between the two
is the cavity of the pleura, which in the healthy state contains
a small quantity of fluid, to enable the walls to glide easily on
each other without friction. The two pleurae do not communi-
cate, but are in relation with each other, except for a short
distance in front ; this space between them, which contains the
heart enclosed in the pericardium and the large blood-vessels, ie

called the mediastinum. The right pleural sac is shorter and
wider, and extends higher into the neck than the left.

The lungs, the most important organs of respiration, are two

* That is, transiently blind.
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in immbT. tho ritfht and the left, and occupy the corresponding
;.-ti-r.il .M\ :ti.- of the cheat ; they are conical in nhape ( the

.I,. I MI' tin) cone being placed tho highest, and extending
into tin- rot of the nock from an inch to an inch and a half

above the level of the firat rib ; the broad base of ooch lung
.!!! tho diaphragm, and extends lower behind than in

Each lung is composed of two parts, called tho upper
.ind tho lower lobes, which are separated from each other by a

In tho right lung the upper lobe is partly split into

two by a shorter fissure, so that the right lung is said to have

tin-.-.- lobes, whilst the left has only two. The right long is

always the largest ; it is broader than the left, in consequence of

the greater divergence of the heart to the left side ; but this is

in some measure compensated for by its being shorter, because

of tho liver forcing up tho diaphragm to a higher level on the

right side. About the centre of the inner surface of each lung
is a spot where the bronchus, the pulmonary artery, and pul-

monary vein, and nerves enter the substance of the lung ; these

structures, together with arteries and veins proper to the

bronchus and the bronchial glands, are all enclosed in a process
of tho pleura, and form what is called the root of the lung.

Tho two lungs taken together in the adult weigh from two

pounds and three-quarters to three pounds ; they are heavier in

the male than the female. The colour of the lung varies with

the age of the individual. At birth they are of a pinkish white;
in the adult they become mottled with patches of a dork slate-

colour, in consequence of the deposit of colouring matter of a

carbonaceous character ; as old age advances, these patches
become nearly black. The substance of the healthy lung is

light and spongy, floating in water, and crackling when handled,
a frothy fluid being squeezed out. In disease it often becomes

solid, and is then heavier than water, and contains no air ; this

is one of the results of inflammation of the lungs.
We must now consider the minute structure of these curious

organs. The substance proper of the lung is enclosed in a

serous coat, derived from the pleura, and is made up of an
infinite number of small divisions, called lobules, which, though

closely bound together by connective tissue, are still quite distinct

from each other. Each lobule is composed of a number of cells,

called air-cells, clustered upon, and opening into, the tormina]

branches of the bronchi, with the minute divisions of the blood-

vessels and nerves. When the bronchus enters the lung it

divides into two, and these branches repeat the process until

the ultimate ones have a diameter of less than the^ of an inch.

In the largest branches the structure remains the same as in

the bronchus ; they have walls, formed of tough membrane and

imperfect cartilaginous rings, by which they are held open ;

but as they attain their greater degree of minuteness, the walls

consist simply of membrane. Into these smaller ones the air-

cells open, and over them the pulmonary capillaries spread their

close network. The air-cells vary much in form, according to

the amount of pressure to which they are subjected ; their walls,

which are nearly in contact, are formed of very thin membrane
The size of an air-cell is from the 5^5 to the ^ of an inch in

diameter ; they communicate freely with each other, and are

as before stated, arranged in groups along the sides of the
bronchial tubes. It has been estimated that the total number
in the lungs exceeds 600,000,000. Outside of these cells anc

tubes the capillary plexus is so dense, that the meshes are

narrower than the vessels which compose them ; the capillaries
here have an average diameter of the ^^ of on inch. Thus
the blood is brought into the most intimate relation with the
air contained in these myriads of cells, there being nothing
interposed between them but the very thin walls of the cells

and capillaries, and frequently, this bringing the blood and al-

together, is even more perfectly provided for, as one capillary
will often have a layer of air-cells on each side of it. The cells

of one lobule do not communicate with those of another, anc

consequently if the bronchial tube going to a lobule become

stopped, the supply of air to that lobule ceases, and it is ren
dered useless.

The function of respiration consists of two distinct acts

called respectively inspiration (by which the lungs are inflatec

with air) and expiration (by which the air, after having servec

its purpose, is driven out of the lungs). To understand this

process, we must fix firmly in our minds the conditions under
which it is performed. The highly elastic lungs are enclosed in

the cavity of the thorax, the bony framework of which is com

pleted in all iU deficient part* by muscular strnctore, and the

.pacity of which i capable of great alteration by moseolar

agency. Likewise we mu*t remember that in the healthy living

xxly no such thing as the cavity of the thorax exists ; the longs
and heart completely fill op this apace, and are in close relation

a its walla in every part. The remit of these arrangement* is

.hat when by any means the capacity of the cheat is ^'miiTfaK+itt

air ia driven ont of the longa, and when the pressure is removed
;he lungs by their elasticity expand and follow the walls of the

thorax, and so create a vacuum in some of the air-cells, and the

atmospheric air at once rushes in through the windpipe to fill

;ho empty cells. During inspiration, the capacity of the chest

is, as a rule, increased in every direction, bot the way in which
ihis increase is obtained varies in different instances. In young
children the act of inspiration ia performed almost entirely by
the diaphragm, which, descending, forces down the contents of

the abdomen, and so increases the size of the chest. In the

adult, in addition to the diaphragm, which still performs a large

part of the work, the elevation of the riba by the numerous
muscles attached to them comes into play ; and in consequence
of the way in which the ribs are articulated with the spine, and
their cartilages with the breastbone, making the centre of the

rib the lowest point, any raising of the riba at the same time
draws them outwards, and the ends being both more or less

fixed tends to bring the ribs into nearly a straight line with

the cartilages, and so, as a matter of course, enlarges in a very
marked degree the capacity of the chest. This action will be

at once understood, if reference be mode to the illustration of

the thorax, given in one of the earlier lessons on this subject.
The chest and lungs during expiration resume their ordinary
size by reason of their elasticity, which in deep expiration is

aided by the abdominal muscles contracting and forcing up the

diaphragm, which remains passive during expiration.
The quantity of air changed at each inspiration varies in

different people, and this variation has been taken as a measure
or index of the physical strength and constitution of the indi-

vidual. Thus it has been found by experiment that a healthy
man five feet seven inches in height can expire 225 cubic inches-

of air, and that for every additional inch of stature an increase

of eight cubic inches in the capacity takes place. This rule ia

not much affected by the weight of the person, but age is found

to modify it to a certain extent ; thus the capacity increases

from about the fifteenth to the thirty-fifth year, and then

gradually diminishes. The number of respirations in the-

minute is, on an average, from fourteen to eighteen in a state of

repose of body and mind ; but this is liable to great variation

from disease, mental emotion, or physical exertion.

The purpose of this function of respiration is to submit the

blood charged with the waste material of the body to the

purifying action of the air ; from this contact of the blood with

the air, certain changes ore induced in both the blood and the

air ; these must now be examined, and, as a preliminary, we
must stop for a minute, and see of what the atmospheric air is

composed. In almost all positions the composition of the air

is identical, and for our present purpose it will be enough to

say that it contains oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, and

watery vapour. There is in it about 21 per cent, of oxygen
to 79 per cent, of nitrogen by measure, or 23 per cent, of

oxygen to 77 per cent, of nitrogen by weight. The quantity of

carbonic acid is very small, not more than 4 to 5 parts in

10,000. The quantity of water in a state of vapour varies

greatly, being influenced by temperature and other causes ; bot
it is never entirely absent from the atmosphere. The changes
which take place in the air during respiration are as follow :

First, the oxygen is diminished ; secondly, the carbonic acid is

increased ; thirdly, the temperature is raised ; fourthly, the

moisture is increased. Of these changes the first two are by
far the most important, and may be considered together, as one
is in a great measure dependent on the other. The oxygen ia

diminished, because it is absorbed, and enters into combina-
tion with the surplus carbon of the system, to form carbonic

acid not that the whole of the oxygen absorbed is utilised in

this manner ; some of it, doubtless, assists in forming some of the
other compounds carried out of the body by means of the skin

and kidneys. The quantity of oxygen absorbed varies with
different circumstances and in different individuals. Animals
of a small size consume a much larger quantity in proportion to

their size than larger ones. The kind of food on which an
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animal lives also influences the consumption ; it is considerably

greater on an animal than on a farinaceous diet.

The increase of the carbonic a,cid is mainly dependent on the

absorption of oxygen, and this, therefore, is also affected by
like circumstances. In an ordinary way, it is calculated that a

man exhales 173 grains of carbon per hour, or rather more than

eight ounces in the twenty-four hours. Other authorities place
it as low as five, whilst Liebig estimates the amount from the skin

and lungs together at nearly fourteen ounces. Age and sex have

some influence in this matter : thus, the amount in males

regularly increases from eight to thirty years of age, and from

forty to extreme old age steadily diminishes. Temperature
also affects the result, the higher the temperature the less the

amount of carbonic acid exhaled. If the air is impure, as

where there is not sufficient ventilation, and in consequence the

same air is breathed more than once, the quantity of carbonic

acid is diminished, showing that in the absence of the proper

proportion of oxygen, the necessary purification of the blood does

not take place. By food the quantity is increased, by fasting
it is diminished ; physical exertion increases it ; rest, especially

sleep, diminishes it. The temperature of the expired air is in

almost all cases raised, its average heat being about 98 to 99

degrees. The moisture is also always increased, the increase

being greater the dryer the air is before it is inspired, the

expired air being always nearly saturated with moisture. The

quantity of water given off by the lungs during the twenty-
four hours is estimated to vary from six to twenty-seven
ounces.

The changes produced in the blood during respiration are

manifested, first, by change of colour the dark venous blood

acquiring the bright arterial hue during its passage through the

lungs ; secondly, by the temperature of the blood being raised

by the same process. The way in which the oxygen inspired is

absorbed, and the carbonic acid expired is formed, has been
much disputed. It used to be formerly held that the oxygen
at once, at its entrance into the lungs, combined with the

carbon contained in the blood, and thus formed the carbonic

aoid ; but it has now been conclusively shown that though, no

doubt, some of the carbonic acid is produced in this way, yet the

greater part exists already in the blood by the time it reaches

the lungs. The origin of this, the larger part of the carbonic

acid, is thus explained : When the venous blood is passing

through the lungs, it gives up the carbonic acid with which it is

charged, and absorbs the oxygen, the red corpuscles being
credited with the greater part of this work ; the oxygen thus

held in solution, and not in combination, by the aerated blood,
is conveyed by the arteries to the capillary system, where it is

brought into intimate relation with the elementary tissues, and
the oxygen assists in the nutrition of the system, and, combin-

ing with the waste carbon of the worn-out structures, forms

carbonic acid and water, which are conveyed by the veins back
to the lungs, there to be removed from the body. In their

office of purification the lungs are powerfully assisted by the

skin. From the whole surface of the body there is constantly

going on an exudation of watery fluid containing many elements

derived from the wasted tissue and, notably, carbonic acid. It

is very difficult to estimate the amount of carbonic acid thus

excreted, but the importance of the proper performance of this

function of the skin is proved by the fact that animals whose
skin had been covered with an impermeable varnish, and thus

prevented from doing its duty, soon died with all the symptoms
of suffocation. This also shows how necessary for the preserva-
tion of health it is that the skin should be kept healthy and
active by the free use of baths, etc., to clear away the exuded
material from its surface.

Closely connected with this function of respiration is the

question of animal heat, and the causes which produce and
maintain it ; the chief, if not the only one, is that combination
of oxygen with the various other elements of the body, which
is mainly brought about by respiration. The formation of car-

bonic acid, water, etc., in the body are all instances of chemical

action, and heat is necessarily produced ; and as these changes
are continually going on in all parts of the body, it follows that
a greater or less amount of increase of temperature is also being
constantly brought about. And it has been conclusively shown
by experiment that sufficient, or nearly sufficient, heat is pro-
duced during these processes to account for all the animal heat
of the body.

LESSONS IX ALGEBRA. XL.
CONTINUED GEOMETRICAL PROPORTION oil PROGRESSION.
WHEN all the ratios of a series of proportionals are equal, the

quantities are said to be in continued proportion or progression.
As arithmetical proportion continued is arithmetical pro-

gression, so geometrical proportion continued is geometrical

progression. It is sometimes called progression by quotient.
The numbers 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, are in continued geometrical

proportion.
In this series, if each preceding term be divided by the

common ratio, the quotient will be the following term. Thus,
w = 32, and f = 16, and = 8, and a = 4.

If the order of the series be inverted, the proportion will still

be preserved, and the common divisor will become a multiplier.
In the serios 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc.,

4x2=8, and 8x2 = 16, and 16X2 = 32, etc.

Quantities then are in geometrical progression when they
increase by a, common multiplier, or decrease by a common
divisor.

This common multiplier or divisor is called the ratio. For
most purposes, however, it will be more simple to consider the

ratio as always a multiplier, either integral or fractional.

In the series 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, the ratio is either 2 considered

as a divisor, or considered as a multiplier.
When several quantities are in continued proportion, the

number of couplets, and of course the number of ratios, is one

less than the number of quantities. Thus the five proportional

quantities, a, b, c, d, e, form four couplets containing four

ratios ;
and the ratio of a : e is equal to the ratio of a4

: b4
, that

is, the ratio of the fourth power of the first quantity to the

fourth power of the second. Hence,
If three quantities are proportional, the first is to the third as

the square of the first to the square of the second, or as the

square of the second to the square of the third. In other words,
the first has to the third a duplicate ratio of the first to the

second, And conversely, if the first of the three quantities is to

the third as the square of the first to the square of the second,
the three quantities are proportional.

If a : b : : b : c, then a : c : : a* : 62. And universally,
If several quantities are in continued proportion, the ratio of

the first to the last is equal to one of the intervening ratios

raised to a power whose index is one less than the number of

quantities.
If there are four proportionals, a, b, c, d, then a : d : : a3

: b3 .

If there are five, a, b, c, d, e; a -. e -. : a* -. b4
, etc.

If several quantities are in continued proportion, they will

be proportional when the order of the whole is inverted. This

has already been proved with respect to four proportional

quantities. It may be extended to any number of quantities.

Between the numbers, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4,

The ratios are, 2, 2, 2, 2.

Between the same inverted, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,

The ratios are, , , i, -}.

So if the order of any proportional quantities be inverted, the

ratios in one series will be the reciprocals of those in the other.

For by the inversion each antecedent becomes a consequent,

and vice versa ; but the ratio of a consequent to its antecedent

is the reciprocal of the ratio of the antecedent to the consequent.

That the reciprocals of equal quantities are themselves equal is

evident from Ax. 4.

To investigate the properties of geometrical progression, we

may take nearly the same course as in arithmetical progression,

observing to substitute continual multiplication and division,

instead of addition and subtraction. It is evident, in the first

place, that,
In an ascending geometrical series, each succeeding term ia

found by multiplying the ratio into the preceding term.

If the first term is a, and the ratio r,

Then a X r = ar, the second term ; ar X f = ar2
,
the third ;

ar* X r = ar3
,
the fourth ;

ar3 X r = ar4
, the fifth, etc.

And the series is a, ar, ar2
,
ar3

, ar*, ar5
,
etc.

If the first term and the ratio are the same, the progression
is simply a series of powers.

If the first term and ratio are each equal to r,

Then r X r = r2
,
the second term ;

r9 X r r*, the third ;

r x r = r4
,
the fourth ; r4 X r = r5, the fifth.
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A ml tho series is r, r2
,
r3, r

4

, r*, r*, etc.

In :i / series, each succeeding term is found by
ilii'iilint Uio preceding term by the ratio, or multiplying by the

If the first term i-i ar*, and tho ratio r,

.>* 1
Tho second torrn is

,
or ar* X = ar1.

r r

And tho series is ar8
, ar\ ar4

, ar*, ar1, or, a, oto.

If tho first term is a, and tho ratio r,

The series is a, , , , etc., or a, ar~, ar-*, eto.
r r* r*

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th. 6th.

By attending to tho sorios, a, ar, ar2, ar3, ar4
, ar8 , eto., it

will bo soon that, in each term, tho exponent of the power of

i ID in one less than tho number of the term.

If then a = the first term, r = the ratio,

z = tho last, n = tho number of terms,

we have tho equation z = ar"' l
,
the last term ; that is,

In irooraetrical progression, the last term is equil to the pro-
duct of the Jirst itito that power of the ratio whose index is one

less thnn tlw number of terms.

When tho first term and tho ratio are the same, the equation
becomes z = rr* - l = r .

Of the four quantities, a, z, r and n, any three being given,
tho other may bo found.

1. By the last article,

= ar*- l = the last term.

2. Dividing by r*1- 1
,

= a = the first term.

3. Dividing the 1st by a, and extracting the root,

(z
\-i-
1 - 1 = r = the ratio.

By the last equation may be found any number of geometrical
means between two given numbers. If m = the number of

means, ra + 2 = n, the whole number of terms. Substituting
m + 2 for n in the equation, we have,

I + = r, the ratio.

When the ratio is found, tho moans are obtained by continued

multiplication.
The next thing to be attended to is the rule for finding the

sum of all the terms.

If any term, in a geometrical series, be multiplied by the

ratio, the product will be the succeeding term. Of course, if

each of tho terms be multiplied by the ratio, a new series will bo

produced, in which all the terms except the last will be the

same, as all except the first in the other series. To make this

plain, let the new series be written under the other, in such a
manner that each torm shall be removed one step to the right
of that from which it is produced in tho lino above.

Take, for instance, the series, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32.

Multiplying each term by the ratio, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64.

Here it will be seen at once that the last four terms in the

tipper lino aro the same as the first four in tho lower line. Tho
only terms which are not in both, aro the first of the one series,
and tho last of tho other. So that when we subtract the one
series from the other, all the terms except these two will dis-

appear, by balancing each other.

If the given series is, a, ar, ar1, ar*, . . . ar" - *
.

Then mult, by r, wo have ar, ar2
,
ar3

, . . . ar"- 1

, ar*.

Now lot s tho sum of the terms.

Then, s = a+ ar + ar2 + ar3
, . . . +ar"- 1

.

And mult, by r, rs = ar -f- ar8 -f- or*, . . . + ar" - T + ar*.

Subt. the first equation from the second, rs - s = ar a.

And dividing by (r
-

1),
_ ar

" a
'

~f^T*
In this equation, ar" is tho last term in the new series, and

is therefore the product of the ratio into tho last term in the

given series.

" " '
that In,Therefore, i

To find the Bum of a geometrical seriMt

Multiply the latt term into the ratio,from the product lublraet
the firtt term, and divide the remainder by the ratio leu we.
KXAMPLE. If in a, series of number* in geometrical progres-

sion, the firat term in G, tho hut term 1458, And the ratio 3,
what is tho sum of all the term* ?

EXERCISE 71.

1. Find tiro geometrical means between 4 and 256
2. Find three geometrical mean* between j and 9,

3. If the first term of a decreasing geometrical series is J. the ratio

J, and the number of term* 5, what is the sum of the series ?

4. What is the sum of the series 1, 3, 9, 27, etc., to 7 terms f

5. What is the sum of ten terms of the series 1, ], {. ,, etc. ?

6. If the first term of a series is 2, the ratio 2, aud the number of
terms 13, what is the last term ?

7. What is the 12th term of a series, the first term of which is o,

and the ratio 3 P Also find the sum of the series.

8. A man bought a horse, agreeing to give one farthing- for the first

nail in his shoes, three for tho second, and so on. The shoes con-
tained 32 nails ; what was the cost of the horse ?

Quantities in geometrical progression are proportional to their

differences.

Let the series be a, ar, ar2
,
ar3

,
ar4

, etc.

By the nature of geometrical progression,

a : ar : : ar : or* : : ar" . ar3 : -. ar* : ar4
, etc.

In each couplet let the antecedent be subtracted from the

consequent.
Then a : ar : : ar a : ar1 ar : : ar2 - ar : ar* ar1

, etc.

That is, the first term is to the second, as the difference

between the first and second to the difference between the
second and third ; and as the difference between the second and
third to the difference between the third and fourth, etc.

If quantities aro in geometrical progression, their differences
are also in geometrical progression.
Thus the numbers 3, 9, 27, 81, 243, etc.

And their differences 6, 18, 54, 162, etc.,

are in geometrical progression.
Problems in geometrical progression may be solved, as in

other parts of algebra, by means of equations.

EXAMPLE. Find three numbers in geometrical progression,
such that their sum shall be 14, and the sum of their squares 84.

Let the three numbers be x, y, and z.

By the conditions, x : y : : y : z, or xs = y
s

And x + y + z = 14.

And x- + y* + z- = 84.

From these three equations, *, y, and 2 =2, 4 and 8. Ans.

EXERCISE 72.

1. There are three numbers in geometrical progression whose pro-
duct is 61, and the sum of their cubes is 584. What are the numbers P

2. There are three numbers in geometrical progression : the sum of

the first and last is 52, and the square of the mean is 100. What are
the aumbers ?

3. Of four numbers in geometrical progression, the snm of the first

two is 15, aud the sum of the last two is 60. What are the numbers?
4. A gentleman divided 210 amonf three servants, in such a manner

that their portions were in geometrical progression ; and the first bad
90 more than the last. How much had each ?

5. There are three numbers in geometrical progression, the greatest
of which exceeds the least by 15

; and the difference of the squares of

the greatest and the least is to the snm of the squares of all the three

numbers as 5 to 7. What are the numbers ?

6. There are four numbers in geometrical progression, the second
of which is less than the fourth by 21; and the sum of the extremes
is to the sum of the means as 7 to 3. What are the numbers ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA, XXXIX.
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XXI.
THE PHENAKISTISCOPE BEALE'S AUTOMATIC FACE THE

WHEEL ANIMALCULE.

HALF a century ago an amusing toy was invented, called the

Phenakistiscope, from the Greek <pi>a.Ki(cv, to deceive. It

consisted of a number of devices painted round the circum-

ference of a disc, each device similar in its general subject, but

having a difference of position in some of its details in each
successive compartment ; in short, a complete action, as that of

a ball running around the interior of a ring, was finished in

twelve repeats of the device.

The method of observing the singular illusion of the phena-

kistiscope, until Mr. Rose's kalotrope was invented, was to look

upon its reflection in a mirror, through slits or openings in the

disc, whilst it was in rapid revolution. This mode of using the

disc of course confined its use for the time to one individual ;

and notwithstanding repeated attempts by the optician, no
movement had been contrived by which the illusion could be
shown to an entire audience.

Since the invention of this interesting toy, various eminent

opticians sought earnestly for the means of showing it to a
whole company at once, and this with a riew to making it a

powerful and interesting aid in

the production of effects to be
exhibited by the magic lantern.

All attempts before the inven-

tion of Mr. Rose's kalotrope,

failed, either from want of

efficiency, or from their being
too intricate and expensive, or Fig. 1.

from both of these causes to-

gether.
An apparatus for the magic

lantern, constructed by Messrs.

Duboscq, answered pretty c

fairly, but was very limited in ^^^
its results, and this was quite

superseded by the larger and
more scientific contrivance in-

vented and given to the writer

by Mr. Rose, called the Photo-
drome (light-runner, or light-

course), already alluded to at

page 233 of this volume of

the POPULAR EDUCATOR.
A further interest was im-

parted to this class of optical

deceptions by the construction

of the Zoetrope, or Wheel of

Life, by which a large family party may be amused by the curious

movements of various figures seen through slits in a revolving
circular box, in which the slips of paper bearing the devices

are placed, and changed at pleasure. The enormous sale of

these toys reminds the historian of optical toys that the like

success attended the sale of Sir David Brewster's kaleidoscope ;

indeed, the popularity of both contrivances brings home to us
the truth of Goldsmith's words

" And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew."

And deservedly so, for both have become regular inmates of the

toy cupboard. There are, however optical contrivances which
take a high position on account of the very ingenious manner in

which they are contrived ; and amongst machines that illustrate

the various phases of "persistence of vision," none are more

interesting than those invented by Mr. John Beale, of Green-
wich invented not for any personal advantage, but for the
advancement of scientific recreation.

The first to be described is the " Automatic Picture," in

which the face of a charming young lady, waking from an appa-
rent lethargy, rolls its eyes, opens and shuts its mouth, and
occasionally, for the special delectation of "rude" boys, pops
out its tongue, or varies the amusement by grinning

"
horribly

a ghastly smile," very provocative of merriment, and useful, as
Dr. Walcot says, for

" Care to our coffin adds a nail, no doubt ;

And every grin, so merry, draws one out."

In Fig. 1 two standards, A A, carry the shaft, B, which is

turned by the handle, c. A wheel, D, keyed on to the shaft, B,
drives a pinion, E, say in the ratio of two to one ; the pinion
carries round a shaft, having fixed on it a slotted disc, F, per-
forated with eight radial slots or apertures. When a powerful
artificial light, either the oxy-hydrogen, or lime-light, or electric

light, is arranged in a box with a condensing lens, so as to

throw the point of the cone of rays, or focus of rays, through
one of the apertures, and of course, when the slotted disc

rotates, eight flashes of light will pass at each revolution, and
as the wheel and pinion are two to one, sixteen flashes of light
will pass, and illuminate the screen a when the automatic
face is shown for each turn of the handle c.

Let us now suppose that on the screen G the smart hat and

feathers, curls, neck, shoulders, and bust of a young lady are

depicted, but that, instead of a face being shown, an opening is

cut through the screen a of the size of the human face, and
that on the circular disc,or card, H (Fig.2), which is carried round

by the shaft B, and is behind though close up to the screen G,

sixteen faces are so arranged that one of these faces shall be in

the right position to register with the hole cut through the

screen G at each flash of light, so that the face and the hat,

curls, neck, shoulders, bust, make np together one complete

picture of the human face divine. It is evident that if the six-

teen faces were all painted

alike, the resultant picture

would, when the discs were

revolving and the flashes of

brilliant light illuminating the

screen 6, be apparently the

same as when the apparatus
was at rest, i.e., when any one
of the sixteen drawings of the

faces is flush with the opening
cut through the screen G. If,

however, the sixteen faces are

all painted with different ex-

pressions, viz., one of them
with the eyes and mouth

closed, the next with the eyes
and mouth a trifle open, and
BO on with each succeeding

picture of the series, opening
the eyes and mouth more and

more, then an appearance of

opening the eyes and mouth
would be given, but, like all

other illusions of this class, a

mere repetition of the same
effects in fixed order would be

produced. Mr. Beale' s auto-

matic face apparatus enables the experimentalist to produce a

novel and curious spontaneous movement on the part of the

"lady," who elegantly diversifies the effects already mentioned

by thrusting out her tongue occasionally.
This part of the illusory effect is thus obtained: 'the sixteen

faces form two distinct groups of eight each, as arranged and

painted on the card disc. Fig. 2
; the figures 1 to 8 are faces

arranged as already described, showing by a series of gradations
the opening and shutting of the eyes and mouth ; and the letters

a to h are the other group, snowing eyes always open, but

rolling from side to side, and instead of displaying the opening
and shutting of the mouth, suppose the tongue to be gradually

protruded so as to hang in a neglige style over the chin, it is

evident that the operator has two groups of face pictures

painted on the same disc, making different motions.
It must be remembered that the sixteen faces are successively

illuminated by flashes of light through the eight slots, or aper-

tures, and it will be seen that if every other slot is closed, so as

to leave four apertures open, they will illuminate one group of

the sixteen faces ; and if those slots are closed in their turn,

the other four apertures will illuminate the second group of the

sixteen faces.

To enable the operator to do this, there is placed in front of

the slotted disc another disc called the interceptor which in

fact constitutes the novelty in the mechanism of the " auto-

matic face" so arranged as to allow every other slot to be

open, and every other slot to be closed ; and this interceptor is

not fixed tightly on the shaft, but is driven merely by friction
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with the surface of the Blotted or perforated (lino. It mnst

necessarily occur that in the course of movements the interceptor
allows w"m.-tiin."< one group <!' i>;uutd faces, and sometimes

another, to t> seen ; tnit Hhifting its position at varying and un-

certain intervals of time, it produces an effect which gives the
,.r tho idoii that the lady is truly

"
automatic," and can

do as the pleases.
'I'ii.' interceptor is shown at Fig. 3, with the face in front of it,

nii'l the curtains should always be ar-

-"d so as to hide the automatic lady
1 the shaft B (Fig. 1) is in motion,

:n u I all light, except that passing through
the slots from the ozy-hydrogen lantern,

carefully excluded. Of course other figures

may be used, but there are none bettor

than the one suggested, because refinement

should be a matter of course with tho fair

sex ; and it seems to be such a libel on a
[ g

y face to convict it of a want of good
breeding, and to verify part of Doctor
Johnson's epitaph for Hogarth

" Tlio attentive eyes,
That saw tht manner in the face."

The spectator will see the tongue some-
times thrust out, and the eyes wildly rolling
for a dozen times in succession ; then per-

haps the eyes suddenly close or open, and the mouth gapes wide

open ; and then, in the middle of an elegant yawn, tho mouth is

suddenly closed, and the tongue protruded, because the inter-

ceptor changes its position by variations in the friction of tho

perforated wheel, and always at uncertain and varying intervals.

To recapitulate, Fig. 1 shows the whole apparatus in section ;

Fig. 3, tho back of the slotted disc and the interceptor, the
lantern being removed to allow the latter to be well shown.
The lantern throws the light through the slots to the face,
which is concealed by the curtains until the movements are

commenced and the room darkened.

Fig. 2 is the cardboard disc, upon
which the sixteen faces are painted
in groups, as already described ; and
this works behind the screen upon
which the hat, curls, neck, shoulders,

etc., of the "automatic lady" are

depicted.

By artificial means the semblance
of nature is given to a picture of

the human face ; but even here it

cannot be said that the idea is new,
because Nature herself appears to

simulate motions, some of which at-

tracted the attention of Faraday,
and formed part of the subject of a

very interesting paper written by
him in the Journal of the Royal
Institution, vol. i., p. 220. The
paper refers to the curious appear-
ance exhibited by the " Wheel Ani-

malcule."

This little insect has been well

described by Mr. Baker and others,
and can only be viewed distinctly
under a high magnifying power ; it

then presents an elongated, sack-like

form, either attached by the poste-
rior part to the side of the vessel

containing the water in which it exists, or else floating in the fluid.

When the effect in question is observable, there is seen the ap-

pearance of two wheels, one on each side of the head ; they seem
formed of deep teeth or short radii, perhaps fourteen or fifteen

in number. The form of these teeth is not sharp or well

defined, but hazy at the edges ; the interval between them is

perhaps rather more than the width of the teeth. The teeth

are not distinctly set on to a nave or axis, but appear some-
times even to melt away, or attenuate, at the part towards the

centre, and sometimes appear as independent portions, i.e., as
much separated from the centre part, or supposed place of

attachment, as from the neighbouring teeth.

Those part* are never teen M wheel*, except in motion ; the

animal w sometimes noon without them, the port* which produce
the appearance being then either retracted and drawn inward*,
or disposed in other forms, for the animal is of a very change-
able nature. Tho motion of the wheels is continuous, M if they
were spinning constantly in one direction upon their axis ; the

velocity is such as to carry the teeth rapidly before the eye, hot
is not enough to confound the impression of one tooth with that

of its neighbour, and therefore they may
be distinctly seen.

In this and a former lesson the toy called

the Zoetrope, or Wheel of Life, has been

mentioned, and, as it is a simple contriv-

ance, and easy of construction, we may M
well give a detailed description of it her*,
so that any of our readers who are mechani-

cally inclined may be able to make one for

themselves.

First it is necessary to procure a circu-

lar disc of wood, ten inches in diameter
and half an inch or rather more in thick-

ness. This disc should be made to revolve

freely on an iron pin put into a handle
like the handle of a skipping-rope or brad-

awl, which must have a disc of wood about
three inches in diameter at the top, on
which the larger disc may rest, and which

will prevent it from having an oscillating motion from side to

side when it is turned rapidly round. The larger disc should

bo prevented from slipping off the pin on which it revolves

by means of a small nut. A long screw passed through the

larger disc into tho handle will do as well as the iron pin and
nut.

Next take a strip of pasteboard thirty-three inches in length
and seven in breadth. This will be enough to go round the

disc and leave one and a half inches for lapping over and join-

ing up the pasteboard into a cylindrical form, which may be
effected by a few stitches, or by
means of brass rivets similar to

those generally used by shoemakers
and staymakers. Having done this,

divide the pasteboard into two
equal parts by a line drawn along
its length, and in the upper part
cut eleven or thirteen vertical slits,

two and three-quarters inches long
and three-sixteenths of an inch

broad, at equal distances from one

another, the bottom of each slit

touching the line drawn across the

pasteboard. Care must be taken to
cut the slits in such a manner that
there may be the same distance be-

tween the slits at each end when
the cylinder is joined up as there

is between any two of the slits ; and
before cutting them out it will be
as well to paste white paper on the
side of the pasteboard intended for

the inside of the cylinder and black

paper on the outside. The slits

should then be cut out with a sharp
penknife. When the cylinder has
been joined up so as to fit exactly
round the disc, it may be fastened

to it by means of a few iron tacks,

taking care that the perforated part remains uppermost.

Strips of paper, three inches wide and long enough to fit

round the interior of the cylinder and lap over a little, should
now be taken, and figures, similar in form and colour, but in

different attitudes, drawn on them. The figures should be

equal in number to the slits in the cylinder, and so drawn that
when the strip is placed within it a figure may appear exactly
under each slit. When the above directions have been
attended to, and the cylinder is caused to revolve by tho

hand, the eye being at the same time directed to the interior

through tho slits, the figures will appear to be endowed with

motion.
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LIV.
VARIOUS FORMS OP THE SUBJECT OF A PROPOSITION.

WE now come to the noun man in our model sentence

The sick man copiously drinks.

The noun man is the subject to the verb drinks. We thus see

that a noun may be the subject of a proposition. Is there any
ither part of speech that may be the subject of a proposition ?

1. An adjective may be the subject of a proposition ; as

The sick drink.

But here it must be observed that for drinks I have substituted

drink, the plural for the singular form of the verb. The rule

then is, that adjectives when used in the plural, and preceded by
the definite article, may be the subject of a proposition.

2. A pronoun may be the subject of a proposition ; as

I, the sick man, drink.

Here I is the subject to the verb drink, as I drink ; so we

may say
You, the sick man, drink.

I, you, we, they drink.

These additions to the subject modify the signification, and
offer instances of what is called apposition. Apposition (from

ad, to, and pono, I place) exists when a noun is added to a

pronoun or a noun in order to explain the intended meaning.
Thus here it is not I merely that drinks, but J, the sick man.
Instead of a pronoun, you may have a noun ; as

Alexander, the son of Philip, conquered Darius.

Apposition takes place in the object as well as in the subject ;

as in this sentence :

Wine overcame Alexander, the son of Philip.

3. An infinitive mood may bo the subject of a proposition ; as

To labour is pleasant.

Other words may bo connected with the infinitive mood ; as

.4 Noun. To drink u-afor is pleasant.
A No\m and Adjective. To drink goad water is wholesome.
A Noun, Adjective, and Adverb. To driuk gooet water copiously is

wholesome.

4. A present participle may be the subject of a proposition ; as,

Drinking is bad.

Drinking has here the force of a noun, while it retains also its

participial force. That it is a noun is clear from its being the

subject to the verb is. That it has also the force of a participle
is clear from its power to govern an object ; as

Drinking spirits is bad.

As a noun, drinking may be qualified by an article, an adjec-

tive, and a personal pronoun ; as

Article. The drinking was injurious.

Adjective. Much drinking is very injurious.
Pers. Pron. His drinking has been injurious to him.

Equally may the participial force carry with it words qualify-

ing the object; as

Drinking pure teoter is wholesome.

Drinking even a glass of wine may be blamed.

This last sentence presents a subject compounded of several

words, for the subject to the verb may is the clause drinking
~.even a glass of wine.
' Here is a clear and striking instance of the advantage of the

term subject over the term nominative or nominative case.
,

These
words are the subject, but they are not the nominative of the
verb may. The nominative case must be restricted to drinking.
A past participle may be added to a present participle, so as

to form the subject of a proposition ; as

Being involved in debt drove him from his country.

Here, too, qualifying words may be introduced ; as

Being greatly involved in debt, etc.

The past participle itself cannot, however, be a subject to a

proposition. We may indeed say
Driven is a past participle ;

but here driven is used in a general sense as a noun, and may
have prefixed to it these terms, the word; as,

"
the word driven

is a noun."

When this participial noun has the article connected with it,

it in a measure loses its participial force, and, becoming a noun,
is connected with a second noun by means of a preposition ; as

The driving of the cattle was blamed.

With the noun, however, adverbs may be joined ; as

The driving off of cattle is a crime at law.

The subject of a sentence is sometimes a proposition, or

several words introduced by an adverb or a preposition. Such

subjects are likely to give the learner trouble ; I therefore

give specimens, marking the words which form the several

subjects.
COMPOUND OB ADVERBIAL SUBJECTS.

Subject.

That too much care can injure

By what means I may serve you
For a prince to be reduced

Predicate.

is a dangerous doctrine,

is unknown to me.
is a great calamity.

AGREEMENT.

The compound subjects I have now laid before you contain

instances of both agreement and government. They contain

instances of agreement in

1. Much drinking is very injurious.

2. Drinking pure water is wholesome.

In 1, much is an adjective agreeing with the participial noun

drinking, whose meaning it qualifies. In 2, pure is an adjective

agreeing with water, whose meaning it qualifies.

The instances of government which it is chiefly important to

notice are found in these propositions :

1. Drinking spirits is bad.

2. Drinking a glass of wine is not necessary.
3. Disturbing t?ie peace of the Queen's subjects.

In 1, we have the simple case of the object depending on the

verb, and the rule may be given as the object of a proposition

depends on or is governed by its verb.

In 2, we find the Norman or false genitive in the words a

glass of wine, where the two nouna are connected by of, and the

latter, namely, wine, depends on or is governed by the pre-

position.
In the third sentence the words queen's subjects present an

instance of the Saxon genitive, in which the former term, queen's,

depends on r is governed by the term subjects. The rule may
be laid down thus :

Of two nouns in immediate dependence, the former is in the

genitive case.

This last example contains an instance of both the Norman
and the Saxon genitive, and that too in combination, as in the

words
The peace of the Queen's subjects.

These two genitives may be indicated thus :

THE SAXON GENITIVE. THE NORMAN GENITIVE.

Queen's subjects. The peace of the subjects.

For the Saxon genitive, the rule is that when two nouns come

together the dependent noun is in the genitive case. Observe

that the dependence is merely structural, as in "
queen's sub-

jects," the form queen becomes the form queen's by being de-

pendent on subjects. You may state the rule thus, also, the

possessiwe case is the case of the possessor, as John's books. Thus
stated the relation is more than structural, for possession is a
fact.

Instead of a noun, a clause, or several words, may govern the

genitive case. Instances of this kind involve idioms that may
be called peculiarly English, though similar constructions appear
in Greek :

What is the reason of t7iis person's hasty dismissal of his servants ?

What is the reason of this person's dismissing his servant so hastily ?

He prevented his army's being enclosed.

Possessive pronouns may hold the place of the genitive ; as

This is the last time of my acting so imprudently.

In this instance the pronoun agrees with the participle as if it

were a noun.

Sometimes the idea of possession is wholly dropped, and the

participle stands alone, either simply agreeing with a noun, or

with a gerundial force ; as
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He produced on argument ojaiiut Motet ltin>) the author of the

Pentateuch.

oiples sometimes oooor oa simple participles, when in

truth th.-> have the force and should hare the construction of

i tho follpwing sontonoo:

; . Cyrus did not wait for tho Babylonians coining to attack

lii-jht. Cyrus did not wait for the Babylonians' coming to attack

him.

Compound or adverbial subjects require the verb in the singu-

lar number. Respecting pronouns considered as subjects, a

few details are necessary. Pronouns that denote one person or

object must have their verb in tho singular number. Pronouns

that denote more than one person or object must have their

verb in the plural number. When two or more pronouns occur

in one sentence, and refer to the same person or tiling, they
must be in tho same gender, number, and person ; as

I saw my dog bite tho man.
|

She came to show me her bonnet.

But if different parsons or things are intended, the proper

pronouns must be employed ; as

I saw his dog bite the man.
|

She oame to show me your hat.

Tho distributive pronouns each, every, whoever, etc., being

singular in form, should have a verb in the singular number ;

they should also have corresponding pronouns in the singular

number ; as

Each man is coming for his wages.
.

"
Every good gift and every perfect gift cometh* down from above."

(James i. 17.)

Whoever comes, let him enter.

Inaccurate speakers are wont to put the second pronoun in

the plural, saying
Whoever comes, let them enter.

The error is the more to bo guarded against, because every

one, etc., implies a number, and is nearly equivalent to all.

POSITION OF THE SUBJECT AND ITS AGREEMENT WITH
THE VEKB.

Position of the Subject. Tho ordinary place of the subject is

immediately before the verb ; as

The sicfc man drinks.

^One word or more may intervene before the subject.

*The subject, however, comes after the verb (1) in questions ;

as in this example :

Does the sick man drink wine ?

(2)" With the imperative mood ; as

Go thou ; come ye.

(3) On the expression of a strong wish ; as

May they learn wisdom by what they suffer.

(1) When the conjunction if is dropped ; as

Were my father alive, for "
if my father were," etc.

(5) With the conjunction nor ; as

Nor can your turpitude be denied.

(6) In cases of emphasis ; as

Rich is the reward of the righteous.

(7) After an adverb or adverbial phrase ; as

After the infantry marched the grenadiers, then followed the horse.

(8) With an interposed verb ; as
" My children," replied the dying father,

" I entreat you."

The imperative mood of the first and third person singular
and plural is formed with the assistance of let ; as

Let him go ; let them eat.

Here it will be observed the pronouns are in the objective
case. The reason is that let is really an independent verb, and
as such governs the objects him and them in the objective case,

go and eat being infinitives depending on let. This is the true

analysis of such sentences.

An adverb, when it begins a sentence, puts the subject after

its verb ; as
" There will I plead with you face to face." (Ezek. xx. 35.)

Yet by no means universally; as

"There the<j buried Abraham and Sarah." (Gen. xlix. 31.)

When, however, there is o*ed u an expletive, the subject
follows the verb ; as

" There ihall be no night then." (Rr. xxi. 25.)

" An expletive
"

is a word which, according to its derivation,

signifies a word which jitlt up or i* redundant. A regard to

idiom may sometimes require the retention of expletive*.
Adverbial phrases have great force in canting the subject t

take place after the verb.

AGREEMENT OF THE SUBJECT AND VERB.

While the subject of a proposition may agree with a qualifying

adjective and a limiting or defining article, it specially agrees
with tho verb. Tho agreement is of two kinds, one of form,
another of substance ; one flexional, another logical.

Wo may express these facts differently, by Maying that if the

verb is in the plural number, its subject must be in the plural
number ; and if the subject is in the plural number, the verb
must be in the plural number. In other words, both subject
and verb take the same condition ; and this is what I mean by
stating that the subject and the verb must agree. In general,

then, the rule is this :

The subject and the verb must be in the same number and

person; or, to state the name fact differently, the subjectt and
their verb must agree in number and person.
Nouns of multitude, that is, nouns signifying many, take

their verbs in the plural.

When, however, the idea of one predominates that is, when

you regard the object spoken of as a v:lwle, and not as con-

sisting of parts then a collective noun requires its verb to be

in the singular number ; as

The Parliament tros dissolved ; but
The people were admitted to the Queen's presence ;

for the word people gives the idea of many persons.
Nouns are of the third person. But some grammarians have

ascribed all the three persons to nouns. In only one form of

construction, however namely, the form that bears the name of

apposition can nouns have a first, a second, as well as a third

person. For example -.

Nouns tn the First Person. It is I, your old friend.

Nouns in the Second Person. Thou, the man of my heart.

Nouns in the Third Person. He, the king of the Jews.

Two or more nouns, or a noun and a pronoun, are said to be

in apposition, when, being in the same number, person, and

case, they refer to the same person or thing, and when the

second is put in order to explain or add something in meaning
to the first.

The essence of apposition is in the fact that a word or words

are apposed (ad, to, and pono, / put), with a view to explain,

enlarge, or qualify a foregoing noun or pronoun.
Observe that in every case of apposition there are two parts,

the apposed part, and the part to which the apposition is made.

Thus, in the sentence,
"
Richard, the king, lost his crown," the

king is the apposed part, and Richard is the part to which the

apposition is made.

ADVERBS : SYNTAX OF THE PREDICATE COMPLETED.

In the following phrase
The sick man drinks copiously,

copiously is the adverb of the proposition. Instead of an adverb

we may have in the proposition an adverbial phrase ;
as

The sick man drinks with freedom.

Whatever affects the affirmation of a sentence performs the

office, and may be said to hold tho place, of an adverb. Phrases

which in some way affect the affirmation are numerous, as they

vary with the variation of time, place, and manner ; as

* An instance of two nouns combining to form one thought, and so

putting the verb in the singular.

( yesterday drank.
Tim.-The sick man

| OQ {a ,ling^ d]

Plo.-The sick man

drank.

( drank in his chamber.

jn his ^d.

( drank with eagerness.
Manner.-The sick man

j drank at OJje draugbt.

Position of the Adverb. The ordinary place for the adverb ia

immediately before or after tho verb. Euphony, as well as

idiom, has an influence in determining the position of the adverb

Sometimes an adverb is placed before the verb in order to allow

the verb and its object to stand together ; as

The sick man copiously drank water.
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The position of the adverb has much to do with the sense.

There is a great difference between these two statements :

Only the man went out.

The man only went out.

The first states that the man went out, and no one else ; the

second states that the man did nothing but go out.

Agreement of Adverbs. Adverbs, though so called because

they are put to verbs, qualify adjectives as well as verbs ; as

" Any passion that Twbitually discomposes our temper, or unfits us

for properly discharging the duties of life, has most certainly gained a

very dangerous ascendancy." Blair.

Adjectives may also be said to qualify participles, but as the

participle is only a part of the verb, a separate statement of the

fact is hardly necessary.
There are elliptical forms which seem to make some adverbs

independent of any verb. But the independence is only appa-

rent. In reality every adverb on examination will be found to

qualify an affirmation.

The words yes and no are exceptions. When I ask a child,
" Do you love me ?" and the child answers "Yes," the adverb

yes is only an abbreviated form of the sentence I do love you.

No and not are often misused. No is the answer to a question

when no other answer is given ; not is prefixed to the verb

employed in giving the answer ; as

Are you ill ? No.

Are you ill ? I am not ill.

Hence in all sentences not should be used ; consequently
" whether or no "

is wrong ; it should be whether or not.

When not is prefixed to the verb, and so affects or negatives
the whole affirmation, if a negative is required with a succeeding

member, or should be used ; but if the not (or neither) negatives

only one word or one phrase, then with the succeeding or

corresponding word or phrase employ nor ; as

For two months I could not think or speak.
He allowed me not to speak nor to write.

He gave me neither money nor clothes.

Observe that neither is properly used of two only, meaning
not either, that is, not one of two. Hence it takes in the second

clause nor.

PARTICIPLE.

Of the predicate in the sentence,

The man drinks a beverage made of wine and water,

the word made, the word of, and the word and remain to be
studied.

These words might have stood in the subject. Their position
in either the subject or the predicate is of no importance. The

only thing of importance is to show that a simple sentence may
embrace all the parts of speech ; for thus .you learn-that, when

you have mastered the syntax of a simple sentence, you have
mastered the essential doctrines of English grammar.
The past participle made offers an instance of agreement and

government united in one word ; for made agrees with beverage,

and together with beverage is governed by drinks. In general
it may be stated that participles admit of concord and de-

pendence.

Participles perform other offices besides that which is strictly

their own.
The present participle is used as a noun sometimes without,

sometimes with a pronoun, also sometimes with and sometimes

without an object ; as

"
Describing a past event as present has a fine effect in language.

Kames.

The present participle may have the force of an infinitive ;

as
"Avoid being ostentatious and affected." Blair.

The present participle has the force of an infinitive also when
combined with the past participle ; as

" Habits are soon assumed ; but when we strive

To strip them off, 'tis being flayed alive." Cowper.

A present participle may at the same time have the force and
construction of a participle and a noun :

" Mr. Dryden makes a very handsome observation on Ovid's writing
a loiter from Dido to .SSneas." Spectator.

The construction in this last example deserves study : the

preposition on governs writing as a norm ; writing as a nouu
overns Ovid's, and writing as a participle governs letter.

The present participle used as a noun may have a preposition
or an adverb in combination with it ; as

" Their hope shall be as the giving up of the ghost." (Job xi. 20.)

Participles in general have the government of the verbs from
which they come ; consequently the question whether or not a

preposition should be appended to a participle depends on the

usage of the verb ; often of is inserted where it is not needed,

especially by the untaught in conversation ; as
"

Incorrect.
"
They left beating of Paul." (Acts xxi. 32.)

Some verbs take a present participle after them instead of an
infinitive ; as

Verbs of Desisting.
"
They have done speaking." Harris.

Verbs of Omitting.
" He omits giving an account of them." Toofee.

Verbs of Preventing.
" Our sex are prevented from engaging in these

turbulent scenes." West.

Verbs of Avoiding.
" He might have avoided treating of the origin of

ideas." Toofce.

After verbs expressive of the operations of the senses the

participle or the infinitive may be used, but with a slight differ-

ence in the meaning ; the participle describing the act as at the

moment actually proceeding ; as

I saw the bird fly. \
I saw the bird flying.

TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. IX.

RECEIPT. An acknowledgment in writing of having received

a certain sum of money from a person named.
BE-EXCHANOE. A charge upon the drawer of a dishonoured

foreign bill of exchange upon a re-drawing by the holder.

Whatever expense or damage is incurred in consequence of the

dishonour of the bill is included under this head. The whole is,

however, frequently consolidated by custom into fixed per-centage
rates for particular places.
REFERENCE. The direction given by a person requiring

credit, to the trader of whom he requires it, to a third party,
who may be questioned relative to his commercial standing.
REGISTRATION. Registering ships at the Custom House BO

as to entitle them to the enjoyment of the privileges attending
Britiah-built vessels. A certificate of registry is granted, which
states the build, tonnage, and names of the owners and master,
and forms a proof of the nation to which a vessel belongs.
RE-INSURANCE. A sub-insurance effected with others by

insurers who have incurred too great a liability, or who have
become dissatisfied with the nature of the risk they have con-

tracted to take upon themselves.

RELEASE FOR FREIGHT. A formal release given by the

owners of vessels or their agents on receipt of an amount of

freight, when notice has been previously given by them to the

dock companies or wharfingers to stop delivery of the goods

pending its payment.
REMITTANCE. A sum of money or bills of exchange sent

from one person to another.

RESERVE. A fund set aside for the purpose of meeting any
extraordinary contingencies or losses likely to arise in the course

of business.

RESIDUE. That which is left of an estate after all claims

upon it have been satisfied.

REST. In banking, the accumulated amount of profit appli-

cable for the purpor.es of dividend.

RETURNS. A term applied to any merchandise or bills of

exchange purchased as a means of returning the proceeds of

consignments received ; also the amount of a trader's sales.

REVENUE. Income derived from a collective source ; usually

applied to the annual receipts of a country from taxes, Cus-

toms' duties, and other sources.

REVERSION REVERSIONARY INTEREST. A right to the

possession of money or property at a certain future period, or

after the death of another.

SALARY. A stipulated a.nnual or periodical payment for

services.

SALVAGE is compensation allowed to persons who are instru-

mental in saving goods or ships from the dangers of the sea,

or from fire. The term is also applied to the goods saved.
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SAUHL.K. A small portion obtained from the bulk of any
arti'-!

i, tosorve aa a specimen of tho whole.
> m i.i.. A about of paper appended to any written in-

htiuir-' i :. t containing > detailed statement or a list of tho

:y mentioned

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXI.

5 109.-PREPOSITIONS CONSTRUED WITH THE GENITIVE.

\<r give again the propoaitiona governing the several

oases respectively, with their proper dofinitiona ; subjoining,

also, some few observations on such of them aa seem to require
further explanation. And, first, wo mention those construed

with the genitive.

.lutf.m. or ftatt, instead.

?lii|iabalb, without, outside.

Dtclftit, or titlfcitl, on this side.

Jjalbfii, or h.iU'tr. on account of.

3nntrbaUv within, inside.

Stnfcit, or icnfttt*, on that side,

beyond.
5traft, by virtue of.

8ang6, (also gov. Dat.) along.

8aut, according to.

Obtrfyalb, above.

Jrofc, (also gov. Dat.) in spite of.

Urn roifltn, for tho sake of.

Ungcad;ttt, notwithstanding.
llattrb,alb, below, on the lower

side.

llnfcru, near, not far from.

Unrctif, near, not far from.

tUfrmitttlfl, or mitttlft, by means

QJtrmDgt, by dint of. [of.

SBilfjrtnt, during.

SBtgtn, on account of.

3ufolge, (also gov. Dat.) in con-

sequence of.

110. OBSERVATIONS.

(1.) ftnftatt is compounded of an (in) and Statt (place), and
these components may sometimes be separated ; thus, an trt

SSrubtrt Statt, in the brother's stead. In this case, the part
@ t a 1 1 takes its proper character, which is that of a noun.

(2.) -fcalbt n, like rotgtn and um willcn, expresses motive. Strictly

speaking, however, tyalbtn seems to point to a motive that is

direct, immediate, and special ; rotgtn indicates an object less

definite and more distant; while um i((tn looks to the will,

wish, or welfare of that which is expressed by the genitive.
These distinctions, however, are not always regarded, even by
writers of reputation.

(3.) $atbtn or tyalbtr is always placed after the noun which it

governs ; thus, ttt tltt8 b.alben, for the sake of money ; i<ctgnii.

gtn b.albcr, for the sake of pleasure. albtn is often united with
the genitive of the personal pronouns ; in which case the final

letter (r) is omitted, and its place supplied by t : thus, mtintt.

Ijalbcn (instead of mtintr^albcn), for my sake ; fctinttfjalbtn, for thy
sake ; fttntt&.albtn, for his sake, etc. So, too, it occurs in the

compounds tcpbalb, on account of that
; njcpfialb, on account of

which ; wherein, as in aujjtrfjalb, tnnttb.alb, obetfyalb, untttljalb, the
form

I)
alb en is shortened into &; alb. In the last four, $ alb has

the sense of part or side ; as, aupttljalb, outsitZe, etc.

(4.) SGtgtn may either come before or after its noun ; as, wtgtn
ttt gtoptn tfab,r, on account of the great danger ; ftintt tfuntl?tit

totgtn, on account of his health.

(5.) Um willtn is always separated by the genitive which it

governs ; thus, um ottt8 n>i(Jtn, for God's sake.

(6.) Ungtacbttt may either jwecede or succeed its noun ; as,

ungtad;tct alter ^tuttrnifff, notwithstanding all hindrances ; ftintl

BlriM ungtacbtet, notwithstanding his industry.
(7.) Strnu'gt, by dint or means of, indicates physical ability ;

as, vtrmijgt tc g(tific8, by means of industry. It thus differs from
fraft, which points rather to the exercise of moral power ; as,
hraft metric? 2lmtt8, by virtue of my office.

(8.) 3ufclgt, when it comes after the word which it governs,
takes the latter in the dative ; as, fctm iBrfctylt jufolgt, in conse-

quence of (or pursuant to) the order.

(9.) 8Ang< and tro may also govern the dative.

5 HI. PREPOSITIONS CONSTRUED WITH THE DATIVE.

9lu, out, out of.

$uptt, without, outside of.

58ci, by, near, with.

SBinntn, within.

(Sntgtgtn, towards, opposite to.

tgtnubcr, over against.
tmap, conformably with.

SJJit, with.

92 act, after, to, according to.

next, next to.

Sfttbft, together with.

Ob, over, at.

arnmr, together with.

cvtt since.

iBon, from, of.

3u, to, at.

3uiW, against, contrary.

f 112.-OBSEBVATION8.
(1.) ttul indicates the place, the tource, or the material

whence anything u produced; as, aul ton $auft, oat of UM
boose ; aul l-itbt. out of love ; aul 9tu^ti bai (Mctt ttt 9Btlt granule
out of nothing has God made the world.

i -j . , :i u H t r differs from aul, in that it denotes tUuation rather
than transition ; thus, aul tern $auft marks motion from or out
of the house, while aujitr ttm -fcauft signifies position in respect
to the house, that is, outside of the boose, abroad ; benoe
comes also the signification betidet, exclurive of; as, Rinnan*
auptt mir mat jugtgtn, no one besides, or except me, was present.

(3.) '.Of i ahowa the relation of proximity or identity in respect
to persons, places, times, etc. ; an, rr wobnt btt fnnrm t'rutrr, he
resides u-ith his brother ; bfi itm ^auft, by or near the bouse ; bo
tcr jsdji-pfung, at the creation ; bti mcinrr flnfunft, at or upon my
arrival ; bti ttm 'Jilatc, in Plato, that ia, in the works of Plato.

!8tt is also used in making oath or protest; as, bti ftott ; bti

mttncr ff^rc ; by God ; by or upon my honour : a use easily de-

rived from the primary signification of the word. It should be
added that the German bti (unlike the English by) is not pro-

perly employed to denote the cause, means, or instrument of an
action ; this is done by the words tur$, von, or mit . t<$ falju nut

fctr (Stftnbafcn

(4.) !8inncn is used in denoting a limitation of time; as,
binntn acbt Xagtn, within eight days.

(5.) Gntgtgtn always comes after its noun, and denotes the
relation of parties moving towards one another so as to meet :

hence it gets tho signification opposite tv, o-. , against ; thus,
ttr J?nabe lAuft ftinem >-l>attr tntgtgtn, the boy runs towards, that ia;

to meet his father ; ttm SBintt entgtgtn. against the wind.

(6.) tgenuber marks an opposite position of things, and,
like tntgegtn, comes after its noun : as, ttm -auft gegtnubtr, oppo-
site to, or fronting the house.

(7.) 9)J i t signifies sometimes the relation of union ; some-
times that of instrumentality ; as, tr acbtittt mit fttntm '-Gattr, he
works with his father ; mit tintm QJZtfftr f^neittn, to cut with a
knife ; sometimes, also, it indicates the manner of an action ;

as, mit ealt, mit Sift

(8.) 92ac$, in all its uses, has its nearest equivalent in the

English word after ; as, $tn >Ditrtutcn nad) cicr, ten minutes after
four ; nad; tnglifcijet SKute, after the English fashion ; ttr Staff na<$,

after (that is, following after) your nose ; ttm tromt nad;, after

(that is, in the direction of) the stream ; ttc iBtfdjrtibung nod;,

after (that is, according to) the description ;
toir gtbtn nod; ttt

tatt, we are going after (that is, in the direction of, towards,
or to) the city ;

ta$ Sdbiff til nad; ttmtrifa btfiimmt, the ship is

bound after (that is, for) America, etc.

(9.) When direction towards a person, instead of a place, is

indicated, ju is employed; as, id; react )U mtintm &attr gtb^tn, I

shall go to my father. Sometimes nad; is used in connection
with ju ; as, tt lief nad; tcr 2tatt nt, he ran (literally, after to)

towards the city. When it denotes direction with, aa in the

phrase ttm trome nad;, following or going with the stream, it is

put after the noun which it governs : so, also, when it has the

kindred sense, according to ; as, mtintr flRtinung nad;, according
to my opinion. If, however, in the latter case, a genitive de-

pends on the noun under the government of the preposition,

narf; precedes; as, nad; ttt J8tfd;rtibung cbiUtr'i, according to

Schiller's description.

(10.) 9ft 6 ft and fammt have the same general signification,

together with; but, strictly speaking, differ in this, that I'ammt

not only indicates conjoint, but also simultaneous action; thus,
ftaron fammt ftintn Sofcntn folltn tfart J|>antt auf ftin Jjaurt (tgtn, Aaron

together with (i.e., simultaneously with) his sons shall lay their

hands upon his head.

'11.) Ob is seldom used except in poetry.

(12.) 95 on marks the source or origin of a thing, and has the

same latitude of signification as its English equivalent from ;

thus, ttt SQtnb rotfctt von Ciltn, the wind blows from the East ;

bag rtidit ifl von i^m. that poem is from (by) him. Wrth an or

auf following, it indicates the extent of a period of time : von

ttt ttfttn JJintbttt an, from earliest childhood on ; von ftintt Jugtnb

auf, from his youth up.

(13.) 3u primarily is a mere sign of transition ; but is made
to denote a variety of cognate relations, from a state of motion
to a state of rest. Examples best illustrate its use ; thus, id;

ftifl ju mtintm Cattt gtfctn, I will go to my father ;
hnr rni'tn $u

ffiafft r unt ju Santt. we travel by land and by water ; ju QJfcttt on
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horseback ; 511 gufie, on foot ; ju J&aufe, at home ;
u jcncr 3ett, at

that time; er tyat mid; sum (for u bem) -Warren gemacbt, he has made
me (to become) a fool ; er ttyut d mtr 311 Stebe, he does it to (show)

love for me. It is sometimes used as an adverb ; as, gel) ju, go
on ; ju met, too much ; ntacfje bte Styvir ju, shut the door to. (See

Sect. LXXIII. 1.)

(14.) 3unnber, against, contrary to, comes after the word
which it governs.

113. PREPOSITIONS CONSTRUED WITH THE ACCU-
SATIVE.

onbcr, without,

llm, about, around.

SBttcr, against.

through.

Stir, for.

@egcn or gen, towards.

Dtyne, without.

114. OBSERVATIONS.

(1.) >urd; has its exact equivalent in the English word

through ; as, turd) tie tabt gefyeu, to go through the city ; burd;

Styrcn Seijtanb, through your aid ; baS ganje Satyr burd; (where, as

often in English, the preposition comes after the noun), the

whole year through.

(2.) egcn (contracted, gen) indicates motion towards; and
hence has the signification opposite to ; but whether it marks
direction towards in a manner friendly or otherwise, must be

determined by the context. In this respect, it differs from

nribcr, against, which denotes an opposition, doing, or designing
evil.

(3.) )T;ne and fonber are of the same import; but the latter

is seldom used, and then only when the substantive has no

article before it.

(4.) II m, like the English word about, indicates the going or

being of one thing around another ; and hence denotes also

nearness, change of position, succession, etc. ; thus, um bcu Sifcf;

ftfcen, to sit round the table ; njtrf bctnen Qftantcl um bid;, throw thy
cloak about thee ; unt jnxi Ilfyr, about (literally, close about, i.e.,

exactly) two o'clock ; eincn Xog um ben aubern, one day about

another, that is, every other day ;
c8 ijt utn ityn gefrfjcfycn, it is done

about him, that is, it is over with him ;
um c(b fptclen, to play

about (for) money ; um jetyn Satyre iiinger, younger about (by) ten

years, etc. Before an infinitive preceded by ju (that is, before

the supine, as it is sometimes called), um denotes purpose ; as,

um Stynen ju jetgen, in, order to show you ;
um ju fcfyrcibcn, in order

to write, or for the purpose of writing.

115. PREPOSITIONS CONSTRUED WITH THE DATIVE
OR ACCUSATIVE.

2ln, on, at, near.

3luf on, upon,
tinier, behind.

3n, in, or into.

Keben, beside.

Iteber, over, above,

llntcr, under, among.
93or, before.

3nnfd;en, betwixt, between.

116.-OBSERVATIONS.

These prepositions govern either the accusative or the dative,

but not without a difference of signification ; for when motion

towards, that is, motion from one point to another, is indicated,
the accusative is required ; when, however, motion or rest in

any given place or condition is signified, the dative is used ;

thus, ber j?ttabe iSuft in ben arten, the boy runs into (motion
towards) the garden ; ber .Ritabe tfiitft in bcm arten, the boy runs

in (motion within) the garden. This is the general principle,
which will be found, with more or less distinctness, everywhere
to prevail in the use of the prepositions of this class. We sub-

join a list of examples :

Dat. 2ln einem Orte vooljnen, to dwell in or at a place.
Ace. 2ht cincn greunb fd;rctben, to write to a friend.

Dat. @d;u>ad; an SSerftanbe, weak in understanding.
Ace. 23iS an ben 2lbenb, even to or until evening.
Dat. 21m Qftorgen unb am Slbenb, in the morning and in the

evening.
Dat. 2luf bem Sanbe tooljnen, to live in the country.
Ace. Sluf bag Sanb reifen, to travel into the country.
Ace. @o iet auf ben 3ftann, so much for a, or per man.
Ace. 2luf beutfcfye 2lrt, in (i.e., following after) the German way.
Dat. r fletyt tytnter mtr, he stands behind me.
Ace. (5r trat Ijtnter tntd;, he stepped behind me.
Dat. 3d; n>o$ne in ber tabt,. I live in the city.

Ace. 3d; gctye in bte tabt, I am going into the city.
Dat. Sr ftaub neben mtr,. he stood near to me.
Ace. Sr ftettte fid; neben mid;, he placed himself near me.
Dat. Ueber ber 2lrbeit, over (i.e., while at) the work.
Ace. Itcbcr metne .Krafte, beyond my strength.
Dat. 3d; ftanb unter etnem JBaume, I stood under a tree.

Ace. Der -unb friecbt unter ben .Itfcb, the dog creeps under the
table.

Dat. o n)it( id; mid; nidjt sor btr serbergen, then will I not hide

myself from thee.

Ace. 3d; getye oor bie Styur, I go before the door.

Dat. 3d; fap jnnfdjen jtuct greuitben, I sat between two friends.

Ace. 3d; fteflte mid; jicifdjen beibc, I placed myself between the
two.

117. THE CONJUNCTIONS.

(1.) Conjunctions are words used in o ^meeting sentences.

As, however, there are various kinds of. connections existing

among sentences, it has been customary 1 >

classify the conjunc-
tions according to the nature of the connection which they are

employed to indicate. Hence we have (among other classes)
the following :

Copulatives : as, unb, and ; aucfj, also.

Disjunctives : as, cntnjeber, either ; obcr, or.

Adversatives : as, aber, but, however ; atfctn, but ; bod;, yet.

Negatives : as, njcbcr, neither ; nod;, nor.

Comparatives : as, n.nc, as ; fo, so, thus ; ail, than ; gteidjluie,

just as.

Conditionals : as, wcnn, if
; fofla, in case that ; Wofern, provided

that.

Causals : as, bcnn, for ; toctt, since, because.

Conclusives : as, barum, therefore ; batycr, hence ; bcptyatb, there-

fore.

Concessives : as, obtootyt, obfd;on, obgteid;, ttjciut, although.
Finals : as, bap, that ; auf bap and bamit, in order that j

um ju, in order to.

(2.) We give below a list of the conjunctions that most com-

monly occur in German : premising only that some of the words
here set down as conjunctions are also employed as adverbs ;

for it will of course be kept in mind, that the office performed by
a word determines its name and character. For numerous ex-

amples illustrating their uses, see Sect. XCIX.

21bcr, but.

mictn, but.

2113, as, than, when.

21(fo, so then, consequently.

2lud;, also, ever.

2luf bap, in order that.

S3i3, until.

Da, since.

5)atyer, therefore, hence.

3)afcrn, in case that, if.

SDap, that, in order that.

2)amtt, in order that.

JDarum, therefore, on that ac-

count.

Scnn, for, because, than.

3)ennod;, still, nevertheless.

cptyatb, therefore, on that ac-

count.

Ssefto, the. (Sect. XXX. 6.)

Sod;, yet, however, still.

(Stye, before that, ere.

Sntoeber, either.

gatls?, in case that.

gotgiid;, consequently.
3e, befto, the the. (Sect.
XXX. 6.)

Sebocty, yet, nevertheless.

Snbem, while, because, since.

, consequently.

Sfoctybein, after that.

S'iod;, nor, nor yet.

Sinn, therefore, then.

9lw, btat, only.

Ob, whether, if.

Dbglctd;, though, although.

>bfd;on, though, although.

Dbmofyl, though, although.

Dber, or.

Otyne, without, except.

>tyngead;tet, notwithstanding.
o, thus, therefore, if.

onbern, but.

Hub, and.

Ungead;tct, notwithstanding.

SBatyrenb, whilst.

SBatyrcub bcm, whilst.

SCBatyreitb baji, whilst, than.

SBetcr, neither.

SBcnn, if, as.

2fict(, because.

SScnngtctdj, although.

3Bcnnfd;on, although.

SBtc, as, when.

2Bien)otyt, though.
SOBo, if.

SBcfcrn, if, in case that.

118. INTERJECTIONS.

(1.) Interjections, as the name implies, are commonly thrown

into a sentence, without, however, changing either its structure

or its signification. They are merely the signs of strong or

sudden emotion ; and may be classified according to the nature

of the emotion which they indicate : some expressing joy, some
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torrow, Homo surpri$e, and BO on. The lint below contains those

only that must commonly occur.

fll>! ah!
Ci ! eigh !

VM
'

h:i !

jc! lio !

J&c ta ! ho there !

-V.ili ! hold ! stop !

(2.) It may bo ad
whole phrases, are

parsing are treated a
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later than Wycherley, and writing under the more wholesome
influences prevalent after the Revolution of 1688, his plays,
at least the later ones, are by no means so grossly immoral as

those of his predecessor. Vanbrugh died in 1726.

George Farquhar was born at Londonderry in 1678. He
became an actor ; then left the stage and served in the army ;

and finally returned to the stage, and became eminent as a

comic dramatist. His plays are chiefly distinguished by the

variety and truth to nature of the characters which they intro-

duce, and the touches of humour which constantly recur in the

course of them. The most popular of his pieces is
" The

Beaux's Stratagem." Farquhar died early, in great want, in

1707.

The most eminent, however, of the comic dramatists of this

period was William Congreve. He was born in Iraland, though
of English parents, in 1670. He received his education at

Trinity College, and it is evident that he enjoyed a far more

systematic training than most of his brother dramatists. He
early settled in London; and his qualities being exactly such

as best justified him for social and literary success in the

period at which he lived, he very soon acquired a leading

position among the wits, authors, and men of fashion of the

day. Few men have been so uniformly successful as Congreve.
In his early youth his criticism was respectfully sought by
Dryden, then in the very zenith of his fame. In later life he
was honoured by Pope with the dedication to him of his Homer.

Among the wits Congreve was supreme ; in fashionable society
'he was irresistible. He was always prosperous in his circum-

stances, always enjoyed comfortable appointments under the

state, and among the comic dramatists he was the acknow-

ledged leader. His plots are not as carefully or skilfully
constructed as those of many of his contemporaries ; but his

characters are admirably portrayed, and if not as fresh are

at least as lifelike as those of any of the comic dramatists.

The qualities, however, in which he stands supreme are the

brilliancy of his dialogue, his mastery of language, and the

unfailing flow of his wit. The best of Congreve' s plays are
" The Old Bachelor

" and " Love for Love." Congreve lived

till 1729, but he had retired from the dramatic art many years
before his death. In his own day Congreve was not less famous
as a tragic writer and as a poet than in the comic stage ; but
hia somewhat pompous and artificial tragic style has little

charm for modern readers ; and his poems, if graceful, are

nothing more.

The comic dramatists of this period all show, as we have

seen, a very strongly marked common character, and are in

very close harmony with the age in which they wrote. The
prose literature of the same period has nothing of the kind
about it. It is both scanty in amount, and the several works

composing it are wholly isolated in character. -

Few men of his age played a more prominent part in the

history of his country than Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon.
As a member of the House of Commons, he bore his share in

the contests between the king and the Commons in the Long
Parliament. He was at first a supporter, though a moderate
one, of the popular cause ; but he ultimately joined the king,
and after the death of Charles I. he became the faithful friend

and counsellor of his son, afterwards Charles II., sharing his

long years of exile, and undergoing with him all the trials and
privations of those gloomy years for the royalist party. Hyde
returned with his master from exile, became Lord Chancellor
and Earl of Clarendon, and for some years was one of the most
influential and probably the wisest of the king's advisers. His

daughter married the Duke of York, afterwards James II., and
he thus became father-in-law of one king, and grandfather of

two successive queens. But Clarendon's favour with the king
declined, while his unpopularity with the people increased, and,

being impeached, he chose to resign himself to voluntary exile,
and passed the remainder of his life abroad. He died in 1674.

In the history of English literature Clarendon is entitled to

a high place in virtue of his "
History of the Great Rebellion."

Histories may generally be divided into two classes. There
are histories written by eye-witnesses, who describe what they
themselves have seen and known ; these, for the most part,
derive their whole value from the personal knowledge of the

writer, and have seldom any claim to philosophical or literary
merit. There are histories written by men of philosophical
mind, of calm impartiality, judgment, and discernment, and

with the graces of literary style. But it is one of the rarest

things in the history of literature to find the merits of these
two kinds of history combined, as they are in a very high
degree, in Clarendon's history. He writes of the events of hia

own times, events all occurring under his own eyes, and in

which he himself took an active part. But, though his history
is undoubtedly very partial, he yet writes also with much of

that calm judgment upon men and things, and that insight into

character, which belong to the philosophical historian ; and his

style, though not a model of English writing, is manly and

dignified.
Izaak Walton was born in 1593. He passed the active years

of his life in the exercise of the trade of a linendraper in

London ; but having at a comparatively early age acquired a
moderate competence, he retired from business, and passed the
last forty years of his long life in retirement in the country,
enjoying the society of his many accomplished friends, his

books, and his fishing. He died in 1683. His works are his
"
Lives," and his treatise on fishing,

" The Complete Angler."
The lives which he wrote are those of Donne, the celebrated
satirist and Dean of St. Paul's, Sir Henry Wotton, Hooker,
George Herbert, and Bishop Sanderson. Few books in the

language are more attractive than these exquisitely written

biographies. "The Complete Angler" is a book unlike any
other ever written. It is, like its author, a quaint mixture of

ardent enthusiasm on the one subject of angling, with great

delicacy of taste, love of nature, keen observation, and a loving
tenderness of spirit. The style and language, in their quaint

simplicity, are quite in keeping with the subject.
But of the prose writers of this age none is comparable in

genius to Bunyan. John Bunyan was born in 1628. He was
born in the very lowest rank of society, for his father was a

tinker, and he himself in early life followed the same trade.

Bunyan, therefore, enjoyed as scanty opportunities of education

as it is possible to imagine ; no great writer, indeed, ever owed
less to external aids than he did. For some years he served in

the army of Cromwell during the civil war ; but having re-

ceived strong religious convictions, he abandoned the army and
became a preacher, attaching himself to the sect of the Baptists.
He pursued his mission with that zeal and devoutness which
showed themselves in all he did, and became singularly powerful
and popular as a preacher ; but the Restoration, and the per-
secution of all Dissenters which followed it, interrupted his

career. He was thrown into Bedford gaol for the offence of

preaching and praying in his own way, and there spent no less

than twelve years. At the end of that time he was released,

and resumed his old calling of a preacher. He died in 1688.

Besides numerous tracts and other less important treatises,

Bunyan was the author of three remarkable works. His
" Grace Abounding in the Chief of Sinners

"
is a confession

or autobiography, a history of the changes in his own heart

and life through which he was led from the state which he
afterwards portrayed under the image of the City of Destruc-

tion to that in which we see him in his later life. As a history
of a great and notable character, told with perfect candour

and wonderful power, it is a book of supreme interest.

But Bunyan's greatest work is the "
Pilgrim's Progress."

Probably no book in the English language, certainly no prose

work, has ever had anything like the same kind and degree of

popularity with this. For all classes and ages, during two

centuries, wherever the English language is spoken, this book
has been found to have an irresistible charm. And it owes its

power not to the peculiar religious views of its author for

when read with care it will be found ?ery unsectarian nor to

the ingenuity of the allegory, though this is very great. Its

special power lies in the breadth, simplicity, and directness

of its teaching, and, above all, in the force of genius which

pervades every page of it, showing itself now in portraying the

anguish and conflict of the human heart, now in the keen

appreciation and sweetest description of the loveliness of

nature, now in passages of infinite tenderness and pathos.

Allegory though it be, there are few stories which, merely as

stories, have anything like the absorbing interest of the
"
Pilgrim's Progress." Its stylo is perfect in its purity and

simplicity.
The "

Holy WT
ar

"
is an allegory of something the same class

as the "
Pilgrim's Progress," but is much inferior in power and

interest.
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MINERALOGY. IV.

CLASSIFICATION OF MINERALS I

OXYGEN
ELEMENTS

in.iy bo conveniently chinned under one of these

.-t :

1. Native Element*.
II ('t>ll>|>uuds.

3. Fluoruli'H uud I'i.

4. Sulphide* nn<I Arsenide*.

5. Organic Compound*.

1. NATIVE ELEMENTS.

are sixty-three olomonta or simple substances which

flefy all at: .mpts of the chemist to alter or change them. The
union of these elements with each other produces compound
.-;;ibstu.n<-i's. and overy body in Nature must either be an element
or a compound. Copper, for example, is an element. Hitherto

it has defied all endeavours to split it up into constituent sub-

du. -til.-. H. (hardness) = 2'5 3 ; specific gravity = 12 20.

Although we say this metal appear*
"
natire," yet it is seldom

perfectly pure, generally being alloyed with silver or copper.
This accounts for the variation in the specific gravity. It u
found in alluvial detritus that U, in a deposit which has been

placed in it* position by water at a recent period, speaking
geologically. It appears either in grain* or nuggete, having
been washed out of its original matrix when the water which

produced the detritus wore down the quartz in which the gold
was embedded. Its original position seems generally to have
been in quartz veins which traverse metamorpbic rocks.

SILVER. Native silver is also of the monometrio system. II

= 2-53 ; sp. gr. = 10'3 10' 5. It appears generally in filiform

and arborescent shapes, often alloyed with gold or copper. The
silver rootlets penetrate rocks usually in the neighbourhood of

dykes. The mines of Kongsberg, in Norway, yield fine specimens.
The largest mass ever found was obtained in the Uuantajays

THE KOH-I-NOOE, OB MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.

stances. Occasionally this metal appears as copper that is, in
its native state, but most usually it is found compounded with
other elements oxygen, sulphur, carbon. In copper pyrites,
the copper ia in chemical combination with sulphur ; and a new
body, having a totally different appearance from either sulphur
or copper, is found. In malachite, again, the metal is joined
with oxygen and carbon, making a carbonate of copper. The
copper, sulphur, oxygen, and carbon are elements

; and the

pyrites and malachite are compounds. Some, indeed most
bodies, are never found in their native or elementary state.

The reason of this is, that the affinity they exhibit for oxygen,
or some other element, is so great, and the opportunities they
have of obeying the impulse BO numerous, that it becomes a
certainty that the union of the two elements will be made. An
example of this is seen in the case of iron. If a piece of that
metal be at all exposed to the air, it soon rusts ; or in other
words, the oxygen of the air having a great affinity for iron,
enters into combination with it, and forms the oxide of iron, or
rust. But a piece of gold will not lose its brightness, though it

be exposed to the air for years, since oxygen has scarcely any
affinity for gold. Enough has already been said to indicate
that but few minerals are elements ; however, there are some.
GOLD always appears native, never as an ore. It crystallises

10 the monometric system, in cubes or octahedra. It is very

147 *'

mines in Peru : it weighed 8 cwt. Beautiful specimens are found
with native copper near Lake Superior. The filaments of the

silver interlace the copper rootlets. This fact seems to point to

electricity as the depositing agent, for if the metals had been in

a fused state they must have become alloyed with each other.

PLATINUM. Native platinum is of the monometric system. H.
= 4 4'5 ; sp. gr. = 16 19. Sometimes it is found in cubes, and
like gold appears in alluvial gravel, being usually alloyed with

some of the rarer metals indium, rhodium, osmium, palladium.
It was first discovered in the deposits of Choco, in South America,
where it received its name platina, little silver. Since then it

has been supplied from the gravels at the foot of the Ural

Mountains, and so plentiful was the yield that platinum was
once used for corns in Russia. Its great infusibility, and its

power of withstanding the effect of acids, make it valuable to

the chemist.

NATIVE QUICKSILVER is sometimes found in small globules
mixed with the matrix in which is the ore cinnabar. No doubt

the presence of the metal is due to the reduction of the ore by
some cause or other.

IRON, associated with nickel, is found native in metoorio

stones.

LEAD, TIN, BISMUTH, ARSENIC, and ANTIMONY hsve been

found native in very small quantities.
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SULPHUR is found in the neighbourhood of volcanoes mixed

with the earth. When crystallised it is trimetric, usually in

octahedrons, but more frequently it is massive. Our chief

European supply is obtained fr>_>m the valley of Noto and Maz-

zaro, in Sicily. However, large quantities are procured from

copper and iron pyrites. Sulphur is dimorphous, for when

artificially crystallised it appears in the monometric system.
CARBON. This element is found native in three distinct con-

ditions Diamond, Graphite or Plumbago, and Anthracite.

The Diamond crystallises in the monometric system ; usually
in octahedra and dodecahedra, which have very often curved

t'aces. It exhibits a very perfect octahedral cleavage. H. = 10 ;

sp. gr. = 3'48 3'55. It is almost pure carbon. When heated

to redness in a cage of platinum wire, and plunged into a jar of

oxygen, the gem burns into carbonic acid gas, leaving sometimes

a little silica ash in the cage. There is every reason to believe

the diamond was formed in sandstone rocks, called Itacolumite,

from carbon accumulated by animal or vegetable life. It is now
found in the loose soil and gravel which the degradation of such

rocks has produced. It is yielded by such deposits in Brazil,

in North Carolina, in the Ural, and near Delhi, and Golconda.

Slaves are employed to wash the gravel, and an experienced eye

readily picks out any diamonds which may be in the cradle. It

usually appears like a broken lump of glass, but 'has a more
lustrous glitter. To cut it, in order that its great refractive

and dispersive power may be exhibited to advantage, it is fitted

with a metallic cement into a handle, and then pressed down

upon a diso of steel about six or eight inches in diameter, which

rapidly revolves horizontally. The steel is impregnated with
diamond dust, and this wears a facet. Great art is required,
for there is a grain in the diamond, and if the stone be set so

that the plate attempts to cut it against the grain, the steel is

cut and not the diamond. Diamond-cutting was first attempted
in Europe by Louis Berquen, a citizen of Bruges, in 1456, and
the Dutch monopolised the trade until very recently. Before

the introduction of machinery the process was most tedious.

Two diamonds set in metallic cement were rubbed by hand one

against the other until a facet was worn in each.

Diamonds are sold by weight. A carat is the unit employed,
and is about 3 grains troy. The term is derived from the
name of a bean used in Africa to weigh gold. These beans were
carried to India, and there were employed to weigh diamonds.
To determine the value of a diamond, double the weight in

carats, and multiply the square of the product by 2. Thus a
cut diamond weighing one carat would be worth .8 ; one

weighing ten carats, ,800. The largest diamond on record

belonged to the Great Mogul. It was found in 1550, in the
mine of Colone. It weighed in its rough state 900 carats, but
in cutting was reduced to 272J- carats.

Upon the annexation of the Punjaub in 1850, the Queen of

England became possessed of the Koh-i-Noor, a diamond whose
original weight was 793 carats, but which has been reduced by
repeated cuttings to its present weight of 103jf carats. The
Koh-i-Noor has a long history. We first hear of it in the year
50 A.c., when it was in the possession of the Rajah of Mjayin ;

and since that remote date it has been worn by princes in-

namerable, and has ornamented idols many, until, to-day, it

has the honour of being worn by our Queen. Our illustration
shows this jewel, with two smaller diamonds, as it appeared in
the Exhibition of 1851. Below is the gold-work in which it was
set. Since this time it has been re-cut.

The Eussian diamond was purchased by Catherine II. It was
stolen from a Brahminican idol, to whom it was an eye, by a
French grenadier. It weighs 194 carats, and has in its time
been sold for .90,000 and an annuity of .4,000 a-year !

Graphite or Plumbago the blacklead of pencils is pure
carbon ; occasionally it contains a little iron. It is found, when
bearing any crystalline structure, in short, tabular, prismatic
crystals, which, being six-sided, belong to the hexagonal system.
It is found in metamorphic rocks, and is believed to be beds of
coal which have undergone metamorphism.

Anthracite is a term used to express coal which does not con-
tain any bitumen. It is the amorphous form of native carbon
the,charcoal of Nature.

2. OXYGEN COMPOUNDS.
An oxide is formed when oxygen enters into chemical com-

bination with an element. Thus the rust of iron is the oxide of

that metal a compound of the two elements, iron and oxygen.
There are many such oxides in the mineral kingdom.
QUARTZ is the oxide of silicon. When pure, as rock crystal

it occurs in the hexagonal system, as six-sided prisms terminated

by six-sided pyramids, as is shown in Fig. 30 (p. 176). Quartz.
is the most widely distributed mineral, being almost the sole

component of sandstone. H. = 7. It scratches glass. Sp. gr.
= 2'6 2 -

7. Acids have no action upon it. By these characters

it is readily distinguished. It is one of the three constituents

of granite. When coloured by various metallic oxides it assumes
forms known by the names

Amethyst, violet quartz.

Chalcedony, opaque quartz.

Cornelian, red chalcedony.

Agate consists of alternate layers of pure quartz and chalce-

dony.

Onyx is agate which has the layers evenly and horizontally
arranged, and is much used for cutting cameos.

Cat's-eye is translucent chalcedony which throws reflected

light from its interior. This is due to filaments of asbestos
which are distributed through it.

Flint is massive silica which occurs in nodules in chalk.

Jasper is opaque quartz, coloured yellow and red by peroxide
of iron. It is found with the bog iron ore of Germany, among
the pebbles of the Nile, and some few other places.

Bloodstone or Heliotrope is a variety of silica which is green
and slightly translucent, containing spots of red, bearing some-

resemblance to stains of blood.

Opal is quartz containing four to ten per cent, of water in com-
bination ; its peculiarity is that it presents an internal play of

colours when turned in the hand. It is found in cavities in the

Trachyte rocks in Hungary. Hyalite is a colourless variety
found in Mexico.

Siliceous Sinter has often the composition of opal. It is de-

posited by the Geysers of Iceland.

Tabasheer is a most peculiar variety, being an aggregation of

silica, which forms in the joints of the bamboo.
CORUNDUM is an oxide of aluminium, containing two atoms of

the metal and three of oxygen. It occurs massive in Saxony,
and from this source is derived for commerce, and sold as emery.
It is almost as hard as the diamond. When transparent it is

precious. In this state it is found in the alluvial deposits of

Ceylon, China, and Siam. If blue, it is Sapphire, a gem which
rivals the diamond in value ;

when red, it is Ruby, but then its

composition is not so simple, as it contains one of the oxides of

chromium.
OXIDES OF IRON. Bed Hematite is a sesquioxide of iron

that is, it has a similar composition to corundum, two atoms of
the metal to three of the gas. As Specular Iron Ore, it has a

perfectly metallic lustre ; as Micaceous Iron, it is foliated ; as

Red Hematite, it is massive, or in mammillary masses, which
show a fibrous structure, and from its appearance has deserved
the name of Kidney ore.

Brown Hematite is a variety of the red hematite, which is

associated with water ; it frequently occurs as incrustations

attached to other rocks.

Magnetic Iron Ore contains three atoms of iron and four of

oxygen ; it is the only oxide of iron capable of magnetisation,
and is therefore affected by the earth's magnetism, producing
the "

lodestone."

OXIDES OF COPPER. The Red Copper Ore is a suboxide of

the metal, containing two atoms of the metal and one of

oxygen. It is often found in regular octahedrons of the mono-
metric system. Its colour is deep red; lustre, adamantine.
H. = 3-5 4; sp. gr. = 6.

Black Copper Ore or Tenorite is the protoxide of copper, con-

taining one atom of the metal united with one of oxygen. It

generally occurs in dull black masses, and in veins traversing
other copper ores ; occasionally it is found in crystals which are

cubes.

THE OXIDE OF TIN. Tinstone is the source of the metal.

When crystallised it appears in the dimetric system in modified

square prisms, terminated by the solid angle of the octahedron.

Tinstone has been mined in Cornwall for ages. The great
mariners of the ancient world the Phoenicians dared to pass
the Pillars of Hercules, and come to Britain for this ore. It is

found in small quantities in Saxony, Austria, and Finland ; but in

the East Indies there are some valuable deposits. The island of
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Banca is almost wholly composed of it. When a district in
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answering to any given logarithm. It U as followa : Look for

the first two figuriw of the mantissa of the given logarithm iu

the first column of tho Table tu., -. mid in the same
horizontal line with these two figures, in one of tho ten adjoin-

ing columns on tho right, umler tlio tltinlji-jure of tho mantissa

top, you will find tho anti logarithm answering to tho

fii-at t !(,<: fi'/ures of tho mantissa. Next, in tho same horizontal

line with this number, in one of tho nine other columns, headed
Fourth t'i'jtire, and under tho fourth figure of tho mantissa at

the top, you will find a number which is to bo added to tho

iintiliigarithtu already found, in order to mako it tho complete
antilogarithm required. Now, according to the nature of tho
index of tho given logarithm, by tho rules laid down in our pro-

ceding lessons, point this antilogarithm that is, mark it either

as integer or decimal or mixed number, as tho case may bo
u will have tho number required.

nple. Let it bo required to find tho number correspond-

ing to the logarithm 0*1635. Here, looking for '16 in tho first

column of tho table, you find in tho same horizontal lin^ 'n one
of the ten adjoining columns on tho right, under 3 (tho third

figure of the mantissa) at the top, tho antilogarithm 1455 ; and
in the same horizontal line with this antilogarithm, in one of

the next nine adjoining columns, under 5 (tho fourth figure of

the mantissa) at tho top, the number 2, which is to bo added t >

1455; this being done, you have 1457 for tho complete anti-

logarithm required. Now, as the index of tho given logarithm
is 0, this indicates that the number must contain only one in-

teger figure ; and the antilogarithm 1457 being pointed accord-

ing to this index, you havo 1'457 for the number required.
Had tho given logarithms been MG35, 2'1635, and 5-1635,

the corresponding numbers would have been 14'57 145'7,
and 145709.

TABLE OF ANTILOGARITHMS.

io
'01

'i'2

'"j

""4
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Io attendo ai fatti miei, I mind my \ Egli ha scritto al suo amico, he

own business.

Egli va satollando la fame a spese

mie, lie satiates his hunger at my
expense. [spoiled your affairs.

Hai guastato i fatti tuoi, you have

has written to his friend.

Letta la vostra lettera, entro

nelle sue camere, after having
read your letter, he entered into

his apartment.

Rule 40. The por.sessive pronouns preceded by ogni, qualche,

alcuno, molto, questo, quello, quegli, uno, due, tre, have no

article ;
as

Ella con questo suo figliuolo sen"

andava in contado, she went

away into the country with her

son.

Lascio erede un suo figliuolo, he

left an only son all his fortune.

Ogni mio ufflcio verso te e fornito,

oil my kind offices tov:ards thee

art at an end.

Per consiglio di qualnbe suo

amico, by the advice of some of

his friends.

The possessive pronouns preceded by prepositions take no

article in the following expressions :

Per mio consiglio, by my advice.

Per amor mio, for my sake.

Per mia, sua, difesa, for my, his

defence.

Per nostro bene, for our good.

Per parte mia, or da parte mia,

for my part, or on my part.

In mia, tua, sua, vita, in my, thy,

his life.

In mio, tuo, poter, in my, thy

power.
In favor mio, in my favour.
In presenza mia, in my presence.

In casa mia., in my house.

Rule 41. No article generally precedes the possessive pro-

nouns when the latter are prefixed to substantives which ex-

press (1st.) kindred or relation, such as padre, madre, figlio,

sorella, marito, etc. ; (2nd.) the rank and quality, such as altezza,

eccellenza, maesta, etc. ; as

Egli adunque inteso il nobile atto

di Filippo usato a salute di suo

marito, he then having heard of
the noble action of Philip in

favour of her husband.

Venne sua Maesta accompagnata

Chi e vostro padre ? who is your

father ?

Mia madre, un fratello minore, ed

io, siamo restati nell' estrema

miseria, my motlier, a younger

jTother, and myself, have been left

in great distress.

Sua Eccellenza le bacio la mano,
his Excellency kissed her hand.

Rule 42. When the possessive pronouns follow the above

substantives, padre, madre, etc., or precede the same in the

plural, then the article is used :

dal Duca d' Orleano, his Majesty
was accompanied by the Duke of
Orleans.

Ho reduto la sorella vostra, I have

seen your sister.

La madre mia e partita, my mother

has set out.

yii ricordo aver udito dire il padre

mio, I recollect having lieard my
father say.

Finche io possa farlo in persona,
soffra la maestra vostra, as long
as I can do it myself, allow me,
sire.

Prima die io ringrazio le loro

signorie, before I thank your

lordships.

Rule 43. Speaking of any part of the body, whole, sick, or

wounded, instead of the possessive pronouns as in English, the

Italians use il, Io, la :

Mi fate male al dito, you hurt my
'

IJavatevi le mani, wash your hands,

finger. [cut off his head. Egli ha perduto Io spirito, he has

Oli hanno tagliato la testa, they I lost Jus senses.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.
Rule 44. The demonstrative pronouns questo, quello, and

cotesto, used to show the proximity or distance of persons or

things, must agree with their substantives in gender and num-
ber ; as

Preferisco questa camera a quella,
J prefer this room to that one.

Quello donne sono graziose, thoss

ladies are graceful.

capitate quest* oggi, he has ar-

rived this very day.

Quando arrivera quel giorno sos-

pirato ? when will that much-
desired day come?

Rule 45. The demonstrative pronouns he who, she who, they

who, are expressed by colui che or chi, colei che, quelli che, quelle

che, and that which or what by do che :

Ooloro che sembrano felici non
sono sempre tali, they who seem
to be happy are not always so.

Gib che piu mi piace e la cam
pagna, that which pleases me most
is the country.

Colui che or chi tradisce 1' amico
suo e indegno d' amicizia, he

who betrays his friend is unworthy
offriendship.

Colei che or chi voi amate e un'

amabile damina, she whom you
love is a charming young lady.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
Rule 46. The relative pronoun who, that, or which, is ex-

pressed in Italian by che, when it is the subject or regimen
direct of a verb, or by di cui, a cui, da cui, when used in the

genitive, dative, or ablative cases :

Dio, di cui ammirasi 1* opere, God,
whose works we admire.

La cosa a cui meno pensa 1' avaro,
e di sovvenire i iniseri, the thing

of which the miser thinlcs the least,

is to help the poor.

[/ uomo che vi parlo ieri, e il

padrone di questa casa, the man
who spoke to you yesterday is the

master of this house.

[1 pane che mangiate, the bread

that you eat.

Ecco la persona che amate, there

is the person you love.

Rule 47. The relative pronoun quale, used for persons or

things, is declined with the article il or la, and agrees with its

antecedent in gender and number :

Ecco e 1' uomo al quale sono piu Ho veduto questa mane il ritratto

obbligato, he is the man I am the di quella dama, il quale vi piace

most indebted to. tanto, I saw this morning the por-

Le scienze aHe quali io mi applico, trait of that lady, which pleases

the sciences to which I apply my- you so much,

self.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.
Rule 48. Chi ? meaning icho ? is used in speaking of persona

of both genders and numbers :

Di chi parlate ? of whom do you

speak ?

Chi son costoro ? who are those ?

Chi c la ? who is there ?

Chi siete voi ? tcTio are you ?

Chi e vostro fratello ? who is your
brother ?

Rule 49. Che ? signifying what ? is used in speaking of

things :

Che ora e ? what time is it t

Che volete ? what do you want ?

Che eta avete ? what is your age 1 Che intendete di fare ? what do you

Rule 50. Quale ? signifying what ? is always joined to a

substantive, and used in speaking of men or things of both

genders >

Qual bisogno avete ? what need

have you 1

Di qual principe leggete voi 1' is-

toria ? of ichat prince do you read

Che nuove abbiamo ? what is the

news ? [mean to do ?

Quali affari avete ? what business

have you?
A qual casa appartiene ? which

house does it belong to ?

the history ?

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.
Rule 51. Alcuno, some, any one, some people, is sometimes

used alone, and sometimes with a substantive ;
in the latter

case it must agree with it in gender and number :

Egli e dimorato in Parigi alcun

tempo, he has remained some time

in Paris.

Vi sono andato con alcuni amici,

I haee been there with some

friends.

Io veggo alcuno che ci sta ascol-

tando, I see some on who is

listening to us.

Alcuni sono li quali, piu che Y

altre genti si credono sapere, e

sauno meno, there are some people

who think they know more than

other folks, when they know Uss.

Rule 52. Alquanto, meaning someivhat, several, some,

is sometimes used alone, and sometimes with a substantive.

When it is joined to a substantive, it agrees with it in gender
and number :

Alquanti, che risentiti, erano all'

arme corsi, n' uccisero, they

murdered several, who, being

awakened, had taken up arms.

Dopo alquanto spazio ella a me

Ella uscita dalla camera, e stata

alquanto tempo, tornb deutro

piangendo, she went out of the

room, and, after some time, she

came in with tears in her eyes.

Alquante lagrime mandate per gli

oochj fuori, comincib ad atten-

dere quello che la gentildonna

gli rispondesse, having shed a

few tears, he waited for the lady's

answer.

ritornb, after a little time she

came back to me.

La Lauretta con maniera alquanto

pietosa comincio cosi, Lauretta

thus began, in a manner rather

pathetic.

Rule 53. Altro, signifying differently, something else, another,

etc., may be used alone, or with a substantive ; in the latter

case it agrees with the substantive in gender and number:

Altro avresti detto, se tu m' avessi

veduto a Roma, you would have

spoken differently, had you seen me
at Rome.

Sembiante facendo di rider d' altro,

feigning to laugh at something else.

Altri tempi, altri costumi, other

times, othir manners.

Rule 54. Ciascheduno and ciascuno, meaning every one, each,

efcc., are used either alone or with substantives. When they

are prefixed to substantives, they agree with them in gender,

and seldom admit of a plural :

Un altro non vi avrebbe perdonato
cosi facilmente, come v" ho per-

donato io, another would not haue

pardoned you as easily as I have

done.

Datemi un altro bicchiere di quel

buou vino, give me another glass

of that good wine.
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CiMchedun la Tolevo, ecery otu

uouM duoe her.

. i comaudo obo ciascuno
'

auiltuHu a riposare, the quten
ordertd that every on* should go to

rat.

CiMCim paeM ha Ie ue uunso,
each

Giant-Mil. h i 1 ""' |'i i'i-

, hu i(J jniii-

CiaMcuun ha i iuol difotti, every

one hut hi* fault*.

Hutu 55. Nettuno or nistuno, ntuno or nullo, meaning: no-

otc., uro employed alono or with

li ih. -y a:, united to a noun, they must agree with it

in gender :

Non ho reduto nessuuo, I have not

seen any one.

NesBuno parlo meco, no one spoke

with me.

Nissun uomo u infullibile, no man

Che Tuoi tu ch io k> diet da tu*

jiarte t what do you uish mt to

tell htm from you t

Coasuuto cli' egli ami queU
douuu, / jxrmtt hnn to luce thit

MOM -...

Rupplioo eh' egli mi I*f* qnrto
I entreat MM to ro4 m thu.

Vuoi tu cb U die* U vero? d

VOM truk HU to UU you Ut4 tnuk I

Io TOflio ch* efli U Ucdm, I UA
MM 4o tt.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

66. Italian infinitives are used M substantives or
-i of a verb, and as second person singular of an impera*

tivo

Nisauno vi vuol quel bene, oho io

lio, nobody love* you as

muck (is / do.

Niiinii gloria
'

ml un' aquila aver

. una colomb.i, it ix no glory

for an t<i'jU to or.vrome a clou*. is infallible.

56. Ojjiit, signifying every, all, is indeclinable. It IB

put before nouns in the singular, and seldom in the plural :

mo 6 Boggetto alia critica, Ogni re, ogni reina, every king,

every man is liable to censure. every queen.

Ogui cosa o in Dio, e Dio i in ogni
j

Ogni di, ogni anno, ogni sei mesl,

cosa, alt is in God, and God is in > every day, every year, every si*

all.
|

months.

57. Tutto, signifying every thing, all, joined to a noun,
is liable to gender and number:

Gli uomiui tutti piii a dire che ad La gente che aveva bontade ve-

oprare sou prouti, all men are niva a lui da tutte parti, good
more ready to say than to do. people came to him from all

Andate con tutta fretta, go with all ! parts.

VERBS.

Rule 58. Every verb must agree with its subject, either

expressed or understood, in number and person ; as

Voi parlate troppo forte, you |
Io scrivo, I write.

Farli da sciocco, thou spedkest lilee

a fool.

speak too loud.

I sarti dicono spesso bugie, (ailor*

often lie. <

Rule 59. Two nouns or subjects in the singular, united by e,

and, require the verb in the plural :

L' Austria e la Prussia credevano
]

II padre, e la madro sono molto
di terminare da se la bisogna, ! compossionevoli, the father and

Austria and Prussia thought to
\

mother are very compassionate.
terminate the affair themselves. '

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Rule 60. The Italians make use of the present to express
that a thing is, or is doing, at the time in which we speak :

I fanciulli cautano quand' hanno

paura, children sing when they are

in fear.

Io scrivo una lettera, J am tcritiny

a Utter.

Compariace 1* aurora, the daicn ap-

pears.

Rule 61. The imperfect is used in Italian to express a past
action as present, or going on when another occurred, which is

also past :

Io lepgeva quando TO! siete en-

trato, I was reading tc?um you
came in.

Io udiva quando inia sorella can-

tava, f was lislenijii; /ien my
sister was sinjinj.

Rule 62. Wo use the preterite in Italian to express a par
ticular fact or event which happened at a time specified, and

wholly past ; as during a particular century, year, month,
week, or day :

Esse partirono la settimana pas
sata, the-j dejxzi'ted lost \ceek.

Ho veduto vostro padre il meso

passato, I sate your father last

month.

Rule 63. The future is used to denote that an action or

event will take place at some future time :

Noi Io faremo doiuaui, we shall do I Egli ritornera al suo paese, he

it to-morrow. will return to his country.

Rule 64. The conditional present denotes that an action or

event would take place, if certain conditions are fulfilled :

Tacerebbero, se potessero, they
would be silent, if they could.

Se io avessi dauari, comprerci un
buon cavallo, >/ I had money, I

u-ouhl buy a good horse.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Rule 65. Verbs expressing command, desira, doubt, fear,

ignorance, order, passion, surprise, uncertainty, etc., require
the following verb in the subjunctive :

kivu iic'xuLivu, uiiu uiujr aiou ut> prvuvuou ujr prp|umuo :

T. proibito 11 for male, it it for- Applicatevl allo cri*rue<l al par-
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
FIR-TKEES AND PINE-CONES.

THERE is to me an inexplicable charm in the fir-needle-carpeted,

cone-strewn, aromatic, and shaded glides of a pine forest; and
I like to linger where the fresh breeze sings through the tufted

pine needles. The crossbills, too, are in their element, when

hanging, parrot-like, head downwards, amongst the ripe brown

cones, they deftly wrench off scale after scale with their pincer-

like mandibles, as they cull the sweet, oil-laden seed which lies

hidden at the base of each plate of the cone's armour. It is not

my intention here to attempt a description of the almost endless

number of conifers which the labours and researches of botanists

and explorers have brought to the knowledge of the scientific :

I intend rather to endeavour to enlist the reader as a companion
in a sort of gossiping ramble amongst some of the most
familiar and noteworthy members of the pine family, gathering,
as we go, such bits and scraps of pine lore as good fortune may
cast in our way.

It would be difficult to find, even amongst the most beautiful

of Nature's forest handiwork, a more graceful, widely-distri-

buted, or generally useful tree than the larch (Pinus larix), the

cone and foliage of which is represented at Fig. 1. By the

Romans this tree was held in high esteem, and the larch

forests, from time to time discovered by them, were made ex-

tensive use of. During their German wars vast quantities of

larch timber were obtained. The trees, after being felled and
trimmed in the Alpine fir forests, were sent, vi& the river Po,
to Homo, where a great demand existed for larch for building

purposes. Pliny, in writing of the larch, says :

" This tree is

the best of the kind that bears resin. It rots not, but endures

a long time ;

' ' and there can be little doubt that the praise thus

bestowed by the historian was just. There appears little reason

to doubt the truth of the statement which has been made, that

the Emperor Trajan's vast floating palace, which was con-

structed for him on a lake, as a place of resort during the heats

of summer, was almost entirely composed of larch and cypress
combined. We read that this extraordinary structure was
built of cypress and larch, sheathed with lead, fastened with

copper nails, doubly planked, and the seams caulked with linen

rags, laid over with Greek pitch. After 1,400 years had passed

away, some portions of the submerged palace were removed from
the depths of the lake, when the fir timber of the building
was found to be in an extraordinarily sound condition. We
also find that Tiberius, knowing the remarkably durable

qualities of larch timber, caused vast numbers of trees, brought
from Rhastia, to be cut into planks, for the purpose of re-

building the Naumachiarian bridge, which was originally built

by Augustus, but met with destruction by fire. This so-

called Rhaetia larch appears to have been of remarkably good
quality and luxuriance of growth ; for we find it related that

one pole reached 120 feet in length, and was of such perfsct

growth that all Rome flocked to examine it. For art purposes
larch wood appears to have been held in high esteem from the

very earliest periods. Some of the most admirable paintings
executed by the masters who flourished between the periods
when Pliny wrote and Raphael painted were executed on boards

hewn from the substance of the larch ; in fact, the term immor-
tale lignum was applied to larch wood, on account of its extra-

ordinary powers of resistance to deteriorating influences. Much
of the picturesque beauty possessed by that land of fine land-

scapes, Switzerland, is more or less dependent on the larch. The
wild crag, deep ravine, and brink of the foam-flaked torrent

each and all have their larch-plumes to break the monotony of

rock scenery. Then, again, the peasants' chalets, perched on
some wild ledge, or the frail-looking yet reliable mountain-

bridge or chasin-guard rail, which, as though secured by indus-

trious spiders of a larger growth, stretch across cliff-tracks and

giddy passes, which would be well-nigh impassable, were it not
for the light, straight larch-poles which, felled hard by, are

made to minister to man's requirements ; and it is most fortu-

nate that in the very situation where there is exposure to

alternate wet and dry, heat and cold, and the rough buffetings
of the tempest, this timber, so admirably calculated to resist

decay, should be so abundantly found. Lambert, when speak-
ing of the strength of larch wood, expresses himself as follows :

"
By observations made on the strength of timber, it appears

that a beam of larch, clear and free from knota and every other

imperfection, especially at or near the middle, eleven inches

square and six feet and a half long, can bear, if placed horizon-

tally on its two extremes, a weight of 200,000 Ibs. suspended to

the middle of it, and that it can bear a still greater weight in

an oblique position." It was from the adoption of a system of

analogical reasoning, that the constructors of the Royal Navy
first turned their attention to the use of larch as a wood for

ship-building purposes. The first larch-built ship we learn

much about was constructed entirely from larch timber, fur-

nished for the purpose by the Duke of Athol. This ship was
called the Serapis. Then, for experimental purposes, the Sibylle

frigate, the bottom of a lighter, and a number of piles for

tidal use, were constructed at Woolwich dockyard. Quoting
from the history of the experiments, we read that " the

Athol, of twenty-eight guns, was built entirely of larch, of the

same growth, whilst the Niemen, a ship constructed at the same

time, was built of timber from Riga. At the expiration of

their first course of service, both vessels were officially

examined, when the Niemen was found so much decayed as to

be condemned forthwith. The Athol was re-commissioned, com-

pleted her second term of service, provisioned, and made a
store-ship of, when for a period of more than thirty years she

was subjected to the wear and tear of almost every climate."

It is somewhat curious, and not generally well known, that

the larch, although so commonly met with throughout the

length and breadth of Great Britain, is not one of our indi-

genous trees. We find that in the year 1629 Parkinson, in

speaking of trees of this kind, refers to them as rarities, or out

of the common order of trees. Evelyn, too, although perhaps

possessed of more information regarding trees than any
person who wrote in his time (1664), describes a larch tree of

goodly stature, which grew at Chelmsford in Essex, and speaks
of it as though he considered it a rare tree. Ben Jonson speaks
of the juice of the larch as possessing some mystic virtues, but

gives no information as to whether the tree yielding this sap
was rare or not. Thus he writes :

"
Yes, I have brought to help your vows
Horned poppy, cypress boughs,
The fig-tree wild, that grows on tombs,
And juice that from the larch-tree comes."

It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance to be
attached to the cultivation of this valuable tree in situations

where little else could be grown. The Athol family have
been celebrated for their zeal in the cause of larch growth.
The extent to which their fir-tree cultivation has been carried

on in Scotland will be best shown by a reference to the

following statistics : 14,096,719 young larch trees were

planted in the neighbourhood of Blair Athol ar.d Dunkeld.

The plantation covered a track of land 10,324 imperial acres in

extent. The trees flourished and grew rapidly, and on felling

one, at the ninety-fifth year of its growth, it was found to be

100 feet long, 10 feet 6| inches in girth, at five feet from the

point at which it was cut through. It contained 368 cubic

feet of timber. It has been truly said that the man who plants

good trees abundantly stores up wealth for those who follow. An
approximate calculation has been made as to the money value

of the vast fir forests thus raised by one man's strong will and

industry, and the sum arrived at is .6,500,000. In addition,

to this princely sum we must estimate the thinnings and trim-

mings as being worth about 7 per acre of forest. At the

death of this noble pine-tree planter, a coffin was constructed

from the wood of one of his forest favourites, which, on being

felled, measured 106 feet in length.

Most of our readers will be familiar with a substance known
as Venice turpentine, and sold by all druggists for a variety of

medicinal and art purposes. This substance, although bearing
the name of Venice turpentine, is not brought from Venice, but

is simply the hardened sap of the larch. Considerable quan-
tities are obtained in France, the Brianconnais being celebrated

for the production of turpentine, which is obtained by tapping
or perforating the trees with large augers. The first hole bored

is commonly at about three feet above the ground-surface.
Other holes, or outlets, are then made in the tree-trunk to a

height of twelve or thirteen feet. A number of small wooden

tubes, or spouts, are so cut as to fit these holes, just as a tap
fits a barrel, and as the liquid resinous juice of the tree flows

outwards through the spouts, it drips into a corresponding
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little pots, or other vessels, placed for it* reception.

Tin- tiin"Titin.--tfiitherers nay that tho aide of the tree facing
the south yields a notable quantity of juice more than cither the

act, or wast surfaces of the tree.

Tho iiKinm-r in \vhi-h fir-troo sap i collected appears to

have undergone but little change since periods of remote

anti<iu i i.f tiiri.cntinc-gathering as prao-

iivy
" Tho new-rondo trees in tears of amber run,
Wliu-h l.urJcn into value by the sun."

t to the larch in point of

! unlancc in this country, and
tl:r frrrilum with which it yields
ita resinous juices, we may men-

the Scotch jir (P. sylvea-
n'sents the cone,

folir., nnd seed. This conifer

uninterrupted stream of tar componitkra from the
chamber in which it was prepared.
A great deal of tar is manufactured in the north of Europe,

and a great portion of this is commonly known as Stockholm
tar. Such supplies, however, as are furnished from the fin of
this country are mainly obtained from tho Scotch pine. The
root* and other cuttings of old trees furnish the largest return
on treatment. P. tylveitrii is not, however, the only pine
from which the tar of commerce is obtained. The tar of the
North American botanist* is obtained from a conifer known

an P. riyida. P. TreJa and P.

A uttralia also yield it. Between
four and five millions of barrel*

of wood tar are annually im-

ported into this country.
The substance known as lamp-

black is, as most of our readers

is rich in a product, the loss of

which would entail enormous
inconvenience and difficulty.

There is perhaps no product

yielded by the pine which, for

importance and general useful-

ness, can be compared with tar.

The rope-maker, the shipwright, the timber merchant, and
the sailor are all debtors to it. Those wondrous cables which
furnish a medium for the conveyance of messages and intelli-

gence from polo to pole and sea to sea, owe much of their power
to resist decay and deterioration to the tar used in saturating
the yarns or hempen cords which, layer after layer, envelop
both the electric and protecting wires used in fashioning these

submarine ropes. We were much pleased a short time since, on

visiting tho submarine cable manufactory at Silvertown, with
the ingenious manner in which an endless band of heavy chain-
links were made to deposit, agitate, stir, and carry upwards to

the rope, in tho course of manufacture, a perfectly regular and

will be aware, extensively used
in the arts. This is made in

very large quantities from the
waste products resulting from
the manufacture of common tar,

and it may not prove unin-

teresting to the reader to follow

out the manner in which this soft, jet-black, and generally
useful substance is prepared. The Germans manufacture

lampblack extensively, and find it a valuable addition to the

return from the tar-works, about which we shall have more
to eay as we proceed. When about to prepare lampblack, the

manufacturer prepares for himself a sort of coffer or box. This
is accurately closed at every joint, but at the top a sort of venti-

lated stopper-arrangement is placed. This is provided with &
number of holes, over which a sort of cone or case of linen cloth is

fastened. At a convenient distance from the box and cone a

narrow-mouthed furnace is constructed in such a way that as the

waste tar products are subjected to heat, the vapours given off
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from them find their way through a channel or passage up into

the box and to the interior of the covered linen bag. Here
the hot fumes, charged as they are with carbon, in a minute
and in fact almost an impalpable condition, become condensed,
and the rich black powder, resulting from the condensation,

rapidly and thickly deposits itself on the interior of the linen

cone or bag, and as continuous volumes of thick, heavy smoke,
which are produced by the constant addition of fresh fuel to

the furnace, flow outwards and upwards, they continue to con-

tribute their quota to the deposit in the cone. This in time
becomes so thickly coated with carbon that it becomes necessary
to remove the contents. This is done by first thoroughly beat-

ing the outsides of the cones with sticks, and then passing the

powder downwards through channels to barrels placed for the

reception of the lampblack.
P. abies, or the Norway spruce, is remarkable as being one

of the loftiest trees found growing in Europe, growing not un-

commonly to a height of 150 feet. It is commonly straight and

pyramidal in form. The cone, seed, and form of foliage are

represented at Fig. 3. The timber from this tree is of excellent

quality, and is especially well adapted for the manufacture of

ladders and flag-poles. It is from the juice of this tree that
the Burgundy pitch of commerce is made. This is not the

description of spruce from which the drink made from essence

of spruce and spruce loppings is obtained, P. alba, or the

white spruce. For a description of the manufacture of spruce
essence and bark bread, we must refer our readers to our next

paper, in which we shall give an account of the trees of which
the cones are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

LESSONS IN GREEK.-
SYNTAX.

-L.

WE pass on to the consideration of Syntax. The word syntax
comes from the Greek O-VVTO.IS, which signifies an orderly ar-

rangement. Syntax, therefore, is the science which teaches the

orderly arrangement of words. If the student analyse a pro-
position, he will find that in its simplest state a proposition or

sentence contains a subject and something that is said of that

subject. Take as an instance

77 yvvr) (or yvvrj) fffri KctATj, the woman (or a woman) is fair.

Here rj yvvij (or 71*1/77) is the subject. Of that subject it is

said that it (she, >] 71*1/17) is fair (e<m /CO\TJ). We have, then,
here two things to be considered namely, fi 7111/77 and tern KO\JJ.
The former is the subject of the sentence, inasmuch as it is that
of which something is declared. The latter is called the pre-
dicate of the sentence, inasmuch as it is that which is predicated
or declared of the subject.

The predicate consists of two words, namely, e<m KO\TJ a
verb and an adjective. Two things are requisite in a predicate,
namely, a verb and an adjective, participle, or other part of

speech implying an attribute or quality ascribed to the subject ;

the verb performing the office of ascribing or referring the

quality to the subject. The verb, as connecting the attribute
with the subject, is called the copula or link.

Subject. Predicate.

tj yvvij

ATTRIBUTE.

/COA.7J.

The second sentence, yon will see, is logically equivalent to
the first. In consequence, TPX*' contains in itself a copula and
an attribute, rpex" (runs) being regarded as equivalent to
tffn rpexouo-o (is running), and is in itself the predicate of the
proposition.
Without these parts you cannot have a complete proposition ;

yet, especially in the Greek language, the copula is often under-
stood that is to say, it exists in the mind, and does not appear
in the utterance or in the writing.

^

Instead of the intransitive verb rpexei, we will put a transi-
tive verb, and then you will see another element of thought
appears :

SUBJECT.

i] yvvrj (or 701/77)
the (or a) woman

PREDICATE.

rvirrei

strikes

OBJECT.

TOV vlov (or vlov),

the (or a) son.

Here' you have to contemplate what we have termed the

object, namely, TOV vlov. The object is so named because it is

the object of the action of the verb, that thing or being on
which the action of the verb falls ; the object struck is here the

son.

In these simple statements you have the essential elements,

first, of all syntax, and, secondly and specifically, of all the

Greek syntax. Syntax has nothing else to do than to show in

detail what is here set forth generally. It is the office of

Syntax to show how each part may be modified, and how the

several parts must grammatically stand to each other.

Of Greek syntax the essential laws are implied in the sen-

tences just given. It will be seen in the first sentence that the

predicate is in one sense identical with the subject ; for the

attribute fair belongs to the woman ; tern is merely the connect-

ing link. The copula identifies the two. Consequently KOATJ
and yvvri refer to the same person, and, referring to the samo

person, they combine to describe that person. As they then

agree so as to be one in fact or in thought, so must they agree
so as to be one in form. Hence arises the first concord, namely,
that

Adjectives must agree with their substantives in gender,

number, and case.

Take gender first. Tvvr) is of the feminine gender, therefore

we write KOCATJ. If we had written KO.\OS, we should have con-

nected a masculine adjective with a feminine noun, and com-
mitted the solecism of declaring the luoman a fair man.

In the second place, they must agree in number. If we had
written /caAai, then we should have made the woman at once

singular and plural, intimating that she was one and more than
one person. In the third place, had we written /caATjs, we should

have produced a different sense, for, by disconnecting icaAT? from

yvvrj, the predicate from the subject, we should have said some-

thing of this kind,
" the woman is (the daughter or the mother)

o/the fair one."

In the same way, the article (which is a qualifying, that is,

determinative word) must also agree in form with its noun,
seeing that it of necessity agrees in sense, both referring to the
same object.
As adjectives and substantives which agree in sense must

agree in form, so

The subject must agree with its verb in number and case.

(1.) Number. If we had put before the verb tern a plural

subject, as at ywautts, saying the woman is fair, then we should
have represented the subject as at the same time plural and

singular. Similarly erroneous would it have been had we written
fiffi (they are) for ecrri (she is).

(2.) Case. Take the example 77 yvvij rvirrei TOV vlov. In this

example we know that TOV vlov is the object, or receives the
action implied in TIHTT, because it is in the case of the object,
the objective or accusative case. Instead of being TOV vlov,

were it & vlos, we should not know which of the two, }) yvvrj or

6 vlos, was the subject. And if
-t] yvvij were TTJJ/ yvvaiKa, then,

o vlos remaining the same, the sense would be the son struck

the mother ; for in Greek the sense depends on the form of the

words, not their arrangement.
Observe, moreover, that KOATJ is in the same case as 7111/77,

though a verb comes between them. That verb is eori. Hence
you may infer, as a general rule, that the verb elvai has the

same case after it as before it. The reason is found in the fact

already mentioned that tivai, as a copula, merely unites the

attribute with the subject.
The subject may be involved in the verb, being indicated by

the person-ending, as TVTTTW TOV vlov, I strike my son, where

subject and verb blend together in TVTTTU. Another change
may be undergone, for the verb may contain the whole of the

predicate as well as the subject, as Tpt^u>, I am running.

SIMPLE SENTENCES.

If, after these general explanations, we proceed to consider

the particular parts of a simple sentence, we come first to the

subject. The subject is commonly a noun or substantive, pro-

perly so called, since it is only of a substance or a reality that

a statement may be made. But, instead of a substantive itself,

we may have a representative of a substantive. A substantive

may be represented by an adjective or participle used substan-

tively. A substantive may also be represented by an infinitive

mood with the article ; also the personal pronouns or the da-
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:tiv pronouns may be employed as nuhjocta, instead of
: tivci. In -h . .rt.iinv .1' \v(irds tliat

have a bubatantivu force may stand as the Hubjoct of a pro-

'!'!: employment u," ad i tho sense of Hiibatantivon in

..inn. in in i.!-. ok tliau iu English. AdjoctivoB are used
UH nouns

(1.) To <lonote persons either with or without the article.

Tim.- i >>, .'"" i in, may dignify a foreigner and a guest ; and &

{*vot, the guest ; KoAot, a handsome man ; KaArj, a handsome
A participle may also have the force of a noun, as

& naBwv, he who In is It-m-ut, that is, the scholar. Less frequently
is tho ii. 'liter i.sed to describe a person ; thus, however, TO

upptv, flu- wan, is employed, and TO flijAu, Me woman ; or when
a class or general idea is intended, as TO 'EAA^coroc, the Grecian

, TO iinriKov, the cavalry, or cavalry ; TO tnov, youth.
(-.) The neuter of the adjective u often used to express rela-

tion of space, as TO fj.t<rw, the middle; TO o-xaToj>, the extremity,
the brink ; also to express relations of time, as tin iroAu, for a
long while.

Tho singular is often employed to signify a plural object
when that object is considered collectively, and so presents to
the mind tho idea of one, unity. Thus, as we speak of plate
for silver utensils, so the Greeks used apyvpot, articles of silver;

Xpwos, articles of gold, "gold plate;" Kepofios, earthenware;
x\iv')os, stoneivare ; Kapa, palisades.
Sometimes the subject is not expressed by a separate word,

as when the subject is a personal pronoun for example, ypa<f>o-

(itv, we write. It is also omitted with what are called imper-
sonal verbs, as v<pi, it snows ; Pporra, it thunders ; affrpairrti,
it lightens.

Tho subject has sometimes to be learnt from the connection,
as in <pao-i, they affirm; \tymnrt, they say av6panrot, or some-

thing of tho kind, being implied.
If, however, it is intended to present tho subject with any

emphasis, then the subject, even if a pronoun, must be ex-

pressed. Consequently, when the personal pronoun is used,
you may infer that emphasis is intended : thus, n <j>ys; is simply
what dost thou say ? but n trv <p?s is what dost thou say ?

CONCORD OF THE PARTS OP A SENTENCE.

The form of the subject has great influence on tho form of

the other parts of a sentence. The form of the subject deter-

mines the form of the copula. The form of the subject deter-
mines also the form of the attribute, when that attribute is an
adjective. That is to say, if the subject is in the first person,
the copula or verb must be in the first person. The two must
also be in the same number, and the attribute must agree with
the subject in gender, in number, and in case. If, however,
tho attribute is a noun, then it may agree in case only, or in
case and number, as irapoSejy/uo tipi tyw, I am an example,
where iraoaSei-y/ia is of tho neuter gender, while tyw is masculine
or feminine.

A subject in the neuter plural takes its verb in the singular,
as faa irairra 6vr)ra irt6uKf, all animals are naturally mortal.
With personal nouns, however, the plural is used when the

idea of plurality is made prominent, as TO. yufipa/cta tiryvtaav TOV

\t\ovra, the young men (individually) applauded the speaker.
If the subject is a collective word, and if its parts rather than

its totality are regarded, then, though singular in form, it will

take a verb in the plural ; as TO o-

TpaToir5oj' avtxvpow, the

camp (the soldiers) returned.

When the subject consists of two or more nouns, the verb is

in the plural. The rule remains if both nouns are of the singu-
lar number, though sometimes the verb agrees with tho nearest

noun, and is then in tho singular ; for example, ij wryp xai 77

Ovyarrjp r\aav KoAou, the mother and the daughter were fair ;

<pt\tt <rt o iroTTjp /ecu TI juTjTt/p, thy father loves thee, also thy
mother.

If the subjects are of one gender, then the predicate must be
of that same gender ; but if the subjects are in part masculine
and in part feminine, then the predicate must be masculine ; if,

again, the subject is in the neuter gender, or has reference to

things, then the predicate is neuter.

When subjects of several persons are united, the first person
determines the person of the verb ; if there is no first person,
then the person of the verb is determined by the second person ;

any way the verb is in the plural.

When the subject is a general idea, the predicate may be in
the neuter singular, whatever the number or gender of the

: as ai >*Ta/30Aai At/irTjpoc, rhanyn are a painful thing.
With a dual subject the verb in in the dual if the two object*

are considered specially a two, otherwise the verb may be in
the plural ; and thus a verb in the plural may follow a verb in

the dual, because tho idea of the duality u now lost. This is

an inutance of that agreement which is caliad Kara evnaiv, tht

agreement according to the tense, in opposition to the agreement
according to the sound or tho form.

When a pronoun refers to a noon, it agrees with that noon
in gender, number, and ease ; though sometimes a demonstra-
tive pronoun is put in tho neuter gender. If the pronoun is a

personal pronoun, then the noun and the pronoun agree also in

person.
Tho verbal adjectives in TOT and TOJ, when used, like the

Latin gerund, impersonally, stand mostly in the neuter plural.

EXERCISE 135. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. 0X1701 tfiippovts iro\\ti>v a.<ppov<av tpo&tpwjfpoi. 2. O/ryi|

(piAowTwi/ 0X170? iff\vti \povov. 3. To>c Kaxwr, <f>a<ri, irAticv tart

Kara rov /3iov TJ ruv ayaOwv. 4. 'H \uipa. voAAa x opttva. 5.

'H yfoipyia $vx"n ft x*iUMVO * Kai ^X*'J Otpout t8i{tt Kapriptir.
6. Ai fjitv VTUX Tal Kcwciai ffvyKpinrrova-ty, ai 8 Suervpa^ttt

Taxa>* Ka.Tcupat>f?s iroiovaiv. 7. E.TTH ol iroAt^iiot atnj\8ov, *KTipvf
rots 'EAATjo'i irapaffKvaffaffdat. 8. Tptis T\\9ov. 9. 'O atxpos

fvSaificav fffTtv. 10. OI iraAai nffay avSpnoi. 11. Ot -rtpi

M<ATia5T}i/ KaAwr tiunxtaavro. 12. To tiZcurKfiv KaAov ttrrur.

13. To ft ffvi'8(ff/j.os tffnv. 14. ATTOKTO/U fft' tru 8c . OVK (yet at

airoKTtvw, aAA" 6 TTJJ iroAtw* PO/UO*. 15. Tlairrn tiraivovntr a
ffv \fyts. 16. 2ai/cpaTT)j act ijf tv ftp <f>ai>tptf' irptairt yap tit TOM
irepdraTOv? KCLI ra yvu-vaaia rjti, KO.I TO Aoiirov att TTJJ rj^tpat iff

6iroV ir\ftffTOU fi\\oi ovvfOta6a,i. 17. AS^Aov TO ^.eAAoy. 18.

@av Suva/it* fjLtyiffrn. 19- QinjTOi oi acdpairoi. 20. 'EAAiji' ty*.

21. Oi/x 1 v ff ovtv ttxaioffvyris ayadov troKirtv ytrtirOai.

EXERCISE 136. ENOLISH-GBEEK.

1. Six (persons) came. 2. We two came. 3. He and you
are good. 4. My father and I are good. 5. Xenophon was

chosen general. 6. Those two men were chosen generals, and

they prepared to go against the enemy. 7. I say that thon art

bad. 8. Thou (sayest so) ? 9. I say it. 10. You are wise,

not they. 11. We are Greeks. 12. Future things are uncer-

tain. 13. Man is mortal. 14. My sister is mortal. 15. My
brothers and sisters are mortal. 16. You and I are mortal.

17. That is folly. 18. To be sound-minded is wisdom. 19-

The market and the whole city are filled. 20. We and they

write. 21. He and I write. 22. Democracy is not a good thing.

23. The men, the women, the children have been prepared. 24.

Are riches a sign of happiness ? 25. Riches are not a sign of

happiness.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XVII. COMMERCE OP THE ARABS

Barbary. Barbary was the Arabic term vaguely used before

the Saracen conquest to designate the Mediterranean States of

Africa, from Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean. Part of this region

was anciently known as Mauritania. The Saracens from Egypt
overran these territories for a distance of 2,000 miles, and

governed them by a viceroy from Damascus.
The breaking up of the first Caliphate induced the Barbary

Arabs to imitate the invaders of Spain, and establish an indepen-

dent sovereignty, under the Fatimite caliphs of Egypt. Kairwan,

the capital, founded in 670, and situated twelve miles south of

Tunis, was the residence of the viceroy. Though now a town but

little known, it was then the nucleus from which radiated caravan

routes to the east, west, and south. In the heart of the city was

a grand mosque, 250 yards long by 150 broad. It was sur-

mounted by a white marble cupola, supported upon 32 columns of

the same costly material, while 414 stone pillars formed a portion

of the general structure. From this centre led splendid streets,

through which circulated a continual trade to the seven gates

of the city. Of these streets, the one to the. Spring Gate and

that to the Tunis Gate were lined on each side for a length of

over two miles with shops displaying the produce of every clime,
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from the distant Urals, and from the still more remote empire of

China. Many flourishing towns were within easy reach of Kair-

wan, each boasting its marble palace and its market-place. Bak-

kadah was noted as the only town where palm wine was sold, and
Kassch numbered in its environs as many as two hundred castles.

Sabrah, in the line of the grain trade, was connected with the

capital by means of a long wall. Several busy harbours lay near

Sabrah, as famous for their manufacturing industry as for their

maritime trade. Susah wove a transparent tissue so exceed-

ingly fine that it was designated
" woven wind." Mahadiah and

Safakus cultivated the white mulberry, and reared silkworms.

Tarabolos was situated near a saline plain, from which the inha-

bitants obtained large supplies of salt. Every port on the coast

carried on a vigorous trade, both inland and marine, the latter

chiefly with Sicily and Spain, while caravans kept them all in

connection with the capital.

The region of Mauritania, corresponding to Morocco, Fez, and
western Algeria, attracted inhabitants from Arabia, as well as

many of the Moors from Spain, who together founded the city of

Fez in the eighth century. Fez became eminent for its manu-

factures, especially that of Fez caps, still worn by the Turks.

Besides its looms and dye-works, it fabricated silk and gold

thread, and possessed smelting furnaces and manufactories of

soap. The fertile soil produced grain, dates, grapes, and olives.

Rich meadow lands fed fine herds of horses, goats, camels, asses,

and flocks of sheep. Iron, copper, and antimony held the chief

place among its mineral produce. Commerce was carried on with

Mecca by caravans, and with the Levant, Sicily, and Spain by the

feluccas or Arab vessels. Central Africa (Soudan, Nigritia, or

Negroland) was visited for black slaves, gold-dust, ivory, and

feathers, for which Segel-Messa was made the emporium. From
Segel-Messa, which was a manufacturing town, caravans struck

off east and west to Egypt and the Niger. So important was
this commerce, that the Arabs cut through a mountain pass
fourteen leagues in length, in order to facilitate the traffic.

There is a marked contrast between the nearly arid strip of

desert which now occupies its place and the fruitful land of

Mauritania, which once boasted of numberless castles and villages,
and was intersected by a network of aqueducts for irrigation. Is

Nature less benign than aforetime ? It is hard to believe that

man's neglect has brought about the change ; yet fertility is

restored even now, wherever water is supplied ; and with the

renewal of industry and skill, the capabilities of the soil might
be relied upon to sustain in comfort a thousand inhabitants for

every ten who at present exist half-famished on its produce.
Under Arab rule the commerce of Egypt rose to a high degree

of prosperity. Syene was the emporium of the caravan trade.

Tennis and Damietta stood nearly on an equality as the principal
industrial towns. Caravans going to the East met at Fostat,
then the capital of Egypt. Many advantages resulted to the

town from this arrangement, and it became the centre of Oriental

riches and splendour. Fostat was burnt to the ground in 1167.

From A.D. 832 to 1090, the Arabs held possession of the delight-
ful island of Sicily, where winter is as delicious as spring, and
summer is tempered by the sea-breezes. As conquerors, they
conciliated the Sicilians, and added to their native productions
cotton and sugar from Egypt, and manna from Persia. Immense
crops of corn, especially wheat, had long made Sicily the granary
of the ancient world. Vines, olives, and many kinds of fruits

abounded ; its minerals were also rich and varied. Sicilian

embroidered works and tissues were highly esteemed, and were,
it is said, always in request at the coronation of the German
emperors.

Everything connected with the Arab system of trade indicates

a highly advanced and noble-minded race. Their commercial

laws, even when violating the principles of political economy,
were framed in a spirit of humanity. They regulated the price
of the necessaries of life in the interest of the poorer classes, so

that the burdens of these should be light ; and they forbade the

over-lading of sea-going vessels, so that merchants over-eager
for profit should not freight their ships at the risk of seamen's
lives.

The maritime commerce of the Arabs was extensive, yet insig-
nificant compared with their caravan trade. Travelling by sea
was a power for which their antecedents had not prepared them.

Considering, however, the poor craft to which they entrusted their

lives and goods, the extent of their maritime commerce may well

excite our astonishment.

Eastward they started from Bassorah for Muscat, at which

place they had before them the south-east coast of Africa on the

one hand, and India on the other ; both of these regions they

visited, for the purposes of trade. Nearly every place now
existing on the east coast of Africa had an Arab origin. Gold-

dust, ostrich and peacock feathers, leopards' skins, elephants'

tusks, amber, and tortoise-shell, were brought to these marts or

depots by the inhabitants of the interior. Similar stations were
established on the Malabar coast of India, whence they pushed
their trade to still more distant parts the Maldive Islands.

Ceylon, Sumatra, Further India, and the Nicobar Islands. The
Arab merchants were welcomed in China on their first arrival, in

787, and although the Chinese imposed upon them strange modes
of selling the goods, yet the founding of agencies was permitted,
the traders were exempted from fiscal burdens, and justice was

permitted to be administered by their own judges. Few ships,

however, ventured on a voyage so full of risk as that to the

distant seas of China : still even wheti the merchandise of India,
after Vasco de Gama's discovery of the passage round the Cape,
was diverted to Portugal, the Arabs, as agents and interpreters
between the Portuguese and Hindoos, regained much of tho

importance they lost as active merchants.

In these voyages they used a piece of floating wood, furnished

with a needle, which had the curious property, under all circum-

stances, of pointing northward. Such an instrument is still

used by the Chinese. It is needless to say that an improved
form of this instrument is used by ourselves, under the name of

the "mariner's compass."

CHAPTER XVIII COMMERCE OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLICS.
VENICE.

VENETIA, on tho mainland of Italy, had for many generations
been a flourishing province of the Roman empire, when Attila,

King of the Huns, with his fierce hordes drove the inhabitants

from their homes, to seek shelter in the lagunes at the head of

the Adriatic Sea. These lagunes, about four miles in breadth,

lay within a long, narrow, insular belt of sand, having several

openings to the sea, and were so shallow that a considerable part
of their bed was laid bare at every ebb-tide. Here the city of

Venice was slowly reared. The difference between the conditions

of their old and their new habitations was as great as can be con-

ceived. The generous Italian soil, which had heretofore lavishly

supplied them with oil and honey and wine, and whose meadows
had given sustenance to fine breeds of cattle, was exchanged for

flats of mud and sand the deposits of the southern Alpine
streams. Little of the ground was capable of producing more
than a stunted vegetation, and its possession was disputed by
sea-fowl. Upon so unpromising a foundation the Venetians

built their commercial greatness. Their natural resources were

salt, in exhaustless quantities, from the lagunes, and equally
unlimited supplies of fish from the sea. These were their earliest

articles of trade, and they obtained in exchange from the neigh-

bouring shores greater variety of food, articles of clothing, and
timber for their galleys. Life on the water was as natural as

that on land to such a race, and they became expert and darin.tr

sailors. Their obscure position caused them to be overlooked

while the Goths were paramount, and each succeeding age their

vessels increased in number and in size. With their growth in

power and wealth, the Venetians re-possessed themselves of their

ancient territories.

The foundation of Venice was laid in 452, ere Genoa and Pis.<v

had entered upon mercantile pursuits, or even emerged front

obscurity. Commerce must have made considerable progress
before the end of the fifth century, when the Venetians are

referred to in history. In the latter part of the seventh century
their government assumed the form of a republic, citizenship in

which was easily obtainable. It was net, however, till the time

of the Saracens that Venice attained its greatest power, ruling
territories on the mainland of nearly 20,000 square miles in area.

Their ships made them the chief carriers of Europe, and they
were called upon to convey the crusaders to the Holy Land.
Venice was aggrandised by this traffic, not only getting rich

freight from passengers, but bringing costly cargoes home from
the East ; her merchants, too, were ever ready to take possession
of trading stations wrested from the infidels by the soldiers of

the Cross, and even to trade with the Saracens.
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horizon of commerce spread to its widest circumference

a Krr:it armament, starting in 1204 for the recovery of

Jerusalem, took advantage of factions in Constantinople, and
1 <>ut of its routo to soize that city. Blind old Dandolo,

u:e, headed this enterprise, in which a French

roiitiir^.'ut, had hocn persuaded to take part. In the division

of the spoil the Venetians looked chiefly to themselves. Henry
Dandolo took the curious title, accurately descriptive of the

::ins' share, of
" Lord of Three-eighths of the Roman

." They also made bargains with the needy crusaders,
tuul thus increased their share of the capital and its provinces.
In this way they became possessed of the Peloponnesus, Cyprus,

.1, and the Ionian Islands places which they long re

tained.

The revolution brought about by the Genoese and Greeks in

IJi'-l led to the banishment of the Venetians from Constanti-

nople and the Black Sea. Venice now turned her attention to

Alexandria, with which port so profitable a trade was carried on
that the merchants were able to disarm ecclesiastical threaten-

ing by large bribes, and yet to enrich themselves. But a
few years later the Venetians again asserted their pre-eminence
over the Genoese in a great naval battle, and once more opened
to themselves the trade with the Black Sea. The fruits of this

victory were subsequently lost to them, for the Turks took

Constantinople, and with their chilling apathy deadened at once

every form of industry and enterprise. Yet the Venetians were
loft supremo in the Mediterranean. Alexandria, the rendezvous
of their Barbary fleet, received olive-oil, fruits both fresh and

dried, and honey ; cloths, velvet, and furs ; copper, lead, ver-

milion, and quicksilver ; giving in return the products of Africa
and Asia. From Dalmatia, which under Doge Orseolo II. (997)
became a possession of Venice, were obtained timber, wines, oil,

flax, hemp, grain, and dried fruits ; fat cattle, wool, and furs ;

lead and quicksilver ; and finally, slaves. Orseolo II. gave
a new impulse to navigation. He formed trade relations with
distant parts, farmed out the customs, and obtained the abolition
of inland duties in Germany.
Commerce is so identified with the history of this aristocratic

republic, that an account of its government throws light upon
its trade and advancement. There were, at the end of the
fourteenth century, 1,000 nobles a number which subsequently
increased to 1,500 who grew so haughty that the saying
went round on the birth of a son,

" A lord is born into the
world." At the head of the government was the Doge, and
under him six lords (signoria) or councillors. A senate, often

chosen from the citizens, formed a permanent council, and
under them three inquisitors completed the legislative and
executive power. The policy of the government was to extend
trade. A powerful navy was formed for defence, for war, and
for colonisation. Industry was encouraged, so that the city at

length prospered as much from manufactures as from commerce.
A quarter of a million of people crowded its thoroughfares. The
mud hovels built at first were transformed into marble palaces,
and the few poor shrinking fishermen hiding for their lives

became the wealthiest people in Europe; masters, for a time,
of Candia, Greece, and Constantinople ; celebrated for their

treasures of art, the perfection of their manufactures, and the
vastness of their commerce. Hotels arose for the accommoda-
tion of strangers, and the boundaries expanded to meet the
wants of the growing population. Water-highways, skimmed
D7 gay gondolas and lined with princely residences, intersected
the city everywhere. The flags of every nation waved at the

quays, and the merchants who met on the Rialto eagerly offered

enormous rents for the smallest vacant counter. The very first

bank guaranteed by a state was an institution founded in this
"
City of Waters," in 1157. Pope Innocent IV. made use of it

to pay 25,000 silver marks to a Frankfort burgher. Venice
coined large amounts of money for its trade, and for that

purpose received at its mint gold and silver bars from various
countries.

In the fourteenth century Venice had 3,000 merchantmen
manned by 25,000 sailors. A tenth part of these were ships
exceeding 700 tons' burden. There were besides 45 war-galleys
manned by 11,000 hands ; and 10,000 workmen, as well as 36,000
seamen, were employed in the arsenals. The largest of the war-

galleys was called the Bucentaur : it was a state or municipal
barge of the most gorgeous description. Every year the Doge
of V .nice, seated upon a magnificent throne surmounted by a

regal canopy, dropped from this rectal a ring into the Adriatic.,
to symbolise the fact that land and sea were united under the
Venetian flag. This ceremony commemorated the victory gained
over the fleet of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa in 1177,
when the Venetian* obliged him to roe for peace. Ascension

Day was selected for its celebration, and the Bucentaur, glorious
with new scarlet and gold, its deck and teat* inlaid with costly

woods, and rowed with long banks of burnished oars, for many
years bore the Doge to plight bis troth with the words,

" We
espouse thee, O Sea ! in token of true and eternal sovereignty."
The merchant fleet of Venice was divided into companies

sailing together according to their trade. Their routes, and
the days for departure and return, their size, armament, crew, and
amount of cargo, were all rigidly defined. In those times toe
seas were as much infested with pirates as the deserts with
robbers ; each squadron therefore hired a convoy of war-galleys
for its protection on the voyage. There were six or seven such

squadrons in regular employment. The argosies of Cyprus and

Egypt, and the vessels engaged in the Barbary and Syrian com'

merce, concentrated their traffic chiefly at Alexandria and Cairo.

The Armenian fleet proceeded to Constantinople and the Enxine,

visiting Kaffa and the Gulf of Alexandretta. A Catalonian fleet

traded with Spain and Portugal, and another with France ; while

the most famous of all, the Flanders galleys, connected the sea-

ports of France, England, and Holland with the great commercial

city of Bruges.
Great as was the attention paid to the maritime trade, the

internal traffic with Germany and Italy was just as carefully

encouraged. Oriental produce arriving from Constantinople and

Egypt, and many other commodities, were distributed through-
out Germany, at first by way of Carinthia, and afterwards by way
of the Tyrol. Germans, Hungarians, and Bohemians conducted
this distribution. In Venice a sort of bonded warehouse (Fon.
daco dei Tedeschi), or custom-house, was accorded to the Ger-

mans, where they were allowed to offer their wares for sale, though
only to Venetian dealers. Similar privileges were granted to the

Armenians, Moors, and Turks, but not to the Greeks, against
whom a strong animosity prevailed, and who were only tolerated

for the sake of the profit they brought.
From a state paper of the Doge Moncenigo, we learn some par-

ticulars of the inland trade with Italy. All the towns of Lom-
bardy were active buyers of Eastern commodities and Venetian

manufactures, but Florence was the best customer. Ten million

sequins (zechins) were thus annually brought into circulation.

Addressing the Venetians, ths Doge Moncenigo warily dissuades

them from war, by describing the value of their trade.
" Ye are

the channel," he says,
"
through which all riches flow. Ye provide

'or the whole world. Everywhere men have a common concern
Ji our welfare, and gold from every source flows hither. Through
peace, our noble city has yearly 10,000,000 ducats employed as

mercantile capital in different parts of the world ; the annual

profit of our traders amounts to 4,000,000 ducats. Our hous-

ing is valued at 7,000,000 ducats, its rental at 500,000 ; 3,000
merchant ships carry on our trade ; 43 galleys, and 300 smaller

vessels, manned by 10,000 sailors, secure our naval power ; our

mint has coined 1,000,000 ducats within the year. From the

Milanese dominions alone we draw 1,000,000 ducats in coin, and
;he value of 900,000 more in clothes ; our profit upon this traffic

may be reckoned at 600,000 ducats. Proceeding as you have

done, you will become masters of all the gold in Christendom ;

)ut war, and especially unjust war, will infallibly lead to ruin."

It was not until 1272 that the citizens were permitted to

>ecome merchants on their own account. Foreign trade till

;hen had been the sole prerogative of the nobles. Now, however,
permission was given for voyages to Marseilles, Montpelier, and

Aigues-Mortes, for the disposal of Venetian goods.
Venetian commerce was very soon greatly enlarged by the enter-

prise of the citizens. Wool was brought by the Flanders gal-

eys, and made into black cloth for inland trade, and into scarlet

iextures for the Levant. This branch of industry was protected

by the prohibition of French and Flemish cloth, aa soon as the

superior cheapness of the last threatened the home produce.
Manufactures of linen, cotton, and camels' hair employed many
of the inhabitants. Silk-weavers, ostracised from their native

ity of Lucca for political reasons, found refuge in Venice, and

repaid their welcome by introducing an important branch of

.ndustry. Charlemagne usually wore a Venetian robe, and
his courtiers were filled "ritb wonder at the richness of the
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fabrics brought by the merchants of Venice to the mart of Pavia.

The ancient preparation of salt and the curing of fish were

never disregarded. The Adriatic sands supplied material adapted
for a glass of rare beauty and value. Mirrors and other articles

of Venetian manufacture were highly prized. Venetian gold-

smiths' work was universally famed. Brass and iron foundries

prepared the raw material for the armourers, whose weapons,

helmets, and bucklers were unsurpassed for strength and

beauty. Ship-building, with a people whose principle it was

always to have more ships than any other state, was necessarily

a very important branch of industry.
Not satisfied with penetrating to every part open to enterprise,

the Venetians travelled into regions before unknown, and gave
to the world the record of their daring adventures. Maffeo and

Nicolo Polo spent fifteen years visiting Egypt, Persia, India, the

Khan of Tartary, and the Grand Khan or Emperor of China.

Marco Polo, son of Nicolo, as well as Barthema and Joseph

Barbaro, extended the knowledge obtained by their precursors in

Northern Europe and Asia ;
Nicolo and Antonio Teno reached

Greenland and Iceland, and Quirini wrote an account of his

travels in Norway.
It was by such energy of character, directed to commerce and

adventure,, that the Venetians gained their vast wealth. With
the erroneous ideas of their age, however, they were jealous of the

prosperity of the other commercial states of Italy, and were not

happy till Genoa had been crippled. The same impolitic spirit

led their rulers to fetter manufactures with restrictions intended

to benefit the citizens at the expense of foreign states, but really

injuring both, by preventing competition, and thus lessening the

production of wealth. Duties were laid upon almost every
sirtide of home and foreign trade, and state monopolies of salt

and other substances were established. The revenues of Venice
were raised almost exclusively by these impolitic modes. For
a while the facilities afforded by their splendid mercantile fleet,

and by the accumulation of capital, enabled the Venetians to

defy competition, but in the end they were scarcely able to hold
their own, either in manufactures or commerce. The Flanders

argosies were prohibited from returning with money in exchange,
but were required to bring merchandise, such as amber and

English wool, by which the Venetians thought to secure a double

profit. It led, however, to the northern nations abandoning
the trade with Venice, and dealing elsewhere. Forgetful of the
sources of their wealth, the Venetians went so far as to forbid

their nobles to trade.

Nevertheless, Venice might have outgrown a bad policy, had
not a sudden and unexpected blow laid her commerce prostrate.
The Venetian ambassador at the Court of Lisbon informed his

government that Portuguese vessels had arrived in the Tagus,
direct from India, after having colonised several places and
established factories in that country. The full import of this

intelligence was understood at St. Mark's. The first thought of

the Senate was to crush the Portuguese commerce. Finding it

impossible to prevail upon the Egyptian Sultan to assist them
with a fleet in blockading the Indian coasts, they now sued for

a treaty of commerce with Portugal, offering to become the
sole purchasers of Indian commodities, but were refused. Venice

declined, therefore, not through conquest, like the great commer-
cial cities of antiquity, but from the diversion of trade into new
routes, which were the result of increased geographical knowledge.
The later history of the city is comparatively unimportant.

The Venetians acquired fresh inland territory, but the golden
period of their commerce had passed away. Within narrower

bounds, they preserve their old forms of industry even to this

day. _

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXJI.
SYNTAX.

119.

SYNTAX is that part of Grammar which unfolds the relations
and offices of words as arranged and combined in sentences.
The essential parts of every sentence are the subject, which

is that of which something is affirmed ; and the predicate, which
is that which contains the affirmation.

The subject is either a noun or that which is the representa-
tive or equivalsr.t of a noun ; the predicate is either a verb
alone, or a verb in conjunction with some other part or parts of

speech. All other words entering into a sentence are to be re-

garded as mere adjuncts. The following sentences exhibit the

subject and the predicate under several varieties of form :

Subject. Predicate.

God exists.

Man is mortal.

Throwing the stone was his crime.

In the sentence God exists, the verb exists is the predicate,

affirming, as it does, existence of the Almighty. But in the

sentence man is mortal, mortality is what is affirmed of man,
and the verb (is) is the mere link that connects the subject and
the predicate together. It is thence called the copula ( 158).

Sentences are either simple (i.e., contain a single assertion or

proposition) or compound (i.e., contain two or more assertions or

propositions). Of the various parts of a sentence, whether prin-

cipal or adjunct, we come now to speak more in detail, so as to

show the relation, agreement, government, and arrangement of

words in construction.

120. THE ARTICLES.
RULE.

The article in German, whether definite or indefinite, is gene-

rally employed wherever the corresponding article would be
used in English.

OBSERVATIONS.
This rule is, of course, founded upon the presumption that the

student is familiar with the usage of the English in respect to

the article. In the specifications that follow, therefore, he is to

look only for the points in which the German differs from the

usage of our own language.
(1.) The Germans insert the definite article

(a) Before words of abstract or universal signification ; as,
ber aWenfcft. tfl fierbltd), man (i.e. every man) is mortal; ba o(b tjl

befynbar, gold is ductile; bag Sebcn tjlt f
111-5, Hfo i short ; btcSugenb

fufyrt jum liicte, virtue leads to happiness.

(b) Before the names of certain divisions or periods of time ;

as, ber Souutag, Sunday ; kcr 0iontag, Monday ; ber ^cjcmbev, De-
cember ; ter Slugufl, August ; ber ontmer, summer.

(c) Before certain names (feminities) of countries ; as, kie

uvfet, Turkey ;
bic cfyreeij, Switzerland ; bie Sombarbei, Lombardy.

(d) Before the names of authors, when used to denote their

works ; as, \fy (efe ben 8tf|tng, I am reading Lessing.

(e) Before the proper names or titles of persons, when used
in a way denoting familiarity or inferiority ; as, grape bit QRarie,

greet (or remember me to) Mary ; fage bem Sutler, bajj id? if)n ju

fefyen tounfcf;e, tell Luther that I wish to see him : also when
connected with attributive adjectives ; as, bie fkine @cpt;ie, little

Sophia.

(/) Before words (especially proper names of persons) whose
cases are not made known either by a change of termination or

by the presence of a preposition; as, bag Sebeu ber Suvflcn, the

life of princes; bie gtau beg ofrate?, the wife of Socrates; ber

Sag ber JRacfye, the day of (the) vengeance.

(g) Before the names of ranks, bodies, or systems of doctrine ;

as, bag 5par(ament, Parliament; bie JRegierung, government; bie

2JJonardbje, monarchy; bag (5riflcnt6,um, Christianity: also in such

phrases as tit ber tabt, in town; in ber ,Rtrd;e, at church; bie

metjlen 2Renfc6.en, most men.

(h) Before the words (signifying) half and both; as, bte tyalbt

(not fyalbe bie) 3al)f, half the number; bie beiben (not beibe bie)

SBriiter, both the brothers.

(i) Before words denoting the limit within which certain

Specified numbers or amounts are confined, wherein in English
the indefinite article would be used ; as, jtuetmal bie 2Bcc$e, twice

a week.

(k) Before a past participle joined with a noun which in

English precedes the participle; as, bag serlorcne $arabieg (literally,

the lost Paradise), Paradise Lost.

(2.) Note, further, that the German differs from the English
in omitting the definite article

(a) Before certain law appellatives ; as, SSeflagtcr, (the) defen-

dant ; tflager, (the) plaintiff ; 2lppe(tant, (the) appellant ; Supplicant,

(the) petitioner.

(b) Before certain common expressions, such as in Befter Orb-

nung, in (the) best order ; llebevbringer btefeg, (the) bearer of this ;

and certain adjectives and participles treated as nouns; as,

crfterer, (the) former; Icfcterer, (the) latter; befagter, (the) beforesaid

(person).

(c) Before certain proper names of places; as, Dflinbten, (M)
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East Indies ; !U)c|iwMen, (the) Wont Indies; and before the names
r.liiml points; as, Clint, (the) east; aOefteit, (the) went;

rtotltli ; illi'ili-n, (tli'-\ imrlh.

(3.) .\'../.-, again, tliut th. <
. using certain collective

.ceded by adjectives, employ the indefinite article where
the English would UHO tlio dofinito, as cm bwfm'rii'cr !Kuib,, the (lit.

Burned Senate; cine liMict;e lliiwtfuit, tho (a) honourable

University.

(4.) In Qerman, also, the indefinite article stands be/ore (not

after, as in English) the words such, half: thus, cin folder 9)Jann

(not folder cut i'lonn), such a man ;
cin tyalbe* 3af>r (not b.albe cin

r), half a year. In questions, direct or indirect, like tho fol-

lowing : tfitien tine Kingen ra$icrritt fat cr gemactyt how long a ride

has he taken ? it must be noticed that tho article stands before
IMC: thus, cineit nric langen (a how long), and not, as in English,
how long a.

(5.) The German differs again from the English in not using
an article at all in tho phrases answering to tho English : a few;
a, thousand ; a hundred.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 184 (Vol. IV., page 13).

]. In human life there are sometimes cloudy moments. 2. Now
and theu one must (five the miud relaxation. 3. He has frequently
been here. 4. I have frequently said this. 5. Sometimes, too, it goes
wrong. 6. There is not time now to take a walk. 7. He has still

sufficient time to finish this work to-day. 8. He will have more time
another day to visit you. 9. This house is worth a thousand dollars.

My coat is worth ten dollars. 11. That man is worth five hundred
dollars. 12. He is worth ten thousand dollars. 13. This family h:is

a good competency. 14. That poor day-labourer has ouly a scanty
subsistence. 15. There came so many political fugitives that all of them
could not find shelter. 1C. All the soldiers found shelter in tho barns
am] stables of tho peasants. 17. Yesterday I paid the merchant his

bill. 18. He has not yet paid the tailor for the coat. 19. He forgot
to pay the shoemaker for the boots. 20. The sick person asks for a

glass of water. 21. I long to know the truth of this matter. 22. I

wish to spend a cheerful hour in the circle of my dear family. 23. I
wish for the book that lies there. 24. One thiug I beg of you, be
careful in the choice of your friends. 25. The man asked for patience
and forbearance. 26. As he begged his pardon, he could not be angry
any longer. 27. I ask you for a glass of wine.

EXERCISE 185 (Vol. IV., page 13),

1. SWcin au tft taufcnt Sranfcn uxrtf;, abcr taS mcincS SBruterS fiinf.

jeljnljunmt. 2. 3encS Sanquiert iBcrmogen ifl taufent ?Pfunb gtcper al

jone Smnmc. 3. 3ufrtetenf)ctt ifl on gropcrcm SBertlie a(3 aflcr JRcicb

tfutm tcr Grte 4. SBtr fonntcn bet unfcrcr 2lnfunft in s
.'lmcrifa nirgcntS

cin llntcrfommcn ftntcn, tcnn a(tc (VajMiflufct hwrcu sett. 5. 3cter, tec

lucb. ?luftraltcn gcfir, faun cin Untcrfcmmcn ftnten. 6. SMcjcnijctt, niefcfye

cin nctf'titrftigeg SluSfommcn fiatcn, finb jurocUcn tic SBtrfjeuge tcr gruHtcn
v

-l>erbrcd;cn. 7. Qftein SSrutcr bittct mid;, gctultig unt nat$fk$ttg jii fcin.

8. (It fucbt meine S3ergcbumj, unb tejjb,alb fann tcf> tftm nid;t (Anger

jiirncn. 9. ie Jlotfyroentujfcit crfottcrt, tap ivir unferm Jtorper jumciten

Grftolung gi'tincn. 10. a er fcincn SRocf ju b^afylcn ccrgajj, fo crfurt;te

i|)n tcr djneitcr, tenfclbcn ju bcjafylcn.

EXERCISE 186 (VoL IV., page 13).

1. At the outbreak of the revolution in Berlin there was fighting
till late at night. 2. He gave him the book, with the request to keep
it clean. 3. A letter was sent to him yesterday. 4. I showed him
the new paintings which I had bought at the auction. 5. Music is

bis most favourite pastime. 6. He sings, jokes, and laughs for

pastime, instead of occupying himself with serious matters. 7. I
often take a walk in the morning, at noon, and in the evening. 8.

They pursued the enemy as far as the frontiers of the country. 9. She
had perused the book up to this passage. 10. They ventured out as
far as this place, but not farther. 11. He tried in vain to solve the

question. 12. They took pains to gain the good-will of their master.
13. He strives to get wealth. 14. I have been here (in this town)
about five years. 15. I have been here this half-hour (in this room).
16. Has anybody been here during my absence ? 17. Mr. N. has been
here and wished to speak to you. 18. A Berlin paper gives us the

following interesting communication. 19. The Nuremberg ginger-
broad is celebrated through all Germany. 20. The Heidelberg cask is

known on account of its size. 21. Good-bye, sir. 22. Remember mo
to your family. 23. He took leave of tho company. 24. As the old

huntsman could not otherwise give vent to his fury, he beat his dogs.

EXERCISE 187 (Vol. IV., page 13).

1. SWetn Sreuab fcbicfte mir ciit '-Bud; mit tcr iBttte, eS turdijufefen.

2. 3d; b.abe 3b.t JBud; bid jum jacitcn tfatitel curcbgelefen. 3. Gin

{Pacfet wunc mir flcfttrn }ugefeb.uft 4. etulierm ift mcin fwbftft 3dt
verticil' :>. Itt 'Du'c.j<n jtuttcrc id;, unt rel ftta4 umemdjie u$
mine ^dpultr. (>. \\n\t\tt grcunte mcgcn brau^cn trtt unl nu$t yt
I'ciniii-fii

,
ct betatf unfcrtt ^ulfe nid;t. 7. SBd^rritt t<r

bnfcn^l
unfcica tcb,rer< fptcltcn wir, anf)att )u lernrn 8. Sit lanyt fin 9k i

tcnron gemcfcn '*. 9. 3d; bin
bcina^c

trci 3jbre hicr. 10. fBar rnrin

Waiter iuAfa,rcnt mcincr Vlbn>cfcnb,cit ^in? 11. Wan, ft at RU^t \j\rt.

12. Tarf id; te bemub,en, mir ticfcn Brief ju frbmbtn? 13. tn

fleipigcr Jlnabc bcmul;t fid;, Jtcntniffe ju cflangcn.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XVII.
THE TELEPHONE PAGE'S GALVANIC MUSIC BEISS'g TOW*
TELEPHONE THE THREAD TELEPHONE GRAHAM BELL'S
MAGNETIC RECEIVER.

WK have seen in a previona lesson that the electric telegraph,
in its various forms, makes certain signs which can afterwards
be readily translated into letters and words. Some systems,
indeed, print the words automatically. In the telephone we have
quite another instrument to consider for it actually reproduces
speech although tho talker and listener may be separated by
Home hundreds of miles. Before we can readily understand
how this marvellous result is achieved, we must call to mind
tho manner in which sound generally is produced and conveyed
to our sense of hearing.
Sound has been defined as vibration appreciable by the ear.

More broadly, we might say that all sound is caused by vibra-
tion. Let us take the case of a glass tumbler strnck with,

the finger-nail. It will give a bell-like note which gradually
dies away. To prove that this sound is caused by the vibration
of the elastic glass, we may suspend a pith ball or a hollow
bead by a piece of silk, and hold it against the sounding glass ;

wo shall then find that the vibrations are made evident to our
si'^ht ; for the little ball or bead will dance away from the side
of the vessel, and will refuse to come to rest until the sound
ceases. If we pluck a violin-string and then let it go, its

vibrations as it sounds are plainly evident. A sounding tam-
bourine or drum will likewise show its vibration if we scatter
sand on the parchment surface. Tho buzz of the fly and the
hum of the bee are familiar instances of sound produced by the

rapid vibration of membranous wings.
There is another important point belonging to the acous-

tical part of the subject, which we must consider before pro-
:eeding to the electrical phenomena, and that is the physical
lifference between mere noise and music. Many readers will

be inclined to think that the distinction is obvious, but they
will perhaps find some difficulty in stating why vibration in one
case should produce mere noise and in another case should
result in music. A large bird by flapping its winga will simply
make a noise, a bee by exactly the same movement gives us a
musical note. Why is this P Simply because the bird's wings
lo not move with sufficient rapidity to produce vibrations
which we can recognise as a musical note. Vibrations which
follow one another with less rapidity than sixteen a second
reach our ears as distinct beats, but if they are more frequent
than this, and if they follow one another periodically, we
recognise them as a musical note. The pitch of the note

lependa entirely upon the number of vibrations per second.
Thus the lowest note upon a musical instrument may have
perhaps 32 vibrations per second, and the highest 4,000 or more.

Remembering those facts, we shall be able to understand how
Professor Page, many years ago, produced what he called

,' ilvanio music. He found that when an electro-magnet was
>i i-Tuelised, or demagnetised, it gave forth a kind of metallic
lick. (This is most likely due to the particles of metal being
udividually magnetised, and setting themselves parallel to the
i3ar of iron. Indeed, Joule proved that such a bar when
magnetised increased in length to a certain degree.) Now it

was only necessary to make these clicks follow one another

quickly, and to make them strictly periodic, to combine them
into a musical note. The greater or lesser number of clicks per
sooond, the higher or the lower the note produced. Thus by
varying the number of electrical contacts with the battery
employed to magnetise his iron bar, Professor Page was able to

produce any note he wished.

Acting upon these experiments, Reisa, in Germany, made,
in the year 1852, the first instrument called a telephone ; which,
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however imperfect when viewed from a modern standpoint, must
ever be regarded as the pioneer of telephony. Eeiss's telephone
consisted of a box, with a mouthpiece at one side, through
which a person might sing, and with a hole at the top filled in

with a parchment membrane which vibrated in sympathy with

the singer's v.oice. To the centre of this parchment was
attached a small metallic wafer, in connection with one pole of

a battery. Exactly over this wafer, and nearly touching it,

was a wire leading to one of Page's electro-magnetic bars, and
thence to the other pole of the battery. We may suppose
that the bar was in an apartment far away from the parch-
ment-covered box ; indeed, we may look upon one as the

transmitter of sounds, and the other as receiver. The operator

singing a note into the box say a note giving 500 vibrations

per second would cause the parchment to vibrate at the same
rate. So the wafer would be brought against the wire above it

500 times per second, and consequently the electrical contacts
would be the same in number. The bar would, therefore, give
500 metallic clicks per second, which would resolve themselves
into the same note sung to the transmitter. In this way any
note or song could be accurately reproduced at a distance from
the singer. Such a telephone may now be regarded as a

very interesting curiosity; but let it be remembered that it

electricity as the most probable means of accomplishing such a

result, for by it distance and time seem to be annihilated.
To Professor Graham Bell is due the invention of the first

articulating telephone ; and it speaks much for the perfection of
the instrument when we state that it is now in common use all

over the world, in the same form as it originally left its dis-

coverer's hands. Like the little
" thread telephone

"
above

described, it will act both as transmitter and receiver ; but,
unlike it, its carrying power is not limited to a few yards,
for it has maintained communication between two places one
thousand miles apart.

In actual practice Bell's telephone is not used as a transmitter,
although it is almost exclusively used as a receiver, for the sounds

given are very weak. But by employing an independent trans-

mitter, of which there are many different forms, and a battery,
the sounds given are much amplified. A battery, too, is essen-
tial for giving a warning signal by means of an ordinary electric

bell. However, to make our description of Bell's telephone
clear, we shall treat it as if it were worked between two
stations, both as transmitter and receiver, and shall leave out
all consideration of the usual supplementary apparatus.

Bell's telephone consists essentially of three parts a magnet,
a coil, and a vibrating diaphragm of metal. These are encfosed

Fig. 89. SECTION OF BELL'S TELEPHONE.

would only reproduce a musical note ; it would not transmit
articulate speech. It may be described as a tone telephone, to

distinguish it from an articulating telephone.

By a very simple contrivance we can easily prove that a

vibrating plate of metal, parchment, or even paper, can repro-
duce speech in a most perfect manner. We merely want two
round boxes with thin metal bottoms, or, better still, boxes with
bottoms formed of parchment, or parchment-paper, and, say,
50 feet of fine twine. The ends of this twine are securely
fastened to the parchment bottoms of the boxes by boring a
hole in the centre of each and knotting the string. Now let

two persons stand each with a box in his hand, and as far

distant from each other as the string will allow, taking care
that the line is kept taut. If one person now speaks into his

box, the sounds are exactly reproduced in the other one.
Now let us briefly consider the theory of this simple form of

telephone, which has been called the "
thread-telephone," also

"the lovers' telegraph." The sound-waves created by- the

speaker's voice throw the parchment of the transmitter into
active vibration ; in other words, the parchment executes a

rapid to-and-fro motion. The tight string leading to the other

parchment diaphragm on the distant box causes that also to be
pulled into exactly the same movements, so that the same
impulses are given back to the air, and the sounds are repro-
duced. It is quite evident that this form of instrument must
be of limited application, for the communicating cord or wire
must be kept straight and tight, and must be made of some
material not liable to change from heat, cold, moisture, etc.

But it affords proof of the phenomenon that a vibrating plate
will take up and give back all kinds of sounds, and even the
wonderful complexities involved in articulate speech. It follows
that if we can by any means cause the movements of one plate
to be repeated at any distance by another one, we shall at once
have an improvement on the ordinary telegraph. We look to

in a case about eight inches long somewhat of the form of a

skipping-rope handle which can be conveniently held in the

hand and placed to the mouth or ear according as it is used as

transmitter or receiver. The magnet is of the bar form, about
six inches long by three-eighths of an inch in diameter. One
end is surrounded by a coil of silk-covered copper-wire the

ends of which are carried to the end of the case for ready con-

nection with the line wires. Facing the coil-crowned end of

the magnet, and all but touching it, is a diaphragm of thin iron

enamelled plate, such as is used by itinerant photograpers for

the production of those portraits known as "ferro-types."' The
forward end of the case, where this diaphragm is placed, is

trumpet-mouthed, and through the small orifice in the centre is

seen its surface. Let us suppose now thafc two such instruments
are at a distance of about one mile apart, joined up with wires

ready for operation. A person speaking into one will be readily
heard by a person listening at the other, and the explanation
of the working of the instrument can be thus explained.
The speaker causes the diaphragm of his instrument to

vibrate. Immediately underneath this diaphragm is a magnet,
surrounded by a coil of wire. Now we have learnt in a previous
lesson that a magnet so situated will induce currents of

electricity in such a coil, if it be moved backwards and forwards.

We can, therefore, readily understand how a piece of iron

moving in close proximity to such a combination will cause

rapid alternations in the strength of the currents flowing

through the system, which will affect the distant receiver. The
distant magnet will also be subject to these variations of

strength, with the result that its iron diaphragm will be thrown
into the same vibrations as that of the transmitting agent.

Therefore, as in the thread telephone, the original sounds are

reproduced. Fig. 89 shows Professor Graham Bell's telephone in

elevation and section, and the position of the various parts will

be readily understood from what has gone before.
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TMK STKAM-KNGINE. I.

UEAT THE BOUHCB OF ITS POWER THE BOILER WAGON
BOILER UOILEK FEED Al'hARATUH BAFETY-
V A i

THE present might not inappropriately bo termed tho age of

ht-iim. To its agency wo are in a greater or less degree in-

for tho manufacture of a largo proportion of tho articles

we daily employ ; in almost every factory it is now employed as

:MI'- mover, and fresh applications of its power are con-

tinually bring made. I necessary, therefore, for all to

be acquainted with tho construction and mode of action of tho

ngine; and wo shall accordingly endeavour in these

lessons to convey briefly such a general idea of it as will enable

tho student, by a little observation, to understand the principle
of any engine he may meet with. To explain fully the details of

notion, and tho almost endlvss modifications which have
IHVII madi', would require several volumes instead of a few pages.
At tho outset it is of tho utmost import- c

ance clearly to understand that no ma- ^yw o
^^

chine can create force it can only modify
its action. The original source of tho

power of the engine is in the fuel which is

consumed in tho furnace. When coal, or

any other substance, is burnt, a certain

definite amount of heat is produced, and
this heat, as ia explained in

our lessons on that subject,
is capable of performing a
definite amount of work. Theo-

retically, the combustion of

one pound of coal evolves suf-

ficient heat to raise a little

over 11,000,000 Ibs., or about

5,000 tons, to the height of one
foot. It is found, however, that

even in our best constructed

engines scarcely more than one-

eighth of this is practically
turned to account, and usually
the proportion is smaller. In
this respect there has been a
most remarkable absence of im-

provement during the last fifty

years, and any person who could

devise some plan for utilising
the greater portion of the heat

actually produced would effect

one of the most important dis-

coveries ever made in connec-

tion with the stuam -engine.
In the steam-engine heat is

employed by virtue of its power
in the conversion of water into

steam. If wo take a cubic inch

of water, and apply heat to it, it will first boil, and then gra- J

dually become converted into steam. If this steam be carefully |

collected in a vessel, and tho space it occupies at the usual

pressure of tho air be measured, it will be found to be about

1,700 cubic inches, or nearly one cubic foot. Its bulk has
therefore been increased to this extent by the influence of tho
heat applied. To make this -quite clear, let us suppose that wo
have a tube of indefinite length, and having a sectional area of

exactly one square inch. Put one inch of water in the bottom
of this, and on it place a piston moving easily in the tube, but

fitting it air-tight. The air, as we know, presses on this piston
with a force of fifteen pounds. Now let us apply heat to tho

water, as before, till the whole of it has become converted into

steam; the piston will have been raised 1,700 inches, since tho
steam occupies that space. It is clear, therefore, that the work
thus accomplished by the evaporation of a cubic inch of water
has been to raise a weight of fifteen pounds to a height of

1,700 inches, or nearly 142 feet. This is equivalent to raising
142 x 15, or 2,130 Ibs., 1 foot. Speaking roughly, then, wo may
say that the evaporation of a cubic inch of water produces
power enough to raise a ton weight to the height of one foot.

This general statement should be remembered as it will fre-

quently be useful.

148-N.E.

Fig. 4.f

If tho steam in the tube be now re-converted into watnr by
being condensed, a vacuum will bo produced, and a precisely
hiinilar amount of force will be (railed into action.
We understand clearly, then, our source of power, and we are

thus in a position to inquire into the two essential point* of a
Btoam-engine, which are

1. Tho Boiler (with its furnace), in which the water is con-
verted into steam.

2. The Engine itself, or the mechanism by which the force of
the steam is made to accomplish tho required work.

These wo must consider separately, an in reality they are

quite distinct. The boiler, in fact, in not unfrequcntly placed
at a considerable distance from the machinery, the steam being
conveyed to it by suitable pipes.

It consists essentially of a large metal vessel to hold the
water which is to be converted into steam. This mast be suffi-

ciently strong to withstand the pressure of the steam, and
must bo so arranged as to allow of the fire being conveniently

n and economically applied to it. If the fire

is merely placed under the metal vessel,
and tho heated air at once allowed to

escape, a great loss is sustained, as the
smoke and burnt air that ascend the

chimney are still at a high temperature.
A flue is therefore usually arranged, so

that tho hot air from the furnace, after

passing along under tho boiler,

returns and passes round its

sides before entering the chim-

ney.
There ia an almost endless

variety in tho forms given to

boilers, sometimes one being
considered preferable and some-
times another, according to the

special circumstances of tho case.

The two most general forms,

however, are those distinguished
as the wagon-shaped and the

cylindrical.
The wagon boilers have some-

what the shape of a covered

wagon ; the bottom is concave,
so that the section of the whole
resembles Fig. 1. The sides are

also bulged slightly inwards, to

aid in the construction of the

side flues, B, B. A is the furnace,
with the ash-pit, c, under it

Boilers are now always con-

structed of iron plates riveted

together. These are bent to

the required shape, and holes

are drilled or punched in them
to receive the rivets, which are

inserted while red-hot, and at once hammered down. In cool-

ing they contract, and force the plates into steam-tight contact.

Sometimes the seams are caulked by hammering the edges of

the plates with a punch.
In cylindrical boilers the furnace is usually internal, as repre-

sented in Fig. 2. The boiler, in fact, consists of two tubes, one
within the other. The water occupies the space between them.

The furnace-bars, A, on which the fire is kindled, occupy one

end of the inner tube ; the heated air then passes along this

tube, returning by flues which surround the boiler, as in the

former case. This form is generally known as the Cornish

boiler, and not unfrequently two internal furnaces or flues aro

employed in place of one (Fig. 3). The advantage of thu
construction is that all the heat from the furnaco and ash-pit is

imparted directly to the boiler, whereas in other forms a con-

siderable portion is absorbed by the brickwork.

Sometimes, especially in locomotive or marine engines, where

space is an important object, multi-tubular boilers are employed.
In these there are a large number of internal flues or pipes,

usually two or three inches in diameter, through which the heated

air passes. It is in this way broken up into a number of small

streams, which, as they travel along these tubes, give np to

thorn the greater portion of their heat. In fact, so much of the
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heat ia thus imparted to the water, that there is little need for

external flues. The water is also kept in this way in more con-

stant circulation, which is a very important thing. In this

form of boiler there is a much larger amount of
"
flue surface,"

as that portion which is directly exposed to the hot air is called,

and more of the heat is consequently utilised. There are many
other forma of tubular boilers, but we cannot specify them
here.

In the construction of any boiler it is very important to take

care that the flue surface is always below the level of the water,
as then it is kept from attaining too high a temperature. If the

fire or hot air acted on any part of its surface which was above
the water level, the plates would become unduly heated, and
could not withstand the pressure, but would bulge or give way.
A very large amount of heat is often lost by radiation from

the surface of a boiler ; to guard against this waste, it is some-

times covered with felt, or surrounded by a jacket filled with

sawdust, which is a good non-conductor. Locomotive boilers

and the cylinders of engines are also frequently covered with

wood for the same purpose.
In order to maintain a sufficiently high temperature in the

furnace, it is necessary that there should be a powerful draught.
Some means of regulating it is also requisite. The latter may
easily be provided by means of suitable dampers placed in the

flues, so as partly to stop the current of air. For fixed boilers

a tall chimney is often erected, and a sufficiently powerful
draught may usually be secured in this way. Artificial expedients

are, however, frequently resorted to, especially in the case of a
locomotive or marine boiler, where the chimney is of necessity
short. The most common of these expedients is to place a small

steam-jet in the. chimney, and the force of the steam escaping
from this creates a powerful draught. The waste steam, after

leaving the cylinder, is usually thus employed, and this produces
the succession of puffs which are so often observed issuing from
the funnel of a railway-engine.

If the fire be made too fierce, or the machinery stopped, so

that no steam is drawn off from the boiler, it soon accumulates,
and its pressure would in a little time become so great as to
burst the boiler with terrific violence, were not some means pro-
vided for allowing it to escape. This is accomplished by means
of a safety-valve, the action of which will easily bo understood

by reference to Fig. 4. A A represents a portion of the upper
surface of the boiler

;
in this is inserted a short tube of small

dimensions, the upper end of which is bevelled off so that a
plate, B, may fit it accurately, and close it, so as to prevent the

escape of the steam. A spindle attached to B causes it to rise

and fall vertically, and it is pressed down by the weight, w,
acting on the end of the lever, c D. The pressure on it can be
adjusted by altering the position of this weight. Sometimes, in-

stead of a weight, a spiral spring is placed at the end D, and the

pressure is then altered by means of a screw fitted to it. In
most boilers two safety-valves are used, one of which is locked
so as to be quite out of the control of the engineer. This is

adjusted so as just to open with the highest pressure which the
boiler will safely bear. The other is adjusted by the engineer,
so as just to sustain the pressure at which he is working.
As the boiler is used, a portion of the water in it becomes con-

verted into steam, and consequently the level falls. Were this
allowed to continue, it would soon become so low that the flue

surface would not be protected by being covered with water,
and

^the
result would be that the plates would be softened by

the intense heat, and thus be unable to withstand the p'ressuro
of the steam. Some contrivance is therefore required to main-
tain the water at a uniform level, and also to indicate at once if

by any accident the water sinks below this level. The pressure
on the surface of the water in the boiler is, however, very con-

siderable, and the fresh water to be supplied must, therefore,
be forced in with a greater pressure.

Now, as we shall see shortly, there are two classes of engines,
known respectively as low-pressure and high-pressure engines.
In the former the pressure in the boiler is usually not more
than from eight to twelve pounds to the square inch ;

in the
other it is very much greater.
A low-pressure boiler is easily kept supplied with water by

placing a cistern at such a height above it that the column of
water from it to the boiler is longer than can be sustained by
the presauro of the steam. From this cistern a pipe, closed by a
valve at the top, leads to the bottom of the boiler. A float in

the boiler is then attached to one end of a lever, the other end
of which moves this valve, so that as soon as the float falls the
valve is opened, and a fresh supply of water ia admitted to the

boiler till the level is restored. In high-pressure engines a small

force-pump is added, by means of which water can be injected
into the boiler when required. This can easily be thrown out
of gear when not wanted.

Two cocks are usually placed in one end of the boiler, one at

the highest, and the other at the lowest level which the water

may safely reach. When there is any doubt about the quantity
of water in the boiler, the engineer opens these. Steam ought
to issue from the upper one, and water from the lower one. If

steam comes from both, it is a sign that the water has been
allowed to sink too low, and a fresh supply should immediately
be admitted.

In addition to these, a glass water-gauge ( Fig. 5) is usually

placed in the boiler. This consists of a tube of stout glass, A,

fitted into brass caps, B, B, which communicate with the interior

of the boiler. Cocks, c, C, are provided, by means of which con-

nection with the boiler can be cut off at pleasure. When these

are opened, the level of the water in the tube will, of course, be
the same as that in the boiler, and hence it can be seen at a

glance. The water can be emptied out of the gauge by opening
the cock D, placed below the glass tubel

Usually the boiler is fed with the condensed steam which is

allowed to accumulate in the hot well. The temperature of this

is high, and a considerable saving in fuel is effected by using-
it instead of cold water. A very important thing in the

management of the steam-engine is to secure the greatest
amount of power with the least expenditure of fuel, and many
alterations have been suggested with a view of attaining this

end. The dark smoko which may often be seen issuing from
the chimney is in reality unconsumed fuel, and therefore,
besides being a nul. ance, is a positive loss. Many different

kinds of furnaces havo been tried, with a view of completely
consuming the smoke ; a very great deal, however, depends
upon the mode in which the fresh fuel is supplied. When it is

shovelled in in large quantities, smoke is sure to be produced.
The proper plan is to press back the fire a little way from the

furnace-door, and lay the fresh fuel in front. The smoke pro-
duced has then to pass along the surface of the intensely-heated

fire, and is thus consumed. By carefully feeding in this way,
and introducing the fuel in small quantities and at frequent

intervals, almost all smoke is avoided. In self-acting arrange-
ments the coal is usually thus introduced, and the furnace-bars

travel slowly backwards, carrying the fire with them.
There is only one other adjunct of the boiler to which w

need now refer. It is an important thing for the engineer to

bo able to tell the pressure of the steam on the boiler at any
time, and for this purpose a small pressure-gauge is attached to

a convenient part of the boiler. A hand on the dial-plate of

this indicates the pressure in pounds on the square inch of

surface.

Volvi a verle, I saw him again

(literally, I returned to see him).

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XXII.
IDIOMATIC USE OP CEKTAIN VERBS.

Volver a, to return, to repeat, is used before an infinitive

when it is required to repeat the action denoted by the infini-

tive, in which case the adverb again would be used in English,
and the infinitive be rendered in the same tense as volver ; as

Volvio a escribir la carta,* 7i

re-wrole (or wrote again) the letter.

Acaber de, to finish from, is used before an infinitive in the

sense of to have just, and the infinitive is rendered in English as

a past participle ; as

Juan acaba de llegar, John has I Acabo de verle, I have just seen

just arrived.
j
Tun.

Estar para, to be towards, is used before an infinitive in the

sense of to be ready, or to be about to; as

Estaban para acabar sus estu- They were about to finish their

dios, ttudies.

*
Literally, Tie returned (or repeated) to write the letter. It must be

kept in mind that this is the usual mode in Spanish of expressing the

repetition of an action, instead of using a word corresponding to ajain.

in English.
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Kittoy por ir a rerle, I ai ftr

guii\<j (or have a mui4 lo yo) ( see

It i m.

Estor por, to be for, ia used boforo an infinitive to show that

the a<-t ! in thin intinitivo in not yt-t jM-rfi.rined, but

Unit tlii TI- in a disposition to accomplish it; that ia, in tho

Bcntfo of to be not yet, or to have a mind t ;

la cosa esta por n enbar, tht

house u (o /iniih, i.e., the house is

not yttji niiihed.

Qnedar por, <o remain for, in used before an infinitive in the

; miner aa ettarpor, in the aense of to remain yet ; a>

La carta queda por escribir, The letter remains j/et to writ*

(remain* to l written).

Haboi- de, <o /tare of, is uaod before an infinitive in tho Bemae

of to be to, or must ; aa

m da hacor uso do ellos, I He de trabajar, / am l (I uitut)

tht'i are not to (must not) mufce use I vorfc (or I have to work).

o/ t/i/m. I

'IV IHT quo, to have what, ia uaod before an infinitive in the

sense of to have to, or must ; as

Tii-no que levantarso al romper IT* hoe (o rise by brelc ofdy.

Alegar a, <o arrive at, is used before an infinitive in the aense

of to come to, or to succeed in ; aa

Cuando el bombre llegix & gustar IPhen man comes to taste the de-

los encantos do la Tirtud, la pro- lights of virtue, he prefers it to vise.

Here nl vicio,

Vcnir a, to come to, ia used as lleyar d, in the sense of to c*m*
to ; OS

Loa donee vienen a ser perjui- Gifts come to be injurious.

chiles,

Hacer ia used impersonally before nouns referring to ihe

weather, and is to be rendered by the verb (o be, and some-

times with the adjective ; as

Hace calor, it is hot. Hace buen tiempo, it is /ir
weather.

Tener is used in tho sense of to be before nouns of measure-

ment, with tho preposition de in the sense of in ; as

Goliuth teufa do nltura seia Goliath teas in height six ekbils

codes y un palmo, and a span.

Guslar, when it is to be rendered in English by to like, has
for its nominative case in Spanish what is the objective in

English, and its objective in Spanish is the nominative in

English, preceded by the preposition d, tho sentence generally

containing what in English would be regarded as a redundant

pronoun ; as

4 Le pustan a vmd. patatos P do Ella me gusta a mi, I like her.

you like potatoes J

Faltar, when it is to be rendered in English by to want, or

to have need of, requires the same idiomatic construction of the
sentence as gustar ; as

A Pedro no le falta dinero, Peter I Le faltnu tres vasos, ht want* (or
trants (or needs) not money. ] needs) three tumblers.

Hacer falta, to make need, is used in the same manner aa

gvstar and faltar, in the sense of to have need of, to stand in

need of; as

Me haoe mucha falta el couscjo I stand in much need / your ai-

de vmd., vice.

Pesar, wlien it is to be rendered in English by to repent f, to

be sorry for, is subject to the same peculiarity of construction as

giistar and faltar, except that it is used before an infinitive

with the preposition de, which infinitive would in English be
used as a participle ; as

A Dies le pesa de baber hecho God repents of having made Sul
rey a Saul, king.

" It repents God for having made Saul a king," would be a
more literal rendering of this last example.

THE ADVERB.
Adverbs are either derivative (or primitive) or adverbial

phrases.
The simple adverb, when it qualifies a verb, generally comes

after the verb ; aa

La religion expresa sublime- Religion expresses this truth

meute esta verdacl, sublimely.

a can bo no regular rule* given for the portion of Uw>

; in most instance* it may vary according to the Unto
of tho writer. Some adverb* generally precede the verb : tneb

areouando, when: luego, immediately : apenac, tcarcely / cuantu,
at much; doude, where; and negative and interrogative ma-

vi-rl.-i.

Ella ea muy ignorant*, sJU u I He obrmdo moj nantonnate. /

vtry ignorant. \
hate acUd very foobtU-j.

Adverbs, like adjeotivee, admit of comparison ; a

Alabon maa 4 loc muertoa qua a

loa vivoa, they praise more the dead

than the living.

Beeiben maa alayraaente
dan, (hey receive more gladly

Ouy jiv.

The adverb no ia sometimes used in comparison* in a manner
that doea not imply a negation, in which caae it would be

redundant in English, and might be properly omitted in

Spanish ; aa

Mcjor ea el buen nombre quo no Better is Ihe good name them Ute

las riquezas, rich*.

Mny, very, very much, ia used to qualify adjectivee, partici-

ples, and other adverbs, but is never used to modify veiba.

Mucho, much, very much, ia used to qualify verba and aometimea

adverbs of comparison ; as

Lucia lee muy bien, Lucy reo<2>

eery irell.

Te baa hecho mucho ma pode-
roso que nosotros, thou host nuMti

thyself much more mighty than ve.

Ella es muy rica, she is very rich.

Para amar mucho al hombre,

preciso ea eatimarle mucho, in

order to love a man much, it is neces-

sary to esteem him much.

Muy sometimes is employed to qualify nouns, especially at the

beginning of a note or letter addressed to any person ;

Muy amigo mio, very much my
friend (dear friend).

Muy seiior mio, very muck

gentleman (dear sir).

Bien, joined to adjectives or adverbs, ia equivalent to very,

as, bien rico, rein/ rich; and to verbs, much; as, 1 bebio* bien v

he drank much.

Negative adverbs and all negations generally precede the

verb ; as

A ningiino dio el libro, to no one

gave he the book.

No puede escribir, he

write.

If a word implying negation come after the verb, the adverb

no must precede the verb ; as

No dio el libro a ninguno, he No tiene nada, he has nothing,

gave the book to no one.

From tho last two rules it will be seen that in Spanish it .can

be said, nada tiene, or no tiene nada, he has nothing ; a ninguno

habld, or habld a. ninguno, he spoke to nobody ; ella nunca ha

hablado, or ella no ha hablado nunca, she has never spoken.

Nunca, never, and jamas, never, are sometimes both used in a

sentence to give additional force to the negation ; aa

Nunca jamas tendra sed, .Never, never will he be thirsty.

Jamas, never, is used with siempre, always, in the senae of

ever and ever ; as

Dios reina por aiompre jamas, God reigns for ever ami *er.

In interrogative sentences, jamas is rendered by ever in Eng-
lish ; as, <i

ha jamas hablado ? Tias he ever spoken f

Si, yes, and no, no, when used after verbs in such sentence*
as he replied no, they answered yes, I believe nor, take qiu
before them in Spanish ; as

Eespondio que si, he replied yes.

Creo que no, / think not.

Me dijeron que no, thy told M

Ella pueda cantar, pero yo BO.

she can sing, but J cannot (no).

Si, yes, and no, no, serve to affirm or deny what is predicated
in a preceding verb without repeating the verb ;

To no s6 nadar, y Juan si, I
know not how to swim, and John
does (yes).

Derivative adverbs are nearly all formed from adjectives, by
suffixing mente, which in Spanish corresponds to ly added to

adjectives in English ; as

Cierto ; cie'rtame'nte,

certainly.

certain ; I Bastanto ; bastintemlnte ; svf.-

I cient; u/icit>tly.

When more adverbs than one ending with mente qualify the

same verb, the auflix mente, for the purpose of preventing a
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disagreeable repetition of sound, is placed to the last adverb

only; as

Mi ammo es explicar lisa y My intention is to explain clearly

llanamente, and plainly.

In all languages there are certain phrases used adverbially,

the words of which, taken collectively, have an idiomatic

meaning, but taken separately would make no sense. Thus in

English the adverbial locutions by-and-by, at least, none at all,

would signify nothing intelligible if taken literally, word by
word ;

but as adverbial phrases, they are very expressive. It is

often thus in Spanish : a mere literal translation of the words

will do little or nothing toward assisting us to comprehend the

meaning. Such phrases will generally be found explained in

their adverbial sense in dictionaries. Some of the most common
are eiven in the following list :

A conciencia, conscientiously.

A la verdad, truly.

A vista de ojos, evidently, at a

glance.

A sabiendas, /cnowingly.

Al seguro, securely.

A buen seguro, certainly.

Antes con antes, as soon as possible.

Ahora, ahora, just now.

A mas correr, with, the utmost

speed.

.A mas tardar, after great delay.

A la improvista, unexpectedly.

A trechos, at internals.

A una, together, in company.
A la contiuua, continually.

A hecho, indiscriminately.

Al paso que, in i^roportion as.

A pie
1

, on foot.

A buen hora, eoj-ly, seasonably.

A la hora, at the nicfc of time.

Algun tiempo hace, some time

since.

Al rove's, wrong side outwards, on the

contrary way.
A mas no poder, with, all one's

might.
A la sordina, noiselessly, slyly.

A escondidas, or a escondidillas,

secretly, stealthily.

Al buen punto, pointedly, oppor-

tunely.

A saltos y corcovos, by fits and

starts.

A la corta 6 a la larga, sooner or

later.

Al ojo, at sight.

Al punto, instantly.

A tieutas, in a groping manner.

A mas tirar, to the utmost.

A tuerto 6 a derecho, right or

wrong, hit or miss.

A secas y sin Hover, tctt/ioiit pre-

paration or advice.

A. solas, by one's self, in private.

A bueua luz, care/ully, with due

examination.

A dos luces, ambiguously.
A trompa y talega, helter-skelter,

con/tisedly.

Baxo mano, in, an wideband
manner.

Bien como, just as.

Casi casi, very nearly.

Cuanto antes, as soon as possible.

Cuanto tiempo, how long.

Cuando me'nos, at leas*.

Cuando mucbo, at most.

De coutado, readily, immediately.
De seguro, of course.

De cuando en cuando, from time to

time, now and then.

De improviso, unexpectedly, on a

sudden.

De aqui para alii, to and fro, here

and there.

De antes, of old, of yore.

De contfnuo, continually.

De intento, purposely.

De proposito, on purpose.
De hecho, i?i fact, actually.

De noehe, by night.

De dia, by day.
De salto, suddenly.
De por si, by one's se7/, apart.

De silla a silla, face to face.

De tropel, in confusion, pell-mell.

De lance, cheaply, secondhand.

De consiguieute, consequently.

En coucie'ucia, in good earnest.

En especial, especially.

En seguida, afterward.
En tanto or entro tanto, in (he

meantime, whilst.

En alguna parte, somewhere.

En niuguna parte, nowhere.

En otra parte, elsewhere.

En alguna otra parte, somewhere

else.

En ninguna otra parte, nowhere else.

En cualquiera parte, anywhere.
En adelante, forward, in the future.
Eti lo sucesivo, afterward, hereafter.
El aiio que viene, next year.

En derechura, by the most direct

way.
En resiimen, in short, brie/ly.

Hasta no mas, to the highest pitch.
Hasta que, as far as.

Hoy dia or hoy en dia, now-a-days.

Hoy per hoy, this very day.
La semaua pasaila, last week.

La sernaua que viene, neit week.

Mucho tiempo ha, long time ago.

Monaua a la noche, to-morrow

night.

No bien, no sooner, scarcely.

Xo mucho ha, not long since, a

short time ago.
Por atras, behind.

Poco ha, of late, lately,

Poco a poco, by degrees.

Por el tauto, oji that ground, for
the reason.

Por entonces, at that time.

Por supuesto, of course.

Por puntos, from one moment to

another.

Por salto, on a sudden.
Por lo largo, along.
Por razon, consequently.
Por fin, finally.

Por instantes, incessantly.

Por poco, but little, nearly.
Por aca 6 por alia, here or there.

Por eucima, superficially.

Pocas veces, seldom.

Kara vez, not often, seldom.

Eato ha, short time ago.
Sin suelo, without bounds, to excess.

Sobre seguro, confidently, securely.

Sin ton y sill son, without rhyme or

reason.

Sobre manera, excessively.

Sobre si, separately, selfishly.

Tal vez, perhaps, once at a time.

Una vez, once.

Ya ha rato, some time ago.

POLITICAL ECONOMY. II.

BY J. E. THOROLD KOGEKS, M.A.

PURPOSES OF THE SCIENCE FEUDAL SYSTEM EFFECTS OF
DEBASED CURRENCY INFLUENCE OF COMMERCE ON
NATIONAL WEALTH.

POLITICAL ECONOMY proposes to determine the causes which
assist or retard the progress of a people in material wealth.

No community stands still, for an exact equilibrium in social

philosophy a condition in which society is neither progressive
nor retrograde is a mere mathematical point, theoretically con-

ceivable, but practically incommensurable. The problem which

Political Economy attempts to solve, as was said in the previous

lesson, is, how the greatest number of persons can live with

the least labour in the greatest possible affluence ; and, if such

a result can be arrived at, how persons and affluence may
increase, and labour may decrease in quantity. As a matter

of fact, this prosperity is always at the flow or the ebb ; indi-

vidual societies are going forward or backward.
A hundred examples may be cited in illustration of the fact,

that communities wax and wane in wealth or prosperity.

Twenty-five centuries ago, the southern part of Central Asia

was a garden, occupied by thriving nations ; it is now a desert,

in which a few savage tribes live the life of nomads or banditti.

Twenty centuries ago, Asia Minor was full of populous and

wealthy cities ; it is now almost desolate. Greece was the

cradle of the arts of poetry, of philosophy, of political science ;

until recently it was the lowest state in Europe. Italy was
the centre of the world, the ruler of the largest and most

compact empire that ever was bound together by military

supremacy and vigorous government ; it has but recently suc-

ceeded in effecting political unity. Eome, Carthage, Venice,

Genoa have all been leading cities in the history of the world.

Nor has the northern ocean been without its representatives in

this rise and fall of material prosperity. Before the beginnings
of modern history, a league of trading towns on the shores of

the Baltic, and the Norwegian coast of the German Ocean,
entered into a league of amity and commerce, and were con-

spicuous for their wealth, under the name of the Hanse Towns.

Once, and once only, however, has the general progress of the

human race been arrested and driven back. The conquest of

the nations exhausted Eome and her subjects. The world fell

back into barbarism, when the tribes who inhabited the German

swamps and forests, the Eussian steppes, and the great plateau

of Central Asia, pressing westward from their homes, overran

the ancient civilisation of Europe. And in every one of these

cases, in the numerous examples of national decline, and in this

solitary example of the retrogression of the whole civilised

world, every circumstance which has led to these phenomena
ia capable of easy explanation by an investigation of definite

economical causes. It is because other economical causes have

become overwhelmingly powerful, that we need not, humanly

speaking, fear lest hereafter civilisation will ever be overrun by
barbarism. Modern society has become strong, because it has

obeyed, imperfectly indeed, but in some particulars implicitly,

the laws which Political Economy has discovered and expounded.

I stated in my first lesson that Political Economy is an induc-

tive science. It gathers, in logical language, its conclusions

from concrete cases, not from abstract principles or imaginary

classifications. It relies on experience, not on hypothesis. It

does not deal with an ideal state of things, but it analyses

society as it is. And in particular, it finds out what is true

and right, by watching the consequences of what it knows to

be false and wrong, because the consequences are mischievous

or unfair. Now I know no better instance by which I can

exhibit the economical progress of society than that which is

contained in the economical history of our own country,

will, therefore, attempt to trace an outline of its progress, and

occasionally its retrogression, from the earliest times in which

we can discover something of its economical condition, down to

the period in which we are living now. We shall, I think, find

no difficulty in explaining every circumstance which has charac-

terised its history as a community, earning its existence by

labour, and seeking to make progress in wealth and material

power, if we put the facts before the light of a few economical

laws.

I will take for the period at which my account commences,

the close of the thirteenth century, because it is at this time
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that wo get tho clearest insight into the uncial condition . f the

English people ; and I can, perhaps, speak with more otmtidi-iin:

than moat people on this subject, because I have made it a

pecial Btudy.
In tl lose days there were not more than half-a-dozen laws on

tho statute book, and such laws as did exist were either

declarations of existing customs, or were enacted with peculiar
inn! hmit<''L objects. The country was governed by traditional

..TV fow and very simple, and justice, in accordance
with those rules, was administered in every town and every

parish, or manor, as parishes wore generally called. The

process by which justice was done, waa by a local judge,
known as tho lord's seneschal or steward, and a jury, who
punished offences committed within the boundaries of tho

pariah, or manor, determined rights by evidence, and prepared
tho machinery for tho registration of all transactions, completed
in court, on tho parish or manor roll.

In those days, again, everybody owned land, and no land was
without an owner. A man who had no land was an outlaw or

vagabond, to whom the law afforded littlo or no protection,
because he was not registered in tho record of those courts in

which alono the protection of law was ordinarily accorded.

Hence tho police of tho timo was Tory strict and searching.

However, as those who formed tho police were subject to the

effect of their own regulations, the machinery of local self-

government, though searching, was not oppressive. In brief,

the country was universally under municipal government, and

frovt'rninent was carried on by a- system in which very con-

siderable authority waa exercised under the control of very
effectual checks.

The highest landowner was tho king. Everybody waa

supposed to hold under him, and ho could and did, in his

capacity as an individual, hold land under himself as monarch.
All that waa meant by this rule of law was, that since no land
waa without an owner, tho extinction of any owner involved an
immediate reversion to tho crown. Tho great barons held their

land from the king. Other barons held from tho king or the

greater barons. Other tenants held from the inferior barons,
the greater barons, or the king. There might, in short, be

any number of persons interposed between tho king and the

person who actually occupied tho soil ; though ultimately, and

just before tho date which I have taken, this power of creating
under-tenants was controlled, chiefly for political reasons.

Aa all land was held from some superior, a licence to use
land was necessary. The terms of this licence constituted tho
rent of land, and tho rent might be paid in money, in produce,
or in labour. But if tho rent waa paid, no person could be
ousted from his tenancy, or, at least, could not be ousted unless
tho jury which I have referred to above were willing to agree
that he should bo ejected. I need hardly say that they would
bo very unwilling to agree to such a process, as it would tell

against themselves, and that, therefore, unless a tenant became
an intolerable nuisance to his neighbours aa well as to his land-

lord, he ran no risk of losing hia holding. Nor could the lord

get rid of him by raising hia rent. Tho peculiarity of all these
ancient rents was, that they were a fixed quantity. The rent
which the greatest baron paid to the king's exchequer waa
invariable, and the samo security which he had against an

arbitrary increase of rent, was accorded to tho poorest tenant
in a manor. It did not follow that, considering the times, these
rents were low. In point of fact they were frequently aa high
aa the tenant could afford to pay. But they were paid, and
therefore gave the tenant a sense of security that Ins enterprise
and diligence, if he had them, could not be used against him.
And I may add that there was, at tho timo I speak of, no

slavery. There was a class of cultivators who went by the
name of villains, and who were in theory serfs ; but they had

gained all the solid advantages of free men, a few traces only
being left of the condition which their ancestors had probably
occupied. Thus they generally hold their land by payment of

labour rents, were liable to a fine when their daughters married,
or their sons became monks or clergymen, and were obliged to

get a licence in order to live away from the manor, which free

tenants could leave at their discretion.

Scattered over the country were the towns, most of which
had endured from the days of the Roman occupation, if,

indeed, they were not occupied originally by the ancient
British tribes. These towns carried on a few manufactures,

,

besides holding markets for country produce, and fairs toi tho
Bale of such merchandise a* oar forefather* bought. They Lad

'

generally obtained charters from king or baron, or bishop tit

abbot, and invariably secured by imch charters that self-

government which the manors or parishes had, together wit!)

the right of electing their own magistrates. Particular towct
had special manufactures for which they were famous. Thus,
at tho period which is before me, I find from a contemporary
document that Shorcham, Blyth, Beverley, and Colchester were
known as manufactories of cloth ; Lewes and Aylesham, for

linen ; Wilton, for needles ; Gloucester, for iron ; Shrewsbury, for

furs ; Bridport and Warwick, for cord and rope ; Haverhill, for

gloves ; Coventry, for soap ; Banbury and Ely, for beer ; and
other towns for other articles.

The population of England was, in all likelihood, not more
than two millions, and nearly all the inhabitants were engaged
in agriculture. During the harvest time the whole town and
country folk wero occupied in the fields. In the winter, the
town population betook themselves to manufacturing their goodr,
and tiio country folk busied themselves with such domestic work
as the firelight would enable them to do. Candles were far too

dear for ordinary use.

The success with which agriculture is practised is the measure
of the population which can exist in a country. In those day*,
this art was practised with very moderate success. Our fore-

fathers had no winter roota. Turnips, carrots, and, of conr-<_,

potatoes wero unknown to them, and unknown for ir.any a long
year after the period whoso economical condition I am sketch-

ing. Our ancestors knew nothing of thoee artificial grasses
which constitute the richness of a modern pasture, and give a

deep swarth to hay. Clover, trefoil, sainfoin, and lucerne were
undiscovered wealth.

Aa there waa no stock of hay for winter food, other than
that which could be got from tho coarse and innutritions

pasture of the time, there was little winter stock kept. As
manure was scanty, the dressing of the farm was insufficient.

As the rotation of crops was unknown, and indeed impossible,
the land which had been exhausted by grain crops lay ir

fallow. As ploughing waa shallow, partly because cattle were

weak, partly because iron was excessively dear, the exhaustion

of tho soil waa still more rapid. Seven bushels of wheat to the

acre were held to be an average crop. At present the yield on
well-tilled land of ordinary quality is four times that amount.

My readers will now see why it waa that the population wu~.

aa compared with that of our day, so scanty. Take one-fourth,

of tho wheat now produced in England, and recollect that this .

little crop could only be got half aa frequently as the present .

crop now is, and it is easy to see that a rate of production
which can keep sixteen millions now, could only maintain two
milliona nearly six centuries ago. And what held good in the

case of corn, was equally true in that of meat. I have said

that there was little or no winter feed. The stock which
survives! the winter waa half-starved, and needed most of the

summer in order to get into moderate condition. The greater

part waa killed in November, and salted for winter use. Our
forefathers found salt mutton and beef very indifferent faro in

winter, and therefore longed earnestly for spring. Nobles and.

great landowners had still less relish for this kind of food, anc

wo know how savagely they protected such game as theii

estates furnished. Nothing gives a better insight into tho

social economy of England five centuries ago. than tho fact

that fat was six times as dear as meat, and that tho price of a

pound of candles would have taken the wages of a whole day
from a labourer.

Still, though our forefathers lived without the possession of

many among those conveniences which are familiar to the

poorest among us, and though their condition was almost

stationary, they were for from unprosperous. The excellence

of the village police made crime comparatively rare. As a rule,

the tenant was not only secure of his holding, but his property
was safe. Hence, other European nations not being possessed
of so effectual a police, English people alone could keep sheep
to advantage. English wool was the principal article of Eng-
lish wealth six centuries ago, not because Continental farmers

could not keep sheep, but because they wero far from being
safe that they should shear them when shearing-time came.

This English wool enabled the warrior-monarchs, Edward III.

and Henry V., to effect the temporary conquest of Franc*.
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If they who carry on agriculture can earn by their labour

more than is necessary for their subsistence, other people can

exist, either in idleness, or devote themselves to different kinds

of labour. These can increase the comforts of their fellow-

oountrymen by satisfying their wants, or can obtain the

products of foreign countries, by exchanging what they produce
with the merchant. In times of peace, English wool and
some few English manufactures were the means by which the

pieople of this country were supplied with the fine cloths and
fine linen of the Low Countries, the silks and velvets of Genoa
and Florence, and those precious spices which Venice procured

by the sea passage of the Red Sea and the Nile, or over the

plains of Central Asia.

There were very few persons, however, who could afford to

live on their own resources, that is, upon the rents which their

tenants paid them. There was hardly an English nobleman
who did not farm his own land. Roger Bigod, the great Earl

of Norfolk, who at the close of the thirteenth century was the

richest subject in England, cultivated at least forty of his own
manors in the eastern counties and in Ireland by his own
bailiffs. The English monks worked in the main with their own
hands. All the labour which could easily be spared from the

cultivation of the soil (and it seldom could be spared all the

year round), or from the necessary manufactures of the towns,
waa given to architecture. It was at or about this period that

those magnificent cathedrals, abbeys, churches, and castles

were built, the ruins even of which are full of beauty, and

prove how general was the architectural genius of our fore-

fathers.

During the three centuries which followed the date which
I have taken, two circumstances occurred which contributed
to raise the condition of the mass of the people i.e., the

agricultural population and two or three others which helped
to powerfully depress them. All these circumstances have a

purely economical interpretation, and their effects have an
easy explanation.
The rate of wages (whether we take the money a man earns,

or the articles which he can purchase with what he earns)
depends on the proportion which there is between those who
seek for employment, and the employment which they can
obtain ; between labourers for hire, and the work to be done.
And generally the number of people living in a fully settled

country is equal to the amount of subsistence which the

country supplies in average years. The amount of subsistence
is determined by the average quantity of that particular food
on which the mass of the community lives, and which each
requires. Thus the English people, fortunately for them, have

generally lived on wheaten bread, the Hindoos on rice. Now,
if each Englishman, woman, and child consumes annually a
quarter of wheat, it will be found that the population of

England is proportionate to the average number of quarters
of wheat which the soil of England produces, or the labour
of Englishmen can purchase. Population, in short, grows
with the means of subsistence. I shall have occasion here-
after to point out the real significance of this law.

Now, if the number of persons seeking employment is

suddenly diminished, they who remain can get better terms
from their employers, and may materially elevate their con-
dition. And this was what actually happened. In the middle
of the fourteenth century a deadly plague attacked this country,
the ravages of which have had no parallel before or .since.
Multitudes perished, but the survivors prospered. Their pros-
perity impelled them to attempt a political revolution. They
nearly succeeded, for the boors' war of 1381 was only just
unsuccessful. Though they were defeated, they were too strong
and too numerous to be punished. After the great plague the
wages of every kind of labour were nearly doubled.
The other cause which assisted the progress of the people

during the period referred to was the civil wars. The English
nobility committed suicide, so to speak, during that long dynastic
quarrel, and the people succeeded to their inheritance. The
waste and cost of war brought many an ancient estate into
the market. The general abundance of the harvests during the
fifteenth century enriched the agriculturist; he became the
purchaser of land, and that race of yeomen arose whose opulence
ia commented on by writers of the day, and especially by Chief-
Justice Fortescue. In the beginning of Henry VIII.'s reign
England was rich and powerful.

Towards the close, however, of this monarch's reign, this

prosperity was suddenly arrested, and England sank rapidly in

material wealth. The destruction of the monasteries removed a
race of easy landlords ; the appropriation of the abbey lands by
Henry's courtiers, who were needy, led to extensive sheep-farm-

ing, and the abandonment of arable cultivation. The price of

food rose, that of labour remained stationary. Thousands were
thrown out of employment, and became banditti or beggars.
After the severest measures of repression were attempted in

vain, the establishment of a poor law became inevitable.

A far more potent cause of the misery of the sixteenth century
is, however, to be found in the fact that Henry and the Pro-

tector Somerset issued base money in vast quantities. It is

impossible for us to estimate the evils which such an expe-
dient induces : all confidence is destroyed, trade is rendered

almost impossible, and the weight of the suffering invariably
falls on the wage-earning classes. The effect of a debased

currency by which I mean a coinage of metal which falls

markedly below the standard of fineness is as fatal a blow to

credit and security as the occupation of a country by an

invading army.
I have spoken at length on the social state of England during

this period, because a clear comprehension of it renders the

account of its revival and progress intelligible. At the

beginning of the seventeenth century, English farmers com-
menced the introduction of winter roots. The turnip and
carrot two plants which have been improved by assiduous

labour from valueless weeds into invaluable articles of food

were first cultivated by the Dutch. During the seventeenth

century, in the course of which their use became general, the

population of England was certainly doubled.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century agriculture made
still more rapid progress. The London Gazette, almost the only

newspaper of that time, frequently contains advertisements of

new grasses. Hoots and grasses together made a rotation of

crops possible. The effect was speedily seen, for favoured, no

doubt, by a succession of abundant harvests, the population of

England was again nearly doubled between the beginning of

that century and the sixty years at the conclusion of which

George III. began his reign.
The next fifty years, however, were a period of retrogression.

The nation was engaged in costly and disastrous wars, and the

seasons wore unfavourable. But at the conclusion of the great
Continental war England again made progress, and during the

seventy years of the present century her population has again
been doubled, improvements in agriculture having permitted

fifty per cent, of this increase. The remainder is supported by
foreign corn, imported in exchange for British manufactures.

I must conclude my lesson with a short sketch of British

commerce and manufactures, and point out how they have
aided the acquisition of wealth.

Foreign trade is the means by which the labour of man is

rendered as effectual as possible. At great cost and labour,

wine could be produced in England. Perhaps at still greater
cost we might supply ourselves with tea. At a still heavier

charge we might grow cotton. Increase the cost, and we
might obtain tropical produee under glass and by great
artificial heat. By foreign trade we obtain all, or nearly all,

which these expensive processes could supply us with at the

least possible outlay. We need not be told that everything
which diminishes labour and increases harmless enjoyment is

an addition to human happiness.
A nation whose commerce supplies not only its own peoplo

but other nations with these conveniences, adds to its wealth as

well as to its enjoyment. As in the case of other kinds of

outlay and labour, it gets a profit on the transaction, and so

increases its power of purchasing. The growth of English
trade has been effected by the nearly continuous progress of two
centuries and a half.

It was more than a hundred years after the discovery of

the New World, and the passage to India round the Cape of

Good Hope, that England attempted to appropriate any of tho

benefits of trade by long sea voyages. I nave already indicated

the cause of this delay in the mischief caused by the financial

expedients of Henry VIII. and his son's guardians. When the

trade to the East was entered on, it took, after the fashion

of the- time, the form of a chartered company, and the English
nation gained very little by this branch of its commerce. la
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other directions, however, thin country did appropriate to its

ulorable portion of the currying trade.

It mad.' iiifiniU'ly gn-iitiT progress by ita aucceaa in manufue-

world was cleared of rivals, and the inventivoneu
hritiwh race occupied the opportunity. Tho groat

Spunis! . 'inpin- was lost in ita rait Transatlantic conquests.
wus rrippli-d by the bigotry of her princes, who ex-

'! useful arts of the country, booauao the artisans wore

suspected of heresy, waa hampered by Colbert's scheme for

aging manufactures, and was deprived of the carrying
Seven Years' War. Holland had ceased to be a

nuuiuftu'tiiring country.
<>f Watt, Crompton, and Arkwright created a

revolution in manufacture, and a monopoly of production for

foreign trade. The great Continental war, disastrous as it was
to thu British labourer, was a stimulus to the British manu-
facturer. a:.'l i-.iisod the condition of the artisan. A nation

which produces useful articles in excels of its own wants, and
which can satisfy the demand of foreign nations, can, in propor-
tion to tho fulness with which that demand is exhibited to it,

increase both its population and its wealth. It becomes, so to

speak, if it adopts free trade in food, like a huge town, to which
the agricultural regions of the earth ore as tho country from
which it can draw its supplies.
To sum up, tho first cause of the progress in wealth which

this country has made, is to bo found in the success with which
it has developed agriculture. It has thus been able to devote

tho largest part of its population to the industries of manufac-
ture and commerce. It has not only supplied itself with com-
moditics produced in foreign countries, but it has created a vast

mercantile marine, by means of which it is the carrier to half

the world. Lastly, it has manufactured for the whole world,
and has been able, therefore, to make tho world work for ita

subsistence, in exchange for tho conveniences which it has

supplied.
In my next lesson I shall treat of wages.

TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. X.
SCIRE FACIAS. A writ most commonly issued to call a

person to show cause to tho Court issuing it why the execution

of judgment previously passed against him should not be made
out.

SCRIP CERTIFICATE. A certificate given in receipt for money
paid for shares in public companies preliminary to the regis-

tration of subscribers ; or of instalments paid towards public
loans previous to the issue of tho bonds.

SCRIVENER. A negotiator of monetary transactions, acting
as a middle-man between borrower and lender. Also one who
is employed to draw up and engross deeds, conveyances, and
securities for money.

SEARCH WARRANT. -A warrant granted by a magistrate,

directing any given premises to bo searched generally for stolen

goods.
SEAWORTHY. A term indicating that a vessel is in a proper

state of repair, and in every way fitted for her contemplated
voyage.

SECURITIES. Documents representing or securing a right to

money or property of any kind, such as bills of exchange, war-

rants, deeds, bills of lading, policies of insurance, leases, and
bonds.

SEISIN. The ownership and possession of freehold property.
SEQUESTRATION. The course by which the estates of in-

solvent traders and others in Scotland are realised and divided

amongst their creditors. Equivalent to tho term Bankruptcy.
SET-OFF. A counter claim by the person on whom a demand

13 made ; the sum due by one operating as payment or port pay-
ment of the sum due by tho other.

SETTLEMENT. Tho adjustment of an account or claim.

Generally applied to tho payment of accounts in full of all

demands.
SHARE SHARES. Tho proportion of interest in any under-

taking or company.
SHIPMENT. A quantity of merchandise sent by a vessel to

either a foreign port, or one in tho same country.
SHIP'S PAPERS generally consist of tho certificate of regis-

tration, manifest, muster-roll of crew, and log-book, with some-
times a charter-party and bill of health.

SHORT EXCHANGE. Bill- of exchange drawn for abort pay.
ment, at night, or t .ftcr Might.

Sic. A Latin word nigmfyi. >,r "after this faahion."
SIGHT. Presentment of those bill* of exchange whose doe

dates are determined by the period at which they are firtt Men,
or lighted, by tho peraona on whom they are drawn.

SINE DIE. Signifying
" without fixing any day for in nttam

bling;" thus, "to adjourn fine die."

SINKINO FUND. An accumulative fund set apart for the

extinguishment of a debt.

(ING OB DORMANT PARTNER. A partner who does not
assist in the management of a business, bnt who receives a
share of the profits, and it also liable for a share of the loon.

SOLVENCY. The state of being able to pay all debt* in fall.

The adjective description of this state is Solvent.

SPECIE. Coined money of any description.
SPECIFICATION. Tho distinct expression of the items or

details of a matter.

SPECULATION. An incurring of heavy risks with the Ttew
of obtaining a more than usnal profit.

STANDARD. A fixed or determined point by which certain

things are adjusted, as a standard of value, quantity, or quality.
STAPLE. Tho chief article or articles of a country's pro-

duction and commerce.
STATISTICS. A collection of facts relating to the condition

and progress of the whole or part of a state or its commerce.
STATUS. Used commercially to imply a man's position and

condition with regard to money matters.

STERLING. The denomination given to English money.
STOCK. Accumulated goods or money. By dealers, goods in .

possession are spoken of as stock on hand. By commercial

men and bankers, their amounts of capital are called stock.

The term also applies to any of the various capital debts of

different countries, which are termed collectively Stocks.

STOCK BROKER. See Brokers.

STOCK EXCHANGE. A building where stock brokers and

jobbers meet to transact their business. The members of the

London Stock Exchange number about 900.

STOCK-JOBBER. A member of tho Stock Exchange, and

dealer in stocks and shares, carrying on operations with other

dealers and with tho public through the medium of the stock

brokers.

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU. The right of a seller of goods to

recover them while in course of transmission to the buyer or his

agents, if, since their purchase, the buyer has become bankrupt
or insolvent.

STRANDING. The running of a ship on shore or on the rocks,

and leaving it stationary there for any length of time.

SUBPOENA. A writ calling upon a person to appear at the

day and place named in tho writ, under a penalty.

SUPERCARGO. See Cargo.
SUSPENSION OF PAYMENTS. A trader ceasing to pay any

of his debts on becoming aware of his inability duly to discharge

the whole.

TACK. See Lease.

TARE is a deduction for the weight of a package in which

goods are secured. It is of three kinds actual, average, and

estimated. Actual tare is where each package is weighed sepa-

rately from its contents ; average tare is where the packages
are numerous, and of a similar size and character, and a few are

weighed so as to form an average for the whole ; and estimated

tare is where packages in particular branches of commerce are so

invariably alike as to warrant a fixed per-centage allowance for

them.
TARIFF. A table of charges. Also an enumeration of articles

on which duty is levied, with tho various rates charged, as well

as the articles that are prohibited or exempt.
TENDER. An offer in writing to supply certain goods, money,

ships, or'articles that may be required upon specified terms and

conditions. Also a preaontiuunt or offer of money in satisfaction

of a debt or claim.

TONNAGE. A ship's carrying capacity. Registered tonnage

and actual capacity sometimes differ considerably, owing to the

peculiar build of certain vessels.

TONTINE. The system of raising money by granting life

annuities to a number of persons with benefit of survivorship

as tho lives fall in, until at hist a single survivor becomes entitled

to the whole.
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METEOROLOGY. IV.

LIGHTNING ST. ELMO'S FIRE AURORA BOREALIS OZONE
RAINBOW.

CLOUDS are usually charged with electricity, sometimes posi-

tively and sometimes negatively. When two clouds charged
with different electricities meet one another, the fluid will dart

from one to the other in the form of lightning. If a cloud

highly charged be suddenly condensed into vapour, the electri-

city in it will be set free in a similar way, and a thunder-storm

will be produced. These are most common in tropical regions,

and, in general, the air is noticed to be peculiarly heavy and
close before their occurrence.

Flashes of lightning most commonly pass from one cloud to

another, or else into the air. It is comparatively seldom that

they strike the earth. Four distinct classes of lightning have

been observed, viz., forked lightning, sheet lightning, summer

lightning, and ball or globular lightning.

The electric fluid always selects the path which offers the

least resistance to its passage, and hence, when the flash is

after that produced at the nearer end. The continued peal is

thus accounted for.

By observing the interval between the occurrence of the flash

and the commencement of the thunder, the distance of the
storm can be easily estimated. A little over a mile should be
allowed for every five seconds. The duration of the peal is fre-

quently increased by reverberations and echoes from the clouda
or mountains near by.
The mode of protecting lofty buildings from injury, by the

erection of lightning-conductors, has been explained in our
Lessons on Electricity.
The remarkable appearance known as the Mariner's Lights,

or St. Elmo's Fire, which is frequently observed during storms
at sea, is another of the electrical meteors. A bright, flame-like

light is seen at the top of the masts, and sometimes at the ends
of the spars. This flame often points towards an approaching-
cloud, increasing in length as the cloud passes over it ; at times
it has been seen as much as two or three feet long.
The appearance is easily accounted for, and a good illustration

of the same effect is seen by holding a sharp point near the con-

Fig. 12. THE AURORA BOREALIS OR NORTHERN LIGHTS.

powerful, it is frequently seen to assume a zigzag appearance,
or even to divide into branches, and is then said to be forked.

The sheet lightning is the most common form ;
in it the flashes

are usually shorter and more rapid. Frequently they appear
to be within the cloud, and light up its whole surface. The
thunder which follows this is usually low and distant, and falls

on the ear in a long and muffled peal. Summer lightning is

closely allied to this, and is frequently seen at intervals during
the long summer evenings, illuminating the horizon with re-

peated flashes, unaccompanied by thunder. It is probably caused
in general by the reflection of a distant storm, and in some
places is regarded as a precursor of unsettled weather.
The last form of lightning is by far the most dangerous, but

fortunately it is very rare. The lightning in these cases appears
'to assume a globular form, and moves much more slowly than
usual. Sometimes the ball comes in contact with some object,
..and explodes with a loud report, at the same time doing con-

siderable damage to everything near.

Thunder is the noise which is heard after a flash of lightning.
Ib is caused by the concussion of the air, as it rushes in and fills

the vacuum caused by the passage of the electricity. Flashes of

lightning frequently extend several miles in length, and are quite
instantaneous

; the thunder is therefore produced at the same
moment at every part of its path. The sound vibrations, how-
ever, only travel about 1,100 feet a second, and therefore the
sound from the further end will reach the ear several seconds

ductor of an electrical machine. The electricity from the cloud,
instead of passing off in the form of a flash of lightning, is in

this way silently carried off by induction. In mountainous

regions travellers have occasionally noticed a somewhat similar

appearance at the end of their sticks or umbrellas, and a faint

hissing sound usually accompanies it. The air in this case is

highly electrical, and the pointed ends of the sticks have served
to attract the fluid and discharge it.

Perhaps the most beautiful of all the luminous meteors is the
Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights (Fig. 12). This is not

vinfrequently seen in our own latitudes, but as we travel into

polar regions it appears in greatly increased splendour, and
much more frequently. Its form varies very greatly. When
most perfectly developed, an arch of light appears to cross the

sky a little way above the horizon, and from this quivering
streamers dart upwards continually towards the zenith, giving rise

to the name of
"
the merry dancers," by which the phenomenon

is sometimes known. Frequently several auroral arches are

seen at once, and the effect is then very grand. At other times

the streamers appear to shoot up from behind distant hills. It

has been known also to assume the form of a huge curtain

suspended in massive folds, which reflect various colours.

When seen in England the aurora is almost always far less

distinct and perfect than any of these : at times its ruddy glow
has been mistaken for that of a distant fire.

Various hypotheses have been started to account for these
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appearances. Tho fluctuations of the magnetic needle which
occur during their continuance indicate an electrical origin, and
thin is further confirmed by the fact that telegraphic messages
have been interraptod, and the alarums rung, by the auroral

current*. Earth current* are also mnch stronger daring the

aurora, and hence it ia now generally attributed to the discharge
of elertririty in the upper region* of the air.

After a thunderstorm a peculiar smell ia nomotimea noticed in

the air, similar to that which ia observed near an electrical

machine in full work. Thin is due to the production of a sub-

stance discovered by Schonbein, and namod by him ozone. It

ia now believed to be merely oxygen gas hi an allotropic form.

This substance exerts a powerful and beneficial influence on the

air, and being a good disinfectant, accounts mainly for the

purifying effect of a storm. When, however, it ia present in

very large quantities, certain classes of disease are found to be
more prevalent than usual.

Ozone possesses the property of discolouring a piece of paper
prepared with iodide of potassium and starch, and the quantity

degree to which they can be refracted, or beat out of their
course. Hence they are separated; the red, being the leas*

refrangible, appear at the top in the inner bow.
In the spray of a waterfall, or even of a fountain, a rainbow

may often be seen when the sun is behind the observer. It*

rays are, in this case, decomposed by the fine spray, in the same
way as they are by the falling drops of rain.

A lunar rainbow is occasionally seen, and presents a very
beautiful appearance ; but unless the moon happens to be near
the full, the prismatic colours are scarcely distinguishable.
Weather prognostics may sometimes be drawn from the

appearance of the rainbow. One of these has passed into the

proverb
" A rainbow in the morning
Is the nhepherd'i warniug ;

A rainbow at night
! the shepherd'! delight."

A rainbow in the morning must, of course, appear in the

west, since it is opposite to the sun, and therefore shows that

Fig. 13. CAUSE OF THE PHENOMENON OF THE RAINBOW.

present fn the air is estimated by the extent of this dis-

colouration.

When rain is falling from the clouds opposite to the sun,
while it is shining, a rainbow is produced. This consists of two
concentric arcs, which ore composed of the seven prismatic
colours in just the proportions in which they combine to form
white light. In the primary or inner bow, tho violet is on the
inner side, and the red on the outer ; in the secondary, this

order is reversed. Sometimes only one arc is visible.

Tho elevation of the bow depends upon tho altitude of the
sun. If it bo near the horizon, the bow will be nearly a semi-

circle ; but as the sun's elevation increases it sinks and becomes
smaller, till it disappears when tho sun attains 42 altitude.

For this reason rainbows can only be seen at morning or evening.
The phenomenon ia a purely optical one ; wo will, however,

explain briefly the cause which produces it. When tho rays of

tho sun strike on the falling drops of rain, they are first of all

refracted, or bent out of their course. Some of them pass out
at tho further side of tho drop, but the remainder are reflected

from its inner surface, and again refracted as they issue into

the air. In Fig. 13 two large drops arc represented, one in tho
middle of each bow. In these tho course of tho rays can be

distinctly traced, and it will be seen that for the primary bow
they only suffer one reflection ; in the outer one they ore twice
reflected ; hence its greater faintness.

Tho different rays which compose white light differ in the

the clouds are advancing from that quarter which is the damp
one while it is clear in the east. The fall of rain, too, at this

time of the day, when the temperature is increasing, shows a

great humidity of the air, and thus much wet may be expected.
The appearance of the bow towards evening shows, on the other

hand, that the rain-clouds have passed away to the east, and
that it is clearing up in tho west ; fine weather ia therefore to
be looked for.

LESSONS IN LATIN. LVI.
QUALIFICATION.

QUALIFICATION takes place between two words when the one
modifies the acceptation without changing the form of the other.

Thus if I say, scribis bcne, lliov, writcst well ; scribia optime,
f 7)ii trrilest excellently, I give two instances of qualification.

Of each of these pairs of words, one is a verb, the other ia an
adverb. Tho adi-erb is the qualifying word, the verb is the

qualified word. The adverb modifies tho verb, for it shows the

manner of the action of tho verb. The kind of qualification

depends in all cases on the import of the adverb. While the

adverb modifies tho meaning of the verb, it does not alter its

form. In the last particular, qualification differs from govern-
ment ; for government modifies the form as well as the accepta-
tion of the word or words that are under its influence. Qualifi-

cation differs also from agreement in tho fact that it involves no
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change of form in either the qualifying or the qualified word ;

whereas, in agreement, inflection produces changes.
Instances of qualification have been already given. The

limits of these lessons leave little space for additions on the

subject ; which, indeed, are the less necessary, because the sub-

ject is free from difficulty. Qualification, however, runs through
the whole texture of the Latin, as of every other language. Its

extent, as well as its nature, may be learned by the study of the

following, in which the chief adverbs are arranged in classes

accordiii^' to their signification :

I. INTERROGATIVE. Ubi ? where f unde ? whence ! quo 1 whither ?

qua (via) ? in what way ? where ? quando ? when ?

II. DETERMINATIVE. Ibi, there ; ibidem, in the same place ; hie, here

(where I am) ; istic, there (where thou art) ; illic, there (where he is) ;

inde, thence ; indidetn, from the same place ; hinc, hence ; istinc, thence ;

lllinc, thence; eo, thither; ea, in that way, there ; eadein, m the same way;
hac, in this way ; istac, in that way ; iliac, in that way ; turn, then.

III. BELATIVE. Ubi, where; ubiubi, ubicunque, wherever ; unde,

whence; undeunde, undecunque, whencesoever ; quo, whither; qua, in

tchich way ? where 1 quaqua, quacunque, every way ; quaudoquum,
tehen; quandoque, quaudocunque, whenever.

IV. INDEFINITE. Alicubi, someuihere; alieunde, from some quarter or

ether ; aliquo, somewhither, somewhere ; aliqua, in some way, somewhere ;

aliquando, at some time.

V. GENERAL. Ubique, everywhere ; ubivis, ubilibet, where you will,

everywhere; undtque, on every side; uudevis, undelibet, whencesoewer ;

quovis, quolibet, whither you, will; quavis, qualibet, in any way you
please ; quaudoque, quandocuuque, when you please.

Among qualifying words an important position is held by the

adverbs which are employed in negations, affirmations, and

questions.
NEGATIONS.

Negation is made in Latin by non, ne, and haud, not. Non
denies in relation to the subject the act set forth in the verb,

converting an affirmative into a negative proposition ; as

Affirmative. Frater mous timet mortem, my brother fears death.

Negative. Sapiens non timet mortem, a wise man docs not fear death.

Two negatives in form produce a positive in idea
; thus, non

nemo, not nobody, is somebody, that is, many a one; nonnnlli,

several; nonnihil, somewhat; nonnunquam, occasionally; non
ignoro, I am well aware ; non nego, I admit.
Non modifies the word before which it is placed, and there-

fore non should be placed before the word which it is intended
to modify. Thus very different are the meanings of these three
sentences :

1. Non possum legere, I cannot read.

2. Possum nou legere, I am able to not redd.

3. Nou possum uon legere, I am unable to not read.

Sentence 1 declares, I have not power to read ; 2, I may dis-

continue reading ; and 3, I have not power to discontinue or

leave off reading.
For non, nullus, in agreement with a noun, and particularly

with the relative pronoun, is sometimes used in Latin
; as

. Misericordia, quse tibi nulla debetur, pity which is not due to thee.

Observe that the adjective nulla, in the Latin, goes with the

pronoun quce. In translating, the adjective nullus may often
be best rendered by an adverbial phrase, as here : pity which is

not at all, or in no way, due to thee.

Instead of our form and not, the Latins employed neque or
nee. For example :

Tullius me non convenerat, nee erat jam quisquam mecum,
Tullij had not met me, and there was no one with me.

"Vis., scarcely, may, as a softened or modest negative, hold
the place of non, especially with the subjunctive perfect, a form
which is employed to express the fact or idea in a gentle and
courteous manner ; thus, instead of barely saying, non credidi,
I did not believe, politeness suggested non crediderim, I could
not persuade myself, or vix crediderim, scarcely could I believe.
The present subjunctive has a similar force, but in a less
decided degree.

Ne, when used by itself, is prohibitive, being employed before
an imperative mood, or a subjunctive having the force of an
imperative ; for example :

Tua quod nihil refert ne cures.
Do not trouble yourself with what does not concern you.

In combination, ne is found with a general negative ; for

example, nemo, that is, ne and homo; nullus, that is, ne and

ullus; nihil, that is, ne hilum (not the least) ; nunquam, that

is, ne and unquam.
Haud denies rather an idea or a quality than a proposition ;

thus, haud aaqnus, not equal, is the same as iniquus, unequal or

unjust ; for example

Haud medtocris vir fuit, he was no common man ;

a different statement from

Mediccris vir non fuit, he teas not a man of moderate ability.

INTEEBOGATIVE PARTICLES.

The interrogative particles qualify either sentences or ideas.

Interrogations are made in Latin in various ways. In order

to ascertain what the answer in each case should be, you must
consider where the question lies, as well as the nature of the

question. For instance, you may ask, Cinnane es ? or esne

Cinna ? art thou Cinna ? To the first question, the answer is

Cinna sum ;
to the second, sum Cinna ; for, in the first, the

question is whether thou art Cinna or Dolabella ; in the second,
whether thou art Cinna or not. These modifications of mean-

ing, which in Latin are expressed by position, we in English
express by emphasis, and accordingly in pronunciation we
should throw the stress of the voice, in the first sentence, on the

word Cinna, and in the second on the word art. If we wished
to ask whether the person before us, and not another person,
was Cinna, then in Latin we should use the pronoun tu, placed
at the head of the sentence, and in English we should make
thou emphatic : thus, tune es Cinna ? answer, Ego ; art thou
Cinna ? / am. I will place the three examples with their

answers together.

1. Cinnane es ? Ciuna sum.
|

2. Esne Cinna ? Sum Cinna.
3. Tune es Cinna? Ego.

The negative non may become an interrogative particle, and,
on the part of him who employs it, expects an answer in the

negative. A man was brought before Augustus, charged with

having murdered his father. The emperor, actuated by disbelief

or clemency, asked him : Certe patrem tunm non occidisti ?

surely you have not killed your father ? He thus, as it were,

put into the man's mouth the answer : non occidi, I have not.

Observe that, in Latin, the important word must be repeated or

given in the answer. Tho answer to the question now before

us is, in English, no ! or I have not ; but in Latin, non occidi,

the verb of the question being employed in the answer.

By studying the foregoing, you will learn that an interroga-
tion with non is little else than a rhetorical negative.

The interrogative ne simply asks a question without in any
way prejudging the answer

; as, Esne bonus ? art thou good ?

Here, it is supposed that the questioner is ignorant whether the

person questioned is good or not. The ne, which is an enclitic,

should be subjoined to the emphatic word. Thus, if you wanted
to ask whether a father was good, rather than some one else,

then the question would stand, paterne cst bonus ? If the point
at issue lay in the quality good, then the arrangement would bo,

bonusne est pater ? Should the words stand thus, estne pator
bonus ? then it would be intimated that the question referred to

est, and the answer would be, No, he is not, but WAS good.
Non and ne are united and form nonne. On the principle

that two negatives make an affirmative, nonne expects an affir-

mative answer ; for example, nonne sol lucet ? does not the sun
shine ? the answer is lucet, it shines.

Num is another interrogative adverb, and is used to draw
forth an answer in agreement with the mind of the questioner.
It may often be rendered into English by surely not; as, num.

negare audes ? surely you do not dare to deny ? The answer is,

non audeo, I dare not, or non nego, I do not deny.
I will put down in several forms of interrogation the affirma-

tive proposition sot lucet, together with the proper answers :

Nonne sol lucet ? immo vero.

Num sol lucet? non nego.
An sol lucet ? tu negas.

Sol lucet? non, luna lucet.

Lucet ne sol ? lucet.

Nou lucet sol ? certe lucet.

The last particle an requires explanation. An asks a question
which the questioner himself denies, the object being to confirm

or prove what has gone before ; for example

Quis neget omnes improbos esse servos ?

Who can deny that all bad men are slaves ?

An ille liber cui mulier imperat ?

7s he/re tchom o woman commands?
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Non, united with an, reverses tho meaning ; for example, an
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into little Blips of the brass on the chalk surface, and aa the

the brass strip is fastened to the centre of a flexible

ii.ii.linijjra of mica, it is thrown into vibration and gives oat
: ,'iwil sounds. A large number of telephones on this

ptin. -iplo were, a few years back, imported into England from
i i>y the Edison Telephone Company, but it was Boon

fiiiitiil Hint tho atmosphere acted upon the porous chalk, so as

to render the instrument at times almost useless. Tho effects

x'ivfii by an instrument in good order wore most surpri-iiitf,

the Bonvds being loud enough for several hundred persons to
hear at the same time. This form of receiver has long ago
given phiro to the original Bell telephone.
Tho telephonic system is far more used in America than it is

in Great Britain ; but in London and other large centres of

industry it is extensively employed. In London alone tho

T'-li'jihone Company numbers some thousands of subscribers,
who each pay so much for tho privilege of being in communica-
tion with tho Telephone Exchange. The wires from tho

different subscribers meet at a central office, where, by simple
mechanical arrangements, any two can be pat in direct com-
munication. Each subscriber has a number, and a directory

giving the names and numbers of all tho others. Supposing,
now, that Brown, at one end of London, wishes to ask a

question of his solicitor, Smith, at the other end of the city.
He first of all looks out for Smith in his directory, under tho

heading
"

Solicitors," and notes his number. Ho next touches

his telephone bell, and immediately from the exchange comes
an answering inquiry as to what he wants. " Put mo into

communication with number so and so," he replies, quoting
Smith's number. This is at once done, and lawyer and
client have a little conversation together, quite unheard by the

clerk at tho exchange, or any one else. In a busy city office tho

saving effected by this wonderful instrument must bo immense
while the total cost of tho convenience is calculated to be

something under one penny per message.
We have now to notice another curious contrivance, which,

although of secondary importance from a practical point of

view, is full of interest, and has already found useful appli-
cations. The microphone, which represents a discovery rather
than an invention, was the result of some experiments con-
ducted only a few years ago by Professor Hughes. It will be

presently seen that this discovery depended upon the telephone
for its realisation, for the phenomena exhibited can only be
revealed through the medium of that instrument. If the one
has benefited the other in this way, we must admit that the
debt has been somewhat repaid, for until tho production of
the microphone no one was aware what a detector of minute
variations in the strength of tiny currents of electricity tho

telephone really is.

It will be remembered that Bell's telephone receiver is quite
independent of a battery. Its contained magnet arouses feeble
currents of electricity in the coil of wire surrounding it, and
these currents are sufficient to actuate the movements of the
iron diaphragm which reproduces the original sounds. Pro-
fessor Hughes, in experimenting with the instrument, was led

to try the effect of including a battery cell in circuit with it.

Keeping the telephone to his ear, he noticed that directly the
circuit was made complete, the instrument recorded tho fact by
a loud click. Tho sumo thing happened whenever the circuit

was broken by detaching the battery from it. Continuing his

experiments, he submitted a thin wire, forming part of the

circuit, to a gradual strain by adding weights to it until tho

breaking-point was reached. Ho noticed that just before this

risis occurred the telephone gave a warning sound, a kind of

grating noise, as if the particles of metal composing the wire
were dragged over one another previous to rupture. Subse-

quently ho discovered that the broken ends of such a circuit,

loosely connected together, would actually take up all kinds
of sonorous vibrations, which were duly reproduced in the

telephone.
It now became obvious to Professor Hughes that he had hit

upon a most extraordinary detector of minute sounds, and he
at once endeavoured to find the best form for it to take. It

was clear that any loose contact between two conductors would
serve to transmit sounds, if a telephone and battery were
included in tho circuit. A little heap of metal chain, a pile of
nails or shot, different metallic powders, willow charcoal, the

pores of which had been filled up with mercury, were tried,

and gave varying degrees of success. But thaw were all

gradually forsaken in favour of that form of carbon which u
commonly used for electric lighting purpose*.

There are several forms of microphone which produce
extraordinary effects. Not only will the little instrument take
up vibrations which are quite
inaudible by any other means,
but it will most strangely
magnify them. Indeed, the mi-

crophone is to the ear what
tho microscope is to the eye.
Further than this, it will act as

a telephonic transmitter, and
will convey the complex articu-

lations of the human voice with

surprising exactness. Not the
least wonderful part of the in-

strument is its extreme simpli-

city. When Professor Hughes
described his dis-

covery to the
several learned

societies he pro-
duced a battery
made of three

little pickle-bot-

tles, a few match-

boxes, with car-
Fig. 91.

bon blocks fixed upon them with sealing-wax. A few yards
of copper-wire, a home-made telephone, and a few other simple
accessories, the entire cost of which would be dear at one
shilling, completed his stock-in-trade. The extremely homely
nature of the apparatus with which so much genuine work was
accomplished might afford a useful lesson to those who think
that nothing great can bo done without the French polish and
lacquered brass of the optician's shop.

There are two forms of microphone, both of the most simple
construction, but which give astonishing results. In one,
which is illustrated at Fig. 91, a carbon pencil about an inch
in length is pointed at each end like a cigar. These points
fit loosely into hollows prepared for them in two little square
blocks of carbon, which are fastened by cement to a vertical

piece of board. A base board of the same material, or, better

still, a box with an open end, supporting this upright, upon
which the blocks are fixed, completes the instrument. The
telephone and battery are placed in circuit with it by attaching
wires to each of the carbon blocks.

In the other form of instrument the carbon rod is placed in

a horizontal position (see Fig. 92). This rod has a hole drilled

through its centre to make room for a short length of brass

wire, which forms a balance-pin upon which it rests. One end

Fig. 92.

of the rod should slightly overbalance the other, so that the

heavier end can just lightly rest upon a little block of carbon.

Tho piece of wire upon which it is pivoted is hung in the centre

of a U-shaped piece of brass. One of the current wirea is

attached to this support, and the other to the fixed carbon

block. This last arrangement of the instrument will be found

especially sensitive, and the base board can conveniently be

prolonged, so that different things, which may from time to

time form the subject of experiment, can be laid upon it.

Thus a watch may be placed there, while the wires can be
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carried to a telephone in a distant room, in which case the

ticking of it will b most plainly heard. Another favourite

experiment, and one which at the time of its publication made
somewhat of a popular excitement, is to listen to the foot-

falls of a fly. This can be managed thus : A match-box is

furnished with an opening, covered with fine muslin. In this

prison the fly is confined, and will naturally walk over every
part of it in the endeavour to find a loophole for escape. Its
"
tramp," although quite inaudible to the unaided ear, is

plainly heard in the attached telephone.
With a little trouble these sounds can be made audible to a

roomful of people. The telephone should be supported in this

case on an upright rod, and its end should be furnished with a
cone of cardboard like a huge trumpet-mouth. If the instru-

ment be carefully adjusted, the touch of a feather upon the
carbon block will be heard all over a large room, and will be

magnified into a loud rasping noise.

But a good microphone will not only transmit noises, but will

make a most admirable carrier of the human voice indeed,

many most successful telephone transmitters are upon the

microphonic principle. One of the first recorded experiments
in this direction was described in a country newspaper, and
we cannot better demonstrate the capabilities of the instru-

ment in this respect than by quoting the paragraph referred to.
" Last Sunday a microphone was placed in the pulpit of a

chapel in this town, and connected by a private telegraph line

running by with the residence of a gentleman over a mile distant.

Every part of the service was distinctly heard at the gentle-
man's house, with the exception of a few words rendered
indistinct by the preacher becoming a little excited and
shaking the microphone, the presence of which he never
dreamt of, or he might have been somewhat nervous at the
idea that his sermon was being conveyed away he knew not
whither. So faithfully did the microphone do its work, that
the chapel-keeper was heard to close the doors after service,
walk up the aisle, and up the pulpit steps, in conversation with
some one else. During the week, experiments have been made
in the schoolroom of another chapel, and the singing of the
scholars was transmitted and retransmitted over a number of

telegraph lines with remarkable clearness. The idea is about
to be put to practical use, the gentleman already referred to

having given instructions that his house should be connected
with that of a gentleman near, in order that an invalid may
hear the service from one of the churches in the town."
As already indicated, loose contact-points between metallic

conductors will give the microphonic phenomena, but the
carbon arrangements described are on the whole more satis-

factory, and certainly are more easily arranged. But recently,
Mr. J. Munro has been experimenting with metallic conductors,
and has obtained remarkable results. In fact, he has produced
on this principle first-class transmitting instruments. One of

these we will describe, for it can easily be made, and gives
capital results. It is called the "

Lyre Telephone." It takes
its name from the fanciful shape of its frame, which is formed
of a U-shaped piece of mahogany. In the hollow centre of this

frame is stretched, by means of two wires at the top and
bottom, a square piece of metallic gauze. Immediately in front
of this fixed gauze plate is another one of slightly smaller size,
which is hinged at the bottom, and rests on the top against the
other one. The pressure between the two can be regulated by
a weight sliding upon a rod fixed at right angles to the
movable gauze plate.

Another convenient form of microphone is that which acts
without an independent battery, for it represents a battery cell

in itself. It resembles in its arrangement that form described
above. But instead of there being two little scooped-out
blocks of carbon in which the ends of the pencil rest, as in
the first kind of microphone described, there is only one. This

supports the upper end of the carbon pencil, the lower end

resting upon a plate of carbon. Underneath this carbon plate,
which may be three or four inches square, is an amalgamated
plate of zinc, the two elements being separated by a piece of

blotting-paper which has been soaked in very dilute sulphuric
acid. The whole arrangement rests upon the base board, and
can readily be prepared for use by putting the wet blotting-
paper in position.
When Professor Hughes brought his researches before the

Royal Society some years ago, he said that it was impossible to

indicate the applications or effects of his discovery, because
the whole question had been studied with crude materials, and

scarcely sufficient time had elapsed to enable him to consider

its ultimate uses. As a telephone transmitter he did not claim

that the microphone was superior to others already in use, but
he considered it far more sensitive than any ho had heard, and
indicated that its power could be increased by multiplication
of transmitting contacts in quantity or intensity ; the loudness

being at present limited by the capability of the receiver. The
materials at his disposal, and the arrangement of them, had
not yet been sufficiently studied. He merely wished to show
that it was possible to transmit clear and intelligent articulate

speech, and to render audible sounds which hare hitherto been

inaudible, by the mere operation of sonorous vibrations upon
the conducting power of matter. With regard to his theory of

the microphone, he reminded his hearers that if sand be

sprinkled upon a membrane such as a drum-head it would
be jerked up and thrown away from that membrane under the

influence of sonorous vibrations. If by mechanical means it

were prevented from being jerked away, either by being con-

tained in a tube, or by being kept down by weight or pressure,
the tendency of the movement of the vibrating body would be

alternately to compress and relieve from pressure the substance
so held upon it, and in so doing vary its resistance. This

explanation was given merely as an analogy, and to illustrate

the explanation of the phenomena.
We will now proceed to review some of the applications of

this most interesting discovery, when it will be readily seen

that the microphone is no mere toy, but is of practical import-
ance as an instrument of physical research. In certain surgical

operations, and notably in the case of bullet-wounds, it is of

first importance to ascertain the exact position of a foreign

body before proceeding to remove it. With an ordinary probe
this can sometimes be effected without much difficulty ; in

other cases the patient is put to much pain and inconvenience.

Now, if the searching-probe be furnished with a microphonic
attachment and a telephone receiver, the surgeon, or his

assistant, will hear a loud click in the instrument directly the

bullet is touched by the probe. Without the microphone it

can easily be passed over without recognition.

We may here mention another form of probe for hidden

bullets, which was invented many years before the microphone.
It is effective ,in action, but its accessories of a battery and
electric bell, with connecting wires, are, perhaps, rather too

formidable for the sick-room. It consists of two wires, forming

part of the probe, their ends almost touching. Directly the

bullet is touched by these wires they are bridged over by the

metallic mass, and the circuit is completed, so that the bell

rings.
To return to Professor Hughes' microphone. Hardly twelve

months had elapsed since he first made his discovery public,

when he handed to Dr. B W. Richardson a very clever and

useful little instrument:, founded upon its principle, which he

called the
" Audiometer." Its use is to test the hearing of

any particular person. When we remember the enormous

prevalence of deafness even among one's circle of friends,

together with the very few cases where recovery is attained,

the importance of a means of measuring from day to day the

progress of the malady under medical treatment will be at

once conceded. The Audiometer places in the physician's
hands the means of doing this, for he can tell by it how many
degrees of hearing capability his patient has gained or lost

since his last visit.

To describe this instrument is not so easy as to understand

its principle from a rapid glance at the thing itself, for it is most

simple in construction. A horizontal bar is furnished at each

end with a flat coil of wire, one containing about 6 yards and
the other 100 yards of wire. These coils are fixed in their

places. Between them, and sliding
1 on the bar, so that its

position can be readily changed, is another coil of 100 yards of

wire. The bar constitutes a scale, divided into 20 centimetres,
and each of these parts is again subdivided into 10, so that

the hearing can be tested from a maximum of 200 units to

zero. The sliding coil is really an induction coil, its ends

being connected with a telephone, which the patient holds to

his ear. The fixed coils are in connection with two Leclanche

cells, and a microphonic key that is to say, a little contrivance

which the operator can depress, and so make a microphonic
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disturbance, which oan, under oertain condition*, bo heard by
in tlm attached telephone. If tl.-- inlurtion ooil

Htuiiil nt tin- /':<> point, the current circulating in 01,.

oils is exactly halanced by the one traversing the other

fixed coil ; thm-foro tho effect is m-ntmli-i'il, uiul no iiiilm-tioii

effect is produced in tho movable coil. Upon moving the ooil

from point to point along tho scale, tho Bounds become louder

inlor. until lit last tho patient says that he can hear it.

irtiriilur d.-jrrco where audibility becomes possible U
noted by the physician, and he is able to report progress by
tmbsequent t

Anot IUT iii-tniinont in which the microphone plays a chief

part lias been designed by Dr. Richardson himself, who finds

it a groat uid in hi* daily practice. It is called the "
Sphyg-

rnopiione," and is founded npon that instrument which gives

graphic tracings of the movements of the pulse. But tho

Sphygmophone as its name implies makes these move-

ments audible. Indeed, so loud are they, that the beating of

tho pulse can be heard over a large room. The instrument is

attached to the patient's wrist, and every movement of tho

pulse causes a corresponding movement in a small microphonic

arrangement. It is said that the experienced ear can detect

tho state of the patient's heart by the nature of the sounds

emitted, and that the sphygmophone forms a valuable addition

to the resources of the physician in the treatment of disease.

ENGLISH LITERATURE. XXII.
THE DEVOLUTION AND THE AUGUSTAN PERIOD : PBOSE

WRITERS.
THE great Revolution of 1688 not only completed the great
work of tho Civil War and of many an earlier struggle by finally
.-v mring political liberty for England, but it also marks a great

epoch in the history of free thought, free inquiry, and sound

philosophy in this country. The great intellectual revival of tho
sixteenth century had never ceased to spread ; the grand crusade

against ignorance and superstition in which Bacon played so

leading a part had never been abandoned, nor had English
thinkers over failed to take their part in it with more or less

success and distinction. Even during the reign of Charles II.,

while tho spirit of the Restoration was at the height of its influ-

ence, science and philosophy made much progress a progress of

which the establishment of the Royal Society is a notable
evidence. But the social influences of tho age were not favour-

able to freedom in any of its forms ; and in the domain of

thought England showed comparatively little of that energy
and breadth which were displayed by Continental nations. But
with the Revolution of 1688 a new set of influences prevailed.
Political freedom brought with it its natural concomitants,
boldness of thought and inquiry, and religious and intellectual

tolerance qualities which characterised this age to a degree
never previously known in England.
The central figure in the world of thought and of letters in

tho years which followed the Restoration is that of John
Locko. This great man was born in 1632. He was educated
first at Westminster School, and afterwards at Christchurch,
Oxford. At Oxford he spent many years after he had taken his

degree, devoting himself mainly to the study of natural science,
and especially of medicine, in which he became very proficient.
After the Restoration, Locke was frequently employed in the

public service abroad and at home ; and was involved in the

political conflicts of the time, attaching himself to the cause
and following the fortunes of Lord Shaftesbury, the able but

unscrupulous and ambitious leader of the Protestant party.
After the final fall of Shaftesbury, and the triumph and acces-

sion to the throne of his enemy the Duke of York, Locke's

position in England became unsafe, and he retired to Holland,
where he remained as long as James II. occupied the throne.
In 1688, immediately upon the change of government, Locke
returned to England. Ho was soon appointed to an important
and lucrative post in the public service, as a member of tho
Council of Trade, an office which he retained as long as his

health allowed of his doing so. After leaving the public
service, he passed the remaining years of his life in the country
in learned retirement. Ho died in 1704.
The works of Locke aro numerous, and their subjects some-

Tfhat various ; but tho same tone and spirit pervades thorn all

a spirit of earnest but temperate devotion to the cause at liberty
in politics, in philosophy, and in religion. . All show the Mae
originality, vigour, and breadth of thought and olearoeM of

reasoning ; and in all hi* style U simple and nervou*. though
sometimes, perhaps, too idiomatic and too full of

be consistent with philosophical exactness or quite in

with the dignity of bis subject.
Locke's " Letters on Toleration

"
constitute the most syste

matic and philosophical argument in favour of toleration which
had as yet appeared.

His " Treatise of Civil Government" is an attempt to deter-

mine the true basis on which civil government rents, and the
limits within which it ought to be restricted. A school of

writers in his day had adopted, without much inquiry, a theory
of the origin of government which, however, modern inquiry
has shown to be historically quite correct that the family U the
oldest of institutions, and the father of the family the oldest of

rulers ; that the family became tho tribe, the tribe the nation ;

and that so the family organisation and the power of the father

are tho root from which have been developed the political state

and the authority of kings. But not content with teaching
this as an historical theory, in which aspect it is perfectly

correct, these writers went on to make a moat mischievous

practical application of it. They taught that, by some divine

right or inherent necessity, tho power of a king must always
remain as sacred and as unlimited as the power of the parent
in its most primitive form. Hence they taught the duty of

absolute obedience to kings, and denied the rights or liberties of

subjects. To meet such views Locke's very powerful treatise

was written. In it he places all government upon its only
rational basis, the common benefit of all. But he sometimes
fails to distinguish between the two wholly distinct questions,
the question, How did governments in fact originate ? and the

question, Why ought they now to be maintained, and what
limits ought to be assigned to them ? And npon matters of

history Locke is often less sound than his opponents. Very
similar in spirit ia the "Essay on Education," which shows-

much liberality of spirit and a strong desire to throw off the
narrowness which distinguished the system of education pre-

vailing then even more than it does in the present day. The
"
Essay on the Reasonableness of Christianity

"
is a calm and

serious argument on the subject which its title expresses ; and
it gives a greater insight into Locke's religious views and feel-

ings than any other of his works.

But the work which has secured for Locke his great and lasting

reputation, and given him a place among the greatest thinkers,

is the "
Essay on the Human Understanding." A critical exami-

nation of this remarkable book would be out of place in these
" Lessons on English Literature ;" it belongs rather to the

history of philosophy. Locke was not the first who attempted
to map out with fulness and precision the field of the human
intellect, and to trace our ideas to their sources. Many labourers

in the same work had preceded him on the Continent, and some
in England ; but no writer had ever approached Locke in clear-

ness of thought, soundness of method, or variety and originality
of illustration. The truth of Locke's general theory has always
been and will probably always be a matter of dispute, and those

who agree with his general conclusions will always find some-

thing to dissent from among his detailed opinions. But even

those most hostile to his philosophical system admit the power
of his work and the value of his discussions of the most difficult

questions. Few books have exercised so profound an influence

upon European thought.
In the domain of mathematics and experimental philosophy

tho genius of Sir Isaac Newton stood supreme at the same epoch ;

nor did ho stand by any means alone in the cultivation of these

branches of science.

Nothing more plainly illustrates the spirit prevalent in England
after tho Revolution than the character of the churchmen and

theologians, and the tone of the theological teaching of the period.

The school of divines prominent after the Revolution was that

which has been characterised as Latitudinarian a school distin-

guished by learning, good sense, judgment, and tolerance ; very
free from bigotry, narrowness, and superstition; but falling

short, perhaps, of that high standard of zeal and enthusiastic

devotion which has sometimes prevailed among men intellec-

tually inferior.

Among theolorians of this class a high place must be assigned
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to Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury. Burnet was the religious

adviser of the Princess Mary in Holland, and came with her to

England on the accession of herself and her husband to the

throne ; and was soon after raised to the episcopal bench. As a

theologian he is best known by his
"
Exposition of the Thirty-

nine Articles." But his most important contributions to litera-

ture are his two historical works the "
History of the Reforma-

tion
" and "

History of his own Times," both of them works of

great value, though their historical importance is greater than

their literary merit.

One of the most eminent and probably the ablest theologian
of the school which became predominant at the Revolution was
Isaac Barrow, though he himself died too soon to witness that

great event. Barrow was born in London in 1630, his father

being a linendraper in that city. He received his earlier educa-

tion at the Charterhouse, and afterwards was entered first at

Peterhouse and subsequently at Trinity College, Cambridge.

Cambridge was thenceforth his home for many years ; during
which time his fame as a profound scholar and linguist, as well

as a man of great scientific genius, especially in the department of

mathematics, became widely known. He filled the post of pro-

fessor of mathematics, and as such was the teacher of the great

Newton, who succeeded him in his professorship. He was sub-

sequently chosen as Master of Trinity College. During the

latter years of his life he to a great extent forsook his purely
scientific pursuits, and devoted his great powers to the duties of

a preacher and religious teacher ; and among English divines

few have been his equals in genius. His learning was great, but

is never obtruded upon the reader. His reasoning powers were
of the highest order, and in his sermons sound reasoning and

judgment always hold their legitimate supremacy; they are

never subordinated either to feeling or to fancy. His style is

characterised by a force and clearness, a manly dignity, and
a severe purity of taste which, combined with his powers of

thought, place him in the highest rank of orators. His sermons
will always rank with the writings of Hooker and Jeremy
Taylor, the great classics of the English Church. Barrow died,

at a comparatively early age, in 1677.

Archbishop Tillotson enjoyed, during his life, a fame and
estimation as a preacher surpassed by few, and was among the
most influential churchmen of his day ;

nor has the popularity
of his writings altogether passed away. He was a man of great

liberality and tolerance, and was raised to the archbishopric of

Canterbury by William III.

Of a very different school was Robert South. He was the
son of a London merchant, and was born near London in 1633.

Having received the rudiments of learning at Westminster

School, he went to Oxford, and maintained his connection with
that university for many years. He adopted the views of the

courtly and anti-popular party, and took an active part in the
conflicts of the time. After the Restoration he became chaplain
to Lord Chancellor Clarendon, and partly through his influence

received several successive preferments in the church from the
Government of Charles II. The latter years of South 's life

were spent in retirement, and he died in 1716. His fame as a

preacher was very great, and his sermons are still read with

great pleasure for the force and beauty of his style. But as
sermons his productions are to a modern taste deformed by
what in his own day seems to have been regarded as a beauty,
a vein of sarcastic wit, sometimes almost overstepping the
limits of buffoonery.
The most eminent in literature of the churchmen of the next

generation was Bishop Berkeley, a man equally distinguished
for his genius in science and philosophy, and for the purity and
nobility of his life and character. It was not without reason
that Pope attributed

" To Berkeley every virtue under heaven."

George Berkeley was born in Ireland, in the county of Kilkenny,
in 1684. He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, of which
college he in due time became a Fellow. He then commenced
those philosophical writings which have secured his lasting
fame ; and upon his removing to London a few years later, he
was eagerly welcomed by all those most eminent in the world of

thought and literature. The lofty earnestness of his character

impressed the most frivolous, while its beauty and gentleness
conciliated the most hostile. But Berkeley was not one of

those who sought to use their popularity to secure any personal

advantage. Having been promoted to the deanery of Derry, a
lucrative as well as dignified post, he resigned this office with all

its advantages, and abandoned that position in society which he
was so well qualified to adorn, in obedience to the guidance of

conscience, and went out to the West Indies, to place himself
at the head of a sort of missionary college, intended to facilitate

the Christianisation of the natives of North America. But
the miserable pittance which had been promised to Berkeley
for the maintenance of his college and the support of himself

by the Home Government, not being paid him, the enterprise
failed, and he was forced to return home. He afterwards
became Bishop of Cloyne, in Ireland. He died in 1753.

Although it would be a grave omission in these sketches of

literature if we were to omit so great a writer as Berkeley, it

would not less be a departure from our plan if we were to

attempt any analysis of his philosophical system, or any
criticism of his writings. Those writings cover a very wide

field, from the broadest speculations as to the nature and origin
of our ideas, and their connection with an external universe on
the one side, to the most exact and detailed investigation of the

phenomena of physical science on the other. By the admission
of opponents, no less than of those whose views are most in

harmony with his own, few thinkers have surpassed Berkeley
in boldness, acuteness, and originality, or have left a deeper
impression upon the course of European thought.
Few careers have been more extraordinary in their vicissitudes

than that of Henry St. John, Lord Bolingbroke. Born in 1678,
the son of a baronet of ancient family and competent fortune,

though he early gave proof of the possession of brilliant

ability, he was in youth little distinguished except for his

extravagance and dissipation. But having entered Parliament
and devoted his great energies to politics, he was soon without
a rival in eloquence and all the brilliant qualities which con-

tribute to parliamentary success. He was a leader in that

remarkable literary circle of which Pope and Swift were mem-
bers. He had early allied himself with Harley, afterwards

Earl of Oxford, and they soon became the leaders of the extreme

Tory party. In the administration of Oxford, St. John, who
had been raised to the peerage as Lord Bolingbroke, held the

office of Secretary of State, and as such bore the chief share

in bringing about the peace of Utrecht. On the death of

Queen Anne and the accession of George I., Bolingbroke was

disgraced and impeached, and fled from the storm. That he
had been guilty of maintaining a treasonable correspondence
with the exiled Stuart family, there can be little doubt,
and the unpopularity of the peace which he had been instru-

mental in bringing about exposed him to the indignation of the

country. He was condemned in his absence, and passed many
years abroad, for some time being actually in the employment of

the Pretender, though he soon quarrelled with him, and was
ever after loud in his condemnation of Jacobites. After some

years his attainder was reversed, and he was enabled to return

to England. He strove hard to regain the political influence

which he had once enjoyed, but in vain ; and the closing years
of his life were spent in retirement. He died in 1751.

Bolingbroke's works are numerous. Many of them were

addressed to merely passing questions, and are now of little

interest. A very large proportion consists of attacks more or

less direct upon Sir Robert Walpole, Bolingbroke's great rival

and enemy. Others again, and these were published after the

death of the author, are attacks upon religion ;
for in matters

of religion Bolingbroke was an avowed unbeliever. The most

permanently interesting of his works are those which deal with

historical questions and with political principles, such as his
" Letters on the Study and Use of History," and his " Idea of a

Patriot King." The last-mentioned is now, probably, more read

than any other of Bolingbroke's writings ;
and it well deserves

its popularity. This essay shows no profound knowledge of

history, nor any very deep thought or subtle analysis ; its views

are for the most part tolerably obvious, and much of the essay
is evidently of the nature of a party attack, rather than an

impartial political treatise. But it contains, on the whole, a

very noble picture of what a perfect king should be to his

country ; and it is an excellent example of Bolingbroke's sus-

tained and impressive eloquence, his wealth of illustration, and

beauty and harmony of language. It shows him as one of the

greatest masters of English stylo ;
and for this reason no man

of taste can read the essay without thorough enjoyment.
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ACOUSTICS. III.

KI.KKA. 1!<N

B

Pig. 13.

RK80NANCK REFLECTION OF BOUND ECHO
OF BOUND.

WE must now inquire as to the rate at which sound travels

through tho nir, and wo shall then be able to calculate tho
f tho wave* produced by any given note. This inquiry

la rather a difficult one, an there are many disturbing causes,
such as the temperature of the air, the amount of watery
vapour present in it, and tho pressure as indicated by a baro-

meter. A calm night is usually selected for the experiment,
a* the air ia then much more quiet. Two etations of observa-

tion uro chosen, several miles apart,
but so situated that each can bo

seen from tho other. Cannons or

guns are then discharged at regular
intervals of about ten minutes, and,
since the passage of light is practi-

cally instantaneous, the moment of

firing is thus seen, and the distant

observers note very accurately, by
means of a chronometer, the interval

between seeing the flash and hearing
the report. The true distance be-

tween tho stations is then measured,

and, dividing this by the number of

seconds, the velocity of the sound ia

ascertained. In an experiment of

this nature tried in France many
years ago, tho distance between tho

observers was 20,354 yards, and,
as the mean of several observations,
the time occupied by the sound in

travelling this distance was found
to be 54-6 seconds. This gives a

velocity of 1,118 feet a second, when tho air is at 60, that

being the temperature during the experiment. As the tem-

perature increases, tho speed increases likewise at about the

rate of a foot a second for every degree. Generally, then, we
may state the velocity of sound in the air at 32 to be 1,090
feet a second, and to increase one foot for every degree that

the temperature is raised. In other gases the velocity of sound
is somewhat different : wo can, however, easily determine it,

since it is found to vary inversely as the square roots of their

densities. Hydrogen, for example, is sixteen times less dense
than oxygen, and sound travels through it at four times the

speed. An increase of density thus serves to diminish the velo-

city, and this is

why sound travels

more slowly in air

at a low tempera-
ture.

In water, the

sound-waves are

propagated at a
rate of about 4,700
feet a second, and

many solids con-

vey them much
more rapidly;
along an iron rod,

they travel nearly
17,000 feet in the
same time. A
good illustration of the different rates at which gases and
solids conduct sound may be observed by standing near a
long iron railing, and getting a friend at a distance to strike
it a violent blow. Two distinct sounds will be perceived, the
first caused by the vibrations conducted along the railing,
while the other has travelled through the air, and hence arrives

considerably after the first. In blasting operations, two con-
cussions are often heard, from a similar cause, the one being
conveyed by the solid rock, and the other transmitted through
the air.

In substances which exhibit a fibrous or crystalline structure,
the sound travels in different directions at different speeds.
Along wood, for instance, it is conveyed in the direction of the
fibres nearly fotir times as rapidly as across them.

149 X.K.

Having now ascertained the Telocity at which sound travel*,
we can easily determine the length of the sonorous ware*. It

U, however, important for us first of all to obtain a dear idea of
their nature. In water, each wave consists of an elevation and

corresponding depression, and the length is measured from
crest to crest. In sound-waves, we have in place of these on
area of condensation and one of rarefaction, and the length u
measured from one centre of compression to the next.

Now sound, as we have seen, travels 1,120 feet a second in

air at the temperature of 60, and a C tuning-fork that is, one
sounding the note an octave above middle C produces 612
vibrations in the same time. Dividing 1,120 by this, we find

the length ot the waves produced by
that note to be about 2 feet 2 inches.

An octave lower, the waves ore about
double the length, or about 4 feet

4 inches.

This calculation may easily be
verified by the student in a rather

remarkable way, and in doing so he
will obtain a good illustration of the
manner in which a sound may be
increased by resonance.

Take a tall glass jar, A (Fig. 12),

and having struck the tuning-fork,

B, hold it over the mouth of the jar,

as shown. The sound will probably
bo unaffected. Now gently pour in

water from a jug, making as little

splash as possible ; when it attains t

certain height, the sound will bi
found to burst suddenly forth with

greatly increased power. On pouring
more water in, the sound sinks again
to its former intensity. Ascertain,

by repeating the experiment, the exact point at which the

maximum intensity is attained, and then measure its depth
from the top of the jar. If we are using a C fork, we shall find

this depth to be 6.J inches, or just one-fourth the length of the

wave. The return wave, therefore, is exactly synchronous with

tho return vibrations of the fork, and thus tie sound is greatly
increased and swells out with augmented intensity. When the

water is at a different level the vibrations interfere with one

another, and clash to a certain extent.

The manner in which the power of any sound is increased by
resonance is well shown by an apparatus devised by Savart, and
shown in Fig. 13. A large open-mouthed bell, A, is set in

vibration by draw-

ing a violin-bow

across its edge.
Close to it is a
hollow cylinder,

B, the length of

which can be ad-

justed by means
of a sliding tube.

This cylinder is

mounted on a

universal joint, so

that it can be
turned in any di-

rection, and its

distance from A
can be adjusted

by means of the slide, c, on which it ia carried. The intensity

of the sound will now be found to be greatly affected by the

position of B. When the vibrations have almost ceased, so that

the bell is nearly inaudible, the sound will at once swell out, on

properly placing the cylinder. The air contained in B is made
to vibrate in unison with the bell, and hence the greatly in-

creased power of the sound.

It is stated that in ancient times large metal vessels were

placed in theatres upon the stage, in order to increase, by their

resonance, the power of the actors' voices. In the present day
care is taken, in the construction of large buildings, to give
them such a form as to render the speaker's voice audible with

the least effort to himself.

In many respects waves of sound are closely analogous to
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rays of light and heat; like them, they are capable of being

reflected, and even refracted, by the employment of suitable

lenses. A good and simple experiment, to illustrate the former

of these facts, can easily be tried with an ordinary concave

mirror. Having placed a bright light at one side of the room,

place the mirror opposite it, and, by holding some object in

front of it, ascertain the point where the image of the light is

formed that is, the focus of the mirror. Now remove the light,

and in its place suspend a watch. Owing to the distance, its

round will probably be inaudible to a person standing near the

mirror; but let him place his ear at the focus, and he will at

once distinctly hear it. As it is somewhat difficult to find the

exact focus for the ear, the experiment will succeed better if a

glass funnel be held at the focus, and the ear applied to the tube

of this. The sonorous waves will thus be more fully collected

and conveyed to the ear. The funnel in this case fulfils a similar

purpose to a hearing trumpet, the waves being reflected from

side to side till they travel down the tube.

If two concave mirrors be employed instead of the one, the

watch being placed in the focus of the one, and the funnel at

that of the other, the sound will be heard at a much greater
distance. Curved roofs and ceilings sometimes act in this way,
and reflect the sound, and hence the ceilings of large buildings
have usually a vaulted form. The arch of a bridge acts simi-

larly, and two persons, properly placed under it, may often hold

conversation with one another in tones so low, that they
are totally inaudible to a third individual standing between

them.
In a similar way, two people situated in the foci of large con-

cave mirrors may hold conversation with one another at a great
distance. Two such mirrors, about six feet in diameter and
about one hundred feet apart, were some time ago at opposite
ends of the large hall in the Polytechnic Institution at London.

It was found, however, that even when the hall was filled with

people, and there was much noise, whispers uttered by those

in the focus of one could be heard by a listener in the focus

of the other.

The well-known whispering gallery of St. Paul's is another

good illustration of the reflection of sound. The wall surround-

ing the gallery is circular and smooth, and hence the vibrations

produced by the voice, instead of being dissipated in space, are

reflected from spot to spot, till they reach the ear of the listener

at the opposite side.

Fig. 14 will explain the manner in which the waves of sound

are thus reflected by any smooth surface against which they
strike. If the surface be rough or uneven, they will, of course,

be irregularly broken up and scattered, just as the rays of

light which fall upon an uneven surface are irregularly
diffused.

If A be the position of a sounding body, the waves of sound

produced by it will be represented by concentric circles, so long
as nothing intervenes to interfere with their motion. They
soon, however, reach the obstacle P Q, where their course is

arrested. The sound first meets this obstacle on the line A a,

and is thrown back, so that the wave, M C D N, has its middle

portion deflected into the arc c K D. The wave which reaches

any point, c, will have travelled in the direction A c ; but since

the angle of incidence is equal to that of reflection, it will con-

tinue its course in the direction c B, and, to an observer at B,

will appear to have proceeded from the point a, situated as far

behind P Q as A is in front of it,. By considering in a similar

way the waves that meet each portion of the obstacle, we shall

find that the curve, C K D, in which the wave continues to move,
after being reflected, is in reality an arc of a circle, whose centre

is art the point a. The laws of the reflection of sound are thus

exactly the same as those for the reflection of light, and need

not, therefore, be further explained.
An echo in a repetition of a sound caused by the waves being

reflected to the ear from some obstacle, as, for instance, a cliff

or a lofty wall. If the reflecting surface be very near, a distinct

echo will not be produced, as the sound will return so quickly as

to mingle with the original one, and merely render it somewhat
indistinct. This effect is well seen in speaking in a large empty
room, where the reflection from the walls will frequently render
the words almost unintelligible. When the room is filled, the

sound-waves are so confused and absorbed, that this effect is

much lessened. Curtains are frequently suspended in large
rooms for the purpose of further damping the echo.

A sharp sound, like a blow, may produce an echo when tiie

reflecting surface is about fifty or sixty feet distant. In order

to produce a syllable, it should bo nearly as far again, and in

those cases where two or three syllables are repeated, its dis-

tance will be found much greater.

If there are two reflecting surfaces almost parallel as, for

example, two high walls sufficiently distant the sound may be

repeated many times. The waves are alternately reflected from
one to the other, gradually becoming fainter and fainter, till the

sound ceases to be audible. In some places, in mountainous

regions, the report of a pistol or the sound of a horn is in this

way repeated many times in a most marvellous manner. An
echo in the chateau of Simonetta, in Italy, is said to repeat a
sound twenty or thirty times.

When a long tube has a smooth interior, any sound uttered at

one end is conveyed along it with little diminution the waves
are reflected from side to side, not being dissipated to any appre-
ciable extent. M. Biot conducted many experiments of this

nature, and found that a conversation might very easily be kept
up through water-pipes upwards of one thousand feet in length.

Advantage is taken of this fact in the construction of speaking
tubes. In many business establishments metal tubes are laid

down from one room to another ; a whistle is usually placed in

each end, and the person who wants to call the attention of the

other first blows through his tube so as to sound the whistle,

and then can converse with the other, applying his ear to the

tube so as to hear the reply.
A somewhat similar apparatus is fixed in many churches and

chapels to enable deaf people to hear. The tube, which is

usually made of gutta-percha, ends in a large funnel-shaped
mouth placed against the book-board of the pulpit, and the

sound is thus conveyed through the tubes to any part of the

building. A flexible piece is usually fitted to the other end to

enable the deaf person to put it close to his ear.

The ordinary hearing trumpet acts in a similar way, the open
end of it arresting a large number of the waves, and by its form

concentrating them to a focus, and thus greatly increasing the

intensity of the sound.

Waves of sound may be refracted by means of suitable lenses.

A balloon of collodion or thin india-rubber, filled with carbonic

acid gas, answers well for this purpose. It may be circular in

form, or else composed of two segments fastened together at

the edges, so as to resemble an ordinary lens. If a watch be

held at a little distance from one side, a point may easily be

found on the other side ai< which the sound will be collected

to a focus, and where it will be distinctly heard. When the ear

is removed from this spot, the ticks become much more faint.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XLIL
VERBS WITH A AFTER INFINITIVE.

Rule 69. The following verbs have a after them before a

following infinitive :

Accendere, to excite.
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Here are some examples of this rale

Io mi affretto a partire, I hasten

to go away.

Egli va a praniare MOO, he i* going

I inlh /i i in.

.11. :!> a dire, Chi 6 UP
,yan to say, WTw u there t

Nieutfl faoendo
'

impanv a far

male, by doing nothing, we Uani

to do mi
A pooo a pooo *i vleue a tapero

otjui COM, little by little \ct cume

to tiioio ever

PAETICIPLES.

70. The past ;
n-i-'l without an auxiliary,

number with the substantive to

which il r. ;

Veune intuuto 1' ora flsaata dolla
'

partouza, meamrhile the hour ap-

pointed/or (he departure arrived.

II i- i.lroue, tomato a coaa, audus-

one a lotto, t/i master, having

returned home, went to bod.

Servitii offorta non 6 inai stimata,

offered slavery it never esteemed.

Egli ha la mauo tagliata, he has

hi* hand cut off.

Vi furoiio molto taste tagliate,

there were many head* cut off.

71. The past partioiple, being used with the verb

essere, to be, must agree with its subject in gender and num-

ber :

Le foglie son cadute, the IfJl'M

hate fallen.

Bacoo era coronato di pampini,
ISacchu* was croicncd with vine

Tuo nonuo o morto, your -jrand-

fat her is dead.

Mio genero 6 partito, my son-in-

laut is gone.
Le mio zie sono generose, my

aunts are generous.

Ride 72. The past participle, used with any tense of the

verb avere, to have, is indeclinable :

La regina ba oenato col re, t/i

i
tucen ha supped with the king.

Ella ha dormito bene, she hat slept

I gran principi hauno sempre pro-
tetto le pereone sapienti, great

princes have uiways protected

learned men.

Rule 73. The past participle used with avere, and preceded

by the pronouns che, cui, il, quale, mi, ti, lo, la, ci, vi, li, gli, le,

quali, quanti, must agree with them in gender and number :

Ha preso la coaa sul serio, he ?uu

taken the thinj seriously.

I lupi hau divorato la sua greggia,
the values have devoured his floe!:.

Le mil- sorelle non hanno ancora

desinato, my sisters have not

dined yet.

La casa cbe ho comprata, the house

which I have bought.

Voi vi dovcto chiainar conteuto

della giustizia che avete otte-

nuta da* vostri giudici, you must

be satisfied with the justice which

your judges have rendered to you.

Le lettere cho io aveva ricevute,

the letters which I had received.

Ello son piii belle che gli agnoli

dipinti che voi mi avete piii

Tolte mostrati, they are hand-

somer than the painted angels

which you have oftentimes shown

me.

Gli ho veduti a spasso, I luive seen

them walking.

ADVERBS.

Rule V4. The Italian adverbs are generally placed after the

vsrb in its simple tenses, or between the auxiliary and the past

participle in its compound tenses; as

Ella m 1 amera sempre, she will

always love me.

Cammiuatc piano, walk gently.

.M finite, he has almost done.

Non voglio assolutamente che voi

sortiate oggi, I will not absolutely

j-ujfer you to go out to-dav.

gia partito, he has already gone.

There .re many exceptions, for the Italians place sometimes

the adverbs in the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a

sentence :

Ben eai, che io verro, you know
; 'i-M that I shall come.

II quale prestaiueute s' avventava
alia gola di costoi, which hastily

seised her by the throat.

II qualo aperse la porta presta-

nicute, who quickly opened the

door.

Io to 1' ho detto cento volte, I told

it to you a hundred tintes.

PREPOSITIONS.

Rule 75. Tn Italian, prepositions are commonly placed before

the words which they govern ; as

Vicino nl fonte, near the/wntain.

Rimpetto all' America, opposite

America.

Venite a Cambrigge, come to Cam-

bridge.

Patelo per me, do it for me.
Passate da me, call upon me.

Rule 76. The preposition da is nsod when we wish to express
an idea of separation, dependence, difference, origin, cause, use,

fitness, distinction, residence, etc. :

Amlate da quolla parte, go that

way.
AllonUnanl da Koina, to depart

Acteneni dal parlare, to obitatn

from speai.

Da che egli 4 partito, ince he is

fOMi
Dall' anno scorao, /rom the la*t

year.

Difenderti dagli ipocriti. to d/nd
one'* self against hyjivcrites.

Distinguere un cane da uu lupo,
to dtst.inyuith a dog from a wolf.

Enere incalzoto dal oemico, to be

pursued by the enemy.
Fare una cosa da se, t</ do a thing

of one's self.

Ciiiiirlanii da uno, to beware of some

one.

Riparani dal vento, to shelter one's

selffrom the wind.

Staccaro una cosa da un' ultra,

to separate one thing from another.

Vengono da due parti oppocte,

they come from two opposite

quarters.

Cart a ila scrivere, wrifinj-paper.

Casa da vendere, house to be sold.

Cavalli da carrozza, carriage-horses.

Ragazza da uiaritare, girl to be

married.

Cozzare col piii forto e da balordo,
it is siliy to contend with the

strongest.

una storia da ridere, it is a story

to mate one laugh.
un soggetto da commedia, it is a

subject jit for a play.
uu ragazza da marito, she is a

girl oj a marriageable age.

Io non ho armi da difendermi,

I/ uomo dal Mnttfln. Qu of

HOD MBO COM da dim, J< -*n

not things (0 b UU.
Non i OOM da an pari TO*-.

not Uung btetimimg c ...

Von.
Bono tempi dm piucre, Unit **t

< 11*44 to \C4tf.

Uomo da teato, Mr to k

fatigue, a drudge.
Aadato dal foruajo, 9. to u

baker
1
1.

Andro da mia madrc, / vOI 9* to

my mother's.

Vive da ignore, he lf like a tor*.

Ha trattato da birboato, he fci

acted like a rascal.

Avete <la fare ? tune you sormUnatt
to do? [teorlc to dt>.

Datemi da lavorare, jit e M sow*
Dite da burla ? do you tytak in

jokef
Dite da vero? do you nftttk .

earnest 1

Egli fa da dottore, he *et up for
doctor.

Egli ha da doe milioni di capitaie,

he has about tu-p miUious /

capital.

II re era da nn canto, la regina da

un nltro, the Icing OK on* *eU,

and t't queen on the other.

Non T* e da ridere, there u ..o

reason for laughing.

Uomo da bene, a good man.
Viase da cento anni, he lived 4o*tft

a hundred year*.

Vi giuro, da galantnomo, / SM>I
to you on the /ai'h of an Kontf

man.
Venite qui da me, come htre nsmr

me.I have no arms to defend myself.

Rule 77. The preposition a or ad, to, expresses intentior..

tendency, end, attribution, and the proximity of a place or

person :

Andare a prannare, to go to dine.

Appoggiarsi ad uno, to lean upon
some one.

Avvicinarsi ad uno, to come near

some one.

Egli venne a trovarmi, lie came to

meet me.

Mandare a vedere, to send nl see.

Mi si avvento addosso, he rushed

upon me.

Passare all' altca parte delJa

strada, to cross on the otter si*t

of the street.

Vicino al fuoco, near (he Jirt.

Rule 78. The preposition con, with, expresses the id<* of

society or union :

St.ri^nere amioizia con alcuno, to

form a friendship tm'th some one.

Egli camminava col bastono in

mono, he wolfed with the cane in

his hand.

uscito col serritore, fce is gone
icith his servant. [with me.

Venite insieme con me, rome ale..-;

Parlai con sao fratello, I pofc>

icith her brother.

Rule 79. The preposition in, in or upon, on, expresses the

existence of an object in or on a body :

Morire in eta di cento anni, to die

nt Hie age of one hundred years.

Mettere una cosa in tasca, to put
a thing in one's pocket.

U pranzo e in tavolc., tfu dinner .9

on the table.

Essere in mare, to be at sea.

Sto in casa, I stay in the hoiwr

CONJUNCTIONS.
Rule 80. The following conjunctions, and all those that rc

attended by a preposition, require the verb which follows them
to be put in the infinitive :

A fine di, in order to.

Avauti di, be/ore.

Dopo, after.

In veco di, instead of.

1'or i ;uira di, for fear.

Prima di. be/ore.

Senza, without.

The following sentences are esamples :

Prima dl partire. l^fort going.

Senza dal nostro proposito 4'

viare, without deviating from e>nr

subject.

Rule 81. The following conjunctions require the verb whi.-h

follows them to be put in the indicative :

A fine di perfezionarla, in order to

perfect yourself.

Dopo aver detto, after having said.

Per dir il vero, to tell the truth.
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Atteso che, since.

A causa che, because.

Di maniera che, so that.

Eccetto che, unless.

In tanto che, so that.

Mentre ciie, whilst.

Oltre che, besides that.

Secondo che, according as.

Se non che, except.

Subito che, as soon as, etc.

In the following sentences will be found some examples of

this rule :

Bisogua cotnpatirlo atteso che il

poverino e niatto in mezzo al

cervello, we mtist excuse him,
since the poor fellow is crack-

brained,.

In tanto che non ritorno piii,

so that he returned no more.

Subito che il sole fu levato, as soon

as the sun was risen.

Rule 82. The following conjunctions require the verb which

follows them to be put in the subjunctive :

Non ho cosa alcuna da dirvi se

non che conviene i vostri maes-

tri ubbidire, I have nothing to

say to you, except that you must

obey your masters.

Di maniera che ella puo far cio

che la piace, so that you may do

what you please.

Acciocche, that.

Affinche, in order that.

Ancorche, /hough.
Anzi che, be/ore that.

Avanti che, be/ore that.

Avveguache, though.

Benche, although.

Caso che, in, case that.

Come che, althougli.

Come se, as if.

Con patto che, on con-

dition that.

Contuttoche, although.
Dato che, suppose that,

lunauzi che, be/ore that.

Purche, provided that.

Quando anche, al-

though.

Quantuuque, though.

Quasi, as if.

Pognamo che, suppose
that.

Prima che, before that.

Seuza che, without that.

The following sentences are examples of this rule :

Benche sia difficile, bisogna perd > Lo dice acciocche, non diate a me
la colpa, he said it, that you may
not lay the fault upon me.

Affinche ella gli scriva, in order

that you may write to him.

Verro, purche non piova, f will

come, provided it does not rain.

vincere se stesso, however difficult

it may be, we wuist nevertheless

conquer ourselves.

Ancorche sia in eta molto avan-

zata, nulladimeno gode perfetta

salute, he enjoys perfect health,

though in very advanced age.

Rule 83. The following conjunctions sometimes govern the

indicative, and sometimes the subjunctive :

Fino che, finche, finattantoche,
' Sebbene, though.

infino che, infinche, mfinattan-
! Se bene, although.

toche, till or until. Che, that.

Perche, why. Conciosiache, conciosiacosache,

Quando, when. for.

Se,'/.

In the following sentences will be found some examples of

this rule :

Lo mio cuore non pub essere in

pace, finattantoche egli non si

riposi in voi, my heart cannot rest,

till it finds its repose in you.
Che alcun non v' entrasse dentro,

infinattantoche egli tomato
fosse, that nobody should enter

until his return.

Niuna doversi muovere del luogo
suo, finattautoche io noa ho la

mia novella finita, none of you
are to stir from your places, till

I put an end to my story.

Sopra le rugiadose erbe, infinat-

tantoche alquauto il sole fu

alzato, colla sua compagnia
diportando se n' ando, she went

away, diverting herself v:ith her

company upon the dewy grass,

until the sun was a little higher.

Chi te la fa, fagliele, e se tu non
puoi, tienlati a mente finche tu

possa, to him who plays you a

trick, play another, and if you
cannot, bear it in mind until you
can.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XLI.
EVOLUTION OF COMPOUND QUANTITIES.

RULE. 1. Arrange the terms according to the powers of one

of the letters, so that the highest power shall stand first, the next

highest next, etc.

2. Take the root of the first term, for the first term of the

required root.

3. Subtract the power from the given quantity, and divide the

first term of the remainder by the first term of the root involved
to the next inferior poiver and multiplied by the index of the

given poiver ; the quotient will be the next term of the root.

^

4. Subtract the power of the terms already found from the

given quantity, and using che same divisor, proceed as before.

PROOF. This rule verifies itself. For the root, whenever a
new term is added to it, is involved, for the purpose of sub-
Iracting its power from the given quantity ; and when the
power is equal to this quantity, it is evident the true, root is

found.

EXAMPLE.

Divisor A)

Extract the cube root of

a6+ 3a5 - 3a - lla3 + Qaf+
a6

3as _ 3a4 _ llas

- 8

Divisor B ) 6a4 12a3+ 6a2 -f 12a - 8
3a*+6a3-3a2-6a+ 4 _ Ga/4_ 12a3 , _ 8

* *

Divisor A is thus found, 3(a
2
)
2

3 X a X a*

Sum = 3a4 + 3a3 + a2

Divisor B is thus found, 3(a
2 +a) 2

3 x (
-

2) X (a
2
-f a)

(-2)2

Sum = 3a4 + 6a3 - 3a2 - 6a + 4

N.B. In finding the divisor in the 4th example of Exercis9 73,
the term 2a in the root is not involved, because the power next
below the square is the first power.
The square root may be extracted by the following
EULE. 1. Arrange the terms of the given quantity according

to tJie powers of one of the letters, take the root of the first term,

for the first term of the required root, and subtract the power
from the given quantity.

2. Bring down tivo other terms for a dividend. Divide by
double the root already found, and add the quotient both to tin:

root and to the divisor. Multiply the divisor, thus increased,
into the term last placed in the root, and subtract the product
from the dividend.

3. Bring down two or three additional terms, and proceed as

before.

PROOF. Multiply the root into itself, and if tlie product is

equal to the given quantity, the work is right.

EXAMPLE. What is the square root of

a2 + 2ab + b2 + 2ac + 2bc + c2 (a + b + c

a2, the first subtrahend.

2a + b)
* 2ab -f V

Into b = 2ab -f- ?>
2

, the second subtrahend.

2a + 2b + c)

Into c =
2ac + 2bc + c2 [hend.
2ac + 2bc -f c2

, the third subtra-

Proof. The square of the root a + b -f- c is equal to the given

quantity.
For (a + b)

2 = a- + 2ab + b- = a?
-f (2a + b) X b.

And substituting h = a -f- 6, the square h'= a2
-}- (2a+ b) X b

And (a + b + c)
2 = (h + c)

2 = 7i
2
-f (27i + c) X c ;

that is, restoring the values of h and 7i
2

,

(a +. b + c)
2 = o? + (2a + b) X b + (2a + 2b + c) X c.

In the same manner it may be proved that, if another term
be added to the root, the power will be increased, by the pro-
duct of that term into itself, and into twice the sum of the

preceding terms.

The demonstration will be substantially the same, if some
of the terms be negative.

It will frequently facilitate the extraction of roots to consider

the index as composed of two or more factors.

Thus a* = a*
X

^. And a^ = a& X ^ That is,

The fourth root is equal to the square root of the square root ;

The sixth root is equal to the square root of the cube root ;

The eighth root is equal to the square root of the fourth
root, etc.

To find the sixth root, therefore, we may first extract the
cube root, and then the square root of that result.

EXERCISE 73.

1. Find the 4th root of a* + 8a3 + 2-la2 + 32a + 16.

2. Find the 5th root of a5 + 5a4b + 10a3
!/
2

H- 10a3b$ + 5ab + b5 .

3. Find the cube root of a3 - 6a2b + 12ab2 - 8b3 .

4 Find the square root of 4a2 - 12ab + 9b + 16ah - 24lh + 16/1^.

5. Find the square root of 1 - 4b + 4b2 + 2y 4by + y
2

.

6. Find the square root of a6 -- 2a5 + 3a4 2a3 -f a?,

7. Find the square root of a* + 4a2b + 4b2 - 4a2 - 3& + 4.

8. Find the square root of x* - 4a-3 + 6x2 - 4,r + 1.
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ft Tind tho cube root of * - &e* + l&t* - 2(Xi* -H&* - <te + 1.

U.1 the square root of 4* - 4r + 13e - 6* + 8.

1 tli.- 4!h root of 10a*- v '*- 21"

.it of a1 + 5x + lOjr* 4- 10x + &*+!.
t of a8 - Oa'O -f I5au1 - 20A + 15a6 - CoW + t*.

INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS.
\Vheiitheroaro more unknown quantities than independent.

ho number of corresponding values which those

<inantities admit is indefinite. This number may bo loSHi-ned l.y

rejeeting all tho values which are not integers, and it may bo

further lessened by rejecting all the negative values.

An indeterminate equation of two unknown quantities of tho

first degree is of tho form mx + ny = d ; and hero it may bo

. d that this equation cannot be solved in whole numbers

unless m and n are prime to each other, and that if one solution

n or found, all tho others may bo derived from it.

In tho equation mx ny = + d, the solution in whole num-

always possible if m and n be prime to each other, and
then an indefinite number of integral values may be assigned to

d y, which satisfy tho equation.
In tiio equation mx + ny = d, tho solution in whole numbers

is always possible provided d bo greater than mn - m - n.

EXAMPLES.

1 . In how many ways can a guinea bo paid by using shillings

and crown pieces only ?

Lot = the number of shillings, and y =-= the number of

crowns, then * + 5y =21 (taking all tho values in shillings);

/. x = 21 5;/, where wo see that to know the value of x we may
assume y at pleasure ; but since x must be a positive integer
from the nature of the problem, it is natural to assume y equal
to tho consecutive whole numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.

If y =
1, 2, 3, 4, then x = 1G, 11, 6, 1 ; and if y be taken

= 5, this gives x a negative value ; therefore the problem
admits only of the above four solutions, and it is easy to test the

correctness of tho values thus found.

1 crown and 16 shillings; 2 crowns and 11 shillings; 3

crowns and 6 shillings ;
4 crowns and 1 shilling, all equal

1 guinea, as required. A>is.

2. Tho difference between the values of ^ of 5 Ibs. of salt

butter, and } of 2 Ibs. of fresh ditto, is J of a penny. Find the

price per Ib. of each in integers ?

Let x = the price per Ib. of the salt butter,
And y = ,,

fresh butter;

Then, by the question, -

(

-
J
=

\.
12 7

Now, multiplying by 84 (the least common multiple of 12, 7

and 4), wo have 35a; - 24y = 21
; from which y ;

24
and here it may be remarked that it is best to find the value of

that unknown which has tho Jeasf co-efficient (in this case y).

Now -*" = x -\ (A). Now, since x is to be an

integer, must be one also ; /. put - = m, whence
- 1 24

= 2m + 1 + 2n
-

"f-10 (B). Now, for a similar

?-_MO = n> ^Q m m lln-10 = 5n _ 5

+ - (C). Now assume _ =
r, then n = 2r. Remembering that

all tho indeterminates, y, x, m, n, have an integral value, we
retrace our steps by substitution, and have from (C), substi-

tuting 2r for n, m lOr - 5 + r = llr - 5 ; from (B), by
substituting llr-5 for m, x = 22r 10 + 1 + 2r = 24r 9;
from (A), by substituting 24r 9 for x, y = 24r 9 + llr - 5
= 35r 14. The two unknowns in terms of r are, therefore,
x = 24r 9, and y = 35r 14, from which we see that any
positive integer, from 1 to infinity, for the value of r, will give

positive integers for the values of x and y. Thus,

If r 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., increasing by 1 ;

x = 15, 39, 63, 87, etc., increasing by 24 ;

y = 21, 56, 91, 126, etc., increasing by 35.

Observe that tho different values of x and y form arithmetical

progressions, whose common differencss are 24 and 35 respec-

tively : that formed by tho value* of z has the co-efficient of y
(in the given equation) for iU common difference; and toe one
formed by the value* of y lout the oo-efflcict.: of t tor its

common difference. Wo ohJo nee from these two example*, that

when tho two unknown* have the tame sign, the number of

solutions in limited ; but that the number is unlimited whan
they have different sign*.

3. At a country railway station the money taken WM 3.

Tho tickets iasuod were for fare* of 2*., SB., and 5*. each. How
many of each were issued t also find how many solutions the

question admits of.

Let x, y, * represent the numbers of the different kinds; then
,

-

by tho question, 2* + 3y -f 5* = 60 ; whence * = -

= 30 - y - 2z - 1L+..'
; put ? = t ; then y = 2t - *, and

* = 30-y-2z-( = 30-3-z; if * = 1, then x = 29 - 3, and

y = 2t - 1 ; to make x and y whole numbers, t cannot be mort

than 9 nor less than 1 (thus giving 9 solutions).

If t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9;
x = 26, 23, 20, 17, 14, 11, 8, 5, 2;

y = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17 ;

=1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.

If z = 2, then ar= 28 - 3t, and y = 2t - 2 ;
t cannot be greattr

than 9 nor less than 2.

If t = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ;

ar = 22, 19, 16, 13, 10, 7, 4;

y = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 10;
* = 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2;

thus giving 8 more solutions.

If a = 3, x = 27 - 3, and y = 2t - 3, from which we see t

cannot bo more than 8 nor less than 2 ; thus giving 7 more
solutions.

If 2 4, x = 26 - 3t, and y = 2t - 4, where t cannot bo nor*
than 8 nor less than 3 ; thus giving 6 more solutions.

If z = 5, x = 25 - 3t, and y = 2t - 5, where t cannot be more

than 8 nor less than 3 ; thus giving 6 more solutions.

If 2 = 6, x = 24 3t, and y = 2t - 6, where t cannot bo tnor

than 7 nor less than 4; thus giving 4 more solution

If z 7, x = 23 - 3t, and y = 2t 7, where t can:

than 7 nor Jess than 4 ;
thus giving 4 more solutions.

If z = 8, x = 22 -
3<, and y = 2t - 8, where t cannot bo more

than 7 nor Jess than 5 ; thus giving 3 more solutions.

If z = 9, then x = 21 - 3t, and y = 24 - 9, where t cannot be

more than 6 nor Jess than 5 ; thus giving 2 more solutions.

If z = 10, then x = 20 -
3t, and y = 2t - 10, where t can oni;/

be 6 ; thus giving 1 more solution.

If z = 11, then x = 19 -
3t, and y = 2t - 11, where t can only

be 6 ; thus giving 1 more solution.

From the given equation, 2x + 3y -f 5z = 60, we eoe z cannot

be more than 11
; hence there are 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 0-1-4 + 4

+ 3 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 51 solutions to this question.
From the foregoing examples we may deduce the following
Rule. If a simple equation express the relation of two

unknown quantities, and their corresponding integral values be

required, divide the whole equation by the co-efficient which is

the Jess of the two, and suppose that part of the result which is

in a fractional form equal to some whole number ; thus a new

simple equation is found, with which we must proceed as before,

and so on till tho co-efficient of one of the unknown quantities
is 1

, and the co-efficient of the other a whole number ; then an

integral value of the former may be found by substituting 0, or

any whole number for the other; and from the preceding

equations integral values of the original unknown quantities

may be found.

EXERCISE 74.

1 . Find tho number of solutions, and the rcspectiTO values of t, v. and

z, in tho equation SJE + 8y + 7* = 50.

2. Find the number of solutions, and tho values of r, v, and , in the

equations
(5* + 7y - 3i = 10.

"(o.r - -2j + 4i = IS.

3. Find tho number of solution*, and the values of x, y, and m, in

the equations
+ y + * + m = 1C,

6y.
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4. Find the number of solutions, and the values of x, y, z and n, in

the equations
tx + y + z + 2n = 100.

h(to + 5g + 2z + n = 100.

5. Bought 100 animals for 100 : there were cows at 5, sheep at 1,

and rahbits at Is. How many solutions will this question admit of?

and what was the price of each ?

6. A person had a bag of nuts containing (he said) less than 500, and

if he counted them by twos, threes, fours, fives or sixes, there was

.dways an odd one ; but when he counted them by sevens, there was

aone left. How many nuts did he have ?

7. I retired to rest one evening at m minutes to n o'clock ;
and on

rising 6 hours 55 minutes after, it wanted n minutes to m o'clock. Find

the times of retiring to rest and getting up.

8. Find a sum consisting of P shillings and S pounds, the double of

i*-hich is P pounds and S shillings ?

9. What is the value of x, when x and 18 shillings are twice the value

of 18 and x shillings ?

10. Divide 1591 into two parts, respectively divisible the one by 23

and the other by 34, and state the number of solutions.

11. Divide ff into two other fractions, whose denominators shall be 7

and 11.

12. Find two whole numbers whose sum and product together = 139,

and how many solutions.

13. Divide 30 into 3 such parts that the 1st x 7, 2nd x 19, and 3rd x 38,

the sum of products = 745. What are the parts ?

14. Into what two parts must 4890 be divided that the 1st -H 37 may
leave the remainder 3, and the 2nd 4- 54 may leave the remainder 6 ?

15. I have a quantity of malt, weighing 39 Ibs. per bushel, and if I had

5 Ibs. more it would measure an exact number of bushels ; or if I had
5 Ibs. less it would weigh an exact number of cwts. What is the smallest

quantity I can have to satisfy these conditions ?

16. If I take out the nuts from a bag in successive quantities thus,

1 the first draw, 2 the second, 4 the third, 8 the fourth, etc., I find that

on taking out the last term of this progression no nuts will remain ;
I

also find that if I had drawn them out in lo'os of 17 each, there would

have been none left after a certain number of draws. Kequired the

uumber of nuts.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBEA. XL.

1. n = 4, a= 4,s = 256;

fr^m which r = 4,

i.aa the series =
4, AG, 64, 256.

1. 2, 4 and 8.

2. 2, 10 and 50.

EXERCISE 71.

2. r = 3, and the series

=1, -J-, 1, 3, 9.

3. s = ijj, z = Tij.

4. 1093.

EXERCISE 72.

3. 5, 10, 20 and 40.

4. 120, 60 and 30. 6. 1, 3, 9 and 27.

5- 2 = Tffsts. s = 2l^a If-

6. z = 8192, s = 16382.

7. z= 531411, s=797160.

8.965114681693 13s.4d.

5. 5, 10 and 20.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXIII. -

121. THE NOUN.

Rule. A noun or pronoun which, is the subject of a sentence
must be in the nominative case ; as, >er SDicnfcb benft, ctt lenft,

man devises, God disposes.
OBSERVATIONS. The subject or nominative in German is

seldom omitted, except in the case of the pronouns agreeing
with verbs in the second person (singular and plaral) of the

imperative ; as, SieS (bu), read! e^t unb fagt (3fyr) tfym, go and
tell him. See, however, 136 (2).

122. EULE.
A noun or pronoun which is the predicate of the sentence

must be in the nominative case ; as, er tuar etn grcper .Rcnig, lie

was a great king ; btefcr .ftnabe tft Jtaufmann getwrbcn, this boy
! as become a merchant.

123. EULE.
A noun used to limit the application of another noun signify-

ing a different thing, is put in the genitive ; as, ber 8auf ber

?>onne, the course of the sun ;
bte Crrjteljung ber .Ktnber, the educa-

tion of the children.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) If, however, the limiting noun (unless
restricted itself by an adjective or some other qualifying word)
signify measure, number, weight, or quantity, it is then put in

the same case with that which it limits
; as, fecfyg $funb Slice

(not 3,fjee8), six pounds (of) tea ; but (with a restrictive term),
f$ qjfunb btefeS $b,eeg.

(2.) It should be observed that the two nouns under this

rule must be of different significations ; for two nouns standing
for the same thing would be in the same case, forming an in-

stance of apposition.

(3.) The noun in the genitive, that is, the limiting noun, is
1

commonly said to be governed by the other one.

(4.) It seems hardly necessary to observe that under this rule

come all words which perform the office of nouns ; as, pronouns,

adjectives used substantively, etc. ; thus, bte @nabe ber rojjen,

the favour of the great.

(5.) We say often in English, he is a friend to, or an enemy
to, or a nephew to any one ; where, were these phrases put into

German, we might expect the dative to be used. But in such

cases the German always employs the genitive ; thus, er tft eitt

Setnb fetneg SSaterlanbcS, he is an enemy of his native country.

(6.) We say in English, the month of August, the city of

London, and the like, where the common and the proper name
of the same thing are connected by the preposition of. The
Germans put the two nouns in apposition. (See 133. 06s.)

(7.) So, too, in English, we say, the fifth of August ; but in

German the numeral is put in direct agreement with the name
of the month ; as, ber fitnftc 2lugufi, the fifth (of) August, or

August the fifth.

(8.) In place of the genitive, the preposition son, followed by
the dative, is, in the following instances, generally used :

(a) When succeeded by nouns signifying quality, rank, mea-

sure, weight, age, distance, and the like ; as, etn Warm con tyoljem

Stanbe, a man of high standing ; cin Sob iff von jtcet Ijmntevt Sonneu,

a ship of two hundred tons ; cin 2)fcmn on acbtjtg Safyren, a man
of eighty years ; eine 9lctfe son bret 3Jiei(cn, a journey of three

miles, etc.

(o) When followed by nouns denoting the material or sub-

stance of which anything is made ; as, cin Secret Bon tlber, a

cup of silver, i.e., a silver cup ;
eine lltjr son 0fb, a gold watch,

etc.

(c) When followed by nouns whose cases are not indicated

by the terminations of declension nor by the presence of the

article ; as, ein >ater ton fccb. 3 JJtnbern, a father of six children ;

tie Jtonigin con Sngfanb, the queen of England ; tie rcn$en son

3canfrcicf>, the boundaries of France.

(d) When followed by a word indicating the whole, of which

the word preceding expresses but a, part ; as, cincr vcm-mctnen 23e*

fanntcn, one of my acquaintances ; roelcb.er on betten ? which of

the two ?

124. EULE.
A noun limiting the application of an adjective, where in

English the relation would be expressed by such words as of or

from, is put in the genitive ; as, bte mctflen SScrlujle finb etncg @r=

fa$c fabtg, most losses are capable of reparation ; bte (Jrbe tft oU

ber ute bcS -crrn, the earth is full of the goodness of the Lord.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The adjectives comprehended under

this rule are, among others, the following :

Sebitrftig, in want, needing.

23ewufjt, conscious.

giSfytg, capable, susceptible.

8rof;, glad.

@en)at;r, aware.

eaiarttg, waiting, in expecta-
tion,

eimfi, sure, certain.

c!BoI;nt, used to, in the habit.

Jtunbig, having a knowledge,
skilled.

Sebtg, empty, void.

2)Jufce, tired, weary.

Scfyulfctg, guilty, indebted.

Sfjeilfjcift, partaking.

SBcrti), worth, worthy.

(2.) After gcroaljv, gctootynt, leS, mube, fatt, ofl, and ftertlj, the

accusative is often used ; as, er n>arb fetnen Sritber geroatyr, he was
aware of (the presence of) his brother, i.e., he observed his

brother.
125. EULE.

A noun limiting the application of any of the verbs following,

is put in the genitive :

: Barren, to wait.

Sadden, to laugh.

j

Spflegcn, to foster.

j
@ct)onen, to spare.

gotten, to mock.

2ldbtcn, to mind, or regard
33ebuxfen, to want.

SBcgefyren, to desire.

23rauc$en, to use.

ntbe^ren, to need.

rmangetn, to want, or be with-
j

iCerfe^len, to miss, or fail.

out.

, to mention.

eben!cn, to think, or ponder,
entcpen, to enjoy,
eomfcren, to observe.

SScrcieffen, to forget.

SSM'ren, to guard.

SE'.'.fyritefymen, to observe.

SOSaften, to manage.
SCBarten, to attend to. or mind.
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OBSERVATIONS. '-Bemntn. l-c.jenicn. braudjfii, eml<ehren, tnoahncii,

jtnuptn : i-iien, verfrb.len, ttera.f|ftii, uMluiitb.nifn, roalircn, and

nwrtcn, take in common conversation, the ac-

: M and ivartni are more commonly con-

Htrurd witli au?, and Kirticn, fpetteii, and toaltcn with ubri

on accusni

126. RULE.

The follow Addition to the pronoun

peculiar to them, a word of limitation in tho genitive:

:u!'incn, to engage in.

beticncn, to use.

"
S!"-'"' I to apply to.

. oqmfioen, )

. bema^Hgen, to take posses-
sion.

bemciftcrn, to seize.

entaunern. to abstain.

entMetfii, to dare, to be
bold.

entbrccijfn, to forbear.

. entbalttn, to refrain.

entftylagen, to got rid of.

, entftnnen, to recollect.

i crbarmcn, to pity,

erfrerbcn, to presume.
eminent, to remember.
crfubiirit, to venture.

cnocbren, to resist,

crfrcucn, to rejoice.

getu'ilen, to hope for.

riibmcn, to boast.

filMiiKii, to bo osliamed.

ubcrb,cbcn, to be haughty,
unterfangen, to undertake,

wrfe^en, to be aware.

ujtbren, to resist,

trcigcrn, to refuse ; etc. etc.

OBSERVATIONS. The genitive is in like manner put after the

following impersonate :

Gf9 gduflct mi*, I desire.

<&t jamnirrt mid;, I pity, or compassionate.
(Ss reut mid;, I repent, or regret.

dt lobnt fid;, it is worth while.

127.-RULE.

The following verbs require after them a genitive denoting a

(king, and an accusative signifying a person :

HnfUigen, to accuse. Gntfctjcn, to displace.

'i'elcbren, to inform. Ucbcrfycben, to exempt.
'Bcrauben, to rob. I llcberjcugcn, to convince.

to accuse. !levftd;etn, to assure, etc.

OBSERVATIONS. The verbs above, when in tho passive voice,

take for their nominative the word denoting tho person, the

genitive of the thing remaining the same ; as, er ifl cine 23erbred;enS

angeffagt loorten, ho has been accused of a crime.

128. RULE.

Nouns denoting the time, place, manner, intent, or cause of

an action, are often put absolutely in the genitive and treated

as adverbs; as, te 9)2orgcn geb.e id; au, in the morning I go out;
nun fuctyt ib,n allcr Drtcn, they seek him everywhere; id; bin

'IBiflenS b,tnaigeben, I am willing to go there.

OBSERVATIONS. This adverbial use of the genitive is quite
common in German. (See 101.) In order, however, to express
the particular point, or the duration of time, the accusative is

generally employed, or a preposition with its proper case.

129. RULE.
A noun or pronoun used to represent the object in reference

to which an action is done or directed, is put in tho dative ; as,

id) tanfe tir, I thank (or cm thankful to) you ;
cr tfl tcm ofce

ttttgangen, he has escaped from death.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) Tho dative is the case employed to

denote the person or the thing, in relation to which the subject
of the verb is represented as acting. Compared with the ac-

cusative, it is the case of the re-mote object: the accusative being
the case of the immediate object. Thus, in tho example, id)

fcfcrieb meintm JCatcr etnen SBticf, I wrote (to) my father a letter,

the immediate object is a letter; while father, the person to

whom I wrote, is the remote object. Tho number of verbs thus

taking the accusative with tho dative is quite large.

(2.) On the principle explained in tho preceding observation

may be resolved such cases as tho following : tt tbut mtr Icit, it

causes mo sorrow, or, I aai sorry ; e tmrb mtr im Jpcrjen web, fyun,

it will cause pain to me in the heart (it will pain me to the

heart), etc.

(3.) A right regard to the observation made above, namely,
that tho dative merely marks that person or thing in reference

to which an action is performed, will serve also to explain all

auch examples as these ; 3bnen bcteutet ticfefl Opfcr nid;t, to yon
(i.e., so far as you aro concerned) this sacrifice means nothing :

tie Zferdntn, tu Curon Cttrit yfrffm. the team which hare flowed

from) your dispute ; rair tcttm eta fe^vf M
'.llfert, a abot killed a hone for me (.., killed my hone).

(4.) Tho rule comprehends all such vert* a tho following ;

antnn<rten, to answer; tanltn, to thank; luncn, to serve; trcfera, to

threaten ; feb.len, to fall abort; fluent, to cur*e; W*n, to follow;
frohiitn, to do homage; ^bubrcn, to be doe; srfjiun, to pleMe;
gtbi-rctt, to pertain to ; gtbwjint. to obey ; 9fBUJCM. to mtiflj ;

gfrti(f>fn, to be adequate; gltubtn, to resemble ; b^lun, to help, etc.

(5.) ThU rule also comprehend* all reflective verb* that

govern the dative ; an, i$ mafc mit ftintn lad an, twli^m ty nvtt

b,ab(, I claim to myself no title, which I have not ; an alw> all

impersonate requiring the dative'; as, tt btlitbt mtr, it please* me,
or, I am pleased ; tt mangel t mtr, iu in wanting to me, or, I am
wanting, etc.

(6.) The dative is also often used after passive verbe; as,

von (Mtiflcrn nnrt icr 20cg raju ttfd;u(jt, the way thereto is guarded

by angelw ; tl'm rcirt gelo^nt, (literally) it is rewarded to him, t^,
he is rewarded.

130.-BULE.

Many compound verbs, particularly those compounded with

tr, ver, cnt, an, ab, auf, bet, nad>, vet, ju, and tetter, require
after them tho dative; as, 3$ babe ib,m Oklt angtbcten, I hare
offered him money.

131. RULE.

An adjective used to limit the application of a noun, where,
in English, tho relation would be expressed by such words as to

or for, governs the dative ; as, Set ttinem -fretm getreu, be faithful

to your master.

OBSERVATIONS. Under this rule are embraced (among
others) the following adjectives: abnlicf), like; angemefTen, appro-

priate ; angenebm, agreeable ; anftcptg, offensive ; befannt, known :

befd)i(ten, destined; ctgen, peculiar; fremt, foreign; gftnij, accord-

ing to; gemein, common ; gciradjfcn, competent; gndtia, gracious;

tynlfam, healthful ; licb, agreeable ; nab.e, near ; uberlegen, superior ;

>ci4
f
ifcmmen, welcome ; wtfcrig, adverse ; btenflbar, serviceable ; gebcr-

fum, obedient ; nu$lk$, useful.

PAINTING IN WATER-COLOURS. VII.
EFFECT OF COMBINATION ON COLOURS CONCLUSION.

As we are desirous that these lessons upon painting in water-

colours should, as far as possible, explain the principles of tho

art, we deem it necessary to include other subjects for our

consideration, besides that of landscape. By these further

investigations we shall add to our means of explaining thu

theory, and open out a more extensive field for practice. All

who have had any considerable experience in painting can testify

to the benefit that is derived from allowing their attention and

practice to extend to other objects, rather than by confining
them to one class only ; and although the objects of our choice

may differ in kind and character as widely as possible, yet the

same colours and manner of execution may to a great extent

be common to all. Besides, the knowledge and power we gain,

directly or indirectly, from the study of one class may be found

serviceable when we take up others directly, when tlie same
colours and method of using them may be repeated ; indirectly,

in teaching us that there are certain combinations and mode*
of treatment which can only be employed in special cases, all

of which must give its a command, both of manner and material,

that cannot fail to be of advantage to us upon all occasions.

When we consider that the proper application of colours lies

in their arrangement and combinations, we shall not be at a

loss to understand in what respect the diversity of studv we

speak of can help us to overcome the difficulties. Hence the

source of originality, from depending principally upon our own
observations. It is true we may in a great measure be guided

by the experience of others, and it would be unwise to reject

it ; but as each painter has his own innate feeling, both of form

and colour, which influences him in his method of representing

either, we may easily account for the way in which every one
makes for himself his own style and manner, peculiar to himself

alone. On the other hand, they who entirely depend upon
other men's experience, without looking away from it to Natun-

for the reasons which guided them in their practice, are but

copyists, and more frequently copy the faults rather than the

excellences of their masters. Let us suppose the case of two
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painters who have been in the habit of taking Nature as their

guide, and ask each to paint the same subject according to his

own ideas and the results of his own experience : we shall find

their practice and theory so different as to make us almost
doubt the possibility of their coming closely together at the

conclusion ; yet we find their finished pictures, when compared
.with the subject from which they were painted, to be truthful

representations, but each in a different way.
It is then our desire to encourage our pupils to think for them-

selves, and to endeavour, as far as possible, to show them how to

But the artist may be able to explain how colours are affected
in their combinations, and how they may be used to neutralise
or give more force to other colours under any particular arrange-
ment, or when employed for some especial purpose ; therefore,
in order to give a practical illustration of our observations, we
have selected a group of objects differing in colour, but belong-
ing to the same classification, to form the subject of our next

picture (Fig. 10). Our pupils may easily obtain any of these, and
place them on the table as they are arranged in the engraving,
with the light from the left. Now, as there are great varieties.

Fig. 10. EFFECT OF COMBINATION ON COLOUR OUTLINE DRAWING.

look at Nature, and how to distinguish the characteristic features
which mark the individuality of objects, even amongst those of
the same species. Whatever the experience of an artist may
be, he cannot say positively that such and such colours are to
be used invariably, even for the same class of objects, because
there are so many accidental circumstances operating to in-

fluence him in his mode of proceeding. The light may be
different at different times, it may be stronger or brighter on

, one occasion than another. This would very much affect reflec-

tions, and especially so if the surrounding objects sent back
their colours under a powerful light ; and besides, the very
objects themselves, though precisely the same in class and
character, may, from various causes, exhibit different degrees
of colour brighter, warmer, or colder, as the case might be.

of these, especially the stable-lantern and the Jar, in size and
details of colour, it is obvious that there can be no positive
directions given as to the exact colour to be used, either in

quantity or order ; therefore, we can only explain the principles

upon which they must proceed in painting them, that our pupils

may be able to make their own deductions.

We will commence with the jar. The majority of articles of

this kind are of a dark-brown, warm colour, from the top to

about one-third of the distance downwards ; there are some of

a pale, sickly yellow, approaching in tone to the rest of the

colour below, but we prefer to take the darker. The prevailing
colour in the upper portion is burnt sienna. The jar may not
be very evenly stained, but should there be darker portions than
the middle tone of sienna just mentioned (a, a, Fig. 10), paint them
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in, whilst the first wash of sienna in wet, with some madder

brown, and a littlo aopia mixed with it for the darkest i>'irti<>nv

1 lowinh drab tone below may be imitated with yellow orlm-,

raw nmbor, and very littlo grey, the latter composed of sepia,

blue, and a littlo lak. >\vrr part of some jars
n a very slight tone approaching lnk. Thia may bo

ft-Mi'il t'i tin 1 I'ulmir at tho time, or pi-rliajM it would bo better

to leave it till tho umber, ochro, and grey tone in dry, then glaze
it \\ith tin- lake; bnt as this colour will bo BO very faint as to

t iihuoat imperceptible, a very weak tint must bo lined. II

it respect to more decisive colours, to be found
in place* over an object but not altogether, M in the

any general delicate tone like the one mentioned above w
advise that particular notice should be taken where they are

: or cooler . Them changes of colour are onivenal in

Nature, and demand all the care that wo can patiently bestow

upon them. It is necessary to observe the strength of the colour
either way which causes tho difference, and when the trader

ground is dry, wash the required tint over it. In the case of

the jar before us there in a warm tint over 6, 6 of raw umber and

Fig. 11. EFFECT OF COMBINATION ON COLOUR FINISHED DliAWINO.

is on instance of delicate tones so frequently found in Xatnrc.
and which give so much valuo to tho painting, and are so very
difficult for beginners to detect; it requires much experience
to recognise them, and in first attempts tho great danger is in

overdoing them. Wo caution our pupils, when glazing colours
over others that are dry, not to rub tho brush backwards and
forwards, because tho first time tho brush goes over the under-
tone the colour is softened, a repetition of this will rub it up,
and then the purity is lost ; tho brush must be carefully passed
over every part, and once only. We recommend the practice of

trying tho most prominent and positive colours, when prepared,

on^a piece of paper, and then hold it near to those parts of tho

object corresponding to tho colour; this practice will greatly
assist tho judgment in determining the exact tone required.

burnt sienna, tho edges being broken off over the under colour

until they are lost on the side of tho light, and on tho shadow
side mingle with a cool grey near tho edge of the jar. The
next thing will be to put in the broad and cast shadows with

the usual shadow tint sepia, cobalt, and lake. The darkest

portion on tho object will bo throughout tho length, between 6,0y
and c, c, making it sharp and decisive at c, c. The edge must be
washed off on the light side, and continued on the shadow side

with a somewhat lighter and cooler tone to the side of the jar.

The cast shadow must be darker than tho broad shadow. The

shining bright spots, d, d, being the highest lights, may be wetted

and rubbed off with india-rubber, as we explained in a former

lesson upon sepia painting. The inside of the jar may require
a purer yellow than tho outside : if so, less umber most be used,
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and the brown colouring over the rim may be sharp and distinct

in its edges. If our pupils will look at their model more

attentively, after this first process is completed, they will no
doubt perceive other colours more or less influencing the general
effect slight glazings of lake over some parts of the brown,

especially on the light side. Probably here and there, in con-

nection with these, some similar glazings of raw sienna, where
the brown is not so strong and partakes of that colour ; even

delicate washes of indigo may be seen ; but it must be re-

membered these are only suggestions, and must be followed

with judgment.
The next part of the subject to be considered is the lantern.

The general colour here is grey. The horn through which the

light passes will most probably be warmer in tone. This may
be effected with burnt and raw sienna broken to different degrees
of strength, and for the clearer parts a little yellow ochre may
be useful. If the lantern is an old one, patches of rust may be

scattered over it in places Indian red will answer the purpose ;

but, as we have said, grey is the prevailing colour, diversified

by warmer or cooler colours, subject to the manner in which

they are disposed in the object. The darkest and very sharp
shadows under the rim and in the corners can be imitated with

sepia, indigo, and a little lake. There is a greenness about sepia
and indigo alone which lake will neutralise and render the tint

more intense.

It will be well now to paint the background ; this will

reveal the strength of the colours in the objects, and very
likely we shall discover some parts deficient. Let this at first

be done with grey tint (backgrounds must be of a retiring
character ; grey will accomplish this), till it descends to below
the top of the jar, then continue it to the bottom with an
addition of raw umber and yellow ochre. If after this is dry
a wash of terre verte be passed over the grey only, the slight

green thus contributed will increase by contrast the value of the

red, and confine the greys of the lantern more particularly to

itself.

Lastly, the bottle. This is a dark object, and affords a

powerful contrast to the others, assisting to give the greys and
lighter tones in the lantern, their true value and strength. The
principal and general colour will be sepia and indigo ; but this

will be broken up by a variety of other colours depending upon
the objects which surround it. The narrow strips of middle
tone at a, a were caused by the reflection of the jar and another

object near it, not in the picture. The one b was from a saucer

placed near to the bottle, and c was from a plaster cast that
stood about two feet away from it. This being an object sus-

ceptible of reflection, everything near it has an influence upon
the colour, and it must be remembered that the colours for

these reflections are always those of the objects reflected. The
cork may be painted with raw umbor and a little ochre ; the
shadow sepia. The darkest parts of the bottle, not affected

by reflection, must be put in with sharp, decisive touches of

very dark indigo and sepia. There will also be many cool tones
to be painted with indigo. Very frequently it is necessary
to assist the very darkest parts with a little gum. We do not
advocate an indiscriminate use of gum ; but in cases like this,
to assist the intensity of the darkest parts, an exception may
be made ; only it must be .used sparingly, or the intention would
be frustrated.

Now we desire our pupils to tinderstand that the above
hints are given for the purpose of directing them how to look
at an object and to study its colour. No absolute rule could be
given for painting either this or any other subject ; even if it

were possible to write one, it could not be of any use. There-
fore, all who wish to overcome the difficulties of painting from
Nature, must persevere under continual practice until they
become quite familiar with their colours, and know, in short, the
full extent of their capabilities. When this has been acquired,
together with a readiness of execution, there need not be any
embarrassment in finding a subject to paint from. The motive
that guided us in this lesson has been to direct the attention of
our pupils to other subjects besides that of landscape, from
which may be derived many valuable lessons upon colouring.
"W e know of none better capable of helping them in their studies
than those which are usually termed "

still life ;

"
their variety

affords abundant choice, in which both form and colour may be
studied with equal advantage. Fruits, flowers, vegetables,
articles of ornament and dress, culinary utenails, and number-

less other objects, insignificant perhaps in themselves, possess
great value in the eyes of an artist, who is open to receive

instruction from whatever source it may be obtained. There
are times and seasons when it would be impossible to seek

our subjects out of doors, and on these occasions we must

depend upon something we can place upon the table : and

although our model may not be of the class to enable us to

produce a picture of very high art, it may, nevertheless, afford

us some valuable instruction, and on that account it must not

be despised.

LESSONS IN GREEK. LI,
THE VOICES OP THE VEEB.

WE have seen that the verb in Greek appears in three voices

active, middle, and passive. The connection of these with the

subject may be shown as follows : In the active, the subject

conveys the action, as 6 THUS rvwret, the boy strikes; in this

passive, the subject receives the action from an object, as 6

TTCUS TvtTtTat biro TOV itaTpos, the boy is struck BY HIS FATHER;
while in the middle the subject acts on itself, as 6 ircus rvTr-Tfrat,

the boy STRIKES HIMSELF.
The second modification of the form of verbs is owing to the

fact that every affirmation has respect to time the time when
the declared fact took place. But time is grammatically ex-

pressed by tense. Accordingly, we must consider the Greek
verb in its tenses.

Further, declarations or affirmations may be made in different

ways. We may declare a fact simply and independently, and
we may declare one fact in relation to another. Hence the
manner in which affirmations are made demands attention, and
so we are led to study the verb in its moods.
The active voice has two modifications, and may appear as

either transitive or intransitive : for example active transitive,
& irau Tvwrtt (rov a.Sf\<pov), the boy STRIKES (HIS BROTHER) ;

active intransitive, 6 Traiy Tpx f(
>
^ie boy RUNS.

In the first instance the verb is transitive as well as active,
because the action passes from the subject to an object. In
the second instance the verb is intransitive, since it has no

object, but the action limits itself to the subject. The form of

the verbs shows that they are both in the active voice.

Generally every verb has either a transitive or an intransitive

signification. Many verbs combine the two meanings, being
sometimes transitive and sometimes intransitive. When the two
imports unite in one verb, either the two run through all the

forms, or they are united, so that one signification belongs to

this form, and the other signification belongs to that form.

Of the verbs, however, in which the two namely, the transi-

tive and the intransitive import run through all the tenses,
take as examples ex e(I/ >

t hold; rtiveiv, to stretch; nKivtiv, to

lean ; frrpftyfiv, to turn ; and irparrTtiv, to do.

Many transitive verbs become intransitive by combination
with prepositions, as irpoaKpovtiv, to dash against; airaAA.oTTjj/,
to depart; jutTa/GaAAeir, to- change; eirtStSoj/ai, to increase.

Many verbs which have only a transitive meaning become
intransitive by the omission of an easily understood object ; as

Tf\eirat> (soil. TOV fitov), to end (life), to die; irpo^t-^fiv (under-

standing TOV vow), literally, to apply (one's mind) to.

The ensuing are the forms to which the intransitive meaning
chiefly belongs namely, the second perfect and its derivative

the second pluperfect, which are intransitive not merely in the

verbs which in the present have both significations, but also in

other verbs which in the other tenses are employed only transi-

tively. Of the first kind take as examples, -ireirpaya, I have

found myself, I am ; aveyya, I am open. As examples of the

second sort take eypyyopa, I am awakened, I watch ; /^e/urjva, I

rage ; ireiroiQa, I trust.

The intransitive import attaches also to the second aorist,

the perfect and the pluperfect of to-Trj/xt, I place ; Svo>, I enclose;

<pvci>, I beget ; which in the tenses mentioned .signify I stand, I

enter, I arise.

If, with intransitive verbs, the object is named by which the

condition expressed in the verb is occasioned, then, as in the

passive, that object is put in the genitive with a preposition ; as

TroAAa KO.KO, Tra6ofnev viro TU>V \riffTcav, we have SUFFERED many
evil things FROM ROBBERS.

If a thing or a circumstance is given with the passive as the

occasion of the act spoken of in the verb, then the object is
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generally in the dative without a
|

,** way
.. Atftj^ojoi,

''
':/ ""-

ron by whom a ...n.litn.ii about Htandx

.vith i rb, nom.-tiiiioa in the dativo without a preposi-

:n-.
l iu'litl.v with '

: !y with tho verbal adjective; aa nojTo> <m <rot 7; O/>ITJ

you.
: y poH.sivo predioute may be oonvertod into an active one,

or .liTivou fn>i un m.-tivi- one. In this change the object in

the active representation becomes the subject in the positive :

Pa- -iite,

. Tted into)

6 watt ruirrtrat Inro tov

tin- buy is struck by the man,
& atnrip ruirrfi TOV iraioa.

If, however, a verb in the active voice takes two objects, only
one of thorn can appear as subject in the passive.

Tin' i (reeks subjoined to intransitive verbs in the accusative

the abstract object implied in the verb, saying, for instance, to

live a life, Qtov Ptwvcu. From this active a passive was formed,
as /3io9 /Sc/Stwrai, a life has been lived. Agreeably to this usage
they employed tho verbal adjective, as /8oj /Surra?, liveable life.

The middle form of tho verb presents tho subject as active,

but at tho same time as acted on by its own act.

Some verbs altogether want tho active form, and, appearing
only in the middle, have the reflex or intransitive signification.

These are called deponents, because they have laid down the

active form. These deponents may be divided into two classes,
middle deponents and passive deponents. The middle deponents
are those which form their aorist with a middle form, as ar-

fayo/uai, / perceive, aor. jj^oyuTjc. The passive deponents ore

those which form their aorist with a passive form, as Swauai, I
am able, aor. t$urr]6r]v.

For tho expression of external circumstances, the Greeks use
the middle voice in its reflex sense but sparingly. Examples of

such usage are Aoueo-flai, to wash one's self, to bathe; y
i>afff0at, to exercist one's self, to contend; ffrcurOcu, to place one's

telf, to stand.

Very common is tho use of tho reflective middle, when a con-
dition of mind is represented, and the subject appears as in his

own spirit producing a result, or as acting on his own internal

state. Thus ira.ptxfiv means to afford, to offer, and irapexfo-floi
to offer or give one's self, to present from one's self, of on

accord, from one's own resources.

The middle voice is often used to express that which is done
in some way for or to tho subject, for the benefit or interest or
at the command of the subject. This reference to the subject
is sometimes strengthened by the reflective pronoun, as tavrw
(9(To VOJJ.QV, he made a law for himself. The middle voice is

used mediately in these examples : utarOwiraffQai OIKIO.V, to take a
house ; aytardai yvvaiKa, to marry a wife ; fj."raire/xire<r0cu nva, to

send for a person ; a/j.vvt(r0ai, to nuard one's self a/jainst, punish.
Tho use of the middle voice, in contrast with the active, may

be illustrated in tho verb TiQevai, as TiBevcu vopovs, to establish
or give laws (tho act of tho legislator), and nOfffOau vo/j.ous, to

pass or enact laws (the act of the legislature or people).

THE TENSES OF THE VERB.

Every act has a relation to time. Time is conceived of in

three ways the present, tho past, tho future. Tense, as cor-

responding to time, must have tho same divisions, though in

some languages the tenses do not fully correspond to the three
modifications of time ; for instance, in EngKsh we have not a
future tense, and arc obliged to express future time by the aid
of auxiliary verbs.

The exact import of the tenses appears best in the indicative
mood.

Ii we conceive of time in the present, we have tho condition

(or action) of tho verb as taking an actual shape, tho present ;

aa completed, the perfect ;
as coming on, the periphrastic

future, formed by yucAAa and tho infinitive.

If we conceive of time in the past, we have tho condition of

the verb as taking an actual shape, the imperfect ; as completed,
tho pluperfect ; as coming on, the periphrastic future, formed

by ffit\\ov and the infinitive.

If we conceive of time in tho future, we have the condition of

the verb as taking an actual shape, tho ordinary future ; as

completed, the future perfect or third future ; as coming on, tho

|)oriphrastic future, formod by /xAA7j<ra> and the infinitive.

Th.- |.r.-r.-nt ii,,i,.-:it,.. tUt th,- u/-i;.,n or ,*ii.iiti.,l: f
"

,- %.,-,

in forming, or realitiing itself ; it ootiMquentljr denots* "Hmi-
anoe, and gives the idea in a general and -iplffHH manner ;

thus, wavra ra ayatia oAuatv & tttot, tjod pit** all good thingt.
In narrative the writer often transfers past events to present

time, and relates them as if now actually proceeding. This is

called the historic present (prmens historicnm). The historic

present gives a liveliness to the style, and is common with the
Greek authors.

When a past event may in itself or in its oonseqnenoes be
considered as coming down to the present, it is often spoken of

by the Greeks in the present. Thns we find in the present
OKovu, KwOapo/xat, ftayOavu, yiyvuffKu, though this nse is not
limited to these verbs : for example, 0fu<rroAa OI/K 0*01*11

aifopa. ayaOov oina. , do you not hear (for have you not heard)
that Tlu:mistocles was a good man V

'HKO>, I have come, and otxopai, I have left, are regularly used
in a kind of perfect signification, while many other verbs,
besides their ordinary meaning, have an import which can be
best rendered into English by a perfect ; as <p*vyw, I flee, I have
been accused, I have been banished} VIKU, I conquer, I am a

conqueror, that is, / liave conquered.
Future events also may be spoken of as present, while an

additional degree of certainty is given to them. Especially are

</>X M<*< and xoofi/o/uu thus used. Elm is regularly employed
with a future signification.
The perfect presents the action or condition of the verb as

completed in regard to the present ; the pluperfect presents the
action or condition of the verb as completed in regard to the

past. The use of both tenses, however, undergoes in Greek a
considerable limitation by means of the aorist.

As the conclusion of an act has commonly a result, the

perfect, which denotes the conclusion, may denote also the
result. And as the result, if a completed act comes down to

or near the present, so the perfect may signify that which is,

or that which lately was : for example, vuv iroiirT<ai> nyn vro~

OTJKO.S o>s xp*l Crlv KaTa\e\onraffiir, some of the poets have Iqft

directions how we ought to live. They have left them, and here

they are ; thus the perfect has the force of a present. Hence
this form has been called "a present-perfect," being past in act

but present in consequence.
In Greek this use of the perfect is common. Accordingly

the perfect signifies the result of the action of the present, and
is sometimes best represented in English by another verb ; thn*

Tijfjiai, I possess, as expressive of tho result of

acquire ; otoa, I know, the result of ?, I see.

remember; oeooiKa (or 55io), I fear. As the perfect in these

verbs has the force of a present, so the pluperfect has the force

of a simple past or an imperfect ; thus, KKATJ/UTJ', / wot called,

or I bore the name ; r,Sfti>, I knew.

The imperfect represents the action or condition of the verb

as forming itself in the past, and so describes a past event in

its progress and continuance in time. The imperfect may thus

denote continuance, an habitual state, as well aa repetition, in

the past.
Tho aorist presents the action or condition of the verb as

belonging to the past, without extension or limitation. On this

account the aorist is specifically the narrative tense the tense

for reporting events as so many vanishing points in past time.

The corresponding English tense is the simple preterite or the

past, as he read, they gave. If during the narration events are

spoken of in their continuance, the imperfect is employed in

Greek ; and if events ore introduced with their oonseqnenoes in

tho present, then the perfect is used ; as

Aorist. Of 'EAAijvfj tviKTiaa* rovs Htpau,
the Greeks CONQUERED the Persians.

Perfect. *O *oA./uo* aram-wr ijfua arfOTfpijico',
the war HAS DEPRIVED t of everything.

In propositions which in English set forth general truths or

'acts which arise from common experience, the Greeks also

employ the aorist to indicate a single fact or observation ; a*

oAAa avBpuiriHS ropa yftefirji' cirttrt, many things happen to men

contrary to their expectation.
The future declares that the act or condition will take place

n time to come. The periphrastic future, formed with parts of

e\\o.< and the infinitive present, future, or aorist, is to be ois-

inguished from the simple future. Tho latter is o future
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indefinite, merely declaring that an act will take place or a con-

dition arise at some future moment ; while the former is a

future with a limitation, denoting that the circumstance will

occur in relation to some other time, either immediately in the

present, or after another future event. The simple future, or

the future formed by adding a termination to the stem, as

representing a thing that will be, may denote an event that is

to be, or must be ; so it comes to signify a request or convey a

command, especially in questions with ov.

The future may also express that which is conformable to the

character of the subject, that which may be expected from the

subject, as 'O SiKatos avijp eu Picafferai, Kaictas 5e 6 aSiKos, ttujttst

man will live well, but the unjust ill.

After verbs signifying to promise, to wish, to request, to

hinder, to swear, to expect, to hope, etc., the Greeks use either

the infinitive future, or the infinitive present, or the infinitive

aorist.

The perfect future or third future denotes a condition or an

action which is considered as completed in the future ; as fi.a.Tr\v

ffj.oi KeK\a.vfftrai, in vain shall I have wept.
The third future is used also to indicate a continuous future

condition, and serves therefore as the ordinary future to verbs

which in the perfect have a present signification ;
as aei TTJS <ri)$

<pi\ias jue/xyTjtrojuai, I will always remember thy friendship.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. L.

EXERCISE 135. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. A few sensible men are more to be feared than many senseless

cues. 2. The wrath of those who lose lasts but a short time. 3.

Men say that there are more evil things in life than good. 4. The

country has many mountainous parts. 5. Agriculture accustoms one
to endure both the cold of winter and the heat of summer. 6. Pros-

perity hcJps to hide wickedness, but adversity soon makes it manifest.

7. When the enemy came up, he ordered the Greeks to make ready.
8. Three came. 9. The wise man is happy. 10. The men of old were

courageous. 11. Miltiades and his men fought bravely (lit., those

around Miltiades). 12. It is honourable to teach. 13. The word "if"
is a conjunction. 14. I will kill you ; but what say you ? It is not I

that will kill you, but the law of the state. 15. We all praise what

you say. 16. Socrates was always in public, for in the morning he
used to go into the promenades and gymnasia, and during the rest

of the day wherever he was likely to meet the largest number of

people. 17. The future is hidden. 18. The power of the gods is

very great. 19. Men are mortal. 20. I am a Greek. 21. It is im-

possible to be a good citizen without justice.

EXERCISE 136. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'E? ijXflov. 2. Auw t}\0Ttiv. 3. E/ctd/or Kai av afa6<a tarov, 4. 'O

iraTrip eynof Kat 710 ayaBoi f<nov. 5. Sfvo<f>u>v np(01 a-rparn-jos. 6. EKEIKU

6vu> >]p<;Ot\Ti\v a-rpa-rrtfio, Kai irapetrnfvaaao&t]v tevat firt TDK TroXejuiov. 7.

Affta af KUKOV eivaj. 8. Zu 3e ; 9. \t-yia. 10. So i ao<j>os, enetvot &e ov.

31. 'Hjucir eer/iti/ 'EXXrji/et. 12. AorjXa ean ra jueXXoi/ja. 13. Avtipuirot

tfi'rj-roc fan. 14. 'H a&e\<pn eyutj Oioirr) fa-ri. 15. Oi ejioi a&e\<poi KCU aSe\<f>at

dvr\Toi eiaiv. 16. Efu> Kai av tivriTW eo-roi'. 17. Exe(i/o fan jucopia. 18. NOI/K

"7'1 eXe '" ao(pia eoTiv. 19. 'H ayopa a< iruaa n TroXi? TrfTrXtipu/ievai fiaiv.

20. 'Hjueif Kai fKfivot fpa<t>o/jifv. 21. Exeii/of KCU e-)a> jpa^ojuev. 22. 'H

<5n^oKpaTia owe ta-riv ajadov. 23. Oc ai5p, at ivvamet, Kai ol Trailer irape-

oxewaoyiei'Oi etaiv. 24. EO-TI -ra xpn/^ara ew<5a(juoi/ta9 rr)pieioi>; 25. Ta XP1MaTa
OUK o-ri <rt;neiov ev&ai/jionat.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XIX. COMMERCE OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLICS
(continued).

GENOA.
GENOA, like most of the Italian cities which rose to com-
mercial eminence in the Middle Ages, had existed as a Eoman
municipium, and is referred to at the time of the Second Punic
War. The city, allied with Pisa, was the first to engage in

attacking the Saracen corsairs which infested the Mediter-
ranean. During the Crusades, Genoa vied with Venice in the
part she played. The profits obtained at this period stimulated
commerce and navigation. The Eepublic became rich, and its
sailors were so gallant as to be dreaded even by the Venetians.
It was at this date that the Genoese made the conquest of
Corsica and part of Sardinia, driving out the Saracens, whom
they also deprived of Minorca and some Iberian provinces.
The climax of Genoese prosperity was reached in 1261, when,

for the assistance rendered to the Byzantine Government, they
were permitted to supplant the Venetians at Constantinople,
and to monopolise the commerce of the Euxine

;
and some years

after their vessels were freighted with rich cargoes of Oriental

goods, as well as with the furs and gold of Eussia.

Genoa increased its riches by its manufactures of velvet,

broadcloth, hosiery, lace, perfumes, and artistic work in gold,

silver, and marble. It was the entrepot for Switzerland, and the
outlet for the produce of the fertile districts of Lombardy and
Piedmont. Goods were sent inland to Germany, through Nurem-
berg, and also to Milan, the common depot of Venetians and
Genoese. In the height of its power it became covered with

palaces, churches, and benevolent institutions, built of pure
marble or of porphyry.

Genoese history is bound up with that of Pisa and of Venice.
Jealous of tb.3 prosperity of other states, Genoa was always at

feud. Between 1070 and 1282 four wars with Pisa occurred.

They were a repetition of the Punic contests, and resulted in

the extinction of the power of the Pisanese. The conflict with
Venice endured for a period of 131 years. In 1351 the inde-

cisive battle of Pera, a suburb of Constantinople, took place,
when seventy-six Genoese galleys engaged seventy-four belong-
ing to the Venetians, Catalans, and Greeks. Encouraged by
the sympathy of the Pope, whose legate in the East was always
the Bishop of Genoa, as well as by their own vigour, the Genoese

fought again, when out of seventy galleys only nineteen remained
to dispute for the further possession of the title of Mistress of

the Seas. Finally, in 1381, the Genoese were compelled to
succumb to the maritime ascendancy of their Venetian rivals.

During the financial difficulties caused by these long and pro-
tracted struggles, the government was frequently obliged to
borrow money from the wealthy citizens, to whom the revenues

arising from customs' duties were pledged in payment of the

interest, and, if possible, in liquidation of the debt. These state

creditors formed themselves into a company, with independent
administration, known as the Bank of St. George, whose con-

stitution, rights, and privileges, all officers of the Republic,
previous to the assumption of their dignities, swore to maintain
and respect. The capital or debt due by the State was divided
into shares of 100 lire which sum was called luogo della repub-
lica and the management was entrusted to a committee of one
hundred shareholders and a board of eight directors, chosen

annually at a general meeting. "When the power of Genoa in the
East began to wane before that of Venice, the Bank of St. George
undertook the defence of several of the colonial possessions for

the general government. In 1546 the entire island of Corsica
and the distant and important settlement of Kaffa on the Euxine
were in the hands of this company. The latter fell under the
rule of the Turks in 1474. With Corsica they were more success-

ful ; and, notwithstanding the irretrievable losses in the East, the
Bank of St. George would probably have succeeded, through
its commercial activity, in retrieving the falling fortunes of the

city, had not internal dissensions ruined the independence of the

republic.
The sources of the wealth of Genoa, as of Venice, were

numerous. Its most important trade was westward with Nor-

mandy and Flanders, and eastward with the Euxine. Genoa, in

its zenith, possessed Marseilles, Kaffa, Azof, Corsica, and Elba.

Factions often rent the republic. In 1339 a doge, or supreme
magistrate, was elected. Rivalry for this office led, during two
centuries, to frequent strife, and subjected the state more than
once to the power of its neighbours. Andrea Doria freed his

country from the yoke of France, and changed the form of

government to that of biennial doges, with an advising council, a

system retained during the rest of its mediaeval history.
In their contest with Venice, in the middle of the fourteenth

century, the Genoese sought assistance from John Visconti,
Duke of Milan. This was rendered, but at the cost of their

civic freedom. The state never regained its independence.
The Portuguese discovery of a new route to India was also

seriously prejudicial to it, although it injured Genoa less than
Venice.

PISA.

The citizens of Pisa were the early pioneers of the Italian

Lombard commerce, and were distinguished as traders from
the age of the Othos. The city was the third in importance
amongst the commercial states of Italy, but the first to rise to

eminence ; and from the eleventh to the thirteenth century it
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was a small but prosperous republic. Tho foreign possessions
of Piaa were Sardinia, Corsica, and tho Baloario Islands, all of

wln<-h were taken from tho Moors. Those conqm t ;m.l ti.

iii< I tlio Piaanese had rendered to tho oruaadors, made their power
respected, and their alliance Bought both by tho Genoese and
the V< : \V'o read of them as being at first leagued with

the former against tho latter, and as being bought off by the
il'-T of mercantile privileges denied by Venice to other states.

Thin th. -\ wore allowed to trade with tho Venetian possessions,

paying only a quarter of the customary dues, and at Con-t uiti

t hey shared on equal terms tho privileges which tho Veno-

njoyril. When Genoa succeeded Venice in influence at

Constantinople, in 1261, the Pisaneso had their privileges con-

tinue 1, in order to secure their co-operation, and to sever them
from Venice.

During this flourishing period there arose in Pisa those
m:irvfl!'!i-; c.lil'n'cs which made the city the school of European

li Dome, the Baptistry, tho Leaning Tower, and
tho Arcades of tho Campo Santo or Cemetery. Tho Brotherhood
<>f Humility, a company partly ecclesiastical and partly secular,

established also at this time Eastern trading settlements which

materially extended the Pisan commerce. The bitter feeling

against the Saracens eventually toning down, the ports of Bar-

bary, Spain, and Sicily were filled with Pisanose merchantmen.

Trimming between Genoa and Venice, Pisa made real friends

of neither. For two hundred years a growing envy had
smouldered in the Genoese mind, and at length it burst forth

into a flame. Both states raised armaments so prodigious that

they read like fabulous exaggerations. Tho success which had
crowned their contests with the Moors did not attend tho

i'i-anc.-io when opposed to Genoa. On every occasion they were
met by a superior fleet, and in the final battlo of Meliora 5,000
Pisanese fell, and 11,000 were taken prisoners, most of whom
perished in chains.

"
If you wish to find Pisa," it was commonly

said,
"
you must look for her in the dungeons of Genoa." The

j

port of Pisa was destroyed by the Genoese, and the mouth of the

harbour was filled up. From this reverse the republic never
recovered. It was vain any longer to contend for empire. Her
colonies fell rapidly, and her commerce dwindled away. One of

tho Visconti family usurped the dominion over the city, and

subsequently sold it to Florence for 400,000 florins ; and with
this state, after a century of intermittent struggles, it became

permanently united.

FLORENCE.

Florence, the capital of Tuscany, a part of the ancient Etruria,
with but a scanty history till the end of the twelfth century, when
Rudolf of Austria, the reigning prince, sold the citizens their free-

dom for .70,000, ultimately became one of the leading cities of

Italy in luxury and wealth. Manufactures rather than commerce
were the source of its riches, and tho foundation of the fortunes of

ita most eminent citizens, of whom tho Medici attained regal
power, though without the name.
The industry of the free republic was directed and controlled

by guilds or arts, seven of which were styled the greater guilds,
and five (afterwards increased to fourteen) the lesser guilds.
The seven greater arts were lawyers, bankers, physicians,
merchants, salesmen, and two guilds of manufacturers. The
lower arts were smiths, shoemakers, carpenters, masons, butchers,
and others. The Pisanese at first acted as maritime carriers

for the Florentines, but, urged by jealousy, eventually cut
themselves off from this profitable trade. The Florentines
then turned their own attention to ship-building, buying Livorno

(Leghorn) of the Genoese as a convenient site for the purpose,
and in the end they acquired an important commerce both by
land and sea. Among their chief manufactures were woollens,
silks, and jewellery, of which the first was pre-eminent. They
possessed agencies everywhere, and acted as the exchangers or
bankers of Europe. Their mercantile fleet consisted of twenty-
six vessels eleven large and fifteen small galleys the sailing
and return of which, as well as the nature of the cargo, were

subjected to statutory regulations, after tho example of Venice.
The importance which their foreign trade attained was exem-
plified on the occasion of Boniface VIII. receiving the courtesies
of foreign states on his elevation to tho Papal chair, when
twelve envoys out of the number proved to bo citizens of

Florence.

The name of the Medici is associated with science and art,
letters and poetry, architecture, sculpture a:ul painting, and

with colossal wealth. As prince*, they forgot their former
thrift, and lout vaut fortune* in commerce through the mis*

management of their agent*. The expenditure of the family
in thirty-Heven years (14341471) in buildings and charities

amounted, according to Sismondi, to 82,000,000 francs of our

present money.
A simple and a correct taste distinguished the Florentines,

and even when their virtue had degenerated, and their Tolnptuoo*-
ness had become a proverb, they still possessed their fine apprecia-
tion of the beautiful.

Florentine dyers, especially of scarlet, were unequalled.
French cloths were finished off at Florence. Scarlet staffs

alone employed 200 manufacturers, producing annually 80,000
pieces or rolls of cloth. Silk fabrics and tapestries, straw
hats and artificial flowers, soaps, essences, and perfumes, hus-

qnered ware, and artistic work in mosaic, metal, and alabaster.

glass, musical, mathematical, and philosophical instruments, and

carriages, were all products of Florentine genius and industry.
In the chronicle of Benedetto Dei we meet with the following

quaint contrast between Venice and Florence :

" Know that we in Florence have two guilds, which are more
estimable and noble than any in your city of Venice ; we mean
the woollen and cloth manufacturers. They are known at the

court of Rome as well as at that of Naples, in Sicily, and at

Constantinople, Pera, Scio, Bursa, Gallipoli, Saloniki, Adrian-

ople ; and wherever the Florentines send their cloths, there they
have banks, chambers of commerce, agencies and consulates.

In silk wares, gold and silver stuffs, we make and shall always
make more than Genoa, Venice, and Lucca together. Ask your
merchants who frequent Marseilles, Avignon, Lyons, Geneva,

Bruges, Antwerp, and London. They find everywhere respect-
able banks, splendid exchanges, estimable trade-societies, chnrche",

and consulates belonging to the Florentines. Inquire at the

banks of the Medici, Pozzi Capoui, Buondelmonti, Corsini,

Falconieri, Pontinari, and as many other houses as would fill a

hundred pages with their names. These houses do no trade in

merceries, quinquillas, sewing-threads, fringes, rose wreaths, or

glass-ware, but in ducats, brocade, and cloth. When you Vene-

tians want to buy spiceries, cottons, and wax from Alexandria

you must pay for them in hard cash. The Florentines give, on
the contrary, their cloths and other stuffs in exchange for their

commodities, which they, moreover, get still more conveniently
from Bursa."

AMALFI.
The republic of Amalfi, a small state in Naples, had the

singular fortune of uniting the ancient Roman refinement with

the new civilisation of the Middle Ages. It rose, reached the

height of its power, and declined, between the sixth and the

twelfth centuries. Its career as a free trading state was bril-

liant, till checked by tho arms of Roger Guiscard, King of Sicily ;

from this period its splendour was lost, though even to tho

present day it retains some trade. Its citizens were renowned

as sailors, and took an active share in the crusades. The port
extended its trade to Egypt, Syria, and Constantinople, and was

a great mart of Eastern merchandise frequ >nted by Africans,

Hindoos, Arabs, and Sicilians. French cloths formed a large

item in its trade. Amalfi, scarcely referred to as a commercial

port after its capture, has its name often repeated in connection

with interesting historical incidents. Its citizens founded in

Palestine the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, from which the

military order took its name. Flavio Gioja, a citizen, introduced

or improved the mariner's compass. Justinian's Pandects, after

having been lost for ages, are said to have been brought to light

at the siege of Amalfi in 1137. Hallam, however, states that

the discovery of the Pandects and the compass is falsely im-

puted to this state.

ANCONA.
Ancona, in the Papal States, was founded by the Syra-

cusans about four centuries before Christ, and has ever been,

next to Venice, the most considerable port on the Adriatic coast

of Italy. Its early Eastern trade, chiefly with Cyprus, was

supervised by a consul residing at St. Joan d'Acre. From the

countries of tho Levant it obtained raw cotton, spices, sugar,

and alum, giving in return Florentine and French cloths, soap,
and wine. At a later date, the area over which its commerce
extended comprised Northern Europe, and the number of its

imports and exports was greatly increased. Home produce,

grain, hemp, pulse, linseed, fruits, wine, and oil ; cattle, sheep,
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hogs, and cheese; manufactured goods of silk and leather;

cordage, sail-cloth, wax, candles, sulphur, and verdigris, were
articles of export. The imports comprehended manufactures,
timber, dye-stuffs, drugs, salt fish, wool and wax, hardware
and metals, some of which reached Ancona only in course of

transit.

OTHER ITALIAN STATES.

The republics of Italy were so numerous in the Middle Ages,
and their struggles and vicissitudes of fortune so frequent, that
even to enumerate a few facts concerning each would be too long
a task.

Bologna, Ferrara, Modena, Lucca, Milan, Mantua, Brixen,

Como, and Verona must be passed with the briefest reference.

These and other Italian cities prescribed customs' duties for

themselves, and carried on trade. Many new manufactures
were likewise established, the knowledge of these having been

gained at Constantinople. In the year 1131 Roger Guiscard
was crowned king of the Two Sicilies, at Palermo. He brought
artisans from Athens, and founded a silk manufactory in this city
in 1146. The sugar-cane was brought from China and planted
in Sicily in the same century. The introduction of many plants
and animals of economic importance, from their native habitats,
about this period, widened the range of industry and trade.

Under the name of Lombards, Italian capitalists were found in

every European city, competing with the Jews as bankers and
money-changers. A bankers' district of the city of London
still retains the name of Lombard Street. All important as

banking has been to society, its practice at first was held in

as low esteem as pawnbroking. Bankers were in ill repute
for the iisury they exacted, arising from mutual ignorance of

the principles that should govern the borrowing and lending
of money. To charge interest on a loan was in feudal times

thought wrong. Judging from the failures of the chief bankers
of Florence, in consequence of the non-payment of enormous
sums lent to our Edward III., it would appear that there

were, earlier than Pistol, debtors who thought that "base is

the soul that pays." In a similar spirit, St. Louis of France pub-
lished an ordinance relative to the Jews, the predecessors of the
Lombards in his dominions, whereby

"
for the salvation of his

own soul, and those of his ancestors, he releases to all Christians
a third part of what was owing by them to Jews." Louis at
the same time claimed a per-centage upon the savings thus
effected.

CHAPTER XX. COMMERCE OF BARCELONA.
BARCELONA, the chief town of the province of Catalonia, lays
claim to a genealogy extending further back than the founda-
tion of Borne. It was in turn a Carthaginian and a Eoman
colony. In the Middle Ages it was alternately the possession of
Christians and Moors. In 1164 the whole province became ab-
sorbed in the kingdom of Aragon. As a commercial state, the
history of Barcelona dates from the middle of the thirteenth
century. At this period the Catalans began to emulate the
enterprise of the maritime cities of Italy, both in war and com-
merce. Their vessels sailed to every part of the Mediterranean
and other European seas. Barcelona was a formidable rival of

Genoa, with which city it was engaged in frequent hostilities.
Its rank was highest in the fifteenth century, when Venice alone
exceeded its maritime power. It was the depot of Eastern
wealth for distribution in Christian Spain. After the conquest
of the New World, Barcelona became the great manufacturing
centre of cutlery and fire-arms for the Spanish adventurers, yet
its commerce never attained such a magnitude as it had for-

merly reached. The privileges granted to the Catalans by the
kings of Arragon were such as to secure to them almost the
independence of a sovereign state. Personal liberty was so
guarded, that no one could be arrested on board a ship for an
offence, provided he offered security for his surrender to justice
after the voyage. The Catalans became so experienced in ship-
building, that other nations resorted to their dockyards for
the purchase of merchant-vessels. They excelled the Genoese
mariners in intrepidity, while as manufacturers they were espe-
cially expert and industrious. The nobles were as eager for
the profits of commerce as the common people, and thus all
ranks were united for the common benefit.

Barcelona possessed, besides its ship-yards and wharves (now
unimportant from the deterioration of the harbour), a custom-
house, a fine arsenal, foreign warehouses, manufactories, banks,

and exchanges, where Jews and Lombards, French, Italian, and
German traders, attracted by the enlightened spirit of its laws,
carried on their business. Among others, we read in 1400 of

fifteen Dutch and thirteen Savoyard houses of business.

Commerce rather than manufactures was the pursuit of this

enterprising people. It would have been useless to compete
in manufacturing industry with the skilful Moors of Seville,

Toledo, Xativa, Malaga, Granada, and Almeria. Numerous guilds
of artificers existed notwithstanding, and these proved invaluable
to Barcelona after the expulsion of the Moors, making it then the
most important manufacturing town in Spain. The manufactures
consisted chiefly of woollen, cotton, and silk goods, lace, linens,

paper, leather, and cordage.
Much of Catalonia was rocky and barren, but part was very

fertile, producing cereals, flax, hemp, liquorice, madder, saffron,

almonds, filberts, chestnuts, figs, citrons, grapes, olive-oil, and
silk ; of mineral produce, copper, lead, zinc, mangar.ise, cobalt,
with coal, nitre, rock-salt, barilla, and marble occurred. A good
deal of wine was made, and there existed forests of the cork-oak
as well as of timber fit for ship-building. Upon these founda-
tions the Catalans built up a great commerce, extended by even
a greater transport trade. They held intercourse with the

Spanish ports of Valencia and Lerida. They possessed a Catalan

quarter in the French markets of Beaucaire and Troyes, carrying
thither especially Moorish or Morocco leather. They took cloth,

saffron, and Eastern goods to Sicily, bringing away grain and silk.

Their commerce with Barbary, Egypt, and Syria provided them
with herbs, spices, drugs, raw and spun cotton, ivory, indigo
of two varieties, carmine, gums, balsams, rhubarb, aloe-wood,
coral, pearls, and porcelain brought by the Arabs from China.
These commodities they again dispersed abroad.

Flanders, the principal centre of their trade with North Europe,
received from them logwood, saffron, cotton-thread, dates, sugar,
anise, lac, and furs. Their ships were shut out from Constan-

tinople and the Black Sea by the opposition of the Italians,
but with Cyprus, Ehodes, and Candia they had an extensive
trade.

We owe to Barcelona the establishment of the first bank of

deposit for the convenience of private merchants (1401), and also

the earliest well-authenticated regulations for marine insurance,

germs of which came under our notice in the history of Ancient
Commerce.

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XXII.
THE WHEEL ANIMALCULE BEALE'S DANCING SKELETON.

IN the wheel animalcule both wheels move usually in the same
direction

;
and when the head of the animal is towards tho

observer, the direction is generally the same as that ef the hands
of a clock. Baker states, however, that he has seen them move
in opposite directions, and also has seen the motion first discon-

tinued and then reversed in the same wheel. The velocity is not

always the same, but varies with the efforts of the animal to catch
its food. Whatever the mechanism of the parts, the result is that

currents are established in the water towards the head of the

animal, which currents pass off outward from the edges of the

apparent wheels ; and little particles floating in the water may
be seen to pass towards the head, and be suddenly thrown off

at the edges of the wheels with considerable force. So striking
are the appearances of these animalcules, that men of much
practice in microscopical observation are at this day convinced

they do possess wheels, which actually revolve continually in

one direction. The struggle in Mr. Baker's mind between the

evidence of his senses and his judgment illustrates this point in

so lively a manner, that we may be excused quoting his account-

of it :

" As I call these parts wheels, I also terjn the motion of

them a rotation, because it has exactly the appearance of beiny
such. But some gentlemen have imagined there may be a de-

ception in the case, and that they do not really turn round,

though indeed they seem to do so. The doubt of these gentle-

men arises from the difficulty they find in conceiving how or iii

what manner a wheel or any other form, as part of a living

animal, can possibly turn upon an axis supposed to be another

part of the same living animal, since the wheel must be a part

absolutely distinct and separate from the axis whereon it turns ;

and then, say they, how can this living wheel be nourished, as

there cannot be any vessels of communication between that and
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the part it goes round npon, and which it must be separate
.ui<l (liHtin"t II-..IM/ 'I'- tin i . answer that, place the

in whatever light <>r m . please, when the wheels

are fully |initni"li"l tiny n.-vi-r fail to show all the visible

marks im:igiiiul>li.i of a rogulur turning round, which 1 think no
:. uri'.Mint. !'..r i! tln-y d.i not really do BO. Nay,
ions yon may with your eye follow the name cogs

v SIM-HI t . make a complete revolution ; for the

,' very transparent, they are easily

ilistiiigiiNh<"l through it. As for the machinery, I shall only

nay Hint n. i true judgment can bo formed of the structure and

parts of minute insects by imaginary comparisons between them
ami larger animal they bear not the least similitude.

T, as a man can move his arms or his legs circularly aa

..-i he pleases by the articulation of a ball and socket, may
in >t there possibly be some sort of articulation in this creature

whereby its wheels or funnels are enabled to turn themselves

quite round P It is certain all appearances are so much on this

side the question, that I never met with any who did not, on

seeing it, call it & rotation; though, from a difficulty concern -

Fig. 1.

ing how it can be effected, some have imagined they might be
deceived. M. Leonwenhoek also declared them to be wheels

that turn round. (Vide Philosophical Transactions, No. 295.)
But I shall contend with nobody about this matter : it is very

easy for me, I know, to be mistaken, and so far possible for

others to be so too, that I am persuaded some have mistaken
the animal itself, which perhaps they never saw ; whilst,
instead thereof, they have been examining one or other of the
several water animalcules that are furnished with an apparatus
commonly called wheels, though they turn not round, but excite

a current by the mere vibration of nbrillto about their edges."

Notwithstanding the evidence adduced by Mr. Baker, which,
as we have said, is admitted by some at the present day, it must
be evident, from a consideration of the nature of muscular
force and the condition of continuity under which all animals

exist, that the rotation cannot really occur. The appearances
are altogether so like some of those exhibited in the experiments
with cogged wheels, that we feel no doubt the wheels must be con-

sidered not as having any real existence, but merely as spectra,

produced by parts too minute, or else having too great a

velocity, when in use by the animal, to bo themselves recognised.
It is not meant that they are produced by toothed or radiated

wheels, for that supposition would take for granted what has

already been considered as impossible continued revolution at
one part of an animal whilut another part U Axed ; bat arrange.
menU may be conceived which are perfectly oonsuteut with the
usual animal organisation, and yet competent to produce all the
effect* and appearance* observed. Thus, if that part of the
head of the animal were surrounded by fibrilta, endowed each
with muscular power, and projecting on all sides, so M to form
a kind of wheel ; and if these fibrils were successively moved in
a tangential direction rapidly the one way, and more slowly
back again, it in evident that currents would be formed in the
fluid, of the kind apparently required to bring food to the
month of the animal ; and it in also evident that if the fibrils,

either alone or grouped many together, had any power of

affecting the sight, so as to be visible, they would be lees
visible at the part through which they were rapidly moving than
that through which they were slowly returning ; and at that

place, therefore, an interval would appear, which would seem
to travel round the wheel, in consequence of the successive
action of the fibrils. But if, instead of the whole group
of fibrils acting in succession as one series, they were to be

divided by the will or powers of the animal into fifteen or

sixteen groups, the action being in every respect the same.

then there would be the appearance of fifteen or sixteen dark

spaces, and as many light ones, disposed as a wheel ; and
these would continue to travel round in one direction, so long
as the animal continued the alternate action of the fibrils. This

may be illustrated by supposing it to represent a fixed circular

brush with long hairs, and the little dots to be the sections of

so many wires forming the arms of a frame which, when turned

round, shall carry the hairs of the brush forward a little, and

thei., letting them go, allow them to return quickly to their

'first position. If this frame be turned continually round, it

would cause the brush, when looked at from a dist<."

appear as a revolving toothed wheel, although in reality it had
no circular motion. Now, what is performed here by the wire

arms at the outer extremity of the hairs, and the natural

elasticity of the latter, may in the wheel animalcule be effected

at the roots of the fibrillre by muscular power ; and in this or

some similar way the animal may have the power of nrginf
the current necessary to supply food, and at the same time

producing the spectrum of a continually revolving wheel, or

even the more complicated forms discovered by Leenwenhoek,
without requiring any powers beyond those which are within the
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understood laws of Nature, and known to exist in the animal
structure.

It may be observed in the previous papers how much
ingenuity has been displayed by the various inventors viz.,

Paris, Plateau, Eose, and Beale in the construction of instru-

ments, all of which illustrate the phenomena, simple or com-

plicated, of the duration of impressions of light upon the

optic nerve. In two very marked instances we have found
Dame Nature has been before the earliest foaman inventor in

the splendid meteors of the skies, and the tiny creature called

movements that might be made by a skeleton if worked by
mechanical means, as by threads in the ordinary exhibition of

Marionette figures, six of which are shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, and 8. The number of positions, say ten, correspond to the
divisions of the piece B. With the handle D (Fig. 1) the pic-
tures of the skeleton are successively brought into position beforo

the condensing lenses of an oxy-hydrogen lantern E (Fig. 2); and
in order to prevent any motion being perceptible, which is

usually so injurious to optical deception of this class, the
"
Intercepter," F (Figs. 1 and 2), cuts off the light during the

the wheel animalcule. Still, however, the subject seems inex-

haustible, and another addition has been made to the contri-

vances for producing apparent motion in the very ingenious and
most perfect apparatus invented by Mr. John Beale, and adapted
for use in the oxy-hydrogen lantern. The illusion called " The
Dancing Skeleton," which has created quite a furore when-
ever shown by the writer, in his optical lectures, consists, as

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (representing the two most important
positions of the instrument), of a shaft A, carrying at one
end the intermittent motion- piece B, and at the other end
of the shaft a disc of aluminium c, selected for its lightness.
This circular piece of metal has the figure of the grisly King of

Terrors cut through it in any number of positions ; in fact,

they constitute admirably desirfnod stencil plates of the various

motion. The light which passes through the aluminium disc

plates, and which represents the figures of the skeleton, i^

properly focussed and thus sharply defined on a white screen by
proper lenses ; and the general effect produced by causing the

skeleton to rise in another view already on the white screen,

representing a churchyard or a vaulted chamber, is perfectly

magical in effect, and far surpasses any mere painted slides

which might be used to represent a scene such as the grand ir.-

cantation scene of Der Freischutz. There is also a grotesque-
ness in the movements, which deprives the exhibition of any

alarming effect on the juvenile mind, whilst the ingenuity of

the apparatus in producing such complicated movements in a

figure projected on to a white screen, interests the more sober

part of a mixed audience.



LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. n
LESSONS l\ GEOLOGY XXVII.

POST-TEBTIABY OB BECENT PERIOD-CONCLUSION.

EVERT accumulation which haa been gathered together by any
agency since the timoa of the Glacial period, belongs to the

Recent or Post-tertiary age. No agent has laid down its power
nd ceased to work ; everything now goes on as in tho tim.-*

we have been passing through, times whose years we may count

by ages. Solomon was wise, and perhaps said moro truth than

he at all suspected when he wrote,
" There is nothing now under

the sun." So that wo may define the Post-tertiary system if

* system it can bo called aa that geological work done since

the times of the ice and glaciers of the Pleistocene period.
The Rivers have made deltas, they have scooped out valleys,

and worn down rocks into beds of gravel. For their powora of

ikin<,' wo must refer the reader to our early leasons, in

vrhirh the work done by the Ganges and Mississippi is specially

Frequently the river, in excavating a valley, leaves

behind it evidences of its labour in river-terraces. These are

linen of gravel running along the valley-Bides at different

heights ; but there are

always corresponding ter-

- on each of the facing
hills. These terraces mark
an old water-level, at which
for some time the water
stood. It may have been
that the valley was blocked

up and the water stood at

that height, forming a

lake, when suddenly the

embankment gave way and
the water fell to a lower

level. The gravel repre-
sents the ancient beach.

Or if the upheaving move-
ment ceased, the river

would run at that level for

an unusually long period,
and when the land again

began to rise the current

would bo increased, and
the erosion of the valley
re-cominence with renewed

activity.
These river-terraces, as

we shall see, are made

peculiarly interesting by
the remains of animals and
man which they preserve
for us.

Closely allied to the river work are the Lake or Lacustrine

Deposits. These are either now in process of being accumulated,
or are deposits of mud and silt, intermixed with vegetable drift,

which occupy the area once covered by the lake water ; the

lake either having been drained by the upheaval of the land, or

the hollow which contained its water having been filled up by
the debris carried down by the river which supplied it. These

deposits contain many skeletons of land animals, together with

fresh-water shells, and not unfrequently evidences of the exist-

ence of man.

Similarly, the present work of the sea is to be sought in

deposits now in course of being made. Of these, recent dredg-

ing has given us some knowledge, though necessarily we are in

all but ignorance of the subject. In many places the coast-

lino has been greatly altered by the encroachments of the sea,

or by the additions made to it by the deposits left by the water.

Tyro and Sidon, the oft-mentioned sea-ports of Scripture, are

now several miles inland. We owe to the sea, as a recent gift,

the fens of Lincolnshire and Cambridge, the 300 miles of

Humber "warp." Other countries are far more indebted;
Holland and Denmark are well nigh wholly the product of the

German Ocean, deposited in the last of geological periods.

The Volcanoes, now in action, also add their quota to " recent"

productions in the beds of lava, scoriae, and ashes which they
have ejected during the " Post-tertiary

"
period.

Antiquity of Man. But by far the most interesting subject
this period introduces to UB, is the appearance of man on the
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ARROWHEADS : 1. MISCARN, DESERTMAETIN, Co. DERBT. 2. VALLET OF THE
SOMME. 3. HFELAHAKS, NEAR TULLTMOHE. 4, 5. IRELAND. 6. PEKC.
7. NORTH AMERICA.

earth. It U evident that we shall be warned of his

either by the discovery of human skeletons, at by findinf indi-

cation* of hi* presence in some of his works.
We shall speak of the latter Brat. The works of the Miflsjf

members of our race, of whom we hare at prsssnt found say
record, are always the knives, arrow and spear beads, hatchets,
hammers, which are the essential implements of savage Ufa.

The material and workmanship of these took mark the suc-

cessive stages of civilisation through which cur forefathers

passed. The earliest instruments are of stone ; then, as men
gained experience and discovered the rudiments of metallurgy,
bronze, an alloy of tin and copper, took the place of stone)
and as civilisation still further advanced, and the more difficult

exploit of reducing iron from its ore was achieved, the bronze

gave way to the more useful iron.

The ages in which these successive stages were in progress
are termed the Stone age, the Bronze age, and the Iron age.

In the stone age there is also a marked progression. The
earliest implements wore made of flint, chipped into the

required shape by hand. The regularity of the arrow and

spear heads is often re*

markable ; but flint is

more readily worked than

at first might be supposed,
and there are now many
men in England who are

adepts in chipping flint,

and producing stone im-

plements which are palmed
off upon the credulous

public as the handiwork
of our savage ancestors.

Although it may appear
strange, it is said that the

flint chips more readily
when worked with another

flint than if an iron tool

be used ; so that we need
not be surprised at the

clever specimens of stono

handicraft preserved for

us in the gravels and cave

deposits of the Post-ter-

tiary period.
In due time, however,

the plan of grinding the

flints was resorted to, and
the consequence is that

the implements at the

hitter period of the stone

age exhibit more skilled

workmanship. This improvement in the stone implements has

divided the age into Neolit'iic and Palaeolithic ages.
The Palaeolithic age is the older portion of the stone period,

and is marked by the hand-chipped flints. The ancient people
who fabricated these implements lived in Northern France and
in the south of our island. In the river gravels of Abbeville

and Amiens, in 1847, M. Boucher de Perthes found many sped,
mens of their handicraft. These beds of gravel vary in their

height above the present bottom of the valley from 20 to 200

feet. This depth indicates the amount of coooping work the

river has done since these ancient occupiers of the country

pitched their wigwams on itd banks. These tools are usually

bleached by long exposure to the air, or they are stained with

the same yellow tinge which pervade* the gravel-bank, and

sometimes crystalline incrustations of carbonate of lime appear

upon their surface. Their edges are blunted either by wear or

by the rolling action of the water, and they are usually found

at depths of fifteen to twenty-five feet from the surface.

The fact that the Somme has excavated as much as 200 feet

of valley since the people of the early stone age hunted upon
its banks, may impress us with some notion of the lapse of

time since that very remote period, yet the positions in which
similar rude flint instruments are found in England carry our

minds yet more forcibly back into the long past. On the tops
of the hills in South Hampshire, and in the north of the Isle of

Wight, masses of gravel are found. These detached beds are

evidently but remnants of a great deposit of drift resting on the
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Eocene Tertiary strata. In this gravel are blocks of sandstone,

some twenty feet in circumference, and to account for their

presence at some distance from their mother rock, we must have

recourse to the agency of ice. It is in this gravel those nume-
rous specimens of stone tools, precisely similar to those of the

Somme valley, have been found. Hence, when these PalEeolithic

men inhabited our island it was amid the ice and snow of an

Arctic region, or at least in the proximity of glaciers and ice-

fields ; and since the time of their existence the Southampton
river, the Avon, and the Stour have begun their course, and

gradually worn for themselves their present valleys ; and

probably the Isle of Wight was then part of the mainland.

But not only have
|

their hunting . grounds passed away, but

many of the animals they chased are now extinct ; the bones of

the mammoth, the woolly-haired rhinoceros, the reindeer, the

Norwegian lemming, are all associated with the flint weapons.
These animals have all an Arctic relation the two first have

never been known alive in historical times. In the valley of the

Somme the hippopotamus and the musk-ox are also found,

indicating a somewhat more genial climate.

For a long time geologists refused to entertain the notion

that man was co-existing with the mammoth ; but now all

doubt upon the subject has been set at rest, for more than

3,000 flint instruments belonging to the Palaeolithic age
have been discovered. The south of our island appears to be

the highest latitude then inhabited. Probably all Scandinavia

was under ice. As, however, the causes which made the whole

of Europe as far as the 40th degree of latitude an Arctic

region during the Pleistocene period gradually declined, the

more genial climate crept northwards, bringing man with it.

Throughout the whole of Scandinavia, although quantities of

flint instruments are found, none of them are of the rude

Palaeolithic type, but all belong to the Neolithic age, being

ground and better shaped. Along the coast of the Danish

Islands are mounds from three to ten feet high, and some of

them as many as 1,000 feet long. These mounds are rightly
termed kitchen-middens, being in reality refuse heaps where the

savages threw the shells of the mollusks upon which they
existed. Being in close proximity to their huts, it is natural

that they should contain many remnants of their savage life

burnt bones of the animals they cooked, their stone knives,

spears, etc. Sometimes bone and horn implements are found in

great numbers. The animals with which they were associated

are all still living in Europe, with the exception of the beaver.

However, the dog alone seems to have been domesticated. This

fact, and fragments of rude pottery, go to prove that a step in

the progress of civilisation had been taken. These ancient people
have reminiscences of their existence also preserved to us in

feat-mosses, and in Denmark the successive ages are strikingly
marked. In the lower beds of peat the stone weapons occur

side by side with roots of the Scotch pine, a tree which has

never been known in Denmark in aistorical times ; higher up
in the same bog, bronze instruments are found ; but now the

pine has become extinct, and the oak takes its place. Still

nearer the surface the bronze gives way to the iron age ; but

during that bronze ac^o the oak growth waxed and waned, and
next the beech tree, which now flourishes in Denmark, occupied
the country. Let the long years which it must take for the

growth of generations of forest trees to wear itself out, tell the

years which measure those ages of stone, and bronze, and iron.

An interesting and singular repository of these ancient relics

has lately been discovered in Switzerland. It seems that it was
the custom of the ancient inhabitants of the Swiss valleys to

construct their villages on piles driven into the bottom of the

lakes, when the water was not more than fifteen feet deep.
No fewer than 150 of these lake-villages have been discovered.

Being surrounded by water, the inhabitants were secure from
wild beasts, and in some measure safe from sudden attacks of

their enemies. By dredging in the ooze great numbers of

articles have been found. Some villages are exclusively of the

etone age, others of the bronze, others have been inhabited

successively by people of both ages. Amongst other things

dredged up from the stone age settlements, are charred corn

and bread. This proves that the people of even this early

period cultivated cereal crops. During the bronze age no coins

have been discovered, but the pottery occasionally bears the

mark of the potter's wheel. Many animals were domesticated,
and gold, amber, and glass were used for ornaments. From the

size of the sword-handles and the bracelets it is concluded that
the people of the stone age were smaller than the present
inhabitants of Northern Europe.

Of Human Skeletons we need say little. During the stone

age the mode of burial seems to have been in rude coffins of

undressed stone. The skull is remarkably round and small.

This type is most nearly approached in the Laplander. He
may be the survivor of the people of the stone age, having
followed the edge of the ice as it gradually retreated north-

wards. He now occupies the Arctic regions, which in the times
of his forefathers stretched southward to the Isle of Wight.
During the bronze ago the fashion of burial changed, and they
burned their dead, so that we have no human remains of this

period. When tho iron age dawned the sepulchral burial was

again resorted to, and now we find that the skull has become

larger and longer.
The floors of caves have proved the richest repositories of

human remains ; but owing to the fact that the cave may have
been occupied or used as a burying-place in comparatively
recent times, it does not necessarily follow that human remains

lying side by side with the bones of extinct animals belonged to

a human being who lived contemporaneously with those animals.

Out of the numerous fragments of skeletons which from time
to time have been unearthed, Professor Duncan concludes that

the lower jaw found in the Cave of La Naulette, the skull from
the Engis cave, and the jaw of the Grotto des Fees are " the

only examples of human bones which can bear criticism, and
which can bo referred to tho mammoth age."

This subject of tho antiquity of man is of the greatest
interest ; but as yet no safe conclusions can be drawn as to the

length of time which has elapsed since the period of the

Palaeolithic man. In x>ur opening lesson (Vol. IV., p. 159) we
asserted that though the Bible does not, and was never

intended to, contain all truth ; yet whatever it does contain

is truth, and tho day must yet come when the perfect coinci-

dence between the Book of Nature and the Book of Grace, in

matters which concern both, will be made apparent. And if

that day has not a place in time it will have in eternity, when
God shall bring to light

" hidden things," and we, untram-

melled by "villain bodies" bodies of serfdom shall roam

through the fields of Nature, and, devoid of many of the

hindrances which now beset our path of observation, the more

readily arrive at truth and gather for Him garlands of praise.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LY.

SYNTAX OF THE PREDICATE : THE VEEB THE OBJECT.

I MUST now conduct you to the predicate of a simple proposi-

tion. In order to effect my purpose, I must modify our model

sentence a little, as thus :

SUBJECT.

The sick mail

PREDICATE.

drinks a beverage made of wine and water.

The sentence thus altered brings under our notice two addi-

tional parts of speech, namely, the preposition (of) and the

conjunction (and). It also directs our attention specifically to

government, namely, in the relation borne by the verb drinks to

the noun beverage, and in the relation borne by the preposition

of to the noun wine and the noun water.

If now we look at our predicate, we find that it may be

divided into two parts, namely, the verb and the object ; as

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Verb. Object.

The man drinks a beverage made of wine and water.

Viewed in relation to its several components, the predicate con-

tains the verb drinks ; the article a ; the nouns beverage, wine,

water; the past participle made; the preposition of; finally,

the conjunction and. The articles have been already handled.

The nouns, the verb, and the preposition range themselves under

the general head of government ; the past participle offers an

instance of agreement ; the conjunction acts merely in the way
of combination.

GOVERNMENT THE OBJECT AFTER A VERB.

Every transitive verb has an object, expressed or understood,

and the same verb may sometimes be used transitively or in-
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transitively. If no specific object in given, tho verb may be

considered intransitive ; an

Intraiwiitv*. Man drinks ; the horso trot* ;

Troiuitiw. Man drinks water ; the bone trot* ten milet an hour.

Tho verb drinks may be resolved into those terms, is d<- ink-

ing; as in thin example :

The sick man it drinking a beverage ;

whence wo loam that present participles have the same govern-
; -i the verbs to which they belong.

.
. verbs, though in general incapable of an object,

may tako an object in a noun of kindred moaning ; as
" Let me ilia the death of tho righteous." (Numb, xxiii. 10.)

Intransitivos have the force of transitivea also in certain

idiomatic phrases ; as
" Thoy laugbed him to scorn." (Matt. ix. 24.)

THE OBJECT.

Tho object of a proposition may, as we have seen, appear in

a variety of forms. The object also assumes several shapes.
Tho chief variations may bo presented as follows :

Tho object of a proposition may be either

1. .4 Noun. The man drinks a beverage.

2. A. Pronoun. The man calls me.

3. .1 Noun and an In.rinifu<e. Tho man bids his ton remain.
4. Two Nouns. He teaches his son Latin.

5. A Proposition. The man declares he is iB.

If dependent on tho verb that is, if it receives the action of

the verb the noun is the object of tho verb ; as
"
Preventing fame, misfortune lends him wings ;

And Pompey's self his own sad story brings." Rove's " Lucan."

Equally simple is the case of a pronoun viewed as the object
of a verb ; as

" Did I request thee, Maker, from my clay
To monld mo man ?

"
Milton.

The construction of a noun and infinitive as the object of a
verb may be slightly varied. For the noun a pronoun may be
substituted ; as

The man bids me remain.

Before most verbs thus related the preposition to is placed ;

as in this example :

The man commands his son to remain.

In this sentence it is clear that the words " his son to

remain " form a compound object, and are in the same relation

to the verb as the single noun army in the ensuing sentence :

The man commands an armi/.

In the previous sentence, son is at once the object (or part of

the object) to tho verb commands, and the subject of the infini-

tive to remain ; son, therefore, may be considered as the objec-
tive case before the infinitive to remain.

The object, "his son to remain," may be enlarged, thus :

The man commands his son and daughter to remain.
The man commands his only son to remain.

The man commands his sou forthwith to go home and remain there.

All these constructions, and others of a similar kind, hold to

the verb the same relation that I have indicated, that is to nay,

they are severally the objects to the verb commands. These

objects are compound, and being compound, they may be re-

solved into their component parts, and tho relations set forth

which those parts bear to each other, as well as that which they
bear to their common head, the verb commands.

Instead of the second object, a noun might be given, as

The man teaches his son Greek.

Here the noun Greek (that is, tho Greek language) holds to

teaches the relation which to remain holds to commands. It is

not every verb, however, which has after it two nouns as objects.
But as in Latin, so in English, verbs which signify to learn and
to teach may have dependent on them two separate objects.

In some instances where two objects appear after a verb, the
construction is in reality elliptical ; for example

He gave his son a book ;

that is, in full-
He gave a book to his son.

You will now have the less difficulty in understanding how a
sentence may be the object of a verb ; as

The man says (that) he u ill.

The words he it ill you will at onoe reoogniM as

statement, and :t little reflection will show 700 that the sentence
bean to the verb lays tho relation of an object to its verb.

The conjunction tlmt in merely an explanatory word, or, indeed,
an expletive.
A sentence as the object of the verb may also be enlarged :

The mail oy he is sick and llktly to di

The man says be is sick, ami hat Inn given owr by (* /aevtty/N' a
long time.

Tho compound object in our model sentence will now be
readily understood, namely

The man drinks a beverage made of wine and water.

In this compound object, which consists of the words in italics,

analysis shows us a noun, beverage, depending on the verb
drinks ; a participle, made, agreeing with beverage, and there-

fore conjointly with beverage dependent on drinks ; a preposi-
tion, of, connecting made with wine and water ; a noun, water,

dependent on tho proposition of; a conjunction, andf connecting
water with wine ; and, finally, another noun, wine, connected
with water and tho preposition of, and consequently standing to

the preposition of and to the sentence generally in the relation

held by tho noun water.

I must subjoin a few words respecting the object.

Observe, then, that wine and water do not hold to drinks

exactly the same relation which the words "his son Greek"
hold in the above example. If so, a verb might be said to

have several objects : for example :

The man bequeathed money, wine, boots, and land.

It is true that the nouns form the object to the verb be-

queathed, but they are a compound object made by repetition /

whereas in the proposition
The man taught his son Greek,

the compound object is formed by addition. And in the con-

struction which assigns to certain verbs a double object, one of

those objects is a person, the other is a thing. Double objects,
like single ones, may be augmented by repetition ; as

The man taught his wife, his sods, and his daughters Greek.
The man taught his son Greek, Latin, German, and French.

The position of tho object is after the verb. And the ob-

servance of this law is in English so imperative that by dis-

regarding it yon create ambiguity, if you do not change the

object into the subject and the subject into the object ; as

SUBJECT. OBJECT.

The father struck the son
SUBJECT. OBJECT.

The son struck the father.

As an instance of ambiguity from the inversion of the object,

take this instance :

" This power has praise that virtue scarce can warm,
Till fame supplies the universal charm." Johnson.

Which is the subject, and which the object? Do you mean
that power has praise, or that praise has power ?

PREPOSITIONS.

The preposition is intimately connected with two other parts
of speech, the verb and tho noun. The relation of the verb to

its object, or of tho doer and tho doing to the thing done, ia

often expressed but imperfectly by the verb. Thus, when I say
I go, I make a merely general statement ; if I wish to give

specific information, I say
I go from the city into the country.

It is not every object, however, which requires a preposition.
When I say

I pull the boat,

boat stands in immediate dependence on pull, and neither has

nor needs any preposition ; but if I add a second object with

that object, I (for the most part) employ a preposition ; as

I pull the boat from the shore.

The verb and preposition may indeed be regarded as one
word thus, to come-from, to go-to when by means of the

several suffixes a modification of meaning is in each instance

caused. These intransitive verbs thus supplemented become

transitive, that is, have an immediate object, for we can say

I come-from Bath ; I go-to Bath, etc.

The preposition is thus seen to stand between tho verb and its

object in order to assist the former in the expression of the

latter. As, however, tho object stands in immediate dependence
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on the preposition, and only in remote dependence on the verb,

eo we may frame the rule thus :

A noun as an object may be dependent on a preposition;
or thus :

,

A preposition may govern a noun as its object ; as
' Ah ! who can tell the triumphs of the mind,

By truth illumined, and by taste refined ?
"

Rogers.

We have already seen that an infinitive mood may be the

object of a verb in the finite mood ; as

I love to wander,

where wander is an infinitive governed by I love. Now, instead

of to wander you may supply a noun and say
I love wandering, or I love a stroll.

The preposition to, you thus see, connects its object with a

transitive verb, when that object is a verb. The preposition
in such cases is a connecting word, but a connecting word
which is essential to the import. That it is essential you may
learn by removing it; thus, I love, wander. Here, too, the

object wander is in immediate dependence on to, and only in

remote dependence on I love ; consequently, we may say that

The latter of two verbs connected together by the preposition
TO is dependent on, or governed by, that preposition.
We may also lay it down as a fact that

The preposition TO stands before a verb when it is used in its

most general application, or in the infinitive mood.
Now a verb so used is in meaning very near to the noun. It

is, indeed, a verbal noun ; as

To learn to die is the great business of life.

Usage allows the preposition to, thus employed, to be in one
kind of sentence strengthened by another preposition, namely,
for, which, however, has its own object ; as-

" For us to learn to die is the great business of life."

The preposition for thus set at the beginning, followed by an
infinitive, forms a clause or member which is the subject of the
finite verb.

As prepositions govern nouns, so may they govern whatever
stands as, or is used with, the force of a noun, and conse-

quently prepositions may govern (1) A present participle used
as a noun

; as,
" He accused the boys of fighting." (2) A

present participle and a noun; as, "He accused the soldiers
of being cowards." (3) A present combined with a past par-
ticiple; as, "He accused the soldiers of having been cowards."

(4) A clause of a sentence or a phrase; as, "He accused the

troops of having acted in a cowardly manner."
Prepositions in general stand before the nouns they govern,

but by poetic licence they may be placed after ; as
" Wild Carron's lonely woods among." Langliorne.

In verbs used with separable prepositions, the preposition,
when separated, may stand after its object, and even at the
end of the sentence :

" This you pride yourself upon and this you are ruined by."

In some phrases the preposition follows the noun ; as
"

Civil and religious liberty all the world over."

Ellipses of prepositions have given rise to idiomatic phrases ;

as in this example :

We rode (over) sixty miles (on) that day.
This looks very like (to) a paradox.

Like, near, next, and other adjectives and adverbs, are used
with an object immediately dependent on them :

" And earthly power doth then show lilcest God's
When mercy seasons justice." Shakespeare.

Care must be taken not to confound prepositions with ad-
verbs, especially with regard to the words which are used both
ways. Before is an instance ; as

Adverb. She entered before.
| Preposition. She entered before me.

You may ascertain whether in any particular case before (anc
similar words) is an adverb or preposition by considering whal
it goes with, a verb or a noun ; as
The king came near.

|
The king came near the city.

In the first place, near does no more than qualify came ; in the
second, near governs the city.
The prepositions between and among have specific meanings

and should be used accordingly. Between (twain, two) is by

wo, that is, two individuals, or two sets or classes of indi-

viduals. Among denotes distribution to several :

He divided the apple between his brother and sister.

He divided the apples among the children.

Among differs from in in this, that while among denotes dis-

;ribution, in. denotes presence in a place, and so requires its

object to be one, one individually, or one collectively ; as

In a great nation many are found among whom charity may find

deserving objects.

POLITICAL ECONOMY. III.
BY J. E. THOKOLD KOGEES, M.A.

LABOUR AND WAGES.
A VERT slight acquaintance with the physical nature of man
informs us that the continuance of his life is surrounded by a
number of very strict conditions. He must breathe, eat, drink,
be housed and clothed, and he must be supplied with these
necessaries regularly. If his supply of air be withheld for a

very few minutes, his food and drink for a very few days,
clothes and shelter (in most parts of the earth at least) for

a very few weeks, he would perish. Unlike any other living

creature, too, he passes through a very protracted nonage,
during which he needs the care and protection of others in order

that he may subsist. During his whole life (though familiarity
with the fact makes it less plain and obvious) he finds that the

regular supply of his wants depends entirely on the mutual
assistance which men give their fellow-men. By himself, as

Bastiat has eaid, his needs are far in excess of the power of

satisfying them ; in the social state the supply is far in excess

of his wants.

Ordinarily, one of the things which he wants is rendered to

him so plentifully that ho need be at no pains to procure it.

Air, the first necessary of life, is dispersed everywhere by
reason of certain physical laws. If, indeed, he gets into some

place where these laws do not operate, or operate imperfectly,
he would have to take pains to procure air, or to get some one
to take the pains for him. If he goes to the bottom of the sea

in a diving-bell, air must be pumped downwards to him ; if he
works in a deep mine, he must in order to prevent the air

from being vitiated get it constantly changed or circulated.

But, except under these circumstances, he gets air without
trouble. And, similarly, he generally gets water without charge
unless he dwells in a large town, the dense occupation of which
cither cuts off the local supply altogether, or renders it un-

wholesome. Everything else gives him trouble or labour before

he can be supplied with it. If he lives, as some savage tribes

live, by hunting, he gets his food only bygreat exertion and skill,

and he gets it precariously. If he tames and keeps cattle, he
has to find them pasture and protect them, and to use the

produce of his herd or flock by the exercise of his labour. If

he lives on the fruits of the earth, and on grain, his labour,

though its products are vastly more abundant, is still more

unremitting and continuous.

The demand for useful things, which cannot be procured
without the expenditure of labour, constitutes the value of such,

things ; and the amount of value the proportionate quantity of

other things also in demand and produced by labour, which any
one thing can procure is generally settled by the cost which
the persons who produce it are, as a rule, put to before they
can get it. There are objects which occasionally are of higher
value than the labour required to get them in the first instance,
and there are objects which are of lower value. For example,

fifty books printed by Caxton or De Worde would bear a value

at present which is wholly disproportionate to the original cost

of making the paper, setting up the type, and printing the

volumes. And on the other hand, fifty volumes of sermons

printed a century ago would, if they could find a purchaser,
sell for much less than their original cost of production.
The value of an article, then, depciids, as a rule, on the

labour expended on getting it. The reason why, weight for

weight, a pound of gold is worth about fifteen and a half pounds
of silver, is that it takes on an average fifteen and a half

times as much labour to get a pound of gold as it does to get a

pound of silver. The reason why a pound of wheat, when the

quarter is worth 50s., is worth about two ounces of mutton,
is that it takes eight times as much cost to get a pound of
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nmtton as it does to get a pound of wheat. And the Mme
rule hold* good in the value of snob services M a man
another man. The reason, in general, why, if we assume that
a physician on an average got* .800 a year for his services,
:ui'l .in .!!!!. --'irivor gets .100, this different value is assigned

'

rvicos lies in the fact that on an average it

costs eight times M much to make a physician fit for his work,
as it does to make an engine-driver competent to perform his.

i* a rule of general application, the exceptions to
wliii-h viitu:illy prove it, because the reason why they are ex-

:n is plainly apparent, that in all objects in demand the
value of the article is relative to the cost of producing it ; or, in

other words, that value is tho result of labour ; and assuming that
all labour is exercised with equal intelligence and precision,
that ditr.T.'iice of value in different objects is due to the com-

punitive amount of labour condensed in them.
It will, however, be convenient to explain the exceptions to

tliis rule, and at this place. Two things are requisite before
value can be assigned to any object or service. The object
or service must be required, or demanded, or needed, those
who wish to have it being willing to give, or, in technical

language, to exchange something for it, since a mere wish to

have a thing, apart from some power of acquiring it or buying
it, is no basis for such a transaction as Political Economy
recognises. Next, there must be labour exercised on the object
<>r srrvico, for no one will give what he has worked for in order
to obtain that which comes spontaneously and immediately
in his way for his use. The cause which raises or lowers the
demand is the difficulty or ease of acquisition ; the cause which
increases' or diminishes labour is the greater or less cost of

producing tho article or service.

In June, 1870, a very eminent novelist, who was, moreover,
in consequence of certain personal qualities, apart from his

genius, very popular, died suddenly. Ho had ordered by his

will that all his effects should be sold within a month of his

decease. This author had many affectionate friends, and a
still greater number of fervent admirers, all of whom were
anxious to possess some souvenir of his memory. The number
of such memorials was far less than the number of those who
were ready to compete, by purchase, for these mementoes. In
economical language, the demand was excessively keen, and
the prices fetched at the sale were out of all proportion to the
cost of producing the articles sold, or their equivalents. Here
we have an example of the circumstances under which an
exceptional demand completely alters the ordinary conditions
of value, in which the cost of acquisition entirely obscures the
cost of production.

Let us take another instance. A town is besieged by an
enemy. The garrison is provided with food, but the inhabi-
tants have to purchase what they may need from those who
possess stores of provisions. If one person possessed all tho

provisions, he might exact whatever price he liked from those
who needed them. He will not be willing, indeed, to raise the

price so high as to take it entirely out of the reach of those who
could buy, else his customers would starve ; but in case the
inhabitants did not constrain him to surrender his provisions to
a common stock, he might exact any price he pleased short of

that which the people were wholly unable to pay. Here, again,
the urgency of demand, or the difficulty of acquisition, takes
the article wholly out of the range of those, the value of which
is determined by the cost of producing them. In a minor
degree, but still notably, the same facts apply to a scanty or
unfavourable harvest, the quantity of which cannot be supple-
mented from hoarded or foreign stocks.

Here, then, are two examples illustrating the fact, that when
the demand for any article is urgent, and the supply cannot be
increased at all, or when it can be increased only with great
difficulty, the price will be wholly disproportionate to the cost
of producing the article, and be measured only by tho cost of

procuring it
; and this applies to services also. If the law did

not tie them down to a uniform tariff, cab-drivers might exact

triple fares during a thunder-storm, or when there is any other

exceptional demand for their services. Physicians might do the
same in a time of great sickness or mortality. Such prices are
exacted by inn-keepers and lodging-house keepers when there
is a sudden or urgent demand for accommodation in some

:lar place. The same fact accounts for the high prices

occasionally paid for a seat commanding any view of a proces-

r spectacle which excite* great public lateral
The price which people generally pay has been called by
economists the natural price, that which is exalted or de-

pressed by circumstance* in known a* the market price ; and
it may be said that in the long run. and upon an average, the
market and natural price coincide, the average of the former
being tho amount of the hitter.

My readers will remember that I have stated above, that
what is true of the products of labour is true of labour itself.

The wages of labour correspond to the coat of producing the

labourer, and making him fit for the function which he fulfils.

If the cost is high, the labour is highly paid. If the la

supplied after little outlay on the part of the labourer, the
labour will be remunerated at low rates. A short analysis of
the remuneration of labour, which is called wages, will make
this clear.

In the first place, then, a man's wages must include as a
necessary item the cost of his maintenance. A man must live,

i.e., eat, drink, be clothed, and be sheltered from the weather in

order to work, just as a horse must, just as a steam-engine must
be supplied with coals. Nay, physiologists tell us that the

energies of life are the slow combustion of food, just as the

activity of a steam-engine is due to the rapid combustion of

fuel. The supply of necessaries to a labourer is therefore an
antecedent condition of labour ; a competent supply is a con-

dition of efficient labour. The work of an ill-fed labourer is as

costly as the work of an ill-fed horse. Low wages do not mean
cheap labour, nor do high wages, for the matter of that, repre-
sent dear labour.

A labourer sometimes receives nothing but the bare neces-

saries of life, in the form of a meagre and miserable diet. He
gets no more when he is a slave. We have no slaves in England.
Ho gets or, rather, she gets no more when plying a needle
for a bare subsistence, for, owing to the very scanty number of

employments open to women, the condition of many among
those who work for their living is, as far as the means of sub-

sistence go, individually inferior to that of slaves.

But it is plain that if the mass of labourers gained nothing
but that subsistence which is absolutely necessary in order that

they may continue their work, society, as far as they are con-

cerned, must cease to exist within a generation. They must
earn enough to support those who are to fill their places during
such time as these successors are unable to contribute anything
to the common stock. The wages of labour must be sufficient

for the maintenance and education of children ; and, further-

more, in order to keep the existing stock of labour in effective

condition, and to save certain instincts of humanity, the wages
must suffice to cover the risks of sickness, and to make pro-
vision against the evem; of that incapacity which attends old age.

Wages, then, must cover the cost of maintenance, both of the

labourer and of his children, and must ensure him against sick-

ness and old age. If wages are of such an amount that they
rise and fall with the price of food, we may be sure that they
are generally no more than is necessary to supply these three

reauisites, and that it is probable that they are insufficient to

supply even what is requisite, but must be supplemented from
some other source.

In England they are supplemented from Poor-Law relief.

The English law recognises the claims of destitution on the

resources of those who are able to spare from their funds. Such
a system is a gain to humanity, since it inculcates the duty of a
moral obligation to relieve distress. But it no doubt tends to

lower wages, by obviating the necessity of making provision

against contingencies, and by continually supplying a number
of labourers who compete for wages with other labourers, but

who have been brought up at the public charge, and who, there

fore, by reducing the total amount expended in supplying com-

mon labour, lower the compensation paid to labourers, and

which is paid in accordance with the rule given above; that the

wages of labour are on the whole, or on an average, propor-
tionate to the cost of supplying the labour in question.

I have taken the case of such labour as that the wages of

which are supplemented by the charity of the Poor Law.

Exactly the same rule holds good in the case of those whose

education in the sense of the instruction which fits people
for employment or wages has been supplemented by endow-

ments. If any profession is assisted on so large a scale by pe--

manent endowments, that the cost cf learning the profession is
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reduced by one-half, the emoluments of those who follow the

profession will be proportionately reduced. During the time

that the endowments of the two great English universities were

practically limited to clergymen, the supply of candidates for

the clerical profession was abundant. About sixteen years ago
this provision was made matter of open competition, and the

oupply of academical graduates to the clerical profession was

immediately diminished. The incomes of Roman Catholic

priests, especially in Ireland, are very small ; but, on the other

hand, until a recent year the vast majority of these priests

were educated at the public charge in Maynooth. It is quite

certain that the gratuitous education and the lowness of the

stipend are related facts, and that if the former be made expen-
eive hereafter, the latter will rise, or the number of persons

entering into the calling will be diminished.

The rate of wages then being at any one time the propor-
tion between the number of persons seeking employment and
the amount ot" employment available for them, the theory of

labour and wages is closely connected with two other economi-

cal circumstances, the principle of population, and the remedy
for low wages. If population is in excess of employment,
wages will fall ; if some mechanism can be discovered by which
this fall may be prevented or arrested, the remedy for low wages
will be discovered.

Many economists of great repute have given way to the most

gloomy forebodings as to the increase of population. They
picture to themselves a thoughtless and improvident people,
the members of which increase more rapidly than the means of

lite possibly can, and they conceive that this increase ca.n go on
till a day of unremitting toil leaves the scantiest subsistence to

the unfortunate people whose numbers are so inauspiciously

large. Now in my opinion, and for reasons which I shall pro-
ceed to give, much of this alarm is groundless.
The theory of population commonly accepted by economists

contains one or two unquestionable truths. A nation grows up
to the means of the ordinary or average subsistence of its indi-

vidual members, or, to vary the language, the majority of a

community live up to their income, and are satisfied if they can

leave their children no worse off, and perhaps a little better off,

than they were themselves. Again, when a community is so

well off that the earnings pf its industrial classes are on an

average vastly in excess of what they need for their subsistence,
th growth of population, should the climate of the country be

healthy and favourable to life, is very rapid.
But though a community will increase up to the average

means of subsistence, it does not increase beyond these means.
If the people of Great Britain are found to be more numerous at

every census, this fact does not of itself prove that the people
are reckless or improvident, but that the efficiency of labour
has so far increased that more can be maintained by it than
were maintained before. It is not the fact that with this growth
of population an increase of agricultural produce is obtained by
an increase of labour. The fact is precisely the reverse. The
increase has been obtained by less labour. If, indeed, the com-

munity gives up a more expensive kind of food, and betakes
itself to a cheaper or inferior, population will increase, and the
condition of the people will have been lowered ; but no one
needs to be told that the English people, in the mass, has not
lowered its standard of living within the last twenty years, but
that it has rather bettered it.

In a rough kind of way, population does accommodate itself

to the means of subsistence in its possession or in its power.
It is found that when food is dear there are fewer marriages
and fewer births.

There are, however, two events which have, on their occur-

rence, an important effect on an existing generation of labourers

seeking employment, since they induce the phenomenon of an
excessive population, i.e., of a demand for employment which is

b excess of supply. These are scarcity and distrust.
A man's wages are not only the money which he earns, but

the articles which money will buy. When food gets dear,
though the labourer's money wages remain unchanged, his real

wages that is, what he can buy with his money are diminished
by the difference between the average and the present price of
these necessaries. He seeks to work harder, and he is obliged
to economise. The first condition makes him more eager to

compete for his own employment, the second makes him less
able to purchase what other labourers produce. A scarcity at

home always depresses home trade, and a scarcity abroad haa
the same effects on foreign trade. When the cost of mainte-
nance increases, the margin of earnings, from which a man
might buy comforts or luxuries, is curtailed. Temporarily, then,
there is an excess of population over the means of subsistence
and employment.
A period of distrust has the same effects. Not a little of the

means which an employer devotes towards carrying on his

business, and by which he is able to give employment to
labourers, or at least to keep them engaged, is capital bor-
rowed from others. But in order to borrow, a man must have
credit, that is, they who lend must be convinced of his ability
and his willingness to repay that which has been lent him.
There are, however, times in which confidence is so shaken,
owing to reckless speculation, that lenders are shy and timid,
and their capital remains unproductive. This phenomenon has
happened several times of late years, and at one or two of these
crises labourers have suffered from the faults of employers to a

very great extent.

Again, the distrust may be the fault of the labourer. I hava

already said that high and low wages do not mean dear or cheap
labour ; but that cheap labour is that which is very effective,
dear that which is ineffective. If a man is paid ten shillings a
day, and his work is worth fourteen, he is a cheaper labourer
than a man whose wages are five shillings a day, and whose
work is worth only six. Now a labourer, and, for the matter of

that, a combination of labourers, may wilfully make their work
dear. They may lower the quality or the quantity of their

work by sluggishness and carelessness, they may make their

labour uncertain because they quarrel with their employer unrea-

sonably, they may drive a particular industry actually out of

the country by a variety of expedients which they think will

heighten their wages, but which ultimately destroy their wages
altogether by destroying their employment. Such acts of indus-

trial suicide, so to speak, though not very common, have

happened. If a man who embarks in any calling finds that this

calling is surrounded by extra risks, he will either compensate
himself for his risks by charging the public a higher price for

the productions which he sells, or he will abandon his calling

altogether.
In all cases, however, it is not so much the excess of popula-

tion which is to be dreaded, as its being immovable. Wages
vary very much in quantity at places not very far apart, and
vary excessively in localities which are distant indeed, but can

easily be reached by enterprise. A labourer who is half-starved

in England may get abundant wages in every sense of the word
in Canada, Australia, or the United States. Ages must pass
before the New World is peopled as densely as England is, and in

the interval, not to speak of other regions, there is no general,
but only a local or even temporary, excess of population.
The English labourer is kept poor, not because he can find no

employment, but because he is slow to move, or unable to do so.

A man who lives from hand to mouth has little or no power to

change the place of his employment for one in which he will be
better paid. If he took care to keep some reserve by him,
wliich would be at hand as a means by which he could transfer

the labour which he has to sell from a worse to a better market,
he could speedily mend his condition. What should we think
of a manufacturer who was so heedless that he did not retain

funds enough in his possession to pay the carriage of his goods
to the place where he could sell them ? Labourers in England,
unfortunately, for the most part are in this helpless condition,
and therefore are powerless, and obliged to put up with what-
ever may be offered them. A man who cannot wait foi his

market or seek the best market, always sells at the greatest
disadvantage ; and what; is true of goods is true of labour.

My readers will anticipate, therefore, that the best means

perhaps the only means by which the low wages which follow

from an excess of labour may be remedied or removed, is by
turning the excess into a deficiency. It is easy to illustrate

this by an example.
The rate of agricultural wages is in the southern English

counties very low. It is, perhaps, not much lower, it may be

even higher, than it was twenty years ago ; but still it is very
ill paid. I know no labourer who can do so many things so well

as a thoroughly good farm hand can. He frequently knows as

much about land, its qualities, how it should be tilled, and what

it will bear, as his employer does, and speedily learns the uses
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and value of manures. But besides this, he does a variety of

operations which n- pure Tory considerable training and .-kill,

i my readerB were to try for the first time to drive a

straight furrow, they would find it aa hard a* to play on an
instrument which they had never handled before. They would
tin. I mi r.

(
u.il difficulty iii shearing a sheep, in making and

thatching a rick. It is no easy thing to mow, to reap, to sow

corn, and to thresh it, though these parts of the hind's craft

are gradually being superseded by machinery. But in many
parts of England such a man earns only twelve shillings a week.

He cannot move from his native village, and he is consequently

obliged to take wages which, as compared with his skill and
what he could get in the colonies or in the United States, are

miserably scanty.

Suppose that all young men in such a village were to deter-

mine that they would save half their wages till they were thirty

years of age, and therefore would remain single till such a time.

Assume that the wages I have given began when the labourer

was eighteen years of age ; and, without reckoning interest,

each man would have very little .abort of 42200 in his posses-
sion by the time referred to. With such a sum he could easily

make his fortune in a new country. We will consider that he is

gone, with half the other labourers of the village, and there

immediately ensues a scarcity of labour, and consequently an
immediate rise in its price.

This rise would not be all loss to the employer of labour. It

would partly be compensated by renewed activity on the part
of the labourers, for a well-fed labourer is a better workman
than a starved hand. It would partly be met by an increased

use of machinery. In certain parts of Ireland labourers have
almost disappeared, and the Irish farmers, many of them being

very small occupiers, are using machinery in agriculture to a
far greater extent than English farmers do.

There is no expedient beyond that of bringing about a scarcity
of labour which will raise wages, and no special or local scarcity
will raise general wages. If the persons who engage in a par-
ticular calling agree to limit their own numbers, they may,
perhaps, raise their own wages ; but they will do so only by
driving a larger number of persons into other callings, and so

lowering the wages in such callings.

There are other remedies suggested for raising wages. The
emigration of a section from all classes of society would do
so ; but it must not be imagined that if the best workmen
in a country have left it, the residue will therefore be better off,

or that an excess of labour over employment characterises

mechanical labour only. It belongs quite as much, if not more,
to professional labour. But the chief remedy proposed is

that which has been glanced at above, a combination, namely,
among labourers. But I shall be better able to expound this

subject when I treat of profits, as I propose doing in my
next lesson.

TERMS USED IN COMMERCE. XI.

TRADE, BOARD OF. A department of the Government orga-
nised to control all matters having regard to the trade of the

country and to the Colonies.

TRAVELLER. A person engaged by wholesale houses and
manufacturers to canvass for orders, collect money, and repre-
sent their interests away from their place of business.

TBET. An allowance of 4 Ibs. on every 104 Ibs. on certain

articles of merchandise for dust, etc.

TRINITY HOUSE. An establishment incorporated by charter
in the interests of navigation and commerce ; it is empowered
to erect lighthouses, appoint pilots, settle the rates of pilotage,
conduct the examination of mariners, and regulate, in many
respects, the marine affairs of the country.
TROVER. An action for the recorery of personal property,

or for damages.
TRUCK SYSTEM. The system of paying the whole or part of

workmen's wages in goods instead of money.
TRUSTEE. One who is entrusted with the care or management

of property or a business for the benefit of others.

ULLAGE. The quantity deficient in casks of liquids.
UNDERWRITER. In marine insurance, generally applied to

the individual insurers at Lloyd's and elsewhere, who underwrite
or subscribe their name to each policy they are concerned in.

USANCE The established custom or usage of different places

a> to the period* for which foreign bilU of exchange are drawn.
The following are the usance* at the respective plaoM :

1 month's data.
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separated into two great divisions, on the evidence afforded by
language. It is almost certain that the Mongolians must
be similarly treated, for there are great distinctions among the

tongues which they speak. As a first step to understanding
the matter, it is necessary to explain the fundamental

principles on which languages have been classified. Eeaders

comprehend what is meant by calling a word a root. The

import is that it is a simple word, like love, head, sun,* which
cannot apparently be resolved into any more primitive one
from which it may be supposed to have sprung. Roots in

language remind us of the simple substances in Nature, such as

iron, silicon, or potassium, which chemists have not yet suc-

ceeded in proving to be made up of two others. Professor

Max Miiller affirms that in all languages the roots are mono-

syllabic. He divides them into two classes, predicative roots,

that is, those which assert something or other as eye, star,

cold ; and demonstrative roots, meant to point something out,

as there, who, what, thus, that, thou, he. It is believed that

in every language the roots were at first separate from each

other. No two had coalesced, but all stood out in absolute

isolation. The Chinese is notably in this predicament still.

"It is a language," says Professor Muller, "in which no
coalescence of roots has taken place ; every word is a root, and

every root is a word. It is, in fact, the most primitive stage in

which we can imagine human language to have existed
"

(pp.

259, 260 of
" Lectures on the Science of Language." London :

Longman, Green, and Co., 1861). Language in this "radical

stage," that is, this root-stage, he calls monosyllabic, or isolating.

The isolation in which the roots stand to each other explains the

latter of these two terms, while the fact, already mentioned,
that all real roots are monosyllables, accounts for the former.

Many languages have, however, gone beyond the radical, and
reached the " tcrminational stage." In their case two or more
roots have coalesced to form a word. Of these, however, one
has invariably lost its original independence, and sunk into a

mere termination. In the English term,
"
breastwork," there are

the two roots, breast and work, not, as in Chinese, standing apart
from each other, but one (work) figuring as the termination of

the other (In-east). This kind of union is called agglutinative,
from the Latin word gluten, glue, as if two separate roots were

glued together. With the exception of the Aryan, the Semitic,
and the Chinese, with its cognate dialects, all the languages
of Asia belong to the agglutinative division. The next and

highest stage of all the "inflectional" one, is that in

which the two roots in conjunction have thoroughly coalesced,
both having lost their substantive independence, so that they
cannot now be easily dissevered. In the English word is, for

instance, there must be two roots, the one (predicative) assert-

ing the existence of a person or thing ; and the second (demon-

strative) indicating that the entity pointed at is not in the first

or the second, but in the third person. Languages of this

character are called organic, or amalgamating. Those which
answer to the description now given are the forms of speech
used by the Aryan and Semitic races.

To confine cur attention now to the Mongolians. Language
cannot render us so much service here as it did in the case of

the inflectional class, in which similarity of inflection, it will be

remembered, was deemed a better proof than resemblance in

roots that tongues now distinct had formerly been identical.

But in most of the Asiatic languages there are no proper inflec-

tions, and it is an extremely vague character to say that some
Mongolian nations speak monosyllabic and others agglutinate
languages. It appears to us that this classifies them rather

according to the degree of linguistic development which they
have reached, than according to their ethnological affinities.

How many families like the Aryan and Semitic Caucasians will

ultimately be made out of the vast Mongolian chaos, it were
difficult at present to say. We should suppose several, especially
if the Americans and the Malays of Blumenbach are regarded as

simply more or less modified Mongolians. All that can at present
be done, however, is to follow existent lights, and separate the
Asiatics belonging to the comprehensive division of mankind
now under review into two sections, those speaking monosyl-
labic, and those using agglutinate tongues.

* It was needful for clearness that we should give some specimens of
roots ; but we would carefully abstain from asserting that those actually
selected may not yet be curtailed or otherwise simplified by future

analysis

The Chinese, as already stated, stand as the most typical

specimens of the first division. Thus, where in Latin the expres-
sion would be used, baculo, "with a stick," the Chinese say y cang t

meaning
"
employ stick." The physical appearance of this inte-

resting people is well known, though some pictures exaggerate
rather than correctly represent its peculiarities. The Chinese

have the Mongolian eye more manifest in them than in the

tribes and nations around, that is, they have eyes linear in
form and situated obliquely, so that the outer extremity is

turned up. The beard is scanty. The population of the

Chinese empire is supposed to amount to 400,000,000, about
a third of the human family. The vast majority of these are

of the genuine Chinese race. If we mistake not, this great

nationality is destined to affect the world more powerfully
in the future than it has done in the past. Its isolation is

giving way, and emigrants, whom the pressure of population
drives from its shores, are beginning to pour in thousands into

other lands. Many of them return home, the main reason

being that their wives are not allowed to accompany them to

foreign countries. When this barrier to settlement abroad is

removed, then the stream of emigration, even at present of

respectable dimensions, will become a flood overflowing many
territories. The dominant religion in China is Buddhism, a,

faith which originated with an Aryan prince in India.

We pass next to the remaining divisions of the Mongolian
race. After Max Muller has disposed of the Chinese and its

cognate dialects, he divides all the other languages spoken by
Mongolians, at least of the eastern hemisphere, into two great
sections the northern and the southern divisions of the great
Turanian family of tongues. Ages have elapsed since the

name Turan was first opposed to Arya, or rather Aria, the

former being used to designate the wandering Mongols, while

the latter stood for the more settled Brahmans and Iranians,

who were believed to be of superior race. All the languages
now mentioned are held by Muller to be agglutinate, though
some of them, such as the Thibetan, the Karen, the tongues of

Siam, Laos, and Cambodia, are transferred by Farrar, as indeed

had been done by Latham and others previously, to the mono-

syllabic class. To turn now to the Northern Turanians.

From time immemorial the great table-land of Central Asia,
from the confines of Europe to the borders of China, has been

traversed by wandering shepherds, vaguely described by the

ancients as Scythians, and by medieval Europeans as Tartars.

Occupying the very latitudes which in another continent

developed the powers of the conquering Teutons, perpetually
out in the open air, and preserved by their mode of life from

the enervating vices of cities, they became admirably adapted
for military service, and whenever they obtained a leader of

genius to heal their petty feuds, and force them for a time to

act in common, they had it in their power to overturn old

empires and establish barbarous sovereignties of their own
amid the ruins they had made. Thus did Attila and Jenghis
Khan and Tamerlane and others, one and all of them of tht

North Turanian or Tartar race. The word "
Tartar," it is said,

should be Tatar, the r being inserted during the Middle Ages to

give colour to the charitable statement or conjecture that the

dark and ugly Asiatics who battled so hard against the warriors

of Europe, had come from Tartarus.

The North Turanian forms of speech are five in number the

Tungusic, the Mongolia, the Turkic, the Samoyedic, and the

Finnic (Uralic) tongues. An interest attaches to each of the

five. From the Tungusic branch of the Turanians came the

Mandshoo Tartars, who in the seventeenth century conquered

China, and still retain supreme authority in that great land.

The Tai-ping revolt was a rise in arms of the native Chinese

against their Tartar rulers. It was nominally the Mongolians

proper, though really a medley of Turanian tribes, among

whom, however, the Mongolians were the most prominent,

who under Jenghis Khan conqiiered a great part of
^Asia,

while his successors carried their arms into Europe itself.

All are familiar with the title
" the Great Mogul," as applied to

the Delhi emperors, and one section of the Indian Mahome-

tans are still called Moguls ; but the Turks were really more

prominent than the proper Mongols in that conquest of India

which led to the establishment of the Delhi-Mogul throne.

The Turks follow next in order. They are associated in most

minds simply with the Sultan and his dominions, but in reality

they are widely spread throughout all Western and Central
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Asia. So much is this the CUM that, as before stated, Indepen-
l artary is now often called Indri>rinl.'nt Turkestan, and

even Chinese Turtary, ChinoHo Turkestan. Stan, or sthan, is

a Persian word, meaning:
"
place," aa Affghanufan,

" the place
of the Aifghans," ]iin<loo<an, "the place of th-- H

Turkestan, then, is the i>l:i--i or the country of the Turks.
The Mongolian physical characteristics hare become greatly
softened down in the case of thn Turks resident in 1

rmarriagei
with Circassian and
Greek Aryans have
had much to do
with this. Besides,
as Pridian 1 shows,
a nomad r u. < .

.-.'ttlinp down in

: habitation,
and becoming more
civilised, so alters

that the square face

and the pyramidal
.-kull of the old

pastoral Turks
would almost of

necessity be modi-
fied for the better,
even withoutAryan
intermarriages, by
their advance in

civilisation.

The Samoyedcs
follow next in

order. They are

a polar race akin

to the Esquimaux.
They occupy a vast

tract of land in the

north of Europe
and Asia, extending

along the shores of

the Arctic Ocean
from Archangel on
the White Sea to

Cape Tcheliuskin

and Khatanga Bay.
This conducts us
once more to Euro-

peon ground, and
here the Finnic sub-
division of the Nor-
thern Turanians

brings up the rear.

The Finns and the

Laplanders belong
to the group. So
do the Magyars of

Hungary. The affi-

nity of the Finns
and the Magyars is

thoroughly proved
by the similarity in

their respective
languages. The
Magyars have been
in Europe for only
about 1,000 years. They entered it as conquerors in the ninth

century, and seized on the territory which they at present

occupy. Possibly many of the same race may have been in

that part of Europe previously, descended from the wild

Huns, with whom Attila had scourged the nations centuries

before. Both Attila's Huns, and their successors the Magyars,
were so Mongolian in appearance when they first came to

Europe from the Asiatic steppes, that the Europeans whom they
encountered looked on them as perfectly hideous ; but on them,
as on the Turks, centuries of civilisation have told with no
inconsiderable power, and the Mongolian visage lias been con-

siderably softened down. If Kossuth were a pure Magyar,
and an average specimen of the race, then that once uncouth

tribe, or at least it* aristocratic member*, hare become tU bo*

Fig. 6. NEW ZEALANDERS THE CHIEF HEKI.

Unlike the Magyars, whom we hare seen to be recent invaden
from Ana, the Finn* are perhaps the oldest inhabitant* of

Europe. It is suspected that they once overspread a great

purt of our continent, though so little of it remains to them
now. The Laplanders are of Finnish <lecx-x. Possibly the

Basques in the south of France and the north of Spain belong
to the same family.

They were oi.oc

held to be Celt*.
but thu view bar

long been aban-
doned. In all like-

lihood they arc

Turanians, though
oddly enough their

language has torn*

affinity, not in it*

roots, but in it*

polysyllabic cha-

racter, to th<

American tongues.
The Souti Tura-

nian family of

speech resolves it-

self into four divi-

sions the Tamnlic,
in the south cf

India; the Bhotaya,
or the dialect* of

Tibet and Bhotan ;

the Talc, or those
of Siam ; and the

Malayic of

Malay peninsula,
the Eastern Archi-

pelago, and the

Pacific Islands.

As before men-

tioned, the great
massof theHindooa
are not Aryan, but
Turanian. The
languages of the

south of India

the Tamul, the

Teloogoo, the Cana-

rese, the Malay-
alam, and others

unequivocally show
this. Though it be
less easy to prove
the point, yet it

ia believed to be
the same with the

tongues of v

and of Northern.

India, albeit their

original character

has been entirely

disguised by thu

great infusion into

them of Sanscrit

words. Thus, in

the Mahratta spoken in Central India, one-fifth of the words
are not of Sanscrit origin. In the Hindee of India north of

the Nerbudda, where Brahminism has more or less flourished

during the last 2,000 years and more, one-tenth of the words are

derived from some language different from the Sanscrit. In

fact, nearly all the military history of India, for centuries after

the Brahmans established thoinselves in the Punjanb, consisted

of little more than a series of desperate combats between the

invading Aryans and the native Indian Turanians. The dis-

covery of a language akin to Tamul, the Brahui, in Beloochistan,
would lead one to think that it was through that country that

the Turanians first entered India; but further research is

needful before this can be considered - settled point.
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The only other group of South Turanian languages that we
shall notice is the Malay, that spoken by the race so named in

Blumenbach's arrangement, and by him regarded as one of the

primary varieties of mankind. For its physical characteristics

we would refer our readers to a former paper. A very interest-

ing point connected with it is that, as the evidence of language

shows, it is not confined to the Malay peninsula or archipelago,
but is spread from Madagascar on the one side all through the

Pacific islands to the expanse of water severing these from the

coast of America. Among many other tribes it includes the

New Zealand Maories, of whom a chief, by name Heki, who in

his day gave our troops no slight amount of trouble, is repre-

i sented in the engraving.
At the opening of the next paper we shall treat of the

American Bed men, the only remaining portion of the extensive

Mongolian race. .

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XXI. INFLUENCE OP THE CRUSADES UPON
COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE.

IN order to trace the influence of the crusades upon commerce,
a succinct review of the previous conditions of society must be

entered upon. The crusades were the collision of Western and
Eastern fanaticism. The Arabs, who swarmed round the standard

of the Prophet, were at first as rude as the Goths of Europe. But
the facility with which the Oriental character adapted itself to

industry, and the precepts enforced by the Koran, refined the

Children of the Desert wherever they settled, and made them keen
to perceive the capabilities of different regions. Wealth re-

warded Arab industry and intelligence, and for some ages civili-

sation was kept alive almost solely in their dominions. They
revived a Chaldean splendour in their cities. From Bagdad to

Granada, science, art, and letters flourished, while innumerable

luxuries, unknown to the races out of the pale of Arab conquest,
were enjoyed by them in abundance. In their dominions com-
merce became free ; for, as they were almost sole masters, to

restrict the trade at any place was to impose a penalty upon
themselves. They broke up the system of concentrating wealth

upon one gorgeous capital till it sank under the weight of its

voluptuous burden
; they made their whole dominion a hive of

industry. Moorish Granada enjoyed a state of prosperity never
since witnessed in Spain, the era of fictitious wealth due to

the discovery of the American gold and silver mines not ex-

cepted.
Contrasted with Asia as represented by the Arabs, Europe is

obscured in a mist of prejudices, superstition, and ignorance.
Literature was almost unknown to the barbarous successors of

the polished Eomans. The native inhabitants were reduced to

serfdom, and the land became the property of chieftains, who
divided it under feudal tenure among their vassals. Labour,
as of old, was servile, and therefore degrading to free men.

Being the heritage of slaves, whose interest was to do as little

as possible, there was in work no elevating principle to match
with the dignity supposed to attach to war. Greece and Eome
held the false belief that idleness and fighting were the worthiest
human occupations, and this not from any want of capacity
on the part of the citizens, as witness their military engines
and roads, their canals and aqueducts, temples, palaces, and
sculpture.
The degradation of serfdom was for a long while unrelieved,

for lords and their slaves were equally ignorant. Ihe only ark
of hope and safety was the Church. Industry, like learning,
was free in the hands of the monks. Whether imposed for the
purpose of self-mortification, or adopted with a true insight into
its humanising influences, it was pursued with pious devotion,
and became an important element in the salvation of Europe.
Then arose monastic guilds and grades of handicrafts, from
masonry with its mystic symbolism, developed in cathedrals too
grand for our imitation, to the simple cultivation of the soil,
and devotion like that of Otho, Bishop of Bamberg.

This good Bishop, who is styled in the legends the Apostle of

Pomerania, visited that country in 1124 for the purpose of con-

verting the inhabitants : he observed that the art of making hy-
dromel was well understood, but it was thought unbecoming to
substitute that liquor instead of wine in the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper. When he returned in 1128, he brought with

him a large cask filled with young vines, which were planted by
his directions, in order that he might be enabled to administer
wine to the converts ;

for at that period laymen as well as

ecclesiastics partook of the communion in both kinds. It is

owing, without doubt, to the same cause, that the culture of the

vine was introduced with Christianity into several northern coun-

tries. Moehsen makes an important and curious remark on this

subject : he affirms that the difficulty of obtaining wine in the

north, otherwise than by commerce or an expensive cultivation,

gave rise to the custom of communicating in one kind. "Thus,"
says that writer,

"
necessity brought about a sophism, by which

the most solemn of all the institutions founded by the
Author of Christianity was changed in its mode of adminis-
tration."

The crusades extended over 200 years of European history
a period of many important social changes. Great as was

the loss of life and treasure in the crusades, many benefits

therefrom accrued to Europe, which with its spirit, sinews, and

Christianity, had few of the arts of civilisation to give, but

many to learn.

To commence : First, the natural resources of Europe bore no

comparison with those of Asia and Africa. From the soil were
obtained the bare necessaries of life, securing in the rudest
fashion the essentials of food, warmth, and rest. Of substances
used for food there were grain, flesh, and salt, in coarse abun-
dance ; but the indigenous fruits were few, and unimproved, while

the finer sorts had to be introduced from a distance. Wine was

scarcely known, and the taste for spices had yet to be acquired.
For clothing, linen and wool were the only fabrics woven.
Cotton and silk were as little worn as diamonds and pearls.

Acquaintance with these things, formerly confined to courts,
excited a desire for them on the part of the Christians who
had seen their profusion among the more refined nations of the
East.

The Venetians and the Genoese, together with the Pisanese and
the citizens of Marseilles and Barcelona, became the purveyors of

food, clothing, and arms, as well as the owners of the transport
vessels for the crusaders, and reaped thereby large profits.

Following in the wake of the armies, they rivalled each other in

concluding treaties, erecting factories, and founding settlements

even on the enemy's shores ; and the products of their enter-

prise were dispersed through Europe. Jealousies amongst the
Italian cities, giving rise to wars, could not destroy the great

advantage derived from the new produce imported into Europe,
nor its general diffusion. Silk dresses, spices, perfumes, came
into common use among the wealthy; and food, clothing, and
household arrangements underwent a complete revolution.

Commerce became almost entirely free. Woollens employed a
multitude of workmen in Florence and Catalonia. The rearing
of the silkworm gave rise to a staple of wealth in Italy and
France. The Levantine commerce vivified the manufactures of

Flanders, and the northern commerce in turn enlivened that of

the Levant. Navigation, pursued with an ardour never before

witnessed, received the greatest impetus, when men learnt, from
the Saracens, the French, or the Italians for all claim the

merit, and with some show of reason to guide their course by
the mysterious power of the magnet.
To keep pace with the growth of commerce, capital was

economised, and credit used as a great agent of production by
means of bills of exchange, interest on loans, and banking.
The promiscuous customs, or unwritten law of the sea the

ancient usages of the Mediterranean states were systematised,
and agreed to by them all in the church of St. Sophia at Barce-

lona, as the established maritime code, or statutes of the sea

(consolato del mare).
As religions fanaticism wore itself out, treaties of commerce

began to be framed with the Saracen rulers in Syria, Tunis,

Tripoli, and other parts of the Asiatic and African coasts, and
thus the maritime traffic became extended and improved. The
result on the land traffic of Europe was even more remarkable.

Every Mediterranean port served as a centre for the diffusion

of the fruits of labour. Commerce was incompatible with feu-

dalism. The wealth arising from industry and trade, which be-

longed to a class whose property was at the mercy of their lords,

was distinguished from land or real property by the name of

chattels or movable property. The traders in towns, anxious

to retain the produce of their labour, learnt to take advantage
of their "lord's necessities, and to make bargains with him for
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privilege*, whenever he demanded from them a grant in aid.

..i the crusades fell upon the burgher class, and
their continuance the demand for an aid was often

repeated, with growing power on the part of the traders to make
and with lessoning capacity on the part of the barons to

resist. Towards the end of the barons were reduced

in numbers and resources ; t >wor had increased ; but

there had arisen a more enlightened and opulent middle class,

by whom the future of Europe was destined to be controlled.

Hririly, the crusades are memorable for the blow given to

feudalism ; for the dignity conferred on manual labour ; for the

assertion of municipal rights ; and for the recognition of a new

power in the state that of personal property, in contradistinc-

tion to the ownership of land held by the different feudal

tenures.

CHAPTER XXII.-COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY OP FRANCE.

THE history of commerce and industry in France during the

Middle Ages resolves itself, as in Italy, into the history of sepa-
rate towns, rather than that of a united kingdom. These towns
were situated in the maritime provinces bordering respectively
on the Mediterranean Sea, the Bay of Biscay, and the English
Channel. The Mediterranean division contained three com-
mercial towns, Marseilles, Aigues-Mortes, and Montpelier, with a

large number of towns engaged in woollen manufactures in the

province of Languedoo.
Marseilles has always been the chief commercial city and

seaport of France. It was originally a Greek colony under the
name of Massilia, a flourishing rival for a long while of Carthago ;

and during even the worst of the Dark Ages, it maintained its

commercial character. Its convenience as a port for the Holy
Land caused many of the crusaders to choose it for their point
of departure. The municipal authorities encouraged this passen-

ger traffic by rigid laws of inspection, to ensure the comfort and
proper treatment of the voyagers. Such restrictions applied to

an exceptional trade were of great service, but failed of their

purpose when the authorities attempted to legislate in a similar

way for the permanent commerce of the town. With the hope
of fostering the growth of native industries, they made it illegal
to import foreign commodities, but thereby they diminished
both their foreign trade and their home manufactures. The
making of coarse woollens could alone be said to be flourishing.
The wool was obtained from the Barbary states, and it employed
the looms of all Provence as well as of the city of Marseilles.

The cloths were dyed of bright colours with logwood, madder,
and carmine, and for their strength and durability found favour
in Italy and Greece. The cultivation of the mulberry and
the manufacture of silk wore introduced with success, but
attempts to raise the sugar-cane failed. Marseilles has grown
in prosperity with each succeeding age. Its commerce and
manufactures are now very great, and they promise to become
still greater.

Aigues-Mortes was once a considerable harbour. Louis IX.
sailed from this port on his crusade. It is situated amongst
the salt of the Rhone marshes, and is now four miles inland.
On account of the stagnant or dead waters by which it is

surrounded, and whence comes the name (aquaa mortuffl), its

climate is unhealthy. The marshes are, however, turned into a
source of wealth by the manufacture of salt and potash. The
distilling of brandy (eau de vie) similarly distinguished an
adjacent town with the name of Aigues-Vives. The commerce
of Aigues-Mortes was chiefly that which it derived as a dep6t
for spices and other Eastern goods, to be interchanged with the
woollen and linen textures of the northern provinces of France.
The port being undesirable as a residence, the factors and
bankers transacted their business at Avignon, higher up the

Rhone, where the warehouses of the Italian and other foreign
merchants were also to be found.
The towns of the province of Languedoc were famous, and still

remain so, for their silk and woollen manufactures, especially
of those dyed scarlet, rose, and azure blue. Montpelier, Nar-
bonne, Nismes, Beziers, Carcassonne, Perpignan, and Toulouse,
were the chief industrial towns. Fairs were hold at Beaucaire
and Montpelier, at which places the Florentines bought English
wool and the Venetians obtained French cloths for their com-
merce in the Levant.

Still niora important was tho cloth trade of the provinces

adjoining Flanders, Mid in tho district of France anciently oallod
.1. Troyes, the capital of Champagne, was a mannfao-

turing town in the fifth century, and a fair was established there

at least as early as 1118. Known as the Remigiiu Market, this

fair for 300 years grew in importance, and drew traders from

every commercial state ; German, Dutch, Flemish, Lombardian,
Florentine, and Venetian merchant* were invariably present.

Troyes was the entrepot of the manufactores of Champagne and
also of the neighbouring provinces of Pioardy, the Isle of France,
and Normandy. The products of industry to be found then
were of a very varied character, though none of them in rain*

approached the textile fabrics.

The following list of towns includes the seats of the cloth

industry in each province :

Champagne. Troyes, Chalons, Bheims, Prorins, Sens, Vitrji
St. Dizior.

Isle of France. Pontoise, St. Denis, Paris, Lagni, Senlis.

Normandy. Rouen, Lonviera, Bernai

Picardy. St. Quentin, Aubenton, Amiens, Abbeville.

Troyes obtained cloth from the South Netherlands as largely
as from the French provinces. The following .Flemish towns
were thus in commercial intercourse with Troyes : Cambray,
Valenciennes, Maubenge, Avesnes, in Hainault ; Arras, Douai,

Lille, Tournay, Dixmuide, Ghent, [Bruges, Ypres, in Artois and
Flanders ; Malines, Brussels, Louvain, Brest, and Huy, in

Brabant and Liege.

Amongst the miscellaneous commodities reaching the markets
at Troyes, were leathern goods from tho south of France, and
horses from Lombardy and Germany. Eastern produce from
remoter parts, such as spices, formed a huge part of the merclian-

diso of the Venetian traders ; for the French merchants at this

time charged themselves with little business beyond what was
brought to their shores.

Merchandise converging from so many places upon Troyes,
made the town rich and influential. Two causes combined at

length to diminish its trade : first, merchants were deterred

by the unwise imposition of heavy dues from bringing their

goods ; and next, in 1298, when the overland route for Oriental

commerce, by way of Syria and Constantinople, was closed to

the Venetians, and they re-opened the old route through Egypt,
goods were conveyed by sea direct to England and the Nether-

lands, without passing through France. Bruges was the first

of the Flemish cities thus favoured by direct intercourse with
the East; Antwerp followed in 1318. Troyes clung to its

privileges and prohibitions till it fell into utter decay ; while

other towns, till then insignificant, began to share its failing
trade and profits. Charles VII. in 1445 conferred upon Lyons, a

city much more conveniently situated for the trade of southern

France, the privilege of holding three markets. Of the northern

seaports, Harfleur, at the month of the Seine, was at this time

the seat of a trade which attracted thither the Portuguese
and Castilians.

Although the harbours of the western coast of France are ad-

mirably suited for commerce, their sea-trade did not attain any
magnitude till long after Marseilles had risen to be an active

and important port. The two principal ports were Bordeaux
and La Rochelle.

Till tho year 1312, when they were deprived of the immunities

which they had previously enjoyed, the Templars conducted

much of the trade of Rochelle. Its exports consisted largely of

wine. The Flemings alone bought at this town 40,000 casks

annually. One consignment, the vessels conveying which wera

captured by the English, consisted of 9,000 casks.

Bordeaux is an ancient city, having under the name of

Burdigala been rebuilt by the Romans, A.D. 260, after its

destruction by fire. It is well placed for foreign commerce, and
it sent wine to England in 1302. Its traffic with the interior

became developed from the facilities afforded it by the Garonne,
the Dordogne, and their tributaries. The articles of com-

merce sent from Bordeaux increased in number enormously,
until tho city became second to Marseilles in commercial im-

portance.
The French government of the period ordered foreign goods

to be brought into the country in French vessels only, under
the idea that navigation would thus be promoted, and the

profits of the trade be confined entirely to citizens of France.

But other results ensued ; competition and emulation were

weakened, and contraband traffic waa encouraged-
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Pig. 18.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. VI.

APPLICATION OF- TEIGONOMETEY TO MEASUKEMENT.
THE object of this lesson is rather to suggest than enumerate

the practical uses of the science. Apart from its connection with

Navigation upon which more will be said in the papers shortly

to be devoted to that subject Trigonometry is mainly employed
in the practical work of measuring (1) heights and distances,

(2) areas, and (3) contents of solids. By way of example we
will take one or two of its simpler applications to the measure-

ment of heights and distances, space forbidding even the

enumeration of the many problems which may arise in measur-

ing and surveying most
of which may, however,
be solved, directly or in-

directly, by the formulas

already arrived at.

PROBLEM I. To find

the height of an accessible

object situated on a hori-

zontal plane (Fig. 18).

Let the tower, E c, be
the object. Measure from
it a convenient distance,

ED, and observe the angle BAC. The right-angled triangle

ABO can now be calculated (B c = A B . tan. BAG; see Section

X.), one side, A B (equal to E D), and one angle being known. To
B c add E B, the height of the observer's eye above the horizontal

plane, and we obtain the height of the tower.

EXERCISE 8.

1. A person, whose eye is 5 ft. 6 in. above the ground, having receded

125 ft. from the base of a tower, finds that its angular elevation is

52 34'. Calculate its height.
2. From the other side of a street 42 ft. wide, I observe that the

elevation of the front of a house is 49 28'. What is the height of

the house, the height of my eye being 5 ft. ?

PROBLEM II. To find the distance on a horizontal plane of

an object of known height.
Let the tower in Pig. 18 be the object, and its distance from

D i.e., the length of A B be the information sought. The

angle BAC being found as before, this case differs from the

preceding only in that a different side of the triangle is given,
and it is calculated with equal ease by the means pointed out

in Section X.
EXERCISE 9.

1. The angle which a man's height subtends nt the eye is 10'. If

his height is assumed to be 6 ft., calculate his distance.

2. The pyramid of Cheops is 490 ft. high. From a distant point of

the plain on which it stands, the elevation of its apex is observed to

be 13 49'. Calculate its horizontal distance.

PROBLEM III. To
find the height and
distance of an inacces-

sible object on a hori-

zontal plane (Fig. 19).

The simplest way to

do this is to observe its

elevation at two points,
A and B, in line with
the object, measuring
their distance apart.
Let the observed angles

Fig. 19.

be a and respectively.
rule of sines,

Angle A c B = j8 o ; whence, by the

BC = ABX
sin. (0

-
o)

'

but F c = B c . sin. ;

,

and similarly, F B = A B X

sin. (j8
-

o)

sin. o cos. $-
vsm. (j8

- a)

F c, added to height of observer's eye, gives the height, and
P B gives the distance of the object.

EXERCISE 10.

1. Wishing to ascertain the height of a church steeple, to which
close access cannot be had, I select two stations in line with it, 52 yds.

apart. At those stations I find the elevations to be 58 14' and 36 42*

respectively. The height of my eye above the ground is 4ft. 6 in.
What is the height of the steeple ?

2. What is the height of a hill, its angle of elevation at the bottom
being 52, while 300 yds. from the bottom, measured horizontally, its

elevation is found to be 28 30
7

?

Fig. 20.
If the nature of the ground prevents

two observations being taken in line

with the object, they may be taken as
at A B in Fig. 20. Measure A B and the

angles BAC, ABC, and F A c, which we
will call a, 0, and ft respectively. (The
two former must be measured by a
sextant). Thea, since A c B = supplement of a -f j8, .'. sin. A C B
= sin. (a + 0) ;

AC =
'

sin. (a + )

'

But F c = A c . sin. ft ;

. sin. |3 sin. ft

sin. (a + )

and similarly for the distance.

PROBLEM IV. To find the distance of an inaccessible

object without measuring its

elevation, and whether on a
horizontal plane or not (Fig.

21).

Let c be the object and A
the point of observation

;

select any other point, B, and
measure A B and the angles
CAB and ABC. AC may be
calculated by Section XXL,
par. 3. If B be taken so that

Fig. 21.

A B c be a right angle, the case,
of course, is still simpler.

,

EXERCISE 11.

1. In order to ascertain the distance of a windmill on the opposite
side of a river, I observe the angle between the windmill aud a flag-

staff, which is 356 yds. distant, and find it to be 53 4'. Proceeding
to the flagstaff, I find the angle between the windmill and the first

station to be 49 10'. What is the distance of the windmill ?

2. Wanting to know the breadth of a river, I measure along the

bank a base of 250 ft., the extremities of which we will call A and B.

At the extremity A I find the angle made by B and a tree on the oppo-
site bank is 63 31'; at the extremity B I find the angle between A and
the tree is 57 28'. What is the breadth of the river ?

3. To find the distance of a battery from an outpost, I make 200

paces in a direction at right angles to the line which connects it with

the outpost, and then find that it makes an angle of 67 23' with the

outpost. How many paces is it distant from the latter ?

PROBLEM V. To find the

distance from each other of two
inaccessible objects (Fig. 22).

Let c and D be the objects.
Measure a base line, A B, and
observe the angles ABC, A B D,

BAC, BAD. Calculate A c and
AD as in the last problem.

Then, since CAD = BAG
BAD, we have the necessary
materials for calculating the

triangle A c D (Sec. XXL, par.

distance, c D.

2).

Fig. 22.

Hence we obtain the

EXERCISE 12. .

1. To ascertain the distance between two batteries in an enemy's

works, a base line of 500 yds. is measured, and the angles which each

battery makes with the base-line are observed to be 118 20' and 46 14'

at one extremity, and 88 48' and 33 12' at the other. What is their

distance apart ?

There is an ingenious way of finding the converse of this

problem viz., the distance between A and B by observations

upon c and D, the distance between the latter being known.

Assume A B = 1000 ; then, on that supposition, calculate c D,

without reference to its real value. Then, as the calculated

value of c D is to the real value, so is 1000 to the real value

of AB,
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Fig. 23.

EXERCIBt
1 . lua count survey, ob*erratiou* are uiade from two rocks. A and

B, at **., ou a lighthouse and a headland, which are 2857 yard* apart.
At A the lighthouse bean 78 32' and the headland 30 2V :

At B the headland bean 65 15' and the lighthouie 2s 431 from A.

Bequired the distance between the rocks, and their bearing* from t!..-

lighthouse and tbe headland.

PKOBUUI VL To find the height of an inaccessible object
situated above the plane
of observation, and ita

height abovo that piano
123).

Take two stations, A
and B, in line with the

object, and measure A B ;

observe the angles B A <:,

F B c, F B D. From the
first two the total height,
F c, and the distance, F B,

may be obtained, as in

Problem III. F B and
FED being known, F D is

obtained as in Problem I. F D = height above plane of observa-

tion, and F c - F D = height of object.

EXERCISE 14.

1. In order to find the dimensions of a window of a cathedral,
which is inaccessible, I select two stations in front of it, 61 ft. apart.
From the far station the elevation of the top of the window is 31 30' ;

and from the near station the elevations of the top and bottom are 48
and 36 30' respectively. What is its height, and how high above the
ground ?

2. A castle standing on the top of a cliff is observed from two
stations at sea, which ore in a line with it, and a quarter of a mile

apart. The elevation of the top of the castle, seen from the remote
station, is 16P 28' ; the elevations of the top and bottom, seen from
the near station, are 52 14' and 48 38' respectively. What is its

height, and what its elevation above the sea ?

A variety of useful miscellaneous examples will be found in
" Galbraith and Haughton's Trigonometry," from which th.3

foregoing exercises have been taken.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN PLANE TRIGO-
NOMETRY. III., V.

EXERCISE 2.*

1. A=61; B = 29; c = 35-065.: 11. 605 yds. and 718 yds. respec-
tively (omitting fractions). As
these distances were traversed in

equal times, the speeds ware pro-

2. A= 61; 0=297-5; 1= 164-815.

3. A = 36; o=3-2715; c =5-56.
4. B = 29; a = 39-71; c = 45'38.

5. A=15; B=75; c = 2588-2 ft. portional to the distances; hence
6. A= 36; B = 54a ; b = 212.5-5. tho speed of the faster train was
7. B=15; o= -00483; b=-001295. nearly 21f miles per hour.
8. A = 29 ; B = 61 ; o ='485. 12. 67 yds. ; 60.
9. A = 40; B = 50.t 13. 386'4 yds. ; 103'4 yds.

10. 34; 60ft.

(No Key is required to Exercise 3.)

EXERCISE 4.

1. A = 36 49' 36"
; B = 4537'; C= 97 33' 21".

2. A = 48 38' 53" ; B = 45 9' 17" ; C = 86 11 '
55".

3. A = 45 33' 34" ; B = 59 40' '13" ; C = 75 45' 40".

4. A = 96" 53" 16"; B = 48 46' 21"; C = 31 2<X 17".

EXERCISE 5.

1. A = 96 18' 21' ; B = 45" 20' 16" ; c => 136'1.

3. A =31 8' 53"; B = 19 15' 1" ; c = 7614.
3. B = 119 31' 58"; C = 38 11' 32" ; a = 75'24.

4. B = 54 2' 20", or 125 57' 40" ; C = 83 32' 40'', or 11 37' 20" ;=
191-5, or 38-83.

5. A = 42 2^ 49"; B = 100 54' 41" ; b = 77'208.

6. A = 101 53' 31"; C = 12 42' 6" ; c = 49 '37.

7. A = 90; B= 5141'; b= 78-46.

EXERCISE 6.

1. A =- 60 57' 10" ; b = 206-65 ; c = 220'55.

2. A =22 52' 45"; b = 2221-8; c= 1513'1.

EXERCISE 7.

1. 929-54452 sq. ft, I 3. 1-335. I 5. 692'337. 7. -03818.

8. -47523 *q. miles.
|

4. 40535.
|

6. 150769. 8. 1'710.

* The above answers are only approximately correct, ths table of

ratios in Section X. having been purposely restricted to three places
ot decimals, to render calculations less difficult.

t Certain ratios of these angles were accidentally omitted from the

table.

l.KSSONS IN GERMAN.-LXXIV.
| 132. It:

A noon or pronoun which U the immediate object of an actm
transitive verb is pat in the acctwative ; as, JXcr frit taa4:
fcat Sail*, the dog guard* the hooM.
OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The accusative, M before said, frtfaf

the ease of the direct or immediate object ( 129. 1) u Btiri
with all verbs, whatever their classification in other respect*,
that have a transitive signification. Accordingly, under **<

rule come all those impersonal and reflective verb* that take
after them tho accusative ; all those verbs having a eautative

signification; as, fatten, to fell, i.e., to caute to fall; as also

nearly all verbs compounded with the prefix be. The excep-
tions are begegnen, be6.aa.en, berteben, berub.en, bebarren, and Jxnxiebfen.

(2.) Seljreii, to teach ; ncnntn, to name ; $eien, to call ; faelter,

to reproach (with vile names) ; tauftn, to baptise (christen),
take after them two accusatives: as, tr lebrt mu$ lit tcutfct

Srrac^e, he teaches me the German language ;
cr ncnnt ibn fetnen

Wetter, he calls him his deliverer. (See Section LII.)

(3.) The accusative is used with such terms as roiegen, to

f often, to cost; gelten, to pass for; irertb, worth;
fttyroer, heavy; reidj, rich; tang, long; n?eit, wide, to mark
definitely the measure or distance indicated by these words; as,

:ocf tfl einen 3uf. long, this stick is a foot long ; er

SJionate alt, he is four months old. In the earlier German,
these words of measure or distance were put in the genitive ;

as, enter panne n>eit, a span wide.

(4.) As words expressing time indefinitely are put in the geni-
tive ( 128. Obs.), so those denoting a particular point, or dura'

tion of time, are put in the accusative ; as, i<$ trartete jiret Sage, I

waited two days.
133.-EULE.

A noun or pronoun, used merely to explain or specify that

which is signified by a preceding noun or pronoun, is said to be
in apposition, and must be in the same case ; as, (iuere, tin grcjec

yJctncr, Cicero, a great orator; ter JRatli meine* sfirutert, ttf 9ta$t<>

gelefyrten, the advice of my brother, the lawyer.
OBSERVATIONS. The proper names of months, countries,

towns, and the like appellatives, ore put in apposition with

their common names, where, in English, the two words stand

connected, for the most part, by the preposition of; as, let

aKonat "luguft, the month (of) August; ti; Statt fionten, the

city (of) London ; tic llmerftt<5t Orfcrt, the University (of)

Oxford.

134.-THE PRONOUNS.

RULE. A pronoun must agree with the noun or pronoun
which it represents, in person, number, and gender ; as, !et

SDJann, n>elcf>er wetfe t|t, the man who is wise ; tie grau, el($e ffetBio.

iff, the woman who is diligent ; fca JZir.t, nxld;c flctn ift, the child

that is small.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The neuter pronoun e is used in a

general and indefinite way to represent words of all ganders
and numbers ; as, c ijl let QNann, it is the man ; ti tjl kit Stau,

it is the woman ; ti tft tat Sim, it is the child; tl fmt tie 9N<inntr,

they are the men, etc. In like manner, also, often are used the

pronouns ba, (that) ; ttt, (this); a, (what) ; as also the

neuter adjective allt8, (all) ; as, ta ftnt tneine 9Ji^tet, these are

my judges.

(2.) When tho antecedent is a personal appellation formed by
one of the diminutive (neuter) terminations d; e n and 1 1 i n, the

pronoun, instead of being in the neuter, takes generally the

gender natural to tho person represented ; as, too ift 3$r c$n-

Qtn 3ft et (not e) im arten Where is your little son ? Is

fie in the garden ? The same remark applies to 3Bfifc (iconwn)

and 8rautn$immtr (lady). When, however, a child or servant is

referred to, the neuter is often employed.

(3.) A collective noun may in German, as in English, be re-

presented by a pronoun in the plural number : as fcit GkifUt$ftil

n?ar fflr tyre Ste^tc fcbc beforgt, the clergy were very anxious about

their rights.

(4.) The relative in German can never, as in English, be sup-

pressed; thus in English we say, the letter (which) you wrote;

but in German it must be, ter firitf, nxtyen tu f<$riebft.

(5.) The neuter pronoun tt. at the beginning of a sentence,

ia often merely expletive, and answers to the English word
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" there
"

in the like situation ; as, eS tear Siicmanb bjer, there was
no one here ; eg fcmmen Scute, there are people coming.

(6.) The English forms,
" he is a friend of mine,"

"
it is a

stable of ours," etc., cannot be literally rendered into German;
for there we must say, cr tft mein greunb, he is my friend ; or, er

iji cuter metiter greunbc, he is one of my friends, etc.

(7.) The definite article in German is often used where in

English a possessive pronoun is required ; as, er tetnfte tb,m mtt

ber -anb, he beckoned to him with his (tlie) hand.

(8.) The datives of the personal pronouns are often in familiar

style employed in a manner merely expletive ; as, id; lobe mir ben

3ttyetnteetn, I like Rhenish wine for me, i.e., I prefer Rhenish
wine.

135. THE ADJECTIVES.

RULE. Adjectives, when they precede their nouns (expressed
or understood), agree with them in number, gender, and case ;

as, btefe fdjone S)atne, this handsome lady ; cm gittiger unb gerecbter

SSater, a good and just father; ben jteolftcn btefeg SDionats, the

twelfth (day) of this month, etc.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) This rule, of course, has reference to

those adjectives which are used attributively ; for predicative

adjectives, it will be remembered, are not declined. For the

several circumstances under which adjectives are varied in de-

clension, consult 27, 28, etc.

(2.) This rule applies equally to adjectives of all degrees of

comparison; as beffere Siictycr, better books; bcr befte SBcin, the

best wine ; beg beften SBeineg, of the best wine, etc. So, too, it

applies equally to all classes of adjectives; as adjective pro-

nouns, numerals, and participles.

(3.) The word "one," which in English so often supplies the

place of a preceding noun after an adjective, cannot be trans-

lated literally into German ; its office being rendered needless

in the latter tongue by the terminations of declension.

(4.) So, also, the English
"
one's

"
is a proper equivalent of

the German fcin in such cases as the following: gibt eg etteag

blcreg, a(8 feinen gcinben ju sergeben ? is anything more noble than
to forgive one's enemies ?

(5.) When the same adjective is made to refer to several sin-

gular nouns differing in gender, it must be repeated with each
and varied in form accordingly ; as, etn gdcfjrter @ol)n unb cine

gele^rte od;ter, a learned son and a learned daughter. The adjec-
tives are also often repeated, though the nouns be all of the
Bame gender.

136. THE VEEBS.

RULE. A verb must agree with its subject or nominative in

number and person; as, jcber 2lugenbltcf tft fcftbar, every moment
is precious ;

bie SSaume blit^en tm grueling, the trees bloom in

spring.
OBSERVATIONS. (1.) When the subject is the pronoun eg,

bag, or bieg, used indefinitely (see 134. 1), the predicate, if a

noun, determines the number and person of the verb ; as, eg finb

kte Srucfjte 3b.re8 Sfyung, these are the fruits of your actions.

(2.) In the second person (singular and plural) of the impera-
tive mood, the pronoun which forms the subject is commonly
omitted; as geb,et Jjtn unb faget 3ob,anm toiebcr, ia Sfjr fefyet unt borct,

go and tell John what ye see and hear.

(3.) When the verb has two or more singular subjects con-

nected by unb, it is generally put in the plural ; as, -5a unb

(Brtferfucbt finb Jjefttge Mbenfcbaftcn, hatred and jealousy are violent

passions.

(4.) When the subject is a collective noun, that is, one

conveying the idea of many individuals taken together as

unity, the verb must (generally) be in the singular; as, bag

ennltfcfte SSolf b,at grope gretb,eit, the English people have (has) great
liberty. In a few cases .only, as cm $aar, a pair; cin SWenge, a
number ; etn >ufcenb, a dozen, the verb sometimes stands in the

plural.

(5.) When a verb has several subjects, and they are of dif-

ferent persons, the verb agrees with the first rather than the

second, and the second rather than the third ; as, bu, betn SSruber

unb icf) teotfen ftajteren geb,en, thou, thy brother, and I will go take
a walk

; bu unb fcein SBruber scrmogct tel, you and your brother
aTail much.

137. USES OF THE TENSES.

RULE. The present tense properly expresses what exists or
is taking place at the time being ; as, bie teafire Sapferfeit befcfcufct

t*n @c$teacf>cn, true valour protects the weak.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The present in German, as in other

languages, is often, in lively narrative, employed in place of

the imperfect ; as, bie onnc geb,t (for ging) intter. ba fteb,t (for

fhmb) cv am Sfjor, K., the sun goes down, when he stands at

the gate, etc.

(2.) The present is not unfrequently used for the future,
when the true time is sufficiently clear from the context, or

when, for the sake of emphasis, a future event is regarded and
treated as already certain ; as, id; retfe morgen ab, I start (that

is, ivill start) to-morrow ; btcg <3d;lofii crfleigen nnr in bicfer 9tad;t,

this castle scale we (that is, will we scale) this very night;
balb feljen @te mid) nncbcr, soon you (will) see me again ;

n>er weijj,

ttier morgen fiber ung befteb,lt, who knows who commands (that is,

viill command) us to-morrow ?

(3.) It should be noted that the present is, moreover, the

proper tense for the expression of general or universal truths/

or propositions ; as, lie SSogcl fftcgen in bee Suft, birds fly in the

air.

(4.) In English we have several forms of the present tense ;

as, I praise, I do praise, or I am praising. In German there is

but one form (id; lo&e) for the expression of these several shades

of meaning.
(5.) The present, in connection with the adverb fd; on (already),

often supplies the place of a perfect ; as, teir n>ob,nen fcbon fteben

Safyre l;tcr, already dwell we here (that is, have we dwelt) seven

years.

(6.) In English we say often "
I do walk,"

"
I did walk," and

the like, where the verb do (present and imperfect) is employed
as an auxiliary. This cannot properly be done with the corre-

sponding verb (tljun, to do) in German.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GEEMAN.

EXERCISE 188 (Vol. IV., page 14).

1. In spite of the trouble which the teacher gave himself, the

children would not make any sound progress. 2. He made con-

siderable progress in the German language, after he had overcome the

first elements. 3. Ha is without the most needful books. 4. A poor
family is often without the most necessary household furniture. 5.

The tranquillity of this accused man rests on the consciousness of his

innocence. 6. The captain told us yesterday, that the young Italian

had shot a ball through his head. 7. He shot a ball through the bear's

head. 8. I prefer travelling by way of Bremen or Hamburg, instead

of by way of Havre. 9. I prefer riding on horseback to walking, and

riding in a coach to riding on horseback. 10. I am more comfortable

iu a warm room than in a cold one. 11. It is most agreeable to him
to be able to smoke his cigar after dinner. 12. To boys it is most

pleasing and also most healthy to take half an hour's walk after dinner.

13. I had an unpleasant sensation all the morning. 14. The princes
of Germany have again usurped the government. 15. The uncle

contrived to usurp his nephews' property by degrees. 16. It is some
time since I saw him. 17. Is it long since he fell ill ? 18. Yes, it is

more than three weeks already. 19. Stay at home till I come to you ;

I shall call on you for a walk. 20. Death calls away not only the old

man, but also very often the man in his prime, the youth, and the

child in the cradle. 21. As I knew that my friend would arrive by the

steamboat, I went to the landing-place for him. 22. I called at the

post-office this morning for this letter. 23. On my journey I stayed
at different inns, but I cannot praise any one of them particularly.

24. I generally call on my friends when I go to town.

EXERCISE 189 (Vol. IV., page 14).

1. 3$ ntacbte beffcre gortfcbrttte in ber beutfcben Sracbe, nad>bem id;

bie crften Slnfangggriinbe ubermunben b,atte. 2. >er Dnfel fucbt bag 23er

mogen fcincr 3icjfcn an ftd; ju reigen. 3. 3f* c8 lange, bap 3tyr SSruber

franf nntrb*? 4. Retn, e ift ntd>t langer, alS ctntge Sage. 5. SBerben

Sic 511 ^aufe Met&en, bis id; bet 36ncn sorfprecfie ? 6. ($ if* mir ange

nefjmer, einen @pa$tergang, aitf bag Sanb ?u macjjcn, ate 311 aufe 311 ft^en.

7. 2Bcnn tcb nad> ber @tabt gefye, fo fpred;e id; gercofmltd; bet cintgen

mctner greunte cin. 8. <5r jte^t bag tubteren alien anbern 23efd;afttgun

gen m. 9. 3d; stcfje bas cficn bent 9Jeiten, unb bag Stetten bent gabret?

or. 10. SBaljrenb ber @d;tad;t ritt bcr General bie 9teifi.cn entkna, tint

fctne ctbaten ansnfeuern. 11. Jtinbcrn tft eg gefunb, teenn fte nad; bcr

@d;ule fpajieren geb,en fonnen. 12. >tc JJtauber rtfjen fid; urn bie SSeutc,

tt>cld;e fte ben SSitrgcrn genommcn fatten.

EXERCISE 190 (Vol. IV., page 68).

1. The creditors have compounded with the debtor at fifty per cent.

2. The two merchants could not agree as to the price. 3. I have com-

pared the two together. 4. He has let the house to him for five years.

5. The young man has hired himself out as servant. 6. It is sur-
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prising that inch a thing can happen in our time*. 7. It surprises ma
that he him MUI-MV. ! :m,l 8. Cioero delivered an address

gainst Catiliue. !>. llu likewise delivered speeches on Friendship, on
Old Age, and on various othor subject*. 10. Coutar dallrered an ad-

drew to his soldiers. 11. The scholar repeated once more at home
that which he had liounl at school. 1'i We heard a repeated crying.
IS. The price of these ware* ha* risen considerably. 14. The corn

has risen considerably on account of the war. 15. Prudence some*
tinii'H oouilimn.ls I-M-II th.> l.ruvi' liiiin to iiv-i 1 :ui ri..'iny wlm b.-i-k.s In

with him. l'i. Tim political fugitive is obliged to avoid bis

1. 17. One should avoid the society of a depraved man. 18.

The physician visits the sick person every other day. 10. Every other

20. He acted with the same levity as a man as

he had done as a youth. 21. When the Hungarian heroine Jagella
and other Hungarian heroes arrived in Now York, they alighted at an
hotel. _':.'. At ilinnur was brought in for dessert a tower, ornamented
with warlike* ini]ili-ments, made of confectionery, on which were the

words, in the Oerman language :
"
Long live the Hungarian heroes

uud lioroiues."

EXERCISE 191 (Vol. IV., page 68).

1. er G>(Au6ta.er bat fid) mit fcincm Scbultncr auf jtvanjta, ^recent

wrglicfjcn. 2. 3cfy foitntc niirft mit meiiicn Maubujern rocgcit tc SJreifefl

niitt vcrglcicfjcn. 3. >$abcu 2ie tic (Miitr, cin3 mit tcm antctn $u er

glcid;cn. 4. 3$ fyatc mcin JjauS auf fijnf 3af<rt vtrmict&ct. 5. (Sin

fftipi^tr cfyiiler roietcrljolt ta*, nut cr in tcr Sctyufc gefyort tyat. 6. 3n

riegjciten jleigt ter $rei tcr SebenSmitttl betcutcnt>. 7. <S tounbert

mid), tajS cr tie @tfe(lftyaft folder Seutc nid>t meitct. 8. 2Bir foHten tic

tfdlfd;aft kericnia.cn meitcn, n>c(d;e fcine gutcn runtf.l^e 6,aben. 9. 3d)

btfucb.e mcinc cilnrnlct cinen Xag um ten antern. 10. (Sr 6.antctt geratc,

fcic cr in fcincr 3ugcnb bantclte. 11. Me SBaaren ftnb tern Jtaufmanne

genommen iportcn, lucil cr ftcf> '"- 1 fcincn (aubigern nidb.t ergtcid;en

fonnte. 12. 2Baffnc ticb. Sag fur Xag mit mc&,r 2BciSb.ett, Sungling, tenn

tie '-iMunu rcr 3ugem> vcrbliib.t

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.-XXIII.
ADDISON AND THE ESSAYISTS.

IT was one of the especial tasks of the generation of which we
are now speaking, to popularise the higher kinds of literature.

The drama, no doubt, in every age in which it flourished, had

always relied upon a wide popular support, and from the very
nature of things it must be so. But the popularity of the drama
has been among spectators, not among readers. Particular books,
too, had from time to time, for special reasons, acquired a wide-

spread popularity, as was the case with " Hudibras." But
for the most part the greatest writers had addressed them-
selves either to the learned alone, or, at least, to that very
limited class of the population which may be called the culti-

vated class. But by the reign of Queen Anne some degree of

taste and culture had become much more widely diffused than
before, and an immense step in the progress of literature was
made when literary men found a way to meet this extended
taste, and supply this increased demand for literary enjoy-
ment, by means of short essays published periodically, adapted
by their brevity to attract the mass of those who would be

repelled by an elaborate philosophical treatise, and by their

literary merit to suit the taste of the most fastidious reader.

Addison was not the originator of this kind of writing, but he
was so far the most brilliant and successful of its cultivators,
that he will always be regarded as the best representative of

the periodical essayists in the age when the periodical essay was
in its greatest perfection.

Joseph Addison, the eon of the Rev. Launcelot Addison,
rector of Milston, Wilts, was born in 1672. He received his

earlier education at the Charterhouse, from which he removed
in due course to Magdaleu College, Oxford. Before his univer-

sity career had finished, Addison had acquired a reputation
extending beyond the limits of the university, as a most
finished scholar and a young man of rare promise. He was
early taken under the patronage of the great Lord Chancellor

Somers, and thus obtained the means necessary to enable him
to travel for several years upon the Continent. On the death
of William III., and the accession of Queen Anne, Addison's
friends ceased to be powerful, and for some time he felt the

change severely ; but in 1704 he was applied to by Godolphin,
on behalf of the Whig Ministry then in office, to write a poem
in honour of Marlborough's great campaign in Germany, which
had culminated in the victory of Blenheim. This was Addison's

first really important literary rental*. The moment WM Tory
favourable ; the party in opposition were making persist*!, t

effort* to depreciate Marlborough's achievement* ; the Minutr .

were very anxioun to meet these effort* quickly, and secure

popular opinion on their own tide ; and they attached great
importance to the projected poem. Adduon't work WM a com-
plete HUCC088. To a modern reader it is almost intolerably
tilted and unnatural, and in truth deserves what was said of

it not long afterward*, that it wan a "
gazette in rhyme." Bat

it suited the somewhat stiff and formal taste of the day.
Indeed, the connections which it contributed to establish were
the foundation of most of Addison's subsequent advancement.
Addison's advancement in the public service was steady and
rapid. He became first Secretary for Ireland. In 1716 he was
married to the Dowager Countess of Warwick, a union which
does not seem to have conduced to his domestic happiness,
however it may have assisted his rise in the public service.

In 1717 he was advanced to the dignified and responsible post
of Secretary of State. But Addison's diffidence, and even
awkwardness of manner, making him a very inefficient speaker
in Parliament, disqualified him in many respects for this office ;

and there can be little doubt that a consciousness of his defects

must have combined with his declining health in inducing him
to relinquish office and retire upon a pension, after a short

period of service. He died soon afterwards, in 1719.

Amongst Addison's poetical works, we have already men-
tioned the one which was at the time the most successful,

" The
Campaign." He was, besides, the author of many short occa-

sional pieces of inferior interest. The words written by him
for the opera of " Rosamond "

are of much the same character
as other pieces of the same kind, and would scarcely have been
remembered now, had any one of less reputation than Addison
been the author.

In the more formal drama, Addison's two attempts are the

comedy of
" The Drummer" a slight piece, displaying much

of Addison's humour, but scarcely to be called a success as a

play and the far more ambitious tragedy of "Cato." Few
plays have excited more attention, or have been, in one sense,
more successful than this celebrated tragedy. The immense
and well-earned reputation of its author, its easy application
to the political controversies of the day, and the influence of

Addison's numerous friends of all classes, secured crowded
audiences night after night, as long as "Cato" was on the

stage. Nor was the popularity of this play exhausted by a first

success, as we can easily discern by the perpetual quotations
from it, and references to it, by contemporary writers. But
the play has really little to recommend it. It is, no doubt,

rigidly correct, according to the most exacting classical

standard : the unities are strictly observed ; the language in

dignified and impressive ; the versification faultless. But
dramatic action or interest it has none ; development of

character it scarcely attempts j it is a tissue of pompous do-

clamation rather than a play.
It is as a prose writer, and not as a poet, that Addison has

earned immortality. His longer treatises his "Travels in

Italy," and his
"
Essay on Medals," of which the object was to

show the importance of ancient medals, as throwing light upon
ancient history give evidence upon every page of Addison's

delicate taste, finished scholarship, and minute acquaintance
with ancient literature; and their style is beautifully clear

and simple. But these works are at the present time almost

forgotten. Those by which Addison is now known are his

numerous short essays contributed to the three successive

series, published under the titles of the Taller, the Spectator,

and the Guardian.
The Tatler was projected and started in 1709 by Sir Richard

Steele, Addison's colleague in many a literary work. It was

published three times a week in the form of a small sheet.

Its success was very great, though its fame has been eclipsed

by that of its more celebrated successor. The Tatler lasted

for nearly two years, and was then discontinued. In 1711

Addison and Steele together started the Spectator. This

was a bolder speculation than the former, being issued every

day. It was continued till the close of the following year. Ita

success was immediate and unbounded. The Tatler had been

commenced not less as a vehicle for news a record of all

that could interest the town from day to day than for the

purpose of serious criticism and discussion. The Spectator,
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on the other hand, was from first to last the same in character.

The daily sheet contained always an essay on some subject

literary or social, a satire on some popular vice or folly, a story,

a fable, sometimes even a religious meditation. The "whole

is connected together by the slight framework of a group of

ideal characters, whose impressions and opinions are brought
before us in successive numbers. The imaginary Spectator

himself, who provides us with this fare, is a man who has

seen much of the world, who, now living in London, takes his

part in all its pleasures and pursuits, but who through all

remains a silent observer. He is at home and at ease only in

the society of the club, formed by a small circle of intimate

friends. Among these friends the most notable is Sir Roger
de Coverley, a beautiful picture of an old-fashioned country
gentleman. The Spectator himself, with his bashful silence,

his close observation of men and things, and his quiet humour,
has been thought to be a portrait of Addison himself drawn by
his own hand.
The Spectator had many contributors ; but it was to Addi-

son's genius that its popularity was mainly due, and it is his

genius that gives it its permanent value. He contributed more
than one-third of the whole series of papers.

The Spectator was succeeded by the Guardian. But the new
periodical never achieved, and indeed never deserved, anything
like the success of its predecessor. Addison had little share in

it ; at the commencement, none. Within a year it ceased to

appear. In 1714 Addison, no longer in literary partnership
with Steele, revived the Spectator for about six months, issuing
three papers in the week. With the final extinction of the

Spectator, Addison' s connection with this form of literature

closed.

Nothing is more remarkable about Addison's Spectators than
their variety of range the infinite fertility cf imagination and

thought of which they give evidence. A considerable number
of them deal with subjects of pure literary criticism ; and so

different is the taste of the present day from that of Addison's

time, that these critical papers have comparatively little value to

a modern reader. But they were of great service in instructing
the judgment and forming the taste of those for whose im-

mediate use they were written. In a series of essays, Addison
examined with the eye of a critic and in the spirit of genuine
admiration the works of Milton. And there can be little doubt
that these essays did more than anything else to restore the

great Puritan poet to that deserved eminence from which he
had been swept by the tide of popular passion and prejudice at

the Restoration, and from which ignorance and oblivion had
ever since excluded him.

Those of the essays which treat of grave questions of morality,
and other like subjects, have a dignity and simplicity very
characteristic of their author. In truth, there has seldom been
a great writer whose life and writings are so entirely in

harmony, whose works so accurately reflect not only the more
deliberate thoughts but the whole spirit and character of the
man. And in such papers as those of which we now speak we
see in strong relief that purity and elevation of thought and

feeling, that singularly calm judgment and conscientious spirit,
which distinguished Addison from all other writers of his day ;

those qualities which secured for him the respect, almost the

veneration, even of his bitterest opponents, in an age when con-

troversy was unusually bitter ; and enabled him alone, amid all

the heat of political controversy, to abstain from anything
approaching to personal unfairness towards his antagonists.

'

A large number of Addison's papers in the Spectator are ad-

dressed to topics of the moment, tlie changes of fashion, and
the amusements, habits, and follies of the hour. These have,
for us, lost much of their interest and attraction, for the
fashions and follies of the present day are not the fashions and
follies which Addison saw and laughed at. But these essays are

absolutely perfect of their kind. No man, perhaps, has ever
been so consummate a master as Addison of satire in its purely
kindly form, without one drop of the bitterness and contempt
the presence of which changes its whole nature and curdles it

into poison. No man has ever used so effectively that gentle
raillery which can expose and reprove a vice or a folly, and show
it in its most ludicrous form, without wounding or irritating
those whom it seeks to instruct.

But the genius of Addison shines at its brightest in those of

his writings which are purely imaginative, and in which he

portrays human nature, and appeals to our human sympathies.
All the papers devoted to Sir Roger de Coverley are among the

most delightful in the whole series. The character of Sir Roger
was, in the first instance, roughly sketched out by Steele ; but
it at once passed into the hands of Addison, and the picture as

it stands is the work of his pencil. The lifelike, though very
brief sketches of his daily life, his conduct in church, his

dealings with his affectionate tenantry, his journey to London,
his visits to Westminster Abbey, and his impressions from the

various scenes and circumstances in which he is placed, are all

as fresh and natural as if they had been drawn but yesterday.
The description of the old man's death, from the pen of hi*

faithful servant, is one of the most touching passages in al]

literature. Scarcely inferior to the old country gentleman is

Will Honeycomb, the superannuated man about town, who,
after the knight, forms the most striking figure in the group
of the Spectator's friends. Of the imaginative papers of.

another class, an admirable example is the celebrated
"
Vision

of Mirza."
In no way perhaps has Addison exercised so strong and

lasting an influence as by the example of his exquisite style.

His language and expression are not only always in harmony
with his subject, but they are in marvellously close accord with
the whole character of his mind. His style is easy, pure,

simple, without effort, but without monotony, admirably ex-

! pressive of the finest shades of thought or feeling, and at the

;

same time perfectly natural. Addison has long and justly been

regarded as a model of good English writing, and the effect of

his influence upon public taste has been singularly beneficial.

Of Sir Richard Steele we have already had occasion to speak
in connection with his illustrious friend and fellow-labourer

Addison. And, in fact, his main title to fame with posterity
is the fact of his having established those periodicals which
became the medium for Addison's genius. Steele was, however,
a writer of no mean power himself. He was born in Ireland in

1675 ; but was educated at the Charterhouse, where he was the

schoolfellow of Addison, and where the devoted affection and
almost reverential regard which he showed for Addison

throughout life commenced. Steele 's whole career was one of

extravagance, dissipation, and debt, alternating or combined
with at least occasional fits of strong religious enthusiasm.

1 In addition to a very large number of papers in the Taller,

Spectator, and Guardian, he was the author of very numerous

I
political and party pamphlets and articles ; for, like Addison,

\

Steele was one of the literary champions of the Whig party.
He also published a treatise on religion under the title of

" The
Christian Hero." He died in great poverty in 1729.

Sir William Temple occupied in his own day a conspicuous

place in the world of letters, but he owed it more to his social

position and political eminence than to any real genius for

literature. He filled distinguished public posts, both at home
and abroad, under the government of William III. ;

was a great

patron of literary men ;
and wrote a large number of essays,

I much admired at the time, but of no permanent value.

Among the minor essayists of this period, one of the most
brilliant was Atterbury, Bishop of Rochester. He formed one

! of the distinguished circle of wits and men of letters of which

Pope and Swift formed the centre ; and he took part with them
in the series of papers published under the name of "Martinus

Scriblerus." He bore an active share, too, in the famous Boyle
and Bentley controversy, which Swift has immortalised in his
"
Battle of the Books." Atterbury was a vehement Jacobite,

and being at last impeached for the treasonable practices in

which he had been concerned on behalf of the exiled Stuarts,

was condemned, and sentenced to banishment. He died in exile.

Lord Shaftesbury was grandson of the Shaftesbury who, as

we have seen, was the great object of Dryden
:

s satire. His
"
Characteristics," which treat mainly of speculative questions

upon ethical and metaphysical subjects, enjoyed a high reputa-
tion during their author's life. They are now, however, little

read!

To a very different school belongs Bernard Mar.deville, a

physician by profession. Mandeville was a bold and sceptical

thinker, whose theories, moral and social, were attacked by a

host of eminent writers, as subversive alike of religion and

morality. The most celebrated of his works is the " Fable of

the Bees," written to develop his theories of morals and his

ideas as to the basis cf the social system.
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LESSONS IN NAVIGATION. I.

I>FIWITION OFTHB ART DEAD RECKONING LOO : PRACTICAL
WAY OF KEEPING TUB LOO DEFINITION OF TJCKMM.

NAVIGATION may be defined as the art by which the mariner in

able at nil tiun's to ascertain the position of bin Teasel upon
the earth's surface, the course she has pursued nnd distance

traversed in any given time, and the course which she must
follow to reach a given point. The wider definition sometimes

given, and which, indeed, the name suggests the art of con-

du.-tmtf 11 ."Inp from place to place is misleading,
-

would seem to include a thousand arts of practical seamanship
lying quito bfyond its province.

Miing the navigator to bo provided with charts showing
the distance and course between any two given points, it is

obvious that his first and greatest necessity is the power of

fixing his position at any time upon the "
trackless wasto

' '

as

represented by his chart, for, knowing his position, he has evi-

dently the moons of tracing his past and planning his future

course.

There are two ways of fixing a vessel's position, one by
observations of the heavenly bodies (nautical astronomy), the

other by what is called dead reckoning that is, by deduction
from a close record of the vessel's

movements since her place on the
chart was hist determined. The
elements of this record are the

observed speed and the course or

courses sailed the former ob-

tained by "heaving the log" at

intervals, and the latter by watch-

ing the compass. A ship at sea
is so much the sport of winds and
waves, tides and currents, that
this record (which is called the

log* or journal) is liable to serious

error, and the ship's position, as

deduced from it every day at

noon, needa to be checked as often

as possible by the more certain

but troublesome and not always
feasible method of celestial obser-

vation. As cloudy skies and vio-

lent storms often forbid observa-
tion for days together, the import-
ance of a well-kept log cannot be

overrated, and the accurate keep-
ing of the log-board may be called

the first or practical division of

the science. The daily deductions
from the log may, on the other

Fig. 1. THE MARINER'S COMPASS.

hand, be called the second or theoretical part of the science.

The remaining branch the observation of the heavenly bodies
to check deductions from the log involves practical skill and
theoretical considerations of an equally high order.

I. To commence with the practical work of keeping the log.
The nautical day runs from noon of one day to noon of the

next. During that time the ship's movements at every hour, as

nearly as con bo estimated, are noted on the log-board i.e., the
course or direction followed at each hour, and the speed through
the water. The completed record is called the day's work, and
from it, at noon, is computed the dead reckoning, or longitude
and latitude by account. The particulars of the log-board are
then transferred to a properly ruled page in the log-book or

journal, together with the computed position, the position as
found by observation, the distance made during the day, and
the general course steered (i.e., the nett result of the various
courses and distances made, if the ship, as is often the case,
has not held one straight course throughout) ; particulars as to

weather, wind, currents, variation of the compass, amount of
sail set, duties of the crew, etc., and the distance and bearing
of the land next expected to be seen.
The speed of the ship is noted every hour. A thin piece of

wood, shaped like a quadrant of a circle, and so loaded as to
stand upright in the water and offer resistance to being drawn

*
Tliis name is also given to an instrument for finding the speed of

the ship.

151 X.E.

along, U cant overboard. ThU U called the log, and to it if

attached a thin cord called the log- Uie Utter are
i series of knoti (or pieces of coloured cloth) about fifty-one feet

;t, and the number of these which run oat during half

minute pivea the number of nautical ntilet (hence called knoU)
at which the ship is then moving per hour, fifty-one feet being
about the 120th part of a nautical mile. The nautical mile U

. the sixtieth part of a degree of latitude (= 1 minute), or about
10 feet ; the statute mile is 5,280 feet, or about one-seventh

less. The common log here described is far from being a period
apparatus, though still generally used ; various improved form*
are manufacture i.

The course steered by compass is also noted every hoar, orM
often as changed. It is now necessary to explain the compact

,\ hi< h a diagram is annexed in Fig. 1.

Standing at any spot on the earth's surface (except the poles,
which are practically out of the question), and facing the north,
an observer has on his right the tast, on his left the west, and
behind him the south. In order that the direction of any line

on the earth's surface may be quickly described, in language
universally intelligible, the whole horizon is divided into thirty-
two points, eight of which lie in each of the spaces between
north and east, east and louth, etc. Half-way between north

and east comos north-east, half-

way between east and south comes
south-east, etc. The principle on
which the points are named in

apparent from the diagram. The
eight most important are N.,

N.E., E., 8.E., S , S.W., W., and
N.W. A combination of two of

these indicates half-way between
the two; thus, 8.S.W. (south-

south-west) is two points on west
side of south and two south of

south-west. Again, one of the

eight principal points by another
means one point away from the
first-named towards the other;

thus, N.b.E., one point to east-

ward of north ; S.W.b.W. (south-
west by west) means one point
to west of south-west. This ac-

counts for the names of the whole

thirty-two, but a still greater

degree of accuracy may be thus
attained : N.E.b.E. i E., north-

east by east one quarter east,

equal to 5| points eastward of

north. This might with equal
truth bo called E.N.E.JN., or }

of a point northwards of E.N.E. The horizon, like other

circles, is also divided into 360", whence each point = 11* 15' ;

a half point = 5 37' 30" ; a quarter point 2 48' 45".

Sailors always describe a ship's course by the "
point of th"

compass" towards which she is steering; but in computing
position, etc., the course is described as so many degrees and
minutes from the line running north and south through the

spot from which she sails : thus, S. 11 15' W., equivalent to a

course S.b.W., or one point westward of south.

Beneath the compass card, in the north and south line, is

fastened a magnetised needle, and the card being free to revolvr ,

and the apparatus hung so as to be little affected by the motion
of the ship, the bearing of every part of the horizon is accu-

rately shown, a certain known correction being made for what
is called variation of the compass. The magnetic pole to which
the needle points does not quite correspond with the actual

north pole of the earth, and, indeed, varies slightly from year
to year. The variation in England is about 2 j points to west-

ward of north. Hence true north is shown by the compass
as N.N.E.JE., and the ti-ue bearing of any object is obtained

by adding 2| points to the left of the compass or magnetic

bearing. If the ship's head point N.W. by compass, we know
that her true course is W.N.W.JW. The compeu* course if,

however, noted on the log-board, and correction made after-

wards in
"
working off the log." The compass course is found

by simply noting to what point the ship's head is directed

as shown by the compass card on board. Similarly, if we
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wish to steer true N.E., we add 2J points to the right to find

the compass course to be steered, knowing, as we do, that N.E.
on the card is really that distance to the left of the true N.E. :

thus we steer, by card, E.N.E.^ E. The variation of the needle
in any given part of the world is easily found by nautical

astronomy.
But besides the variation of the needle, easily allowed for,

there are two grave sources of error in the
courses noted on the log-board viz., lee-

way and currents. Lee-way is caused by the

ship drifting sideways under the pressure of

a side wind. Its amount varies greatly with
the build of ship, force of wind, etc., and
can only be estimated roughly by the angle
which the vessel'3 apparent course i.e., the
direction in which her head points makes
with the real course, as shown by the line

of broken water in her " wake." The esti-

mated amount is noted on the log-board.
Currents are still more troublesome, and no
estimate of them can be thoroughly relied

on ; an estimate of their force and direction,
if any, must, however, be noted on the log-
board. Its value depends upon the judgment
and experience of the observer. A common
mode of estimating currents is to render a
boat stationary by lowering a heavy weight from it to i great

depth, and seeing how fast, and in what direction, the ship
drifts from the boat. But it not unfrequently happens that

this test is fallacious, from the boat having dropped its weight
Into some under-current, which causes it to move, even if the

lurface be quite still.

Having during twenty-four hours put upon the log-board the

materials he can, in his character of practical observer, the

navigator next proceeds, as mathematician, to apply the rules

to be developed in the ensuing sections.

II. Definition of terms.

The earth is assumed, for simplicity's sake, and with sufficient

accuracy for purposes of navigation, to be a perfect globe or

sphere (strictly it is not so, as it slightly bulges out at the

equator, and is flattened at the poles).
The axis of the earth is the diameter upon which it revolves,

an imaginary line passing through the centre (N s in Fig. 2).
The points on the surfaco at which this line terminates are
called the poles (N, s in the figure).
A great circle of a sphere is any circle of the same radius as

the sphere, and consequently having the same centre as the

sphere. Every sphere may bear upon it an infinite number of

great circles, cutting each other in all directions, but they
clearly must all be of the same size that is, the greatest size

which any circle traced upon the sphere can attain. With any
other point in the interior of the sphere
for a centre, one circle only can be traced

upon the surface, which will be smaller than
the great circle in proportion as its centre B̂

b

,

I

ẑ ,
B

is distant from the centre of the sphere.
Examination of a terrestrial globe will

explain this : the equator and meridians
of longitude are all great circles, the

parallels of latitude are small circles.

The equator (E Q) is a great circle sur-

rounding the earth exactly midway between the poles. Every
point on the equator is therefore equidistant from the north
and south pole.
A meridian, or meridian of longitude, is half the great circle

which passes through any given place and the two poles, or, in

other words, is an imaginary line drawn north and south through
any place, and prolonged to the poles. Such line is called the
meridian of the place or spot in question : NXS, NYS, NZS
are the meridians of A, B, and c respectively, and of all other

places situated on the same north and south lines.

A parallel of latitude is a "
small circle" drawn through any

place, encircling the earth parallel io the equator. The farther

tho place is from the equator, of course the smaller the circle.

P L is the parallel on which A, B, and c are situated.

The latitude of a place is its distance north or south from the

equator, and is measured by the length of that portion of any
meridian included between the equator and its parallel of lati-

tude, or, which is the same thing, by its distance from the

equator, measured' along its own meridian. Thus the latitude

(north) of B is B Y (or A X or C z), and if we assume B Y to be
the sixth part of the meridian N B Y s, which, as a semicircle,
contains ISO 3

,
we can immediately define its position as 30

north latitude. Obviously the meridional arc from the equator to

either pole is 90S, or the fourth of a circle ; consequently latitude

is never expressed in figures higher than 90.
The longitude of a place is its distance east

or west of some special meridian arbitrarily
chosen as a standard of reference, there being
no meridional great circle with natural claims

to pre-eminence, such as the equator has

amongst parallels of latitude. The English
reckon the longitude of all places as so many
degrees east or west of the meridian of Green-

wich (the national observatory) ; the French
count from Paris, and so on. The longitude
of a place is thus its distance from the

meridian of Greemvich (not from Greenwich

itself), measured along its own parallel of

latitude, or, as some put it, the arc of the

equator lying between its own meridian and
that of Greenwich. Thus the longitude of

B, assuming N 2 s to be the meridian in

which Greenwich is situate, is B c west.

Assuming B c to be the sixth part of the circle P L (360), we can
now defino B'S position exactly ; it is lat. 30 N., long. 60 W.
The longitude of Y, or any other place on the meridian NYS, is

also 6C W. Seeing that all meridians gradually approach each
other towards the poles, it is evident that a degree of longitude

(measured as it is upon a circle of uncertain size) varies in length
from nearly seventy statute miles at the equator to nothing at

the poles ; whereas a degree of latitude, measured always upon a
meridian (a great circle), is constant, and is the same as a degree
of longitude at the equator. Each degree, of course, contains

60 minutes (nautical miles), and each minute 60 seconds.

The student must guard against the common error of viewing

degrees of longitude and latitude as mere measures of length, com-

parable only with miles and furlongs. They are also measures of

angles; thus, "B is in 30 N. lat." means that B subtends with

tho equator an angle of 30 at the centre of the circle of which
its meridian forms part (necessarily also the centre of the globe).

Regarding the definition of B'S position as 30 lat. N. as simply

signifying that it lies 1,800 nautical miles to the north of the

equator, the expressions "sine of latitude of B," "cosine 30Iat.,"
would be unintelligible ; but viewing it as the measure of the

angle BOY, they offer no difficulty. Similarly, the 60 of longi-

tude between Y and z are the measure of the angle YOZ. (A

I
knowledge of Trigonometry, as given in this work, as far as the

i solution of right-angled triangles, is assumed in the student.)
The difference of latitude between two

places, whether on the same meridian or

not, is the arc of a meridian intercepted
between their respective parallels of lati-

tude. If they are both north or both south

of the equator, the difference is found by
subtracting the less latitude from the

greater; if one has north and the other

south latitude, the two must be added to

give the difference. Similarly with differ-

|

ence of longitude : if both east or both west of Greenwich sub-

tract the less from the greater ; if one east and the other west,
add the two amounts together. Thus the difference of longi-

tude between a place 40 W. and another 130 W. is 90;
I

between a place 40 W. and another 110 E., the difference is

|

150. Between the place 130 W. and that 110 E. we do not,

I

however, describe the difference as 240. Obviously the greatest
i possible difference is 180, half the circumference of the globe,

so that where the difference amounts by the rule GO over 180,
we take the difference between the amount found and 360,
the whole circumference of the globe. Thus 360 - 240 =
120 = difference between the places named. A little conside-

ration will show this to be the proper difference, as the two places

are so far from the Greenwich meridian that they begin, so to

|
say, to approach each other on the other side of the world.

The horizon, in popular language, is the line formed by the

junction in the distance of the sea and sky. Strictly, the
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horizon of any place I* a piano imagined to touch the earth,
i fiisliioii, u.t that plum, and to extend infinitely in erery

iMll.'il ilio sensible horiaon, hut it in never
!n except to the oyo of a swimmer when level with smooth
The visit- : a plane at all, bnt a conical

surface, of which the a] ^server's eye, as at A (Fig. .'!),

owing to the great elevation of the ohnerver, a very largo
of the earth's surface in in<-linle<l in tho cone, of which

B A c is a perpendicular section. Hero tho visible horizon is a
n D c, beyond which tho earth and tho heavens alike dip

out of sight. The angle at which tho lines A B, A c dip below

the sensible h<>ri ..! tho dip, and depends upon tho

\ above tho surface. There is a simple practical
rale for finding the dip of tho horizon for any given height
above t of tho sea, based on Trigonometry. It is

The square rout <>f tlf hrijht i-.r/irrssed im. feet is equal to the 'Up

expressed in minutes. The higher the observer is placed, and
tho greater tho dip, tho more distant becomes the visible

D. Here is a rule for the distance : To the height of the

eye in feet add half the height, and extract the square root of the

sum ; the result will be the distance in statute miles. We have
not space to give the simple proof of those rules, which will be
found in

" Galbraith and Haughton's Trigonometry."

KEY TO EXERCISES IN PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. VI.

EXERCISE 8.

1. 1C8-8 ft.
|

2. M-12 ft.

EXERCISE 9.

1. 2062'G5ft.
|

2. 1992-4 ft.

EXERCISE 10.

10 ft.
|

2. 8-18-6 ft.

EXERCISE 11.

1. 27f6 yds. |
2. 220 ft.

|
3. 480 paces.

EXERCISE 12.

1. 701 -9 yds.

EXERCISE 13.

1. Distance apart == 4403 yds. At the lighthouse, A bears 106 33',

and a 33 47' from the headland. At the headland, B bears 109 40',
and A 31 19' from tho lighthouse.

EXERCISE 14.

1. Height of window = 24-639 ft. ; height above ground = 49'187 ft.

2. Height= 60-82 ft. ; height above sea= 445' 23 ft.

LESSONS IN LATIN. LVIL
IDIOM.

IDIOM is a word of Greek origin, signifying what is one's own.
Hence idiom, as applied to a language, denotes that which is

peculiar to that language.
In the study of languages we find that which is common and

that which is peculiar. The union and systematic arrangement
of what is common to languages gives rise to general grammar.
The selection and exhibition of the qualities which are peculiar
to any one language form what is called the idiom of that

language. On general grammar and on idiomatic usages is

founded the philosophy of language, which is commonly called

philology, whose business it is to discover and set forth the
universal principles of language considered as the chief instru-
ment of thought, considered also as a picture of the human
mind, and a guide in ethnology, or the science which treats of

the derivation of nations ; and considered, moreover, as an
auxiliary in general history.
A full treatise on Latin idiom wonld require a volume.

Already have many idiomatical usages been pointed out and
explained. To a great extent tho laws of Latin syntax are an
exhibition of Latin idioms. Several of those laws, however,
have their counterparts in other tongues. These accordingly
belong to general grammar. Other usages are in strictness

peculiar to the Roman writers and their imitators. For instance,
khe ablative absolute is not found in other languages ; in Greek
the absolute case is the genitive; in English, the absolute case

(rarely used) is the objective.
I subjoin a few idiomatic usages with accompanying explana-

tions, more for the sake of directing and encouraging tho
learner than to impart systematic instruction. With a few
remarks on the collocation of words, a very important branch

M, I shall clone these loesons, and therewith terminate a
treatise, in which I have endeavoured to amplify the Latin

grammar and facilitate the acquisition of the Latin language ;

aiming not so much at completeness as usefulness; tor thane
who have diligently and intelligently accompanied ae in this

course of instruction, will find no difficulty in carrying forward
their studios with the aid of the ordinary """i^f While,
however, I do not profess to have exhausted the subject, 1

have, I believe, omitted nothing of oonsequenoe which ought to
enter into an elementary treatise designed to assist the un-
taught, the half-taught, and the self-taught to read the Latin

prOHO classics.

When two nouns como together of which one denotes a class

and tho other some members of that class, the former in Latin
as well as in English is generally put in tho genitive case; a*

Militum quam plurimi interfecti cunt.

Of the soldiers very many were killed.

In Latin, however, instances occur in which the former noon,
tho noun representing the class, is in the same case as the noun

representing tho members of the class ; as

Duos flliffl, alt/era occisa, altera capta eat.

The two daughters, the one was killed, the other taken.

The two daughters, in English, would be of tlie two daughters.
Here is another example :

Mauri, impetratis omnibus rebus, tres Bomarn profecti.
The Moors, all things being obtained, three proceeded to Rome.

The Latin, admitting of greater compression of style than the

English, sometimes employs, as attributives, nouns or adjective--

in cases where the sense in our language requires some explana-

tory word or words
; as

C. Junius ffidem Salutis, quam consul voverat, censor locarit, iicMor
dedicavit.

C. Junius, when censor, erected, and when dictator dedicated a chapel in

honour oj Salus, which he had vowed when he was consul.

There are occasions when, in the Latin, the explanatory word
is given ; as

Cicero cecinit ea ut vates (Corn. Nep.).
Cicero sang ffiese (Kings as a prophet.

The word on which a genitive depends is sometimes omitted.

The omission takes place when the word can be easily supplied
from the context. Thus the governing word is left out in a
second clause or number of a sentence when it can readily be

taken from the previous one ; as

Quum Athenieusiuin opes senoscere, contra Lacedaemoniorum cres-

cere viderent.

When the resources of the Athenians seemed to irost* aicay, those of the

Lacedemonians, on the other hand, seemed to increase.

The genitive Lacedcemoniorum depends on opes, understood

from the opes which appears in the former part of the sentence.

Observe, by the way, that the English requires the leading verb

seemed to be repeated ; whereas the Latin viderent governs both

senescere and crescere. This is an advantage which ensues from

throwing the verb to the end of the sentence.

The Romans employed adjectives of nnraber, etc., instead of

adverbs ; as

Ego primus hanc orntionem legi, I firs' read that oration ;

where, in the Latin, primus agrees with ego. Here you have

a case of agreement, that is, an adjective agreeing with a pro-

noun, which you should compare wii what has been said under

the second head of agreement (Vol. V., page 282).
Considerable care is necessary to render these instances of

idiom correctly ; for example :

H me primam oratiouem legi.

The words literally rendered are, 7 read this first oration,

or 7 read this oration first. Neither of these renderings gives
the meaning, which is

This is the fint oration which I read.

The pronouns in Latin present many instances of idiom, of

which the more simple will be found already explained under
the proper heads. Some that may involve difficulty to the

student may be here noticed.

The adjective, which in sense belongs to the antecedent, is

separated from it, and put after and in concord with the

relative ; for example :

Consiliis pore, quo; nunc pnfcherrima Nautes dat.

LIT. To the counsels yield, tchieh now very excellent Nauttt oioM.

IDIOM. Obey the very exctUent counsels which Navtes note jn'wt.
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Here, in construction, the adjective puldwrrima agrees with,

the relative qucst whereas in sense it is to be taken as if in

concord with the antecedent consiliis. In rendering such

passages, the beginner will do well to alter the arrangement
BO as to make it correspond with the sense before he begins
to construe, thus :

Consiliis pulcherrimis pare, quee nunc Nautes dat.

Tha Romans, iond of the relative, frequently use it when,
fa. English, we employ a demonstrative pronoun ; and being
also inclined to put together, for the sake of broad contrast,

two related words, they in questions place a relative and an

interrogative side by side ; as

Quo quid potest esse turpius ?

What can be more base than that t

When the relative refers to a fact or a clause of a sentence,

it frequently takes before it the demonstrative pronoun, and
thus arises the form id quod ; as

Num me fefeilit res tanta, et, id quod magia est admirandum, dies ?

Tort do not think, do you ? that so important a fact, and, what would be more

wonderful, the day escaped my notice f

The pronoun is, ea, id, is used in the sense of our phrases
and that, and that too ; for example :

Unam rem explicabo, eamque maximam.
One thing I will explain, and that not tht least.

The pronoun is, or hie, is often not found in Latin in forms

of speech where the English usage would lead you to expect it ;

as
Xerxes proposuit prsemium qui invenisset novam voluptatem.
Xerxes offered a reward to him who should discover a new pleasure.

Ei (to him) would be looked for before qui; its absence is

idiomatic.

When the demonstrative is employed, it may stand, not, as

in English, before, but after the relative ; as

Tarquinius non novam potestatem nactus, sed quam habebat, ea, usus
est injuste.

Tarquin obtained not neic pouw, but he used the power he had unjustly.

Important idiomatic usages are connected with the Latin

participle. That of the ablative absolute has been sufficiently

spoken of. Another idiom or two may here be noticed.

The Latin has no participle perfect active, corresponding to

our having read ; the meaning may be given by a verb and a

conjunction, as, for example, Quum epistolam legisset, abiit

Cicero (Cicero, having read the letter, departed). The past

participle of deponent verbs has an active signification ; as

Caesar milites Jiorlalus castra movit.

Ccesar, having exhorted his soldiers, moved his camp.

The passive participle in dus agrees with the noun or pro-
noun with which it is connected ; for example

Legend! aunt libri, books are to b read.

Causa legend! libri, for the sake of reading a book.

Ad legendum librum, to read a book.

In legendo libro, in reading A book.

Ad legendos libros, to read books.

In legendis libris, tn reading books.

After the verbs curare, dare, sumere, relinquere, etc., this

participle is common in a usage which requires attention ; for

example
Haac domum aedificandam mihi couduxi ;

T have contracted to build this house.

Hanc domum tediflcandam tibi looavi ;

J have let tp ',hee the building of this house.

The present participle active is used after a verb instead of

101 infinitive, when it is intended to show that the act is at the
moment proceeding ; as

Infinitive. Te ridere vidi, 1 saw I Pres. Part. Active. Te ridenfem
lliee laugh.

| vidi, I saw tTiee laughing.

The force of the participle in rus cannot be given in English
without a circumlocution ; for example :

Tibarius frajectwrus Ehenum commeatum prsemisit.

Tiberius, when on tht point of passing the Rhine, sent before him all his

t:,fplies.

The participle perfect passive ie used after habeo, teneo,

possideo, etc., to give the idea of an act so past as to have
become a settled condition ; as

Blvsd exploratum hibeto, nihil fieri posse sine causa.
Account this a settled point, that nothing can take place withori a cause.

In sentences constructed in English with two independent
verbs, the Latins prefer employing one verb and the passive

participle ; for example :

Diouysius Syracusis expulsua Corinthum se contulit,

Dionysius ioas expelled from Syracuse and went to Corinth;

or thus,

When Diouysius ioas expelled from Syracuse he went to Corinth.

The participles in Latin have sometimes a causal form, which
can be fully given in English only by the aid of a conjunction;
as in this example :

Nihil affirmo dubitans et mihi ipse diffidens.

I assert nothing, because I doubt and because I distrust myself.

The passive participle in us is sometimes used with a noun
in such a way as to require to be put into English by a noun ;

the compound phrase demands two nouns in a state of regimen ;

thus, occisus Caesar (literally, Ccesar being slain), must be

rendered, the slaying of Ccesar ; as

Occisus dictator Caesar aliis pessimum, aliis pulcherrimnm facinus

videbatur,
The slaying of Ccesar, tht dictator, appeared to some a very shameful,

to others a very noble deed.

Hence arise the phrases, post Christum natum; literally,

after Christ born ; that is, since the birth of Christ ; ab urbe

condita, from the foundation of the city (of Rome).

POLITICAL ECONOMY. IV.
BY J. E. THOROLD ROGERS, M.A.

INTEREST AND PROFITS.

I HAVE stated in a previous lesson that the rudest and meet
rudimentary human society is possessed of some wealth. A
man, however savage his condition may be, must have the
means by which he can get his livelihood the instruments,

say, of the chase ; he must have also some stock of food by
him, by which he can maintain himself during the time in which
he is engaged in getting more food ; and, thirdly, he must be
able to get so much by his implements, and by the food which

supports him, as to be able to support those who depend on
him for their subsistence, and who will hereafter perpetuate the

vigour which he now possesses for his own needs, and on behalf
of those for whom he labours. In other words, he must possess
both of these forms of capital on which economists have written
and said so much ; and he must invest a portion of his earnings
in the form by which labour can be permanently supplied.
Now the weapons of a savage, the dried meat which he carries

with him when he hunts, and the food which he has spared
from his own sustenance in order to support his children, differ

only in quantity and in quality from those accumulations of

wealth which are, in any civilised community, devoted to what
is called productive labour.

And here I may observe, that when economists talk about

productive labour or expenditure, they mean that kind of labour

or art which, either directly or indirectly, tends towards en-

larging the material wealth of society. A man who increases

by his labour the stock of food on which mankind can subsist,

adds, obviously and directly, to the resources by which society
is sustained. Another, who devotes his industry to the manu-
facture of articles necessary for the convenience and comfort
of his fellow-men, is similarly adding to their material well-

doing. A third, who busies himself in constructing those

machines by which human labour is economised or lightened, is

adding also to the wealth of man. Nor are those less actively

engaged in production who are educating human intelligence,

prolonging human life, cr adding to that security which is a

condition necessarily antecedent to any accumulation of wealth
whatsoever. Unless men are subserving some vicious pro-

pensity, or some indulgence which neither directly or indirectly
aids in sustaining, increasing, or prolonging the industrial ener-

gies of mankind, it is not easy to assert that their labour is

intrinsically unproductive, or barren of all material results.

Even those who merely minister to amusement, may play an

important part in the economy of human industry, for recrea-

tion may so refresh the person who can take it, as to send him
back to his work with redoubled energy and largely increased

effectiveness.

Here, too. I may observe by the way, that even if part'of tho
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outlay of 1'iiman l;il.our u derated toward* those object* or

H whii-li arc neither direetly or indirectly i-'n.iucive to

mut'Tiiil pr.,i!uct-, i.r to liie industry which stipplicH mn-h pro-

ducts, it iloos not follow that 8uoh an outlay of labour is to be

ated. It is not desirable that a life of nioro labour, un-

reliored by any enjoyments beyond those essential to the con-

tinuity of labour itself, and always burdened with anxiety, that

H'icli
|

.1 should bo the lot of each person, should bo

continually before tho mass of mankind, or ovon before a number
of persons, however Mnall that number may bo. If men live a

pciinrioiiH or ascetic lifo for tho sake of some great and worthy
object, they are doubtlessly to be commended. If they live

such a life from sheer love of hoarding, they are suffering under
a delusion, which ia at once contemptible and perverse. But
that a whole society should be determined to live coarsely and

. to abjure all that is beautiful or elegant, to repudiate
all art ami refinement, is simply to prefer barbarism to civilisa-

tion, to set up a low instead of a high ideal, and ultimately to

bring about a great deal of general misery. There are forms
of expenditure which are waste and mischief; but the general
distribution of comforts and conveniences is as much a means
for elevating men, as it ia in accordance with tho manifest

designs of a beneficent Providence.

That which a person saves, in order to make provision on
behalf of those perpetual or continual needs of his life, or in order

to provide against occasional emergencies, he cither employs or

hoards. Every individual who ia above the practice of merely
living from hand to mouth, possesses some accumulation, the

purpose of which is to afford some security against the risks of

sickness, or suspended employment, or the loss which his death

might inflict on his family. The man who subscribes to a benefit

society, or who insures his life, or keeps a balance at his bankers,
hoards against emergencies. It is an accident that his accumu-
lations yield him interest. It is possible to conceive a state of

society in which tho disposition to save might be excessively

strong, the necessity of saving very urgent, but in which no

opportunity might be given for any profit in tho shape of inte-

rest on such savings. It ia important to notice this, because
not a few eminent economists have argued as though the dis-

position to accumulate was entirely dependent on the interest

which the person who saves could get for his savings. It is

true that in a country like our own, where a very perfect, and,
on the whole, trustworthy Eystem exists, under which loans

may be made, they who save do get an addition to their savings,
from the interest paid by borrowers ; but if such a machinery did

not exist men could still save, and might save largely. That
such a practice does prevail, has been proved of late years more
than once, by the success with which the French Government has

negotiated loans by the small subscriptions of the poorer classes

in France. These loans have been mob out of the hoards of the

people, and the amount offered was far in excess of the amount
which the Government wished to raise, and did raise. At tho

present moment, a very large part of the specie which exists in

the world has been absorbed by tho exigencies of war, partly as

the most convenient machinery by which to meet extraordinary

expenses, but also as a hoard. A hoard, in short, ia wealth
reserved in the hands of those who own it, or which, at least,

is put in some place from which it can be easily and safely
recovered. We shall see, by-and-bye, that the fact that some
part of the savings of a country is always invested in such a
form as to be easily recoverable, carries some very important
results.

Men, then, save with an object, and this object is to provide
against emergencies. If they are obliged to hoard their savings,

they will, on the anticipation of these emergencies, save just as

anxiously and carefully. If an additional motive is presented
to them, that of making or getting an advantage out of what

they have saved, all the better. In a country like our own,
where the machinery exists by which these savings can be
turned to account to tho profit of the individual, what can bo
saved is generally turned to account. And we should remem-

ber, also, that what a man can save ia all that remains over and
above the cost of maintaining himself and hia children, and of

making provision against his own old age or other incapacity.
Wealth Trhich is saved and used is called capital. Economists

make a distinction between that capital which is circulating and
that which ia fixed. The former of these phraaes is awkward
and ambiguous, and tho distinction itself is not very important.

It ia Hufticient to Bay that by circulating capital in meant that
wealth which i exhausted or (economically (peaking) ooo.
anmed in a single act, while fixed capital in that which perform*
a Buoceamon of act*. Thoa the grain which a farmer aowa i

tho former, the machine with which he aowa it U the latter.

The coals which feed the fire of a Ktcam-cngine are the former.
the engine itself ia the latter. But the ezpreaaion "circulating"
ia very ambiguous. Nothing circulates so much a* a abillm;
or a sovereign ; for each piece of money performs, in the

economy of society, an infinite number of operationa. Hut it

does circulate .BO freely and BO readily, because it can perform
ao many operations that is, because it in so eminently fixed.

Perhaps it would be better to call these two proocases of capital
exhaustive and recurrent.

Though navinga may be collected with a view to security,
wealth is generally hoarded with a view to profit. In order,

however, to have any clear idea on this subject, the true inter-

pretation of which gives the solution of many among the moat
intricate problems of Political Economy, we must see what

profit means.
It is the common practice to say that profit includes the into

rest of capital, the wages of managing the employment of thi.i

capital, and insurance against the risk of losing all or any part
of it. And no doubt, in the ordinary use of the word that is,

as implying the advantage which a person gets for carrying on

his business these three facts always enter into the calculations

of such a person ; and it ia no less clear that a person whoso

energy enables him to exercise a considerable management over

large affairs, and whose acuteness assists him to calculate and

obviate many risks, will procure a far greater profit, in the

ordinary sense of the word, than other traders do. For there

ia no doubt that all the persons who are engaged in any business

get an average rate of profit, and that they who get more than

this rate are more acute and intelligent, while they who get

less are less fortunate or less capable than the average.

It is manifest, however, that the wages of management ar>

regulated by exactly tho same causes which control other rates

of wages. If no natural, legal, or social hindrance is put in

the way of a man who works, the wagea of labour conform to

the cost of producing the labourer, and to the effectiveness of

the labour itself. But the qualities of a man of business do

not differ, except in degree and direction, from the qualities of

any other person who works for wages. It is true that the

mind can often do a multitude of things, while the hands can

only do one; and that, therefore, unless tho management bo

too vast for one man's control, the wages of management may bo

indefinitely increased. But a thoroughly good man of business

has to be trained, is greatly prosperous only by a vigorous

selection from other men of business, and ia in reality an

exceedingly effective labourer. Unlesa, therefore, wo arc to

confuse wages with profit, we must account in this way for the

wages of management.
Again, risk is an element which can either be calculated on a

general average, or which is more or less subject to the control

of acuteness and foresight. Some persona have gone so far

aa to say that every kind of risk or contingency ia subject to

some law, which determines the average recurrence of the risk.

Perhaps this is a paradox ; but it ia certain that when taken

on a large scale, and with a sufficient margin over which the

average may oscillate, and with some care in estimating the

character of the objects to which the risk attaches, the risk is

practically capable of calculation. This, as we all know, has

long been effected in the insurance of ships, of lives, and o.

property from fires and other accidents. But of course, even

here, the examples from which the average is calculated have

to be selected. No underwriter would insure an nnaeaworthy

ship, no agent would take a thoroughly unsound life, or insure

a powder-mill. So again, in a much more delicate matter,

insurances of character are effected, when persons who are put

in situations of confidence cannot obtain any other kind of

guarantee. Those who insure character are, I presume, obliged

to take a considerable margin in order to cover risks ; but they

are, no doubt, much more anxious to inquire into the character

or antecedents of those who treat with them. No such associa-

tion or office would insure the integrity of a man who had been

convicted of peculation or fraud, and would probably look very

suspiciously on a person whose relations had a bad name.

But no one insures against risks which prudence can obviate,
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because such an insurance would put an end to the motives for

prudence. It would not be possible, except to a very limited

extent, to insure against theft or fraud, because it is everybody's
business to be on the alert, and watchful against those risks.

But it would be wholly impossible to insure against bad debts,

as this would be a premium on indolence and thoughtlessness,
.ft is plain, then, that risk is for the most part within a cal-

culable quantity, which may be avoided by sharing what an
individual cannot escape from, but an association may share

among themselves, or something which may be avoided by
prudence or discretion. In the former case, it is part of the

cost which must inevitably be incurred by those who undertake

any industry ; in the latter, it is part of the labour of manage-
ment, and is remunerated on just the same principles as those

which regulate the wages of management. In no case can it be

properly be said to be part of profits.

The only remaining element, then, in what is popularly called

profit, is interest. Interest has been* defined to be the wages of

abstinence. The definition is metaphorical, but is not a little

suggestive. Under a system which brings borrowers and lenders

together, the former stipulate to replace that which the latter

advance, and with it some such sum as may be agreed on as a

compensation which the lormer pay the latter for not using
their own property themselves, but allowing others the use of

it. The amount of such compensation is determined by compe-
tition. We must assume that the loan will be repaid, or that

no reasonable doubt exists that it will be repaid. Then the

amount of interest will depend on the proportion which subsists

between the amount of property to be lent and the number or

demand of those who wish to borrow. When the amount to be
lent is great, the rate of interest will be low ; when the number
or demand of borrowers is great, the rate of interest is high.
Now all this is so plain, that it seems almost superfluous to

state it. But plain as it is, it is only lately that it has been
made intelligible, and that the legislatures of civilised countries

have been willing to accept the conclusions derived from the

fact. For centuries the law strove to forbid the payment of

interest at all ; and when the law did permit it, it attempted to

fix the amount payable.
We do not now need to be told that people take little pieces

of yellow and white metal, not because they want these objects,
but because they want something else, which these bits of metal
will more certainly procure than anything else. In other words,

money is not desirable for its own sake, but for the sake of that

which it will obtain. When, therefore, one man lends another
a sum of money, he lends him the power of purchasing other

objects, and, in effect, lends him other objects. Now there can
be no doubt that if a man lend another the land which he

cultivates, or the seed which he puts into the land, the lender

of these necessary instruments of husbandry would expect to be

compensated, because he foregoes that which he could have
used to his own advantage, and permits another to use it instead.

But for a very long time persons who were otherwise eminent
for their abilities argued, that as money does not grow it is

unjust to demand anything for its use. To take what Antonio,
representing the current opinion, calls "a breed of barren metal,"
Tas thought to be rapacious and immoral, and the act was dis-

countenanced.

Usury was forbidden by the Jewish lawgiver, at least between
Israelites. The ancient polity of the chosen people discouraged
the accumulation of excessive wealth by any individual or

family. The lots which were assigned to the settlers were
inalienable, except for a term of years. Pledges had to be
restored. The perpetual servitude of one Israelite to another
was disallowed. With the same object, foreign trade was for-

bidden. Humanly speaking, the object of the Jewish lawgiver
was to establish in Palestine a hardy race of yeomen proprietors,
whose institutions should be as unchanging as possible. The
civil regulations of this polity, and especially that which forbade

usury, were transferred to the codes of Christian communities.
I have stated elsewhere that there is hardly a fallacy ever

broached on social subjects which does not possess a germ of
truth in it. In the present instance, the ordinance which made
usury iDegal, and forbade it, had for its object the maintenance
of a general equality in a peculiar society. In more modern
times, enactments forbidding us'iry, or limiting its rate, had
for their justification the undoubted rule, that it is the business
of civil government to protect the weak against the strong, and

therefore to interpret such contracts as the law recognises and
enforces on equitable grounds ; and they assumed, what is much
more doubtful, that money was exactly that kind of object the
lender of which could drive a hard or unfair bargain with tho
borrower. Hence, as soon as the law began to enforce con-
tracts in which the payment of interest was stipulated, it pre-
scribed the maximum rate which the borrower should pay.

There are some contracts which the law of civilised com'
munities will never enforce at all. There are some persons
whom civilised communities will either disable from making
contracts at all, or will allow to make contracts only under
certain conditions and certain precautions. And lastly, there
are certain circumstances under which the law will annul con-
tracts altogether, though under ordinary circumstances it would
have enforced them. Thus no civilised community will allow a
man to sell himself as a slave, nor will it give validity to the
contracts of children or incompetent persons ; nor, if we can
take an instance, now happily fictitious, of the last case, does it

seem likely that in case a town was besieged, and so cut off

from all external supplies, the law would allow a contract to be
enforced, by which a single person,whom I will suppose to be
the sole owner of food, stipulated that, in exchange for his

property, the besieged inhabitants should give him their whole
substance. It could be doubtlessly argued that the rights of

property are protected in the interests of society, and that to

enforce such a contract as I have described at such a crisis, is

to sacrifice society itself to one of its incidents. Now it is

impossible to conceive any set of circumstances under which
the possessor of money would be able to exercise as much con-
trol over lenders, as the sole owner of provisions in a besieged
town could over those who were resident within the town.
The old usury laws, however, inflicted serious losses on those

whom they intended to protect. The rate of interest, as I have
said above, is determined by the proportion between tho power
of lenders and the demand of borrowers. Now there are times
in which a borrower will be content to pay, not only the ordinary
or average rate of interest, but to sacrifice a part or the whole
of his so-called business profit, in order to meet an emergency.
To legally deprive him of this power is to force him to evade the

law, and to transact business with others who are also willing to

evade the law. Under such circumstances he is sure to suffer two
losses : first, a roundabout way, or an evasion of some regular
process, is sure to be more costly than a regular transaction ;

and next, they who make it their business to break the law are
certain to exact some compensation for the offence which they
have committed, and for the disrepute which is certain to cling
to those who are known to commit suoh irregularities. For
these reasons, therefore, we have, though only a few years ago,
abandoned all attempts to fix a legal rate of interest, and have

merely retained a machinery by which every contract is liable

to an equitable interpretation.
The usury laws led, it seems, to the adoption of a method by

which mercantile bills are discounted, instead of being mado
liable to interest. Here, however, it will be necessary to give a
short explanation of those bills. In doing so, we shall see how
it is that the rate of discount is liable to great fluctuations,
while the rate of interest hardly varies at all.

A trader may, and frequently does, carry on his business

with nothing but his own capital, never borrowing, either from
other traders, or from bankers or money-dealers. But such a
kind of business is impossible in foreign trade, and is unusual
in home trade. A trader who stands in good repute in the

mercantile world can always increase his capital by his credit ;

and very few traders are possessed of so much capital, that

they are willing to forego that extension of their business which
credit will enable them to effect. Hence most traders will give
commercial bills, i.e., instruments under which they pledge
themselves to pay a given sum at a given date ; or obtain credit

from bankers, who act as a kinc1 of go-between to lenders and

borrowers, receiving the deposits of the one, and making ad-

vances to the other. The possessor of this commercial bill may
keep it by him till it becomes due, or he may carry it to his

banker and discount it that is, sell it for something less than

the amount which the person who gives the bill stipulates to

pay at a given time. The rate of this discount depends partly
on the credit of the individual, but the only variation with

which we are concerned is that which arises from the state of

the money market.
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Liko tho rate of intorost, the rate of discount depend* on tho

proportion liftwi-.-n lenders uii'i

oauHOti which govern tho rate of discount, and which either do

ir. <>i uinicar in a very different way, when money in

lent ut interest.

In ; 'o, the amount of money lent at interest JH

:.t, in discounting billH.

It is imp.^-ilile to guess its amount; it.includes publiu fund",

moneys lent on murtvMtfe <.r deln-ntir iriety of similar

investment-.. Most of this amount, too, is lent for an ind

period, lint there is little doubt that the amount of pr<>'

or money lent at interest ia a hundred times a* much as that

fund which is supplied for tho purpose of discounting mercantile

hills, and which is in the hands of lnuiker.-, in the shape of

customers' deposits and shareholders' capital. In ordinary

times, tho amount held by those persons id amply sufficient for

purposes of trade.

These funds, however, are liable to sudden and excessive

demands upon them. There are times in which the disposition

to borrow, for trade purposes, is greatly in excess of the average,
as when the fever of speculation is on, or when traders wish t

save themselves from risk. Under such circumstances, the

supply of loans falls short of tho demand of borrowers, and
the rate rises. Tho demand of borrowers may rise to a famine,

and a panic, as it is called, ensues in the money market.

Other eireum- buncos, tho explanation of which would bo too

elaborate and difficult for elementary lessons such as those,

affect tho rate of discount. They arise from that artificial

system of currency which exists among us, and which tends to

render tbo variations in the rate more sharp and more frequent.

Thus, for example, for a great part of the year 1866, tho rate

was ten per cent. ;
then it sank for a long period, more than a

year, to two per cent. But in August, 1870 that is, just after

tho beginning of the Franco-German war it again rose from
three and a half to six per cent.

It is a common saying among economists, that the rate of

profit rises and falls with high or low prices of labour, being

high when labour is cheap, and low when it is dear. Cheap
and dear labour must not, however, be understood to mean, a.s

has been said before, high and low wages. A labourer may be

very highly paid, and be very cheaply paid ; and, on the other

hand, he may get very low wages, and be a dear bargain at the

money. The real test of dearness and cheapness is the efficiency
of labour.

But we shall now see what the saying means, that tho rate

of profit rises and falls with low and high wages. That part of

profit which consists of interest is unaffected by the efficiency
of labour. Again, that portion which covers risk is equally
unaffected. But tho remaining portion, the compensation for

superintendence or management, is powerfully affected by the

comparative efficiency or inefficiency of labour.

The manager of a great business is like a general conducting
tho operations of an army. The prospect of success or victory
in his undertaking depends on his own skill, and on the capacity
of his troops. He may have the highest abilities, but his

materials may bo worthless. He may have excellent materials,
and bo deficient in strategical power. So the manager or master
of some great business may have excellent workmen, and bo
deficient in the intelligence and acuteness needed for successful

trade or manufacture ; or, having this capacity, he may be dis-

abled from using it by the stupidity or caprice of his workmen.
But in any case, he is paid wages for the service which ho does
in controlling the details of his business, ju*t as tho workman
is paid wages for the work he does. Tho only difference between
the two is, that the wages of the manager or employer are dis-

guised under tho name of profits.

A conflict, therefore, between workmen and employers is a
struggle as to who should get most wacro*. Xo attempt on the

part of the former will succeed in lowering tho rate of interest :

nor will it affect that part of profits which covers risk, but, on
the contrary, will tend to augment it. All that the workmen
can do is to diminish the amount which the employer r"'

for his own superintendence or management. But they cannot
do this unless the employer's remuneration is reduced all round.

AH workmen cannot get more, unless all employers get less.

Otherwise, the general tendency of profits being to an equality.
the less favoured calling would be deserted for one that is

more so.

In thono countrie* whore wage* are highest profit* trc Highest.
The reason will now bo manifest. Deduct risk and intercut,
and profit* become wage*, and iharo in the rise whith wage*
achieve under tho circumstances. Now in those countries
where labour is scarce, land is plentiful ; and the opport
for occupying land advantageously being abundant, wages and

.I e.]ii:illy high. Such is ordinarily the case in our own
, where diligence and perseverance will easily secure to

settlers competence at first, and finally wealth. For the same
reason, in these countries, the rate of interest is high, for every-
body can employ capital advantageously ; and everybody i*

willing to borrow, while few are willing to lend.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY. XIX.
THE DISCOVKKT AND HISTORT OF SELENIUM ITS SENSITIVE-

NESS TO LIGHT DK. SIEMENS* SELENIUM EYE Til

1 'A RATION OF A SELENIUM CELL.

PROFESSOR GRAHAM BELL, whoso beautiful magnetic telephone
has already been fully described in these pages, has given to

the world another wonderful instrument, which, if not at once
destined to work out practical alterations in methods of inter-

communication, may possibly form the nucleus of important
work in the future. The telephone, as we know, conveys speech
between distant places by means of a connecting lino Wire. The
photophone, as the new instrument ia called, utilises for this

purpose not a metallic wire, but a ray of light ! Before describ-

ing the construction of the instrument by which this marvellous

result is achieved, it will be necessary to give a brief history of

a substance which hitherto has been little known or heard of

beyond the precincts of the laboratory we allude to the non-
metallic element called selenium.

In tho year 1817 this substance was discovered atGripsholm,
in Sweden, in the refuse of a sulphuric acid manufactory, by
Berzelius, but since that time it has been found widely dis-

tributed, but can only be obtained in small quantities from the

source already indicated, from iron and copper pyrites, from
silver furnaces, &c. It is obtained in two different forma, one
of which is soluble in carbon disulphide, the other being in-

soluble in the same medium. The first is known as red or

glassy selenium, conducting heat badly, and being a non-con-

ductor of electricity. The other variety is known as black or

metallic selenium, and it conducts heat, and under certain

conditions will form a good conductor of electricity. To this

last kind of selenium only wo wish to call our readers' attention.

Up to within recent years, selenium was looked upon merely as

a curiosity. Medallions stamped with the likeness of its dis-

coverer were commonly to be obtained, and were doubtless put
away by collectors as specimens of a rare mineral which was
curious, but had no particular use or application. In 1873,
Mr. Willoughby Smith made a strange discovery with reference

to this substance. Ho found that it had a peculiar property
which no one had before detected. Ita electrical resistance

varied with the amount of light to which it was subjected, the

difference of these variations being very great indeed. In other

words, the material when experimented with in darkness gave
great resistance to the passage of electricity, but when exposed
to light, the resistance was brought quite low. Mr. Willoughby
Smith utilised this curious property of selenium in connection

with the laying of long telegraphic cables, his position as elec-

trician -in-chief to the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance

Company giving him an opportunity of seeing its value in that

capacity. Dr. Siemens, Professor Adams, the Earl of Rosso, and
other scientific men, took up the subject, and made many other

curious observations concerning this comparatively new element.

Thus much was known respecting selenium when Professor

Graham Bell, in association with Mr. Snmner Tainter, three
I years ago produced tho photophone.

In previous experiments the variation of resistance in sele-

nium, according to the amount of light submitted to it, had been
tested by a galvanometer, the needle of which was of course
more or less deflected according to the resistance afforded.

The inventor of tho telephone inferred that if that instrument
were to be substituted for the galvanometer, it would probably
emit sounds as the variations in resistance reached its coil-

covered magnet. He was led to this conclusion by the con-
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^deration that the telephone gives no sound so long as a steady

current traverses the circuit of which it forms part, but that it

is necessary for the current to experience rapid changes or

variations. Then sounds are bransmitted by it. He argued
that if an electric current could be thus varied by varying the

intensity of a beam of light inpinging upon a selenium cell and

that if such variations could be made to correspond to the

variations of the air produced during the utterance of vocal or

other sounds, the telephone could be made to reproduce such

sounds.

We may pause here for a while to describe a wonderful little

piece of apparatus contrived some years ago by Dr. Siemens,

for it illustrates in a very perfect manner the sensitiveness of

selenium to light rays. This is known as Dr. Siemens' selenium

eye. It is in reality a miniature human eye, with a lens in

front, and lids to close when it is weary, for, strange to say, it

does, like its perfect prototype, become weary when long ex-

posed to bright light. The lens causes any light to which the

eye is exposed to be concentrated in the interior of the eyeball,

and at this spot is placed a selenium grating. This grating, no

larger than a threepenny-piece, is made of two fine wires run-

ning together in zigzag fashion, but not actually touching one

another. Upon these wires is placed a melted drop of selenium,

and the ends of the wires are joined up with a galvanometer
and battery. If the eye has been closed and at rest for some

time, it is sensitive to the smallest gleam of light, even that

little which can be reflected into it from a blackened sheet of

paper. But if it has been exposed to a bright light, the lids

must be closed for a long time before it is again sensitive to

feeble rays. Such experiments as these show the great sensi-

tiveness of selenium, but Professor Graham Bell has prepared
cells giving far more wonderful results.

Before the selenium is in a fit state for these delicate experi-

ments, it requires to go through a process of annealing. The
old plan of doing this was to place the cell (the structure of

which it is not necessary here to describe) in a vessel of linseed

oil, together with a thermometer, at the same time connecting
it with a battery and galvanometer, the whole being heated

over a gas stove. After a heat is reached of about 210 C., the

cell is kept at that temperature for several hours, being after-

wards packed up in a box so that it would cool down very

gradually to the temperature of the air. The entire operation

occupied about three days. In the modern form of cell adopted
as the best by Professor Bell after trying a number of different

patterns', this, long annealing process is done away with, and the

same effect ia produced in a few minutes.

This new form of cell is cylindrical in shape, and is in appear
ance not unlike a reel of c ,tton. It is made of a number of

discs of brass, separated by slightly smaller discs of mica, so

that when the cylinder is joined up, these differences in dia-

meter constitute a number of grooves round its surface.

These grooves, about one hundred in number, are filled in with

selenium. By means of two bolts passing through the cylinder
from end to end the discs are placed in metallic connection, the

discs 1, 3, 5, 7, &'?., being in communication with one bolt, the

even numbers being placed in like relation to the other bolt.

These may be regarded as the terminals of the cell, allowing it

to be connected electrically with the telephone and other neces-

sary apparatus.
The annealing process is very simply managed. The little

cylinder is kept in rotation in a lathe while a gas flame is burn-

ing beneath it, but separated from it by a metal plate.. The
brass gradually gets hot enough to melt a stick of selenium

when applied to it, and is thus covered all over with that sub-

stance and allowed to cool. So far it is a non-conductor, or at

least may be said to have a very high resistance. To make it

tractable, it is once more re-heated over a gas stove, and now
a strange change comes over it. The black amorphous sub-

stance becomes crystalline, and looks like a metal. The heating
is continued until the substance shows signs of melting, when
the operation is concluded, and the selenium is sensitive to

light. It may be mentioned here that the cylindrical form of

cell is the most convenient for introducing into the focus of

a parabolic reflector, in which situation it is placed in all these

experiments.
In our next lesson we propose to explain how this selenium

cell was utilised by Professor Graham Bell in the construction

of the photophone.

ACOUSTICS. IV.

LAWS OF VIBRATING STRINGS SONOMETER MARLOYE'S HAR?
VIBRATING PLATES SAND FIGURES.

WE will now direct our attention to the vibrations of strings
or cords, and inquire into the laws which govern them. This

subject is an important one, as many of our musical instrument?

consist merely of strings, which are made to vibrate. The

apparatus usually employed in these investigations is called a
monochord or sonometer, and is represented in Fig. 15. It con-

sists essentially of a single wire or cord, m n, the length and
tension of which can be altered at pleasure. One end of this is

fixed to a peg at the extreme left of the instrument ; the other

end passes over a pulley, and has a number of weights suspended
from it, by means of which the tension can be altered at plea-
sure. Two bridges, o and n, are placed under the cord, ont
near each end; these form its virtual extremities, and rest upon
the hollow sounding-box which forms the base of the instrument.

When the wire is set in vibration, the pulsations are conveyed
through these bridges to the sounding-box, and thus to the body
of air contained in it. In this way the power of the sound is

very materially increased.

If we were merely to suspend the cord from a fixed hook,

placing a weight at the lower end to keep it stretched, and then
to set it in vibration, we should easily discern its vibration by
the eye, but scarcely any sound would be produced, as there

is no vibrating body to which its motion would be imparted. In
the sonometer the cord vibrates in just the same way, but the

sounding-box enables us to hear as well as to see the vibrations.

At the back of the instrument is a rod, on which the distance

between TO and n is divided into one hundred equal parts, and a
movable bridge, o, can be placed at any part of this, so as to

touch the string in any required place, and damp its vibrations

there.

If now we remove o altogether, and pluck the string in the

centre, or draw a violin-bow across it, we shall obtain a sound
which is the fundamental note of the string, the whole of which
will be thrown into vibration, as shown at A (Fig. 16). Now
place the bridge, o, at the division of the scale marked 50

that is, midway between m and n and excite one division of

the string by means of the bow, as before. Both parts will at

once be thrown into vibration, and the cord will present the

appearance shown at B ; but the note produced will be found to

be just an octave higher than the fundamental note of the string.

Now move the bridge, o, to nearly the division marked 33, so

as to bo one-third of the way along the cord, and draw the bow
across the segment, a b. We shall now obtain the note a fifth

higher than the octave, and the portion b d of the cord (Fig.

1 6, c) will be seen to be divided into two ventral segments, as

they are termed, separated by a node, c. The existence of this

may easily be shown by placing three bent pieces of paper
astride the cord at the points e, c, and /, and then exciting it

as before. Those placed at e and / will at once be jerked off,

while that at c, being placed at a node, will remain unmoved,
showing that the cord there is at rest.

By moving the bridge to the division 25, we shall find the

whole length of the cord divided into four segments (Fig. 16, D).

The sound produced in this case will be just two octaves above

the fundamental note. The division of the cord may be rendered

manifest, as before, by placing pieces of paper on the wire.

In these experiments we may dispense with the bridge alto-

gether, and damp the cord at any required place by lightly

touching it with a feather. As a result of them all, we find that

the shorter the vibrating segments are, the higher will be the

note produced. By diminishing their length a half we raise the

ncte an octave, and, as we have already seen, this is produced

by doubling the number of vibrations in any given time. We
thus obtain the following fundamental rule : The number o*

vibrations in the same time varies inversely as the length of ilia

siring, the tension remaining unaltered,.

The next thing that modifies the note produced by a strirf

is its tension. Experimental proof of this fact can easily be

obtained by altering the weight at w, or, easier still, by varying
the pressure by the hand. By carefully experimenting in this

way we shall find that, by increasing the tension fourfold, we
raise the note an octave, that is to say, we produce double the

number of vibrations. The second general law, then, may be

stated as follows ; The nwtriboff of vibrations made by the cord



H any <j\ven time vane* at the tquare root of the tenrion. It

is by varying tbo tension of the wires that a piano U tuned ;

IDS UMually yield a littln l>y the constant blows of the

hiimini I'M, and tl'UH tho note* beoome somewhat flat, and have

to be tuned up t<> tlicir former standard.

Tho diameter of the oord likewise affects its rate of vibration.

If wo take two cords of the same substance, similar in tension

and length, but one of which has twice tho diameter of tho

other, we shall find that the note produced by tho thicker one
is an octave below tho other. The simplest way of showing this

is to take four thicknesses of oord twisted together for tho one

string, and a niiitrlo length of tho same cord for tho other. It

is on. account of this fact that tho wires of a piano are mnch
thicker in the baas than in the treble, and those for the lowest

notes of all aro frequently wound round with thin wire. Tho
density of the

oord also affects m
more or less tho

tone produced
by it.

Bods of wood
or metal vibrate

in a very simi-

lar manner to

strings, and
have occasion-

ally been used
in the construc-

tion of musical

instruments.
Fig. 17 repre-
sents one of

these, in which
the sound is pro-
duced by tho vi-

brations of some
thin deal rods,
fixed in a firm

pedestal. This

instrument is

known as Mar-

loye's Harp, and
the different
notes in it aro

produced by
different lengths
in the rods ; the

instrument is

played by rub-

bing them longi-

tudinally, the

fingers being
powdered over

with resin. The
vibrations here
are longitudinal,
instead of trans-

verse, as in the

case of the wires

we have been

considering.
In a musical box the sound is produced by a number of

narrow plates or tongues of metal, set in vibration by pins on a

revolving barrel, which strike against them. In the harmonium
there are somewhat similar tongues, but tho motion is imparted
to them by a current of air rushing past their edges.

Plates of glass or metal may easily be thrown into vibration

and made to utter a musical note. When this is the case, we
shall find that the vibrations Interfere with one another, as in

the case of strings, so that in some parts wo find nodal lines,

or curves, where the vibration seems altogether unfelt, while

other parts correspond to ventral segments. A very simple
and beautiful mode of rendering these vibrations visible was

suggested by Chladni, and may very easily be carried out.

A plate of glass or of metal may be employed for tho purpose,
and should be held by tho centre in a suitable clamp, or else

fixed to a stand, as shown in Fig. 18. A violin-bow should then
oe drawn across the edge, and a musical note will be produced.

When the vibration* hay* ceased, scatter torn* ine Mod evenly
over the plate, and then excite it u before. Th sand will be
shaken off the ventral segment*, and will accumulate along the
nodal lines, clearly indicating the mode of vibration.

If we damp one side near the middle by lightly touching it

and draw the bow aoroM the edge near one of the corner*, the
sand will arrange itself in two straight line* aoroee the plate,
dividing it into four square*. By thu* damping the plate in
different place*, an immense variety of beautiful form* will be
produced, some of them being very complicated. The more
rapid the vibration*, the greatei the number of the nodal \\nrn
which will thus bo traced upon the plate.

Stretched membranes vibrate in a very similar manner ; the
smaller and more tightly stretched they are, the higher will be
tho note produced by them. If a thin membrane be stretched

in a frame, and
held cloee to a
sounding body
(Fig. 19), the

vibration* of the

surrounding air

will be imparted
to it, and if sand
be sprinkled on

the membrane,
they will at once
bo rendered
visible by ito

accumulation at

the nodal lines.

In a drum the

sound is pro-
duced by the

vibrations of a
tense mem-
brane. The
hollow body of

the instrument
serves a* a

sounding-box to

increase tho

power, and the

note may be
modified by
altering the ten-

sion of the drum-
head by means
of adjusting
screws frequent-

ly provided for

that purpose,
.a Vibrating

plates are also

sometimes em-

ployed in the
* construction of

musical instru-

ments. The
glass harmo-
nicon, in which
the sounds are

produced by strips of glass of various lengths affixed to cords,
is an illustration of this. A similar instrument, made with

strips of wood, is known by the French as a claquebois, and
has a very agreeable tone. Both are played by striking them
with a small hammer.

Bells may also come under the class of musical instruments,

and, by suitable variations in their size and shape, and in the

metal of which they are composed, an almost endless variety of

tone may be obtained from them.

Finger-glasses may likewise be made to sound by rubbing the

edges with a damp finger. With a carefully-collected series of

these we have heard several airs played in a very pleasing
manner. Even a pane of glass in a window may be made to

vibrato and emit sound by rubbing it with a wetted finger ; and
the passage of a snail over a window-pane has been known tc

emit sounds of different intensity as the animal went
further from the edge.

Fig. 16.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXY.
138. RULE.

The imperfect tense is used to express what existed, or was

taking place at some past time indicated by the context ; as, id)

fcbrteb ait te, als id; 3fyren SSricf crbjcft, I was writing to you, when
I received your letter.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The imperfect is the historical tense of

the Germans. Its proper office is to mark what is incomplete,
or going on, while something else is going on. It is the tense

adopted by the narrator, who speaks as an eye-witness ; though
it may be used by such as have not been eye-witnesses of the

events narrated ; provided the statement be introduced or

accompanied by such expressions as, he said (fagte cr), it is said,
or they say (fajt man). When the speaker has not been an eye-

witness, the perfect should be used.

(2.) From the use of the imperfect in expressing the continu-

ance of a thing, i.e., what was going on at a given time, comes
the kindred power which it has, of expressing repeated or cus-

tomary action ; as, er pftegte ju fagen, he used to say, i.e., was in

the habit of saying.
139. RULE.

The perfect tense is that which represents the being, action,

or passion as past and complete at the time being ; as, tie

@c$iffe ftnb angefommen, the ships have arrived ; et ift ovige 2Bod;e

geftorben, he died last week.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The German perfect, as a general

thing, corresponds closely to our imperfect, when used as an
aorist ; that is, when used to express an event simply and abso-

lutely, and without regard to other events or circumstances.

Hence it often happens, that where in English we use the im-

perfect, the Germans employ their perfect ; thus, id; tyabe tcincn

Skitter geftern gefe6.cn, aber nicbt gefpructyen, I saw your brother yes-

terday, but did not speak to him.

(2.) The auxiliary participle (njorten) in the perfect passive is

sometimes omitted. (See 84. 2.)

140. RULE.
The pluperfect tense is used to express what had taken place

at some past time denoted by the context ; as, nacbtem tie <3oune

untergegangen roar, gug sr Hjeg, after the sun had gone down, he
went off ; cr fjatte tndtyrcnb unfever llntcrrebung gefd;tafcn, he had slept

during our conversation.

141. RULE.
The first future tense is employed merely to express what

shall or will take place hereafter ; while the second future is

used to denote what shall have occurred at some future period.
OBSERVATION. The future tenses, both first and second,

have their precise equivalents in the corresponding English
tenses, and should be used accordingly.

142. RULE.
The indicative mood is used in affirming or denying that

which is conceived to be certain or undoubted; as, tr ttnrb morgen

jururffwnmcn, he will return to-morrow.
OBSERVATION. Since the proper office of the indicative is to

express reality, it is employed in all absolute or independent
sentences. Even in conditional sentences, moreover, it is used,
if the condition is assumed as a fact ; as, bift fcu reicb , fo gib fctel,

art thou rich (that is, i/thou art rich), give much.

143. RULE.
The subjunctive mood is used when that which is expressed

by the verb is conceived to be uncertain, though possible ; as,

id? tHibe geljert, bag cr tie geiDunfcbte SteHe erfyatten tyabe, I have heard
that he has obtained the desired situation.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The subjunctive, from its very nature,
stands chiefly in dependent clauses ; and in these appears under
various circumstances. Thus, it is employed

(2.) When the design of the speaker is merely to repeat or

quote a statement, without vouching for its accuracy ; as, cr

meltete mir, bap er ftd; scrbeiratbet b,abe, he told me that he had been
married. Whan, on the contrary, the design of the speaker is

to set forth the thing repeated or quoted, as something real or

undoubted, the indicative must be used ; as, er imtt tS nicf)t

glauben, baf; fein SBnitcr gcftorben tft, he will not believe that his

brother is dead.

(3.) In like manner the subjunctive is used in subordinate

clauses, after such verbs as 6,offen, to hope; furd;ten, to fearj
tounfdjcn, to wish ; luoflen, to desire ; bitten, to ask ; ratljen, to ad-
vise

; serbieten, to forbid ; ermafynen. to exhort ; since the event,
in such cases, may be supposed to be always more or less uncer-
tain ; as, er furcfytet, tap ev trafe exalte, he is afraid that he may
be punished.

(4.) So also the subjunctive is employed in clauses which
indicate an end, object, wish, or result ; and which are intro-

duced by baf, auf ta, bamit, or by a relative ; as, fprirf; lout, bamt't

cr bid; serftebe, speak loud, that he may understand you.

(5.) In cases such as those explained in the observations

above, the student must note, that that tense of the subjunctive
is employed which corresponds with the one used by the subject
of the dependent clause, at the time when he said or did that
which is affirmed of him

; as, er faojte, er fiabe tietfmat fcinc ^eit, he
said that he had (literally, has) no time at present.

(6.) The subjunotive appears also in asking indirect ques-
tions ; as, id; fwijte tfjn, ob cr mir ba3 @elb gebcn tonne, I asked him
whether he could give me the money. When the question is

made directly, of course the indicative is used.

144. RULE.
The conditional mood is used where a condition is supposed

which may or may not be conceived to be possible ; as, trare id;

rcirf), fo nnirbe id? ib.m fcine sBttte iiid?t abgefd;lagen b.aben, were I rich, I

would not have refused his request.
OBSERVATIONS. (1.) Besides the two tenses ranged under

the head of conditional in the paradigms, it must be ob-

served that the imperfect and the pluperfect of the subjunctive
are equally often employed in expressing conditional proposi-
tions.

(2.) Sometimes, in the way of exclamation, the condition is

expressed, while that which depends upon it is omitted ; in which
case the whole expression, being of the nature of a wish or peti-

tion, is often introduced (in translation) by
"
oh,"

"
I wish

that," and the like
; as, bfltte id; bod? bicfcn QJiann me gcfefyett ! oh,

that I had never seen this man ! literally, had I never seen this

man (how happy I should be) !

(3.) Not unfroquently the conditional of the auxiliaries mogen,

biirfen, fottcn, fonncn, and Gotten, is employed to render an expres-
sion less positive, or to give it an air of diffidence ; as, id; njotlte,

<2>ie begteiteten mid;, I could wish (instead of I wish) you would

accompany me ; turfte id? @ie urn ba Differ bitten ? might I (be

permitted to) ask you for the knife ?

145. RULE.
The imperative mood is used in expressing a command,

entreaty, or exhortation ; as, fiirdjte ott unb eb.re ben tfijnig, fear

God and honour the king.
OBSERVATION. Sometimes, by a peculiar ellipsis, the past

participle is employed in place of the imperative ; as, nur nid;t

tang gefragt : do not ask long ! where the full phrase would be, c3

trcrce nur nid?t tang gefragt ! let it not long be asked ! 2ln tie 3lrbeit

gegangen, do you go to your work !

146. RULE.
The infinitive mood, either with or without the particle ju

(to) preceding, is used to represent the being, action, or passion,
in a manner unlimited; as, ftcrben tft 9?id;t$, tod; teben unb nid;t fel)cn,

ta8 tft em Ungtucf, to die is nothing, yet to live and not to see,

that is a misfortune indeed; ber 2Bunfd; getobt $u werben, the wish

to be praised.
OBSERVATIONS. (1.) The infinitive without ju (to) appears

(a) When, as a verbal substantive ( 146. 3), it is made either

the subject or the object of a verb ; as, @eben tft feliger, a!8 iKefe,*

men, to give is more blessed than to receive ; baS ncnnt et aroeiten,

that he calls working.

(b) When it stands alone, as in a dictionary; as, toben, to

praise ; lieben, to love.

(c) After the verbs Ijeifien, to bid ; tyelfen, to help ; letyrrn, to

teach ; terncn, to learn ; b,oren, to hear
; fefyen, to see ; fiib,ten, to

feel ; ftntcn, to find ; as, unr levnen tanjen, we learn to dance ; iff?

fuHe ben !JM3 fditacjen, I feel his pulse beat. The verbs lefyrcn and

terncn form exceptions to the observation; admitting, as they dc

sometimes, the particle }U between them and an infinitive sue-
^

ceeding. The student will note also that the infinitive after
j

all these verbs is in English often best rendered by a partici-

ple ; as, er fu6,Ue fcin Slut cjafyren, he felt his blood boiling.

(d) After the auxiliaries of mood, mcgen, fonnen, taffen, biirfen
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fblltn, irolltn, tu.fi muffcn, iind after nxrttn, when employed M an
auxil " future tonne.

' verbs, in certain phrases; M, blfittn,

-.! ; t.ihicn, to go in A carriage; geb.en, to go or walk;

iMlvii, i m, to lay; moAen, to make; rctten, to ride; M,
er Ku 4ut retcn, he has easy talking, i.e., it is eaay for him to

tail. ; it mactite mic* la$en, he made me laugh. >JNa$en, howerer,

cui.nut, as in Kn^lish, be nsed to signify "to make or cause by

tlms, to translate the English phrase, "make him go
th.- (Jerraans say, lo (not ma<t>t) ibn binau.u

(2.) Tho infinitive with )U ia employed
(a) After nouns and adjectives which in English are followed

oithor by the preposition to with the infinitive, or by of with a

participle ; as, t$ war frrh, ifyn )it feben, I was glad to see him ; i<$

bin mute, e3 $u b,oren, I am tired of hearing it.

(6) After verbs, to express the end or object of their action ;

as, ic& fomine, mit Dljntit \n fpreobcn, I come to (i.e., in order to)

speak with you ;
in which case, also, the particle um often

cornea before ju, to render the expression more forcible ; as,

Htbet tie Jugtnt, um gliicf licty ju [tin, love virtue, in order (um) to bo

happy.
(c) After the verbs following, and others of like import; as

9lnfatigen, to begin.

99efeblen, to command.
$offen, to hope.

8urc$ten, to fear.

@ic$ freuen, to rejoice.

ein, to be.

$flegen, to be wont.

J&inreutcn, to suffice.

3d;einen, to appear.

SBtffen, to know, etc.

(d) After the propositions ob.ne (without) and ftntt or anftatt

(instead of) ; as, obne tin 2Bort ju fagen, without saying a word ;

anflatt ju f^rtibcn, instead of writing.

(3.) The infinitive in Gorman, as intimated before, often per-
forms the office of a verbal substantive. It is then commonly
preceded by the neuter of the article, and has all the various

cases ; as, id? bin bc el;en mutt, I am weary of walking.

(4.) The infinitive active in German, after certain verbs, as,

fcin, laffen, verbieten, befctjfcn, etc., is not unfrequently employed
passively ; thus, lap tb,n rufen, which (literally) means, let him

call, may also signify, let him be called ; tS ifi feint 3ett u ter

Keren, there is no time to lose, or to be lost.

(5.) The Germans often employ the indicative or subjunctive,

preceded by bag, where in English the infinitive, preceded by
to, is used ; as, US. fretp, Vajj er ter Kann tfl, I know him to be (lite-

rally, I know that he is) the man.

(6.) The infinitive in English, preceded by the words how,

where, ivhat, when, and the like, after such verbs as tell, know,

say, and leach, cannot bo rendered literally into German ; the

Germans, in such cases, always using the indicative or subjunc-
tive of such verbs as foUen. mujfen, fonncn

; as, Icfcren it tnub,

i<$ fagtn fefl, teach me what to say. For the use of the infinitive

of mcgen, troflen, foflen, etc., in place of the past participle, see

74. 3.

147. THE PARTICIPLES.

(1.) The participles in German are varied by cases
,- following

the same rules of inflection as the adjectives. Having the

nature of adjectives, the present in a few, and the preterite in

many instances, readily admit the degrees of comparison.

(2.) The use of the participle as such, however, in German,
is far more restricted than in English ; for in English it is

commonly used to form a distinct clause of a sentence ; and is

thna made to indicate the time, cause, or means of effecting
that which is expressed in the main clause; thus we say, "Walk
ing (that is, by or when walking) uprightly, we walk surely."
This mode of expression can rarely, if ever, be adopted in

German ; into whioh language, if wo desire to translate the

above sentence, we must say, totnn imr aufricbtig iranttln,

rennttln njtr fid?er, that is, when we walk uprightly, we walk

surely.

(3.) So, too, we say in English, "Having given him the money,
he went away ;

"
but since there is nothing in German to corre-

spond to this English compound participle, it would be a gross
error to attempt to render the sentence literally. Resort must
bo had, as in the other case, to a different structure ; thus, al

<r ibm taS (Melt> gegeben batte, gin.i tr rotg, that is, after or when he

had given him the money, he went away. In this way must all

similar cases bo managed ; we must employ a verb in each

clause, and connect the two together by means of suitable con-

junctions ; such as roeil, reenit, alt, la, and intent.

MINERALOGY. V.

oxn>EC.
UTDKR this head wo claw all those mineral* which an
;>osed of one or more ample oxides, or are compounded of

oxides of different substances.

Magnetic iron or may be taken a* an example 01 a body
compounded of two simple oxide*. It* chemical formula U
Fe,O4

. This is supposed to be made op of two oxides, FeO
and FesO,. It is the loadstone, the only oxide of iron capable
of being magnetised ; and therefore, when found M aa ore, it U
always in a magnetic state, rendered to by the influence of the

earth's magnetism.
Kpinelle is similarly composed of two oxides, only one is

alumina and the other magnesia. It offers us an example of

isomorphism, which is the exact converse of dimorphism. The
latter is the appearance of a mineral having the same com-

position in two crystalline forms, whereas isomorphism is the

appearance of a mineral which varies in composition in the

same crystalline form. For instance, the magnesia in spinelle
is sometimes replaced by the oxides of iron, zinc, and manganese ;

but the only alteration in the appearance of the mineral is in

its colour. It always retains its shape, an octahedron of the

monoraetric system.

Adopting aa a basis Professor Haughton'a classification, the

other important compound oxides may be arranged in seven

classes :

1. Silicates.

2. Sulphates.
3. Nitrates.

4. Carbonates.

5. Phosphates.
6. Borates.

7. Tantalates, Tita-

naUs, Vans'

date*

SILICATES.

This important tribe may be arranged in seven families :

1. Felspar Family.
2. Hornblende Family.

6. Andalurita Family.
7. Gmrnet Famil/.

3. Mica Family.
4. Talc Familj.
5. Zeolite Family.

THE FELSPAR FAMILY. Felspar, or feldspar (that ia,
"

field-

spar "), is a constituent of granite rocks, and appears in most
rocks of igneous origin, and necessarily of rocks formed from
them. Its constitution varies with the age of the rocks ; and
thus the composition of a felspar may indicate whether a rock

bo ancient or modern, geologically speaking.

Orthoclase, or Potash Felspar, is composed of silica, alumina,
and potash. It is light-coloured, white, grey, or flesh-coloured;

it may occasionally exhibit a green tint. It occurs in the mono-

clinic system, has a vitreous lustre, H = 6, and sp. gr. = 2'3

2'6. It can only be fused before the blowpipe on its edges ;

but with borax it forms a transparent glass. It defies the

action of acids. Adularia is a white variety found on Mount

Adula, the highest peak of the St. Gothard. When opalescent
and exhibiting peculiar pearly reflections, it is Moonstone,

Glassy Felspar is never found but in lavas. It appears in

transparent crystals. Aventwrine felspar owes its characteristic

appearance to minute scales of specular iron disseminated

through its mass. It is well imitated in sealing-wax.

Kaoline is clay derived from the decomposition of felspar a

decomposition which was effected by the removal by water of

the alkali, potash ; and at the same time a little of the silica

was dissolved out. This clay is found in beds in granite dis-

tricts, especially South Devonshire, and is much used in tho

manufacture of porcelain.

Albite, or Soda Felspar, has the same composition as ortho-

clase, save that soda takes the place of the potash. It is very
similar in every respect to that mineral. Its crystals are more

oblique, being of the triclinio system ; and when placed in

the blowpipe flame it tinges the flame yellow. Its colour is

r than orthoclase ; hence its name, albus, white.

Oliyodase contains, instead of soda, both soda and lime. It

is very like albite, and is an essential ingredient in many trap
rocks. It is composed of 3 atoms of silica, 1 of alumina, and

1 of soda and lime mixed.

Labradorite contains more lime than any of the preceding

felspars. Its composition is 2 atoms of silica to 1 of alaminn

and 1 of lime. It is generally dark-coloured, frequently offerinp

a play of iridescent colours ; there are, however, white sped-

!
mens. It is sometimes used in jewellery, admitting of a high

polish, and affording reflections of rich and delicate colours. It

does not occur in granite, but is occasionally fonnd in gneiss.

Anorthite contains 3 atoms of silica, 3 atoms o! alumina, and
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2 atoms of lime. It is nearly allied to albite. By referring to

this table, prepared from the analyses of Dr. Haughton, the
student will easily perceive the differences in the composition of

these five prominent felspars.
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The ZKOI.ITES owe their name to tho fact that they into-

niesoc, or I' >it (i<n, 1 tn.il), wln-ii heated in tlm liii>w|iijiu flame.

They consist of silica, alumina, an alkali, uml wutor. It in in

the giving off of thin latter constituent tluit tho bailing is pro-
iiin-.-.l are never found otnbedded in the ruck in nopa-

, l)iit usually am .-IU^I.T.-.! on a Hurface. They are
aid trap rocks; and wator at

.". hitfli t.-iu;.. Tuture Bouma to have had something to do with

-Ji.'ir
;

Aiuilcime Bomotimoa appears in colourless, but usually milky
.'-i, which are deltoid octahedrons of tho monometrio sys-

tem. Its naiuo id derived from avaA/cu, weak, alluding to its

weak electric power when rubbed. It is found in cavities of

old Liv.n, and M composed of 8 atoma of silica, 3 of alumina,
.( of Hoda, and C of water.

'itjllite occurs in prisms of the dimetric system, termi-

ni a sharp pyramid. Its composition is 10 atoma of

silica, 8 of lime, 1 of potash, and 16 of water. It is remarkable

for the little alumina it contains, and also for occasionally

having some fluorine.

Natrolite appears in right-rhombic prisms, trimetric, generally

ucicular, the crystals being like needles. It is a hydrated double
silicate of alumina and soda. It is very common in the basalt

of the Giant's Causeway. Scolezite is uatrolite, but with lime

in the place of soda.

Prehnite may be found in six-sided prisms, but usually it is

roniform and botryoidal. It is easily known by its pale-groon

colour, which is due to the presence of the protoxide of iron.

As prehnite receives a handsome polish, it is much used for

inlaid-work.

Thomsonite occurs, like natrolite and prehnite, in radiated

masses. Its colour is snow-white ; its composition being 4 atoms
of silica, 3 of alumina, 2 of limn, 1 of soda, and 7 of water.

Harrnotone is noted for being frequently found in twin

crystals or macles, so regular as to form in section a Maltese
cross. It contains 3 atoms of silica, 1 of alumina, 1 of baryta,
and 5 of water. Phillipsite is when potash and lime replace
the baryta.

Stilbite occurs in monoclinic prisms, frequently in sheaves of

crystals. It is a double hydrated silicate of alumina and lime.

Its name is derived from the Greek for
"
lustre," as its cleavage

faces are eminently pearly. Heulandite, or epistilbite, has one
atom less water than stilbitc. In Brewsterite the liino is replaced
by baryta and strontia.

Chalasite, hypostiibite, and laumonite are also zeolites of

no particular interest.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XXIII.
THE PEEPOSITION.

THE prepositions are employed in such a variety of ways in

Spanish and in English, that each one is not always to be
rendered from one language to the other by the same word.
Thus de is not always to be translated into English by of, nor

of into Spanish always by de. The following observations will

show the manner in which these prepositions are to be used :

About, when it means through, is rendered by por ; when it

moans on, by sobre; when it means within, by en; when it

means of, by de ; as

Ella iba cantando por el lugar,
she went singing about the village.

Locke escribio sobre el Chris-

tinnismo, Locke wrote about Chris-

tianity.

Above is rendered by sobre ;

El are vuela sobre la tierra, The bird flies above the earth.

Against, meaning in opposition to, or contrary to, is rendered

by contra ; as

Ellos pelearou contra los Mcjica- 1 Contra la ley, against th law.

nos, (hey /ought against the Mexicans.
\

Arer, meaning later in time, is rendered by despues de;
when it means according to, by d or segun ; and when it means
im mediately behind, by tras ; as

Ellos estan en el polacio, they
art about the palace.
No habla de politica en publico,

he does not talk about politic* in

public.

According to L* rendered by tfyun, and
con i M

Jo* 4rd0iMM do run!.,

according to iki ordtrt of your IMT-

Pr eon f\ BO nl* Md*. acc

fay to turn a if wort* Mtfctef.

Among, rhen it means of the number of, is rendered by entre

or para entre ; when it moans in the midtt of, by en mAUo de ;

and when it meana in, by en ; as

Eutre loa bombre* no bar uoo, To o> envio eotno corderosen
therequa sea recto, among the

it not one (hat it upright.
Para entre aniitfo* los cunipli-

tniontoi ion eseasadoc, among
friend* compliment* art unneceeeary.

mJdio <U lotKM. /tend y at Umt*
an.m.j .,.,,...

En mocha* Baciotuw BO hskift

rey MtMJaoU A <1. among
MtoM thtrt MU net a Umf like him..

At, when it denotes in or on, is rendered by en; when it

denotes proximity, precedes the price of anything or the time of

day, or means in readiness for, it IB rendered by d; M
Ellos estau en casa, they art at

ho,at.

Elloi estan en paz, they are at

peace.

Juan eata en Room, John it at

Rome.
Ellos estan en la mar, they art

at ten.

Al puente. at the bridge.

A 1* ma no, at Hand.

A ei pesos la ftaega, at tit

dollars a buihel.

A lac cuat ro, at four o'clock.

Et a mi mando, It it at my
command.
Al trubtjo, at work.

Before, meaning in the pretence of, is rendered by ante;

meaning in front of, or the opposite of behind, by delante de ;

meaning precedent in rank, or previous in time (that in, the

opposite of after), by antes de ; as-

La causa Be llevara ante los 1 Prostrado en tierra delante del

jueces, the cause will be brought before
\

area del Sefior, prostrated on thf

the judges. ', earth before the ark of tht Lord.

Iba delante de elloa para mon- Antes de lc Marquece* ran lo*

stror el cauiiuo, he went before them Duques, the Dukee take rank bffort

to point out the way. tht Xarquitet. [fatt.

Antes del dia, be/ore day. Antes de anochecer, be/ore nigHt-

Behind is rendered by tras, or detras de ; as

Tras la puerta, behind the door.
\

Detras de ellos, behind them.

Below is rendered by debajo de ; as

Debnjo del labio, Below the lip.

To ducer* between (he good ami
the eril.

Between is rendered by entre ;

Discernir entro lo bueno y lo

malo,

By, meaning at or in, is rendered by de; meaning future

time, when, by para ; meaning close to or alongside of, byjunto d;
and meaning through, by por ; as

To lo neoemtare' todo para el

sibado, I shoU need it all by Safer-

day.
De dia, by day.
De noche, by night.

Sirvase vmd. sentarse junto a la

ventana, please to seat yourself by
the window.

Se ha hecho rico por malos

medios, he has made himtelf rich by
wicked means.

Concerning, meaning about or in regard to, is rendered by
acerca de or tocante d ; as

Tocante 4 esta pendlnda, con-

cerning (or touching) thie ofair.
Acerca de lo que hemos hablaJo,

concerning that which we have

spotcfn.

For, meaning during, on account of, for the sake of, or in

behalf of, in exchange for, for the purpose of ge'ting, as by (per),

is rendered by por ; and when it means for the use of, or with

the intention of going to, it is rendered by para ; as

Ir por dinero, to go for money.
Ella la recibio por wpoeo, he

received him for a hiubond.

Para on principiante lo ha hecho

bien, for a beginner he hoe done <:

well. [a day*

I Cuinta por dia ? how Much /or

Lo ha oomprado para mi muger,
I have bought it for my %n/e.

i Paede vmd. darme un cuarto

por i-.-ta noche ? can you give me a
room for thie night T

Piensan que por mncho hablar

serin oidoa, the;; think that /or much

peaking they will be heard.

Murieron por su pAtria, they

died for their country.
Lo dare mi flauta por au violin,

I will give him my flute for hit

violin.

he M< out

Despues de las seis, after sue

O'clock.

A La moda francesa, after the

French fathian.

Segun este modo, after this

manner.
Echa la soga tras el caldero, he

ihrotct tie rope after the bucket.

SaliiS para Espana,

for Spain.

For is sometimes used in English when it would not be in

Spanish ; thus, I want to alight for a moment, necesito bajar un
momenta. Por is sometime? used in Spanish when it would be

redundant in English ; as, uno vale por machos, one w toorf*

many.
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From, when it means since, or from the time of, and of dis-

tance from, is generally rendered by desde; in other cases by de;

as

Desde la ninez aprendiste las

sagradas letras, from childhood

thou hast Tmown the Holy Scrip-
tures.

Hay cincuenta millas desde

Vera-Cruz a Jalapa, it is fifty miles

from Vera Cruz to Jalapa.

<;
Cuando ha vuelto vmd. del

campo ? when did you return from
the country 1

In, meaning in the time of, within, and into, is rendered by
en ; when it means through the course of or during, by por ; and

when, after superlatives or other adjectives, it means of, by de ;

as in these examples :

Este barrio es de los mejores de

la ciudad, this ward is one of the best

in the city.

En el invierno, in the winter.

Acre de g^nio, austere in disposi-

tion.

En Espana, in Spain.
Por la manana, in the morning.

Instead of is rendered by por, and by en lugar de when it

means in the place of; as

Vino 61 por su padre, He came instead of his father.

Arquelas reiuaba en Judea en .Archelaus was reigning in Judea

lugar de Herodes su padre, instead of Herod his father.

Into, when it comes after the verb enter, and when it means
inside of, is rendered by en ; but after all verbs of motion (to

enter excepted) it is rendered by d ; as

Let us enter into this grove.

Pour oil into the lamp.
Let us go into the dining-room.

Entrein os en este bosque,
Eche vmd. aceite en la lampara,
Vamos al comedor,

Of is rendered by de ; as

Tin amigo del rey, A friend of the king.

On or upon, meaning along, is rendered by en; meaning
through, by por ; meaning by, it is rendered by de ; and meaning
in contact ivith the upper surface of anything, by sobre ; as

i Hay peligro en el camino ? is

there danger on (or upon) the road ?

El hombre no vive de solo pan,
man lives not on bread alone.

Nada debe afirmarse por una
mera probabilidad, nothing ought to

be affirmed upon mere probability.

Esta sobre la silla, it is on (or

upon) the choir.

Sometimes on is rendered by d; as, a caballo, on horseback;
a pie, on foot; a bordo, on board. Upon, after the verbs to

count, rely, etc., is rendered by con ; as, conto con la amistad de

Diego, I rely upon the friendship of James.
When on in English is used before the days of the week or

month, it is not rendered in Spanish ; thus, ella Ueg<5 alii el

sabado, she arrived there on Saturday.
Out of, meaning removed from, beyond and outside of, is ren-

dered by fuera de ; meaning on account of, by por ; meaning
from, by de ; as

Por amistad, out offriendship.
Bebe de un vaso, he drinks out of

a tumbler.

Fuera de peligro, out of danger.

Fuera de mis alcances, out of my
power.

Tengo habas que estan fuera de

tierra, I have beans that are out of
the ground.

Over is rendered by encima de when it means above and
otherwise by sobre ; as

Encima de la ventana, over the I Lloro sobre la ciudad, he wept
u'indoin. I over the city.

Through, meaning from one end or side to another or on
account of, is rendered by por ; when it means by reason of, by
le ; as

Por el temor de la muerte esta- Viajo por Espana, he travelled

fon en servidumbre toda la vida, through Spain.
through the fear of death they were in Ella tiembla de temor, she

bondage all their life. trembles through fear.

T^ll is rendered by hasta ; as

la oficina esta abierta hasta las The office is open, till ten o'clock at

diez do la noche, night.

To, when preceded by from, in such phrases as from bad to

worse, from time to time, is rendered by en ; when it means of,

by de ; and in other cases generally by d ; as

De dia en dia, from day to day.
Un amigo de su patria, a friend

to his country.

Towards is rendered by Jidda; as

Aqui viene hacia nosotros la Here comes towards us the lady of

Un tio de Juan, an uncle to John.
Dio el tintero a Maria, he gave

I
the inkstand to Mary.

eenora de la casa, the house.

Under is rendered by debajo de or bajo ; as

Debajo del puente, Under the bridge.

Bajo la mesa, Under the table.

Under is rendered by so in the following phrases :

So capa de, under cover of. So pena de, under penalty of.

So color de, under colour of. So pretexto de, under pretext of.

With, when meaning of, or from, or by, is rendered by de; in

most other cases by con ; as

Estamos cubiertos de polvo, we
are covered with dust.

Nos morimos de frio, we are

dying with cold.

Juan le mato de un sablazo.

John killed him with a sabre-siroko.

Con poriniso del capitan, with

permission of the captain.

Within is rendered by dentro de ; as

Lo necesitare dentro de tres dias, I shall need it within three days.

Without, meaning destitute of, with exemption from, is ren-

dered by sin; and when it means outside of, or beyond, by fuera
de ; as

Trateme vmd. sin ceremonia, Treat me without ceremony.

Comprar sin dinero, To buy without money.
Le echaron fuera de la ciudad. The;; cast him without the city.

Sin in Spanish is regarded as a negative preposition, and is

therefore often followed by a negative conjunction ; as

Sin otro fin ni motive, Without another end or (nor)
motive.

There are other prepositions in Spanish which, as they can be
rendered in most cases by the corresponding English preposition,
offer no difficulty to the learner. Such are -

Para con, in respect to.

Ademas de, besides.

A pesar de, in spite of,

notwithstanding.

Cerca de, near to.

Frente a, or en frente

de, opposite.

Durante, during.

En orden a, auifh regard
to.

Junto a, adjoining.
Por el medio clo, across.

The preposition entre, between, when it comes before personal

pronouns, does not govern them in the objective case in Spanish,
but is followed by them in the nominative ; as, entre tu y yo
(and not entre ti y mi), between thee and me.

Prepositions, as in English, are placed before the word
which they govern.

Care must be taken to distinguish the use of the same word
in English, whether employed as a preposition, or an adverb, or

conjunction. Thus, in the phrases after breakfast, before dinner,
the words after and before are prepositions, and are to be ren-

dered by despues de and antes de, respectively ; v'lile in the

phrases after I had departed, before I had dined, the words

after and before are adverbs, and are to be rendered by despues

que and antes que.

Segun, when used before a verb in Spanish, is not a preposi-

tion, but an adverb, meaning according as ; as

Segun creo, according as I be- I Segun parecio, according as it

lieve. I appeared.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. XL
VOICE AND SPEECH.

THE faculty of voice, or rather of articulate utterance, is one of

the great distinctive features of the human being. Though in

nearly all the air-breathing animals included in the division

Vertebrata there are arrangements more or less complex for

the production of vocal sounds, there is no reason to suppose,
as far as observation has at present gone, that any animal but

man is endowed with the wonderful gift of speech. Without this

power, how different would be the condition of the human family !

Without speech, learning and civilisation could hardly have

existed, and life would have been robbed of its greatest charms.

In the lower animals, the organs of sound vary much in charac-

ter ; in reptiles, the apparatus is situated at the junction of the

windpipe with the pharynx, and is of very simple construction,

consisting only of a slit bounded by two contractile lips ; and
in consequence, the only sound these animals for the most part
are capable of uttering is a hissing one, which, from the great
size of their respiratory organs, is often prolonged for a very
considerable period. In birds, especially tho singing birds, the

vocal organs are of a much more complex character. In them,

as in the reptiles, there is a narrow fissure at the superior ex-

tremity of the windpipe ; but this, in their case, seems to be

only concerned in the function of respiration ;
the true vocal

apparatus is situated at the lower extremity of the trachea, just
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before it divides into the two bronchi, and U of this character t

in *hape it roaemblos a bony .'.rum, lurined by the Uutt ring of

the trachea with a cross-beam of bony structure ; stretched

'iis, and attached to the osseous cross-beam, is a thin

Bfinilunar-shaped membrano. This drum communicate* below
with the apertures of the two bronchi, each of which terminate**

lips or vocal cordn. Muocloa, varying in number ao-

'.o species of the bird, are attached to the different

drum, and these, by their action, stretch more or

leas strongly the membrane, and so modulate tin- .- m:,.l. In thu
'in - that have no voice, or ratlier have no song, these special
muscles ore absent.

Tho organ of voice in man, the larynx, is situated at the

npji.T part <>f the traclu-u .r windpipe, nitcrv.-ning between it

uiul the posterior opening of the mouth. It is formed of variona

curtilages connected together by membrane. It will be neoes-

describe these rather particularly, before we can under-

the way in which the vocal sounds are produced. The
cartilages of which the larynx ore composed are five in number,
in addition to which four small cartilaginous bodies are named ;

but these latter play no important port in this function. The
five material cartilages are the thyroid, the cricoid, the two ary-

tenoid, and the epiglottis. Of these the thyroid is considerably
the largest ; it consists of two square-shaped pieces of cartilage,

joined together in front at an acute angle, and forming that

projection in the middle line of the throat which is known as

pomum Adami (Adam's apple). The posterior surfaces ter-

minate both above and below in two cornua, or horns : the

upper ones give attachment to the membrano which connects
the thyroid cartilage with the hyoid bone, and the lower ones
articulate with the cricoid cartilage. Posteriorly, the sides of

the thyroid do not meet, but leave a considerable opening, which
is completed partly by membrane and partly by the cartilage
next to be considered. The cricoid cartilage derives its name
from its shape, resembling that of a signet ring ; it has the
smaller part of the ring in front, and is altogether smaller but
thicker than the thyroid, and forms the principal part of the

posterior cartilaginous wall of the larynx. Its anterior half,
which is narrow, gives attachment to numerous muscles, and
the membrane which connects it with the inferior borders of

the thyroid ; its posterior half is broader, and fills np part of

the space left vacant by the receding walls of the thyroid, with
which it articulates. The upper border of its posterior surface

presents two little facets, each of which articulates with one of

the arytenoid cartilages.
The arytenoid are small pieces of cartilage, pyramidal in

shape, and are attached by their bases to the posterior upper
border of the cricoid cartilage, and thus help to complete the
hinder wall of the larynx ; the articulation they form with the
oricoid is one in which considerable freedom of movement is

permitted, and is a most important provision for the perform-
ance of the vocal function.

The epiglottis is a thin leaf-shaped piece of fibro-cartilage, of

yellowish colour, placed behind the tongue in front of the upper
opening of the larynx, which it protects. During respiration it

stands erect, leaving the opening of the larynx free ; but when
the act of swallowing has to be performed, it curves backwards
and downwards, and completely closes the aperture of the wind-

pipe. The thyroid, the cricoid, and the arytenoid are joined
together by membrane, which also closes any opening not occu-

pied by cartilage ; so that the larynx is in shape a triangular
box, flattened behind and at the sides, whilst in front it presents
* prominent vertical ridge. Externally it is covered, save in

some parts of the middle line whore it is sub-cutaneous, by the
numerous muscles of the neck, and along its sides run the great
blood-vessels and nerves of the head. Internally, the larynx is

lined by mucous membrane, which is continuous above with that
of the mouth, and below with that of the trachea and lungs ;

and presents for examination the essential part of the vocal

apparatus, the vocal cords. In looking down the larynx we
notice, first, that the opening is heart-shaped, narrower behind
than before, and that it slopes obliquely downwards and back-
wards ; in front there is placed the epiglottis, and behind the

upper points of the arytenoid cartilages. A short distance down
we observe that the mucous membrane is drawn into two folds,
which run one on each side from before backwards ; these are
the superior or false vocal cords, so called because they re-

semble in appearance, and partly in structure, the true vocal

'

oorda, but have no concern in the production of the voice. A
littlu lower down tin- larynx we find another pair of fold* ox
oord* taking the name direction a* the first pair > thaae are thr
true vocal cord* ; they are attu<-h<-<! in f .uner surface
.f tin; nido of the thyroid cartilage, cloae to the angle formed
by their junction. Posteriorly, each oord U connected with tbe

T angle of the bane of an arytenoid cartilage Into tht

composition of these, as in the false vocal cords, mnoou
brane largely enters, but in addition each oord contain* liga-

.H Htructuro and yellow elastic tissue. Tbe small space
or chink which exists between the true vocal cords is cu

glottis, or rima glottidis. This is the narrower part of the

! larynx ; in the male it U generally nearly an inch in breadth
when dilated to its widest extent ; the measurement in the female
is rather less. In order to bring these mechanisms into play, a
complex arrangement of muscles is provided : them; consist of

, two sets the first, which are extrinsic to tbe larynx, and hare

\

other duties to perform besides influencing the production of

sound ; and another set intrinsic to the larynx, which are en-

tiroly devoted to this purpose. They may also be divided into

two classes, in accordance with the effects they produce : thns,

first, the muscles which relax the vocal cords, and thus open
the glottis ; and second, the muscles which tighten or make
tense the vocal cords, ai.d so close the glottis.

The vocal cords being attached in front to the thyroid car-

tilage, and behind to the anterior angles of the bases of the

arytenoid, it is necessary that, in order to affect them, the

muscles should act either upon the thyroid or the arytenoid

cartilages. So we find one group of muscles specially acting

upon the thyroid ; one set of them drawing it down over the

oricoid cartilage, making tense the vocal cords, and so closing
the glottis ; another set antagonistic to the first, which elevate

the thyroid, relax the cords, and open the glottis. The aryte-
noid has also a group running from it to the cricoid : one pair
draw upon the base of the arytenoid, rotate it outwards and

backwards, and so tighten the cords, and at the same time oper
the posterior part of the glottis ; another pair close the glottis,

by rotating the bases inwards. A pair of muscles, running
from the arytenoid to the thyroid, draw forward the arytenoid,
and together relax the cords and open the glottis ; while another

pair, specially belonging to the last-named cartilages, draw them
close together, and bring the vocal cords almost into contact.

In addition to these, there are many other muscles, which play
more or less important parts with reference to this function.

Having now considered the structure of the larynx, we must

pass on to describe the way in which it fulfils its special duties.

By numerous observations, both on the living subject and the

dead body, it has been conclusively shown that the production
of sound is the result of the action of a current of air upon the

inferior or true vocal cords. In the ordinary condition of the

larynx, the air passes and re-passes through its canal without

causing any sound ; but if the cords are made tense, by the

action of the muscles of the larynx, sounds are immediately

produced. By some observers the sounds are supposed to be

the result of the vibrations caused in the cords by the impinging
of the air upon them similar, indeed, to those of a stringed

instrument, as the violin ; others compare the action of the vocal

cords to that of the reeds of the hautboy or clarionet, or the

tongue of the accordion or concertina. It is most likely that it

resembles the action of both classes of instruments, as it has

been proved that the cords vibrate strongly through their

whole length ; and that, in order to produce acute or shrill

sounds, it is necessary that the cords should be approximated,
and the glottis reduced to very narrow limits. It is also found

uhat, in order to produce true vocal sounds, it is necessary that

the cords, in addition to being made tense, should have theii

inner edges parallel. Even when the lips of the glottis are

most completely closed anteriorly, the hinder portion still pre-

sents a wide gap, from which it is inferred that the front part

is concerned in the vocal function, and that the posterior

portion is subservient to respiration simply.
Animal sounds are divided into LJe cry, the song, and the

voice, ordinary or acquired. The cry is the sound usually pro-

duced by the lower tmiF"l, is not modulated, and is generally

sharp and disagreeable. In man, the cry is generally an in-

stinctive act, not a voluntary one, and expresses usually agony
or distress ; the human infant can utter no other sound, and it

is only by imitation that he learn? the art of producing articu-
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late sounds. The song is the result of a succession of sounds,
aach of which has a certain number of vibrations, and in which
the number of vibrations of each succeeding note bear the same
relative proportions as characterise the notes in the musical
scale. The male and female voices differ in pitch that is, they
commence and finish at different points in the musical scale

and in " timbre " or quality. In each the compass of the trained

voice is much the same, and covers usually from two to three

octaves. The lowest note of the female is about an octave

higher than the lowest note of the male voice, and the highest
note of the female voice is also an octave higher than the

highest male note. The female and male voices are subdivided,
the female into soprano and contralto, the male into bass and
tenor. These differ from each other in tone : the bass goes
lower down the scale than the tenor, and is stronger in the low
notes ; the contralto stands in the same position to the soprano ;

the tenor extends higher than the bass, and the soprano higher
than the contralto, and each is stronger in the high notes

than the bass or contralto. The voices called mezzo-soprano
and barytone are intermediate voices, the mezzo-soprano being
midway between the soprano and the contralto, and the barytone
intervening between the tenor and the bass. This difference in

pitch of the male and female voices is dependent on the length
of the vocal cords : in the male, the length of the cords when
at rest is generally about ^5 of an inch ; and when they are

stretched to the greatest extent, about ^ of an inch : in the

female the length varies from ^ to ^ of an inch. Thus the

difference between the male vocal cords when quite relaxed,
and when made tense to the greatest degree, is only the

-fifa
or

g of an inch
;
whilst in the female it is still less, being but ^ or

a little less than | of an inch. Yet this slight variation in

length is enough to account for the difference between the male
and female voices. And not only so, but as in producing each
note or semitone in the musical voice the vocal cords are re-

laxed or made tense to the exact degree necessary, it follows

that, as the voice covers two octaves or twenty-four semitones,
the performer must have the power of dividing his vocal

cords into parts no greater than the
-jJgg of an inch, and this in

ordinary vocalisation. In some noted singers it was calculated

that this power of division was carried as far as the ^^ of an
inch. And this appears even more wonderful when we remem-
ber the complex arrangement of muscles by which it is effected,
and that not one of those muscles is separately under the con-

trol of the will. The difference of timbre or quality of the
notes depends on the character of the walls of the larynx ; in

women and children these are more flexible and smoother than
in men. The male voice owes its greater roughness to the

greater hardness and firmness of the cartilages of the male

larynx, approaching nearly, and in old age often quite, to
ossification. The larynx of boys resembles that of women

;

but as they approach manhood it assumes a more masculine

character, and the voice begins to change, or, in common
parlance, "to crack;" and until the change is completed the
voice is imperfect, and unfit for singing.
From what has been said, it is evident that the height of

note in the musical voice depends upon two things, the degree
of tension of the vocal cords and the width of the glottis.
In producing the extremely high notes, the cords are so closely
approximate, that they appear actually to touch along their

anterior portions. The loudness of the voice is regulated
partly by the force with which the air is expelled from the

lungs, and partly by the size of some parts of the larynx.. In
some of the animals belonging to the class Mammalia, large
cavities or pouches exist, opening into tlie larynx, which give
great resonance and loudness to the voice. These structures
are met with in the ass, but more markedly in the howling apes
of America, which, though but of comparatively very small size,
are said to make more noise than the roaring of a lion, and to
be distinctly audible for a space of two miles. The epiglottis,

by being pressed down so as to cover the upper part of the

larynx, helps to render the notes deeper in tone.

All singers, but more markedly men, have the power of pro-
ducing two entirely different series of notes one, the notes of
tlie natural voice or chest notes, and the other the falsetto
notes. The chest notes hare a fuller sound, and produce a
stronger sense of vibration than the falsetto ; the lowest notes
of the voice can only be produced by the chest, the highest only
by the falsetto ; the medium may be sung by either voice. We

have seen that the natural voice notes are produced by the
vibrations of the vocal cords, brought into more or less clooe

approximation to each other : the way in which the falsetto
notes are produced is much disputed. Some physiologists con-

sider that they are not dependent on the vibrations of the vocal
cords themselves, but are caused by the vibration of the air

rushing through the glottis, which they believe, at this time,

assumes the shape of the embouchure ot a flute. Other ob-

servers assert that, in the production of falsetto notes, the
surfaces of the vocal cords are not approximated, but simply
their edges, and that this accounts for the difference between
the two kinds of notes. The matter cannot, however, be con-
sidered to be satisfactorily settled at present.
The articulate voice resembles the cry so far as the absence of

any sustained musical tone, but differs from it both in quality,
and in its being always modified by the will. Man is not the

only animal that has the power of uttering articulate sounds ;

but he is the only one that is able to attach meanings to the
words he utters, and to arrange them after a definite fashion

according to the dictates of his understanding, and not from

simple imitation of sound, like the parrot or other talking birds

he is the only one that can be said to have the power of

speech. The special organs of articulation are the pharynx, the
nasal fossse, the mouth, and the tongue. The mechanism of the

larynx is not essential to the performance of this act, as is

shown by the fact that in whispering, though no laryngeal
sound is produced, yet we may articulate quite distinctly. The
number of sounds capable of being produced by the human
voice are of almost infinite variety ; some are so easily uttered
as to appear to be made almost spontaneously, whilst others
can only be produced by long practice. No language utilises

all these sounds, but those easiest to be produced enter into the

composition of almost every tongue. The various sounds used
in speech are usually divided into two great classes, vowels and
consonants. Of these the vowels are, for the most part, the
easiest to be sounded : for their production, it is only necessary
that the exit of air from the mouth should be as free as possible,
and that the parts, when once put in the proper position, should
retain that position till the sound is concluded ; they are con-

tinuous sounds, modified by the form of the aperture of the
mouth. Thus, in sounding ah the mouth is opened to its fullest

extent, the tongue is depressed, and the hanging curtain of the

palate is drawn up, so that the air escapes from the mouth
without any check. In making the sound expressed in English
by oo, the same arrangement is carried out, but the aperture
of the mouth is narrowed ; in the same way, if the other vowel
sounds are tried, it will be found that they are varied by the
form of the aperture of the mouth, and that the parts remain
fixed during their production. To produce the consonants (so
called because most of them cannot be sounded without the aid

of a vowel), a certain degree of movement of the parts con-

cerned in their production is necessary, and the breath, in con-

sequence, suffers a more or less complete interruption in ity

passage through the mouth. These have been divided into two
main classes : the first called explosives or mutes, which neces-

sitate that the breath should be completely stopped at the

moment previous to their production ; the second, continuous,
in which the breath only receives a partial check, and the sound,
like the vowel, is continuous. In pronouncing the consonants

contained in the first class, of which b, p, d, t, k may be taken
as examples, the posterior orifices of the nose are completely
closed, and all the air is driven through the mouth : in pro-

nouncing b and p, the air is stopped by the shutting together of

the lips ; in pronouncing d and t, by the contact of the tongue
with the front part of the roof of the mouth : this latter arrange-
ment is also used for pronouncing the hard g and It, the differ-

ence consisting in the degree and extent to which the tongue is

brought in contact with the roof. In the other class the nose
is open, and the air is allowed to pass more or less freely

through it, as in m, n, etc. ; but in others, as v, the air is not
allowed to enter the nose ; still, in all the consonants included

in this class, the sound is capable of being prolonged to an

almost indefinite extent. Such, then, are the leading principles

upon which articulate sounds are produced. The other simple

sounds, and their almost endless modifications, are produced in

similar ways ; and out of these combinations, the different

nations of the human family have built up each its own par-

ticular language.
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Tin-: MT:A.YI-KN<;INE, II.

HER SCPABATK CONDENSER BINOLB-ACTINO KNOINE.

WK inuMt now pass on to the consideration of tho mean* by
whirli 1)1.- steam is made- t. produce a mechanical ffln-i. An
iron ti, diameter, called tho cylinder, U employed for

accompli.- 1 u n -.r tin.-,. Tin- inside of this is turned so aa to be on

true an possible, and a solid plug or piston is made to fit it

BO tightly aa to prevent the steam pawing, but at

.mi' time .it, freedom to allow of its

moving up and down in the tube without a wasteful

expenditure of force. Both ends of tho cylinder :m<

oloaod by dines. Let A (Fig. 6) represent tho piston,
and r the cylinder in which it moves. Also let i>

and E be two apertures by which tho steam can bo

admitted to tho uppor and lower ends of tho cylin-
der r. -;.. -lively. If the piston be at tho bottom,
and tin- steam be admitted at

, while n remains

open to tho air, the piston will be raised to the top
of tho cylinder, tho air above A escaping at D. Now
let tho steam be turned off from E, and this aper-
ture l>o left open ; tho weight of A will then cause it

to fall, driving out the steam before it. If, instead

of this, the steam be made to act through D on
tho uppor side of the piston, it will bo driven down
with much greater force.

It is clear, then, that if we have some way of allowing the

steam to act first on one side of the piston and then on the

other, we can make it travel alternately from end to end of

tho cylinder with a greater degree of force.

Instead of this wo may drive the piston up to the top of the

cylinder by tho steam, and then, closing the aperture E alto-

gether, condense the steam which fills the cylinder by applying
cold to it. A vacuum will thus

be produced, and the piston
will be forcibly driven down.
As yet, however, wo have

no mode of imparting the mo-
tion of the piston to any me-
chanism outside the cylinder.

This, however, is not a great

difficulty. A piston-rod (B) is

firmly attached to the piston,
BO as to be at right angles to

it. An aperture is then made
in the upper cap of the cylin-

der, through which this rud

may pass ; and to guard
against the waste of steam by
escape through this aperture,
a "stuffing-box," c, is placed
there. This is packed with

hemp, or some similar mate-

rial, saturated with oil or

tallow, and thus a steam-tight
contact is produced.
A ring is sometimes turned

in the edge of the piston, which
is packed in a similar way
with hemp, but what is known
as a metallic packing is more

commonly employed. In this

the piston consists of metallic

ring* placed one above tho

other, and divided into seg-

ments, the joints in one disc being midway between those above
and below. Those segments are pressed outwards by spiral

springs, and thus wear so as exactly to fit the cylinder. Very
great perfection is now attained in tho manufacture of these.

pistons.
Wo then see that there are two ways in which the piston

may be moved up and down in the cylinder. We may either

admit tho steam at one end only, and thon condense it so as to

produce a vacuum, into which the pressure of the air will drive

the piston, or we may admit the steam alternately at each end,
and thus drive the piston in each direction. These two classes

are respectively distinguished aa single-acting and double-actinj
wnjrines.

152 >'.E.

Fig. 7.

The former wen first employed the engine* onmfaHiif of

cylinder and piston, and an arrangement by which steam oonld
be admitted below the piston. When this was driven to th
t .].. tho steam was shut off and the cylinder cooled by tho

.'ion of cold water to it* external snrfftee. This con-
: the steam, and thus created a vacuum, and the prs

Huro of tho air on the upper side of the piston forced it down.
Those engine* wore, however, Tory imperfect, an it took son*

little time to condense tho steam, and at the rmmt
time there was a great waste of heat. The cylinder

I
had each time to be cooled below the boiling-point,
or otherwise much of tho steam remained onoon-

densed, so that the piston could nut reach the
bottom.

One day, in repairing an engine of this clasn, th*

piston was observed to descend much more rapidly
than usual, and on inquiry it was found that, owing
to a leak, cold water wac allowed to enter the cylin-

der, instead of being merely applied externally.
This answered so much better, that arrangement*
were at once made for injecting cold water below

the piston, in order to condense the steam, and suit-

able valves were provided for the escape of tbs

water and the air which always accompanied it ii.

email portions. There was still, however, a great
loss by the cooling of the cylinder at every stroke.

At length, however, just about a hundred years ago, James Watt,
the celebrated engineer, directed his attention to the subject,
and endeavoured to find some modo of preventing this waste of

heat. At length the idea occurred to him, that if he opened a
communication between the cylinder and another vessel quite
void of air or vapour, tho steam would immediately diffuse

itself through the two ; and if this second vessel were kept at a
low temperature, it might all

be fully condensed without

lowering the temperature of

the cylinder.

Experiment soon convinced

him of the benefits of this idea,

and the introduction in this

way of a separate condenser

was one of the greatest im-

provements ever effected in

the steam-engine. This was

patented by Watt, and from it

he received a large income for

some time. Many other im-

provements, which added in no
small degree to the efficiency
of the engine, were likewise

effected by him. To some of

these we shall have occasion

to refer.

We shall now be able to

understand the construction

of the single-acting engine, a
view of which we give in Fig.
7. For most purposes this

form has now been superseded,
but it is still frequently em-

ployed for pumping the water
from mines.

p is the piston, which works
in the cylinder A, and T is

the steam-pipe by which com*
uuuiicaLion is made with the boiler. A suitable valve is pro-
vided in this, so that the steam may bo shut off at pleasure
when tho engine is to be stopped. B B is the beam which oscil-

lates on bearings fixed in the masonry ; at its ends are large
wooden arcs with chains fixed to them, the object of which is to

allow the piston-rod to work vertically. Were it jointed directly
to the end of the beam it would bo swayed from side to side,

and the packing of the piston and stuffing-box would be de-

stroyed. To the further end of the beam a counterpoise, Q, is

placed; this is sufficiently heavy to draw the piston to tho

upper end of the cylinder after it has been forced down by
the pressure of the steam on its upper surface. The pump-rod*
are attached below Q.
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N is the separate condenser into which cold water is injected

from the cistern around, the amount being regulated by the

cock moved by the handle seen above it. This water and the

air it contains would, however, soon accumulate and stop the

action of the condenser ; a valve is therefore placed at the

bottom opening outwards, and a pump, moved by the rod E,

removes the water through this at each stroke. This water is,

of course, -warmed by the condensed steam, and is therefore

usually employed to feed the boiler.

Another rod, F, on the end of the beam carries on it two small

tappets, a and b; these give motion to the valves which regulate

the steam. There are three of these m, n, and o, all of which

are placed on one vertical rod ; m and o open upwards, while n

opens downwards. The rod which carries them is attached to

one end of the bent lever k c d, the other end of which terminates

in an eye or fork, through which the tappet-rod marked F in

our illustration moves.

To understand the action, let us suppose the steam to be

turned on, the valves being in the position shown. It will then

pass from the boiler through the steam-valve m, and thus press
on the upper surface of the piston. The space under this, being
in connection with the condenser through the eduction-valve

o, is a vacuum, and there is thus no resistance offered to the

downward movement of the piston. It accordingly sinks, and
in so doing raises the counterpoise, Q, and the pump-rods.

The rod F falls at the same time, and just before P reaches

the bottom, the tappet b catches the bent lever, and lowers the

valve-rod ; m and n are thus at once closed, so that the cylinder
is shut off from the boiler and from the condenser too. The

equilibrium valve n is, however, opened at the same time, and
thus makes a communication between the upper and lower ends

of the cylinder, so that the pressure on each side of the piston
becomes the same. The counterpoise Q accordingly lowers its

end of the beam, and thus raises the piston to the top of the

cylinder.
In doing this the lower tappet raises the lever again, so that

the equilibrium valve is closed. The lower end is then, as at

first, in communication with the condenser, and the steam in it

is condensed, while the pressure of the steam on the piston

again depresses it, and in this way the motion is continued.

Another great improvement effected by Watt was that of

working the steam expansively. An example will make this

quite clear. Let the cylinder be 6 feet long, and have an area of

40 square inches, and let the steam press on it with a force of

25 Ibs. per square inch. The total pressure on the piston will

then manifestly be 1,000 Ibs. ; and to drive the piston along the

cylinder with this pressure will require a given amount of

steam. Now let us suppose the steam-valve closed when half

the stroke has been performed. Only half the amount of steam
will be used ; the piston will, however, still continue to be
forced down by the expansive power of the steam, but the
force gradually diminishes till, when the piston reaches the

bottom, the steam has expanded to twice its original bulk, and
therefore exerts only half the pressure viz., 12,^ Ibs. per square
inch, or 500 Ibs. in all. We can easily calculate the mean
pressure during the latter half of the stroke, and shall find it to
be a little over 700 Ibs. We have, therefore, the piston forced

through a space of 3 feet with the force of 700 Ibs. without any
further amount of steam. The amount of work accomplished by
the same expenditure of fuel is in this way increased 1*7 times.

Ey cutting off the steam at an earlier portion of the stroke, a
much greater increase of power is attained, and many engines
are now made which are worked with steam at a very high
pressure, the valves being closed at one-eighth or one-twelfth
of the stroke. This is easily effected by a suitable arrangement
of the tappets.

LESSONS IN GREEK. LII.
MOODS.

THE moods represent the circumstances under which the subject
is united with the verb, or the manner in which the affirmation
of the verb is made. In simple propositions the indicative, the

subjunctive, and the optative moods are employed ; the im-

perative is a form by itself, since the imperative does not make
a simple statement.
The office of the indicative mood is merely to indicate or

declare a reality. In Greek the use of the indicative generally

resembles its use in other languages. Some peculiarities, how-

ever, have to be set forth.

The indicative, in union with the particle av (ict, Kev), pre-
sents a condition whose realisation depends on circumstances,
to which reference is made by the conjunction. This form of

speech occurs partly in the historical tenses and partly in the
future.

The indicative of the historical tenses, in connection with oi/,

denotes that a condition takes place as often as the requisite
circumstances occur, consequently neither always nor merely
once ; as, for example, on fj.a9otf^' fKaffrore, fire\av6avofj.riv av

v6vs, whatever on each occasion I learned,forthwith I commonly
forgot it.

The force of the idiom may be illustrated by the use of our

conditional would, denoting repetition under certain alleged
circumstances :

" These things to hear
Would Desdeuioua seriously incline."

The indicative with av also signifies that a condition has not
taken place or cannot take place, since the requisite circum-

stances do not exist ; as, T(S ai> tfr/dri rav-ra ^-systrOcu ; who could

believe that these things happened ?

Frequently are these forms used etSes av, you would have
seen ; r)yr)ff(a av, you would have thought ; eyvw av ris, one would
observe.

Sometimes for the expression of this sense you find the indi-

cative without av, when the condition which under certain cir-

cumstances would have taken place is represented as actually

taking place ; as, jjicr^ui/o^uTjr yuerroi, ei viro TroAe.utot; t^iraTi]Qi\v,

I should be ashamed indeed if I were deceived by an enemy.
So wishes which are not fulfilled and cannot be fulfilled, take

the indicative without uv; as, w^eAe Kvpos &)y, would Cyrus
were alive.

The indicative of the future in union with av (in the poets /ce,

Kff) signifies that a future event is not absolutely certain, yet
is in a high degree probable ; and this construction is more fre-

quently found in Homer : for example, ey<a 5e KC TOI Sucrus, /

will give it thee, if I can.

Suppositions are sometimes uttered as facts. This is done

by the employment, in the indicative, of an independent sen-

tence, instead of a foregoing hypothetical one. This form of

speech is used partly when a supposition is put in a general
and unconditional manner ; partly when the speaker intends to

take to himself an unfounded statement of another ;
for which

we employ the preparatory words suppose that, granted that ;

as, aoiKei ris fKtav opyi) KO.I riwapta KT' avrov, some one ad-

visedly does wrong (i.e., we will suppose that, etc.) ;
there arc

anger and punishment for him.
The subjunctive and the optative moods denote that the

predicate is applied to the subject according to a conception ;

and the relation between the two is one of dependence, which

may exist exclusively in the mind, or it may exist in the mind
as represented by a verb or a conjunction.

Homer, and the epic poets in general, put positive as well

as negative propositions sometimes in the subjunctive. By
this mode of expression it is intimated that the speaker has not

a certain but only a doubtful idea of the matter in question ;

and consequently the form serves to set forth an opinion, or an

undecided notion ; as, KO.I irore rts tiirri<nv, and once, I suppose,

some one said.

The occurrence in a simple sentence of the subjunctive with

ov
fji.7i

and JUTJ ov is only apparently irregular, since the expres-

sions are elliptical, something being understood ; so that in the

full exhibition of the proposition the subjunctive would appear
as a subordinate sentence. The words <po/3os ttrrt (there is a

fear), Seos ttrri (it is a duty), are to be supplied with ov /IT?: for

example, the sentence ov /UTJ ae cnroAtTrai would read in full, ov

<f>o&os effTt
jitTj

tre awo\nro>, there is no fear that I should leave

thee.

In sentences with /XTJ on we must understand or supply before

the
(J.TJ 6pa, see, or <ntovti, consider. The phrase, therefore,

serves to express an undecided or doubtful denial ; as, aAAa /J.TJ

OVK
fj

ditianTov apery, but virtue can scarcely be taught.

The optative, which represents a conception as lying to the

speaker beyond the present, finds its propar application in the

expression of a wish. Of the use of the optative in simple

propositions there are two different forms, namely, the simple

| optative and the optative with- av. The optative without av
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fsjpMtents tho expression its the free act of tbo mil

reference to tho province of reality. > vo with
> a sentence subordinate to another, which in hypo-

thetical, and which ariaea from tho nature of tho cane ; conuc-

i|iir:n ly th c(.nc.-|.(i -in tippean to onaue from certain prevailing
oiiriiiiiHtanoes. Bot the oonooption assumes tho form of an

il reality, r instances ooourred,
i iio consequent result would take place. Instances of

usages are tho following!
t. Whni t<> a proposition which in narrative Beta forth an

i .: >a or statement i ..ming cauo thereof is snb-
i.H used without av ; OH, airt-

tptvayro aurtp, 6rt aSuvara cttyiaiii tirf troitlv a irpoKa\tirai avfv

\Vi]i'a.uav irntSfs yap cai yvvaiKts trap' txetvots tirjaav, they
answered him that it was impossible for them to do whtit In'

asks for without the Add'ni'iim, fur the children and women
were in tlwir hands.

-. 1 imitating views and determinations, if they intimate only
an inclination in the mind of the speaker, are expressed by the

. o without ai> ; if, however, it in intended to intimate

that those viewa and detcra? '.nations may, on a certain event

taking place, prove realities, then the optative with av is em-
; I't-r example (opt. without av), ptla Otos y' tQt\wv /ecu

TTjAotftp avopa <raco<rai, easily, I think, can a god, if willing, even
c save a man; (opt. with av), OVK av fyia TOUTa

<j>7)'rai/iii, / could not, I think, affirm tliesc things.
In tho refined tone of Attic conversation the optative with av

was a polite form of expression, by which convictions and

requests were set forth in a hesitating or qualified manner ; as,

apa av firj trparrttv ra Stovra, this is the time, I would submit,
to do one':- dntij ; \fyois av a 5i \tytiv, be so good as to say
what ought to be aid.
Tho optative without av may denote repetition ; as, ti ns

2,iukpaTit Ktpi rov avrt\tyot, an ryv viroOffftv fitountyayev av iravra

TOV \oyov, as often as any one opposed Socrates on any point,
he would bring back tho conversation to the assumed principle.

ENLARGEMENT OP SIMPLE SENTENCES.
We have considered simple sentences viewed in their Greek

construction, and now pass on to consider compound sentences.

In order to do so with effect, we must attend to tho enlarge-
ment of simple propositions.
The external enlargement of tho subject consists in this, that

the affirmation made in tho predicate is equally referred to

several different objects, so that there are several subjects be-

longing to one predicate. Now several subjects to which one

predicate is assigned may bo viewed as a series of connected
individual persons or things, or they may be viewed as form-

ing a whole, if these subjects form a series, they are united

together copulatively by teat, Tt Kai, re re, KCU icat, or dis-

junctively by i). In English tho copulative and tho disjunctive
are ordinarily placed only before tho last noun of tho series ; in

Greek they are placed between every two of the series. If the
is viewed as a whole, the ono is added to the other by

means of aw, fitra, a/ua.

We have seen that tho subject must agree with the predicate.
This general rule may be expanded.
The predicate may agree vrith the several nouns in the plural

or dual number, on the ground that in sense the several nouns
are comprehended in tho affirmation made in the predicate ; or

tho predicate may grammatically agree with one of tho nouns,
with which in sense it is more intimately connected than with

any other or all tho others ; that intimate connection may arise

from proximity. In the former case the predicate will be in

tho plural, in the latter cose it will bo either in tho singular or

the plural according to the number of tho noun with which it is

immediately connected. When the predicate agrees with only
cite noun, it may be understood to apply to tho others through
that ono noun or subject.

In reference to several subjects which signify things without
life or conditions of things, the Greeks commonly put the adjec-
tive predicate in tho neuter plural. In reference to masculine
".i id feminine subjects, tho common adjective predicate or attri-

bute is usually in the masculine gender.
In the union of several grammatically different subjects, the

vorb either agrees with tho nearest or is in the plural ; if ono of

the subjects is in the first person, the verb is in tho first person.

Subjects connected disjunctively, as well as conjunctively,

take a plural verb in Greek. Tbu OMff U eontnury to what u
common in KuglUh. Alao a noon singular having a plural

a preposition, and so funning a compound
abject, takes the verb in the plural in the Greek.

a enlargement of the subject eonsfefei in this, that
!<uto U aHociated with it. Uy HI attribute i* meant

any addition made to a ubatantire, which serves to indi.

vidnaliHO tho substantive that in, to describe it*

nature, and to dmtinguirth it from other of the
Tho attribute appear* tut blended with the subject by ineaiui of
an adjective, as KoArj yvrq (a fair woman), or by mean* of a
genitive, or a proportion with its case, aa 01*01 tarpot, father t

house } OIKOI tv Ttj iroA, house in the city.

The attribute may also be set forth aa something subjoined
in the way of explanation ; as o<cor, 17 rur avOpcrruv (torn, hou* .

the dwelling-place of men. This application of the attribute in

specifically called apina>ition.

Attributes may bo assigned to nouns not merely as subject*,
but also as objects.

In Greek frequently nouns may perform the office of attri-

butives. Thus we may employ these nncoaleticing combinations

avi)p irpcv&vTTis, an old man ; avyp vtavtat, a young man
(literally, a youth-man).
Adverbs and adverbial phrases may also be connected with a

noun as its attribute when the noun has the article ; as, 77 art.

iroAis, the uppe-f (lying inland) city ; oi irtAes KM/MI, the neigh-

bouring towns ; o ufrav xpovos, the interval, the meanwhile.
The attributive adjective agrees with the subject to which it

belongs, in the same way as the predicate agrees with its sub-

ject, following the subject in gender, number, and case ; as,

ffotpot amjp, a wise man; yvvrj KO\IJ, a fair woman; ra tyijAo

oprj, the lofty mountains; ry t^j; Ouyarpt, to my daughter.
If several adjective attributes are joined with a noun they

are either connected together by means of KO.I, -rt KCU, etc., or

they stand without a copula. Adjectives expressive of quality
are generally united by KOI, etc. ; as, vta not airaAi) <raf(, young
and tender flesh ; ayaOiav KCU iraXatwp vo^fdtruv tupr/para, the

discoveries of good and ancient lawgivers.
The copula may be omitted, however, if one of tho adjectives

blends with the noun so as to form with it a compound idea ; as

fo-xorrj Kami TVXTI (the extreme of bad luck), where KOJMJ rvjfr,

go together as if they were ono word ; so ptya irKotov airacywyor,
a large corn-vessel. Tho copulative KCU is sometimes omitted

also for tho sake of oratorical effect.

If a preposition is employed with the chief word, it is com-

monly not repeated with the subordinate one.

Special notice must be given to apposition with possessive

pronouns, and adjectives which indicate that something belongs
to an object. In these instances the appended words are in the

genitive, the case being taken from the genitive force of the

word which represents possession ; for example, Siopwafot/cn re

c/ia TOU Ka.KaSattJ.ovos (they plunder my goods, wretched man thai

I am), where tho genitive rou KcucoScu/xoi'os is borrowed from
the genitive involved in c/ta, and the phrase is equivalent to

SiapTrafautrt ra TOV KO.KOOO.IU.OVOS ffiou irpayfiara, they plunder the

goods of me, a wretched man. In rendering the idiom into

English, some latitude must be token, in order to make the

sense clear.

Another kind of apposition is that in which the parts of a
whole are appended to the whole in the same case as the whole

itself has ; for example, At/iron oi utv x/n;aTcu turiv, cu 5 KOKCU,

(of) griefs some are useful, others bad.

In English the whole is put in the objective, but in Greek
the whole stands in the same case as tho parts. We have a
somewhat similar construction in English ; for example, Tin:

ri'.ORius returned BACH to his own home.

To this, which is called the partitive apjwsition, belongs the

erx^iua KoB' &\ov icat ntpos that is, the construction which put
the part and the whole in the same case a construction which

strictly is peculiar to the poets ; thus Homer says, TOV ptv pa

r\avxos (TTTjtioj fitirov oinafff Sovpt, HIM Glaucus, (in) THE
CENTRE OF HIS BOSOM, wounded with a spear ; where

pfffov, tho part, is in apposition with TOP, the whole ;

fitffov thus defines the exact place in which the man wae
wounded.

Sometimes the distributive apposition is connected with this

partitive apposition ; as, Tpwas J rpoftot euros fanAv0* yva
, dreadj'ul fear saved the Trojans in each one's knees.
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The infinitive appears in apposition, chiefly after demonstra-

tive and relative pronouns, in order to give a more exact view

of the idea before generally indicated ; as, Papas n KO.I ro5'

fffTu; aivfiffQai Atcw, this also is something unpleasant, (namely)
to bs praised excessively.

A substantive appears in apposition to an entire sentence, in

order to mark the point of view from which the fact in the

sentence is to be regarded ; as, "E.\ei>t)v KTavaiftev, MeceAey AUTTTJV

TTMpav, let us slay Helen, a bitter grief to Menelaus.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XXIII. BRITISH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE.
ENGLAND. There was nothing in the intercourse between the

ancient nations and our own country that ever foreshadowed

the supremacy we wore destined to attain in the arts of industry
and the pursuits of commerce. The geographical isolation of

Britain had its counterpart in our social and commercial life.

Our richest natural endowments, coal and iron, were, in the

first period of British history, almost utterly unknown.

England was covered with dense forests ; herds of wild cattle

and other beasts roamed through the country ; agriculture was

practised only in the rudest way, and the natives lived chiefly

upon fruits and the products of hunting. Tin, lying near the

surface of the soil, and lead in considerable quantities, were

exchanged with the Phoenicians for trinkets ; and a few simple
cemmodities were transmitted overland to Marseilles, for use in

the Levantine States and Greece. Roman occupation increased

the mineral produce, but cattle-rearing and swine-herding long

employed most of the inhabitants. Hides, wool, and furs are

named among the exports, and British pearls appear to have

been esteemed. In the Saxon period a commercial treaty was
made between the king of the Mercians and Charlemagne, and
about the same time notice is taken of an Anglo-Saxon mer-
chant trading in Marseilles. Other Anglo-Saxon merchants
visited the market of St. Denis, in the reign of Dagobert, while

Frisians visited England in the eighth century. Fairs existed

amongst the natives, but trade was restricted by the law which
forbade transactions above the value of twenty pence, except in

the sight of two witnesses or of the magistrate. Little of the

land was a cable, and the forests were valued not for their timber,
but for tha'r pannage in the form of the mast of oak and beech,
which furnished sustenance to herds of swine.

Thile the Mediterranean was crowded with an active com-

merce, England was merely productive and passive, waiting at

homo for traders from abroad, who visited it for tin, lead, wool,
and hides. English wool was so esteemed that Charlemagne
exempted merchants dealing in it from the peril of capture in

war : wool, also, was the staple of exchange for the cloths of the

Netherlands from the days of Alfred the Great to those of Edward
the Confessor.

William the Conqueror sheltered u band of weavers driven
from Zealand by an irruption of the sea, and the country profited

by the intercourse they established with Hollend. English wool

improved so much very soon, that next to money it was the

commodity most eagerly sought in foreign exchange. Part of

the ransom of Richard I. was paid in wool. Eventually corn
and cheese began to be regular articles of export. The herring
shoals found off Yarmouth gave the first impulse to our principal

fishery. The herring trade was confirmed to that toWn by a
charter of King John. An early trade in slaves brought profit
to Bristol, as did the negro traffic also in later days, and enriched
the exchequer to the extent of ,4,000 annually from the duties
levied upon this human commodity. London was the earliest in

time and first in importance of the English trading cities.

Ta,citus mentions London as a celebrated resort of merchants.
Bede relates that it was frequented by foreigners in 6l4 for

the purposes of trade. William of Malmesbury speaks of it as a

wealthy and populous city in 1041 ; and half a century later

considerable business was transacted there.

In the Norman period agriculture and manufactures were less

rude than is. the time of the Saxons, but spinning and weaving
were for a long time household avocations, and the coarsest
cloths alone were produced at a time when the industrial arts in

.France had reached a high degree of excellence. During the
Roman occupation of Britain the native roada were improved,

and others, still remaining j3 great higiiways, were first con-
structed. Nevertheless, the general means of communication
were wretched ; the carriages were clumsy, and pack-horses along
bridle paths were the chief mode of transport. On the rivers

the Britons skilfully managed their light coracles made of wicker

and hides. Probably they ventured in larger canoes as far as

Ireland and Gaul. Alfred the Great created a navy of war-

galleys, each rowed by sixty or eighty men, to cope with the

Danish naval power. Under the Norman kings, further improve-
ments were stimulated by association with France. England
was occasionally unable to hold her own, but at other times wag

aggressive. Trading states in the Middle Ages regarded the seas

as the domain of the strongest, and acts which would now be
called piracy were often committed. Towns fought against each
other without reference to law or king. Wincheisea, Yarmouth,
and the Cinque Ports were thus often in open hostility with the

maritime towns of Flanders and France. Individuals as well

as towns were left to enforce on their own account the repara-
tion for maritime wrongs, and in their desire to recover their

losses they were not scrupulous, where the real offender was
difficult to reach, about choosing another in his stead. English
merchants for many generations had to fight for every advantage

they gained. The European trading leagues having got the

start, did their best to stifle in its birth every native effort at

foreign trade. They even looked upon English vessels as

lawful prizes, and sealed their own ports against new comers by
heavy

" discriminative" duties. A celebrated company of " mer-

chant adventurers
"
received a charter in 1406 from Henry IV.,

and notwithstanding the opposition of Continental monopolists,

pursued a profitable trade, smuggling the cheap coarse English
woollens into the marts of Flanders, Italy, and the Levant, in

exchange for rich cloths, wines, and arms.

The causes and the consequence of the backward condition of

England are not far to seek. Saxons, Danes, Normans, not only

plundered the prior inhabitants, but disturbed their institutions.

At each conquest the nation was thrown back, and had to begin
anew. The Britons under the Romans partook of the refinement

of their masters. Progress, arrested when William the Norman

ground the land under his iron heel and blighted Saxon freedom

with the curse of villenage, was long in making a fresh start.

The feudal system in England virtually rendered industry penal,

for it enforced idleness on the vassals, who learned to think that

war and the chase were the fitting employments for free men,
and that useful work was degrading. Forest laws kept the land

from cultivation, and consequentlyhusbandry remained in a feeble

condition. The caprice of the seasons led to failures of produce,
both vegetable and animal, and famines were far from unfrequeiit.

For generations England continued a country of forests and

marshes the hunting-ground of untutored Normans. Red deer

and wild swine were of higher value in the eyes of such men
than the lives of two millions of Saxon serfs. Trade was limited

by rapine and lawlessness, and few foreign merchants would

risk life and property for the profits of commercial intercourse.

The monasteries of that time seem to have been the sanc-

tuaries of industry as well as of learning. Located in fertile

vales, the clergy made labour a sacred duty, and by cultivating

the rich lands around them they improved the practice of

agriculture. They were lenient masters. By shielding the

farm labourers from the injustice of the barons, the monks pre-

pared the way for the overthrow of villenage. If the loss 01

liberty be the loss of half our virtue, we owe an indefinite

debt to monachism for the restitution of this priceless boon.

As freemen the lower orders acquired a right to property, which

elevated their moral tone and added to the prosperity of the

whole population. Manufactures no less than husbandry were

fostered by the monks. The principle of every monastery waa,

that each community should supply as far as possible its own
wants by home labour. Cloth was woven from home-grown wool ;

abbeys and churches were planned and built by ecclesiastical

artificers, and beautiful ruins and splendid cathedrals remain as

evidences of their genius. Each religious retreat was a centre

of blessings greater than military glory. Conquerors and con-

quered were silently brought together by the teaching and exam-

ple of the Church, until at length, by the operation of a chain

of influences, the fusion of the two rival races of Saxon and

Norman was completed. From this period England possesses

a national history, and dates its growth as an industrial and

commercial power. Characteristic of ignorance, however, laws
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wore passod, even thus early, to prevent nativ. industry from

being i tli.- influx. !' tao necessaries and com:
; v II. ini'ori'onitc'l the' weavers of London,

. -o them many privileges, condemning all foreign w.iol t .

'nt.

rd I. and Edward III. wore warlike rulers, continually
. i need of pecuniary subsidies, and unscrupulous aa to the

moans by which they obtained them. They perceived that

trade was a main source of wealth, and so far, therefore, they

encouraged tiin pursuits of industry. Kdward I. opened English
merchants of Germany, Franco, tho Netherlands,

.1, Spain, l...i:il.:ir.!y. and Tuscany, but he confiscated

- of 1G.5UO industrious Jews, whom ho banished

from tho kingdom, thereby displaying religious fervour, while

bringing lucre to tho well-nigh exhausted treasury, and relieving
himself of enormous debts. Edward III. granted the weavers,

ind fullers of Flanders exclusive privileges, to induce them
lo in tho kingdom, yet at tho same time fettered tho grant

with absurd regulations to prevent their growing rich or proud.
A citizen of London in the same reign waa executed for using
coal as fuel, after it had boon forbidden. The clamour against
coal may bo more easily understood when wo remember that

hiinneys and glass windows were luxuries not as yet commonly
enjoyed, and that the smoke from fires had to make its escape
from crevices in the buildings. Tho first export of coal was
from Newcastle to France, in 1325. About this time, also,

textile fabrics were first exported from England. Woollen cloths

were manufactured at Bristol, London, and Norwich. Linen
and silk-weaving began to flourish. The hardware manufacture,

however, was still bound down by heavy duties, and tin vessels

mode in Malta, from ore raised in England, formed a portion of

tho imports.
How rapidly a native marine was formed may be judged by

the fact that tho Cinque Ports, which for special immunities

granted at tha Conquest were bound to furnish merchant vessels

for use in war when required, supplied but five of such vessels

for tho use of Edward I. ; while, together with London, Bristol,

and Southampton, they furnished 710, manned by over 14,000

sailors, for the service of Edward III. in tho siege of Calais.

This was tho era of tho merchant princes whose names are

landmarks in English history. The family of tho Do la Poles,
merchants of Hull, were distinguished for their great wealth,
amassed in commercial pursuits in the reign of Edward III.

Between that period and the roign of Henry VIII., tho Do la

Pole family produced a Lord Chancellor, and acquired succes-

sively an earldom, a marquisate, and a dukedom ; and this was
not an exceptional example of commercial prosperity. The
wealth of Canynge, five times mayor of Bristol in the reign of

King Henry VI., is attested in the stately structure of St. Mary
Iledcliffe, tho

" Pride of the West," one of the finest examples of

our ecclesiastical architecture, and also in the still active charities

of that city. Still more renowned is Sir Richard \\Tiittington,
thrico Lord Mayor of London, who had "

right liberal and largo
hands" to all poor people, and tho fame of whoso wealth has

^'ivon rise to one of our commonest nursery stories.

Wealth arising out of industry and commerce produced great

changes in national manners and customs. A powerful middle
class was created, jealous of their rights, and profiting by the de-

pression of the barons during the Wars of the Roses. These
conflicts long diverted the attention of the English people
from tho vast natural resources with which they were favoured.

Iberians, Italians, Danes, Norwegians, and Germans, who had,
from their offices in London, heretofore controlled the foreign

trade, now obtained for many years a new and undeserved lease

of our matchless coast and harbours. At the accession of tho

House of Tudor, however, if the magnitude of Dutch, German,
or even French trade had not been reached, there had, never-

theless, boon laid by England tho foundations of a commerce and
an opulence destined to excel and outlast tho prosperity of

nations much earlier in the race.

SCOTLAND. The trade of Scotland was of less importance than
that of England. Fisheries were carried on along tho coasts,
and a few coarse o'loths were woven in the towns. The exports
/ere chiefly raw materials, some of which were carried in

Scottish ships. The commodities comprised wool, beavers'

skins, hides, oxen, horses, and sheep, and were consigned for tho
most part to the Low Countries.

IKKLAND. Irish commerce resembled that of Scotland and

England, and in Importance ranked between the two. Dahlia.

Watorford, Cork, and Droghed* were prosperous port*, dealing in

(lidos, HkitiM, wool, and flub, and to sonw extent in grain. Woollen
and linen goods wore exported to a mall extent The OOB-
morcial impoats wore light, which gave the country the advan-

tage of poHH6Hning comparative freedom of trade.

CHAP. XX1V.-COMMEKCIAI, KINGDOMS OF KORTHEBIf
KUJiOPE.

RUSSIA. Russia wan the last of the states of Europe to emergt
from barbarism. In tho Middle Ages a great part of the country
was barely known, and many district* now belonging to the

empire had not then boon conquered. The shores of the Black
Sea were visited by Greeks, Byzantines, Venetians, and Genoese,
who successively competed for tho exhaostless supplies of raw
materials, such as forest products, furs, metal*, and grain brought
down to the maritime depots situated in the Crimea and at the
mouths of the Danube.
Tho rude commerce carried on by these several adventurers

in one part of tho Russian dominions was so restricted from
various causes, that in order clearly to understand it we most
learn something of the political history of the country. The
name " Russians

"
included various tribes. The Russian mo.

narchy waa established (862) by Rnric, a daring freebooter of the
Baltic. He and his brothers were chosen sovereigns over the
Sclavonian Boyards and Finnish tribes, in order to appease their

continual feuds. The brothers, Inco and Truvor, soon died, and
left Ruric undisputed monarch. He waa a chief of Varangia, a
Norse or Scandinavian kingdom founded by Ingvar the Great
on the east coast of the Baltic. The Vikings or Varangians
called themselves Itusini, from the district of Sweden whence

they were originally derived, and Rune's subjects now adopted
tho same name, and designated their country Rus. Skira, son of

Ingvar, had chosen Novgorod as his capital, and until 882 it waa
both the residenco of the Russian sovereigns and the principal
mart of the kingdom. Its chief trade waa with Constantinople, .

and its natural advantages were a fertile soil, producing grain
and fibres ; large forests, supporting innumerable animals ; and

navigable rivers flowing into the Euxine. Novgorod retained

its importance after the seat of government waa removed to

Kiev. Its population in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

fell not far short of half a million, of whom 30,000 boasted

they were skilled in warlike horsemanship. Under Vladimir

tho Great, who married the daughter of the Greek emperor,
Basil II., Novgorod became the emporium of a great commerce.

Fairs were held, and a prodigious amount of business waa trans-

acted. These fairs afterwards fell into decay. Pleskov, on Lake

Peipus, shared the trade and the decay of Novgorod, while

Moscow assumed by degrees the commercial importance which

had belonged to both. The great market-place of Moscow, soon

known as tho "Hostinoydvor" or Strangers' Court, waa fur-

nished with 5,000 counters or benches of stone. Encircled by
a boundless steppe, and enjoying excellent water communica-

tion, the trade of Moscow waa unimpeded throughout the year ;

boats or rafts formed the means of communication in summer;
and in winter, sledges driven over the frozen snow. K
second capital of Russia, situated on the Dnieper, and now
regarded as the sacred city of the Greek Church, traded with

Constantinople and with the Italian cities to an extent perhaps

greater than did either Novgorod or Moscow. Kazan was the

chief entrepdt of the trade of Northern and Central Asia. It

was the capital of'an independent Tartar state, and, though con-

nected with Russia by trade, it waa not annexed until the year

1552, by Ivan IV. The plains of Kazan are fertile, and afford

riih pastures for cattle, the rearing of which, together with

fishing, are the chief native occupations. The civilising influ-

ences of commercial intercourse were slow in penetrating Russia.

Novgorod and Pleskov were the only towns which possessed the

privilege of a free market. All other marts were so fettered,

that trade could not flourish. The Boyards, as the Russian

nobles were called, kept aloof from intercourse with foreigners ;

and it was not till the time of Peter the Great that Russian

prejudices were broken down how, we shall see.

SWEDEN. -Sweden was in every respect the most important

of the three northern kingdoms inhabited by the Scandinavian

race. A more extensive country than Norway and Denmark
taken together, ita power, both political and commercial, in the
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Middle Ages, was correspondingly larger. Before the Baltic was

known to other nations as a navigable sea, and as a highway to

Eussia, Sweden had possessed herself of the shores of Courland

and Esthonia, and planted there the germ of a line of Eussian

kings. In the ninth century, Lake Malar was the site of so

prosperous a trade, that Biorko, one of its island cities, could

equip an army of 14,000 burghers, ready for the field, and easily

able to contribute 100 silver marks a-piece towards the war.

The Dutch traded with this city, bringing linen, cloth, and wine.

Biorko was devastated by St. Olaf in 1008, but such was its

extent and solidity that its ruins are still to be found. A
similar history attaches to Vineta, a city in the island of

Usedom, on the coast of Pomerania. Wisby, in Gothland, grew

and nourished by the enterprise of merchants driven from

Vineta, and for two hundred years was the chief emporium of

the north. It was well placed on an island possessing good

harbours, a soil productive of fruits and vegetables, a genial

climate, and valuable resources for traffic in corn, lime, timber,

pitch, and other forest products. Wisby was a member of the

Hanseatic League, and during that connection acquired such

commercial greatness, that the Maritime Law of Wisby was

accepted by most of the commercial nations of the North. The

city was built of stone, and the houses were often strengthened

with iron doors and adorned with gilded windows. There were

sixteen churches and five monasteries, and within the walls of

the town dwelt 12.000 burgesses, while the labouring classes,

contrary to modern custom, dwelt in the suburbs. Merchants

took personally an active part in foreign trade, making voyages

in their own vessels, in which, towards the end of the eleventh

jentury, they had already ventured as far as Egypt and the

Levant. Traders from all the Baltic provinces, and merchants

jfrom more distant parts, even from Spain and Greece, were so

numerous, that special streets, with warehouses and shops, were

apportioned to the representatives of the different nations.

With the decline of the Hanseatic League, Wisby decayed.

Though fallen in magnificence, and containing only 4,000 in-

habitants, it is still the most remarkable place in the north of

Europe, covering an extent of ground capable of housing 40,000

or 50,000 people. There are twelve churches remaining, the

beautiful Gothic ruins of which cause them to be much visited

by antiquarians. In 1368 the King of Sweden gave the citizens

of Amsterdam a district in the island of Schonen (i.e., the ex-

treme south of the Swedish peninsula), in order to facilitate

direct traffic between the Netherlander and his own subjects.

The Swedes received salted fish, woven fabrics, wines, Dutch

salt, drugs and spices, in exchange for timber, iron, copper,

tar, skins, and tallow. To note one exchange, indicative of

the different resources of two neighbouring states, the Swedes

gave in this traffic six quintals of iron for a barrel of herrings.

NORWAY. The industry and commerce of Norway have always

been centered in Bergen, the ancient capital, which from its con-

venient position for carrying on the prolific fisheries of the

coast, was enlarged and regularly laid out by Olaf III. in 1070

A treaty of commerce between Bergen and England was signed

in 1217, and is interesting as the first record we possess of Eng
lish foreign trade. Bergen, in exchange for English goods, gav<

dried and salt fish, fish oils, tallow, and skins. The commerce

of Bergen, however, attained no importance until the city joined

the Hanseatic League, of which it formed one of the four chie

emporiums. It then rose to opulence and grandeur, was adornec

with thirty churches and monasteries, and many fine public build

ings. Its commerce from that period belongs to the history of the

Hanse Towns.
DENMARK. The facilities enjoyed by Denmark for commerc

are very great. It possesses the key to the Baltic, and is, besides

favourably situated for intercourse with all the maritime state

of Europe. It was the first of the Scandinavian kingdoms t(

engage in foreign trade. Roeskild, on the island of Zealand

its ancient capital, founded as early as tha fourth century, wa
in the Middle Ages already a large town, containing 100,00

inhabitants and twenty-seven churches, and for more than

thousand years it continued to be the abode of royalty. Th

presence of the court encouraged commerce, and till 1440, whe:

the capital was removed to Copenhagen, scarcely another Danis

town is mentioned in connection with trade. In the year 115

a semi-religious fraternity of mercantile warriors was foundec

whose duty it was to proselytise as well as to trade. Th
"Eoeskild Warriors," as they were called, were particular!}

njoined to destroy the Wends of the east coast of the Baltic,,

rhom they hated both as heathens and as rivals in trade. The

ther towns of Denmark noted in the Middle Ages for their

rade were Aalborg, in the north of Jutland, which traded iu

"rain and herrings ; Aarhaus, in East Jutland ; and Elsineur 01

llsinore, formerly the toll-gate of the Sound.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXVI.
148. RULE.

THE present participle, like an attributive adjective, agrees

with its noun in gender, number, and case ; and may also

govern the same case as the verb whence it is derived ; as, bet

adjcnte grilling, the smiling spring ; tic atte8 bele&enbe unite, the

all-animating sun, i.e., the sun that animates all.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) This participle is seldom, if ever, other-

wise employed with a noun than in an attributive sense. Itti

jredicative use is found almost altogether in those words that

lave so far lost character as participles as to be commonly re-

cognised only as adjectives ; as, rctjenb, charming ; frftnfcnb, morti-

ying ; brttcfcut, oppressive ; fliejicnb, flowing ; etc. Such combi-

nations, therefore, as I am reading, we are walking, etc., so

sommon in English, are wholly inadmissible in German.

(2.) The present participle, in connection with the article, is

often used substantively, the noun being understood ; as, bee

Skfenbe, the reader (literally, the [one] reading); bie @terbenbe, the

dying (female).

(3.) This participle, however, cannot in German, as in Eng.

lish, be, by means of an article, turned into an abstract verbal

noun. But in order properly to render such phrases as the

reading, the writing, into German, we must use the present of

the infinitive ; thus, baS Cefcn, baS ctyveiben.

(4.) The present participle, as stated in the Eule, may govern

the case of its own verb ; but it must be noted that the word so

governed always precedes the participle ; as, bag unS ottfolgenbt

cfcf)icf, the MS pursuing fate, i.e., the fate that pursues us. In

some instances the words are actually united, forming com-

pounds ; as, efjrUrb.enb, honour-lov^g, that is, ambitious.

(5.) The present participle is sometimes used with the power

of an adverb ;
that is, to express some circumstance of manner

or condition ; thus, lueinenb fpracf; er ju mir, weeping (that is, weep-

inaly) he spoke to me.
149.-BULE.

The preterite participle is not only used in the formation of

the compound tenses, but may also be construed with nouns,

like adjectives ; as, etn geliebtc tfiitb, a beloved child.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) This participle, in its character as an

adjective, is far more frequently employed in German than ir

English. Indeed, many preterites in German, having lost

character as participles, are now used exclusively as adjectives.

(2 ) The preterite, like the present participle, is sometimes

used in an adverbial manner; thus, ba u$ ift serleven gegangen,

the book is lost (literally, gone lost).

(3.) This is especially the case with certain participlei

ployed with the verb fommen
; as, roetnenb fpraty er jit mir, weeping

(i.e., weepingly), he spoke to me ; er fommt gerittett,
he cornea

ridden, that is, riding on horseback.

(4.) Kindred to this is its use, when connected -

to express the condition or state of the subject ; as, jc&t fterb'

beru^igt, now I die content ;
in feme Sugenb geptlt, trofct cr bet er

leumbung, wrapped in his virtue, he defies calumny.

(5 ) The preterite participle, usually in connection with tl

accusative, is in some phrases employed absolutely; as, bie Sluge*

gen J&tmmet geri^tet, his eyes being directed towards heaven ; be

ewtnn abgerecbnct, the profit being deducted.

(6.) This participle is sometimes elliptically employed

imperative. (See 145. 3.)

150. EULE.

The future participle is used when the subject is to be repre-

sented as a thing that must or ought to take place ; as, etne ju

lobenbe Sljat, a deed to be (i.e., that ought to be) praised.
_

OBSERVATIONS. What is called the future participle

German is produced by placing jit
before the present participle,

as above. It can be formed from transitive verbs only, and i

always to be taken in a passive sense. It is chiefly to be found

in the case of compound verbs ; thus, $$}ue$tnter Serr, highly*

to-be-honoured, i.e., honourable Sir. (See Section XLI.)
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181. THE ADVEBB8.
RULE. Adverbs qualify vorbt), participles, adjectives, and

ulvorbs ; as, tt b,at itn lea,eii|Uu& ottrei|H..fi Uluuult, ho h;n

treated tho subject admirably.
. i-s iu the absolute form

' ;.Tin:i:i i'ii'|>iny<!<l UH advoros. (See 102. 3.) For re-

marks on the potation <>f adverbs in .sentences, see the sootion

on the arrangement of words ( 158).

ir,_>. Till-: PREPOSITIONS.
i-:. The prepositions anftatt, aujierb.ilb, lieefeiM, etc. (see the

List, 10'J), are construed with the genitive.

OBBEBVATIONH. (1.) When the same preposition governs,
several nouns in the same construction, it is put before the first

only ; as, ict? bin von meincr einutb., meinem 4>aterlante, uni mcinen

Sreunten getrennt, from my home, my country, and my friends, am

For the right use and position of some of the proposi-
tions much attention ia required. See the observations on those

construed with the genitive ( 110).

153. RULE.
The prepositions au-J, aujicr, bet, etc. (see List, 111), arc con-

strued with the dative. (See 06s., 112.)

154. RTTLE.

The prepositions turcty, fur, gegen, etc. (see List, 113), are

construed with the accusative. (See 06s., 114.)

155. RULE.
The prepositions on, auf, fyinter, etc. (see List, 115), govern

the dative or accusative ; the accusative, when motion or ten-

dency towards is signified, but in the other situations tho dative.

(See 06s., 116.)

156.-THE CONJUNCTIONS.

Conjunctions connect words ana sentences in construction,
and show their mutual relation and dependence ; as, Sofmnn u:ic

'JBtlbdm gefyen jut >Scb. u(e, John and William are going to school ;

id> f.ib ct, tafyer toeij? td> tt, I saw it, therefore I know it ; er ift

alter als icfc, he is older than I.

OBSERVATIONS. (1.) Under the general name of conjunc-
tions in this rule must be included all words performing the

office of conjunctions, whether properly such or not. Of these

connective words three classes are to be distinguished: 1. Those
that do not affect the order of the words of a sentence in which

they occur ( 160. 8) ; 2. Those that always remove the copula
to the end of the sentence ( 160. 7) ; 3, and finally, those that
do or do not remove the copula to the end, according as they
stand before or after the subject ( 160. 8).

(2.) The true force and use of the conjunctions is best learned
from examples ; of which see a large collection in Sect. XCIX.
The following are the more common correlatives ; as

Gfmroetcr, either ; oter, or.

SBcter, neither ; n6, nor.

aBcnn, if ; ft, so, or then.

Da, when ; fo, then.

3e, the ; je, the.

3e, the ; tefto, the.

obalb, as soon ; at6, as.

on>cb,t, as well ; alt, as.

SBte, as ; fo, so.

o, so ; fe, so.

SJtcbt, not ; fontern, but.

JRufot aUcin, not only ; fonbern, but.

Jlicb, t nur, not only ; foment aucfy,

but also.

..-THE INTERJECTIONS.
RULE. Interjections have no dependent construction.

OBSERVATIONS. Interjections stand generally before the

nominative or tho vocative ; as, O ! tfjeuerfter Cater ! But some-
times the genitive, and sometimes tho dative, is preceded by an

interjection ; as, O, tec Sreute ! oh, the joy ! SBeb. nut ! woe to me !

158.-COLLOCATIONS OP WORDS.

(1.) In the arrangement of words in sentences, tho German
differs widely from the English. Many differences of colloca-

tion, accordingly, have already been noted and explained in

various other parts of this work. Bat as every word and mem-
ber of a sentence in German takes its position according to a

definite law of arrangement, and cannot, without great offence

against euphony, bo thrown out of its proper place, we subjoin
here some general instructions on this topic.

(2.) The essential parts of every sentence, as already re-

marked ( 119), are the subject and tho predicate. That which

i* used (properly some part of the verb of existence, f<ti) to

eouplo the imbjix* and the pr*iic^.boaUed the ***<. Now,
arranging thaM throe part* in their natural order, the subject
will como first, tho copula next, the predicate but ; thos

SUBJECT. COPULA. PMCDICAXB.
Dal Sfert IMC $:.
HM bam WM strong.

(3.) When, an in tho case of simple tenses, the copal* mod the
are both contained in a angle word, tht word HoMt

tho place of tho copula. For example :

SUBJECT. COPULA. PWEDICATX.
Die ilMume blubt.

The flower blooms.

(4.) In the case of compound tenses, however, the auxiliary
takes the place of tho copula ; which place in alto held by the
auxiliaries of mood ( 74), the place of the predicate M*t
occupied by the infinitive or participle. For example :

SUBJECT. COPULA. PKKDICATE.

3$ fyd* flrtrfnt.

I have read.

&r farm f^rtttai.

He can write.

(5.) When any verb which assumes the place of the copula
is employed in the compound form, the participle or infinitive

belonging to it stands o.fter tho proper predicate ; sa

SUBJECT. COPULA. PREDICATE.
<5r ift tbcri*t gemrfen.

He has foohVh been.
toirt gtlrfen bafcm.

He will read have.

(6.) The object of a sentence comes between the copula and
the predicate ,-

and if there be two objects, that of the person
precedes that of the thing. For example :

SUBJECT. COPULA. FIRST OBJECT. 8ECOHD OBJECT. PREDICATE.
Sr bat einen Ctief gdftrkfca

3<$ 6abc tcm JJnabcn tin 33u$ geaebcn.

Gr ^at ten 3obn etncr 3unte to'd-uliigt.

(7.) Should both objects, however, be persons, the accusative
comes first ; c-xcept the oblique cases of the personal pronouns
(id), fcu, er, fit, ei, nnr, tfyr, fie), which always take precedence; as

SUBJKCT. COPULA. FIRST OBJECT. SECOSD OBJECT. PREDICATE.

3cf> |abe ttinen 2obn nrnium grtunte empfobleiL

<5r nirfc ibm feine Xod'ttr ge6<n.

(8.) When two personal pronouns form the objects of a sen-

tence, the accusative precedes the dative and the genitive ; ae

SUBJECT. COPULA. FIRST OBJECT. 8ECOVP OBJECT. PREDICATE.

2te baben tt nit ge,je6(B.

2Bic ncbmeit iinS ftinec an.

(9.) Adverbs of degree and manner, or nouns governed by
propositions, and serving in the place of adverbs, when they
refer exclusively to the verb, stand immediately after the

object. For example :

SUBJECT. COPULA. OBJECT. ADVERB. PREDICATE

(Jr bat fcintit (Veger.ftant sortrcfflt* btbaittttt.

(>T bat fca elfc in it grcuten aua.eaebc*.

(10.) Adverbs of time, and phrases used instead of adverbs of

time, commonly come before the object and before adverbs at

place. For example :

SUBJECT. COPULA. ADVERB. OBJECT. PREDICATE.

3$ $abe geftern einen Srief gri*rietxu.

Gft ift vcr ttei Xageit in Sonton anaefomnai.

(11.) Adverbs of place, and nouns with prepositions, used M
such, generally come immediately before the predicate ; as

SUBJECT. COPULA. OBJECT. ADVERB. PREDICATE,

,.1' ircrtc mrinen 2o5n no$ $ari( fc^Wen.

(12.) Nouns and pronouns, with tho prepositions appropriate
to tho verb employed in the sentence, generally come imme-

diately before the predicate. For example :

3$ babe niemal* uber tiefen @egen|lanb mit ibm gefpnx^en.

When, however, tho preposition with its noun is merely used

to denote tho cause or purpose, etc., of what is expressed by the

verb, it stands before tho object For example :

;ranfen geftern au TOangel an Sier SBanet.

34 funnte ibm vcr Breuten ftine ?lntwcrt gebea.
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LESSONS ETHNOLOGY. VI.
THE AMERICAN RACE.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS have proved that the American continent

must have been inhabited from a more remote period of anti-

quity than was once believed ; and probably it was by the

ancestors of the Red Indians, now so extensively diffused over

the New World. Though called Indians, of course they have
.no clearly traceable affinity to Brahman Aryans, or even to the

low caste Turanians of Hindostan. It is no misnomer to term
them red, for that is their

prevailing colour. At the
eame time it must be remem-
bered that various other hues
occur among them, from the
white seen in some tribes oc-

cupying cold mountain re-

gions, to the black which cha-

racterises those dwelling in

the hot and arid parts of

t
California.

The aboriginal inhabitants

of the American continent

resolve themselves into two
divisions the Esquimaux
and the Americans proper
(Fig. 7). The Esquimaux in-

habit Labrador, Greenland,
and other parts of North
America either bordering
on or actually extending
within the Arctic circle.

Nay, more, they are found on
the Asiatic as well as the

American side of Behring
Strait. The name Esquimaux
is said to be a native Indian

one, signifying "eaters of raw
fish." The people so desig-
nated are in physical appear-
ance like the Asiatic Mongo-
lians. They have small eyes ;

their noses but slightly pro-
ject ; their faces are broad
and flat, with the cheek-bones

high; their hair is long,
coarse in texture, and black in

colour; they have naturally
scanty beards, and make them
yet more so by rooting the
hairs out. In language they
decidedly approach the Ame-
rican Red men, and not the
Asiatic Mongols. It is, there-

fore, leas easy than it other-
wise would be to answer the

question whether the original
seat of the Esquimaux was
Asia or America. If bodily
conformation be allowed to

decide, then the response will

be Asia; if, on the con-

trary, language be made the

determining consideration, the reply will be America. This
latter we think the correct answer. If the Esquimaux be
mitted, then the other natives of the Transatlantic continent

are of one physical type. Morton, the founder of the American
school of ethnology, says, "All possess alike the long, lank,
black hair, the brown or cinnamon-coloured skin, the heavy
brow, the dull and sleepy eye, the full and compressed lips, and
the salient but dilated nose. The forehead is lower than in any
other race of men, but in some instances this is compensated
by its breadth ; the eyes are deeply sunk in the head

;
the

nose, though not quite aquiline, yet so far tends to that type as
to be decidedly arched."

The languages of the American Red .men are of a very pecu-
liar character. Speaking broadly, they are agglutinate ; but root
is so added on to root that quite a multiplicity of ideas may

Fig. 8. TYPE OF NEGRO OF NEW CALEDONIA.

be expressed by one complex word. An American philologist
of French descent, Du Ponceau, has applied to this structure
the term now generally adopted, polysynthetic (from TTO\V, pol'-u ;

in English, poly, meaning much; and <rvv6e<rts, sun -the'-sis ;

in English, synthesis, a putting together). The term poly-

synthetic means that a large number of ideas are concentrated
into one word. Prichard, among other examples, gives the

following one taken from Heckw^lder the missionary :
" The

Lenni Lenape (a branch of the Algonquin tribe of Indians)

express by one word, and that not a very long one, the phrase,
' Come with the canoe, and
take us across the river.' The
word is nadholineen. The
first syllable, nad, is derived
from the word naten, to fetch :

the second, hoi, is put for

amochol, a boat or canoe ;

ineen is the verbal termination

meaning us, as in milineen,
'

give us.' The simple ideas

expressed by these fragments
of words are, fetch in canoe
- MS; but its usual accepta-
tion is,

' Come and fetch us
across the river with a
canoe."

So far as is known, all

the Indian languages that
of the Esquimaux included

from Greenland to Cape
Horn, are polysynthetic ; so

also, as we have already
stated, is the Basque of the

Pyrenees. Hence it is gens-

rally believed that all the
American Indians, unless per-

haps the Esquimaux, are of

one race. Nevertheless, they
now speak a great multi-

tude of distinct languages,
if we judge not by their

common polysynthetic struc-

ture, but by their diversity of

roots.

The popular belief as to the
mental and moral characteris-

tics of the American Red men
was founded at first on the

narratives of settlers, who
knew no " Indians

"
except

the Algonquins and Iroquois
of the eastern parts of the

United States and Canada. In

reality there are great differ-

ences among them, varying"
from the untamable hunters

of tale-writers to the compa-
ratively civilised Mexicans
and Peruvians, who when first

discovered were found to be

acquainted with astronomy,
and to have framed for them-

selves a calendar which would

bear favourable comparison with that of the ancient Romans.

THE NEGROSS AND OTHER AFRICAN RACES.

It is convenient for ethnological purposes to suppose Africa

divided into two great regions the first comprising the Barbary
States, Egypt, Nubia, and Abyssinia ; and the second, the

whole remaining portion of the continent. In the middle and
lower part of the valley watered by the Nile, as well as in the

wide expanse of territory lying between the Mediterranean and
the Sahara, the physical aspect of the dominant races, and in-

deed of the inhabitants generally, is more or less unequivocally

Caucasian, while in other parts of Africa the type of structure

met with is predominantly negro.
It is difficult to classify the first-mentioned group of nations.

Time was when the Coptic or Egyptian language was held
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to be Semitic, and placed aide by aide with the Arabia. The
Amazirgh or Berber tongue, spoken in many parts of Barbary,
was thought to hare a similar affinity. Now, however, it

appears that though there are many Semitic words in both

Coptic and Berber, yet the

great majority of the roots in

these languages are un-Scmitio.

What, thun, are they ? This is

a question difficult to answer.

Possibly further research may
show that both Coptic and
Berber have certain attinitir.s

to the tongues south and west
of them. Happy will it be for

the negro if this should finally

be established, for in this ease

he will be able to claim affinity
with the Egyptians, to whom
even the Greeks looked up with

respect, and whose ancient mo-
numents have afforded infor-

mation, nowhere else obtain-

able, with regard to the early

history of mankind. If the

Egyptians were really of the

race which, in the low, hot,

steaming districts of tropical

Africa, developed the physical

peculiarities of the negro, then

they must have become greatly
modified for the better, both

physically and intellectually,

during the lapse of years. As-

suming the fact to be so, then,

two causes may have operated
to produce the result. Resi-

dent as the Egyptians were
in the immediate vicinity of the Syro-Arabian nations, they,
or at least the upper classes among them, intermarrying
with the superior race, would in time approach its level, just as

the Turanian tribes have done in Europe. Moreover, their situa-

Fig. 7. SIOUX CHIKP : TYPE OF AMERICAN BED RACE.

to the ethnology of ancient Egypt. Thus, on finding Herodotau
describe the Egyptian* Tory much as if they were a negro mot,
it would quite vindicate hi* accuracy war* we limply to a*y
that he referred to the mam of the people ; while the Caoc*.

ian diameter of the tt.ummiew
which hare been opened, M
well M that of the Egyptian-

;
. :.' 1 <<:. : u-i'U'i:'*' .'.

would be at onoe aoooonteJ />
by remembering that peoplu
who had been expensirely em*
balmed, or who had bean
deemed worthy of being immor-
talised by means of painting or

sculpture, would almost cer-

tainly be of aristocratic rank,
and therefore pre-eminently
Caucasian.

It should be mentioned that
Bunsen considers the Egyptian
language to hare affinities both
with the Indo-European and
Semitic tongues, which he ex-

plains by supposing that the

Egyptians separated from the

primeval stock of mankind
while the Aryans and the Se-

mites were yet but one people.
The language of Nubia is

sometimes called Barabra, or

Berberine, which must not be
confounded with the Berber
or Amazirgh of the Barbary
States. The Nubians are in-

termediate in physical charac-

ter between the Caucasians and
the negroes.

Abyssinia is a very interesting region, ethnologically viewed.

There are in it undoubted Semitic tribes, and others more dis-

tinctively African. The country consists of three great table*

lands rising one above another. On the second of these, that

Pig. 9. NATIVES OP VOTTLA. JAiON : NEOROH8 OP CENTRAL

ion at the junction of three great continents must have tended

to their civilisation : and this, again, may have acted favour-

ably on their physical and mental organisation. The supposi-
tion that the upper classes in the valley of the Nile were more
or less Caucasian, while the lower ones were somewhat akin

f negroes would reconcile contradictory evidence with regard

of Tigre", long stood the old city of Amm, which was the

capital of a Semitic kingdom. It was in its glory in the third

century of the Christian era, when a missionary, Frumentius
by name, brought a considerable part of it over to the religion
of the Cross. Certain professors of Judaism in Abyssinia,
called Falashas, have among them a translation of the OW
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Testament into the now dead Ethiopia language, called Gheez.

They profess to be Jews, but the language which they now

speak is said to have no affinity to Hebrew. The Gheez was

apparently the language of ancient Axum, and the modern
dialects of the Tigre table-land, which are apparently descended

from it, still retain a Semitic character. Other races exist in

Abyssinia which we cannot notice in this brief sketch : we

proceed, therefore, at once to the Amharic tribe, that now
dominant in Abyssinia. The Amharic language is believed to

be not a Semitic, but a properly African tongue. It chiefly

prevails on the third or most elevated platform, the one to

which our troops ascended to attack Magdala. Abyssinia is

the last Caucasian or semi-Caucasian outpost in' Africa; all

beyond is negro ; and, indeed, the outpost itself has for some
considerable time back been more and more invaded by the

Galla tribe, which is purely an African race.

We come now to the Negroes, or at least to the nations of

Central Africa who have been so designated. Negro is properly
an Italian and Spanish word, originally taken from the Latin

niger, black. It is not the case, however, that all Central

African negroes are of the same hue, as may be seen in Fig. 9.

In tropical countries the climate of low-lying tracts along river-

banks and that of more elevated regions greatly differs, and it

is only in the former that the negro attains to that intense

blackness (Fig. 8), which is often held to be a constant charac-

teristic of his race. His uncouth features also are somewhat
modified for the better on the more elevated table-lands ; and

finally, in favoured localities he reaches a certain measure of

civilisation.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XCIV.

147. ANGLO-FRENCH HOMONYMS AND PARONYMS
(continued).

English.
Words.
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of alum which possesses the property of absorbing the heat
rays, while it is transparent to light is interposed between
the lens, L, and the mirror, M. After reflection from the vibrating
mirror, the rays are brought parallel by means of another lens, L2

,

and carried across space to the seleninm cell, p, contained
in its parabolic reflector, E. T is the telephone, and B
the battery. In the first experiment with this new form of
reflector sentences were clearly audible at a distance of over
800 feet.

We have noted, in a former lesson, that Professor Page, in

America, had obtained from an electro-magnet an effect which
he called galvanic music, by causing an intermittent current
of electricity to traverse the coils. Now, Professor Bell, in

his photophone experiments, was led to assume that if an inter-

mittent beam of light were allowed to fall upon his selenium

cell, he would most surely hear a musical note in the attached

telephone, such note being in pitch according to the quickness
with which the light impressions followed one another. His

hopes were justified by the results attained. A beam of sun-

light was rendered intermittent by being interrupted in its

passage by a perforated wheel. As the wheel turned, the light
flashed through the perforations, and in this way the selenium
cell was subjected to pulsations of light, a distinct musical note

being heard when the telephone at the distant station was
applied to the ear.

Now comes the most curious part of the experiment. It

became a matter of habit with the listener to occasionally cut
off the ray of light with his hand, so as to prevent it reaching
the selenium cell, with the result that any one would suppose
would happen the musical note ceased. It was afterwards
found convenient to substitute a sheet of hard rubber for the

hand, with the astonishing result that that opaque material
did not, as was fully expected, shut off all the sound. Some-
thing passed through the hard rubber, and continued to affect

the resistance of the selenium, but what that something was it

is at present impossible to say. Still more wonderful is the
fact that if the rubber is held on the other side of the revolving
disc, so that no light whatever can pass through its perfora-
tions, still the musical note is apparent. To prove that this

invisible force if we may call it so is not due to heat rays,
Professor Bell subsequently employed two sheets of rubber,
between which was a glass vessel holding a solution of alum.
The sounds were heard all the same.

It next occurred to the experimenters to put aside the tele-

phone altogether, in order to ascertain whether the effect could
not be produced directly by holding the rubber to the ear while
an intermittent beam of light was allowed to play upon it. To
their surprise they heard clearly the mysterious note. By
forming the rubber into a thin diaphragm the effects were much
intensified. After this they were led to try experiments with

diaphragms of other materials, and were able to record that
this curious effect of light inducing sound can be obtained from
all the metals, glass, paper, indeed all kinds of substances,

provided they be in the form of thin sheets or diaphragms.
After many experiments it occurred to Professor Bell that

the disturbance, whatever it was, occurred on the surface of

the material used, and that before a musical note could be
heard the vibrations must be carried through the substance
of the material to the ear

; hence the advantage of using thin

diaphragms, because the distance such vibrations had to

j

traverse is thereby reduced to a minimum. At the same time,
granting that this supposition is correct, more favourable re-

sults still would be obtained by listening to the surface upon
,
which the light pulsations actually fell. To do this conve-

. niently was not easy until the experimenters hit upon the

expedient of forming the material into a tube, and allowing
the light to impinge upon its interior, the other end of the tube

being applied to the ear. Using this method, they found that
india-rubber and all other substances responded to light im-

pressions in a very marked degree ; but they gave great varia-

tions with regard to intensity of sound, a circumstance which
in itself opens up a vast field for research.

It is not even necessary that the material experimented upon
should be solid. It may be in the form of a liquid, or a gas
even, and exposed to the intermittent ray in a common glass
test-tube. Even tobacco-smoke, placed in the tube, will emit
its musical note ; indeed, it is difficult to point to anything
that refuses to take part in this strange orchestra.

B D H
Fig. 1.

LESSONS IN ALGEBPvA. XLII.

APPLICATION OF ALGEBRA TO GEOMETRY.

IT is often expedient to make use of algebraical notation for

expressing the relations of geometrical quantities, and to throw
the several steps of a demonstration into the form of equations.

By this, the nature of the reasoning is not altered ; it is only
translated into a different language. Signs are substituted for

words, but they are intended to convey the same meaning. A
great part of the demonstrations in Geometry really consist of

a series of equations, though they may not be presented to us
under the algebraic forms. Thus the proposition, that the sum
of the three angles of a triangle is

equal to iivo right angles, may be

demonstrated, either in common lan-

guage, or by means of the signs used
in algebra.
Let the side A B of the triangle

ABC (Fig. 1) be produced to D ; let

the line B E be drawn parallel to

A c ; and let G H i be a right angle.
The demonstration in words is as

follows :

1. The angle E B D is equal to the angle BAG (Euclid I. 29).
2. The angle c B E is equal to the angle A c B.

3. Therefore, the angle E B D added to c B E that is, the

angle c B D is equal to B A c added to A c B.

4. If to these equals wo add tho angle ABC, the angle
CB D added to ABC is equal to BAC added to ACB
and ABC.

5. But c B D added to A B c is' equal to twice G H I that is,

to two right angles (Euclid I. 13).
6. Therefore, the angles BAG and ACB and ABC are together

equal to twice G H I, or two right angles.

Now by substituting the sign + for the word added or and,
and the sign = for the word equal, we shall have the same
demonstration in the following form :

1. By Euclid I. 29, E B D = B A c.

2. And c B E = A c B (Euclid I. 29).
3. Add the two equations EBD + CBE = B A c + A c B.

4. Add ABC to both sides CBD + ABC = BAG + ACB +ABC.
5. But by Euclid I. 13, c B D + A B G = 2 G H I.

6. Therefore BAc + ACB + ABC = 2GHi.

By comparing, one by one, the steps of these two demon-
strations, it will be seen that they are precisely the same,
except that they are differently expressed.

It will be observed that the notation in the example just
given differs, in one respect, from that which is generally used
in algebra. Each quantity is represented, not by a single letter,

but by several. In common ftlgebra, when one letter stands

immediately before another, as ab, without any character
between them, they are to be considered as multiplied to-

gether.
But in Geometry, AB is an expression for a single line, and

not for the product of A into B. Multiplication is denoted,
either by a poiat or by the sign X . The product of A B into
C D is A B . C D, or A B X C D.

There is no impropriety, however, in representing a geo-
metrical quantity by a single letter. We may make 6 stand
for a line or an angle, as well as for a number.

If, in the example above, we put the angle

E B D = a,

B A C = b,

C B E = C,

A C B = d,

C B D = g,

ABC
OHI

ft,

E,

the demonstration will stand thus :

1. By Euclid L 29,
2. And
3. Adding the two equations,
4. Adding h to both sides,
5. By Euclid I. 13,
6. Therefore,

a = b,

g + h = b + d + h.

g + h= 21.

b -f d + h = 21.

This notation is appcrently more simple than the other ; but
it deprives us of what is of great importance in geometrical
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demonBtrationa, a continual and easy reference to the figure.

.itfui-.li tli- i aw generally mod for

\M poculiur tn t-Jcuoietry ; and tmall lettert for that

which i- j>n>|*>rl> ulp-l.

If a line, whoso length u measured from a given )x>int or lino,

bo 1 positive, a lino i>r-

oeoding in the opposite direction

must be con itive. It

A B (Fig. 2), rookonod from DM on

the ri-jht, ia positive, AC on the

I, ft ia negative. Hence, if in the

B course of a calculation the alge-
braical value of a lino is found to

bo n<v/a/iiv, it mast be measured
in a direction opposite to that

which, in the same process, has

been considered positive.

Pi(^ o.
I" algebraical calculations there

is frequent occasion for multij)li-

cation, division, involution, etc. But how, it may bo asked,

win ijt-fif'tfical quantities be multiplied into each other?

One of the factors in multiplication is always to be con-

sidered as a number. The operation consists in repeating the

multiplicand as many times as there are units in the multi-

plier. How, then, can a line, a surface, or a solid, become a

multiplier ?

To explain this it will be necessary to observe, that whenever

one geometrical quantity is multiplied into another, some par-
ticular length is to be considered the unit. It is immaterial

what this length is, provided it remains the same in different

parts of the same calculation. It may be an inch, a foot, a rod,

or a mile. If, for instance, one of the lines bo a foot long, and

the other half a foot, the factors will be, one 12 inches, and
the other 6, and the product will bo 72 inches. Though it

would bo absurd to say that one lino is to be repeated as

often as another is long, yet there is no impropriety in saying
that ono is to be repeated as many times as there are feet

or rods in the other. This tho nature of a calculation often

requires.
If the line which is to be the multiplier is only a part of the

length taken for the unit, the product iz a like part of the

multiplicand. Thus, if one of the factors is 6 inches, and the

other half an inch, the product is 3 inches.

Instead of referring to tho measures in common use, as

inches, feet, etc., it is often convenient to fix upon one of the

lines in a figure as the unit with which to compare all the

others. When there arc a number of lines drawn within and
about a circle, the radius is commonly taken for the unit. This

ia particularly the case in trigonometrical calculations.

The observations which have been made concerning lines

may be applied to surfaces and solids. There may be occasion

to multiply tho area of a figure by the number of inches in

some given line.

But hero another difficulty presents itself. The product of

two lines is often spoken of as being equal to a surface ; and
the product of a line and a surface as equal to a solid. But if

a line has no breadth, how can the

D C multiplication that is, the repeti-

tion of a line produce a surface ?

And if a surface has no thickness,
how can a repetition of it produce
a solid ?

In answering these inquiries it

must be admitted that measures of

length do not belong to the same
class of magnitudes with superficial

or solid measures ; and that none of

the stops of a calculation can, pro-

perly speaking, transform the one

into the other. But though a line cannot become a surface or

a solid, yet the several measuring units in common use are so

adapted to each other, that squares, cubes, etc., are bounded by
lines of the same name. Thus the side of a square inch is a

linear inch ; that of a square rod, a linear rod, etc. The length
of a linear inch is therefore the same as the length or breadth

of a square inch.

If, then, several square inches are placed together, as from Q
to R (Fig. 3), the number of them in the parallelogram o B is tho
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and height. Thus the area of the triangle A B G (Fig. 7) is

equal to half A B into G H, or its equal B c ; that is,

O = |ABXBC, or^AB x G H.

For the area of the parallelogram ABCD is ABX BC; and

by Euclid I. 41, i? a parallelogram and a triangle are upon the

same base, and between the same parallels, the triangle is half

the parallelogram.

Hence, an algebraical expression may be obtained for the

area of any figure whatever which is bounded by right lines.

For every such figure may be divided into triangles.
D

Fig. 7.

Thus the right-lined figure ABODE (Fig. 8) is composed of

the triangles A B c, A c E, and BCD.

The area of the triangle ABC^-ACXBL;
That of the triangle A c E = -- A c X EH;
That of the triangle ECD = 4 EC XDG.

The area of the whole figure is therefore equal to

( A C X B L) + (^ A C X E H) -f (^- E C X D G).

The expression for the superficies has here been derived from

that of a line or lines. It is frequently necessary to reverse

this order ; to find a side of a figure, from knowing its area.

If the number of square inches in the parallelogram A B c D

(Fig. 3), whose breadth, B c, is 3 inches, be divided by 3, the

quotient will be a parallelogram, A B E F, one inch wide, and of

the same length with the larger one. But the length of the

small parallelogram is the length of its side, A B. The number
of sauare inches in one is the same as the mimber of linear

inches in the other. If, therefore, the area of the large parallelo-

gram be represented by a, the s-ide A B = ; that is, the

length of a parallelogram is found by dividing the area by the

breadth; and B c = .

AB
If a be put for the area of a square whose side is A B,

Then a = (A s)
2

;

And extracting both sides, Va = A B.

That is, the side of the square is found by extracting the square
root of the number of measuring units in its area.

If A B be the base of a triangle, and B c its perpendicular

height,

Then a = ^BcXAB, or^AB X BC;

And dividing by A B c, ,
= AB, and BC .

2 BC ^ AB

That is, the base of a triangle is found by dividing the area by

half the height, and the height by dividing tlie area by half the

base.

As a surface is expressed by the product of its length and

breadth, the contents of a soacJ may be expressed by the pro-
! duct of its length, breadth, and depth. It is necessary to bear

in mind, that the measuring unit of solids is a cube ; and that

the side of a cubic inch is a square inch ; the side of a cubic

foot, a square foot, etc.

Let A s c D (Fig. 3) represent the base of a parallelepiped,
five inches long, three inches broad, and one inch deep. It is

evident there must be as many cubic inches in the solid, as

there are square inches in its base. And as the product of the
lines A B and B c gives the area of this base, it gives, of course,
the contents of the solid. But suppose that the depth of the

parallelepiped, instead of being one inch, is four inches, its

contents must be four times as great. If. then, the length be
A B, the breadth B c, and the depth C O, the expression for the

Bolid contents will be A B X B c X CO.
By means of algebraical notation, a geometrical demon-

stration may often be rendered much more simple and concise

than in ordinary language. The proposition (Euclid II. 4), that

when a straight line is divided into two parts, the square of the

whole line is equal to the squares of the two parts, together
with twice the product of the parts, is demonstrated by
squaring a binomial.

Let the side of a square be represented by s ;

And let it be' divided into two parts, a and b.

By the supposition, s = a + b ;

And squaring both sides, s2 = a2
-f- 2ab + b2.

That is, s2
,
the square of the whole line, is equal to o2 and b2,

the squares of the two parts, together with 2ab, twice the pro-
duct of the parts.

Algebraical notation may also be applied with great ad-

vantage to the solution of geo-
metrical problems. In doing this

it will be necessary, in the first

place, to form an algebraical equa-
tion from the geometrical rela-

tions of the quantities given and

required ; and then by the usual

reductions, to find the value of the

unknown quantity in this equa-
tion.

EXAMPLES.

1. Given b the base, and a the

sum of the hypothenuse and perpendicular of the right-angled

triangle ABC (Fig. 9), to find the perpendicular B c.

Let x = the perpendicular B c. The sum of hypothenuse and

perpendicular, x + A c = a. Then transposing x, A c = a x.

(1.) By Euclid I. 47, (B c)
2 + (A s)

2 = (A c)
2

.

(2.) That is, by the notation, #2 -f- bi= (a
-

x)- = a"- 2ax+ a;
2
.

Fig. 9.

And x = = B c, the side required. Hence,

In a right-angled triangle, the perpendicular is equal to the

square of the sum of the hypothenuse and perpendicular, dimin-

ished by the square of the base, and divided by twice the sum of

the hypothenuse and perpendicular.

It is applied to particular cases by substituting numbers

for the letters a and b. Thus, if the base .is 8 feet, and the

sum of the hypothenuso and perpendicular 16, the expression
2 72 1 fi2 QC~

becomes = 6, the perpendicular ; and this sub-
2a 2 X 16

tracted from 16, the sum of the hypothenuse and perpendicular,
leaves 10, the length of the hypothenuse.

2. Given the base of a right-angled triangle ABC (Fig. 10)
=

b, and the difference between the hypothenuse and perpen-
dicular = d, to find the perpendicular B c. Apply this where
b = 20 and d = 10.

D me

Fig. 10. Fig. 1L

Let B c, the perpendicular, = x ; then A c, the hypothenuse,
= x + d. Now, by Euclid I. 47, (A c)

2 = (A s)
2 + (B c)

2
; and

by substitution, (x + &)* = 62 + as
2
, or as

2 + 2dx+ d2 = 62 + a;
2
.

52 _ di 400 - 100
.-. x = - _ _ = = ID = BC.

2d 20

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XXIV.
SWIFT.

IT would scarcely be possible to point to a more strongly-marked
contrast than that between the character and career of the great

humorist of whom we spoke in our last lesson, and the still

greater, whose stormy, unhappy life, and strange, powerful

genius we have to consider in the present.
Jonathan Swift was of English descent ; but his father having

held an office in Dublin, the son was born in that city, a

\
osthumous child, in 1667. His childhood was passed amid
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poverty, privation, and embarrassment. Hi* education he

received first at a grammar school at Kilkenny, and sub-

Here ho not only failed

ii !iim-vi' l>v i-o or attainiuonU, but

seeing t a very unfavourable impression of hit* u

i L'S Bruins waa very slow in showing itself : he was
aa remarkable an example of late mental development a* his

and fellow-workor, Pope, was of intellectual precocity.
Swift waa distantly connected by family with Sir William

Templo; mill not long ai'tvr taking his degree, he entered tho
' >f that statesman, then living in luxurious and lettered

ease at his country seat in Surrey. Swift's employment in

's service was an ambiguous one, something between

secretary, literary assistant, and humble hanger-on ; and it may
easily bo conceived how acutely painful such a position must
have been to Swift's proud, sensitive, and not very generous
naturo. There was everything, in fact, in Swift's early life and

training to embitter such a disposition as his. And the facts of

his history go tar to explain how ono capable of the depth of

tciuli-rnoss and affection which Swift could show, could yet
have entertained that hatred and contempt for mankind which

his satiro not severe merely, but positively savage and
LOUS.

It was while in Temple's service that Swift first met Esther
Johnson then a very young girl, passing as the daughter of

Temple's steward, though probably, in reality, a natural

daughter of tho old man himself. She was the Stella whoso
name must always remain associated with Swift's, and whose
sad story is ono of the most touching in the whole hiutory of

literature. An attachment seems early to have sprung up
between Swift and her : on her side it ripened into an absolute

and life-long devotion ; on his side there was, as his Journal to

Stella shows, an affection, a tenderness of the rarest kind;

though with that strange, unaccountable cruelty, which was a

part of his nature, he broke her heart through doubt, delay,
and uncertainty, and married her only on her deathbed.

After the death of Sir William Temple, in 1699, it fell to the

lot of Swift to collect and edit the works of his patron ; and
this appears to have been Swift's first public appearance in the

paths of literature. He soon afterwards went to Ireland in the

capacity, in the first instance, of chaplain to the then Lord

Deputy, and was in time appointed to the living of Laracor in

the county of Me&th. This was now his home for some years ;

bnt his visits to London were frequent, where his great powers
gradually became known, and his society proportionately culti-

vated among the wits and literary men of the metropolis.
His connection with Temple had naturally introduced him

into political lift as a Whig ; but Swift's political principles
were probably never very rigid, and before very long he took
service under the Tory banner, and at once became the most

powerful literary champion of the party of Harley and Boling-
broke.

It was during these constant visits to London that Swift's

touching Journal to Stella was written, she remaining at that
time near his home in Ireland. It was also during one of these
visits that he became acquainted with the second victim of

his affections, Esther Vanhomrigh, the daughter of a wealthy
London merchant, who, under the poetical name of Vanessa
criven her by Swift, has become scarcely less famous than the

unhappy Stella. Being left, by her father's death, with a

competent independence, she also followed Swift to Ireland.

Driven at last to desperation by doubt and jealousy, she sought
to learn the truth about her rival, Stella (who was then, in

truth, in her last illness, and whom Swift about the same time

married), with a directness which excited his anger, and alienated

him from her for ever. She died soon after, evidently under the
influence of disappointed and wounded affection.

In 1713 Swift had been appointed to the Deanery of St.

Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin ; the character of his writings, and
the personal enmity which his satire had in some instances

excited, being an obstacle to that higher promotion to an
English bishopric, which he so ardently desired and so con-

fidently expected. During his residence in Dublin as dean,
Swift showed his great powers as a satirist and party-leader in

their most conspicuous light, and became almost in a moment
the idol of the Irish nation. It had been determined by the

Government to introduce a large quantity of a new copper
coinage into Ireland; and an English manufacturer, named

1

Wood, had obtained tho contract for the production of tho new
Wood'H halfpence were from tho tint regarded a* *

wrong and a fraud. But Bwift took up th* quarrel, and wrote
his famous series of latter* known as "

Drapier's Letters,"
from their having been published under the sigaatere of "M.
B., Drapior." Tho okill with which these letter* were framed
waa consummate, and their effect extraordinary. The people of
Dublin, indeed of all Ireland, were excited to frenzy ; the conv
age had to bo withdrawn ; and though Swift WM well known
to be the author of the letters, the Government did not dare to
attack him, and proceedings which had been commenced against
tho printer were discreetly abandoned. Thus did Swift "

hie

wronged country's copper chains unbind."
But Swift's heart was never in Ireland. He was never an

Irishman in real sympathy, and never loved to be thought one
in any sense at all. London was the place to which his thoogbte
and wishes really turned ; there he reigned supreme. He was
courted by all the leading political men on both sides, and
might have sold his services to either almost at his ow:.

In society his bitter and brilliant speech, and the dren

powerful and somewhat unscrupulous pen, secured him that

power which probably he valued more than affection.

literary world he could have no rivals, except Pope and Addison.
And Addison and Swift, though on opposite aides in polities,

always treated one another at least with respect, a respect which
Swift showed for few ; and with Pope Swift lived on terms of
close intimacy and genuine friendship.

Swift probably not only suffered throughout much of his

life, but had even been conscious of a tendency to mental
disorder ; a tendency which may very probably be the true key
to much of what is most strange and most painful in his very
painful career. He had foretold in bitterness of spirit that he
would " die at top first." And so it was. Disease of tho brain

began to show itself in him in about 1741; and for the last
four years of his life he waa reduced to a state of absolute

idiotcy, in which he died in 1745. He waa buried in St.

Patrick's Cathedral. By a strange freak of feeling, showing
alike what the end he anticipated was, and how oddly that

anticipation worked upon his mind, he left the bulk of his

fortune to found an asylum for tho insane in the city of Dublin,
which still exists there under the name of Swift's Hospital.
To examine Swift's works with anything like the complete*

ness which they deserve, would demand far more apace than we
can possibly give to them in these lessons. His poems are

numerous, chiefly mere jeux d'esprit occasional verses on the
most trivial subjects. It is impossible that such a man as
Swift can write anything that shall not have merit of a certain

kind ; but these aro rather the works of a wit than of a poet.

Upon political and party questions Swift was a most powerful
and not very scrupulous pamphleteer ; though it must be

admitted, that after he had once chosen the Tory aide he
remained faithful to that party. The moat important of his

controversial writings of this class is the celebrated pamphlet
on "The Conduct of the Allies," published in 1712, a work
which contributed largely to the fall of the Whig party, the

abandonment of the Whig policy, and the triumph of Harley
and Bolingbroke.

Others, again, of Swift's works seem to be almost purposeless,
to be written in the very wantonness of satire, merely because
it was a pleasure to "

laugh and shake in Rabelais' easy chair,"
because he loved to show us the world turned upside down, to

startle us with paradox, to shock our sensibilities, to bring all

that is most venerable into contact with the most contemptible
associations. Of this class are his "Argument against Abolish.

irg Christianity," his " Modest Proposal to the Public," ana
his

'

Directions to Servants."
But there are three in particular of Swift's works upon which

his fame with posterity mainly rests: "The Battle of the

Books," "Tho Tale of a Tub," both published in 1704; and
" Gulliver's Travels," published in 172U.

The "
Battle of the Books "

is one of the many valuable piece?
which we owe to the great discussion then at its height of

which the celebrated Boyle and Bentley controversy was an

episode aa to the relative merits of the ancients and the

moderns in the field of literature. Sir William Temple had
entered the arena aa a champion of the ancients, and Swift, aa

became his humble dependent, was bound to take the same side.

His work, regarded aa a serious contribution to the literature
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of the subject, would bo of small value
;

ifc is neither learned

nor critical. But as a squib, as a mere piece of abuse anc

ridicule of antagonists, it is in Swift's best style.

The " Tale of a Tub "
is one of the most extraordinary satires

ever written. Its object is to ridicule extremes in religion, anc

exalt what in Swift's view was the happy medium of the High
Church Anglican party. But few can, we think, read the " Tale

of a Tub "
without feeling that from the audacious levity with

which the whole subject is handled, the coarse ridicule which is

thrown over everything, the effect of this great work is not less

hostile to religion itself than to the follies or eccentricities ol

any particular sect. The book tells us the adventures of three

brothers, Peter, Martin, and Jack representing the Roman
Catholic, the Lutheran or moderate Protestant, and the Presby-
terian bodies left by their father with his written will to

guide them," and professing, each of them, to govern their con-

duct by that will in every particular. That will stands for the

New Testament ; and the manner in which, in ordering his coat

(his system of doctrine and practice) to suit his own taste and

temper, each manages to find in the words or letters, or in the

omissions of that will, authority for every ornament that ho
adds to, or every rent that he makes in the coat, is inexpressibly
ludicrous. The book, too, is full of digressions, which show
Swift's quaint, grotesque humour, and his infinite ingenuity of

conception, in the strongest light. The " Tale of a Tub "
is a

masterpiece ; but it is not difficult to understand that it may
have stood, as it is said to have done, in the way of its author's

promotion to a bishopric.
The most popular, however, and deservedly so, of Swift's

works is the " Travels of Gulliver." It is one of the most com-

prehensive of satires. Swift, though one of the most original
of thinkers, never hesitated to borrow from his predecessors,
to several of whom he is largely indebted. But his chief master
in satire was Eabelais, from whom he has derived not only
much of his manner and style, but even many of his minutest
details.

"
Gulliver," however, is wider on the whole in its scope

than the great romance of Rabelais ; it is less a satire upon
particular classes, and more a satire upon human nature. The
form which Swift chooses for his satire is one which had been

adopted by others before, and has been since that of imaginary
travels through strange regions. Lemuel Gulliver, a doctor by
trade, and a traveller by taste of whose previous life and cir-

cumstances we are told just enough to give naturalness to the
whole account is shipwrecked, and escapes with bare life on
an unknown shore, which turns out to be the kingdom of

Lilliput, inhabited by a pigmy raee not above six inches high.
The description of Gulliver's adventures in Lilliput forms the
first part of the work. With that peculiar power which Swift

possessed of rendering every scene life-like by means of minute

accuracy of detail, making everything which he sees in Lilliput

relatively correct in size, he presents us with the most vivid

picture of the world, with its kings and ministers, its courts,
its politics, wars and intrigues, its pomp and splendour, all

in miniature, and so all exposed in their utmost absurdity.
Nothing can be more ludicrous, and at the same time more
effective as satire, than the hereditary war between the Big-
endians and the Sinallendians those who broke their eggs at
the large end, and those who broke them at the small end ; the
two parties in the state, the High Heels and the Low Heels ;

the war with the neighbouring empire of Blefuscu, in which
<Julliver himself, the Man Mountain, secures the victory by
carrying off the whole of the enemy's fleet tied by. pieces
of packthread ; the pomp, vanity, and dignity of the little

emperor ; his reviews of his little army, and his pride in his
little palace, the work of so many generations of Lilliputians.
In such ways the author shows us the absurdity of our own
world, simply by letting us see it all enacted on a smaller scale.

In this part, too, it is pretty clear that Swift intended perpetual
reference to contemporary events. Lilliput and Blefuscu stand
for England and France ; the High Heels and Low Heels for

Whig and Tory. Bolingbroke and Walpole are frequently in-

troduced in a manner that at the time must have been unmis-
takably plain.

In the second part Gulliver, having escaped home from the

Lilliputian kingdoms, again sets out on his travels, and again is

accidentally left on a strange coast, which proves to be that of

Brobdingnag, a land peopled by beings as much larger than
Gulliver as he had been than those of Lilliput. Here Swift has

j

fresh opportunities for satire, the principal method which he
adopts in this part being to show the ordinary affairs of life,

such as Gulliver relates to the Giant King, in a ludicrous light,

by placing them in contrast with another system social and
political, incomparably grander in scale, and far simpler and
purer. Thus, after Gulliver has with great pains and no little

pride given the king a minute account of the state of England,
we read that,

" His Majesty in another audience was at the

pains to recapitulate the sum of all I had spoken ; compared the

questions he made with the answers I had given ; then taking
mo into his hands, and stroking me gently, delivered himself in

these words, which I shall never forget, nor the manner he

spoke them in :
' My little friend, Grildrig, you have made a

most admirable panegyric upon your country ; you have clearly

proved that ignorance, idleness, and vice are the proper in-

gredients for qualifying a legislator; that laws are best ex-

plained, interpreted, and applied by those whose interest and
abilities lie in perverting, confounding, and eluding them. I

observe among you some lines of an institution, which in its

original might have been tolerable, but these half erased, and
the rest wholly blurred and blotted by corruption. It does
not appear, from all you have said, how any one perfection
is required towards the procurement of any one station among
you; much less that men are ennobled on account of their
virtue ; that priests are advanced for their piety or learning ;

soldiers, for their conduct or valour ; judges, for their integrity ;

senators, for the love of their country ; or councillors, for their

wisdom. As for yourself,' continued the king,
' who have

spent the greatest part of your life in travelling, I am well dis-

posed to hope you may hitherto have escaped many vices of your
country. But by what I have gathered from your own relation,
and the answers I have with much pains wringed and extorted
from you, I cannot but conclude the bulk of your natives to be
the most pernicious race of little odious vermin that Nature
ever suffered to crawl upon the surface of the earth.'

" In
another place, the same king having heard from Gulliver a full

history of the politics and state-craft of Europe, and the many
books that have been written on the art of government, is filled

with astonishment. " He professed both to abominate and
despise all mystery, refinement, and intrigue, either in a prince
or a minister. He could not tell what I meant by secrets of

state, where an enemy or some rival nation were not in the case.

He confined the knowledge of governing within very narrow
bounds to common sense and reason, to justice and lenity, to

the speedy determination of civil and criminal causes
; with

some other obvious topics which are not worth considering.
And he gave it for his opinion, that whoever could make two
ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot of

ground where only one grew before, would deserve better of

mankind, and do more essential service to his country, than
the whole race of politicians put together."
The third part of the book is chiefly taken up by Gulliver's

visit to Laputa. And as the first two parts were especially
directed against statesmen and politicians, this is mainly directed

against philosophers and men of science. In the same part,

bowever, he visits several other strange places, among others

Luggnagg, where we meet one of the most powerful and fearful

pictures that even Swift has ever drawn, in his account of the
"
Struldbrugs," or "

Immortals," beings endowed with perpetual
life, but not with perpetual youth or vigour.
But it is in the fourth part of the " Travels" that the bitter,

almost savage spirit of the author, and his contempt for his

dnd, show themselves in their full strength. Gulliver there

visits the land of the Houyhnhnins, a land in which the ruling
race are horses, horses raised to a more than human standard of

intelligence and cultivation, living in a state of purity, inno-

:ence, and simplicity ; and having under subjection a race of

men turned into brutes, termed Yahoos. In the description of

;hese hideous creatures we can nowhere fail to recognise the
luman lineaments ; but it is humanity with every spark of the

ligher nature eliminated ; every base, low, and sordid passion,

labit, or tendency developed without restraint; even the human
'orm rendered repulsive and disgusting. We are shown man
degraded below the level of the lowest of the brute creation,
and placed in deserved subjection to brutes infinitely nobler

;han himself. And throughout all we cannot but see that

Swift intended this not as a mere freak of the fancy, but as a

)icture of his fellow-creaturea.
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I AND 1'INE-CONES (co(

THE \\ uoly handsome and

squo tree, and ii >m tliu manner of its returning a hold <m

tho gro'iml i/.., without tho aid of a tap-root it is <-\tr<-m. : y

hiptt-i. I'ur growth { Hituations where a very thin super-
t-t i-.-itiim of soil exists. Stretching forth itn tongh, r

i;t nutwork of fibre*, tho white Bpruoe gathers
the elements needed for growth and support, and reaches full

maturity, where trees whoso roots shoot far downwards in

<f nourishment would become stunted, unthrifty, and of

timber-Motor* j and it is on account of the
ss with which the white spruce establishes itself in appa-

y sterile situations,
th.it it has been so ex-

voly planted in this

country. Its range is

extensive, being
met with abundantly in

Canada, Nova Scotia, and
New England. The tim-

ber from this tree is made
extensive use of. The
ri'sin, or pine-gum, which
it abundantly furnishes,
makes excellent oil of

turpentine; tho bark is

mode use of for tanning
hides ; and that most

powerful and valuable

anti - scorbutic, spruce
beer, is made from its

branches and loppings.
So valuable is this beve-

rage found to bo on long

sea-voyages, and so re-

freshing and wholesome
is it as a drink in warm
and unhealthy climates,
that it is a matter for

wonder that it is not
more generally prepared
in this country. Many
districts in England
abound in white spruce-

trees, and lost a difficulty
should at any time exist

as to the identity cf the

tree, we have given a

representation of the

cone and growth of leaf

ia Fig. 6. Most of our
readers will have heard
of "

spruce beer;" some
few may have partaken
of it ; but we will ven-

ture to say that very few
know how to brew it. It

may not, therefore, prove uninteresting to be informed as to tho
method of concocting this "scurvy-killer" and agreeable thirst-

quencher. A French settler, long resident in America, gives
the following directions for the preparation of a cask of spruce
beer :

To make a cask of spruce beer, there ought to be a boiler

large enough to hold one-fourth more than the quantity under
treatment. This is to be filled with water, and as soon as it

begins to boil a bundle of spruce branches, broken into pieces,
is to be thrown into the boiler. The bundle should be about

twenty-one inches round at the place of ligature. The water is

to be kept boiling until the rind, or bark, becomes easily detach-
able from tho branches ; and whilst this process is going on, a
bushel of oats is to be roasted several times over in a largo
iron pan, and fifteen sea-biscuits, or, instead of these, twelve or
fifteen pounds of bread, cut into slices, should be well browned,
and mixed all together with the liquid in the boiler. The
bran. -lies of spruce are then to be taken out, and the fire extin-

guished. The oats and bread fall to the bottom ; the leaves,

153 N.B.

eto., floating on tho surface of the liquid being skimmed off,

Six parti of mola*M*, or ooarae jmp of hugar, or, ia default of

these, twelve or thirteen pounds of brown rafar. are to be added.
This mixture should be immediately turned Into a freab port*
wine oaak, and if it bo intended to give a colour to the beer, 105

dregs, and from five to >ix pinto of the wine, may be left in UM
cask. Whilst the liquid remains tepid, half a pint of yecot moat
be added, and briskly stirred about, in order to incorporate it

well with the decoction ; after which the oaak is to be filled op
to the bung-hole, and tho latter left open. The liquid wrfl

ferment, and throw off a great deal of impure matter. In pro*

portion to the quantity whhh works oat, the cask U to be

replenished with some of the same decoction, kept apart for the

purpose. If the bung-hole is stopped at the end of twenty-four
hoars, the spraoe remains

harp, like cyder ; but if

it is intended to drink it

softer, the bong most not
bo put in until the fer-

mentation is over, taking
care to replenish the cask

twice a day.
Food, as well a* driiik,

is yielded by numerous
members of the cone-

bearing family. The Lap*
landers commonly make
use of the inner bark of

the pine for bread-mak-

ing purposes, the result

of their labours being
known as bark brocd.

This odd and by no
means tempting article of

diet is prepared in the

following manner : After

a selection of the tallest

and least ramose trees

(for the dwarfed and

thickly branching onea
are usually very rich in

resinous juices), the dry
and scaly external bark
is carefully taken off,

and the soft, white,

fibrous, and succulent

matter collected and
dried. The time of tho

year chosen for this pro-
cess is when the "

al-

burnum" is soft, acr

spontaneously separated
from the wood by very
careful and gentle mani-

pulation with the fingers.
When the natives are
about to use it, the pre-

pared material is slowly
and carefully baked or

roasted on the embers, and being thus rendered crisp nnd

brittle, it is ground readily into powder, which, when duly
worked and kneaded into dough, is made into cakes, which are

baked in an oven in the usual way.
The Siberian ermine-hunters also make use of the inner bark

of the pine for the purpose of forming a substitute for yeast,
which they use in the manufacture of quass. When the yeast
is destroyed by cold as it sometimes will be, in spite of every

precaution the hunters strip the inner bark from tho forest

pines, and boil it slowly in a cooking-pot over the camp fire

for one hour ; the decoction is then mixed with a quantity of

rye-meal until a dough is formed. This they bury deeply under

the snow, and on the expiration of twelve hours dig it up
again, when it will have acquired the property of setting ap
fermentation in such fluids aa it ma., be placed In.

The stone pine (Pinus jwua), or nut pine, is much valued on
account of the vast quantity of pine-nuts furnished by it.

These, nearly as large as small almonds, lie hidden behind tha

hard, tough scales which cover the outside of tho cone, after the
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manner of the plates on the shell of a turtle, or the scales of a

Biiit of armour.
The nut pine reaches to a considerable altitude ;

its trunk,

when growing in favourable ground, shoots up straigMly. The

leaves (or fir-needles, as they are called) are remarkable for

their length, often reaching six inches from insertion to point.

The cone is not unfrequently six inches long, and heavy in pro-

portion. Pig. 7 represents one on a diminished scale, together

with the nut or kernel, b, and the covering scale, a, after removal

from the cone. Pine-nuts are sometimes to be met with in our

own fruit shops, but the trappers and explorers of the north-

west American territories often owe to the pinon, as it is termed

by them, a hearty meal, when without it they would have fared

but badly. Manna, too, is furnished by more than one member
of the family of conifers. The larch, which we described in our

last paper, produces a kind known as Manna brigantica ; whilst

the cedars of Lebanon (Pinus cedrus), which we shall describe

as we proceed, produce a kind of their own. It must, however,
be borne in mind that the manna produced by pines has nothing
in common with the resins exuded by them. The manna is

caused to flow by the diseased action set up in the tree from

the punctures made by an insect known as Coccus mannifarus,
whilst the turpentines or resins are merely the natural juices of

the tree, inspissated and hardened by exposure to air and sun.

The Canada balsam, so familiar to those who mount objects for

microscopical examination, is obtained from the balsam pine,

and is simply the juice of that tree. The Auricaria, imbricata,
or puzzle-monkey, as it is sometimes called, on account of the

roughness and sharpness of its spines, is common now in almost

all our ornamental grounds. The so-called
" Aurucan region

"

is the land from whence it comes. The district bordering the

Andes yields ample stores of excellent nuts, which are obtained

from this tree. It also yields a juice, or balsam, most valuable

for medicinal and art purposes. The "
deodar," or C. devadara,

now common in England, is held as sacred in India, and is

esteemed as the tree of the gods. Its timber is most excellent

and durable, and the torches made from splinters of devadara
wood give forth a clear, powerful, and brilliant light, which
serves to scare off ferocious beasts of prey, and to light the

benighted traveller on his journey.
The Lebanon cedar (P. cedrus) is rendered so familiar to us

by frequent references made to it in the Bible and the writings
of ancient authors, that an unusual degree of interest is attached

to it and its early history. The ancients appear to have set a

high value on this tree, and to have rendered it of great com-
mercial and social importance. Both Pliny and Vitruvius

speak of the use of cedar resin in the treatment of papyrus and
the embalming of Egyptian mummies. Diodorus Siculus informs
us that Sesostris the Great, king of Egypt, built a vessel of

cedar 280 cubits long, which was covered with gold both within

and without. Mention is frequently made by ancient writers of

cedars of great size, but the largest we find an account of is

one which was used to construct a galley for King Demetrius.
This was propelled by eleven ranks or " banks

"
of oars. The

length of this tree was 130 feet, and its girth 18 feet. Some
authors have questioned its being a true cedar, and have sug-
gested that it might have been a green cypress, but it is scarcely
probable that an error such as this could have been made con-

cerning a tree so highly esteemed and well known
The Emperor Caligula, as most of our readers will be aware,

indulged in some most extraordinary freaks of luxurious fancy.

Amongst them we find that he had constructed from cedar-

wood certain magnificent vessels, which he called Liburnian

ships. The raised poops of these were decorated and enriched

with precious stones and gold. The sails were of different rich

colours, and the cabins were fitted up most luxuriously with

baths ; banqueting-rooms were also constructed, in which were

placed the most costly pictures and specimens of wood-carving.
One of the first writers of travels who gives any account of Mount
Lebanon and its cedars is Belon, who visited Syria about the

year 1550. He writes as follows :

" About sixteen miles from

Tripoli, a city in Syria at a considerable height up the mountain,
the traveller arrives at the monastery of the Virgin Mary, which
is situated in a valley. Thence proceeding four miles further

ip the mountain, he will arrive at the cedars, the Maronites or

the monks acting as guides. The cedars stand in a valley, and
not at the top of the mountain, and they are supposed to be

twenty-eight in number, though it is difficult to count them,

they being distant from each other a few paces. These the

Archbishop of Damascus has endeavoured to prove to be the
same that Solomon planted with his own hands in the quin-
cunx manner as they now stand. No other tree grows in the

valley in which they are situated, and it is generally so covered
with snow as to be only accessible in summer." It is curious to

observe how, as time passes onward, the faces of lands change ;

vast forests pass away, and a sterile waste takes their place.
In Solomon's day Mount Lebanon must have possessed

immense forests of this timber, for when he erected the temple
of Jerusalem, we find that he obtained permission from Hiram,
king of Tyre, to cut down the cedar and fir necessary from the
forests of Mount Lebanon ; and that, to perform this duty, ho

dispatched fourscore thousand axe-men, or hewers of wood, to

fell the trees. We also read that there was a palace built by
Solomon which was called the " House of the Forest of Lebanon,'

'

from the immense quantity of cedar-wood used in its construc-

tion. Solomon is said to have paid to King Hiram twenty
thousand measures of pure oil annually while the work was in

progress, and at its completion he ceded to him twenty villages
in Galilee.

Thus writes Churchill of the pride of Lebanon :

" The cedar whose top motes the highest cloud,
Whilst liis old father Lebanon grows proud
Of such a child, and his vast body, laid

Out many a mile, enjoys the filial shade."

The Lebanon cedar is now abundant in England, and a vast
number of extremely fine specimens are to be seen in the vicinity
of London. There appears some doubt, however, as to the exact

period at which it was first introduced into this country.
Differences of opinion have also arisen as to the person to
whom is due the honour of first giving the tree to England.
Lord Holland has given it as his opinion that it was first intro-

duced by his ancestor, Sir Stephen Fox ; but the weight of

evidence before us, collected from old records and rare MSS., is

decidedly in favour of Evelyn being the first who raised young
cedar plants from cone-seed in this country. In his curious and
valuable work on trees, we find the following remarks :

" Tho
cedar is a beautiful and stately tree, clad in perpetual verdure,
that it grows even where the snow lies, as I am told, almost
half the year ;

for so it does on the mountains of Lebanon, from
whence I have received cones and seed of those few remaining-
trees. Why, then, should it not thrive in old England ? I

know not, save for want of industry and trial." It is quite
clear that he succeeded in raising the seed he had sent him, a3

is shown by an extract from a letter written by him to the-

Royal Society, dated Sayes Court, Deptford, April 16, 1684.
" As to exotics," writes he, referring to the unusually rigid
winter which had just passed, "my cedars are, I think, dead."

This is no proof, however, that his fears were realised ; and aa

no statement is afterwards made regarding the loss of these

much-treasured little strangers, it is next to certain that they

escaped the effects of the frosts of 1683. The celebrated

Enfield cedar dates from about this time, and, without doubt,
was one of Evelyn's seedlings. The cedar was not introduced

into France until 1734, when Bernard do Jussieu took two

young trees from England on his return journey. One of

these was planted on a high mound in the Jardin des Plantes in

Paris, and the other, curiously enough, was entirely lost sight
of for a great number of years, when it was discovered growing-
in the grounds of the Chateau de Montigny, near Montereau, a,

small town about eighteen miles from Paris.

The illustration Fig. 4 in page 265 represents the cone
of the Lebanon cedar, one of its scales, and the manner in

which it springs from the branch. Those of our readers -who

are desirous of separating the seed from the cedar cone, for

planting purposes, will do well to proceed as follows : -With a

medium-sized gimlet bore a hole evenly through the centre of

the cone, from stem attachment to crown ; then fit a wooden peg
tightly in the hole thus bored. Soak both cone and peg in

water for twelve hours ; tighten the peg, and the cone will open

freely, and yield up its seed.

Handsome, picturesque, and surrounded with many historic

associations, the Lebanon cedar is a veritable pigmy when

placed in comparison with the mammoth trees found growing
1

in California. These forest giants were discovered in the year
1850 by a Mr. Whitehead, in a small tract situated about

ninety-seven miles from Sacramento city. Here, within a space
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.nig fifty acres, stand 108 such pines an tho whole

\v,.rld iMiin..t rtmal. Twenty of these average seventy-fire feet

in i-in uini'.T. -in <. When, some years since, it was resolved

t these huge vegetable productions should bo

tVlli-.l, it wiw fouiiil th:it nn iiv.' cir saw could ever complete its

HO, after some deliberation, it was decided that,

: .,f In-ill^ fulled in tho usual way, the "
big tree" should

be brought down by boring a complete zone or circle of auger
iiti'l it, each hole penetrating to the centre. Five men

nijiiod for twenty-two day* in completing the circle of

Immense wedges were then introduced, and after much
driving mid hammering, tho vast mass was sent crushing to

tli. When stretched out on the ground, a fallen giant,

16 measured 302 feet in length, and 96 feet in girth at

the base, whilst the bark was a foot in thickness. Some idea

may bo formed of the size of tho stump's surface when we state

party, consisting of thirty-two ladies and gentlemen,
duiH'cd cotillions on it, as though in a capacious ball-room. Fig.

5 on page 265 represents, life-size, the cone and foliage of this

most remarkable pine, which probably had reached full maturity

long before England was first invaded by the Romans. It is

somewhat remarkable that in the plant world the passing away
of one description of tree should call into life, as it were, one of

an entirely different species or family ; and this is markedly
shown in tho regions where great forest fires have swept away
vast tracks of pine woods, as in North America and Canada.

Poplar, hockmatac, cedar, and fir follow tho true pines and

spruces. Hemlock-bearing lands, when burnt out, produce
alder and cedar. When woods composed of beech, maple, and
birch are destroyed, the succeeding growth will consist of

sumach bushes, spruce, and an abundance of wild raspberry and

gooseberry bushes. Examples of this change of tree-life may
be found in the bogs of Ireland, where submerged pine trunks
still abound in districts where now no fir is seen to grow ; and
in the vast lignite deposits of Bohemia, where the buried pine
forests of past ages have assumed a condition approaching that

of coal.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. XXV.
POPE AND THE CONTEMPORARY' POETS.

ALEXANDER POPE, the great poet of the reign of Queen Anne
and her successor, was born in London in 1688. His father

was a linendraper in the same city, but before his son was of an

age to be influenced by the scenes around him, he had amassed
a competent fortune, and, leaving London, settled in a country-
house in tho neighbourhood of Windsor. The religion in which
he was born for his family were Roman Catholics would
alone have excluded Pope from the educational establishments
at which most of his compeers in literature received their early

training ; and, in addition, the extreme delicacy of his health

for his frame was small and deformed, and his constitution very
weakly prevented his being at any time sent from home for

the purpose of education for very long together. He was,
however, carefully taught, especially by a priest in Hampshire,
under whose care he was for some time.

Pope's great abilities, and especially his poetical faculty,
showed themselves at an unusually early age, even from his

very childhood. "
I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came,"

he himself tolls. The ode on "
Solitude

" was written when
its author was a boy of twelve ; the " Pastorals

"
only two

years later
; and these were followed in rapid and unbroken

Buccession by other works of greater or less importance. His

poetical reputation was completely established by his
"
Essay

on Criticism," published in 1711. The same work was also the

cause of his first introduction into that atmosphere of con-

troversy and bitter personal conflict in which it seems the life of

every literary man was in those days destined to be passed.
Some of tho comments of Pope in his poetical essay were

bitterly resented by Dennis, a poet of some pretensions and
of some fame in his own day, but whose name would long have
been forgotten had it not been preserved in the satires of his

great antagonist. Dennis retorted upon Pope in a pamphlet
full of the most violent abuse and the coarsest scurrility ; and
thus began a quarrel which lasted as long as they both lived,
and which is still memorable as having given occasion to some
of Pope's fimest and keenest satire.

About this Mune period Pope began to bo much in London,
and to cultivate the society of the loading mm of latter*, fro-

for thin pnrpOM the coffee-bonce* at which the wits
were wont to meet ; and by the impression which hu pnt
powers thus made on thote beat able to estimate them, scarcely
less than by his published work*, be gradually nttafotH the

extraordinary and commanding position in the world of letters
which ho hold until )UH death. Hi* society was cultivated and
his friendship sought by all who pretended to literary power
themselves, or had judgment enough to appreciate it in another.

Bolingbroke, the brilliant and versatile statesman and daring
free-thinker, and Warburton, the learned and ingenious divine,
were equally his friends. He was the chief and centre of a
literary clique of which Swift, Atterbury, Gay, and a number
of others whose names are scarcely less known, w.-re among the
members.

In 1717, his father's death having left him with a considerable

inheritance, which, added to tho profits of bin own works, was
amply sufficient to maintain him in ease and comfort, be re-

moved to Twickenham, to the villa which his name has rendered
famous. Here he was able to indulge to the fnll his somewhat
artificial tastes in gardening and decoration, and to enjoy at
will the society of his many friends.

The diligence of Pope as a writer was very great ; indeed
when we remember the extreme delicacy of his health (for his

delicacy lasted all through life), it becomes amazing. The first

part of
" Windsor Forest," a descriptive poem in which Pope

dwells with affectionate recollection upon the scenes amid which
bis childhood was passed, and the "

Temple of Fame," a
modernised imitation of Chaucer's " House of Fame," were un-

doubtedly very early works. So was, probably, the "
Elegy to

the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady." These productions
were soon followed by tbe "

Rape of the Lock," the second part
of " Windsor Forest," and the beautiful "

Epistle of Eloisa to

Abelard." Immediately afterwards Pope undertook the great
task of translating Homer into English verse, and at intervals

from 1715 to 1720 the translation of the "Iliad" appeared.
The "

Odyssey," so much of it at least as is the work of Pope,
very soon followed. His next important work was the
"
Dnnciad," which in its first form appeared in 1728. For

some years after this time Pope's poetical powers were devoted

chiefly to a class of essays in verse, sometimes purely didactic,
sometimes mainly satirical

; the "
Essay on Man "

being of the

former class, the " Moral Essays
"

of the hitter. The last of

hia great poetical works, the "
Dnnciad," in its second and

much altered form, appeared in 1742. Nor is this by any
means a complete enumeration of Pope's poetical works.

We have made no mention of a large number of short bnt

by no means unimportant pieces ; nor, with the exception of

Homer, have we spoken of his numerous translations from the

classical writers, or of his adaptations of the older English

poets. And his poems are not his only works : he wrote much
in prose, especially in the series of papers written by him in

conjunction with Swift and Atterbury, and published under the

name of Martinus Scriblerns. His correspondence was very
voluminous, and has been published.

Pope died, in 1744, at the villa at Twickenham in which he
had resided for so many years.

Pope, like almost every other great poet, is peculiarly the

representative of the age in which he lived ; and his works are

the most exact, as well as the highest example of the poetical

type prevailing in his day. French tastes and French influence

were predominant : and whenever French influence has made
itself felt in English literature its effect has always been to

develop great beauty of external form in poetry ; smoothness,

regularity, and finish of versification ; grace, accuracy, and
neatness of diction. But these beauties are generally accom-

panied either by a pompous, artificial unreality of sentiment

which arrogates to itself the title of heroic, as was the case in

the tragic drama of the Restoration ; or by a certain common-

placeness of thought and slightness of feeling. This latter

defect is very apparent in tho poetry of the period of which we
are now speaking. Passion it has little or none ; it neither

expresses nor stimulates any strong emotion. Its thoughts are

clear, correct, and appropriate ; it never brings us face to face

with those great riddles of nature and humanity which we
meet in every page not only of Shakespeare and Webster, of

Shelley and Byron, but even in the minor poets contemporary
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with each of these. There is little of the "
thoughts that

breathe aud words that burn." But if Pope did not belong to

the greatest school, he is nevertheless among the greatest of our

poets. Every line of his is instinct with genius. His mere intel-

lectual power was immense, and every thought and sentiment is

expressed with a wealth of illustration and example which only
his imagination could supply. His observation of mankind,
and his appreciation of th.9 most delicate differences in character

and habit, were marvellously keen and accurate ; and to this were

added powers of wit and humour brilliant and unfailing. In

accuracy and elegance of diction probably no English poet has

ever been his equal ; and his verse has a flow and rhythm,
a little monotonous, perhaps, at times, but of unfailing beauty
aud harmony.

In examining Pope's works it will be convenient to divide

them into certain strongly marked classes ; and in the case of

a writer whose genius was so early displayed, and his peculiar

characteristics so early made apparent, and so uniformly main-

tained, it is of less consequence that such a division should

coincide with the chronological order of the works in question.

The first class of Pope's works which we shall consider,

though by no means the earliest in point of time, are his moral

or didactic poems ; and of these the most important is the

famous "
Essay on Man." The "Essay on Man," comprised

in four epistles addressed to Bolingbroke, was, as its author tells

us, intended as an introduction to some pieces on " Life and

Manners," which he intended to write, and of which the
" Moral Essays

"
doubtless form a part.

" I thought it more

satisfactory to begin with considering man in the abstract, his

nature and his state : since, to prove any moral duty, or en-

force any moral precept, or to examine the perfection or im-

perfection of any creature whatsoever, it is necessary first to

know what condition and relation it is placed in, and what is

the proper end and purpose of its being." Accordingly, in the

four epistles which make up the essay, Pope considers first
" The nature and state of man with respsct to the universe ;

"

secondly,
" The nature and state of man with respect to himself

as an individual;'' thirdly, "The nature and state of man
with respect to society ;

" and fourthly,
" The nature and state

of man with respect to happiness." Under these various heads

the poet seeks to expose and reprove the error of those who

complain of the condition of man in the world, and find fault

with the dealings of Providence, by pointing out that we see

only a portion of those dealings, and are therefore not in a

position to judge of them ; and by the aid of such reflections

as these he seeks to promote contentment and resignation, and

lay the basis of a system of moral duty. It must be admitted,

however, that as a philosophical treatise the "
Essay on Man "

is eminently unsatisfactory. It is neither original nor pro-
found in thought ; and it is very far from disposing of the

difficulties and mysteries upon which it touches. But in lan-

guage and style the essay is throughout perfect ; and the

admirable truth of its observations of human nature, and the

marvellous beauty and eloquence of its illustrations of its

qualities, render it a very great poem. We take an example
almost at random. It is a trite observation that ignorance of

the future is one of the greab sources of our happiness, and
that without this ignorance the blessing of hope would be lost.

But see how Pope handles this theme :

" Heaven from all creatures hides the book of fate,

All but the page prescribed, their present state ;

From brutes what men, from men what spirits know
Or who would suffer being here below ?

The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day,
Had he thy reason would he skip and play?
Pleased to the last, he crops the flowery food,
Aud licks the hand just raised to shed his blood.

Oh, blindness to the future ! kindly given,
That each may fill the circle marked by Heaven;
Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,

A hero perish or a sparrow fall,

Atoms or systems into ruin hurled,
And now a bubble burst, aud now a world.

Wait humbly, then ; with trembling pinions soar;
Wait the great teacher, Death, and God adore.

What future bliss He gives not thee to know,
But gives that hope to be thy blessing now.

Hope springs eternal in the human breast :

TVao. never is, but always to be blest.

The soul uneasy aud confined from home,
Kests and expatiates in a life to come.

Lo ! the poor Indian, whose untutored mind,
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind :

His soul proud science never taught to stray
Far as the solar walk or Milky Way ;

Yet simple nature to his hope has given,
Behind the cloud-topped hill, an humbler heaven ;

Some safer world in depth of wood embraced,
Some happier island in the watery waste,
Where slaves once more their native land behold,
No fiends torment, 110 Christians thirst for gold.
To be, contents his natural desire,
He asks no angel's wing, no seraph's fire ;

But thinks, admitted to that equal sky,
His faithful dog shall bear him company.''

The higher moral and religious strain which runs through
this poem is well illustrated by the following lines which occur
near its close :

" See the sole bliss Heaven could on all bestow,
Which who but feels cau taste, but thinks can know ;

Yet poor with fortune, and with learning bliud,
The bad must miss ; the good, untaught, will find ;

Slave to no sect, who takes no private road,
But looks through Nature up to Nature's God ;

Pursues that chain, which links th' immense design,
Joins heaven and earth, and mortal and divine ;

Sees that no being any bliss can know,
But touches some above and some below

;

Learns from this union of the rising whole
The first, last purpose of the human soul ;

And knows where faith, law, morals all began,
All end, in love of God and love of man.
For him aloue, hope leads from goal to goal,

And opens still, and opens on his soul ;

Till lengthened on to FAITH and uuconfined,
It pours the bliss that fills up all the mind.
He sees why Nature plants in man alone

Hope of knovru bliss, arid f;iith in bliss unknown :

(Nature, whose dictates to no other kind
Are given in vairi, but what they seek they find)
Wise in her present ; sho connects iu this

His greatest virtue with his greatest bliss ;

At once his own bright prospect to be blest,
And strongest motive to assist the rest."

One of the most touching and beautiful of Pope's minor

pieces,
" The Dying Christian to his Soul," deserves to bo

given at length :

" Vital spark of heavenly flame,

Quit, oh quit this mortal frame :

Trembling, hoping, lingering, flying
Oh the pain, the bliss of dying !

Cease, fond Nature, cense thy strife,
And let me languish into life !

" Hark ! they whisper : angels say,
' Sister spirit, come away !

'

What is this absorbs me quite ?

Steals my senses, shuts my sight,
Drowns my spirits, draws my breath?
Tell me, my soul, can this be death ?

" The world recedes, it disappears !

Heaven opens on my eyes ! my ears

With sounds seraphic ring :

Lend, lend your wings : I mount ! I fly !

O Grave ! where is thy victory ?

O Death ! where is thy sting ?
"

POLITICAL ECONOMY. V.

BY J. E. THOROLD ROGERS, M.A.

LAND AND EENT.

IN this country it is constantly the case that one person owns
the land which is employed for agricultural purposes, another

person uses it in order to get agricultural produce, and a third

person, or class of persons, supplies that necessary manual
labour which the cultivation of the soil demands. In other

words, the produce is distributed among three persons the

landlord, the farmer, and the labourer the quantity of this

produce, appropriated by each of these parties, being deter-

mined by different causes in each case. In the case of tlie
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labourer, the proportion subsisting between the employment
whi'-li can be given and the number of ponton* who are in

search of employment, will .!(. nimi't tlio rate of wage*. In

the case of the farmer, tin- niuiutit -I accumulated, and

.portunity afforded for employing or investing it, will

line tlio rato of i>ri>tit. The rent of the landlord will bo

....tli. -i- .-.-i >!' i ircumstanoes, which I shall comment
on in this lesson.

ace, however, of a social order, the members of

,. in -h ,.u'.' -lit wholly on the rent of agricultural land, is almost

mitry. <'i-ri:iin customs exist which lead to

the aooumulation of land in a fow hands, and certain lawa have
offoct to this onstom, and havo even strengthened it.

I'll.- .-ustom applies to land only, or rather to what is called

ate an expression which is a, little narrower than " land :"

for a person may havo a lease of a thousand years at u, nominal
r even a fictitious rent ; and though, under these circum-

. his interest in the soil is practically as great as though
1 the greatest ownership which the law allows, he is not

1 in law to have a real, but only a personal estate.

Again, there are certain other interests in land which do not
follow the custom alluded to that, namely, of primogeniture,

by which the estate of a deceased person devolves on his eldest

male child, to the exclusion of all other children ; but by far

the largest portion of the land contained in the United Kingdom
is subject to this custom. It is perfectly clear that the exist-

ence of this custom, joined to the power which persons possess

by law of tying up or limiting their estates in favour of persons
who are yet unborn, must, as time goes on, make the number of

estates less, and their size greater, and must confer on the
owners of such estates extraordinary powers of exacting high
prices for the temporary use of that land, of which, in many
localities, one or two persons possess a real monopoly. It would
be absurd to doubt, that when an individual or a corporation

possesses all the land, for example, in the vicinity of a growing
town, the price which may be demanded for the occupation of

such land will be much higher than it would be if the owner-

ship were divided among fifty persons. The price of any article

is as much determined by the necessity of those who sell as it

is by the needs of those who buy ; and if, uiiiler peculiar cir-

cumstances, the buyer is at the mercy of the seller, the price
will be raised by the latter to as great a height as the former
can endure.
Now it is not my object to advert to the social or political

consequences of such a custom as that of primogeniture, and of

such a law as that which enabloa a possessor of property, and

especially of land, to create b> any act of his own an interest in

such land on behalf of unborn persons. The results of such a

system may be, as some have contended, of great public benefit ;

or they may be, as others allege, exceedingly mischievous. But
no one can doubt that they do produce two or three notable
economical effects. They tend to decrease the number of land-

owners, and to increase the bigness of estates. They tend
towards enabling the owners of these estates to exact a monopoly
price for the occupation of land. They bring about a state of

things in which a particular social class lives on the rent of
land

; and, it may be added, they induce results which are

peculiarly characteristic of this country, and which give an
interest to the question of rent, which is not so prominent in

discussing the economical condition of other countries. There
is hardly any other country in the civilised world where we can
find such a person as the English or Irish farmer, that is, a
person who ordinarily rents land from year to year, with a

liability of being turned off his farm at the discretion of the

landowner, and who employs his capital in cultivating the soil,

without other assistance from the capital of his landowner than
that which is contained in the use of the land which the owner
has purchased. The case is a little different in Scotland, for in

that kingdom the jraut of a lease for eighteen years is all but
universal.

In other countries, the occupier of land is generally both
owner and labourer. In some cases he is owner, but not

labourer, giving the labour of management only, and hiring
manual labour at wages. In some localities, especially in

Southern France and Italy, there is a curious partnership be-

tween the owner and the occupier. And lastly, there is, or
rather was, a peculiar kind of occupancy in Ireland, in which
the occupier gave his manual labour, but had only a precarious

intercut in the land which ho cultivated. In ordar to expound
the nature of rent, it will be nummary thai I should give
hhort description of these different kind* of holdings, Mid point
oat some of the peculiarities of each. We hall, perhaps, then
be able to discover which form of tenure produce* moot at leMt
coat, and which maintain* the largest number of persons in the

greatest comfort. That country U not always the best off which
produces most wealth at least cost, if the distribution of that
vhich is produced is very unequal, and, consequently, if tb.-

country exhibits a growing poverty in a large number of pflttom
aide by side with the growing opulence of a few.
The English form of hind tenure was the result of the feudal

system, as established and confirmed in this country after th
Norman conquest. In order to secure the submutgion of the

Anglo-Saxon inhabitants, the Norman monarch* established a
great militia system, the soldiers of which were all paid by the

possession of land. In theory, this land was the compensation
for military service ; the owners, called tenants, being liable to
serve with men and arms at the king's command. In fact, these
tenants obtained inheritable estates, but under the condition
that the chief of the family should be bound perpetually to this

service. Hence arose the custom that the person liable to the

obligation should be invested with the land. Such a privilege
was, however, not the advantage which it is in our days, when
the obligation has been for centuries no longer imposed. Owing
to the wretched state of agriculture, hind was the cheapest of

commodities. It hardly bore a rent, for the so-called rents of

the Middle Ages were rather taxes than rents, exacted from

occupiers for the privilege of living on and working the soil.

The most valuable property which persons possessed ia that time
was personal estate, as agricultural stock, manufactured goods,

i and money. Ordinarily, a quarter of wheat, or half-a-dozen

sheep, or a fair-sized ox, would buy an acre of land fit for arable
I cultivation. But I cannot better illustrate the value of hind at
this remote period than by the fact, that on a well-stocked and
well-tilled estate the stock and implements were worth three

times as much as the land which the husbandman cultivated-

By-and-bye we shall see how it is that this proportion has been
reversed.

In all newly-settled countries, the same person is at onco
owner and occupier. The advantages which labour can secure

to itself are so great, that everybody strives to employ what

property he has in the most advantageous manner to himself.

There are few lenders, for every one can employ as much capital
as he can get. Labour at wages is scarce and dear, for when
land is cheap and easily obtained, nobody is willing to work
another's farm, if he con get one of his own. The system has
its evils as well as its benefits. Labour is scattered about, the

formation of an intermediate class of traders is discouraged or

slowly developed, there is no leisure class, and therefore very
little education and refinement. There are few manufactures,
for these require a considerable capital and a stationary or

abundant population.
Such a state of society characterised our own colonies and a

large portion of the United States. It seemed expedient to

some of those who had the good of the colonists at heart, that

certain measures should be adopted in order to check this dis-

position of population to scatter itself over the soil. The most

obvious means was to limit the facility of acquiring hind ; and
an eminent Australian colonist, who was also a considerable

economist, Mr. Gibbon Wakefield, devised a plan. He induced

the local legislature to fix the price of all hind which could be

bought from the State at a pound per acre, and to devote the

proceeds to assisting emigration. In this way it was supposed
that population would be restrained from dispersing itself, while

the fund which was derived from the sale of hind, being devoted

towards the growth of the colonial population, would supply the

settler with cheap labour. The plan, however, after a short

trial, broke down. The extraordinary mineral riches of the

colony attracted a prodigious immigration, and thereupon the

artificial supply of inhabitants was felt or believed to be no

longer necessary, especially as it was seen that such persons
as were introduced at the expense of the landowners would be

certain to go to the mines. But the chief opposition to this

scheme came from the existing population of labourers. They
argued that the fund was devoted towards cheapening labour,

gave strenuous opposition to the scheme, and brought about

finally that it was abandoned.
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The British colonists and the people of the United States

have been laudably anxious to obviate the admitted evils of a

system, which, inviting settlers and supplying them with land

at a nominal price, tends to make society little else than an

aggregate of small farmers. They have endowed education

munificently. Nothing which these new governments and
societies have done is more generous and patriotic than the

sacrifices which they have made for the establishment of schools,

colleges, and universities, for the development of scientific

knowledge and mental culture. With less wisdom, but very often

with the best intentions, they have tried to naturalise manu-
factures ; for they have given protection to such persons as

are willing to engage in these callings, by laying import duties

on foreign or British goods, and by this means confer on the

colonial manufacturer the doubtful benefit of a monopoly price.

The manufactures of every country do possess a certain advan-

tage in the facts, that imported commodities are burdened with

the cost of carriage, and that their sale is to be made in a

market which a distant producer will be able to anticipate less

fully than a home producer can ;
and consequently any legal

protection is generally superfluous, and is quite certain to be
mischievous.

But it is not only in newly-settled countries that the occu-

pier is also the owner. Such a tenure prevails in the vast

communities of India and China. It is general in Europe, where
land is very much distributed. The French code, which com-

pels the distribution of an estate, or its price, among the children

of a deceased parent, only affirmed emphatically and universally
a custom which was general in France before the revolution.

These occupiers, called
"
peasant-proprietors" by English econo-

mists, are general from Sweden to Spain, from North-Western
France to South-Eastern Russia. Rent, in the sense of a

bargain periodically made between owner and occupier for the

occupation of agricultural land, is practically unknown in these

regions. The small farmer cultivates his plot of land, reaps, or

gathers, or digs his produce, and having sustained himself and
his family from his crops, carries the overplus to market.

In the south of France, and in the greater part of Italy, a
curious kind of tenure prevails. Its origin is very ancient, for

it is found as far back as the days of the Roman republic. The
landowner enters into a perpetual partnership with the occu-

pier, finding him laud, seed, and sometimes stock, while the

occupier gives his labour. The proceeds of the farm are then
divided into moieties. Sometimes the landowner gets half the

produce, occasionally more, rarely less. This kind of tenancy
is called metairie, the tenant a mdtayer.
The Irish cottier or small farmer differs from the English

farmer only in degree, and by the circumstance that he is far

more helpless in the hands of his landlord than an English
farmer ever is or can be. Ireland has never had, except in one

locality, any manufactures. Her population is almost entirely

engaged in agriculture. By a series of most injurious statutes,
the trade of Ireland was at one time systematically crippled.

By a series of most oppressive laws the Irish Catholic was
depressed and degraded ; but the people multiplied. The
unfortunate facility with which the potato could be cultivated
in the rich moist soil of the country, and the general adoption
of this root as an article of food, stimulated the growth of

population. The increasing numbers of the people drove the

price of land which might be cultivated to a famine height, and
the landowners took advantage of the demand to exact the
utmost which the people could give. The tenure, too, was pre-
carious, i.e., from year to year. Nothing shows more clearly
how absolutely the Irish peasant was dependent on the caprice
or forbearance of the landowner than the fact that all improve-
ments of the soil were done by the tenant. The cottier built
his hut, such as it was, fenced his land, drained it when neces-

sary, at his own charges. Everybody knows what the conse-

quences were. Famine came, disaffection, agrarian outrage,
rebellion ; for unless there is some partnership in expense be-
tween landlord and tenant, a precarious tenure is sure to excite
the deepest disaffection. At last, and not before it was needed,
a remedy has "been found.
As a matter of fact, and historically, the origin of rent is to

be found in the power which owners of land had of levying
a tax on those who were obliged to occupy it. If the whole
soil of Australia and the United States had been parcelled out
among a number of favoured parsons, aa was indeed done under

many of the Crown grants made to the original settlers in

America, such grantees would have been able, and were able, to

levy a tax on those who wished to till the soil. Such an ex-

pedient was adopted, for example, by the representatives of

Penn, of Lord Baltimore, and notably by certain persons in

New York, who within a few years ago accepted a compromise, in

lieu of certain vast reversionary rights which they claimed from
others who held under them by lease. So again, in the empire
of India, rent is a tax payable to Government, and in no sense

proportionate to that value of the holding which will be deter-

mined by competition. In short, the area in which rent ia

determined on ordinary principles of business is a narrow one,

being almost limited, in fact, to the British islands.

It is ordinarily said, that such rents as we are familiar with
are payments made for using the natural powers of the soil, and
that differences in rent are due to the different degrees of fer-

tility which different plots of ground possess. This statement
is in general correct, as applied to agricultural land, though it

is not even here strictly accurate. For example : a field in the

neighbourhood of a town, capable of being employed as a market-

garden, will ordinarily let at the rate of twenty to thirty pounds
an acre, while land of the same quality, and therefore equally

capable of producing the same kind of crop, will let for not
more than a tenth of this rent, if it be ten miles from a town.

Here, then, unless we strain the word "fertility" to a sense which
cannot be said to be natural to it, two plots of agricultural land,
whose fertility is equal, vary enormously in annual value. The
difference does not consist in the fact that the highly-rented
land is worked at a cheaper rate of wages, for, as a rule, wages
are higher in towns than they are in country places. The
difference consists in two particulars : first, the price of land

which is near a town can be better or more highly manured
than that which is at a distance ; and next, the market for pro-
duce is near, regular, and, to the cultivator, lucrative. But it

is absurd to call this proximity to a market fertility, or to say
that the demand of a dense population is equivalent to increased

productiveness. The fact is, rent is as much derived from the

exigencies of the public as it is from the powers of land.

The case is still more marked when we come to deal with the

rent of building-land. In a country village this rent is at

zero, the site of a house being worth no more than an equal
area of the land which surrounds it. But in a town the case is

far different. The site of the office in which this lesson is

printed is, quantity for quantity, worth ten thousand times as

nmch as, or even more than, the richest agricultural soil in

England. But the convenience of a central locality, in which

great business transactions may be most easily carried on, ia

very different from fertility ; and this word could not, except by
a very violent figure of speech, be ascribed to the qualities which
confer so prodigious a value on the site of a factory in the

metropolis. This value is derived from the extensive demand
which exists in such localities, and the comparatively scanty

supply of such convenient places. It is said that the most

precious piece of ground in the world is the site of the Globe

Insurance Office in Cornhill. A little reflection will show what
are the circumstances which give so transcendaut a value to

this bit of land.

We shall now be able to arrive at a clear notion of what rent

is. When competition between the owners and occupiers of

land is free and unrestricted, rent is all the difference between

the value and the cost of that which is produced. I must, how-

ever, expound this definition a little more fully.

My reader will see that the first condition of economical rent

is free competition. Anything which limits the quantity which

those who would rent or buy can procure, tends to disturb the

price of occupation or purchase. It does not follow that it will

always raise it. If a person owns an estate which he can let

for grazing purposes only, when it is peculiarly fitted for be-

coming arable, his rent will be less than it would be if he

were left free to use his own discretion. Still more, if an owner

be debarred by will or settlement from letting land for building

purposes, as the late Sir Thomas Wilson was, his possible rout

will be materially curtailed. But, on the other hand, anything
which puts the intending occupier into the power of the land-

owner, raises rent artificially against the former. This is seen

most notably, when all the land available for building in a par-

ticular site is the property of some great landowner or great

corporation. Here the proprietor may exact as great a sum as
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the occupier may choono to give may, in short, do with hia

i
!' visions may do in a timo of .-

with i noe, that the proprietor may force his prices

aly on hia customer.

Again, the competition between the owner and occupier is

not free, unless the hitter him a choioo of callings or indno-

In (in .it. !;.. mi it in probable that not more than an
: population is engaged in cultivating the soil. If

a labourer then finds that ho cannot maintain himself by the

wages of husbandry, he can perhaps betake himself to some
( work. There can be no doubt that manufactured

and mining hare absorbed, and do continually absorb, a largo
HJ agricultural population, for wages of farm labourers

are always highest in the neighbourhood of collieries and uianu-

:i's. Again, if a farmer finds that he cannot live by his

gets less by his calling than other persons

engaged in business do he may strive to extricate himself from
this calling, and devote his capital to some other kind of in-

. If he cannot easily do so in his own person, ho will

not bring his sons up to the business in which he is engaged ;

and so, sooner or later, other occupations being opened, the

number of persons competing for farms will diminish, and rents

will be proportionately reduced. But when, on the other hand,
as in Ireland, half the population at least is engaged in agri-

culture, the transition is not so easy, and the conditions of fair

competition are absent. The occupier, as the saying is,
" must

live ;" he must, in order to live, pay the price demanded for the

means of life ; and as long as ho gets enough to subsist on, all

that ia in excess of this amount may be exacted from him under
the name of rent. When, under the old system in Ireland, the

little farms of the cottiers were annually put up to auction, the

cottiers often bid six or seven times as much rent as they could

possibly pay. The rent, in short, was the extremest tax which
the landlord could exact from his tenant for permission to live.

Now, however, if wo suppose that the conditions of free com-

petition are satisfied, we may bo able to see what is meant by
the remainder of the definition given above. We shall be best

able to illustrate it by a few simple figures. Let us suppose
that the rate of profit, as the word is commonly used, acquired

by those who practise such callings as those of a farmer,
amounts to ten per cent, on the capital which they employ, and
that a farmer's capital is ,3,000 ; he must, under these circum-

stances, expect to obtain .300 a year by his calling, free of all

costs and charges, and on my hypothesis will accept nothing
less, but will prefer to give up his farming, and take to some
other kind of business instead. Let us further suppose that he

occupies 300 acres of land, for which he pays a rent of ^6300,
the question is, How is he able to pay this rent ? The only
answer can be as follows : He is able (after deducting all the

charges to which he is liable while cultivating land, as wages
to labour, wear and tear of agricultural implements, deprecia-
tion of other stock) to find his .3,000 at the end of the year
not only unimpaired, but increased by .600 more. Of this sum
a moiety represents his profit, the other remains as rent, and

by the condition of competition remains to the landowner, who,
if this farmer was unwilling to pay so much, would find some
other fanner who would be content to occupy the land on such
terms. Kent, then, is determined by what the land produces,
what it costs to get that produce, and what that produce will

Bell for when it is gotten. I need scarcely add, too, that it is

an average of these variable quantities, and that sometimes, as

is the case with every kind of business, the farmer gets a greater,
sometimes a less amount of profit.

Rent, then, increases in quantity with improvement in agri-
cultural skill, as soon as that improvement becomes general.
As long as any ability or skill is confined to one farmer or a
few, such an individual, just as any other discoverer does, can
secure the fruit of his own superior intelligence. I have already
drawn a contrast between the state in which the art of agricul-
ture was some centuries ago, and that in which it is now, and
stated that during this time rents have prodigiously increased.

They have increased, because the cost of production has di-

uiini-diod greatly when compared with the quantity produced, I

and because, owing to the growth of population, the demand
[

has been fully up to the increased supply. If, indeed, population
increases, and the supply were to temporarily diminish, the

price of food would increase, and the farmer would profit. If
j

the supply were to permanently diminish, owing to natural .

cauaea, aa a aeriea of bad harvest*, or to artificial

the enactment of a law which prohibited the importation of food,
the profit would reat with the landowner, a* it did or sssniid to

ng the time in which the Corn Uwa existed. These lava
did not, indeed, prove of ao much advantage to the landowner aa
waa expected, for what he gained by the exalted price of wheat
he lost by the depressed price of other articles of agricultural

produce.
What applies to agricultural land applies equally, though not

ao plainly, to the rent of ahops and bouses, the natural price of
the lattor being occasionally disturbed by the fact alludttd to
above, that there ia often a monopoly price for building sites,
and therefore a great exaltation in their market value. The
reason why the rent of a shop in a leading London thorough-
fare is often treble that of another ahop, placed in a locality
which is either not so fashionable or not BO frequented, is to be
found in the fact that the overplus, after the average rate of

profit is deducted, obtained from carrying on business in the
former situation, is such as to enable the owner of the shop or
site to exact from the competition of traders so great a rent for

the premises.

Bent, then, is the result of an economical law. The land-

owner wrongs no one by getting his rent. If rents were extin-

guished to-morrow prices would not fall, for the occupier would

simply add the rent to his profits, and appropriate the rent,
instead of paying it to his landlord

; and for the same reason
rent does not enter into prices. If rents were violently extin-

guished, a loaf of bread or a pound of mutton would not be sold

a farthing cheaper, for the price of these articles depends on
the quantity which there is in existence, and on the demand
which the consumers exhibit for them. It may perhaps be the

case, that rent under certain circumstances enters into the price
of manufactured articles, and into that of articles sold by retail.

The ground-rent of a cotton-mill must, it seems, enter, though
to an infinitesimal amount, into the price of cotton cloth, for it

is part of the cost of producing the cloth. It would seem, too,
that in a still larger degree the price of an expensive shop in a
fashionable street must enter into the price of the articles sold

there. At first, the rent was derived from the extraordinary

profits obtained. In time, perhaps, the rent is treated as a
charge, and reacts on the price ; but this effect is, after all,

limited. Nothing is commoner than to see
" London prices,"

by which is meant low prices, advertised. Now, rents in London
are far higher than in other towns. The cheapness is derived

from the number of transactions effected.

There is one other point which I must advert to briefly in con-

clusion. There is a perpetual debate as to whether large or

small farming is most advantageous. The general solution of

this debate is to be obtained from two considerations one eco-

nomical, the other social. Some kinds of produce can doubtlessly
be best produced on a largo scale, as, for example, corn and
fat stock. But other kinds of produce, as that of the dairy and
the poultry-yard, are best obtained on a small system of farm-

ing, because they require incessant attention. So, again, the

cultivation of fruits, the vine, the olive, and in our country the

market-garden, is best managed by small farming. The exces-

sive dearness of butter, poultry, eggs, fruit, in England, and
the great importation of such articles from abroad, are due to

the aggregation of small farms, and the growth of the largo

farming system. Now there is no doubt that such a dearness

is an evil severely felt by the working classes, and no smsll

hardship to those who are better off.

The social consequences of these rival systems are equally
marked. Large fanning may be carried to such an extent as

to make a desert of a district during the greater part of the

year, or at best to enrich a few farmers at the cost of reducing

nearly all tho labourers to poverty. / race of thrifty and

intelligent husbandmen, who have a prospect of plenty before

them, if not of wealth, is surely a social good. There is ore*

whelming testimony to the prudence, diligence, and morality ol

peasant farmers, while the ignorance and occasional vices of

tliis class of men are due to exceptional and remediable causes,

It is possible that such a class of persons in England has been

irrecoverably lost, but it has been lost disadvaiitageoosly. At
any rate, the present condition of the English agricultural

labourer, who fills the place of the peasant farmer elsewhere,
is not that on which statesman or philanthropist can look with
satisfaction.
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Fig. 4.

LESSONS IN NAVIGATION. II.

TLANE SAILING TEAVEESE SAILING OR COMPOUND
COURSES PARALLEL SAILING.

III. Plans Sailing. The main problem of Navigation, as
has been already stated, is to find the right position of the

ship upon the chart, after a run of known or rather estimated

length and direction
; in other words, to track her course

upon the chart from her last known position. The chief diffi-

culty arises from the fact that, while charts are flat, the globe
is round, and therefore is never represented on paper without

distortion, as well as from the fact that meridiars of longitude
converge towards each other at an angle which varies with the

latitude, making it extremely difficult

to fix the longitude of the ship from
mere knowledge of her course.

A ship may sail (first) on a meridian

i.e., due north or south; (secondly)
on a parallel of latitude i.e.> due
east or west ; and (thirdly) in a course

compounded of the other two. The
last is naturally the commonest case.

If a ship sail due north or south from
a given place, for a known number
of geographical miles, it is clear she

can fix her position by simply taking
a spot, on the same meridian, as

many minutes north or south of

her starting-point as she has sailed

miles. Again, should she sail due
east or west (this is called parallel sailing), it is clear that, by
a not very difficult calculation, to be presently explained, she

can fix her position east or west along the parallel on which her

whole course has lain from the starting-point, the relation

between miles and minutes of longitude on any given parallel
of latitude being easily arrived at. But now suppose the ship
to sail in a line cutting both meridians and parallels at an

angle say 40 east of north, therefore crossing the meridians
at that angle. Though she cuts them all at the same angle,
her course will not be a straight line (for the meridians them-
selves are not parallel), but a curve of some complexity, as A B
in Fig. 4. This line that is, a ship's track cutting successive

meridians at the same angle (other than a right angle) is

called a rhumb line, and is, in fact, a spiral, which will wind an
infinite number of times round the pole before reaching it.

The line A c is said to represent the difference of latitude made
while running the distance A B. The angle A is the course

i.e., the angle which the ship's track makes with the meridian.

Here, then, we have some of our most important expressions,
as course and distance sailed, which are usually known quanti-

ties, and difference of latitude between the place left and the

place arrived at usually one of the quantities sought em-
bodied in a right-angled triangle, which has, however, the
defect of not being a plane triangle. A little consideration
will show how they can be embodied instead in that useful and

easily-computed figure, a right-angled plane triangle.
Let us suppose A B divided into an infinite number of parts,

A b, b V, V B, by equidistant meridians ; these parts will not sen-

sibly differ from straight lines. Then, since the angles at A, b, b'

are equal, and c, cf, c" are all right angles, the triangles A c b,
b c' b', b' c" B are similar plane triangles (their infinite smallness

being assumed). Whence A 6 : A c : -. b b' : b d -. -. b' B : ?/ c".

.'. (Euc. V. 5) A 6 : A C : : A B : AC + b c' + &' c".

But A c + b c + b' c" = A c = diff. of latitude (between A and B).

.'. A b : A C : : A B : diff. lat.

Let us now draw the ^"ane triangle ABC
(Fig. 5), making A = A in Fig. 4, c a right

angle, and A B = A B in Fig. 4 ; then A b :

A c : : A B (Fig. 5) : A c (Fig. '5). Com-
paring these two proportions, we see that
if A (Fig. 5) represent course (angle of

track with meridian), and A B represent
distance sailed on that course, then
A c = difference of latitude.

The infinitely . small but infinitely nu-
merous portions of parallels of latitude c b, d b', c" B, added
together, make up what is called the ship's departure her

Departure.

rig. s.

"departure," that is, east or west from, the meridian on which
she started. The departure, it will be noticed, is neither C B nor
A d, but something between them, and is, in fact, an imaginary
quantity, and not a direct measure of the ship's change of longi-

tude, though a potent means by which it is found indirectly.
It is best described as the sum of all the minute departures made
by the ship in passing from one meridian to another, the
meridians being supposed infinitely close together. And as we
proved A c= diff. lat., we can prove that c b + c' b' + c" B = c B
in Fig. 5. Thus our plane right-angled triangle now includes,

represented by the sides of an angle, distance, diff. lat., departure,
and course, and any two of these being given we can find the rest.

The above is called the "
Theory of Plane Sailing," and the

mariner is enabled by it, his course and distance from a given
point being known, to calculate his change of latitude and his

"departure" upon the latter of which he bases a further

inquiry as to his longitude. The following are the practical
rules (see Trigonometry) by which the unknown quantities are
found from the known :

Dis.=diff. lat. X sec. course (4)

Tan. course =
5T5.^ (5)

Dep. = dist. X sin. course... (1)

Diff. lat. =dist. X cos. course (2)

Dist. = dep. X cosec. course (3)
"

<jiff. jat_

The correctness of the above formulas appears on simple inspec-
tion of Fig. 5, bearing in mind that course = angle A.

In books of mathematical tables will be found a "
table of

difference of latitude and departure
"

for all distances sailed
within reasonable limits, for all courses from 1 to 89 ; also
for all the points and quarter-points from to 7f ,

in case the
mariner should prefer to estimate his course as so many points,,
instead of degrees, from the meridian. Look down the column
headed by the given course, and opposite to the given distance
will be found both diff. lat. and departure. Thus, if a ship
sails 60 (nautical) miles from lat. 30 N., on a course inclined
40 from the meridian, she will have advanced 46 minutes of

latitude, and will have made a departure of 38'6 miles. She
will thus have reached either to 30 46' N. lat., or 29 14' N.,
according as she has sailed towards the north or the south ;

and her departure is reckoned as east or west, according to the
direction taken. The use of the table of course saves the labour
of calculating ; but it is well to remember the formulaa by which
it was constructed.

IV. Traverse Sailing, or Compound Courses. It has already
been stated that a ship will often make several courses of vary-
ing length and direction during the day, whan the problem for

the mariner becomes, How far has the ship come, in a direct

line, from yesterday's position, and what angle does that line

make with the meridian ? Suppose the day's work (from noon
to noon) represented on the log-board as below :

H.
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i.e., during tho first hour tho ship made 3 knot* and 4 for.

longs on a compass course K.S.K. (that in, her head pointed
i), and that she was drifting 1 !<int to loo-

!o prosHiiro of tho wind (the wind being
"ii th< . she makes leeway to tho ri^ht, mid tho allow-

made to rijht \ ipoas ooune).
uro lasted at varying spcod for throe hours, in which

timr 10 knota wero made. A north course was then begun, and
persevered in for 12 hours at varying speeds, amounting in all

to 60 knots run ; and BO on. During the day five different

oonrsoa wero steered, or more correctly six, as while steering
: making .} point leeway (to loft) the wind so shifted as to

- sido pressure, and tho vessel ceased to make lee-

way : this amounted to a virtual alteration of the true course

jy point to tho right. But besides those courses there was a
constant current setting W.S.W. ^ S. (true course) at 1 knot

per hour during tho whole day, carrying tho ship with it. It

may therefore bo reckoned a3 a seventh course, distance 24
mi !<, and as such appears in the traverse table. Had tho
different courses boon run in different currents, each must have
boon separately corrected for currants, but in this case it is

unnecessary.
The various true courses and distances are now arranged one

below the other in a table ruled aa below, called a traverse

table ; thus
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Questions in parallel sailing can be solved by the tables

of
"

Diff. of Lat. and Departure," owing to analogy in con-

struction of formulas (2) and (6). Consider latitude as course,

and distance sailed as diff. lat. in the tables ; then in the

margin, under distance, will be found the diff. longitude in

minutes.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. LVI.
SYNTAX: CONJUNCTIONS.

JOINING is the office of conjunctions. The joining may take

place between two words, between two clauses, and between two

propositions. Properly the conjunction and joins two things
this with that and is in consequence required before every

second noun, adjective, verb, etc. The practice of putting and
before only the last word of a series is of modern date. As an
illustration of the merely uniting functions of the conjunction,
take this example :

1st Clause. 1 x 2
" Let there be no strife, I pray thee, between me and tliee, and

^~
3 2nd Clause.

between my herdmen and thy herdmen, for we are brethren." (Gen.
xiii. 8.)

The conjunction and, No. 1, unites the pair of words, me,
thee ; No. 2 unites the first clause with the second ; the third

and unites " my herdmen" with "
thy herdrnen."

Conjunctions unite words which bear to each otlier the same
grammatical relation.

This rule is commonly stated thus : Conjunctions connect the

like tenses of verbs and the like cases of nouns. The readiest

syntactical guide in the use of conjunctions is the thought. I

will take two instances, one of concord, the other of depend-
ence :

Concord. You and I are ill.
| Dependence. He beat you and me.

In the first proposition, we have I after and, not so much be-

cause you is in the nominative case, as because the statement is

that I am ill. This appears by analysis
You are ill.

|

I am ill.

In the second proposition, me occurs after and, because me, as
well as you, is dependent on beat ; as

He beat you. |
He beat me.

which is shortened into

He beat you and me.

Aided by these observations, you will have no difficulty in

determining what form your words should assume when united

by conjunctions. You will, for instance, see that of these two
propositions the first is erroneous, and the second correct :

1. He is wiser than me.
2. He is wiser than I (am).

So -with

a b c
You love him better than I (me).
You love him better than me (I).

These sentences are right or wrong according to the meaning
you intend. If you mean that a loves b better than c loves b,
the first is correct ; in full, the sentence would then stand :

You love him better than I love him ;

but if you mean that a loves b better than a loves c, then the
contence is incorrect, as may appear thus :

You love him better than you love me.

The conjunction as carries with it the force of a relative

pronoun, that is to say, it introduces a second proposition to
whicli it serves for the subject ; as

"But as many as received him." (John i. 12.)

The employment of the conjunction that, as in

They affirmed (that) he would not come,

is required as indispensable by some grammatical critics with
an emphasis which may be somewhat undue. That the sense
does not require its insertion, is obvious from its nature and
from the sentence just given as an example. If, however, the
second member of the sentence is separated from the first by
ce-veral intervening words, that may serve as a point on which

the mind may rest, until it takes up the clause to which it

refers, and for which in some sort it is a substitute ; as

Your brother stated that, as he and your cousin were passing down
High Street, they saw a child fall from the roof of a house.

CORRESPONDING CONJUNCTIONS.

Certain conjunctions go in pairs ; that is, the precedence of

the one necessitates the use of the other ; for example :

1. Though yet; as,
"
Though he die, yet shall ho live." (John xi. 25.)

2. Whetlier or ; as,
" Whether it be greater or less." Butler.

3. Eitheror ; as, "The indulgence of a declamatory manner is not
favourable either to good composition or good delivery." Blair.

4. Neither nor; as,
" John the Baptist came neither eating bread no; 1

drinking wine." (Luke vii. 33.)

5. Both and; as, "I am debtor both to the Greeks and to the

barbarians, both to the wise and to the unwise." (Rom. i. 14.)

6. Such as; as, "An assembly such, as earth never saw." Coicper.

7. Such that; as,
" The difference is such that all will perceive it."

8. As as; as,
" And he went out from his presence a leper as white

as snow." (2 Kings v. 27.)

9. -4s so ; as,
"

.4s two are to four, so are six to twelve."
10. So as; as, (1) "How can you descend to a thing so base as

falsehood ?
"

(2)
" No lamb was e'er so mild as he." Lunghorne.

(3)
" We ought to read blank verse so as to make every line sensible to

the ear." Blair.

11. So that ; as,
" No man was so poor that he could not make resti-

tuti on.
" Milman.

1J. .Not only or not merely but, but also, but even ; as,
" In heroic

times smuggling and piracy were deemed not only not infamous, but

even absolutely honourable." Maunder's Grammar. " These are ques-
tions not of prudence merely, but of morals also." Dymond's Essays.

INTERJECTIONS.
Instead of speaking of a person, you may speak to a person,

or call upon a person ; you may employ the style of direct

address. For such kinds of address our nouns in English have
no specific form ; but exclamations or interjections supply the

place of such forms, and mark the existence of a direct address

or appeal. That address or appeal may have various meanings,
and even various shades of meaning, corresponding with the

state of the feelings at the moment ; as

"Ah Dennis! Gildonah/ what ill-starr'd rage
Divides a friendship long confirm'd by age !

"
Popa.

" Alas ! poor Yorick." Shafcespearc.

Sometimes interjections, for instance, ! oh ! ah ! lo ! merely
call attention, or indicate an appeal or an address ; in such
cases they are followed by the case of the subject, or that of the

object; as

Subject :
" O thou unknown, almighty Cause !

"
Burns.

Object: "Lo! the lilies of the field,

How their leaves instruction yield !

"
Heber.

When deep feeling is intended, the case of the object is used

with a pronoun of the first person ; as

Ah me ! oh unhappy mt; ! woe is me !

that is, ah ! what will become of me ! oh, what has befallen

unhappy me ! woe is to me ! or, woe is on me !

" Judas said, Hail, master ! and kissed him." (Matt. xxvi. 49.)
"
Hail, Macbeth !

"
Shakespeare.

That is, Hail be to thee, O master ! Hail (health) be to Macbeth!
In order to distinguish the subject and the object, when used

with exclamations or interjections, from the subject and the

object when employed in the third person singular, the former

may be called the subject of direct address, and the latter the

object of direct address.

The interjection woe to ! requires the case of tb object ; the

object, in reality, is governed by the preposition to :

" Woe to them that join house to house !

"
(Isa. v. 8.)

The exclamation Oh for ! signifies, Oh that I possessed! as
" Oh for that warning voice !

"
Cowper.

but alas for ! simply expresses grief towards ; as
" Alas for Sicily ! "Hilton.

COMPOUND SENTENCES.
A simple sentence is a sentence which has one subject and

one affirmation or predicate; and a crmpound sentence is a

sentence that has more than one subject and more than one

predicate. The component parts of a compound sentence are

called its members. These members may bo two or more ; they

may also each form a separate sentence :
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COMPOUND 8KNTENCE8 OF TWO MEMBERS.
will perish (2) who love* unrighteousness.

'1'ho lark Bang bit matins and sank iuto lux uest.

-.t Hontence is equivalent to these two proposition* :

1. Some one will perish.
2. Tlio lover of unrighteousness will perUh.

The Moond sentence is equivalent to these two statements :

1. The lark sang hi* matins.

2. Tho lark sank into his nest.

COMPOUND SENTENCES OF THREE MEMBERS.12 3

'When tho Quoon arrived, the fleet had weighed anchor and sailed.

1. The Queen arrived.

2. Before then the fleet had weighed anchor.

3. Before then the fleet had sailed.

Thus what in tho compound sentence stands as three members,
becomes in the analysis throe individual sentences.

easy to see that tho members may.be increased almost

at pleasure :

The sick and all but dying man drinks water and revives.

Compound sentences have members of two kinds, the principal
and the accessary. The principal member is that which enun-

ciates the leading thought, the accessary member is that which
enunciates the subordinate thought :

PRINCIPAL MEM HER. ACCESSARY MEMBER.
The man drinks (and) is refreshed.

The accessary member (or members) may be of two kinds,

namely, interposed or appended. An accessary member is in-

terposed when it appears in the body of a sentence, being intro-

duced by a relative pronoun, a relative adverb, or a conjunc-
tion ;

ibr example
PRINCIPAL.

Eel. Prow. .- The man
Bl. Adv. : The man
Conjunc. . The man

ACCESSARY INTERPOSED.
who drinks

when he drinks

if he drinks

PRINCIPAL,

is refreshed,

is refreshed,

is refreshed.

Appended members are added by means of conjunctions,

adverbs, and pronouns :

PRINCIPAL.

Conjunc. : The man drinks

Adverb : The man is refreshed

ACCESSARY APPENDED.
and is refreshed.

u-hciv he drinks.

The principal member may be expanded ; as

The man drinks ) , . . , ,

The man eats and drinks }
and w ****

The interposed accessary member may also be expanded ;
as

The man
| wj ^[^ drinka }

is refreshed.

The appended member, too, may be expanded ; as

,, , . , , ,, ( is refreshed.The man drinks (and) < . , . ., .
'

( is refreshed and strengthened.

Sentences may be further divided into the direct and the in-

verted. A sentence is direct when the principal member pre-
cedes tho accessary ; as

PRINCIPAL.

The man drinks (and)

ACCESSARY.
is refreshed.

A sentence is inverted when tho accessary sentence precedes
the principal :

ACCESSARY. PRINCIPAL.
(if he drinks.

The man is refreshed J when he drinks,

{should he drink.

Relative pronouns are such pronouns as relate to some pre-

ceding noun, called the antecedent ; that is, the foregoing word ;

for example
ANTECEDENT. RELATIVE. PREDICATE.

Subject : The man who drinks water is wise.

Object : The men whom he met he struck.

The relative must agree with its antecedent in person, gondor,
and number ; as

ANTECEDENT". RELATIVE. PREDICATE.
1. I who read.

2. Ho who reflects.

In the first of these instances, who is of the first person,
because I is of the first person ; who is of the singular number,
because I is of the singular number. The effect of the rela-

tive on the verb is more clearly seen in the
where an is added to the verb, which aooordinflj appear* ae
rcflectt.

Ac a subject for exemplifying; the doctrine* slid down fa

regard to the structure of sentence*. I ball take a PMMM
from Daniel Dafoe, a writer of idiomatic English t

COMPOUND SENTENCE.
" Oxford makes by much tha best outward appearance of any city I

have seen, being risible for several miles round on all sides la a most
delightful plain ; and adorned with the steeples of the seven! oollegM
and churches, which make a glorious show."

Here I must premise that the form " the best outward appear*
anoc of any city," etc., is incorrect, and should have been "the
best outward appearance of all the cities I," etc. This compound
sentence may be reduced into these simple sentences :

1. Oxford makes a very good appearance.
2. Oxford makes an appearance better than many cities.

3. I have never seen a city with a better appearance than Oxford.
4. Oxford is visible for several miles round.
5. Oxford is visible from all sides.

6. Oxford stands in a most delightful plain.
7. Oxford is adorned with the steeples of several colleges.
8. Oxford is adorned with the steeples of several churches.
9. The architectural decorations of Oxford make a glorious show.

The resolution of this long sentence into the several distinct

propositions which it contains has, by showing the meaning of

the several parts, prepared the way for our exhibiting the logical
relations which those parts sustain to each other ; thus :

LOGICAL, RELATIONS OF THE SENTENCE.

1. Oxford the subject to 2.

2. makes makes together with 3 the predi-
cate to 1.

3. the best outicnrd appearance the object to 2.

4. of any city adverbial object to 2.

5. that I have seen appended access-try to 2.

accessary to the subject L.

adverbial object to 6.

the lest outicnrd apparanc
of any city

that I have seen

being visible

for several miles round
on all sides

in a most delightful plain
and adorned

with the steeples, etc.

which make a glorious show

second accessory to 1.

adverbial object to 10.

appended accessary to 10.

Several of these parts may be analysed or explained; for

example :

No. 3 consists of the definite article the, the superlative

adjective best, the adjective outward in the positive degree, and
the common noun appearance, which is the object to the verb

mates.
No. 6 presents a case of explanatory apposition, since being

visible is subjoined to the subject Oxford, in order to state

some additional facts respecting it ; No. 10 stands to No. 1 in

the same relation.

No. 12 presents an appended relative accessary sentence, of

which these are the components ; namely, which, a relative

pronoun agreeing with its antecedent steeples ; make, a verb

in the indicative mood, third person, plural number, agreeing
with its subject which; a, the indefinite article limiting show;

glorious, an adjective qualifying show ; show, a common noun

dependent on, or the object to, the verb make. Viewed struo

turally, this appendage stands thus :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Verb. OV-.-.-t.

Which make a glorious show.

By way of applying what yon have learnt, take portions of

any good prose author, mark the logical relations of the sen-

tences after you have resolved each into the simple propositions
of which it consists, and explain by grammatical analysis (that

is,
"
parse") the several components. In other terms, convert

each of these compound sentences into simple sentences. Dis-

tribute each simple sentence into subject and predicate, dis-

tinguishing the verb (the copula) and the attribute. Next,

exhibit each compound sentence in its several members, showing
what are principal, what accessary, and what appended, what

interposed ; together with the accessaries to the subjects and

objects, and the adverbial objects. Finally, give the gram-
matical analysis of the whole.
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Fig. 32.

MINERALOGY. VI.
SILICATES (continued) .

A.NDAITJSITE occurs in the older metamorpMc rocks. It is

usually of a grey or flesh-red colour. When crystallised it

appears in the trimetric system, exhibiting a distinct lateral

cleavage. Its lustre inclines to pearly, but the mineral is never

fibrous. It is composed of 2 atoms of silica, and 3 of alumina.

Chiastolite is the name given to crystals of andalusite when
the form of a cross is exhibited when the crystal is cut across

and polished. The peculiarity is owing to impurities mixed with

the andalusite, and symmetrically arranged by the powers of

crystallisation. Chiastolite is found in bunches of crystals in

mica slate, in the neighbourhood of granite. It is remarkably
soft ; sometimes it possesses only a hardness = 3.

Staurotide is dark brown or black ; this is owing to the fact

that some of the alumina is replaced by
peroxide of iron. It always appears as a twin

crystal in the shape of a cross, hence its

name (Fig. 32).

Kyanite, as its name implies, is a light-blue

mineral, not unlike sapphire. It possesses the

same composition as andalusite, and appears in

the same rocks as long, thin-bladed crystals

penetrating the gangue, and is often accom-

panied by staurotide and garnet.

Topaz has also a similar composition to andalusite ; but

of the oxygen is replaced by fluorine thus the mineral is a

fluosilicale of alumina. It is trimetric, occurring in right

rhombic prisms, and having a perfect basal cleavage. Its colour

is yellow. The transparent varieties are used in jewellery, while

the coarse, opaque forms are sometimes substituted for emery
in polishing hard substances.

Oriental Topaz is a yellow variety of sapphire, while False

Topaz is quartz tinted yellow ; however, it may readily be dis-

tinguished from the gem by its want of cleavage.

Lapis-lazuli is remarkable for its rich blue colour. It is found

in granite and meta/norphic limestone, and is brought from

China, Persia, and Siberia. It belongs to the monometric system,

crystallising as dodecahedrons. Its composition is somewhat

complicated, being a silicate of alumina, combined with sulphates
of soda and lime ; chlorine and iron are also present in small

quantities. It is much valued in mosaic work, and is used in

jewellery. Formerly this stone, reduced to powder, was the

ultramarine of the painter a very expensive colour ; but now
the pigment can be produced artificially.

Beryl is the head of a small family, the members of which
all contain Glucina. It is found in six-sided prisms in granite
and metamorphic rocks ; it has a waxy appearance and a pale-

green colour. The beryl of the Mourne mountains, in Ireland,

tends towards a cerulean blue. When beryl is transparent, and
but slightly tinted with green, it is kno\m as Aquamarine.
The largest known specimen is in the possession of Don Pedro,
and was found in Brazil; it weighs 18 Ibs. troy, and is without
a flaw.

Emerald probably owes its deeper colour to the presence of

a trace of oxide of chromium. The best emeralds come from

Grenada, where they are found in dolomite. This gem is much
prized in jewellery. All the members of the beryl family are

harder than quartz.
Euclase and Chrysoberyl are closely allied to emerald.
Zircon is a silicate of zirconia

; it occurs in dimetric prisms,
and is usually found in single crystals scattered in a matrix of

basaltic lava or syenite. Its colour is red, shading off into

neighbouring tints, or yellow, tending towards grey. When the

red specimens are transparent it is called hyacinth.

Jargon is a smoky variety brought from Ceylon, and is often

sold as inferior diamonds.

Hyacinth, when heated in a crucible with lime, loses its red

and assumes a clear yellow tinge. It is frequently substituted
for straw-coloured diamonds, but the deception is readily ex-

posed by the inferior hardness of the zirconia minerals to the
diamond.

Garnet is a well-known gem ; it belongs to the monometric

system, usually appearing in dodecahedra. Besides the trans-

parent variety, which is used in jewellery, there are numerous
varieties which exhibit all the dark shades of green and red
to black.

The typical composition of the group is 2 atoms of silica, 1

of alumina, and 3 of lime. In some garnets protoxide of iron

takes the place of the last ingredient. This divides the family
into two groups, the Lime Garnets and the Iron Garnets. It

must be remembered, however, that many garnets contain both
lime and iron, and that other elements, such as chromium

manganese, occasionally take part in their composition.
The lime garnets are

Grossular or Gooseberry Garnet, which is found in greenish

trapezohedrons.
Cinnamon, Stone or Essonite owes its name to its colour, which

approaches that of cinnamon bark. It contains a little iron.

The best specimens are from Ceylon and Sweden.

Topazolite is a variety of the last, when its colour is so light
as to bear a resemblance to topaz.

Succinite and Romanzojite are also lime garnets.
Of the iron garnets the most noteworthy are

Precious Garnet or Almandine. The deep-red colour is often

so rich, that the gem has to be cut into thin plates to exhibit its

beauty. The best specimens are from Ceylon and Greenland.
The garnet is the carbuncle of the ancients, and the term
almandine is probably taken from Alabanda, the place where,

according to Pliny, the carbuncles were cut and polished.

Melanite, as its name implies, is black as velvet ; it contains

manganese.
Colophonite derives its name from its resinous lustre,

kolophonia being the Greek for resin.

Garnets are found especially in mica slate, and when the rock

is exposed to the action of the air the soft mica wears away,
lea*, ing the garnet prominent. In Ireland there is a rock wholly
composed of garnets, without any visible cemont. The stones

are too small for the jeweller's use, but might probably afford

a good substitute for emery.
Idocrase has been previously alluded to as offering a good

example of dimorphism ; it possesses the same composition as

garnet, and yet belongs to the dimetric system, usually ap-

pearing in square prisms. It is sometimes called Vesuvian,

having been first found in the lava of that volcano. Its colour

is brown.
Tourmaline is frequently found in prisms penetrating

granite, gneiss, mica slate, granular limestone, and other meta-

morphic rocks. Its colour passes through nearly all shades.

The crystals are very brittle, and exhibit a vitreous lustre. It

belongs to the hexagonal system, and its prisms, whio.h usually
exhibit numerous secondary faces, are generally terminated by
a low pyramid. It becomes electrically excited when heated,
and is the mineral always used to exhibit pyro-electricity. It

belongs strictly to the plutonic rock, and in Cornwall is a con-

stituent part of certain granites. The best known varieties

are

Schorl, the black variety.

Rubellite is red tourmaline.

Indicolite is blue.

Achoite is transparent.
The composition of tourmaline is very complex, but the most

remarkable of its ingredients is boracic acid.

Axinite also contains boracic acid, but in other respects is

related to the garnets. It becomes pyro-electric, and fuses into

a green glass before the blow-pipe. Its lustre is vitreous, its

colour brown, and the edges of the prisms, which are triclinic,

are peculiarly sharp.

Epidote was so named by its discoverer, Hauy, from the

Greek e-rriSiStani (ep'-i-di-do'-mi), I increase, because the base of

the primary form undergoes an increase in some of the secondary
forms. It belongs to the monoclinic system, generally appearing
in right rhomboidal prisms, more or less modified. The most

usual colour is green.
Pistacite is a bright-green variety, frequently found in horn-

blende rocks.

Zoisite is grey.

Maganesian Epidote, which contains 14 per cent, of man.

ganese, is dark red. The typical composition is 3 atoms of

silica, 2 of alumina, and 3 of lime.

lolite is named from its blue colour ; sometimes it is called

Dichroite, because it exhibits two colours when looked at in two

different directions. It occurs in prisms of the trimetric system.
Its appearance is exactly that of blue quartz, or blue glass. It

is composed of silica in combination with alumina, magnesia,
and a little iron.

Chrysolite, like other members of this group, is used as a
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cheap gem. It in found aa green crystal-

t!ir..u:,'li tli" rook. Its conuioNitinii i-> 1 I

in.l :t of mutfnoHui; iron, manganese, and alumina all

:ho composition <>f difforent pooimi'in. Wln-n thi!

,| pi |,-r cent., the mineral is Olifi"''; ami when it

;.lno<* tho lllil.,'lii-.M:l, JYri'/" ult.

is a light -coloured mineral, usually pale blue,

>r light rod. It occur* in diinotrio prisms in granite and

:!im> roi-k*. It is composed of 4 atoms of silica,

2 of alumina, and 1 of lime.

are other silicates, but they do not present sufficient

interest to have a place in an elementary manual.

SULPHATES.

Gypsum is sulphate of lime. When it is found crystallised

and transparent, it is termed Selenite. It belongs to tho

mnoi'linio system, and appears usually in tabular prisms. It

possesses a very perfect cleavage, allowing very fine lamina) to

be separated, which are flexible, but not elastic. It is very soft,

being easily out with a knife. When massive it is sometimes

found fibrous, and then presents a very beautiful appearance,
which has procured for it tho name of Satin Spar. It is usually
associated with rock-salt, and may have been tho result of tho

evaporation of sea-water. For a notice on this the lesson on

iassio period, in the geological lessons, must be consulted

(V, 1. V., page 328).

;/ Spar is the sulphate of baryta. It occurs in tabular

prism* belonging to the trimetrio system. It is generally white

or tinged with brownish yellow. As its name indicates, it is

peculiarly hr:ivy : sp. gr. = 4'8. It is found as tho matrix in

which galena and copper pyrites are embedded. When ground,
a dead-white powder is the result, which is used to adulterate

white lead, it being found to give an opacity to the colour.

Celestine is the sulphate of strontia. Like heavy spar it is

trimetric, but its crystals are long prisms, and not tabular. It

is also much lighter. It is generally white, but if coloured the

tint is blue, hence its name. Its use is to make the nitrate of

strontia with which tho rod-fire of the pyrotechnists is produced.
Alum. There are several alums, all having a similar com-

position. They contain 24 parts of water, 1 of sulphate of

nJnmina, and 1 of some other sulphate, the base of this last

salt being the distinctive characteristic of the alum. Thus

In Ammonia Alum it is the Sulphate of Ammonia.

copper pyrites, and is frequently in solution in water flr.winf
_'h bed* of that ore.

note of Lead, or AngUtiU, i al*o formed durum th

decomposition of galena, the snlpboret of lead. It

Soda Alum
Potash Alum
Magnesia Alum
Iron Alum

.< Alum

Sulphate of Soda.

Sulphate of Potash.

Sulphate of Magnesia.

Sulphate of Iron.

Sulphate of Manganese.

There is also Feather Alum, which is hydrous sulphate of
alumina without the second sulphate.

All these minerals are only formed under peculiar circum-

stances. Sulphuric acid is never found "
native," if we may

use the expression, but is always produced by the oxidisation of

some sulphuret as iron pyrites. During the decomposition of

the pyrites the iron and sulphur become oxidised, and thus

sulphate of iron is produced ; if clay be present, some of the

sulphuric acid attacks the alumina, making a sulphate of that
earth. This cannot proceed except moisture be present ; hence
tho water is also ready to take part in the composition of the
iron alum thus formed. Alums frequently impregnate clay
slates, which are then known as aluminous slates or shales. At
Whitby, in Yorkshire, alum is extracted from such slates. For
the description of the process, see our " Lessons in Chemistry."
Soda Alum is found at the Solfataras, in Italy; Magnesia

Alum at Iquique, in South America ; Ammonia Alum at

Tschermig, in Bohemia.
Alum is monometric. Beautiful crystals may be obtained by

supersaturating boiling water with tho salt, and hanging in

the solution a buncn of thread, then allowing it to cool in a
dark place. Tho crystals will bo found to be octahodra.

Sulphate of Iron, or green vitriol, is usually found with
iron pyrites ; it is due to the decomposition and oxidisation of

the pyrites. When the sulphur becomes sulphuric acid, this

Combining with tho iron forms the mineral in question.

Sulphate of Zinc, or white vitriol, is produced in precisely
the same way by the decomposition and oxidisation of zinc

Bulphuret, or blende, with which it is generally associated.

Sulphate of Copper, or blue vitriol, is similarly found with

often as leader white crystal*, and ve.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COM .\IK I ICE.

CHAPTER rXV.-THE COMMERCE OF VHE VETHEHLAXDa
NORTH NETHERLANDS.

HOLLAND, or tho North Netherlands is referred to by Tacitus

as the country of the BataviaiiH, a tribe claiming to be the
auxiliaries and friends, but not the subjects of the Tt"*"*ft.

They served faithfully in Caesar's armies, and acted also as par-

veyora of corn to his legions. Thus early do wo trace the

elements of Dutch commerce. The country was at that time
a wide marsh, more or leas saline an alluvial deposit from tho

Rhine and the Maaa, and subject to constant changes of form
from the action of the sea ; it is still destitute alike of minerals

and of timber. Niebuhr says the prevalence of bog tendered

any distinctive term for that substance unnecessary in the old

dialect; aa though no < ther soil were known. The bind is

now remarkable for its great fertility.

The Frisians and Zealandera mingled with the Batavians,
and constituted tho principal part of the population of the

northern Netherlands.

Dutch history is, to speak generally, one long
" wrestle for

existence." Plodding, beaver-like labour, had first to enclose a

country to live in, and then to found a commerce. Such indus-

trial discipline waa severe, but every step was sure. We are

told that the Emperor Charlemagne chose Frisian robes, both

white and of purple dye, as Easter presents to hia favourites,

and to the princes in alliance with him ; amongst them the

Caliph Haronn a\ Raschid. The interweaving of figures in their

textures was an art in which the Frisians seem to have excelled.

Their provinces in the middle of the fifth century embraced all

the "sea binds" between the Weser in Germany and the Zwin

in West Flandera ; their name waa afterwards applied only to

the northern districts of Holland ; but the western part of

Schleswig is still Frisian. The Norse sea-kinga found in them
a different people to attack from the inhabitants of many other

coasts. The Frisians not only repelled the rovers, but daringly

pursued them on the North Sea, and even to the Baltic. Under

Charlemagne, they also served on the Danube against the

Avars.
In order to secure their commerce, they fixed upon Stavoren.

a town conveniently situated on the Znyder Zee, which then

covered but a small part of the land now submerged, and made
it their capital. Stavoren rapidly rose to commercial greatness.

It was the mart at which Eastern and Western commerce met.

Traditions of the opulence of its ancient burghers still linger in

the epithet applied to them by the villagers, viz.,
" the lamented

children of Stavoren." Numerous records of Frisian hardihood,

both on sea and land, are met with. The Frith of Forth is

called by Nennius the Mare Frisecum, because of its exposure to

their early incursions. They reached the Orkney Islands in the

year 1088, and even claim to have discovered the North-West

Passage. Every year the North Sea waa covered with their

herring-boats. Along with other Netherlanders, they were active

by sea and land during the crusades, though with but little ad-

vantage to themselves, commercially speaking.
The principal period of the growth of the towns of the Nether-

lands waa between the ninth and the thirteenth centuries. The

provinces wore ruled by feudal lords, whose vassalage to the

German emperor waa more nominal than real, and at length was

no longer acknowledged. As a means of revenue the rulers took

toll at every town, and thus they hampered trade, but greater

injury was inflicted upon the nascent commerce by the jealous

and almost incessant strife of tho provinces amongst them-

selves. Tho south and the north Netherlanders, especially, were

always rivals. The mouths of tho rivers being in Holland, the

inhabitants were enabled to exact any tolls they pleased from

tho Flemish and German merchants. Such imposts led to resist-

ance, in which the Flemings were often successful.

The trade of Holland divided itself into the trade of the aouth,

with Venice by way of Germany, and the trade of the nortn,
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with the Osterlin^G or Easterlings of the Hanse Towns in the

Baltic. That with Venice was conducted partly by the Germans,
and partly by the Dutch, the Venetians themselves taking no
active part in the carriage of the goods. Repeated interchanges
took place in the German towns in the course of transit, so that

the same commodities were rarely carried from one extremity to

the other.

Dordrechc, now called Dort, one of the oldest Dutch cities, is

situated in the estuary of the Maas, on an island torn from the

mainland during a flood in 1421, about 400 years after the

foundation of the city. Dort was formerly the capital of the

province, and the residence of the Counts of Holland. Its

natural strength was too great for its rulers to be coerced by
feudal rivals. Heavily-laden vessels could come close to the

quays, and the city would have been an important trading-place
even without the unusual privileges which its princes conferred

upon it, and by which it was enriched. English wool was one

of the commodities, of which, for German dealers, it became
the sole factory. Salt, wines, grain, hops and wood, were sub-

ject to pre-emptive reservations. Being the last port on the

Rhine, it was the point where the huge rafts of timber floating

down from the German forests were broken up and sold. A
great trade was also carried on in salt fish and fish oils, as well

as in corn and flax. Manufactures of cloth, both woollen and

linen, employed many hands ; ship-building, sawing, and other

industrial occupations, added to the importance of the town.

Zierikzee, which now has its harbour choked up with sands,

was, before the thirteenth century, a rich and flourishing port ;

in the fifteenth it possessed the largest ships and most nume-
rous mercantile fleet in the Netherlands, and traded with Portu-

gal and Spain. Hoorn or Horn, on the Zuyder Zee, owed its

origin to some Hamburg merchants, who established a trading
station there in 1316. The trade they brought to the place was

chiefly that in beer, but Hoorn also became the seat of a traffic

in cattle with Denmark, and in provisions and dairy produce with

the maritime countries further south. Its ship-building yards
were extensive, and its inhabitants were amongst the ablest

navigators of Holland. Zierikzee and Hoorn are of histories1,!

as well as commercial interest, for the public spirit with which

they resisted the levies of money and men made by Charles the

Bold. As a consequence of the wars of this prince, Dutch mer-
chantmen became the frequent prizes of France and other king-
doms ; valuable cargoes were annually sacrificed, and crews
made prisoners ; while at home, taxes were enforced the more

rigidly as the citizens became less able to pay. Through the

vongeance taken by Charles upon the foremost towns,
" cloth-

weaving, which had hitherto been a flourishing manufacture at

Hoorn, fell into decay, owing to the numbers of weavers and
fullers who were driven from their homes." Zierikzee was made
to pay a fine of 30,000 guilders, and to support a garrison of

foreign troops.

Haarlem, once the capital of the province of Holland, was a

large but not densely peopled town noted for its varied indus-

try. Its staple manufactures of textile fabrics, particularly
woollens, were in demand in places as distant as Portugal and
Spain. Damask linen from the looms of Haarlem was esteemed
in every quarter of the world. Specimens of these damask
fabrics were produced of such wonderful fineness and beauty,
as to surpass those of the Saracens. Haarlem compounded with

the Counts of Holland in 1245, by a guaranteed payment of .20
a year, for freedom from taxes for ever. It suffered pillage in

1491 by the "Bread and Cheese" insurgents, who were incited

to revolt through the misrule of the House of Burgundy.
Leyden at one time sent its cloth to Bergen, Bruges, Antwerp,

Calais, Deventer, Campen, Zwolle, and Zutphen, and contained

100,000 inhabitants, a great number of whom were engaged in

the weaving trade. This high state of prosperity resulted from
the liberality of the citizens. While the wealthier towns of the
South Netherlands were exclusive in their policy, North Holland
wisely welcomed all comers, and readily accorded to them the

rights of citizenship. Fugitives from Brabant and Flanders
settled at Leyden and other towns soon after the year 1300,
bringing with them their skill in handicrafts. The city grew
rich from the labour of these immigrants, and produced from
its 350 looms nearly 50,000 pieces of cloth annually. When
Antwerp was given up to carnage by Philip of Spain, Leyden
again received an accession of strength and skill. In this way
it became necessary on several occasions to enlarge the city.

During the war of independence, these citizens proved by their

valour that their enfranchisement had inspired them with the

sympathies and loyalty of Dutchmen.

Delft, like most of the Dutch towns, possessed cloth manufac-

tures, especially those of say or baize.: brewing was likewise an

important industry. Its potteries, too, were known far and wide,
so that Delf or Delft became the common name for that earthen-

ware which is now superseded, even in Holland, by the superior

Wedgwood ware and china of England. A considerable trade in

tobacco-pipes was also carried on.

Enkhuizen was a ship-building and fishing port. The ships
built were for mercantile and fishing purposes. Herring boats
to the number of 400 and 500 a year i.3., three-fourths of all

the Dutch-built craft were constructed at this port. Its inhabi-

tants numbered 40,000, most of them dependent upon the "great
fishery." The verb einbceckel, einbceckelen, describes a method of

pickling herrings discovered later by Boeckel, and still practised
in Amsterdam, Enkhuizen, Delft, Hoorn, Schiedam, Brielle, and
Vlaardingen. The produce of this industry was exported all

over the world.

The harbour of Deventer, on the Tssel, was used for trading
purposes in the year 882. It was burnt by the Norse pirates,
and when rebuilt was often subsequently besieged by con-

tending powers in Holland and Cologne. It was a free impe-
rial city, well defended, and for a long while a member of the
Hanseatic League, a connection which opened to its fleet the
trade with Bergen. Deventer also secured trading privileges
with Schonen. The exports were cattle, corn, butter, cheese,

beer, wool, and turf, and there was a busy trade in timber.

Coarse manufactures of linen and wool also employed the in-

habitants.

Kampen, another town on the Yssel, resembled Deventer in

the character of its trade. It was once a considerable place,

boasting a mercantile marine of 120 vessels, and pursuing an
active maritime commerce with Holland and the South Nether-

lands, as well as with more northern states, and also a con-

siderable inland traffic by means of the Rhine. Merchants from

England, Germany, and tha Baltic assembled in its markets.

Middleburg is a characteristic example of the Dutch towns,
which are said to have been in the Middle Ages not parts of the

state, but commonwealths in themselves. The municipal charter

of Middleburg, bearing date 1213, is the oldest document of the

kind extant, except that of Gertruydenberg. King William in

1253, and Floris V. in 1271, conferred further privileges upon
the town. This place was so flourishing that the English made
it, about 1380, a staple or market for the wool trade. Raw wool
from England came in free of all customs, the citizens, under the

protection of their charter, being
" allowed to buy what they

liked, where they liked, to live at peace with their neighbours,
and to be left alone."* The wool trade of Middleburg between
1380 and 1390 drew to its mart merchants from Italy, Portugal,
and Spain, and this intercourse led to a prosperous trade in

wine.

Nimeguen (Nymegen), in Guelderland, in 1050 was noted,
with Wyk de Duurstede, for the production of fine cloth of a

bright scarlet dye, which had retained its high character 120

years after, when the chief lord of the province stipulated for

a yearly tribute of three pieces to the Emperor Frederick.

Nimeguen was a member of the Hanse, and was in alliance witl?

Cologne.

Rotterdam, the capital of South Holland, on the Maas, at the
confluence of the Rotte, obtained municipal privileges in- 1270,
extensions of which were secured in 1340 and 1361. William VI.
also materially promoted the business of the town. Rotterdam has

always ranked as one of the most commercial and populous cities

i of Holland. It had inland communication, by means of canals,
with every other town in the country ; and owing to the depth
of its river, the largest ships could come up close to its quays.

I

Its manufactures of woven goods, liquors, beer, leather, and

j

many other articles, were extensive, and it carried on a large
i trade in wines and grain. It was also one of the principal ports

I

for the herring fishery, and for trade with France and England.
The inhabitants of Utrecht (Ultrajectum) carry their annals

back to the Romans ; they were early renowned as good sailors

and skilful weavers. They possessed the right of levying troops
and coining money. Their industry and power gave them such a

* " Industrial History of the Dutch," by T. McCullagh.
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etako in thoir city that they burnt it, rather than capitulate, when
<i by too Noritei! i was in ilm t.-ntli m.
<>f a trade with tin- Icliiii.'-Unds, Saxony, Denmark, Nor-

voden, and It had oommoroial relations with

Cologne, and was one of the first ports to engage in the wine

trade. Besides the weaving of silk, linen, and wool, the citi-

sena were employed in dyeing and bleaching, and in the making
ionware. Agriculture was profitably pursued in the out-

Amsterdam, on the Amatol, was in tho year 1300 little more
than a hamlot, sheltering a few poor fishermen who obtained

thoir scanty living from the Zuydcr Zee. The neighbourhood
was desolate marsh-land. Upon this unpromising site the city

arose, and became in time the capital of tho commercial world,

roatness was chiefly due to advantages derived from its

position. The original village offered security to fugitives from

Flanders, and their intelligence and skill laid the foundation of

manufactures and commerce. In 1313 William III. granted
t tli'' Baltic merchants exemption from tolls at Dort a privi-

lege afterwards extended to Amsterdam. The city joined the

Hanse League, and in 1342 it became necessary to enlarge its

boundaries. In 1368 the Swedish king assigned to Amsterdam
a district of the Isle of Schonen, as already noticed.

War was entered upon in 1437 with the Hanso Towns, or

Osterlings. This resulted in an extension of the trade of the

Northern Netherlands, and in the acquisition of new commer-
cial advantages from Sweden, and soon after from Norway and
Denmark. In 1452 Amsterdam was burnt down, and a vast

quantity of merchandise destroyed. Twenty years sufficed to

restore the city, and to render it independent of the Hanse

protection, from which it severed itself in 1472. The trade

from this date increased even more rapidly than before. In

1482 tho inhabitants fortified their capital ; by 1500, commer-
cial relations had been established with Iceland and Russia.

Merchants from every European country met on its Exchange,
and it owned a mercantile fleet of two hundred sail. It was the

emporium of grain and foreign produce for Central Europe.
Without any native timber, a forest was used in piles, and

large fleets were built and maintained. Surrounded by a barren

waste, the city was a vast granary, and a storehouse of tho

fruits of the earth. Fishermen, more expert than elsewhere,
made great hauls of herrings, yet no native-grown hemp could

be obtained for their nets, or sufficient iron for their fish-hooks.

No happy accidents or natural advantages favoured the city, yet
"tho sea not only bathed its walls, but entered among its

streets ; and the fleets of its merchantmen, as seen from the

ramparts, lay so crowded together, that vision was intercepted

by the thick forest of masta and yards."

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. XXIII.

IMPRESSION OF ACCIDENTAL OB COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS
ON THE VISION SUMMARY OF THESE AND KINDRED
ILLUSIONS.

IT has been shown in a former paper that when the eye is

suddenly impressed with a very brilliant coloured light, after

it is extinguished the retina remains impressed with a colour
which is usually complementary to the one first observed.

Complementary colours mean any two colours that will, when
combined together, form white light ; in fact, any two colours

which contain red, yellow, and blue. Thus a brilliant yellow
light would leave upon the eye the impression of lavender or
violet light, composed of rod and blue ; a green would leave
a red, and, vice versd, a black m&y impress the retina with
white ; and frequently where a dissolving view on a large screen
is suddenly darkened off or obscured, it leaves the dark out-

lines impressed for a few seconds on the retina of the eye as

distinct white lines, and this effect the writer has often

witnessed whilst observing the rapid dissolving away of the

picture of a map.
The effect can be well shown by pasting some strips, say of

bright-red paper, in the form of a cross, on a sheet of white
cardboard. If the oxy-hydrogen light is projected from a

lantern, with condenser lenses, on to tho red cross, and the

spectator directed to stare at it steadily, on suddenly removing
the card with the red cross, and leaving another plain white
card behind, it will usually be noticed that nearly all those

who are watching the experiment will nebum that the? Me a
green CTOM, faint of ooorne ; bat still quite afleientlr defined
to enable them to be rare that it u no. If, instead of the
red crom, green is need, red remain* vfefble, and black, a*
already stated, become* white.

These effect* are described by Sir D. Brew*tr ae " aeeidenou
colour*," and he appean to regard them as synonymous with
the term already explained, namely, complementary colours.
Brewtter thus explains the phenomenon > "When the eye has
been for some time fixed on the red cross, the part of the
retina occupied by the red image U strongly *rrfoH. or, as it

were, deadened by its continued action. The sensibility to red
light will therefore be diminished ; and, consequently, when the

eye is turned from the red cross to the white card the Vadned
portion of the retina will be insensible to the red rays which
form part of the white light from the paper, and consequently
will see the paper of that colour which arises from all the rays
in the white light of the paper bat the red ; that is, of a bluish-

green colour, which is, therefore, the true complementary colour
of tho red cross."

" When a black cross is placed on a white ground, the portion
of the retina on which the black image falls, in place of being
deadened, is protected, as it were, by the absence of light,
while all the surrounding parts of the retina, being excited by
the white light of the paper, will be deadened by its continual

action. Hence, when the eye is directed to the white card, it

will see a white cross corresponding to the black image on the

retina, so that the accidental colour of black is white."
For the same reason, if a white cross is placed on a black

ground, and viewed steadfastly for some time, the eye will

always see a black cross; so that the accidental colour of

white is black.

The same author remarks,
"

It is not, however, necessary
that the eye should be strongly impressed previously by some
coloured light, as the phenomena of accidental colours are
sometimes seen without it."

Brewstcr states that in order to see this class of phenomena he
found the following method the simplest and the best :

"
Having

lighted two candles, hold before one of them a piece of coloured

glass, suppose bright red, and remove the other candle to such
a distance that tho two shadows of any body formed upon a

piece of white paper may be equally dark. In this case one of

the shadows will be red, and the other green. With blue glass,
one of them will be blue and the other orange yellow, the one

being invariably the accidental, or complementary colour of the

other. The very same effect may be produced in daylight by
two holes in a window-shutter ; the one being covered with a
coloured glass, and the other transmitting the white light of

the sky."
Here, however, it may be remarked, that the disturbing

cause is evidently the coloured light upon which the eye is

most likely to gaze intently first, and although the colourless

light is side by side, still it amounts to nothing more than

moving the eye suddenly from a red wafer to another part of

the paper where there is no red wafer. The eye is thus

impressed with green, and therefore it cannot be said, in the

cases quoted by Brewster, that the phenomena of accidental

colours are best seen when the eye has not been impressed
with any coloured object, because it is impressed by the red or

blue light obtained from the candle, or the rays of the sun

passing through glass coloured blue or red. What the writer

insists upon, is that in these cases it will always be found

that there is coloured light of some sort to set up the effect

of accidental colour.

In the experiments devised and described by Mr. Rose, how-

ever, in a paper on "
Persistence," it is clearly shown that with

no colour whatever to look upon, and only gazing on a white

card whilst tho stray light falling on it is gradually reduced

and restored, the white glare of light passes into various grada-
tions of coloured light.

This very interesting experiment is thus described :
" Aa

intensely white card is held before the eye, whilst a stronj

light falling on it is gradually reduced and restored. As tho

light is reduced the whiteness passes into yellow, orange, red,

and sometimes thence int blue. Whilst at other times colour:

intermediate between red and blue are apprehended, the gradual
reduction of the light brings up the colour by successive steps
and in reverse order to whiteness. All eyes, as might be ex-
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pocted, are not affected alike by these experiments ; but all see

whiteness passing into yellow, orange, and blue, and blue

returning back in deep orange, yellow, and white. The
restoration of the light is on the whole less satisfactory than
its reduction, for when by reduction a deeply intense blue is

obtained, the light cannot, to some eyes, be restored slowly

enough to prevent a sudden change to deep orange. The colours

that succeed each other, as the light is gradually reduced, have
none of the accepted relations between any given colour and its

complement. The white is not succeeded by thin blackness,
the yellow by faint purple, or the orange invariably by blue ;

but the different hues do come up in an order that suggests the

great probability that what we name colour is only the various

affection of the optic nerve by a greater or lesser quantity of light

radiating from, a focal point in an imperfect reflector."

The above experiment was the result of accident. Mr. Eose
had been looking upon a white surface lying near a powerful

gas-light, when his arm having caught the tap and reduced the

light, his attention was drawn to a sudden change from white

to red.

Another experiment of great beauty and interest was also

suggested to him by an accidental circumstance. He was

observing the effect of flashes of light, intermittent artificial

light, on a revolving disc having twelve large circular black

spaces ranged equidistantly around the margin. It was broad

day, and the window-shutters were closed to exclude the

natural light. In the course of the experiment the shutter

started open and admitted a little daylight, when the remark-
able appearance was presented of twelve blue circular spaces lying

upon a zone of bright orange. Mr. Hose regarded this at the

time as simply the presentation of a complementary colour

under singular conditions that kept it permanently before the

eye ; but as leisure afforded him opportunity to repeat the

experiment, Le soon began to perceive that he had taken far

too limited an I narrow a view. The misconception arose out of

a fact connected with the painting of the discs. It was found
that lampblack alone would not give the depth and intensity

required in the devices, and to remedy the defect a little indigo
was added. The circular spaces, to the eye, were certainly
intense black and nothing more ; but it was considered that

they had a tendency to blueness, and that under the rotation

they were reduced to a lighter blue, and drew after them trains

of complementary orange, in the same way that a black fly

walking across a pane of ground-glass, backed by grey light,

is seen to draw a white spectrum after it.

But this idea was dismissed as soon as it was ascertained

that absolute unmixed black produced the same effect, and that

the nearer the artificial light approached the intensity of white-

ness, the more decided and satisfactory was the result.

How, then, is this effect to be explained ? Mr. Eose says,
" The diffused light of the zone is continually falling upon the

eye ; but the intermittent flashes find the negations, or black

portions, always in the same areas, and hence from these spaces
no part of the flash is reflected, whilst it mingles with and adds
to the diffused light in the spaces between the negations.
Now the diffused light is, we assume, intense light reduced

by distribution to blueness, and in this blueness the negative

spaces participate ; but in the rest of the zone the flash brings
up the light to such quality in relation to space as is necessary
for the presentation of orange. We have more light from diffu-

sion a j the outer and inner edges than in the centre of the

zone or ring, and hence the light blue at the inner margin and
'tho light blue passing into green at the outer margin. This
common quality of the zone is shown in the negative spaces.
But from the intervals between them there comes the diffused

light variously affected by the flash, and conveying the graduated
tints of orange."

This explanation of the effect, Mr. Eose thinks, will appear
reasonable if the conditions of the action are thoughtfully con-

sidered. Eight circular spaces of intense and absolute black-

ness produce under rotation and by persistence a nebulous

ring.
"
If," he says, "this is to be viewed as a mixture of light and

shadow, or of black and white, we cannot explain the manner of

its affection by the intermittent light, which shows the apparently
stationary negations as blue, and the remainder of the zone as

orange. But if we regard the black spaces as utter absence
of light, reducing the quantity of light for distribution over

the zone, but giving it no quality by admixture, all difficulty
is at an end. A quantity of light is then understood to be
diffused over a certain space, whence it comes modified to blue-

ness, and when this reduced light receives the impression of

the flash it is increased in relation to surface and raised to

orange."
In the "Edinburgh Journal of Science," Mr. Smith has

described a very curious instance of the change of white light
into complementary tints. In his directions for the performance
of this experiment the operator is directed to hold a strip of

white cardboard upright, about twelve inches from the eyes.
The card may be six inches long and a quarter of an inch wide.

If the eyes are now fixed upon some object at a distance of ten
or twelve feet behind it, so that the card becomes doubled, and
a lighted candle is now placed close to the right eye and shaded
from the left one, the latter will see the white strip of card

green, whilst the former will appreciate the complementary
colour, or red. On changing the candle so that the light falls

upon the left eye, the phenomena are reversed. Does this show
that artificial light generally presents an excess of the red waves
of light, and that the green is the inevitable result obtained by
first exciting the eye with a reddish light ?

We cannot better conclude these papers on the persistence of

vision and its illusions than by giving the reader a general
summary of the effects :

1. Persistence. The retention of an image by the eye, not
for an absolute instant, but for an interval an interval suffi-

cient for an object to pass over a succession of points, in all

of which it will be apprehended by the eye at the same
instant.

Illustration. A lighted stick moved rapidly in a circle

presents a ring of light, because tho eye retains an impression
of the light at any given point until the stick has returned to

the same point again.
2. Simple Persistence presents only illusions of the simplest

character, as the commingling of the elements of white light, the

composition of colour, etc.

3. Persistence under Condition of Interrupted Vision offers

an indefinite variety of illusions depending on the fact that a
disc in rapid revolution, presenting the points on its circum-

ference only for an instant to the eye, is virtually stationary ;

and any object situated in those points is distinctly seen, by
reason of its making no sensible advance during the exceed-

ingly brief interval of its apparitions.
4. Disc Action. The illusions of persistence are presented

under various arrangements of disc action, in which discs

revolving with different degrees of velocity, and bearing multi-

form devices, impress the eye with a number of images at

virtually the same instant.

5. Single Disc Action. Tolerably well known in its appli-
cation to ordinary optical experiments, and as the vehicle for

the illusions presented in the thaumatrope, etc. The single
action has this advantage in connection with the thaumatrope
and kindred devices, that it shows true form, and does not make
anamorphoses or distorted figures, in one point of view con-

fused, in another exact and regular.
6. Double Disc Action. This action produces, under certain

arrangements, almost an unlimited variety of illusions. The
double-disc movement (as arranged by Mr. Eose) consists of

two wheels, one of which receives a disc bearing the devices,

and the other a black disc perforated with a number of slots or

slits. The wheels revolve in contrary directions, and their

relative velocities can be varied at pleasure within certain limi-

tations. So far as the illusions of persistence aim at no higher

purpose than the representation of a horse leaping a gate, etc.,

the double action is less valuable than the single, because the

motion of the wheels being contrary, the diameter of the figuros
is determined by the angular motion of the slot, and thus the

normal figure of the devices is altered. For example : If

the wheels move with equal velocities the diameter is reduced

one-half, and a circle becomes an ellipse. The figure is further-

altered by any variation in the relative velocities of the two
wheels ; but if in these illusions we aim at something higher
than a mere optical toy, the double-disc action will rise in our

estimation, since it presents the most interesting illustrations of

recondite optical principles, and also examples of compound
motion, multiplication, involution, and combinations of the

most pleasing and attractive character.
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HALOS PARHELIA MIRAGE FATA MOUOANA IQNIB FATUU8
COLOURS Or CLOUDS >>N.

. phenomena of halo, jxirln-lin or inock tunt, and
r mock moon*, oro also optical i:n .-<>, and may

be accounted for in much tho BUIUO way aa tho rainbow.

1'iviiuently rin^'-' of various sizes, and more or leu
(!., ut-.-'l, iiro soon to surround tho moon; this in especially thu

case whon tho sky is covered with li^'lit < irrtin clouds, or when
Hit' air i> charged with vapour. This appearance results from

.M.; deflected a* they pass tho minuto particles of

watory valour. When these particlca are Tory small, the
nr halo, as it is frutjiu'iitly calle.l, is of large size ; and

us tii"y increase it contracts: bonce weather indications may
be drawn from its appearance. When it contracts, tho particles

are collecting into larger drops, and will probably soon full in

the form of rain ; whon, on the other hand, it spreads, they are

diminishing in size, clearly showing increasing drynoss of the air.

"When fleecy clouds intervene between tho moon and the

If we scatter a little lyoopodinra on a plat* of glaa*. and look
at any bright light through it, we shall Me ring* round it one.
what resembling the appearances we have been lieeorihiiif Th*
minute particles of thu >iu*t net npon the ray* of light in much
the same way as the watery particle* in the air do. A *Pr
effect is seen on looking through a piece of glass on which the
l.n-ath ha- <-c. I..!.-!.-.- I.

There are several other optical meteors which most just be
referred to, some of which may almost be dintingoished as
spectral illusions. The best known of these is the mirage of
the desert. Sometimes, as the traveller is passing oa over the
arid wastes of sand, he sees in tho distance the appearance of
beautiful hikes with inlands nitnated in th- in. The images of
surrounding object* are seen inverted in the water with every
appearance of reality ; bat when he hastens forward to enjoy iU
coolness, the landscape recedes from him, or entirely vanishes.
The cause of the illusion seems to be that tho surface of the

sand becomes intensely heated by the burning rays of the snn,
and hence the layers of air resting on it become much warmer
than those above. Tho rays of light are accordingly reflected,

Fig. 14. HALOS SURROUNDING THE SUN, AND PARHELIA OR MOCK SI.vs.

observer, the prismatic colours may sometimes bo seen in the
corona. These appearances are not often seen around the sun,
because its superior brightness prevents our looking at it. If,

however, wo examine it through a coloured glass, or view its

reflection in water, we shall occasionally meet with a similar

phenomenon.
The term halo is most strictly applied to luminous rings

which are at times seen surrounding the sun, as shown in Fig.
14. The form of these varies very greatly ; usually several

circles and segments are combined in the most remarkable

manner, and at tho points of intersection parhelia are frequently
observed. As many as nine of these mock suns have been seen
at one and the same time, the appearance thus presented being
very remarkable.

In this country the instances of their occurrence are but rare,
but oa we travel into arctic regions thy aro frequently met
with. They aro caused by tho refraction and reflection of the
solar rays from minute snow crystals floating in the air, and
hence are much more common in cold climates. It is recorded
that in Iceland, during the severe winter of 1615. the sun was
always accompanied by some of these appearances. Minuto

spicnlcs of ice have sometimes been observed falling during the

continuance of the halo, and the form it assumes probably
depends upon the structure of these crystals. Similar appear-
ances are sometimes seen around the moon, and aro known as

parosolciur.
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and bent out of their course. If we look at a distant object

along the surface of a red-hot poker, the rays of light will be

similarly acted npon, and we shall sometimes be able to i

inverted image of the object we are looking at.

In northern latitudes inverted images of ships have been ;

in the air, and even been identified ; by comparing logs it has
afterwards been found that their distance from one another was
so great that they would have been quite hidden by the earth's

curvature, had it not been for this remarkable change in the

refractive power of the air. An instance is also on record in

which the coast of Picardy was quite distinctly seen from

Hastings, appearing to be only a few miles distant, though
under ordinary circumstances it is quite invisible even with the

aid of the best telescopes. Similar appearances have been Men
at other places, but they are very uncommon.
The phenomenon known as tho fata morgana, occasionally

seen in the Straits of Messina, is of a somewhat similar character.

The surface of the water appears to be covered with image* of

mountains, buildings, and various other objects ; frequent!?, too,

a second image is seen inverted under the other, and the whole
scene is almost like the creation of a dream. The air above the

water seems also at times to be full of these spectral objects.

The most probable explanation is that, owing to some peculiar
state of the air, the objects on the further shore aro apparently

brought nearer, and mode to appear in the middle of the strait*.

At the some time, the images are distorted or multiplied, so that
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they can scarcely be identified. Sometimes, in addition to the

permanent scene, there appear in the foreground sheep and

cattle, or troops of men moving on in regular succession. The

appearance is only seen when the sun has attained an elevation

of about 45; the tide, too, must be fully up, and the water

pressed on by the current, so that its surface is elevated in mid-

channel.
In mountainous regions enlarged shadows of objects are

sometimes thrown on the clouds at sunrise. In the Hartz
Mountains this phenomenon has frequently been seen, and the

peasantry in the neighbourhood were long terrified by rumours
of a gigantic spectre which was said to walk along the clouds in

the early morning. Scientific observers, however, soon dis-

covered that it was merely an enlarged shadow of the traveller

projected on the clouds, every motion of his being faithfully

copied. This affords another illustration of the readiness with

which ordinary appearances are set down to supernatural causes,

\vhen a little inquiry or thought would explain them. When the

Bun is very low in the horizon similar appearances may be seen

in other localities.

The ignis fatuus sometimes called the Will-o' -the-Wisp is

another meteor which formerly excited much curiosity and
attention. It is a pale, flickering light, sometimes seen hovering
over low valleys and marshes, or over old burying-grounds.
When the observer attempts to follow and examine it, it eludes

his grasp, and sometimes disappears. It is but rarely seen in

this country now, probably owing to the fact that much of the

marshy ground has been drained and brought into cultivation.

If the places where it appears are examined by day, small

bubbles of gas may usually be seen issuing from the marsh, and
on being examined this is found to bo phosphuretted hydrogen

a gas which ignites spontaneously, and burns with a very
feeble flame.

The slight wind caused by the approach of any person is

sufficient to drive the flame away ; but by remaining perfectly

still, and shielding off the breath, a piece of paper has been

lighted from it, clearly showing that it is not merely a phos-

phorescent light. The gas probably burns during the day as

well as by night, but owing to its pale flame it is quite over-

.powered by the daylight.
It is produced from decomposing animal and vegetable sub-

stances ; hence the localities in which it is met with. Many
accounts have been given of the way in which travellers have
followed this light and been led into the depths of the marsh,
but most of these are probably exaggerated.
The colours of the clouds are not unfrequently used as a

means of foretelling the weather. The sky itself, when free

from clouds, appears to be of a fine blue colour. Overhead the

tint is deepest ;
towards the horizon it is considerably modified

by the light reflected from the mists and vapours which arise

from the earth. As we pass into regions where the air is clearer,

or ascend lofty mountains,, the sky appears of a deeper blue.

The colour is really produced by the action of the air on the

rays of light which pass through it.

When the sun is near the horizon, its rays falling on the
clouds give rise to the grand and beautiful sunsets so frequently
observed. As the quantity and condition of the watery vapour
liave a great influence in producing these gorgeous hues, we can
often prognosticate the weather by observing them. Hence the
common proverb

"
Evening red, and morning grey,
Will set the traveller on bis way ;

But evening grey, and morning red,
"Will bring down rain upon his head."

When light passes through a great thickness of air charged
with watery vapour, it is found that the blue rays are absorbed

first, and the yellow rays next
; the red rays having the greatest

penetrating power. This fact accounts for the prevalence of

red in the sky at sunrise and sunset, for then the rays fall

(almost horizontally, and thus pass through the stratum of air

resting on the earth's surface, which is that most charged with

vapour.
If the air is dry the cumulus clouds that have formed during

the day slowly sink at evening, and dissolve in the lower and
warmer strata. This produces the brilliant red and golden hues
referred to in the proverb. The fact of the clouds being dis-

solved at a time when the temperature is falling, is a proof of

tlie dryness of the air.

A high red dawn also indicates fine weather, since the colour

here is produced by the thickness of the vapoury layer through
which the rays pass, and not by its unusual quantity. When,
however, the sky is red and lowering, it indicates a super-
abundance of vapour in the act of condensation, and rain is at

hand.

One of the surest indications of wet is afforded by a green
or greenish-yellow tint in the sky. If at evening the golden
hues of the clouds begin to merge into this, storms or rain may
be looked for ; but when they change to orange and red, the

weather will probably remain settled.

There are many other indications of weather, but these for

the most part can only be acquired by long-continued obser-

vations.

We have thus in a hasty way looked at the more important
meteorological phenomena and their explanations, and can only

hope that the student will be tempted to pursue the study of

the science yet further, and lend his aid to the elucidation of

some of the complicated questions still remaining unsettled.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LXXVII.
159. INVERSION.

(1.) In all the cases preceding, the natural order of the lead-

ing parts has been preserved ; that is, the subject first, the

copula next, and the predicate last. But for the sake of giving

special emphasis to particular words, this order is often in-

verted. Thus the real or logical subject is made emphatic by
being put after the copula, the pronoun eg taking its place as

a grammatical subject; as, e8
fyefct

bie gvctfycit if)te Satyne auf, liberty

uplifts her standard. When, again, either the copula or the

predicate is to be rendered emphatic, they exchange places ;

thus (predicate emphatic), fierten muffcn 2Ulc, die must all. The
chief places in which the copula receives the stress, are

(a.) In direct questions ; as, fd;rcibt bet SJlann?

(b.) In imperatives ; as, fprcd;cn @ie mit U;m.

(c.) In the case of ntoijen, when used to express a wish ; as,

moge eS bcr Jj?immcl gebcn !

(d.) In cases where surprise (generally with bO$) is to be ex-

pressed ; as, ift bocfy bte @tabt rme gcfetyrt !

(2.) When, on any one of those words which, in the natural

order, come between the copula and the predicate, we wish to

lay special emphasis, it must be put either before the other

words standing between the copula and the predicate, or else

before the subject. In this latter case, however, the subject

and the copula exchange places ; thus, nur son drblem farm (SttcS

fiammcn ;
where the common order would be, 6ble8 fann nut on

Kent ftammen. These inversions, however, chiefly occur when

principal and subordinate sentences are connected by conjunc-

tions.

160.-SENTENCES : PRINCIPAL AND SUBORDINATE.

(1.) A principal sentence is one that expresses by itself an

independent proposition; thus, "It was reported;" "He de-

serves ;

" " John toils."

(2.) A subordinate sentence is one that serves as the comple-
ment to a principal sentence, and without which it conveys no

complete idea. Thus, in the expressions,
"
It was reported,

that the town was taken ;

" " He deserves, that we should de-

fend him
;

" " John toils, although he is rich ;

"
the first, in

each case, is the principal, and the second the subordinate sen-

tence.

(3.) In the natural order, the principal precedes the subordi-

nate sentence. But this order is often reversed ; in which case

the order of the subject and the copula in the principal sentence

is also reversed. Thus, in the natural order we say, id) nxtfj, tag

cr tS nicf)t tl;un fann, I know that he cannot do it. Putting the

subordinate sentence first, it will stand : fcajj er e3 nifyt tfjun fann,

njcifi tcf>, that he cannot do it, Icnciv I.

(4.) WT

hen, however, the subordinate sentence comes in after

the copula (that is, before a part only) of the principal sentence,

the natural order of the latter remains unchanged ; as, id) fanb,

aU id) in Senbcn anfam, metncn Sreunb ittcJjt.

(5.) In subordinate sentences, the common order of the lead-

ing parts differs from that of the principal sentences, in making
the' copula come last, that is, in making the copula and the pre-

dicate exchange places. For example :
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He,
JTcr,

3d; n>eij,

lir fajt,

<ir if) orm,

ter mir ten 83rUf

who to me the 1

teji'cn }
ran

itH' id; tbn gefeb,en

taji ct (I iiu^t tljuu

u>cil cr fc^t trage

Iruujltt.

if.

b,ab<-

f .11111.

ill.

(6.) Tho subordinate sentence is unually oonnocto'i with the
.\1 ono by moans of some conjunctive word. The con-

: <1 so employed is either a relative pronoun, a rola-

. ivri>, or some conjunction proper, expressing cause,

condition, purpose, limitation, or the like. See the examples
under the preceding paragraph.

(T.) Tho conjunctions employed in connecting principal with
subordinate sentences

MH.

3)il.

Da.

Dafern.

Damit.

Dap.
Dieweil.

Gb,e.

3c.

3e nad;tem.

3ntem.

Slattern.
9iun.

Ob.

Dbgleid;.

Dbfd;on.

Cbtvi'b.1.

SBenn gfeid;.

2Benn frfjen.

SBemi aud;.

28ie.

2Bie aud;.

2Bten>ob,l.

2Bo.

SBofern.

Scittem.

llmjcacbjet.

aB4b,nt.
SBeil.

2Bcnn.

SBtnn nid;t.

These all remove the copula to the end of the sentence.
is sometimes omitted ; in which cose the copula stands,

not at the end, but just as in a principal sentence ; thus, er fagt,

r fonr.c fdjrcibcn.

u n?cnn is left out, the subject and copula stand as in a
question ; thus, tocnn id? el gefd;rieben b,attc, ic., or (without luenn)

tyStte id; tt gefd;rieben, fo rourte id; tt 3lmen gefagt fyaben.

(8.) The following are the conjunctive adverbs, which are
used to connect subordinate sentences with principal ones, after
the manner of real conjunctions :

'Jlupertem.
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3d; fyattc <oicl auf mcinc d;ieftcr.

3d; fann il;n gut Icibcn.

3d; fann mid; nid;t barauf fceftnncn.

3d; fvage nictytS barnad;.

3d; fann ten COJann md;t auSfhtyen.

3d; tt;ate c fcltcc ntd;t.

3d; and; nid;t.

3d; Mfl * wit 3I)nen fo genau nid;t

neljmcn.

3d; Inn baljtntcr gcfommcn.

3d; taffe eS gdjcn, me c3 nrift.

3d; moctyte bod; ttnffen, tea 8 er or

|at.

3f;m fattt {ebe -Sllciuigfcit auf

Sfyvc S'leben ftimmen nictyt ufccretn.

3n 33cfd;Iag nefymcn.

3(1 mir'S ted;, al3 n>emt id; fie [ebon

trgcnbttjo gcfct;cn fyatte.

3cbermann mag itjn gut tctbcn

Jvel;rcn @ie ftd; nid;t an tt)n.

.Stein SStatt or ben 2)iunb ndjmett.

tfuvj angebunbcn fcin.

Sangen @ic
jtt,

mctne -erren.

Saffen ie mid; bafftr forgot.

Saffcn ie mid; jnfrieben.

Saffen ie cinen Slrjt (;otcn

Saffen @ie un3 nicfjt unein3 njcrbcn.

Sofd;en ie baS Sicfjt au.

3Kan
I)
alt e8 u&cratt fur tt)at;r.

Slftan fagt, cr t;ate ftd> umgcbrad;t.

Sftan fteljordjt unS.

jJicin IJiadj&ar lajjt mir fagen.

2)Jein SScvtuanbter Ijanbett mit ud;.

bir

SJJit grfcnujmf?.

9totf; uub n>ctjj ftcd;en son rinanbcr ai.

djcnfcn ic bie lafcr soil

cine te((e nmft jatyrttd; nur if;un

bcrt utfccn a&.

@e(jen ie 3I;rcit -ut auf.

ie tyat ifjn barum gctn\id;t.

ie ergviffen ba3 -afcnpaniec, or

@ie nal;men StcipaiiS.

@ie gcfccn mir itumer bie @d;utb.
@ie miiffcn ftd; nid;t an

iT;it
fcfircn.

@ie fir.b som rcdjten 2Bcge o6ijcfom<

men.

@ie tfjun ber @ad;e ju iet.

@ie muffcn ftctj ba au8 bem inne

fdjtagen.

@ie mad;t al(e 3JJoben mit

@ie Ijafcen e3 getroffcn.

@ie tljun fe^r tefaitnt mit einanber

S3or eincr f;a(5cn tunbe lag tS mir

auf ber 3unge.
SBaS gef;t ba8 mid; an ?

SQ3a8 ^ilft mir' ?

2BaS fattt 3^ncn ein?

2BaS icottte id; bod; fagcn ?

Sffieit gefct;It.

SBcnn id; fie ju fe^cn tefomme.

SBcnn'S mir fel;t fd;tagt.

SBenn id; anberS red;t bavan Hit.

2Bie fonncnie fo(d;e infatte t;a6en?

2Bie fonntc cr fid; fo etn>ai? traumen

taffen ?

SBenn id; an 3f;rer tette h)5re, fo

JBurbc id; mit ber ad;e nidjtS ju

fd;affen ^a6en.

SBU seraorebeten un3, e tt:d;felHjeife

yi ttjun.

SBie fcrad;ten ie bort 3^re 3eit $11?

I set a great store by my sister.

I like him well.

I cannot recollect it.

I do not care for it.

I cannot bear the man.
I would not do it.

Nor I either.

I won't stand upon it with

you.
I have found it out.

I let thing's go as they will.

I should like to know what he
is about. [attention.

Every little matter catches his

Their accounts do not agree.
To seize (goods).
I fancy, I must have seen her

somewhere.
He is liked by every one.

Never mind him.

To speak fearlessly.
To be irritable.

Help yourselves, gentlemen.
Let me alone for that.

Let me alone.

Send for a physician.
Let there be no -difference be-

tween us.

Put the candle out.

It is believed everywhere.
He is said to have destroyed

himself.

"We are overheard.

My neighbour sends me word.

My relation deals in cloth.

Without much ado ; as. easy as

possible.

By your leave. [contrast.
Red and white present a great
Fill the glasses up to the brim.

His situation is worth only one
hundred florins a year.

Put your hat on.

She made him lose it.

They took to their heels.

You always blame me.
You must not mind him.

You have lost your way.
[far.

You are carrying the thing too

You must banish that from

your mind.

She always follows the fashion

You have hit the mark

They act very familiarly with
one another.

Half an hour ago, I had it at

my tongue's end.

What is that to me ?

What am I the better for it ?

What an idea !

What was I going to say ?

You are quite out.

If I get a sight of her.

If I do not succeed.

If I am not mistaken, [thing ?

How can you think of such a
How could he harbour such a

thought ?

If I were in your place, I would
have nothing to do with the

affair.

It was agreed upon between us
to do it by turns.

How did you spend your time

there ? [watch ?

What is the matter with your

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
XXVI.

POPE AND THE CONTEMPORARY POETS (continued).

To the same class of writings in many respects as the "
Essay-

on Man" belong those which we have next to consider the
" Moral Essays." But these are not, like the "

Essay on

Man," philosophical treatises attempting to solve the great

enigmas of the universe. They deal with human nature in
detail the diversities and eccentricities of character. They
contain the most brilliant and life-like pictures of individual

character, and show Pope's powers of satire in their highest
perfection. The first epistle is on the "

Knowledge and Cha-

racter of Men." In it, after speaking at length of tha

inconsistencies and seeming incomprehensibility of men's
characters and conduct,, ho develops his favourite theory,
that there is a key to be found to every character in the

ruling passion j
and he concludes with some most striking

examples, both humorous and pathetic, of the "
ruling passion

strong in death." The second epistle, "On the Characters

of Women," is equally brilliant. The third and fourth epistles,

on the " Use of Biches," afford Pope an admirable oppor-

tunity for the use of his varied powers. Our limited space
will not allow us to quote more than a single example ; but
the picture is one of the most wonderful ever drawn by any
satirist :

" Where London's column, pointing to the skies,

Like a tall bully, lifts its head, and lies,

There dwelt a citizen of sober fame,
A plain good man, and Balaam was bis name ;

Religious, punctual, frugal, and so forth,
His word would pass for more than be was worth ;

One solid dish his week-day meal affords,

An added pudding solemnised the Lord's.

Constant at church and 'change, his gains were sure,.

His givings rare, save farthings to the poor.
The devil was piqued such saintship to behold,

And longed to tempt him like good Job of old :

But Satan now is wiser than of yore,
And tempts by making rich, not making poor.
Roused by the Prince of Air, the whirlwinds sweepi
The surge, and plunge bis father in the deep ;

Then full against his Cornish lands they roar,

And two rich shipwrecks bless the lucky shore.

Sir Balaam now, he lives like other folks,

He takes his chirping pint, and cracks his jokes;
'Live like yourself,' was soon my lady's word,

And, lo ! two puddings smoked upon the board.

Asleep and naked as an Indian lay,

An honest factor stole a gem away :

He pledged it to the knight : the knight had wit.

So kept the diamond, and the rogue was bit.

Some scruple rose ; but thus he eased his thought,.

I'll now give sixpence where I gave a groat,

Where once I went to church I'll now go twice

And am so clear too of all other vice.'

The tempter saw his time, the work he plied :.

Stocks and subscriptions pour on every side,

Till all the demon makes his full descent

In one abundant shower of cent, per cent.,

Sinks deep within him, and possesses whole.
Then dubs director and secures his soul.

Behold Sir Balaam, now a man of spirit,

Ascribes his getting to his parts and merit ;
^

What late he called a blessing now was wit, ]

And God's good providence a lucky hit.

Things change their titles as our manners turn-;

His counting-house employed the Sunday morn:

Seldom at church ('twas such a busy life),

But duly sent his family and wife ;

There (so the devil ordained) one Christmas-tide

My good old lady catched a cold and died.

A nymph of quality admires our knight :

.He marries, bows at court, and grows polite;

Leaves the dull cits, and joins (to please the fair)/

The well-bred cuckolds in St. James's air.

First for his son a gay commission buys,

Who drinks, games, fights, and in a duel dies.

His daughter flaunts a viscount's tawdry wife,

And, wretched, wears a coronet for life.

In Britain's Senate he a seat obtains,

And one more pensioner St. Stephen gains.
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My Imly fall* to play : to bad her ohanoe,
lit rrj.iiir it

; takes a bribe from Frunc* :

>UBO impeach him; Couiuicubjr harangue*;
iruke him, and Sir llalaam hangs,

i, con, and daughter, Satan, are thy own,
His wealth, yet doarer, forfeit to the crown.
The devil and the king divide tbe prise,
And ad Sir Balaam curses Qod and dies."

The most important work of puro satire which Pope produced
tlio

"
I'lmriu.l,'' a sort of mock-heroic poem in which tho

glory and triumph of Dnlnoss, tho election of tho King of tho

noes, and tho flolomnitios on tho occasion are related wit)

tho utmost seriousness, and with extreme humour, sometimes
mixe.l with a good deal of coarseness both of idea and expres-
sion. The plan of tho poem was, no doubt, in part suggested

\ den's satire of "
MaoFlocknoe," though the two works

have very little in common. Tho first book of the " Dnnciad
opens with an excellent description of the Empire of Dulness, anc
then goes on to relate the election of a successor to the throne
of Dulness, in place of Eusden, the city poet, lately deceased.
In the first edition of the "Dnnciad," Pope assigned the bad
eminence to Theobald, a man who unquestionably merited the
title of dull, and who had been one of the many antagonists ol

Pope, and his rival as an editor of Shakespeare. In the second
rsion of tho poem the whole drift of the satire is changed,

and in place of Theobald we find as King of the Dunces Colley
fibber, a writer of plays very popular in their day, and who, with
all his faults, certainly by no means deserved to bo called dull.

In the second book, which is the most ingenious, the most
humorous, and the most severe of the whole satire, the poet, in
mutation of the games in which the ancient epic poets took so
much pleasure, gives an inimitable description of the contests
and trials of skill held in honour of the election of the monarch.
In the third and fourth books we have an account of various
scenes at the court of Dulness ; and a wonderful picture in
mock-heroic strains of the gradual extinction of Sense, Wit,
and Learning, and of the power of Dulness enveloping the
whole world. This satire gave Pope an opportunity of doing
two things first, of entering his genuine protest against
and thoroughly exposing the bad taste, useless learning, and
misapplied ingenuity which he saw around ; and, secondly, of

taking a signal revenge upon all those in the world of letters
from whose attacks, provoked or unprovoked, he had suffered.
Not one of them escapes ; not one of them but is exhibited in a
light equally ludicrous and contemptible.
But there are fow of Pope's poems, on matters of everyday

life, in which his powers of satire are not to be traced. The
lines in his "Epistle to Arbuthnot" in which ho sketches,
with wonderful discrimination and but pardonable exaggeration,
the strength and the weakness of Addison are well known,
but not too well known to bear quotation :

" Were there one whose fires

True genius kindles, and fair fame inspires 5

Blessed with each talent, and each art to please,
And born to write, converse, and live with ease <

Should such a man, too fond to rule alone,
Bear, like the Turk, no brother near the throne,
View him with scornful, yet with jealous eyes,
And hate for arts that caused himself to rise

;'Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,
And, without sneering, teach the rest to sneer ;

"Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,
Just hint a fault, and hesitate dislike :

Alike reserved to blame or to commend,
A timorous foe, and a suspicions friend;
Dreading e'en fools, by flatterers besieged,
And so obliging that he ne'er obliged ;

Like Cato, give his little senate laws,
And sit attentive to his own applause ;

While wits and Templars every sentence raise,
And wonder with a foolish face of praise :

Who but must laugh, if such a man there bef
Who would not weep, if Atticus wero he ?

"

In its bright and sparkling humour, the most akin to the
satires among Pope's poems is tho delightful "Rape of the
Lock ;

"
indeed, in one sense, it might be colled a satire. Tho

occasion of the piece was the adventure of a young nobleman
who presumed furtively to cut a lock of hair from the head

of a fair lady. Tho incident led to MI estnutgWMitt bd
the two families, anil 1'ope is Mid to hava written hi*
with the benevolent intention of bringing about a i

an object in which he succeeded.
It has already been Mid that Pop*, like all tbe poet* of UM

ame school, U, for one no greatM be wo, deficient in tbe power
of depicting passion or moving our sympathies. Tbe two aowt
important poems, in which tbe interest is mainly founded upon
tbe pathetic, are the "

Elegy on tbe Death of an Unfortunate
Lady," and the "

Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard." Tbe first of
these is full of beauty and tenderness. But it reveals too little,

discloses too little of the melancholy story to which it refers,
and it is too studied and regular to appeal very strongly to tbe

feelings of the reader. The "
Epistle of EloUa to Abelard " is

of far higher power. It is founded in part upon tbe real
letters of Eloisa to Abolard, written after long years of separa-
tion ; and, like them, it is supposed to be written from tbe
convent of which she has long been at the head. To express tbe
tempest of passion in tho hour of its violence would have been
a task very uncongenial to the genius of Pope. A passion, not
dead indeed, but subdued, chastened, controlled by long yean
of penitence and self-discipline, was a subject better suited to
his powers ; so that this is one of tho finest of his poems.

It is generally true in England, at least that those poets
who have touched most powerfully the chords of human
passion have also been most sensitive to the influence of
external nature, and the keenest observers of its beauties.
The poets of Queen Anne's day, as they were deficient in

power over the emotions, were no less wanting in genuine
appreciation of external nature. They are at home only in the

city, in the club, among men and women living in a highly
artificial state of culture. And this characteristic is very ap-
parent in Pope's country poems, such as the " Pastorals

" and
Windsor Forest." No one can fail to admire them for tbe

beauty of their diction and versification. Their ideas, too, are

always appropriate. But they are unreal. They have nothing
of the open air about them, none of the true breath of the green
field and the wood.

There remains one great work of Pope which we cannot leave
unnoticed his translation of Homer. Of all the poet's works
this was the one from which he derived incomparably the

largest pecuniary profit ; and it probably contributed more
than any other to establish his fame. Nor is this remarkable.

Pope translated the "Iliad" and one-half of the "Odyssey;"
and his translation is, undoubtedly, a great poem. The actual
sense of the original is throughout preserved with substantial

accuracy ; and tho language and versification are faultless.

And in Pope's day, while men's taste in poetry was what it then

was, no one looked for anything more ; a version which repro-
duced the old Greek bard more faithfully would not have been
admired or appreciated. But, in truth, no great poet was ever
so ill qualified to translate Homer as Pope, just as no genera-
tion of Englishmen wero ever so ill qualified fairly to estimate a
translation of Homer as the generation among whom Pope
lived. The finish, the antithetical neatness of Pope's diction,
the even monotony of his verse, with its uniform rhyming
couplets, are the very opposite of Homer's characteristics.

The result is that, as was said by a contemporary critic,

.hough the poem is a great poem,
"

it is not Homer." In tone,

>pirit, and character it is wholly unlike tho original.

Pope's prose satires need little comment. Some of his

papers in the Scriblerns series are very humorous, but they a*o

altogether inferior to his poetical satires.

John Gay was one of the most eminent of the minor poets in

;he society which surrounded Pope and Swift. Witty, genial,

cindly, and affectionate, he was not only popular with the

public, but singularly beloved by his friends. He received
more than one fortune, but always lost them ; made much
money by his works, but never kept it ; was a favourite with
.he great, but never received any public advancement; and
' died unpensioned with a hundred friends," having for many
years lived as a kind of favoured pensioner in the household of
lie Duke and Duchess of Queensberry. His most important
works are a series of pastorals published under tbe name of
' The Shepherd's Week ;

"
his Fables ;

"
Trivia," a burlesque

>r satire upon London life ; and, above all, the "
Beggar's

)pera." This last was the most successful piece that bad ever
been acted. It became the rage in a moment, U said to nave
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for some time driven Italian opera from the stage, and is by no
means forgotten yet. An accomplished critic has truly said of

Gay that in his ballads " there is a peculiar, hinted, pathetic
sweetness and melody. It charms and melts you. It is inde-

finable, but it exists ; and is the property of John Gay's and
Oliver Goldsmith's best verse, as fragrance is of a violet, or

freshness of a rose."

A very different career was that of Matthew Prior. He was
of very humble origin, being the son of a vintner in Whitehall ;

and we find him in his after-days of prosperity and distinction

often reproached with his ignoble birth. His first literary
effort was "The Town and Country Mouse" of which he
wrote the greater part a burlesque poem intended to ridicule

Dryden's
" Hind and the Panther." This brought him to the

knowledge of influential men, and was the source of his ad-

vancement in life. He became secretary to the embassy at the

Hague, and ultimately rose to the important post of British

ambassador in Paris for King William III. and Queen Anne.
Prior's poems are for the most part short lyrical pieces on
occasional subjects. They are little read now ; but they
are light, easy, and graceful, showing much knowledge of

men and much humour, though not without the taint of

coarseness.

There are very few poets whose reputation has so clearly

illustrated the fluctuations in popular taste from age to age as

that of Edward Young. He was born in 1681 and died in 1765,
thus surviving for some years most of those of whom we have
to speak in this lesson. And indeed, except in the artificial

character of his poems, he has not very much in common with

the school of Pope. Young was a clergyman, though he seems
to have taken orders rather in disappointment at his want of

success in other employments than from any great devotion to

the sacred calling. In the Church, too, he seems ever to have

indulged hopes of success and advancement which were never

realised. He became a soured, disappointed, and discontented

man, unhappy in himself, and not very amiable or attractive

to those about him. His great work the only one which is

now much remembered is the "
Night Thoughts," a series of

nine meditations on subjects whose solemn character is suited

to the Night, to which they are assigned. In these somewhat

gloomy meditations we may well suppose that Young sought
relief from his own vexation and bitterness.

There are but a few more among the poets of this age who

ought not to pass wholly unnoticed, though we can do little

more than mention their names. Thomas Parnell was another

of Pope's literary friends and followers. He was an Irishman

by birth and education, and held a living in that country. The
work by which he is best known is his poetical tale of " The
Hermit." Sir Samuel Garth was a physician of eminence. He
is known by his poem,

" The Dispensary." This poem is a fairly

successful example of that easiest of all forms of literature, the

burlesque. Sir Richard Blackmore was likewise a physician in

extensive practice. His works are enormously voluminous ;

epic after epic flowed from his pen, few of which were read at

the time, and none of them now. He is remembered chiefly by
Pope's satiric attacks upon him in the " Dunciad.

1 ' The same

may be said of Ambrose Philips, a writer of pastorals and
other shorter pieces. His reputation was great during his life.

His very name would probably hardly be remembered now, had
not Pope given him immortality.

In our opening lesson in English Literature (Vol. IV., p. 50)
we gave brief but clear definitions of the eight great periods
into which the literature of our country, or of "

English-

speaking nations," may be divided. Of these we have treated

six, in due order and succession, bringing under the notice

of our readers the most prominent writers in each, and the

most noted of their various works. The termination of the

sixth period from 1689 to 1727 is the close of what has been
termed the Augustan Age of English Literature, which boasted
of the exquisite taste and fancy of Addison, the correct and

polished style of Pope, the scathing satire of Swift, the spark-

ling wit of Arbuthnot, and the sound sense and facile language
of Steele. These men, with one exception, as it has been justly

observed, "corrected the indecency of the vicious school intro-

duced at the Restoration," and aa the pioneers of a better,

healthier state of English letters and learning, laid the founda-
tion of a new era of our literature, which, after smouldering
through the seventh period, that closed at the end of the

eighteenth century or thereabouts, warmed and brightened aa

years passed on, until it culminated in the brilliant roll of
modern writers, of whom Scott and Byron, Hallam and
Macaulay, Prescott and Motley, Thackeray and Dickens, Ten-
nyson and Longfellow, and Ruskin and Carlyle, may bo re-

garded as the "bright particular stars."

To do justice to the merits and writings of such men as these
would occupy more space than could conveniently be given ;

and we are therefore forced to bring these lessons to a close
with a very short sketch of each of the remaining periods
namely, that which is intermediate between the Augustan Ago
and the great revival of romantic literature at the end of the

eighteenth century, and that which was the dawn of the revived
romantic school.

LESSONS IN SPANISH. XXIY.
THE CONJUNCTION.

CONJUNCTIONS are simple that is, such as consist of a singl&
word ; or conjunctive phrases, such as consist of more than one
word. They may bo divided according to their meaning into
the following classes :

1. Copulative, which simply unite words or sentences together;
as, y, and; tambien, also.

2. Disjunctive, which connect words or sentences at tho same
time that they disjoin the sense ; as, 6, or.

3. Adversative, which express opposition of meaning while

they connect; as, mas, but; pero, but; sin embargo, notwith-

standing,
4. Comparative, which serve to compare words or preposi-

tions ; as, como, as ; asi, so ; como si, as if.

5. Conditional, which express a condition; as, si, if; con tal

que, provided that.

6. Concessive, which serve .to express something granted ; as,

aunque, even if ; dado que, granted that.

7. Conclusive, which express a conclusion or inference ; as,
do aqui, hence ; por esto, therefore.

8. Causal, which express a cause or reason ; as, porque, be-

cause; pues que, since.

9. Temporal, which serve to express a relation of time ; as,
antes que, before ; despues que, after.

10. Final, which express an end or purpose ; as, para que,
that, in order that ; a fin do que. to the end that.

MANNER OF USING CERTAIN CONJUNCTIONS.

Sino, meaning but, is used aftor a negative, unless tho verb
be repeated ;

and pero or was, also meaning but, is used when,
no negative precedes ; as

El reino do Dios no esta en The kingdom of God is not in

palabras, sino en vertud, word, but in power.
Ella es hermosa, paro (or mas) S/ia is beautiful, but she is not

no C3 prudeiite, prudent.

If aftar a negative tha verb be repeated, pero or was is to b9
used instead of sino ; as

Ella no lo di.jo a Juan, pero (or She did not tell it to John, but she

mas) lo dijo a Pedro, told it to Peter.

Sino, meaning except, is used after an interrogation or after ?v

negative ; and mtnos, also meaning except, is used when no
interrogative or negative precedes, both words being rendered
in English by but ; as

iQuien lo liizo sino el carpin- Who did it but the carpenter?
'

tero?

Ninguno hay bueno sino solo There is no one good but GO&
Dios, alone.

Vinieron todos meuos el juez, They all came but the judge.

The conjunction but is used in English with such a variety of

meanings that it is necessary, before rendering it into Spanish,
to find what other word or words it really represents, aa this

latter word or phrase is generally that which is used to repre-
sent it in Spanish ; thus

I am distant from death but Un solo paso dislo yo d Zd

(only) one stop, muerte.

We have but (no more than) No tvnemos mas de cinco panes
five loaves and two fishes, y dos peces.

He arrived but (not till) yester- No llego hasta ayer.

day,
I cannot but (do less than) go, To no pucdo mhws de ir.
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.i but (done no mart titan) El no ha heeho nwu yue irM.

gODO (i.e., ho lm but jit tfOUe),
lint

(if
it \cert tu>t) (or ma, bo Si no fuett por tni, A pere-

wouM purisli, c-. !

i,

in no ona of them but llo hay niiijuno de tllo* que no

(who it not) in a p ea general
II" Mai : : i > tliA Tillage Nitijun dia /W al Jujar 7144 no

but ((/tat nut) ho returned drunlc, uoloiio borracho.

It \\ ill at onco bo perooived that tho irregularity in tho nso
(' is chargoablo to tho English, not tho Spanish

1 i tho latter but is not usod with ton different mean-
:n in Kiitflish.

: unless is to bo rondorod in Spanish by d
mtnos do qua, or by tho word or words which it really ropro-

as

:i do nothing unless you Na-la. hard, d nWnoe de que vmd.

speak (may XJ><M/:) to him, Is luillf,

No inn 1 cm !<! tlioso miracles Ntngnnn puede hacer eilos mila-

nuloss (if not) God be (s/ioiiiii be) grot, si Dios no etumere eon t\.

with him,

Tho conjunction except, whon it means the same as unless, is

rendered in Spanish in tho same manner ; and when it means
privation as, for instance, in tho sentence "

I bought all his

books except tho histories
' '

it is rendered by menos, less,

Tho conjunction wlicthcr is to bo rendered in Spanish by si or

que, and sometimes by tho subjunctive of tho verb scr; as

I doubt whether (that) thou hast Dudo que tenyas aceile,

any oil,

I asked him whether (!f) his Le preguntt ti u madre ticn-

mother would come, drt'a.

Whether ho may have grapes or Que tnga uvas 6 no, notla me
not is nothing to me, importa.
Whether it raius or whether it Que Uueua 6 que no Zlueva.

does not ruin,

Whether or not we may bo(Ie( us Seomos 6 no dignos de (al Tionra.

be or not) worthy of such an honour,

Tho conjunction as is rendered by como when usod by way of

comparison, by asi como when followed by so, by cuando when
it moans when, and after niismo by que ; as

John is as* strong as a lion, Jiiati es tan faerie como tin leon,
As modesty attracts, so disso- Asi como la. modcatia atrae, asi

luteuess repels, Tiuye la disolucton.

He saw her as (when) he was La vio cuando tba a casa.

going home,
It is not the same to promise No es lo mtsmo promcfer qua cum-

as to fulfil, plir.

Tho conjunction neither, followed by nor, is rendered in

Spanish by 7ii, and nor also by tho same word; as

Swear not, neither by heaven, .No jureis, ni por el cielo, ni por
nor by the earth, nor any other la (verra, ni por otro juramento
oath, alguno.

At tho ond of a sentence, neither, and also either, if preceded
by a negative, are rendered by tampoco ; as

She will not do it, nor he cither Ella, no quiero hocerlo, ni </l tam-

(or neither), pooo.

Tho conjunction either, followed by or, is rendered in both
cases by 6; as

Either he is a knave or ho is a 0' es picaro 6 es (onto,

fool,

Tho conjunction both, followed by and, is rendered by ast or

tanto, and tho and by como ; as

Both in time of peace and in Tanto on (tempo do par, como en

time of war, (tempo de guerro.
Both John and James will be Asi Juan como Diego eslardn

bore, aqui.

These examples might be rendered by as well as; thus, "in
timo of pcaco as well as in time of war," "John as well as
James will bo here."

The conjunction lest, when it means for fear that, is rendered

by no sea que ; when it means in order that not, by para qua
Tio; and when it means simply that not, by que no; aa

Thou wilt accompany him to his Til It acompanards d u eo*a a!

house directly, lest any accident instante, no eea <jne le euceda algun
may happen to him, /racoso.
Love not sleep, lest want may JTo ames el *tietio, para que no (<

oppress thee, oprima la indij.'iicia.

* The first aa is here an adverb, qualifying the adjective itrong.

Wo won careful tot yon Loul4 CutteUmot 4* nt M M itnir

Tho conjunction rather, when und in tb tmiMt of but, if

rondorod by <intt* or dntrt iu-n : a
I do not owe him anything} re M I* U **U, 4mtm MM A

rather h owe* me tomUilng. u dtU mlyo.

THE INTERJECTIOJf.
The position of the interjection in a Mntence u dtrmind by

no fixed rulcB, but u allowed to Tory, a* in English, mveor^^g
as harmony and propriety may require.
Tho interjection oto, lo, behold, in oaod with the firat objective

caso of the personal pronoun* only, being joined to them and
forming ono word ; aa

I Ktome ! behold me / I
| Etola ! bAoW k*r /

! Etele ! behold him /
| | Eteloc qua riira ! lo(MycMM(

The interjection he, tee, behold, in prefixed to the first objec-
tive case of personal pronouns, and precedes adverb*, snch aa

aquf, here, alii, there; as

j
Hole aquf ! here lie it / I

j Helos alii ! thtrt thty art /

i
Ho la aquf I here the u /

More literally these exclamations might bo rendered,
"
see

him hero !

" " see her hero !

" " behold them there !

"

When adjectives are employed aa interjections, they are fol-

lowed by tho proposition de, if a noun or pronoun como after ;

for example :

I Desgraciado de mi ! Unlucky me/ (or uii/orfuiutfe Ukcf

J am/
Tho interjection ay is followed by de whon used before a noun

or pronoun ; as

i Ay de mi ! Ala* for me / (or voe (o we /)

IDIOMATIC CONSTEUCTION.
In Spanish the words forming a sentence are usually arranged

in the order in which they modify each other first the subject,

agent, or nominative, then the verb, then the object of the verb,
and lastly the indirect object to each being annexed the worda

specially modifying it. But tho laws of construction not being
so rigorous and invariable as in the English language, tho sub-

ject frequently follows its verb, inversion not being confined to

poetry or considered peculiar to the interrogative,

INVERSION.

Inversion is obligatory in the imperative ; as, venga V. con

Dios, go with God; venga V. aca, come hither. But this inver-

sion is permissible chiefly in the following instances : (1) At
the beginning of a negative sentence ; as, no mo gusta la gran
variedad de manjares, a great variety of food does not please
me. (2) In sentences beginning with an adverb ; as, aunque
esta V. dnrmiendo, you are yet asleep ; ya esta muerto, he is

already dead. (3) In the latter clause of a complex sentence ;

as, para ser pobre, es muoho lo quo gasta, for a poor man, he

spends much.
The article is omitted after a verb of motion, with the words

coso, ntisa, paseo, and a few others ; as, salgo de casa, I cem

from home ; vamos d misa, let us go to mass.

Adjectives are generally placed after the substantive which

they qualify ; in some cases their meaning varies with their

position ; while tho cardinal numbers, words expressing som*
inherent relation of the noun, and a few others, generally pre-

cede it.

An active verb governs its object with a preposition, if the

object is a rational being ; as, amar al projimo, to love out's

neighbour; aborrecer a alguno, to hate some one. As an excep-

tion to this rule, certain verbs admit no preposition ; as, ticnen

buonos amijos, they are good friends ; oomparo los hombres, t

compare men. In all other instances tho verb governs its object

directly.
Whon there is no inversion, the adverb succeeds the verb it

modifies. When denying or affirming, the adverb follows the

verb ; in compound tenses it follows the participle, but never

the auxiliary verb ; as, el nino ha estudiado sicmpre sa leockm,

the boy has always {earned his task.

Somo deviations from strict grammatical arrangement are

allowable in Spanish, as conducive to beauty or energy of ex-

pression, which, however, may be better acquired from practice

and observation than from any rule^ that may be laid down,
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ACOUSTICS. Y.

MUSICAL PIPES VIBRATION OF AIR IN TUBES THE HUMAN
VOICE SYMPATHETIC FLAMES THE MUSICAL SCALE

CHORDS AND DISCORDS STRUCTURE OF THE EAR.

IN our last lesson we inquired into the manner in which cords

and plates may be made to vibrate, and thus produce musical

notes. There are, however, many musical instruments in which

the sound is produced by the column of air contained in a tube

being thrown into vibration ; these are usually distinguished as

wind instruments, and the organ-pipe may be taken as the type
of the class.

We have already seen that by holding any tuning-fork to

the mouth of a glass jar, of suitable length, the sound will be

greatly increased by resonance. Now remove the tuning-fork,

and, holding the tube to the lips, blow across its open mouth,
a note will be produced which will be found to bo exactly the

same as that of the tuning-fork. The rush of the air across the

open mouth causes a number of different pulses, of which the tube

selects the one which is in most perfect accordance with itself,

and increases its power. By taking different tubes, and blowing
across them in this way, we shall find that in each case exactly
the same note is produced as that uttered by a tuning-fork
which resounds with the tube.

By blowing more violently we shall obtain a note considerably
above that first heard, and by blowing with still greater force

we shall obtain notes successively higher and higher. If the

number of vibrations corresponding to the fundamental note be

represented by 1, we
shall find that these

overtones, as they are

called, are represented
m by the odd numbers

3, 5, 7, etc. If, for

instance, the funda-

mental note requires
100 vibrations in a

second, the next note

above it that can bo
obtained from the
same pipe is produced

A B C by 300 vibrations in

Fig. 20. the same time. We
cannot make the pipe

utter any intermediate note, as, for instance, one with 200 or
250 vibrations.

By examining the condition of the air inside the tube, we
shall be able to understand the reason of this. We shall find
that the bottom of the tube is always a node, while the mouth
corresponds to a ventral segment.
When the fundamental note is sounded, the length of the

sound-wave is just double that of the tube ; the motion of the
air in which is represented at A (Fig. 20), being merely a single
pulse up and down.

Now, as we blow more violently, a node is formed in the tube,
and since the mouth is a ventral segment and the bottom a
node, the second node must clearly be one-third of the way down
the tube, as shown at a. The pulses in this case will be as
represented in the above figure at B. The node a may indeed
be considered as a thin layer of air remaining quite motionless,
whilo the air between it and the next node, which in the case
under consideration is the bottom of the tube, pulses alter-

nately backward and forward.
A very good proof of this statement is afforded by placing an

Organ-pipe on a wind-chest, and procuring a small membrane
stretched over a ring of such a size as to be capable of passing
np and down the tube, which, for this experiment, should have
a glass side. This membrane is then suspended horizontally
by strings, and lowered down the tube. It will be seen that at
some parts it is thrown into rapid vibration, while in other
places it will be at rest. This will be rendered more manifest
by sprinkling some fine sand on it before lowering it into the

^fi' c
Bj watcnin the Place at which the vibrations cease, we

shall find that it is just when the membrane is at one of the
nodes, thus clearly showing that there the air is at rest.
When we blow more violently across the tube, two nodes will

be produced, as seen at c
; and in this case it is clear that the

waves produced can only be one-fifth the length of those pro-

Fig. 21.

duced when the whole pipe sounds, as at A. The number of
vibrations is therefore five times as great.
Thus far we have employed pipes closed at one end. If now

we take others, similar in every other respect, but open at both

ends, we shall find that the notes produced are just an octave

higher, that is, an open tube yields a note an octave higher
than a similar closed one of the same

length. The different notes produced
by an open tube may be represented
by the successive numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

etc. In all cases the extremities are

ventral segments, and the nodes are

distributed evenly between them.
We have now to see the way in

which pipes are employed in musical
instruments. The common Pan pipe
consists merely of a series of open
tubes sounded by the mouth. In musi-
cal instruments, however, there is

nearly always some special form given
to the mouthpiece, which modulates
to a greater or less extent the peculiar
sound of the pipe. Fig. 21 shows the

usual construction of the mouthpieces
of the flageolet and of the organ-

pipe. The end p of the latter is inserted in the wind-chest
of the organ, whence the air issues into a cavity, i, which is

frequently of larger dimensions than represented in the figure.
As this issues from i, the current strikes against the upper lip

6, and produces pulsations ; these, by the resonance of the pipe,

yield the required musical note, the pitch of which depends
chiefly upon the length and size of the pipe.

In an organ the same pipe always utters the same note, the

different sounds being produced by a corresponding number of

pipes. In other instruments as, for example, the flute, trumpet,
and cornet-a-piston many notes may bo produced from the same
tube. This is accomplished partly by altering the position of

the lips, or the intensity of the blast, and partly by altering the

virtual length of the tubes by means of apertures or stops.

In the flute there are a number of openings, which are kept
closed by the fingers. When any one of these is left unstopped,
a ventral segment is produced in the tube at that point, and,

modifies the note. The vibrations in this instrument are pro-
duced by the current of air

from the lips being directed

over an aperture in the side

of the tube.

In reed-pipes the vibra-

tions are more or less con-

trolled by means of a vibrat-

ing metal tongue, somewhat ^*

similar to that employed in

an harmonium. A pipe of

this nature, fitted with a

piece of glass, so as to ex-

hibit the reed, is shown in

Fig. 22. Q is the wind-chest

of the bellows, into which P
is fitted. In the right-hand

figure the upper part of the

pipe is removed, so as to

show the reed more clearly.
A plate of metal, c c, has a
slit cut in it, in which the

tongue may just pass. When
the air issues through the

tube this tongue is thrown
into vibration, and regulates
the pulsations in the tube.

By means of a curved wire,

r, projecting above the top
of the pipe, the play of the

tongue may be controlled and the pipe tuned. The conical pipe,

H, placed at the top, serves to increase the power of the sound.

The organ of voice is, in reality, a reed instrument of the

most perfect construction. It is situated at the upper end of

the windpipe, which is nearly closed by certain elastic bands
and membranes. When the air is forced betwoen these they are
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sot in vibration, and HIM different Bound* aro prodaood, partly

by the M..M of those vocal a partly by the

intliii-i!'-,- of tli" configuration of tho mouth. Tho tones of

lillW.-nt voices aro apparently produced by diffi-runcus in tho

htrurturo of those membranes or vocal cords. I3y arranging
un apparatus on a simitar principle, various sounds of the human

have boon closely iinit

Tho column of air cnnUim-d in a gloss tube may easily bo

thrown into vibration l.y igniting a small jot of hydrogen gas*
t ho tubo, as shown in Fig. 23. Tho jot should bo ignitod,

and sovem.1 tubes of rather largo diameter should bo taken and
lirM (.-,.! it, moving them up or down till a dear sound is

1. This sound is in reality caused by a series of ox-

^ produced by tho combination of the hydrogen with tho

air. By employing a very largo motal tubo, and a suitable

burner, very powerful sounds may bo obtained, the pitch of

which varies with tho length of tho tube. By moving the tubo

up and down, it will bo found that there is a certain point in it

at which tho jot should be, in order to produce a sound. If

it bo a little above or below this, tho name will burn steadily
and quietly ; but by sounding tho note which tho tube utters,
or raising tho pitch of the syren till it comes into unison with

it, the vibration in tho air will cause the tube to burst into

sound. If wo havo a series of tubes capable of uttering
different notes with the flames thus burning steadily in them,

wo can at once make any one sing by
uttering its note, and it will usually
continue to sound when it has once
been started. Tho flame appears to be
sensitive to its own noto, and at onco
to commence to quiver when that is

uttered.

Under some conditions ordinary gas
flames are found to bo more or less

sensitive to certain special sounds.
This may occasionally be seen with
an ordinary fish-tail or bat's-wing
burner. The burner must bo so ad-

justed that tho flame is just on the

point of roaring, and by trying a va-

riety of sounds, some will not improba-
bly be found which will cause the flame
to alter in shape, and send forth tongue-
like jets. Some burners respond to a
whistle, others to the rattle of keys,
while others again respond to certain

musical notes.

These effects are best seen by using
a small circular orifice as a jet. Tho

flame from this may, by properly regulating the pressure,
be made as much as eighteen or twenty inches high. This

may be done by filling a gas-bag with hydrogen, and regu-
lating the pressure by adjusting the weights on it. When
the flame is just commencing to roar, it will bo found sensitive

to almost any sound. Rattling a bunch of keys at the other
side of a room will cause it suddenly to shorten to about one-
third of its length, bulging out laterally at the same time. It
will frequently answer to every tick of a watch held near it, and
by means of two concave mirrors we havo made it answer in

this way to a watch held at a distance of several feet.

Some burners will answer more readily to certain sounds.
One which we possess will always alter in shape at the sound of

an s, and, if a person is speaking near it, will indicate every
such sound by a bow. If a musical box be played close to it,

tho flame will assume different shapes at almost every note.

Experiments of this kind are very interesting and instructive,
and can easily be tried by the student.

In musical sounds there are three distinct qualities which wo
lave to observe ; these are :

1. The pilch of the note.

2. Its intensity.
3. Its quality ; or, as it is technically termed, its timbre.

The first of these has already been explained to depend upon
the number of vibrations made by tho sounding body in any
given time.

The intensity of the sound depends, not on tho number of

vibrations, but on their amplitude. Tho harder we strike a

sounding body, or tho more vigorously wo pluok string, the

greater will bo the extent of the vibration* produced, and thsjp
fore the greater the intensity of the sound,

The third quality of aooand namely, its timbre it very
difficult to explain ; indeed, it U M yet but imperfectly under*
stood. If wo strike any note as, for instance, middle o on a
piano, and then sound the same note on a Ante or an organ, or
utter it with the voice, we shall in an instant notice a great
difference between the sounds. They all utter the very Mine
note, producing the same number of vibration* per second j

perhaps all had exactly the same intensity, bnt yet there is >

difference, which at once renders itself manifest. This is known
as the timbre. Tho quality and shape of the sounding body,
and many other points, which ore only practically important to

musical instrument makers, influence this greatly. Tyndall, in

his admirable " Lectures on Sound," to which we are indebted
for several facts, and which we recommend all our readers to

study, employs tho word "Clang-tint" (the equivalent of the
Gorman Klangfarbe) to represent this quality. It seems mainly
to depend upon tho production of various other tones, in addition

to the fundamental one. These over-tones unite with and modify
the vibrations produced.

If we take our monochord, and pluck the wire, first at the

central division, then at a distance of one-third from one end,
and again at a quarter, we shall obtain the same note each time,
but a different timbre will be recognised. When the cord is

struck at the centre, all over-tones which require that point as

a node vanish. The cord cannot, for instance, vibrate in two

segments, so as to produce the octave as well as the funda-

mental note, nor can it vibrato in any even number of parta,

since, in any of these cases, the centre point would be a uode.

This may bo shown by damping tho cord lightly at the centre,
which disturbs the fundamental note, bnt would not disturb the

tones if they existed. If we now strike the cord at any other

part, and damp tho centre in the same way, the fundamental
noto will cease, bnt the octave produced by the vibrations of

the two separate portions will be clearly perceived. Advantage
is taken of this fact by pionoforto-makers, who make the hammer
strike the wire at about one-seventh of its length from one end.

Experience taught that this produced the most pleasing sound,
before science discovered that, by striking at this point, those

over-tones which do not form chords with the fundamental note

were destroyed.
Two musical notes are said to bo in unison when both produce

the same number of vibrations ; it is quite immaterial by what
instruments they aro produced. Sounds may be produced by
any number of vibrations ;

it is found, however, that there is a

series of notes arranged at certain fixed intervals which produce
the most pleasing music. This series seems to depend on the

natural constitution of the human ear, and is known as tho

Musical Scale, or Gamut.
It consists of a series of seven notes, designated in England

by the letters C, D, E, F, G, A, B, and on the Continent by the

names ut or do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si. The same series is then

reproduced, each note being produced by double the number of

vibrations. The annexed table will show clearly the relative

number of vibrations and length of string required to produce
these notes. A second C is inserted to complete the octave :

NAME.
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|,

'
1
5, and j, and called respectively a major tone, a minor tone,

and a major semitone. The latter is the interval between E
and F, and between B and C, and is .not divided, as the other

intervals usually are, by tho insertion of intermediate notes,

known as flats and sharps.

When, instead of sounding two musical pipes which are in

unison, wo take two which differ very slightly in their number
of vibrations as, for example, one making 256 vibrations, while

the other makes 258 or 260 wo shall cease to have a uniform

flow of sound. The sound-waves produced by the one alter-

nately increase and diminish those of the other, and thus we
have a series of beats which become less frequent as the notes

approach more nearly to unison. These are called Tartini's

beats, and may easily be noticed by sounding two adjacent
notes in the bass of an organ.

By sounding different notes simultaneously, we find that some

combinations produce a much more pleasing effect than others.

The most pleasing result is attained when one is just an octavo

above tho other, and consequently produces twice the number of

pulsations. In this case, every other pulsation of the higher
note corresponds with one of the lower, somewhat as shown at

Fig. 24. This interval is called an octave, because in the

gamut any note is the eighth above the previous one of the

same name.
Next to the octavo, the most pleasing chord is produced when

three pulsations of the one note correspond to two of the other.

This may be produced by sounding together C and G, and is

known as a, fifth. If we sound G and the C above it we shall

obtain the combination known as a fourth, in which four

vibrations of one correspond to
rrxvE. 2:1

-^
three of the other. Both these

*
7 are represented in Fig. 24.*** Tho other concords are known

FIFTH. 3 : 2. as the waj'or third, in which the

1

* ratio is 5 : 4, and the minor third,

I in which it is 6 : 5. These may re-

spectively be produced by striking
FOURTH. 4 : 3.

together C and E, and E and G.
When the numbers representing

* the ratio are high as, for in-

Fig. 24. stance, 13:14 we get unpleasant
jarring sounds or discords.

A perfect chord is produced when three notes are sounded
together whose vibrations bear to one another the ratio 4 : 5 : 6.

Illustrations of this may be obtained by sounding C, E, and G
or G, B, and D.

Before concluding these lessons we must just briefly notice
the construction of that most wonderful and important of all

acoustic instruments the human ear.

The external ear is so shaped as to convey the pulsations of
the air to a circular membrane, known as the tympanum.
Behind this is a small cavity known as the drum of the ear,
across which there stretches a chain of four small bones. At
the further side of the drum are two apertures, also closed by
membranes ; through these the vibrations are conveyed to a
remarkable cavity hollowed out of the bone. This cavity,
which is

_

known as the labyrinth, is filled with water, and the
ramifications of the auditory nerve are distributed over its

surface. In certain parts of it minute bristles project, and in
another part we have minute crystalline particles called otolithes,
all of which seem specially fitted to receive the faintest vibra-
tions. A remarkable organ has further been discovered by
Corti ; this consists of a vast number of vibrating cords, each
of which is apparently tuned to receive and render audible some
special

_

vibrations. The intimate structure of these delicate

organs is, however, as yet but imperfectly understood ; further
investigation will doubtless serve to throw much fresh light on
the whole subject ; but the way in which external sensations of

any kind are communicated to the brain is at present veiled in

mystery.

|

We have purposely made the foregoing remarks on the con-
struction of the human ear extremely short a mere outline, in

fact, of the form and disposition of the component parts of this
wonderful organ as v- full description of its structure, with
numerous illustrations, has already been brought under the
notice of our readers in our lessons on " Animal Physiology"
in Vol. I. of the POPULAR EDUCATOR.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XLIII.

WE now offer to our readers, as a useful and almost indis-

pensable supplement to our " Lessons in Algebra," an exercise

(Exercise 75) on the application of Algebra k> Geometry, and
two more (Exercises 76 and 77, of which the latter will be
found in our next and concluding lesson) of Miscellaneous

Examples for Practice.

EXERCISE 75.

1. If the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle ABC (Fig
1

. 10, page
350) is Jifeet, and the difference of the oth^r two sides d feet, what
are the lengths of A B and B c ? Apply this when cl = 2, and Jv = 10.

2. If the hypothenuse (Fig. 10, page 350) is 20 rods, and the base ia

to the perpendicular as 3 to 4, find their lengths.
3. Having the perimeter of a parallelogram A B c D = 2p, and the

diagonal = d; to find the length (i),

and the breadth (b). Apply this when
d = 15, and 2p = 42 (Fig. 11, page 350).

4. The area of a right-angled tri-

angle ABC (Fig. 12) is d square feet,
and the sides, 1>E, DF, of the inscribed

parallelogram are respectively b and a
feet. Find B c.

5. The perimeter of a right-angled
triangle is s feet, and its area is a
square feet ; find the hypothenuse.

6. Havingtheareaof aparallelograin
D E PG (Fig. 14) inscribed in a given tri-

angle A B c = c square feet, find D G.

Draw c i perpendicular to A B ; by supposition i> a is parallel to A B. Let

C i = a, A B = b, and D a = x ; then c H = ,
i H = a -x

-, etc.
I) O

7. The three sides of a right-angled triangle ABC (Fig. 13) are as
follows : A c = 10, B C = 6, aud A B = 8 ;

find the segments c D and D A made by
a perpendicular from B oil A c.

8. Through a given point (P) in the
diameter A B of the circle A Q B R (Fig.

15) to draw a right line so that its

two parts,' P R and P Q, shall have a

given difference (d), if AP = a, and B P
= b. ,

9. The height of an arch is 6 feet, an<J

its span 20 feet; what radius was it

struck with ?

10. Find the side of that square whoso
area is 2\ times its perimeter.

11. Find the side of that cube whose solid content and surface aro

expressed by the same number.
12. The area of a right-angled triangle is 54 square feet, and its sides

are in arithmetical progression; find

their lengths. Also give a general solu-

tion when the area = a.

13. A rectangle contains 98 square feet,
and the difference between the adjacent
sides is 7 feet ;

find the sides.

14. The perimeter of a right-angled
isosceles triangle is m feet ; find tho
sides.

15. The difference between the peri-
meter and perpendicular of an equilateral

triangle is m feet; find the length of one
of its sides.

16. One side of a right-angled triangle is

15, and the excess of twice the other side above the hypothenuse is 33 ;

find the side and hypothenuse.
17. The sides of a right-angled triangle are in geometrical progression

its area is m square feet ; find the
side which is a mean between the other
two.

18. Given the difference between the
diagonal and side of a square = d feet to
find its area a

; apply this when d =
9-9411255.

19. If a right-angled triangle has it?

sides in arithmetical progression, they
may be found by multiplying the square
root of ^ of the area by 3, 4, and 5
respectively; required the demonstra-
tion.

20. Given the area (a) and base (b) of a
triangle A B c to divide it into two equal

parts by a line (F G) drawn parallel to the base (A B) ; find the length oi

FG, and its perpendicular, c E.

EXERCISE 76. MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. If a = 8, b = 7, c = 6, d = 5, and 6 = 1, prove that (ab + ce bd)

+ C?._
b + ?5r:_2c ) = 3a - 2b + 4c - c.

\c e a d '

2. Also prove that V(a-3d) x V(b3-c3-2c) =(d*+ (a-c)- 3c 2+ d)
-3Va(ab + d).

Fig. 14.

E I F

3. Prove that -(- &) =!_/!_(!_ 1^)1 .

2 C '

4. Prove that ^ + + <* ~ *> = -
[- |

-
(
- a) }}
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5. Find the value of

'+ A*
a-~ l>

3 a + (,

6. Find the yaluo of -J^n + i-t
a 6 J

.1 the value of

h
1

(a c) . (b c) . (* + c)

ihe valuo of

lo 1 + 2jby 1 *-x*.

:nplify tho following fraction :

l-3x-2x

-8

11. Find tho valuo of

13. Divide

14. Extract the square root of x* + - + 2 ( t
)
- 1

15. Extract tho square root of x - xy + 2x + iy* - y + 1.

1C. Extract tho cube root of 8"*- + SO? + 54
b
- + 27

'
.

b b a a*

17. Find the cube root of 125a - SOOa'b + 240ab - 64b.

la Simplify V^x + ^v/lG-'-c
- V51- .

19. Simplify V(<*b - Cab + 9b)

20. Simplify Vos -
%/(a

6 - nf) x Vo -r J^* - **)

21. Find the continued product of (a+b)-, (a-b)-, (a+b)*, and (a-b)-.

22. Multiply x + 2y* + 3i* by x - 2y + 3**.

23. Simplify
* + V^') - V^).

*+ V
/(/o - l"v !> )

21. Simplify the following fraction : V
\ (r^-fm ) ft

25. Add together tho fractions

(x-l) d'

26. Find the greatest common measure, and then reduce to its lowest

27. Reduce to its lowest terms the fractions

a* + qib + a{,8 + b

a + 3aab + 4a'6;' +

28. Prove that

29. Prove that

, _a* + cflb -f ob + b*

a* - 3ab -f 4ab - 3ab + b*"

= 1.

'(a-b).(a-c)
'

(b-a).(b-c)
T

(c-a).(c-b)

30. Which is greater, n + 1, or n + n' ? and which is greater,

**-!, or(x-l)'.

31. If 240m = (12p + 5) n, show that ~. = ps + qd, and take the case

when m = 2, and 11 = 3 ; p = 13, and q = 4.

32. Multiply 2a + 3bJ- 1 by 3a-2b -J 1.

a + b/^1 o + 2ab v/^: l -b
~~

a> 4 b

. = (a + bv/"^!) x (a-b^l).

'(j;! + 2x-3y + xiy
s
) and ^(x - 2xy

86. Reduce n, o*, a^, and a* to equivalent quantities having the same

index ; also x*, y*, and T
.

k -a*byx*-a*.

33. Show that

84. Prove that
c

35. Find tho sum and difference of

37. Divide _
, and

o + J (o
-

38. Multiply V(* + 2) + 1 by ^(x- + 2)
- 1.

39. Divide to* + lie - 9x* - 19^ + 4** by x* - ^ + 3**- 4.

40. Prove that xf- 1- e5 + x*- > + *'+ x-1 = (x*- 1) .(*--* + 1

(**+!). (* + !)'. (-!)>.

41. Find a fraction which, taken
* - lly times, ahall produce

42. What fraction multipUed by |x will produce --?

43. Find the product of ?-?* by Q, and show the result in one line.
Ca R*

44. Find bjr UM Maomtal UMONM tlM tth por oC 1 - *-.

:
,re inj.roi/n th UU Una ia UM tli

>lnomil x y.

40. Find the 4th root of oUr. and tb*6tk rooto-
47. Find UM th root of - whw* Uw odd

48. Find the omba root of * + / + -*- 4* + 441* - S4X
raw - 2*' in the form of Uw 5U. toot, ndU~ ia UM Com el

be }th power.
50. Prove that

51. Find the value of (^ + Jbd)*.

52. Find the two middle terms of (a - b)" by the binomial

53. Find the 9th term of (2ab - ed)".
54. Find the 4th term of (a - b).
55. Given Jd </* = Jdx, to find z.

56. Oiven 17z* - 21 = x* -f 23, to find *.

o
57. Find tho value of x in the following equation : r.j}-7-S.

58. GiTen* A/2Vi4 -7= ^2, to find *.

59. Given
'
</7x*- 4 = -

2, to find z.

60. Given 2a* (a* + *)"*= * + Va*~+~x, to find r.

61. Given V*9^ : *Vx* + x *-Jx x, to find x.

62. Given2^x + iy-13= Jx-\y + 9, and 9Vr + Jf - 10= i/* + fy
+ 72, to find x and v-

63. Given7V*-2^y=^y + 15, and4^r -^y= v^x + 7, to find sandy.
64. Given Jx ^y = 3, and Jz + Jy = 14, to find x and y.

65. Given (* + 4) . (y-2) = ry, and (x-3) . (y + 5) = ry, to find z and y.

66. Given Jx~^2 + 5Vy+ 3= 23, and ] ^x-2-3 yy+~3 = - 31, to

find x and y.

67. Given 2.E* + 3y* = d, and x : y : : 2a : c, to find x and y.

6a Given xy = 20, and x* + y
1 = 41, to find x and y.

69. Given x + y = 25 -

5, and xy = 57'5, to find x and y.

70. Given x y = 2, and x y = 98, to find x and y.

71. Given z + y = 18, and x' + y' = 170, to find * and y.

72. Given x + y - 34, and z5 + y = 27064, to find x and y.

73. Given x - y = 7, and fL _ JL = 321* to find x and y.
y *

74. Given G.r' - 17xy + 12y' = 23, and 2r 3y = 4, to find * and y.

(N.B. Divide the first equation by the second.)

75. Given x + y = 7, and x* y' = 21, to find x and y.

76. Given x + y - z = 17, 2* - 2y + * = 9, and 3x-4y-i=4, to find

z, y, and :.

77. Given x + y + z = 117, x y s = 63, and x y + i = 105, to find

x, y, and x.

78. Given lOx - iy + }z = 50, 4r + 2y - \t = 22J, and 3x - 3y - Si = 0,

to find x, y, and z.

79. Given xy = 40, xz = 10, and ys = 16, to flnd x, y, and i.

80. Given x'y= 144, **'= 225, and yj= 400, to find x, y, and i.

31. Given 3x - 2y + \z + w = 3, x + |y + s - \ie = 4, 2x - 4y + \
+ 2w = 5, and ix + Jy + $: 3u> = 6, to find ic, x, y, and z.

82. Given x + y-- + w = 0, 2t-3y i + 5 6w = 33, 3x-r7j
+ 3 - 4o + 5io = 62, lx - Jy -4-i*

- i - Jw = 4, and 4x - 4y - 4 -HO*
810 = 92, to find v, w, x, y, and s.

S3. Given x + x + 2y*= 24, and 2x- yf * 1, to find x and y.

84. Given x ^5 + x'= i3 , to find x.

85. Given 2r - 4*' 4- 3 = 99, to find x.

86. Resolve 8 into two factors, whereof the sum of the 5th powers

may be 1056.

87. Given x+ xy + y'= 52, nd x- xy = - 8. to find x and y.

88. Given x(x + t) = 104, and 3(x - t)i = 45, to find x and *.

89. Given x+ **= x - t, and - *= xt, to find x and y.

90. Given x* - xy+ x*y - x^ = 405. and x+ xy m 45, to find x and y.

(N.B. Divide the former by the latter.)

91. Given x + y = 10, and x + y* = 1552, to find x and y.

92. Given x + y = 7, and x* 4- y* = 3157. to find x and y.

93. Given x - y = 4, and x* y* = 2320, to find x and y.

91. Given x - y = 2, and ^ = 124, to flnd x and y.

V

95. Given a + y > 11. and *- + -^ - 779jJ, to find x and y.

V *

96. Given x-y = 2,aad*_?lA. * *** * *nd
V *

97. Given x + y = 5. and xy = 6. to flnd c* + y* without finding r and y.

98. Given x-y= 11. and T.J
- K. to flnd x-i without finding x anU .

99. Given x* - 2* + * = 1.12, to find x by quadratic*.

100. Gireu * - 2x* + x* 359400, to find x by quadratic*.
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THE UNIVERSITIES.

requirements in Mathematics will bo increased by Trigonometry
up to Holutiuii of triangles, or by practical plane Geometry

t lino iiml rin-Uij, ami the requirements in French and
iiiui I'.v mi :i<l<litional prepared book.

It . .unliiltttes take only one anoiunt language, then the re-

quirements in one modern language will be increased as above.
It (Miuliilates take both Mechanics and Chomiiitry, the re-

(juiiviiiriits in .M.tth.-maticH will Li- increased as above.
i must also send to the Registrar (either directly,

c,r through thu authorities of the College to which they belong ,

t\\o months before the commencement of each

nation, a list of the subjects in which they intend to offer

Ives.

aiediate and Final Examination! for the Ordinary B.A.
These are held in Jane and October, and are open only to

those students who have passed iii the one ca.se lliu prelimi-

nary, and in the other the intiTin, .liutc, ;iml who, moreover,
have furnished certificates of attendance upon a college course
of instruction, approved by the university, extending over at

least one academic year from the date at which they passed
the preliminary or intermediate examination (as the case may
be) in each of the subjects of the group in which they presint
themselves. The courses of instrnctiou and the corresponding
examinations are arranged in the five following groups, of

which the candidate must select some one, in all the subjects
of which ho will bo required to satisfy the examiner. The
intermediate examination is in the subjects the courses on which
are dropped at the end of the intermediate year ; the final is in

those studied during the final year.
Candidates have the option of presenting certain of these

subjects at cither the intermediate or final examination, the

corresponding course being taken in either the intermediate

examination in either case. Those who fail only in such a

subject at the intermediate examination will not be held to

have failed in the whole examination, but will have to satisfy
the examiners in a corresponding paper in the final exami-
nation. The names of these subjects are printed in italics.

[The subject which appears after tlie letter denoting the Group is

the leading and characteristic subject of the Group. For this and
its cognate subjects a two years' course of study is required J

A (CLASSICS).

Intermediate Eramtnafion.
1. Pure Mathematics.
J. Diiirlish Language.
:;. ItnjUsh Literature.

4. Logic.

Final Examination.

1. Greek.

2. Latin.

8. Ancient History.
4. Philosophy.

Intermediate Course.
Pure Mathematics.
English Language.
.English Literature.

Logic.
Greek.
Latiu.

Ancient History.
Final Count.

Greek.
Latin.

Ancient History.

rinloaophy.

B (HISTORY).

Intermediate Examination.

1. English Language (history of).

2. Pure Mathematics.

Final Ernminattoit.

1, 2. Two of the following,* on

of which mutt be either

Greek or Latin : Greek,
Latin, French, German.

3. Ancient History.
4. Modern History.
5. English Literature.

6. Political Economy.

Intermediate Count.

English Language (history of).
Pure Mathematics.
Two of the following, one of

which mu*t be either Greek or

Latin, vix. : Greek, Latin,
French, German.

Ancient History.
Modern History.

English Literature.
Final Cnurtt.

Two of the following, * <m of

which miut be either Greek or
Latin : Greek, Latin, French,
German.

Ancient History.
Modern History.
English Literature.

Political Economy.

h Language (history of>
2. Onwk or Latin.

Final Etamination.
1. English Language.
2. English Literature.
3. German.
4. French.

5. Modern Jlittory.

D (VODXU
.-mediate Examination.

1. English Language (history of).
'1. i'uru Mathematics.

Greek frrLatte.
(history <V

> ,. . < -, t .

EBflisb LMCMC*.

German.
French.

Modern EMry.

Filial Examination.

1. Greek or Latiu.
. h Language and Litera-

ture.

3. German or Italian Language
and Literature.

4. English Literature.

5. .Modern. Huiory.

x (PHILOSOPHY).

Jnttrm+iiaU Count.
I. . ,. i . .

.

'

i :

Knglish Literature.

Greek or Latin.

Gorman or Italian.

Final Count.
Greek or Latin.
I i. :.. . .

German or Italian.

English Literature.

Modtr* Hutory.

* An attendance of two years U required in any of these subjects.

.mediate Examination.
1. Latin.

2. Logic.
3. English Literature.

4. Pure Mathematics.

Final Examination.

1. Philosophy.
2. History of Philosophy.
3. Greek.

4. 0w of the following : French,

German, Ancient liinturu,

JfoaVrn History.

Mermtdiatt Count,
Latin.

Logic.

English Literature.

Pure Mathematics.
Oteek,

Final .Course.

Philosophy.

History of Philosophy.
Greek.
One of the following : Fraetv

German, A*c :.tnt Hutory, JCo-

drrn Ilittory.

Intermediate and Final Examinations for the Ordinary B.Sc.

Candidates are required to present themselves for the inter-

mediate and for the final examinations in each of the subject*
in one of the following groups. The courses correspond in

subjects to the examinations in both the intermediate and the

filial years.
A (MATHEMATICS).

Inf<rmdtat Examination. 1. Pure Mathematics; 2. Applied Ma-
thematics ; 3, 4. Tiro of the following : (a) Logic, (6) Chemistry, (c)

Elementary Biology, (J) Physiography ; 5. O* of the following :

Greek, Latin, French, German, English Language (history of), and
English Literature. Final Examination. 1. Pure Mathematics; 2.

Applied Mathematics ; 3. Physics (intermediate standard) ; 4. Out of

the following : (a) f Elementary Biology, (b) f Chemistry (iutsisjs
diate standard), (c) f Logic, (d) Philosophy. () J On* of the follow-

ing : Greek, Latin. French, German, English Language (histoqr oQ
and English Literature.

B (EXGIXEERIXO).

7ntrnudiat Examination.

1. Pure Mathematics.
2. Ont of the following : Phy-

sics, Geology, Chemistry.
3. French or German.

Final Examination.

1. Engineering with Drawing.

2. Applied Mathematics (inter-
mediate standard).

3. Engineering Laboratory or on*

of the following : Pure

Mathematics, t Physics,

f Geology, f Chemistry.

I*ttrmtdi>tf Ctmnt.
1. Engineering ; lectures and

drawing class.

2. Pure Mathematics^

3. On* of the following : Phy-
sics, Geology. Chemistry.

4. French or German.

1. Engineering; lectures and
drawing class.

2. Applied Matbematiea.

3. Engineering Laboratory r

of the following . Pure
Mathematics, f Physics,

t Geology, t Chesatetay.

t Provided the candi.Ute has not presented this subject at his

Intermediate Examination.

t The standard in these subjects will be that of the Intermediate

Examination, unless the subject has been already presented a* that

Examination, when the standard will be that of the Final i

nation.
*
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c (EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE).

Intermediate Examination. 1. Pure Mathematics; 2. Physics; 3.

Chemistry; 4. One of the following : (a) Elementary Biology, (b)

Logic, (c) Physiography ; 5. One of the following : Greek, Latin,
French, German, English Language (history of), and English Litera-

ture. Final Examination. 1. Physics, with practical work ; 2. Analy-
tical Chemistry ; 3. Applied Mathematics (intermediate standard), or

Organic Chemistry; 4. One of the following : Chemical Philosophy,
Geology,

*
Elementary Biology.

B (BIOLOGY).

Intermediate Examination. 1. Physics ; 2. Chemistry ; 3. Elemen-

tary Biology ; 4. One of the following : (n,) Pure Mathematics, (b)

Logic, (c) Physiography ; 5. One of the following : Greek, Latin,

French, German, English Language (history of), and English Litera-

ture, final Examination. Any three of the following : Division I. :

1. Botany ; 2. Zoology ; 3. Physiology. Division II. : 4. Geology ;

5. Chemistry, with practical work ; 6. Physics, with practical work ;

7. Philosophy.
*

E (GEOLOGY).

Intermediate Examination. 1. Pure Mathematics ; 2. Chemistry ; 3.

Physiography ; 4. Elementary Biology ; 5. One of the following :

Greek, Latin, French, German, English Language (history of), and

English Literature. Final Examination. 1. Geology, with practical
work ; 2. Applied Geology or Elementary Mineralogy ; 3. Chemistry,
with practical work ; 4. Physics, with practical work.

It is impossible, within the space at our disposal, to enter

into the examinations for other degrees with the same minute-
ness as we have considered those for the ordinary B.A. and
B.Sc. ; for it is clear that the latter must possess most interest

for the great majority of our readers. Those who aspire to

higher honours will not object to consult the Calendar for the

regulations and papers affecting the examinations in which

they are more particularly concerned. A few general remarks,
therefore, must here suffice respecting the

DEGREE Or B.A. OB B.SC. WITH HONOURS.
The degree of B.A. with honours is given in any one of the

four following schools : Classics ; History ; English Language ;

Philosophy. That of B.Sc. with honours is given in any one
of these seven schools : Mathematics ; Engineering ; Physics ;

Chemistry ; Zoology ; Physiology ; Geology, Mineralogy, and

Palaeontology. Candidates are required, without exception, to

have passed three years in a college of the university in attend-
ance on certain prescribed courses of study in the honours
schools selected. They must pass two examinations the pre-

liminary and the final examinations for the degree. They
need not pass the preliminary before entering on the three

years' course of instruction in the honours subjects ; but they
must have passed it at least six months before offering them-
selves for the degree examination. They are not, however,
required to present certificates of attendance on the course of

instruction leading to the preliminary. Further, they must
go up for their final examination at the end of the third year
from the time when they entered on the course of instruction
in their honours school. Candidates failing to obtain honours
are permitted, under certain regulations, to present themselves
for examination for an ordinary degree ; and candidates may
pass from an ordinary degree to one with honours.

OTHER DEGREES.
The degrees of M,A. and M.Sc. are conferred, on payment of

the proper fees, upon Eegistered Bachelors of Arts and of

Science when of three years' standing from their graduation as

bachelors, and after the lapse of not less than six academic
years from their matriculation. Bachelors of Arts or Science
with honours will pass to the higher degree without further

examination, but those who took the ordinary degree will be
required to satisfy the examiners in such portions of the
examination in some honours school of the university as the
General Board of Studies may from time to time approve.
The degrees of D.Lit., D.Phil., and D.Sc. are conferred upon

registered Masters of Art or of Science of the university who
shall be deemed by the Council, on report from the General
Board of Studies, to have distinguished themselves by special
research or learning ; but the board reserves to itself the right
to require candidates to pass such an examination as it may
from time to time determine.

Degrees and distinctions in the faculties of Law and of

* Provided that two of the three subjects be selected from Division I.

Medicine are also conferred by Victoria University, but the
regulations, courses of study, and examinations for these are
too important to be cursorily summarised, and reference must,
therefore, be made to the Calendar or to the Eegistrar.

It is worth while noting that the Council has power to permit
members of any university of the United Kingdom, in which
residence is required as a condition of graduation, after matri-
culation at Victoria University, to reckon the periods of resi-
dence at such other university as equivalent to periods of
residence at Victoria University. Undergraduates so admitted
will be allowed to count examinations passed by them at such
other university as equivalent to such portions of the pre-
liminary and intermediate examinations of Victoria University
as the Council may from time to time determine.

FEES.

The following tables show the ordinary university and college
fees, but special fees are payable on the conferring of higher
degrees than those mentioned in the table :

A. UNIVERSITY FEES. S. d.

For matriculation (including preliminary examination) . 200
For the intermediate examination (ordinary degree) . . 100
For the final examination for B.A. or B.Sc. (ordinary degree) 100
For the final examination for B.A. or B.Sc. (degree with

honours) 200
On the conferring of the degree of B.A. or B. Sc. ... 500

B. COLLEGE FEES.

These vary according to the Group presented by the Candidate, and
may also differ slightly in different Colleges of the University. Exact
figures, can, however, be obtained by reference to the Rcgi:trar of the

College in question ; the following must be regarded as roughly approxi-
mate only.

First Year .-Preliminary examination course, about 18.

Second Year ; Intermediate course for B. A., from about 19 to 22,

according to the Group.
Third Year; Final course for B.A., from about 14 to 28, ac-

cording to the Group.
The fees for the courses for B.Sc. degree vary between much wider

limits
; the average fee for the intermediate course iray be put at

about 21, and for the final course at about 20.

In addition a small fee is charged for registration as a
student, and for the use of the Library.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES.

The youth of the university has not yet permitted a large
accretion of scholarships and prizes, but, no doubt, in course of

time benefactors will be found eager to increase the useful-
ness of the Victoria University in this respect.

The Derby Scholarship, founded in 1880 by the Earl of Derby
for the encouragement of the study of mathematics, is of the
value of about 40 a year for two years, and is awarded an-

nually on the results of the examination for the degree of B.Sc.
with honours in the School of Mathematics.
The Mercer Scholarsliip, of the annual value of about 30,

founded by the late Mr. E. C. Mercer, of Accrington, for the

encouragement of the study of chemistry, is tenable for one

year, and is awarded on the results of the examination for the
B.Sc. with honours in the School of Chemistry.
A Cobden Prize of 60 is offered by the Cobden Club in every

third year for the best essay on some subjects in Political

Economy. It is open to members of the university of not more
than three years' standing from the date of their first degree.
A Thomasson Prize of .20 is offered by Mr. Thomasson, of

Bolton, annually, for a period of years, for the best English,

Essay on some subject fixed yearly by the Adjudicators.

CERTIFICATES OF PROFICIENCY.

General Regulations for Certificate Examinations for Registered Teaching
Institutions.*

THE University certificate is awarded on successful completion
of the examinations prescribed for any one of certain Groups of

subjects, particulars as to which will be found in the Syllabus
to be obtained from the Eegistrar of the university.

*
By

"
Registered Teaching Institutions

"
are meant Mechanics' In-

stitutes, Technical Schools, Evening Schools, and so forth, which, being
under the control of a suitable committee or other governing body, pro-
vide teachers and instruction in the subjects (or some of them) named
in the schedule, of such a kind as to admit of their being placed on the

Register of Institutions recognised for the purposes of these examina-

tions.
ft
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i of proficiency are also awarded to student* f tho

uvriimu oliumuB in :i L'.ill-'^u of tlni iiiiivi-r.tity on compliance
litions a* to attendance and exatuiuation, for

.-i:ir. ______

..ii, it )i:i.i only to be said that, like incut <ith.-r

loria University has the power to admit
.toa of other universities in the lJnii.il Kingdom to

Mimi.ir iiml equal degrees (ad eundcm gradum), and to confer

honorary degrees upon persons worthy of such distinction.

LESSONS IN GREEK. LIIL
ATTRIBUTIVES-THE DEMONSTRATIVE PROXOUNS THE

ARTICLE.

AMONG attributive words of adjective signification stanl tho

trativo pronouns and tho article, as well as the posses-
i >ronouns.

Tho demonstrative pronouns indicate tho local relation borne

by an object to tho speaker, and so may bo divided into two

classes, tho near (this) and tho remote (that) ; for example

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

C o, 7), TO, this man, this woman, this thing.

Tltc Near. < o5, 7)8*, ro8, a strengthened form of tho same.

(. olrros, air?), TOVTO, this man, etc.

The Remote. tKctvos, titfivr), CKCIPO, that man, that woman, etc.

68, i;8e, roSr, is nothing more than the article with 8 ap-

pended. It is not so obvious, but nevertheless it is equally

true, that OUTOS, aurt, TOVTO is only tho article with its stem

strengthened.
Tho two demonstratives oot and OUTOS, of tho same origin,

resemble each other in signification. A slight difference may
bo discovered in them, namely, that <J8e relates rather to out-

ward and local objects, OUTOS embraces also the inner relations

or states of mind. Opposed to both is CKCIPOS, in so far as it

indicates an object which stands at a distance from tho speaker.
It may also be observed that 68* alludes to an object not

observed in its condition, and consequently not so mentioned ;

while OUTOS refers not merely to an object itself, but also to its

character; thus, rjSe rj iroAts is this city, the city which we see,

the city in which we live, without any reference to its circum-
stances ; on the contrary, ourrj 77 iroAis is this city, considered

relatively to its character, the (a) city of this kind. So TOLVTO.

is used of that which has boon already spoken of
; roSe of that

of which you have to speak ; as, TO.VTO. ^tv o~u \tytts, trap rm<av
o" airayy\\e raSe, you report these things; bear back from us
this answer.

Tom-' t\tav, these things they said that is, the things re-

ported is used at the end of a discourse or narrative ; but
t\(av TaSe, they said these things, refers to those things which
are to follow.

OUTOS and CKCIPO* differ in this, that tho former refers to the

nearer, the latter to tho remoter object. But this application
is sometimes inverted. It is inverted when tho remote object
is pointed out as specially worthy of attention, and the nearer
as holding an inferior position.

OUTOS is used emphatically in order to indicate an object as

universally known ; ticnvos in order to point out an object as

prominent and distinguished of its kind.

Tho demonstratives are omitted, first, when they stand with
a relative clause, as a periphrasis for a substantive, as aATjOrj a
o-v \tytis ;

and secondly, in these phrases, Ttnijpiov oe, this is

the proof; at]v.fiov St, this is the token ; CUTIOV ot, the ground is

this ; Kt(pa\Gto:> Se, the chief point is, etc. ; and the like.

The weakest form of the demonstrative pronoun namely, o,

i), TO is in good prose used only as an article. Tho office of

tho article is to individualise tho idea conveyed in the noun
that is, to set it forth as a distinct object clearly present to the

thought of the speaker and hearer. In general the use of the

article on the part of tho Greeks is tho same as tho uso of it in

English. There are, however, some deviations.

The Greeks use tho article with proper names, but not nni-

vor.- illy ; tho article with proper names adds to tho distinctness

and individuality of tho name, indicating that tho person is well

known, either because mentioned before or because celebrated ;

thus, o Kvpos, the Cyrus previously spoken of, the Cyrus whom

everybody knows. Generally the Boon is without the article

when a distinctive or characterising phrase Is added ; , K*p* ,

& TUIK Tltpffw /3<MfiA v, aw.Oo^r, Cyrus, th king of U* j'c/*iait*,

died.

The artiolo is pot also before subttantives which bare * pro-
a attribute ; as a demonstrative pronoun, or the defer-

mimitivo aurot, self. The place of the article u either between
the pronoun and the noon, tu atrij j o<.a, this haute, or before
tho noun and the pronoun, as j) O<M a&rn.
The article is used with noons which signify a number,

whether of special or general import, when reference U made
to a number of objects, either previously mentioned or com-
monly known, or a number of object* in contract with the)

remainder, or a number given as comprising a totality, no one

being excluded, equivalent to our in all ; and consequently the
article is employed with numerals without noons, when the idee>

of number appears as containing in itself a complete whole,
considered in its arithmetical value. Special numerical deter-

initiations appear in tho place of ordinary adjectives ; general
ones in the place of tho demonstrative pronouns. Kaf itttum^
TT\V rififpav id every day without exception : leu emphatic is *a.f

txaaT-nv 7).ufpov ; iravrts o\ avdpwwoi, all the mentioned nun ; ei

irayrfs avOpuwot, Uie whole of mankind, all men without excep-

tion, more expressive t lan vatrtt arOpwvoi.
To the numerals of general import may bo added *o\\n and

oAAoj. With ToAus tho article is employed when a greater por-
tion is set in contrast with a smaller portion. In such cases we
in English use the superlative ; as, 6 woAi/f \oyos, matt of the

speech; TO iroAu TOV aTpa.Ttvna.Tot, the main body of the army ;

TO. woAAo, for the most part; ol woAAoi, the most, the bulk, the

common people. AAAor takes the article when the whole of the

part of an object is exhibited in opposition to one mentioned

port, or more, of the same object ; as, oi oAAot curtpttwot, the

other men, tlie rest.

The article is employed in sums total ; for example, ijr, #r

tTt\tvTt]<Tfv, afj.tf)i
TO ii)KorTa TTJ, when Ko died he vnu about

sixty years of age.

By receiving the article the infinitive acquires the form of a

noun, yet may it retain its verbal force. Thus it takes an
adverb as a qualifier, as TO xaAwf aroOawur, to die honourably
that is, an honourable death ; it may have ita object, as TO Tout

viKrjffavras a^(\tiv, to neglect tlwse who have gained a victory

that is, disregard to conquerors ; it may also have a subject, aa

TO tpBoffiv TOIS fVTvxovfft Tous aTixoi/Taj, for the unfortunate to

envy the fortunate. This infinitive itself, like nouns in general,

may be tho subject or the object of a proposition, or it may be

tho object after a proposition, all the while retaining its verbal

force. Tho infinitive in Greek, with the article, corresponds
with the gerund in Latin ; as

OI'.EF.K. LVTIH. KSC.LISR.

ivtKct TOV \tytiv, dicendi, o/ saying,
tv Tta \eyttv, dicendo, by saying.

irpot TO \tyttv, dicendum, to saying, or to toy.

Adverbs of place and time, by taking the article, acquire the

import of substantives ; as, TO eaua, the upper region ; TO unra^v,
the interval. Also adverbs of quality having the article tako

the form of nouns; as, TO Atox, excess; TO Aofffxs, secrecy.

Adverbs in combination with the article stand for adjectives ;

as, oi TOTC avOpwiroi (literally, the then men), the men of that

time.

The article with a genitive stands substantively, and in

English requires a noun to be supplied ; as, TO. TW A<hjywr,
the (affairs) of the Athenians ; ol tr TTJ ro\n, thf (men) in the

city. In a similar manner it is taken with prepositions ; as, ra

/xrra TOI/TO, what folio >

Adjectives and participles, as well as adverbs, become nouns

under the influence of tho article ; as, of w\ovnm, the rich.

Sometimes the participle with tho article is rendered by several

words ; as, oi irapovTts, those who are present.
Tho article in the neuter gender prefixed to a noun, or to a

. denotes a quotation ; as, TO arrjp, the word euntp.

When an attribute is added to a noun accompanied by tho

article, tho position of tho words may ba threefold ; as

1. TO. ntyaXa ayaBa, $ <r$oSp* rrttvuuL,

the great benefits. the intense desire.

2. cryaOa TO. /iryaAa. r0i/jiia n r^o8pa.

3. Ta ayaOa ra /xryaAa. 1) ri0vfua t afo&pa.
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These three collocations vary in emphasis in the order in

which they are placed, the first being the least and the third

the most emphatic.
A difference of meaning is produced by the different posi-

tions of the adjectives /uetroy, irxaToy, aKpos, etc. ;
as tv /uecrT? ry

ayopa, or ev ry ayopa. ry fj.fcrri, in the middle of the market; tv

T-TI fj-ecrr; ayopa, in the middle market.

With a genitive case, a noun and an article may have diffe-

rent arrangements ; as, 6 raiv M-r\vai<av 8171105 (the people of the

Athenians), 6 SrjfJ.os 6 nav AQnvauav, TGJV hAr\va.uav 6 0-rj/j.os, 6

TOW A.Brjvatui'. These arrangements vary only in em-

The article is wanting in Greek with abstract appellatives
when they denote the general idea : thus, irAovros Kamas virr)-

perrjs iffTiv, riches is a servant of wickedness.

The omission of the article sometimes gives the force of our

indefinite an or a ; that is, one of the race so called, or the

race itself, avdpwiros. If indefiniteness is to be given, we add
the enclitic ris to the noun j as, ywtj ns opviv fix.et>,

a certain

woman had a hen.

A noun taken with iros, and without the article, is used dis-

tributively ; as, TTUS avQpcairos, every man ; -rravTes avQpuiroi, all

men, considered individually. If we add the article, we give
a collective force ; as, iravres ol avQpiairoi, all 'the men (in the

world), men collectively.

An important difference is made by the different position of

the article with CLVTOS -. for example, avros 6 irarrip, or 6 Trarrjp

avros, the father himself; 6 O.VTOS iraTrjp, or 6 naTrjp 6 avros, the

same father.

ATTRIBUTIVE WORDS WITH SUBSTANTIVE IMPORT.

An adjective acquires a substantive import when an object,

whether a person or a thing, is set forth as the material image
of a quality, or when the abstract idea of the quality is desig-

nated as a substance in and for itself. Thus fj.f\ai>, in the

neuter gender, is black, that is, blackness.

The article is prefixed to these adjectives with substantive

meanings, as it is prefixed to appellatives. A participle with

the article acquires the form of a noun, and may often be best

rendered by a relative clause ; as, 6 /j.a6cav, the scholar, or he who
has learnt; 6 f}ov\o/jLfvos, the ivilling man, he who is willing.

The Greeks use the genitive of possession in union with the

article, to designate persons, things, and circumstances which
are severally to be regarded as belonging to the idea or person
contained in the relative. Thus the masculine article with the

genitive denotes the son of, and in the plural the relatives of,

the subjects of; in general him, or those persons or things
which belong to the object ; as, A\tat>Spos 6 $i\nnrov, Alexander
the (sen) of Philip ; ol epavrov, the of me, that is, my (friends,

children, etc.), mine. The feminine article with a genitive,
after a similar manner, signifies the wife or the daughter of;

as, Maio r] AT\UVTOS, Maia the (daughter) of Atlas.

With adjectival attributes, nouns are omitted which suggest
themselves from the nature of the attribute itself. Thus x f'P

is omitted with TJ Seicc, the right (hand) ; ij aptarepa, the left

(hand) ; pepis with TJ SeAarTj, the tenth (part) ; 7) eiKotrrr], the

twentieth (part), etc.

Other omissions of substantives are permitted only when
they may be readily learnt from the verbs which, if expressed,

they would accompany. Thus with verbs signifying to go, etc.,

680$ is omitted
; as, Tropeveffdai paxpav (65oc), to go a long way

(far). On the same principle are explained ellipses (omissions)
like Tt]v evavTtav (tynfyov) Oeffdai, to vote in opposition; fpr]fj.rjv

(SIKTJV) Karriyopeiv, to bring a deserted charge, that is, to accuse
a person in his absence.

With the preposition ei' and e<s, you often find the genitive
of a personal noun to signify the residence of the person, which
is left out, as being easily supplied by the mind. Thus the
Greeks commonly said fyonav ets Si8a<r/caA.oi/, to go to school; tis

<t>t\ov, to a friend's that is, to the house of a teacher, the house
of a friend. Very common, and for the most part without

variation, are the phrases ev AlSov, in Hades; us AlSov, to

Hades (scil. SO/J.QV and SO/J.CP).

GOVERNMENT OP THE OBJECT.

By the object is meant that on which the action of the

subject falls. The relation of the subject to the object is either

immediate, so that the action of the subject parses to the object
without any intermediate term ; or the relation is mediate, so
that the two are connected by some medium.

Of the three oblique cases of the Greek, the accusative is

chiefly employed to indicate the near object, the dative to indi-

cate the remote, and the genitive specially to express attributive
accessories.

IMPORT AND USE OF THE ACCUSATIVE.

The accusative shows that an object is under the immediate
influence of another object, and consequently serves

1. To denote the near or immediate object.
2. To denote the end towards which a movement is directed,

and the space over which a movement extends, in reference to

locality, as well as to time.

THE ACCUSATIVE TO DENOTE THE OBJECT.

The Single Accusative. All verbs which signify action

(transitives) put that which is immediately affected by that

action, or which is thereby brought into existence, into the
accusative case

; as, ol 'EAAiji/es tviKr\<rav TOVS Hepvas, the Greeks

conquered THE PERSIANS.
The application of the accusative in Greek is wider than it is

in English. In poetry especially, objects are often employed
with intransitive verbs, in order to show the influence or result

which ensues from the verbal condition. Thus with 6pxti<r9ai,
to dance, and KLVtitrQai, to play in pantomime, is found the
accusative of the person set forth or imitated in the dance or

the mime; as, 6pxei>r6ai roy 'E/cropa, KivtiffBai TO. -roiaina; irvp

ocj)da\/j.OLa'i 5e5op/cau, looking (darting) Jirc from his eyes.

Many verbs which in English are used intransitively admit
in Greek of a transitive application, in consequence cf which

they take an accusative as their object. Such verbs are, 8a-

Kpveiv, to weep for; oi/j.caeiv, oSvptaBai, o\o(f>vptcr6ai, to moan,
lament; irevQtiv, 6pyi>iv, KoirTfffdai, to mourn; as, TOVS a7ro

Qavovras Sa/cpt/oucnc ol oiKttoi, the domestics iveep for the de-

parted.
In the same way, TrAeii/, to sail, to travel by sea, acquires a

transitive application, and takes an accusative of the part on
which the journeying goes on ; as, irKtiv QaKavtrav, ir\fiv -novrov,

etc. Following the same analogy, verbs which signify to pass
over take an accusative of the space or object over which the

passage is made ; as trfpaiovtrOai, irepav, 5ia/3aii'if -rcorai-LOv,

QaKaffcrav, to cross a river, go over the sea. So we find even

Opovov Oaacreiv, to sit (on) a seat, and l^eaOai tcprjvas, to settle (at)

a fountain. OiKtiv, meaning to inhabit, to dwell, may signify
to direct ; as, Set yvvaiKa. ev oitteiv TVV OIKLO.V, a woman ought to

manage her household well.

The application is extended to neuter adjectives, giving rise

to forms of speech which require explanation ; for example,
TOVTO a.fjLapra.veiv, that is, rovro TO ajuaprrj/ua a^apTavfiv, to com'
init this error, to sin this sin, to sin in this ; (j.eya\a a^apraveLv,
to commit great sins; 8er0cu /uerpia, to make moderate requests.

The accusative of tho abstract object may stand with the

middle or passive as well as the active ; as, iro\\as Aoi/Say Aa>/3a-

Tai 6 avdpcairos, the man endures many a disgrace.
As the Greeks said 'vixav VIKIJV, to gain a victory, so by an

extension of the idiom they said vmav aytava, to be superior in

a contest ; viKav jrvyfj.Tjv, to beat in boxing ; viKav ira\riv, to con-

quer in wrestling ; vmav O\v/j.-ma, to conquer in the Olympic

games. A yet greater extension is found in the forms aiffxvft(r~

Oat Tiva, to be ashamed before (to reverence) a person ; Qapfeiv

nva, to have confidence towards (in the presence of) a person.

Hence may be explained what is called the accusative of the

part; and this accusative may be expanded into the accusative

of the more exact determination, that is, an accusative which

defines the object to which the predicate relates ; as

Accusative of the Part. Tew Sa/crtiAoj/ a\yt, I have a pain
IN MY THUMB.

Accusative of Exact Determination. ILpSapoy BOIWTOJ t\v

.Trjv TrarpiSa, Pindar ivas a Bceolian AS TO COUNTRY.

Nouns of measure, as depth (TO ftados), height (TO fyos),
breadth (TO evpos), are in the same manner put in the accusative

to signify the exact relation of the object to the predicate. So,
where we say "by name,"the Greeks simply used an accusative

(ovo/j.a) of exact determination; as, Autra^Spoy Trpocrf.fiaAe iroAet,

ovofj.0. KeSpeiais, Lysanderfdl upon a city, BY NAME Ccdrew.
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"ifE STEAM-ENGINE. III.

8LIDB.VALVB WATT'H PARALLEL MOTION GOVERNOR
BAI

ive now to turn our altontion to th" d:iiil>lo-acting
which i..; much moro commonly omidoycd. In tin-

i of this fi.ur \ulvo4 aro required viz., a titoain-

valvo and an eduction-valve for each end of tho cylin.l. T. Tho
upper .-tc:uii-\:ilvo :ind lhi< lower cduoticm-viilvo ;iro first opened,

OH on the upper surface of tin-

a, viu-iium l.elow it. \Vhon it nearly rea<

thcHo aro closed, and Iho lower steam and upper
I'diiction-valvos opened, so that tho steam in the upper portion
of the cylinder U condensed, and a vacuum produced there,

in In practice mad* mooh *maller than here ihown, the pipe*
loading from i 10 boiler and from the two end* of UM cylinder

ado to open lido by aide on a tme surface over which
ni yj i.- .:..,.. ..

*enU a model whk-h conveys e. very food idoa of
the conntructiou of the doublo-arting condensing engine. The
Blide-valvo in seen at tho left of the cylinder, the valve-rod m
being moved by tho eccentric z. The action of thi* will ba
better understood by reference to Fig. 10, which give* a detailed
view of them part*.
To tho axle, A, of the fly-wheel there U fixed a circular dieo of

metal, E, BO arranged that it centre shall not coincide with that
of the axle. Surrounding tho duo there U a brass ring, c, eon-
nccted to the rods z, z. This ring is not fixed to the dt*ot which

while tho lower part becomes
filled with steam. It will thus
bo seen that though there are
four valves to be altered, they
move in pairs, and thus only
two movements aro required. A great many plans have been
tried for making these, but some modification of the slide-

valve, the principles of which will be understood by reference
to Fig. 8, is now generally employed.

In this figure c represents the cylinder, and p the piston,
which is just descending. 8 is the pipe by which the steam
enters from tho boiler, while the waste steam escapes to the

adenser by the pipe seen below tho lower port v. D is tho

lide-volve, and is moved alternately up and down by tho rod

A, motion being imparted to this by tho eccentric.

When it io in the position shown, the steam passes from s

through tho upper port, and presses on the nppe : side of tho

piston ; at the samo time the lower part of tl'o cylinder is open
to tho condenser. As tho piston comes near tho bottom of the

cylinder, tho slide D is pressed down as far as it can go. The
steam-pipo 8 is then in connection with the lower port, while
ie upper one communicates by the space F with the condenser,

and thus tho motion of the piston is reversed. The slide-valve
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turns in it, and thus as U
rotates moves the rods z,?

backwards and forwards.

This movement is imparted
to the bent lever s y, and

thus conveyed to tho rod m, which moves the valves. The
eccentric is usually so arranged as to move the valve just
before the piston reaches tho end of the cylinder. Thu has to

be altered when the steam is employed expansively.
We now revert to the engine shown in Fig. 9. Tho piston*

rod A moves the beam L. Tho clumsy arched ends formerly

employed aro, however, dispensed with, and the beautiful

mechanism known as Watt's Parallel Motion employed in their

place. The rods D D and E form with the end of the beam a

parallelogram, one corner of which is jointed to tho rod c. The.

other end of this rod is fixed to a pillar, B, or to the wall of the

building, and the lengths of the rods are so adjusted that by
their combined action the piston-rod is always vertical.

In this way the alternate movement of the piston is converted

into an oscillating one of the beam, which is, in its torn, usually

changed into a rotatory motion. This is accomplished by means
of tho connecting rod i, and the crank K, the action of which

closely resembles that of the treadle of a lathe. A little thought
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Trill, however, show us that there are two points at which the

crank has no power : these are when the piston is at the top or i

the bottom of the cylinder. At thoso times I and K are in one

straight line, and the whole pressure of the beam is therefore

transferred directly to the axle instead of tending to move the

wheel. Thoso positions are called the "dead points "of the

stroke, and would cause the motion of the engine to cease

altogether were there no means of overcoming the difficulty.

After it has passed the dead point the crank acts with increas-

ing advantage, until it comes at right angles to I, and then its

power diminishes again to the other dead point. This tends to

render the motion very irregular, but the contrivance known as

a fly-wheel quite corrects this. A largo wheel, v, with a very
heavy rim, is fixed on the crank axis. When the crank is in its

most favourable position it tends to accelerate the motion of

this wheel. On account, however, of its great mass a very
minute increase of velocity is produced, the power being
absorbed and stored up in the wheel ; the momentum thus

acquired is sufficient to carry it over the dead points, and to

render the motion of the engine pradtically uniform. The

machinery may be driven by a strap passing round the fly-

wheel, or in any other convenient way.
WG must now just explain the remaining parts of the engine.

o is the condenser, into which cold water is injected by the

pump K, through the pipe T. This water, together with the

condensed steam, is removed by the air-pump M, and emptied
into the hot well N. Q is the feed force-pump, by which the

water is pumped from N into the boiler, through the pipe s.

The rarious pumps are worked by the rods, F, a, H, fixed on
suitable parts of the beam. In practice the arrangement of the

pumps seen in the lower part of the figure is often considerably
modified to suit the circumstances of the case ; but the changes
are not of much importance.
Thus far wo have only considered low-pressure, or condensing

engines. Those which work with steam at a higher pressure,
and do not condense, are, however, very frequently used, as,

though less economical in use, they are much simpler and
cheaper. In the former there is steam at a low pressure on one
side of the piston, and a vacuum on the other ; in the latter,

the steam presses on one side of the piston, while the other is

open to the air. This pressure therefore opposes the movement
of the piston, and causes a considerable loss of power. As will

be seen by reference to Fig. 9, much of the mechanism there
shown is required for the purpose of condensing the steam,
a constant supply of cold water has also to be provided. In

many cases these requirements cannot be met, and they nearly
always cause inconvenience, and hence non-condensing engines
are now very generally employed. The mechanism by which
the piston is moved in the cylinder, and its motion transferred
to the beam and fly-wheel, is substantially the same in this as in

the engine already described. Instead, however, of the waste
steam passing into the condenser, it escapes by a suitable pipe
into the air.

Frequently, however, before doing this, it is employed in

Some other way for heating purposes, so as to reduce the waste
of heat as much as possible. In nearly all cases the beam is

altogether dispensed with, the cylinder being so placed that the

piston-rod is attached directly to the crank-shaft. The cylinder
is very frequently laid on its side, and in this way the engine is

rendered very much more compact and convenient.
In marine engines two or three cylinders are not unfre-

qncntly used to drive the same shaft. In this case .the cranks
are placed in different positions, so that one shall be exerting
its maximum power while another is at the dead point. Some
of the cylinders in such cases are frequently mounted on pivots
so as to oscillate, and thus impart motion more directly to the
crank. In large steam-vessels there are very frequently three

cylinders, the middle one being made on this principle.
When a number of machines are being driven by one engine,

ono or other of them is very frequently stopped for a time, and
the immediate result of this is to diminish the load of the

engine, and therefore to accelerate its speed. In a similar way
changes in the pressure of steam alter its rate, and in many
instances these fluctuations cause great inconvenience. A
throttle-valve was first placed in the steam-pipe to remedy the

difficulty. This consisted of a circular disc mounted on an axis

passing across its centre, and just fitting the interior of the

pipe, When this diao was vertical the steam was completely

shut off, but when it was horizontal little obstruction was
offered to its passage. The valve, however, had to be adjusted

by hand, and a self-acting regulator was much needed. This
was at length supplied by the invention of the governor-balls,
which are represented in Fig. 11.

H I is an axis turning in two bearings. A sheave, A, is placed
on its lower end, and motion is imparted to it by a cord or

chain passing round this and also round the axle of the fly-

wheel, or some other convenient portion of the machinery.
Two heavy balls, B, B, are fixed to the end of bent levers, which
turn on pivots at c. Small bars, K, K, are hinged to the upper
ends of these, and then connected with the loose collar, D.

'

When the speed of the engine increases, the spindle rotates

more rapidly, and the balls are accordingly thrown wider apart

by centrifugal force. By this means the loose collar D is forced

up, and carries with it one end of the rod D r, which turns on
a pivot at E. The other end of this moves the throttle-valve G,

and thus diminishes the influx of the steam, and checks the

spaed of the engine. When, on the other hand, the engine
moves more slowly, the balls fall, and thus open the valve

wider, and in this way the motion of the engine is maintained

very nearly uniform.

The construction of a locomotive is not essentially different

from that of a stationary engine. The cylinders are usually

horizontal, and the piston-rods are connected with the driving-
wheels. A fly-wheel is, of course, unnecessary, as the momen-
tum of the engine carries it over the dead points. Ono impor-
tant adjunct is known as the link-gearing, and serves to reverse

the engine. The direction in which the driving-wheel moves

depends upon the part of the stroke at which the steam is

allowed to enter either end of the cylinder. Two eccentrics are

therefore fixed to the axle, one arranged to drive the engine

forwards, the other backwards, and by the link-gearing tho

slide-valve is connected with whichever of these we please.

Before concluding this brief sketch of tho steam-engine, we
must just notice the way in which its power is usually
described. It is always said to have a certain horse-power.
This was at first used very vaguely, but a definite meaning has

now been attached to it ;
and when wo speak of an engine of

one horse-power, wo mean one capable of producing, under

ordinary circumstances, an effect equivalent to raising 33,0001bs.

a foot high per minuto. One of 5 horse-power would, of courso,

accomplish five times this duty. By working with steam of a

greater pressure a larger amount of work may be obtained.

It is found that to produce the effect of ono horse-power, tho

boiler should evaporate nearly a cubic foot of water per hour.

When, therefore, we speak of a boiler of a given horse-power,
we mean that it is capable of evaporating that number of cubio

feet of water per hour.

LESSONS IN LATIN. LVIII.

COLLOCATION OF WOBDS.

BY the collocation (con and locus) of words is meant the way or

order in which words are placed or stand in relation to each

other. That order may be determined, or, if not determined,

may bo affected by three causes : first, the sequence of ideas ;

secondly, the grammatical construction ; thirdly, the laws of

euphony (Greek, tv, eu,well; and fyutvj), fo'-ne, voice, or pleasing

sound). To a greater or less degree, and in varying propor-

tions, these three causes operate on collocation in all languages ;

since a regard to the order of ideas, a regard to the require-

ments of grammar, and a regard to the laws of sound, aro

universal principles of cultivated speech. In one language,

however, construction may predominate over tho sequence of

thought ; in another the sequence of thought may prevail more
than the usages of construction. This position is exemplified

in the English and the Latin
;
for in the English, construction

has the more force ;
in the Latin, the order of the thoughts.

Take such a sentence as James gave John a book; hero the con-

struction shows that James is the subject and John the remote

object to the verb gave. Change the place of the two proper

names, John gave James a book, and you have reversed the

sense. Hence you learn that in English the sense of words

depends very much on their position.

A great and strict regard to usages relative to position ia

necessitated in English, because our nouns are only partially
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inflected. Bat you are not to suppose that a similar rcg.i

'i other tongues ; nor arc yoa to think that the order

. hit-It eiiKues U tho natural order. Misconceiving it

to bo tho natural order, grammarians hayo spoken of a

i order regulated by tho sense rather tlmi:

sound : for example, that observed by tho Romans, as an ii

young students are apt to regard tho inverted <!

.->rde as unnatural. In truth, tho order required by
:ml tho order required by tho construction are equally ;

iialu was natural to tho Romans, the latter in !

;ih; nor when tho student of Latin shall
'

mo to think in Latin, and to read and understand Latin

.: putting it into English, will ho find anything either

ral or difficult in tho Latin arrangement of words ; on

tho contrary, ho will by practice bo lod to tho feeling that the

order, following as it does tho sequence of thought, is

rate moro philosophical, if not moro natural, than tho

Lab.

v Let us now put tho sentence given above into Latin.

Johannes Jacobo librum dodit;
i s a & *

John to Jamet a book gave.

Hero there is no doubt that John is the subject and James one

of the objects to the verb dedit, for such they appear to be by
their form. Equally clear is it that book is the direct object to

tho verb dedit, for it is in the accusative case. The inflections,

then, of these three nouns clearly indicate their relations.

Consequently, so far as tho sense is concerned, their position is

of small moment. Equally obvious is it that Johannes and
ho subject and tho verb, go together. Consequently you

gain a latitude as to their position. Now tho Romans were

fond of throwing the verb to tho end : to the end, then, tho

verb may bo thrown without any detriment to tho sense. By
this arrangement, a sentence is seen to be, as it was originally

called, a period, or circle ;
tho thought is enclosed within itself :

of tho two principal words in a sentence namely, the subject and

tho verb tho ono opens, tho other closes the period, and so the

beginning and tho end unite to make a complete whole. As
now tho sense is to a great extent independent of tho colloca-

tion, so you may vary tho relative position of the words ; thus

1. Jacobo Johannes librum dedit. 2. Jacobo Johannes dedit librum.

3. Johannes librum Jacobo dedit, etc.

These variations, however, are not capriciously produced.
That regard to tho order of the thoughts, which is the prevail-

ing law in Latin collocation, determines tho changes for the

most part, though euphony also has its rights. Thus, if you
wanted to make it clear that it was to James and not to Thomas
that John gave the book, you would employ the arrangement
No. 1. But if you wished to declare that it was a book and

not a coat that John gave to James, then you would givo prefer-

ence to the form No. 2, or 'you might set forth tho fact with

still moro emphasis by this arrangement :

Librum Johannes Jacobo dedit.

A great deal of what we in English do by accent and intona-

tion, tho ancient Romans did by position. According to their

general usage, there were two places of chief emphasis, the

beginning and tho end of the sentence. Tho first word is tho

most emphatic, tho last word is second in emphasis. Hence you
must put your most important word first, and tho word next

in importance last. The middle of a sentence is tho place of

least emphasis.
These aro general principles. These general principles were

moro or less modified by a regard to euphony. And usages,

tho origin of which cannot bo always traced, exert a control-

ling power of a general kind. Usage in a measure varies with

individuals, being greater in this author and less in that. It

also varies in tho same person with states of mind ; and an

arrangement sometimes has no other explanation than that

such was tho order in which tho thoughts and the feelings of a

speaker or a writer stood at the moment.
To these general observations may bo appended ono or two

particular observations. I have spoken of the proneness of tho

Romans to throw the verb to tho end of tho sentence; tho

verb may, however, be placed at tho beginning, by tho sense,

by tho sound, or by usage ; for example :

an U qul profolt nobto, si postoa MM***. MS <

It u tif/n.-red wktUu, kt ml* MA m tU, * m Jrttfnm Mifttitm
a/lenearde injuring m.

Usage formed several combination* which ar* neper or

rarely departed from ; as, (Jim Itomanns (not Romaaos Civt) ;

aonatui populntqne Itomanan; Pontifex Maxima*; Jopitrr
optimuB maxima* ; Dii immorUles ; DU dessqae ; hoc stqao
iliac, etc.

A difference of fence may b produced by change of place ;

thus, Alexander Majmus in Alaeander the Creat ; bat Bftgnns
Alexander is Alexander who it really great, whether the fsisos.*

king of Macedon or not.

The object generally comes before the verb, an librum senbii,
he writes a book.

Of two nouns, or a noun and an adjective depending on each

other, tho governing word follows the governed ; a* fwfpuMiev
est peritus, he is a good politician ; again

Prudentia eat rerun expetendaram fugiendirumqao teitntio.

Prudence u the knowledge of object* to l to^jht "t * ** ikmuud.

Related or contrasted words are put by the Roman* so u to

bring out their bearing on each other to the beet advantage;
for example :

Quod non dedit fortuna non eripil.

What fortune gives not, it toiee not away.

Regard to emphasis may produce BO complete an invession

as to make the sentence unintelligible, if construed into English

according to its Latin order ; for example :

Provocantibus ad proelium responsum Romano* nemo red'lebat.

To them challenging to battle reply Roman no returned; that is, M
Roman returned a reply to them challenging to battle.

In sentences that contain a noun with its adjective governing
another noun, the governed noun is placed between the governing
noun and its adjective ; as

AdmirabilLs benevolentv* magnitude*.'
The admirable greatness of benevolence.

So with other governed words ; for example :

Brcvissimus tit Brifanniam trajectus.

The shortest passage to Britain.

Words connected in sense and grammar are separated by
euphony ; for example :

Admirabilis exardescit benevolentua tnaynitndo ;

An admirable greatness of benevolence burst* /art*.

When I speak of euphony I mean that which was veil-

sounding to Roman ears. Alliteration, or the succession of

words beginning with tho same letter, is avoided by good English

writers, but instances may be found of evidently designed
alliteration in the best Roman classics. Nor waa it always

possible for a Latin writer to avoid collocations which to us,

at least, ore anything but harmonious, such as the recurrence

of words ending in urn, in is, in orum, to which the language is

very liable ; as, nullis satis certw mandati*.

The Romans avoided ending a long sentence with a monosyl-

lable, or placing a short word immediately after a long one,

influenced in these and similar things by laws of euphony com*

mon to all languages. Let the student read the two following

sentences, and say which of the two sounds the better ; in

the second, vicit is taken from the usual place of the Yerb at

tho end of the sentence, and placed between words intimately

connected in form and in import ; the sentence is improved by
the change :

1. OBS*T Gallon fortissimo* et omni rerum copil abaadaatei vicit.

2. Cesar Gallos vicit fortissimos et omni rerum copii abundant**.

Ccuar conquered the Gaule, beinj very brave and abounding in U Uinj*.

The verbs \nquit, opinor, quccso, spcro, censeo, etc., are inter*

posed in tho course of the sentence, and not placed at either

the commencement or tho termination.

Nouns in the vocative are also generally interposed.

Those prepositions whose usual place is before their nouns

are sometimes, especially in poetry, placed after or between tho

noun and its adjective. I finally warn the student that in all

things, and especially in idiomatic usages, he must read and

meditate the classics themselves with the utmost care. The
nraotioe of double translation would afford great aid. Select aa
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easy passage from Cicero ; translate it into English, as nearly as

possible, word for word ; to-morrow, put your English back into

Latin, and then, comparing your Latin with Cicero's Latin,
correct the former by the latter, taking it for granted that you
are wrong when you differ from him. The steady and constant

pursuit of this practice would in due time suffice to make you
'

a good Latin scholar ; and those to whom a thorough knowledge
j

of Latin is indispensable must not grudge the time that it will

involve, nor the perseverance it will demand.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER XXVI. COMMERCE OF THE NETHERLANDS
(continued).

SOUTH NETHERLANDS.

THE early history of Flemish commerce may be considered as

being divided into three eras.

The first is in the year 862, when Baldwin III. induced Frisian

weavers to settle in Ghent, already a busy city, and thus laid

the foundation of a staple industry. He wisely instituted annual

fairs or markets, where no toll was taken for goods, and thus

gave great encouragement to trade.

The second is connected with Count Baldwin IV., who in

1203 led the fifth Crusade, and turning aside to the conquest
of Constantinople, was raised to the throne of the Eastern

Empire, thus bringing the Flemings into communication with

countries hitherto unknown.
The third period was that of the Burgundian princes, Philip

the Good, Charles the Bold, and Maria. It was Philip the

Good who established the Order of the Golden Fleece, the first

industrial decoration known.
The Flemings laboured under the disadvantage of a short

coast-line and a want of harbours. Although the land was well

watered and suited for inland navigation, the mouths of all the

rivers were in the North Netherlands, where transport was

hampered by town dues. Flanders and Brabant were, however,
more fertile than Holland, and being so near to France, the

agricultural resources of the country afforded more profitable

occupation for the inhabitants. Manufactures, also, were earlier

established, and took a wider growth than in Holland.
While liberal principles prevailed, the Flemings continued to

enrich themselves. Commerce at first was passive on their part;

they had few vessels of their own, but foreign ships came to

their harbours. Italian merchantmen visited Bruges in the

year 1300, and Venetian vessels followed a few years after-

wards. Genoa, Florence, Ancona, Bologna sent gold and silver

lace, silk, cotton, camlets, pearls, oil, and alum
;
Venice sent

spices, drugs and dyes, furs, cottons, and silks. Wines from

France, and sugar, yarn, and dye-wooda from Catalonia, were

subsequently imported. It may be interesting to note here the

striking contrast between the navigation of those days and that
of our own. The Catalans occupied six months, the Genoese

seven, and the Venetians eight, in making their voyages to and
irom their respective ports and Flanders.
A considerable amount of active trade was eventually carried

on. Floris Berthold, a Flemish merchant, who was described as
" richer in gold and silver, gained by means of his great traffic

in merchandise, which he sends away by sea and land, than any
one else in the world," dispatched his own ships to Alexandria,
Cairo, and Syria. Bruges held the rank of a city in the seventh

century. It was the chief trading town of the Netherlands ;

the emporium of the Hanseatic League, and the centre of the
overland German traffic, by which goods from the Mediter-
ranean and the East were exchanged for the raw produce of

England, Norway, Denmark, North Germany, and Russia.
Treaties of commerce were signed by it with Spain, Portugal,
Ireland, Scotland, England, the Hanse Towns, Venice, Genoa,
and Aragon. At the end of the thirteenth century its citizens

numbered nearly 200,000.
Merchants were attracted to Bruges by the freedom of its

markets and the humanity of its government. Shipwrecked
mariners received kind attention, piracy was checked, and friendly
relations were sought with all foreign states, especially with
England. By these means the city nourished, and on occasions
flf state tho citizens were able to display such magnificence in

dress, that Philip IV. cf France exclaimed, when the chief

burghers and their wives were presented to him and his consort
Johanna, in 1301,

" These ladies are not burghers' wives, but
six hundred queens."

Manufactures of lace, silks, muslins, damasks, and woollens

employed the inhabitants, and these, together with corn, flax,

and hemp, were the chief domestic exports. Wool, cotton,

timber, and wine constituted the bulk of their valuable imports.
The port of Bruges was at first Sluys, but in the twelfth century
docks were constructed, capable of holding a thousand sail, at

the village of Damme, now a fertile plain not far from the sea.

The immense trade and flourishing manufactures of Bruges
declined through the altered and selfish policy of its rulers, guild-

masters, and others, who bound down the different industries by
so many restrictive dues and regulations, that contentions oftea

arose. Political contests with tho reigning prince, Philip of Bur-

gundy, hastened the decay, and during the war between Flanders

and Germany, at the end of the fifteenth century, the harbour

became silted up from neglect.

Ghent was third in importance of the Flemish cities, though
at one time as densely inhabited as Bruges and Antwerp. It

is referred to as a city in the seventh century, and was of much

importance in the twelfth as a manufacturing centre. The course

of its history resembles that of Bruges, both in the efforts made
to trammel trade and in its frequent intestine commotions. Ita

guild of weavers was 40,000 strong the boldest trading corpora-
tion in Europe, and for tho prosperity of the city ever too ready
to test their strength. Other towns in the vicinity of the three

great industrial centres just described partook of the same-

character. Such were Courtray and Ypres, in West Flanders ;

Oudinarde, in East Flanders ; Louvaine, in South Brabant ; and
Mechlin (Malines), in Antwerp. Lille or Byssel was, above all

these secondary towns, distinguished for the lucrative character

and magnitude of its industries. At a festival of the Duke of

Burgundy, in 1454, the lords of the chamber were dressed in silk,

and the shield-bearers in satin of Lille make, while the citizens-

adorned themselves with robes of gold and silk, trimmed with,

costly furs.

Antwerp existed as a small republic in the eleventh century..

It succeeded to a good deal of the trade lost by Bruges, and at-

tained an even greater population. From its superior facilities

for reaching the sea by the estuary of tho Scheldt upon which it

stands, it became a great commercial as well as a manufacturing

city, so that the business of a month in Antwerp eventually
doubled that of a year of tho best days of Venice. Textures of

flax, wool, and silk were manufactured, as well as carpets, of a

kind valued for their colours and fineness of texture; their

weapons and cutlery, gold, silver, and bronze metal-work ranked

high for quality ; the most eminent tanners and sugar refiners

were also to be found here. Antwerp attracted commerce by

easy customs' dues, and obtained the name of tho " Market of the

World," which it did not lose even after the discovery of America

and the route to India round the Cape. Goods were borne to.

its stores from cast, west, north, and south, by land and by sea,

The following is the scheme of its customs' charges :

For every ship entering the harbour, 4 stivers.

Sack of wool, bale of peltry or lined leather, 1 cwt. of groceries : $

pfennings
= stiver.

Bale of cloth, 1 stiver.

Bale of silks or pressed linen, 8 pfennings = ^ stiver.

CHAPTER XXVII. GERMAN COMMERCE.

BY German commerce is meant the traffic of the regiona of

the Danube and tho Ehine. During the Eoman oocupotion it

had steadily expanded. The vine was cultivated in the reign of

the Emperor Probus, 276 to 282, at which time grain was im-

ported from Britain. For several years, however, after the fall

of the Eoman empire, commerce cannot bo said to have existed

in Germany. Security and peace are necessary to stimulate

labour and trade. Not, therefore, until the nations began to be

settled, and to be illumined with the light of Christianity, did

husbandry spread and the natural resources of the land become

utilised. Germany is indebted for its earliest prosperity to the

monks, whose quiet retreats, already referred to, were the sanc-

tuaries of learning and the abodes of industry. Charlemagne, in

the intervals of war, turned his far-sighted policy towards the

improvement of agriculture and handicrafts. He made the nuns

fill up their time with spinning, and settled on his own numerous
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estates goldsmiths and silversmiths, leather-worker*, turner*,

esjrriago-l.uililiTH, cutler*, Hoap-l..il.-r-. liukcrn, uml brewer*, and
established Reboots of weaving and dyeing. The natnru f tlio

:nony may 1 i from its googi -

i. It muct bo ovorlan r traffic, ana alo inter-

! MI) urtiolos of trade muat be thono of foreign
countries. Tin- native products were little more than coarse

.in-ii, boor, and Rhenish wine*. Of coast-lino the country
h:i-l luit Hiiiull Ntrips on the Baltic and North Seat*. -

ro, was the gate through which Smithcm and Oriental com-
moilitioa reached Qermany, and the cities of the Low CountriitM

became the entrepots of Northern produce. Eventually, however,
i commerce was considerably extended. The importance
ea-coast to a trading country in to bo seen in the fact

that one of the oldest trading stations of Qermany won that of

Veneta, in the estuary of the river Oder, to which allusion has
ulo. Its harbour would hold 300 ships. Veneta traded

vnii Si-aniliiKiviu, Russia, and Poland, on the one hand, and on
the other with Greece, the Levant, Independent Tartary, India,

un<l < liina. The town was cosmopolitan in law as well as trade,
and every one visiting it was free to worship according to his

Voneta was pillaged by the Swedes and Danes, in 811
.and in 830. Attracted by its wealth, Magnus, king of Denmark,
pillaged it and razed it to the ground in 1043. Its ruins now
xjover miles of ground in Usodom. Dragovit, in Holstein, and
Old Lubeck are both mentioned in the eighth century as commer-
cial towns. Bardewick, near Lunoburg, was favoured by Charle-

magne, who mode a road through Thuringia and Franconia to

Bavaria, thus connecting this town with Cello and Magdeburg,
ilitating the transport of goods between North and South

Germany. This able ruler likewise planned a canal to unite the
Rhino and the Danube.

Henry the Fowler (918 936) turning his attention to the
mineral resources of Germany, promoted mining to such pur-

pose that after the year 987 gold to the value of 10,000 marks
was obtained annually from tho gold diggings on the Eule.

Most of tho early trade was conducted by the Jews, who, every-
where oppressed, could only accumulate portable wealth, espe-

cially in the form of money. The monks also, enriched as they
were with the gifts of tho devout, and bound to industry by their

TOWS, undertook some part of the German trade. The profits
thus made were not unfrequently confiscated wholly or in part

by warlike rulers, for the support of their soldiers. A cause of

disturbance peculiar to Germany prevailed in this inland trade.

Tho roads wero beset with freebooting knights, who exacted

arbitrary tolls, and otherwise plundered the merchants. These

knights were nobles, who, through profuse living, were unable to

support themselves on their regular revenues, and who there-

fore became little better than highway robbers. They built

strong castles out of a common fund, shared the proceeds of their

plunder, and were in continual conflict with tho trading towns.

During tho crusades and afterwards, their prodigality and rapa-

city were boundless, and the Emperor's mandates were openly
disregarded. Occasionally they resorted to piracies at sea. To
suppress this lawless state of things, tho emperors assumed
the protection of tho market towns, appointing a governor,
And raising a glove on the market-cross of each place as a

token that hostilities wero forbidden. Traders travelled in

company, with swords hung from their saddle-bows. Rich and

powerful cities, such as Vienna, Ratisbon, Ulm, Augsburg, and
Nuremberg, maintained bodies of soldiers, who formed an inte-

gral portion of the imperial army, and who gained expcrtness in

the nse of arms by defending themselves on commercial journeys
between their own flourishing towns and Constantinople or

Italy. Besides such imperial measures, tho towns formed

leagues amongst themselves for mutual protection. Three such
unions are of historic note tho Rhine, tho Swabian, and tho

Hanse Leagues and must have special mention.
Tho Rhine League, as its name implies, comprised tho trading

towns in tho south-west of Germany and the lower Rhino pro-
vinces. Among these towns wo may enumerate Cologne, Weasel,
and Munster, of which Cologne was at tho head. Cologne was

powerful and wealthy, and of ancient foundation, with flourishing
manufactures and commerce, a population of 150,000, and an
armed force of 30,000 men. It was tho meeting-place or market
for tho trado flowing through the whole of tho Rhino lands.

The Swabian League, of greater extent, included at first tho

trading towns of tho Danubian states, as well as tho whole circle

of Swabia, now divided into Uarwi*, Waiteaburg, sad Bade*.
Thin circle was enriched by the river traffic, MM! Uw town, of
Augaburg, Batisbon,

'
'

'

rn Knntmhttrr.ftmH9t, PelingOT, Koot-
lingen, ami Kempten grew prosperou* thereby. KabasqneaUy

>'lo trade was pursued with the republics of

Italy, and tho Swabiun League even extended it* rimifiMtitMM
to the south of ltusaia. The towua of UM league were industrial
M well an commercial, and retained for their own use many el
the manufiu .rtion* of North Germany, ae well ae the
Oriental commodities which paeeed through Italy, in

for textile fabrics and metal-work. The burgher* i

wealthy that they were able to entertain kings. Augibnrg
the home of merchant princes, who on more than one ooeai
maintained an army, or made an equivalent contribution, for
the service of their sovereign.
Tho JIanteatic League derives its name from " Hansa "

or
"
Hanse," a term applied in Germany to a guild or confederation.

" Hanse "
ia posaibly connected with the word "

hand," in which
tho union of the fingers forms a single member. In magnitude, the
union of tho Hanao Towna exceeded all the other leagues of the
Middle Ages, but its origin cannot now be traced. Its earliest

magazines wero only on tho Baltic, but the reputation of the

security and welcome offered to its members spreading amongst
merchants who had heretofore been obliged to conduct in penoo
every costly venture, the Hanse rapidly increased. The original
members of tho league did not exceed a dozen towns, of which
Lubeck stood at tho head, while Bremen and Hamburg ranked
next in importance. An astonishing success marked it* history

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Wherever it*

factories appeared commerce throve. Ita care for the safety of

trade extended to both land and sea traffic, and agencies were

appointed in the Hanso Towna with the special view of deve-

loping foreign trade. In 1267 a settlement was established in

London, by permission of Henry III. In 1418 the French cities

of Rouen, Bordeaux, and St. Malo were enrolled as confederate

cities ; Barcelona and Cadiz, Leghorn and Messina, also entered

into like alliances for reciprocal privileges. The league was

governed by a Diet, meeting every three years in Lubeck, the

time of meeting being known as the Hanse Days. Lubeck.

Dantzic, Riga, Cologne, Munster, Deventer, Magdeburg, Bruns-

wick, and Hildosheim were the centres or capitals of Hanse pro-

vinces during the time of its greatest authority, and these citiea

alone possessed the right of signing privileges of membership in

the league, which they did on stated quarterly days.
town was called upon for its quota of men and money, to resist

aggression and to punish offending nations. The average
annual contribution amounted to 2,069 thalera. Among the Hanao
factories (afterwards permanent settlements) in foreign parts,

those of London, Bergen, Bruges, and Novgorod were the uoat

important. They wero governed by laws as stringent as thoso

which ruled monastic life ; marriage waa forbidden to the offi-

cials, that their minds might not bo diverted from their duty to

their employers. Tho influence of tho agents and their servants

was so great as sometimes to override tho local laws. In tho

period of ho power and prosperity cf tho league, the towns

enrolled in it wero classified in accordance with their nationality

and geographical position into four districts, forming a northern,

a southern, a western, and an eastern group, known respectively

as tho Wendish, Saxon, Westpholion, and Prussian Quarters.

The Wendish Quarter. Mecklenburg and Pomerania, the ori-

ginal nucleus ofthe entire Hanso, embraced the towns of the lower

Elbe and Kolstein, a territory which, though now German in

language, was then Wondish or Slavonic. It contained Lnbock,
" the queen and princess of tho league," the seat of the centrcl

government, and depository of tho public archivea and treasury ;

also Anklans, Hamburg, Grk-Nwald (the capital of the Upper
Wendish sub-division), and the towns of Kolberg, Luneberjr.

Stettin, Bremen, Stroalsund, Rostock, Rngonvolde, Stado, Stse-

gard, Stettin, Stolpo, Wisby, Kiel, Weasel, and Wiamar.

The Saxon Quarter included tho towns lying south of the

Wondiah division, or Saxony in ita ancient wide sense, from tho

.-> the Oder. Its capital was Brunswick, and among ita

other towns wore Magdeburg, Berlin, Frankfort-on-Oder, Ascher-

Icben; Breslau, Einbeck, Gottingen, Goslor, Halbcrstadt, Halle.

Hnmela, Hanover, Helmstadt. Hildeaheim, Lemgo, Magdeburg,

Nordheim, Quecllinburg, Salievodel, and Stendal.

The Westphalia* Quarter embraced the towns of the Rhine.

land especially, together with Westphalia and the Netherlands
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Cologne was its leading city, and the towns of Amsterdam,
Armheim, Bolsvard, Briel, Deventer, Dordrecht or Dort, Dort-

mund, Duisburg, Groningen, Hardewyk, Kampen, Middelburg,

Muiden, Munster, Nordheim, Nimeguen, Osnabruck, Stavoren,

Paderborn, Roermonde, Zierickzee, Zutphen, Wessel, and Zwoll

belonged to this important and populous quarter.
The Prussian (Quarter included the towns of the far east, viz.,

those of Old Prussia (not to be confounded with the modern

kingdom of that name), Livonia, Esthonia, Lithuania, and
Poland. Dantzic was the capital of this quarter, and among
its Members were Konigsberg, Riga, Dorpat, Revel, Krakau,
Elbing, Thorn, and Kulm.
From the constitution of the Hanse, the numbers of towns of

which it was composed, as well as those in alliance with it,

varied from time to time. Those mentioned above were the

members in the fourteenth century.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
XXVII.

DEFOE TO COWPEK.

THE seventh period of our literature, as sketched in the

introductory chapter which begins these lessons, may bo said to

be the age of the great novelists, although a few poets graced it,

and the king of all its men of letters was a man who partially
failed both in fiction and in poetry Samuel Johnson, critic and

lexicographer.
From the artificialities of style which most of the writers in

Pope's time considered indispensable marks of taste and power,
the transition to such plain speech and matter-of-fact thinking
as we find in Defoe is very remarkable. He was a sturdy Eng-
lishman from top to toe. He would have his ears cropped
rather than forego the expression of his opinions.

"
'Tis hard

for a man to say, all the world is mistaken but himself, but if

it be so, who can help it ?
" The man who had a dogged mind

of this kind in him was not the man to express himself with

dainty phrase, or to busy himself with abstractions.

Defoe, born in London in 1663, was the son of a butcher,
and became a hosier soon after leaving school. Ere he entered
on this trade, however, he had already scribbled a little. He
joined Monmouth's rising in 1685, thereafter speculated in one
or two mercantile adventures, became bankrupt, struggled into

business again as a tile manufacturer, and then obtained the

post of commissioner on glass-duties. When King William
came to the throne, the Jacobites called out upon him as a

foreigner ; but Defoe, who all through his life was a Whig
partisan, defended His Majesty in a dogged satire called

" The
True-born Englishman." This had a prodigious success ;

80,000 copies were soon sold off in the streets. Other success-

ful works of Defoe's are,
" Moll Flanders,"

" A Journal of the

Plague" (fictitious, but often taken for true history),
" Colonel

Jack,"
"
Captain Singleton,"

" Memoirs of a Cavalier," and
"Roxana." It was not until Defoe had lost his fortune and

health, and had emerged from a prison, partially paralysed,
that he began his

" Robinson Crusoe." This appeared in

1719. It has been translated into every European language.
Founded upon a few incidents in the life of a Scottish seaman
named Alexander Selkirk, it deals with fictitious circumstances
in such a minute and seemingly veracious manner, that the

.'' reader feels Robinson Crusoe as living a reality in his mind
AS Columbus is. Defoe had a hard life, and died in London,
in 1,731, worn out with disease and misfortune.

"Robinson Crusoe "was Defoe's greatest work ; but some of his

other stories, like " Moll Flanders
" and " Colonel Jack," more

distinctly indicate the work he did in diverting the attention of

literary men from classical and romantic subjects, and fixing
them on life around them. Defoe's manner of studying life

was coarse ; and he could describe things and incidents better
than character. Samuel Richardson, however, took up his pen,
and gave us minute pictures of the manners of life in his

times, with capitally executed studies of character. Samuel
Bichardson was born in Derbyshire in 1689, and became a
printer in London. He often exercised his pen in writing
indexes, prefaces, and "honest dedications" to the volumes he

printed and published ; but real authorship he did not attempt
until he had passed his fiftieth year. Two brother booksellers
desired him to write a collection of familiar letters, for the

instruction and edification of youth. Richardson pondered the
task for some time, and conceived that he might possibly in-

troduce ** a new species of writing that might turn young people
into a course of reading different from the pomp and parade of

romance writing, and, diminishing the improbable and marvel-
lous with which novels generally abound, might tend to promote
the course of religion and virtue." So the result was that this*

collection of letters became the first real English novel, and
appeared under the title of "

Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded."
These letters, passing between several people, tell us of a pretty,
bashful young servant girl, to whom her wealthy young master
makes love in rather a free fashion. The girl's modesty pre-
vails triumphantly in the end, and virtue is rewarded by her get-

ting the rake to propose real marriage to her. She drives off with
him to church, and goes home to make him happy ever after

by helping his housekeeper
" to make jellies, comfits, sweetmeats,

marmalades, cordials, and to pot, candy and preserve." It

was curious that the long-drawn story of this young girl's

temptation should have been selected by Richardson for the

reading of youth, and still more curious that divines like Dr.
Slocock should publicly praise the tendency of the book from
the pulpit. Dr. Watts was more near the mark when he told

the author that a young woman could not read it without

blushing. The moral of the whole thing is not so high-pitched
as Richardson supposed, being prudential at the best. The
minutely delicate touches of human character with which the

novel abounds are wonderful and fascinating, and although no
sentence in the book stamps Richardson as a great thinker,
the cumulative effect of what he writes amounts to the

effect of true genius.
" Clarissa Harlowe," in eight volumes, was Richardson's next

novel. Its execution is similar to that of "
Pamela," and its

morality is just as doubtful. Clarissa is less lovable than

Pamela, and goes through life as if she had a treatise on

propriety always in her hand. This novel contains the classic

Lovelace, an accomplished, ingenious, handsome, villainous

profligate. As a contrast to Lovelace, Richardson has given
us his idea of an English Christian gentleman in his third novel,
" The History of Sir Charles Grandison." People laugh now
when they read this book ; and it never succeeded so well as its

predecessors. Sir Charles Grandison acts and talks like a figure

that had just stepped out of a " moral waxwork."
Of course, many laughed at Richardson's namby-pambinesses,

even while feeling his power. Henry Fielding resolved to

burlesque him. Fielding, born near Glastonbury in 1707, had
been student, man of pleasure, spendthrift, playwright, lawyer,
all in turn, before he brought forth his parody of ''Pamela."

It appeared in 1742, and was called
"
Joseph Andrews." He

" builded better than he knew." In satirising Richardson, and

aiming at burlesque, he really drew pictures of England and

English people that were the most graphic ever written. His

next efforts were " A Journey from this World to the Next,"
and " Jonathan Wild." Then came his masterpiece,

" Tom
Jones." In this novel he certainly takes our breath away
pretty often. He is frank to a fault ; he nothing extenuates,

but tells us all he knows about the life of ordinary English-
men and women of his day, who eat plenty of beef and drink

plenty of ale, and love sport and horseplay, and talk in very

plain speech, with jokes that would shock any of us now.

Fielding, more than any other writer, has drawn John Bull.

He is not particular as to the circumstances with which he

surrounds his characters ; but his teaching as a whole was

healthy. His Tom Jones, who was meant as a sort of anti-

dote to the priggish Sir Charles Grandison. is a sad young dog
at times ; but it is the very healthiness of his blood, and the

heartiness of his character, that land him in such scrapes.

Honesty and manliness are his backbone. After the somewhat

sickly sentimentalisms of Richardson, which at the best

preached negative abstention from immorality rather than spon-
taneous goodness and generosity, Fielding's teaching was of

service. Two years after
" Tom Jones " was published,

Fielding received 1,000 for "Amelia," which is almost as good
as " Tom Jones." The novelist's first wife was named Amelia ;

and this book may be said to be a tender tribute to her memory.

Fielding died at Lisbon in 1754.

Fielding, whom Byron has called
" the prose Homer of

human nature," took large views of everything ; he dealt with

things in the rough, as it were. Laurence Sterne did tho
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at WIIH odd Htil!.
'

. mako
L sorioH of chapters out oik Ho was a quiz of human

is in him mii.-h of tho melancholy sarcaim which

Shakespeare puts into In.
"
Joqaes." Like Jaquea, ho rather

himself on oooentrio manners, and yon never know
wh;it ho will say next. In 1759 hU first book began to appear,

1 opinions of TrUtrum Shundy, Gent." Thin in

y a talc at all ; it is a medley of half-tnld in.-i.lcntH, half-

Iiinti-d criticisms upon life, and mad sport of wit ul'
- of Rabelais. Some of tho wit is qaito shocking, and

one must Hay of Storne, as Keats said of Byron, that his was a
t il.'in Hi.it mado solemnities oat of trifles, and solemn things
into trifles. Nevertheless, tenderness of a strangely delicate

kind i-; not wanting in the work of this pruriently-minded man ;

" Tristram Shandy
"
contains one of the most beautifully and

pathetically told stories in any language, the story of Lcfovre.

Sterne's other masterpiece is
" A Sentimental Journey through

France and Italy." Ho had been born at Clonmel in 1713, and

Rpont tho most of hia life in a position which he neither suited nor

adorned, that of an English country parson. Some volumes of

his sermons wore published. He died in 1768.

Sterne was a wit : Tobias Smollett was a humorist. Sterne
smiles at us ; but Smollett laughs with us. Sterne sees far

deeper into nature than Smollett does ; yet Smollett is quite as

healthy reading as the author of " Tristram Shandy." Smollett

is tho legitimate successor of Fielding, and will move you
with real fun far more than Fielding will ; but the fun, after

all, is romping, noisy fun, and often enough offensive to deli-

cacy. Tobias Smollett was born near Dumbarton, Scotland, in

IT^'l. Like Fielding, ho tried several kinds of life before be-

coming a novelist. Playwright, surgeon's mate, city doctor,

satirist, ho only found his true work in 1748, when he pro-
duced "Roderick Random." This rollicking story embodies
much of his personal experiences. Smollett's other novels, all

marked by strong humour, are :
"
Peregrine Pickle,"

" Fer-
dinand Count Fathom,"

"
Humphrey Clinker,"

" Sir Launcelot
Greaves." Smollett executed other literary work besides, as,
for instance, a translation of " Don Quixote," and a "

History
of England

"
in four volumes. This history ruined his health ;

he died in 1771.

Novel-writing now takes a purer strain in our literature.

Oliver Goldsmith, an Irishman born in 1728, came to London,
after many vagaries, and settled down as a literary man in

the year 1756. He was a merry, open-hearted, reckless fellow,
full of ideas, but devoid of the common sense necessary for

their development. He was invited to write for the Public

Ledger, and to the pages of this newspaper he contributed the

papers now so well known as " The Citizen of the World." Dr.
Johnson took him up, and introduced him to tho great literary
folks.

" The Traveller," a fine poem, soon proved what stuff
was in him. But debts lay heavily on his conscience and his

imagination. One day ho had to send and ask Johnson to help
him out of some pecuniary difficulty. Johnson went to see

him, and found he had a prose tale lying neglected in his desk.
This Johnson was able to sell at once to Newbery the book-
seller, for 60. It was " The Vicar of "Wakofield." The idyllic,

yet natural charms of this story will never die ; it has proved
the most popular novel in tho world. Unmatched simplicity of

narrative style, delicate and unobtrusive humour, variety of
situation and incident, and beautiful sympathy with goodness,
mako this wonderful tale inexpressibly dear to all lovers of

literature. There is that universality of human interest in the
" Vicar of Wakefield

" which appeals to readers of all ages and
all nationalities. Tho child of nine eagerly devours it ; and
Goethe has recorded that it was a powerful factor in the

development of his intellectual life. With tho "Vicar of W:iko-

field," the period of tho classic English novelists may be said to

end. Tho fiction of that time had reached a perfect blossom.
The lovely artlessness of Goldsmith's expression gave its

characteristic charm to his poetry, as well as to his prose.
Goldsmith's verse is to Pope's what a sweet wayside hedge is

to a Dutch garden. Pope's poetry is all head-work ; Gold-
smith's is full of affections, sympathies, charities, extended
both towards man and towards nature : it is gently emotional

throughout. Goldsmith, both in his
"
Traveller." and in his

" Deserted Village," subsequently published, cxhibit-i f:ir ni'iro

sense of external nature than Pope and his school dreamt of.

His was not an exact knowledge of nature ; his sense of its

beauty was expressed in a general way. Bui tfu advance Us
time hod made in appreciation of the external universe must
be noted. Goldmnith wrote two socoeasfal eomediec, "The
Good-natured Man," and " She Stoop* to Conquer." He died
in tho T.-inj,l,. in 1774.
Jamoa ThomHon, a Scotchman, author of "The BeMont."" The Castle of Indolence," and other poetical work*, WM a

contemporary of Goldsmith'*, and like him helped to bring about
a better feeling for the influenced of nature. Akonaide, who
wrote " The Pleasure* of tho Imagination," rather harked back
on the classic stylo of Pope, bat not very successfully. Coliin*
distinguished himself chiefly by aomo graceful ode*, of which that
addrosned to Evening is tho most admired. Gray wrote several
volume* of good poetry, bat by far the beat of hi* production*
is hia very perfect

"
Elegy written in a Country Churchyard."

Tho churchyard won that of Stoke Pogin. Churchill penned a
good many telling, satirical pocma ; and William Cowper, bora
at Great Berkhampntcad in 1731, achieved a poetical fame that
will last long. His humorous ballad of " John Gilpin

"
in still a

favourite with yoang and old ; his " Tank "
contain* much fino

thinking and fancy ; and iris
"
Olncy Hymns

"
trpre** devout

religious sentiment in a pure style, unhappily too rare in vewe
of this class. Cowper lived to the year 1800. Wealey and
Watts belong also to the evangelical party of thin period,
while David Humo and Gibbon the historian wrote upon tho

free-thinking side.

Somehow or other, however, tho outstanding figure among all

these writers in the beginning of the eighteenth century in

Dr. Samuel Johnson. It is hard to say upon what grounds he
should claim so prominent a place. There were in hia day
several who wrote better prose than he did, and twenty who wrote-

better verse. Tho secret of his dominance over his time lien,

not so much in what ho directly accomplished through the pen,
as in his influence as a talker. Partly because of his learning,

partly because of hia large-brained views of life, partly because
of his sterling kindliness of heart, partly because of the dicta-

torial spirit and manner born in him, he obtained recognition
on all sides as the literary Cato of his day. Johnson was born
at Lichfield in 1709, and had many a hard struggle in London
before he attained any pecuniary comfort aa a literary man.
His chief work is his

"
Dictionary of the English Language,"

truly a gigantic task to accomplish, and accomplish so ably.
The essays published under tho titles of " The Rambler," and
" The Idler," were well received ; his tiresome "

Rosselas," a
tale written to pay the expenses of his mother's funeral,
was still more popular for a time, although, as Macaulay
has remarked, the anthor in this Abyssinian romance " trans-

ferred the whole domestic system of England to Egypt."
A great service was done by Dr. Johnson to our literature

when he published his
" Lives of tho Poets." These contain

condensed information and criticism of a very valuable charac-

ter, though, as a critic, ho occasionally went curiously far astray.

RECKEATIVE NATURAL HISTORY
OUR MOST FAMILIAR NUTO.

FEW of the treasures yielded by trees and shrubs have BO much
historical, traditional, commercial, and home interest associated

with them, as have the shell-coated seeds wo familiarly call nuts.

England, in its primitive and uncultivated condition before

invasion by the Romans brought new customs and new pro-
ductions from a far-off land with it possessed few fruits, and a

very limited number of indigenous forest trees. The hazel nut,

however, grow abundantly in tho tangled thickets in which tho

stark wolf and the great red deer found shelter and a sanctuary
from the spears and arrows of the woad-painted and skin-ehul

hunters, who, with hound and horn, trod the tangled mores of

dell and dingle, which havo long passed away to give place to

closely-packed honses, crowded thoroughfares, and toiling multi-

tudes ; and the only traces left of the old forest and that whi:!i

it yielded, are perchance found in digging some deep foundation

or tunnel bonoath tho earth, when amongst solid, though jet-

black, tree trunks and vegetable mould we discover the empty
HholU of ebon-hucd hazel nuts, and tho antlers of deer.

Tho name by which this fruit, so much beloved by tho

holiday-keeping schoolboys and nimble, sportive squirrels of
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our day, was known to the Druid and the ancient Briton, we
know not.

The word hazel, as wo pronounce it now, is derived from the

Anglo-Saxon hcesil, a head-dress or cap ; and the hcesl-nutu, or

"cap-nut," was so called by the Anglo-Saxons because the husk
or involucrum. covered the base of the nut as a cap covers tho

head.
Both the Greeks and Romans in very early ages appear to

have been perfectly familiar with the peculiarities of the hazel-

nut tree ; but they appear to have entertained some very
curious ideas regarding it. Virgil states that it was considered

injurious to the growth and prosperity of the vine, on account

of tho far-spreading nature of its rootlets drawing away the

nutriment which the vinos required, and that, as the goat was

equally destructive to the young vines from the eagerness with

which it browsed on them, the vine-dressers adopted a sort of

double method by which the combined evil might be eradicated.

The goats were therefore offered up as sacrifices to Bacchus,
the god of wine, whilst the hazel bushes were cut down, and
the straight poles selected for the manufacture of spits on
which to roast the entrails of the sacrifice. Ancient writers

inform us that the common hazel nut was by the Eomans
called nux Avcllana, after the town of Avellino in Naples ;

whilst the filbert was distinguished by the title of nux Poniica,
in consequence of its having been originally brought from
Pontus. Tho term filbert appears to have been derived from
full beard, long husk, full fringe, to distinguish it from the

short-bearded nuts, of which kind the common hazel nut forms
.one.

Evelyn, shrewd observer as he was, thus writes of the hazel

.in his " Silva :

" "The coals" (produced by burning the

wood)
" are used by painters to draw with, lastly for riding

. switches and '

divinatory
'

rods, for the detecting and finding
of minerals (at least if that tradition be no imposture). It is

very wonderful by whatever occult nature the forked stick, so

cut and skilfully held, becomes impregnated with these in-

visible streams and exhalations, as by its spontaneous bending
from a horizontal posture, to discover not only mines, subter-

raneous treasures, and springs of water, but criminals guilty
of murder, etc., made out so solemnly, and the effects thereof, by
the attestation of magistrates and divers other learned and
other credible person? , who have critically examined matters of

. fact, is certainly next to a miracle, and requires a strong faith."

In this latter remark we entirely agree with Evelyn. Rhabdo-

mancy is the term applied to tho supposed occult art of divin-

.ing by tho use of the hazel rod, and, strange as it may appear
in those enlightened days, there are many persons connected
with the mining operations conducted in the western counties

of England who still implicitly believe in the potency of the
wand in finding metal-vein or water. Dowsing is the term

applied to the operation, and although we have seen it most

gravely conducted by a supposed expert, we have not been
fortunate enough to witness the slightest manifestation of

attractive affinity. The superstition, however, appears to bo
of very ancient origin, and we find very ancient writers speak-
ing of the virgula, divinatoria with due respect. Most of our
:readers who have perused Sir Walter Scott's admirably written

novel,
" The Antiquary," will remember, with pleasure, the

^quaint description given of the German rhabdomancist and

expert, Herr Dousterswivel, who was doubtlessly as great
an impostor as those who have for ages followed the same

calling. As some of our readers may, perhaps, be desirous of

testing the marvellous powers said to reside in the nut stick,
we will, therefore, quote for their benefit the directions for

divining, given by an old author and implicit believer in its sup-

posed virtues. Thus he writes :

" The finding of gold which
is under the earth, as of all other mines of metal, is almost
miraculous. They cut up a ground hazel of a twelvemonth's

growth, which divides above into a fork. Holding the one
branch in the right hand, and the other in the left not held

too slightly nor too strictly when passing over a mine, or

any other place where gold or silver is hidden, it will discover

the same by bending down violently. A common experiment in

Germany, not proceeding from any incantation, but a natural

sympathy, as iron is attracted by a loadstone."

Then we find, in the works of an ancient herb doctor, the

following statement regarding hazel nuts :
" Some doe hold

that these nuts, and not wallnuts, with figs and rue, was Mithri-

dates' medicine, effectual against poysons. If a snake be sti-oke

with a hazel wand, it doth sooner stunne it than with any other

sticke, because it is so plianc that it will winde closer about it,

so that being deprived of their motion, they must need die with

pain and want ; and it is no hard matter in like manner to kill a

mad dog that shall be strook with a hazel sticko, luch as men
use to walk or ride wit! ai."

If we are to believe the writers of old poems and ballads, the
virtues of hazel wands, as set forth by the learned doctor

already quoted from, fall into utter insignificance ; but we
doubt much the efficacy of the poet's prescription. Thus he
writes :

"
If a man has got a wife,

"Who's a torment to his life,

Let her taste a stick of hazel that is tough and strong.
Iii the wand there is a charm
That will work more good than harm,

For 'twill make a scolding woman hold her tongue."

The Chinese attribute the same powers of government to tha
bamboo

; but we shall do well to confine ourselves to the utilisa-

tion of hazel sticks in the manufacture of hoops for coopers,

fishing-rod joints, brewers' spigots, clothes' pegs such as laun-

dresses use, and mole traps. The chips obtained by cutting up
hazel sticks were at one time held in high esteem by the old

vintners, who made bundles of them, which when placed in tho
wine casks were supposed to cleanse and improve the wine
therein contained. Marvel-loving Evelyn, who appears to havo
entertained an extraordinary partiality for tho hazel, thus writes

of it :

" Even after all, the most signal service it was ever employed
in, and which might assuredly exalt this humble and common
plant above all trees of the wood, is that of hurdles ; not that it

is generally used for folding our innocent sheep an emblem of

the Church but for making the walls of one of the first Chris-

tian oratories in the world, and particularly in this island that

venerable and sacred fabric at Glastonbury, founded by St.

Joseph of Arimathea, which is stated to have been first

composed but of a few small hazel rods, interwoven about
certain stakes driven into tho ground. And walls of this kind,
instead of laths and puncheons superinduced with coarse

mortar made of loam and straw, doe to this day enclose divers

humble cottages, sheds, and outhouses in tho country, and it ia

strong and lasting for such purposes, whole or cleft, and I havo
seen ample enclosures of courts and gardens so secured."

From periods of remote antiquity to our own day we find

that nuts have been made instrumental in the performance of

various social rites and religious ceremonies ; different nuts

being made use of according to the country in which the forma

were carried out. In England wo find a remaining trace of the

custom of divination, by tho aid of nuts, in tho well-known fire-

side custom of trying for a sweetheart by nut-burning, which,
f01 tho advantage of our uninitiated young lady readers, wo will

des3ribe. On a group of young damsels being assembled round
tho winter fire, one proceeds to test her fortune in tho lottery of

love by casting a chosen nut into the flames, repeating to herself

at the same time the name of tho swain under ,test and trial/

then singing as follows :

" If you love me, rap and fly ;

If you hate ine, burn and die."

Some degree of uncertainty prevails as to the exact period at

which the walnut was first introduced into this country. The
Romans are said to have cultivated it before the death of the

Emperor Tiberius, and it has been stated that they were

brought from Greece by Vitellius. Strabo states that, at one

period of time, tables composed of the wood of tho walnut treo

were of greater value than those made from citron timber.

Research shows us that amongst tho ancients tho walnut, like

the hazel nut of our own island, played an important part in

domestic life. From a poem written by Ovid, it appears that at

the celebration of the marriage ceremony, walnuts were scat-

tered broadcast amongst the assembled children by both bride

and bridegroom, and it appears probable that this custom waa

instituted to show that the bridegroom now and for ever cast

aside childish desires and pursuits, and that the bride remained

no longer a votary of Diana. Tho following lines point to this

custom :

" Now bar the door : the bridegroom puts
The eager boys to gather nuts."
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article* of utility and taste are packed for sale to UM ourioo.

The kernel* of walnut* yield an excellent oil, and UM
It also appears very probable that the French term for nuptials,
dea nocea, might hare been originally derived from thin ancient

custom. Great importance has been attached to the growth of

the walnut tri-n in Kngland by pout Governments, on ar<

the vast quantity of ralnut wood used in the manufacture of

musket, pwtol, and car'niu- *'<>< k --im other wood being con-

sidered iivaihiM' rpOM. \Vo aro informed thut for

;,'o walnut troo-trunk of peculiar excellence an nim-h m
In the year 1806 a careful calculation

was entered into in order to ascertain tho amount of timber

annually consumed f..rtho

of military
arms in (hi; count ry, :md

i'it \v;is a -lutrincnt,

that 12,000 fully-grown
wore requi

meet the demand. Wo
are not aware of any
ourco from which infor-

mation can bo gained :n

to tho enormous quantity
of this wood now con-

sumed for gun-making
purposes. It must, since

-the commencement of tho

Volunteer movement, have

greatly increased ; but,

fortunately, America and
the ports of tho Black Sea
furnish largo quantities to

the British market, to help
tho homo supply, which is

comparatively small. The
French aro fully alive to

the importance to be at-

tached to the welfare of

tho walnut tree, and such
was tho panic caused in

Franco by a disease which
attacked the trees, that,

fearing a consequent
scarcity of walnut timber,
an Act was passed in 1 720

prohibiting its exporta-

tion, under pain of confis-

cation of property and a
fine of 3,000 livres.

Tho walnut tree, like

the hazel, enjoys a repu-
tation for the possession
of numerous attributes.

Collinson, when describ-

ing theGlastonbury thorn,
-thus refers to a very re-

markable walnut tree

growing near the same
locality. Thus he writes :

" There grew, also in

the abbey churchyard, on
the south side of St. Jo-

soph's Chapel, a marvel- c

lous walnut tree, which THK EATINO CHESTNUT. a. LEAVES AND BLOSSOM. b. BLOSSOM EWLARCSD.

never budded forth beforo c - COEOLLA AND STAMENS, d. OVAKY. . ANTIIEU. /. SI-IKY INVOLVCKUX or

the feast of St. Barnabas *UT- 9- *n- '' CTIO y

(the llth of June), and
on that very day shot forth its leaves and flourished, like other

trees of tho same species." Wo are also told by tho same
author that this tree was much nought after by the credulous,

and that Queen Anne, King James, and many of the nobility of

the realm, gave large sums of money for more cutt

An examination of our fruit market shows us that there ore

several varieties of walnuts grown in England. Amongst them

maybe mentioned tho description popularly known as tho High-

flyer or Thetford nut ; the thin-shelled, or Titmouse walnut, so

named because tho shell is not thick enough to resist the attacks

of that tiny bird ; and the huge, apple-shaped nut, nux jn<ilans

fructu maxima, commonly known as the Warwickshire walnut.

It is in the shells of those giant nuts that kid gloves and other

furnish a dark and durable stain, as false gipsies know full welt

A curious notion prevails that walnut tree* are greatly

benefited, and their fruitfulnea* jdded to, by being beaten and

roughly knocked about It has been said that

" A woman, a dog. and a walnut Use,
Tho more you beat then, tb better tbajr be."

No certain date can bo assigned for the first introduction
of the chestnut to this

country ; but it is pro-
bable that it was first

brought to Enrope by the
Greeks from Asia Minor
about the year 504 B.C.

Tho early name, eattanea,

appears to have been de-

rived from Kastanea, a

city of Pontns in Asia.

The Romans appear to
have been well acquainted
with the chestnut, which
was first sent to Borne

reign of Tiberias

Ctcsar. Pliny describe*

eight well-known kind*.

Chestnut tree* are not,
as a rule, as large or
fruitful in this as in more
genial climates ; some
noteworthy exceptions

may, however, be found.

The most remarkable

specimen of tho chestnut

ever grown in England
is, without doubt, tho

celebrated " Tortworth

Tree," which is in Glou-

cestershire, on land be-

longing to Lord Dncie.

This remarkable tree was
sketched in tho year 1 77:.',

and the following inscrip-
tion was appended to the

picture :

" The east view of tho
ancient chestnut tree at

Tortworth, in the county
of Gloucester, which
measures nineteen yard*
in circumference, and is

mentioned by Sir Robert
Atkins in his history of

that county, as a famous
tree in King John's time,
and by Mr. Evelyn, in his
'
Silva,' to have been so

remarkable for its magni-
tude in the reign of King
Stephen (1135), as then

to be called the great
chestnut tree of Tort-

worth, from which it may
be reasonably presumed

to have been standing before the Conquest (1066)."

The fruit of the chestnut tree appears to have from very

early ages been held in high esteem, not only as a wholesome

and substantial article of food, but as associated with festivity

and homo comfort. Virgil, in writing of a condition of abun-

dance and plenty, says
"
Ripe apples and soft chestnuts hare wo there,

And curd abundant to eupply our fare."

In more modern days, Herrick, in bis quaint style, pays tribute

to tho memory of old English merry-making and chestnut-

roasting :

" Bemember me In cups full crowned.

And let our city health go round;
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Quite through the young maids and the men,
To the ninth number, if nqt ten;
Until the tired chestnuts leap
For joy to see the fruits ye reap,
From the plump chalice and the cup,
That tempts till it be tossed up."

Old records serve to show us, not only that 'the chestnut was
valuable for the table, but that it is extremely difficult to

discover an entirely novel fashion or custom. The following
extract plainly proves that the fashionable tint, which the belles

of our own day are so desirous of imparting to the hair by the

aid of cunningly compounded chemicals, was in Evelyn's day pro-
duced by levying contributions on the chestnut tree ; thus he

writes :

" A decoction of the rind of the chestnut tree tinctures

liair of a golden colour, esteemed a beauty in some countries."

A reference to the illustration in the preceding page will serve

to show the form of leaf and husk or outer covering of the

edible chestnut. Nature has wisely defended its nuts, or seeds,

by a covering of sharp, needle-like spines or prickles, whilst the

walnut is protected from the attacks of feathered and furred

marauders by the acrid and astringent juices given forth by the

rind in which it is enclosed.

Marvellously beautiful are the provisions thus made by an

all-seeing Creator for the reproduction of the trees best calcu-

lated to afford sustenance to man.

POLITICAL ECONOMY. YI.
BY J. E. THOEOLD ROGERS, M.A.

MONEY AND BANKING.

IN these days I suppose nobody believes that wealth consists in

bits of gold and silver, or that these metals alone make a nation

rich. The singular delusion, however, that money is wealth,

occupied men's minds for many a century, and has been the

motive for an amazing amount of wickedness and wrong, and
of a great deal of mischievous though well-intended legislation.

The notion arose
'

entirely from one fact, that of all articles on
which men set store, the two metals, gold and silver, are the

most saleable, and therefore are most competent to supply,
under ordinary circumstances, the wants of an individual. I

propose in the present lesson to show why it is that these two
metals have been chosen by civilised communities, what are the

uses of money, and what is the part which money and its sub-

stitutes play in the machinery of trade.

Adam Smith pointed out that it is a peculiarity of man to

effect exchanges with his fellow-man, and observed that this pro-

pensity to truck or exchange is the motive to those acts of

which the economist takes cognisance. Perhaps the analysis

ought to go a little deeper. It is more correct to say that as

society becomes more settled and civilised, as men have more
wants, and there is a greater power to gratify these wants, they
find that they can each do one or a few thing's infinitely better

and more easily than they can a plurality of things. The most
moderate idea of comfort requires the supply, say, of fifty dif-

ferent objects. Now it is possible, perhaps, for the individual

to furnish himself with all these objects by his own labour, as

Eobinson Crusoe does in Defoe's romance. But he will not
be able to do any one of these necessary operations except in

a very rude and imperfect manner, if ho attempts the whole ;

whereas, if he devotes his energies to the production of one
article only, or even to the part of one article, he contrives to
do that with great dexterity and quickness. Now his special

dexterity is a saving to the aggregate of human labour, a means
for cheapening the supply of human wants. That community
is ablo to provide itself the most fully with all it requires, whoso
members are as quick and clever as possible, each on his own
industry or craft. And as each man finds it to his advantage to

shorten his own labour, or, in other words, to make his own
labour as effective as possible, the energies of a civilised com-

munity, in which labour is free, and industry is honourable, are

directed towards continually increasing the skill or effective-

ness of those processes of labour by which conveniences are

supplied. For however much we may press material forces into

our service, we must remember that all these agencies are

subordinate to labour, and are set in motion by it. It is plain,

therefore, that labour, to be effectual, must be accompanied by
the machinery of exchange.

Now if an exchange is -to be effected on a very large scale

that is to say, if two countries are trading together, and each
has some special object which it changes reciprocally, and the

value of each object were equal the mutual transfer of tho

goods would be a settlement. But the trade oetween any two
civilised countries is never exactly equal, and, therefore, though
to a very great extent international trade is mere barter, it is

not entirely so, and, moreover, could not be. Besides, the

development of an international trade is in the history of

civilisation long subsequent to that of domestic trade. And
the mere exchange of commodities could never satisfy a
thousandth part of the exchanges which civilisation renders

necessary.
What is to be done then ? It is requisite that something

should be found which everybody will be willing to buy, and

everybody will be able to sell, in order that it may form a sort

of measure by which everything else may be valued. This

article must itself vary very little in value, else persons will

hesitate to take it, in the fear that it may very much fall in

value, or hesitate to give it, in tho fear that it may very much
rise. For example, wheat varies very much in value from year
to year, and therefore is an unsatisfactory measure for the value
of other things. Nor must it be perishable, for if it be, it will

vary in value. Nor must it be itself very cheap or very easily

procured, else it will be too cumbrous for use, and will also be
liable to vary exceedingly in value as it is more or less easily ob-

tained. For tho same reason it must be capable of such easy
division and such easy reunion, that there shall be no appro- ':

ciable difference in value, however small or largo the pieces may
be, provided that the weight of a certain number of small pieces
is equal to that of a number of larger pieces. Precious stones

contain all the above-named characteristics except tho last, and
the want of this last entirely prevents them from answering the

purpose of a measure of value.

The discovery of some such measure is a matter of absolute

necessity. It has been said, and perhaps with much truth, that

it is not possible to reason without speech. It is even more
true that it is impossible for exchange to take place between
the inhabitants of any country, unless some such measure bo
discovered. Hence, in tho absence of the best medium of ex-

;

change, communities have adopted some expedient so univer-

sally, that we may fairly declare that community to be inca-

pable of civilisation which cannot understand or employ some
such medium. Thus we are told that rock-salt has been used in.

Abyssinia for this end ; salted hides in South America, cod in

Newfoundland, tobacco in the infancy of Virginia. Nay, some
African tribes have actually invented an imaginary measure, by
which they estimate values. For many ages, India, which had
for small transactions no convenient medium, employed little

shells, called cowries, for this purpose. So again, Spoke and
Grant found that in that portion of Central Africa which they

explored, pieces of American or British cotton cloth were used

for purposes of exchange, or, at least, as a unit of value. But
tho best, the most convenient, the most general, and, as civilisa-

'

tion extends, the universal medium of exchange is and wid be
what are called the precious metals i.e., gold and silver.

My reader will see why it is that these articles have been

recognised and employed for the purpose of trade. They are

each obtained at different times by nearly equal quantities of

labour, the labour of obtaining gold being on an average about

fifteen times greater than that of obtaining an equal weight of

silver. They are nearly indestructible. And here, I may
observe, that since they are so lasting, a great addition made to

the existing stocks of the precious metals makes very little dif-

ference to the value of the whole, because the new supply is lost

in the vastness of the old. It is different with other things

which are rapidly consumed. A storm in the hills will swell

a mountain stream from a rill to a torrent, but will produce

very little effect on the lake into which the stream falls, because

the existing volume of the lake is so groat. Again, the pre-

cious metals thence called represent great value in small

compass, and therefore are convenient instead of being cumber-

some. And lastly, they can easily be divided and re-united so

easily, that a heap of gold and silver dust is worth as much,

weight tor weight, and fineness for fineness, as a single solid

lump. These, then, are the principal reasons which have in-

duced civilised communities to adopt one or both of these

metals as a means of exchange, a measure of value, or, as they
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are catted when they ore thus employed, the eurrei

country.
At tirst it ia probable that those pieces of metal wore melted

mgota or bars, and stamped with some nya.

by thu person who first melted them. Both fold and silver

arc susceptible of on easy auay or test, by rubbing thorn on a
lone, called a touchstone, and by looking at the streak

is made. The issue of rude masso.* of silver, stamped
uo trade-mark of some well-known and reputable mor-
is .-till practised in China. The central Government and
i ils are too weak and too corrupt to issue coins on their

'.h'.rily, with any hope that the Chinese public would

> stamped lumps to coins is an easy step. A coin is a
L motal of specific fineness and weight, issued by some

publio authority. If the authority is honest and intelligent,
such an issue ia of considerable advantage, more for certifying
the fineness than the weight, since it is much easier to weigh a

quantity of coins, than it is to interpret the fineness of each
coin. Unfortunately, Governments have not been either honest
or intelligent in this matter. They have frequently issued base

money, and frequently lowered the quantity in the coin. The
latter, though on evil, is comparatively a slight inconvenience ;

the former is a terrible mischief, and inflicts lasting injury on
the community, the greater part of the suffering being endured

by the poor. They who trade in money can easily make them-
selves masters of the extent to which the fraud has been com-

mitted, and may oven make a profit out of their acutencss and
knowledge ; but they who are poor and live by wages, are

mulcted by the fraud, and have great difficulty in obtaining
that advance in the price of their labour which dealers in other

articles of value speedily effect.

We have now brought our society and the progress is veri-

fied by the experience of economical history to such a state as
that of a sufficient supply of metallic money. It is found con-

venient to employ gold for largo values, silver for transactions
of a smaller kind, copper for the least exchanges. In order,

however, to prevent confusion, only one of these metals should
be taken as a standard, and the others should bo overvalued.
We have adopted gold and have overvalued silver and copper,
that is, have assigned the pieces issued a higher proportion to

gold than their intrinsic value. Thus the silver in twenty
shillings is worth a good deal less than a sovereign ; the copper
in 240 ponce very much less. No inconvenience ensues, for any
person who has to receive a sum in liquidation of a debt can
refuse to take more than forty shillings in silver, and twelve

pence in copper. In France a debtor can pay either in gold or

silver, a fixed ratio of value being established by law between
these metals. Most communities, however, use only silver as

the fixed measure of value.

My readers will now see that money is the machinery, the

necessary machinery, by which exchanges are effected. The
true or complete exchange is between the producers. But the

use of money enables one of the producers, who receives money,
to postpone his part in the completion of the exchange till such
time as it may be convenient to himself. Hence a sale effected

by the payment of money has been called half an exchange. It

will also bo oeen that a person who takes money takes it in

order to get rid of it. Its utility is not immediate, but deriva-

tive. Except in so far as gold and silver are employed in the

art*, they are of no direct service to mankind. Their indirect

value is very great, because, as I have said, they who take
them accept them on tho understanding that they are, of all

articles of value, those which are most easily exchanged, which
are most serviceable, because they enable their possessor to

satisfy his own wants with the greatest certainty and case.

But except for such purpose nobody would toko, retain, or store

them.
Now my reader will remember that gold and silver have

been adopted as tho measure of value for this reason among
others, that they represent f,Teat valuo in small compass. In
other words, it has cost great labour and pains to obtain them.

Much of their existing value, as far as their use is concerned,
would be sacrificed, if they were ever procured very cheaply and

abundantly. I am not referring to the effect which such a

ry would have on the existing stocks of tho precious
metals. Double this quantity: suppose that every person who
Lad a sovereign found himself to-morrow in tho possession of

two, and the valuo'of his money would be reduced to. ona-half,

or, which u the MUM thin*, the price of everything wuoJd ia
brief space be doubled.- Bat I ssn referring to the fates* we
of thoM metal*. In order that Uwy should maintain their

utility, as part of tha machinery of exchange, they should be
oontly.

If, however, they are contly, and everybody who jfantmm
them for hi* own purposes wishes to get rid of them, it is clear
that society in tho aggregate will try to do with as snail a stoek
as it pOHibly can. The wisdom of our Government in ancient
times was believed to consist in collecting as great a hoard a*
possible of the precious metals. But every individual in his

private capacity was irresistibly constrained to do his best to
reverse this policy of the Government, and to make the circula-
tion of tho pieces of money which be might possess as rapid
and as effective as possible. In brief, society wishes, as far as
it can, to economise the use of this very costly mechanism of

exchange. But except under a certain condition, it can effect

this economy only to a very limited extent. This condition is

credit, applied to the operations of banking. Credit is the
trust or confidence which the possessor of property repose*
in the integrity and solvency of another, and by which he is

induced to trust his property in the hands of irach a person,
net that, in case ho lends money, tho very same PIYJCS of money
should be restored to him, but that he shall get their equiva-
lents at his pleasure, sometimes with interest. Hence comes

banking.

Banking was known in its most rudimentary form to 'the
ancients. Persons devoted themselves in Greece and Borne to
the business of receiving deposits from customers, which they
pledged themselves to pay on the production of a cheque or tally.

There is no doubt that these ancient bankers made loans with
the fluids which were put into their hands, for, as we read in the

Scriptures, they paid interest or usury on such deposits. But
the modern system of banking had its beginnings in great com*
mercial cities like Venice, Genoa, Amsterdam, and Hamburg.
The merchants who carried on trade in these towns took in

exchange for goods tho moneys of all civilised nations. A
Venetian trader might have in his possession the florins of the

Papal treasury, the byzants of the Greek empire, tho denien of

France, tho silver pence of England, coins in different metals,
and of different degrees of weight and fineness. Now such a

currency would be very cumbrous and inconvenient, and a

remedy for the hindrance and delay involved in such a system
would be very gladly welcome. A bank was therefore esta-

blished, which took all this money, and issued, in exchange for

it, receipts. Such a bank, called a bank of deposit, pledged
itself to issue no more receipts than it hod money, and of course,

as the expense of conducting such an institution must havo

been a considerable sum, it charged some slight premium on
its notes or receipts. So useful, however, was this paper found

to bo, that merchants were often glad to pay a considerable

premium for the convenience. In the long run all these banks

failed, and for the same reason. The bank lent its metallic

money, and so broke faith with its depositors. It might per-

haps have avoided this consequence, if it had lent its money for

short periods or on merchandise. But it unfortunately lens

its funds to publio companies, who foiled, for in those days

people did not understand tho very rudiments of banking.

Thus, for example, the Bank of Amsterdam, which for many
generations had the highest character for integrity and sol-

vency, was found, when the Low Countries were occupied by
the revolutionary armies at tho close of the last century, to

have lent nearly all its silver to the Dutch East India Com*

pacy, and to be totally insolvent.

The Bank of England, which is tho parent of tho modern:

system of banking, was established at the conclusion of tho

seventeenth century. It did not profess to retain tho money ot

its depositors or shareholders, for it lent tho whole or nearly
the whole of its funds to the Government, issuing notes upon
this security, and giving interest .on its notes. As a oonso-

quence, its notes were frequently inconvertible, that is, tho

parties possessing them could not obtain caaii in exchange for

them, and the notes were therefore at a discount, that is, they
were sold or exchanged for less than their nominal value. The
Bank of England avoided the error of the old bocks of deposit.

It did not lend its notes for long poriooK, but only for short or

mercantile bills. But it fell into an opposite error, which ia
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indeed remediable, but a great inconvenience. It did not back
its notes by a sufficient amount of gold or silver. But the

originators of the Bank of England were not acquainted with

some of those conditions of banking which are now matters of

scientific certainty.
I have already stated that it is the object of individuals and

of the community at large to make the precious metals, in the

shape of coin, as useful as possible. The individual does so by
getting rid of all the money which he knows by experience to

be in excess of his current necessities. The community does

so by diminishing the amount of the metals which it employs
as a means of exchange, and this in two ways, by making them
circulate as rapidly as possible, and by discovering and em-

ploying some substitute for them, which will act as an equiva-
lent for them. Thus, though it may seem strange at first, the

vifficiency with which stocks of the precious metals may be
made to perform the work of exchange, is frequently relative to

the facility by which means are devised under which they will

not move at all. Let me illustrate this fact in the simplest
manner. Let us suppose that Smith of London owes Black of

Edinburgh ,100, and Black of Edinburgh owes Brown of

London ,100. If some expedient can bs adopted and it is

adopted on a prodigious scale in practice by which Smith's

debt may be made to pay Black's debt, the circle will be com-

pleted, and the transactions liquidated, without making use of

any single piece of gold or silver. And, again, even if notes

were issued in exchange for gold only, the community would
save something in the costly machinery of the precious metals,
for ib would prevent the loss which ensues from their wear,
when they are transferred from hand to hand, in the ordinary

process of buying and selling. Those operations, therefore, by
which cheques or bills are exchanged against each other, and

by which notes are employed instead of gold or silver, are

economies the one in saving the cost of carriage and risk, the

other in saving wear.

But this is by no means the only advantage which ensues

from the issue of notes. It will be or should be plain to every
one, that no one takes a note willingly, except on the distinct

understanding that he can get what the note represents itself

to be worth, at his pleasure. A five-pound note will not buy
five pounds worth of food, unless the receiver is as certain as

man can be, that he can get five pounds for his piece of paper.
Neither State nor individual can create wealth or money, by
putting valueless bits of paper into circulation, as has been
found over and over again. The severest penalties, the most

despotic authority, will not give such pieces of paper any value

beyond that which their possessor finds the general public

assigns to them. When in the early days of the French Revolu-
tion the Government of that country strove to put paper into

circulation which was issued by its authority when it denounced
as traitors those who would not take these notes at their

nominal value, and actually punished persons with death who
declined to part with their property in exchange for such notes
the Government was utterly baffled. It is not hard to see the

reason. The whole community refused to submit to such a

command, and it was impossible to execute the whole com-

munity.
Again, when a person takes a note, he expects to get gold or

silver, and not any 'other kind of property. Notes entitling the
bearer to be paid in a certain amount of public stock, or of

jland, or of tea, sugar, corn, or <>-nv other kind of food, will not
circulate. Such instruments properly, warrants to receive

goods are or may be very valuable kinds of property, but they
are not paper money. They are securities which may be bought
and sold, but they have to be reckoned in money, and turned
into money before they can be of avail to the holder. It is

impossible to circulate bank-notes on any other security than
that of gold and silver, however valuable the security may be ;

and attempts to effect such a circulation, though they have
been mads over and over again, are invariably failures, and
invariably end in bankruptcy. A bank-note to be capable of

circulation must be and remain an order to receive so much
money, and nothing but money will be its equivalent.

It does not, hovrever, follow that everybody who holds a note is

determined to turn it as soon as he can into gold or silver. It

is enough for him to know that ho can do so when he pleases.

Hence, not one note in ten thousand is presented to the Bank
for cba.nge into gold or silver. If there were any doubt about

the possibility of changing them at their full value, they would
be presented soon enough. But as long as people believe that
their notes could be and would be paid on demand, they do
not present them for payment, and for the simple reason that
to do so would be to abandon the advantages T/hich a nota

possesses. These are, that it is easily portable : that rt much,
facilitates the counting of money ; and that if it be lost, the
sum which it represents may be, under certain conditions,
recovered. The holder of notes is in some particulars more
safe from fraud, violence, or mischance than the holder of gold
or silver.

Long experience enables bankers to calculate the likelihood
of persons presenting their notes for payment, and therefore
instructs them as to the quantity of gold and silver which they
must keep in order to cover the contingency of these notes

being presented. Let us suppose that this is one-third of the
amount of notes in circulation. It will be plain, then, that in
case the banker has sufficient property to warrant him in cir-

culating the other two-thirds (and he is a swindler if he has not
sufficient property), he can retain his property in his own
hands, and get such profit as comes from it, and lend the other
two-thirds to the public, and get a profit by them. Nor does
this practice go against what I have stated above. It is true
that there is no gold or silver to back up two-thirds of the

notes, but there is property which can be, or ought to be, on an
emergency turned into gold or silver, and the proceeds of which
may be therefore devoted towards meeting these obligations,
should the necessity arise. A banker is bound to keep his pro-
perty in such a shape as to be able to obtain, as soon as he
requires it, the funds which are necessary towards cancelling
all the debts which he incurs by the issue of his notes. One
source, then, of a banker's profit is derived from the issue of

his notes. But it is by far the smallest part, and in the United

Kingdom very few bankers are allowed by law to obtain this

profit.

The chief profit of a banker is derived from using the
amounts left in his hands by his customers. There is a great
convenience in keeping an account with a banker i.e., in de-

positing a sum of money with him, and in drawing it out by
cheques. The cheque is as convenient as notes are to the
debtor and creditor, and it has other advantages. By a little

precaution, the transmission of the cheque may be made abso-

lutely safe. A payment by cheque is virtually a receipt. The
aggregate of cheques drawn by a person in a year represent his

expenditure, and form a record of it. Now the banker, who
expects his customers always to have a certain sum with him,
is able by experience to calculate what will be the average
number of cheques drawn on him, and will keep such a sum by
him as will enable him to meet these liabilities. In a great
many cases, the person who draws and the person who receives

the cheque keep an account with the same banker, and then the

payment and receipt are only the writing down a set of figures
on one side of one account, and the same figures on the other side

of another account. Sometimes, however, the banker offers

his customer a share of the profits which are made by lending

money, and in this way some banks attract an enormous amount
of capital in the form of deposits, and get their profit for the

pains they are at in receiving and managing the sums left with

them, and for the risks they run.

By these means a small sum of metallic money is made the
means for effecting a prodigious multitude of transactions.

Every bill of exchange, bank-note, cheque, is expressed in

money, and the person who undertakes the obligation stipu-
lates to provide the money expressed in the security. In the

great majority of instances no money is either used or needed.

The cheques which pass from hand to hand on a great day of

business in one room in London, are equal to all the gold in

all the banks in London. But these cheques are exchanged
without the use of a single piece of money. Nothing can

exceed the perfection with which this mechanism is carried on.

But I repeat, the presumption on the face of all these cheques
is that they will be paid in gold. If any risk arose that they
could not be, a demand would be made that they should be, and
what is called a panic follows. That such a risk does not arise

is due to the credit in which dealers stand, and this credit is a
trust in the merchant or dealer's honesty. The motive f01-20 in

the great engine of commerce lies in the virtues of integrity
and good faith.
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1: LATITUDE SAILING MEUCATOR BAIUXO TO TAKE
A DEPARTURE GREAT CIRCLE BAM

./. Tlio occasions on which a ship
wc'l, ami can toko advanta^.-

moans of finding h> r I-. -iiu.l.- ju.it exi>lun> . cuurmj
rare, i , mid-latitude Hailing, tlio cliff, long.
can !> act found l>y piano Mailing.

nlii-iv.l, in connection \\itli I'i-j. '. that tint

UM on tin? coin-.-;.! A n was explained to bo an imaginary
lino or value, greater than tho arc of parallel c n, and less than

equal to aotnr similar parallel lying between
till-in. If wo can find a parallel on which tho departure <-;ui lie

taken as tho true chu.i^e of longitude, wo can ascertain tin;

latter by the. last ruli
, the departure being taken

.ust or west. Tho difficulty is to say exactly whore
such i>:in;i!el ia to coino, but tho general practice ia to put

between "
lat. left" and "hit. in," a practice

never strictly correct, and sometimes glaringly wrong. In low
latitudes, where meridians incline to each other but slightly,
and in all cases whore tho difference of latitude is slight in

comparison with the departure made, the rule may be trusted
for practical purposes ; but in high latitude, whore tho meri-
dians converge rapidly, or wherever the diff. lat. is considerable,
it cannot bo relied on.

Suppose a ship, steering southerly, makes a difference of lati-

tude of 4, from 22 to 18P N., and a departure from long.
30 W. of 160 miles west ; what is her difference of longitude
according to tho mid.-latitude rale ?

Half-way between 22 and 18" N. is 20 N. ; 160 miles on an
arc of a parallel in 20 N. hit. is therefore tho measure of the
difference of longitude. In other words, tho ship's oblique
course a curved lino, the exact position of whose finial point
is unknown to us has been resolved into two straight courses,
one pointing duo south, the other due west. Tho length of both
is known in miles, but this gives no direct clue to the measure
of longitude contained in that pointing west, unless we can tell

in what latitude it is to be measured. Knowing this under
the rule, we apply formula (6)

.

16
; o=

16 = 17-3' =2 50-3' W.
cos. 20 '9397

Diff. long. = _**
cos. lat.

Present position of ship is therefore 18 N. lat., 32 50'3' W.
long.
Formula (6) may bo recast for middle-latitude sailing, as

follows, as tho last example shows :

Diff. long. = deParture
.. (?)

cos. mid. lat.

These relations, like those in plane sailing, are involved in

the construction of a right-angled tri-

angle, and the two can be united in a
single figure, which shows at a glance
tho relations subsisting between course,

distance, diff. lat., and diff. long. tho
four things which we alone care to know

and the intermediate expressions de-

parture and mid. lat., which serve only
to link the others together. Seo Fig. 8,
where A B is tho distance representing
tho rhumb lino in Fig. 4, and where in

fact the triangle A B c is a reproduction
of Fig. 5. Hero all the lines (except c D,
which represents nothing) are measured
in a like denomination, viz., minutes; for

the nautical miles, in which c B and A B
are measured, are identical with minutes
of latitude, and D B of course is measured
in minutes of longitude.

It has been said that the particular latitude in which the

departure just equals tho difference of longitude duo to tho

ship's oblique course, is not quite truly found by tho mid-latitude
rulo. There is, however, a table, called Workman's Table of
Corrections to be added to Mid. Latitude (not commonly included
in books of tables), by which tho true latitude can be found.
In the column headed by the number of degrees nearest to the
diff. lat. found, and opposite to the degree of latitude given as
"mid. lat." by tho rule, will bo found tho number of minutes

Fig. 8.

to be added to the latter to give the true hflladn in wbieh
departnre will represent diff. long. In the ease just worked ftrtt
where diff. lat. = 4", snd mid. lat. (by rale) - 80* .N

by Workman's Table that 9 JMmH be fH+d, and t*fir Uif Tim-
lation should have stood

diff. long. = Iff
eosTS

The difference in the result would have been *" t
f"*f

t niit.
But suppose tho ship had made as much as 10" diff lat. from
tho high latitude 65* N., then mid. lat., by rale, would have
boon taken as 60 N., whereas by the table it should b*
60 10' N. With a departure of, say, 600 miles, this inaocu-

racy would cause dangerous error in the longitude, as may b*
seen by working (7) with tho corrected and nneorrected value*
of mid. hit. Nevertheless, by using Workman's Table we may
safely find tho longitude by

"
mid-latitude tailing," which wo

may regard as an appendix by which the theory o/j/Iaiic tailiny
is rendered complete.

VII. Mercator Sailing. Besides mid.-latitade safling, there U
another plan by which tho difference of longitade may be de-
duced from tho departure, and as it is scientifically acourata
if correct data bo given, it is usually to be preferred. This is
Mercator sailing, so nai.icd after a Flemish chart-maker, Gerard
Mercator* (1512-1594), whose charts were based upon the prin-
ciple now to be explained.
As a nautical milo everywhere, except at the equator, mooed*

a minute of longitude, it follows that the number of rafl+* of
departure is always less than tho number of minutes of longitade
traversed. Henco it is clear that some greater departure (ex-
pressed in miles) than that which properly belongs to the course'
and distance traversed will exactly express the real departnre
in minutes of longitude in other words, will give us the differ-

ence of longitade. All wo have to do, then, is to exaggerate
the diff. of latitude in. some known proportion, and take toe
corresponding exaggerated departnre, in miles, as the diff. of

longitude in minutes. Of course the exaggerated diff. lat. is

merely a means to an end, and the ship's position, as to latitude,
is not to be fixed by it, but by the true diff. lat. found by plane
sailing

1

. Wo will now prove tho rule by which the requisite
addition to diff. lat. is found, premising that, owing to the in-

creasing convergence of meridians towards the poles, the pro-
portionate addition to be made increases with increased distance*
from the equator.

In Fig. 9, let A b c be one of tho infinitely small triangles in

Fig. 4. The diff. lat. AC being in-

0' finitely short, c, the "
latitude in

"

does not differ sensibly from mid.
latitude. Hence we may consider c 6.
the departure, as the parallel from
which diff. long, may bo deduced. (For
convenience we shall speak of these
"

infinitely small
"

lines as containing
miles and minutes ; millionth* of milea

and minutes would do as well, of

course.) Now suppose AC" exag-

gerated" to tf, so that the increased

departure c' b' shall be the arc of the

equator corresponding to c b, or in

other words, shall contain as many
miles as c b contains minutes, c V ia

thus tho diff. long. made. Therefore, by formula (6) or (7), c 6'

cb= .

cos. lat. of c 6

Expressing this as a proportion, c* b' -. 1 : : r b : cos. lat. of co
and transposing, cb . c

1 V -.-. cos. lat. of c b : 1.

But C b : <f b' : : A C : A C* ;

/. A C : A C* : : COS. hit. of C 6 : 1 ;

.-. A d = - A - - AC x see, lat. of c 6 (8
cos. utt. of c o

A c' is called the " meridional difference of latitude," as dis-

tinguished from A e, the diff. lat., and it is obtained, as wo
have just seen, by multiplying the diff. lat. by the secant of the

latitude of cb (the "latitude in"). The position of c' being

Properly Qttrard KnuTmtn, of which name Mercator is the Latin

tramialitm.

Pig. 9.
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known, c b can be computed in minutes ( c 1 6' in miles) without

difficulty.
This reasoning only holds good where A c is so small that tho

cliff, of latitude between c and the point midway between A and c

can be neglected, and
" mid. lat." treated as identical with "

lat.

in." If A c represented diff. lat. resulting from an ordinary day's

sailing, we cannot fix c', and therefore c' B', in the same

simple manner; we must split AC into minute parts, say 1'

each, and calculate the meridional diff. lat. for each; the sum
-will be the meridional diff. lat. A c', by which we can compute
c' B'. The other sides of the triangle being measured in

nautical miles, B' c' will of course be in miles, equal in number,
ns already explained, to the minutes of longitude, in the depar-
ture. Or we may say that B' c' will work out in equatorial

degrees of longitude.
Tables have been calculated of the meridional latitude in

vninutes called meridional parts corresponding to every degree
and minute of latitude, from 1' to 89 59', whence the meridional

diff. lat. can be found for any given diff. lat. Thus a ship sails

from 30 N., on a course and distance which give 10 = 600' as

her diff. lat., by which her "lat. in" is found to be 40. Her
inerid. diff. lat. is thus found :

Meridional parts equivalent to 40 (lat. in) = 26227'
39 (lat. left) = 1888-4'

Morid. diff. lat 734'3'

The side C'B' of the right-angled triangle AB'C', of which

angle A and side A c' are known, has now to be computed. The
simplest formula is thus arrived at

Tan.A= C
l?-';
AC'

.'. c' B' = A c' X tan. A
;

or, diff. long, (in minutes) = merid. diff. lat. X tan. course (9)

If departure be given instead of course, wo may say
Diff. lat. : merid. diff. lat. : : departure : diff. long.

The increased latitude in minutes, or the " meridional parts
"

corresponding to any given latitude, are thus arrived at : For
the first minute from tho equator we multiply 1 by tho natural

secant of 1'
; result is still 1, the nat. sec. not differing from

unity in seven places of decimals. The increased equivalent of

the second minute is 1 X nat. sec. of 2' = 1-0000002 ; increased

equivalent of 2' == sum of two increased lats., or 2'0000002.

NAT. SECANT. MEK. PARTS.

1-000000 = 1-000000;
1-000000 + 1-000002 = 2-000002;
2-000002 + 1-000004 = 3'000006 ;

3-000006 -f 1-000007 = 4'000013;
and so on, up to 5399', which is only 1' short of the pole.

Tables of meridional parts are now, however, calculated on a
more accurate plan, which we cannot explain here.

Eeferring to the specimen traverse table given under plane sail-

ing, it should be explained, now that the ways of finding longitude
by account have been shown, that although the nett departure
obtained by addition and subtraction is accurate enough for use
in finding the direct course and distance, it is safer to find the
diff. longitude separately for each course, and take the balance
at the end as the nett diff. long, on the day's work. Thus, if

the mid.-latitude rule be followed, do not total the departure
columns, but opposite each course note lat. left, lat. in, mid. lat.,
and diff. long. E. or W., deduced by formula (7). If diff. long,
is to be found by Mercator sailing, leave out departure columns

altogether : opposite each course, besides distance and diff. lat.,

put latitude in, meridional parts corresponding thereto, and
meridional diff. lat., found by subtracting merid. parts of lat.

in from merid. parts of lat. left (noted as lat. in against pre-
vious course). Then by (9) deduce diff. long, for each course,
which put in columns for E. or W. ; strike the balance at foot.

To find merid. diff. lat., the lat. left at commencement of first

course must be included in the table (at top) with its equivalent
merid. parts.
The sea-charts used by navigators are always on what is

termed Mercator's projection, which is intimately connected
with the above theory of sailing. The earth, instead of being
a globe, is assumed to be a cylinder, which is unrolled as a flat

map. Hence every parallel of latitude is a circle, or rather
line, equal to the equator ; and hence degrees of longitude are

equal in all latitudes. As 60' of long, in a latitude where they

really equal only 30 nautical miles are made to occupy the same
space as at the equator, where they equal 60 miles, the map is

evidently distorted, but the distortion is made symmetrical by
the device of increasing each minute of latitude in proportion
to the increase given to the minutes of longitude on its parallel.

Thus, though countries and distances lying towards the polea
are enormously exaggerated in size, they are comparatively
symmetrical in shape. The degrees of latitude are increased in

accordance with the table of meridional parts. Tho benefit

conferred upon mankind by Gerard Mercator, in tho invention
of his cylindrical projection of the earth's surface, can scarcely
be overrated. To get rid of the curved meridians, substituting

parallel straight lines for them, was a device which breathed a
new life into Navigation.

Scientific and satisfactory as is the theory of Mercator sail-

ing, it is better to obtain the longitude by the mid.-latitudo

method, if the course exceeds, say, GO from the meridian,
because diff. long, is obtained by multiplying merid. diff. lat. by
tangent of course. If the angle of course exceed 45, then tan.

of course exceeds unity, so any error in estimating tho course

may lead to a large error in longitude. Thus by either mid. lat.

or Mercator sailing, we may consider the theory of plane sailing

completed and extended.

VIII. To take a Departure. Although tho mariner estimates
and records his vessel's movements as well as he can, yet ho
loses no opportunity of fixing her position by observations of

land or sky. The bearing of the last headland, lighthouse, or
other prominent object expected to bo seen, is taken from two
positions, and noted, together with the course and distance run
from the first point of observation to the second. Unless one
of the observations is taken, by chance or design, when tho

object is exactly on the beam i.e., at right angles to tho course
or the course is of such length as to subtend 90 at the

object, the fixing the ship's distance from the object at tho last

observation will involve the computation of an oblique triangle,
the only one we have yet had to do with.

Suppose a ship sailing down Channel observes Beachy Head
bearing N.W. After running 10 (nautical) miles W.S.W., the
Head bears N.N.E.JN. How far is the ship from tho Head at
the last time of observation ?

Let c (Fig. 10) represent the Head, A ship's first, B ship's
second position. We have now to solve

an oblique triangle of which two angles
and included side are given, viz., AB
= 10 miles ; B A c = 6 points = 67 30' ;

and A B c = 4^ points = 50 37^'. This

can be done by Case 3, Section XXI.,
Lesson V. on Trigonometry, in POPULAR
EDUCATOR. The distance being found,
the ship's position is marked on the

chart, and she is said to take her de-

parture from the object observed. The

position marked can be taken as lat. and long, left, and the day's
work reckoned from it, or, as is the usual practice, the bearing
of the ship from the object (just the opposite on the compass
card to the bearing of the object from the ship), and tho dis-

tance, are reckoned as giving the ship's first course, and are

entered in the traverse table as a course run.

IX. Great Circle Sailing. The advantage of sailing on a
rhumb line is that the successive meridians are cut at one

angle ;
in other words, one compass course may be steered

throughout the whole voyage. The rhumb line between any
two places, though a spiral on the globe, becomes a straight
line on the chart. This makes it very easy to lay down the

compass course to be steered to reach a given point on tho

chart ; but it has been known for centuries that the rhumb line

is not the shortest route between two places, though the fact

that it is steered on a uniform compass course gives the idea

that it must be a straight and therefore direct line. But the

fact that it cuts at the same angle successive meridians which
are not parallel is sufficient proof that its direction is constantly

changing, and that the ship's head never points in the same

direction, if properly steered, for two miles together. The real

direct course is an arc of the great circle passing through tha

two plr.cos (and the centre of the earth), ns will be readily
found ;

by stretching a thread between them on the terrestrial

globe. People who look only at maps often wonder why our

ocean steamers should take Cape Eace, in Newfoundland, on

Fig. 10.
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tboir way to Now York, instead of going, u they call it, straight
acroKH tho Atlantic , :m 1 they wonder why their passengers
Hliould talk about icebergs encounter .1 study of a

I..IM- will di.s|>i-l tlic.^o illusions, and show that the

Mid and Now York actually
HO high that at all seasons of tho year it

ho followed. Apply tlm mune length of thread in the

1 by tlm 'nppiin'ntlyi .-tr:iij,'lit course OU tho chart,
ami it will full short by some hundreds of miles.

For all this, groat circle sailing has boon Jitt:.< ])racti8od until

.ui;h it is easy enough to find tho groat circle

'.aces, it is IOSH cosy to htoor it, aa the

s course is always changing, owing to tho course a

t li-in in it-i relation t> tho earth's eurfaco cutting

us at different angles. Tho calculation

involved in ascertaining the incessant but varying change of

compass course until lately barred tho way against ordinary

navigators. Now, however, tables drawn up by Mr. Towson, of

Dovonport, arc published by tho Admiralty, based on the prin-

ciple of breaking up tho aro into short rhumb-lino stages equal

to ono degree of longitude. The tables show tho change of

course to be adopted at each stage ; thus tho sailor keeps up
liliar and, it must bo owned, simple rules of sailing, and

yot the great circle, though not exactly, is tolerably followed.

Of course when a ship sails on tho old system on a meridian,

or on tho equator, she is practising great circle sailing without

probably intending it.

\y<- have now finished our exposition of tho mathematical

principles and processes by which tho mariner traces his vessel's

track upon the ocean, or keeps his " account by dead reckon-

ing." It has been stated that the data from which ho calcu-

lates are themselves greatly liable to error, and in view of this

it may bo thought we have bestowed unnecessary exactness

upon results which can never bo taken without question. In

practice, too, there is no doubt that many things wo have made

Bubjocts of calculation are simply guessed by tho mariner

with results usually accurate enough for the purpose, if he be up
to his work. This is true, but nevertheless there is no ground-

work for practice so sure as a good knowledge of theory, and

even tho practical work of guessi~q results is best done by those

who understand how to evolve them with scientific accuracy.

Tho science of Nautical Astronomy or rather tho art of

using the instruments hy which longitude and latitude are

found at sea by celestial observations is too technical and

limited in its character to find place in elementary lessons

like these, which seek only to apply to navigation those mathe-

matical principles of general utility which have been taught in

other sections of this work. But just as tho mariner must

learn the practical work of observing 8>>eed and course, currents

and leeway, and the use of the observing instruments, tho log

and compass, so must ho learn to use sextant and quadrant

a check upon his own estimates and calculations.

MINERALOGY. VII.

NITRATES.

ONLY two important nitrates appear in Nature.

Nitrate of Soda, or Chili saltpetre. This mineral is fonnc

in many places on the coast of Chili. At Tarapaca, 3,300

feet above the sea, is a vast deposit of several feet thick

and it bears every indication of having a marine origin. It is

said that tho natives build their huts of blocks of this salt

proving the absence of rain in the district, as nitrate of soda is

soluble in water. It crystallises in rhombohedra. When
thrown on live coal it causes a vivid combustion, tho soda im

parting its characteristic yellow tinge to tho flame. It would

be used largely for making gunpowder, but it deliquescent

that is, it imbibes water from tho air.

Nitrate of Potash, or saltpetre, is peculiarly valuable as

being the chief ingredient in gunpowder. It is frequently

found in caves of limestone districts, and in India and other

countries appears as an efflorescence on the soil in tho hot

weather which succeeds copious rains. In Norway and Sweden it

is artificially prepared by exposing refuse heaps to the action of

tho air. At tho end of three years the "nitre bed" is lixiviated

that is, washed with water. This water on evaporation yields

crystals of saltpetre in long thin prisms. The salt u trimctric.

OABBOMATM.
Carbonate oj Limt.Thi* mineral is very widely

in Nature, ainco of it aro <x>mpoed aU limestone aad chalk ruck*.

When it appear* In a crystalline form, it is M ft rbosabobertroai

of the hexagonal nytom a figure which is the liMiiJMiliil torn
Df the icoaahedron (oo page 170). When crystallised it if

ailed Cale Hpar, and if the crystals are transparent it is

termed Iceland Spar. Tho fact that it possesses the property
of double refraction has boen alluded to and illustrated in pag
49. Its constitution in, 1 atom of carbonic add and 1 at Una.

Ara<joiiite baa precisely tho aame competition mm eale par.
Some specimens contain a little carbonate of atroatta; bet

.bis is not an essential ingredient. It crystallises, however.
n tho trimctric system ; bonce carbonate of lime i* aaid to be

dimorphous. Aragouito U of a wine-yellow colour; iU nj stele

aro usually clustered and radiating. It u frequently associated

with gypsum, is found in the fossil bclemnite, and it is aaid

that cold springs containing carbonate of lime deposit calo spar,

while hot springs yield aragonito. It U named from Aragon, is

Spain. Carbonates of lime effervesce when touched with add.

Several of the ores of tho metals appear ae carbonates.

Clay Ironstone is found in beds in the Carboniferous system.

It is a carbonate of iron, and is tho chief source of that useful

metal in England.
fyathic Iron Ore is the carbonate of iron when crystallised,

and appears in tho hexagonal system in rhombohedrons and six-

Hided prisms ; frequently tho faces aro curved. When foliated

and massive it is called Sparry iron. Its colour is light greyish

to brown, and the scales aro often translucent.

Calamine, carbonate of tine, is the most valuable ore of

that metal. Calamino has silica usually present ; but when

only the oxide of zinc and carbonic acid are tho constituents of

the mineral, it is termed Zinc Spar.
Malachite is carbonate of copper. It contains 1 atom of

carbonic acid, 2 of oxide of copper, and 1 of water. It is

found on the walls of lodes as a stalactitic growth, and the

well-known appearance of the green stone at once indicates

that it was enlarged by aggregations ; it U most probably the

result of tho action of water containing carbonic acid on decom-

posing sulphurot of copper (copper pyrites).

Azurita is blue, and contains 2 atoms of carbonic acid, 3

of oxide of copper, and 1 of water. It is frequently found

associated with malachite. The largest deposits of the Utter

mineral were in tho Ural Mountains, and because it was suscep-

tible of a high polish tho stone was in great favour for all

species of ornamental work, and always commanded a high

price ; but latterly such enormous quantities hare been dis-

covered in Australia that its value is much deteriorated.

Cerusite is carbonate of load, which is sometimes found with

galena, to whose decomposition it is due.

PHOSPHATES.

Apatite is phosphate of lime. It is never pure, but the

fluoride and chloride of lime are invariably associated with it

in small quantities. When found crystallised it is in short

six-sided prisms of a greenish colour. It is found in many

metamorphic rocks, and in some granites. When present in

nodules in stratified rocks it is accounted to bo of organic origin,

for phosphate of limo is the chief constituent of bones.

Wavellitc is a hydrated phosphate of alumina ; it ia uroi

found as small hemispheres which have a finely radiated

ture within, attached to tho surface of tho rock, generally of a

greenish shade of colour. When forced off, they leave a stellate

circle on the rock.

Turquoise is also a hydrated phosphate of alumina.

usually contains a trace of copper. It is valued as a gem.

is found amorphous, occurring in veins in the mounts***]

districts of Persia. It is capable of a fine polish, and loses its

beautiful blue colour in muriatic acid.

Vivianite is a hydrated phosphate of iron. I
;:

;*-

blue colour, and is found with bog iron ore.

in the interior of fossils, and in veins traversing clay slate.

BORATKS.

Wo have already soon that boracio acid enters into the com-

position of tourmaline and axinite, but only as a subordinate,

not a prominent ingredient. There are two minerals, however

which are formed by this acid united to a base,
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Borax, or lineal, crystallises in the monoclinic system in

short columnar crystals. It is a hydrated borate of soda.

Borax was originally brought from the shores of a salt lake in

Thibet ; the crude salt was termed tincal, and was purified

when it reached this country. Other countries now produce it,

especially certain lagoons in Tuscany. It is used as a flux in

metallurgical operations, and in the manufacture of imitation

gems.
Boracitc is borate of magnesia. It crystallises in the first

system, and is found, with gypsum and common salt, near

Luneberg, in Lower Saxony, and other German localities.

TUNGSTATES, TANTALATES, TITANATES, ETC.

Wolfram is a tungstate of iron and manganese. It is trimetric,

occurring in modified rectangular prisms ;
sometimes it is mas-

sive. It is dark-coloured, and usually found with tin ores.

Sclieelite is a tungstate of lime.

Tantalate, or columbite, is often confounded with tinstone,

which it closely resembles in appearance. It is a compound of

tantalic acid with iron and manganese, and occurs in rocks

containing albite and oligoclase.

Sphene, or Titanite, is a silico-titanate of lime. It is

monoclinic, occurring in very oblique rhombic prisms. It has

a greyish-brown colour, and is found disseminated in separate

crystals through granite, gneiss, and other metamorphic rocks.

The crystals, from their wedge shape, give the mineral its name

(<70}i>, a wedge). The darker variety was termed titanite.

Titanic acid occurs in Brookite, rutile, and anatase.

Having finished those minerals in which oxygen occurs, we

pass on to those which are devoid of that element.

THE SULPHUKETS.

The compounds of sulphur with the various metals are what

may be called the primary ores, all other ores being derived by
decomposition and oxidisation from them. It is supposed that

the combination of these elements was determined either when
the earth was in a molten state, or that it took place far down
in the earth's crust, and that by the internal heat the ore was
sublimed into the cracks of the rocks forming the crust, where
it to-day appears as lodes and veins.

Realgar, or Red Orpiment, is the sulphuret of arsenic, and
is composed of 2 atoms of sulphur and 1 of arsenic. Its

crystals are oblique prisms of a splendid red, and having a

resinous lustre.

Orpiment contains 3 atoms of sulphur. It is trimetric. Its

crystals are a beautiful yellow, and possess a pearly lustre.

Both these minerals have been used as paints.

Grey Antimony, or Stibnite, is the sulphuret of that metal,
and is its chief ore. It is found massive, but when crystallised
it appears in trimetric prisms. Its colour is a lead grey. This
ore

'

occurs in veins with silver, lead, zinc, or iron, or it is

associated with heavy spar or quartz. It was used by the
Greek ladies to blacken their eyebrows.

Silver Glance (sulphuret of silver) crystallises in dodeca-
hedrons of the first system. It possesses metallic lustre,
and is a most valuable ore. It is found in Saxony, Norway,
Mexico, and Peru.

Brittle Silver Ore is a sulphuret of silver and antimony.
It is trimetric, possesses metallic lustre, but, being an iron

black, is readily distinguished from silver glance.

Ruby Silver is a variety of the above ore when the colour

approaches a cochineal red. In Mexico it is not uncommon.
Light-red Silver has a similar composition to ruby silver,

but arsenic takes the place of the antimony. As the name
implies, the colour is not so dark.

Galena, the sulphuret of lead, is monometric, possessing a

very perfect cleavage in planes parallel to the faces of the cube.

Its lustre is highly metallic, and a lead-grey. It is the chief

ore of lead, and is usually found with heavy spar for its matrix.

When the galena contains silver it is granular and less lustrous.

Blende, or sulphuret of zinc, is monometric, with a perfect
dodecahedral cleavage ; it is also found massive. It has a
resinous lustre, and varies in its colour from yellow-brown to

black. It is found in lodes, -frequently with galena, and some-
times in positions which prove that it must have been deposited
from water. The miners call it Black Jack, as we have seen.

White Vitriol, Zinc Spar, and Calamine owe their existence to

the decomposition of blende.

Cinnabar, the sulphuret oj mercury, is the source of the

metal. It is rhombohedral when crystallised. Its colour ia

bright red, sometimes verging to grey. Its general situation ia

in slate rocks, but at Idria it is found in limestone. Almaden,
in Spain, is the only other European locality which yields it.

Copper Pyrites, or yellow copper ore, is cur principal source
of the metal. Cornwall is its great repository, where upwards
of 150,000 tons are annually raised. It generally crystallises aa
an octahedron with a square base, or in the hemihedral form
a tetrahedron. Its colour is brass-yellow. It may be scratched
with a knife, which distinguishes it from iron pyrites. Its

composition is 4 atoms of sulphur, combined with 2 of copper,
and 2 of iron. By its decomposition many minerals are pro-
duced Hue vitriol, malachite, chrysocolla (hydrated silicate of

copper), black copper ore, and limonite (hydrated oxide of iron). .

Grey Copper Ore, whenever crystallised, so invariably appears
in tstrahedra that it has been called tetrahedrite. No ore has
such a variable composition as grey copper ore. When it con-
tains 30 per cent, of silver in place of part of the copper, it ia

called o.rgentiferous grey copper ore or silver fahlery. It is

known in Germany to contain mercury, and when from 7 to
16 per cent, of this metal is present it is called spaniolite. The
grey copper ore of the Cornish mines is seldom argentiferous.

Iron Pyrites is sulphuret of iron, and contains 2 atoms of

sulphur in combination with 1 of the metal. When 1 atom
of sulphur is combined with 1 of iron, magnetic pyrites is the
result a mineral which is slightly attracted by the magnet.
When found in crystals, which is seldom, they belong to the

hexagonal system. It is softer than ordinary pyrites.

Pyrites is found when crystallised in cubes, or in pentagonal
dodecahedrons ; but it occurs massive, and in radiated lumps.
Its colour is bronze-yellow, is very hard, and strikes fire with
steel ; hence its name, from irvptTTjc,. It is found in rocks of

all ages, and is used to procure sulphur, sulphate of iron,

sulphuric acid, and alum. Good iron cannot be got from it on
account of the difficulty of entirely separating the sulphur.

Erubescite, or horse-jlesh copper ore, is a double sulphuret
of copper and iron, containing 3 atoms of sulphur, 4 of copper,
and 1 of iron. Its colour is a dark flesh-red, hence its name j

but this it soon loses, and becomes iridescent, exhibiting a very
variegated appearance.

Copper Nickel contains 1 atom, of arsenic and 2 of nickel.

It is copper-coloured, hence its name. It is frequently found
with cobalt, silver, and copper ores, and is the chief sourco

of nickel.

Nickel Glance, or white nickel, is another arseniuret of

nickel, but it contains sulphur. Its colour is tin-white, and
it crystallises in cubes. Nickel is used to whiten brass, pro-

ducing German silver.

Smaltine, or grey cobalt, is also monometric. It is usually

massive, having a granular and uneven fracture, and a tin-whito

colour. It is an arseniuret of cobalt. Any ore of cobalt is

readily recognised by the blue it imparts to a borax bead in the

blow-pipe flame.

Cobaltine and cobalt pyrites are other ores of cobalt.

Mispickel is arsenical iron pyrites. It resembles arsenical

cobalt, but is much harder. It occurs in trimetric rhombic,

prisms. It is frequently found in veins and in many crystalline
schists and serpentines.

THE FLUORIDES AND CHLORIDES.

Fluorine and chlorine are members of the group termed

halogens, because they combine directly with metals forming
salts. (See Hart's "Elementary Chemistry," Chap. XIII.) The
minerals thus formed are not numerous.

Fluor Spar is fluoride of lime. It is the Blue John of the

Derbyshire miners, and is also termed Derbyshire spar. It

crystallises in cubes, and is usually of a violet colour. It is

frequently found in metallic lodes, particularly with galena and

barytes. It is found in the dolomite of Saint Gothard ; a rose-

coloured specimen is shown at the top of the Pass, for which

the collector asks 2,000 francs !

Cryolite is a double fluoride of sodium and aluminium. It

is semi-transparent and light- coloured, and has been called "ice

stone," because it melts in the flame of a candle. It was first

found in West Greenland.
Rock Salt is the chloride oi sodium. It crystallises in cubes

of the first system. Its origin will be found discussed in the

chapter on the Triassic period in
" Lessons in Geology."



-SONS IN ETHNOLOGY vn.
UOES fconr.

:ibos aooth of tho tropic of Capricorn aro not of thu

fro race. They may bo di. Caffres and
The former arc to superior a race that tern

has arisen to h..ld witliont proof tlmt they must have a large
infusion df Aral, l.looil in tli- ;t their physical appear-
ance shows them to bo almost wholly African. Yet those who
hTO had to do witli them speak highly of their intcllo.

t'affro is a Mohammedan one, signifying tlmt. t:

vidtiaT or tribe BO designated is
'

infidel." The pn>j,,. r name of
tire Caffres i< Amokosas; the first two syllables of wl,

the same as those of tho term Aina/ir^hs, applied, it will IIP

remembered, to tho Berbers of Northern Africa.

the affinities of the religion* in thai oonttMat is abo .

lt ; in foot, it has already begun to yield bterwUn*
r'-'ii.t -

TMB MKOIIITOI AMD WATITI AOtTBALUKS.
This name ha* been applied to a no* which, though negro in

it* characteristics, yet occupies regions to remote from Africa.
that it is not easy to suppose it in any way connected with
that continent. It inhabits the Eastern > -cbipelago, being
t .iiii-i in liirneo, the Philippine Island*, the MJ*itfff. New
Guinea, and portions of Polynesia. Among the most remark-
able specimens of tho family aro tho Papuan of New Guinea,
who have immense mops of frizzled hair, which five them sv

very odd appearance. Some hare thought them not a pure
but a mixed race.

The aboriginal Australians are readily distinguished from the

GUOUP OF NEW CALEDONIANS.

Tho Hottentots, though occupying territories adjacent to those
of the Caffres, arc a totally distinct tribe. They have never
shown themselves able to hold their own like the Amakosas ;

and, unless when raised by missionary exertions, they have

simply sunk lower and lower as civilisation has advanced. Tho
Bushmen are the most degraded of all, being mostly stunted in

fltature, deformed in appearance, and despised oven by the other
native Africans around. It is pitiable to see a tribe of mankind
reduced to so hopeless a plight.

"With so large a part of Africa yet unexplored it would be

premature to attempt extensive classifications of ita varied

tongues. When, however, these shall become known and bo

properly compared, both in their grammatical structure and in

their roots, there can be little doubt that a flood of light will

be thrown on many ethnological problems at present obscure.

A very interesting subject of inquiry cognate to that of the

relations subsisting among the African languages wo mean,

156 N-E.

Negritos by their hair, which is not short and woolly, bat

long and curly. Nevertheless, they occupy a very low place in

the intellectual scale. The most persevering missionary effort

among them has effected but little, and the race hastens to

extinction.
CONCLUSION.

Among all the plants and animals of the world a etrnggle
for existence is continually in progress, and the same is the caee

with the several races of men. When civilisation and barbarism

come in contact, the option which natural law gives to the

less advanced race is a very stern one : You, within a brief

period, accept the higher culture placed within your reach, or

you perish. Unhappily, this natural law, which the Divine

Creator has seen fit, in his unerring wisdom, to make stringent

in ita operation, has been considerably quickened in iU

action by civilised men of low moral feeling, who have syste-

matically acted to tho inferior races in a manner in which.
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had the relative positions of the parties been reversed, they
would very much have deprecated these inferior races acting

towards them. In America, at the Cape of Good Hope, in

Australia and elsewhere, it has been so, and thus many tribes of

mankind are being thrust prematurely from the world. The

Esquimaux are passing away, and the great mass of American

Indians, and the islanders of the Pacific, including the New
Zealand Maoris and the Hottentots at the Cape of Good Hope.
In all likelihood most of these would ultimately have perished,
whatever kindness they had received from the ruling races, but

the injustice with which they have been too frequently treated

has tended to effect in a short time what else would have

required a longer period for its accomplishment. We trust

that, year by year, the treatment of the uncivilised races by
their more cultured brethren will be less open to objection, and
that special kindness in the future may partly atone for its too

frequent absence in the past. Still, whatever may be done,

many races will disappear ; and whoever is in a position more

definitely to ascertain their physical characteristics, their lan-

guage, their historic traditions, and their religious beliefs,

should regard himself as bound, in the interests of science, to

make the best use of his opportunities, so that knowledge which

else would be lost may be preserved to the world.

Though mourning the human guilt which has so often been

shown in the treatment of the inferior by the superior races,

we still most deeply admire the wisdom and the goodness dis-

played in the natural law which makes that struggle for exist-

ence, so plainly discernible among the plants and animals of the

world, operative also in the case of our species. Its tendency is

slowly, and, where man does not criminally intervene, almost

painlessly to extinguish tribes unpleasing in person, low in

understanding and morality, and unlikely, within a moderate

period of time, to rise to the level at which they might be able

markedly to benefit humanity. While these are passing away,
their places are being rapidly taken by races of better organisa-
tion and higher mental and moral development. The ultimate

effect produced by the perpetual elimination of whatever is less

perfect must be to raise the general level of humanity, and
conduct it ultimately to heights which, but for this tinceasing
and dire struggle for existence, it would for ever be forbidden to

reach.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. X.LIV.

EXERCISE 77.

1. Given r* + $x*= 28Jr, to find .r by quadratics.
2. Given x:y.:y.t, x + 11 + z = 42, and "+ ij'+ z= 1092, to find

', y, and z.

3. What number is that, the double of which is as much above 40
as its half is below it ?

4. A had 80, and B 30. B gave away a certain sum, and A twice
as much ; and then A had 3 times as much as B had. What did A give
away?

5. Tea at 5s. 3d. per Ib. is mixed with tea at 4s. 3d. per lb., and
10 Ibs. of the mixture are sold for 44s. 6d. How much was there
of each ?

6. Divide 153 between A and B, giving B 1J times A's share.
7. Divide 77 into two parts, such that the sum of the quotients of

the one by 4, and the other by 11, shall be 14.

8. A father's age is 49, and the son's is 11 ; in how many years will
the father's age be treble the son's ?

9. A farm of 2,850 acres is divided between three sons (A, B, and Q),
so that A's share is to B's as 6 : 11 ; and C has 300 acres more than A
and B together. Find their shares.

10. A garrison, consists of 2,600 men, of which there are 9 times as

many foot soldiers and 3 times as many artillerymen as cavalry, Find
the number of each.

' 11. A bill of 7 19s. has been paid with 51 coins
;
some are crowns,

the rest are florins. Tind the number of each.
12. There is a number of 2 digits ; their sum is 10, and if these digits

be transposed, we obtain a number greater by 15 than 4 times the
original number. Find the original number.

13. The sum of two numbers is 23, and 3 times their difference is 21.

Find the numbers.
14. Sold a watch for 24, and by so doing lost as much per cent, as

the watch cost. Find the cost of the watch.
15. The area of a triangle is 6 square feet, and the base is known to

be 3 times the height. Find the base and height.
16. Compound the ratios of b" : b* x"1 , b + x : b x, and b3 x3 : b3 .

17. Show that VH + V7 is greater than V19 + V2.
18. Which is greater, V5 + V14 or V3 + 3 72 ?

19. Show that the ratio compounded of a : x, x -. y, and y : b, is the
same as the ratio compounded of x + a : x + b, and a(x + b) : 'h(x + a).

20. Find the number to which, if 2 and 5 be successively added, the
resulting numbers are in the proportion of 3:8.

21. Find two numbers in the proportion of 3 : 4. and their sum : the
sum of their squares as 7 : 50.

22. Find the 64th term of the series 4, 6J, 9. etc.
23. Find the 7th term, and the sum of 7 terms of the series

-j, ^, etc.

21. Find the sum of 5 + 4| + 4), etc., to 21 terms.
25. How many terms of the series 19, 18, 17, etc. , amount to 124.

26. Two hundred stones are placed at the distance of a yard from
each, other, in a right line with a basket, which is one yard from that
next to it. A person starts from the b isket, and brings them one by one
into it. What space does he travel over ?

27. Insert 4 arithmetical means between 5 and 6.

28. Given the first term of an arithmetical series = 2
;
and the sum

of 17 terms = 102. Find the common difference.
29. The first term of an arithmetical series is 3

; the 13th term is 55.

Find the common difference.
30. The sum of three numbers in arithmetical progression is 21, and

the sum of their squares 179. Find them.
31. Find the Stti term, and the sum of 8 terms, of the geometrical

series 81, 27, 9, etc.

32. Find tho sum of 3, 6, + 12 , etc., to 6 terms.
33. Find the limit of the sum of the series 1 + % + J, etc.

34. Find a geometrical series whose 1st term is 2, and 7th term is -$.
35. Insert 3 geometrical means between 2 and 10|.
36. The perimeter of a piece of ground in the form of a right-angled

triangle = 96 rods, and tho radius of its inscribed circle = 41 yards.
Find the sides of the triangle, the area of the inscribed circle, and the
area of the ground.

37. If a candl^, in the form of a cone 12 inches hi'^h, burns 12 hours,
and the bottom inch burns 1 hour longer than the top one, what time-
will the fourth inch from the top burn

;
and also find the time the top

inch will last ?

38. At what height must a person be to see J^ of the earth's surface,
supposing it to be perfectly spherical, and its diameter 7,960 miles ?

39. Given fl_L =
, to find x.

40. Given
X' +1

ab
to find x.

41. Given xa = Jx* 1+ */x* 1, to find x by quadratics.
42. Given 3u: + 5y = 73, to find intsgral values of ;u and y.
43. In how many ways may 80 be paid with sovereigns and guinea? ?

44. What number is that which, if divided by 5, 7, and 9, leaves the-

remainders 1, 1, and 0.

45. Divide 150 into three parts, so that one of them being divided

by 9, another by 7, and the other by 2, the quotients will together
amount to 25.

40. What number is that which when divided by 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., to 12
has for its remainder 1 less than its divisor ?

47. How must I mix three kinds of spirits at 2s. 4d., 2s. 6d., and
3s. 4d. per gallon, to make 100 gallons at 3s. ?

48. Find the side of a square, inscribed in a given semicircle, whose
diameter is (a).

49. Find the side of an equilateral triangle, inscribed in a circle

whose radius is (a), and that of another circumscribed about the same
circle.

50. Find the sides of a rectangle, the perimeter of which is equal to
that of a square whose side is (a), and its area equal to j the area of the

square.
51. An ingot of gold was sold at a loss for 420. If it had been sold

for 570, then the gain would have been exactly 4 times as much as tho
loss is at present. What did it cost ?

52. Find a number such that when it is added to 15, 27, and 45, there
arise three numbers which are in geometrical progression.

53. A, B, and C wanted to buy a horse, but neither of them had.

money enough for the purpose ; A begged of B and C the half of their

money, in order to enable him to buy it. On the other hand, B asked A
and C only for the J of their money, because he then would be able to

buy it himself ; on which C said to A and 15,
" Lend me i of your money

each, and then I can buy it." How much money had each, and how
mucn did the horse cost, supposing we know that they had no other

money than sovereigns ?

54. Five friends, A, B, C, D, and E, jointly spent a certain sum at an
inn. This sum is to be paid by one of them, bub on counting the

sovereign's they had in their pockets (for none of them had smaller

coin) no one had enough to pay it alone. If one pay it alone the others
must add a part of their money ; so that A must contribute i ; B, *

;

C, J ; D, |; and E, i of the others' money. How much did they spend,
and how much had each ?

55. Find two numbers such that their product is equal tf> their sum,
and their sum, added to the sum of their squares, is equal to 15|.

56. A traveller starts from a certain place, and goes 1 mile the first

day, 2 the second, 3 the third, 4 the fourth, etc. Five days after another
traveller starts from the same pi ice, takes the same road, and goes 12

miles daily. On what day after the departure of the first will they be
together ?

57. A bookseller sold me 2 bound books, the one which contained 48
sheets for 14s., the other of 78 sheets for 19s. The binding and paper
were the same in both. What was the price of the binding ?

53. A person buys a piece of cloth, and pays 7 for every 5 ells ; he-

then sells every 11 ells for 16, and gams by the bargain 24. How
many ells did the piece contain ?

59. A sum of 156 was to be divided amongst 16 poor children, in

proportion to their ages, in such a way that each of the elder ones
received exactly twice a* much as the next younger. If, therefore, the

youngest, according to this division, received 6, how much more did
each preceding one receive, and how much the eldest ?

60. A schoolmaster gave his pupil two numbers to multiply, one of
which was greater than the other by 75. When the scholar had finished

the multiplication, he proved it ; and the product divided by the least

factor gave the quotient 227, and remainder 113. The schoolmaster
then found that it was multiplied wrong, and ordered the error to be
corrected. When the pupil had found out the error, he said that he
had calculated only 1 too little in the multiplication.

"
No," said the
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' not 1 ;
but 1 t!i<ms.in,l." What nurabom wore given to

ply?
t it solution of salt and water, the weight of tho fresh water a,

the weight of the salt b
; therefore it* contents -. How much

a + o

water most be added to it that it* content* 9 P

88. The sum of two number* = 9, and the mm of their cube rooU
= 3. Kiii.lt:

83. Tho sum of two number* = a, and the sum of tht-ir fourth power*
11 tun. . '. tliL'ir square*. Find the number*.

.1 tho v.ilu- <>f i., in terms of v, r, and n, in the formula

= W(H + r" + a -t

o

65. Find tho value of v, in terms of g and only, from tho following :

v m gt, and = '1*.

66. I offered to buy tho nuts a boy had for sole at the rate of Is. per
grott, 1. : not say the exact number ho had: ho, however,
remembered t lint when he counted thorn over by 2, 3, 5, 7, and 11 at a

ro remained 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively, and that he expected
to make nearly lls. of them. I offered him 106. 6d. for the lot, which
he agreed to. Find how many nuts there were, and whether I gained
or lost, and how much.

67. Bought 21$ ewt. of rice at x shillings per cwt., and 321 Ibs. of
Assam tea at y pence per Ib. for 59. Find the values of x and y in
into-, rs.

68. A fortunate gamester counted the sovereigns he had won twice
successively ; the first time, having counted them by threes, he had 2
over ; tho second time he counted by fives, and had 1 over. After this
he played again, and lost 6 ; and then counted the sum left by 7 and 11
at a time, and found he had 3 over each time. How many sovereigns
did he win tho first timo he played ?

69. Find two numbers such that the 1st multiplied by 17, and the 2nd
by 26, the 1st product is 7 greater than the 2nd.

70. Divide 210 into 3 parts, so that the 1st divided by 8, and the 2nd
by 6, and the 3rd by 4, the quotients and remainders are the same in
each.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XLIII.

EXEKCISE 75.

i ^ = V(2M - ff] - d R , TafrmAlm inr d + V(2W- d) s
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
XXVIII.

THE ROMANTIC SCHOOL.
JUST about the time when Dr. Johnson grew sick of life, and

lay down to die, a great idea fell sick also and died. This was
Classicalism. It had become a sorry, drivelling notion in the

hands of the Delia Cruscans, and still later poetasters, who
remind us of people trying to dance a minuet on stilts. The
world just then was in a state of unrest. Certain contemplative
thinkers were searching for something a little better for

the imagination and the heart than so-called
"
classical

"

commonplaces. Other thinkers, more actively disposed, were

formulating into words the feeling which was slumbering

inarticulately in the hearts of the masses. This feeling was a

great hunger for freedom. At last these two pent up desires

made themselves potent. Romance,
"
like a pilgrim come from

far, sounded his horn, rousing peasant and king." And the

wild French mobs, in the turmoil of their great Revolution,
were cheered on by some of our greatest poets. Poetry was to

ba no longer a plaything, a dainty amusement for educated
dandies. Burns was one of the first to cut away the stilts from
under the faet of the poetasters. Poetry was now to be a

safety-valve through which a whole band of intensely excited

and earnest men were to ease the mighty pressure of wild

aspirations.

Revolutionary ideas worked strangely in the mind of Burns.
A young man lilting behind his plough on an Ayrshire farm
was not a likely being to rebel at every conventionality regnant
in his conventional country. But his over-sensitive soul found

every circumstance of hia life an oppression, and his whole

poetry is a cry for freedom, freedom of love, freedom of creed,
freedom from cant, freedom from social tyranny. Turbulent,

lawless, libertine even, his nature was in some of its aspects ;

but it was also filled to overflowing with exquisite sympathies
for all that is delicately beautiful in God's earth and the human
spirit. His was a soul to use a line from Shelley

''

Struggling' fierce toward Heaven's free wilderness."

That soul wandered often, and wandered into sad ways, but it

never had fair play, and with all its faults, it made most

precious music for itself and for us.

Robert Burns was born near Ayr in 1759. He worked on his

father's farm when a lad, and had little to read except
Mackenzie's " Man of Feeling

" and a book of songs. Verses
of his own bagan to be circulated about his home, and after-

wards in the neighbourhood of Manchline, where he settled for

a time. Boon companions liked to drink with him, and hear

poetry from him. His life grew disreputable in several ways.
It had its gleams of triumph however. He was feted for a
season at Edinburgh, and a collection of his poems, originally

printed at Kilmarnock in 1786, went through more than one
edition. But fortune never smiled serenely upon him. The
staple of his income was about =70 a year, earned in the

capacity of exciseman at Dumfries. Broken by the strife of a

proud spirit with hard circumstances and inflammable inclina-

tions, he wasted himself away in drink and riot, and died

miserably in 1796. The world had not taken the least care of

him. It was only after he had been snatched from it that it

recognised what a gift of God to humanity a heart like his is.

It had throbbed and thrilled itself into lyrics as purely beautiful
as ever pen transcribed. He is all heart, as a poet. You feel

the warm blood pulsing warmly through his writings. Any one
who reads the poetry of Burns gets as near the secret sources
of pure human emotions as can be.

Walter Scott was also a revolutionary, but only in a strictly

literary way. His was a happy, sound nature that goes with

steady work and strong digestion and undisturbed sleep. He
did not feel himself " born to put the crooked straight ;

"
but he

was sick of the sillinesses and commonplaces that were so rife

in the fashionable literature of his time, and he determined to

try his hand at something better. He was the son of a lawyer
practising in Edinburgh, where he was born in 1771. Ho was
rather a dunce at school, and even at college he was nick-
named Duns Scotus. By-and-by, pinned to a desk in his

father's office, he secretly regaled himself, not with deeds and
statute-books, but with ballads and romances of chivalry.
Scott's mind would have echoed the whimsical saying of

Charles Lamb, "Hang posterity! Let me write for antiquity."

His heart was in bygone ages, and he made the past a pa-
geantry. His first novel was "

Waverley
"

(1814). When this

had taken the kingdom by storm, he went to work steadily
to produce a long series of romances of the same kind.
In earlier years he had also created a sensation with his

romances in verse, of which the best are " The Lay of the

Last Minstrel,"
"
Marmion," and "The Lady of the Lake."

George IV. made him a baronet. He had built himself a sort

of baronial palace at Abbotsford, and entertained there in

princely style. Then disaster came through commercial
relations with Constable and Co., printers. Scott lost ,150,000.
At once he began the task of paying off all his creditors and
retrieving his fortunes. He wrote " Woodstock "

for ,9,000,
and a " Life of Napoleon

"
for 18,000. Many other labours

succeeded these, and wore him out. He died at his beloved

Abbotsford, with the Tweed murmuring in his ear, on the
21st of September, 1832. Sir Walter Scott is free enough in

his treatment of history ; he is content to extract from it

romance, not bare fact. Yet to him we owe, not merely the

pleasure of the ordinary novel-reader, but a sense of vivified

history which duller, if more accurate, chronicles do not afford

us. The historian peers into the dim past with a candle, and
shows us facts in their truth. But Scott leads us into it with
a many-coloured lamp, and lights it up with dazzling hues.

Scott had been tempted by popularity to stake his chances of

fame on his poetical efforts. But he was wise, and recognised
that a far truer poet was competing with him. That was

Byron. George Gordon, Lord Byron, was born in London in

1788, and as early as the year 1807 he had acquired notoriety
as a clever but selfish man of pleasure. In that year he

published a volume of verse entitled " Hours of Idleness."

This was ridiculed by tho Edinburgh Review ; and the article in

this periodical drew from him the bitter satire,
"
English

Bards and Scotch Reviewers." Byron soom developed to

maturity all the vices of Burns, in fuller measure, and without
the excuses Burns had. With Burns poetry was the life, vice

the accident. It almost seems as if, for a time at least, vice

was the life of Byron, and poetry the accident. In 1812 he

published the first two cantos of his languidly voluptuous
" Childe Harold," and he records that "he awoke one morning
and found himself famous." The romance that was in the air

at that time now impelled him to write tales in passionate
verse such as " The Giaour,"

" The Bride of Abydos,"
" The

Corsair," "Lara," "The Prisoner of Chillon," "Manfred.
1 '

His " Childe Harold " was likewise completed, and he startled

the world with an amazingly clever licentious poem called

"Don Juan," about which almost anything bad or good may
be said. Byron wrote many memory-haunting lyrics ;

his

descriptive powers were of a high order ; and his dramatic

talent, though irregular, was strong. His chief fault is poetic

egotism ; his self pervades all that he writes. Macaulay likens

him to the india-rubber face in the toy-books, which thrusts

itself through page after page, and puts the same head on all

sorts of figuT Is. One admires Byron without respecting him.

He died in 1824 at Missolonghi, whither he had gone to give a

little glory to his tarnished life by fighting for the cause of

Greek independence.
We have still to notice two bands of poets in whom modern

ideas were fermenting during this period. One of these bands
was what was called the Cockney School of Poetry. It was for

a time headed by Leigh Hunt, a poet and essayist whose

reputation still lives. Perhaps his best poem is that for which
he was most assailed,

" Francesca da Rimini." It deals with

a somewhat unpleasant theme. Hunt had all a Londoner's

ways about him, and " babbled of green fields
"

in rather a

second-hand style. His language was perhaps rather luscious

at times, and there was a gush about his expression of emotion

that critics were not accustomed to. They attacked him severely,

but not so irrationally as they attacked Keats, whom they pro-
nounced a pupil of Hunt's Cockney School.

John Keats, the son of a livery-stable keeper, was born in

London in 1796, and became articled to a surgeon, and after-

wards attempted to practise for himself. His real bent, how-

ever, was towards literature, and his first poem,
"
Endymion,"

appeared in 1818. The Quarterly Review and Blackwood's

Magazine vilified this grand poem as maundering, meaningless
trash. Keats by -and -by brought forth another volume
entitled

" Tales and Poems." This contained the noble
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fru. ;:," besides the mjriitioally beautiful " Ere of

Atfiu!*," iiiul Hi-vt;r;il othor rn-h addition* to our literature.

KoaU wan of a ooiiMimptivo tendency, and wont to Italy to

ward off tho complaint. A hopeless lovo, however, com
with the con.-ii; ;>r-y upon him, and ho died at Borne
in iSiJO. In sensuous in of the buautiful, Keats U

.I. l.'i.-hin'-< of j.hraiieology give* to his pages tho

:y-huod glory of stained-glass. Beauty IB everything to

iia he was ; he haa little to teach but the
i existing.

holloy, born at Field Place, Sussex, in 1792,
was KeaU'rt twin brother in soino characteristics. He was still

more of a rebel to conventionalities nevertheless, and committed
fur more errors, though these were counterbalanced by many
splendiil mural Dualities. His poetry haa much of that im-

P.UJ.I...' !..:iuty which olondland has; his spirit seems to

hover about the lonely peaks of human thought like the

fantastic mints. His qualities are all ethereal. His verse has
a pure cold Alpine beauty ; but it is only rarely that it stirs the
warmi-r human instincts. Shelley was drowned in the Gulf of

Spozia, in 1822, with Keats's Poems in his pocket. His

principal works are :

"
Queen Mab,"

"
Alastor,"

" The Revolt
of Islam," "Tho Prometheus Unbound," "The Cenci" (a

<ir:un;v), and " Adonais." Shelley was, Hko Keats, generally

supposed to bo a disciple of Hunt's. He was a disciple of

nobody, however.

Tho other band of poets was tho famous Lake School, so-

called because the writers who formed it dwelt more or less

among tho English Lakes. Coleridge, Sonthey, and Words-
worth woro tho great Lako Poets. In their youth they
favoured revolutionary and socialistic notions. They hatched
a grand scheme for sotting up a miraculously innocent colony
"on the banks of the Susquehanna." It sounded very well;
but as they had scarcely a five pound note among them at that

time, they had to abandon the emigration scheme. They
married instead, and two of them at least settled down into

staid Conservatism. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, born in 1772,
was an incessant thinker and a desultory writer. The chief

poems he has left are the weird ghost ballad called
" The

Ancient Mariner," and "
Christabel," a poem which everybody

is compelled to admire, and nobody clearly understands. He
was full of metaphysical and poetical power. His mole intellect,

wedded to tho female intellect of Keats, would have produced
a Shakespeare. Coleridge died in 1834.

Robert Sonthey, born in 1774, is not mnch valued now,
though he was poet laureate, and a great man in his day. He
wrote an enormous quantity of romantic verse, as well as prose.
His best poems, scarcely ever read in our day, however,
are "

Thalaba,"
" Madoc," " The Curse of Kehama," and

"Roderick." Southey worked himself into a state of mind

bordering on idiotcy, and died in 1843.

AVilliam Wordsworth, born in 1770, changed the whole
current of English poetry. He it was who first truly loved and
studied external nature in its simplicity and its mystery. He
is the high-priest of nature. It had been the aim of Coleridge
and Southey, as well as of Wordsworth, to cultivate the study
of nature at first hand ; but Wordsworth had the truest

instincts and sympathies to guide him in that loving reverential

study. He spiritualises tho hills, finds,
"
in the meanest thing

that grows, thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears," and
draws purification and sanctification for the human soul from
communion with the spirit of tho green world around us. He
has his philosophy of life too, as well as of nature, and a noble

philosophy it is, as any one will remember who has read his
" Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Child-

hood." Wordsworth's most important works are,
" Tho Excur-

sion
"

(a long semi-philosophic poem),
" The White Doe of Ryle-

stone,"
" Yarrow Revisited,"

" Ecclesiastical Sketches," and
" Sonnets on tho River Duddon." No poet ever held a

higher ideal before him than Wordsworth. We get no passion
from him. As some one has said,

" There is no trumpet stop in

his poetry." Yet at any rate ho raises our imagination and
interest to a very high and pure range of thought, and teaches

us, with a very direct teaching, how we may ennoble ourselves.

Wordsworth, who, like Southey, had become poet laureate,
died in 1850. The poets who have been mentioned in this

chapter had few contemporaries who wrote first-rate prose
'

except their critics. Tho poetical spirit was completely

I

dominant IB the early part of thi* century. That pnstiml
ripint, an we hare teen, was characterised by political fervour.
and uUo by a revived interest in romance. Many of the poet*
who then dreamt and sang of liberty lived to ses their politic*!

hopes diapelled. The romance which thy opened np to us.

however, hss not yet been exhausted by oar writers. Psrhap*
what moat distinguishes modern poetry, as a development from
the poetry of Keats, Byron, and Wordsworth. U a tendency to
increased atudy of character in its more dramatic phases.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY
OF CO.M.MKl;.

CHAPTER XXVUI.-HANSEATIC LEAGUE INFLUENCE
AND DECLINE.

1 . Old Prussia, or Eastern Division. Trade with this province
of the Hanso originated in 1309, after the Grand Master of the
Teutonic Knights had subdued the Lettish tribes possessing the
country, and had forced them to adopt Christianity. Some .Ger
man colonists who accompanied him quickly perceived the re-
sources of the country, and devoted themselves to trade. The
natives, excluded from manufactures and commerce, were com-
pelled to engage in agriculture and cattle-rearing. The traffic
in corn and timber was considerable ; that in beer, mead, amber,
cloth, and iron stood next. Marienbnrg was chosen as tho seat
of government, and its old castle is still an object of interest to
the traveller. Thorn, Elbing, and KOnigsberg were the depots of
commerce. A battle took place in 1410, as a result of which
the territory was converted into a Polish fief. Connection with
tho Hanso, however, waa still maintained, and the prosperity
derived from trade waa but triflingly affected.

2. Esthonia and Livonia. A similar blending of theology and
commerce brought the heathen races of these parts under the
power of a fraternity of Bremen traders, calling themselves
Knights of the Sword. After this rude conversion the people
wore set to work, and the Knights of the Sword were eventually
absorbed by the Teutonic Knights.

In Russia the Hanse found a field of enterprise almost unculti-
vated. Timber, grain, flax, hemp, ropes, skins, furs, Russian
leather, wax and tallow, and raw forest products, could be bar-
tercd to any indefinite extent for salt herrings and serge for tho
labourers, and jewels, wines, and brocades for tho wealthy. The
first factory in Russia was at Riga, the trade of which was
especially encouraged by Archbishop Albert. Novgorod at a
later date was chosen a member of the league by the Diet, with
a provision thenceforward throughout the league that only a
native of Lubeck should be the secretary of a factory, although
any free burgher might bo an alderman. A decree at the sarae
time interdicted all trade with the Russians on credit, under a
penalty of fifty marks for every such transaction. Novgorod
was resorted to as a residence by many German traders, ard
soon grew into a great and wealthy town. Continual conflicts
with the Grand Dukes of Muscovy checked its hitter growth,
and drove many of the Germans to the rival emporium of

Dorpat, in Livonia.

So obvious were the advantages of Novgorod for trade, that
Peter tho Great in after times thought of making it his capital ;

in the present day Nischni-Novgorod is the scene of the largest
cosmopolitan fair tho world haa ever seen. The ramifications
of this division of the Hanse trade extended np the Neva,
through Lako Ladoga, the river Volchoff, and Lake Ilmon.
The transport of goods waa almost exclusively conducted by
Lubeck.

3. Sweden. Tho kingdom of Sweden took no active part in
commerce during the Middle Ages, and the inhabitants, com-
pared with other European states, had made but little progress.
Nevertheless, its kings, by wisely offering freedom of trade,
induced traders from every part of the world to bring goods for
barter against the raw produce of the country. Lubeck, Ham-
burg, and other towns were exempted about the year 1250 from
wharfage and customs' dues, and in the fourteenth century, by the
favour of Eric Valdcmar and Magnus of Sweden, the Hanseatio
traders resident in the country were put on a footing of equality
with the king's own subjects. There was a reciprocal benefit in
these extensive privilegea, for the Swedish sovereigns thus cb.

toined tho powerful aid of the Hanse against tho Danes, who
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had conquered Schonen, the fairest part of the kingdom, and
the best suited for commerce. Sclionen was the south-western

extremity of the peninsula. It was the greatest resort of herring
shoals then known. While Denmark held this province, Sweden
was shut out from profitable fisheries, having no place near for

the necessary operations of drying, smoking, salting, packing,
and shipping the produce. For the varied freights that the

Hanso traders offered Sweden she gave in exchange iron and

copper, timber, pitch, ashes, and hemp. The market-places
of Skiinor and Falsterbro monopolised the principal portion of

the trade. The latter was the port of the Danish island of

Falster, called from its fertility the orchard of Denmark.
4. Norway. Bergen, on the Norwegian coast, was one of the

four foreign factories maintained by the Hanse. As a trading
station it was important not only to the country in which it

was situated, but to the league itself. Concentred in Bergen
was the commerce with Iceland, Greenland, the Faroes, and the

Scottish Isles, consisting of skins, timber, resin, feathers, her-

rings, salted fish, and fish oils. Bergen was not gained over by
Hanseates with such ease and rapidity as other towns. Some

privileges were granted to the settlers for services rendered

against the Norse pirates ; but others had to be wrested from the

Norwegian kings. In course of time the traders by purchase
obtained possession of the old town, which they joined to the

new one by a bridge. The factory they reared was an establish-

ment of great magnitude. It consisted of twenty-two courts, in

blocks of nine and thirteen, each court capable of accommodating
fifteen households. The members of the community were, as

we have previously stated, forbidden to marry, and subjected to

severe discipline. Apprentices from the Hanse Towns came to

Bergen, to be taught the business of a merchant. With the half-

barbaric customs of the age, they were made to pass through the

cruel ordeals of "the fire, the smoke, and the scourge," as a

part of their training. In spite of these precautions, the Han-
eeates are described as extremely licentious, and as incessantly

engaged in broils with the citizens. They proceeded so far in

1456 as to put to death the governor and the bishop who had
offended them, together with sixty of the inhabitants. Yet it

was not until 105 years later that the power of the Hanscates
was destroyed by the vigorous measures of the reigning sove-

reign (Frederick II.) of Denmark.
5. Denmark. The attitude of Denmark to the Hanseatic

League was one of war rather than of trade. There was seldom

peace between them, each in turn being the aggressor. Valde-
mar III., of Denmark, in 1361 attacked Wisby, or Wisboro, a

wealthy Hanseatic town in Gothland. Enraged at losing 1,800
of his troops in the siege, he utterly destroyed the town, and

provoked thereby the retaliation of the Hanse. Before the year
.expired he received seventy-seven declarations of war from the
German Hanse towns. His fleet was defeated, and he was com-

pelled to sue for peace. Soon afterwards the war was renewed,
and lasted until 1370. In this interval an army of 16,000
citizens of Lubeck, commanded by Everhard von Mose and
Gotschalk von Attendorn, two of the city senators, gained
much renown. The Hanseates deprived Denmark of Schonen,
and compelled Copenhagen, Elsinore, Nykoping, and Falsterbro
to capitulate.

6. The Netherlands. The Dutch were not slow to perceive the
benefit of union with the Hanseatic League. Dort, Haarlem,
Kotterdam, and Amsterdam, in Holland

; Nimegnen, Zutphen, and
Hardewyk, in Guelderland ; Zwolle, Campen, and Deventer, in

Overyssel, joined in federation. The Hanseates, on their, part,
were equally ready to buy and sell in the Dutch markets, using
their own vessels for transport. They here met foreign mer-

chants, withwhom they carried on a considerable trade, especially
that connected with the Mediterranean, which was beyond the
reach of their own direct personal enterprise. In the South
Netherlands, Flanders and Brabant vied with each in the wel-
come they offered the Hanseates. Louis of Flanders interdicted
them from acting as bankers, but otherwise left commerce freely
open. Antwerp, in 1315, promoted a commercial treaty, under
the auspices of John, Duke of Brabant, and the example was
followed in 1360 by Ghent, Ypres, and Bruges. In all these
cities the Hanseatic traders were brought into contact with
civilisation more advanced than their own. They met with
institutions better than those which they themselves porsessed,
and learnt rew principles of business. One example, among
others, was that cf the Insurance Chamber at Bruges, the utility

of which, now universally recognised, was a new discovery to

these Northern merchants.

7. England. Henry III., as we have seen, permitted an entre-

pot under the rule of the League to be instituted in London in

the year 1267, and conferred upon the Hanse traders exemption
from the duties on grain. The Hanse community accepting these

terms was so numerous as to establish a government of its own,
consisting of an alderman, two suppliants, and nine councillors.

In consideration of these and other privileges, the Germans
undertook to maintain ono of the city gates, and to defend it

in time of war.

8. France. Several French cities have been mentioned ac-

among the number of the Hanse towns
; very little trade, however,

was carried on with them. Beyond the limits of the usual Hanse

trade, the waters were infested with pirates. The fatal policy
of heavy shore dues also was blindly enforced by France. Wino
and salt, the chief commodities that the country could provide,
were to be obtained elsewhere. Rhenish wine was drunk in prefe-
rence to French, and was a staple commodity in the Netherlands.

9. Spain. Cadiz and Barcelona were in alliance with the

league for mutual defence, but were not enrolled as members.
The direct trade with Spain was more limited even than that

with France. Indirectly, Spanish produce was obtainable through
the Netherlands, which country was for a long time an appanage
of the sovereigns of Spain.

INFLUENCES AND UTILITY OF THE HANSE.

In order to sustain the prestige of the league, and to enforce

compliance with its mandates, the noblemen and most eminent

burghers of every city trained themselves for cavalry service,

while the citizens or lower ranks formed the infantry, and were
armed with bows, cross-bows, battle-axes, maces, and lances.

Martial ardour was kept up by an annual review known uiider

the name of the Wapen-Shaw. In addition to citizen soldiers,

the largo trading towns employed mercenary troops, both horse

and foot, sometimes so numerous as to form an army in them-
selves.

These forces were used not only to crush the German free-

booters, but for sea service against hostile states, and against

pirates. The Baltic was scoured by such "
Victuallers,"

" Bre-

thren," or
"
Vitaliers,

" whose chief seat was Embden, in Hanover,
and who were encouraged in their piracies by the Count of Olden-

burg. Hamburg, the chief sufferer from thcso pests of the sea,

was mainly instrumental in their extermination.

Although barter had to be adopted in the commercial inter-

course of the league with the undeveloped Northern races, yet
coin was in extensive use, and many of the Hanseatic towns pos-
sessed their own mints. There was no common standard, but tha

coins of several of the towns were current through a large district.

Those of Lubeck, for example, served for Holstein, Mecklenburg,

Pomerania, and the Wendish towns. Gold was employed in the;

settlement of large accounts, and silver was often weighed by the

mark. The system of credit which has been such a powerful
stimulus to production in recent times appears scarcely to have:

been known. Bills of exchange were not in use, and the precious
metals were necessarily carried to and fro in the same way as

merchandise.

Security and peace, the vital elements of commercial prosperity,

were the first fruits of this federation. Princes were taught thc-

duty of respect for property at a time whn the lesson was espe-

cially needed, and subjects learnt how much can be done by self-

dependence, perseverance, honourable dealings, and oo-operation.

The necessity of a code of maritime law to regulate the conduct

of men removed from state control, particularly in relation to

shipwrecks and war, had been long felt. The laws of Wisby and

Oleron were promulgated, the principles being gathered from the

earlier code of Barcelona, which, in turn, was the revival of that

of Rhodes, acted upon for ages by the Romans. These laws

regulated for many ages the commerce of Europe, and their

spirit animates the maritime codes of our own day.

CAUSES OF DECLINE.

Several causes, both direct and indirect, combined to limit

the duration of the league. The direct causes, which were in-

herent in the institution itself, may be summed up thus : 1st.

The purpose was served for which the league was instituted.

2nd. The principle of nationality was lacking. 3rd. The sphere-

of its action, as compared with the new areas and routes opened

up in the progress of maritime discovery, was too confined.
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ill consider thaw in detail. The Hanse League aroM
* Homi-barburism prevailed throughout much t I

ami when tho ritfht of tho strongest was law. hi i,n.mtiri.,'

reading wealth, tho league acted an a groat

M<,' agency. Toward* th-- i-nd of its course, tho evil

it it had lu-ni mi inti-rnational safeguard no longur

had grown prosperous and powerful, and law

i r h;id become respected. Tho Netherlands, D.

. and Norway felt that they could stand alone. Labour

was organised, and traders could travel by sea or land, without

fear of pirates or freebooters. Mutual defence, tho gT'' :

of union, had became unnecessary ; the constituent parts of tho

league, being no longer coherent, fell asundi-r.

Again, tho Hanseates wore of no ono country. Its members

joined for their own advantages, and fought to defend themselves.

-vita no loyalty to tho league itself as on institution. If tho

private interest of any town could bo better served by severance

from tho league, there was no spirit of fellowship to prevent a

secession, and, in consequence, as states grew settled and wealthy,
and therefore powerful, they throw off their allegiance. Lastly,
with tho opening up of now fields for enterprise, by tho discoveries

of Vosco do Gama and Columbus, another epoch was inaugurated.
Tho Western states, from their superior geographical position,

took tho lead in the new commerce, and tho Hanso trade bo-

came relatively insignificant, especially when Central Europe and
tho Mediterranean wore no longer in tho highway to India.

Minor causes of decay had their origin in faults of policy and
conduct. Tho league abused its power. From the dofonco it

proceeded to the monopoly of trade. The commerce of tho cast

and north-oast of Europe waa virtually in its hands. It com-

pelled foreign merchants to trade in Hanseatic ships, and destroyed

any vessels in the Baltic belonging to nations outside tho con-

federation. In order to suppress all interference with its sources

of gain, it waged long and costly wars to crush the trade and
maritime power of its rivals. It not only drove the flag of tho

Netherlands from tho Baltic, but made Norway and Sweden suc-

cumb, while its contests with Denmark were almost continuous.

Quarrels with Prussia, Poland, and Livonia enabled tho English
and Dutch to supersede tho Hanse in their markets. Hamburg,
Lubeck, and Bremen were, at tho Peace of Utrecht, in 1713, tho

only remaining representatives of this union, and in our timo

these cities have been absorbed by Prussia.

LESSONS IN GREEK. LIV.
THE PREDICATE WITH A DOUBLE ACCUSATIVE.

THERE may bo a double accusative with a transitive verb when
tho action of tho verb operates equally on a person and on a

thing. Such verbs, in Greek, are tho following :

1. Verbs whic 1
! have as their object the abstract idea con-

veyed in the verb take also in tho accusative tho person affected

by tho verbal action ; as, 2a.-*cpaT7js tKcunov eireiparo tvepyfrtiv
Trjv fj.tyiffTr]v (ufpyfcriau>, Socrates endeavoured to confer on each
Hie greatest benefit.

2. Verbs which signify to do good or ill to a person, to say
good or ill of a person, take the person in tho accusative, and,
when tho thing is indicated by a noun, have in consequence a
double accusative. Accordingly, we say in Greek, ayaOa or /caxa

itoitiv, or Spat', or <paf(rOai -rtva.

3. The following verbs also take an accusative of tho person
and an accusative of tho thing ; namely, oi5a<rn(ti>, to learn ;

vcuScvw, to educate; a.vafj.t/j.iri]ffK(iv ) viro/j.ifivija'Kttv, to reiniiid ;

and many others.

4. Verbs which signify to put on, to take off, and tho like,

put both the person and the thing in tho accusative ; as, TO

jj/icrapa T//UOS cxroffTtpti 4>iA.iirjros, Philip deprives us of our own.

IMPORT AND USE OP THE DATIVE.

The dative denotes the person or thing which is mediately
affected by tho action of the verb, and consequently serves to

express the mediate or remote object.
The dative is employed to express proximity in space, as well

as conditions which cannot bo realised without such proximity.
Hence tho dative is used in Greek with words that signify

(1) Near, nearness, approach; and especially verbs which
denote

(2) To meet, come together, be together, whether in a friendly

or unfriendly manner 5 a!so verb* which (rffnffV to hot* i*t*r~

COUTH with, to ditcourte, to iland by, mad the like.

(:!) Also verb* which signify any kind of mental or moral
communication from one person to %tyHhr, whether by dsod, ta
to give, to beitow ; or \>y word, a* to My, to announce.

rb wpoariKti and */**i, if it proper, it breomes, admit
an accusative as well a* a dative with an infinitive; <> ha*

generally An accusative, and xfl always.
In general, tho dative implies that for or against which an

action takes place ; and so involving advantage or disadvantage,
convenience or utility, is called the datimu eommodi an', tacom*
modi.

IMPORT AND USE OP THE OEMITIVE.

Tho numerous applications of the genitive may bo ranged
under three principal heads : 1. To denote an object to which
another belongs as a part or member ; this is called the geni-
tivus partitivus (t'ae partitive genitive). 2. An object to which
another belongs as a possession or property ; this is called the

(jenitivus posscssivus (the genitive of possession). 3. An object
from which another proceeds, by which another is produced
(hence tho name genitive, from gigno, I beget) or occasioned ;

this is called tho gcnitivus auctoris, or the gcniiimu materiel, or

again, tho gaiitivus causalis (the caueal or oriyir^atiny genitive;.

1. THE PABTITIVB GENITIVB.

With nouns denoting a part or number of a whole, the whole
is put in the genitive case. So are collective nouns put in tho

genitive, being governed by the word that signifies a part, e.

portion, or an individual involved in their collective significa-
tion ; as, TO. TOU ffia/j.aro3 ptfrri Kai ^ ATJ, the parts and members.

of the body.

Adjectives in tho superlative degree govern a genitive of the
class ; as, ptyiffrov (ffn TOW ayaOtev O^CTTJ, virtue is the greatest,

of good things.

Verbs which denote an action that affects tho object only in

part, put the object in the genitive. Such verbs ore, fttrt-^nv,
to share; Kaitxavtiv, to have in common; fjLtra\an0avny, to pat-
take of; utraHioovat, to give another a portion of; Tvyx*rtii>, to

fall upon, to obtain.

The construction of these verbs is followed by a number o:

adjectives which involve the idea of participation, or the idea

of proximity and touching.

2. TUB GENITIVE OF POSSESSION

is generally used when it is intended to intimate that an object
in some sense belongs to a person. This is the strictly proper
use of the possessive genitive. By analogy, the use is extender-,

to animals, and even things without life ; as, i] Titptx\fovs OIK.-.

PERICLES' house.

With adverbs of place and time, the indications of place and
time are put in the genitive ; as, vavraxov TTJJ yijs i/prj<Tt:_

ayaOovs re aat iromjpovs, everywhere in the world you will find
both good men and bad.

After a similar manner is the genitive employed after demon-
strative pronouns and adjectives in the neuter gender to signifr
the extent or degree of a quality ; as, is tour' ijAfltf v&ptus, ;.:

went to such a pitch cf insult.

Determinations of time may be put in the genitive. Properlr
such determinations are those which indicate a continuance.

But an object which extends may be regarded as simply a poir.t,

as in our phrase
"
by night

"
that is, through the night, a:!

night long. Accordingly, the genitive may be used to denote a

point of time.

Here belongs what is called the genitive absolute ; as, CK*trou

ejiroiTos, irarrej taiyiav, he speaking, all were silent.

The genitive (in Latin the ablative) absolute, or the genitive
which in construction (not sense) is independent of other words,
is in reality an abridged or elliptical sentence, which indicates

the circumstances under which the ensuing statement ic roado

or becomes true.

3. THE CAUSAL GENITIVE.

The gonitive considered as denoting that whence anything
comes may refer to place. Accordingly, the genitive is nseJ
with verbs which signify to remove from, to separate, as x*Pl-

(tv, Stopi((iv, aKOKpirHV, and the like. Again, verbs which
mean to yield, to give tray before, as tiKix, far<Kir, rops-

Xtapfty. Moreover, verbs which signify to free, loosen, emanci-

pate, deliver, as cnro&Vamu', \vta>, a*o\i/r i to get of (etircX-
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\arreffdai) ;
to Jail (apapravfiv). Once more, the genitive is used

with verbs which mean to abstain, to turn from (ex 6 '*') <*$"?-

ravat) ; to hinder (KoiAueif, eipyeiv), to cease, stop, discontinue

(iravfffQai, a<pieffOai).

The genitive of origin, or the genitive properly so called,

denotes not only the author or source and the material of which

a thing consists, but in a restricted manner the object also,

from the consideration of which our opinion or judgment is

given. This use, then, may be divided into the proper and the

improper.
The proper use of this genitive is seen when it gives the

substance or material (genitivus materice) of which a thing is

made, partly in using substantives and partly in using eivai,

vnapxfiv, yiyveffSai ; also iroteiv, epya^tffOai, KaraffKeva^ttv, etc.

Thus we find oi/ojjua v\cai>, a house of wood, that is, a wooden
house ; \i6ov ta'Tpeafj.evT] effTiv 7; &8os, the road is paved with

stone.

The causal genitive, strictly so regarded, denotes the object
which is set forth as the occasion of a condition or result.

The occasion may be an object of sense, as with ocrcftpaivftrdai,

to smell ; so with otiv, irveiv ; also with verbs of hearing, as

aitovtiv, aKpoaffdat, the object is constantly in the genitive.

The causal genitive appears further in cases where the occa-

sion of mental or moral influence is expressed ; as with /UVTJ-

fiovevtiv, /j.f/j.vfi<r9ai, to call to mind, to remember, and similar

words.

The causal genitive, moreover, is found with verbs which
denote an excitement or passion of the mind, as y\ovi>, to be

envious of; evSaifj-ovifciv, to congratulate; QQovtiv, to envy;
t\efiv, to pity; jj.i>7]cnKaKfiv, to be revengeful; fj.fTafj.f\effOai (^.ero-

/j.e\fi not), to repent, which, with a dative of the person, take a

genitive of the thing.

THE PREPOSITIONS.

Prepositions may be divided into such as are found with one

case, such as are found with two cases, and such as are found
with three cases.

PREPOSITIONS WITH ONE CASE.

1. With the accusative : eis or s, into; ava, up ; us, to, toivard.

2. With the dative : ev, in; <rvv (sometimes written |yy), with.

3. With the genitive : avri, opposite ; euro (Latin, ab), from ; K

or e (Latin, ex), out of, from, after; Trpo, before, for ; avtv,

without; fvena, on account of ; -%apiv, for the sake of ; OXP,
up to ; utxp', UP to.

PREPOSITIONS WITH TWO CASES.

1. Sm, with the genitive, through; with the accusative, on ac-

count of.

2. KOTO., with the genitive, down, the opposite of ava; with the

accusative, on.

3. fttra, with the genitive, with (denoting community) ; with
the accusative, after (Latin, post). The poets connect

fj.ra also with the dative in the signification of among.
4. inrep, with the genitive, over, for; with the accusative, over.

PREPOSITIONS WITH THREE CASES.

1.
afjLfyi,

around ; with the genitive, around ; with the dative

(only in the poets), around (in space); with the accusative.

around (of time).
2. irepi, around (denoting presence on all sides) ;

with the geni-

tive, used of surroundings in space, only by the poets ;

with the dative, around (of space), for the sake of, for ; with
the accusative, around, in respect of.

3. eirt, on (denoting the point on which an object rests) ;
with

the genitive (ofplace), on, upon; (of time), during. With the

dative, when used of place, it has the same meaning as
with the genitive, only that with the dative the object on
which anything supports itself is conceived of as more

definite, more of a point, while extension is rather implied
with the genitive.

4. irapa, by the side of, with; with the genitive, away from;
with the dative, at ; with the accusative, near, alongside,

extending alongside, as two parallel lines do.

5. irpoy, denoting proximity, near ; with the genitive, on the side

of, on behalf of, for ; with the dative, at ; with the accusa-

tive, at, near, towards, in relation to.

G. into, under ; with the genitive, of space, under ; with the

dative, of space, in, among ; with the accusative, under,
towards.

INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES.

Interrogative sentences are formed in Greek by means of

interrogative words. Such words are numerous in Greek, if

only because the language has two forms of words, one for the
direct and one for the indirect interrogatory. The indirect

interrogatives are formed from the direct, by prefixing to the
latter the syllable 6, by which it is indicated that the question
rests on the foregoing sencence or clause.

DIRECT.

TJS ; who ? TWO. ; whom ?

irortpos ; which of the two ?

iroios ; of what kind ?

irocros ; how much ? how great ?

irrjAi/cos; how old ?

iroSaTTos ; from what country ?

irov ; where ?

iroi ; whither ?

iroQev ; whence ?

Trojy ; how ?

TTJ; ; in what way ?

INDIRECT.

(urns, who.

diroTfpos, which of the two.

&TTOLOS, of what kind.

tnroffos, how great.

oTTTjAi/cos, how old.

dirotiairos, from what country.
dirov, where.

6TTOt, whither.

6iro6ev, whence.

ttirtas, how.

&irri, in which way.

Causal interrogatives, or such as ask for the cause or reason
of a thing, are formed by the interrogative pronouns in connec-
tion with a preposition ; as, Sia -ri; why ? rov tveica; on what
account ? ttri ry ; on what condition ? Indirect, Ston, brov

tveica, a<p' tire?, etc. In the same way are formed some of the

temporal interrogatives ; as, /ue^pt TOV ; how long ? so, ^exf"
TTOffov ; /iXP*s fiffou;

Sometimes the direct interrogative is employed instead of the

indirect, the question being put independently ; as, tine fj.oi,

troiov ri vo/4ifLS eucre/Seiay tivai ; tell me, what do you consider

piety to be?

Sometimes the direct and the indirect are connected together ;

as, ov yap aiffOavo/j.ai ffov, OTTOIOV vofjupov TJ iroiov SiKatov Aeytis, I
do not learn from you what you call lawful, or what just.
When the person interrogated repeats the question asked,

the indirect form of interrogation is employed ; as, (A.) ris yap
(i ; who art thou ? (B.) 6<rris ; who am I, do you ask ?

Of indirect interrogative sentences the single are introduced

by ei (if, whether), fav, av, and /J.TJ (or not) ; and the double by eire

tire, less frequently by ti eire and tin j (whethei or).

The subjunctive appears in direct questions when a person
directs a question to himself, so as to give the idea that he is

undetermined as to what opinion he should form of the matter ;

as, iirit>ij.et> ij (riyco/Atv; shall we speak or be silent ?

The subjunctive takes av with it when reference is made to a

completely hypothetical foregoing proposition ; as, irojs av eu

(ppovrjffavTes raura ica\cas ex*"' riyrifftai'Tai ; how can the wise

consider these things to be in a good condition?

The optative, in direct questions, denotes the same kind of

uncertainty as the subjunctive, only in regard to circumstances

which appear as belonging to the past, whereby the matter
looks very doubtful for the present ; as, ri aiff^iov KCU Kaniov

etrj ; ^vhat could be more shameful and base ?

The particle av, as in the subjunctive, increases the uncer-

tainty.
In indirect interrogative sentences the employment of the

moods is generally governed by the same rules as in direct

interrogative sentences. The mood depends on the tense of the

principal verb, and on the degree of doubt or uncertainty ;

even the indicative may bo used after the accompanying JMJ, if

full conviction is intended ; as, vvv Qo&ovfjLtOa fj.7] afj,(porepav a/xa

T]fj.apTrtKa/j.ff, now ivefear, lest ^ve have at once missed both.

IMPERATIVE SENTENCES.

An imperative sentence contains an expression of the

speaker's will. As this expression is more or less decided,

you have either a request or a wish. A request is set forth

by the imperative, a wish by the optative. The negative in

imperative sentences is the particle /j.rj.
The imperative of

the aorist and the imperative of the present are employed,
with this difference, that the imperative of the aorist is used

when a strictly single act is intended, and the imperative of

the present when continuance or repetition is meant. In the

passive, the Greeks had a perfect imperative, by which they

expressed a completed and continued condition. To the opta-

tive, as expressive of a wish, there may be prefixed the par-

ticles ft and eiOe, that.
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The imperative, which properly expresses a command, may
be used BO oa to imply a concession or pcrmiiuiion (imperativut

\ an, TOVTO tru Awy rtf 8^ fikov, let thii take ill

course a* God pleases.

As a representative of tho imperative, you may, with a

softened import, employ tho HU!.. ;.tativo,

with of, \vhc-n hr.-it:iti.i:i U intended. Sum tim<M :i ijn-

:stoad of a command, aa in the phni >, au /t' taatit ;

won't you let me alone f

POLITICAL ECONOMY. VII.
BY J. E. THOROLD IIOOEU8, M.A.

TAXATION AND PUBLIC DEBTS.
IT ia very rarely tho case that a Government makes a direct addi-

tion to the wealth of tho community whose affairs it administers.

It is seldom tho case that, oven when it can do so, it is expe-
dient for it to make tho attempt. But there are occasions when
it may undertake this duty. For example, the sovereigns of

Ceylon or Candy, who ruled that island before Europeans got

possession of it, constructed huge tanks for purposes of irriga-

tion, and thereupon conferred a great benefit on the country.
It is to tho discredit of the British Government that these arti-

ficial lakes have boon suffered to go to ruin. So, in tho present

generation, tho British Government in India has constructed

railways. On the Continent, tho railways have partly been
mado by Government ; in tho United Kingdom, they have been
a product of private enterprise. Tho fact is, there aro great
works of public utility, which individuals cannot singly effect.

In order that a community should possess them, either indi-

viduals must associate, or Government must undertake the

duty. Tho extent to which the aid of the hitter is required
denotes the weakness of the joint-stock principle in the former.

There is an advantage in dispensing with the immediate action

of Government to tho greatest possible extent. A community
which is able to manage industrial operations of tho largest
kind by its own power of voluntary organisation, has developed
its civilisation to a greater extent than one whose power
of such organisation is weak, because the former has developed
those moral qualities which aro an antecedent condition of all

corporate or combined action. The essence of these associa-

tions is mutual trust or credit, and credit is tho mainstay
of industrial civilisation.

But though thcso works aro not and should not be, except to a

very limited extent, the province of Government, there aro certain

functions which can be performed by nothing but an adminis-
tration. Tho public authorities of a country must provide tho

means of defence against foreign foes and domestic enemies ;

mast administer law ; must define rights ; must correct wrongs ;

must, in general, protect the weak against the strong. In tho per-
formance of these duties, the State is, or is supposed to be, wholly
disinterested, just, impartial, as well as competent to execute or

enforce the decisions at which it arrives. It is not difficult to

see tho reason why all these functions aro interdicted to pri-
vate individuals and conferred on Government. Society would
become a chaos if everybody were constrained to defend himself

against wrong ; such, indeed, is the condition of the very
lowest savages. But the private vindication of rights would
lead to intolerable wrong-doing, for there is hardly any person
who is a competent judge of his own right when his private
interest clashes with that of another. Men who wish to bo just
and fair take very various views of what is just and fair to

themselves and to their neighbours, and therefore need a per-
manent tribunal to which they may appeal in order to settle a
difference, the adjudication of which they aro utterly incompe-
tent to supply by themselves. So thoroughly is this understood,
that even an indolent or partial administration is bettor than no
administration at all ; and men will submit to tho tyranny
or caprice of one man, rather than risk tho disorder and con-

fusion which would ensue were all authority abrogated.
The functions of Government, then, arise from a real and

permanent necessity. An administration is only another
illustration of the need that there exists for tho division of

labour or employments ; only that in this cose tho need is

marked, urgent, and continual. A Government exists for tho

public good, and ia perpetually tried by this standard. Ages
ago, it was thought a paradox of tho great Greek philosopher,

when he said that the governor has only one object, and *
have one only the good, namely, of those he governs. Up to
within comparatively recent times, people have frequently spoken
of tho hereditary, inalienable, or divine right* of r*^*"'tr
individual* in particular families, and of other men *M*"f *>u4r
natural or necessary subjects. Bat thu language is BOW be-

coming obsolete, not because men are leM loyal to the frrrtrhi
lions under which they live, but beoMue they have beeome
competent to interpret the reason why these fowtihitioat are
maintained. There is nothing which rivet* the attachment of a
people to ita government BO closely, an the clear apprehension
that great and enduring benefits arise from its action, and ttmt
these are capable of being rationally expounded. And it may
be added that no science baa contributed so much s.

jirishnvpt
towards interpreting the real (significance of Government as
Political Economy, because it baa always detected and ex-

posed those false theories by which the general beneficence
which Government purposes haa been perverted to the selfish

interests of particular classes in the community. The political
economist has taught mankind that obedience is due to autho-

rity, because tho very existence of society, with the enormous
advantages which accrue to the individual by his connection
with a civilised society, lepends on order.

But, like any other service which ia of value to man, the ser-

vice which Government renders is costly. The benefits of order
and civilisation are not obtained without sacrifice, and the sacri-

fice must be submitted to. An administration may call upon the
members of a community to give their labour. In England, the

highest function that of debate and legislation ia performed
gratuitously. So, in great measure, another very important
service that of giving a judicial decision on facts and motives

is performed by unpaid jurymen, who are liable to conscription
for this end. In theory the State still claims (what a few

years ago it enforced in practice), the right, namely, of compel-
ling seamen to serve in the navy, if a publio necessity super-
vened. Nor has the State renounced indeed, it could not
renounce the right of calling on all the inhabitants of a

country to tako up arms at their own charges in order to

supply the means for public defence. Again, there have been
times in which labourers have been impressed for the perform-
ance of publio works. Tho corvee a custom which prevailed in

France before tho Eevolution, by which the peasantry were con-

strained to render BO many days' annual labour to tho repair
of the public roads, and which was odious because it waa a

partial impost had its counterpart in this country. Tho mili-

tary systems of France and Prussia, by which the males of these

respective countries aro required to furnish either a quota to

the army, or to uniformly undergo military training, are similar

examples of the payment of Government expenditure in kind, or

by contributions of compulsory labour. In this country, for the

most part, people contribute in money to the expenses of the

State, but each kind of contribution is equally a tar. And
generally it may be said, that the form of payment with which
we are familiar that of a money contribution is the least

onerous charge, or at least that which is least likely to inter-

rupt those industrial energies which are characteristic of the

United Kingdom.
A tax, then, is a contribution which tho community pays to Go-

vernment, in order that certain services may be performed which

joint-stock enterprise could not supply, and private interests

would not adequately comprehend and satisfy. As the service

which the State renders is universal, tho contribution should bo

universal also. If everybody is benefited by tho outlay, every-

body should do his part towards meeting the charge imposed.
Such a proportionate payment must be regulated by tho resources

at the command of the person who is liable to tho claim. People
are not to bo taxed according to their comparative weakness or

strength. A woman or a child appear to enjoy more protection
at tho hands of society than a vigorous and active man does ;

but, in reality, the difference between tho two, in point of weak-
ness and strength, when estimated by the protection which

society confers on both, is not considerable. Tako away tho

securities to labour and property which tho police of society

provides, and tho strong man is as helpless as a child as much

paralysed as if ho had suddenly been bereft of his strength.

The more abundant tho resources which a person has when
a Government gives efficient guarantees of order, tho more
indebted u he to the organisation which confirms him in tha
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possession of these resources, and the more really helpless is he

by himself against that violence which an efficient Government

represses. If the life and liberty of all are equally guaranteed

by the administration of law and the preservation of order, the

property which each person possesses is secured in proportion
to its amount, and therefore it is reasonable that property
should supply the funds for defence proportionately to its

amount, or, as I have said above, proportionately to the re-

sources of its possessor. The word "resources" is used

advisedly.
It is impossible to tax what cannot be saved, without destroy-

ing the source of that from which all wealth arises labour.

They who earn must be maintained in their work ; they must
be supplied with the proper tools, implements, appliances,
which are necessary towards carrying on their calling. In order

to work, a man must eat, be housed, and be clothed. There

are very few occupations which do not require tools. In

some callings, the tools are very costly. So, again, the appli-

ances needed for carrying on a calling vary with the calling.

The usages of society allow an artisan to dress himself in a

coarse and cheap kind of clothing ; the same usages require
that a clerk in a counting-house, whose wages, maybe, are not

higher than those of an artisan, should wear a far more expen-
sive kind of dress. In the great majority of cases, the posses-

sion of a horse and carriage is a piece of voluntary expenditure ;

with a country doctor they are as necessary tools as a saw and

plane are to a carpenter. Instances could be multiplied to

prove the position, that it is impossible to tax necessary outlay,
unless to the destruction of the industry which is visited by
the impost. Hence there is always a stratum of society which
cannot be taxed ; for, assuming that its industry is in demand,
and that it earns no more by its industry than is sufficient to

support life, the abstraction of a portion of these earnings must
be followed by one of two things : either a certain number
of those who are occupied in the calling perish or are otherwise

taken away, or such an addition is made to the wages of such

persons as will be sufficient to make up the deficiency caused by
the tax. It has been long ago observed that when wages rise

and fall with the price of food, or rise and fall with the pressure
of taxation, the wages paid are only just sufficient to sustain

life. In India, the only tax which the mass of the people can

pay is the salt-tax, because everything else which they get by
their labour is necessary for their subsistence, and this is the

only article in which they can save.

The greater part of the taxation of this country is levied on

consumption which people could avoid, and is therefore paid
out of resources which they could save. Thus, out of the total

sum raised in the United Kingdom by taxation, more than one-

half is got by customs i.e., duties paid upon articles imported
from abroad and excise, i.e., duties levied on articles produced
at home. Out of this vast sum, about one-eighth i.e., the
taxes levied on tea, coffee, cocoa, etc. may be said to be im-

posed on articles of necessary consumption ; for tea and coffee,

though not necessary to life, are so familiar that they could

hardly be disused. But the remaining seven-eighths are taxes
on intoxicating liquors and tobacco articles which people can

certainly do without, and which, in the opinion of many, could
be very advantageously dispensed with. Meanwhile, however,
a very large part of the revenue which the legislature collects

is derived from voluntary expenditure, or, as I said above, from
that which might have been saved.
A great deal has been said and written on the comparative

merits of direct and indirect taxation. By the former is meant
an impost levied on property or income ; by the latter, a tax

put upon voluntary consumption. But all which can be written
or said on this subject resolves itself into two questions Which
is the most equitable form of taxation ? Which is the most
expedient ? Now it is plain that if indirect taxation is levied
on those articles only which are of voluntary use, no kind
of taxation can be more equitable ; because, both in quantity
and form, it takes from that which may be saved, and it takes
it with the full knowledge, and practically with the full con-

currence, of the person who pays it. The condition of using
such and such articles is that the use shall be burdened with a
contribution to the exigencies of Government, and the use is dis-

cretionary. Now it is impossible that an income-tax should be
equitable, because it is impossible, or at least it is said to be
impossible, to make any difference between industrial and spon-

taneous incomes, still more between industrial incomes, the

necessary outgoings of which are considerable, and those, the

necessary outgoings of which are unimportant ; between, for

instance, the charges to which persons are put whose mar-

riage has been followed by a family, and those incurred by
persons who are childless. Nothing but the most preposterous
alarms about excessive population would induce any one to

characterise the latter state as fortunate, or a matter for public

congratulation. A man who brings up a family honourably in

the practice of virtue, and in habits of industry and thrift,

is, say what one will, a more valuable person than one who
has, either by choice or chance, no one in the world to call his

own.
But the expediency of direct taxation has been frequently

alleged. It is said that it is undesirable, not to say immoral,
that the greatest part of the public revenue should be derived

from that kind of expenditure which is mischievous and destruc-

tive. To this it may be answered that the Legislature is not to

blame for the existence of those habits which lead to such

an expenditure, and that, if anything, it puts some check

indirectly on their indulgence. Nor is the reasoning, that this

kind of expenditure is precarious, and therefore may, on its

diminution, involve a collapse of the revenue, much more to the

purpose. When such a collapse arises, the deficiency can be

supplied from some other source, and notably from that which
would otherwise have been expended and now is saved. Again,
it is alleged that the costs of collecting customs and excise

duties are considerable, that the existence of a custom-house

service prevents the United Kingdom from becoming a free

port to the whole world, and that the interference of the excise

officer with domestic industry is a hindrance and a nuisance.

Much, however, of the force of this reasoning, whatever it

originally had, has been taken away by the fact that the objects
on which customs and excise are now levied are few and bulky,
and by the general decline of the practice of smuggling.

Forty years ago nothing was more natural than the practice
of smuggling. There were hundreds of customs' duties, every

imaginable article of commerce being burdened by some tax or

other. Many of these duties were levied with a view of pro-

tecting some kind of home industry; in other words, the

English consumer was made to pay more for what ho wanted,
in order that some English producer might get a better price for

the articles with which he supplied the market. To smuggle,

then, was to rectify this partiality to relieve some persons from
the burden which the manufacturer had, through his interest in

Parliament, been able to impose on the public. But besides,

while the Government declared that smuggling was highly
criminal at home, it considered it patriotic and laudable abroad.

It was thought the highest wisdom to increase the exports
of the country ; and there is this very important truth in such

a view, that unless we sell, we cannot buy. Hence the British

smuggler was encouraged, or at least excused, if he contrived

to introduce British hardwares or cotton cloths into France
and Spain. People argued over and over again that the reten-

tion of, Gibraltar was necessary for the commerce of Great

Britain, because this fortress was conveniently situated for

smuggling British goods into Spain. But during the last forty

years, we have arrived at the conclusion that prohibitive duties

and protectionist regulations are no use to the persons in whose

favour they are enacted, and are a great loss to the country
which endures them ; and thus there is no political sympathy
with the smuggler, who has at last fallen into his proper posi-

tion that, namely, of a rogue who cheats the tax-payer, and

would put, were his operations generally successful, an unfair

burden on the honest dealer.

A great deal of the taxation of this country does not come
into the imperial exchequer, but is levied and expended by local

authority. Such, for example, are the poor-rate, highway and

paving rates, rates levied for police and light, and county-rate.

It is the practice to value the property which the ratepayer

occupies, and to tax him according to this valuation. It is

supposed that though the occupier pays the tax immediately,
the person who ultimately pays it is the owner, who, it is

imagined, would be so much the better off in his rent if the tax

were not levied at all. But this position, though a question
too abstruse to be discussed in these elementary lessons, is not

by any means so clear as those who support it avow.

A large proportion of this local taxation is levied for what
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arc called beneficial or reproductive purpose*. In some eases

this i.- ;>luiit. A good rood i> nocwwary in ordor to

bring agricu .uco to market, just as a wagon and team
are. To <-.t!l th. outlay which in necessary for making a road

-
it ia repsiir a tax, ia a mere abase of wordn. This

charge ia mot by a contribution levied on all those who would
1 usti the road, because it ia thus only that the cost

.il.lv ili-tributod. To leave its construction and repair

ly voluntary effort would bo to present the selfish and
ii the labour of the public-spirited and generous.

poor-rate is a little less manifestly a beneficial tax. It in

so, however, to the employers of labour. Wages must include,

for reasons now familiar to my readers, enough to maintain tbo

r, to supply him with a reserve-fund against sickness

: uu'''. ;iii'l enough also to bring up his children so as to

fill his place when his work is over. Now there ia very little

doubt that, even with their existing wages, many of those who
obtain poor-law relief could make provision for sickness and
even against old ago ; for benefit-clubs having the first of these

objects are common among the agricultural poor. But it is

doubtful whether they could maintain their families without

this assistance ; and it is certain that agricultural labourers

accept and are content with lower rates of wages than they
would submit to, if no provision wore made on their behalf

against the emergencies referred to. But higher wages, with

no increase in the effectiveness of labour, mean a greater
cost of production ; and a greater cost of production means
less profit to the employer or less rent to the landlord. It does

not follow, therefore, that the tax levied under the name of

a poor-rate is a loss to employers. It may be an indirect means
of paying wages ; and there are persons who have argued that

ultimately a poor-rate is virtually paid by those who receive it,

because they have, by its operation, to put up with lower rates

of wages.
The amount of annual income raised by local taxation is

about one-fourth of all the contributions which are paid for

public purposes, i.e., out of every .100 raised and spent, 75

goes into the exchequer, .25 is collected and spent locally.

And furthermore, it will be seen from what I have already said,

that when any person attempts to calculate what is the real

burden of taxation, he must not contemplate only what people
earn, but he must reckon what they can save. For instance,

suppose we reckon 500 as the amount annually earned, and
.100 as the amount which the Government claims either

through the imperial or local tax-gatherer, we must not argue
as though the pressure of taxation was merely 20 per cent, on

labour, for, as I have said before, we must deduct the necessary
maintenance of the people from the amount of their annual

earnings. Make this deduction, and it will be found that the
burden is much more heavy ; that it may absorb or divert 70,

80, or even more per cent, of the possible savings of the

people ; that it may even absorb every penny of that which
some persons might otherwise save. At the same time it cer-

tainly does not absorb nearly the whole, for the nation annually
accumulates a large amount of wealth, and invests it.

As a matter of fact, taxation is distributed with a fair

amount of equity, when we take into account the general
resources of those who are made liable to it. It has been
shown with sufficient clearness that the aggregate earnings or
income of those who get more than .100 a year is pretty equal
to that of those who get less, and that the contribution of each
of these moieties to the public revenue is also nearly the same
in amount. There is no doubt that those who have the higher
rate of income are on the whole better able to pay taxes than

> those whose earnings are less, because, in the former case, the

margin of possible saving over necessary expenditure is greater.
When the claims of the State are exceptionally great, it has

been the custom for Governments to raise part of its means by
way of loan, thus pledging the resources of the future on behalf
of the needs of the present. Of course there can be no defence
for loans contracted in order to meet ordinary expenditure, for

such a practice is sheer recklessness and waste a wilful impo-
sition of burdens on posterity. But, on the other hand, there is

no need to defend the raising of a loan for productive purposes
as, for example, a road, a railway, a canal, or similarly advan-

tageous public works when the use of any of these is so con-

siderable that the toll, or rent paid for the convenience which

they supply, is sufficient to meet the annual interest on the

capital which has been borrowod. Nor, affsin, can any one
object, ammming that other resources fsil, that the State, in
time of great danger, and when every exertion most be made in

order to save the community from ruin, raises any roads which
it can to meet the emergency. When everything is in peril, a
necessity arises which in importunate; and all that s> wise
a. 1m migration can do is to make the necessary charge as little

burdensome as possible.
There have been certain economist* as, for example, Dr.

Chalmers who have argued that a Government ought always
to raise what it needs for the public service, however great the

emergency, by a tax or contribution. And the reason they
allege is, that as the loan must provided it be raised at home

bo taken out of the existing resources of the community, to
raise it by way of loan is to cripple the State with a double

payment, the first when the loan is contracted, the second when
the interest is paid upon it.

But if my reader will bear in mind what has been said

above, and what I affirm is the fundamental canon in taxa-

tion that all taxes are paid out of what can be saved he
will see the answer to this opinion of Dr. Chalmers. Let
us suppose that the urgency of the crisis in which the com-

munity is placed is such as to double the necessary expenditure
of the State. In the year 1870 it was stated, and perhaps with

truth, that the daily cost of the war to the French nation was
six times the charge of the ordinary machinery of Government
in times of peace. Now it is certain that there are persons in

a community who could have their taxation increased sixfold

and yet exist, because these persons find, or are supposed to be

likely to find, the huge sums needed for military purposes.
But it is quite as certain that there are hosts of people who con-

tribute regularly to the public revenue, to whom even a double
taxation might be ruin or starvation, who could not increase

their quota in any notable degree to the revenue of the State.

An attempt, then, to raise an extraordinary war expenditure by
taxation would be to introduce a graduated property or income

tax, under which an increasing quantity would be taken from
those whose means are sufficient to supply a considerable

margin over their absolute necessities and those of their families.

There are two ways in which a loan can be contracted.

Either a borrowing Government may vary the rate of interest

which it is willing to pay for a fixed sum, according to the

state of the market, or it may vary the amount of principal
which it will acknowledge as its debt, while it fixes the rate of

interest. For instance, it may borrow .100 at 5 per cent. ; or

it may give 3 per cent., and, receiving ^60 from its subscribers,

credit them with a debt to the extent of .100 stock. In the

beginning of our debt we adopted the former course. But

during the long administration of Walpole, a number of these

debts were consolidated into one fund, the rate of interest at

that time being so low, that the minister was able to offer the

public creditor the option either of being paid off, or of accept-

ing the lower rate of interest. After this time the hitter

custom was adopted ; and it is said that of the whole public

debt, not more than two-thirds has been actually received in

cash, i.e., that every .100 of our public obligations represents
no more than 66 13s. 4d. paid to the exchequer.

There is one manifest inconvenience in this practice. It is

almost impossible to lower the rate of interest. But it is

argued, and with great reason, that this very impossibility
enables the Government to borrow on the best terms. They
who lend to a Government generally lend for a permanent
investment. Now, if they foresee that this Government, when-

ever an opportunity offers itself, will set about lowering their

rate of interest by offering them the option of re-payment as

tho Government, in the interest of the public, is bound to do

they will demand higher terms in order to cover this risk. As
it is, they are unlike other mortgagees, for the State reserves its

right of paying its debtors off, but does not give them the right

of demanding their money at pleasure. And it has been calcu-

lated that, notwithstanding the fact that Government has given

up the power of lowering its rate of interest, it has on the

whole made a better bargain for the public, than it would

have made by adopting the other alternative, by raising all

its stock at a fixed rate of interest, and so precluding itself

from any subsequent operation, except that of creating a

surplus revenue in order to purchase and extinguish portions of

its debt.
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TO OUBBEADEBS.

WITH the present volume we bring to a conclusion the

course of instruction which we mapped out for ourselves

when commencing the first volume of the new and re-

vised edition of THE POPULAR EDUCATOR. How we

have carried out the task wo then undertook it is for our

readers to determine ; at the same time we feel that the

enormous and daily increasing circulation which the

work enjoys is a remarkable testimony to its accuracy

and value, and the estimation in which it is held by the

public.

But the time has now arrived when it becomes neces-

sary to carry this educational course a step further, and

in a somewhat different direction. Hitherto we have been

engaged in imparting to our readers what may be termed

abstract or theoretical knowledge. We have, in fact,

endeavoured to give, in the six volumes of THE POPULAR

EDUCATOR which we have just brought to a close, a com-

plete circle of Theoretical Education the education of

the mental faculties, the instilling of the knowledge of the

laws and principles of things, the knowledge which is

useful, not as an end in itself, but as a means to an end.

There is another branch of education, which teaches us

the practical application of these laws and principles, and

the utilisation of this knowledge in the daily affairs of

life, to which public attention is at the present time

much directed that which is known as Technical Educa-

tion, the word " technical
"
having its derivation from the

Greek rexviK^s (tech'-ni-Jcos),
" of or belonging to some

special Tfxvri (tech'-ne) or art." To this department of

education it is our intention to devote four volumes,

bearing the title of THE POPULAR EDUCATOR, TECH-

NICAL SERIES, which under the name of THE TECH-

NICAL EDUCATOR will form an indispensable supplement

to this Work. In these our object will be to provide

such a course of practical instruction as may tend to

render the artisan or the workman in any branch of handi-

craft or manufacture more perfect in the practice of his

calling, and to aid him to become a skilled workman,
thus enabling him, by bringing superior knowledge to

bear upon his work, to obtain the highest possible rate

of wages at home, and to compete favourably with the

skilled workmen of other countries, where Technical

Education has received a greater share of attention,

and has been further developed than amongst ourselves.

THE TECHNICAL EDUCATOR will be an amplification

and application, or carrying out into practice, of those

lessons which form the substance of the six volumes we
have now completed. Thus the reader who has mas-

tered the principles of Mechanics in this Work will find

in THE TECHNICAL EDUCATOR a description of the way
in which these principles are applied and exemplified in

the machinery witli which he is engaged. The lessons

we have already given in Chemistry will be found reduced

to practice in our technical papers on the Chemistry of

Agriculture and Trade ; our Drawing lessons will find a

practical application in a series of papers on Design, as

well as those which treat of the special Drawing useful

for various trades and handicrafts, and also for military

purposes. The papers on the Vegetable, Animal, and

Mineral Products used in Trade will form a natural and

practical complement to the papers we have given on

Botany, Natural History, and Mineralogy. The enormous

advance which has been made in the uses and applications

of Electricity for Motor, Lighting, and other purposes,

will render the series of papers on Electrical Engineering
of special interest and value.

Our object is, in fact, to make these supplementary

volumes a complete Technical Educator
; the practical

utility of such a Work cannot be questioned, and we are

confident that the reputation which THE POPULAR EDU-

CATOR has achieved will serve as a guarantee for the

uniform excellence and accuracy of THE TECHNICAL

EDUCATOR.

THE EDITOR.

NOTE. The above announcement (with additions necessitated by the advance in Practical

Science) appeared when the New and Revised Edition of this Work was first issued.

The Editor only desires to explain that every re-issue of THE POPULAR EDUCATOR is im-

mediately followed by the re-issue of THE TECHNICAL EDUCATOR, in serial and volume form.
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AuocordiaceaB or Terebinths, iii.

191
Anacardium Indicum, The, iii.

192

Anolcime, vi. 333

Analysis, ii. 358

Anastase, vi. 259

Anatomy, Comparative, ii. 17, 81,

113, 145, 183, 215, 211, 279, 311.
337 ; iii. 33, 161, 209, 263, 359.
407 ; iv. 39, 101, 199, 263, 327,
404

Ancona, Commerce of, vi. 301
Aucren Biwle, The, iv. 120

Audalusite, vi. 364

Andes, The Chain of the, iv. 316

Andesite, iv. 177

Andropogon, The Genus, v. 408
Anemometer, Lind's, vi. 63

Eobinson's. vi. 63
Anemone, Sea, i. 387

Eye of, i. 98
Anemone.*, i. 376

Angelo, Michel, ii. 369, 370

Angle, Functions of an, vi. 5

Angle, Trigonometrical Coaeep
! ,.,,.! ML .. H

Angle*. Circular Hautw of, vi. 4- Different kind* of, L , S3
-- Bwth* H.7I- 8ubcidku7.vi.U9

Anglo-French Homonyms and
Paronym*, ri. 241, 242, 2.
283,340

Anglo-Saxon England, i. 911- Language, iv. SO

Angostura Bark, Iii. 324
Angular, or Ladle*' Hand, L 357- Measure, i. 395

Anhydride. Phosphoric, iii. 80
AuhydrouM, ii. 236- Acid, The, ii. 272
Aniline, v. 165
Animal Frame, The, Component*

<.f, iv. 204,206- Heat, vi. 246- Kingdom, Division and Sab.
division of, ii. 8183, 1U- Owenand Huxley's Cl***iflea-
tion of, iv. 61, 62-
Physiology, i. 33, 65, 97, 129,

161. 204, 225, 257, 289,321.353,386
Animalcule, The Wheel, vi. 240,

..J03

Animals, Cold and Warm-blooded,
i. 387- and Plants, Nutrition of, iv.

241

Anions, v. 323

Ankalong, The, v. 160

Annelida, ii. 279
Annual Hninfull in Englqip/j T.

253

Annuity, Annuities, v. 320
Anuuloida, ii. 83, 243

AnnuloBo, ii. 83

Anode, v. 323

Anonaceee, or Anonads, iii. 326

Anorthite, vi. 331
Austatt (German), i. 382
Answer, An, in French, i. 174
Ant-Eater, Porcupine, iv. 328

Antelopes, The, iv.

Anther, i. 241

Anthracite, vi. 258

Anthropology, vi. 1

Antilogarithms, vi. 260, 261

Antimony, iii. 285 ; vi. 257- Grey, or Stibnite. vi. 400- Perchloride, or Pentachlo-
ride, Terchloride of, iii. 285

Ants, iii. 35

Apateon pedestris, The, T. 136

Apatite, vi. 399

Ape Family, The, iv. 95, 96

Aphelion, ii. 5 ; iv. 159

Apiaceffl, or Umbellifenr,
Aplysia, or Sea-Hair, iii.

Apocynacee, or Dogbane*, ir. 65

Apodanthacece, iv. 16

Apophyllite, vi. 333

Apostrophe, The, i. 218- (French), Use of the, i. J9-
(Italian),

iii. 394

Appalachian or Allegheny Moun-
tains, iv. 92

Appetites, vi. 45

Apple Tribe, The. i. 401, 408

Apples, Potato, iv. 184

Apposition (French), Nouns in,
Article with, i. 2M

Appraise, v. 320

Apprehension, Simple, \

Apsides, Line of, ii. 5

Aqua Regia, ii. 400

Aqueducts, Eomaii. iii. 17

Aquifoliacete, or Hollyw> .

5
Arabia, iii. 214- Felix, i. 5
" Arabian Nights," The, Ii

Arabs, Commerce of the, Ti.896

Arocoas. iv. 137

Anchiudi. ii. 307 ; iii. 2W
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Aragonite, iii. 130 ; vi. 399

Aralia nudicaulis, iii. 89

Araliacese, or Ivyworts, iii. 89

Araneina, iii. 21-

Arbitration, v. 320
Arc of a Circle, ii. 29

Joan of, iv. 192

System of Electric Lighting,
vi. 177

Arcades, iii. 65

Arcadia, The, y.
45

Arch, Arabic, iii. 66

Origin of the, ii. 384

Archegosaurus Decheni, The, v.

136

Arches, Kornan, ii. 384
Various kinds of, To Draw,

i. 199201
Archil, v. 165

Archimedes, i. 29

Archipelago, The, ii. 268

Indian, or Eastern, iii. 121 ;

v. 35
Architecture, Church, iii. 183

185, 215218
Domestic, in England, iv. 8

10, 7173
Egyptian and Indian, ii. 65
Lessons in, i. 319, 369 ; ii. 15,

65, 129, 193, 257, 319, 383 ; iii.

17, 65, 113, 183, 215, 257, 311,

353, 411 ; iv. 8, 71

Orders of, ii. 15, 16, 193, 257,
319 ;

iii. 66, 113

Railway, iii. 257, 311, 353

Architraves, ii. 320, 384
Arctic Ocean, Explorers in, i. 564

Arenaceous Rocks, Metamor-
phosed, iv. 231

Argali, The, iii. 345

Argillaceous Rocks, Metamor-
phosed, iv. 231

Argument, v. 247

Argyroneta aquatica, iii. 211

Aricina, ii. 305

Arion, The, or Common Black

Slug, iii. 410

Aristophanes, Readings from, v.

93,94
Aristotle, i. 41

; vi. 45, 69

Arithmetic, Concrete or Com-
mercial, i. 366, 367
Lessons in, i. 13, 22, 46, 54, 69,

95, 110, 126, 134, 159, 170, 186,

198, 222, 234, 246, 266, 291, 318,

342, 366, 379, 394
;

ii. 6, 37, 78,

101, 142, 198, 234, 270, 294, 326,

362, 402 ; iii. 2, 46, 66, 99, 142,

166, 194, 268, 290,362,390; iv.

14,76
Arm, The, v. 127
Arnica montaua, ii. 210

Arsenic, iii. 284 ; vi. 257

Art, History of, i. 15, 79, 143, 207,

303, 398; ii. 90. 181, 243, 292,
369 ; iii. 3, 76, 187, 236, 28t>

Artemisia, ii. 209

Arteries, vi. 62, 124
Artesian Wells, iii. 112 ; v. 52

Arthrogastra, iii. 212

Artichoke, The Common, ii. 210
Article (English), iv. 294, -295

(French), The, i. 2, 3, 19, 73,

175, 207, 214 ; ii. 332 ; iv. 21 ;

v. 272, 310, 311, 335, 336

(German), The, i. 37, 38, 61,

66, 94, 119, 120, 134; vi. 270,
271

(Greek), The, ii. 67 ;
vi. 383

(Italian), iv. 29: vi. 199

(Spanish), v. 44; vi. 122, 123

Articulata, i. 97, 387 ; ii. 81

Articulation, Distinct, i. 286
Arundo donax, The, v. 303

Aryan Race, The, vi. 129, 225

Arytenoid, The, vi. 335

Asaphus tjrannus, The, iv. 293

Asbestos, vi. 332

Ascension, Island of, iii. 305

Right, iv. 384

Ascham, Eoger, iv. 301

Ascophono mucedo, The, vi. 33

Asia, Climate, Soil, and Raw Pro-
duce of, v. 145 147

Geography of, iii. 119121,
174176, 213, 214
Interior of, Expeditions into,

i. 272

Map of, To construct, iii. 266
Northern Coasts of, Explora-

tion of, i. 272

Asperifoliffi, ii. 153

Aspirator, An, ii. 271

Assets, v. 320

Assignee, v. 320

Assignment, v. 320

Association, Articles of, v. 320
Assurance (Life), v. 320

Maritime (English), Policy
of, v. 383

d',Maritime (French),Police,
v. 384

Assyrian Art, i. 207, 208

Asterias, The, ii. 218

Asterisk, or Star, The, i. 218

Asteroids, or Planetoids, ii. 45

Astrometroscope, The, vi. 128,
168

Astronomers, Early, iv. 18
Astronomical Instruments,Early ,

iv. 81

Astronomv, Lessons in, iv. 17, 81,

158, 212", 279, 337, 382,401 ; v. 1,

68, 132, 193, 257, 295, 359, 396 ;

vi. 31, 143, 239

Athens, vi. 172
Atlas Mountains, The, iii. 306

Atmosphere, The, ii. 271
Effects of, iv. 383
Pressure of, v. 382

Atmospheric Agency in Geology,
iii. 351

Railway, The, vi. 37

Atropa, iv. 184

Attachment, v. 320
Attar of Roses, v. 110

Atterbury, Bishop, vi. 320

Attics, ii. 320

Attorney, Power of, v. 320
Warrant of, vi. 311

Attraction, Capillary, v. 166, 207

Universal, Princip'e of, iv. 31
and Repulsion, Electrical,

v. 40
Attribute (English), i. 35

(Latin), v. 214
Attributives (Greek), vi. 383, 384
Atwood's Machine, iv. 99

Auction, v. 320
Aucuba japonica, iii. 89
Audiometer, The, vi. 286

Audit, v. 320

Augite, vi. 332

Augment, The (Greek), iv. 90, 354

Aura, Electric, iv. 370
Aurantiacese, or Citron-worts, iii.

231
Auricaria imbricata, or Puzzle

monkey, vi. 354

Auricula, The, ii. 401

Aurora Borealis, The, iv. 281 ; v.

75 ; vi. 280
Austral or Southern Islands, v. 38

Australasia, or Melanesia, Geo-
graphy of, v. 35, 99101

Australia, v. 18

Journeys of Discovery in, i.

292294
Natives of, vi. 401

Austria, Productions of, v. 81
Automatic Face, Beale's, vi. 248

Auxiliaries, (French), Use of, i.

315.

Avalanches, iii. 351

Average, v. 320

Stater, v. 320

Averages, iii. 142

Award, v. 320

Axillae, The, i. 216

Axinite, yi.
364

Axioms, iii. 61

Axis, Earth's, The, ii. 5 ; vi. 322

Optic, or Axis of Double Re-
fraction, vi. 50

Aymestry Limestone, iv. 358

Azimuth, iv. 402

Azote, ii. 271, 374

Azurite, vi. 399

B.

B, Sound of, in French, i. 19

Babylonia, vi. 48

Babylonian Power, Downfall of,
iii. 131

Backwardation, v. 320

Bacon, Francis, v. 46, 47
Baffin, Discoveries of, i. 140

Bagshot Sands, The, vi. 162

Bahamas, The, iv. 243
Bail, v. 320

Bailment, v. 320

Baker's, Sir S., Travels, i. 391
Bala Beds, iv. 293

Perindu, The, v. 160

Balance, v. 320
Bent Lever, Danish, iii. 336

Common, iii. 320

Sheet, v. 320
Balancing the Books, ii. 368

Bale, i. 396 ; v. 320
John, v. Ill

Baliol, John, ii. 158

Balloon, Gas, v. 298

Balls, Electrified Pith, iv. 369
Balsam, Canada, vi. 354

Plant, The, in'. 280

Balsaminaceee, iii. 280
Bamboo-cane, The, v. 158
Banco, v. 320

Bank, Circulation of a, v. 358

Charter, v. 320
Credit, v. 320

Note, v. 341

Banker, v. 341

Banking, vi. 395, 396

Bankrupt, v. 341

Bankrupt's Discharge, v. 341

Bankruptcy, The New Act, v.
341

Court, v. 341
Proof in, vi. 239

Banks, v. 320

Banuockburn, ii. 157, 167
Battle of, ii. 167

Banyan Tree, The, i. 57
Baobab, The, iii. 234
Barbadoes Cherry, The, iii. 222

Barbary, vi. 267

Barcelona, Commerce of, vi. 302

Barium, iii. 1-9
Bark Breed, vi. 353

Barnacles, Necked, i

Barometer, The, v. 318, 316, 347
Aneroid, v. 381

Wheel, v. 346
Barons' Wars, The, iv. 352

Barratry, v. 341

Barrow, Isaac, vi. 288

Barter, v. 341
Barton Clay, The, vi. 162

Baryta, iii. 129

Basalt, iv. 177

Base, A, ii. 36
Bases and Essential Oils, v. 108

Basilicas, The Great, ii. 183; iii.

65

Basins, Evaporating, ii. 101
Bass's Strait, i. 193

Bat, The, iii. 180
Bates's Travels, i. 365

Batrachia, The, iv. 199

Battery, Grove's Gas, v. 169

Batteries, Various kinds of Elec-

tric, iv. 312 ; v. 129, 130, 167
169

Bay, A, ii. 231

Bay-tree, The, iii. 378
Be, To, The Verb, in German, i.

197

Beads, Baily's, v. 361

Bean, Carob, ii. 152

Underground, Brazil, ii. 152

Bear, v. 341
Bearded Wheat, v. 303

Beaumont, Francis, v. 291.

Beaumont and Fletcher's Plays,
v. 294, 295

Beche de mer, The, iv. 239

Bede, iv. 118
Beer and Butter Countries, v. 81,

82

Beer, Spruce, vi. 353

Bees, iii. 35; v. 351, 352

Beetle, Rhinoceros, v. 31

Beetles, iii. 35

Begoniacese, iv. 28

Behring Strait, iii. 121

Bell, Andrew, v. 221

Belladonna, ii. 89 ; iv. 184

Bellows, Double-acting, vi. 36

Hydrostatic, iv. 388

Bell, Electric, iv. 369

Belt, Great and Little, ii. 268

Bembridge Series, The, vi. 162

Benares, Great Temple in, ii. 66
Benthamia fragifera, iii. 89

Benzole, Benzine, or Phene, v.

165

Bergamoth, Oil of, v. 110

Berkeley, Bishop, vi. 288

Berry, The, i. 281

Beryl, vi. 364
Bethel Style of Architecture, ii. 15
Bible. English, The, v. 46

Wickliffe's, iv. 149

Bichromate, or Bottle Battery,
v. 130

Bignoniacese, ii. 375
Bile, The, iv. 205 ; v. 370
Bill, Accepting a, v. 319

Accommodation, v. 319

Bank, v. 320

Discounting a, iii. 47
Dishonour of a, v. 359

Negotiating a, iii. 46

Noting of a, vi. 186

Payable, v. 311
Presentation of a, vi. 221
Protest of a, vi. 239

Receivable, v. 341
of Entry, v, 341
of Exchange, v. 341
of Exchange, Foreign, Forms

of, i. 240
Bill-Book, The, i. 240, 367 ; ii. 31,

221
To Journalise, ii. 31

Bills Payable Book, i. 367
and Promissory Notes, iii.

46

Exchequer, v. 404

Binary Measure, i. 211

Binomial, Square of a, iv. 247

Theorem, The, iv. 282, 283

Binoxide, Deutoxide or Peroxide,
ii. 37 ; iii. 178

Birdlime, ii. 402

Birds, iv. 263266
Eggs, Incubation of, iv. 400
Ear, Eye, Tongue of, i. 65,

204, 322

Organ of Smell hi, i. 258

Birgus Latro, The, iv. 400 ; v. 31

Bismuth, iii. 321 ; vi. 257

Bison, The, iii. 273

Blackmore, Sir Richard, vi. 374
Black Death, in England, i. 224

Hole, i. 373

List, The, v. 341

Bleaching Powder, ii. 400

Blende, iii. 147 ; vi. 400
Blessbok, The, iv. 60
Blewits, v. 288
Blind Worm, ii. 175

Blocks, Erratic, vi. 209

Blood, The, iv. 205 ; vi. 60, 61

Bloodstone, or Heliotrope, vi.

258

Bloody Assize, The, ii. 8587
Blowing Machines, vi. 38

Blowpipe, Herapath's Gas, ii.

100
Blue Beard's Closet, v. 121
Blue Mountains, The, v. 100

Board, v. 341
Board of Trade Office, Salaries

and Examination for Clerk-

ships in, iv. 170

Boatman, The, iii. 161
Bode's Law, ii. 46 ; iv. 213, 214

Bodies, Floating, Equilibrium of,

y. 166

Boiling Point in Thermometers,
To Find, ii. 77
Influence of Pressure on, v.

411

Boletus, The Genus, v. 367

Bombax, The, or Silk Cotton
Tree, iii. 234

Bonfi, Fide, v. 341

Bond, v. 341
Bonded Goods, v. 342

Bone, v. 63

Bones, iv. 204

Metatarsal, v. 128

Bonus, v. 342

Book-keeping, Lessons in, i. 47,

111, 175, 239, 367; ii. 31, 96,

139, 154, 166, 220, 254, 287, 333,

348, 367, 407 ;
iii. 62, 100, 132,

156, 248, 314, 328 : iv. 6, 66, 138,

202, 268, 291, 389

Books, Battle of the, vi, 320

Subsidiary, ii. 254
Boothia Felix, Discovery of, i.

236

Boracite, vi. 400

Buraginacese, ii. 153

Borates, vi. 399

Borax, or Tincal, vi. 400

Bore, or Pororoca, The, iv. 318

Boron, iii. 95

Botany, Lessons in, i. 23, 55, 81,

127, 151, 184, 215, 241, 280, 305,

347, 376, 401 ; ii. 24, 56, 87, 120,

152, 177, 209, 247, 273, 305, 344,

375, 401; iii. 47, 88, 135, 191,

231, 280, 324, 375 ; iv. 15, 27, 65,

135, 232, 303, 367 ; v. 33, 97, 161,

239, 987, 367 ; vi. 33
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Bottomry, v. 3*2

Bond, Form of En.
383

:

Bouldi

Bounty,

lloyro'H Cliiiiii. iv. _' 7
Boylr mi. I .M.n-H.t te'l I..LVV, v. :M

j|.:

lirulir.

Mmliiimiis, Thi'. \ :

Hniin. Tin-. \. l:'J

Bnaohiopoda, iii. 163

Brandy, iv. 380
Braasicaoese, or Crucifere, ii. 56

Bruuuite, iii. 177

Brazil, iv. 373
Brazil Wood, ii. 153; iv. :;:::. v.

165

Bread, Aerated, iv. 311
New and Stale, iv. 311

Breccia, iii. 386

Breezes, Laud and Sen, vi. 6

Bressomnr, or Plate-Baud, ii. I5S3

Breve, The, i. 219

Bridges, Bailway, iii. 311313
Brimstone, iii. -U

Briugalls, iv. 185
lint:miiiii Tubular Bridge, iii.

812
British Industry and Commerce,

vi. 340, 341

Museum, Salaries and Ex-
amination for Clerkships iu,
iv. 170

People, Effects of Geology
on Industry of, iv. 225, 257,
iV, ix>, -H.KI

Briton, North, The, ii. 317, 318

Brokagc, or Brocage, v. 342

Brokers, y.
342

Bromine, ii. 399 ; iii. 31

Bronze, iii. 240

Age, The, vi. 305

Brooke, Sir James, Career of, i.

292

Brookite, yi.
259

Browne, Sir Thomas, v.

William, vi. 30

Bruce, Robert, ii. 158, 167
Brucia, v. 109

Brucine, iv. 65

Brush, Use of the, v. 343345
Brushes, Painting, v. 213

Brut, iv. 120

Brutes, Great Divisions of, i. 321

Bryonia, The, iv. 184

Dioica, ii. 88

Bryophyllum calyciunm, iii. 136

Bryozoa, vi. 209
Buclui Leave*, iii. 324
Bnde Light, The, iv. 208
Buffalo, The, iii. -J.71

Bugloss, or Ox-tougue, ii. 153

Bulb, A, i. 57
To Blow a, ii. 100

Bulimus acutus, iv. 240

Bull, v. 312

Bullion, v. 358

Bulrush, The, v. 304
Bundle, A, i. 396
Bunseu's Battery, v. 167, 168

Burner, ii. ;>;t

Bunter-Sandstein, v. 239

Buuyan, John, vi. 256
Burdock, The, ii. 209
Bnrke's Adventures in Australia,

i. 293

Buriiot, Bishop, vi. 288
Burnett's Disinfecting Fluid, iii.

148

Bums, Robert, vi. 404

Burr, The, iii. 4<U

Burritt, Elilm, i. 117

Bursae, v. 190
Burton's Travels, i. 272, 390
Bushell's Co.sc, ii. 60
Business Letter (French), iv. 147,

148

Butler, Samuel, vi. 159

Buttercup, The, i. 348

Butterfly, The, ii. 4648
Buttueriaceae, iii. 231
Buttresses, iii. liM

Byng, Admiral, ii. 285287
Byron, Lord, i 276; vi. 404

Byzantine Commerce, vi. 806, 286
iM-ii-r ..i A.. i,u. ton . Ii.

Style, iii. 184

C, Soil .. 10

C, G. 8 (Italian), Pronunciation
nf. witl> .

r-i, i.i.

Cabbage Tribe, The, ii. r\

Cables, Submarine, vi. :M.'!

Ciibomba aquuticu, iii. 376

Cabombaceu-, or WatenhieldB,
iii. 376

Cabot, Discoveries of, i. 140

Caddis-Worm, vi. 81

Cadmium, iii. 177

Csedmon, iv. 119

Cesar, Selections from, iv. 43, 44

Cesium, iii. 108
Caffeine, ii. 273

Caiuozoic, vi. 161

Calamiue, iii. 147 ; vi. 399

Calamites, The, v. 136
Calcareous Rocks, Metanior-

phosod, iv. 231

Calcium, iii. 129

Calcutta, Block Hole of, i. 373

Calendar, Reform of the, iv. -1 ::

Culiforaiau Pine, Mammoth, vi.

354,355
Call, v. 358
Callan's Battery,
Calomel, iii. 382

Caloric, v. Ii73

CalycernceeB, ii. 209

Calycophoride, ii. 147

Calyx, The, i. 241, 2-42

Cambist, v. 358
Cambrian Rocks, iv. 292

Cambridge, University of, iii. 289,

290, 380382- Local Examinations, iv. 38
Camel Family, The, ii. 259

Camellia, The, iii. 234
Camera Lucido, iv. 234- Magic Table, iv. 377- Obscura, The, iv. 376, 408- Photographic, iv. 377

Campanularia, ii. 145

Camphor, iii. 378 ; v. 110
Cana Grass, v. 301

Canal, Alimentary, The, v. 255

Canary Islands, The, iii. 305

Cancel, To, v. 358

Cancer, Tropic of, ii. 165

Candle, Flame of a, Composition
of, iv. 207- Making, v. 39- The Jablochkoff, vi. 177

Canuabinaceea, or Hempworts, iv.

29

Canterbury Tales, The, i. 398 ; iv.

253-255
Cantharellus cibarius, v. 287
Caoutchouc, or india rubber, v. 110

Capacity, Measures of, ii. 7G

Cape, A, ii. 196

Cape Verd Islands, iii. 305

Capes, African, iii. 306- American, iv. 92, 316, 318

Capes, Asiatic, iii. 174- European, ii. 300

Capias ad Satisfociendum (or Co,

Sa), v. 358

Capillaries, The, vi. 62, 124

Capital, v. 358- Exhaustive, vi. 325- Recurrent, vi. 325- Letters, Exercises in. i. 340,
357, 380, 397, 407

Capitulum, The, i. 218

Capricorn, Tropic of, ii. 165

Caprifoliaceae, ii. 249

Capsicine, ii. 120

Capsicum, The, ii. 120

Capsule, The, i. 281
Car.uloc Sandstone, iv. 293

Carbon, ii. 399 ; vi. 258- and its Oxides, ii. 335, 336- Bisulphide of, ii. 399
Carbonate Barium, iii. 129-

Calcium, iii. 129- Cupric, iii. 3J1- Magnesium, iii. 130- Plumbic, iii. 382- Potassium, iii. 108- Sodium, iii. 109- Strontium, iii. 129

Carbonates, vi. 399

Carboniferous Bjwtem. The, v. 71
-74

. .. !., ., . A.. :

i; i.-,,l

I. liil

( iiiiKi. .
I i.. . \.-r -i A.!.-\ i.. 1'. ......

of. i. 370
Caroliueu prinoeps, or Pachiru

aquatica, iii. 234

Carimii, c,r Wrist, The, v. 127
Carteret as a Geographer, L 167

Carthage, vi. 111. iu
Carthamiue, n

Carthamus Tribe, The, ii. 210

Caryophyllacee, or ClovewortH,
ui. 377

Caryopsis, The, i. 280
Cascade, Charging by, iv. 274
Case and Relation, Difference be-

tween, i. 74

Case-endings (Latin), i. 143, 166,
202

(Greek), ii. 98

Case-Worm, Land, or Oiketicus,
iv. 297

Caseine, iv. 204

Coses, (English), i. 36 ; v. 14, 70

(Greek), ii. 67

(Latin), Government of, vi.

8284, 154

(Spanish), v. 45
Cash Account, v. 358

Book, The, i. 48, 240 ; ii. 1C6,
220 ; iii. 156, 157

Explanation of, i. 239

CttshewTPree, The, iii. 192

Cassia, iii. 378

officinalis, ii. 152

Cassias, The, ii. 121

Cassius, The Purple of, iii. 240

Castles, iv. 8
Castor Oil, iv. 29
Cat Family, The, iii. 5254
Catalpa, The, ii. 375
Catalysis, ii. 132

Caterpillars, Eye of, i. 98

Cathode, v. 818
Cations, v. 323, 353

Cat's-eye, vi. 258

Catullus, Readings from, v. 179,
180

Caucasians, vi. 73

Caudex, A, i. 215
Caustic, Lunar, iii. 383

Ce, The pronoun, i. 58, 77 ;
iii.

298

Cedar, Lebanon, vi. 354
Vessels made of, vi 354

Cedilla, The, i. 19

Celandine, The, i. 377

Celnstracete, or Spindle Trees,
iii. 48

Celastrus, Scandens, Venatus, iii.

48

Celestine, vi. 365
Cellulin, or Cellulose, iv. 242
Celtic Race, The, vi. 129

Tongues, The, iv. 186

Cement, Portland, Roman, iii.

129

Cenomyce, v. 97
Ceutrauthus ruber, ii. 249

Centrifugal Pumps, v. J .1

Cephalopoda, iv. 4042
Cepholotacese, iii. 136

Cepholotus follicuhiris, iii. 136

Cerbera, The Genus, iv. 65
Cercarise, ii. 243

Cereals, The, iv. 137

Cerebellum, The, v

Cerebro-spiual System, v. 192

Cerebrum, The, v. 192

Ceres, Discovery of, ii. 45

Ceret, Bridge of, ii. 384

Certificate, Consul's, v. 358
Cerusite. vi 399

11 Veneris, ii. 186

Ceylon, iii. 214; v. 18

Chaillu, Du. Travels of. i. 390
Chain, G miter's, v. 13, 280

Pump, v. 218

Rule, The, iii. 166, 194196
Chalcedony, vi. 258

Chalk, iii. 386 ; vi. 121

Chalybeate Springs, ii. 235

Chamoerops numilis, Palmetto.
IT, l:

1

-:

'

Chambers of Commerce, v. 358

Chameleon Top. vi. US
KlMMl ... 17-

' : .....
. I!--. -17

Change, Mature and Maa as
A... : | . ,,. ...

Channel, A, ii. tSl
..-. .... .,. .,

.
.

Character, Uniform, to draw t,b

j. ,:... m m
. ,..r .,:. ,. ...

Charm. Beaidaary, fv. 311
< .','.... : .

- -

. i

Clerkship, in, iv

i.'i ..... . . -. . ;

Charles L. Misrule of, i. 409-4 1-
Synopsis of Life and Kc*.

of, i. 411- XL, Synopsis of Life and
Beifn of, ii. tt
-III., iv. 74

Charter, v. 358- Bank. v. 380- Party, v. 358
Chaucer and his Times, iv. 118 -

150, 196108, 258-255- from Death of, to Elizabe-
than Period, iv. 299301

Chaucer's "
Canterbury Talcs."

i. 398 ; iv. 253255
Chemical Agency in Geology, iii.

- Apparatus, ii. 100, 101- Nomenclature, ii. 37

Chemistry, Lessons in, ii. 1, 36,

76, 100, 132, 168, 203, -

289, 335, 362, 399 ; iii. 31, 44.

79, 95, 108, 129, 146, 177, 230,

283, 321, 382; iv. 42, 100. 143,

204, 241, 309, 379; v. 38, lUs,

164,223- Organic, iv. 143, 144

Cheque or Draft, v. 358

Cheques, Advantages of, vi. 996
Chestnut, The. vL 303, 394

Chiastolite, vi. 364
Chicha, iii. 192

Chickara, The, iv. 60

Chicoraceae, The, ii. 210

Chicory, The, ii. 210
Childe Harold, iii. 276
Chili Saltpetre, iii. 112

Chillingham Wild Cattle, iii. 273

Chilling-worth, William, v. 364

Chimpanzee, The, iv. 95
China Aster, ii. 247
China Grass, v. 402
Chinese Empire, The, iii. 214
Chirita Moonii sinensis, ii. 345,

346

Chlorates, ii. 400
Chloric Acid, ii. 400
Chloride of Lime, ii. 400
Chlorides, iii. 80, 95, 96. 109, 129.

130, 146, 148, 240. 284, 321, 322.
382 ; iv. 43 ; vi. 400

Chlorine, Oxides and Peroxides
of, ii. 399, 400- and Nitrogen, Compounds of,
ii.400- Water, ii. 399

Chlorite, vi. 332
Chloro-Chromic Acid, iii. 284
Chloroform, iv. 380

Chlorophyl, i. 82 ; v. 165

Choir, The, i:

Cholesterine, iv. 205, vi. 370
Chondrine, iv. 205

Chord, Doubtful, Modulating, iv.

122

Chord, Mediating, iv. 122
Chords and Discords, vi. 378
Choroid, The, L 33
Chromatic, iv. 121
Chrome Yellow, iii. 281

Chromium, iii. 283
Chronicle, Saxon, The. iv. 119

Chrysanthemum, Indian, Tue, ii.

ie
Chrysoheryl, vi. 364

Chrysolite, vi. 364

Chyle, The, iv. 205; T. 370; ri.

61

3.4,Cicero, Readings from, iv.

ra
Cicindela, The, iii. 35
Cilia, ii. 312

Cinchona, ii. 305
Cinchonacese, ii. 273, 305
Cinchonia, v. 1 8

Cinepbantic Tops, vi. 173
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Cinnabar, iii. 382 ; vi. 400
Cinnamon Stone, vi. 334
Cinnamon Tree, iii. 378

Cinque Cento, iv. 10

Cinque Ports, The, i. 178

Circsea, or Enchanter's Night-
shade, iii. 191

Circle, The, and its Properties,
ii. 28, 29
Circumference of Centre of

Gravity of the, iii. 201
Definition of, i. 53
Great and Small, ii. 80 ; iv.

381 ;
vi. 322

in Perspective, i. 164, 165
Problems on, ii. 49, 50, 92, 93,

123, 124

Circuit, A Short, v. 201

Circulation, vi. 6062, 124, 180

Circumference, The, ii. 21

Circumdo, Construction of, iii.

366

Cirripedia, iii. 163

Citron, The, iii. 232
Civil Service, The, iv. 45, 46

Commission, Salaries and Ex-
amination for Clerkships in,
iv. 170

Papers, iv. 4547, 111, 170,

228, 297, 298, 364
; v. 29, 101

Cladonias, The, y. 97

Claqnebois, A, vi. 329
Clathrus cancellatus, The, v. 239

Clavaria, The Genus, v. 367

Clavati, The, v. 367

Clay, iii. 147

Clay-Ironstone, v. 138

Clearing, in Banking, v. 358

Cleavage, iii. 385

Clepsydra, or Water-Clock, v. 180
Climate, iv. 193

Effects of Local Causes on,
vi. 41

Clinkstone, or Phonolite, iv.

177

Clinometer, A, iii. 57
Clio Borealis, iv. 39

Clive, E,obert, i. 373
Cloisters, The, iii. 218

Cloth-Measure, i. 367

Clouds, vi. 105, 106, 370
Cloves, Oil of, v. 110
Club Moss, Fir, iv. 304

Savin-leavcJ, iv. 304
Club Mosses, iv. 303

Clusiaceoe, The, v. 165
"
Coach, A," iii. 289

Coal, i. 216 ; iv. 226, 227 ; v. 193, 197
Distillation of, v. 164

Measures, Animal Kcmains
and Fossils in, v. 136, 198

Mining
1

, v. 197

Tar, Products Derived from,
v. 165

Cobalt, iii. 177

Cobaltiue, vi. 400

Cocculus, The, iii. 324
Coccus maunifarus, vi. 354
Cochineal Insect, Food of the,

iii. 137

Cochlea, The, i. 130

Cocket, v. 358
Cocoa-Nut Palm, iv. 399

; v. 31
Cocoa Tree, The, iii. 234
Codeia, v. 109

Cffilelinintha, ii. 243

Ccelenterata, ii. 83, 145
Coffee Plants, ii. 273, 274
Cohesion, Force of, ii. 1

Coil Machines, Induction, vi. 152,
153

Coils, Eesistance, v. 202

Coins, Current, i. 395

Colchicum, The, i. 281

Coleoptera, iii. 34

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, vi.
405

Collar, The (Botanical), i. 57
Collegiate Life, iii. 231

Collision, or Impact, iv. 220
Colo, Applications of, iv. 150
Cologne, Eau de, iii. 232
Colombo, The, iii. 324
Colonies, British, Considered in

their Climatic Zones, v. 17 19
Colonnade, A, ii. 320

Colophonite, vi. 364

Colours, v. 213
Accidental or Complemen-

tary, Effects ot, on the Vision,
vi. 367
Effect of Combination on, vi.

295298

Colour Top, The, vi. 193

Columbus, Discoveries of, i. 101

Column, The, ii. 65, 66

Base, and Capital, ii. 320
Columnca scandeus, ii. 345

Colures, The, iv. 401

Combustion, ii. 133 ; v. 274

Comet, Orbit of a, iv. 213

Comets, v. 295297
Comma, The, i. 82, 83

Commerce, Influence of, on Na-
tional Wealth, vi. 278
Industrial and Political His-

tory of, vi 15, 46, 79, 111, 133,

172, 205, 236, 238, 267, 268, 300,

302, 314, 340, 365, 388, 405
Natural History of, iv. 145,

193, 225, 257, 289, 321, 353, 385 ;

v. 17, 49, 81, 113, 145, 177, 209,
241
Terms used in, v. 319, 341,

358, 404, ; vi. 92, 186, 221, 238,

252, 279, 311

Commission, v- 358

High, The, i. 223

Commissionaire, v. 358

Commons, House of, Attempt to
Arrest Five Members of, i. 499

Commonwealth, Protector of the,
ii. 2024
and Civil War, Literary Pro-

ductions during, v. 364366
and Civil War, Poetry of,

vi. 28-30
Company, v. 358

Comparative Anatomy, ii. 17, 81,

113, 145, 183, 215, 241, 279, 311,
337 ; iii. 33, 161, 209, 263, 359,

1

407 ; iv. 39, 104, 199, 263, 327,
404

Comparatives and Superlatives
(Italian), vi. 234, 235

(Spanish), vi. 147

Comparison (French) of Equality,
Superiority, and Inferiority,
iv. 33

(Latin), Degrees of, i. 388,
389

(Spanish), Degrees of, v. 67

Compass, Mariner's, vi. 321

Tangent, v. 323
Variation of the, iv. 403

Compasses, Beam, Box, Socket,
i. 96

Proportional, i. 114

Complement, vi. 5

Composites, or Compound Flower
Tribe, ii. 178, 209, 247

Composition, v. 358

(English) Exercises in, i.172;
ii. 207, 227, 2G3, 359, 374 ; iii. 37,

87, 135, 236, 283, 323, 370; iv.

36, 87, 350

(French), i. 87, 106, 107

Compound, A Chemical, ii. 2
Words

. (English), i. 194,
195

Greek, vi. 227, 228

Compounding, or Compromising
with Creditors, v. 358

Compression, v. 274

Compurgation, ii. 60
Con (Italian), iv. 403, 401

Conception, v. 86

Concession, v. 358

Conchifera, The, iii. 361
Conclusion (Logical), v. 309

Condamine, Travels of, i. 237
Condenser, Epinus', v. 41

Condensers, vi. 338
Conditionals (French), ii. 43, 74 ;

vi 100.

Conduction, vi. 57, 136

Conductors, Interrupted, iv. 273

Lightning, v. 75
and Non-conductcrs, iv. 130

Condy's Fluid, iii. 178

Congreve, William, vi. 256

Conia, v. 108

Couiferse, The, iv. 303

Conifers, v. 136

Conjugation (English) v, 323

(French), iv. 219

(French), Eegimeu of, ii. 330

(French), First, iv. 319

(French), First, Peculiarities

of, iv. 319

(French), Second, iv. 320

(French), Third, iv. 320, 365

(French), Fourth, iv. 365,
366

(German), Mixed, vi. 103

(Latin), i. 70, 71

Conjugation' (Latin), First, Ac-
tive Voice, ii. 310, 311

(Latin), First, Passive Voice,
ii. 350

(Latin), First, Deviations

from, iii. 366, 403

(Latin), Second, ii. 403 ;
iii. 18

(Latin), Second, Deviations

from, iv. 20, 58

(Latin), Third, Activs and
Passive of, iii. 19, 74

(Latin), Third, Deviations

from, iv. 105, 150, 151, 205, 206,
234

(Latin), Fourth, Active and
Passive Voice, iii. 74, 75

(Latin), Fourth, Deviations

from, iv. 274

(Spanish},
v. 228

(Spanish), Paradigm of the,
v. 362, 363

(Greek), iv. 27, 90

(Latin), Model, Deviations
from, iii. 365, 366

Conjunction, Inferior and Supe-
rior, v. 68
of Planets, v. 398

Conjunctions, (English), vi. 114,
362

(French), i. 131; iii. 269; vi.

140, 148

(German), vi. 254, 343

(German), and Adverbs, iv.

78, 102

(Greek), vi. 195

(Italian), vi. 198, 291, 292

(Latin), vi. 215

(Latin), and Verbs, vi. 215

(Spanish), vi. 91, 374, 375
Conseeutio Temporum, vi. 214

Consignment, v. 358
Consonantal Stems, Nouns with,

i. 230
Consonants (French), i. 19, 42, 58

- (German), i. 26

(Greek), Permutation of, v.

172, 173

(Italian), iii. 58, 102, 346

(Shorthand), i. 63, 64,83-85,
187189
(Spanish), v. 4, 5

Constantinople, Strait of, ii. 270

Constructions, First Architec-

tural, ii. 15, 16
Idiomatic (Spanish), vi. 375

(Latin), iii. 170

Consul, v. 358

Consumption, Home, v. 405

Contact, Lino of, Point of, ii. 162

Contango, or Continuation, v. 358

Contingent, A, ii. 196

Contingencies, v. 358

Contra, v. 359

Contraband, v. 359

Contract, v. 359

Contractor, v. 359

Contracts, Brokers', v. 342
Coutrat a la Grosse, Form of, v.

383

Convection, ii. 235 ; vi. 136

Convenir, i. 355
Cpnversion (Logical), v. 246

Convolvulaceso, ii. 344

Cook, Discoveries of, i. 167 170
Cook's Islands, v. 36

Copernicus and his System, iv.

81,82
Copper, iii. 321

Carbonate of, vi. 399

Smoke, iii. 321

Sulphate, or Blue Vitriol, iii.

321 ; vi. 365

Sulphides of, iii. 322
Oxides of, vi. 258

Copper Ore, Black, Grey, vi. 258,
400

Octohedral, iii. 321

Coppermine Biver, Discovery of,
i. 236

Coprolites, iv. 257

Coptic Language, The, vi. 226

Copula, The, i. 35

(Latin), v. 214

Copyhold, Enclosure, and Tithe
Commission, Salaries, and Ex-
aminations for Clerkships in,
iv. 170

Coralline Crag, The, vi. 209, 210

Crag, of Suffolk, iii. 264
Coral Bag, The, vi. 25

Tree, The Abyssinian, ii. 152

Corals, The, v. 73
Forms assumed by, ii, 185

Corinth, City of, vi. 172
Corinthian Order, The, ii, 194

Corn, iv. 241

Cornaccaa, iii. 8D

Cornbrush, The, vi. 25

Corn-cob, The, v. 216

Corn-poppy, The, i. 281

Cornelian, vi. 258
Cornice, The, ii. 320
Cornish Boiler, The, vi. 273

Cornus, florida, sauguiuca, iii.

89
Cornel Tree, The, iii. 89

Corolla, The, i. 241, 212, 280, 281
Its parts and modifications,

i. 280

Corpuscles, Blood, iv. 205; vi. 60.

61

Cortez, Fernando, iv. 236, 237

Corundum, vi. 258

Corymb, The, i. 218

Corynidse, ii. 147

Cosecant, vi. 5
Cosine, vi. 5

Cotangent, vi. 5

Cotton-book, The, ii. 333, 334
Cotton Plants, iii. 280

Eush, v. 304

Cotyledons, i. 281

Couch-grass, v. 303

Councils, Church, iii. 315317
Countenance, Eilects of Morality

and Immorality on the, i. 32

Coupons, v. 359
Courses, Compound, vi. 360
Court, Power of the Star Cham-

ber, i. 351

Cowley, Abraham, yi.
28

Cowper, William, vi. 391

Cowslip, The, ii. 401

Crab, The, iii. 2326
Land, iii. 26

Crabs, Eye of, i. 98

Crag, Eed, vi. 209, 210
White or Coralline, vi. 209

Cranmer and Latimer, iv. 301

Crashaw, Eichard, vi. 28

Crassulacese, or House-leeks, iii.

136
Creation of the World, iii. 1, 2

Cre9y, Battle of, iv. 192

Creait, v. 359

Bank, v. 320

Creditor, v. 359

Creditors, Compounding with, v.

353

Cress, Indian, iii. 281
Cretaceous System, The, vi. 119

Cricoid, The, vi. 335

Crimea, The, ii. 270

Crinoids, The, ii. 217"; vi. 24

Cromlechs, i. 369, 370

Cromwell, Oliver, i. 350 ; ii. 20

Cross, Latin and Greek, iii. 184

Cross-staff, The, v. 260
Crosse's Atmospheric Electrical

Apparatus, v. 75

Cruciferse, or Brassicacese, ii. 56
Cruikshank's Battery, v. 130
Cram's Test, iii. 178

Crusades, The, iv. 1, 2
Influence of, on Commerce,

vi. 314

Crustacea, ii. 337 ; iii. 161 1C!

Cryolite, vi. 400

Cryptogamic Plants, iv. 232, 233

Cryptogams, iv. 113

Crystallisation, vi. 50
of Water, ii. 236

Crystallography, vi. 113, 114, 175,
176

Crystals, vi. 113

Ctenophpra, ii. 186

Cuba, Discovery of, i. 102

Cube-root, Extraction of, i. 318,
319

Cucumber, Wild, The, ii. 87
Cucumis dudaim, The, ii. 89

Momordica, The, ii. 87

Cucurbitacese, or Cucumber Tribe,
ii. 87

Cudbear, v. 97, 165

Culloden, Battle of, ii. 254

Cupellation, iii. 322

Cupolas, or Domes, iii. 65

Cups, Eing of, v. 130

Currant, White, iii. 191

Currants, iii. 88, 191

Currency, v. 359

Debased, Effects of, vi. 276,
395

Current, Electric, Effects of, v.

22,6
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Current* and Counter Current*,
iv. I'.a

I

CuiA.'M. in- ..ii..-tn. :.l,

'

i. U.il il't
-

7 -80
Cn.it. .ins. Tli.-, S;i!..n.- :( :i!i.l K\

amlnation for Clerkship* in,

IT. HO
Duties, r. 359

to. Mercuric, ii. 390
of Potassium, ii. 390

men, The. ii. 401
188

.iui or Polasgic Archi-
tecture, ii. 15

Cyma Recta. The, i. 233

Cyme, Tin-, i. -H
Cynara. ii. -M'>

Cynclidotus fontanaloides, iv.

Cvperacem, or Sedge Tribe, The,
iv. 137

Cyprus, the Ancient Chittiui, vi.7:>

Cyrus, iii. 131. 132

Cysticercu* cellulosa, iv. 361

Cytinacero, iv. 16

D, Sound of, in French, i. 19
Da (German), i. 245; iv. 79

(Italian), iv. I

Dagger Scene in tbe House of

Commons, ii. 410412
Dahlia ooccinea, ii. 248

Daisy, The, ii. i! 17

Dalton's Law, v. 400

Dampier's Discoveries, i. 167

Daniel, Samuel, iv. 352
Daniell's Battery, v. 131, 1C7
Damibian Region, The, Products

of, v. 81

Daphne, The Genus, iv. 15

Dardauelles, Strait of the, ii. 270

Darius, iii. 132

Darnel-grass, iv. 136
Das (German*, i. 163, 310

Dash, The, i. 155, 190

Dative, The (Greek), Import and
Use of, vi. 407

Daturiue, ii. 89

Daughter, Etymology of, vi. 73

Daveuant, Sir William, vi. 30

Davies, Sir John, iv. 352

Davy Lamp, The, ii. 364

Day, Sidereal, v. 69

Day-Book, The, i. 240 ; ii. 254, 255,
287. 288 ; iii 249. 314
Method of Keeping, i. 368

Days. Lay, vi. 92
De (French), Idioms followed by,

i. 132, 147
Dead Men's Fingers, ii. 185
Death Watch, The, vi. 145, 146
Debenture, v. 359

Debit, v. 359
Debt Office.National, Salaries and

Examinations for Clerkships
in, iv. 229

Debtor, A. i. 47 ; v. 359
and Creditor, Rules for find-

ing, i. 175, 176

Debts, Book, v. 342

Decapoda, The Class, iii. 163

Decimals, i. 187, 198, 222, 234, 266

Circulating, i. 24C, 247, 266,
267
Reduction of, ii. 234

Decker, v. 327
Declension (German), Mized, i.

67; v. 34

(German), New, i. 67, 102 ; iv.

334; v. 34

(German), New, Adjectives
of. i, 119, 120

(German), Old, i. 61, 67
(German), Old, Adjectives of,

i. 119

(Greek), ii. 67, 98, 99, 130,
162, 163, 194, 229, 230, 258, 290,
291, 322, 354, 390

(Greek), Attic, ii. 194

(Greek), Contracted, ii. 390,
391

(Greek), Eeview of the, iii.

5. 6

(Latin), i. It*:. .'().', |

J:',l, .<

Declination of a Star. IT. 384
|),.,-..III|,N,II,.II. KI-.-M-i,

, fi -i

Theorie* of. %

|),-,-.,n,....| Slvl.-. 'I!..
.

. : .

DMT Family, The, ill. 401409
D.-iimt... riu,t, TI,,.. , 870, 871

Definition*, Logical, v.

Deflagrntor. HJITO'H, v. 2MU

Defoe. Daniel, ii. 374 ; vi. 380
Degree. A. iv. 280
Del Credere Commission, T. 350
IMpiiiiimin, The. 1.340
Delta of Rivers, iii. 160

Meaning of a, il. 301

Demosthenes, Beading* from, iv.

168,163
Demurrage, v. 350
Dcnham, Sir John, ri. 30
Denmark, Commerco of, vi. olJ,

406

Dontalium, The, iv. L7J

Nigrum,
Denudation, Valley of, iii. 57
Deodar, The, vi. 354

Departure, To take a, vi. 396

Dependence, vi. 178, 171*

Dependencies, v. 359

Depilans, The Term, iv. 335
I ),], Ml, V. .'nV.)

Depositions. Fluvial, iii. 160

Derelict, v. 359
Der (German), Declension of, i.

163 ; iv. 238 ; v. 285
Derivation and Composition of

German Words, iv. 237, 238
Deraelbo, i. 197

Designer, Magic, The, v. 119

Desires, The, vi. 45

Detinue, v. 359
Detrital Deposits, Minerals found

in, iv. 257
Deutzia scabra, The, iii. 135

Deviation, v. 359

Devonian, or Old Bed Sandstone
System, v. 79

Dew, ii. 236 ; vi. 105

Dewpoint, The, v. 411

Dextrine, iv. 242
Di (Italian), Use of, iv. 93, 94
Diaeresis, The, i. 2, 31, 218

Dialect, Greek, ii. 2

Diamonds, ii. 335 ; vi. 258

Diana, Temple of, at Ephesus, ii.

193

Diaphaneity, vi. 49

Diastase, iv. 242

Diatomacetc, iii. 352

Dicotyledonous Plants, i. 281
Die (German), Declension of, i.

163 ; iv. 238
Dieser (German), Declension of,

i. 163 ; iv. 285

Difference, A. (Logical), v. 190
Differentiation of Parts, Meaning

of, ii. 113

Digester, Papin's, v. 411

Digestion, v. 254256
Organs and Process of, v.

369-371
Digges, Imprisonment of Sir

Dudley, i. 351

Digitaline, ii. 177

Digits, The, i. 13
Dilemma (Logical), v. 374
Dilleniaoeffi, iii. 375
Dimensions (French), Idioms re-

lating to, ii. 266

Dioscoreaoeae, ii. 88

Diosmeie, Tbe, iii. .:-Ji

Diospyrus Ebenus, Hirsuta, ii.a
Diphthongs (French), i. 2, 58

German), Sound of, i. 26

Greek), ii. :U

Italiiin). iii. 202

Shorthand), i. 124, 125

(Spanish), v. 5

Dipsacese, ii. 209

Diptera, iii. 34

Directors, v. 359

Discharger, Henley's Universal,
iv. 313

Discount, iii. 46; v. 359
Rate

of,
vi. 326, 327

Dispersion, iv. 344

Dissolver, New Patent Stop-Cock.
v. 1-;

Dissolving Views, v. 185, 186

Distance, Mean, iv. 159

Distances, Retiring Horizontal ,

i. L'iH-266
Distillation, IV -t motive, v. 161,m

DMtaottrw (0m*A r. 1-7

JJutoma ooujunctum, The, U. 343
*, v. 3

Dittnuy, or DieUmatu fraxt
M B ... m

DtrkbH ;, i M
i:.,, : N

I. ri loo (AlftbnJi I,
U fal Mfl

(Arithmetical). L t, 7U

(Arithmetical), abridged me-
tl.olof, i. 95, 110

(Arithmetical), Compound,!!.
Itil. I'rj

(Logical), T. 845
Doborolncr Lamp, v. 274

Dooeo, OoastmoMoD <>f, iv. 20
l><k, v. 859

Document, Negotiable, vL 92
IMrlrum*, The, vi. 63

Dolerites, The, iv. 177

Dolmen*, i. 370
Dolomite, iii. 186 ; v. 267
Domesday-Book, i. 121

Donne, Dr., i.

Don Quixote, ii. 131

D'Orbigny. Travels of, i. 237
Doric Order of Architecture, ii.

129,193
Douceur, v. 404
Dowuton Sandstone, iv. 358

Dowsing, vi. 392

Dozen, A, i. 396
Drocunculus Medinensis, ii. 243

Draft, v. 404
Form of a, i. 240

Dragon Tree, The Great, i. 24
of Orotava, v. 402

Drama, Elizabethan, v. 110112
Dramatists, Early, Materials for

Work Possessed by, v. Ill

Minor, v. 327

Drawback, v. 404

Drawer, Drawee, v. 404
Drawing, Illustrations in, ii. 8, 9,

40, 41, 72, 73, 104, 105, 136, 137,

200, 201, 264, 265, 328, 329, 392,
393
Lessons in, i. 7, 44, 71, 103,

135, 164, 199, 231, 263, 295, 327,

359, 391 ; ii. 7, 39, 72, 104, 135,

199, 263, 327, 392
; iii. 39

Drawings, Setting, ii. 73

Drayton, Michael, iv. 352

Drift, Northern vi. 209

Droseraceae, or Sundews, iii. 376
Drum of the Ear, The, i. 130

Drupes, i. 280

Dryden, vi. 191
Dublin University, iv. 108, 198

Duboscq's Electric Lamp, v. 264

Dulcamara, The, ii. 120
Dumb Bell Nebula, The, v. 312 ;

vi. 239

Dunes, Sand, iii. 351

Dunnage, v. 404

Duo, Declension of, ii. 122

Duodecimals, iii. 268

Duodecimo, i. 390

Duramen, i. 81

Durra, v. 216
Dutch Auction, v. 404

Islands,*. -"J

School, The, iii. 187

Duties, v. 404
Duvana dependeus, iii. 192
Dwale.iv. 184

Dyes, Various Coloured, v. 165

Dynamics, iv. 97

Dynamo - Electric Machines, vi.
152

Dzeren, The, iv. 60

E

E, acute, grave, circumflex, Sound
of, i. 19

E, Unaccented, i. 19

E, To form the letter, i. 221

Ear, The, i. 129, 161, 204206
Human, i. 130

Range of, vi. 207
Structure of the, vi. 378
of Mammalia, i. 131, 162

Early English Style of Architec-
tmv. iii. 185
Italian Revival of Art, ii. 90

Earth, The, iv. 337; v. 69

acting as a Return Wire, v.

201
Circumference of, ii. 79

Earth. Oraat Circle* of, ii. 101,101- Mean diameter of, ii. 7- M*UUof.iii- Surface of. XatunJ Division
of. ii. 196ltt- Surface of Projection of
Part of, v. Stt, t

I .- ...

! ..-I ..I'.,
-

,

'

-

vwfc 5 ...

BtMHM '.r'i.'. '.,;- .. ,..

I. .

:
.

.:. IM

Kcbalium A grerte, ii. 87
Ecclenuurtical CommiMfoB (MM.

.-..:. i :..'. .. :
.

Clerkship. in, iv. 20
Echinoderm*. or Be*- Urchin*, i.

Ti rt i--'

EcbinoimhjBrite* Balticu*. The,
IV. Hi

Echinu*. The, ii. 215

Eclipae*, Lunar, T. 306- Theory of. y. 360, 361

Ecliptic, The, iv. 384

Edgeworthia chryaanthia, iv. 15

Edinburgh, University of, T. 61,
62

Edo. iv. 323
Edrisi a* a Geographer, L 100

Education, Theory and Practice
of. v. 20, 85, 148, 220. 284, 348

"Edward IL," Marlowe's Play
of, v. 112

Eel, The Electr.O, iv. 106

Effects, v. 404

Eft, or Newt, The, iii. 145

Egg-Plant. Jew's Apple, or Mad
Apple, iv. 185

Egmont, Count, Execution of,
iv.:;u

Egypt, Ancient, iii. 206208- Architecture in, ii. 65- before and after the Era of

Alexander, vi. 133, 134

Ei, Sound of, in French, L 58

Eighteen-mo, i. 396

Ei^u, The Verb. ii. 34; iv. 51

Einiger, and Etlicber (German),
i .'ii.:

Elder Tree, The, ii. 240
El Dorado, Search after, i. 278- Tradition of, i. 140
Electric Battery, Connection of

Cell* in, v. 200
Electric Current, The, Convey-

ance of, v. 200, 201- Effect* of, v. 226- Chemical Effect* of, T. S23- Heating Power of, v. 280- Production of, v. 104, 105
Electric Light, iv. 208 : vi. 177- Power of the, v. 289- Properties of the, v. 206- Various Machine* for pro-

ducing the, vi 153
Electrical Machine, Cylinder, iv.

209,210- Plate Machines, iv. 210

Electricity, iv. ia>, 175, 200, 273,
311, 369 ; v. 15, 40, 74. -- Atmospheric, v. 74- Chemical Effect* of, iv. 370- Distribution of, on a Surface,
iv. 17i- Domestic Illumination by,
vi. 178- Firing Cannon by, v. 280-
Frictional. v. 41. 129- Generation of, ir. 129, 130 ;

v. 321- Mechanical Effect* of. v. 16- Transmission of Powt r ! v
,

M. l.v:- Voltaic, v. 104, 120, 167. 200.
225, 264, 289, 321.353 ; vi. 8, 65.

97. 152. 177, 196, 212, 271. 2M.
327,347

Electricity and Lightning, Iden-
tity of, T. 74 ; vi. 186

Electro-Magnetic Machines, vi.

154
K. t :-..:.;. tiv.- M.ic! , .. .'7

Electro-plating, vi. 9. 10

Electrotyping, vi. 8
Electrode*, The, v. 323- Polarisation of. ri. 10
Electro

lyte, v.323
'>etr, The, Iv. 312



VI

Electrometer, Torsion, iv. 176

Electrophorus, The, iv. 370

Electroscope, Bohnenberger's, v.

105

Condensing, v. 41

Electroscopes, iv. 130

.Elegiac Poets, The, Headings
from, iv. 358, 359

Elephant, Ear of, i. 161
Trunk of, i. 258

Elexit, v. 401

>;lemeut, or Pair, An, v. 129

Elephanta, Temple of, ii. 65

Elevation, Crater of, iii. 241

Eliot, Sir John, Imprisonment
of, i. 351

Elision (French), vi. 150

Elizabeth, Synopsis of Life and
Reign of, i. 313

Elizabethan Age, The, iv. 351,

395398; v. 204206
Period, The, v. 45-47, 110
112
Dramatists of, v. 293295,

325327
Elks, True, iii. 401

Ellipse, ii. 4, 252

Ellipsis, The, i. 191

Ellora, Temples of, ii. 66

Elmo's Fire, St., vi. 280

Em, Nasal Sound of, in French,
i. 58

Emancipation Act, Catholic, ii.

379 (Note)
Embankments, Railway, iii. 258

Embargo, v. 404

Embezzlement, v. 404

Emerald, vi. 364
- Green, v. 39

Emetic, Tartar, iii. 285
; v. 39

Emigration, King Charles' Veto
on, i. 350352
Office, Salaries and Examina-

tion for Clerkships in, iv.

228
Emotions or Feelings, The, v. 86

Emphasis, Rules on, i. 338, 339

Eight, i. 338

Emporium, v. 404
Jin (French), i. 83, 147, 183, 251,

315
;
iii. 115

Idioms relating to, iii. 115

Enclitics, The (Greek), v. 172

Eucrinites, v. 73

Endive, ii. 210

Eudosmose, Law of, v. 95

Endowment, v. 404

Engine, Mechanical force pro-
duced by an, iv. 97

Steam, Different Kinds of,
vi. 273, 274

Principle of Action in, iv. 97

Single-acting, Double-acting,
vi. 337

England, Commerce of, vi. 406
Norman Conquest of, i. 49,

88, 120

Physical Geography of, iv.

225
Throne of, Claimants to, ii.

219, 253

England and Scotland, Union of,
ii. 157, 167

English, Case in, v. 14, 70
Celtic element in, iv. 186, 187
Classes of Words in, iv. 250
French stems in, iv. 86, 87
Gender in, iv. 348, 349, 411
Greek element and stems in,

ii. 262, 263, 316, 358, 373
Irish or Feme Words Iden-

tical with, iv. 187
Latin element in, iii. 35, 85
Lessons in, i. 5, 34, 74, 107,

138, 171, 194, 227, 267, 299, 326,
362, 397 ; ii. 13, 38, 70, 110, 134,

170, 206, 226, 262, 302, 316, 358,
373 ; iii. 35, 55, 85, 134, 235, 282,

322, 369 ;
iv. 35, 86, 141, 186, 250,

294, 348, 411 ; v. 14, 70, 138, 194,

259, 323, 390; vi. 58, 114, 178,

250, 306, 362

Old, Middle, and Modern, iv.

50
English Grammar, Lessons in, ii.

13, 38, 70, 110, 134, 170, 206, 226,

262, 358, 373

English Literature, Lessons in,
iv. 49, 118, 148, 196, 253, 299, 351,

395; v. 45, 110, 204, 269, 293,

325, 364; vi. 28, 84, 125, 159,

191, 255, 287, 319, 350, 355, 372,

390,401

English School of Art, iii. 296

English and French Words,
Analogy between, vi. 166

English Words from the Italian
and Spanish, iv. 142

Engross, v. 404

Entablature, The, ii. 320

Entendre, Idioms relating to, iii.

115

Enthymeme, An, v. 374

Entomology, iii. 33

Entomostraca, iii. 163

Entozoa, ii. 241

Entrepot, v. 404

Entry, Single and Double, i. 32

Principles of, i. Ill

Ephemera, vi. 82

Epibolium, or Willow Herb, iii.

191

Epicurus, vi. 45

Epidermis, The, i. 82

Epidote, vi. 364

Epiglottis, The, i. 226 ; vi. 335

Equality, Comparison of, in

French, i. 114

Equations, Dependent, Indepen-
dent, iv. 346

Indeterminate, vi. 223
Reduction of, by Evolution,

v. 315, 316
Reduction of, by Involution,

v. 279

Simple, iv. 18, 19, 55, 170, 314,
315, 346, 347
Problems in, iv. 155, 156, 182,

183, 214, 215
Adfected Quadratic, v. 355,

356, 407409 ; vi. 20, 21

Equator, The, ii. 1U3 ; iv. 384 ; vi.

322

Equatorial Telescope, The, vi.

32

Equilibrium, iii. 152, 153

Neutral, iii. 288
Stable and Unstable, iii. 287,

288
of Convex Bodies, Position

of, iii. 288
of Floating Bodies, v. 166

Equinoctial, The, iv. 384

Equinox, The, ii. 79

Equinoxes, Precession of the, iv.

401

Equisetum Columnare, v. 328
Er and Es (German), Declension

of, i. 62
Eratosthenes as a Geographer, i.

41

Ergot, The, vi. 33

Errantia, or Wandering Animals,
ii. 282

Erratum, v. 404

Erubescite, vi. 400

Eruption, Crater of, iii. 241

Esparto Grass, v. 401

Esqxaimaux, The, vi. 344

Essays, Bacon's, v. 47

Esse, The Verb, i. 71
Esthonia and Livonia, vi. 405
Est Mihi, Use of Expressions

like, i. 230, 231
Et Csetera, v. 404

Etching by Electricity, vi. 10

Ether, iv. 216

Pure, iv. 380

Etherege, Sir George, vi. 255

Ethics, Systems of, vi. 108
Rise of the Science of,

vi. 44

Ethiopia, vi. 80

Ethnography, vi. 1

Ethnology, Lessons in, vi. 1, 72,

129, 225, 311, 344, 401

Ethylene, Olefiant Gas, or Heavy
Carburetted Hydrogen, ii. 363

Etre, i. 86, 147, 315; iii. 29; iv.

220, 288, 318

Etruria, vi. 80
Etwas (German), i. 346

Etymology (German), iv. 237
Euclase, vi. 364

Euclid, i. 29
* Exercises in, iv. 47, 116, 180,

270, 308, 398

Eudiometer, The, ii. 203, 271, 400
Eudoxus, Voyages of, i. 42

Euphorbiacero, or Spurgeworts,
iv. 28

Euphrates, The River, i. 5

Euphues, v. 112

Euphuism, v. 45

Euripides, Readings from, iv. 131,
132

Europe, Geography of, ii. 268, 270,
299-302, 32J 326
Latitude and Longitude of

Places in, ii. 389: iii. 2628,
70,71
Map of, Construction of, ii.

355357, 388, 389

European Head, The, ii. 329
Evangelical Union, The, iv. 324
Evaporation, ii. 205

Everlastings, ii. 247
Eviction, v. 404

Evidence, v. 40-i

Evolution, v. 107, 108
of Compound Quantities, vi.

292

Examinations, Middle Class, Sub-
jects and Fees for, iii. 172, 173

Example, v. 375

Exchange, iii. 166
; v. 401

Bill of, v. 341

English and French Forms
of, v. 384
Course of, v. 359

Exchange, Par of, vi. 221
Rate of, vi. 239

Short, vi. 279

Stock, vi. 279

Exchanges, Arbitration of, v. 320

Exchequer and Audit Office,
Salaries in, iv. Ill

Excise, v. 404

Exclamation, Note of, i. 52

Excretory Organs, The, vi. 181

Executor, v. 404
Ex Officio, v. 405
Ex Parte, v. 405

Expansion, v. 337
Co-efficient of, v. 400

Exports, v. 405

Extension, Definition of, i. 29

Extermination, or Elimination,
iv. 314

Eye, The, i. 33, 34, 65, 66, 97, 98

F, Sound of, in French, i. 42

F, To Form the Letter, i. 317

Face, Human, Rules for Drawing
the, iii. 39

Man's, v. 64
Facial Angle, The, ii. 201, 329:

vi. 72.

Line, The, ii. 201

Facsimile, v. 405

Factor, v. 405

Factors, i. 54

Prime, i. 126

Factory, v. 405

Faculse, v. 2

Faery Queen, The, ii. 11 ; iv. 396

Fagot-worm, The, vi. 81
Fab and Lah, Mental Effect of,

ii. 394 ; iii. 64

Failure, v. 405
(

Faire, Idiomatic Use of, i. 235
The Verb, ii. 74, 75, 106

Falces, ii. 353

Falkirk, Battle of, ii. 167
Falkland Islands, The, iv, 316,

374
Fallacies, v. 1214, 68, 69

Falling Bodies, Laws of, iv. 187
Motion of, iv. 127, 128

Fallow Deer, The, iii. 402

Farming, Large and Small, vi.

359

Farquhar, George, vi. 256

Fascicule, The, i. 218
Fata Morgana, vi. 369

Fault, A, iii. 57

Faustus, Doctor, v. 112

Fee, v. 405

Feejee Islands, The, v. 36

Feldspathic Traps, iv. 178

Fellowship, Simple and Com-
pound, iii. 99

Felspar Family, The, vi. 331

Felstone, or Compact Feldspar,
iv. 178

Femur, The, v. 127
Fen Reed, The, v. 303
Fenian Fire, ii. 393

Fermentation, iv. 309311
Ferro, Meridian reckoned from,

ii. 300
Feudal System, The, vi. 277
Fiat in Bankruptcy, v. 405

Fibrine, iv. 204
and Albumen, Difference be-

tween, ii. 236

Fibula, The, v. 127, 128

Field-book, Form of, v. 2C2

Field-books, Simple, Examples of,
v. 332, a%, 386, 387

Fielding, Henry, vi. 390
Fieri Facias (or Fi. Fa.), v. 405
Fig, The, i. 25

Fig-Marigold, Hottentot, iii. 137
Figures, Irregular, and bounded

by Curved Lines, Areas of, v.
23G-238

Filament, A, i. 241

Filbert, The, vi. 392

Finance, v. 405

Financier, v. 405

Finns, The, vi. 313
Fir Trees and Pine Cones, vi.

264266, 353355
Fire Balloon, or Moutgolfler, The,

v. 298

Fire-balls, vi. 128

Fire-damp, v. 197

Fire-engine, The, v, 251

Firestoues, Surrey, vi. 121

Firm, v. 405

Fiscal, v. 405
Fish, Fossil, iv. 62, 63

Eye of, i. 66
Nervous System in, ii. 82

Shell, iii. 162

Shell, British, iv. 385
Fisheries, British, iv. 385

Fishes, iv. 104106
Ear of, i. 204

Fissile, iii. 385

Fistulina, The Genus, v. 367
Flame, Luminosity of a, ii. 363

Oxidising, iv. 100

Reducing, iv. 100

Flames, Red, v. 361, 396

Sympathetic, vi. 377
Flamsteed, iv. 212, 213
Flasiis, ii. 101

Flax, New Zealand, v. 301
Flea, The, iii. 34
Flemish and Spanish Schools of

Art, iii. 76, 77
Fletcher, Giles, iv. 352

John, v. 294

Phineas, iv. 352

Flies, Classes of, iii. 34
Flinders, Explorations of, i. 193

Flints, vi. 122, 258

Floating, ii. 223

Florence, Commerce of, vi. 301

Flotsam, v. 405

Flower, A, Anatomical Examina-
tion of, i. 216

Individual, Parts of, i. 211,
242

Basket, Moss, iv. 303

Flowers, Linneean Classes of, i.

305

Papilionaceous, ii. 121
Fluor Spar, vi. 400

Fluoride, Calcium, iii. 130

Silicic, iii. 96

Fluorides, The, vi. 400

Fluorine, ii. 399 ; iii. 32

Fly, The House, iii. 81

Flyer, Electric, iv. 370

Foliage, The,
"
Massing in," ii. 8,

3941
Trunk, and Branches of

Trees, i. 391394
Folio, i. 396 ; v. 405

Follicle, The, i. 280

Foods, Our, Qualities and Uses
of, v. 305307

Foot, The, v. 128
Foramen Ccecum, The, i. 290

Foraminifera, ii. 115 ; vi. 121

Force, Animal, as a Motive
Power, iv. 85

Centrifugal, iv. 283, 284
Conversion of Heat into, vi.

56

Direction, Magnitude, and
Application of, iii. 12, 13

Kepreseutation of, iii. 13
Unit of, iii. 49
and Resistance, Units of, v.

225
Forces acting on a Point, Compo-

sition of, iii. 94

Applied to a Point, iii. 49,
92

'

Applied to two Points, iii.

124

Composition and Resolution
of. iii. 94
in Equilibrium, iii. 49

Parallel, iii. 151
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TWO PlUMllel,

Foretrr-'Hii'l, .M,.i.lln and Extreme
ice. Treatment oi,

, ii. 72
:-!. i i.

. vi. 200
. i. l.'l

.i.-trieivl,
'

Ap-
...11 ..!. \i. I

Tri(f"li"ini't ri.-:il, Fundamen-
tal, M. II!.

Foasiliiation, iii. 159
Process of, i\ . iM

Fossils, n. Ill : u. <;!-<

K.I

PCI

Silurian, Lower and Upper,

.illin, Tho AUlor-leaved,

Foxglove, The, ii. 177
<

i..-. ii. 177

Mtfeln-aie), iii. 27.">,

'.">, 406

(Arithmetical) Decimal, i.

(Arithmetical) Vulgar, i. 159,

( Arithmetical) Vulgar, Ke-
. i. 217

in connection with

pound Quantities, ii. I 12

France, Commerce and Industry
of, vi. 315, 406
The English in, iv. I!HI. 1-1

and Italy, Product ions of, v.

81
Franklin's Kite Experiment, v. 71
Frederick the Great, v. 05, 66

Freedom, Antiquity of, ii. 188

< Point of Water, To Find,

Freight, v. 405

French, Abbreviations employed
iu, iii. 317

Adjectives, i. 42, 78, 86, 87,
114, 115

Article, i. 2, 19, 78, 207, 214

Auxiliaries, Use of, i

Correspondence in, iv. 53, 99,

147, 195, 227, 278, 350; v. 103,
150,214,301,383,384
Homonyms and Paronyms,

vi. 11.7, 182.

Lessons in, i. 2, 19, 42, 58, 77,

86, 106, 114, 131, 147, 174, 182,

206, 214, 235, 250, 270, 275, 294,
314, 332, 342, 355, 370, 394, 404 ;

ii. 10. 42, 74, 106, 138, 17

111. 2!>, 68, 114, 104, 21'J, 269, 317,
337, 354, 397, -406 ; iv. 21, 33, 68,
115, 132, 165, 218, 255, 288, 318,
365, 390 ; v. 3, 42, 79, 90, 123,
1 12, 170, 210, 250, 271, 310, 335,

366, 388, 405 ; vi. 18, 38, 74, 86,
100, 117, 138, 148, 106, 182, 222,
229, 241, 259, 283, 346
Lessons in, Key to Exercises

in, ii. J I, 43, 75, 108, 139, 175,
202. 2:;, 21,7. 277. -'"', 332,366,
387 ; iii. 11, 30, 69, 83, 106, 115,

144, 165, 190, 198, 222, 238, 271,
'J. .'.17,335, 33s, 371,407;

iv. 5, 22, y>, 70
Pronouns and Pronominal

Adjectives, i. -I ;, is.', 183, 206,

215, 235, 252, 27 i.

298,364,365
Headings in, iii. 10, 82, 106,

143, 190, 198, 238, 285, 301, 334,
370, 391 ; iv. 4, 5

Schools of Art, iii. 236.
Frendeet Worm of Abyssinia, iv.

361

Friction, iv. 31, 32 ; v. 273
Friendly Societies Registry, Sala-

ries and Examination for

Clerkships in, iv. 230
Frieze, The, i

Frisktnd, Discovery of, i. 101
Frog, The, ii. 111.

Frost, iii. 351

Fruit, Apocarpous, i. 348
Fruits and their Varieties, i. 280
Jfrutex terribilis, ii. :'.7<i

Fugprirsoue, Conjugation of, v.

Fulcrum, The, iii. 301

r, Thomas, r. 365
Full.

v.JM

368 ; vi. 3335
Km.mm tribe, The, v. 161, 169
Km-., v -'".

FUMM, Electric, v. 900
Future, Ac

O, Sound of, in French, i. 42

Galena, iii. :t22
;
vi. 400

Galipea trifoliate, ii-

Gallic,,,,,*. :, . .-., L7
Galvanism, Discovery of, v. 10-1

Galvanometer. A, t -J"l, 322

Reflecting, v. 322

Tangent, The, v. 823
Giuna, Vasco ile, i. I'M

Gamut, The, -.

Ganoids, Tho, v. 9
Garble, v. 405

Gard, Pont du, iii. 18
(i. irn.it, vi. 364

Garnishment, v. 405
Garth, Sir Sumwl,
Gas, Carbonic Acid, i. 128

Coal, ii. 363

Laughing, ii. 280
Gas Burner, Bunsen's, ii. 100
Giiscoitnie. Gei
i

Expansion of, by Heat, v. 400
Eftect of Pressure on the

Volume of, ii. lf:i

Specific Gravity of, v. 78
Gasteropoda, iii. 407 410
Gastric Juice, iv. 205 ; v. 369

Gauger, v. 405

Gauges, Battle of the, iii. 257

Gay, John, vi. 373

Gay-Lussac, Discovery made by,
ii. 399

Gazelle, The, iv. 59

Ga/.tte, v. 405

Geben, i. 62

Gehen, i. 62, 197
Geissler's Vacuum Tubes, vi. 198

Gelatine, iv. 204
Gender (English), iv. 348, 411

(French), iii. 337, 338, 354,

355,397,1398; iv. 33, 34

(German), iv. 238, 285

(Greek), ii. 66

(Spanish), v. 44

Generalisation, v. 86
Genitive (Greek), Import and Use

of, vi. 407
Genoa, Commerce of, vi. 300

Gentilia, vi.

Genus, A, ii. IS
; v. 190

Geognosy, iii. 385

Geography, Astronomical Prin-

ciples of, ii. -16, 44, 45, 79, 8t>

Discoveries in, during the
16th, 17th, 18th,19thCenturies,
i. 140 14a. 167170, 236238,
271, 272, 292294, 364-7366
French Discoveries in, i. 167,

193, 271, 272
Lessons in, i. 3, 40, 75, 100,

IK >, i .112, 364,
389 j ii. 4, 44, 79, 102, 143, 16i,
196, 231, 263, 299, 323, 355, 388,
389; iii. 2>;, 7i>. 11'.', 174, 21:1,

266, 305, 355 ; iv. 30, !>2, Hi-, 2 U,
316, 373 ; v. 35, 99, 175, 231
Russian Discoveries in, i.

167, 271, 272

Scriptural, i. 4, 5
Geological Formations, Botanical

Aspect of, iv. 257, 258

Geology, Lessons in. iii. 1, 56, 111,

159, 193, 241, 299, 351, 385 ; iv.

61, 11:;, 177. 290, 292, 357; v. 7,

71,135,198,267,328,392; vi.2t,

119, 161, 209, 305
Geometrical Perspective, ii. 161,

.'71, -:.'. ::IN. 888; iv. 23, 87,

Geometricians, Em
Geometry, Lessons in, i.

!'.\ 11::. I:-:, li'l. 209, 255, 2e7,
". :*:, 111 :

US, Its. li'l, 211.251. 284,807
Practic:i! , ,-s used

iii, i. Or., (Hi, 113, 111

voopaUof Llfeaad

G.T.ii.iu.-.-ii ,
..r( BUM ll R]

!,.:- i . n, i. ..'..'.: .

iv. 1.

-I, 71,

1(, 1

G.TIM. III. LMM&I ::. K- V ' Kx.T
CIHCH in, ii. 27, rs, 95, 119, 156,
1-0. B82. 2!7. 2-.:. .:i:,. :'.72. MM)

2, 43, 54, 78, 92, 128, 139,

158, 180, 243, 27H,
380 ; iv. i:i .

87, 1- 72; vi.

12,55,71, 1

271, 318

German, Readings in, iii. 21, 54,

78, 126, 15S
1 12, 358, 359

German, Speaking and Writirg
Exercises in, iv. 133-135, 174,
175

German Commerce, vi. 388390
Germany, Extent of, ii. 325, 326

Productions of. v. 82, 83
Gerund (Latin), ii. ISO

(Spanish), v. 228 ; vi 188

Gesneracete, ii. 345

Geysers, The.
Gibraltar, btraits of, ii. 208
Gil Bias, iii. r.lt

Gilding, iv. 42

Gin, iv. 380

Ginger, Oil of, v. 110

Ginseng, iii. 89

Giotto, or Amdolatto, ii. 28

Girders, Lattice, iii. 313

Gizzard, A, ii. 313
Glacial Deposits, The, vi. 210

Glaciers, iii. 351

Glance, Silver, vi. 400
Glands in Plants, ii. 25

Glasgow, University of, v. 173 -

175

Glasses, Different Kinds of, iii.

147

Glencoe, Massacre of, ii. 115 117

Globe, Construction of a, v. 231

Globes, Problems with the, iv. 403

Globularia, The, ii. 376

Glucose, iv. 310
Glue and Size, iv. 205

Glume, iv. 136

Gluten, iv. 241

Glycerine, v. 39

Glycocholic, iv. 205

Gn, Sound of, in French, i. 77

Gnaphalium. ii. 217

Gneiss, iv. 230

Gnu, The, 460
Gobi, or Shamo, iii. 174
Goethe's "

Faust," iii. 199

Gog and Magog, i. 5

Gold, iv. 42, 43 ; vi. 257

Goldsmith, Oliver, vi. 391

Goniatites, v. 7 J

Goniometer, A, vi. 50
Good Hope, Cape of, iii. 355

Goodwill, v. 405
Goodwin Sands, The, iii. 193

Gorboduc, or Ferrex and Porrex,
v. Ill

Gordon Riots, The, ii. 379381
Gorilla, The, iv. 96
Gothic Style of Architecture, iii.

113, 184
Goulard's Extract, v. 39
Government (Latin), v. 402404
Government Bonrd, Local, iv. 112
Governor Balls, The, vi. 386
Gower, John, iv. 149

Grace, Days of, iii. 47 : v. 359

Grnminulognt
285,363
Reporting:, iv. 187

Grammar, i. 5, 6.

(French), Hi. 337, 338, 354,

397, 406 : ir. 21391 ; v. 3 -407 ;

vi, 18346.
(German), iv. 237, 285, 334,

377
Gramme, Th.\

Electrical Machine, vi. 1S2

Graphite, or Plumbago, ii. 3K.

GmM Tree,

&>! Mi'l Kuhe. v. MB
.... .. .. . .

i,
i j.. r-. .. .

.,, .. . ..

noa. Univerml, Lav of,
. . ...

Ority. iv. 81
Attraction of

Centra of. Ui
Centre of. To Find Uw, Iii.

Specific. T. 7
8peUlc, TkbUw of. . 119

Spedac, To Dtermiu, T.

117. 118

Gray, the poet. vi. 3BI
Great bear, The, iv. 280

11. 77, 131, 1. MS. 827. 374 .

iii. 28, 59, W. 140, 190. 276. 840
Great Britain, Animal ai.

table Production* of, iv. ML
.354

European Analogues of, IT.

385,386
Great Go, iii>229

Great Rebellion, The, i. 350, 409 ;

ii. 2J

Greatest Common Measure, iii.

247
Greece, vi. 172, 173
Ureek. Lessons in, ii. 2, 31, 08, 98.

Ii*, 154,306.
i. 2, 51.90.

122. 1

394; v. 10, 54, 10 J. 172. 1W.25S,
339, 380; vi. 6, 35. 78. 89, 154,

163, 195, 227, 266, 29, 338, 388,
407

Key to Lessons in, ii. 68, 181,

164, 196, 230, 259. -

391 ; iii. 7, 51, 155, 206, 2

340, 387; iv. 27, 91, 1

250, 308, 356; v. 12, Io7, 173, Ml,
381 ; vi. 7, 36. 79, 135, 300

Readings in, iv. 77. 131. 162,

25173267381 ; v. 47, 93, 157, 230,

291,357
Architecture, ii. 129

Art, L 303

Greene, Robert, v. 112

Greensand, Upper and Lower, vi

120,121
Greenstone, iv. 178

Gregorian Calendar, The, v. 69

Greiiville, Sir Richard, i. 311

313; iii. 117

Grits, Coomhola, The, T. 72
Gross, i. 396 ; v. 405
i.;- M :'. :r:.: :i- r lOBBMkH "Tt,

iii. 191

Grove's Battery, T. 167169
Gru-Grn, The, v. 31

Guaiacum, The, ii:

Guardian, The. vi. 320

Guarantee, v. 405
Guinea Worm, The, iv. 361

Gulf, A, ii. 2:11

Gulf Stream, The, iv. 92. 194
Gulliver's Travels, iii. 28, 29 ; vi.

352
Gun-Cotton, To Prepare, iv. 842

Gunpowder, iii. 108
To Fire by Electricity, Y. 16

Gunter's Chain, The, L 367, T. 12,
HO
Scale, i 113

Gymnophonia, iv. 199

Gypsum, vi. 365

H Aspirate, in Shorthand
Sound of, in French.

Habeas Corpus, ii. tU

Haben (German), i. 37, 130, 163 1

v. 335.371
Haber (Spanish), Conjugation ol,

r '.
'

Hail, vi. 185

Hales, John. T. 364
Hall, Bishop, iii. 352

Halley, .

Halogens, The, iL 369; vi. 400
H.I;

,
-.. .-i
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Hamamelidaceee.or Witch. Hazels,
iii. 135

Hamainelis Virginea, The, iii.

351

Hammer, The Philosopher's, ii.

205

Hampden, John, i. 350, 352

Hand, The, i. 355 ; v. 127

Handwriting, i. 149, 181

Business, Specimens of, ii.

97
Different Kinds of, i. 60

German, i. 37 ;
ii. 321, 322

Modern Greek, ii. 385

Legal, ii. 208, 256

Official, ii. 33, 64, 128

Hanger, The, in Writing, i. 68

Hanse, The, Influence and Utility
of, vi. 406

Hanse League, Decline of, vi.

406,407
Hanseatic League, The, vi. 389

Hapsburg, Counts of, iv. 141
Hare and RaTabit, The, iii. 383
Harmotone, vi. 333

Harp, Marloye's, vi. 329

Harrogate Water, ii. 235

Hartshorn, Spirits of, ii. 290

Hastings, Warren, i. 374

Hastings Sand, The, vi. 120

Hat-money, v. 405

Hatchetine, vi. 50
Haus (German), Idiomatic Use

of, i. 197

Hawthorn, The, i. 401

Hayti, Discovery of, i. 102

Hazel-nut, vi. 392

Hazelrig, Sir Arthur, i. 350

Head, Man's, v. 63
Headon Series, The, vi. 162

Health, Bill of, v. 341

Hearing, Acuteiiess of, i. 162
Hearn's Discoveries, i. 236

Heart, The, vi. 61, 124

Heat, v. 273, 337, 410 ; vi. 56, 138

Absorbing Power of, vi. 138

Latent, ii. 204
Various Effects of, v. 411,

412
Material and Dynamical

Theories of, v. 273
Power of Transmitting, vi.

138

Radiant, vi. 137

Specific, vi. 56
Transmission of, vi. 57

Heavens, Appearance of, in Dif-
ferent Latitudes, iv. 279281

Hebeustreitia dentata, ii. 376
Heliaiithus, The, ii. 210
Helix labyriuthica, The, vi. 162
Helix saxicavn, iv. 240, 271

virgata, iv. 240
Hellenic .Race, The, vi. 131

Helminthes, The, iv. 239

Helminthozoa, ii. 241

Helvella, Tne Genus, v. 367

Hematite, Brown, Bed, iii. 178 ;

vi. 258

Hemiptera iii. 34

Hemisphere, ii. 80

Hemispheres, Magdeburg, v. 299

Hempstead Beds, The, vi. 162,

Hernpworts, iv. 29
Henbane or Hogbane, ii. 89: iv.

185
Hencke's New Asteroid, v. 191
Her (German), i. 245

Herbert, George, vi. 28

Heresy, Statute of, i. 254 ; iii. 118
Hero's Fountain, v. 251

Herodotus, Readings from, v. 47,
48

Herrick, Robert, vi. 29

Herring-bone Work, iii. 216

Herschel, Sir William, Discoveries
of, iv. 314

Heulandite, or Epistilbite, vi. 333
Heywood, v. 327
Hibbertia volubilis, iii. 376

Highlands, European, ii. 300,
301

High Lights, Treatment of. vi.

88,89
Hilum, The, iv. 242

Himalaya Mountains, The, iii.

175
Hin (German), i. 245
Hindoo-Koosh Mountains, The,

iii. 175

Hindoos, vi. 313

Hindostan, iii. 214

Hipparchus, i. 41 ; iv- 1

Historic Sketches, i. 9, 49, 83, 120,

157, 177, 222, 252, 277, 311, 350,

372, 409 ; ii. 20, 59, 85, 115, 157,

167, 218, 253, 285, 317, 351, 379,
410 ; iii. 15, 37, 117, 130, 206, 251,

260, 315, 330, 363, 373, 392 ; iv.

1, 74, 140, 190, 223, 236, 340; v.

26, 65

Hobbes, Thomas, v. 365
Holland and Belgium, Produc-

tions of, v. 82

Holly, Common, ii. 402

Hollyhocks, iii. 280

Homer, Readings from, v. 157

Homogangliata, ii. 279

Honey-comb Bag, iii. 274

Honeysuckle, The, ii. 249

Hong-Kong, iii. 214

Honouring, v. 405

Hooker, Richard, v. 46
Hooks and Loops in Shorthand,

i. 248, 249

Hop, Common, iv. 29

Horace, Readings from, iv. 181,
182

Horizon, Dip of the, iv. 382

Rational, Sensible, iv. 338
Visible and Sensible, vi. 323

Hornblende Family, The, vi. 332

Horse-Chestnuts, iii. 233

Horse-power, iv. 85

Hortor, Construction of, iii. 170
Hottentot Fig Marigold, The, iii.

137

Hottentots, The,_vi. 401

House, v. 405

Fly, The, iii. 81, 82

Houses, Private, Architecture of,
iii. 411, 412

Hudibras, vi. 159
Hudson Bay Territory, iv. 245
Human Figure, To Draw the, ii.

199-202, 253266, 392394
Face and Head, To Draw,

ii. 327329, 392
Face and Head, Shading of,

iii. 39-41
Physiology, v. 63, 126, 190,

254, 305, 369; vi. CO, 124, 180,

244, 334

Race, Varieties of the, vi.

72-74
Humboldt, Baron von, Explora-

tion of, i. 236, 237

Humour, Vitreous, i. 31

Hunt, Leigh, vi. 404
Hunter's Screw, iv. 12

Hyacinth, vi. 364

Hyalea, iv. 39

Hyde, Edward, Earl of Clarendon,
vi. 256

Hydnoracees, iv. 16

Hyduum, The Genus, v. 367

Hydrate, ii. 236

Potassic, or Caustic Potash,
iii. 108

Hydraulic Ram, The, v. 207

Hydraulics, v. 167

Hydro-Carbon, ii. 362
Electric Machine, Arm-

strong's, iv. 211

Hydrocyanic or Prussic Acid,
ii. 399

Hydrogen, ii. 168170
Antimoniuretted, iii. 285

Arseniuretted, iii. 234
Peroxide of, ii. 235, 236

Persulphide of, iii. 45

Phosphuretted, iii. 80

Seleniuretted, 3, 79 .

Sulphuretted, Metals pre-
cipitated by, iii. 46

Telluretted, iii. 79

Hydroid Coeleuterata, iii. 264

Hydrometer, v. 118

Nicholson's, v. 118

Hydropeltis purpurea, iii. 376

Hydrophyllacese, ii. 344

Hydrostatics, iv. 332, 388; v. 6,

52, 78, 117, 166, 180, 207, 218,
251

Hydrozoa, ii. 146, 147

Hydride, ii. 147

Hygrometers, vi. 104

Hymensea verrucosa, ii. 153

Hymenoptera, iii. 34

Hyperbola, Problems on the, ii.

307, 308

Hypericacese, or Tutsans, iii. 233

Hyphen, The, i. 2, 31

Hypochlorous Acid, ii. 400

Hyposulphide, Sodium, iii. 109

Hypothecation, v. 405

I, Sound of, in French, i. 19
'

Iberian Peninsula, The, ii. 270

Icebergs, iii. 352
Iceland Moss, v. 97

Spar, iii. 129
Ice Plant, The, iii. 137

Ichthyosaurus, The, v. 393

Ideas, Association of, vi. 158
Idiomatic Phrases (German), i.

402
Idioms (French), i. 182, 235; ii.

107, 332, 364, 365, 386 ; iii. 29, 30,

68, 69, 114, 115
Idioms (German), i. 197, 282, 283,

324, 346, 382, 402; ii. 26, 180,
222, 246, 282, 314, 315, 340, 371,
405

; iii. 42, 90, 91, 138, 139, 178,

179, 226, 227, 277, 278, 326, 327,
378; 379 ; iv. 12, 78

(Latin), vi. 323, 324

Idocrase, vi. 364

Igneous Agency, iii. 241

Ignis fatuus, The, vi. 370
Ignoratio elenchi, vi. 13 ,

Ilicine, ii. 402

Illumination, Artificial, iv. 207
Circle of, ii. 6

Illuminator, An, v. 311

Illyrian Race, The, vi. 131

Imago, The, ii. 340

Impact, iv. 283
Collision or, iv. 220

Impatiens, The Genus, iii. 280

Imports, v. 405

Impulse, Tangential, ii. 5

In, Im (French), Nasal Sound of,
i. 58, 77

(Italian), iv. 339, 340
In forma pauperis, v. 405
la trausitu, v. 405
Incandescent System of Electric

Lighting, The, vi. 178

Inchoatives, iv. 235
Inclined Plane, The, iv. 10

Indemnity, v. 405

Indenture, v. 405

Independence of United States,
ii. 351

Index, i. 219 ; v. 405
and Coefficient, Difference

between, iv. 246

India, v. 18
Architecture in, ii. 65, 66

East, Company, ii. 157
Excavated Temples of, ii. 65
French and Portuguese Pos-

sessions in, iii. 214
How England became pos-

sessed of, i. 372 375

Office, Salaries and Examiiia-
nation for Clerkships in, iv. Ill
West, Islands, iv. 170

Indian Civil Service, v. 29

Fire, White, iii. 284

Islands, East and West, v.

18, 19

Indies, East, iii. 121

West, Mineral Products of,
v. 178

Indigo, ii. 153 ; v. 165
Indo-Germanic or Indo-European

Stem, ii. 14

Indorse, v. 405
Induced Electrical Currents, vi.

196, 197

Induction, iv. 175 ; v. 375
or Utilitarian Morality, vi.

107110
Coils, vi. 197

Inductorium, The, vi. 197

Industry and Commerce, British,
vi. 340

Infallibility, Doctrine of, iii. 315

Inferiority, Comparative of, i.

114
Infinitive (German), i. 238 ; iii. 315

(Spanish), vi. 187

Inflection, Correct, i. 378, 379,

406,407
Exercises on, ii. 2931, 50,

51

Inflorescence, i. 216

Mixed, i. 218

Infusoria, ii. 115 ;
iii. 352

Inland Revenue, Salaries and Ex-
amination for Clerkships in,
iv. 229

Insecta, Classification of, ii. 337
340 ; iii. 34

Insects, Nexiroyterous, vi. 81

Insolvent, v. 405

Inspectorship, Deed of, v. 405
Instauratio Magna, v. 47
Instruments, Refracting, v. 247

249

Insurance, v. 405

Policy of, vi. 221

Integer, i. 13

Intellect, The, v. 85
Interest, v. 405

Compound, iii. 3 ; v. 358

Reversionary, vi. 252

Simple, ii. 402 ; iii. 2
and Profits, vi. 324327

Interjections (Ensdish), vi. 114.
362

(German), vi. 254, 255, 3-13

(Greek), vi. 196

(Italian), vi. 198

(Spanish), vi. 91, 375

Interludes, v. Ill

Interrogation, Note of, i. 51
Intuitiveor SentimentalMorality,

vi. 156159
Inversion (Spanish), vi. 375
Investment, v. 405

Invoice, v. 405

Book, The, iv. 202, 203
Involucrum, The, i. 2l6 ; ii. 57
Involution, or liaising of Powers,

iv. 246, 247,

lo, Sound of, in French, i. 58
Iodine, Various Kinds of, ii. 399 ;

iii. 31, 32, 382, 383
Oxide of, iii. 32

lolite, vi. 364
Ionic Order of Architecture, ii.

193
I O U, v. 405

Ipecacuanha, ii. 273

Ireland, Conquest of, iii. 15, 16,

37,38
Products of, iv. 321
Union of, with Great Britain,

iii. 39
Yellow Sandstones of, v. 9
and Scotland, Union of, with

England, Events leading to,
iii. 39

Iridium, Ore of, vi. 50
Iris, The, i. 34, 65, 281, 305
Iron, iii. 178 ; vi. 257

Age, The, vi. 305
Ore, Magnetic, vi. 258, 331

Ore, Spathic, iii. 178 ; vi. 399
Ore, Specular, iii. 178

Ores, iv. 227
Oxides of, iii. 239

; vi. 258;
Refining, iii. 239

Roasting and Smelting, iii.

178

Sulphate of, vi. 365

Ironsand, The, H. 178

Ironstone, Clay, vi. 399

Island, An, ii. 196

Islands, Spice, The, iii. 121

Isles, The, i. 5
Isobarometric Lines, vi. 40

Isoeteee, or Quill Worts, iv. 303

Isopoda, iii. 163
Isothermal Lines, vi. 41

Israel, Kings over, iii. 363, 364
Isthmus, An, ii. 196

Italian, Exercises for Practice in,
iv. 126, 127, 156-158
Lessons in, iii. 14, 58, 102,

148, 202, 244, 298, 346, 394 ; iv.

29, 63, 93, 126, 157, 189, 242, 298,
339, 403; v. 22, 58, 83, 115, 154,
182, 222, 242, 275, 'JU, 349, 373,
409 ; vi. 2, 42, 66, 106, 131, 170,
198, 234, 261, 290

Architecture, Palatial and
Rural, iv. 10
Pronunciation of, iii. 14, 102

Republics, The, iii. 392 ; vi.

268, 300

States, Small, vi. 302

Ivy, The Common, iii. 89

,T, Sound of, in French, i. 42
To Form the Letter, i. 241

Jacaranda mimosifolia, ii. 375
Jackson Port, i. 194

Jaggery, v. 32

Jalap, ii. 344
James II., Synopsis of Life and

Reign of, ii. 87

Japanese Empire, The, iii. 214

Jar, Spotted, The, iv. 311

Jargon, vi. 361
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Jars, OUn. n. 1-1

JumlnaoeiB, iii. 17
.

. .... " -"

Junrti-. Tin- Kiv.-r. i. 272

aud Jeglicher (German),

i. Judge, 11. 86. 87

:h, K>0 Of, 1. W

Jerusalem, Capture of, by Cm-

- Christian Kings of. IT. 4- Fall of,

Jetum Christ. The Poor Fellow-
Boldlen of, IT. 9

.Il't.iillll. V. tU'

Jew of Miiltsi. Tli.-, v. 112

John, Kins', tuid Magna Chortu,

Tiler, i. 223

Johnson, Dr., vi. 391

Jonsou, U. n.

Journal, The, i. 48; ii. 348, 310,

367, 368 ; iii. 328, 329
j

iv. 6, 7
Juan Fernandez, iv. 316, 374
Judas, Head of, ii. 328

:ient, v. 86

Juggernaut, Temple of, Ii. 66
Julian Style, The, v. 69

Julus, The, ii. 314

Junction, Line of, or Line of

Apsides, ii. 5

Juugerniannise, or Scale-mosses,

Jupiter, v. 194, 257- Capitoliuus, Temple of, ii.

257
Jurassic Formation, The, v. 392

Juries, and their privileges, ii.

60,61
Jim. Verdict of a London, ii.

.-,:> ;2

Jnstiniau, English, The, iii. 15

Juvenal, Readings from, v. 125,
126

K, Sound of, in French, 1. 42
To Form the Letter,

Kalahari Desert, The, iii. 30 J

Kuhnia hitifoliu, iii. 48

Kalotrope Discs, The, vi. 194, 195

Pilkington's, v,

Hose's, vi. 881,

Kant, vi. 70

Kaoliue, iii. 147 ; vi. 331

Kut, or Gat, iii. 48

Keats, John, vi. 401

Keeps, Norman, iv. 8

Kelp, iii. 31

Kepler, iv. 82

Kepler's Laws, ii. 4, 5; iv. 82, 169

Ketones, or Acetones, v. 38
, The, v. 269

Fossils of, v. 329

Key-note. The, i. 27, 28
Khasia Hills, The, iii. 112

Kidneys, The, vi. 181

Kildare, Curragh of, iv. 321

Kingdom, Animal, iv. 61, 62

United, Chart of Floral

Regions of, iv. 195

United, Climate, Soil, Lati-

tude of, Bauifall of, iv. 193, 194

Kirk's Lambs, ii. 86

Kitaibelia, The, iii. 280

Kitchen-middens, vi. 306
Knife and Cautery, Galvanic, The,

v. 290
Kn ii;h t H of St. John of Jerusalem,

iv. 2, 3

Templars, or Bed Cross

Knights, iv. 14
Koh-i-Noor, The, vi. 258

Konnen, Tenses of, i. 210

Kreasote, v. 164

Krunen8tern,Admiral,Discoveries
of, i. 271

Kuscus, The. T. 402

Kyanite, vi. 364

Kyd, Thomas, v. 112

L, To Make the Letter, i. 36
L and LL, Sound of, in French, i.

19,77

Labiatw, or tho Lip-flower Tribe,

.iud Warn, ri. 308311
l..iw M

r.->|.,,-t,.u-.
i. 2.1

Statute of, i. 224
Labrador 1 1.-.

liodon. The, T. 888

Latiyrinthodouta, iv. 199
Lao (Indian term), vi. 92

Lac(reiiu), v. IM
mal Sinus, The, iii. 403

Lacteal*, iv. 206

Lactose, iv. 310

Lactuca, ii. 210

Lading, Bill of. v. 341

>io, iv. 310
Lake, A, ii. 231

Deposits, vi. 305

Lakes, African, iii. 306

American, iv. 168

Asiatic, i.'i. 171

European, ii. 301

Lamp, Davy, The, ii. 364

Duboscq's, v. 264

Perpetual, iv. 207

Lampblack, ii. 336 ; vi. 265

Lamps, Electric, v. 227, 264, 265

Highley'a, v. 375

Lancaster, Joseph, v. 221

Laucelet, The, iv. 104
Land and Bent, vi. 356359

Surveying, Lessons in, v. 260,

332,385
Landing Account, vi. 92

Waiter, vi. 92

Langland, iv. 149

Langton, Stephen, iii. 117, 118

Language, i. 6

Classical, ii. 2

English, Number of Words
in, i. 138

Written.Characters employed
in, i. 30

Languages, Romance, iv. 141

Lapis lazuli, vi. 364

Larch, The, vi. 264, 354

Larkspur Tribe, The, i. 319
Larva, ii. 340

Laryngoscope, The, iii. 399

Larynx, The, iii. 398, 399; vi.

335
Latin, Key to Exercises in, i. 09,

203, 231, 263, 298, 331, 359 ; ii.

20, 55, 85, 123, 151, 191, 251, 383,

404; iii. 19, 75, 123, 171, 213,

263, 309, 367, 404; iv. -1.

107, 151, 200, 235, 275, 323, 373 ;

v. 19, 93, 177, 283 ; vi. 23
Lessons in, i. 14, 38, 70,

98, 142, 166, 202, 230, 262, 298,
330, 358, 388 ; ii. 18, 54, 83, 122,

150, 190, 210, 250, 274, 310, 350,

382, 403; iii. 18, 74, 122, 170,
JIJ, 2<i2, 307, 365, 403; iv. 20,
58, 106, 150, 205, 234, 274, S22,
371 ; v. 19, 91, 147, 214, 282, 342,
402; vi. 21, 82, 154, 214, 281,

323,386
Pronunciation of, i. 15

Readings in, iv. 43, 82, 124,
181, 211, 301, 358; v. 50, 125,

179, 307, 398

Sentence, Emphatic Position
in, i. 71

Style of Architecture, ii. 257

Latitude, ii. 103, 143 ; vi. 322
and Longitude, iv. 402
Parallels of, ii. 144 ; vi. 332

" Latitude in," vi. 361

Lauraccm, iii. 378
Laurentian Bocks, The, ir. 292

Lay Days, vi. 92

Layer, Granular, Tho, i. 34

Lazzaretto, vi. '.'-'

Le, when not an Article, i. 333

Lead. iii. 322, 382 ; vi. 257

Acetate, v. 39
Iodide of, iii. 382
Peroxide of, iii. 382

Plaster, v. 39

Bed, iii. 382

Sulphate of, vi. 365
White, iii. 382

Leaf, Different Forms of, i. 127,

128, 151154
Lease, or Tack, vi. 92
Least Common Multiple, iii. 247
Leather, iv. 205
Leaves and their Use*, i. 82

Change of, i. 184, lt>>

Plant*.- Narration or Venation of, L- Organ* which look like, L 1M

bMtorn, 'in,-. |U Ufl

Ledger, The, i. 47; U. 368, 407-
w>. in. .,2. 0, u. ",.,,--,

Lee, ;;..Uianiel, vi. 956
I

l-v. 'Hi", r, i-'7. 12-.

Legs, False, ii. in
Legume, i. 281 ; ii. 121

Legumino, iv. 204
LeguminowB, ii. 121, 152
Lemonia spectabilis iii. 384
l..-]ii..!i--r.i^-., iv. Y.'f,

Lemons, Oil of, v. 110

Length, Measure* of, i. ; 366;-'Subdivision* of, i. 867

Lens, Crystalline, i. 34
I..-II-.-M, iv. :'*',

Lepidodcndron, The, v. 136

Lepiiolito, vi.

Lepidoptera, iii. 34
Letter of Credit.Marque, Licence,
vL92

Letters, Business, French, iv. 53,

99, 100, 147, 195, 196, 227, 228,

278, 279, 350, 351 ; v. 103, 150,

151, 244, 215. 301, 302- Capital, French, Use of, vi.

150- Curved, Formation of-i. 173- German, Sounds of, i. 26- Patent, vi. 221

Letter-writing, Specimens of, i.

171, 172

Leucite, vi. 332
Levari facias, yi.

92

Level, Alteration of. Caused by
Earthquakes, iii. 301

Leverage, Principle of, iii. 304

Levers, Three Orders of, iii. 318,
336

Leyden Jar, The, iv. 274

Pane, The, iv. 311

Liabilities, vi. 92

Lias, The, v. 392, 393
Libration in Latitude, v. 133

Lichens, v. 33, 97

Lichtenberg's Figures, iv. 370

Liebeu, Present Indicative of , i.38

Lien, vi. 92

Light, iii. 1- and Shade in Trees, ii. 79- Laws of, i. 33- Reflection of, iv. 2-iS Jl:>, :~.,- Sources of, iv. 1.- Velocity of, iv. 216- Wave Theory of, iv. 216

White, iv. 344

Light-giving agents, iv. 207

Lights, Hign, ii. 72, 73
Lighterage, vi. 92

Lightning, vi. 280- and Electricity, Resemblance
between, v. 74
and Thunder, vi. 186- Conductor, v. 75

Lignine, iv. 242

Lignum Vita), iii. 324

LiKuliflorse, ii. 209

Lilly, John, v. 45, 112

Lime, The, iii. 232, 234- Carbonate of, vi. 399- Phosphate of, vi. 399- Slaked or Hydrate of, iii. 129

Limestone, iii. 386- Carboniferous, Fossil* of, v.

198

Mountain, iii. 386 ; v. 71

Limitations, vi. 92
Limited Liability, vi. 98
Limuanthaceffi, iii. 281

LinaoetB, or Flax-worts, iii. 324
Line-Definition of a. i. 29

- Horizontal, or Line of Sight,- To Draw a, i. 7,8
Lines, Isobarometric, vi. 40- Isothermal, vi. 41-

Retiring, iii. 167- Retiring, and Planes, Prin-

ciples relating to, i. 72- Bight, Centre of Gravity of,

Linear Expansion, Co-efficient of,
v. 337- Measure, i. 367

I. ,...-.:, .,..,, .,.. 21J

irkffs.tv.8M
I! r. ...... H M

I . -- .-a' T' . LM
Liquid, Imperial, and I*ry MM,awLLM

Bonds (French), i. 77
i.

, dfettoa, rt M
Liquids, The. in Animal., IT. SO*- Pressure of, v. 6, 7-

Specific Gravity of. v. 78, 1 17
Lftn M I . i -

Literature (Bnffttoh) More the
Age of Chaucer,

Lttbsn* i fij
Lithia, Lithium, Ui. 100
I.:'!,. 10(7, m 1,

'

"Little Go," The, UL
Liver (Human), The, v. CM- Secretion of the, v. 370
Liverwort, iv. 388
Livingstone, Travel* of, in Africa,

Livy, Readings from, iv. 211, 212
Llandeilo Series, The, iv. ss

I.liiu .-, Ti..-, :v. :;l-
,

\. 17-

UOJ >.'-..:. ;._- Bond*, vi. 92

Loadstone, iii. 178

Loam, iiL 886
Loan, to Contract a, vi. 411

Loben, Conjuration of, i. 150

Lobster,The Nervous Sykteiu in a,- The Eyes of a. i. 98- and Crayfish, The, iii. 255

Lob-worm, The, ii. 280

Locke, John, v. 220 ; vi. 287

Lodes, iii. 57

Lodge, Thomas, v. 112

Log, The, To Keep, vi. 321

Log-book, The, vi. 9-4!

Loganiaceas, iv. 65

Logarithms, Common System of.
vi. 165, 166- Lessons in, vi. 43, 110, 165,

228,260.- Nature and Use of, vi. 43,

110. Ill- Tables of, vi. 228. 229
Logic, Lessons in, v. 188,245, 308,

373 ; vi. 12, 68

Logograms, i. 62, 264

Logwood, v. 165
London Clay, The, vi. 162
London University, The, iv. 808,

331, 386-388 ; v. 277, 278
Longitude, ii. 103, 143 ; vi. 322

Louiceraceffi, The, ii. 246

Loranthacee, iv. 15
Lord's Prayer, iv. 141, 142

Lovelace, Sir Richard, vi. 9
Lucernaridee, ii. 147
Ludlow Group, The, iv. 357

Series, The, iv. 893

Lunacy Commission Office, Sala-
ries and Examination for Clerk-

ships in, iv. 228
Lunar Distances, iv. 213

Lungs, ThB) rLMA _i/.

Lutzen, Battle of, iv. 884

Lychnis, The, i. 881

Lycoperdons, v. 368

Lycopodiaceae, iv. 303

Lyuinea stagnalis. The, iv. 158

Lymph, vi. 61

Lymphatics, v. 370

M, Sound of, in French, i. 48

Machinery, Elements of, iv. 84
M:i, U..I-. v. 2

Madder, v. 165

Magdeburg Hemispheres, T. 299

Magellanic Clouds, The, vi. 830

Magenta, v. 165

"Magistrates, Minor for," iv.

351

Magna Charta. L 157159
Magnesia, iiL 130

Magnesium, iiL 130

Magnet, Horse-shoe, vi. 66

Magnets, Electric, vi. 65, 98
Magnoliaceso iii 375

Magnolia.. The. iii. 375

Magyar*,'!:
Mahomet, iiL S73
M.,.,. Unoti BO
Maize, v. 200, 216

Strait of, iii. 181
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Malachite, vi. 399

Malay, The, vi. 314

Malaysia, v. 35

Mallow, The Tree, iii. 280

Malope trifida, iii. 280

Malpighiacese, iii. 232

Malpighian Vessels, ii. 339

Malvaceae, iii. 280

Mammalia, iv. 327331, 401
Mammaliferous Crag, Fossils of

the, vi. 209
Man (German), i. 238

Antiquity of, vi. 305
Mancher (German), i. 346

Manchineel, The, iv. 28

Mandamus, vi. 92

Mandate, vi. 92

Mandator, The, vi. 92

Mandatory, vi. 92

Mandeville, Bernard, vi. 320

Mandrake, The, ii. 89 ; iv. 185

Manganese, iii. 177
Oxides of, vi. 259

Manganic, iii. 178

Mango, iii. 191

Manifest, vi. 92

Manihot, The Genus, iv. 29
Manna, vi. 354
Manometers, v. 399
Manor houses, iv. 9

Mantis, The Praying, iii. 35
Mantle, The, in Fish, iii. 361

Maples, iii. 232

Map-making, v. 175
Maps, ii. 144, 232, 233, 269, 300,

301, 324, 356
and Projection, v. 176, 232

Marble, iii. 386 ; iv. 231

Forest, vi. 25

Marchantise, iv. 368

Margarodite, vi. 332
Margosa Tree, The, iii. 232
Marigold, The, ii. 210
Mariner's Lights, The, vi. 280
Marinus of Tyre, i. 77
Mariotte's Tube, v. 383
Marl, A, iii. 386
Marlowe, Christopher, v. 112

Maiioye's Harp, vi. 329

Marrum, The, v. 303
Mars, The Planet, v. 193
Marsh Gas, ii. 362

Mallow, iii. 280
Heed, The, v. 217

Marston, v. 327

Marsupials, The, iv. 328
Marsupium, A, i. 66

Martin, The, ii. 239, 240

Martynia, The Genus, ii. 375
Massicot, iii. 382
Massinger, Philip, v. 325
Master, vi. 92
Mastic Tree, The, iii. 191

Mastication, v. 369

Mastodon, The, vi. 209
Matches, iii. 80
Mate", or Paraguay Tea, iv. 374
Material, Adjectives denoting

(German), i. 94
Materials, Eaw, iv. 145 147
Matter in Rotation, iii. 2

- or Material Substances,
Forms of, i. 225

Mauna Loa, iii. 241

Mauve, v. 165

Maximum, vi. 92

May Fly, The, iii. 35 ; vi. 82
Mayuooth Battery, The, v. 169
Maytenus macrocarpus, The, iii.

Measure, Angular, i. 395
A or An before a Noun de-

noting, in French, i. 271
Binary, i. 146, 211

Cloth, i. 367
Dry, i. 395
Four Pulse, i. 146, 212
Greatest Common, in Al-

gebra, iii. 247
Greatest Common, To Find

i. 126

Linear, i. 367
Liquid, i. 395
Six Pulse, i. 213
Square and Cubic, iii. 269
Three Pulse, i. 146, 212
Trinary, i. 146

Measurement, Goods, vi. 92
Heo-hanics, iii. 12, 49, 92 124 151

200, 287, 304, 318, 335, 350, 365,
372, 396 ; iv. 10, 31, 52, 79, 84,
97, 127, 187, 220, 283.

Median Kingdom, iii. 131

Mediterranean Sea, Length and
Depth of the, ii. 268

Medium, Circulating, v. 358

Medulla, or Pith, i. 81

Medusidse, ii. 147

Meerschaum, vi. 332

Melanite, vi. 364
Melia Azederach, The, iii. 232
Melville Peninsula, Discovery of,

i. 194

Membrane, Hyaloid, i. 34

Memory, The, v. 85

Mener, Idiomatic Use of, i. 316

Menispermacese, iii. 324

Mensuration, Lessons in, v. 12,

76, 140, 236
Mental Operations, v. 188
Mercator Sailing, vi. 397
Mercator's Projection, v. 175, 176 ;

vi. 398

Merchant, vi. 92

Mercury,Height of, in Barometer,
How affected, v. 318, 319, 346,
347
or Quicksilver, iii. 382
The Planet, v. 68

Meridian, The, ii. 102, 103; iv.

280 ; vi. 322
The First, ii. 143

Merissa, or African Beer, v. 216

Mesembryacese, or Ficoids, iii.

136

Mesembryanthemum fulgidum,
iii. 137

Metacarpus, v. 127

Metacentre, The, v. 166

Metairie, vi. 358

Metal, Bell, Britannia, Gun, Spe-
culum, iii. 240

Metalloids, The, ii. 36

Metals, The, ii. 36 ; iii. 96, 147

Diatomic, Monatomic, ii. 37
Division and General Proper-

ties of, iii. 96

Electro-positive and Electro-

negative, v. 129

Expansion of, v. 337
General Properties of, iii. 96

Noble, .ii. 132 ; iii. 382

Proper, iii. 147, 382
Triatomio and Tetratomic,

ii. 37

Metamorphic System, The, iv.

230, 231

Metamorphosis, ii. 46, 47, 358
Metathesis, ii. 358 ; v. 380

Metayer, vi. 358

Meteorites, v. 359, 360

Meteorology, vi. 40, lOi, 184, 280,
369

Meteors, Aqueous, vi. 104

Toy for Exhibiting Effects

of, vi. 128

Metronome, The, i. 273

Metropolis, ii. 373

Mettre, Idioms relating to, i. 235 ;

ii. 138

Mexico, Conquest of, iii. 236, 237

Mica, iii. 386 ; iv. 178

Family, The, vi. 332

Microlestes, v. 269

Micronesia, v. 36

Microphone, Hughes's, vi. 285

Microscope, The, v. 24S, 249, 311

314, 375378
Middle Latitude Sailing, vi. 397
Middleton, v. 327

Midi, Meaning of, i. 131

Mildew, vi. 33

Milk, iv. 241

Sugar of, iv. 310 ; v. 39 ,

Mill, Barker's, or the Wheel of

Recoil, v. 182

Millet, v. 216

Milton, John, i. 199 ; v. 220 ; vi.

8486, 125127
Mimosa Tribe, The, ii. 121

Mind, Faculties of the, v. 85
Mineral, Definition of a, vi. 49

Deposits, Bedded, iv. 226

Products, Distribution of, iv.

226, 257, 321, 322

Mineralogy, iii. 1, 385 ; vi. 49, 113,

175, 257, 331, 364, 399

Minerals, Effects of Weak Cur-
rents on, vi. 8
in Veins, iv. 226

Specific Gravity of, vi.

and Metals produced in the
United Kingdom, iv. 290

Mines, Ventilation of, vi. 38

Miuiuium, vi. 92

Minium, or Red Lake, iii. 383

Mint, Salaries and Examination
for Clerkships in the, iv. 229

Minuit, Meaning of, i. 131
Miracle Plays, v. 110

Mirage, The, vi. 369

Mirbane, Essence of, v. 165

Mirrors, Cylindrical or Conical,
v. 57

Plane and Convex, Decep-
tions practised in, iv. 248, 276

Mispickel, iii. 284 ; vi. 400

Mist, vi. 104

Mistletoe, The, iv. 16
Mit (German), Use of, i. 197

Mites, The, iii. 212
Mitraria coccinea, ii. 346

Mitrati, The, v. 367

Modulation, Appropriate, ii. 187

Modulator, The, i. 145, 146

Mogen (German), i. 210

Moi, Toi, Lui, Eux, after QUE,
Use of, i. 115

Molay, James de, iv. 3

Mole, The, i. 334336
Molecular Music, vi. 347

Molecule, A, ii. 2

Mollusca, The, i. 97, 322, 387
Molluscoida, ii. 83

Molluscs, Bivalve, iii. 359362
Molucca Islands, iii. 121

Molybdenum, iii. 240
Moment of Power, or Resistance,

iii. 301

Momentum, The, iv. 98

Monarque, The Grand, ii. 411

Monde, Gens, Idioms relating to,
iii. 114

Money, vi. 394
and Banking, vi. 394396
of Accounts, i. 395

Mongolian Race, The, vi. 311

Monkey Flower, ii. 177
Monkwearmouth Pit, The, iv. 227
Monochord, The, i. 91 ; vi. 328

Monocotyledonous plants, i. 281

Monopoly, vi. 92

Monsoons, The, vi. 64

Montfort, Simon de, i. 177

Montgolfier, The, or Fire Balloon,
v. 298

Mood (English), v. 323

Subjunctive (German), i. 382
Moods (French), iv. 219

(Greek), iv. 26 ; vi. 338

(Italian), v. 116, 117, 242, 213 ;

vi. 263

(Latin), ii. 191

(Spanish), v. 227 ; vi. 187, 211,

212, 242, 243

Moon, The, ii. 4; v. 132134
Mountains of, iii. 306

Moonseed, Canadian, iii. 324

Morality, Intuitive or Senti-

mental, vi. 156
Moral Science, Lessons in, vi. 44,

107, 156

Morals, Moralities, The, v. 110

More, Sir Thomas, iv. 301

Morea, The, ii. 270

Morgarten, Battle of, iv. 141

Morphia, v. 109
Mortars and Cements, iii. 129

Mortgage, vi. 92

Mortgagee, vi. 92

Moses, iii. 331

Moslems, The, in Europe, iii. 373,
374

Mosses, iv. 232, 233, 303, 367

Moths, iii. 35

Motion, Laws of, iv. 97, 99

Viscous, vi. 210

Mould, vi. 34

Mousseline, v. 402

Movers, Prime, iv. 84, 85, 97
Mucor mucedo, The, vi. 33

Mud, or Silt, iii. 56, 386

Multiple, Least Common (in

Arithmetic, i. 134

Multiplicand, The, i. 54

Multiplication (in Arithmetic), i.

54, 55, 95, 110, 111 ; ii. 78, 79;
iii. 290

Chi Algebra), iii. 150, 151, 186,
187

Multiplier, The, i. 54
Munch' s Battery, v. 130
Muriatic Acid, ii. 400

Muschelkalk, The, v. 269

Muscles, v. 190

Muscovite, or White Mica, vi.

332
Muscular System, The, v. 190,'

191

Mushroom, The, v. 239, 287

Music, Lessons in, i. 27, 9(\ ] !.",

211, 273, 339, 403; ii. 51, I.-5.

188,228, 341, 394; iii. Gi, i>..->\

182, 196, 250, 347, 398; iv. oj,

120, 164, 266, 343, 362

Page's Galvanic, vi. 271

Progress in, To Test, i. iO
',

404
Science applied to, i. 90, 91

Vocal, To Write, i. 146
Musk Deer, The, iii. 402
Musk Ox, The, iii. 274

Mussel, Edible, iv. 152

Silk, iv. 152

Mussen, i. 210

Mustard, Oil of, v. 110

Muster, vi. 92

Mygale Family, The, ii. 353

Myriapoda, ii. 311314
Myristicacese, or Nutmegs, iii.

325

Myrtaceee, ii. 25, 26

Mysteries, v. 110

Mythology, ii. 358

N.

N, Sound of, in French, i. 42

Names, Proper, in German, i.

135

Nancy, Battle of, iv. 141

Narcotine, v. 109
Nares' Chant, iii. 250

Narthex, A, iii. 66
Nascent State, The, ii. 400

Nasturtiums, iii. 281

Natrolite, vi. 333

Nature, Sketching from, iii. 07.

167, 225, 291

Nautilus, The, i. 259 ; iv. 40 42

Nave, The, iii. 217

Navigation, Lessons in, vi. 321,

360, 397
Ne (Latin), Use of, ii. 404
Nebulae and Clusters, vi. 239
Nebular Hypothesis, The, vi. 210

Necromancy, ii. 358

Needle, Magnetised, v. 322

Negations (Latin), vi. 282

Negatives (French), i. 20

Negritos, vi. 401

Negro Head, The, ii. 329

Negroes, The, and other African
Races, vi. 344346, 401

Nemertes Borlasii, iv. 335

Nemophilas, The, ii. 345
Neolithic Age, The, vi. 305

Neology, ii. 359

Neophyte, ii. 359

Nepenthaceee, or Nepenths, iv. 16

Nepheline, vi. 332

Nephelium, The Genus, iii. 233

Neptune, v. 258

Discovery of, ii. 45

Nereis, The, ii. 280; iv. 336

Neroli, Essence of, iii. 232

Nerves, The, v. 191
Nervous System, The, v. 191, 192
Nessler's Test, ii. 290

Net, vi. 92

Netherlands, The, iv. 340342;
vi. 365367, 388, 406

Nettle Family, The, v. 402

Neuroptera, iii. 34

Neuropterous Insects, vi. 81
New World, Climate, Soil, and

Produce of, v. 177179, iO'.i,

210

Zealand, v. 101

Newt, The. iii. 145

Newton, Sir Isaac, iv. 160; vi.

287
Newton's Laws, Results of. iv.

212

Ngwa, The, iv. 272

Niagara, Falls of, iv. 168
Nicht (German), Use of, i. 103

Nickel, iii. 177

Copper, vi. 400

Glance, vi. 400

Nicotine, ii. 120 ; v. 108

Niger, The, iii. 306

Nightshades, ii. 89 ; iv. 14, ISo

Nile, The, iii. 306

Nitrate, Argentic, iii. 383

Barium, iii. 129

Cupric, iii. 321

Potassium, Nitre, iii. 108
- Sodium, iii. 109

Nitrates, vi. 399
Nitric Acid, ii. 273

'
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,'lycerine, T. 36
'.

.. hi,, ride of. ii. 400
115

Node*, The. iv. 401 ; v. 307
ml S..iind. .i. 94, 95

N..iiiiii,iii\f. I'-isii!-..!! of, in
!i Interrogative Ben-

Nopal Pliint, ni. l::7

.in St\|,-, 'I'll.-. i:i. 185

Normans Down with the, i. 40,

North-west Passage, Discovery

Norway, Commerce of, vi. 342, 406
Maid .-f.

Ni.rwi. vi. 209
Notnrv

.ii, Roman Method of, i. 23
Scales of, iii. 968
and Numeration, i. 13

Note, Chromatic, ii. 54; iv. 121

Circular, v. 358

Promissory, iii. 46 j vi. 238

Notes, Bought and Sold. v. 342

Consonance of, ii. 188

Dock Weight, v. 359

Length of, Notation of, i. 274
Mental Effects of, ii. 51, 52,

394,395
Principal, Character and Ef-

fects of, ii. 125, 136
Relation of, ii. ::tl

Notomuta, The, ii. 313
Notre-Dame (Paris), Church of,

iii. 114
Nouns (English), iv. 250, 251,

294, 411, 412 ; v. 14, 15

(French), i 59 ; ii. 10; iii.

337, 354, 397, 406, 407; iv. 115.

250. 271 ; vi. 75

(German), i. 61, 94, 102, 119;
iv. 238, 285, 286, 334, 335, 377

378; 11. 2: it

(German), Terminations of,
iv. 134

(Greek), ii. 98, 130, 195, 258

(Greek) and Adjectives, ii.

99, lii:i: i. !:'

(Italian), iv. 30, 63, 64 ;
vi. 199

(Latin), i. 98, 99, 142, 143, 230,

330,331
(Spanish), v. 41; vi. 123

Nucleobranchiata, or Heteropoda,
iii. 410

Null and Void, vi 186
Number (English), iy.

411 ; v. 14

Numbers, Abstract, i. 13

Composite, i. 126

Concrete, 1. 13
Local Value of, i. 13
Measure of, i. 126

Prime, i. 126

(French), Cardinal and Or-

dinal, i. 116

(French), Cardinal, Varia-
tions of the, iv. 69

(French), Ordinal, Observa-
tions on the, iv. 69

(German), Cardinal, v. 131

(German) Ordinal, v. 186

(Italian), Cardinal and Ordi-

nal, vi. 235

(Spanish), vi. 123

Numerals (French), Fractional,
iv. 115

German), v. 131, 186, 187

Greek), iii. 339, 386

Italian), vi. 235

Latin), ii. 122

Spanish), vi. 147, 148
Numeration and Notation, i. 13

Numinulites, vi. 162

Nut, The, i. 281

Nutation, iv. 401

Nutmeg Tree, The, iii. 325

Nuts, Our most Familiar, vi. 391

8N
Nux Vomica, iv. 65

Nvl-Ghau, The, or Blue Ox, iv. 60

Nymphidia, iv. 352

O

O, Sound of, in French, i. 19

Oases, iii. 306

Obelisk, The, or Dagger, i. 21R

Object, The (English), vi. 307

(Greek), vi. 384

Object* in Outline, Drawing of,
i M

with Retiring Side*, To
Draw, iii. 235

Obligation, vi. 158

Observatory, Royal, Greenwich,
iv. 21::

'

Ocean, Action of the, ii. 231 ; UL
193, 194

Oceans, The Five, ii. 231-285
Oceania, n. i'T r.

Octave, An, i. 92
o,-tav,., i. :-.<;

Odontophora, or Tooth-bearer*,
iii. 41n

(Euotheru bionnis, iii. 191

suavolens, in. 1:>I

Oersted's Experiments, v. 322

(Esophagus, The, or Gullet, v. 255

Offices, Government, Groups of,
:. M", 17.', 228,207,864

Ogee, The, i. 233

Ogygia Buchii, The, iv. 293
Ohm's Laws, v. 200
Oi. Sound of, in French, i. 58

Oiketicus, The, iv. 297
nils Essential, v. 109

Oldhamia, The, iv. 292

OleacetB, or Olive-worts, ii. 402

Oligoclase, vi. 331

Olive, The, ii. 402

Om, On, Nasal Sound of, i. 58
On Dit, vi. 186

Onagraceso, iii. 191

Onygena equina, The, v. 161

Onyx, vi. 258

Oolite, iii. 386 ; iv. 322 ; vi. 2426
Fossils Characteristic of,vi.26

Opal, vi. 258

Opcrculum, The, iii. 409

Ophir, i. 5

Ophthalmoscope, The, vi. 52

Opium, v. 109

Opposition (Logical), v. 246

Options, vi. 186

Opuntia cpchinellifera and vul-

garis, iii. 137

Orange, The, iii. 232

Orang-Outang, The, iv. 95
Ordinals (Latin), Declension of,

B. 122

Organs of Animals, iii. 263

Orinoco, The River, iv. 318

Orleans, Siege of, iv. 190

Orpimeut, vi. 400

Orrery, Electric, The, iv. 370
Orthis vespertiho, iv. 293

Orthoceras, The, v. 74

Orthoclase, vi. 331

Orthography, English, Inconsis-

tency of, i. 18

Orthoptera, iii. 34

Oryctes Rhinoceros, The, v. 31
Osborne Series, The, vi. 162

Oscillation, Centre of, iv. 285

Osseiue, iv. 205
Osseous System, or Bony Skele-

ton in Man, v. 63

Ostrich, The, ii. 159

Oter, Idiomatic use of, L 235

Otway, Thomas, ii. 55
Ou Ou, The, or Cocoa-nut Crab,

iv. 400

Ourari, The, or Wourali, iv. 65
Outline Figures in Straight Lines

and Curves, To Draw, i. U
Outlines in Shorthand, List of,

i. 345,346; ii. 12

Oval, The, ii. 284

Ovary, The. i. 241

Overcharge, vi. 186

Ovid, Readings from, iv. 358

Ovule, Reflexed, i. 348

Owen, Robert, v. 221

Ox Family, The, iii. 273, 274

Oxford, iil 172, 228, 231

Colleges and Halls in, iii. 231

Provisions of, i. 178
Oxford Clay, The, vi. 25

Oxides, ii. 289, 336; iii. 240, 284,

285,321,382,383; iv. 43

Compound, vi. 331
of Chlorine, ii. 400

Oxns, The river, i. 272

Oxy-calcium Light, The, iv. 208

Oxy-hydrogen Colour Top, vi. 231

Oxygen, ii. 132

Oysters, Pearl, v. 146

Ozon<>, ii. I-:'. ; vi. 281

P, Boimn of, in French, i. 49
Pacific Ocean, Navigation of, L

Packfong, or German Silver. UL
177

I'a.i. II.-. 2 '.2

Page's Galvanic Mtuto, vi. Z71

Painting in Water Cokran, T. 212,
880,343; >

Pair, or Element, A, v. UP
Paleolithic Age, The, vi. 806

PaUeotherium, The, vi. Ifl2

1-al. . Km.'l>h. Tl,.-. ML :;*

I'ak-niv - I)'.-.-.,Y.T,.-. 27-'

Palladian School, The, iv. 10

Palm, Cocoa-nut, iv. 399 j v. 81

I'aliii-ir.-ii-, Th.-, iv |::r

Pampas, The, iv. 874; v. 178

BnM, v. :ju;

Pamperos, The, vi. 64

Panama, or Darien, Isthmus of,
i. 102 ; ii. 197

Panax quinquefolium, iii. 80
Pancreas, or Sweetbread, v. 256
Pancreatic Fluid, iv. 806

Panic, vi. 186, 396
Panicle, The, i. 218

Pantagraph, The, v. 334

Pantopoda, iii. 212

Papacy, The, iii. 260. 261

Papaveraceas, or Poppy Tribe,
The, i. 376, 377

PapayaoetB, or Papayads, iv. 27

Papaw Tree, iv. 27

Paper for Painting Purposes, T.

213

Papillae, i. 290

Papin's Digester, v. 411

Papyrus, The, v. 303

Par, vi. 186

Parabola, Problems on the, ii.

8847807,808
Parade, ii. 373

Paradigm, ii. 373
Paradise, ii. 373- Lost, i. 199

Paradox, ii. 373

Hydrostatic, The, iv. 388
Paraffin oil, v. 164

Paragon, ii. 373

Paragraph, A, i. 219; ii. 373

Parallax, Horizontal, Sun's, v. 2

Parallel, A, i. 218 ; ii. 373- Motion, Watt's, vi. 385

Parallelograms and Triangles,

Properties of, iii. 336

Paralogism, ii. 373

Paraphrase, ii. 373
Paraselinse, vi. 369

Parcels, Bill of, v. 341

Parhelia, vi. 369
Paris Basin, The, vi. 162

Plaster of, vi. 163

Parliament, First English, i. 177- Houses of, Salaries and Ex-
aminations for Clerkships in,
iv. 170

Paruell, Thomas, vi. 374

Parochial, ii. 359

Parsees, The, vi. 225

Parsing (English), Exercises in,
i. 171; ii. 227, 339; iii. 87, 236;
iv. 36, 349

Parsing (English) and Compo-
sition, i. 107109-
(Greek), Hints on, iv. 124- (Latin), ii. 382

Parsley, Fools', ii. 24
Part Singing, Exercises in, iv. 56,

57
Parts, Balancing, iii, 400

Parthenon, The, ii'.

I'arti.-iples (English), vi. 59, 252- (French), Past. i. 314; iii.

219-221; v. 211- (French), Present, iii. 164;
v. 211- (German), i. 382 ; v. 334 ; vi.

331.342-
(Italian), vi. 170. 891- (Spanish), v. 228: vi. 188- (Spanish), Irregular, vi. 91

Particles (English), i. 75- (German), i. 239, 245. 246,282- (Latin), Interrogative, ri. 288

ves. or Fractional*, v. 187

Partner, Sleeping or Dormant, vi.

279
I' r:ii-rs]iip, vi. 221- Dissolution of, v. 350

Pa*oal-s Uw, IT. 388
Pa** Book. vi. 811

896.314
Patlla, The. or KB** aip. v 1Z7

Patent, vt 821- 0OB,8atarfeai>4Emaln*-
tioM for CtefattM to, IT. 88*

Patronymics ( Greek I. v i. 8K7
Pattfnfton's Prco***. Stiver E-

motod turn 9 by, -
Pans**, Appropriate, L 807

Paymacter-Getiera!'* CMHce, Bato-

ria* and Examinations (or

Clerkship* in. iv. 88
Pav'.-i,t, K.|<mt.., ; , .'.. .::.>',

"- Suspension of-jvi. 879
I'r-u iron Or.-. ::i. 17

Pea, Sweet, The, M. 158
.

U 1-.2. IV,

Pebble. A, iii. 38S

Pecal, The, iv. 240 (note)
PedaltacesB, ii. 875
Pedalium murex. The. iL 875

Pedemasoope, The, vi. l*
IV.l.-.ral, Th-. 11. :;-"'

Peduncle, or Pedicle, i. 218

Peele, George, v. 112
lV!:inr"ni<iiii!-. TK-. Hi 2- >

Pelvis, The, v. 127

Pemmican, iii. 402

Penalty, vi

Pendulum, The, iv. 284- Electric, The,iv. 312

Peninsula, A, iL 197

Penmanship, Lee*on in, i. 11, Tl,

36, 60, 68, 98, 109, 117, 133, 140.

17.;, i-l. 188,8*1, 88B.MA, M,
27-i. :>.1.::17. ::2i. :". W7, WO,
307, 407; ii. 33, 64, 97, 128, 5J08,

188)881.481
Pennatulidc. ii. 186
Pentamerua Uevis, iv. 357

Penumbra, v. 2

Peppermint, iv. 380
Per (Italian), v. 88
Per cent., vi. 221

Percentage, iL 888

Perception, v. 85
Perchloric Acid, iL 40J

Percussion, v. 274

Perecop, Isthmus of, ii. 270

Perianth, i. 241

Pericardium, The, vi. 61

Perihelion, ii. 5 ; iv. 1

Period, A, i. 51

Periphery, The, ii. 88

Periwinkle, The, iv. 240, 385
Permian Forest, v. 888- System, v. 867 889

Permit, vi. 221

Perouse. La, as a Discoverer, i.

193
Peroxide of Chlorine, ii. 400

Perpendicular Period, The, iiL

185

Persepolis, Excavated Tombs of.

11. !:

Persia, iii. 214- Architecture of, fl. 188

Persian Power, The, iii. 130138
Personification, iv

Perspective, Angular, i. 78, 186

- Elementary, t. 71, 78- Height* ot Object* in, i. 865- Geometrical, ii. 161, 285, 888,

295. 860, 861; M. 7. 9. 72. 78,

140-148, 804-206. 271, 278.

838-334, 868, 368-390; iv. 23

-25, 87-8STm-173, 880-481.
884-^888, 892, 393; v. 24-86,
8789, 158. 153- Parallel, i. 72, 103-105

Persulphate Hattery, v. 130

Pertalloiri. Henry, v. 221

Petal. A. L 841

PeUloid, iL 57
Peter the Great and Rns*, v.

the Hermit, iv. 1, 8
Petiole. A, i. 128

Petitio Principa. vi. 14

Petroleum, v. 164

Petrology, h.
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Petunia, The, ii. 121

Pewter, iii. 240

Phalanges, The, v. 127
Phallus caninus, v. 239

Phanerogamic dicotyledons, gym-
osperms, monocotyledons, iv.

113

Phenakistiscope, The, vi. 248

PhilacLelphaceae, or Syringus, iii.

135

Philadelphus coronarius, iii. 135

Philips, Ambrose, vi. 374

Phillips, John, vi. 192

Phillipsite, vi. 333

Phoenicia, vi. 46, 47, 79
Pholas Family, The, iv. 271
Phonetic Printing, ii. 70

Phosphates, vi. 399

Calcium, iii. 130

Phosphorus, iii. 79

Photodrome, The, vi. 233

Photometry, iv. 215217
Photophone, 1 Graham Bell's, vi.

347

Photoscope, The, v. 376

Phraseography, ii. 58
Phrases (English), Adverbial, vi.

. 60
Phrases (French), Idiomatic, ii.

10, 74, 75, 106 ; vi. 166, 167
Phrases (German), Idiomatic, iii.

90, 138, 139, 178, 179, 226, 227,

278, 326, 327, 378, 379 ; iv. 1214,
78 ; vi. 371, 372

Phryganea, vi. 81

Physiology, Animal, Lessons in,

j. 33, 65, 97, 129, 161, 204, 225,

257, 289, 321, 353, 385

Human, v. 63, 126, 190, 254,

305, 369 ; vi. 60, 125, 180, 244,
334

Phyllodium, i. 184

Picrotoxine, ii. 324

Pilaster, The, ii. 319

Pile, Dry, v. 104

Thermo-Electric, v. 321

Voltaic, v. 104
"
Pilgrim's Progress," The, ii.

199

Pilot, vi. 221

Pine, The Nut, vi. 354
The Stone, vi. 353

Pinna, The, i. 130

Pipes, Musical, vi. 376

Pisa, Commerce of, vi. 300
Pistacia lentiscus, iii. 191

Pistacite, vi. 364

Pistils, i. 241

Pistol, Electric, The, v. 16
Pitcairn Island, v. 38

Pitch-blende, iii. 284
Pitch of the Voice, iii. 398

Burgundy, vi. 266

Pitchstone, iv. 178

Pizarro, Career of, i. 102

Plan, Ground, i. 72
of an Object, ii. 161

Plane, Inclined, iv. 10

Picture, ii. 161

Trigonometry, vi. 4, 75, 140,

188, 220, 316

Planes, Imaginary, Visible, i. 263

Planets, ii. 44, 45 ; iv. 281 ; v. 68
Inferior and Superior, v. 1

Minor, v. 193

Plant, vi. 221

Plantaginacese, ii. 376

Plantain, The, li. 377

Plants, Cellular, iv. 113

Dioecious, i. 216

Endogenous, i. 81 ; iv. 135

Exogenous, i. 81

Flowering, Linnseus's Divi-
sion of, i. 305
Natural Order of, i. 347, 348
Inorganic Constituents of,

iv. 289

Monoecious, i. 216

Principle for Classification

of, i. 2325
Reproductive Organs of, i.

216

Vascular, iv. 113

Plates, Vibrating, vi. 329

Platinum, iv. 43; vi. 257

Plato, vi. 45

Platypus, Duck-billed, iv. 327
Plautus, Readings from, v. 307,

308
Pleistocene Period, The, vi. 20D
Plesiosaurus, The, v. 393
Pleurobrachise, ii. 186
Pliocene Period, The, vi. 209

Ploughman, Piers, Vision of, iv.

148

PlurnbaginaceEe, ii. 377

Plumbago, or Blacklead, iv. 231

Graphita, ii. 335

Plumatella, iii. 265

Pluperfect Tense (French), i. 40i

Pluviometers, vi. 184

Pneumatics, v. 266, 298, 317, 346,

381, 399 ; vi. 36, 62

Poecilopoda, iii. 163

Poesy, Apology for, v. 45

Poetry in Elizabethan Age, iv.

351

Poets, Metaphysical, The, vi. 28

Point, Distance, Station, Vanish-

ing, i. 72 ; ii. 161
Definition of a, i. 29
Effects of a, iv. 369

Pointers, The, iv. 280

Points, Dead, vi. 386

Solstitial, ii. 165
Polar Distance of a Star, iv. 492

Pole-Star, The, iv. 280

Polemoniacese, ii. 344

Polemoscope, The, v. 56

Poles, The Earth's, ii. 5

Policy, Open, vi. 186

Poling, iii. 321
Political Economy, Lessons in,

vi. 216, 276, 308, 324, 356, 394,
409

Pollen, i. 241

Polo, Marco, Travels of, i. 100

Polybius, as a Geographer, i. 75

Polygon, The, i. 53 ; ii. 124

Centre of Gravity of, iii. 201

Twisted, iii. 95

Polygonaceae, iii. 377

Polygons, Regular, Problems on,
ii. 149, 191, 211--213

Polynesia, v. 36

Polyzoa (Bryozoa), iii. 263266
Pomes, i. 280
Poor Rate, The, vi. 411

Pope, Alexander, vi. 355, 372

Temporal Power of the, iii.

261

Porcelain, iii. 147

Porphyry, Felstone, Trachytic,
iv. 177, 178

Port, Free, v. 405

Porte-crayon, The, v. 343
Portland Stone and Sand, vi. 25

Portraits, Distorted, v. 120, 121
Possessives (French), i. 78

(German), Absolute, i. 103,
179

Possum, iv. 322

Post, To, vi. 221
- Date, vi. 221
Obit Bond, yi. 221

Post Office, Salaries andExamina-
tion for Clerkships in, iv. 230

Post-Tertiary or Recent Period,
vi. 305, 306

Posting-Book, General, ii. 348
Pot-hook, The, i. 21

Potash, iii. 108
Nitrate of, or Saltpetre, vi.

399
Prussiate of, ii. 399

Potassium, iii. 108

Ferrocyanide of, ii. 399
Potato, The, ii. 120; iv. 184
Powers, Algebraic, Rules for

Treatment of, v. 28, 60
Nature of Logarithmic, vi.

43.

Practice (in Arithmetic), ii. 198

Pragmatic Sanction, The, v.' 66
Prawn, The, ii. 82

Prayer, Lord's, Composition of,
i. 138 ; iv. 141, 142

Precis-writing, vi. 221

Predicate, i. 6

(English), vi. 306

(Greek), vi/407

(Latin), v. 214

Syntax of the, vi. 251, 252
Prefixes (English), i. 195, 196, 227,

267269, 299, 300, 326, 327, 396 ;

ii. 13, 14
and Suffixes, Words that are

both, ii. 226

, Suffixes, and Stems in Greek
Verbs, iv. 27

(German), Separable and In-

separable, vi. 202, 203

Prehnite, vi. 333

Premises, Major and Minor, v.

309

Premium, vi'. 221

Prepositions (English) v. 195,
196 ; vi. 307, 308

(French), ii. 276 ; vi. 139

(German), ii. 119, 155, 156, 178

180; iii. 42 ; vi. 219, 253, 254,
343

(Greek), vi. 164,408
(Italian), vi. 198, 291

(Latin), ii. 150 ; v. 403, 404

(Spanish), v. 58; vi. 91, 333,
334

Press, Hydrostatic, iv. SSS

Pressure, Centre of, v. 56

Equality of, Principle of, iv.

388

Gauge, Common, vi. 36
Laws of, v. 53

Prester John, i. 140
Preston Pans, Battle of, ii. 253

Pretender, The Young, ii. 219,
253

Price Current, vi. 221

Genitive of (Latin), vi. 23

Prickly Pear, The, iii. 137

Primage, or Hat-money, vi. 221
'

Prime Cost, vi. 221

Primrose, The, ii. 401

Primulacese, ii. 401

Principal, vi. 221

Prior, Matthew, vi, 374

Prism, The, iv. 344

Reflecting, v. 312314
Private Halls, iii. 231

Privateer, vi. 222
"
Privilege," The Commons' Cry.

i. 409411
Privy Council Office, Salaries and

Examinations for Clerkships
in, iv. 112

Pro Forma, vi. 238
Pro Rata, vi. 239
Problems and Theorems, Differ-

ence between, iv. 47

Proceeds, yi.
222

Proctor, yi.
222

Procuration, vi. 238

Produce, vi. 238

Foreign, v. 49, 50, 81, 113

Raw, iv. 145

Product, i. 54

Proasepe, or The Beehive, vi. 239
Profit and Loss, ii. 362
Profits and Interests, vi. 324

327

Projectiles, Movements of, iv.

188

Projection, Isometric, Ortho-
graphic, ii. 295

- Problems in, il. 297

Promissory Note, Form of a, i.

240
French and English, v. 384

Prompt, vi. 239

Prongbuck, The, iv. 60
Pronouns (English), v. 138140,

194, 195

French, i. 43, 58, 78, 182, 183,

206, 215, 235
; ii. 297, 298, 364 ;

iv. 116, 132, 165, 166, 167, 218;
v. 406, 407; vi. 18, 19, 20, 38,

39,74
(German), i. 61, 119, 150, 163,

179, 180; v. 187, 234, 235, 285,
286 ; vi. 317

(Greek), iii. 254, 255, 294
; vi.

383

(Italian), vi. 235, 261, 262

(Latin), ii. 19, 54, 83, 84
r- (Spanish), v. 98, 99, 134, 162,

163, 202, 203 ; vi. 186, 187

Proper Names (French), iv. 21

Property, A (Logical), v. 130

Proportion, Algebraical, vi. 94
and Progression (Arithme-

tical), vi. 115117
(Geometrical), vi. 155, 156,

203205
Continued, vi. 246, 247

Proposition, Subject of a, vi. 250

Propositions (English), i. 3436,
74, 75, 98, 99

(Logical), v. 189, 190

Protest, Ship's, vi. 239

Protogine, iv. 178

Protozoa, ii. 83, 114

Protractor, i. 113 ; v. 334

Proxy, vi. 239

Prussia, Rise of, v. 65, 66
Prussian Quarter, The, vi. 390
Prussiate of Potash, ii. 399

Prynne, Punishment of, i. 351

Psilomelane, vi. 259

Pteropoda, iv. 39, 40

Ptolemy, i. 77 ; iv. 18

Puccinise, vi. 33

Puddling, iii. 239
Puff Ball, The, v. 162

Pulleys, Compound, iii. 365, 396
Three Systems of, iii. 372.

Pulvis Fulmmans, iii. 109

Pumice, iv. 177

Pumps, Different Kinds of, v.

218220, 382
Punctuation (English),!. 30-32,

122, 123, 154-156, 190

(Spanish), v. 6

Punjaub, The, iii. 175, 214

Pupa State, ii. 310
Purbcck Beds, The, vi. 26

Puritans, The, ii. 214

Purple Island, The, iv. 352

Pym, John, i. 350 -352
Pyramids, Early, ii. 15, 16

Pyre, ii. 374

Pyrites, Copper, iii. 322 ; vi. 400

Iron, iii. 178 ;
iv. 257 ; vi. 400

Pyrolusite, vi. 259, 332

Pyromancy, ii. 374

Pyrotechnics, ii. 374
Pyroxene, vi. 332

Pyroxyline, iv. 242

Pythagoras, i. 29

Pytheas, Voyages of, i. 41

Pyxis; The, i. 281

Q, Sound of, in French, i., 42
To Form the Letter, i., 196

Quadrature, iii. 193

Qualification (Latin), vi. 281

Qualities, Transmission of, vi. 1, 2

Quantities.Positive and Negative,
iii. 61

Quantity, Reciprocal of a, iii. 61

Quarantine, vi. 239

Quarles, Francis, vi. 28

Quarto, i. 396

Quartz, iii. 386 ;
iv. 178 ; vi. 258

Qnartzite, or Quartz Rock, iv.

231

Quass, vi. 353

Que, Use of, in French, i. 116;
215 ; iv. 166

Quicksilver, Native, vi. 257

Quid pro Quo, vi. 239

Quill-wort, The, iv. 304

Quinia, or Quinine, v. 109

Quire, A, i. 396

Quoique, quoi, qui, i. 215 ; iv. 166

Quommus, Construction of, iii. 367

Quotation Mark, The, i. 218

Quotations, vi. 239

Quotient, i. 69

R

R, Sound of, in French, i. 42

Raceme, The, i. 218
Rack Punch, v. 32

Radiata, ii. 81

Radiation, vi. 137
Radical Quantities, v. 155157,

206, 207, 278, 279

Radius, The, ii. 28

Raffael, ii. 292
Rafflesia Amoldi, The, i. 185 ; iv.

16

Rafflesiaceee, iv. 16

Raikes, Robert, v. 221

Railways, Electrical, vi. 153, 154

Rain, iii. Ill

Rainbow, The, vi. 281

Rainprints, iii. 112

Raisins, iii. 88 ; v. 49

Raleigh, Sir Walter, i. 277279;
v. 46

Ranunculacese, i. 347
Rat and Mouse, The, iii. 127

Ratan, or Calamus, The, v. 217
Ratio (Algebraical), vi. 92, 93

and Proportion, i. 342, 343

Ratios, Trigonometrical, vi. 5, 6,

75

Rattoons, v. 216
Raw Produce and Industry, Re-

lation between, iv. 321

Rays, Medullary, i. 81

Visual, ii. 161
"
Readers, To our," vi. 412

Reading and Elocution, i. 30, 51,

82, 122, 154, 190, 218, 242, 286,

303, 338, 378, 406
;

ii. 29, 50, 91,

126, 147, 186, 214, 250, 278, 303,

346, 378
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Real Estate, vi. 357
r

Beam, A, I. 306
v. 86

', vi. 252

l{r-i|.r<>r:il IVw.-rs. r. . 'Jki

Reckoning. Di-ii.l. .

, liiluries ,.

animations for I 'I. rknlups iu,
tr.M

K. ',,:.. N

MO. 334; ii. 40, 111, 150, 175,

'51, 'Jan. 85!'. . ;:-.. ,.;.

. A, 117,146, i-o.aa.2S6,
; iv. 58, 95.

'. -71, -"\
,..;i.:>i. i.

I"I; vi. 81, 145, 264, 353, 391
.Recreative Sri-'n.-.', i\. n:i, 1M7,

.344,376,408;
T. 55, 111'. 1^, L'l7, :;il.

58, 127, 168, I'M, ill, Jl-S, 302,
.'>'>7

Red Crag, The, vi. 200- Deer, The, Hi. 402- Men, AiiuTiran, vi. 344
Reduction, ii. (i, 7.- Ostensible aud ad impossi-

bile, v. 310

Reduplication, iv. 234, 355

Re-exchange, vi. 252
'

Reflecting Tube, The, v. 55
Reflection and Refraction, In-

strument illustrating the Laws
of, iv. 376, 408-^10

Reflections iu Water, Treatment
of, ii. 135137

Reformation, The, iii. 261

Refraction, iv. 305, 383- Amusing Effects of, v. 181,
185

Regent Inlet, Prince, Discovery
of, i. l:-v

Registrar-General's Office, Sala-
ries and Examinations for

Clerkships in, iv -iiU

Registration, vi. i^
Re-insurance, vi. 26-

Reindeer, The, iii. 401- Moss, The, v. 97
Release for Freight, vi. 252

Remittance, vi. .' ,J

Renaissance, Dawn of the, ii. 181
183- Lionardo and the Full, ii.

243- Period, 5i. 258

Rent, vi. 358, 359- of Land, The, vi. 35G

Replicates, i. 92

Reptiles, Ear, Eye, Tongue of, i.

66, 2(H, 322

Reptilia, iv. 200, 201

Republics, Italian, The, iii. 392
394 ; vi. 268270, 300-302

Reserve, vi. 252

Residual, Square of a, iv. 247

Residue, vi. 252

Resin, Copal, ii. 153

Resins, v. 110

Resonance, vi. 289

Respiration, vi. 241 246
Rest, vi. -J.^

Restoration Period iu English
Literature, The, vi. 11)1.- Dramatists and Prose
Writers of the, vi. 255, 256

Resultant, The, iii. 49

Retina, The, i. 34

Returns, vi. 252

Revenue, vi. 252

Reversion, vi. 252
Revolution and Augustan Period,

The, vi. 287, 288
Rhabdomoncy, vi. 392

Rheostat, The, v. 225

Rheum, The Genus, iii. 378
Rhine League, The, vi. 389
Rhizogens or Rhizanthete, iv. 16
Rhizomes, i. 57

Rhizopods, The, vi. 121

Rhododendrons, iii. 43
Rhodoleia Championi, The, iii. 135

Rhomboid, A, i. 53
Rhombus, A, i. 53
Rhubarb, iii. 377, 378
Rhubarbarine, iu. 377
Ithurnkorff's Coil, vi. 197

Rhythm, i. 146

llUil

look, IT. Ml
Rice Starch, IT. 842

IJii-!iar.U..i.. .S:iu,u. | T l
: i

"r, i. 400
Uittlil ai..| \.

between, vi. 40
Riven, iii. 159. 160

African,!..
American

South), iv. 168, :

Ah.
Aiiritnilrui, \. 1""

K . :tOl

Deposits, vi.

Robinson Crusoe, ii. 374
Kocella tiuctoria, v. 97
Rock Salt, vi.H"
Rocker, The, v. 338
Rocks, Classification of, iv. 114

Different Kinds of, iii. &:,

111, 386; iv. 113, 114, 177, 178,

289,290
Rocky Mountains, The, iv. 92

Roebuck, The, iii. 4oj
Kucukild Warriors, The, vi. 343
Roman Art, i. 398
Roman Empire, Byzantine or

Eastern, vi. 206, 2u7

Romanesque Style, The, ii. 257 j

iii. 66
Romantic School, The, vi. 404

Komauzofite, vi. 364

Rome, Ancient, vi. 205, 206

Roots, Nature of, vi. 43

(Algebraical), Powers of, v. 60
Rosa Cauiua, The, i. 377

Rosacese, i. 377, 401, 402

Rosaniline, or Magenta, v. 165

Rose, Guelder, ii. 249

Ross, Sir James, Expedition
under, i. 238
Sir John, Discoveries of, i.

236
Ross and Parry, Discoveries of, i.

194

Rot, The, in Sheep, ii. 243

Rotatoria, ii. 311313
Rowe, Nicholas, vi. 255

Rubiaceee, or Galiuecoe, ii. 273

Rudibium, iii. 109
Rule of Three, Single aud Doable,

ii. 294, 326

Ruler, Common, Parallel, i. 96

Rumford's, Count, Experiments
on Heat, v. 273

Ruminants, Stomachs of, iii. 274

Runner, A, or Pulley, iii. 365
Ruscus Aculeatus, i. 184

Rushes, v. 304

Russia, Commerce of, vi. 311

Kutaceffi, or Rueworts, iii. 324

Rutile, vt 259

a

S, Circle, Stroke, i. 125
Formation of, i. 229
Sound of, in French, i. 42

Sabbatic River, The, v. 318

SabelhB, iv. 297

Kackville, Thomas, Earl of Dorset,
iv. 351

Safety-pipe, The, vi. 37

Safety-valve, The. v. 53 ; vi. 274
Safflower Plant, The, ii. 210

Saffron, v. 165

Sahara, The, iii. 306

Explorations of, i. 390

Saiga, The, iv. 59

Soiling, Great Circle, vi. 398, 399

Mercator, vi. 397
Middle Latitude, vi. 397
Parallel, \

Plane, vi. 360

Traverse, vi. 360

Salamander, The, iii. 146

Salary, vi. 252

Sale, Bill of, v. 341

Sales, Account, v. 3JO

Book, i. 48

Book, Account, iv. 204
Salinas, Las, v. 178
Saline Matter in Plants, iv. 842

--Si.rinif.-.. ii.il-.

Saliva, iv. 205 ; v. 369

Sallnst, Readings from, ir. 124, 125
Salmon Fishery, iv. 385

Salpa, iii. 266

Salt, ii. 36

Common, ii. 399

Knit,. Decomposition of, v

- Ferrouii, or Protoxide. Ui.lMO

Salvador, Ban. DUcovcrj
-

i-..,.-. .. m
.- .', ...I-.L, n,.. i. j-i

.. ;. i
,

. . ,: :

- Binder. The, r. 900- Reed, Norfolk, Tho, T. 303
s.n..i .!.,,., i:..;. -:,.> h lmr,i ; j

iM.ifi n
^ ;,.,... . i.i..!. :

-'
.

.

Sapindacee, or SoapworU, iii. 233

BtpoottsTn. aa
S:i|.|.:u;.w ..... !, I '".:

Sapucaya Tree, The, ii. 20

Saracens, Tl. :
; iv. 1

Barcode, ii. 114; v. 95

Sarcophagus, or Flesh Devourer,
ii. :;:i

Harraceniaceae, iii. 37C
Sasin, The, iv. 60

Sassafras, The, iii. 378
Haturn, v. 257
"
Saul," Dead March in, iv. 2G6

Sauropsida, The, iv. 200
Sautrf, William, i. 252255
Saxon Quarter. The, vi. 389- Tongue, The, iv. 50
Scale, Centigrade, ii. 77- Diagonal, i. 113- Fahrenheit, ii. 77- Musical, i. 18 ; vi. 377-- Plane, i. 113- Reaumur's, ii. 77- Standard, i. 274, 275- Degrees of one. into another,

To construct, ii "7

Scales, Proportional, ii.

Scale-mosses, iv. 367

Scammony, ii. 34i
Scandinavian Peninsula, The, ii.

270

Scapolite, vi. 365

Schedule, vi. 253
Scheele's Green, iii. 284
Scheelite, iii. 240 ; vi. 400
Schinus, Species of, iii. !:'_'

Schists, iii. 385 ; iv. 230, 231

SchizandracesD, or Eadsurads, iii.

325

Schools, Infant, Foundation of,
v. 221- Sunday, Foundation of, v.

221- What to Teach in, v. 148153
Science and Art Department,

Salaries and Examiuat ons for

Clerkships in, i. .

Sciography, iv. 260
Scire Facias, \

Sclerotic, The.

Scolopendra, The, ii. 314
Score, A, i. 396

Scorpion, The, iii. 211

Scotia, The, i. 232

Scotland,
" Old Red ''

of, v. 8
Scott, Sir Walter, vi. 404
Scotus, John Duns, iv. 110

Screw, The, iv. 11, 12- Archimedean, v. 218- Hunter's, iv. 12- in Ships, .- Pneumatic, vi. 38
Screw-moss, Wall, iv. 232
Scrip Certificate, M
Scripus lacustris, v. 304
Scrivener, vL 279

Scrophuloriaceae, or the Foxglove
Tribe, ii. 177

Scrupocellaria, iii. 265
Sea Hare, or Sea Cow, iv. 335
Sea Hedgehog, A. ii. 82
Sea Mouse, ii. 281
Seal and the Walrus, The, ii. 396
Seam, iii. 385
S-am.iii's K, k-;-:,T .i:;.l li.v.-r.l -f

Seamen Office, Salaries aud
Examination for Clerkships in,
iv. _*.C

Search Warrant, vi. 279
Sea-water, Elements of, ii. 236
Svas. ii. 11- Southern Circumpolar, Voy-

a -.-* in. i. !7. J l-

Seaworthy. TL 279
Secant, vi. 5
Section, A, i. 219

Hi*, ii. ttl, **, 307.

Ssetor.TlM, LIU
.

- M- -..--, iri .: .

-.....,,. ,

. .

:. n.., . E
8<BMat of a Obeta, IL
Hem (OraaB). L . 1. l7|

SaUia, TiSTV

Blafinaess>, or Solarid*. U. 375
.- ..,.: >. ..;

.... rl ...- Eye.Tha, vLST.Sfir
HeltMr-water, U. ZX>
S.-1VB-. The. iv. .!H

;
i,

-
.... .r .

, A.

Semicolon, Tb, L Itt, US
:..'.

. H 7.

Semi-tone*, T. 290283
Bend-vowels (Italian), iii. 10.'. 10)
-.

.. v... .

Senses. The, T. 85- Muscular and T*etilt.
s Btai H :.: .-..-.. .< .., . -,

of. i. 35-
(English), Compounl,M

Sentences (German), Principal
and Subordinate, vi. 37'- (Greek), Interrogative and
Imperative, vi. 408- (Greek), Simple, Enlarge'
Hit nt of, vi. 33-
(Latin). Part* of. T. 214, 215

Seoir, The Verb, i. 355

Sepal. A. i. 241

Sepoy, i. 373 (note)
Sequestration, vi. 279
Ser (Spanish), Conjugation bf, v.

u ..;- and Estar. Use of, v.

Serapis, Temple of. Li. 301

Seruigham, Temple ef, ii. GS

Serpentine, iv. 178

Serpentines, The, vi. 332

Serpula contortuj'licata, iv. 90S
Serpnhi, The,
Serrin's Electric Lamp, v. 201
Sertuhxricte, ii. 147

Set-off, vi. 279
Settlement, vi. 279

Sliading and Foliage. I. 293-237
Shadows oast on Iu

Projection of, v. 2426- Cast by the Sun. Regulation
by Perspective ci.- caused by Artificial LujtaU,
v. 152, 153- Perspective of, iv. 392, 333- Science of. iv. 260, SOI

Shoftesbury, Lord. vi. 3JO
:- ..-

; .-..-, J . - _7i

Shakespeare s Piajs, U. 77

Shale, iii. 385, 386-- Lower Limestone, T. 72
Shire, vi. 279
Shark, The. iv. 105

Sheep, iii. 344-346
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, vi. 405

Shells, Land, Sea. and Fresh-
water, Iv. 239, 240. 27

295297. 335, 338. 300, 381

Shingle, iii. 386

Shipment, vi. 279

Bhip'i Papm ' -''

Shirley, v. 327
Shirwa and Nyassa, Lakes, Dis-

covery of, i. 390

Shorthand, Lessons in, i. 17, 62,

s:. i-.-:. 1-7, -!. -I-.--', MC;
ii. 12, 58, 68. 108- Contractions, ii. 58- Rules for Writing, i. 344- Terms Used iu. i. 6*

Shrubs, i. 57

Sic, M.
Sicilian Vespers, The, iv. 7

Sicily, vi. 268- The French Driven out of,

iv. 74, 75

Sidney, Sir P., iv. 352 5 v. 45

Sidon, vi. 47
Surh:. vtfll- Bill of, v. 341- Line and Point of. L 72- Point of. ii. 161 ; iii. 169

Sunlhma, The, v. 136

Sfflcates, vi. 331. 364, 985
S.::., . ,,S::.-.r, :K. 1','. v:. X*
S.lu- .n, i.:. yi
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Silicule, The, i. 281

Silt, or Mud, iii. 56
Silurian Eocks, iv. 357, 358

System, iv. 293

Siliqua, The, i. 281

Siloam, Pool of, v. 318

Silver, iii. 383; vi. 257

Glance, iii. 383 ; vi. 400
Light Bed, vi. 400

Ore, Brittle, vi. 400
Euby, vi. 40J

Simoom, The, vi. 40, 64
Sine, vi. 5
Sine Die, vi. 279
Siren, The, vi. 208
Sirius, vi. 143

Siroeco, The, vi. 40
Skeleton, Beale's Dancing, vi. 304

Human, vi. 63, 306
Skelton, John, iv. 300

Sketching from Nature, iii. 97,
167, 225, 291
Materials for, iii. 98
Theory of, iii. 291294

Skull, Man's, v. 63

Slates, Carboniferous, v. 72
and Shales, Dark Grey and

Black, v. 72
Slavonic Race, The, vi. 130
Sleet, vi. 185

Side-valves, vi. 385

Slurs, Repeats, and Expressions,
Notation of, i. 274

Sluys, Battle of, iv. 191

Smalt, iii. 177

Smaltine, or Grey Cobalt, vi. 400
Smee's Battery, v. 130
Smell, Organ of, i. 225, 257259
Smollett, Tobias, vi. 391

Smuggling, vi. 410

Smut, v. 239
Snail, The, i. 269, 270

Apple, iv. 240
True Edible, iv. 240
Culture, iv. 240

Snake, Ringed, ii. 175
Snakes (English), ii. 175
Snapdragon, ii. 177

Snow, vi. 184

Soap, v. 39

Soapstone, or Steatite, vi. 332

Soap-tree, Indian, iii. 233

Soapwort, The, iii. 377

Socrates, v. 220
; vi. 69

Soda Alum, iii. 147
Bicarbonate of, iii. 109
Nitrate of, vL 399

Sodium, iii. 109
Oxide of, iii. 109

Solanaceae, or Nightshade Tribe,
ii. 88, 89, 120

Solanum, The Genus, ii. 120
Solar System, The, v. 1

Planets of, ii. 46
Time, Mean, v. 69

Solcher (German), i. 348
Solen, or Razor Fish, iv. 272
Solids Immersed in Liquids, v. 53

Specific Gravity of, v. 119
Sollen (German), i. 210
Solstice, Summer, ii. 79
Solstitial, ii. 165 (note)

Points, iv. 401

Solvency, vi. 279

Sonchodendron, The, ii. 210

Sonometer, A, vi. 328
Sop, Sweet, Sour, iii. 326

Sophocles, Readings from, iv. 251

Sorghum, v. 216

Sorites, A, v. 374
Sound, Conduction of, vi. 95

Intensity of, vi. 96
Reflection of, vi. 290
Refraction of, vi. 290
Straits of the, ii. 268
Wave of, i. 129

South, Robert, vi. 288
South Sea Islands, v. 36
Southern Cross, The, iv. 281

Southerne, Thomas, vi. 255

Southernwood, or Artemisia
abrotanum, ii. 209

Southey, Robert, vi. 405
Southey's Schooling

1

, ii. 227
Spain, Commerce of, vi. 406

and Portugal, Produce of,
v. 50

Spaniards, The. in America, iv.

236, 237

Spanish, Lessons in, v. 4, 44, 66,
98, 134, 162, 202, 227, 262, 300,
330, 362, 394; vi. 26, 50, 90, 122,

146, 186, 211, 242, 274, 333, 374

Spar, Calc, iii. 129 ; vi. 399

Heavy, ii. 129 ; vi. 365
- Iceland, iii. 129 ; vi. 399

Specie, vi. 279

Species, A, ii 18 ; v. 190

Specification, vi, 279
Spectator, The, ii. 327 ; vi. 320
Spectra, Various, iv. 345

Spectroscopes, iv. 344, 345 ; v.

224,396
Spectrum Analysis, v. 223, 224

Solar, The, iv. 344

Speech, Laws of, i. 6
Parts of (English), i. 74, 75

Speech, Parts of (French), iii.

337

(German), iv. 238

Speiss, iii. 177

Speke and Grant, Travels of, i.

391

Spenser, Edmund, ii. 11, 12; iv.

395398
Sphagnum, The, iv. 233

Sphene, or Titauite, vi. 400

Sphericity, Aberration of, iv. 307
Spheroidal State, The, vi. 136

Sphygmophone, The, vi. 287
Spider's Nest, u. 353

Spiders, Various, ii. 303, 304, 353 ;

iii. 210, 211

Spike, A, i. 218

Spikenard, ii. 248

Spine, The, v. 63

Spinelle, vi. 331

Spinnerets of Spiders, ii. 303
Spiral, To Describe a, )i. 309
Spirifers, iii. 361

Spirit Proof, iv. 380

Splachnum, Species of, iv. 233
Spleen, The, vi. 181

Spondias, Species of, iii. 192

Sponge, Commercial, v. 96
Fishers, Principal, v. 95

Spoon, The Deflagrating, ii. 133

Sportsman, Electrical, v. 40
Sprengel Pump, The, v. 382
Springbok, The, iv. 60
Springs, iii. 159

Intermittent, v. 318
Water, iii. 112

Spruce (Norway), vi. 266

Beer, vi. 353

Square, A, Definition of, i. 53
Square Root, i. 291, 292

Extraction of, i. 318
Squares, Law of, iv. 187

Inverse, Law of, iv. 217
Squirt, Sea, The, iii. 266
Stag's-Horn Moss, iv. 303
Stalactites, iii. 352

Stalagmites, iii. 352
Stamens, i. 241

Stamp Act, ii. 351, 352
Standard, yi. 279

or Unit, Accurate, i. 366
St. Andrew's, Fees and Examina-

tions at, v. 124, 125
St. John, Henry, Lord Boling-

broke, vi. 288
St. John's Worts, The, iii. 233
Staple, vi. 279

Star, To Determine Position of a,
iv. 384, 402

Chamber, The, i. 351
Fish, The, i. 98; ii. 81, 217
Finder, The, vi. 32

Starch, iv. 242

Stars, Coloured, vi. 144

Double, vi. 144

Fixed, vi. 143

Shooting or Falling, v. 359 ;

vi. 127

Temporary, vi. 239

States, United, Origin of the, ii.

351,352
Statice imbricata, ii. 377
Statics, iii. 12

Station-point, The, ii. 225
Stations, Railway, iii. 353, 354
Statistics, vi. 279

Status, vi. 279

Staurotide, vi. 364
Steam as a Motive Power, iv. 97

Latent Heat of, ii. 205
Tension of, ii. 205

Working of, Expansively, vi.

338
Steam Engine.The, vi. 273, 337, 385

Steel, iii. 239

Steele, Sir Richard, vi. 320

Steelyard, The, iii. 335
Stem, The, i. 57
Stem of a Word, To Fiud, i. 39

Stems, Consonantal, Nouns with,
i. 262
Different Kinds of, i. 57

Vowel, Nouns with, i. 262
Stems (Greek), Strengthened, v.

380 ; vi. 6, 7, 35

(Latin), v. 92, 93

Sterculiacese, iii. 234

Sterelmintha, ii. 242

Sterling, vi. 279
Sterne, Laurence, vi. 390, 391
St. Etieune du Mont, Church of,

iii. 114
St. Helena, Island of, iii. 305
Stibnite, vi. 400

Stickleback, A, ii. 82

Stigma, The, i. 241

Stigmaria, The, v. 136

Stilbite, vi. 333

Stipes, A, i. 215 ; ii. 58
Stipules, i. 184

Stock, vi. 279

Stock-broker, vi. 279
Stock-jobber, vi. 279

Stocks, vi. 279

Shares, Brokerage, Insur-
ance, iii. 67

Stomach, The Human, v. 255

Stone, Unhewn, Buildings in, i.

369, 370
Stone Age, The, vi. 305

Stonecrop, The, iii. 136

Stoneheuge, i. 370
Stonesfield Slate, vi. 24

Stool, Insulating, v. 15

Store, Bill of, v. 341

Storms, vi. 40

Stow, David, v. 222
Strabo as a Geographer, i. 76
Strain, To Find Direction of, iv.

80

Strait, A, ii. 196

Stramonium, The, ii. 89

Stranding, vi. 279

Strata, iii. 56, 57

Fossiliferous, iv. 292

Strawberry, The, i. 25
Stream, To Find the Force of a,

v. 180

Strength of Voice, iii. 398

Strepsiptera, ii. 339
Stress, Application of the Term,

ii. 91
Different Kinds of, ii. 91, 92

Just, ii. 91, 92

Stroke, The Down, i. 12
The Straight, i. 117

Stroiitia, Strontium, iii. 129

Strophe, ii. 374
Strophomena grandis, iv. 293

Strychnine, iv. 65 ; v. 109

Stuart, Charles Edward, and the
Rebellion of 1745, ii. 218, 253

Students, Unattached, at Oxford,
iii. 228, 229

Stump, The, i. 362

Style, The, i. 241
New and Old, i. 366

Subdominant Key, The, iv. 121

Subject, The (English), i'35; vi.

179, 250, 251

(Latin), v. 214

Subpoena, vi. 279

Subsidiary Books, i. 48 ; ii. 166

Substances, Elementary, in Che-
mistry, ii. 36

Substantives and Adjectives
(Latin), Declension of, i. 166,
167, 202, 203, 230, 231, 263, 264,
298, 330, 331, 358

Subtraction (Algeb.), iii. 116, 117

(Arithmetical), i. 46, 47

(Arithmetical), Compound,
ii. 78

Succinite, vi. 364

Sucker, The Common, v. 317

Suckling, Sir John, vi. 29
Suffixes (English), ii. 38, 70, 110,

134, 170

Sugar Cane, The, iv. 136 ;
v. 215

Sugar Grass, or Durra, v. 216

Sugars, The, iv. 309, 310

Sulca, iii. 361

Sulphate, Different Kinds of, iii.

109, 129, 130, 147, 148, 240, 321

Sulphates, vi. 365

Sulphide, Different Kinds of, iii.

95, 129, 130, 148, 321, 322, 382, 383

Sulphur, vi. 258
and its Compounds, iii. 44 46

Oxides of, iii. 44
and Hydrogen, Compounds

of, iii, 45

Sulphurets, v. 400
Sum (Lathi) and its Compounds,

ii. 210, 211

Sumachs, iii. 192

Sun, The, v. 2
Suu and Moon, The, iv. 337
Sunflower, The, ii. 210

Supercargo, vi. 279

Superlative (French), Absolute,
Relative, i. 115

; iv. 33

Superiority (French), Compara-
tive of, i. 114

Supines, The (Latin), ii. 190

Surds, and Radical Quantities,
v. 155

Surface, Resistance of, iv. 31
or Superficies, Measurement

of, i. 379, 380
or Superficies, Definition of,

i. 30

Surfaces, Rounded, Shading, i.

359362
Surrey, Earl of, iv. 301

Survey of an Estate, v. 385388
Swabian League, The, vi. 389

Swallow, The Chimney, ii. 239

Sweden, Commerce of, vi. 341, 342,
406

Sweet William, The, iii. 377
Swift, Jonathan, vi. 350352

The, ii. 210
Swiss Independence, iv. 140

Sword-handle, The, iu Perseus,
vi. 239

Syenite, iv. 178

Syllabication, v. 5

Syllogism, Figure of a, v. 309
Syllogisms, v. 308, 310

Hypothetical, v. 373

Symmetry, Axis of, iii. 287
Symphorine, The, ii. 249

Syncope and Metathesis, v. 380
Syntax (English), vi. 114, 115,

178-180

(French), v. 250

(German), vi. 270, 271

(Greek), vi. 266, 267

(Italian), vi. 199

(Latin), v. 148, 215, 282,342;
vi. 21, 8284, 154, 214, 215

Synthesis, ii. 358

Syphon, The, v. 317

Wurtemberg, v. 317
Syren, The, vi. 208

Syriuga, Garland, or Philadel-

phus Coronarius, The, iii. 135

Syringe, Exhausting, v. 267

Syro-Arabian Race, The, vi. 226

System, Carboniferous, v. 71 74

Cerebro-spinal, v. 191, 192

Cretaceous, vi. 119

Geological, The, iii. 1

Muscular, v. 190, 191

Nervous, v. 191, 192

Permian, v. 267269
Silurian, iv. 292

Solar, iii. 1

Tertiary, vi. 161163

T.

T, Euphonic, i. 2
Sound of, in French, i. 58

Tabasheer, v. 159
;

vi. 258
Table Mountain, iii. 306

Tacitus, Readings from, v. 50, 51

Tack, or Lease, vi. 92
Talc Family, The, vi. 332
Tamus communis, ii. 88

Tanganyika, Lake, Discovery of,
i. 390, 391

Tangent, A, ii. 29 ; vi. 5.

Tantalate, vi. 400

Tantalus, Cup of, v. 317

Tape-worm, The, ii. 241, 242

Tar, Stockholm, vi. 265

Tardigrada, iii. 212

Tare, vi. 279

Tariff, vi. 279
Tarshish, i. 5
Tartar, iv. 205

Cream of, V. 39

Emetic, v. 39

Tasmania, ii. 197; v. 100

Taste, Organ of, i. 289, 321323
Tatler, The, vi. 319

Taurocholic, iv. 205

Tax, Poll, The, i. 223
Taxation and Public Debts, vi.

409411
Taxes, vi. 409

Taylor, Jeremy, v. 364
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Te and Ray. Note*, iii. 106, 197,
.. -350

Tea-ahrub, Th-. ni. 234

Teach. To, Future teauu of, v.

How to, v. 884, 285

,.in. T. 255

.1 -.71,284

um'.<. Tli.-. vi

., -.71

. Astronomical,Tomain
a Sin,!.:. .

i

Equatorial, \i

Invention of tho, i. 159
Lord UOHHO'S, iv. _'l I

Telescopes, y. 247, 248, 398
.mi, ui. 7:'

. ii. 7o

Moan, vi. H
ii, vi. 320, 351

Church, Tho (London),
in

T.-n.l.. A.-hillis, The, v. 1D1
Ten. -r (Spanish), Conjugation of,

v. :0
T.-ii.-i-itre. Peak of, iii. ::i>:>

Tonir (French), Idioms Relating
to, i ..

(Germ in), \i. :I18, i'JO

((, J .. HU, 1)1, -JJJ,

258. 25it, 307

(Latiu).ii. l!74-276

(Spanish), v. .

Tension, iv. 31
Teredo Gigantea, Navalis, iv. -U5,

206

Terence, Readings from, v. 398

Term, A (Logical), v. 188, 189
Terminations (Greek) Flexional,

iv. 90
Tornstrcomiaceaj, iii. 234
Test Act, The, ii. 379

Testament, Now (Greek), Read-
ings from, iii. 387 ; v. 230, 231,

291, 292, 357, 358

Tests, Blow-pipe, iv. 101, 102

Tetrachord, i. 145 .

Tetroxide, Nitric, or Nitric Per-

oxide, ii. 290
Teutonic Raco, The, vi. 129

Thales, The Astronomer, iv. 18

Thalogens, iv. 113
Thanet Sands, The, vi. 162

Thaumatrope, The, vi. 168, 169

Theine, or Caffeine, v. 109

Theobromine, v. 109

Theodolite, v. 333

Theorems, Geometrical, Simple,
L156

Thermometer, Air, v. 400

Kinnersley'u, v. -10

Mercurial, To make a, ii. 76
Minimum and Maximum, vi.

41

Thirty-six-mo, i. 396

Thirty Years' War, The, if. 223

Thomsonite, vi. 333
Thomson's "Seasons," iii. 99; vi.

391
Thoracic duct, iv. 205

Thorax, The, v. 126, 127

Thucydides, Readings from, iv.

381,382
Thyme, Oil of, v. 110

Thymelaceae, iv. 15

Thyroid, The, vi. 335
Tibia, The, v. 127

Tides, The, iii. 193 ; v. 253
Tierra del Fuego, iv. 316

Tiliaceae, iii. 234
Tillotson, Archbishop, vi. 288
Time, Beating, i. 273

Measurement of, i. 366
Sidereal, vi. 31

True, i. 306

Timeo, Construction of, iii. 307
Timbre, or the Quality of a Note,

i. 129
; iii. 398 ; vi. 377

Tin, iii. 240; vi. 257

Alloys of. iii. 240

Bisulphide of, iii. 240
Oxides of, vi. 258

Tinstone-vi. 258
Tinting, Plat, v. 213

Tissue, Cellular, i. 82

. 401

rl. 850
Kcleotio*, lii. 8 ft

Toba.,

ut, The Small, i '.']

l>re*ivo, Ruleu on, n I-
,

147. 148, IN
Tone*, Tho, i. Ml

Exercise* on, U. 860, 878, 306,
846, 378
Warm and Cold, vi. 17

Tonnage, vi. 279

Tontine, vi. 279
Touule, The, i. 91

Topaz, Topazolite, vi. 36*
T. .|. mm, or Hanger, i. 68

Torpedo, The. iv. 100
Torricellian Vacuum, The, T. 318
Tiirri.-.-lli's Vacuum, ii. 169

Tortilla, T. 216
Tortoises and Turtles, iii. 222
Tortworth Tree, The, vi. 393

Touch, Organ of, i. 353355, 385M
Tourmaline, vi. 364
Tower, The Stone, i. 77

Tracer, A, i. 96
Trachea! System, The, ii. 889

Trachytes, The, or Peldspathic
Lavas, Iv. 177

Trade, liahuuv ..f,

Board of, vi. :;il

Foreign, iii. 100, 132

Freo, v. 405

Land, Primitive, vi. 4648
Maritime Coasting, vi. 16,

79

Trafalgar, Cape, ii. 300

Traffic, Land, Primitive, vi. 15

Ocean, Beginning of, vi. 16

River, vi. 15

Transepts, The, iii. 217
Transit Instrument, The, iv. 280 ;

v. 398; vi. ;;]. 88

Transition, iv. 120, 121

Transitu, Stoppage in, vi. 279
Transmitter and Receiver, Edi-

son's, vi. 284
Transvaal Republic, iii. 358

Trapezium, A, i. 53

Trapezoid, A, i. 53

Travatine, iii. 159, 352

Traveller, vi. 311

Tree, Wayfaring, ii. 249
Trees and Foliage, Treatment of,

in Drawings, ii. 104, 105
Tremadoc Slates, iv. 292

Trepaug, iv. 239, 240

Tremolito, vi. 332

Tret, vi. 311

Trevelyan Instrument, v. 338
Tiiangle, Area of a, To Find, vi.

ttj
Centre of Gravity of, iii. 201

Triangles, Different, L 287, 808
Oblique Angled Plane, Solu-

tion of , vi. li-Jn, j^l

Plane, Ratios between Sides
and Angles of. vi. 189 191

Right-angled, Measurement
of, v. 76, 77
Solution of, vi. 140

Triassic Group, Tho, v. 268, 328

Trigonometry, Plane, Application
of, to Measurement, vi. 316,
317

Key to Exercises in, vi. 143,

317, 323

Trigonometry, Lessons in,
vi. 4, 75, 140, 188, 220, 316

Trilobites, iii. 163; iv. 292, 293

Triuary Measure, i. 212

Trinity House, vi. 311

Trioxide, Nitric, or Nitrous Acid,
ii. 290

Sulphuric, iii. 45

Tripe-de-roche, The, v. 98

Tripoli, The, iii. 352

Triposes, Honour, at Cambridge,
iii.286

Triticum, v. 303

Tr.K-hoidoscopes, vi. 193

TropsBolacesB, iii. 280

Tropics, The, ii. 165 ; iv. 401

Troubadours, iv. 119

Trouveres, iv. 119

Trover, vi. 311
Truck System, vi. 311

Truffle, v. 368

Trust, Declaration of, T. 359

Trustee, vi. 311

Tub. Tale of a,*. SB
Tubu-dwelU.ni. iv. 27*4, 816
Tuber*, or Tubercle*, i. 07

To Molt
Vibration of Air in, vi. .177

.;. OUuw, ii. i

Tun,-. 1.,-u.l:..*.. .11 ''"

TuugHtateti, vi. Vn
TuugHU-n, Ui. 240

Tuning-fork, Standard, vi. 808

Tunnel*, iii. 258

Turkey and Greece, Productions
of, v. 81

Turks, The, vi. 812, 318
Turmeric, v. 165

Turner, the Painter, iii. 897

Turpentine, ii. 400
Oil of, v. 109

Tree, iii. 191

Venice, yi.
264

Turquoise, vi. 399

Turtles, iii. 222, 224
Tuscan Order of Architecture, ii.

257

Tusk-Shell, The, iv. 272
Twilight, iv. 383

Tympanum, The, i. 130

Type Metal, iii. 285

Tyre, vi.47
'

U

U, Sound of, in French, i. 19

Ua, Ue, Ui, Sound of, in French,
i. 58

Um, Un, Nasal Vowel Sound of,
in French, i. 58

Umbel, The, i. 218
Umbelliferous Tribe, ii. 24, 25

Underwriter, vi. 311

Unit, B.A., The, v. 225

Dynamical, iii. 49
United States, The, ii. 351, 352 ;

iv. 245

Universities, The, iii. 172, 228,

289, 380; iv. 38, 108, 198, 262,

331, 386; v. 61, 124, 173, 228,
277 ;

vi. 380

Scotch, v. 61, 124, 173, 228

University and College, Diffe-

rence between, iii. 289

Upas, The, iv. 65

Uranium, iii. 284

Uranus, iv. 214 ; v. 253

Urea, vi. 181

Ureter, The, vi. 181

Urine, vi. 181

Usance, vi. 311

Usury, vi. 311

Utrecht, Confederacy of, iv. 342

Utricularise, ii. 376

V, Sound of, in French, i. 19

V, W, B, To Form the Letters, i.

301

Vacciniaceae, iii. 47

Valerianaceae, ii. 248

Valoir, L 355

Valves, Construction of.iv. 388

Vanadium, iii. 240

Vanbrugh, Sir John, vi. 255

Vancouver, Voyage of, i. 194
Van Diemen'g Laud,Hydrography

of, i. 193

Vanishing Point in Ground Plan
Perspective, ii. 226

Vaulted Roofs, Roman, ti. 384
Vector. Radius, iv. 159

Vegetables, Classification of, i.

55-57,305
Cryptogamic, PhsBnogainons,

Stem of, i. 81

"Vegetative Repetition of Part*,"
ii. 113

Veins, iii. 57

The, vi 68

Vein-Quartz, iv. 231

Velocities, Principle of Virtual, iii.

372
Vena Contract*, The, T. 166

Vendor, vi. 311

Venice, vi. 268270
Venice, Gulf of, or Adriatic Sea,

ii. ->*>

VMtflaUao.vi.tt
TCMM. Th* PlMMt. v.

Fly-trap (bk

VartMMWD. U. 177
Verb* (Knglitk) T,

889. 390, 891 ;'vi. AS, 800.

-(><*), Auxiliary.
AtoM 9 r.fll IV
-Avoir and Etre. with, i. 315
K.,^r Coujuifu'.i.,;.. .,!, ,. . ...

-Q**nm*A of, L SM } H.W.

KB.

j- .

- Idk>mtiC U*. Of, L18-
Impersonal, L 250, 832, 3- Irrefrular.Ltefactive,Pecul>ar.

Impenooai, LUU of, v. 42,43,
7'.'. N,. 90. '.. JJJ Ui. UI
144, 170, 171- Irregular, Past Definite of.
1.370- I rregukr,Prevent Indicative,
i. 174- Paarive, L 383 ; iv. 866-
Reflective, L 270, 294, MB ; ir.- Regular, L 147. 148 ; ii. 171- Rule* as to Number of, vi. 75- Stem* and Termination* of, i.

147,148- Syntax of, Ti. 74, 101, 102, 118.
119- Various Kinds of, iv. 218, 219- (German), and Auxiliary, T.

334, 335 ; vi. 10- Compound, vi. 175, 3--- Conjugation of, i. 150, 162.
168, 210 ; vt 10, 11- Conjugation (New), TL 102,
103- Governing Different Caies,
ii. L'7, 94, 117, 118- Idiom* relating to, iii. 90. 277- Impersonal L 310 ; vi. 174- Old Form, .i. 11, 12, 30, 31,

54, 55, 71- Passive, vi. 1,-J, 174- Peculiarities of, L 302, 303,310- Position of, i. 259-
Reflective, i. 323. 324; vi. 174- Syntax of, vi. 318- (Greek), Compound Augment

and Reduplication in, iv. 356-
Conspectus of, iv. 178, 179- Desiderativea, vi. 227- Frequentative, vi. 227- Impure, v. 198, 199- Inchoative, Ti. 227- Liquid, v. 339, 340- Mute, v. 198, 199, 253, 254- Peculiarities in Formation of

some, v. :>i- Principal Part* of, iv. 123- Pure, Contracted, v. 1012,
54, 55, 106- Remark* on, ii. 85, 36 ; iv. 26- Tenses of, TI. 299, 300- Voices of, Ti. 298-

(Italian), Auxiliary, T. 115-
Impersonal, v. 350, 878: vi.

170- Irregular, vi. 2, 3, 42, 43, 66
68, 106, 107, 131 -1.- Neuter, or Intransitive, T.

378- Passive, v. 276- Reflective, v. 314, 315- Regular, v. 242244, 875- Syntax of. vi. 263, 890-
(Latin), Compound, T. 98- Defective, T. 19

t, iii. 128, 123, 171,- Derivative, v. 98- Desiderative, T. 92- Government by, Ti. 2123,
155,214- Impersonal, T. 91, 98- Inchoative, v. 92-
Irregular, iv. 322, 383, 371,n- Person ending* of, ii. 39, 70,

71- Regular, iL 310, 311, 403 ; iii.

18,19,74- an 1 Relative*. Ti. 214, 215- Simple, T. 92- Tense ending* of, iL 874-SM- 'i .-nniaatioo* of. ii. 250, 251



XVI GENERAL INDEX TO THE POPULAR EDUCATOR.

Verbs (Spanish), v. 227; vi. 211,
212

Auxiliary, v. 262, 263, 300

Defective, vi. 51
Idiomatic Use of Certain, vi.

274, 275

Impersonal, vi. 52

Irregular, vi. 26, 27, 50, 51

Irregular, Defective, and Im-
personal, vi. 90, 91

Passive, v. 394
;

vi. 213

Eeflective, v. 394
- Regimen of, vi. 243, 244

Regular Conjugation of, v.

330, 331

Vereor, Construction of, iii. 212

Vernier, The, v. 334, 346

Veronica, ii. 17

Vertebrae, v. 63

Vertebrata, ii. 83: iv. 104, 199
201

Vesicle, Contractile, ii. 114

Vessel, Clearing a, v. 358
To Fix the Position of at

Sea, vi. 321

Vessels, Machines for Propelling,
v. 252

Vesuvius, Eruption of, iii 242

Vexillum, The, ii. 121

Viaducts, iii. 258

Vibrating Strings, Laws of, vi.

328, 329

Vibrations, Number of, Required
to Produce any given Note, vi.

208
Vicar of Wakefield, The, iii. 149

;

vi. 391
Victoria Land, i. 238

Regia, Leaf of, i. 185

University, Manchester, vi.

380
Villa Residences, iv. 72

Villein, The, i. 223

Vine, The, v. 49

Vinegar, v. 38

Viper, The, ii. 176

Virgil, Readiugs from, iv. 82, 83

Virgin Martyr, The, v. 325

Virtue, vi. 44, 45

Vision, Persistence of, vi. 368
Phenomena of, vi. 53, 54

Vitriol, vi. 365

Blue, iii. 321; vi. 365

Green, vi. 365
Oil of, iii. 45

White, iii. 148; vi. 365

Vivianite, vi. 399

Voice, Analysis of the, i. 242, 286,

287, 306308, 338, 339, 378, 379,

406, 407 ; ii. 2931, 50, 51, 91,

92, 126, 127, 147, 148, 186, 187
Different Kinds of, iii. 399
Force of, iii. 398

Human, Organs of the, iii.

398

Management of the, in Music,
i. 340, 341
Middle (in Greek), ii. 34
and Speech, vi. 334336

Volcanoes, iii. 241243
Voltaic Electricity, v. 104, 129,

167, 200, 225, 264, 289, 321, 353 ;

vi. 8, 65, 97, 152, 177, 196, 212,
271, 284, 327, 347

Voltameters, v. 353

Voucher, vi. 311
Vowels (French), i. 2, 19

(French), Compound, i. 58

) (Frenc
i. 58, 77

(German) Sounds of, i. 26

(Greek), ii. 34

(Italian), Pronunciation of,

iii, 58, 102
Semi (Italian), iii. 148

(Shorthand), Placing of, i. 81

(Spanish), v. 4

Vulcan, v. 2

W.

W, Sound of, in French, i. 58

Wages and Labour, vi. 308311
Wagon Boiler, The, vi. 274

Waiter, Landing, vi. 92

Waldheimia, The, iii. 360

Wallace, Sir William, ii. 157, 167

Waller, Edmund, vi. 29

Walnut, The, vi. 393

Walton, Izaak, vi. 256
War Office, Salaries and Exami-

nations for Clerkships in, iv.

112

War, Seven Years', The, v. 66

Warehousing, vi. 311

Warner, William, iv. 352

Warrantry, vi. 311

Warrants, Dock, v. 359

Wasp, The, iii. 35

Carpenter, Mason, v. 351, 352
Waste Book, The, i. 48, 240 ; vi.

311
Wat Tyler, i. 223.

Water, Chemical Composition of,
ii. 203, 235
Cubic Foot, Fathom, Yard,

Weight of, v. 7

Decomposition of, v. 353

Distilled, ii. 236

Expansion of, y.
338

Geological Action of, iii. Ill
Level of, v. 52
Machines for Raising, v. 208,

218
Motive Power, As a, iv. 85

Specific Heat of, ii. 205

Water-Colours, Painting in, v. 212,

280, 343
; vi. 17, 88, 200, 295

Water Scorpion, The, iii. 161

Water-Spouts, vi. 185

Wheel, The, T. 181
Water and Steam, Latent

Heat of, v. 410

Waters,' Hard, ii. 235

Mineral, ii. 235

Watling Street, vi. 206

Wave, Tidal, The Great, iii. 193

Wavellite, vi. 399

Waverley Novels, The, iii. 340

Waves, The, v. 253
Action of, iii. 193

Ways and Means, vi. 311

Weald, The, vi. 119

Webster, John, v. 326

Wedge, The, iv. 11

Week, Days of, in French,Article
with, i. 182

Weight, Apothecaries', Avoirdu-
pois, Troy, i. 395
Measures of, i. 394, 395

(French) .Idioms Relating to,
ii. 138

Welcher (German), as a Partitive,
i. 310

Welsh and English, Coincidences
between, iv. 187

Wendish Quarter, The, vi. 389
Wenlock Formation, The, iv. 357

Series, The, iv. 293
Wer (German), Declension of,

i, 62

Werden(German),Conjugation of,
i. 302, 303 ; v. 372

Western Empire, Downfall of, vi.

206

Westphalia, Peace of, iv. 224

Westphalian Quarter, The, vi. 389

Whale, The, Absence of the Ear
in, i. 161, 162

Whale Fishery, iv. 385

Whales, ii. 223

Wharfage, vi. 311

Wheat, v. 49

Plants, v. 303
Wheatstone's Bridge, v. 201
Wheel Animalcule, The, vi. 219,

302, 303

Fly, The, iv. 84

Lifting, The, v. 218

Persian, The, v. 208
Savart's Toothed, vi. 207

Wheel and Axle, The, iii. 350

Compound, iii. 351

Wheels, Toothed, iv. 84

Breast, v. 181

Overshot, v. 181

Whinstones, iv. 178

Whirlwinds, vi. 185

Whisky, iv. 380

Whorls, i. 241

Whymper, Frederick, Journey of,
i. 364

Wilkes and Liberty, ii. 317319
Commodore, Expedition of,

i. 237, 238

Will, The, v. 86
Will-o'-the-Wisp, The, vi. 370
William the Conqueror.Character

of, i. 120, 121
William the Silent, v. 342
William of Orange, Landing of,

in England, ii. 218, 219
Wind as a Motive Power, iv. 97

Winding Up, vi. 311

Windlass, Chinese, The, iii. 351
Windows in Different Architec-

tural Styles, iii. 216

Windpipe or Trachea, The, vi. 214

Winds, The, vi. 63

Trade, vi. 63

Wine-making, General Theoi'y of,
iii. 88

Wine, Descriptions of, iv. 380

Wine, Spirits of, iv. 380

Wines, iv. 380

Wisby, Maritime Law of, vi. 342

Wither, George, vi. 28
Wo (German), i. 245

Wolfram, vi. 400
Wollaston's Battery, v. 130
Wollen (German), Tenses of, i. 210

Wood, Distillation of, v. 164
Wood Spirit, iv. 379

Wood-Tar, v. 164
Woods and Forests Office, Sala-

ries, and Examinations for

Clerkships in, iv. 112
Wool Trade in England, iii. 345
Woolwich Clays, The, vi. 162
Words (French), Collocations of,

vi. 148

(German), Collocations of,
vi. 343
Genders of, iv. 285

Words, Inversion of, vi. 370

(Latin), Collocations of, vi.

386-388
Formation aud Connection

of, ii. 151
- Vocalisation of,in Shorthand,

i. 125

Wordsworth, William, vi. 405

Works, Office of, Salaries and Ex-
aminations for Clerkships in,
iv. 112

World, Map of, To Construct, ii.

164

New, ii. 197

New, Discovery of, i. 142

New, Products of, v. 209, 210

Old, ii. 197

Worm, Blind, The, ii. 175

Earth, ii. 282

Frendeet, iv. 361

Lob, iv. 360

Lug, iv. 360

Worms, Ringed, ii. 279282
Worship, Persian, iii. 130

Writing, Position of Body, Har d,
and Pen in, i. 11, 12

Wyatt, Sir Thomas, iv. 301

Wycherley, William, vi. 255

Wyclift'e, John, or Wickliffe, i.

253 ; iv. 149

X.

X, Sound of, in French, i. 58
To Form the Letter, i. 2L'l

Xanthoxylacece, iii. 324

Xenophon, Readings from, iv. 78

Xerxes, iii. 132

Y.

Y, in French, i. 19, 174, 183
To Form the Letter, i. 244

Avoir, i, 250, 295 ; v. 3

Yard, The Standard, i. 367

Year, Solar, Sidereal, v. 69

Leap, i. 366

Yeast, iv. 311

Yenikale, Strait of, ii. 270

Yin, Yn, Nasal Vowel Sound of,

in French, i. 77

Young, Edward, vi. 374

Z.

2, Sound of, in French, i. 58

Zenith, The, iv. 280

Zeno, vi. 45

Zeolites, The, vi. 333

Zinc, iii. 147

Sulphate of, vi. 365

Sulphuret of, vi. 400

Zircon, vi. 364

Zoauthoria, ii. 185

Zodiac, The, iv. 384

The, Signs of, iv. 18, 384

Zoetrope, The, vi. 1C9, 248, 249

Zoisite, vi. 364

Zone, Tropical, v. 18

of Wheat and Northera

Grain, v. 17

Zones, Isothermal, v. 17
The Five, ii. 165
Warm Temperate, v. 18

Zoology, ii. 374
Zoroaster, iii. 130

ZygophyllaceKJ, or Caper Eeana,
iii. 324
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CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
OF

CASSELL $ COMPANY'S PUBLICATIONS.
"The Quiver" Sheet Almanack.
CaaBtill'a Poetry Book*. <

Contraction* in Writing for the Press, Report of
the Committee on.

CasseU's New Standard Drawing Copies. 6 Booki.
in 4.1.1

Cassell's School Board Arithmetic*.
CasseU's Modern School Copy Book*. A Serfs* of ia

Cassell'a Graduated Copy Book*, nit. 1. liach.
Free Trade and TartfTu.
Dismemberment no Remedy. l)y i-i <t. i ...|.|i:i Smith.
The Rating of Ground Rents.

CASSELL'S NATIONAL LIBRARY. In Weekly Vols..
paper covers, 3d. e i

VoL Somi tftht Volumes atreadv issued.
i. Warren Hastings By Lord Ma
. My Ten Tears' imprisonment By Silvio Pellico.

3. The Rivals, and The School for! By Richard Urinsley
Scandal / Sherid.m.

4. The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin.
5. The Complete Angler .. .. Hy 1 saac Walton.
6. Childe Harold By Lord Byron.
7. The Man of Peeling .. .. By Henry Mackenzie.
a. Sermons on the Card . . .By Bishop I

9. Lives of Alexander and Caesar By Plutanli.
ia The Castle of Otranto .. .. By Horace \V.i!

;

u. Voyages and Travels .. . By Sir John Maundeville.
12. She Stoops to Conquer, Sec. . . By Oliver Goldsmith.
13. The Lady of the Lake .. .. By Sir Walter Scott.
14. Table Talk By Martin Luther.
15. The Wisdom of the Ancients)

and New Atlantis . . . . /
BY Francis Bacon.

16. Francis Bacon By Lord Macaulay.
17. Lives of the English Poets . . By Samuel Johnson.
8. Thoughts on the Present Dis- 1 D _ .

contents, and Speeches . . /
BV tdmund Burke.

10. The Battle of the Books, &c. .. By Jonathan Swift.
so. Poems By George Crabbc.
-i. Egypt and Soythla . .. By Herodotus.
22. Hamlet By William Shak
23. Voyagers' Tales By Richard Hakluyt.
24 Nature and Art By Mrs. Inchbald.
25. Lives of Alcibiades, &o By Plutarch.
06 8c 27. Life and Adventures of Baron Trenck. 2 Vols.
28. Essays By Abraham Cowlsjr.
29- Sir Roger de Coverley, See. . . By Steele and Addison.
30. Voyages and Travels . . . . By Marco Polo.

31. The Merchant of Venice .. By WBttam Shaksspsare.
32. Religio Medici By Sir T. Browne. M.I).
u. The Diary of Samuel Pepys.-166O-1661.
34. Milton's Earlier Poems.
35- Voyage in Search of the North-) From the Collection l.y

West Passage / Richard Hakluyt,
36- Sorrows of Werter By Goethe.
37- Lives of the English Poets .. Hy Samuel Johnson.
*. Nathan the Wise Hy Lessing.
39. Grace Abounding By John Bunyan.
40. Macbeth By William ShakeM>e.ire.
41. The Diary of Samuel Pepys. 1662 1663.
42. Earlier Poems By Alexander Pope.
43- Early Australian Voyages By John Pinkerton.
44- The Bravo of Venice . . .By M. G. Lewis.
45. Lives of Demetrius, &c Hy Plutarch.
46. Peter Plymley's Letters. &c. . By Sydney Smith.
47- Travels In England in 1782. . . By C. P. Moritz
48. TTndine, and the Two Captains By De la Motte Fomiud.
49. Confessions of an Inquiring \_ _ _

,

Spirit, Sec .. ^/Byb.T. Coleridge.

50. As You Like It By William Shakespeare.
51. A Journey to the Western) .

Islands of Scotland .. .. j Uy Samuel Johns.. n.

St. Christmas Carol, and The Chimes HyClm
51. Christian Year By John I.

54. Wanderings in South America By Charles Watert.m.
55- The Life of Lord Herbert of Cherbury.
56. The Hunchback, &c By Sherid.m Kn
57- Crotchet Castle By Thomas Lov. >

58. Lives of Pel-idea, Fablus, Sec... By Plutarch.
59. Lays of Ancient Rome .. .. By Lord Macaulay.
<xj. Sermons on Evil-Speaking By Isaac Barrow, 1) D
01. The Diary of Samuel Pepys 16631664.
(,-. The Tempest ByWilliamSh.il>.
c* Rosalind Hy Tl,
t*4 - J"*^ BlOkerstaff By Steele and Addison.
05. Oebir. and Count Julian . . , . By W. S. 1...

so. The Earl of Chatham .. .. By Lord Mac.,
1 he Discovery of Ouiana, &c. . . Hy Sir Walter Raleigh.

08 69. Natural History of Selborne Rev. Cilliert White. A.M.
-

. XilO An^Ol 111 tllu lioubt* Kv Pnvr-iifrv 1

Trips to the Moon
72. Cato the Younger, Agis, Sea. . . Hy Plutarch.
7 (. Julius Caesar Hy William Shakespeare.
74. The Diary of Samuel Pepys.-1664 1665.
75- Pope's Essay on Man, and other Poems.
70. Tour in Ireland By Arthur Young.
77 & 78. Knickerbocker's History of New York.
79- A Midsummer Night's Dream Hy wmi.mi Slukespearo.
80. The Banquet of Plato, Sic. .. By!
81. A Voyage to Lisbon .. .. By Henry I

82. My Beautiful Lady .. .. Bj
8 ? i 84. The Life and Travels of Mungo Park.
85- The Temple By George Herbert.
>* The Diary of Samuel Pepys. Jan. to Oct., 1666.
87. Henry VIII By William Shakespeare,
88. The Sublime and Beautiful. .. Hy Fdnmnrt Burke.
89. Timolcon, Faulus .Slinilius, Sea. Uy Plutarch.
90. Endymion, and other Poems.. Hy John Keats.
91- Voyage to Abyssinia .. .. By Jerome Lobo.
92. Sintra.n and his Companions. Hy La Motte l-'uuque
93. Human Nature, (bother Sermons Uy Bishop Butler
94. The Diary of Samuel Pepys. Nov. 1, 1666-May 31, 1667.

Casiell'a National Library ././.).

95. King John
ThSlUatory of the Caliph Vatnek Hy u ..*.,. I

Byjoha Dryjc..
By Robert Scnibry.

. .'. .... ...

97. Poems
98. Colloquies on Society
99- Agesilaua. Pompey. Phoclon
I-.. The Winter's Tale
tot, The Table Tain of John Selden.
i -j. Tue DUry of 8am el Pepjs.-June to Oot , 1687.
103. An Zsssy upon Projects .. .. Bjr Ossfel

104. Cricket on the Hearth > < <nrle iJickss*,
Anecdotes of Samuel Johnson Hy Mra. HoaL

i ometheus Unbound, tio. .. Hy Percy B. SheOejr.
;ves of Solon, Publicola, ft. Hy PI..-

108. King Lear !

109. Seven Discourses on Art .. Uy Sir Jmbua Rcrsolda,
no. History of the Reign ofJames II. By Chu. Janw* Foe.

The Diary of Samuel Pepys.-Oct., 1667, to March, 1660.

113. London in 1731 By Don Manoel Goaaks.
114. Much Ado about Nothing .. By William Shakcspsars.
115 & ii. Malcolm's Sketches of Persia.
117. The Snepherd's Calendar .. BySixjnser.
118. The Black Death, Sec. .. .. By Hector.
1 1 i. Coriolanus By William ShakopssM.
120. The Diary of Samuel Pepys. Mar. 17 to Nov. 14, 1806.

An ooagitics By Mfltca,
i . The Victories of Love, &c. .. By Coventry I"itmore.
12 f. Essays on Qoethe By Thomas Cartyle.
124. Richard II By William Shatespeare.
i--5. Crito and Phaedo By Plato.

126. The Diary ot Samuel Fepjs, irom Nov., 1688, to
Mav 31/1660.

127. The Old English Bsron .. ..By Mrs. Clara Reeve.
128. King Henry IV. i Part I.| .. .. By William Srukesossre.

129. l-yrrhu, Camillas, Sec By Plutarch.

130. Essays and Tales By Joseph Addivon.

131. Lives of the English Poets .. By Samuel JohswM.
132 King Henry IV. ;PartII.) .. .. By \v illiam Sh.,k-s*are.

Kssays and Tales By Richard Siede.
i u Marmion By Sir Walrer Scott,

The Existence of God .. .. y Frfneloo.

i to. The Merry Wives of Windsor Hy W illiam Shakespeare
137 The Schoolmaster By Kolwrt Aschara.

138. Lives of Dion, Brutus, Sec. .. By Plutarch.

139. A Tour through the Eastern 1 B rj^.
Counties of England in 1722 /

ijo. King Henry V B >' William Shake- |>eare.

141. Complaints By Edmund Spei.scr.

142. Essays on Mankind, Sec. By Sir William ;

14 \. The Curse of Kehama .. .. Hy Robert Southey.
144. The Taming of the Shrew . . Hy William Shakespeare

E-says on Burns and Scott .. Uy Thomas Carlylc.

146. Lives of Nicias, Craasus, Sec. . . Hy Plutarch.

14;. From London to Land's End.. Hy Daniel Defoe.

148. Romeo and Juliet By William Shakespeare.
i(9. Discourse on Satire, Sec By John Dryden.

150. The Amber Witch
{

'

g^J*^ by L*dy n

151. Lives of Romulus, Cimoc, Sic. Hy Piiit.in.li.

15--. Cymbeline By William Shake\peare.
'53 & 154 Holy Living. TwoWs. .. By Jeremy Taylor. D.I).

155. Lives of Numa, Sertorius, Sec. Hy Plutarch.

156. 'limon of Athens Hi Villi mi 'ill iln innsis,

157. The Batile of Life By Charles Dickens.

15*. Memorable Things of 8ocrat<s. liy X. -uophon.
159. Lives 01 Prior, Coi greve. Sec. By Samuel Johnson.
160. Othello By Wi.lUm Shakespeare.

, Tltt latist Li*t of Volume* sent fait frttenaft-

CasseU's Standard Drawing Copies. 6 Books. Ea<.h.

\Sttcuttti. ,i./4d.i
Cobden Club Pamphlets. {Littm atUicatim.)
Irish Parliament, A Miniature Histoiy cf the. By

I. C. ll.lsI.UII.

Cassell's Standard Drawing Copies.
(.SVr.i

Cassell's Readable Readers. Illustrated and strongly bound.
I1R.->I IN1-ANI K1.AP1 K ytfa^es,ltmfctt>t(H>4e} .. 2><d.
SECOND INFANT REAUtR. 48 ., .. .. .. jd.

I. 1 12 pages, /i / c/rf* *an& (/*) 6d.; vtryttijt\let*toar4t (ml) rd.

II. 128 ,, 7J-; - .. K.
III. 193 nd.; is. od,
IV. 192 ud.; i>. od.
V. 224 ,, ,, id.; ,, ..is. .d.

VI. 224 ,. .. . M M is. 3d.

The Modern School Readers.

First Infant Reader
Second
Third

,

Cloth.

First Reder- St dard I. rd.

Second Reader ., U. M.
Third Reader .. III. is. od
Fourth Reader
Fifth Reader .. V. is. jd.

Luc's \ Land VII is. *d.
The Modern Reading Sheets. In Three

3d.

4d.

Fourth ., ., .. sd.

Readers for Infant Schools, Coloured. 3 Books. Each
containing 48 pages, including 8 pa^es in Colours. Each.

ShJtkespeare's Plays. <6 Arts. Or 30 in Box. 12*. The Seven
Plays produced at the Lyceum, m paper box. sv d. : or doth, ia
cloth box, ss. : or French morocco, in box, 10*. 6d.

Oems from the Poets. , i 1 1 to box. iss oo.
Sheridan and Goldsmith's Plays. Serrate. Each.

EDUCATIONAL.
The Modern Qeographical Readers.
Introductory Lesions. For
Standard 1 6d,

Introductory Lessons. For
Standard II ad,

England and Wales. For Stan-
dard 111.. . . tod.

iand. Ireland. British North
America, Australasia. For
Standard IV. . . . is-od.

Europe. For Standard V. is. cd.
The World. For Standards
VL and VII. . . is-d.

34
I
nfd.

64

Cassell t Company. Limittd. Ludratt Hill. Lou ton : farts. Ntw \ork and Mtlbounu, > c-iz.88



Cassell fy Company's Classified Price List.

6d.
cotifd.

9d.

lOd.

I/-

Slojd," as a means of Teaching the Essential Elements of Education.
By Emily Lord.

Shakespeare Plays for School Use. Cloth. Each.
Richard III. Henry V. Hamlet. Julius Caesar. Coriolanus.

Euclid, Cassell's First Four Books of. Paper, 6d. (Cloth, gd.)
Drawing Books for Young Artists, 6d. each,:How to Draw > lementary
Forms, Models, &c.How to Draw Floral and
Ornamental Forms.

Arithmetics, "Tie Modern
In 7 Book:

-

Books for

Answers, 6d.A School Bank Manual. By Agnes Lambert
Cassell's National Library. Vols., in cloth.

How to Draw Landscapes,
Trees, Ships, &c.

How to Draw Animals, Birds,
and Doers.

School. By George Ricks, B.Sc.
Si ;ids. I. to IV., paper covers, 2d. each ; cloth, 3d. each.
.nds. V. to. VII., paper covers, 3d. each ; cloth, 4d. each

;

{.see 3d.)

rary. Vols., in cloth. (For List of Vats..

MISCELLANEOUS.How Women may Earn a Living. By Mercy Grogan."I Must." Short Missionary Bible Readings. By Sophia M. Nugent.
Enainelle-l cover. (See also is.)Cobden Club Pamphlets. (List on application.)Local and Centralised Government in Ireland. By
W. F. Bailey.

Imperial Federation. Report of the Conference.
Appreciation of Gold. By William Fowler, LL.B.
Exceptional Distress. A Record of the Mans. Ho. Charity Fund.

THE "CHIMES" SERIES.
A Series of Miniature Volumes, each containing 64 pages, with Illustrations

on every page, bound in limp cloth.
Bible Chimes. Holy Chimes.
Daily Chimes. Old World Chimes.
CASSELL'S PICTURE STORY BOOKS.

Each containing Sixty Pages of Pictures, Stories, &c.
Little Talks. Daisy's Story Book. Auntie's Stories.
Bright Stars. Dot's Story Book. Birdie's Story Book
Nursery Joys. A Nest of Stories. Little Chimes.
Pet's Posy. Good-Night Stories. A Sheaf of Tales.
Tiny Tales. Chats forSmall Chatterers. Dewdrop Stories.

SIXPENNY STORY BOOKS.
The Smuggler's Cave. Little Lizzie. Little Bird. Luke

Barnicott. Little Pickles. The Elohester College Boys.
The Delft Jug. My First Cruise. The Little Peace-

maker. -The Boat Club.

Arithmetical Test Cards, The Modern School. By
G. Ricks, B.Sc. Lond. For all the Standards. Seven Sets of 40 Cards,
each set. (See also is.)

Cassell'a Historical Readers, specially prepared to meet the
Requirements of the New Code.
Stories for Children from English History. Standard 3, iod.
The Simple Outline of English History. Standard 4, is.
The History of England for Elementary Schools. Standards

S, 6, 7, 2S. (See also is. and 2S. For UPPER S rANDARDS.)Part I. From the Earliest Times to Elizabeth, is.
Part II. From Elizabeth to Modern Times is

THE WORLD'S WORKERS.
New and Original Volumes by Popul
The Earl of Shaftesbury. I

Sarah Robinson. Agnes
Weston, & Mrs. Meredith.

Mary Carpenter and Mrs.
Somervilfe.

Thomas A. Edison & Samuel
F. B. Morse. By Dr. Denslow
and J. Marsh Parker.

General Gordon.
Charles Dickens.
Sir Titus Salt and George
Moore.

Florence Nightingale, Ca-
therine Marsh, Frances
Ridley Havergal, Mrs.
Ranyard ("L.N.R.").

: Authors. With Portraits. Each.
Dr. Guthrie, Father Mathew,
Elihu Burritt, Joseph
Livesey.

Abraham Lincoln.
Sir Henry Havelock and
Colin Campbell, Lord
Clyde.

David Livingstone.
George Muller and Andrew
Reed.

Richard Cobden.
Handel.
Turner the Artist.
George and Robert Stephen-
son.

Benjamin Franklin.
HELPS TO BELIEF.

Edited by the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A.
Creation. By the Lord Bishop of Carlisle.

Prayer. By the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M. V
The Divinity of Our Lord. By the Lord Bishop of Derrv
Miracles. By the Rev. Brownlow Maitland, M A
The Atonement. By the Lord Bishop of Peterborough.The Morality of the Old Testament. By the Rev. Newman

SHILLING STORY BOOKS. All Illustrated, cloth gilt. Each.
Bunty and the Boys.
T .ie Heir of Elmdale.
The Mystery at Shonoliff
School.

Claimed at Last, and Roy's
Reward.

Thorns and Tangles.
The Cuckoo in the Robin's
Nest.

John's Mistake.
The History of Five Little
Pitchers who had very
Large Ears.

"LITTLE FOLKS"
Each
A

Diamonds in the Sand.
Surly Bob.
The Giant's Cradle.
Shag and Doll, and other stories.Aunt Lucia's Locket.
Among the Redskins.
The Ferryman of Brill.
Harry Maxwell.
Magic Mirror, The.
The Cost of Revenge.
Clever Frank.
A Banished Monarch.
Seventeen Cats.

PAINTING BOOKS.
ach containing Outline Illustrations for Paintingon nearly every pageBook of Fruits and Bios- "Little Folks" 111uminatme
loms for -TLittle Folks " to Book.
Paint. The "

Little Folks " Proverb
Pictures to Paint. Painting Book. (Also at 25.)

BOOKS FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Containing interesting Stories, with Full-page Illustrations. In handsome

Picture Boards. Each.

Our Sunday Stories.
Our Holiday Hours.
Little Mothers and their
Children.

Our Schoolday Hours.
Creatures Tame.

Creatures Wild.
THE LIBRARY OF WONDERS.

Illustrated Gift Books for Boys. Crown 8vo, cloth. (See also is. 6d.)

Wonderful Adventures. I Wonderful Balloon Ascents.
Wonders of Animal In-

|
Wonders of Bodily Strength

Up and Down the Garden.
All Sorts of Adventures.
Indoors and Out.
Some Farm Friends.
Those Golden Sands.
Our Pretty Pets.

stinc . and Skill.
Wonderful Escapes.

CASSELL'S CHILDREN'S TREASURIES.
With Full-page Pictures and accompanying Stories, or Poetry.

Cock Robin, and other Nur-
sery Rhymes.

The Queen of Hearts.

Old Mother Hubbard.
Tuneful Lays for Merry
Days.

Cheerful Songs for Young
Folks.

The Children's Joy.
EDUCATIONAL.

Cassell's ' Modern School " Test Cards. Forty Cards
for each Standard. In case. Each set.

Cassell's " Combination " Test Cards. Six Sets. Each.

Flowers, Studies in. In Thirteen Packets, each containing Six
Flowers. Each Packet.

Complete Tot Book for all Public Examinations.
By W. S. Thomson, M.A.

History, The Simple Outlines of, Illustrated.
Spelling, Morell's Complete Manual of.

Pretty Poems for Young
People.

Pretty Pictures and Pleasant
Stories.

Our Picture Book.
Tales for the Little Ones.
My Sunday Book of Pictures.
Sunday Garland of Pictures
and Stories.

Sunday Readings for Little
Folks.

enth
English Spelling and Reading Book. Illustrate

Euclid. Cassell's. Being the First Six Books, with the
and Twelfth, of Euclid.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School. First Grade
Freehand. (See also is.)

Music, An Elementary Manual of. By Henry Leslie.

Shakspere Reading Book. In 3 Books. Each. (See also 35. 6d.)
German Reading, First Lessons in. By A. Jagst.New Code of Regulations, Handbook of. By John F.

Moss. (See also 25. 1

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School Freehand.
First Grade. ( ,S also zs. I

Cassell's Historical Course for Schools.
1. Stories Irom English History, is.

2. The Simple Outline of English History, is. 3d.
3. The Class History of England, zs. 6d.

Cassell's Miniature Library of the Poets, Monthly
Edition. (See also zs. 6d.)

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. Illustrated. Complete
in 12 Vols. Each. (Set also 125. awafzis.)

CASSELL'S POPULAR LIBRARY.
In cloth. Each.

Our Colonial Empire.
English Journalism, and th ;

Men who have Made it.

Religious Revolution in the
Sixteenth Century.

Young Man in the Battle of
Life, The. (See also zs. 6d.)

History of the Free Trade
Movement in England.

Boswell and Johnson.
Rev. Rowland Hill.

Domestic Folk-lore.
Storyofthe English Jacobins.
John Wesley.
Russian Empire, The.

CASSELL'S RED LIBRARY.
Stiff covers. Each. (See also is.)

Ingoldsby Legends.
Tower of London.
The Pioneers.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.
Cakes and Ale.
The King's Own.
People I nave Met.
The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures of Mr. Ledbury.
Ivanhoe.
Oliver Twist.
Selections from Thomas
Hood's Works.

Longfellow's Prose Works.
Sense and Sensibility.
Lord Lytton's Plays.
Bret Harte Tales, Poems, and

Sketches.
Martin Chuzzlewit. (2 Vols.)
The Prince of the House of
Sheridan's Plays. [David.
Uncle's Tom's Cabin.
Jfiueene Aram.

Rome and the Early Chris-
tians.

Thackeray's Yellowplush
Papers.

Deerslayer. [Book.
Washington Irving's Sketch
Last Days of Palmyra.
Tales of the Borders.
Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
The Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
Tiie Heart of Midlothian.
The Last Days ot Pompeii.
Sketches by Boz.
American Humour.
Macaulay's Lays and Se-
lected Essays.

Harry Lorrequer.
The Pickwick Papers (2 Vols.)

Scarlet Letter.
Handy Andy.
The Hour and the Man.
Old Mortality.
Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose and

Poetry, Selections froin.i

Margaret Lyndsay.
[man.

Jack Hiuton, the Guards-
MISCELLANEOUS.

Summer Tide :
" Little Folks " Holiday Number.

Yule Tide ; Cassell's Christmas Annual.
Pre-Raphaelites, The Italian, in the National

Gallery. By Cosmo Monkhouje. Illustrated. With u Full-page

Local Government in England and Germany. By the
Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Morier, G.C.B., &c.

HOW to Avoid Law. By A. J. Williams.
Town Holdings.
The Post Office of Fifty Years Ago.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (Seealso !S.6d.)

Cookery Cassell's Shilling.
Choice Dishes at Small Cost. By A. G. Payne.
Cassell's National Library. i

:irst sixty-four Vols. Roxburgh.
Each. (For List, see 3d. I

Irish Parliament, The. What it Was, ami What it Did.

Female Employment in Government Offices,Guide to.
Colonies and India, Our. How we Got Them, and Why we

Keep Them. By Prof. Cyril Ransome, M.A. Oxon.
Crown Colonies. ("Cobden Club" Pamphlet.)
Distribution Reform. By Thomas lUIngwoTth.
Dante Alighieri. By the Very Rev. Dean Plumptre, D.D.
Etiquette of Good Society. iCMh, is. d.i

Five Pound Note, The, and other Stories.
Co-operators, Working Men : What they have Done,

and What they are Doing.
Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. Hepworth. with

Illustrations. (See also is 6d.i" My Diary." With Coloured Plates and q66 Woodcuts.
The Old Fairy Tales. With Original Illustrations. Boards.

(See also is. 6&.)

ILLUSTRATED OFFICIAL RAILWAY GUIDES.
In Paper. (See a/so 25. )

London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Guide.
London and South Western Railway Guide.
Great Northern Railway Guide.
Midland Railway Guide.
London and North Western Railway Guide.
Great Western Railway Guide.

Ca^sell & Company, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London ; Paris, New York and Melbourne.
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"HEART CHORDS."
My Work f.>:

My Object in Life
My Aspirations.
My Emotional Life.
My llody.
My Growth in Divine Life.

, rad edge*. Each.

My Hereafter.
Mv WalK with God.

My Source* of Strength.
My Father.
My Bible.

Boul.
"I Must." Hv S.iphU M. Nugent. >- (SeealittA)
Sent Back by the Angels, and other Ballads. Hy n.-

,i. \.

Shortened Church Services and Hymns. Compiled by
ilu- K.-v. V. li.|gnm..iiih Sh.,rr. M.A

Shall we Know One Another 7 Ily the Rt. Re. J. C. Ryle,
\i \

Voice of Time, The Hy Mm
Simple Scripture Lessons for School and Horn*. Hy

Ilir Key. I. w. LK-.I. I.IHH OP CHRIST.

School Register!, CasseU's.
K>

Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Com-
fort for the Aged. r,v |. hn 1 BtrtM, M.A.

German of To-day. Hy Dr. lU-memann.
Citizen Reader. Hv II. <>. AH...M i-oter.
Laws of Evory-Day Life. Ily H. U. Arnold-Forster. Cloth.

i w !.',. ,

Marlborough Arithmetic Rules.
Little Folks' History of England. By Isa Cralg-Knox.

French, Key to CasselTs Lessons in. Cloth.

Khiva., Burnaby's Ride to. CMh.
Photography for Amateurs. Cloth. (See aim is.)

Experimental Geometry , First Elements of. By Paul

to Model
ure, The. by

Principles of Perspective as Applied
Drawing and Sketching from Nat

.. 6dT
The Making of the Home, liy Mrs. S. A. Barnett.

Energy and Motion i A Text Book of Elementary
Mechanics. Hy w. I'..R,-. M.A.

Etiquette of Oood Society. Cloth. (In stiffcovers, is.)

Handbook of Nursing, i.^realsox.)

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Text by favourite Authors, and Illustrated throu.

Playful Hours.
Joyful Davs.
Pleasure for AIL

JUaiay Del

Oood Times.
Jolly Little Stories.
Our Little Friends.

SUNDAY SCHOOL REWARD BOOKS.
By Popular Authors. Cloth gilt. Each.

Seeking a City.
Symington.

Bhoda's Reward ;

By Maggie

If
Wishes were Horses."

Frank's Life-Battle ; or, The
Three Friends.

Jack Marston's Anchor.
THE "PROVERBS

p
Proverbs.

Fritters ; or," It's a LongLane
that has no Turning."

Major Monk's Motto; or.

Rags and Rainbows : a Story
of Thanksgiving.

Uncle William's Charge ; or,
The Broken Trust.

Pretty Pink's Purpose : or,
The Little Street
chants.

SERIES.

a: or,
Mer-

Stories by Popular Authors, founded on and illustratinc well-known
With Four Illustrations in each, printed on a tint. Each.

"Look before you Leap."
Ursula's Stumbling Block;
or,

" Pride comes before a
Fall."

Ruth's Life Work; or, "No
Fains, no Gains."

EIGHTEENPENNY STORY BOOKS.
All Illustrated throughout, and bound inclotli k'ilt.

Trixy; or, "Those who Live
in Glass Houses shouldn't
Throw Stones."

The Two Hardcaatles; or,
"A Friend in Need is a
Friend Indeed."

Tim Thomson's Trial ; or,
"All is not Gold that
Glitters."

Wee Willie Winkle.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
Key's Lite.

Three Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Faith's Father.
By Land and Sea.
The Young Berrmgtons.
Tom Morris's Error
Worth More than Gold.
Jeff and Lt-ff. [Fire.
Through Flood Through
The Library of 'Wonders.

Crown 8vo. cloth. (F"r List or y,

Girl with the Golden Locks.
The Chip Boy ; and other
Stories.

Roses from Thorns.
Haggles, Baggies, and the
Emperor.

Stories of the Olden Time.
Dick's Hero ; and other
Stories.

The Old Fairy Tales. With
Original Illustrations. Cloth.
(See also is.)

Illustrated Gift Books for Boys.
It., S'r is.i

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. (Size 45 in.

x i; in. \ (5,j/wss.)
Higher Class Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (Ste

Geometrical Drawing for Army Candidates. By H. T.
Lilley. M.A.

Practical Solid Geometry, A Manual of. Hy William
: :i K..S-., M.ij.T K.I-:.

Applied Mechanics. Hy Sir R. St.iwell Ball. LL.D.
Linear Drawing. Hv 1 . A. I >.i\i.K..n.

Drawing Copies. Cassell's Modern School. Second
ill.uli- l'ri-i-li.ilul. ,'.S.j

Orthographic and Isometrical Projection.
Building Construction, The Elements of.

Systematic Drawing and Shading. Hy > h.irles Ryan.
Handbook of New Code Regulations, 1887. By JohnF.

Jones. For Schools, K. ;Jones's Book-keeping. By Theodore lone
fur the Million, . ; RuIedBookf.li. |&tf2w)K.|

History of England for Elementary Schools. Illus-

tr.it.-d. ,, ..IN./ 2S.6d. |

Reading Sheets, Modern.
Drawing Copies, Freehand, Cassell's Modern School.

Metropolitan Year Book. The. I'.iper. (Stt atto K txl.t

How Danto Climbed the Mountain. By Rose Emily Selfe.

Illustr d
The Republic of the Future. Hy Amu H win.in I)<xl.l.

Nursing for the Home and for the Hospital, A
Handbook of. Hy C. 1. u !.

Health, The Influence of Clothing on. H> .

Surgeon to. and Lecturer on Anatomy .it, the l..iiid"ti Ko

olice Code, and Manual of tae

Ida and Hair, The Management of the.
"

O. MANVILLE FENN'H NOVEL*.
CMB/JS%NM. Is paper boards, sa, sscb ; i*o lh uwo, . *a etex.

Dutch th Diver I or. * Man's I My >'-tiena. Ms* Iks Mots*
Mistake.

The Parson o' Dumford. ! Poverty Comer.
American Library of Fiction. I * Lift / Vli..

The Red Library of English and

Illustrated Official R
i-.ttii.

. * d

y Guides. In doth.

Parts, Illustrated Ould" Little Folks " Proverb Painting
THE "GOLDEN MOTTOE

Each Book containing set page*. WH-.BBS H-.ok i .jiiMiMii,; .- ^ ;>i,r>-.. *.'>-.

tJons. Crown 8o, .!

<'$ H.)

! . .

" Nil Desperandum." By the
Rev. F. Langbridge. M.A.

" Bear and Forbear."
Sarah Pitt

" Honomr is my Guide." B>

Jeanle Hering (Mrv Adai*.

Acton).
Aim at the Sure Bnd." B>

Emily Searchfteld.
He Conquers who Endure*.
By the Author of " May Cunning
t.1 . ^*_i_i .,

" Foremost if I Can." By
Helen Attridge.

NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKS for CHILD1
In Iljml.Mi.

Happy Go Lucky. I Daisy Blue Byes.
TWO-SHILLIN 1 STORY BOOKS.

Ml Illustrated throughout, and cont.iinint; Storie* for Young People.
Crown 8ro, handsomely bound in cloth gilt.

The Top of the Ladder : How Marion> Two Homes.
to Reach it.

Stories of the Tower.
A Moonbeam Tangle.
Mr. Burke s Nieces.

's Trial," &c.

Little Flotsam.
Madge and her Friends.
Through Peril to Fortune.

May Cunningham's Trial.
Peggy, and other Tal s.
The Magic Flower Pot." Little i'olka" Sunday Book.
The Children of the Court.
Four Cats of the Tippertons. I

Through Peril to jrorti
Aunt Tabltha's Walla.
In Mlsonief Again.
Two Fourpenny B1U.
Poor Nelly.
Tom Heriot.
Maid Marjory.
School Girls.

CASSELL'S MINIATURE LIBRARY OF
POETS. (See aha is.)

Milton - -

Wordsworth -

Longfellow
ott -

aVols.
aVols.
aVols.
aVols.
2 Vols.

Burns - - *Vofc.

Byron - - a Vote.
Sucridan and ) ...

Goldsmith/ Vob-

26

Scot
Hood -

N.B. Any two of the above Poets inay be had in cloth box (4 Voh.), js. ;

or any three in 6 Vols., in doth box, 75. fid. ; or any three in 6 Vote.,
in cloth box, lettered, QS. ; any four in 8 Vote., in cloth box. lettered.
I2S. ; or any six in 12 vobv, in cloth box. lettered, 151.

Shakespeare's Plays. The Seven Plays produced at the

Lyceum, in paper box.

THE DESERTED VILLAGE SERIES.
Consisting of f.ditions tie ln\e of the most favourite Poems of Standard

Aut:
Songs from Shakespeare.
Goldsmith's Deserted Village.
Milton's L'Allegro and II Penseroso. [Abbey.
Wordsworth's Ode on Immortality, and Lines on Tintrn

THE "CROSS AND CROWN" SERIES.
With Four Illustrations in each Book, printed on a Tint.

In Letters of Flame: A Story
of the Waldenses.

Through Trial to Triumph.

Heroes of the Indian Em-
pire : or, Stories of Valour
and Victory.

Strong to Suffer : A Story of
the Jews.

By Fire and Sword: A Story
of the Huguenots.

Adam Hepburn's Vow : A
Tale of Kirk and Covenant.

No. XIII. ; or. the Story of
the Lost Vestal.

THE "BOY PIONEER" SERIES.
By Edward S. Lllis. With I-'uil-pagc Illustrations in each.

Ned in the Wood.. A Tale of I Ned on the River. A Tale o
Indian River Warfare.

Ned in the Block House. A Story of Pioneer Life in Kentucky
THE "LOO CABIN" SERIES.

By Edward S. HUis With Hull-page Illustrations in each.
The Lost Trail.

| Camp-Fire and Wigwam.
Foot-prints in the Forest.

THE " GREAT RIVER " SERIES.
By Htlwara S. 1-llis. Illustrated.

Down the Mississippi. Lost in the Wilds.
Up the Tapajos; or Adventures In Brazil.

THE WORLD IN PICTURES.
Handsomely Illustr.it.-.!. an.l elegantly bound. (Alia tomut In tntnat

itath sides, 44. tacM.)
A Ramble Round France.
All the Russlas.
Chats about Germany.
The Eastern Wonderland.
Peeps into China: or. The
Missionary's Children.

The Land of the Pyramids
(Egypt).

Glimpses of South America.
Round Africa.
The Land of Temples.
The Isles of the Faoiflo.

PICTURE TEACHING SERIES.
Fcap. 4(0, cloth. Illustrated throughout.

Woodland Romano**.
Stories of Girlhood.
Frisk and his Flock.
Pussy Tip-toes' Family.
The Boy Joiner and Model
Maker. Iture

dren of Holy Scrip-

Through Picture Land.
Picture Teaching for Toung

and Old.
Scraps of Knowledge for
the Little Ones.

Great Lessons from Little
Things.HALF-CROWN GIFT BOOKS.

lllustr

Pen's Perplexities.
Margaret's Buemy.
Golden Days.
Notable Shipwrecks.
Wonders of Common Things.
The.

Little Hinges.

cloth gilt.

Soldier and Patriot.
Picture* of School Life and
Boyhood. lof Lno.

The Toung Man in the Battle
The True Glory ol Woman.
The Wise Woman.
Truth will Out.

"assell Jc Company, LimiUd, Luxate Hill, I.omio*; Paris, Ken- Ysrk and MtUw*e.
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G. Manville Fenn's Novel*. (As per List at 25. ; also The
vicar's People an ' Sw-t in <o<>

EDUCATIONAL.
Higher Class Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (See

Numerical Examples in Practical Mechanics and
Machine Design. By R. G. Blame, M.E. With Diagrams.

Latin Primer (The New). Bv Prof. J. P. Postgate. 192 pages,
Chemistry, The Public School. By I. H. Anderson. M.A.
Oil Painting, A. Manual of. Bv tin- Hon. John Collier. Cloth.
French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By Guillaume

French Grammar, Marlborough. Arranged and Compiled
by Rev. J. F. Bright, M.A. (See "Exercises," is. 6d.)

Algebra, Manual of. By Galbraith and Haughton. Part I.

Cloth. (Complete, 75. 6d.)
Optics. By Galbraith and Haughton.
Euclid. Books I., II., III. By Galbraith and Haughton.

Books IV., V., VI. By Galbraith and Haughton.Plane Trigonometry- By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. Parts I. and II. Cloth, each.

Natural History Wall Sheets (CasseU's). Ten Subjects.
Separate Sheets, 25. 6d each. Unmounted, as. each.

Natural History COLOURED Wall Sheets, Cassell's.
-Mounted, as. 8d. each.

GIFT BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Saudford and Merton. In Words of One Syllable. New Edition,
The Story of Kobin Hood.

| The Pilgrim's Progress.

. MISCELLANEOUS.
Metropolitan Vear Book. The. Cloth. (See also os.)
Heroes of Every-Day Life. By Laura Lane. Illustrated. Cloth.
Short Studies from Nature. Illustrated. Cheap Edition.
Browning, An Introduction to the Study of. Hy

Arthur Syinons.
Behind Time. Bv George Parsons L-athrop.Children of the Cold.' By Lieut. Schwatka.
John Parmelee's Curse. By Julian Hawthorne.
At the South Pole. By W. H. G. Kingston. New lldition. Illus-

Famous Sailors of Former Times. By Clements Markham.
Illustrated.

Unicode. The Universal Telegraphic Phrase Book. Desk and Pocket
Editions. Each.

What Girls Can Do. By Phyllis Browne.
World's Lumber Room, The. By Selina Gave. Illustrated.
Twilight Fancies. Hull of Pictures.
Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. (For descrip-

Irish Union, The ; Before and After. By A K. Council, M.A.Lay Texts for the Young. By Mrs. Richard Strachey.Pictures to Paint and Texts to Illuminate. Cloth.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (See also is.)
Dog, The. By l.Ktone. With Twelve full-page Illustrations.

Commentary on Numbers. (See also 35. and 33. 6d.)
Commentary on Deuteronomy. (See also 35. and 35. 6d.)
Commentary on Romans. i.Vcc also 35. and 35. 6d.)New Testament, An Introduction to the.
Secular Life, The Gospel of the. Sermons preached at

Oxford. By the Hon. Canon En-mantle.
Precious Promises, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D. New

Glories of the Man of Sorrows, The. Sermons by the Rev.
H. G. Bonavia Hunt, Mus.D., F.R.S. lulin.

TECHNICAL MANUALS (Illustrated.)
The Elements of Practical
Perspective.

Model Drawing.
Drawing for Stonemasons.

Drawing for Cabinetmakers.
Drawing for Bricklayers.
Drawing for Metal Plate
Workers.

Gothic Stonework.

Elementary Flower Painting. With Eight Coloured Plates
and Wood Engravings.

Sepia Painting, A Course of. Two Vols. Each. (Set also 55.)

Marlborough Arithmetic Examples.
Book-keeping for the Million. Cloth. (Set also as.)

Book-keeping for Schools. By T. Jones. (See also zs.)
Tides and Tidal Currents. By Galbraith and Haughton.
SCHOOL COMMENTARIES. Edited by Bishop Ellicott.

Genesis. (35. 6d.)
Exodus. (35.)
Leviticus. (35.)

Numbers, (as. 6d.

Deuteronomy. (25. 6d.)

St. Matthew. (35. 6d.)
St. Mark. (33.)
St. Luke. (35. 6d.)
St. John. (30. 6d.)
The Acts of tha Apostles.

Romans. (as. 6d.)
Corinthians I. and II. (35.)

Galatians, Ephesians, and
Philippians. (35.)

Coloasians, Thessalonians,
and Timothy. (33.)

Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,
and James. (35.)

Peter, Jude, and John. (35.)
The Revelation. (35.)
An Introduction to the New
Testament. (25. 6d. )

British Empire, The. By Sir George Campbell.
Bible Work at Home and Abroad. Yearly Volume.

EDUCATIONAL.
Technology, Manuals of. Edited by Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S., and

Richard TVormell, D.Sc., M.A. Illustrated throughout with original
and practical illustrations.

DYEING OK TEXTILE FABRICS. 55.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By ProfT Perry, M.E.
CUTTING TOOLS WORKED BY HAND AND MACHINE. By Prof. Smith
DESIGN IN TEXTILE FABRICS. 45. 6d.
STEEL AND IRON. 55.
SPINNING WOOLLEN AND WORSTED. 43. 6d.
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKING. 45. 6d.

Laws of Every-Day Life. By H. O. Arnold Forster. Presenta-
tion Edition. Half Persi.in calf, gilt top. (Set also is. 6d. )

Miniature Cyclopaedia, Cassell's.Coutaining 30.000 Subjects.
Colour. By Prof. A. H. Church. -\V?w and Enlarged Edition.

English Literature, The Story of. By Anna Buck-land.
Guide to Employment in the Civil Service. Cloth.

Shakspere Reading Book, The. By H. Courthope Bowen,
M.A. Illustrated. (See also is.)

German Grammar, The Marlborough. Compiled and
Arranged by the Rev. J. F. Bright. M.A. Cloth.

French Exercises, Marlborough. By th Rev. G. W De
Lisle, M.A., French Master in Marlborough College

Handrailing and Staircasing. By Frank O. CressweR

Arithmetic. Galbraith and Haughton's Manual.

Hydrostatics. By Galbraith and Haughton. Clnth.

Steam Engine. By Galbraith and Haughton. Clnth.

Mathematical Tables. By Galhraith in,! II m-ht.>n.

Mechanics. By Galbraith and Ilaughtim. Cloth.

Linear Drawing and Projection. Two Yols. in One.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Re-
vised Edition, with s.ooo new words. (See also 4S. 6d.)

Latin-English and English-Latin Dictionary. New

Drawing for Carpenters and Joiners. By E. A.

Natural Philosophy!' 'BV Prof. Haughton.
Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial, and Object Lesson

Sheet for Infant Schools.

THE FIG1TIER SERIES.
Cheap Editions. Illustrated throughout.

Tde Insect World.
The Ocean World.
Reptiles and Birds.
Vegetable World.

A succinct Biography of William I.,

By Archibald Forbes.

about 400 Illustrations.

The Human Race.
Mammalia.
The World before the
Delusre.

Germany, William of.
German Emperor and King of Prussia.
Crown 8vo, cloth.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With
Cloth. (See a/sj 6s. and 75. 6d.)

Imperial White Books. FourVo's. Each. (See also tos 6d.)
After London ; or, Wild England. By the late Richard Jefferies.The Eye, Ear, and Throat s TUB EYE AND SIGHT. By

H. Power, M.B., F.R.C.S. THE EAR AND HEARING, liy G. P.

Field. THK THROAT, VOICE, AND SPEECH. By J. S. Bri-towe,
M.D., F.R.S.

Entering on Life. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.
Vicar of Wakefield, The, and other Works by Goldsmith.

Gladstone, Life Of. By G. Barnett Smith. With Portrait. Cheap
Edition. Cloth.

Culmshire Folk. By the Author of "John Orlebar," &c.
Civil Service, Guide to Employment in the. With an

Introduction by J. D. Morell, LI..D.
Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the. FOR

PRACTICAL MEN. By W. H. Northcott, C.E.
Land Question. By Thomas J. Elliot, M.R. A. C.
On the Equator. By H. De W. Illustrated.A Year's Cookery. By Phyllis Browne.
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By Rev. E. C. Brewer,

LL. D. T-.'.'cntietn Edition, Enlarged. (See also 45. 6d.)

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's complete Book of.
( ','iraf Edition. With over 900 Illustration-. Cloth.

In-door Amusements, Card Games, and Fireside
Fun, Cassell's Book of. ll'.u-irau-d.

Poultry-Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright. With
1-ight New Cokmrad Plates ami other Illustrations.

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright.
Rabbit Keeper, The Practical. By Cuniculus.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Cassell's. With 100

Original Illustrations. 4to. (Also cloth fitt. 55. i

Gospel of Grace, The. By a Lindciie. Cloth.

AMERICAN LIBRARY OF FICTION. (See also as.)

The Yoke of the Thorah. By Sidney Luska.
Who is John Noman? By Charles Henry Beckett.
The Tragedy of Brinkwater. By Martha L. Moodey.
An American Penman. By Julian Hawthorne.
Section 558; or, The Fatal Letter. By Julian Hawthorne.
Another's Crime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Veiled Beyond. By S. B. Alexander.
Orion the Gold Beater. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr." 89." By Edgar Henry.
Karmel the Scout. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr.
The Gunmaker of Moscow. By SilvanusCobb.Jum
Th-; Brown Stone Boy. By W. H. Bishop. ) (ii zs.\

A Tragic Mystery. By Julian Hawthorne. > V only. )
The Great Bank Bobbery. By Julian Hawthorne. )

THREE-AND-SIXPENNY SERIES OF STANDARD
TALES FOR FAMILY READING.

All Illustrated and bound in cloth gilt. Crown 8vo.

Jane Austen and her Works.
Mission Life in Greece and
Palestine.

The Romance of Trade.
The Three Homes.
Deepdale Vicarage.
In Duty Bound.

The Half Sisters.
Peggy Oglivie's Inheritance.
The Family Honour.
Esther West.
Working to Win.
Krilof and his Fables. By
W. R. S. Ralston, M.A,

Fairy Tales. By Prof. Morley.
*** The first two of the above can also be obtained bound in morocco,

cloth sides, full gilt, 6s. each.

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
JEsop's Fables. Illustrated throughout by Ernest Griset. Cheap

Edition. Cloth. (See also 55.)
The Cost of a Mistake. By Sarah Pitt. Illustrated.

Rhymes for the Young Folk. By William Allingham. With
Beautiful Pictures in Colour. Illuminated boards.A World of Girls: A Story of a School. By L. T. Meade.

Lost among White Africans. A Boy's Adventures
on the Upper Congo. By David KIT.

Perils Afloat and Brigands Ashore. By Alfred Elwes.
Freedom's Sword : A Story of the Days of Wallace

and Bruce. By Annie S. Swan.
On Board the "Esmeralda ;

" or Martin Leigh's Log.
By John C. Hutcheson. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

Queen and King, For; or, the Loyal 'Prentice. By
Henry Frith. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

In Quest Of Gold. By Alfred St. Johnston. With Full-page tinted
Illustrations.

The New Children's Album.
My Own Album of Animals.
Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing Four

Stories by popular Authors.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. With
Original Stories and Verses Dy the best Authors. Illustrated through-
out. Cloth gilt. (See also K. 6d.)

Little Folks' Holiday Album. Illustrated.

Little People's Album, The. With Illustrations.

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's. Profusely Illustrated.

Swiss Family Robinson, Cassell's. Illustrated.

Favorite Album of Fun and Fancy, The. Illustrated

throughout by Ernest Griset.

3/6
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Half-Yearly Voh.
iH

Little Folk! II Ml ARCED SERIES).
,

"Little Folks" Album of Music, The. IUutrated,

Cheerful Clatter.
Mom* Chat Series, The. I: ad i 11 ...r.U. 3*. od.

Catherine Owen's New Cook Book.

Watch and Clock Making. Hy l i.Lugow.

Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. K. Athcntmnt. With
d and numerous other i:i'i.r-

Spinning Woollen and Worsted. Hy v. s n. M L.ircn. M.P.

Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. Ar,v../.

.'<]. id.)

French English and English - French Dictionary.
rior binding, with le.ither l.i, k. i.s<va/3. 6d.)

French, Cassell's Lessons in. .%> aiiJ RtvitU Edition.
M). i

Drawing for Machinists and Engineers. I'.y I "i

..idsi.n. Withmer MO IllllStl.r

ADVENTURE BOOKS.
The Astonishing History of Troy Town. Iiy 'j. Author

of "Dead M:
The Black Arrow. A Talc of the Two Roses. By R. I.. :

Commodore Junk. Ity G. Manville Fcnn.

A Queer Race. By \V. WestalL

Dead Man's Rock, r.v >.

Captain Trafalgar. Ity Wi--,t.ill and I-iiu-ir. Illustrated.

King Solomon's Mines. Hv H. Rider Haggard. Ill

Kidnapped. !:. K. I.. Stevrnvm. lllu

Treasure Island. l'-\ K. I.. Stevenson. Illustrated.

Phantom City, The. By w. v,

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR YOUNO PEOPLE.
Flora's Feast. A Masque of Flowers. By Walter Crane. With

40 pages in Col<mrs.

Legends for Lionel. Walter Crane's New Future Book. With
coloured Iilustr.-iti us.

Bible Talks about Bible Pictures. Illustrated by Gustavo
Deri ind -

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. Cornewall-Jones.
iKstratsd.

The Palace Beautiful. By L. T. Meade.
JCsop'a Fables. Illustrated throughout by Ernest Griset. Cheap

.r-,. 'See also 35. 60.)
The Tales of the Sixty Mandarins. By P. V. Ramaswamtf

Kaju.
Follow my Leader I or. the Boys of Templeton. i)y

Tulbot Buines Kccd. With Tinted Illustrations.

For Fortune and Glory i a Story of the Soudan War.
I!v I.eis H..u^h. With Tinted Illustrations.

Under Bayard's Banner. Bv Heury Frith. Illustrated.

The King's Command. A Story for Girls. Illustrated.

By Jan..
iking

es Burnley.
By

The Romance of Invention.
Champion of Odin, The ; or, Viking Life in the Days

of Old. By I. Frederick Hodgetts. With Tinted Illustrations.

Bound by a Spell ; or, The Hunted Witch of the
Forest. By the H.m. Mrs. Greene. With Tinted Illustrations.

The History Scrap Book. With nearly 1,000 Engravings.

The Merry.go-Round. Poems for Children.

The Sunday Scrap Book. Being Scripture Stories in Pictures.

With about 1,000 Illustrations. (See also r-. 6d.)

Myself and my Friends. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

A Parcel of Children. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

Modern Explorers. By T. Frost. Illustrated.

Living Pages from Many Ages. Illustrated.

Happy Little People. By uim.-r.it, h. illustrated.

Little Folks Out and About Book, The.
rful.

By Chatty

Wild Adventures in Wild Places: a Book for Boys. By
Dr. Gordon Stables, R.N. Ill

Little Doings of some Little Folks, The. By Chatty
Cheerful. Illustrated throughout.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. Two Vols. With
150 Illustrations. Each. (See otto los. 6d.)

Gulliver's Travels. Cheap Edition. With Eighty-eight En-
gravings by Morten. Crown 4to, cloth, gilt edges.

Little Folks' Picture Album. Containing 168 Large Pictures.
with accompanying text printed in bold type.

Fairy Tales Told Again. Illustrated by Gustave Dore.

Sunny Spain. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

Little Folks. II ilt Ye.irly Vols. Each containing nearly 500
Pictures. Cloth, gilt edges. (Boards, 35. 6d.)

Little Folks' Picture Gallery* With 150 Illustrations.

A Dozen and One | or, The Boys and Girls of Polly's
Ring. Hy M.iry L>. Brine. Full of filiiiirations.

'HOME CHAT"
Illustrated throughout. Ex. fcap. 410, cloth gilt, gilt edges.

and their
[Foes.
Forest

Little

Tinv Houses
Builders.

Field Friends and
Odd Fo.kB at Home.
Tim Trumble's
Mother."

Children of all Nations.
Rambles Bound London
Town.

t six of the above books can also be had in boards,
price ys. fid. each.

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Mounted on

canv.is .ind varnished, with filers. iSee alto as.)

Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, The. By Prof. Hummel.
Steel and Iron. By Prof. W. H. Greenwood, F.C.S., Sec.

Home Chat with Our Young
Folks.

Peeps Abroad for Folks at
Home.

Around and About Old Eng-
land.

Paws and Claws.
Stories about Birds.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain.

*. Tin

Mi%$n!S?m*' " Wlk" w> ** *'

Animal Painting In Watr - Colour..
..II.'. . ~<. :..,..

Water-colours. By W. It. J.

PatetlMC . By R. K Ufcca.

H-p,a Pa,,,t,n.. A C-r...,.

: T,t, A C.-r... ,

' , .H--1 I. ,

Flowers, and How to Paint tavern. By Maud JCafut Wkk
tm ( MM H :..

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Four Vela, Back. iS*r ut,.

Flower Painting in Water Colour*. Wkk Tweetv Fat.Me Cetaireo FBes. Flrt and aWood 8rrv ByF. E-Hid^.

Popular Educator, Cassell's. New and Tlurfurktf Miti**
. lUuUraled, Complete in SU Vok. Each.

Geometry, Cassell's Course of Practical. CusilOnr. **

Suty-four Cards. By Etts A. Davidson.

Astronomy, Manual of. Ity '' < -i. *:. i H . .

Reading Sheets, The Modern. In Three !

on linen with mien. Each. |.V<- alit av>

tnfd.

THE FINE ART LZBRAR'
Principal of the South Kensington
trations In each :

The Education of the Artist.
By Mrnest Chesneau

Edited by Jena Spsffcak,
Art Srh~^, with sbout too IUu-

Tapestry, A Soon History
Of. By Eugene Mtlntz.

Engraving, Its Origin, Pro-
cesses, and History. By
I.e Vicomte Henri Delaborde.

Artistic Anatomy.

Greek Archjeology, A If at.-

ualof. ByMaxiDwCelkriMMi.
The English School of Paint-
Ing. By Hraest Chetaeau.
Introduction by Prof. Rittktn.

The Flemish School ofPaint-

The JDutchSohool ofPainting

RELIGIOUS.
St. George for England I and other

Children. By the Kev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M. A.

Life of the World to Com*, The, and other
By the Rev. T. Teignim.uth Sh-re, M.A.

Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by Rrr. Canon Gatbert.
M. A., and Kev. S. .\Urtin. (See also i8s.)

English Reformation, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.

Bible, The Pe'W. Cloth, red edges, $s. ; French morocco, red
edges, 6s. ; French morocco, gilt edges, ;s. ; Persian calf, gilt edces.
75. 6d. ; Persian "

Yapp," gilt edges. 8s. : morocco, gilt edges. Is. fed.

Reconciliation. By a Lindesie.

Modern Shot Guns. By W. W. Greener.

Gum Boughs and Wattle Bloom. By D. Macdonald.

Sonnets and Quatorxains. By Chrys, M.A. (Oion.).

English Writers. By Prof. H. Morley. Vote. I.. II.. III., and IV.
Each.

Free Trade versus Fair Trade. By Sir T. H. F.irrer, Bu

Cannibals and Convicts. By Julian Thomas i" The Vaga-
1 "). Cheap Kditto,:.

Vaccination Vindicated. By John C. McVa.1. M.D.. D.P.H.

Vear.Book of Treatment, The. A Critical Review for Prac-
titioners of Medicine. Fifth Year of Issue.

Medical and Clinical Manuals, for Practitioner* and Stu-
dents of Medicine. A List pottJm on application. (See 0.10

6s., 75. 6d., 8s. 6d., ana" ys.)

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated, Complete in

Four Vols. Each.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Four Vols.
New Kditiai. Each.

Forging of the Anchor, The. By Sir Samuel Ferguson. LUD.
With Twenty Original Illustrations.

Russia. By Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace. MA.
Local Government and Taxation in the) United

Kingdom. Edited by J. W. Probyn.

Field Naturalist's Handbook, The). By tSe Rer. J. G.
Wood and Theodore Wood.

Brahma Fowl, The. By Lewis Wright. With Chromo Plates.

Horses, The Simple Ailments of. Their Nature and Treat-
ment. By W. F. Illustrated.

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon .
Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. Popular fditwtt. Cloth. (Set *l 7*. 'V Q -

los. od., 155., sis., aid 33*.)

Early Days of Christianity. The. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. Popular edition. Ckxh.

the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar. P.P.
(See also 71. 6d.. tot. Od.. ty*.

ISt* mlu TV od..
IDS. 6d., I5s., 345., and ,1 is.)

Life of Christ, Th,
F.R.S. Popular Edition.
ais.. 4S.. andfa.)

Hours with the Bible. By Dr. Geikie. Six YoK. Fach,

Old Testament Characters. By Dr. Geikie.

Bible Educator, The). Edited by thr Very Krv.
Illustrated. Complete in Four Voh. Cloth, each,

Moses and Geology | or. The Harmony of the Bible
with Science, fly the Kev. femur! K
\\ ::'.. no Illustration*.

Marriage Ring, The. >

thoseContempSang Marriage. By WiUum Landek IJ.1X

leatherette. (Vr. ifc. 6d.)

American Yachts and Vachtlng. Wkk orer 110

tions. t loth gut.

Cassell d- Company, Limited^ L*dgaie Hill, London ; Paris, New York **d Melbourne.
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Shakspere, The Leopold. Cloth gilt. (See also 35. 6d. and
75. 6J.

Casseli's Pocket Guide to Europe. (Size $\ by 3^ inches.)

Leather.
Choice Poems by H. W. Longfellow. Illustrated from

Paintings by his Son. Ernest W. Longfellow.

Dog Stories and Dog Lore. By Col. Thomas W. Knox.

Bimetallism, The Theory Of. By D. Barbour, Financial

Secretary to the Government of India.

Technical Educator, Casseli's. Complete in Four Vols.

Each. (See also 55. , 245. , and 3 is. 6d. )

Cobden, Richard, The Political Writings of.

Co-operation in Land Tillage. By M. A.

Ostrich Farming in South Africa.
Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A Lift post /ree on appli-
tation. (See also 55., ;s. 6d.. 8s. 6d., and 95.)

EDUCATIONAL.
Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List post free on appli-

cation. (See also 55., 6s., 8s. 6d., and 95.)

Practical Electricity. By Prof. W. E. Ayrton. Illustrated.

Electricity, The Age Of. From Amber Soul to Telephone. By
Park Benjamin, Ph.D.

German-English and English-German Pronouncing
Dictionary. New ami Enlarged Edition.

Shorter English Poems. By Prof. Henry Morley. Popular
Edition. (See also us. 6d. and 125. fid.)

Figure Painting in Water-Colours. With Sixteen Coloured

Plates. With Instructions by the Artists.

English Literature, A First Sketch Of. By Prof. Henry
Morley. Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Algebra, Manual Of. By Galbraith and Haughton.

English Literature, Library of. By Professor Henry
Morley. With Illustrations taken from Original MSS. Popular
Edition. Vol. I. : SHORTER ENGLISH POEMS. Vol. 2. : ILLUS-
TRATIONS OF ENGLISH RELIGION. Vol. III.: ENGLISH PLAYS.
Vol. IV. : SHORTER WORKS ON ENGLISH PROSK. Vol. V. :

SKETCHES OF LONGER WORKS IN ENGLISH VERSE AND
PROSE. Each. (See also us. 6d. and 125. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary, Cassell's.
Royal 8vo, cloth. (See also IDS. 6d.)

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work of. By Edwin Hodder. In One Volume, cloth. With
8 Illustrations. (See also 365. )

Fresh-water Fishes of Europe, The. By Prof. H. G.

Seeley, F.R.S. With 214 Illustrations.

France as It Is. By Andr<< Lebon and Paul Pelet. With Three
Maps. C> own 8vo, cloth.

Health at School. By Clement Dukes, M.I).. B.S.

The Chess Problem I Text-Book with Illustrations. Containing
400 Positions selected from the Works of C. Planck and others.

Christmas in the Olden Time. By Sir Walter Scott, With
Illustrations exquisitely reproduced.

Cookery, Casseli's Dictionary of. With Coloured Plates

and numerous Engravings. Containing about 9,000 Recipes. (See
also ics. 6d.)

Illustrated. 1,280 pages.

From Gold to Grey. Being Poems and Pictures of Life and
Nature. By Mary D. Brine. Illustrated.

Christopher Columbus, The Life and Voyages of.

By Washington Irving. Three Volumes. The set.

Sunlight and Shade. With Exquisite Engravings.

Changing Year, The. Being Poems and Pictures of Life and
Nature. With numerous Illustrations.

Ballads, Illustrated British. With Original Illustrations.

Two Vols. Each. (See also 155.)

Nimrod in the North; or Hunting and Fishing Ad-
ventures in the Arctic Regions. By F. Schwatka.
Illustrated.

Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Yearly Volume.

Cities of the World. Illustrated throughout with fine Illustrations

and Portraits. Complete in Three Vols. Each.

Peoples Of the World, The. By Dr. Robert Brown. Illus-

trated. Six Vols. Each.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert Brown, M. A., Ph.D.,
F.L.S. F.R.G.S. Complete in Six Vols., with 750 Illustrations.

Each. (See also 375. 6d.)

Horse Keeper, Practical. By George Fleming, LL.D.,
F.R.C.V.S.

Sunday Scrap Book. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also ss.)

History Scrap Book. Cloth gilt. (See also 55.)

Daisy Dimple's Scrap Book. Cloth gilt.

Our Own Country. Complete in Six Vols. With 200 Original
Illustrations in each Vol. Each.

Great Industries of Great Britain. Complete in Three
Vols. Each. (See also 155.)

English Literature, Dictionary of. By W. Davenport
Adams. Cloth. (See also IDS. 6d.)

Shakspere, The Leopold. Roxburgh. (Set also 35. 6d. and 6s.)

Sea, The ; Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,and Heroism. By F. Wliymper. Four Vols., with 400 Original
Illustrations. 75. 6d. each. (See also 255.)

World of Wonders, The. Two Vols. Illustrated. Each.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions. (See also IDS. 6d.)

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval

Wright, M.A. Illustrated. (Roxburgh, IDS. 6d.)
Insect Variety. By A. H. Swinton. Cheap Edition.

RELIGIOUS.
Quiver Volume, The. Containing upwards of 250 Original Con-

tributions. With about 200 Engravings.
Life and Words of Christ, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.

Cheat Edition in i Vol.

Farrar's Life of Christ. Popular Edition. Cloth, gilt edges.
(See also 6s., IDS. 6d., 158., 2is., 245., and 425.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.
Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., los. 6d., 155., 245., and 425.)

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.
Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., IDS. 6d., 158.. 2is., and 425.)

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. With nearly 600 Illustrations.
(See also 105. 6d.)

Bible, The Crown. With about 1,000 Original Illustrations. Cloth.
(See also 95. and 125. 6d.)

Child's Bible. Cheap Edition. Illustrated.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. Illustrated.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfree on appli-
cation. (See also ss., 6s., 75. 6cl., and 95.)

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. Complete in
Tiv.i Vols. Illustrated. Each.

Our Earth and its Story. By Dr. Robert Brown. F.L.S.
Vols. i. and 11. With Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings.

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Complete in Two Vols.
\V ith Original Illustrations by the best artists. Each.

Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by Prof. P.
Martin Duncan, M.D., F.R.S. Complete in Six Vols. Illustrated
throughout. Extra crown 410. Each.

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Vol. I., Earlyand Greek History. Vol. II., The Roman Period. Vol. III., Tlu-
Middle Ages. Vol. IV., Modern History. With Illustrations. Kadi.

England, Cassell's Illustrated History of. With ai...m
2,000 Illustrations. Complete in Ten Vols. Ke-w and Revised I-diiion
Vols. I. and II. Each.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. I. A. Wylie,LL.D. Three Vols. With 600 Illustrations. Each.

Bible, The Crown. Persian morocco antique, red and gold edges
(See also 75. 6d. and 125. 6d.l

United States, History of the (Cassell's). Complete in
Three Vols. About 600 Illustrations. Each.

Family Magazine Volume, Cassell's. With upwards of
250 Original Contributions, and about 300 Illustrations.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vols. With
about 600 Engravings. Each. (See also yx. I

Battles, Recent British. Illustrated. |.s>,' also ios.)

Franco-German War, Cassell's History of the. Com
plete in Two Vols. Containing 500 Illustrations. Each.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about
500 Illustrations. Two Vols. Each. (See also 155. )

London, Old and New. Complete in Six Vols. Each containing
about 200 Illustrations. Each. (See also 3. )

Edinburgh, Cassell's Old and New. Complete in Three
Vols. With 600 Original Illustrations. Each.

London, Greater. Complete in Two Vols. By Edward Walford.
With about 400 Original Illustrations. Each.

Science for All. Complete in Five Vols. Each containing about
350 Illustrations and Diagrams. Each.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfree on appli-
cation. (See also 55., 6s., 73. 6d., and 8s. 6d.)

School Registers. (For description see is. 4<1.)

Battles. Recent British. Library Edition. (See also gs.)

Russia, Truth about. By W. T. Stead. Demy 8vo, cloth.

Farrar'B Life Of Christ. Popular Edition. Persian morocco.
(Set also 6s., 75. 6d., 158.. ais., 243., and 425. )

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., 75, 6d., i5s., ais,, and 42s.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., 155., 245., and 425.)

Imperial White Books. Four Vols. (See also &. (A.)

Domestic Dictionary. The. Roxburgh. (See also js. 6d.)

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of. Illustrated throughout.
Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d.)

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. Cheap Edition. One Vol.

Roxburgh. (See also js. 6d.)

Architectural Drawing. By Phene' Spiers. Illustrated.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. A New and Original Work
of Reference to all the Words in the English Language. Complete
in Fourteen Divisional Vols. Each. (Ste also 2is. ana 255.)

Bismarck I an Historical Biography. By Charles Lowe, M.A. Cheap
Edition.

English Literature, Dictionary of. Roxburgh.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 75. 6d.)

Arabian Nights Entertainments, The. With Illustrations

by Gustave Dore, and other well-known Artists. New Edition.

Cannibals and Convicts. By Julian Thomas ("The Vagabond").
(See also 55.)

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval

Wright, M.A. Illustrated. Roxlmrgh. (See also ?s. 6d.)

Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By Lewis Wright. With
50 Coloured Plates. Popular Edition. With Illustrations on Wood.
(See also 3is. 6d. and 2 23.)

Gun and its Development, The. With Notes on Shooting.
By W. W. Greener. With Illustrations.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. With 300 Illustra-

tions. Library binding, Two Vols. in One.

India: the Land and the People. By Sir James Caird,
K.C.B., F.R.S. Revised Edition.

Parliaments, A Diary of Two. By Henry W. Lucy. Two
Vols. Vol. I., The Disraeli Parliament. 1874-1880. Vol. ft., The
Gladstone Parliament, 1880-1885. Each.

Modern Europe, A History of. By C. A. Fyffe. M.A.
Fellow of University College, Oxford. Vol. I. and II., each.

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. Complete in 12 Vols.

In Box. (See also is. and 2rs. )

7/6
cont'd.
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12/-
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15/

16/

18/-

20/

21/

Cassell 8f Company's Classified Price List.

Great Painters of Christendom, The, from Olmabue
tO Wtlkle. Hy |

1 ,.fl* K. , !-,!, , l.la-., .!r 1

Along Alaska's Oreat River. By Lieut. Schwatka. llluttrated.

Bible, The Crown. With about i.ooo Original Illustration*.
'. re alto ys. dd. ami oa.1

Familiar Trees. >.; -te In Two Series. With Forty Coloured

Oarden Flowers, Familiar. Complete In Fire Series. Forty
r<-d Plates in each. Cloth gilt, in cardboard box. or morocco.

Wild Birds, Familiar. Complete In Four Series. By W.

Cloth , o, cloth sides. Each.

Dante'* Purgatorto and
tr-uioin i.y BmBve I- -

Dante's Inferno.
Shakespeare, Cassell's 1

In box with spring < .

Mechanics, The ~
0.000 Drawing* of ,

|.l.-tr In Five Series. By I . I..

> Full-page Coloured Hale* fat

Wild Flowers, Familiar.
llulnir, 1 I S., 1 ^ A. With
each, and D<- liach.

Poems, Shorter English. By Professor Henry Morley. W
npwsrdf of 300 Illustrations.

Stock Exchange Year-Book, The. By Thomas Skinner.

Principles of the Economic Philosophy of Society,
Government, and Industry. Hy Van Uuren Oenalow,
LL.D. With Diagram.

Representative Poems of Living Poets.
Farrar's Life of Christ, The. Popular EdUbm. Tree-calf.

(See ,. is. O.I., 3is.. 34*., and 42S.)
Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. /'. /.'..

!'<' -'It. (Stt i '6s.. 75. 6d.. tos. 6d.. an., an.t 42S.)
Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.

Tree-calf. ( Stt also 6s., 75. od., los. oil., 34*., ami 425.)
Magazine of Art, The. Vols. II. a*d III. Each. (Set also

Our Homes, and How to Make them Healthy. W'ith

Illustrations. (Sre also 8s.)

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. With 600 llhiMr.n ions. A
Cyclo- inine. (See also IBs.)

Sketching from Nature in Water Colour*. By Aaron
With Illustrations in Chroino- Lithography.

Shakspere. The Royal. Complete In Three Vols. With Steel
and Wood Engravings. Each.

British Ballads. With Illustrations. Complete in Two Vols.
Cloth. <-Sa/.r7S. 6d.)

Great Industries of Great Britain. With about 400 Illus-

iv I .itir.iry Binding. Three Vols. in One.
India, CasselTs History Of. By the late James Grant. With

:ili.mt 400 Illustrations. Two Vols in dne.
Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of the. Illus-

trated. Library Binding in One Vol. (See atso <p.)

Magazine of Art, The. Yearly Vol. With 13 Etchings Photo
gravures. Arc., and Several Hundred Engravings. Cloth gilt, gilt

edges. (Set also 155. and 3is.)
Corn and Cattle Producing: Districts of France, The.

By George Gibson Richardson. Illustrated. Cloth.
Life and Words of Christ. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.

Student? Edition. Two Vois. (See atso yx.)
Longfellow's Poetical 'Works. Illustrated throughout (Also

3 3S.)

The Woman's World. Edited by Oscar Wilde. Yearly Volume.
Illustrated throughout with high-class Wood Engravings.

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. Roxburgh, (for description
see 154.)

Picturesque Europe. Popular Edition. Complete in Five Vols.
With Thirteen exquisite Steel Plates, and numerous original Wood
Engravings. Each. (See also 315. 6d., v> los., and v6 55.)

Family Prayer Book, The. Edited by Rev. Canon Garbett,
M. A., an. 1 Rev. S. Martin. Morocco. (See a/so ss.)

Our Homes, and How to Make Them Healthy. Rox-
burgh. (Set also is*.)

Cassell's Household Guide. With numerous Illustrations and
Coloured Plates. New and Cheap Edition, complete in Four Vols..
cloth, i the set. (See also 1 us. 6d.)

Natural History Wall Sheets. Set of Ten Plates. Un-
mounted.

Celebrities of the Century. Bein
Women of the Nineteenth Century.
Cloth. (See alto 25

a Dictionary of the Men and
dited by Lloyd C. Sanders.

Six New andThackeray, Character Sketches from.
(

feWMJ Drawings tiy Frederick Barnard, reproduced in Photo-

Shakespearean Scenes and Characters. By A. Brereton
With Engravings.Modern Printing Machinery and Letterpress
Printing. Hy F. J. I. WHtOB ad DoMg&Grey. illustrated.

Memorials of the Craft of Surgery In England.
IBUSH

Electricity in the Service of Man. with nearly 850 Illus

English History, The Dictionary of. Royal 8vo, doth
. K,<.\t> 25s.)

Dickens. Character Sketches from. First. Second, and
Third Serii-s. Hy 1 icd.-ri. k It.iru.ir.l. F..ich containing Six Plates

Abbeys and Churches of England and Wales, The.

Dictionary of Religion. The. By the Re*. WMna
11 1> < UHh iSa/wij.)

Farrar's Life of Christ, The. ILI.WMSATI
about 300 Original lUuMrattont, CloUj. fih edge*. (i<w lt ea..

7*. 6d.. 104. 6d.. ija.. M*-! **f 4t.|

Farrar's Life and Work of t. Paul. IU.USTBATCD
BDITtOM. (i /.. 71. id., 10*. 6d., \f,\..attd *.)

Old Testament Commentary for Enfllsh Readers,
The. i M MI. I<T). Lord Blifcop o?

rtier and Bristol Five Vobv Each.

New Testament Commentary. Edited by C. J. aOfcatt,
D.D.. Lord Bishop of Gloucester cad Bristol Three Vehv bach.
(See alia 4 14%. 6d.(

Child's Life of Christ, The. With about o Origfasl Uhav
is. Demy 410, i loth gilt, gilt edgem,

Bible Educator, The. Edited by Dean Plumptre. D.D. Com
plete In Two VoU. U also 241. *nd 6s.)

Hist. .il. ricturi.il.

The Magazine of Art. Vols. IV.. V., VI., VII.. VIII.. and IX.
With about j.j Illustrations. Each. (See atso 155. and i6s.)

Encyclopedic Dictionary, The. Seven Double .

. half-morocco, l-.ich. (Set also IDS. 6d. and 2s.)
Dairy Farming. Hy IW. Sheldon. \\iih Twenty-five Coloured

Demy 41".

Flower Oarden, Paxton's. Complete in Three Vols. With
Thirty-six i ,.!,,,,., | pUu-s. Cl, th. !

Trinidad. By !.. A. A. De Verteuil, M.D.P.

Ferns, European! thc-ir I -orni, II.il.it, and Culture. By James
Britten. F.US, With Thirty Coloured Plates.

Health, The Book of. l.s>c also 255.)

Family Physician, The. A Modern Manual of Domestic
M, h inc. \tviand Kd'ue.i Edition. (See.,

Milton's Paradise Lost. Illustrated with Full-page Drawings
by Gustave Dore.

Holy Land and the Bible. The. By tne Rev.
Geikie. !).!'. .>, and Edition. InTwoVok.

Luther, Martin i His Life and Times. By Peter Bayne.
LL.D. Two VoK.

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Vea. Archdeacon
1-arrar. D.D.. F.R.S. Two Vols., demy 8vo. (Stt otto ea.. 7*. ftd..

IDS. 6d., ijs., and a 2*.)

Life Of Christ. Th*. By the Ven Archdeacon Famr. D.U..
F.R.S. Two Vols.. cloth. Morocco, 1 as. (Set alto 6s.. Jf *.
los. 6d., 15-s., ais., and 425.)

ible Educator, The). Edited by Dean Plumptre. Coisptati Is

Four Vols. (Set a/so 21*. and 6s.)

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Four Vohv. doth.

(See also 55.. 6s., and 315. 6d.)

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. Seven Double DivUional
Vols., half-russia. hach. ( > atso 10*. 6d. and an.)

Celebrities of the Century. Being a Dictionary of the Men and
Women of the Nineteenth Century. Edited by Lfoyd C Sanders.

Roxburgh. (See also 3is.)

Dictionary of Religion, The. By the Kev. Wiffiam Benham.
I!. I). Roxburgh. (.Set at< 2IS.I

A Course of Lessons in Landscape Painting in Oils.
By A. F. Grace. With Nine Reproductions in Colour, and iiiismnin

examples engraved on Wood.
Family Physician. The. Ktw and Revised Edition. Half-

morocco. (Set also ti*.}

Sea, The i Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,
and Heroism. By F. Whymper. Library Binding. Complete
in Two Vols. (Stt also 7S. 6d.)

Health, The Book Of. Roxburgh. (See also an.)

Natural History Wall Sheets. Ten Subjects. Size a* by
20 inches. Mounted. (See also 2S. od.)

y the Rev. J. A. Wyne.
Lustrations. Three \ obv

Protestantism, The History of.
LL.D. Containing upwards of ouu Origi

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vob. Cloth.

United State's, 'History of the. By the late Edmund OUier.

Containing 600 Illustrations and Maps. (5 alto os. )

Edinburgh, Old and New. Complete In Three Vob. (See alt*

95.

Life and Words Of Christ. Hy Cunningliam Ltikii-. D.D.
Presentation Kditi'n. To \\.ls. \SeeaUo\t*.)

Edinburgh, Old and New, Complete in Three \'ols-, library

Protestantism, The History of. Library Edition. (For

British Battles on Land and Sea. With about 600 Uustn-
tions. Library Edition. Three Vols. (SveteejJ

United States, History of the. By the late Edmund Omer.

Library Edition. Three Vols. (See atso os.)

Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. By Frank Barrett.

Music, Illustrated History of. By Emil Nauman.
by the Rev. Sir F. A. < ion Ou>cley, Ban. Illustrated. Two Vob.

Heavens, The Story of the. By Sir R. Stawen lull, l I n .

F.R.S.. F.R.A.S. Koy.il Astronomer of Ireland. With Sixteen

separate Plates, printed by Chroruo-Uthography, and Ninety Wood
Engravings. Demy 8vo, 544 pages.

Picturesque Europe. Papular Eaitiott. Two Vob. fat One.

forming the British Isles. (Stt atso 188., 10 ics.. 15 15*.. **

Poultry, The Book of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Coloured
Plates. Cloth gilt. (Set atso us. od. aJ 40.)

Pigeons, The Book of. By Robert Fulton. Edited and aiianged

by Lewis Wright. With Fifty life-like Coloured Plates. (Sfe mtt* *s.)

Technical Educator, Cassell's. CompleM Two VoK.
half-calf. (Set also 5s. . 6s. . and 34*. )

Household Oulde, The. In Two Vob.. half-calf. (Set ats* sos.)

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated. Leather, with comers.

Horse, Th Book Of the. By Samuel Sidney. With Twenty-
eight 1 -.11. -siini: (Set alfr 4ft.}

Butterflies and Moths, European. By W. F. Kirby. With

Sixty-one life-like Coloured Plates.

,
Illustrated Book of the. 3v Vero Shaw. B.A. Cantab,

'ith Twenty-eight Facsimile Coloured Plates. Demy 410. ctoth

_id Care-Birds. The Illustrated Book of.

By YV. SatooOr^SwayVlaS. a*. ,:!, I ,,t> s,,

Fac -simile Coloured Plata*, and numerous Wood Engravingv (Stt

m
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36/-

Cassell et Comfianv. Utidttd. ludmtt HilL London : Paris, New York and MtUttnu.
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37/6

42/-

45/-

50/

60/-

Cassell Sf Company's Classified Price List.

Shattesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work of. By Edwin Hodder. With Portraits. Three Vols.
(Sceatso-K.(>&.\

Vouth's History of the United States, The. From the
Discovery of America by the Northmen to the Present Time. By
Edward S. Ellis. With Several Hundred Illustrations. Four Vols.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert
Ph.D., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Three Vols. Library i

11. M.A.,
_ _. . _ Binding. (For

description, see 75. 6d.)
Our Own Country. Three Vols. Library Binding. (For de-

scription, see 75. 6d.)

Cathedral Churches of England and Wales, Edition
de Luxe. Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. Roxburgh.

Royal River, The : The Thames from Source to Sea.
With Descriptive 1 ext by Prof. Bonney. F.R.S., &c., and a Series of
beautiful Engravings from Original Designs. With Etching for

Frontispiece.

Dore Gallery, The. Popular Edition. With 350 Illustrations by
Gustave Dore. Cloth gilt, bevelled boards.

Egypt i Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
Popular Edition. By Pp.f. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Bell,
with Notes by Samuel Birch, LL.D., D.C.L., F.S.A. a Vols. With
about 800 Original Engravings. (Set also 455.)

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with Forty-
eight Exquisite Steel Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings.
Each.

The Life of Christ. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. Two
Vols. morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., los. 6d., 155., sis., and 245.)

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar. Illustrated Edition, morocco. (See also 6s., 7S. od., los. 6d.,
155., and 2is.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Librarv Edition.
Two Vols. Morocco. (See also 6s., ?s. 6d., IDS. 6d., 155., and 245.)

Poultry, The Book Of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Coloured
Portraits, half-morocco. (See also IDS. 6d. and 31$. 6d.)

Pigeons. The Book of. By R. Fulton. With Twenty Coloured
I'lutes, half-morocco. (See also IDS. 6d. and 315. 6d.)

Popular Educator, The. In Three Double Vols., half-calf.

(See also 55.)

Egypt: Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
Vol. I. By Prof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Bell, with Notes by
Samuel Birch, LL.D. With the Original Magnificent Illustrations.
Cloth gilt. (Vol. II., 7. I2S. 6d.) Or the Two Vols. in cardboard
box, 4 175. 6d. (See also 425.)

Horse, The Book Of the. By Samuel Sidney. With Twenty-
eight Fac -simile Coloured Plates. Enlarged Edition. Half-morocco.
(Cloth, 355.)

Canaries and Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.
Half-morocco, (for description see 355.)

Dog. Illustrated Book Of the. By Vero Shaw, B.A. With
Twenty-eight Coloured Plates. (See also 355.)

Bible, CasselTs Illustrated Family. Toned Paper Editi
Leather, gilt edges. (See also 705. and 755.)

London, Old and New. Complete in Six Vols. With about
Library Edition. (See also 95.)

n, uia a
Illustrations.

Longfellow's Poetical Works, fine Art Edition. Magnifi-
cently Illustrated throughout with Original Engravings. Handsomely
bound in cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See also i6s.)

Shakespeare, Royal Quarto. Edited by Charles and Marv
Cowden Clarke, and containing about 600 Illustrations by H. C.
Selous. Three Vols., cloth gilt. (See also 66s.i

Picturesque Canada. A Delineation by Pen and Pencil of all

the Features of Interest in the Dominion of Canada, from its

Discovery to the Present Day. With about 600 Original Illustrations.

Complete in Two Volumes. Each.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. Morocco antique.

Edition de luxe. (See

(Also 505. in leather, and 755. best

The International Shakespeare.
also 5 55.)"

King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Hduard Grutzner.
" As You Like It." Illustrated by Mons. E'mile Bayard.

Volumes in preparation :

" Othello." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R. A.
" King Henry VIII." Illustrated by Sir James Linton, P.R.I.
" Twelfth Nijiht." Illustrated by G. H. Bougluou, A.R.A.

Etching : Its Technical Processes, with Remarks on
Collections and Collecting. By s. K. Koehler. with
Thirty Full-page Plates by Old and Modern Etchers, and numerous
reproductions in the Text.

New Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Three Vols. in half-morocc<i. \Sfe also 2is.)

England, Cassell's History of. With
Library Edition. Ten Vols. (See also >,.)

English Literature, Library of. The Set of Five Vols.,
half-morocco. (See also ?s. 6d., us. 6d., and 125. 6d.)

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee. A.R.A.
Forming a Volume of "The International Shakespeare." This Vol.
was originally published at 3 los., but on account of the growing
scarcity of copies was raised in price tn $ 53. (J>Vc also ?os.)

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto.
tion, see 3 3*. I

Mu (for de.

Old Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Five Vols. in half-morocco. (See also .:i ,. i

Complete in Five
Volumes. Each containing Thirteen exquisite Steel Plates, from

Original Drawings, and nearly 200 Original Illustrations, with

descriptive Letterpress. Royal 410, cloth gilt, 10 tos. ; half-morocco,
15 iss. (See also i8s., 315. 6d.. and 26 5s.)

British Fossil Reptiles, A History of. By Sir Richard
Owen, K.C.B., F.R.S., &c. With 208 Plates. Complete in Four
Volumes.

Holy Bible, The. Illustrated by Gustave Dore. Two Vols., best

polished morocco. (Also in cloth, %,)

Picturesque Europe. Large Paper Edition. With Sixty-five
Steel Plates, and 1,000 Original Wood Engravings. Five Vols. in

MONTHLY SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.
Adventure, The World of. 7d.

Art, Magazine of. Is.
Biblewomen and Nurses. 2d.

Bunyan, Cassell's Illustrated. Gel.

Butterflies and Moths. European.
6d.

Cassell's Magazine. 7cl.

Cathedrals and Abbeys. 7.1.

Celebrities of the Century. 6d.*

Cities of the World. 7d.

Countries of the World. 7d.

Crown Bible. 6d.

Dog, Book of the. Is.

Dore Bible. 3d. (And Weekly, id.)

Encyclopaedic Dictionary. Monthly
Part, Is. Monthly Vol., cloth,
10s. 6d. ; Bi-monthly Double
Vol. , half-morocco, 21s. ; half-

russia, 25s.

England, History of. 7d.

English History, Dictionary of.* 6d.

English Literature, Library of. 6d.

Farrar's Life of Christ. 7d.

Franco-German War. 7d.

Gardening, CasselTs Popular. 7d.

Little Folks. 6d.
London, Old and New. 7d.

Music, History of. 7d.

j
National Library, Cassell's

Weekly.* 3d. and 6d.

Natural History, Cassell's. 7d.

Old Testament Commentary, The.*
Edited by BISHOP ELLICOTT. 7d.

Our Earth and Its Story. 7d.

Our Own Country. 7d.

Paradise Lost. Illustrated by DOR.
7d.

Pictorial Scrap Book, Cassell's. 6d.

Picturesque America. 2s. 6d.

Picturesque Australasia. 7d.

Pigeons, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW.
6d.

Poultry, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Protestantism, History of. 7d.

Quiver, The. 6d.
Red Library, Cassell's.* Is. and 2s.

SaturdayJournal, Cassell's.
6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Sea, The. 7d.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Illustrated.
7d.

Story of the Heavens. 7d.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. 6d.

Universal History, Cassell's. 7d.

Wild Birds, Familiar. 6d.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. 6d.

Woman's World. Is.

63/-

70/-

A II are Illustrated except those indicated by an asterisk.

Letts's Diaries and other Time-Saving Publications are now published by CASSELL
& COMPANY, and particulars will be forwarded post free on application to the Publishers,

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London; Paris, New York and Melbourne,

94/6

5

5/5

6/6

7/17/6

10/10

12/12

15

26/5

Cassell's Railway Time Tables and
Through-Route Glance Guide.*
Price 4d.
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